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PART II. 
CHAPTER XVI. 
NAME REGISTER.1 
1.-OHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
Name. Address. 
------------- ---------------
J. G. Harris .. __________ i Montgomery, Ala __ ___ _ 
i Sheidon Jackson ._. ___ - Sitka, Alaska ______ .. __ 
F . J. Netherton ________ Mesa, Ariz. -- ------ ~--
Josiah H. Shinn________ Little Rock, Ark ____ .. _ 
J.W.Anderson ________ Sacramento, Cal _____ _ 
J. F. Murray _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Denver, Colo - - - - _ - ___ _ 
C. D. Hine _ ------------ Hartforo, Conn - ------
RobertJ. Reynolds ____ Dover, Del ____________ _ 
W. B . Powell ___________ Washington, D. C ----
W. N. Sheats ______ ____ Tallahassee, Fla. ____ _ 
S. D . Bradwell ______ ___ Atlanta, Ga _______ ___ _ 
B. Byr-on Lower ___ ____ Boise City, Idaho ____ _ 
HenryRaab __________ ___ Springfield, Ill. ______ _ 
H. D. Vories ___________ Indianapolis, Ind _____ _ 
H enry Sabin_.___ ______ Des Moines, Iowa_ - - - -
H. N. Gaines __________ __ Top3ka, Kans ________ _ 
Ed. Porter- Thompson ._ Frankfort, Ky ----- ----
A. D. Lafargue --------- Baton Rouge, La _____ _ 
N. A. Lu~e --------- ---- Augusta, Me _________ _ 
E. B. Prettyman __ ____ _ Baltimore, Md _______ _ 
Frank A. Hill . ______ ___ Boston , Mass ________ _ 
Henry R. Pattengill ___ 
1 
Lansing, Mich __ _____ _ 
W.W. Pendergast _____ St. Paul, Minn ___ __ __ _ 
J. R. Preston , ___ ·------ Jackson , Miss ________ _ 
L. E. Wolfe . . __ ________ Jefferson City, Mo ___ _ 
Official designation. 
State superintendent of edu-
cation. 
General agent of education. 
Superintendent of public in-
struction. 
St11,te superintendent of pub-
lic instructiou. 
Do. 
Do. 
Secretary of State board of 
education. 
President of State board of 
education. 
Superintendent of Dist:-ict 
schools. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
State school commissioner. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
State superintendent of edu-
cation. 
State superintendent of com-
mon schools. 
State superintendent of p ub-
lic instruction. 
Secretary of State board of 
education. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction, 
Do. 
State superintendent of edu-
cation. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic schools. 
1 Including a ll changes reported to the Bureau up to May, 1894. 
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I.--CHIEF ST.A.TE SCHOOL OFFICERS-Continued. 
Name. Address. 
E. A. Steere _·· ··- - ------ Helena, Mont_ _____ ____ _ 
A. K. Goudy ___________ Lincoln, Nebr ________ _ 
Orvis Ring ____________ Carson City, Nev _____ _ 
Fred. Gowing __________ Concord, N. H - - -- -- --
A. B. Poland ___________ Trenton, N. J ________ _ 
AmadoChavez . ________ Santa Fe, N. Mex ____ _ 
James F. Crooker ______ Albany, N. Y ___ _____ _ 
Jno. C. Scarborough ___ Raleigh, N. c _________ · 
Mrs.LauraJ. Eisenhuth Bismarck, N. Dak ____ _ 
Oscar T. Corson _____ ___ Columbus: Ohio __ - ___ _ 
E. D.Cannon ___________ Guthrie , Okla - ---- -- --
1 E. B. McElroy _. _____ -- \ Salem, Oreg __ - - -- - -·--
Nathan C. Schaeffer __ _ Harrisburg, Pa __ ____ _ 
T. B. Stockwell_ _______ Providence: R. r_ ____ _ 
W. D. Mayfield --· -··---- Columbia S. C __ _____ _ 
Cortez Saimon __ _______ Pierre, S. Dak .. ____ __ _ 
Frank M. Smith ________ Nashville, Tenn ______ _ 
J.M. Carlisle __________ Austin, Tex __________ _ 
J. S. Boreman __ _______ Ogden, Utah _________ _ 
M. S. Stone __ __________ Montpelier, Vt _______ _ 
John E. Massey __ ._ .. __ . Richmond, Va ___ ___ _ _ 
C. W. Bean ____ ____ ____ '\ Olympia, Wash ______ _ 
Virgil A. Lewis . . _____ _ Charleston , W. Va ___ _ 
Oliver E. Wells .... __ __ ' Madison, Wis . ____ ___ _ 
Stephen T. Farwell .. . . heyenn e, Wyo ___ ___ _ 
Official designation. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Superintendent of public in-
struction. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
Do. 
Do. 
State commissioner of com 
mon schools. 
Superintendent of public in-
struction. 
State superintenden t of pub- -
lie instruction. 
Do. 
Commission er of public 
schools. 
State superintendent of edu-
cation. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
Do. 
Do. 
Commissioner of schools . 
State superintendent of edu-
cation. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction . 
Do . 
State superintendent of free 
schools. 
State superintendent of pub· 
lic schools. 
State superintendent of pub-
lic instruction. 
IL-CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
ALABAMA. 
Anniston, L. D. Miller. 1 
essemer, A . M. Hendon. 
Birmingham, J. H. P hillips. 
j uin.uln., J . .J. Kilpatrick. 
Flor nee, H. C. Gilbert, 
Huntsdlle, A. W . Eshman. 
fobile. John D. Yerby . 
Mon tg-omery. C. L. Floyd. 
, 'elma, Louis E . Jeffrie . 
Tu caloosa, arleton Mitchell. 
RIZO. A. 
Tucso11, --- --- . 
ARKANSAS . 
Fort Smith. J. L. Hollowav. 
Helena, Jolin Caldwell Davidson. 
Hot Springs, George B . Cook. 
Little Rock, J. R. Ri irhtsell. 
Pine Bluff , Ruth McBride. 
CALIFORNI A. 
Alameda, D. J. Suilivan . 
Be ··keley, S . D. Waterman. 
Eureka , G. Warren. 
Fresno, T. L. He:iton . 
L as Ang-c'.cs, LQroy T. Brown. 
Napa City, J. L . Shearer.2 
1 County superiutendeuL; post-ofllce, Jacksonville. 2 Principal. 
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CALIFORNIA-c ::mtinued. 
Oakland, J. W. McClymonds. 
Pasadena, James D. Graham. 
Rherside, Eli F. Brown. 
Sacramento, 0. W. Erlewine. 
San Bernardino, W. Scott Thomas. 
San Diego, Eugene De Burn. 
San Francisco, John Swett. 
San Jose, Frank P. Russell, 
Santa Barbara, C. Y. Roop. 
Santa Cruz, J . W. Linscott. 
Santa Rosa, I. S. Crawford. 
Stockton, James A. Barr. 
Vallejo, L. G. Harrier. 
COLORADO. 
Aspen, J. F. Keating. 
Colorado Springs, P. K. Pattison. 
Denver, District No. 1, Aaron Gove. 
Denver, District No. 2, L. C. Greenlee. 
Denver., District No. 17, J. H. Van 
Sickle. 
Highlands, J. H. Van Sickle . 
Leadville, W. W. Watters. 
Pueblo, District No. 1, James S. Mc-
Clung. 
Pueblo, District No. 20, P. W. Sear~h.. 
Trinidad, E. C. Stevens. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Ansonia, W. H. Angleton. 
Birmingham, Robert L. Gilbert. 
Bl'idgeport, Charles W. Deane. 
Bristol , James F. Williams. 
Danbury, J.M. Smith. 
Greenwich, G~orge P . Fisher.' 
Hartford, John H. Brocklesby. 
Manchester, Oliver B. Taylor. 1 
Meriden, J. T. Pettee. 
Middletown, Walter B. Ferguson. 
New Britain, J. N. Bartlett. 
New Haven, Virgil G. Curtis. 
New London, Charles B. Jennings. 2 
Norwalk, Charles Olmstead. 1 
Norwich, N. L. Bishop. 
Rockville, I. M. Agard.~ 
Stamford, E verett C. Willard. 
Thompsonville, E. H. Parkman. 4 
Torrington, Edwin H. Forbes. 
Wallingford, Daniel R. Knight. 
W~t~rbury, M. S. Crosby. 
W1ll1mantic, --- ---. 
Winsted, Walter G. Mitchell. 3 
DELAWARE. 
New Castle, A. H. Knapp. 
Wilmington, David W. Harlan. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Washington, William B.Powell,super-
intendent of public schools. 
Washington, G. F. T. Cook, superin-
tendent of colored schools. 
1 Sec~·etary of the Board of School Visitors. 
2 Actmg sch ool visitor. 
a Principal. 
FLORIDA. 
Jacksonville, Joel D. Mead. 5 
Key West, C. F. K emp. 5 
Pensacola, N. B. Cook. 5 
St. Augustine, R. F. Sabate. 5 
Tampa , L. W. Buchholz. 5 
GEORGIA. 
Albany, J. S. Davis. 
Americus , Wm. H arper. 
Athens , G. G. Bond. 
Atlanta, W. F. Slaton. 
Augusta, L awton B. Evans. 
Brunswick, A. I. Branham. 
Columbus, W. H. VVoodhall. 
Griffin, Bothwell Graham. 
Macon, B. M. Zettler. 
Rome, James C. Harris. _ 
Savannah, W. H. Baker. 
Thomasville, K. T. MacLean. 5 
ILLINOIS. 
Alton, Robert A. Haight. 
Aurora, District No. 5, J. H. Freeman. 
Austin, Newell D. Gilbert. 
1 Beardstown. M. Moore. 
Belleville, H. D. Updike. 
Bloomington, E. M. Van Petten. 
Braidwood, C. F. Van Doren. 
Cairn, Tayfor C. Clendenen. 
Canton, C. M. Bardwell. 
Centralia, --- --- . 
Clrnmpa,ign) C. A. Bowsher. 
Charleston. J. W. Henninger. 
Ch icago) Albert G. Lane. 
Danville . Joseph Carter. 
Decatur. E. A. Gastman. 
Dixon . W. H. Williamson. 
Duquoin .. T. E. Wooters. 
East St. Louis, James P. Slade. 
Elgin, H. F . Derr. 
Evanston) Homer H. Kingsley. 
Freeport, F . T. Oldt. 
Galena . I. C. Baker. 
Galesburg, William L. Steele. 
Jacksonville , John R. Long. 
.Joliet ., D. H. Darling. 
Kankakee . F. N. Tracy. 
Ke wanee, E. C. Rosseter. 
La Salle, L. A. Thomas. 
Lincoln, A. L. Anderson. 
Litchfield, J.E. Bryan. 
Macomb) S. F. Hall. 
Mattoon. B. F. Armitage. 
Moline, H. M. Slauson. 
Monmouth, James C. Bu.rns. 
Oak Park, W. H. Hatch. 
Ottawa. --- ---. 
Pana, L. S. H am. 
Par~, Alfred Harvey. 
PekTn, .F. W. Reubelt. 
Peoria, Newton Charles Dougherty. 
Peru, Fred W. Smedley. 
Quincy, T. W. Macfall. 
4 Principal of the high school. 
6 County superintenctent. 
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ILLINOIS-continued. 
Rock Island , S.S. Kemble. 
Rockford . P.R. Walker. 
Springfield, J. H. Collin:,. 
Sterling , district No. 3, Alfred Bayliss. 
Streator. J. N. Patrick. 
Waukegan, Frank H. Hall. 
INDIANA. 
Anderson , John W. Carr. 
Blooming ton, D. W. Leonard. 
Brazil, John C. Gregg. 
Columbus, J. A. Carnagey. 
Connersville, W. F. L. Sanders. 
Crawfordsville, Samuel E. Harwood. 
Elkhart , D. W. Thomas . 
E vansville , ,L W. L ayne . 
Fort W Hyne, John S. Irwin. 
Frankfort, B. F. Moore. 
Goshen, William H. Sims. 
Greencastle. Robert A. Ogg. 
H ammond , W. C. Belman, 
Huntington, Rober t I. H amilton. 
Indianapolis, L. H. J ones. 
Jeffersonville, P. P. Stultz. 
Kokomo, H. G. Woody. 
Lafayette, Edward Ayres . 
L a Porte , - - - - . 
Lawrenceburg, W. H. Rucker. 
Loga nsport, Albert H. Douglass. 
Madison, D. M. Geeting. 
Marion. W. D. Weaver. 
. Michigan City , James C. Black. 
Mount Vernon, H.P. Le J,venworth. 
Muncie , W.R. Snyder . 
New Albany, J.B. Starr. 
Peru, W.R. J. Stratford. 
Richmond, Justin N. Study. 
Seymour, H. C. Montgomery. 
Sh elbyville, J.C. Eagle . 
South Bend, Calvin Moon. 
T erre Haute, William H. Wiley. 
Valpar aiso, William H. Ban ta. 
Vincennes, Albert E . Humke . 
Wabash, M. W. Harrison. 
Washington , William P . Hoffman. 
IOWA . 
At lantic, G. W. Samson. 
Boone, Geor ge I. Miller. 
Burlington, Charles Eldred Shell.on. 
eclar Rapids, J. F. Merrill. 
Clinton, 0. P. Bostwick. 
Council Bluffs, Hugh W. Sawyer. 
Creston H .B. Larrabee. 
Davenport, J. n. Young. 
Des Moines, East Side, Amos Hiatt. 
Des Moines, West ide, F. B. Coo12.er . 
Des Moines North ide, 0. E . Srrffi:.h . 
Dubuque, Thomas Hardie.1 
For t odge F. C. Wildes. 
Fort :Madison C.H. Morrill. 
1 ecretary or the Board or Education 
2Principa.l of the high school. 
IOWA-continued. 
Iowa City, W. F. Cramer. 
Keokuk, O. W. Weyer. 
Le Mars, E. N. Coleman. 
Lyons, H. E. Robbins . 
Marshalltown, C. P . Rogers. 
Mason City, A. R. Sale. 
Muscatine, F . M. Witter. 
Oskaloosa, Orion C. Scott. 
OttL1mwa, A. W. Stuart. 
Sioux City, H. E. Kratz .. 
Waterloo, East Side, F. J. Sessions. 
Waterloo, West Side, George A. Bate-
man. 
KANSAS. 
Argentine, Charles R. Sator. 
Arkansas City, T. W. Conway. 
Atchison, J. H. Glotfelter . 
Emporia, John Dietrich. 
]'ort Scott, Guy P. Benton. 
Hutchinson, John A. McClain. 
Junction City , G . Vil. Kendrick. 
Kansas City, L. L. L. Hanks. 
Lawrence, Edmund Stanley. 
L eavenworth, James E. Klock. 
Newton, J. W. Cooper. 
Ottawa, Frank P. Smith . 
Parsons, H. C. Ford. 
Pittsburg, C. M. Ligh . 
Salina, --- --- . 
Topeka , William M. Davidson. 
W ellington, - - - - . 
Wichita, William Richardson . 
Winfield, J. W. Spindler. 
KENTUCKY. 
./ 
Ashland, John G. Crabbe. 
Bo~ling Green, W. B. Wylie. 
Covington, W. C. Warfield. 
Dayton, R. M. Mitchell. 
Frankfort, McHenry R hoades. 
HenJerson, Edward S. Clark. 
Hopkinsville, Charles H . Dietrich. 
Lexington, William Rogers Clay. 
L ouisville , George H. Ting ley, jr. 
Maysville , J. H. Rowlana.i 
Newport, John Burke. 
Owensborough, James McGinniss. 
P aducah, Geor ge 0. McBroom. 
P aris, Clarence L. Martin. 
Richmond, Geor ge W . Pickels. 
Winchester, C, E. L yddane. 3 
LOUISIANA . 
Baton R0uge, Fred. J. Tunnard .t 
New Orleans, Warren Ea-,ton. 
Shreveport, John L. Hargrove. 
MAINE. 
Auburn. W.W. Stetson. 
Augusta, J. F ran 'c Leland. :. 
Bangor, Miss Ma1·y S . Snow. 
HCounty superintendent. •Supervisor. 
i Parish superintendent 
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MAINE-continued. 
Bath, J.C. Phillips. 
Belfast, A. I. Brown. 
Biddeford, Royal E . Gould. 
Brewer. George Curtis. 
Calais, A. J. Padelford. 
Ellsworth. J ohn F. Knowlton. 
Gardiner, James M. Larrabee.1 
Lewiston , W.W. Stetson. 
Portland. Orlando M. Lord. 
Rockland, J. R. Dunton. 
Saco, Walter T. Gooda 'e. 
Waterville, J. H. Blanchard. 
MARYLAND. 
Annapolis, John C. Bannon. 2 
Baltimore , Henry A. Wise. 
Cambridge. James L. Bryan. 2 
Cumberland, H. G. Weimer. 2 
Frederick, Ephraim L . Boblitz. 2 
Hagerstown, George C. Pearson. 11 
MASSACHUSET'.rS. 
Adams, Walter P. Beckwith. 
Amesbury, F rank Savage. 8 
Attleborough, J. 0. Tiffany. 
Beverly. A. L. Safford. 
Boston, Ed win P. Seaver . 
Brockton, B. B Russell. 
Brookline, S. T. Dutton. 
Cambridge, Francis Cogswell . 
Chelsea, Eben H . Davis. 
Chicopee. R. H . Perkins. 
Clinton. Charles L. Hunt. 
Danvers, A. P. Learoyd. 
Dedham, Roderick Whittlesey Hine. 
Everett, R. J. Condon. 
Fall River, W illiam Connell. 
Fitchburg, Josepp. G. Edgerley. 
Framingham. Orville W. Collins. 
Gardner, Louis P. Nash. 
Gloucester, Freeman Putney. 
Haverhill Albert L . Bartlett. 
Holyoke. Edwin L. Kirtland. 
Hyde Park. Richard M. J ohnson,' 
Lawrence, William C. Batas. 
Lowell, Arthur K. Whitcomb. 
Lynn, Orsamus B. Bruce. 
Malden , Charles A. Daniels. 
Marblehead, --- --- . 
Marlborn, John E. Burke. 
Medford, Ephraim Hunt. 
Melrose, Benjamin F. Robinson. 
Milford, -s. F. Blodgett. 
Natick, Frank E. Parlin. 
New Bedford, William E. Hatch. 
Newburyport, William P. Lunt. 
Newton, George I. Aldrich. 
North Adam s! Mrs. Julia M. Dewey. 
Northampton, Alvin F. Pease. 
Peabody, John B.Gifford. 
1 Supervisor. 
~ County school examiner. 
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Pittsfield. Eugene Bouten. 
Plymouth, Charles Burton. 
Quincy, H. W. Lull. 
Salem, William A. Mowry. 
Somerville , Gordon A. Southworth. 
Southbridge, John T. Clarke. 
Spencer ., Wyman C. Fickett. 
Springfield , Thomas M. Balliet. 
Stoneham , Sarah A. Lynde. 4 
Taunton, C. F. Boyde n. 
W altham. Henry Whittemore. 
Watertown, George R. Dwelley. 
Westfield, G. H. Danforth. 
Weymouth, I. M. Norcross. 
Woburn, F. B. Richardson. 
Worceste i·, Clarence F. Carroll. 
MICHIGAN. 
Adrian, George W. Walker. 
Alpena, L. S. Norton. 
Ann Arbor, Walter S. Perry. 
Au Sable, E. M. H artman. 
Battle Creek, F. W. Arbury. 
Bay City, J. W. Smith. 
Big Rapids, James R. Miller. 
Cadillac, George R. Catton. 
Cheboygan, William C. Thompson. 
Coldwater, Egbert L. Briggs. 
Detroit, W. E. Robinson. 
Escanaba, S. S. Biggs. 
Flint, George M. Fisk . 
Grand Haven, J-. B. Estabrook. 
Grand Rapids, W.W. Chalmers. 
Ionia, C. L. Bemis. 
Iron Mountain, E. F. Abernethy. 
Ironwood, L. L. Wright. 
Ishpeming, Harlow Olcott. 
J ackson, District No. 1, Thomas L. 
Evans. _ 
Jackson, District No. 17, --- ---. 
Kalamazoo, 0. E. Latham. 
Lansing, Charles 0. Hoyt. 
Ludington, H. E. King. 
Manistee , Albert Jennings. 
Marquette, Anna M. Chandler. 
Menominee, Jesse Hubbard. 
Monroe, A. W. Tressler. 
Mount Clemens, J . H. Lee. 
Muskegon, David Mac·1rnnzie. 
Negaunee, F. D . Davis. 
Niles, J. D. Schiller. 
Owosso, J. W. Simmons. 
,Pontiac, F. E. Converse. 
Por-t Huron, John A. Stewart. 
Sag inaw, East Side, A. S. Whitney. 
Sagin~w, West Side, Edwin C. Thomp-
son. 
Sault Ste. Marie, A. Jay Murray. 
Traverse City, Charles T. Grawn. 
West Bay City. J.E. Lemon. 
Ypsilanti, M.A. Whitney. 
8 Chairman of sch ool committee. 
4 S~cretary of the school committee. 
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MINNESOTA. 
Anoka, Z. N. Vaughn. 
Brainerd, B. T. Hathaway. 
Duluth, Robert E. Denfeld. 
Faribault, F. D. Budlong:. 
Mankato, George F. Kenaston. 
Minneapolis, C. M. Jordan. 
Reel Wing, G. V. Brohaugh. 
Rochester, Edward G. Adams. 
St. Cloud, S. S. Parr. 
St. Paul, Charles B. Gilbert. 
Stillwater, M. A. Stone. 
Winona, Buel T. Davis. 
MISSI SSIPPI. 
Columbus, W. L. Lipscomb. 
Greenville, E. E. Bass. 
Jackson, --- ---. 
Meridian, Andrew A. Kincannon. 
Natchez, I. W. Henderson. 
Vicksburg, C. Pendleton Kemper. 
MISSOURI. 
Boonville, F. W. Ploger. 
Brookfield, W. H. Brownlee. 1 
Cape Girardeau, T. E. Joyce. 
Carthage, J.M. White. 
Chillicothe, A. L. Jenness . 
Clinton, Charles B. Reynolds. 
Columbia, James S. Stokes. 
Fulton, John P. Goss. 
Hannibal, R. B. D. Simonson. 
Independence, William F. Bahlmann. 
Jefferson City, J. U. White. 
Joplin, Stephen A. Underwood. 
Kansas City, J·. M. Greenwood. 
Lexington, H. D. Demand. 
Louisiana, A. P. Settle. 
Marshall, R. H. Emberson. 
Maryville, A. E. Clarendon. 
Mexico, W. T. Carrington. 
Moberly, J. T. Muir. 
Nevada, W. J. Hawkins. 
Rich Hill, A P. Warrington. 
St. Charles, George W. Jones. 
St. Joseph, Edward B. Neelv 
St. Louis, Ed ward H. Long.· 
Sedalia, Geor~e V. Buchanan. 
Springfield, .Ton a.than Fairbanks. 
Trenton. H. E. Du Bois. 
Wanen. burg, F. E. Holiday. 
Webb City, W. J. Stevens. 
MON'l'A TA. 
Butte ity, S. P. Hendricks. 
Helena, R. G. Young. 
1 Secretary o! the school board. 
2 Supervising principal. 
NEBRASKA. 
I 
' Beatrice, ·Carroll G. Pearse. 
Fremont, Daniel Miller. 
Grand Island, Robert, J. Barr. 
Hastings, Edwin N. Brown. 
Kearney, Jesse T. Morey. 
Lincoln, Frank Strong. 
Ne oraska City, W. H. Skinner. 
Omaha, Frank A. Fitzpatrick. 
Plattsmouth, Frank C. McClellan. 
South Omaha, A. A. Munroe. 
NEVADA. 
Virginia City, C. E. Mack. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Concord, Louis J. Rundlett. 
Dover, Channing Folsom. 
Keene, ·-----. 
Manchester, William E. Buck. 
Nashua, James H. Fassett. 
Portsmouth, J. Clifford Simpson. 
Rochester, Charles W. Brownt 
NEW JERSEY. 
Atlantic City, Charles B. Boyer. 2 
Bayonne, Charles M. Davis. 
Bordentown, William Macfarland.3 
Bridgeton, John S. Turner. 
Burlington, Wilbur Watts. 11 
Camden, Martin V. Bergen. 
Eliiabeth, J. Aug-ustus Dix. 
Gloucester City, J.C. Stinson. 
H ackensack, C. D. Bogart. '1 
Harrison, John Dwyer. 3 
Hoboken, David E. Rue. 
Jersey City, Henry Snyder. 
Lambertville, Levi Brown. 
Long Branch, C. Gregory. 
Millville , E. C. Stokes. 
Morristown, W. L. R. Haven. 
New Brunswick, George G. Ryan. 
Newark, William N. Barringer. 
Orange, Usher W. Cutts. 
Pussaic, H. H. Hutton. 
Paterson, J. A. Reinhart. 
P erth Amboy, C. C. Homm~rnn. 
Phillipsburg-, H. Budd Howell. 
Plainfield, Henry M. Maxson. 
Rahway, D. B. Corson. 
Red Ba,nk, Char~es D. Warner. 
Salem, Robert Gwynne, jr. 
South Amboy, W. L Heineken.:1 
Trenton, B. C. Gre.gory. 2 
Union (i. e., Town or Union, Hudson 
County), Otto Ortel. 4 
8 Principal. 
4 Prin cipal ; post-office. Weehawken. 
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NEW MEXICO. 
San ta Fe, John P. Victory. 
NEW YORK. 
Albany, Charles W. Cole. 
Albion, Freeman A. Greene. 
Amste1~dam, J. W. Kimball, John G. 
Serviss. 
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow. 
Batavia, John Kennedy. 
Binghamton, Marcus W. Scott. 
Brooklyn, William H. Maxwell. 
Buffalo, Henry P. Emerson. 
Cana~daig ua, _Henry L. Taylor. 
C1'l,tsk1ll, Edwm S. Harris. 
Cohoes, Georg-e E. Dixon. 
College Point,---. 
0 01 ning, Leigh R. H unt. 
Cortland, C. V . Coon. 
Dunkirk, J. W . Babcock. 
E dgewater, J . J. Kenney. 1 
Elmira, Elias J. Beardsley. 
Fl ush~ng, D_istrict No. 5, W. C. 1ngall s. 
Flushmg, District No. 7, Marv L. Lyles. 
Fulton, B. G. Clapp. 2 • 
Geneva, William H. Truesdale. 
Glens Falls, Sherman Williams. 
Gloversville, James A. Estee. 
Green Bush, H. R. Jolley. 
Green Island, James Heatley. 
H a ·erstraw, L. 0. Markham. 2 
Hempstead, Albert C. Almy. 2 
Hoosick Falls, A. G. Clements. 
Hornellsville, William R. Prentice. 
Hudson, William S. Hallenbeck. 
Ilion., Judson I. Wood. 
Ithaca, Luther C. Foster. 
Jamaica, District No. 4, William J 
Ballard . · 
Jamaica, District No. 7 Cyrus E 
Smith. ' . 
Jamestown, Rovillus R. Rogers. 
J_?,hnstown , William S . Snyder. 
Km;zston, Charles M. Ryon. 3 
L'.'1-nsingburg, George F:sawyer. 
Little Falls, Thomas A. Caswell. 
Lockport, .Emmet Belknap. 
Long Island City, John E. Shull. 
Lyons, W. H. Kinney. 
Malone, S rah L . Perry. 
Mat~eawan, Walter S. Allen. 2 
Medma, Henry Pease 
Middletown, J ames F·. Tuthill. 
Mount Vernon, A. B. Davis. 
New Brighton, J. J . Kenney.i 
New Rochelle, Isaac E. Young. 
New York, J ohn Jaaper. 
Newburg, R. V. K. Montfort. 
1 School commissioner; post-office New 
Brighton. ' 
2Principal. 
. as~pef
1
inte1;1dent of the "Kingston school 
district, which does not include the entire 
city. 
NEW YORK-continued. 
Niagara Falls, N. L. Benham. 
North Tonawanda, Clinton S. Marsh. 
Norwich, .Elbert W. Griffith. 
Nyack, Ira H. Lawton. 
Ogdensburg, Barney Whitney. 
Olean. Fox Holden.. 
Oneida, F. W. J ennings. 2 
Oneonta, Nathaniel N. Bull. 
Oswego, George E. Bullis. 
Owego, Ed win P. Record on. 
Peekskill,J)rum Hill District (district 
No. 7), John Millar. · 
Pe .;kskill, Oakside District (district 
No. 8), A. D. Dunbar. 
Penn Yan, F. 'l'. Shultz. 
Plattsburg, James G. Riggs. 
Port Chester, John C. Rockwell. 
Port Jervis, John M. Dolph. 
Port Richmond, Orry H. Hoag. 
Poughkeepsie, Edward Burgess . 
Rochester, Milton Noyes. 
Rome, W. D. Manro. 
Sara toga Springs, Thomas R. Kneil. 
Saugerties, Fred N. Moulton. 
Schenectady, S. B. Howe. 
Seneca Falls, F. S. Porter. 
Sing Sing, J. Irving Gorton. 
Syracuse, A. B. Blodgett. 
Tonawanda, F. ,T. Diamond. 
T 1·?y, Edwin E. Ashley. 
Utica , George Griffith. 
Waterford, Alexander Falconer. 
Wate : loo, F. C. Wilber.~ 
Watertown, William G. Williams. 
Waverly, P. M. Hull . 2 
West Troy, James R. Main. " 
White Plains, Charles A. Genung. 2 
Whitehall, W. W. Howe. 
Yonkers, Charles E. Gorton. 
NORTH CAROLIN A. 
Asheville, J. D. Eggleston, jr. 
Charlotte, Alexander Graham 
Concord, J. F. Shinn. 
Durham, Edwin W. Kennedy 
Fayetteville, B. C. Mel ver. · 
Goldsboro, Logan D. Howell. 
Henderson, J. B. White. 0 
New Berne, John S~ Long. 
Raleigh, Edward P. Moses. 
Salisbury, R. G. Kizer. 
Wilmington, M. C. S. Noble. 
Winston, JohnJ. Blair-. 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
Fargo, Darius Steward. 
Grand Forks, C. H. Clemmer. 
4 School commissioner. 
51i~~~l Commissioner; post-otfice, Guilder-
6 Chairman of the school committee. 
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OHIO. 
Akron, Elias Fraunfelter. 
Alliance, John E. Morris. 
Ashtabula, J. S. Lo we. 
Avondale , A. B . Johnson. 
Bellaire, Benjamin 'l'. J ones. 
Bellefontaine, Henry Whitworth. 
Brooklyn, Charles M. Knight. 
Bucyrus, F. M. Hamilton. 
Cu,mbridge, E. L. Abbey. 
Canton , James J. Burns. 
Chillicothe, E. S. Cox. 
Cincinnati, William H. Morga:u. 
Circleville, M. H. Lewis. 
Cleveland, - -- ---
Columbus, J. A Shawan. 
Dayton , W. J. White. 
Defiance, J. W. Mcinnis. 
DelawtLre, D. E. Cowgill. 
I:el phos, E. W. Hastings. 
E ast Liverpool, S . D. Sanor, 
Elyria, Henry M. Parker. 
Findlay, J. W. Zeller. 
Fostoria, H. L. Frank. 
Fremont, W.W. Ross. 
Ga.lion, A. W. Lewis. 
Gallipolis, J .B. Mohler. 
Greenville, --- ---. 
Hamilton, C. C. Miller. 
Ironton, M. C. Smith. 
J ack son, J. E. K innison. 
Kenton, E. P. Dean. 
L ancaster, Elijah Burgess. 
Lima, J. M. Greenslade. 
Lorain, F. D. War d. 
Mansfield, J. W . Knott. 
Marietta, W.W. Boyd. 
Marion, Arthur Powell. 
Martins Ferry, F. Gillum Cromer. 
Massillon, E. A. Jones. 
Middletown, B. B. Harl':Ln. 
Moun t Vernon, Lewis D. Bonebrake . 
Nelsonville, Fletcher S. Coultrap. 
New Philadelphia, G. C. Maurer. 
Newark, J.C. H al'tzler. 
Niles, F . J. Roller. 
Norwalk, A. D. Beechy. 
Oberlin, George W. Wai te . 
Painesville, George W. Ready. 
Piqua, C . W . Bennett. 
Pomeroy Morris Bowers. 
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers. 
Salem, M . E. Hard. 
S ndusky, E. J . Shives. 
Sidney, M . A. Yal'Ilell. 
Springfield, William H. Weir. 
teubenville, Henry Ney Mertz. 
Tiffin, J . .H. Snyder. 
T oledo, Harvey W. 'ompton. 
T roy, C. L. Van leve. 
Urbana, W. McK. \ ance. 
Van Wert, W. 'l'. Bushman. 
1 Secretary or school boa.rd. 
OHIO- continued. 
Warren, R. S. Thomas. 
Washington C.H., N. H. Chaney. 
Wellston, Timothy S. Hogan. 
Wellsville, J. L. MacDonald. 
West Cleveland, J.M. Talbott. 
Wooster, Charles Haupert. 
Xenia, Edwin B. Cox. 
Youngstown, F. Treudley. 
Zanesville, W. D. Lash. 
OKLAHOMA. 
Oklahoma, .:f:. L. Hallock. 
OREGON. 
Astoria, R. N. Wright. 
Portland, I. W. Pratt. 
Salem, E. H. Anderson. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allegher.y, John Morrow. 
Allentown, Francis D. Raub. 
Altoona, D. S. Keith. 
Archbaid, R. N. Davis. 
Ashland, William C. Estler. 
Beaver Falls, J.M. Reed. 
Bethlehem, Thomas Farquhar. 
Bloomsburg, L. P. Sterner. 
Braddock, John S. K eefer. 
Bradford, Henry Rupp Roth. 
Bristol, Matilda S. Booz. 
Butler , Ebenezer Mackey. 
Carbondale, John J. Forbes. 
Carlisle, C. P. Humrich / Maggie Lan-
dis.2 
Chambersburg, William H. Hocken-
ber ry. 
Chester, Charle$ F. Foster . 
Columbia, S. H. Hoffman. 
Connellsville, W. G. Gaus. ~ 
Conshohocken, J. H orace Landis. 
Corry, A. D. Colegrove. 
Danville , W. D. Steinbach. 
Du Bois, W. W. Fell. 
Dummore, John E. W illiams . 
E aston, W illiam W. Cottingham. 
Erie, H. C. Messimer. 
Fran klin, N. P. Kinsley. 
Greensburg, H. B . Twitmyer. 
H arrisburg, Lemuel 0. Foose. 
H adeton, David A. Harman. 
Homestead, John C. Kendall. 
H untingdon, William M . Benson. 
Johnstown, T. B. Johnston . 
Lancaster, R . K. Buehrle. 
Lansford,--- ---. 
Lebanon, Cyrus Boger. 
Lock Haven, John A . Robb. 
McKeesport, EL 1<'. Brooks . 
2 Principal. 
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Mahanoy City, Frank Seward Miller. 
Mauch Chunk, James J. Bevan. 
Mead ville, Henry V. Hotchkiss. 
Middletown, H. H. Weber. 
Milton, S. 0. Goho. 
Monongahela City, E.W. Dalby.1 
Mount Carmel, S amuel H. Dean. 
Nanticoke, Clarence B. Miller. 
New Brighton, J. Burdette Richey. 
New Castle, William J. Shearer. 
Norr istown, Joseph K. Gotwals. 
Oil City, C. A. Babcock . 
Olyphant, M. W. Cumming. 
Philadelphia, Ed ward Brooks. 
Phamixville, Mary F. Leister. 
Pittsburg, George J. Luckey. 
Pittston, Robert Shiel.2 
Plymouth (borough J,Irving A.Heikes. 2 
Pottstown, William W. Rupert. 
Pottsville, B. F. Patterson. 
R eading, Samuel A. Baer. 
Renovo, D. M. Brungard. 
Scranton, George W. Phillips. 
Shamokin, William P. Harpel. 
Sharon, J. W. Canon. 
Sharpsburg, E. B. McRoberts. 
Shenandoah, Martin P. Whitaker, 
South Bethlehem. Owen R. Wilt. 
South Chester / A .G. C. Smith. 4 
South Easton, 5 Samuel E. Shull, 
Steelton, L. E. McGinnis. 
Sunbury, C. D. Oberdorf. 
T amaqua, Robert T. Ditchburn. 
Tarentum, B. S. Hunnell. 
Titusville, Robert D. Crawford. 
Towanda, Minor Terry. t 
T yrone, C. E. Kauffman. 
Uniontown, L ee Smith. 1 
Warren, W. L. MacGowan. 
Washington, A.G. Braden. 
West Chester. Addison J ones. 
Wilkesbarre, ·James M. Coughlin, 
Wilkinsburg, J. D. Anderson. 
Williamsport, Samuel Transeau. 
York, Atreus, Wanner. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
Bristol, J.P. Reynolds. 
Central Falls, Frank 0. Draper. 
East Providence, George N. Bliss. 
Newport, Benjamin Baker. 
Olneyville, Nathan M. Wright. 
Pawtucket. Gilman C. Fisher. 
Providence, Horace S . Tarbell. 
Westerly, W.R. vVhittle. 1 
Woonsocket, F. E. McFee. 
SOUTH CAROLINA . 
Charleston, Henry P. Archer. 
Columbia, D. B. Johnson. 
1 Principal. 
2 Super vising principal. 
8 Post-offlce, Chester. 
SOUTH CAROLIN A-continued. 
Greenville, .William S. Morrison. 
Spartanburg, P. T. Brodie. 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Sioux Falls, A . M. Rowe. 
'l'ENNESSEE. 
Chattanooga, A. T. Barrett. 
Clarksville, J. W. Graham. 
Columbia, J. G. Meadors. 
Jackson, Thomas H. Paine. 
Johnson City, R.H. Freeland. 
Knoxville, Albert Ruth. 
Memphis, George W. Gordon. 
Nashville, Z. H. Brown. 
TEXAS. 
Austin, John B. Winn. 
Brenham, E.W. Tarrant. 
Brownsville, J. F. Cummings. 
Corpus Christi, Charles W. Crossley. 
Corsicana, J. T. Hand. 
Dallas, J. L. Long. 
Denison, William Gay. 
El Paso, W. H. Savage. 
Fort Worth, P. M. White. 
Gainesville, E. F. Comegys. 
Galveston, Oscar H. Cooper. 
Greenville, J. H. Van Amburg. 
Houston, W. S. Sutton. 
L aredo, F. A. Parker. 
Marshall, Chesley F. Adams. 
Palestine, P. V. Pennypacker. 
Paris, J. G. Wooten. 
San Antonio, J.E. Smith. 
Sherman, W. Leonard Lemmon. 
Temple , J. E. Blair. 
Tyler, John A. Boon. 
Waco, Charles T. Alexaniler. 
UTAH. 
Logan, Ida J. Cook. 
Ogden City, R. S. Page." 
Provo City, William S. Raw1mgs 
Salt Lake City, J. F. Millspaugh. 
VERMONT. 
Barre, 0... D. Mathewson. 
Brattleboro, James H. Babbitt. 
Burlington, Henry 0. Wheeler. 
Rutla~d, Ed ward L. Temple. 
St. Albans, F. W. Whippen. 
VIRGINIA. 
Alexandria, Kosciusko Kemper. 
Cha rlottesville, F. W. Lane. 
Danville, John A. Herndon. 
Fredericksburg, E. M. Crutchfield. 
4 County superintendent; post-office, Media. 
6 Post-office, Easton. 
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VIRGINIA-continued. 
Lynchburg, E. C. GlasS'./ 
Manchester, A.H. Fitzgerald.1 
Newport News, J. H. Crafford.2 
Norfolk, K. C. Murray. 
Petersburg, D. M. Brown. 
Portsmouth, ---Jacobs. 
Richmond, William F. Fox. 
Roanoke, Rush U. Derr. 
Staunton, John H. Bader. 
Winchester, Maurice M. Lynch~ 
WASHINGTON_. 
Fairhaven, C. W. Albright. 
New Whatcom, G. B. Johnson. 
Olympia , B. W. Brintnall. 
Port Townsend, 0. B. Grant. 
Seattle, Frank J. Barnard. 
Spokane _l!'alls, D. Bemiss. 
Tacoma, H. M. James. 
Wallawalla, R. C. Kerr. 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Charleston , George S. Laidley. 
Huntington, James M. Lee. · 
Ma,r tins burg, J. A. Cox. 
Parkersburg, W. M. Straus. 
Wheeling, W. H. Anderson. 
WISCONSIN. 
Antigo, J ohn E. Martin. 
Appleton, M. R . Winslow. 
Ashland, J.- M. Turner . 
Baraboo, E. C. Wiswall. 
1Principal. 
WISCONSIN-continued. 
Beaver Dam, James J. Dick. 
Beloit, C. W. Merriman . 
Berlin, Perry Niskern. 
Chippewa Falls, R. L. Barton. 
Eauclaire, J. K. McGregor. 
Fond du Lac, Ed. McLoughlin. 
Fort Howard, A. W. Burton. 
Green Bay, --- McMahon. 
Janesville, D. D. Mayne. 
• Kaukauna, H . S. Cooke. 
Kenosha, D. A. Mahoney. 
Lacrosse, Albert Hardy. 
Madison , R. B. Dudgeon. 
Manitowoc, H. Evans. 
Marinette, J. F. Powell. 
Menasha, M. M. Schoetz. 
Menomonee, Judson E. Hoyt. 
Merrill, - - - ---. 
Milwaukee, George W. Peckham. 
Neenah, J. N. Stone. 
Oconto~ Ehr er E. Carr . 
Oshkosh, Rufus H. H alsey. 
Portage, A. C. Kellogg. 
Racine, 0. C. Seelye. 
Sheboygan, George Heller . 
Stevens Point, Henry A. Simonds. 
Superior, A. W.Rankin. 
Watertown, C. F. Viebahn. 
W aukesha, George H. Reed. 
Wausau, William R. Moss. 
White Water, T. B. Pray. 
WYOMING. 
Cheyenne, James 0. Churchill. 
Laramie, F . W. Lee. 
2 County superintendenL; post-office, Lee 
Hall. 
Ill.-COLLEGE PRESIDEN'l'S. 
I.-Oolleges for niales and ooednoational colleges of liberal arts. 
Name of president. 
Arthur W. McGaha, D. n __ 
A. s. Andrews, D. D., LL. D_ 
GeorgeR. McNeill, A. M __ _ _ 
HenryJ. Willingham, A. B _ 
J.M. Bledsoe ______ ______ _ _ 
Charles L.Purce,D. D _____ _ 
James Lonergan, s.J _____ _ 
R. '.Jones, LL. n _________ _ 
Theo. B. Comstock, sc. D __ 
John W. Conger, A . M _____ _ 
Eugene R. Long, PH. D ___ _ 
A C. Millar, A. M _ _ ___ __ _ 
1 L.Curl.D. D _________ _ 
Thoro·1s Ma on, A. M., D. D __ 
Martin Kellogg, A. M ______ _ 
University or college. 
Howard College __________ _ 
Southern University _____ _ 
La Fayette CollEge ___ ____ _ 
Lineville College ________ _ 
Scottsboro College _______ _ 
Selma University _____ __ _ 
Spring Hill College _______ _ 
Universitv of Alabama ___ _ 
University of Arizona ____ _ 
Ouachita Baptist College_ 
Arkansas College ___ _____ _ 
Hendrix College _ _ ______ _ 
Little Rock University ___ _ 
Philanu.er Smith College __ 
University of California __ _ 
Address. 
East Lake, Ala. 
Greensbor·o, Ala. 
La Fayette, Ala. 
Lineville, Ala. 
Scottsbot'o, Ala. 
Selma, Ala. 
Spring Hill, Ala. 
University, Ala. 
Tucson, Ariz. 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Batesville, Ark.· 
Conway, Ark. 
Little Rock, Ark. 
Do. 
Berkeley, Cal. 
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued. 
I.-Colleges for males ancl co~ducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued. 
Name of president. 
Wm. Henslee, A. B ________ _ 
W. C. Sawyer, PH. D., act-
ing pres. 
James C. Keith, A. B ______ _ 
A. J. Meyer, C. M __________ _ 
J. N. Beard , D. D ___ - - - - - - - -
S. B. Morse. D.D __________ _ 
Brother Cianan ________ - - __ 
Edward Allen, s. J ________ _ 
Joseph Riordan, s. J _____ - _ -
J. S. Austin, A. M _ ___ ______ _ 
D. s. Jordan, PH. D., LL. D __ 
J.P. Widney, A. M., M. D ___ _ 
w. J. Ham, A . M ___________ _ 
Henry D. McAneney, A. M __ 
James H. Baker. LL. D ____ _ 
Wrn. F. Slocum, jr., LL.D __ 
Horatio S. Beavis, A. M., 
PH. B. 
Wm. F. McDowell, PH. D., 
S. T. B. 
George W. Smith, D. D., 
LL. D. 
B. P. Raymond,D.D., LL. D_ 
Timothy Dwight, D. D., 
LL. D. 
Albert N. Raub, PH. D------
James C. Welling, LL. D- __ _ 
J. Havens Richards, s. J ___ _ 
Jeremiah E. Rankin, D. n., 
LL. D. 
E. M. Gallaudet, PH. D., 
LL.D. 
John F. Forbes, PH. D _____ _ 
W. F . Melton, A. M ______ __ _ 
A. F. Lewis, A. M __________ _ 
Charles G. Fairchild ______ _ 
W m. E. Bog gs D.D., LL. D- -
Horace Bumstead , D. D ____ _ 
Frank J . Amis, B. s _______ _ 
Lamont Gordon, B. s ______ _ 
J.B. Gambrell, D. D _______ _ 
W. A. Candler, D. D _______ _ 
D. C. John, D. n __________ _ 
C. C. Spence. A. B - -- -------
Franklin B. Gault_ _______ _ 
J. G. Evans, D. D., LL. D __ _ 
Wm. H. Wilder, A, M., D. n _ 
M . . r. Marsile , c. s. v _____ _ 
University or college. Address. 
Pierce Christian College _ _ College City, Cal. 
University of th~ Pacific __ College Park, Cal. 
Washington College ______ -
St. Vincent's College __ ____ _ 
Napa College _____________ _ 
California College ________ _ 
St. Mary'.;i College ________ _ 
St. Ignatius College _____ _ 
San ta Clara College _____ - -
Pacific Methodist College _ 
Leland S tanford Junior 
University. 
University of Southern 
California. 
San Joaquin Valley Col-
lege. 
Hesperian College ____ . __ -
University of Colorado ___ -
Colorado College - - _ - . __ - - -
Presbyterian College of 
the Southwest. 
Irvington, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Napa, Cal. 
Oakland , Cal. 
Do. 
San F rancisco , Cal. 
Santa Clara, Cal. 
Santa Rosa, Cal. 
Stanford University, 
Cal. 
University, Cal. 
Woodbridge, Cal. 
Woodland, Cal. 
Boulder, Colo. 
Colorado Sp r in g s, 
Colo. 
Del Norte, Colo. 
University of Denver __ ___ University Park, 
Colo. 
Trinity Coliege _____ ______ Hartford, Conn. 
Wesleyan University _ _ _ _ _ Middletown, Conn. 
Yale University ____ ~ ______ New H aven: Conn. 
Delaware College _______ __ Newark, Del. 
Columbian University ____ Washington, D. C. 
Georgetown University _ _ _ Do. 
Howard University _______ Do. 
National Deaf Mute Col-
lege. 
John B. Stetson University_ 
Florida Conference Col-
lege. 
Seminary West of the Su-
wannee River. 
Roll ins College ___ . ______ _ 
Uni versity of Georgia ___ _ 
Atlanta University ______ _ 
Bowdon Coilege . ________ _ 
Buford College ________ __ _ 
Mel'cer University _______ _ 
Emory College _ - - ________ _ 
CLrk University ________ _ 
Young Harris College - - - -
University of Idaho _____ _ 
Hedding College _ - _ - _ - - __ 
Illinois Wesleyan University 
St Viateur's College _____ _ 
Do. 
De Land, Fla. 
Leesburg, Fla. 
Tallahassee , Fla. 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Athens, Ga. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Bowdon. Ga. 
Buford. Ga. 
Macon. Ga. 
Oxford. Ga . 
Sou th Atlanta, Ga. 
Young Harris, Ga. 
Moscow. Idaho. 
Abingdon! lll. 
Bloomington, Ill. 
Bourbonnais Grove, 
Ill. 
James E. Rogers, D. n., PH. Blackburn University ___ _ Carlinvfi.le, Ill. 
D. 
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III.-OoLLEGE PRESIDEN'l'S-Continued. 
!.-Colleges for males and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued. 
Name of president. 
Holmes Dysinger, D. D ___ _ 
Andrew S. Draper ____ ____ _ 
Thomas S. :B'it zgerald, s. J _ 
Wm. R. Harper, PH. D., D. D 
Daniel Irion __ - _____ - ___ - __ 
Carl Johann, A. M., LL. D __ _ 
HenryW. Rogers, LL. D ___ _ 
J. A. Leavitt -- ----- --- ----
J. H. Breese,PH.D _______ _ 
J. H. Finley, A. M _________ _ 
John V. N. Standish, PH. D ~ 
John E . Bradley, PH. D ___ _ 
JohnM. Coulter, PH. D., LL. 
D. 
Morris L . Barr , A. B--------
A . E. Turner, A. M----------
J. B. .McMichael, D. D _____ _ 
H.J. Kiekhoefer, A. M _____ _ 
B. W-. Baker, A. M----------
N icholas Leonard, o. s. F __ 
Olof Olss·on _______________ _ 
Hugoline Storff, o. s. F ___ _ 
A. A . Kendrick, D. D-------
W. H. Klinefelter, D. D ___ _ 
Chas. A. Blanchard _______ _ 
Joseph Swain, LL.D _______ _ 
Geo. S. Burroughs, PH. D., 
D. D . 
Andrew Baepler __________ _ 
William T. Stott, D. n _____ _ 
J oh n P . D. John, D. D _____ _ 
D. w. Fisher,D,D.,LL.D __ _ 
W. H. D_i vis __ ____________ _ 
Scot Butler, A. M __________ _ 
L. J . Aldrich, A. M., D. n ___ _ 
John H. Martin, A. M., D. D -
Andrew Morrissey, c. s. c __ 
Joseph J . Mills, A . M., LL. D -
George Hindley ___________ _ 
Fintan Mundwiler, o. s. B __ _ 
T. C. Ileade, A. M _________ _ 
James Marshall, A. M. , D. D __ 
Frederick Schaub, A . M ____ _ 
W.W. 'handler, PH.n. ___ _ 
Wm. S. Perry, D. D., LL. D., 
D.C.L. 
L aur. Larsen ________ _____ _ 
H. L. Stetson, D. D ________ _ 
B. . Ayleswor!h _________ _ 
Ambrose C. Smith, D.D ___ _ 
John W. Bissell, A . M., D. n __ 
George A . 'ate . D. D _____ _ 
Alexander G. Wilson, D. D - _ 
1 t<-her Brown. A. M., B. D _ 
harl s A. Schaeffer. PH. n _ 
rie rich 11unz A. M· ___ ___ _ 
, . L . t: ff ord D. D - - - - - - - - -
Wm. :B'. King, LL. D ___ ____ _ 
University or college. 
Carthage College ________ _ 
University of Illinois ____ _ 
St. Ignatius College ______ _ 
University of Chicago __ _ _ 
Evangelical Prosemi.nary _ 
Eureka College ___ ____ ___ _ 
Northwestern University _ 
Ewing College __ __ ____ ___ · 
Northern Illinois College _ 
Knox CoJlege ____ _ - - - - _ - __ 
Lombard University __ ___ _ 
Illinois College __________ _ 
Lake Forest University __ 
McK.endree College ____ _ _ 
Lincoln University ______ _ 
Monmouth College ___ ___ _ 
North western College ___ _ 
Chaddock College _______ _ 
St. Francis Solan us College 
A ugustana College ______ _ 
St. ,Joseph's Diocesan Col-
lege. 
Shurtleff College ________ _ 
Westfield College _______ _ 
Wheaton College ________ _ 
Indiana University _______ _ 
Wabash College _________ _ _ 
Address. 
Caethage, Ill. 
Champaign, Ill. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Do. 
Elmhurst, Ill. 
Eureka, Ill. 
Evanston, Ill. 
Ewing, Ill. 
Fulton, Ill. 
Galesburg, Ill. 
Do 
Jackson ville, Ill. 
Lake Forest, Ill. 
Le ban on , Ill. 
Lincoln, Ill. 
Monmonth, Ill. 
Naperville , Ill. 
Quincy, Ill. 
Do. 
Rock Island, Ill. 
Teutopolis, Ill. 
Upper Alton, Ill. 
Westfield, Ill. 
Wheaton , Ill. 
Bloomington, Ind. 
Crawfordsville, Ind 
Concordia College _____ ~- _ Fort Wayne. Ind. 
Franklin College __________ Franklin, Ind. 
De Pauw University _ _ _ _ _ _ Greencastle, Ind. 
Hanover College __________ Hanover, Ind. 
Hartsville College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Harts ville, Ind. 
Butle-r University _________ Irvington, Ind. 
Union Christian College _ _ Merom, Ind . 
Moore's Hill College ____ __ Moore's Hill, Ind. 
University of Notre Dame_ Notre Dam" , Ind. 
Earlham College __ ________ Richmond, Ind. 
R idgeville College________ Ridgeville, Ind. 
St. Meinra_d·s C?llege _____ 
1 
St. Meinrad, Ind. 
Taylor Umvers1ty _____ ___ . U pland Ind. 
Coe College _______________ I Cedar Ra.pids, Iowa. 
German English College --1 Charles City, Iowa. 
Amity College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College Spl"ings, Iowa 
Griswold College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Davenpol't
1 
Iowa. 
Luther College -"- --------
Des Moine::, College ______ _ 
Drake University _____ ___ _ 
Par ons College _________ _ 
Upper Iowa University ___ _ 
Iowa College ____________ _ _ 
Lenox 'ollege ___________ _ 
Simp ~on ollege ----------
'tate University of Iowa _ 
rman olleg-e --- - - ----
Iow,i Wesleya n University_ 
ornell College _________ _ 
Decorah, Iowa. 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
Do. 
Fair.field. Iowa. 
Fayette. Iowa. 
Grinnell. Iowa . 
H opkin ton. Iowa. 
Indianola, lowa. 
Iowa City. Iowa. 
MountPleasant Iowa 
Do. 
Mount r ernon, Iowa. 
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued. 
I.-Colleges for males and coeducational colleyes of liberal arts-Continued. 
Name of president. 
J.M. Atwater, A. M _______ _ 
Absalom Rosenberger, A. 
B., LL. B. 
John Stuart, B. D., PH. n __ _ 
William Brush, D. D ______ _ 
John M. Linn, A. M _______ _ 
Wm. M. Brooks, A. M------
A. P. Funkhouser _________ _ 
George Grossmann ____ ____ _ 
Jacob A. Clutz, D. n _______ _ 
Innocent Wolf, o. s. B., D. n_ 
Wm. A. Quayle, A. M-- --- --
J. D. Hewitt, D. n ___ ______ _ 
J. A. Weller, D. n _________ _ 
S. Ensminger, acting ___ - - -
E. J. Hoenshel ______ ______ _ 
F. H. Snow, PH. D., LL. D __ 
0. B. Whitaker _______ __ __ _ 
C. A. Swensson, A. M ------
F. W. Colegrave, A. M _ ----
Ed ward A. Higgins, s. J __ _ 
Aaron Schuyler, LL. D ____ _ 
F. M. Spencer, D. n _______ _ 
Peter McVicar, A. M., D. D. 
A. s. Miller, A. M., PH . D --
Milton E. Phillips, D. D----
Wm. G. Frost, PH. D - ------
Wm. A. Obenchain, A. M __ _ 
w. C. Young, D. D., LL. D- -
w. S. Giltner, A. M _____ __ _ 
D. F. Boyd----------------
A. C. Davidson D. n ___ ----
J. W. Hardy ______ _______ -
Milton Elliott _____ ______ _ _ 
Charles L. Loos ___ __ _____ _ 
L. H. Blanton, D,D--------
W. S. Ryland, D. D _______ _ 
D. W. Batson, A. M _______ _ 
J. W. Nicholson, A. M ___ __ _ 
. James H. Blenk, s. M _____ _ 
W. L. C. Hunnicutt, D. D ---
C. W. Tomkies _____ _ _____ _ 
Henry L. Hubbell, D. D ___ _ 
D. McKiniry, s. J _________ _ 
E. C. Mitchell, D. n _______ _ 
L. G. Adkinson, D. D-------
Oscar Atwood,A. M-- -- ----
Wm. P. Johnston,LL. D ___ _ 
William De WittHyde,D.D_ 
Oren B. Cheney, D. D _____ _ 
B. L. Whitman, A. M _____ _ 
University or college. Address. 
Oskaloosa College ___ ~ _ _ _ _ Oskaloos!l, Iowa. 
Penn College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Do. 
Central University of Iowa_ 
University of the North-
west. 
Buena Vista College _____ -
Tabor College __ - - - - - _ - - - - -
Western College ________ _ _ 
Wartburg College _______ _ 
Midland College _________ _ 
St. Benedict's College ____ _ 
Baker University ________ _ 
College of Emporia _______ _ 
Oen tral College __________ _ 
Highland University ___ __ _ 
Campbell University _____ _ 
University of Kansas _____ _ 
Lane University _________ _ 
Beth 'lny College -- - - - - - - _ -
Ottawa University _______ _ 
St. Mary's College _______ _ 
Kansas Wesleyan Univer-
sity. 
Cooper Memorial College_ 
Wash burn College _______ _ 
Wichita University ______ _ 
Southwest Kansas College_ 
Berea College ____________ _ 
Ogden College ___________ _ 
Centre College ____ _______ _ 
Eminence College _______ _ 
Kentucky Military Insti-
tute. 
Georgetown College _____ _ 
South Kentucky College __ 
Garrard College ______ ___ _ 
Kentucky University ____ _ 
Oen tral University _______ _ 
Bethel College ___________ _ 
St. Mary's College _______ _ 
Kentucky Wesleyan Col-
lege. 
Louisiana State Univer-
sity . 
Jeff er.son College ________ _ 
Centenary College of Lou-
isiana. 
Keachie College _________ _ 
Lake Charles College __ __ _ 
College of the Immaculate 
Conception. 
Leland University ____ ___ _ 
New Orleans University_ ~ 
Straight l' niyersity ______ _ 
Tulane University _______ _ 
Bowdoin College _________ _ 
Bates College __ _________ _ 
Col by University _________ _ 
Pella, Iowa. 
Sioux City, Iowa. 
Storm Lake, Iowa. 
Tabor, Iowa. 
Toledo, Iowa. 
Waverly, Iowcl. 
Atchison, Kans. 
Do. 
B Lld win, Kans. 
Emporia, Kans. 
Enterprise, Kans. 
Hig hland, Kans. 
Holton, Kans. 
L ::twrence, Kans. 
Lecompton, Kans. 
Lindsborg, Kans. 
Ottawa, Kans. 
St. Mary's , Kans. 
Saliua, Kans. 
Sterling, Kans. 
Topeka, Kans. 
Wichita, Kans. 
Winfield, Kans. 
Berea, Ky. 
Bowling Green, Ky. 
Danville, Ky. 
Eminence, Ky. 
Farmdale, Ky. 
Georgetown, Ky. 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Lancaster, Ky. 
Lexington, Ky. 
Richmond. Ky. 
Russellville, Ky. 
St. Marys, Ky. 
Winch '.'. ster, Ky. 
Baton Roug·e, La. 
Convent, La. 
Jackson, La. 
Keachie, La. 
Lake Charles, La. 
New Orleans, La. 
b)o. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Brunswick, Me. 
Lewiston, Me. • 
Waterville, Me. 
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued. 
I..:_Colleges for' niales and coeducational colleges of liuerql arts-Continued. 
Name of president. University or college. Address. 
Thomas Fell, PH.D., LL.D __ St. John's College ___ ____ _ Annapolis, Md. 
D. C. Gilman, LL. D ________ Johns Hopkins Univer- B,altimore, Md. 
sitv. 
John A. Mor.gan, s. J ------ Loyola College ___ ________ _ 
Francis J. Wagner, D. D--- Morgan College _________ _ 
Charles W. Reid, PH. n ____ Washington College _____ _ 
Brother Maurice _________ - - Roe k Hill College _ - - - - - - -
F. L. M. Dumont, D. D __ ___ St. Charles Colleg-e ______ _ 
EdwardP. Allen, D. D ____ _ Mount St. Mary 's College_ 
A. M. Jelly, D. n ___ ___ ____ _ New Windsor College ___ _ 
Thomas H . Lewis, A. M., D.D_ 1 Western Maryland College. 
MerrillE. Gates, PH.D.,LL. AmherstCollege _______ __ _ 
I'.,L . H. D. I 
Edward I. Devitt, s. J ______ \ Boston College ___________ _ 
v\illiam F. Warren, LL. D_ Boston U niversity _______ _ 
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D __ _ .H arvard University _____ _ 
Samuel H. Lee------------ French Protestant College 
Elmer H. Capen, D. D ______ Tufts College ____________ _ 
Franklin Carter, PH. D., Williams College ___ _____ _ 
LL. D. 
Do. 
Do. 
Chestertown, Md. 
Ellicott City, Md. 
Do. 
Mount St. Marys,Md. 
New Windsor, Md. 
Westminster, Md. 
Amherst, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Do. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Springfie ld , Mass. 
Tufts College, Mass. I 
Williamstow.n, Mass. 
G . Stanley Hall, PH. D., Clark University _______ __ Worcester, Mass. 
LL. D. 
Edwa,rd A . McGurk, s. J __ _ 
J . F. McCulloch, A.M., PH.B_ 
L. R. Fiske, D . D., L L . D - - -
AugustF. Bruske, D. D ___ _ 
James B. Angell , LL. D __ _ 
Wm. W. Prescott, A. M----
1v.l . A. Breed. A. B _________ _ 
M. P. Dowling, s. J _______ _ 
Daniel Fulcomer, A. M ____ _ 
George F. Mosher, LL. n __ _ 
Gerrit J. Kollen, A. M _____ _ 
A.G. Slocum, LL. n _______ _ 
W . G. Sperry, D. D ______ _ _ 
Bernard Locnjkar, o. ~- B __ 
Lewis A . Pier, A. M _______ _ 
George H. Bridgman, D. D_ 
Geo1·g- Sverdrup __ ___ _____ _ 
Cyrus Northrop, LL. D ____ _ 
John Schaller ______ _______ _ 
James W. St ·ong , D. n __ . __ _ 
Thorbj m N . Mohn ______ _ 
Adam Ringland, D. o _____ _ 
Franz L. Nagler, D. n __ ___ _ 
Matthias Wahlstrom, A. M_ 
Gideon A. Burgess, A . M __ _ 
R. A. Venable, D.D _______ _ 
. A. Huddleston, A . M ____ _ 
Charles E. Libbey, s. T. D __ 
W . . Murrah D.D ____ ___ _ 
Robert . Fulton, A. M ____ _ 
W. H. Pritchett, A . M ____ _ 
R. E. L. Burks, A. M ______ _ 
College of the Holy Cross_ 
Adrian College ___ _______ _ 
Alb on College ___________ _ 
Alma College ______ ______ _ 
University of Michigan __ _ 
Battle Creek College ____ _ 
Benzonia College ___ __ ___ _ 
Det,roit College __________ _ 
Western Michigan Colleg e 
Hillsdale College ____ ___ _ _ 
Hope College ____________ _ 
Kalamazoo College ______ _ 
Olivet College , ___________ _ 
St . . John's University _____ _ 
Northwestern Christi an 
College. 
H amline University _____ _ 
A ugsburg Seminary _____ . 
University of Minnesota __ 
Dr. Martin Luther College_ 
Carleton College _________ _ 
St Olaf College _________ _ 
Macalester College __ __ ___ _ 
St. Paul's College ____ ____ _ 
Gustavus Adolphus Col-
lege. 
_ Parker College __________ _ 
Mississippi College __ ____ _ 
Cooper - Huddleston Col-
lege. • 
Rust niversity ___ ______ _ 
Millsaps College _____ ____ _ 
University of Mississippi _ 
Northwest. Missnuri Col-
lege. 
Do. 
Adrian, Mich. 
Albion, Mich. 
Alma, Mich. 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 
B "'ttle Creek, Mich. 
Benzonia, Mich. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Hillsdale, Mich. 
Holland, Mich. 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Olivet, Mich. 
Collegeville, Minn. 
Excelsior, Minn. 
Hamline, Minn. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Do. 
New Ulm, Minn. 
North.field, Minn. 
Do. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
St. Paul Park, Minn. 
St . Peter, Minn. 
Winnebago City, 
Minn. 
Clinton, Miss . 
Daleville, Miss. 
Holly Springs, Miss. 
Jackson, Miss. 
University, Miss. 
Albany, Mo. 
Southwest BaptistCollege _, Bolivar, Mo. 
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III.-OOLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued. 
I.-Oolleges for males and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued. 
Name of pres id en t. 
Will Z. Long, A. M __ - . - -- --
G. A. Hoffmann __________ _ 
Francis V. Nugent ________ _ 
Salem G. P c:t ttison __ _______ _ 
Richard H. Jesse, LL. D----
W. H. Lowry, B. L ---------
J. D. Hammond, D. D------ _ 
Wm. Hoge Marquess _____ _ 
Chas. C. Hemenway_. ___ --·· 
J. H. Selden, A. M ________ _ _ 
J. T. Aldridge _ - - - _. _____ . _ 
J. F. Cook, A,M., LL.D ____ _ 
H. G. King----------------
J. P. Greene, D. D., LL.D __ _ 
Wm. H. Black,D. n ________ _ 
J. B. Ellis. __ ______________ _ 
C. 0. Woods, D. D-----------
L. M. McA.fee . . : __ _ ._______ _ 
James A . L '.mius __________ _ 
Brother P aulian , F. s. c. __ _ 
Joseph Grimmelsman, s. J __ 
Winfield S. Chaplin, LL. D _ -
C. D. Adams, PH, D., acting _ 
J. A. Thompson, A. M ____ _ _ 
F. A Z. Kumler, A. M ___ ___ _ 
H. A. Koch, D.D __________ _ 
James Reid, A. B-----------
David R. Kerr, PH. D., D. D_ 
David R. Dungan, A. M _____ _ 
David B. Perry, A. M _____ _ 
A. J. Mercer, A. M _________ _ 
James H . Canfield, LL. n __ _ 
H. K. Warren, A . M ______ . _ 
James F. X. H reffer, s. J ___ _ 
Isaac Crook, D. n __________ _ 
J. George, A. l',L _____ ___ ___ _ 
Stephen A.Jones, PH. D. __ _ 
w. J. Tucker, D. D., LL. n __ 
Ernest Helmstetter _____ __ _ 
Austin Scott, PH. D, LL. D_. 
Francis L. Patton, D. D., 
LL.D. 
Wm. F. Marshall, A. M ___ _ 
F. H. Guicheteau, s. P. M __ 
E. S. Stover - ------~-------
Arthur E. Main, D. D _____ _ 
Joseph F. Butler, o. s. F ... 
Robert B. Fairbairn, D. D., 
LL. D. 
David H. Cochran, PH. D. 
LL. D. 
Brother Jerome, o. s. F .. . 
J. A. Hartnett, c. M _______ _ 
University or college. 
Pike College .. _ .. - _ - - . - - - -
Christian University _____ _ 
St. Vincent's College _____ _ 
Carthage Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
Universitv o.f the State of 
Missouri. _ 
Grand River College ___ .. _ 
Central College . _____ . __ . _ 
Westminster College _____ _ 
Pritchett School Institute_ 
Ozark College ·- --- -------
Western College __ _______ _ 
La Grange College. ______ _ 
Lawson Presbyterian Col-
lege. 
William Jewell College __ _ 
Missouri Valley College __ _ 
Morrisville College ___ .. __ 
Scarritt Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
Park College .. ____ .... ___ _ 
St. Charles College ___ . ___ . 
College of the Christian 
Brothers. 
St. Louis University . ____ _ 
Washington University __ _ 
Drury College. _____ ___ ___ _ 
Tarkio College. __ . _______ . 
Avalon College _________ ~ _ 
Central Wesleyan College_ 
College of Montana. _____ . 
University of Omaha _____ _ 
Cotner University ____ ... __ 
Doane College ____ __ . __ _ ... 
Fairfield College __ __ __ ___ . 
Universitv of Nebraska __ _ 
Gates College . ______ _____ _ 
Creighton University ___ _ _ 
Nebraska WeEleyan Uni-
versity. 
York College ______ _ ____ _ 
State University of Nevada 
Dartn:1 ou th College _______ _ 
St. Benedbt"s Colleg-e ____ _ 
Rutgers Coll~ge. ______ . __ 
College of New Jersey ___ _ 
Seton Hall College _. _____ _ 
College of theSacred Heart 
University of New Mexico_ 
Alfred University . ___ __ . _ 
St. Bonaventure's College. 
St. Stephen s College . ___ . 
Polytechnic Ins ti tu te of 
Brooklyn. 
St. Francis College _ .. ___ _ 
St. John's College _______ _ 
Address. 
Bowling Green, Mo. 
Canton, Mo. 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
Carthage , Mo. 
Columbia, Mo. 
Edinburg, Mo. 
Fayette, Mo. 
Fulton , Mo. 
Glasgow, Mo. 
Greenfield, Mo. 
La Belle, Mo. 
LaGrange, Mo. 
Lawson, Mo. 
Liberty, Mo. 
Marshall , Mo. 
Morrisville, Mo. 
Neosho, Mo. 
Parkville, Mo. 
St. Charles, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Do. 
Do. 
Springfield, Mo. 
Tarkio, Mo. 
Trenton, Mo. 
Warrenton, Mo. 
Deer Lodge, Mont. 
Bellevue, Nebr. 
Bethany, Nebr. 
Crete, Nebr. 
Fairfield, Nebr. 
Lincoln, Nebr. 
Neligh, Nebr. 
Omaha, Nebr. 
University Place, 
Nebr. 
York, Nebr. 
Reno, Nev. 
Hanover, N. H. 
Newark, N . J. 
New Brunswick, N . J. 
Princeton, N. J. 
South Orange , N. J. 
Vineland, N. J. 
Albuquerque,N.Mex., 
Alfred Center, N. Y. 
Allegany, N. Y. 
Annandale . N. Y 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Do. 
Do. 
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Name of president. 
John I. Zahm, S. J ________ _ 
Alpheus B. Heryey, PH. D -
M. Woolsey Stryker, D. D _ 
Eliphalet N. Potter, s. T. 
D., LL. D., D. C. L. 
N. L. Andrews ___________ _ 
Jacob G. Schurman:, sc. D., 
LL. D. 
George H. Ball, D. D. _____ _ 
Wm. O'B. Pardow, s. J ___ _ 
Alexander S. Webb, LL. D _ 
Seth Low, LL. D -----------
Brother Anthony _________ _ 
Thomas J . Gannon, s. J ___ _ 
H. M. MacCracken, D. D., 
LL. D . 
P. V. Kav~nagh, c. M _____ _ 
David .J. Hill, LL. D - - - - - - -
Andrew V. V. Raymond, 
D. D. 
James R. Day, D. D __ __ ___ _ 
George T. Winston, LL. D _ 
D. J. Sanders, D. D __ ______ _ 
J.B. Shearer, D.D., LL. D---
John F. Crowell, LITT. D ---
L. Lyndon Hobbs, A. M ___ _ 
University or college. Address. 
Canisius College ______ ____ Buffalo, N. Y. 
St. Lawrence University __ Can ton, N. Y. 
Hamilton College ______ ___ Clinton, N. Y. 
Hobart College ___________ Geneva, N. Y. 
Colgate University _______ Hamilton, N. Y. 
Cornell University __ _____ Ithaca,N. Y. 
Keuka College __ __ ___ ____ _ 
College of St. Francis 
Xavier. 
College of the City of 
New York. 
Columbia College . _______ _ 
Manhattan College ____ __ _ 
St .. John's College _______ _ 
University of the City of 
New York. 
Niagara University _____ _ _ 
Keuka College, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Niagara University, 
N. Y. 
University of Rochester __ Rochester, N. Y. 
Union University_________ Schenectady, N. Y. 
Syracuse University _____ _ 
University of North Caro-
lina. 
Biddle University _______ _ 
Davidson College _____ · ___ _ 
Trinity College __________ _ 
Guilford College _________ _ 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
Chapel Hill, N. C. 
Charlotte. N. C. 
D:-widson,·N. C. 
Durham, N. C. 
Guii ord College, 
N.C. 
J. D. Shirey, A. M __________ North Carolina College __ _ 
J. ~- Clapp, D. D - - - - - - - - - _ _ Catawba College ____ .. ____ _ 
Mt. Pleasant, N. C. 
Newton, N. C. 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Rutherford College, 
______ .. __ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ Shaw University _________ _ 
R. L.Abernethy,A.M.,D.D_ Rutherford College ______ _ 
_______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ Living tone College __ _____ . 
Chas. E. Taylor, D. D., LITT. Wake Forest College __ ___ _ 
B. 
H.F. Wogan , PH. D., D. D __ 
Reuben A. Beard _________ _ 
Wm. H. Becker, LL. B _____ _ 
W. Merrifield, A. M _______ _ 
M. V. B . Knox, D. n ________ _ 
Orello Cone, D. n ____ ______ _ 
T am rlane P. Marsh, D. D __ 
D. C. Christner, D. D., LL. n _ 
Chas. W. Super , PH. D _____ _ 
JosephE. Stubbs, D.D,, LL.D _ 
Wm. Nast, D. D ____________ _ 
James Rogers, c. s. c ____ __ _ 
H . A . Schapman, s. J ______ _ 
W. 0. proull,J>H. n.,LL. n _ 
H.J. uetenik. D . D ______ _ 
Chas. F. Th wing, D. n _____ _ 
Weaverville College __ ___ _ 
North Dakota University _ 
Fargo College _____ __ _____ _ 
Rolla University . __ ______ _ 
University of North Da-
kota. 
Red River Valley Univer-
sity. 
Buchtel College _______ ___ _ 
Mount Union College ____ _ 
Ashland University ______ _ 
Ohio University __ _______ _ 
Baldwin University ______ _ 
German Wallace College __ 
St. Joseph·s College ______ _ 
St. Xavier College ______ _ 
University of Cincinnati __ 
Calvin College _____ ____ __ _ 
Western R eserve Univer-
sity. 
N.C. 
Salisbury, N. C. 
Wake Forest, N. C. 
Weaverville, N. C. 
Bismarck, N. Dak. 
Farg o, N. Dak. 
Rolla, N. Dak. 
University, N. Dak. 
Wahpeton, N. Dak. 
Akron, Ohio. 
Alliance, Ohio. 
Ashland, Ohio. 
Athens, Ohio. 
Berea, Ohio. 
Do. 
Cincinnati , Ohio. 
Do. 
Do 
Cleveland. Ohio. 
lJo. . 
• 
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Name of president. 
C. H. L. Schuette, A. M ___ _ 
Wm. H. Scott, LL. D-------
James W. Bashford, PH. D _ 
Wm. N. Yates, acting _____ _ 
Theodore Sterling, LL. D __ _ 
Orvon G. Brown, A. M ___ __ _ 
D. B. Purinton, A. M.,LL. D _ 
Fenton Gall, B. s __________ _ 
Ely v. Zollars, LL. D-------
S. ,M. Jamieson, D. D ______ _ 
John W. Simpson, D.D.,LL.D 
W. A. Williams, D. D _____ _ 
Jesse J ohmon __ ___________ _ 
Wm.G.Ballantine,D.D.,LL.D 
Wm. 0. Thompson, D. D __ _ 
Geo. w .MacMillan,PH.D. ,DD 
John M. Davis, PH. D --~---
R. M . Freshw1:iter, D. D., act-
ing. 
Samuel A. Ort, D. D. _______ _ 
John A. P eters. D. D __ ____ _ 
Thomas F. Moses, A.M., M.D 
Thomas J. Sanders, PH. D __ 
s. T. Mitchell, A. M., LL. D 
James B. Unthank, M. S----
S. F. Scovel, D . D ____ _____ _ 
Daniel A. Long, D. D., LL. D 
D.R. Boyd, A. M. _________ _ 
D. Atkins, D. D---- ---------
Chas. H. Chapman, PH. D __ 
Thomas McClelland, D. D. __ 
T. G. Brownson ___________ _ 
Thomas Newlin ___________ _ 
Wm. S. Gilbert, A. M _____ _ 
Willis C. Hawley, A. M., 
acting-. 
w. J . Holland, PH. D., D. D_ 
Theodore L. Seip, D. D ___ _ 
E. B. Bierman, ·PH. D _____ _ 
Leander Schnerr __________ _ 
W. P. Johnston, A. M _____ _ 
George E. Reed, D. D., LL. n _ 
C. E. Hyatt, c. E __________ _ 
Henry T. Spangler, A. M __ _ 
Solomon F. Hogue __ ______ _ 
E. D. Warfield, LL. D _____ _ 
H.W. McKnight, D. D.,LL. D 
Theo. B. Roth ____ ________ _ 
Isaac C. Ketler, PH. n ___ __ _ 
Isaac Sharp ess rSC. D., LL. D 
John S. Stahr, PH. n., D. n _ 
John H. Harris, PH. D _ ___ _ 
Isaac N. Rendall, D. n _____ _ 
University or college. 
Capital University _______ _ 
Ohio State University ___ _ 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Findlay College __________ _ 
Kenyon College _____ _____ _ 
Twin Valley College _____ _ 
Denison University ______ _ 
Hillsboro College ________ _ 
Hiram College ___________ _ 
Hopedale Normal College 
Marietta College _________ _ 
Franklin College ____ _____ _ 
Muskingum C j llege ____ __ _ 
Oberlin College. _________ _ 
Miami University ________ _ 
Richmond College _______ _ 
Rio Grande College ______ _ 
Scio College _____ _ .. _____ _ _ 
Wittenberg College _____ _ _ 
Heidelberg University ___ _ 
Urbana University __ _____ _ 
Otterbein University ____ _ 
Wilberforce University __ _ 
Wilmington College _____ _ 
University of Wooster ___ _ 
Antioch College ______ ____ _ 
Uni versity of Oklahoma __ _ 
Corvallis College ____ _____ _ 
University of Oregon __ __ _ 
P acific University ________ _ 
McMinn ville College __ ___ _ 
Pacific College __ _________ _ 
Philomath College ___ ____ _ 
Willamette University ___ _ 
Western Universityof 
Pennsy 1 vania. 
Muhlenberg College _____ _ 
Le ban on Valley College __ _ 
St. Vincent College __ ____ _ 
Geneva College ____ ______ _ 
Dickinson College _____ ___ _ 
Pennsylvania Mi 1 it a r y 
College. 
Ursinus College ___ __ _____ _ 
l ~ onongahela College ___ _ _ 
Lafayette College ____ ____ _ 
Pennsylvania College ____ _ 
Thiel College ____________ _ 
Grove City College ______ _ 
Haverford College _______ _ 
Franklin and Marshall Col-
lege. 
Bucknell University __ ___ _ 
Lincoln University ___ ___ _ 
Address. 
Columbus, Ohio. 
Do. 
Delaware, Ohio. 
Findlay, Ohio. 
Garn bier, Ohio. 
Germantown Ohio. 
Granville. Ohio. 
Hillsboro; Ohio. 
Hiram, Ohio. 
Hopedale, Ohio. 
Marietta, Ohio. 
' 
New Athens, Ohio. 
New Concord, Ohio. 
Oberlin, O ilio. 
Oxfo rd, Ohio. 
Richmond , Ohio. 
Rio Grande, Ohio. 
Scio, Ohio. 
Springfield, Ohio. 
Tiffin, Ohio. 
Urbana, Ohio. 
Westerville, Ohio. 
Wilberforce, Ohio. 
Wilmington, Ohio. 
Wooster, Ohio. 
Yellow Springs,Ohio. 
Norman, Okla. 
Corvallis . Oreg. 
Eugene, Oreg. 
Forest Grove, Oreg. 
McMinnville, Oreg. 
Newberg, Oreg. 
Philomath, Oreg,, 
Salem, Oreg. 
Allegheny, Pa. 
Allentown, Pa. 
Annville, Pa. 
B eatty, Pa. 
Beaver Falls, Pa. 
Carlisle, Pa. 
Chester, Pa. 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Ea_st McKeesport,Pa. 
Easton, Pa. 
Gettysburg, Pa. 
Greenville, Pa. 
Grove City, Pa. 
Haverford, PB,. 
Lancaster, Pa. 
Lewisburg, Pa. 
Lincoln University, 
Pa. 
Brother Francis, o. s. F- _ _ _ St. Francis College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Loretto, Pa. 
' 
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Name of president. 
Wm. H. Crawford, D. D ___ _ 
Aaron E. Gobble, A. M ____ _ 
R. G. Ferguson, D. D-------
R. E. Thompson __________ _ _ 
Bro11:er lsadore __ ________ _ 
Charles C. Harrison ________ _ 
E. M. Wood; D. D., LL. D ----
John T. Murphy, C. S. SP -- -
Charles De Garmo, PH. D --
Christopher A. McEvoy,o. 
S.A. 
University or college. 
Allee-heny College _______ _ 
Central Pennsylvania Col-
lege. 
Westmins.ter College ___ - --
Central High School _____ _ 
La Salle College __ _______ _ 
University of Pennsylvania 
Duq_uesne College -- - -- - - - -
Holy Ghost College ______ _ 
Swarthmore College _____ _ 
Villanova College - - - - - - - -
Address. 
Meadville, Pa. 
New Berlin, Pa. 
New W ilmington,Pa. 
Philadelphia , Pa. 
Do. 
Do. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
Do. 
Swarthmore, Pa. 
Villanova, Pa . 
James D. Mof"at, D. n _______ Washington and Jeffer- Washington, Pa. 
Providence, R. I. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Clinton, S. C. 
son College. 
E. B. Andrews,D.D .. LL.D _ Brown University __ _____ _ 
H. E. Shepherd, A. M.,LL. D _ College of Charleston_ ----
E. C. Murray, A. M ___ ______ Presbyterian College of 
Joseph W. Morris, A. M., 
LL.D. 
Jamet, -Woodrow, PH. D., 
LL.D. 
W. M. Grier , D. D ---------
Charles Manly, D. D _______ _ 
G. w. Holland, PH. D.' D. D -
L . M. Dunton, D.D ________ _ 
James H. Car lisle, LL. D ___ _ 
Wm. M. Blackburn: D. D __ _ 
J . V-.7. Hancher, M. s..., A. M _ 
W. I. Graham, A. M __ _____ _ 
I. P. Patch ______ _________ _ 
J oseph W. Mauck, A. M ___ _ 
Albert T. Free, A . M ______ _ 
J. Albert Wallace, D. D ___ _ 
IsaacW. Joyce. D. D., LL. D _ 
Geo, ge Summey, D. D _____ _ 
S. G. Gilbreath ______ : ____ _ 
South Carolina. 
Allen University _______ · __ _ 
South Caro] ina College __ _ 
Erskine College ___ _______ _ 
Furman University ______ _ 
Newberry College _______ _ 
Claflin University _______ _ 
Wofford College _______ __ _ 
Pierre University ____ ___ _ 
Black Hills College ______ _ 
Dakota University ____ ___ _ 
Redfield College ____ _____ _ 
Universitv of South Da-
kota.· · 
Yankton College · ______ · ___ _ 
King College _______ ___ ___ _ 
U.S. Grant University ___ _ 
Southwestern Presbyteri-
an University. 
Hi wass.ee College ____ ____ _ 
Columbia, S. C. 
Do. 
Due West, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Newberry, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Spartan burg, S. C. 
East Pierre, S . Dak. 
Hot Springs S . Dak. 
Mitchell, S . Dak. 
Redfield . S . Dak. 
Vermillion, S. Dak. 
Yankton, S. Dak. 
Bristol, Tenn. 
Chattanooga: Tenn. 
Clarksville, Tenn. 
Hi wassee C o 11 e· g e , 
Tenn. 
G. M. Savage, A. M., LL.D ~- - Southwestern Baptist Uni- Jackson, Tenn. 
ver::;ity. 
J. S. McCulioch, D. D ______ _ 
Chas. W. Dabney, jr., PH. 
D., LL. D. 
N. Green, LL. D ___________ _ 
T. H. M. Hunter, A. B ______ _ 
S. W. Boardman, LL. D ____ _ 
Brother Maurelian . _______ _ 
Knox ville College ___ ____ ·_ Kno'xville, Tenn. 
University of Tennessee ._ _ Do. 
I 
Cumberland University ---1 Lebanon, Tenn. 
Bethel College __ ___ _______ McKenzie, Tenn. 
Mary v:iJ.le College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Maryville, Tenn. 
Christian Brothers' Col- j Memphis, Tenn. 
lege. 
S. Hopwood A. M ___________ Milligan College ___ ___ __ __ Milligan, Tenn. 
J. T. Henderson ____________ Carson and Newman Col- Mossy Creek, Tenn. 
lege. 
J . Braden D. D ------------- Central Tennessee College _ Nashville, Tenn. 
E. M. Cravath, D. n _________ Fisk University _ ___ ____ Do. 
Alfred Owen, D. n ________ __ , Rogel'WilliamsUniversityl Do . 
. JamPs H.Kirkland,PH.D --1 Vanderbilt University ___ __ Do. 
B Luwton Wiggins, A. M ___ University of the South ___ Sewanee, Tenn. 
W. M. Billingsley, A. M _____ Burritt, College _____ ______ Spencer, T enn. 
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J. L. Bachman ________ __ ___ Sweetwater College ____ ___ Sweetwater, Tenn. 
Jer ) Moor~, D. n __ _____ ___ _ Greeneville and Tusculum Tusculum, Tenn. 
College. 
James T. Cooter, A. B _______ Waehington College _____ _ 
Leslie Waggener, LL. D--- -
J. D. Robnett, D. D----------
Oscar L. Fisher, A. M., B. n __ 
John O Shanahan, s. J ___ _ _ 
John H. McLean, A. M., D. D. 
J. B. Scott, D. D - - - - - - - - - - - - -
S. M. Luckett, D. D ________ _ 
B. D. Cockrill _____________ _ 
Addison Clark ____________ _ 
R. C. Burleson, D. D., LL. n_ 
H. T. Kealing, A.M _______ _ 
J. T. Kingsb ury, A. M., act-
ing . 
Matthew H. Buckham., D. n_ 
Ez:ra Brainerd, LL. D ______ _ 
Wm. W. Smith, A. M ------
Wm. M. Thornton, LL. D __ 
R. G. Waterhouse, D. D ___ _ 
Richard Mcilwaine, D. D __ _ 
G. W. C. Lee, LL.D _______ _ 
B. Puryear, LL. D ____ __ ___ _ 
Julius D. Dreher, PH. D. __ _ 
F. N. English, A. M _______ _ 
Thos. M.Gatch,PH. D------
Calvin W. Stewart, D. n ___ _ 
Aegidius Junger, D. D------
James F. Eaton _____ ______ _ 
Rouert W. Douthat _______ _ 
H. McDearmid., A.M ______ _ 
Thos. E. Peden ___________ _ 
P. B . Reynolds , D. n., acting 
H.F. Fisk, D. n ___________ _ 
Edward D. Eaton, D. D., 
LL.D. 
H. A. Muehlmeier, D. D ___ _ 
F. P. Dalrymple, A.M _____ _ 
Chas. K. Adams, LL. n ____ _ 
Wm. C. Whitford, D. D ___ _ 
Leopold Bushart, s. J _____ _ 
Rufus C. Flagg, D. D ______ _ 
Joseph Rainer ____________ _ 
A. F. Ernst _______________ _ 
A. A. Johnson, D.n _______ _ 
University of Texa,s ______ _ 
Howard Payne College ___ _ 
Fort Worth University __ _ 
St. Mary's University ____ _ 
South western University __ 
Wiley University·--------
A us tin College __________ _ 
Trinity University ______ _ _ 
Add-Rann Christian Uni-
versity. 
Baylor University _ ·- ______ · 
Paul Quinn College ______ _ 
University of Utah _______ _ 
University of Vermont ___ _ 
Middle qury College ______ _ 
Randolph-Macon College _ 
University of Virgmia ___ _ 
Emory and Henry College_ 
Hampden-Sidney College_ 
Washington and Lee Uni-
versity. 
Richmond Colle_g e ___ ___ _ _ 
Roanoke College _________ _ 
Colfax College ____ ____ ___ _ 
University of Washington_ 
Whitworth College ____ __ _ 
St. James College ____ ____ _ 
Whitman Colle,c e ________ _ 
Barboursville College ____ _ 
Bethany College _________ _ 
West Virginia College ___ _ 
West Virginia University_ 
Lawrence University _____ _ 
Beloit College ___________ _ 
Mission House ___________ _ 
Gale College _____________ _ 
University of Wisconsin __ 
Milton College __________ _ _ 
Marquette College _______ _ 
Ripon College _____ ______ _ 
Seminary of St. Francis of 
Sales. 
No rthwestern University _ 
University of Wyoming __ _ 
Washington College, 
Tenn . 
Austin, Tex . 
Brownwood, T ex. 
Fort Worth, Tex. 
Galveston, Tex. 
Georgetown, Tex. 
Marshall, Tex. 
Sherman, Tex. 
Tehuacana, T ex. 
Thorp Spring, Tex. 
Waco, Tex. 
Do. 
Salt Lake City, Vtah. 
Burlington, Vt. 
Middlebury, Vt. 
Ashland, Va. 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Emory, Va. 
Hampden-Sidney, Va. 
Lexing ton, Va. 
Richmond, Va. 
Salem, Va. 
Colfax, Wash. 
Seattle, W a!ch. 
Sumner, Wash. 
Vancouvei·, Wash. 
Walla Walla , Wash. 
Barboursville. W. Va. 
Bethany, W. Va. 
Flemington, W. Va. 
Morgantown, W. Va. 
Appleton, Wis. 
Beloit, Wis. 
Franklin, Wis. 
Galesville, Wis. 
Madison, Wis. 
Milton, Wis. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
R ipon , Wis. 
St. Francis, Wis. 
Watertown, -Wis. 
Laramie, Wyo. 
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____ ___ ___ _______ ___ _______ _ Athens Female College ___ Athens, Ala. 
A. B. Jones, D. D., LL. n ___ HuntsvilleFemaleCollege _ Huntsville, Ala. 
J. D. Anderson _____________ Huntsville J.i~emale Semi- Do. 
S. vV . Averett, LL. n ______ _ 
Jas. D. Wade, A. M - --------
P. P. Winn, A. M _________ _ 
E. H. M 1, rfree ___ ____ _____ _ 
Alonzo Hill, A. M _________ _ 
John Massey, LL. D _______ _ 
Mrs. C. T. Mills __ ____ _____ _ 
Sister Mary Bernardine __ . _ 
Martha E. Chase __ ______ __ _ 
Miss M. Rutherford _______ _ 
P. S. Twitty ___ __ . ________ _ 
G. J. Orr ___________ _____ _ _ 
Rev. James K Powell _____ _ 
A. W. Van H oose _________ _ 
Rufus W. Smith, A. M _____ _ 
Chas. C. Cox, A. M- ---- ----E. H . R owe _______________ _ 
J. Harris ChappelL _______ _ 
A. J. Battle, D. D., LL. D - - - -
John E. Baker ___ __ _______ _ 
Joseph R. Harker, PH. D __ _ 
E. F. Bullard, A. M _____ ---: 
C. W. Leffingwell, D. n _____ _ 
Sarah F. A nderson-- ~------
J. F. H endy, D .D _________ _ _ 
Elisha S. Thomas, s. T. D __ 
Benj. F. Cabell ______ _____ _ 
Amanda M. Hicks ________ _ 
Miss C. A . Campbell ______ _ 
J. J. Rucker, LL. D _______ _ 
J.M. Bent, D. D-. ___ ______ _ 
E.W. Elrod __ _____________ _ 
J. R . Baumes ____ ____ __ ___ _ 
J .B. Skinner _________ ____ _ 
H . B. McClellan, A. M _____ _ 
Cadesman Pope ________ __ _ _ 
Mrs. B. W . Vineyard _____ _ 
W. H . Stuart _____________ _ 
Erastus Rowley, D. D. _____ _ 
A.G. Murphey ___ _____ ___ _ 
Miss L. V. Sullivan __ __ ___ _ 
John M . Hubbard, A. M __ __ _ 
S . W . earcy, A. M ______ __ _ 
George J. Ramey, A . M ___ _ 
A. . M oy A . M ________ _ 
. Decatur Lucas __ ________ _ 
H . . Whitman ______ ______ _ 
nary. 
Judson Female Institute __ 
Marion Female Seminary __ 
Isbell College _. ___ _ - ___ _ . _ 
Central Female College __ _ 
Tuskaloosa Female College 
Alabama Conference Fe-
male College. 
Mills College ___ ________ . __ 
College of Notre Dame ___ _ 
San ta Rosa Seminary _____ _ 
Lucy Cobb Institute _____ _ 
Andrew Female College_ .. 
D oLl ton Female College __ _ 
Monroe Female College __ _ 
Georgia Female Seminary_ 
LaGrange Female College_ 
Southern Female College __ 
Wesleyan F emale College _ 
Georgia Normal and Ind us-
trial College. 
Shorter College __ . ____ ___ . 
Young Female College ___ _ 
Illinois Female Colleg·e ___ . 
Jacksonville Female Acad-
emy. 
S t . Mary·s School _______ _ _ 
Rockford College ______ ___ _ 
College fo r Young Ladies . 
College of the Sister s of 
Beth any . 
Potter College ___________ _ 
Clinton College __________ _ 
Caldwell College _________ _ 
Georgetown Female Semi-
nary. 
Liberty Female College. __ 
Lynnland Female College _ 
Daughter s College __ ___ __ _ 
Hamil ton Female College_ 
Sayre .b'emale Institute __ 
Millersburg Female Col-
lege . 
Jessamine Female Institute 
O wensboro Female Coll ge 
Kentucky College for 
Young Ladies. 
Logan Female College ___ _ 
Stuart Female College ___ _ 
Stanford Fem ale Coilege _ 
Winchester Female Col-
iege. 
Silliman Female Institute 
Manst· e1d Female ollege 
.e .. erso Davis College __ _ 
Westbrook Seminary . _. _. 
Marion, Ala. 
Do. 
Talladeg·a, Ala. 
Tuskaloosa, Ala. 
Do. 
Tuskegee, Ala. 
Mills College, Cal 
San Jose, Cal. 
Santa Rosa, Cal. 
Athens, Ga. 
Cuthbert, Ga. 
Dalton. Ga. 
Forsyth, Ga. 
Gainesville, Ga. 
La Grange, Ga. 
Do. 
Macon , Ga. 
Milledg eville , Ga. 
Rome , Ga. 
Thornl;l,sville , Ga. 
Jacksonville, Ill. 
Do. 
Knox ville, Ill. 
Rockford, Ill. 
Oswego, Kans. 
Topeka , Kans. 
Bowling Green, Ky. 
Clinton, Ky. 
Dan ville, Ky . 
Georgetown, Ky. 
Glasgow, Ky. 
Glendale, Ky. 
Harrodsburg- , Ky. 
Lexington , Ky. 
Do. 
Millersburg , Ky. 
Nicholasville, Ky. 
Owensboro, Ky. 
Pewee Valley , Ky. 
Russellville, Ky. 
Shelbyville , Ky. 
Stanford, Ky . 
Winchester , Ky. 
Clinton, La. 
Man:e;f' e 1d . La . 
Minden, La. 
Deel'ing, Me. 
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IL-Colleges for women. 
Name of president. Uni ve: sity or college. Address. 
Edgar M. Smith ____________ Maine Wesleyan Seminary Kents Hill, Me. 
and Female College. 
John F. Goucher, D. D------ Woma,n's College of Balti- Baltimore, Md. 
more. 
J. H. Apple, A. M __________ Woman's College ___ . __ ___ J!7 rederick, Md. 
C. L. Keedy, A. M., M. D _ _ _ _ Kee Mar College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hagerstown, Md. 
J. H. Turner, A. M _______ __ Lutherville Female Semi- Lutherville, Md. 
nary. 
C. C. Bragdon, A,M ____ ____ Lasell SeminaryforYoung A uburndale, Mass. 
Arthur Gilman, A. M., sec-
retary. 
L. Clark Seelye, D. D ______ _ 
Mrs. E. S. Mead, A. M ----- -
R. B. Abbott, D. D ________ _ 
w. T. Lowrey, A. M., D. D---
Le wis T. Fi tzh ugh . ____ . __ _ 
Mrs. Adelia M. Hillman ___ _ 
Robert Fra?er, LL. D-------
B. R. Morrison ____________ -
Chas. W. Anderson--------
H. N. Robe!'tson, A. M- ____ _ 
W. V. Frierson ___________ _ 
W. H. Huntley -----· _____ _ 
L. M. Stone ____ ___________ _ 
Chas. H. Otken, LL. D ------
W. A. Oldham, A. M ______ _ 
T. W. Barrett, A. M ___ _ ___ _ 
Hiram D. Groves _________ _ 
John W. Primrose, D. D----Lina Moxley ____ ______ ____ _ 
B. T. Blewett, LL. D -------
w. A. Wilson, A . M --------
Archibald A. Jo::ies _______ _ 
J. D. Blanton _____________ _ 
A. K. Yancey _____________ _ 
Robert Irwin, D. D- ____ : ___ _ 
J esse M. Durrell __ ________ _ 
Gertrude G. Bowen _______ _ 
J. H. Mcllvaine, ri. D-------
Edward S. Frisbee, D. D----
Truman J. Backus, LL. D---
Rufus S. Green, D. D--------
Miss James Smith, dean ___ _ 
Geo. W. Samson, DD.,LL,D __ 
James M. Taylor, D. D------
ED 92--42 
Women. 
Harvard A nnex .__ ________ Cam bridge, Mass. 
Smith College ___________ _ 
Mount Holyoke Seminary 
and College. 
WeUesley Coliege _______ _ 
Albert Lea Colleg.e ______ _ 
Blue Mountain Female 
College. · 
Whitworth Female Col-
lege. 
Hillman Colleg·e ___ ______ _ 
Industrial Institute and 
College. 
Corin th Female College __ 
East Mississippi Female 
College. 
Union .Female College __ _ _ 
Chickasaw Female College 
Port Gibson Female Col-
lege. 
Shuqualak Female College 
Lea Female College _____ _ 
Christian Female College_ 
Stephens Female College_ 
Howard Payne College __ . 
Synodical Female College 
Pre::; b yterian College ____ _ 
St. Louis Seminary ______ _ 
Baptist Female College __ _ 
Central Female College __ 
Elizabeth Aull Female 
Seminary. 
Hardin College __________ _ 
Lindenwood Female Col-
lege. 
New Hampshire Confer-
ence Seminary and Fe-
male College. 
Bordentown Female Col-
lege. 
Evelyn College __________ _ 
Wells College . ___ ___ . ___ _ 
Packer Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
Elmira College ______ ___ _ . 
Barnard College ________ _ _ 
Rutgers Female College. __ 
Vassar College ___________ _ 
N 01·thampton, Mass. 
South Hadley. Mass. 
Wellesley, Mass. 
Albert Lea, Minn. 
Blue Mountain: Miss. 
Brookhaven, Miss. 
Cli titon, Miss. 
Columbus, Miss. 
Corinth, Miss. 
Meridian, ~\1iss. 
Oxford, Miss. 
Pontotoc, Miss. 
Port Gibson, Miss. 
Shuqualak, Miss. 
Summit, Miss. · 
Columbia, Mo. 
T o. 
Fayette, Mo. 
Pulton, Mo. 
Independence, Mo. 
.Jennings, Mo. 
Lexington, Mo. 
Do. 
Do. 
Mexico, Mo. 
St. Charles, Mo. 
Tilton, N. H. 
Bordentown, N. J. 
Princeton, N. J. 
Aurora, N. Y. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Elmira, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Do. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued. 
IL-Colleges for women. 
Name of president. Unive1·sity or college. 
Benj . E. Atkins___________ _ Asheville Female College_ 
S.S. Rahn ____ _______ ___ ___ Gaston College ______ _____ _ 
F. L. Reid, D. n __ : _________ Greensboro Female Col-
. lege. 
Joseph L. Mur-phy, A . M_ - -- Claremont Female Col-
lege . 
JohnD. Minick, A . M- ------ Davenport Female Col-
lege. 
S. D. Bagley_ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - Louisburg Female College_ 
John B. Brewer, A. M ______ Chowan Baptisli Female 
Institute. 
N. Penick _____ - __ . _ ~ ___ - - _ - Oxford Female Seminarv __ 
John H . ClewelL - - - - - - - - - - - Salem Female Academy~ __ _ 
H. W. Reinhart_ - - - - - - - - - - - Thomasville Female Col-
lege: 1 Silas E . Warren_ - - - - - - - - - .. Wilson Collegiate Insti-
tute. 
G. K. Bartholomew, A. M., Bartholomew English and 
PH. D. Classical School. 
W. K. Brown, . .\ . M., D. D. - _ Cincinnati Wesleyan Col-
lege. 
Chas. F. Thwing, D. n ______ Cleveland College for 
Women . 
L. D. Potter, D. D ---------- Glendale Female College __ 
D. B. Hervey, PH. n ______ __ Granville Female College_ 
D. B. Purinton, LL. D _ _ _ _ _ _ Shepardson College ____ __ _ 
H. Walter Feathers tun, D. D _ Edward McGehee Coilege_ 
Faye Walker, D. D _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oxford College __________ _ 
Miss Mary Evans ____ ___ ___ Lake Erie Seminary ____ _ _ 
J. W. Knappenberger, A. M_ Allentown Female College_ 
J. Blickensderfer, A. M _ - - - - Moravian Seminary for 
Young L adies . 
M. Ca,rey T_homas, PH. D ___ _ Bryn Mawr College ______ _ 
_______ _____ __ ___ - _ - __ - - - - - - Wilson College __ ________ _ 
J. W. Sunderland------ --- - Pennsylvania Female Col-
lege. 
Charles B. Shultz_ - - - - - _ - . - Linden Hall Seminary ___ _ 
E.E. Campbell, A. M ________ lrving Female College ___ _ 
Frances E. Bennett ________ Ogont:?: School ___ ________ _ 
A.H. Norcross, D. D ---- - --- Pittsburg Female College. 
Samuel B. Jones, D. n _____ __ Columbia Female College 
W.R. Atkinson, D . D ------- Pre byter ian College for 
Women. 
Mrs. L . M. Bonner __ _____ ___ Due West Female College_ 
H . P. Griffith - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - Cooper-Limestone Insti-
tute. 
Alexander S. Townes _____ . Green ville F emale College 
B. F. Wilson . -- -- - - r - - - - - _ _ Converse College _________ _ 
H. G. Reed - - - - - -- -- -- -- - . - . Walhalla Female College 
. Lander, A. M ____________ _ William:,ton Female Col-
lege. 
D. '. Hearon D. D __ __ __ __ __ Sullins College. 
'-A.Folk A. B --- ----- --- Brownsville Female Col-
lege. 
Kate McFarland ____ _______ Uni n Female Seminary. 
obert .Smith, A.M ____ __ Columbia Athen~ um ____ _ 
Wilbur F. Wilson _________ _ Tennes ee Female College. 
A. 1. Burney ---- ---------- Howard Female College .. 
Address . 
Asheville, N. C. 
Dallas, N. C. 
Greensboro, N. C. 
Hickory, N. C. 
Lenoir, N. C. 
Louisburg, N . C. 
Murfreesboro: N. C. 
Oxford, N. C. 
Salem, N. C. 
Thomasville, N. C. 
Wilson, N. U. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Do. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Glendale, Ohio. 
Granville, Ohio. 
Do. 
Woodville,. Miss. 
Oxford, Ohio. 
Painesville, Ohio. 
Allen town, Pa. 
Bethlehem, Pa. 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
Chambersburg, Pa. 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Lititz, Pa. 
Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
Ogon tz School, Pa. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Do. 
Due West, S. C. 
Gaffney City, S . C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Walhalla, S. C . 
Williamston, S. C. 
Bristol, Tenn. 
Brownsville, Tenn. 
Do. 
Columbia, Tenn. 
Franklin, Tenn. 
Gallatin, Tenn. 
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JI.-Oollegesjor u-ornen-Continued. 
Name of president. University or college. Address. 
Howard W. Key, PH. n ___ __ Memphis Conference Fe- Jackson, Tenn. 
male Institute. 
N.J.Finney ,A. M __ ________ Cumberland Female Col- McMinnville ,Tenn. 
lege. 
Miss V. 0. Wardlaw, A. M--- Soule Female College ____ _ 
J. G. Paty __ __ __ __ __ ____ ____ Boscobel College ____ ____ _ 
Geo. W .. F'. Price, D.D. ______ Nashville College for 
Young Ladies. ' 
B.H.Charles ______________ Ward Seminary ______ ___ _ 
R. M. Saunders _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Martin Female College __ _ 
Wm. M. Graybill, A,M ____ _ , Synodical Female College. 
Mrs. H. H. Sanford __ _______ Shelbyville Female Col-
lege. 
N. A. Flournoy . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Somerville Female Insti-
tute. 
Z. C. Graves, LL.D ------- -- i Mar·y Sharp College _____ _ 
Charles Carlton __ _____ -----
1 
Carlton College ________ __ _ 
P. H. Eager, A. M __________ - j Baylor Female College __ _ 
s·. M. God bey ____ ___________ Chappell Hill Female Col-
lege. 
R. 0. Rounsavall ___________ 
1
1 Waco Female College __ _ _ 
S. N. Barker ___ ____________ Martha Washington Col-
lege. 
Kate M. Hunt _______ _______ : Stonewall .Jackson Insti-
tute. 
W. B. Yount ______ . _. __ ----1 Bridgewater College _____ _ 
Wm. P. Dickinson . _________ , Albemarle Female Insti-
tute . 
Mrs. E . T. Taliaferro. ___ ___ Montg-omery Female Col-l lege. 
______ ________ _____________ pan ville College for Young 
I L ad ies. 
C. F. J,,mes , n.n ____________ Roanoke Female College __ 
Samuel D. Jones, B. L _______ Southwest Virginia Insti-
tute. 
Chas. L. Cocke _______ -- -- -- Hollins Institute _______ _ _ 
W.W. Smith, LL. n __ ------ Randolph-Macon Woman's 
College. -
·J. J. Scherer, A. M---------- Marion Female College __ _ 
J. A. I. Cassedy _ - - - - - - - - - - - - Nor folk College for Young 
Ladies. 
Arthur K. Davis, A. M ______ Southern Female College _ 
John H. Powell------------ Richmond Female Insti-
tute. 
James Willis, A. M. __ ___ ---· StauntonF_emale Seminary 
Mrs. J.E. B. Stuart.________ Virginia Female Institute _ 
Wm. A. Harris, D.D __ ______ Wesleya,n Female Insti-
tute. 
John P. Hyde, D . D., LL. n __ Valley Female College ___ _ 
Mrs. H. L. Field ____________ Parkersburg Seminary __ _ 
Ella C. Sabin. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Downer College _________ . 
Charles R. Kingsley, PH. n _ Milwaukee College- ---- :-
Murfreesboro, Tenn. 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Do. 
Pulaski, Tenn. 
Rogersville, Tenn. 
Shelbyville, Tenn. 
Somerville, rrenn. 
Winchester, Tenn. 
Bonham, Tex. 
Belton, Tex. 
Chappell Hill, Tenn. 
Waco, Tex. 
Abingdon, Va. 
Do. 
Bridgewater, Va. 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Christiansburg, Va. 
Danville, Vc1. 
Do. 
Glade Spring, Va. 
Hollins, Va. 
Lynchburg, Va. 
Marion. Va. 
Norfolk , Va. 
Petersburg, Va. 
Richmond , Va. 
Staunto::i. Va. 
Do. 
Do. 
Winchester, Va. 
Parkersburg-, W. Va. 
Fox Lake, Wis. 
Milwaukee: Wis. 
,, 

CHAPTER XVII. 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 1 
I. ANALYSIS OF THE STATISTICS AND REMARKS SUGGESTED THEREBY: En-
rollment-Average attendanc~-:-Length of school term-Number of teachers-Sex 
of teachers-Supervision-School buildings-Number of sittings-School prop- · 
erty-Expendit,ures. · 
II. Summary of statistics of city school systems, showinq increase 01· decrease from -
previous year ( Table 1)-Summary by States of population and school er~rollment 
and attendance in cities of over 8 ,ooo population ( Table .2)-8imilar summary of 
supervising officers, teachers, property, and expenditures ( Table 3)_-Similar sum-
mary of pitblic evening schools ( Table 4_)-0omparative statistics ( Table 5). 
ENROLLMENT. 
If the figures which appear in this chapter possess any significance, it is 
that the educational conditions of the cities for this year are less favorable 
than in the year preceding. The :first and best evidence of this is that the 
school enrollment has not kept pace with the increase in population. While 
the latter shows a gain of 5.56 per cent, the enrollment in public schools has 
increased but 4.27 per cent. The ratio of public school enrollment to total popu-
lation has fallen from 14. 74 per cent to 14.56 per cent. 
This decrease can not be ascribed to a relatively greater increase in the 
patronage of private and parochial schoois, for, of · the whole number of school 
attendants, the proportion who are in private schools remains the same as last 
year, namely, 21.3 per cent. Plainly the loss of one of these classes of schools 
is not due to a gain of the other class. There has been actually a relative loss 
to school instruction. 
Furthermore, this loss is not confined to any particular section of the coun-
try, but appears in four of the :five geographical divisions, the South Atlantic 
being the only one to show a gain. Investigation as to the localities in which 
the lessened percentages are most conspicuous discloses several instances in 
which superintendents' reports have proudly pointed to ·increased numbers in 
tbe schools, regardless of the fact that the population from which the pupils 
were drawn had increased in a much larg-er .ratio. Thus i.t has often happened 
that school officers have congratulated themselves because of fancied increase 
in educational prosperity, while the very same facts disclosed to other minds 
indubitable proofs of lessened popularity of the schools. 
Many superintendents, however, have noticed with deep concern the failure 
of their schools to keep pace with the population, and have searched earnestly 
for causes and for remedies. Speculations as to the former and suggestions as 
to the latter have been many and varied. But it seems probable that a point 
has been reached in the educational history of this country beyond which the 
efforts of school officials of various kinds in the cities must be redoubled in 
order to increase the school attendance beyond the present proportion to pop-
ulation. At this time the former opposition to the public school system is 
almost entirely a thing of the past. The efficiency of the public schools is 
nowhere questioned, and of themselves they attract all those who desire instruc-
tion excepting a comparatively small - number who prefer private schools for 
reasons that do not concern the efficiency of the public school system. 
The facilities for instruction and the means for providing the same are almost 
without exc13ption reasonably ample, and it may be doubted whether any con-
siderable numbe1· of children are kept from school because of lack of accommo-
1 Prepared by Mr. James C. Boykin. 
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da,tion or of teaching force. With efficient, well-equipped'schools, enjoying the 
favor of the communities in which they are, it is evident that all efforts whose 
object is the conversion of considerable classes of people to a belief in them have 
accomplished their aim and have become no long-er necessary_, since nearly all 
intelligent education-seekers have become patrons of the public schools. 
· But, there remain a large number of persons in every city to whom. school in-
struction offers no ad vantages that they can appreciate, and who, if left to them-
selves, would never see the inside of a schoolhouse . 
It is toward this class that the efforts of school officials must be directed in 
future if they desire to increase the proportion of the population whp attend 
, school; and it must be remembered that such efforts must be exerted toward 
each individual, and not toward a class, and must be supplemented by such ex-
pensive and troublesome auxiliaries as compulsory laws, truant officers, and 
truant schools. 
In fine, the time has passed for great gains in tho proportion of enrollment to 
population in the cities, and in the future we may 6xpect, instead, constant 
fluctuations, due to local rather than general causes, OP even 2, downward ten-
dency, since there is good ground for belief that the proportion of paupers , of 
'the thriftless, and of the depra -_red incre:ises in growing cities out of all propor-
tion to the increase in population. · 
It is noteworthy that in the largest cities the failure of the schools to keep 
pace numerically with the population is esp~cially noticeable. The following 
table exhibits the ratios necessary to bring out this fact so far as it r elates to 
the sixteen cities; whose population is over 200,000, they being arranged in the 
order of their size . 
City. 
New York, N. y ________ _ 
Chicago, Ili _____ ________ _ 
Philadelphia, Pa _______ _ 
Broolrlyn, N . y _________ _ 
St. Louis, Mo ___________ _ 
Boston, Mass ___________ _ 
Baltimore, Md __ ________ _ 
San Fraucisco, CaL ____ _ 
Annual 
rate of in-
crease of 
popula-
tion. 
Per cent. 
2. 07 
8.13 
2. 13 
3. 58 
2. 48 
2. 12 
2.71 
2. 51 
Propor-
tion of in-
crease of 
public 
school en-
rollment 
during the 
year. 
Per cent .. 
ao. 31 
7. 56 
b 1. 57 
1. 41 
2. 36 
cl. 20 
1.16 
4. 43 
City. 
Cincinnati, Ohio _______ _ 
Cleveland, Ohio _______ _ 
Buffalo. N. y __________ _ 
New Orleans, La ______ _ 
Pittsburg. Pa __ ________ _ 
Washington, D. c _____ _ 
Detroit, Mich. ____ __ ___ _ 
Milwaukee, Wis _____ ___ ' 
Annual 
rate of in-
crease of 
popula-
tion. 
P er cent. 
1. 55 
4. 9:) 
5. 22 
1. 14 
4. 35 
4. 61 
5. 89 
5. 84 
a Increase from 1880- "90 t o 1890-'91-the latest data at hand. 
b Increase in "number belonging at the end of the year." 
c increase in" average number belonging." 
r.lPecrease 0.43 per cent . 
Propor-
tion of in-
crease of 
public 
school en-
rollment 
during the 
year. 
Per cent. 
ao. 61 
3. 10 
5. 48 
dO 
0. 93 
. 3. 37 
a4. 89 
5. 27 
ln only two of these cities, San Francisco and Buffalo is the increase in school 
attendants as great as that in pop'1lation, and in both c~ses there are evidences 
that the inc!·eased proportion is only temporary, being larger than usual in the 
year for which the figures are given . The increase in enrollment in Buffalo 
since 1 8,0 has been irregular, being occasionally at a greater rate tha,n the 
average rncrease of population , as in this year, but g-enerally less , while the 
general ten<;1en~y has been downward. In the ten years from 1880-'81 to 1890-'91 
the populat10n rncreased 64.80 per cent, while the school enrollment increased 
in the same time but 41.11 per cent. 
In 'an Francisco, the increase of population from 1880 to 1890 was 27 .80 per 
cent, and t.he enro_llmei:t i ncrea ed in the corresponding period only 12.02 per 
cent. It appears m _this case that the _slow increase of the public schools is, in 
part at l~ast, expbm ble by th.e rapid ~evelopment of parochial, or church, 
schools smce 1 . The sudden rncrease m favor of the public schools in 1892 is 
prob'.-1-bly due to som .. action of the m:1nager s of the church schools by which the 
puhhc chools were benefited. · 
Thu it appe rs that in all the great cities of the country the schools are losing 
'l'Ound. 
The subject is one that demands th .., mo t serious attention . 
CITY SCHOOL SY.STEMS. 
AVERAGE .A'.r'l'ENDANOE. 
All else being equal a decrease in enroll~ent may be expected_ to be followed 
by an increase in the average of regularity of attendance on ~he part of tho~e 
children who are enrolled. It is al ways the least earnest pupils and the chil-
dren of the least intelligent parents who are last to seek admission to the schools, 
and the nonenrollment of thfs class tends to raise the average of attendance, since· 
it is to them that low averages are principally due. The inference from the 
prece ct ing paragraphs is that proportionally fewer of such children have sou~ht 
admission to the schools, and one is therefore prepared to find a better showmg 
in the ratio of averao-e dailv attendance to enrollment. This proportion for 
the entire country wa~ 71.2 per cent in 1891-'92 as against 70.7 per cent in the-
previous year ; the r ate of actual increase during the year for this item h as 
been 5.09 per cent, but even this is below the rate of increas3 of total popula-
tion. 
In instituting a comparison between the several division~ it is seen that the at-
tendance is least r eguiar in tb e cities of the North Atlantic Di vision. This,may 
excite some surprise in the minds of those familiar with the general excallence 
of the schools in tha t section. But it will b3 remembered that in no othec sec-
tion are the compulsory laws more generally enforced than there . 
These laws requfre attendance of all children between cert:1in ages for a part 
of th3 school year; and in their operation a dass of children are brought into 
school for a limited time tha,t would not be enrolled at all in the absence of such 
laws. Required to attend against t h eir will, they leavens soon as the legal pe-
riod h as expired, and in the meantime the agencies which brought them in must 
be constantly employed to k eep them there. Thei1· irregularity of attendance 
and their short st :1y in school reduce the average of the whole to n, compara-
tively low point, but since whatever Of instruction the irregular class r eceive is 
cle::tr gain and would not be h ad under other circumstances , the low average of 
r egularity that it ent:lils is not a matte r for regret, except that the period pre-
scribed does not cover the entire school year. The new compulsory law of Ohio 
does provide for attendance during the entire term, and it will be interesting to 
observe whethe1' the present high ratios of r egularity will be maintained under 
i ts operation. 
The explanation that. low averages are caused by compulsory attendance is 
only a partial one, however, and can not be applied in all cases where low aver-
agesappear even in the NorthAtlantic Division. InPennsylvania,forexample, 
the average is noticeably low, and yet the".'e is no compulsory attendance law on 
the statute books. The low percentage of that State · is due to the conditions 
that exist in Philadelphia, which possesses n early h alf the urban population of 
the State, and in which e:wh child enrolled a ttends school on an average less 
than sixty days in every one hundred . 
The high proportions in Georgia and South Carolina are undoubtedly due to 
some mode of recording statistics that differs from the methods in use else-
where, and the apparent superiority in r espect to r egularity in the South At-
lantic Division may be ascribed to that reason. The attendance in the North 
Central Division appears from t he statistics to have reached a very satisfactory 
point, namely, 74 per cent for the whole division. Ohio, Minnesota, and Kan-
sas show especially hig h ratios, being, with Maine, District of Columbia, and 
Kentucky, the only St ::1,t es (excluding Georgia and South Carolina) in which 
three·four ths of th·e pupils enrolled are in constant attend_ance. 
LENGTH OP RCHOOL '.rERM. 
In the length oJ the school t erm thorn h as been a distinct loss this year, the 
average number of days of school having been r educed from 193.5 days to 191, and 
this, t oo, in the face of largely increased expenditures. The decrease has oc-
curred principally in the older divisions where the schools are most firmly estab-
lished~ the North Atlantic Division showing a loss of 4.3 days, and the North 
Central a loss of 2.2 days. IQ. the -western Division , too, the term has been 
reduced slightly, but both the Southern divisions show an increase, the South 
Atlantic of 4 days and tho South Central 0.1. 
It is significant that while tho support of the public schools is more burden-
some upon the people of th e South for well-known reasons, that is the only sec-
tion which reports a lengthened term. But this does not imply greater devo~ 
tion to the schools in the South than in the North as it may appear at.first 
sight. In the South the need of money for the conduct, and equipment of the 
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ch ol has been a, s rious drawback since the inception of the system there, 
and in point of length of term th Southern cities, as well as Sta.tes, have as a 
rule be n behind the more favornd lo(;alitie , simply becc>.use of lack of funds to 
continue. T he cry ther has long be n for "more months of school.'.' On the 
contrary , in those ection where it is financially possible to maintain the 
chools continuously , if need be, numerous advocates of shorter daily sessions 
and shorter terms bave ari en, and the grounds they take relate less to the 
economical advantages than to the supposed injury that school attendance 
inflict' upon the childr n . · 
Notwithstanding t __ e widespread use of physical training in the schools , ~he 
improvements in t he heating and ventilation of schoolhouses, and close attention 
to sanitary matters generally on the part of school authorities, it is claimed ~y 
many that a few hours a day for nine months in the year are a-, man_y asanyc~ild 
should be required to remain in school. Regardless of all the principles of arith-
m etic it is said, in effect, that more can be accomplished in seventy-two months 
than in eightv or eight y-eight; that·better methods of teachin g and the be~ter 
h ealth of the -pupils that are expected to follow the redu0tion of school time 
will more than make good the difference, etc. · . 
It is not mentioned why the better methods and the improveme_ntsm the cur-
riculum often referred to in this connection could not be made with the longer 
term as well as the shorter one ; nor has it been clearly proved, even if it_ be 
true that the health of school children is generally unsatisfactory , tha~ ~n im-
provement would follow the partial cutting off of their school priv1legesf 
N evertheless such arguments h ave had their e ffec t upon the minds of many 0 
the school boards, and a reduction in the school time of the countr-y as a whole 
is the conseq_uence. - · . 
The loss is more clearly seen in the item of "aggregate attendance," which 
shows that the .whole number of days' instruction was less by 4,951, 289 days than 
it would have been if the length of the school-term had been as great as the year 
before. In other words, the loss to the sum total of instruction imparted has 
baen great~r because of the average loss of two days and a half ~~an it "".'ould 
have been 1f there had been no schools whatever opened in the cities o~ ei~h.er 
Maine, New Hampshire , Rhode Island, Delaware, Virginia, West Virg-m~a, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, 1Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, Mis-
sissip-pi, Texas, Arkansas, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, or Colorado, or any 
of the Western States except California. . 
The rise and growth of the city school systems of the country are practically 
things of the last fifty years; and it is interesting to note what change h RS oci 
curred in that period in the time a child was expected to devote to his schoo 
duties. The following figures are self-explanatory: 
In 1841-'42 or thereabouts. In 1891-'92 or thereabouts. 
City. L ength Length of Time given Length 
Daily I of school daily to recesses of school Recesses. 
term.a sessions. dailw. term. sessions. 
N ew York, N. y _________ 49 weeks ___ 6 hours __ 
--- ----- -- ----
202½ days_ 5 h ours 20 minutes. Chicago, Ill ____________ 48 weeks ___ 6 hours __ 
------------- -
192 days __ 5 h ours J5minutes Philadelphia, Pa _______ ~ 251½ days ___ 7 ho rs __ 
------- -------
201 days __ 5 hours 10 minutes. Brooklyn, N. y _________ llmonths __ 
--------------
202 days __ 
----------Boston, Mass ________ ___ _ 224 days ____ r~hoursb~ 30minutes_ 200 days __ 5 hours 20 minutes. 6 hours c 
B altimore, Md ______ ____ llinonths __ {6 hours b~ 30 min11tes_ 203 days __ 5 hours 30 minutes. 7 hours c Cincinnati, Ohio __ ______ 11 months __ 7 hours ___ 30 ruinutes _ 190 days __ 5¼ hours 15 minutes. Cleveland, Ohio_---· __ __ 43 weeks ___ 
------------
-- --------- ---
190 days __ 5 hours 15 minutes. Buffalo N. y ___________ 
_ 12months __ 195 days. l .. ..... Washington, D. c ______ 
_ 238 days ___ 16hoursb ~ 30 minutee_ 180 days __ 5 hours 15 minutes. - 7hoursc Detroit, Mich ___________ 
_ 259 days ___ 
_ 6 hours_ 
------------- --
196 days __ 5½ hours 20 minutes. 
a The exact number of days can not be stated in all cases because of the uncertainty as to 
the length of the week or the month mentioned in the original documents. It is presumed, 
however, that the calendar week or month was intended. 
b In winter. c In summer. 
~1:1e fact hown fo~ the e cities are indicative of the practices generally pre-
vailing- a he two P ·_nods named. I~was formerly the custom to keep the schools 
open n arly he entire year. Vacations of four weeks either consecutive in the 
oum.1;11er or_ one w ek at the end of each of the four qt;arters, was as much time 
a ms considered necessary for rest for pupil or teachers. Holidays were few, 
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Independence Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's Day usually com-
prising the entire list. The day's work began at 8 or 9 in the morning and con-
tinued till midday; the afternoon session opened at 2 o'clock and continued till 
[, the_ re b3ing usually a short recess in each session. On Saturdays the. morn-
ing session was held, but the afternoon was always a holiday, and in a few places 
the schools wero closed Wednesday afternoons also. 
There have been rnany departures from these practices, the constant tendency 
being toward a reduction of the time. F irst, the Saturday morning session was 
discontinued; then the summer vacations were lengthened; the morning ses-
sions were shortened by deferring the opening oi school till LI o'clock; the a,fter-
noon sessions were curtailed; new holidays were introduced; provisions were 
made for a sing-le session on stormy days, and for closing the schools to allow 
teac::.ers to visit other schools, and in some instances to give them opportunity 
to attend teachers' institutes. 
A liberal estimate would give 950 hours as the actual time devoted to school 
work in a year under the present conditions, while 1,320 hours would be a mod-
erate st9.,tement of the annual school term as it was at the beginning of the pub-
lic school system. The boy of to-day therefore must attend school 11.1 years ilf' 
order to receive as much instruction, quantitatively, as the boy of fifty years 
ago received in 8 years; and the plain arithmetical conclusion is that if the 
length of rnssion and term were restored to the old figures nearly the en tire 
elementary and high-school course could be completed in the time now required 
fo1· the elementary course alone . This may not be true to its full extent, but 
that it approaches the truth can not be denied. In the countries of Continental 
Europe the sessions and terms have not been subjected to the steady reduction 
that our schools have suffered; it is scarcely necessary to look-further than this 
for the explanation for the greater amount of work accomplished in a given 
number of years in the German and French ths.n in the American schools. · 
During the fifty-year period mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs the 
changes in the course of study have been equally as constant as the changes in 
school term, but in this respect the change has been in the other direction, the 
tendency being toward thd addition of new subjects. Music, a rawing, physiology 
and hygiene, elementary science, cooking, sewing, carpentry, paper fo :ding, 
modeling, all find places in the elementary course of to-day, and none of them 
was to be found among the studies pursued a half century ago. 
The improvement in the preparation of teachers, the increased care which the 
greater supply has made possible in the selection of new appointees, and the 
better equipment of the schools inrespecttomaterialappliances, have improved 
the average character of the instruction Whether these improvements have 
been sufficient to compensa,te for the lessened time and the increased require-
ments is a proper subject for investigation. 
SUPERVISION. 
Few realize to what an extent the business of supervion ha!S grown in this 
country within the last few years. In the year just passed the number of su-
pervising officials in the cities reached 2,724, an increase over 1890-'91 of 261, or 
10.o per cent, a larger gain than in any other item. There is now an average 
of one supervisor to every 20.2 teachers, against one to every 21.3 last year; if 
the supervisors were equally distributed among the cities, each would have six. 
The last decade of years has been unusually fruitful in the estJ,blishment of 
nor~al _schools; other agencies for the improvement of the teaching force have 
mul~1phed to a wonderful degree; and greater care has been possible in the se-
lect10n of teachers than ever before. But notwithstanding all this the number 
of personsemployecl to oversee them at their work has increased in a still greater 
ratio. 
A casual glance at the meager number of superjntendents and assistant su-
perintendents whose names appear in the printed repo-rts ordinarily conveys the 
impression that the amount of supervision performed is li.mited. In fact com-
parisons are frequentiy made between cities on the basis of only the officers who 
are legally and specifically styled superintendents and assistant superintendents; 
and on that basis, complaint is sometimes m ade that there is still a dearth of 
supervision, because there are only one or two superintendents in each city. 
But the supposition that these are the only supervising officials is erroneous, for 
under this head must be placed all those who do not actually and regularly teach, 
but whose duty it i~ to observe and direct the worK, either generallv or in spe-
ci::11 lines, of those upon whom the burden of instructing the pupils r·eJ.lly falls. 
The category includes not only superintendents, assistant superintendents, 
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supervisors, and inspectors specifically so called! but also directors, supervisors, 
or special teachers of drawing, writing, singing, physical culture: science, sew-
ing, kindergs,rten, primary methods , reading, elocution, manual training, slojd, 
and cooking, and generally principals , or re.as ters, heads of departments , and 
"floor principals." Of course no single city C"lll boast of all the officials named, 
but, so far as the directors of special branches are concerned, the arguments in 
favor of one apply equally to all,_ and if the system is right on general principles, 
no school is properly equipped that does not get the benefit of the whole list. 
Tbe reason always assigned for the employment of a special teacher is that 
many of the regular teachers can not teach that branch effectively, and special 
assistance ancl direction is required to enable them to properly present their 
instruction. New subjects were originally the only ones which were supposed 
to require special ir-structors; but writing, drawing, and music are no longer 
new subjects, and it can only b e said in favor of them n ow that under special 
super-vision the pupils receive better instruction because of the greater atten-
tion to those p articular branches. By far the greater number of specialists em-
ployed a re for the three branches named, while, strangely enough, the much 
more important subjects of arithmetic, language, spelling, geography, etc., 
must fare as best they may with the "regular" teacher under the guidance of 
the ''regular" supervisors. 
When the number of these officials of all kinds is taken into account it will 
be seen that the work of supervision is not so sadly neg lected afte1• a ll. On the 
contrary, the reports of superintendents themselves h ave in a few instances 
contained recommendations looking toward a reduction of the supervising force. 
Superintendent W. H. Maxwell, of Brooklyn, has given close attention to the 
subject of supervision generally, and his utterances in regard thereto are 
marked with clearness and vigor. In his report for 1891 he said: 
"Principals and heads of departments do not teach classes. Th"ey are sup-
posed to spend their whole time' in supervision. There is one supervisor who 
does not teach for e very eleven classes. In my judgment the n umber of non-
teaching supervisors is unnecessarily large. The excessive development of super-
vision has resulted in several clearly defined evils in our schools: 
"First, it has withdrawn from the work of class teaching many of our be!: t 
teachers, and has thus lessened the efficiency of the teaching force as a whole. 
"Second, it has created the feeling that office work and making out examina-
tion questions are more honorable than the active work of teaching. If teach-
. ers are to have a due moral infl uence on their pupils their office should be held 
in the highest honor. 
': Third, the struggle for the prizes that are held up before the eyes of our 
teac.hers in the shape of head of departm ent places, involving as they do, in 
most cases, considerably less work and considerably better pay, has resulted in 
much unseemly wire-pulling and intrigue, an evil al ways to be deprecated in 
the administration of a public school system. 
"Fourth, the multiplication of superfluous heads of departments has resulted 
in division of responsibility in school management, in petty jealou~y, and in 
much harmful interference with the ;y-ork of class teachers. 
"Fifth, the unnecessary increase in the number of heads of departments has 
led to much of the excessive examination of pupils, with its attendant evils of 
cramming and nervous prostration, that, though- now much less than in former 
years, still hurts our school work. 
'' Sixth, the cost of this supervision, not merely in the salaries of heads of 
departments but in the fitting up of elaborate offices with expensive furniture, 
is withdrawing each year a vast amount of money that is sad1y needed for nec-
ssary work and material. 
"A dose stimate would show that not less than $30,000 per annum is expended 
on superfluou heads of department . Surely a better use might be found for 
this money." 
Fro~ ~u h facts s are ?-ere set forth , it appears that in some places general 
upez:v1s10n ha been c_arned to too great an extreme, and the only question that 
rema1~s t_o be settled 1s where ~o ~raw the line. It is generally conceded that 
the prmc1pal of ever1 large bml.dmg, or of a group of buildings, should be in 
very s~n e a superv1~or· that he should devote a gr at part of his time to the 
regulation of tho affairs of the school as a whole rather than to the instruction 
of a ingle clas~. 'Ihat he should with the aid of an assistant h ave especial 
harge_ of thE: h1ghe _cla s, _or of som0 especial subject or subject-; studied b~ 
them. is not lll?OIJ?patlble with this view, but on the contrary is desfrable, both 
becau e the prmcipal should be a teacher as well as a supervisor and should 
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therefore keep in touch with the actual business of teaching no less than with 
the duties of supervision, and because the pupils should not be deprived wholly 
of the benefits of direct confa:wt with the strongest teache1·, presumably, of the 
school. 
Above the principal there should of course be the superintendent, whose busi-
ness relates in a small degree to the details of school instruction and discipline 
but largely to the general direction of the entire system as a whole. It is evi-
dent that the number of superintendents and assistant superintendents required 
to give unity and harmony to the school system will be reduced to a minimum, 
provided the principals are of the right kind and act in hearty cooperation with 
each other and with the superintendent. The idea of a graded line of super-
vising officers, ranking- one above the other in military fashion, is fast disap-
pearing, and will soon take its place with other discarded pedagogical theol'ies, 
such as rigid annual classific-1tion, strict adherance to percented examinations 
for promotions, and all those other appendages and device~ conjured up when th~ 
system was supposed to be the single feature which it was important to perfect. 
But there is little prospect o~ t:L decline in the idea of specialization now rep-
resented by the system of special supervision. The results accomplished under 
it are so far superior to what had been done without it that a further extension 
seems inevitable. It is like going· to another world to leave an alleged musical 
exercise in a school whcse teacher has had little )llusical training and less tal-
ent, and who attempts t'.) teach what she herself does not know, with no o~h Y'.' 
guide than !:,he'; course 0f study') and ' 1 handbook "-and then to p1ss to a school 
into which a skilled musician has infused a liberal share of his own enthusiasm 
and devotion to the art. Such differences as appear under these opposite con-
di.tions are the strongest arguments for specia.lizatipn. It is altogether fitting 
and proper that if a subject is to be taught at all it should be placed under the 
most favorable conditions, and specializing the work of all teachers, at least in 
the higher grades, seems to b3 the most probable outcome of the educational ex-
periences and experiments of the lastfow years. 
The strongest argument in fa.vor of conservatism in this matter has been. the . 
greater moral influence over her class that a teacher has who conducts all their 
school exercises throughout a whole year. Butitis doubtful whether, under the 
present circumstances, the argument still holds good. The basis of the influence 
of the t 3acher upon the child lies in the fact that she is to a certain extent the 
embodiment of his ideal of knowledge and goodness. But car:J.._he hold her and 
h er attainments in thats:1mehigh regard when he observes that a supervisor of 
drawing must come in to aid her to teach one thing; a supervisor of penmanship 
is necessary for another; a supervisor of physical culture furnishes the list of 
exercises for gymnastics and instructs her how to flirect them; a supervisor_ of 
m 1:1sic is as far superior to the teacher as she is to the pupil; the'' floor princi-
pal" directs how she shall punish bad little Johnny Green; the principal fre-
quently comes in to show her how to conduct a lesson in language or geography; 
the assistant superintendent and the superintendent occasionally come around 
with "aid and direction," and the school trustee does likewise? In the end the 
pup~l, by degrees and unconsciously, perhaps, is very liabletoaniveat the con-
clusion that "that t eacher is not much of anybody after all, for a ll these other 
people have to come in and tell her what to do "- a r:emark which, by the way, 
was recently made by a sturdy little fellow of l2. 
It is probable, therefore, that the department system, with which experi-
ments are now being made in some localities, will gain favor as a means of pre-
senting instruction by specialists, and at the same time ,of avoiding the evils of 
too much supervision. And there is little to be feared from any loss of moral 
influence in the transition from the present methods to an arrangement by 
which the pupil will remain under the same teachers during the entire time of 
his attendance in the higher grades, especially as each of those teachers will 
presumably know more of his or her particular branch than any of the superior 
officers , though their at.t:tinments may be broader and more general in their 
character. 
NUMBER OF 'l'EACHERS. 
The number of t eachers has increased from 52,431 to 55 ,057, maintaining 
nearly the same ratio of increase as the average attendance of pupils, so .that 
the number of pupils to each teacher for all the cities is about the same as in 
1890- '91, namely, 06. In individual St'.1tes the averages vary from 26 in South 
Dakota to 40.2 in Virginia , 40.9 in Mississippi, and ,19,2 (which is pro½1,bly erro-
neous) in Georgia. Between f\ingle cities the variation is of course still greater, 
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while in individual cases there are extremes which are abnormal. For example, 
in Brooklyn there were 3t9 classes in each of which over 60 pupils were regis-
tered at one time. '' Of these classes 259 had registers of between 60 and 70; 
60 classes had registers between 70 and 80; 17 classes had registers between 80 
and 90; 12 cla·sses had registers between 90 and 100; 9 classes had registe rs 
between 100 and 110; 19 classes had registers between 110 and 120; 10 classes had 
registers b3tween 120 and 130; 2 classes had registers between 130 and 140, 2,nd 
1 class had a register of over 140." 
Brooklyn is not alone in this respect, for a similar if not equally bad state of 
affairs may be found in other great cities, cert::1inly in all in which district lines 
are rigidly observed, and all applicants are admitted without r.:igard to the 
size of existing classes. 
Supt. Maxwell, of Brooklyn, discussed the subject thus in his report -for 1891: 
,:A t:=tble of averages can give no adequate ide '.1 of the extent to which crowd-
ing in the lowest primary grade is tolerated. In some localities there is plenty 
of room; the class ro::>ms are not crowded. In nearly all the n -3wer sections of 
the city, however, the crowding is appalling. * f-· * 
"In most of these very large classes there are half-day sessio_ns, i.e., some of 
the pupils attend only in the forenoon; the others only in the afternoon. But 
this crude device.is really of very little assistance. No t eacher, it mi:i,tters. not 
how vigorous or how skillfuJ she may be, can teach properly more than sixty 
children. Not more than that number may be present at each se:;sion; but can 
any living being, within five hours a day, give to each one of over a hundred 
children that care and attention which at the opening more than at any other pe-
riod of school life proper teaching demands? The first introduction to school 
life. on which so much depends for giving the right bent to the child's mind, 
oug-ht to be ple .::- srnt, encouraging-, and healthful; the opposite is the c 1se-a 
vitiated atmosphere and an overworked teacher. The child's first school work 
should be full of variety and unexpected delights ; we give him instead a dull 
routine, enforced idleness, and unnatural restraint. 
"The system has not even the poor defense of necessity. It can not be claimed 
that it is necessary, unless it can be shown that in this way a larger number of 
children receive the benefits ofan elementaryeducation. This can not be done. 
One fact alone is sufficient to show that exactly the contrary is the ca.e: The 
aver 2ge number of children promoted from the seventh primary classes 1 each 
term is only· 50 per cent. The average number of children promoted from the 
other grades is about 80 per cent of the register. But here, again, the average 
does not tell the whole truth. From these very large classes in the crowded 
schools , only about 30 per c ~nt of the pupils are promoted. 
' ' Could anything tell the dreadful story more plainly? As clearly as words 
could express it, these figures proclaim the truth. The teachers of the seventh 
primary classes 1 do not and can not teach any but a small proportion of these 
crowds of children. They teach those. whom it is possible to prepare for pro-
motion; the remainder, by far the larger number, are left to a large extent 
untaught. The enel'gy that should be wholly given to teaching is dissipated in 
the effort to maintain order among the unt::Lught, so that even thosewhoare under 
instructi91;1 do not 1·eceive the advantages to which they are entitled. In other 
words, wt -le out of a class of CO a skillful teacher will easily prepare 50 for pro-
motion, t1....d same teacher, out of a class of 100, is not able, even with a much 
greater exertion, to prepare more than 30 or :35 for promotion. The untaught 
remain one, two, in some cases three terms in the grade before their turn to 
receive instruction arrives. After they have suffered physically through close 
confinement in a vitiated atmosphere; after they have suffered intellectually 
through the suppression of natural activity; after they have suffered morally 
through lack o · exercise of the will, they are at last put on their passage up-
ward through our schools. Fewer children are taught, and the quality of the 
teaching is seriously deteriorated by reason of overcrowded classes." 
SEX OP TEACHERS, 
It i a matter of common ob ervation that the proportion of m en in the teach-
ing force ha been growing less for a long time. The decrease from 7 .20 per 
cent to 7 .16 per ce1;1t d~ri1;1g the la t ye~r h~been slight, but sufficient to show 
that the tendency 1s t1ll m the same d1rect1on. The numbel' of male teachers 
incr:ea ed 4 :1a per cent while the f males increased 5.27 per cent. 
Fifty year ago by far the greater number of teachers were men, and it has 
b en but a few year ince the employment of men as assistants in elementary 
schools wa quite general; now it is the exception to find more than one man in 
1 That is, those or the lowest nrimary grade.-Eo. 
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any one building, the assistants' positions being almost wholly monopolized by 
women. 
In some places they have done even better, and have captured the princpal-
ships as well as the minor positions. In Wilmington, Del., for instance, there 
are 103 · teachers, of whom only 5 are males, and they are all employed in the 
high school. A similar condition appears in Minneapolis, Minn., where all the 
605 teachers are women, excepting 4 principals of high schools, G special teach-
ers and G instructors of manual training. Substantially the same thing is true 
of several other cities, most of them being located in the West. 
The change which resulted in this co;:idition of affairs was brought about in 
consequence of the co_nviction that women are n 1,tural1y better fitted than men 
to be teachers of young children, and also by the lower price at which women 
may be employed. 
The latter was at first the principal reason for the initiation of this change, 
for it was begun at the instance of Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and their con-
temporaries, when the public-school system was in its infancy. Money was scarce 
and every device that could be thought of was utilized to increase the number of 
schools and the number of people reached by them. But the change has gone 
much further than was ever intended or dreamed of by the original advocates 
of the employment of women, and further ths,n the general sentiment of school 
men now approves. It has had many consequences that were not foreseen and 
which are difficult to overcome. T'he business of school teaching is coming 
to be considered a woman's business, and therefore, offerR less attraction to 
young men than formerly, especially in the subordinate positions, where the 
low salal'ies also operate to repel them. The appointment of principals, too, 
presents new difficulties. The assistants' positions were formerly the training 
schools of principals, and -from them it was always easy to select a man to fill 
any vacancy; but now it becomes necessary either to employ a new and untried 
college graduate, to import a rustic schoolmaster, or to transfer a high-school' 
assistant. The first two sources of suppl v are open to the objection that there 
is too much uncertainty about the men of whose fitness for the position so 
little can be known, while the third expedient invariably weakens the fac-
ulty of the high school. With the source of supply so curtailed it is not 
surprising that in many cases women have been promoted from subordinate po-
sitions and made principals because no man was available about whom enough 
was known to justify the belief that he could fill the place better. The ten-
dency thus gains force as it proceeds by constantly m :1king it more and more 
difficult to secure good material, and there is danger that the increasing femi-
ninity of the schools, if such a term is permissible, may be productive of se-
rious results. T'he already noticeable decrease in tht proportion of bovs in the 
higher grades is ascribed by many to this cause, and with some show of plausi-
bility. . 
The subject is often canvassed in school reports. In many instances the em-
ployment of women principals is defended stoutly, a fact that is not surprising in 
view of the conditions which practically shut out men from all school experience 
as subordinates. But on the contrary, there are indications that the .tendency 
of the last h alf century will soon be checked, for from some of the most influen-
tial educational centers in the country there has come a demand for "more men" 
that must soon make itself felt. 
Supt. Aaron Gove, of Denver, Colo., has this to ·say of the matter in his report 
for 1891- 92: 
"One of the most desirable reforms in the administration of the American 
common school at the present day is that whereby more men may be employed 
as teachers. Not that a man i s a better teacher than a woman. This is not true. 
But there are elements in the teaching profession which belong to sex, and the 
ele~ents proper to both sexes are needed in training and character making, the 
m am work of the school. A complete course of twelve years can be established 
only by an equal allotment of teachers from each sex. I would year by year al-
ternately place the pupil unde1· the companionship of, first, a man; second, a 
woman, and so on, from the first to the twelfth grade. In the present condition 
of society and of the financial world, this is impossible. But the change will come 
and improvement will follow in the increase of the number of men teachers." ' 
In Philadelphia, Pa., active steps have been made towards increasing the 
masculine element in the tes.ching force by the establishment of the "School 
of Pedagogy :, for men, and the unanimous adoption of a rule that in futu·re 
male teachers will be appointed for the two hig h est grades of the boys ' gram-
ma1· schools. 
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The considerations that ied to this action are thus stated by Mr. Isaac A. Shep~ 
pard, president of the board of education, in his report for_ 1892: · 
''ln this city the number of women teachers on the roll 1s2,745, and tho num-
ber of men teachers is 126. For many years past the pupils of both sexes, of 
the eleventh and twelfth grades, have been taught by women. And in multi-
tudes of instances it has been found that in matters tha t pertain to the common 
every day business of life the boys remain untaught in much that they ought to 
kllOW. * '1• ·Y, 
,: As a tree is known by it j fruit , so is the worth of n, teacher disclosed by the 
development of the pupil. The fact is tha t a woman teacher can not in the 
nature of things g a,in the confidence of a class of boys to the same extent that 
a man will do; and the precepto~· who est'.1blishes a feeling of confidence be· 
tween himself and his pupils, gains an influence of unmeg,surable value in the 
pupils' advancement. _ 
"In 1831, the Committee on Central High School called attention to the fact 
that 'a more careful and thorough training of the candidates for admission into 
the school should beexacted from the lower schools.' In 1883PresidentRich1e, 
of the Central High School, in his report to the Board, said: 'Many boys in the 
lower classes of the school seem i1!capa,ble of i ntellectual effort either from lack 
of natural ability, or from not having been trained to. habits of study. These 
boys not only derive but a minimum of benefit from the instruction given them, 
but what is worse, they retard the work of the teachers in almost all of the de-
partments ;' and the testimony of the teachers in the higher schools en ti rely ac-
cords with these statements. It 1887, President Steel, in his r eport to the Bo::trd 
of Education, said: 'The greatest we:1kness of the school department is the 
small number of men in it; and the need of the department in this respect is so 
apparent that it is beyond discussion;' and he earnestly asked the attention 
of the Board to the subject. In 1888, Supt. MacAlister, in his r oport said: 
'It is my conviction that the Board has now b:clfora it no more important 
question than the best means of bringing in to service a sufficient n umbe r of young 
men, possessing the e.duc2.tion, character, and ambition to make successful teach-
ers. ' * * * After mature deliberation, this Board, by a unanimous vote, 
wisely adopted rules which designate the places where men teachers are needed; 
namely, for the boys in the eleven th and twelfth grades." 
The president of the Board of Education, of Chicago , Ill., Mr. Louis N e ttelhorst, 
devotes a considerable p '.1rt of,his report for 1890-\H to the same subject , taki~g 
a strong stan(l for the restoration of the element of masculinity. The result did 
not appear in a new regulation as in Philadelphia, but during 1890- 91, the 
whole number of male teachers incre1,sed from 179 to 190, and in 1891-92 to 219. 
In 1890 there was only one male assistant in the elementary .schools, while in 
1892 there were 20. Mr. Nettelhorst's re ::'. ommendations and the grounds there-
for are as follows: 
"Since my connection with the Board of Education the number oi teachers in 
Chicago has increased from about seventeen hundred to three thousand. 
"At all times the fair sex h as predomin:1ted to a considera:ble extent, but at no 
time h as this been so apparent as during the las t few ye1,r s. If an extra effort 
had been made to drive out _male teachers and fill their places by women t~e 
success could not have been better. Wherever a male principal r esigned or his 
place was made vacant for some other reason, it was filled b.Y a lady. I believe 
firmly that women should have a place in our educational system, that nature 
has fitted them very well indeed to take care of and t each our growing genera-
tion up to a certain age. Yes; I believe that they are better adapted to teach 
the lower grades than men. Their natural love for children· their kind way of 
dealing. with t~em, and their sympathetic fe aling will draw' towards them the 
hearts of t~e little ones, and, having gained their confidence, they will find it 
a comparat1 vely easy t ask to impa.1·t to them the knowleda-e of the rudiments of 
education successfully, while men, on account of the tbei; more stern character 
and perhaps harshness. of manner, are not as well fitted to deal with the little 
ones. But after tfle c_hil~ren h~ve grown . to reach . a certain age, say 10 to 12 
ye1;1-r _. I ~o. not thmk 1t wise to mtrust their cducat10n to women only. In my 
opm10n 1t 1s nece ·1ry that the more sturd v character of men should be allowed 
to h ave an influenceuponout· g rowing generation, and while it may b :) necessary 
that the g'entle hand of woman should gui.de and lead onr little ones, I b .. Jieve 
that th more firm hand of man hould be employed in teaching the 0lder ones 
and part in molding and haping their character. 
'.: Ever ince the agitation wai set on foot to advocate and bring about the ap· 
porn ment of women as members of the Bo:ird of Education it h as b 9n used as 
an argument that the larger part of ouc teachers consist of w men, that at leas t 
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one-half of the pupils of our schools are girls, :,md that therefore it must neces-
sarilv follow that those whose duty it is to govern the schools should not con-
sist oi men only, but that a fair number of women ought to be appointed to take 
care of the needs of the women· t eachers as well as the girl pupils. If this ar-
gument has any value whatever, if there is any good reason to have women on 
our board because there are female teachers and girls in our schools, the argu -
ment will also hold good that we should have a sufficient number of male teach-
ers b2cause about one-half of our pupils are boys. Whenever a family has lost 
the father while the children of the family are still of that age during which 
they need guidance on the part of the parents, it will show, with only very rare 
exceptions to note, that the mother alone was not fully able to cope with the 
problem before her, and that the boys and girls in after life feel the lack of 
training by the strong hand of a man. It will necessarily follow that in our 
schools where our children pass a large part of their time the lack of masculine 
element among the teachers must show as well. A man (if he is the right kind 
of a person, and if not he has no place there) will inspire the children with 
more respect, after they have advaneed to a certain age, than a woman, and they 
therefore will be more ready to listen to the teachings of the man and pursue 
their studies more diligently than if they are in the hands of a woman. 
"It can undoubte"dly be shown that some women are fully as able as men to 
inspire the children and have theie respect to as fuli an extent, but if we look 
at theee women we will always find in their character and their make-up some 
very prominent traits of the masculine character. I believe it will be one of the 
duties of the boa,rd to bring about some system by which our young- men, who 
come to us with a college and university training, or who come as graduates of 
teachers' SBminaries, are not turned away as has been done in the past, simply 
because the sentiment is against them and we h ave been accustome:1 to see women 
only in our public schools. At the present time we have hatdly any male t each-
ers in our primary and grammar grades and only a small number of male prin-
cipals, our high schools only showing a fair percentage of the male sex among 
our teachers. At the end of our school year the official list shows the total 
number of teachers employed to be a,001. Of these 190 are men (of these 190, 68 
are employed in the higli schools, 26 are teachers of special branches, and 9-1 are 
teachers and principals in our primary and grammar grades), while 2,811 are 
women. These figures, which are taken from the official r ecords, ought to be suf-
ficient to show that I am right in asking the appointment of more male teachers." 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
The number of school buildings shows an increase over 1890-'91 of 303, or 4.67 
per cent, while the number of sittings is greater by 116,098, or 4.96 per cent, than 
last year. This indicates a tendency to erect larger buildings. 
There is no uniform policy in regard to the size or arrangement of buildings 
and the circumstances of each particular case almost in variably determine th~ 
character of the structure. In the smaller cities two stories with eight rooms 
is the size most commonly found, and the number expressed in the "averarre 
size of buildings" 1· . e., 370, expresses with greater correctness than averates 
usually do the number .of pupils that may be accommodated in a typical building 
of thi~, the commonest kind. · 
In the great cities, however, the compact population and the high cost of land 
have led to the erection of immense edifices, each capable of accommodatino- as 
many pupils as are found in the entire school systems of half the cities of 0the 
country. 
In New Yo_rk City, of the eight new buildings in progress of erection one will 
have},_736 sittings, another 1,848, another 2,016, still another 2,352., and two oth-
ers w_ill accommodate 2,520 pupils each. But even these are not the largest in 
the city. Grammar school No. 90, erected in 1890, contains 2,633 sittings, and 
anoth er new building' was furnished in 1891 with 2,722 sittings. Each of these 
buildings is four stories high, and of course does not leave much of the lot for a 
playground. The first cost of one of them would entirely support the schoo-ls 
of the average city of 25,000 inhabitants for four years. Grammar School No. 
90 cost $245,000: in addition to the value of the lot, which was $30,000, a very 
moderate price for a school site in New York, for an examination of the list 
shows one valued at $135,000, another at $147,000, another at $157,000, and finally, 
one at $165,000. Fifty sites are worth $50,000 or more. 
As New York at this time represents the maximum of urban growth and of 
density of population, so its building:=; represent the maximum size in school-
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house construction in this country and with probably not more than two excep-
tions in the world. 
In London may be found the large1;;t buildings ever erected a t one time in Eu-
rope for public elementary schools, pure and simple, butthe greatestof them aU, 
the "Hugh Myddelton, " recently completed, accommodates only 2,150, and cost 
£62,000, or about $310,000. Or this, £20,634 were for the site, so that the New 
York structure exceeds it both in value and capacity. Only one other London 
'' bo.;,rd school " accommodates as m any as 2,000 pupils. Brooklyn, as well n.s 
New York, far surpasses this record. 
The Lmous .Jews' Free Schoo~, in London, a privately endowed institution 
receiving Government grants, is one of the exceptions mentioned above as 
being more capacious than any building in this country. In the words of 
one of those in authority in· the school: "It having become eviden t, in 1833, 
that the buildings were no longer adapted to the demands, new plans were 
formed, and in March, 1884, the old buildings were demolished, and on their 
site a mag nificent set of class rooms, surrounding a great central hall, was 
erected at a cost of £25,000. By this means the school was rendered c3,pable of 
accommodating 2,250 boys and 1,250 girls, and in a very short time those num-
bers of children were entered on the school registers." This may, or may not, 
mean that the "set of class rooms " and the "great hall " are all under a single 
roof; but whether this is ·the case or not, there remains the fact that ali that 
army of children form a single school under the cou_trol of a single head master, 
and though the building may not be more notable in size than in value,· the 
school must be ranked n.s one of the most numerously r.ttended in the world. 
But there is another school which surpasses· this in size, though its growth 
to its enormous proportions was due to motives of economy rather than to a 
policy favoring large schools. The school i s in 1\1 ..: lhausen, Alsace, and is thus 
described in Dr. L. R. Klemm·s book on European Schools: '' I found a unicum 
of a school here, such as I hope n ever ag,1,in to see - a school containing no less 
than sixty-two class rooms, several offices, and the rector's dwelling 1 all in a 
conglomerate of buildings rickety and shabby. The pupils on the third floor 
must wait till the otLer fl oors are empty before they can be dismissed. The 
whole building is one dangerous mantrap. In case of fire thousands of chil-
dren's lives would be in danger. This school is a blot upon the fair reputation 
of the city of MUhausen." 
It is said that this school is several centurieJ old; its growth has been provided 
for by repeated additions to the original structure, the idea being each time to 
save the cost of one wall by tacking on a new wfog to the old building instead 
of establishing a new and sep:1,rate school, which would necessitate four new 
walls instead of three; the pupils are seated upon benches, each of which holds 
six or eight children; there are twelve benches in each ro ::>m , and the whole 
number of children in the school is not less than 1,46-L 
It has never been the policy of the school officials of the second city of the 
Uni<?n, Chicago, to erect such monster buildings as those described; the largest 
one mus~, the Newberry, accommodates 1,320 pupils. At the present time most 
of the buildings erected in the populous districts of the city have 16 rooms and 
~n assembly h_all_which can be conver~ed into 2 class rooms, if necessity demands 
1t. These buildmgs are oE three stories. with Grooms on each of the two lower 
floors. and 4 rooms and the assembly hall in the third story. The seating 
capacity of each is about 86-1 in addition to the hall. 
The most striking feature of the Philadelphia schoolhouses is that the class 
rooms are separated _from each other only by movable p'.lrtit_ions, which permit 
of the. ready conversion of a series of rooms into a single long hall for general 
e?Cercises. There seems to be no standard size or plan for the buildings in this 
city, and those re?ently erected contain 10, 1:2, 15, 18, or 21 rooms or divisions, 
appare_nt~y a~cor_dmg to the existing needs of the pa·. ticular locality in which 
the bu1ldmf;' 1s situated . The James Logan school, which seems to ba one of 
the large t if nbt the largest building jn the city, has 24 rooms on thrae stories, 
and had 1 'i6:3 ~upils belonging at the beginning of the year. 
Brooklyn _1s hke New York in its mammoth buildings, there being a half dozen 
or more \yhich accommodate over 2,000 pupils each, and several others whose 
capacity i between 1.500 and :..,000. The hrgest of them all however does not 
quit~ reach the 2 500 mark. ' ' 
The largest build~ngs in t Louis accommodate from 1 200 to 1,500 persons, 
and the p_r '-ent ohcy of the board, a indicated by thE- character of the houses 
re~ted smce _l 5 favors buildings of not more than twelve rooms, accommo-
datrng about ,o pupils. 
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In Boston the plan of school organization differs from that of the cities out-
side of New' England, in that primary schools are not conducted in the same 
buildings with grammar schools. The grammar school, embracing six years of 
th; cou rse, forms the center pedagogic::tlly, and if possible geographically, of 
the sc ooldistrict. Around it the primary schools, in which the first three years' 
work is done, are plac~d in the best locations available for the convenience of 
the 1r.1pils. The buildings used in the pursuit of this plan are small as com-
pared with those in the cities mentioned above, the most numerously attended 
having but 1,000 pupils; all the others with one exception have less than 800. 
The new Thomas N. Hart building, which is considered one of the best in the 
city, has 13 class rooms and an assembly hall, arranged in three stories, there 
being 5 rooms on the first floor, 6 on the second, and 2 rooms and the h all on the 
third. 
In Baltimore. Md., there are but two elementary school buildings that are 
valued at as much as $35,000. The officials complain that the appropriations 
are insufficient to construct buildings large enough to provide for reasonable 
growth of the schools; and that a model school building, embodying the best 
features of the older buildings and omitting their defects, is greatly needed. 
None of the buildings erected up to this time are provided with assembly balls. 
In San Francisco, Cincinnati, and Cleveland the buildings, like those of Chi-
cago, vary in capacity from 500 to 1,300, the majority having accommodations 
for less than a thousand. In Cleveland, however, two or three have nearly 
1,500 sittings. 
Tho ten American cities mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs are the most 
populous in the country, and while their plans and methods may not be the 
ideal ones, they undoubtedly represent in their different types the conditions 
which may be naturally expected of all other cities when time and the remark-
able tendency of the American people to congregate in cities has brought them 
up to the size of the great cities named. Their schools, therefore, in this sense 
may be said to be the resulting types of the half century's development of the 
American public school, and as such their features are worthy of especial study. 
Among the smaller cities, the buildings of Denver, Colo., whose population 
is slightly over 100,000, are most frequently praised. Uniformly two stories 
high, of not more than 12 rooms, excepting the hi~h school, with ample light, 
air: and floor space for each pupil, satisfactory app:iratus for heat and ventila-
tion, /Z'OOd arrangement of rooms and stairways, they have served as models for 
many of the best buildings of other cities. It may be well to state, however, 
that in designing them the architect was evidently not hampered with a strin-
gency in the money supply, such as frequently or generally exists in cities of 
like size when a new schoolhouse is desired. To illustrate: The high school 
building was erected upon land donated by the General Government, and has 
cost 1:1354,195.41; the estimated value of the site it:; $414,000, making the entire 
value of the property considerably over three-quarters of a million dollars. The 
new Swansea building cost $78,053; the Corona, $87,901, and the Wyman, $9:l 570. 
Compare the value of the Baltimore buildings with these figures, and the c~use 
for the dissatisfaction of the officials of that city m'Ly be b etter understood. 
NUMBER OF SITTINGS, 
The accommodations for pupils as compared with the number in average daily 
attendance are somewhat less ample than in the last year. In 1890-'91 there 
were 136.7 seats for every 100 in actual attendance, while there were 136 during 
the year just past. The average att:mdance increased 5.09 per cent, while the 
number of sittings increased 4.96 per cent. The difference is very slight, and 
v.:oul~ no_t p~ssess any significMce but for the fact that it is one of many statis-
tical rnd10at10ns that 1891-'.U was unfavorable for school work. 
It would probably be well to repeat that this comparison of sittine-s with av-
erage atten~ancE: is no~ i1;1-t:nded. to show the actual degree of sufficiency of 
accommodat10ns many md1v1dual mstance, but merely as a means of compari-
son between localities and dates. 
The sufficieney or insufficiency of school accommodations in a quantij,ative 
sense i.s a matter which it is very difficult if not impossible to determine sta-
tistically. It is cert!:l.~nly not necessary that there sh ould in any case beas many 
seats as there are pupils enrolled, for not all of them are in attendance the year 
around. Nor is the average attendance the proper measure of the number of 
seats needed, for a t Jmporary absence of a pupil or pupils c1n not be made the 
occasion for the shifting of the seating a1-rangements without serious confusion 
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and inconvenience. There must, therefore, be more seats than there are pupils 
actually present. If it were possible to get a satisfactory and uniform defini-
tion of the" average number belonging,' , either that quantity or the" greatest 
number belonging at any one time :, would be the better criterion by which to 
judge. . . . . 
But even that ,v.ould ~ exceedrngly defective, for 1f the seats were as many 
as the g r eatest number belonging that would not necessarilyindicatethatthere 
were· enough, he cause of the impossibility of s-o locatin '.; buildings and accom-
modations as to-precisely meet the necessities of the school population. 
The reasons,for this difficulty are. stated by Supt. W. E. Robinson, of Detroit, 
Mich., to be "the r apid growth in the pe>pulation in some of the newer portions 
of the city, the fl.oa.ting population in certain other parts, and the variation in 
the numbers promoted half-yearly from grade to grade and class to class.'~ 
In his char-acteristic vein, Supt. A .. P. Marble , of Worce.ster,.Ma:5s., says: "The 
reason for this exc.e-ss is-apparent when we-consider that the pupils can not always 
be sen..t to the houses where the ex.tra seats are; for example, the seats in a 
suburban schooLc.an not be rnacl.e to-aceommodate·pupils in the high school any 
more than the vacant seats in on.e train. of cars will accommodate the extra pas· 
sengers in. a nother. train.!' . . 
. The gre11test trouble experienced in the matter of providing ~commodat1Qns 
seems to be the difficulty in persuading those who hold the purse strings ~o erect 
building& in advance of present needs. The s-teady growth of our -cities and 
schools is a matter which does not admit of doubt, but nothing seems harder for 
~ city councilman to understand than. the necessity for going to the expense of 
building a -hou.se fur 8CO·children that were not in school last year . Of cou~se 
when th-e next vear has rolled around and the 800 new children have come m, 
he will see that it would he· a. good th.lng to have another home rather than 
pave the children sit. on the edge of the te·acher's platforms and on the radiators, 
and then he· is willing to atppropl'iate the money f.or a new building to be ready 
for· the children on the- perches by the beg.inning of the next year. But by th~t 
~ime 800 or more otheI' new children have- a-rrived, and t he same. pro~ess 1s 
repeated. In this wa.y and for this- reason a great many, if not a majority, of 
:the cities of the- countrv are abouta--year behind in the erection of buildings. 
· There is no disposition on the p-art of the public officers of any city to cripple 
the schools or to withhold the funds necessary for their proper support. B~t 
the demands upon eveTy city's-treasury· a;re- m:an..y, and the aggregate of the esti-
mates- of the several depar'tmentsinvairiablyexceeds theaunual revenue. Then 
in the geneiml scaling down wh:ic.h always follows, woe be unto the school½ouse 
asked for by the board of education if. the-superintendent has indiscreetly lnnted 
at" building for the future " in his recammendaiti0n'. The reply is," We can ta~e 
care of the future when it come&. There·a1·e expenditures now needed that will 
take all our money without providing for the demands concern:ino- the next g-en· 
eration. " "' 
· To this is due the most of the complaint concerning insufficient accommo-
da tions. The_re are, to be sure, many inst:i.nces of neglect, more or less- flag· 
rant: of the Just and reasonable demands of the schools in the matter of 
buildings , but the neglect has been of short duration and after a few years of 
inaction the authorities have always awakened suddenly to a sense of their 
duty, and have gone to work with feverish haste to make up lost ground. 
SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
The value of schoo~ I?roperty shows an. increase o ver last year of $9,l0_0 ,729, 
or 4.93 per cent. This rncrease hai3 been larger proportionately than that rn the 
number o~ buildings, which indicates a greater average value per building-_a. 
r esult which naturally follows the increased size of buildings noted in a previ-
ous paragraph. But the in crease in value is less in proportion than the increase 
in °:umber of si_tti~ , wh~ch merely adds another proof to the well-known ex-
per_1en~e that w1thi~ cert:nn limits the cost of building does not increase in direct 
r atio with the capacity of the structure. For example a three-story hou e costs 
mu h less th::rn i)O per cent more than one of two stories because the cost for 
found tion and roof is practically the sa.me in both cJ.ses.' 
The value of school property in this connection must be understood to mean 
the value of property owned by the public authoritie.::; and used for school pul'-
po s. urmtur apparatus, school libraries. etc., are included as well as real 
property, but lands held !o_r purposes of revenue and rented property are not. 
me of the Western cities not bly t. Louis and 'hicag·o, are particul::i.rly 
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fortunate in the possession of valuable property from the rental of which acon.-
siderable portion of their revenue is derived . Chicago received $225~634 from 
this source in 1891-92, and St. Louis received $54,235. · 
. The possession of this property is B result of the long-established policy o~ 
the United States Government to set aside two sections for school purporns out 
of every tovrns-l1ip newly opened for settlement: Chicago's school lan_d is situ-
ated partly in. the heart of the city, and has mcreased enorm::msly rn value, 
being worth now several millions. 
The General Government has, in a f.ew ins-tances, given aid to city S?hools in 
othee and more direct ways than in the res.erv,at;ion; of schoo1 lands. .B'or rnstct~ce, 
the sitt3 of the Denver High S€hool is a block whwh.. was do11ated by the Umted 
States; a9d the schools of rort Smith, Ark. 1 1:1-re supported mainly by the rev_e-
nue from a gift of the Nat10n.al GoveTnment m the shape of an abandoned m1l-
itarv reservation. 
Rent .::d property plays a v.ery small part ~n the school economy of our cities, 
and its use is al ways a mak.esh.if t to se:r~e till. arrang:em.ents. can be m?,de for _the 
occupation of quarters owned by the cities thems:elves. It 1s almost impossible 
to rent buildinas suitable for school purpo::es. To meet the wants of a school, 
the building m~st have been designed ior a s-ehool.. But private capital is rarely 
employed nowadays in the erection of s:eb.oolhou.se~, excepting., ?f course, for the 
church schools, and never·for the purpose of ren.tmg them, as is frequently the 
ease in nearly every other.· class of buildings. In case of ~mergency, thereforE:, 
in which the city's school property does not suffice for its needs, whatever is 
available must be taken1 and. that usually means an old hall, chu-r.ch, store, or 
even dwelling. It goe&without saying that in light,.he.at, and ventilation such 
quarters are exceedingly defective, and their use· is justified only by urgent 
necessity, and is continued no longer than is absolute.ly necessary. 
It is the policy of most cities to erect their schoolhouses upon land owned by 
them in fee simple, but in a few instances the l oeal customs make it generally · 
impossible to secure lots-in that way. Baltimore is the most conspicuous exam-
ple of this, for in the city proper on1y about a half dozen oJ. the school sites are. 
owned in fee, while more thru seventy a.re leased, and require a .large annual 
payment of" ground rent." The policy of the boa.rd, however-, in recent years 
at least, is to ~ecure the ground in.fee simple whenever it is possible. 
EXPENDITURES. 
Except in the number of s-upe·rvising officers the greatest.incr~a.se for tb-e year 
is in the matter of e.xpe:n.d.iture. The cos-t of supervisionand teaching was greater 
than last year by 6.~:1 per cent, a,nd. the total. ex.penditure was gr.eater. by 6.36 
per cent. The whole amount e.xpended for schools by the 4.59 city systems· was 
$60,555,120, a sum by no means nigg.ardly, being equivalent to a contribution of 
$3.17 from every man, woman, and child in the p0pulation. of those cities. For 
each pupil in avera,ge attendance·, the av.erage.amount s-pentfor·all purposeS'was 
$30. 58. Of this $17.~6 were for instruction pure and simple, embracing only the 
cost of teaching and of the supervision of teaching. The remainder was for inci-
dentals of various kinds, supplies, tex.t-br oks, j.:tni.tors' wages, repairs, furniture, 
and new buildings, and, in fact, everything for which money was spent during 
the year, except the single item oi tlliti.on. The re-payment 0f lo-ans and bonds 
are not and should not be in.eluded, for the obvious reas:en that misleading 
duplication would be caused thereby. For example: Cities frequently n egotiate 
temporary loans in antieipation.oi expected receipts. S-uppo.se that.aeity should 
borrow each mo:3-th .the money for ~he teachers' s_alaries-in order to pay· them 
promptly, repaymg the loan every time a few days after. It is plain that only 
the money paid to the teachers was actually spe:0...t for the schools, yet if all the 
money disbur:;ed were included, it would appear that the cos·t of' the schools was 
jus~ t -.vice as much. as it really was. All loans and bonds rest upon the same 
basiS', and add to the actllll cost 0f the schools only to the extent oi the interest 
paid on them. 
Since the expenditures increased during the year at a greater rate than any 
of the itenis of enrollment and attend.ance. it natu,rally follows that the cost per 
c:1,pito, is also greater. 'l'he expense for tuition per pupil in average attendance 
v~as greater by ~1 cents than 1 st y~ar, a:1d the expenditure for all purposes was 
27 cents more. Every day that a city child went to school during the year, be 
cost on anaverage 16.02 cents; of this, 9.35 cents were for his direct instruction. 
Both these items are larger than in the previous year. 
It is interesting to note that the purposes for some of this increased expense 
are brought out in the statistics. In the first place the great increase in the 
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number of supervising officers undoubted ly affects the cost of tuition to a con-
siderable e xtent) and largely, if not entirely, accounts for the difference in its 
per capita cost. - -
In regard to expenditure other than that for tuition the increase is due to sev-
eral circumstances. Tb.e public are more inclined to be liberal in money matters 
with the schools than ever before, because they very generally appreciate the 
work of the schools, and because they are more than at any previous period accus-
tomed to associate genero us expenditures with good schools. Therefore it has 
been possible to secure sums for furnishing the schools with improved sanitary 
arrangements, apparatus for instruction, and supplies of every kind, which a 
generation ago would have been considered by the authorities as useless extrav-
agance and would have been promptly refused. Besides, certain new features of 
the schools have been the occasion of a great deal of expense not required in 
past vears. Let us mention a few of them: 
The free text-book system is growJng in popularity, and its adoption by an 
increasing number of cities adds each year to the aggr.egate amount expended. 
Physical training i s becoming popular and demands more or less of apparatus 
of the lighter sort under any system, and in many cases complete gymnasiums 
have been fitted up a t a considerable cost. 
The modern and most approved methods of instruction, notably in the sciences, 
demand ample laboratory facilities. Geography, physics, chemistry, geology, 
etc., now require the expenditure of money for apparatus that the old-time text-
book t eacher never dreamed of the possibility of securing. 
Manual training is constantly gaining ground, and wherever it is begun there 
must be shops for carpentry, for ges, furnaces, and machines for iron-working, 
m aterials for sewing, and school kitchens for instruction in domestic economy, 
not to mention the colored paper, modeling clay, and ot,her material required for 
the lower grades. ' 
The kindergar ten idea is rapidly spreading, and is attended with the pur-
chase of the characteristic material required for the peculiar work, of course, 
but still more impor t '.'1nt, it frequently involves the provision of new and special 
furniture, musical instruments, and even new buildings. 
Compulsory attendance laws are being diligently enforced in several States 
and the agencies . necessary therefor are expensive and additional to the usual 
requirements of the schools. 'rruant officers and truant schools are necessities 
which have grown out of the new state of affairs, and must be maintained wher-
ever an earnest effort is m '1de to enforce the law. 
Certain changes in matters of discipline and classification h ave caused new 
items to be added to the expense account of many cities. The total or partial 
abolishment of corporal punishment has been followed by' the establishment of 
'' schools for incorrigibles" in many instances, and ' ' ung-raded classes" for back-
ward or for unusually bright pupils are maintained in some localities to avoid 
the evils of long intervals between classes. These schools are in the nature of 
"extras," and while their ultimate result is a saving of money by hastening the 
progress ol the children, their immediate effect is an addition to the school 
budget. 
All these fe~tures are among- the developments of the last few years. They 
are not yet universal, or even general, but all are growing in favor. and e Jch 
year sees the addition of one or more of them to a very respectable number of 
city sy~tems. ~11 are. expensive in a greater or less degree, and so long as their 
ext~ns10n contmues , Just so long m 1,y an annual increase be expected in the per 
capita as well as the absolute cost of city schools~ unless indeed some unex-
pected calamity or some ill-ad vised movement should occur to hinder the pres-
ent favorable progress of public education. 
But in addition to these features in the nature of pe rmanent improvements in 
the system, there has been one item of expenditure which has appeared in the 
accounts for 1891_- :92, and is only temporary in its character, but which amounts 
to a good_ly sum m the aggregate, because nearly all the cities report it, namely, 
p repar:1t10n for the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. The expense 
attendmg tho preparation and care of the exhibits varied from a few h undred 
dollars to several tho ..:sancl. In addition to this and related to it was the cele-
~ration of olu_mbus Day, Octobe r 12, 1892, in honor of the discovery of Amer-
ica fo~r centuries befor_e. T_he occasion was commemorated, either by formal 
exercises or by proce s10ns, m probably everv city in the country. 
T~ese two e~ent~ e?tailed a great deal of extra work upon the teachers and 
pupils, ~nd seriously mterfered with the even tenor of school work for a consid-
erable time. Though the ultim1te results, especially of the World's Fair ex-
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hibit, must necessarily be beneficial to American education, there can be no 
doubt that the immediate effects were by no means favorable. In fact, one of 
the potent reasons for the bad showing in the statistics of the year may be found 
in this. 
TABLE 1.-Swnmary of statisti:.:-s of school systems of cities containing over 8,000 
inhabitants, showing inc1·ease or dec't}ease from, the previous yea1·. 
Total population : 1890 _____ __ ____ _____________________________________________ _ 
1891 ______________________________________ ___ ____________ ----
Itcrease ------~-------------------------------------------Per cent of increase _______________________ ________ - ------ _ 
Enrollme-n t : 
1890~91 ---- --- -----· ----------------------------------------
1891-'92 --------------------~-- ------------------------------
Increase _____________________ ___ __ ____________ · _____ - ~ ____ _ 
Per cent of increase __ __________________________ - _________ _ 
Aggregate number of days' at_tendance of pupils: 
18,088,348 
al9,094,594 
1,006,246 
5.56 
21667,042 
2,780,800 
113,758 
4.27 
1890-'91 ----------------- ------------------------------------ 364,687,603~5 
1891-'92 ----------------------------------------------------- 378,208,076.6 
Increase ___ ___ ___ _ ----- -------- ---------------------------Per cent of increase ___ __________________________________ _ _ 
Average daily attendance: 
13,520,473.1 
' 3. 71 
1890-'91 _ - - - - -- -~ -- -- ---- __ -- -- -- ---- ---- ____ -- __ -- -- -- ____ -- 1,884,473.9 
1891-'92 _____ --- - -- __ -- -- -- __ -- ----- _ --- --- -- -- __ -- -- -- -- __ -- . _ l, 980,515.5 
Increase---- --- ------------------------------ ___________ _ Per cent of increase. _____________________________________ _ 
Average length (in days) of school term: 
1890-'91 ----- ------------------------------------------ · ____ _ 
1891-'92 -------------------- - - --------------------~----------
Decrease------------------------------- -------------------
Enrollment in private schools (estimated): 
1890~91 ------- -- -- ------------------------------------------
1891-'92 ---------- - ---- ------- ------ -----------------------
Increase ____ ____________________________________________ __ _ 
Per cent of increase ____________ __________________________ _ 
Number of supervising officers: 
1890-'91 ------------------- -- ----- ---------------------------1891-'92 
Increase __ ________________ ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of increase ___ - -- _______ ~ _________ 
0 
______________ _ 
Number of teachers: 
1890-'91 ---------------------------- -------------------------
1891-'92 -----------------------------------------------------
Increase ___ _______________ ___ __ ___________________________ _ 
Per c2n t of increase . _________ _________________________ _ 
96,042.6 
5.09 
193.5 
191. 0 
2.5 
723,990 
753,178 · 
29,188 
4.03 
2,463 
2,724 
261 
10.60 
52,431 
55,057 
2,626 
5.01 
a The population of each city, with a few exceptions, being estimated upon the basi;; of the 
annual rate of incre;=tse from 1880 to 1890. 
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TABLE 1.-Summary of statistics of school systenis of cities containing 01:er s,ooo 
inha?itants, showing increase or decrease from, the previous year-Continued. 
Number of buildings : 
1890-'91 --------------------------------------------------- --
1891~'92 -------------------------- ~------ ---- -- --------------
Increase· ___________ _ :_ - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Per cent of increase ____ -- ______________ · _______ ___________ _ 
Number of sittings or seats: 
1890-'91 _ ---- -- _ - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - ---- -- - . -- - -
1891-'92 ---------------------------------------- -- --- --------
Inc~eas 3-- ---- ---- -----------------~--------- --------------Per cent of increase ______ __ _________________________ __ ___ _ 
Value of school property: 
1890-'91 ------ -------------- ~--- -------------------- -------- -
1891-'92 ------ ------- ------------------ ----------------- -- - --
· Increase- ---- -------- ---- ------------------- --------------Per cent of increase ____ ___ ___________ . ___________________ _ 
G,478 
6,781 
303 
4. 67 
2,396,674 
2,512,772 
116,098 
4. 96 
$184, 507, 058 
193, 607, 787 
9,100,729 
4. 93 
=====:.::===== 
Expenditure for teaching and supervision: 1890-'91 _____________________________ . ______________ _____ __ _ _ 
1891-'92 ___________________________ . ___________________ __ ~ __ _ 
Increase---- ~------------------------------------------- - -
Per cent of increase-------- - ------------------------ -- ----
Expenditure for all purposes, excepting loans and bonds: · 
1890-'91---~ --- ------- -- ------- ------- ----------- ------ ------1891-'92 ______________________________ ____ ____________ ______ _ 
Increase --,- - - --------------------------------------------Per cent of increase __________________________________ ____ _ 
$33, 266, 128 
35,372,482 
2,106,354 
6. 33 
$56,936,447 
60,555,120 
3,618,673 
6. 36 
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TAnLE 2. -Summary, by States, of population ·and school enrol~me.nt and attendance 
in cities containing over 8,0UO inhabitants. 1 -
State. 
:e~~f Total pop· Enrol_l· !Jfif:~i 
school ulation in meI?-t m days' attend· 
sys· J 8~1 (esti· public day ance of all 
terns. mated.). schools. pupils. 
Average 
daily at· 
tE,nd::mce. 
Enroll· 
mentin 
private 
and paro· 
chial 
schools 
' (eSti· 
mated). 
------------J·----1------1-----1----·-·--1- ----1------
1 
United States ... .. . J 
North Atlantic Division .. · .. / 
South Atlantic Division ... . 
South Central Division_ .. . 
North Central Division_. __ 
Western Division ... _ .. _ .. _ 
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine·-··--····--------· 
New Hampshire~ ... ··-· 
Vermont ...... ·--·------
Massachusetts .. ··-· ___  _ 
Rhode Island_·······--· 
Connecticut.···- .... ·-·-
New York.·-·······-----New Jersey ........ ____ _ 
Pennsylvania ... ···- ___ _ 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware--·----···-··--
Maryland .......... ·-··· 
District of Columbia ... 
Virginia .. ---· ...... ·-·· 
West Virginia ......... . 
North Carolina . .. _. ___ _ 
South carolina. ·- _ .. ·-· 
Georgia ........... _ .... . 
Florida .............. ·--· 
South Central D·ivision: 
Kentucky .............. . 
Tennessee ... ........... . 
Alabama ... _ ........ ·-·-
Mississippi......... . .. . 
Louisiana ... ··-· ....... . 
Texas .................. . 
Ar)ransas ··----··-···- --
Oklahoma ....... ·-·- ... . 
Indian Territory ... ___ _ 
North Central Division: 
Ohio . .... .... ......... -.. 
Indiana .... ... --·--····· 
Illinois ...... ·-······-··· 
Mi bigan . .. ·-····---·-·· 
Wisconsin-----·--·· ___ _ 
Minuesota ........ ··-·--
Iowa···-···-·-···--···-·-
Missouri -·· ·--·-·-······ 
North Dakota ... ····-·--
South Dakota ....... ·-··· 
Nebraska-·--·-········· Rar.Sci,S .. ·-·· ...... _____ _ 
Western Division: 
Montana ............... . 
~1i~11;g.::::::::::::::: 
New Mexico ....... .. : .. . 
Arizona ........... ..... . 
Utah ......... .......... . 
Nevada .. -.............. . 
Idaho ........ -··· ....... . 
Washington ........... . 
Oregon··-·····-········· 
California ..... -··· __ ·---
2 3 
459 19,094, 594 
191 9,175,479 
38 1, 483, 324 
39 1,223,925 
l 65 6, 208, 681 
26 1,033, 185_ 
8 
5 
2 
42 
6 
14 
49 
20 
45 
1 
4 
2 
9 
3 
6 
3 
7 
3 
8 
5 
5 
3 
3 
.It 
4 
0 
0 
30 
18 
24 
23 
19 
7 
14 
10 
0 
1 
9 
10 
2 
1 
7 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
3 
1 
9 
131,855 
105,600 
23,280 
l, 569,001 
222,730 
372, 985 
3,706,758 
803,460 
2,236,810 
63,100 
477,850 
241,000 
232,645 
54,870 
74,059 
80,420 
209,410 
4:l, 9i0 
292,265 
2l6, 230 
107,240 
35,720 
268, 150 
244,560 
59,760 
0 
0 
1,215,340 
414,676 
1,589,685 
586,580 
468, 6.60 
427, 8:0 
294,300 
695,670 
0 
11,880 
307,840 
196,180 
27,850 
13,200 
168,905 
0 
0 
64,690 
8,300 
0 
135,800 
63,030 
521,410 
4 ')' 
2, 780, 800 378, 208, 076. 6 1, 980,515.5 
950,394.7 
155, 174. 1 
ms; 248. 5 
663,520.6 
103,177.6 
753,178 
l, 373,368 
212,952 
151,325 
897,167 
145, 988 
20,986 
11,674 
3,485 
251,994 
34,369 
61,069 
522,902 
114,082 
352,807 
9,463 
72,271 
39,678 
28,243 
9,710 
9,470 
27,917 
5,570 
40,466 
26,486 
11,672 
4,273 
25,803 
32,164 
10, 4.61 
0 
0 
176, 581 
66,568 
22[, 065 
91,574 
70,231 
53, 625-
49, 484 
102,447 
0 
1,706 
32, 157 
31,729 
4,853 
1,192 
24,912 
0 
0 
10,294 
1,575 
0 
14,244 
9,641 
79,277 
185,030,311.1 
29, 554, 446. 5 
19, 35.11, 928. 5 
124,236,074.0 
20,027,316.5 
2,839,354 
1,425,365.8 
36,907,933 
1,327,045.3 
8, 003, 28-1. 5 
71, 90',, 813 
14,873, 34.5. 5 
44,358,156 
1,321,320 
9, 'i'.41, 691 
5, 448, 624. 5 
3,798,882 
1,343, 763 
1,445,842 
4,468,529 
15,807.7 
8,217.8 
354,355 
45,968 
48,908 
280,439 
23,508 
4,464 
6,050 
186,830. 9 45,245 
23,315.2 8,865 
41, 685. 8 12, 020 
367,464 153,351 
76, 670.. 3 42, 857 
228, 259 79, 483 
6,776 
48,716 
29,762 
20,586.1 
7,185 
17,157 
8,500 
7,284. 
I, 225 
7,706 4,057 
23, 759 3, 775 
··············· 1· ········· · ·· 
5, 242, 599. 5 Ii so, 489 
I, 675 
13,024 
4,988 3,552,570 19,462 
2,455 563, 642 I 3, 1 O! 
3,484,742- 18. 565 ··-········· 
3, ss2, 671 I 21, 920. 5 6, 1n 
•• O • O 1, 59~ 
0 0 0 
25, 359, 108. 8 
8, 896, 556. 2 
31,463,990.5 
12, 765, 297. 5 
9, 389, 487. 8 
7,519, e24 
6, 656, 6ti5. 3 
12,904,849 
0 
203,970 
4,141,474 
3, 935, 05'0. 9 
591,445 
150,117 
3,062,038 
0 
0 
1,367,906 
231,800 
0 
1, 944., 0!1. 5 
1,324,870 
11,355,099 
139,189.8 
48,512.2 
165,020.9 
66,597.8 
49,911.8 
40,021 
36,170, 4 
70,953.2 
0 
1, 179 
21, 94.-2. 6 
24,021.9 
3,238.4 
814 
16, 40,1. 1 
0 
() 
7,376.9 
l, 159 
0 
10,196.8 
6,973 
57,015. 4 
50,771 
20 372 
s1: 686 
29,716 
31,930 
10,841 
30,236 
0 
140 
5,873 
4,332 
500 
500 
], 772 
0 
0 
253 
0 
2,143 
1,200 
14,584 
1In the p~eparation of this table omissions and deficiences in the returns of individual cities 
were supplied from the best sources available. If no accurate information could be had in anv 
particular case, an est:!-mate based upon the ratios developed in the other cities of the :;am·e 
State Wd.S u sed unless 1t appeared l!hat the conditions were essentially different in the city for 
Which precise data were lacldng. 
Blanke indicate that the number of cities which reported the item was not sufficient to justify 
an estimate to supply the deficiency. 
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TABLE 3.-Summary by States of supervising officers, teachers, property, and ex-
penditures of school systems of cities containing over 8,000 inhabitants. 1 
-
ui 00 Number of r... • 0 r... ''Cl 
'""""' bi) 0 I>, :§2~ ~ A ~ g.ui ·i;: teachers. A 'Cl 
r... ;a 00 p r...oe r... o'O Q). 
""'""' 
::l,o 00 0 o~A p..00 
=§ .em P,.QJ 0 p~ g,;~ ~~e 'H A 'HQ) 0 rn o 
.0 ~o Q) .0 
oe p,P ;.., 'Cl State. ,._.!El 0 'H 'H 
-~ -§~ ~~~ Oo 0 00 'H...,A r... r... bi) 0 r... .... ~ bl) ~ Q) aJ A <l) 0 'Cl'> :8 'Cl Orn 
.0 A ,e ~ .0 ,Q•.-< Q)P..0 Ar... o ~ f:i:1 s· .... ~ s s s; ::l 0,<:1 ~Q)oe p..:;:joe ,e - r... 0 ::l Q) 0 p p rll oe P..m ~ p.~ ~ p..£ z ~ R 8 z z ;> f;i:1 ~ 
-------
1 2 3 4 fj 6 7 s 9 10 
------
United States ______ 2,724 3,944 51, 1J3 55,057 6,781, 2,512,772 $193, 607, 787 $35, 372, 482 $60,555,120 
----------
-
North Atlantic Division_ 1,262 1,687 25,438 27, 1% 3,219 1,231,862 97,070,586 17,330,426 30,065,635 
South Atlantic Division_ 142 450 3,660 4,110 483 186,980 8,908, 588 2,268,220 3,537,554 
South Central Division __ 170 283 2,493 2,776 370 120,118 7,705,290 1,637, 110 2,300,369 
North Central Division __ 947 1,315 16,931 18,246 2,297 845,086 64, 031,960 11,673,823 20,057,510 
Western Division ___ ____ _ 203 209 2,591 2,800 412 128,726 15,891,363 2,462,907 4,594,052 
---------- - ---
North Atlantic Division: Maine ____ · _____________ 22 38 498 536 189 22,066 1,229,397 233,809 367,596 
New Hampshire _____ 16 22 257 279 77 12,411 1,207, 195 155,672 261,610 Vermont _______ _______ 2 6 71 77 16 2,793 181 , 000 37,587 56,949 
Massachusetts _______ 152 397 4,993 5,390 971 249,058 24,567,289 3,675,800 6,239,179 Rhode Island _________ 49 34 664 698 123 31,209 2,428,917 448,769 960,637 Connecticut ________ __ 55 115 1,180 1,295 184 55,542 5,179,253 768,941 1,530,962 New York ____________ 606 557 9,961 10,518 686 464,656 35,318,095 7,174,636 11,658,946 New Jersey ___________ 148 59 2,019 2,078 203 96,530 5,437,905 1,331, 333 2,103,429 
Pennsylvania ________ 212 459 5,795 6,254 770 297,597 21 , 521 , 535 3,503,879 6,886,327 
South Atlantic Division: Delaware _____________ 1 6 187 193 27 9,232 551,817 94,573 154,211 Maryland _____________ 27 141 1,311 1,452 124 66,708 2,851,584 788,967 1,242, 643 
District of Columbia_ 32 102 719 821 101 36,648 Virginia __ ____________ 31 75 437 512 64 25,071 766,662 242,341 319,411 West Virginia ________ 9 11 184 195 23 8,250 445, i27 95,483 138,014 North Carolina _______ 
-- --- - ------ -----------South Carolina ______ 9 13 139 152 16 8,800 208,250 58,827 86,037 Georgia _______________ 23 50 433 483 69 22,935 1,309,515 287,431 447,487 Florida ___ ____________ 3 30 67 97 35 --------- ------------ 37,835 49,738 South Cen tral Division: Kentucky ____________ 47 41 731 772 74 ---- --- -- 2,087,081 481,766 751 , 582 Tennessee ____________ 56 56 351 407 50 20, 120 1,224,000 256,735 332,262 Alabama . __ ___ "--- ____ 
------ ------ --- ---
222 21 --------- 601,600 193, 446 Mississippi ___ ______ __ 6 3 73 76 9 4,899 108,600 36,089 44,918 Louisiana _____ ___ ____ 5 35 497 532 68 14,275 1,057,920 26'>, 575 Texas ______ __ ______ ___ 40 102 505 607 116 25,813 2,013,865 395,533 573,772 Arkansas ___________ __ 4 23 137 160 32 8,769 612,225 98,421 138,814 Oklahoma ____________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Indian Territory. ____ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
North Uentral Division: Ohio ______ ____________ 165 338 3,308 3,646 409 184,666 14,500,321 2,407,673 4,055, 370 Indiana _______________ 79 123 1,200 1,323 187 62,612 3,939,953 743,249 1,233,972 Illinois _______________ 273 . 213 4,177 4,390 497 196,014 14,929,496 3, 282, 546 5,689,583 Michigan _____ ________ 109 101 1,795 1,896 259 85,114 5,983,824 1, 017,770 1,969,939 Wisconsin _______ ___ __ 72 119 1,252 1,371 185 65,753 4,104,020 850,012 1, 191,677 Minnesota ____________ 71 90 1,211 1,301 139 52,187 6, 8i5, 300 926,269 1,356,310 Iowa ____________ ____ __ 71 55 1,034 1, 089 165 46,473 3,508,800 545,328 1,124,748 Missouri. ____ ___ ______ 36 165 1,798 1, 1163 213 91,968 5,870,646 1,153,815 1,996, 4°8 North Dakota ________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 South Dakota ________ 1 2 34 36 8 1,520 175,000 24,250 48,271 Nebraska __ ___________ 43 34 587 621 124 27,530 2,382,260 410,326 839,065 Kansas _______________ 27 75 535 610 111 31 , 249 1,812,340 312,585 552,175 Western Divisi,m: Montana ______________ 6 6 91 97 24 4,723 837,430 80,098 197,494 Wyoming _____________ 2 0 24 24 4 1,000 120,000 20,096 45,561 Colorado __________ ____ 37 33 422 455 64 19, 926 3,679, 950 390,322 916, 495 New Mexico _________ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Arizona ____ ___________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U tah ___ _______________ 36 28 167 195 53 ·---- -- -- 672, !500 116,444 324,549 Nevada _______________ 0 3 27 30 6 ·- ------- 50,575 ~ - --------- 64,194 Idaho ______ · -------- -- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (/ 0 Washington __________ 22 11 254 265 51 15, 113 1,661,487 250,251 826,535 Oregon ··- ---- ________ 14 23 177 200 24 8,000 988,824 149, 6~6 282,496 alifornia ____________ 86 105 1,429 1,534 186 70,779 7,880, b97 1,439,790 1,936,728 
1 In the preparation of this table omissions and deficiencies in the returns of individual cities 
were suppli d from the _best sources available. If no accurate information could be had in any 
particular ca e, an estimate based upon the ratios developed in the other cities of the same 
Stat was us d unless it appeared that the conditions were essentially different in the city for 
which preci e data wer lacking. 
Blanks indicate that the number of cities which reported the item was not sufficient to justify 
11.n estimate to supply the deficiency. 
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T.i1_BLE 4.-Summary of statistics of public evening schools in cities of 8,000 or more 
inhabitants, 1891-'92. 
I Number of teachers. Number of pu pils. 
State. 1-
t a5 a5 - ~ 
1 ~ 1 l ~ 1 i ~ 
Z ~ ii< 8 ~ Ii< 8 <q 
1 2 / 3 4 --ii · 6 --;-1 s o 10 
-· . 1- --·- --· ------ ---i-- ---
The United States... 148_1 852 { l, 40£912)1, 780! 4, 140 {85J~~, 1~~' 553} 174,419 70,064.1 
North Atlantic Division... 90 569 { 88~
9r2)1, 413} 3, 208155, g~, f\0(, 081 } 126,468 50,906. Ii 
south Atlantic Division... 7 39 { 3i32I) 44} 118 3it· 7l 43) 0} 5,086 2,792 
South Central Division.... 2 7 7 25 32 1,057 333 1,390 766 
North Central Division.... ( 442 2441 694 23, 378 I 7, 4231 35,043 1 , 5. 4 39 219 5 (S) l j (4, 243) l 3 30 
0 18 (131 ) ( · 229 Western Division.......... 1 42 46 88 ~ 58E I_~ 6,432 , 3.8 
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine ...... . . .......... . 
NewHampshire ....... . 
Vermont .............. . 
Massachusetts ........ . 
Rhode Island . ......... . 
Connecticut ........... . 
New York . ..... ....... . 
New Jersey ......... .. .. . 
Pennsylvania ......... . 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware .............. . 
Maryland .............. . 
District of Columbia .. 
Virginia ............... . 
Georgia ................ . 
South Central Division: 
Kentucky ........ . ..... . 
Texas .................. . 
North Central Division: 
Ohio ................... . 
Indiana ................ . 
Illinois ... .. ............. . 
Michigan .............. . 
Wisconsin ............. . 
Minnesota ............. . 
Iowa ........ .. ......... . 
Missouri. .............. . 
Nebraska .............. . 
Kansas ................ . 
Western Division: 
Colorado .. .. ........... . 
Utah ................... . 
Washington ........... . 
g~rfi~~ia· :::::: :::: :::: 
---------------·i--
35 
12 
12 
14 
JO 
4 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
5 9 7 16 5 210) ( 
( 2661 1891 665 442 
18 19 26 45 702 433 J, 135 420. 8 
27 2 2 0 2 73 4 77 
168 { 
28 
26 
99 
49 
174 
4 
8 
17 { 
9 
1 
32 
5 { 
57 
19 { 
52 
26 
3 
18 
6 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
13 
(307) 1 5 C9, 446) 1 3 723 1941 4621 963 112,021 I . 6,081 S' 27,551 1 ' . 3 
109 23 (266) l 6 0 2 451 1 340 4,411 / 1,8261 ,5 3 ' 
1~2f) 29! 65 1~N90) 471 2,869 
(217) 937 (l 3, 150) 49,480 18,919 403 I 317 26,433 I 9,897 
(26) ! 3 I (5,535) 75 I 226 27 7. 078 I. 1,960 14,570 5,491.1 
59
0
<
33
\ 9) 115. 51 3 4,h~~T 3) 644} 23. 618 8,782.3 
650. 4 
8 8 (162) 162 87 
17 21 38 (1,413) l, 413 1,250 t 2) 18} 56 (2, 907) 2, 907 1, 155 
6 5 11 343 I 343 
261 
170 
130 5 0 5 (261) 
5 
2 
20 
(2) 
18g I 
(6) 
34 
61 
87 
4 
33 
8 
0 
8 
2 
1 
3 
28 
25 
0 
26 
45 
19 
2 
49 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
l 
43 
30 J ' 0381 328 
2 19 5 
1,366 
24 
461 89~2f5) 290} l , 411 
754 
12 
662.8 
208.8 10 19~r mo} 415 
2:~ 11;: ::i9~o{ :::! 1!: :!: :: :~~ 
(700) 16' 2 106 2,734 J 730 4, ,. 1,7 6 
106 <2, 307> l 4,658 1,614. 1,740 6111 
6 206 23 229 119 
82 3,501 418 3,919 1,886 
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South Central Division: Kentucky ___ ___ __ __ _____ 18.29 24.3 13.8 75.4 129.5 172 39.5 16.4 ________________ 7.14 68.4:5 1. C5 15. EO 9. 84 14.3-1 2. 5'7 
Tennessee ____ _______ ____ 14.55 15.8 12.3 73.5 133.8 J82. 5 38 7.3 103.4 402.4 5.66 62.90 1.rn 13.0'.l 7.22 9.35 1.54 Alabama___________________________ _____ 10.9 ________ ________ ________ ________ ____ ____ ________ ________ ".6l __ __ __ ____ __________ ________ _____ __ _ 1.80 
Mississippi_ _____ ________ 18.83 36.5 12 72.7 131.9 181.5 40.9 12.7 157.8 544.-1 3.0-1 34. 98 1.01 11. 63 6.43 7.97 1.26 
i,ouisiana __________ ____ ________ ________ 12.1 72 135. 1 187.7 34.9 106.2 76.9 210 3.15 56.99 __ _______ _ ________ _ __ ___ ___ 7.62 99 
'l.'exas ___________________ 15.67 16.1 13.l 68.2 120.7 177.1 35.9 16. 2 117.8 222. G 8.24 91. 86 l. G2 18.05 10.19 14.78 2.35 
Arlrnnsas _________ ___ ____ 20. 17 13.2 17.5 _______ __ ____ _______ ___ _ ________ 40 ________ . 284.1 10.24 __________ 1.65 __________________________ 2.32 
Olrlahoma _______________________________ -------- -------- -------- -------- -·------- -------- ----- -- · -------- -- -- ---- ------ ---- -- -------- ----- - ---- -------- -------- -------
Indian Territory __ _____________ _ ____ ____ --- -- ------- ---- --------- --- ---- ---------------------------- -------- -------- -- ----- ---- -------- -------- ----------------------
North Central Division: 
Ohio ____ ______ __ _________ 18.71 22. 3 14.5 78.8 149.3 189.4 38.2 22.1 132.7 451.4 11.93 104.18 1. 98 17. 30 9.13 15.38 3.34 
Indiana ___ ______________ _ 20. 97 23.4 16.1 72.9 133.6 183.8 36.7 16.7 129.1 434.9 9.50 81. 22 1.7J 15.32 8.3f:> 13.87 2.98 
Illinois __________________ 19.04 27 13.9 74.7 142.3 190. 6 37.6 16. 1 11 8. 8 394.4 9.39 90.48 2. 07 19.89 10.20 19.04 3.68 
Michigan ____ ____________ 20.65 24.5 15.6 72.7· 139.4 191.7 35.1 17.4 127.8 328.5 10.20 89.82 1.74 15. 28 7.97 15.43 3.36 
Wisconsin ___________ ____ 20.80 31.3 15 71.l 133.7 188.2 36.4 19 131.8 355.5 8.'i"6 82.22 1. 81 17.03 9.05 12.69 2.02 
Minnesota _______ ____ ___________________ 12.5 75.7 140.2 183.6 30.8 18.3 130.4 375.3 15.95 170.53 2.1 7 23.15 12.32 18.04 3.17 
Iowa ____ _________________ 20.50 18 16. 8 73.1 134.5 18-1 33.2 15.3 128.5 281.6 11.92 97 1. 85 15.09 819 16.90 3.82 
Missouri __ ______________ 19.07 22.8 14.7 69.2 125.9 181.9 36.1 54.5 129.7 431.8 8.44 82.76 1. 44 16.26 8.94 15.47 2.87 
North Dakota ___________ -----"-- _______ . ---- ____ ---- ____ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------ ---- ------ ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- -------
South Dakota __________ 15.54 7.6 14.4 69.1 119.5 173 26 36 128.9 190 14.73 148.43 2 20.56 11. 89 23. 17 3.23 
Nebraska _______________ 12.36 15.4 10.4 68. 2 128.8 188.7 35.3 13.8 125.5 222 7. 74 108.60 1.33 18.70 9.91 20.26 2.73 
Kansas __________ __ ______ 18.38 12 16.2 75.7 124 163.8 39.-4 22.6 130.1 223.6 9.2t 'i7.21 1.59 13. 01 7.94 14.03 2.81 
Western Division; 
Montana ________________ 19.23 9.3 17.4 66.7 121.9 182.7 33.4 16.l 145.9 196.7 30.07 258.eo 2. 87 24.75 13. 23 33.40 7.09 
Wyoming ____ __ __ _______ 12.82 27.6 9 f\8.3 125.9 184.4 33.9 12 12:~.9 250 9.09 147.43 1. 52 2!.70 18.39 30.36 3.45 
Colorado _______________ 15.80 6.6 14.8 65.8 123 186.7 36 12.3 · 121.5 311.4 21.79 224.30 2.31 23.80 12.75 29.93 5.43 
New Mexico ____________________ ____________ ------------ s------- -------- ---- ---- --- -- --- -------- -------- -------- ---- ---- -- ---- ------ --- - ------ -------- -------- -------
Arizona ________ _________________________ ---------------------------------------------- -- -------------------- - ------------------- -- -----------------------------------Utah __ __________________ ________ ________ 15.9 71.7 132.9 185.5 37.8 5.4 __ ______________ 10.40 91.16 1.8l) 15.79 8.51 23.72 5.02 
Nevada __________________ 22.03 13.8 19 73.6 147.1 200 38.6 ______ __ _______ _ ________ 6. 09 43.64 ____________ , _______________ 27.70 7.74 
Idaho __ __________________ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------- -- ----- - -------- _____ J __ -------
Washington -• . _________ _ 12.07 13.1 10.5 71.6 136.5 190.6 38.5 12 148.2 296.3 12.23 162.93 1. 8! 21.55 12.87 42.52 6.09 
Oregon ___ ___ __ __________ 17.20 11.1 15.3 72.3 137.4 190 34.9 14.3 114.7 333.4 15.69 141.80 :!.37 21.47 11.30 21.31 4.48 
California __ _____________ 18.01 15.5 15.2 71.9 143.3 199.1 37 . . 2 17.8 124.1 355.1 11.80 138.20 2.76 25.25 12.68 16.67 3.72 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS . 
.A.-Public high schools. B.-Acculern-ies, preparatory schools, private high schools, etc. 
The great interest taken in the subject of education in secondary schools tho past 
few years has been emphasized by the National Educational Association in the appoint-
ment of a special committee to consider the relation of the secondary schools to the 
colleges and universities. -
The exact place of the secondary school has not been definitely determined, and 
tlle office of this commit-tee, and the subcommittees appointed by it, was to investi-
gate the whole subject of secondary instruction and present the results of their 
deliberations in a consolidated report. By this means it was expected to show what 
the relation of these schools to the colleges is, especially in regard to the studies to 
be pursued. In the reports of the Bureau of Education the attempt has been made 
to collect the most complete data possible from t.hese schools and make all of it 
available for comparison and study. For three years the statistics have included 
the public high schools, as well as private inst,jtutions of secondary grade. The 
statistics of these two classes of institutions have been compared with each other as 
far as possible, and for the report of 1890-'91 special tables and diagrams were pre-
parecl to show the growth and the compara1,ive increase of each class. Each year the 
figures given become more complete, and certain of the percentages may be regarded 
as virtually correct, although not all the schools are reported. This is specially true 
in regard to tlie studies pursued 2.1,t these schools and about which, perhaps, the 
greatest interest centers at the present time. If we have complete reports from three· 
fonrt_bs of the schools, then the percentages of those reported in matters relating to 
stndics pnrsued may be taken fairly to represent the other fourth not reported, and 
we may thus get the ::wcrn,t':e condition of the schools throughout the country. 
One oftllc difficult questions has been to eliminate the students of the elementary 
grade found in quite a, number of these schools; it is believed that this has prac-
tically been done, and that the stndents given in the tables all properly belong to the 
seconLlary or preparatory school grade. 
In the year 1889-'90, reports were received from 2,526 public high schools, with 
9,120 teachers and 202,963 students. In 1890-'91, 2,773 schools reported, with 8,270 
teachers :wll 211,598 students. This year (1891-'92), 3,035 schools are reported, with 
9,56-! teacllers and 239,584 students. 
Of the private academies, preparatory schools, and private high schools, there 
were reported in 1889-'90, 1,63~ schools, with 7,209 teachers and 94,931 students. In 
1890-'91, there were. reportell 1,773 schools, with 6,231 teachers and 98,400 students; 
while this year ( 1891-'92 ), the reports show 1,550 schools, with 7,093 teachers and 
100,739 students . 
The seeming discrepancy iu some of these figures in both classes of schools comes 
from the imperfect classification of the students and teachers into elementary and 
secondary in cases where the enrollment of the school included pupils below the 
academic or high-school grade. But this matter is being gradually accommodated 
to the conditions of the various schools, and will doubtless soon be sufficiently exact 
for practical purposes. The relative changes in the number of students, the number 
pursuing certain studies, etc ., can best be seen l>y comparing th~ data from these 
two classes of schools for a period of years. 
SUMMARIES OF ST.ATISTIC::l, 1801-'92. 
I.-Public high schools. 
'fhe two following tables--of summaries are arranged for comparing the two classes 
of schools, public and private, and each is arranged by geographical divisions and 
by States and 'Territories. * Table I gives 1he number of schools, instructors, and 
students in tbe public high schools. 
0~ the 3,035 schools reported in this table, 1,571 are in the North Central Di vision; 
900 m the North Atlantic Division; 244 in the South Central DiYision; 189 in the 
South Atlantic Division; and 131 in the Western Division. Of the 9,564 instn: ctors 
in these schools, 4,714 are in the :North Central Division; 3,282 in the North Atlan-
tic Division; 626 in the Son th Central Division; 528 in the South Atlantic Di vision, 
and 414 in the Western Division. Of the 239,556 public high-school students in the 
country, 117,261 are iri. the North Central Division; 85,628 in-the North Atlantic 
Division; 13,720 in the South Central Division; 12,556 in the South Atlantic Divi-
sion, and 10,:-mt iu the Western Division. It is interesting to note that in every part 
of the country there has been a substantial increase in the number of students dur-
ing the past year. 
TAD LE I.-S1111111iai·y of statistws of pnblfo high schools for 1891-'92.-Schools, i-nst111ioto1·s, and stnctents. 
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United States . .. ...... 4, 133 G, 39G 9,564 95, 369142, 316 *2'39, 556 1,560 2, 4~2 4,047 8,311 6, 91315, 233 8,193 8, 324:lG, 532:!l, G~; j.(l, 055 28, 4.99[ !l, 246149, 209160, 505 326,836 
North Atlantic Division ... . 1, 2-!0 2,010 3,28235, 178 49,496 85,628 271 427 726 4,21!) 2,631 6,850 2,795 1,687 4,4823,827 l>,W\210,836
1
2,491 30,328 33,465 70, 161 
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l, 096 
1,309 
292 
365 
933 
1,743 
877 
1,464 
1,738 
2,150 
474 
630 
1,486 
2,830 
0 
!JO 
90 
11 
12 
$0 
156 
4 
Q 
9;> 
260 
45 
8 
40 
177 
10 
0 
185 
350 
56 
20 
70 
833 
14 
2 
36 
40 
149 
0 
20 
37 
271 
0 
32 
20 
123 
0 
22 
31 
183 
2 
68 
60 
272 
0 
42 
68 
404 
15 
10 
18 
32 
0 
27 
2 
05 
14 
15 
0 
29 
0 
38 
3 
5 
29 
25 
18 
61 
0 
05 
5 
70 
35 
32 
8 
61 
29 
51 
3 
49 
45 
50 
46 
133 
56 
Gl 
24 
103 
80 
108 
54 
194 
85 
112 
27 
261 
]0 
52 
30 
43 
B 
09 
30 
151 
564 
l, ·387 
0 
1,275 
51 
714 
335 
1,912 
642 
1,813 
0 
1,285 
99 
803 
358 
2,024 
l, 206 
3 '100 
' - 0 
2,560 
150 
1,577 
093 
4,002 
Ci:, 
00 
Ci:, 
t_'rj 
tJ 
C:1 
0 
> 1-3 
-0 
z 
~ 
t_'rj 
'"ti 
0 
PJ, 
~ 
..... 
00 
co 
...... 
I 
co 
~,-;, 
South Cen tral Division: 75 27 Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 261 551 428 479 !J07 SI 81 16 8!l 86'I 
K entucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 59/ 114 1,128 1,590 2,718 38 129
1 
16i 74 63
1 
137 62 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 44 87 810 1, 231 2, OJI 17 ES 55 56 G:i 121 30 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 391 60 456 521 977 o1 0
1 O 23 22 45 13 
:Mississippi.......... .. . '27 30 ':i7 555 62() 1, 181 () 191 25 115 112 227 20 
Louisiana....... ...... .. 15 22 37 406 593 999 O O O 4 0 4 0 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 96 221 1, 772 2, 568 4, 486 86 103 22() 305 3541 G59 211 
tk}~~o5n~!·:::::~:: :::::: .... ~~ .... ~~ .. .. ~'. ... ~~~ .... '.~~ ... ~·.~~~ .... ~~ .... ~ ... . ~'. .. .. ~~ .... ~~ ! ... ~~~ .... ~~ 
Indian Territory . . . . . . . 3 o 3 54 O 54 O O o o o, O O 
North Central Division: j 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 439 498 !l32 s, 979 13, 446 22, 425 196 273 469 G20 579, 1, 199 
lndiana ................. 200 165 365 3,592 5,570 9,1()2 161 215 376 273 315' 588 
lll_ino!s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~52 435 787 7,044 12, 796 19,840 ~9
1 
97 156 3~3 366
1 
089 
M 1_clngai:i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214 329 5~6 5, 696 8, 569 14, 549 ,81 4; !l2 2?4 2~51 489 "\V1sconsm...... . .. . . . . . 164 203 3()7 3, 7-!7 5,256 !J, 003 4 ~ 6 135I 161 , 296 
:Minnesota............ . . 117 196 813 2, 6-!9 4,220 6,929 6 7 13 Ull 104 2i4 
Iowa............ .... .... 23() 346 582 5,411 8, 411 14, 172 38 5!J 97 279 472 751 
Missouri................ 1-it 117 261 2, 854 5,042 7,896 71 126 l!J7 H4 166 310 
North Dakot!l. ....... .. . 8 4 7 58 74 132 O O O 20 30 50 
South Dakota,... ........ 10 13 23 171 203 464 O O O 16 28 44 
N ebraska . ...... ... ..... 127 133 2GO 2,313 3,458 5,690 27 44 711 203 231 484 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 125 271 2, 733 4,238 6,999 90 114 204! 176 231 407 
11 es tern Division: 
Mo11ta1;1a ......... :...... .8
1 
17 25 191 288 479 3 5
1 
32 
2 
46 
0 
78 
0 Wyonnng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 5 41 59 100 () 10 16•! Coforado. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 57 100 737 1, 140 1, 877 3 8 11 
Nc~v Mexico ................. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~ 16 30 O O 0
1 Anzona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 5 23 .44 G7 O O 0 
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 7 57 89 146 O O o, 
N evada .. .. . ............ O 8
1 
17 1831 328 5~1 1 O 1 Idabn... . .. . . .. . . . ... . . . 7
1 
4 11 1131 113 226 5 4 9 
Washington .. ....... ~.. 17 271 44 427 688 11 065 O O o' Ore~?~ ·.·...... ... ...... ~5 13; 28 
9 
314I 4~0 _ 804 9 O O 
Cahforma.. ........... . 19 93! 172 - , 033! 3, Oo3 o, OSG o !JJ HI 
89 
0 
0 
0 
2 
7 
fl 
31 
114 
40 
1 
0 
~I 
6 
,~I 
1121 
129 
l 
0 
0 
4 
13 
15 
101 
2261 
853 
311 
491 
702 
311 
S!JS 
088 
203 
!) 
10 
192 
292 
161 31 
0 
~ I 
121 
J 
9' 
404 
40! 67 28 40 75 
49 111 52 98 255 
23 53 71 118 189 
6, 19 30 46 76 
i1 2b ~g l~i 2~t 
2S71 448 77 191 268 
. ~~ .... ~~ ... ~~ .... '.~ ... ~~~ 1 
01 01 3 ~ ~ ~[l 
980, 1, 8331, 237 1,830 "• (),3 
331 6i2 30-! ()52 1,254 
8631 1, 354 526 1, 427 2, 234 
894 1 611 478 831 1, 625 
2591 G70 407 564 !)75 
864 1,462 2471 406 809 
m l~~ g~~1 1• m 1• ~~~ 
7 1G 71 11 18 10 20 1G 31 4.7 
360 552 225 383 GSO 
393 G85 201 394 746 
12 
0 
50 
0 
10 
. 0 
0 
3 
7 
21 
458 
23 
0 
81 
0 
19 
0 
21 
8 
2i 
30 
862 
12 
!) 
77, 
0 
(j 
0 
17 
2~1 
321 
26u
1 
17 
!) 
136 
31 
12: 
8 
39 
8 
20 
55 
377 
33 
18 
213 
3 
18 
8 
6u 
16 
45 
87 
663 
* In the total arc included 1,87+ students not claosified in the two preceding columns. 
23 
63 
!)!l 
!)8 
110 
3 
160 
34 
9191 4o 
:.'l, 431 
1,438 
778 
1, 50i 
149 
4,396 
1,631 
2, 477 
1,841 
71;) 
1,317 
178 
4,887 
1,835 
1,929 
4,908 
3,279 
1,403 
,, 09 1 
o, 327 
1) ,440 
3,466 
~ 90 o r:o 
G!J9 13, 529 13, 842 27, 441 
430 6,407 6, 738 13, 604 
562 8, 672 9, 119 18, 068 
SOi 16,894 17,554 35,794 
390 40, 051 4, 212 8, 608 
521 5, 856 6, 294 13, 904 
7811 11, 663 
312 5,338 
18 532 
441 425 
3i3 7, 632 
326, 8, (i59 
18 1,843 
16 0 
108 l. 305 
0 . 0 
7 132 
0 0 
26 468' 
!) 377 
9 1 3°17 
56 I 749 
298 3,428 
13,129 
5,7:lO 
548 
447 
8,023 
!J, 409 
2,240 
1, 43~, 
128 
0 
49J. 
294 
1,484 
926 
3,450 
29,067 
11, 06g 
1, o~o 
1,375 
15,891 
18,068 
4,083 
0 
2, 738 
2 
260 
0 
OG~ 
6H 
2,831 
1, 675 
8,144 
00 
M 
0 
0 
a p.-, 
:;,o 
~ 
m 
0 
~ 
0 
B 
f12 
O':i 
00 
-::i 
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II.-Academies, prepamtory school, 
Table II, following the same plan as the one for public schools, is the summary 
Of the 1,550 schools reported 529 are in the North Atlantic Division; 335 in the 
Division; and 112 in the Western Division. Of the 7,903 instructors 2,988 are in the 
Central Division; 1,060 in the South Atlantic Division; and 525 in the Western Divis-
tho North Central Division; 19,553 in the South Central Division; 15,847 in the 
By comparing this table with Table I, it will be noticed that the proportion of 
differs considerably from that of the public schools. 
TABLE II.-Sumrnary of statistics of endowed academies, 
"' 
Students. 
0 
_Secondary 0 
..q rnstructors. 
Secondary. Colored (included ;;j in the preceding) . 
States and Territories. .... 0 
,_, (!) $ (!) <1) 
,.0 (!) '"@ ~ (!) OS: <ii ~ ca 3 8 ca s .., ci1 s .., s ;:J <D 0 <1) 0 <1) 0 l2'i ~ R E-, ~ R E-, ~ R ti 
---- --- --- ------ ----,-
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,, s 9 10 11 
--------- ------ ----
--
1 United States ........ 1, 549 3, 352 3,741 7,093 52,523 48,216 100, 739 667 651 1,318 
----------------------2 North .L\tlantic Division . 528 1,420 1,568 2, 988 21,408 17,177 38. 585 32 12 44 
3 South Atlantic Division .. 302 545 515 1,060 8,404 7,443 15; 847 311 311 622 
4 South Central Division ... 335 510 624 1,134 9,451 10, 102 19,553 315 316 631 
5 North Central Division ... 272 640 746 1,386 10,628 10,473 21,101 9 6 15 
6 Western Division ..... ... 112 237 288 525 2, 63'2 3,021 5,653 0 6 6 
-
-----------North A t l:mtic Di vision: 
7 Maino ................ 27 4i 62 109 1,253 1,215 2,468 0 0 0 
8 New Hampshire ...... 24 78 51 129 1,293 694 1,987 9 3 I' 
9 Vermont ............. . 22 51 71 122 1, 158 1,154 2,312 0 0 I 10 Massachusetts ........ 79 202 266 468 2,851 2,577 5,428 14 3 1' 
11 Rhode Island ......... 6 31 14 45 469 200 669 0 0 I 
12 Connecticut .......... 37 56 71 127 778 692 1,470 4 2 I 13 New York ............ 177 491 539 1,030 5,633 5, 610 11,243 0 3 l 14 N ew .Jersey .... . . ..... 55 174 169 343 2. 477 1,412 3, 889 1 0 1 15 Pennsylvania ....... .. 101 290 325 615 5,496 3,623 9, 119 4 1 ii 
South Atlantic Division: 
16 Delaware ....... .. .... 4 10 9 19 147 153 300 0 0 : 17 Maryland . ............ 31 88 74 162 907 844 1,751 6 0 18 District of Columbia .. 11 40 37 77 378 377 755 0 0 ~ U) Virginia ............. . 59 110 104 214 1,469 1,205 2,674 44 46 20 West Virginia, ... . .... 3 8 11 19 130 llO 240 0 0 
2~ 21 North Carolina ....... 81 140 101 241 2,532 1,562 4,094 97 132 22 South Carolina ....... 35 55 51 106 956 810 1,766 24 44 68 23 
~ri:lzt:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 68 82 110, 192 1,804 2,188 3, 992 117 68 18! 24 10 12 181 30 81 194 275 23 21 ~ South Central Division: 
!7\ 25 K entucky ......... .. . 46 58 155 998 
~: ~~~ I 2,046 5~' 0 ~ 26 Ten uesseo . ........... 83 138 133 271 2,840 5,160 47 27 Alabama .. . . . ........ 42 52 56 108 1,127 1,061 2,188 20 26 28 r~:l~~-i~!~::::::::::: 68 107 97 204 1,794 2,000 3,794 104 131 20 28 30 94 124 430 820 1,250 4 2 30 Texmi . . . .. .. . ........ 46 86 115 201 1,539 2,304 3,843 135 110 31 Arkansas . ............ 16 28 15 43 579 435 1, 014 (, 0 0 3'.l Indian TPrritory . .... 6 9 !) 18 144 114 258 0 0 0 North Central Division: 
33 Ohio .. .. ....... .... ... 45 131 135 266 2,831 1,968 4,799 4 0 4 34 Indiana . .... .. ....... . 15 23 48 71 300 533 833 2 1 3 35 Illinois .. ............. 36 DC 126 222 1,487 2,031 :i, 518 2 1 3 36 
~t~~~~~~~:::::::::: :: 16 2i 47 74 384 747 1,131 0 0 ( 37 20 4~ 46 94 757 348 1,105 0 2 z 38 Minnesota ............ 18 42 36 78 785 547 1,332 0 0 : 30 Iowa ............... . . 30 61 53 114 1,200 950 2,150 0 0 40 MJ1111our i ....•........ 57 141 169 310 1, 886 2, 129 4,015 0 0 ~ 41 T orth Dakota ... ... .. 3 5 10 15 58 88 146 0 0 42 'outh Dakota ... . .... 5 10 8 18 147 155 302 0 1 1 43 T l>raska . .... . .. . ... . 12 19 41 60 268 526 794 0 0 I 44 Kan as .. . .. ...... .. .. 15 37 27 64 525 451 976 1 l 
,Ve. t rn J)i vision: 
61 ol 45 Montana . . .. .. .... ... 2 15 17 41 120 161 1 1 46 'olorado .... .......... J 27 24 51 280 278 567 0 0 C 47 ·c·w~ . ico .......... 1 2 3 8 19 27 0 0 ~ 48 tah .. ........ .. .. . .. 37 191 56 53gl 273 DOG 0 0 4 • varl:~ ..... .. . .. ... . 1 1 3 4 38 38 0 0 0 50 ,Va. liin!!t<>n ..•.•..... 15 2-! 34 58 274 4()0 761 0 1 1 51 
·~W~~ia·:: :::::::::: 14 34 331 Gi 301 415 776 0 0 0 62 5-1 , 111 1581 269 1, 1261 1,288 2,414 0 4 4 
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ancl pr-inaie high schools. 
of statistics for private secondary schools. 
South Central Division; 302in the South Atlantic Division; 272 in the North Central 
North Atlantic Division; 1,386 in the North Central Division; 1,134 in the South 
ion. Of the 100,739 students 38,585 are in the North Atlantic Division; 21,101 in 
South Atlantic Division, and 5,653 in tbe Western Division. 
teachers and students in the private schools of the different sections of the Union 
seminaries, and other private secondary schools fo1· 1891-'92. 
Students. College prcpara-
Preparing for college. tory students Number of grad-in the class that uates i-n 1892. 
Classical. I Scientific. graduated in 1892. 
.s ~ 
, ~ ~ a5 '" j a5 '" ~ ~ a5 '" 3 
"1 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ § ¢ ~ @ 0 ~ p:; E-1 ~ p:; E-1 ~ p:; E-1 ~ p:; E-1 
l.2 13 14 15 l.6 11' ts 119 20 21. 22 23 
11,516 4,479 15,995 6,731 2,560 9,291 3, 4451 1, 784 5,229 4,777 3,700 8,477 
5,759 1,212 6,971 3,424 611 4,035 1,861 578 2,439 2,553 1,684 4, 237 
2,173 954 3,127 669 329 998 421 218 639 490 385 875 
1,701 1,425 8,126 1,190 886 2,076 370 461 831 520 542 1,062 
1,397 611 2,008 1, 040 561 1, 601 635 451 1,086 940 813 1,753 
486 277 763 408 173 581 158 76 234 274 276 550 
- -
----------------- -------
303 102 405 45 8 53 91 30 121 171 150 321 
645 75 720 153 30 183 172 17 189 187 95 282 
227 111 338 90 57 147 68 72 140 123 112 235 
L 061 23:, 1,296 581 192 773 245 137 382 400 358 758 
111 4 115 34 4 38 12 7 19 24 20 44 
216 58 274 150 19 169 
4~~1 
22 102 98 70 168 
1,522 308 1,830 821 146 967 166 637 682 507 1,180 
798 96 894 669 47 716 352 40 392 389 127 516 
876 223 1,099 881 108 989 370 87 457 479 245 724 
8 2 10 10 1 11 5 4 9 8 8 16 
204 25 229 40 123 163 91 28 119 107 27 134 
241 0 241 48 0 48 40 0 40 53 17 70 
428 98 526 122 10 132 73 27 100 56 88 144 
25 20 45 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 3 5 
707 257 964 227 75 302 94 43 137 100 43 U3 
194 146 340 64 26 90 30 17 47 64 53 117 
335 3881 723 147 90 237 76 95 171 94 141 235 
31 181 49 11 4 15 10 3 13 6 5 Ii 
157 72 229 146 130 276 59 38 97 70 44 114 
573 339 912 311 168 479 96 136 232 119 121 240 
244 194 438 107 91 198 30 33 63 88 50 138 
270 ·279 549 289 281 570 109 86 195 132 133 265 
90 112 202 34 82 116 22 30 52 26 69 95 
285 314 599 224 93 317 48 128 176 55 109 164 
77 114 191 56 38 94 4 9 13 24 14 38 
5 1 6 2:l 3 26 2 1 3 6 2 8 
278 98 376 266 86 352 178 61 239 324 170 494 
31 28 59 54 0 54 11 11 22 30 58 88 
128 65 193 120 69 189 49 56 105 72 99 171 
28 10 38 54 16 70 26 17 43 50 53 103 
115 24 130 31 9 40 44 30 74 103 ,_15 148 
194 15 209 65 15 80 58 29 87 79 51 130 
140 57 197 59 44 103 85 38 123 101 109 210 
287 182 469 219 179 398 120 143 263 112 • 154 266 
13 14 27 13 7 20 0 2 2 3 2 5 
65 26 91 13 6 19 11 5 16 4 8 12 
45 57 102 79 98 177 20 26 46 14 34 48 
73 35 108 67 32 99 33 33 66 48 30 78 
2 5 7 3 12 15 0 2 2 0 3 3 
27 25 52 8 25 33 8 5 13 14 9 23 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 
16 6 22 28 6 34 7 5 12 87 66 153 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 
107 31 138 44 49 93 10 3 ]3 11 44 55 
37 30 671 61 48 109 301 5 351 27 31 58 2S6 180 4761 264 33 297 103 48 151 135 122 257 
ED 92--M 
Number of 
elementary pupils. 
~ 
~ 
24 
34,098 
7,523 
6,709 
10,504 
5,758 
3,604 
---
115 
132 
181 
449 
126 
281 
3,994 
808 
1, 437 
156 
565 
138 
909 
10 
1,880 
803 
3,873 
375 
814 
2, 542 
1, 051 
2,552 
659 
2,299 
411 
1761 
777 
188 
446 
527 
690 
543 
901 
1,078 
45 
96 
228 
239 
95 
13!) 
42 
640 
0 
215 
492 
1,981 
a5 
"@ 
@ 
p:; 
25 
39,961 
7,947 
8, 10~ 
11,377 
7,030 
5,506 
~ 
0 
E-1 
26 
74,059 
15,470 
14,810 
21,881 
12, 788 
9,110 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
--
---
135 
224 
137 -
638 
72 
348 
4, 47.l 
693 
1,227 
121 
139 
384 
. 1,136 
40 
1,830 
845 
2,847 
759 
1,167 
2,622 
1,144 
2,571 
617 
2,573 
451 
232 
961 
328 
1,056 
826 
622 
375 
835 
1,258 
125 
120 
259 
265 
295 
254 
80 
653 
52 
331 
541 
3,300 
250 
356 
318 
1,087 
198 
629 
8,467 
1,501 
2,664 
277 
704 
522 
2,045 
50 
3,710 
1,648 
4,720 
1,134 
1,981 
5,164 
2,195 
5,123 
1,276 
4,872 
862 
408 
1, 738 
516 
1,502 
1,353 
1,312 
918 
1,736 
2,336 
170 
216 
487 
504 
390 
393 
122 
1,293 
52 
546 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
8 
9 
0 -
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
17 
6 
8 
9 
o· 
l 
1 
2 
21 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 ~ 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
1, 033151 
5,281 52 
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Acldit-ional tabl< s ancl diagrams illustrating tlic status of secondary instruction. 
Besic1es the geneml summaries g iven in tho foregoing tables, several snbsiuiary 
table3 :1nc1 diagrams have been prepared to show more clearly tho compari8on between 
publ:c and private secondary schools. ' 
DrAGJ:,ur 1.-Compar'ison of pnblfo high schools ancZ p1·ivate acacZemies, :.;erninaries, etc. 
1Yiimbcr ancl percentage of schools, instnwtors, students, graditates, etc. 1891-'D.'J. 
Public Priv-ate 
l . 1 acade- T • 1 ng 1 mies, o.a . 
schools. etc. 
Per cent of whole 11umlier. 
Public schools. Pr:Yato school:;. 
G6. 17 33. 83 
School:J ... ............... 3,035 1,550 4,585 -------
G7.41 42. 59 
Instructors .... ... . ..... . 0,561 7,093 10,657 - -
70. 39 29. Gl 
51. 22 
Scientific course . . . . . 10, 53~ !l. 291 26,823 
In gruuu~ti11g cl~.ss, both 
. courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !l, 240 5, 229 14,475 
Graduates ...... .' ... ..... 28, 4D!l 8,477 36,970 
Diagram 1 shows the relation of both classes of schools ~s to their number, num-
ber of instructors, number of students, .also number of stuucnts preparing for col-
lege in both courses, the number in tho graduating class, and tho number of gradu-
ates for the year. It is seen that, so far as reported, tho public high schools are over 
66 per cent of the --.hole number, and have over 57 per cent of the instructors and 
70 per cent of the students, in each of these a slight gain over the past year. Of 
those preparing for college, in tho classical course 48.78 per cent are in the public aD;d 
51.22 per cont in the private high schools, ,vhile in the scientific course the publlc 
high schools have 61.63 per cent and the private high schools 38.37 per cent. Of 
those preparing for coll ge, in the graduating class both courses, almost 64 per 
cent arc in the public schools . Of the total number of graduates 77 per cent are 
in the public high schools, leaving about 23 per cent in the private high schools. 
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The number and percentage of the students in both c~a;sses of schools J?repar~n~ 
for college are given in diagram?, P~rts I and n, cla~s1fied by geogr_aplucal cl1v1-
sions and for both classical and scrnntific courses, showmg th<: proportion o[ each to 
the whole number of students in the schools, ::md by comparison the relative num-
ber in eaell class of schools. 
DIAGRAM 2, PART 1.-Niimber of stndents preparing f01· college ancl proportion to whole 
nu.rnber of students in the schools. 
A .-PUBLIC RIG H SCHOO!.S. 
Number of 
students pre-
Total paring for col-
nnm ber lege. 
of stu-
cal tific 
Perce11tage. 
dents. Classi-1 Scien-
--.-'--------i---~ course.
1 
_____ _ ____________ _ 
United States. . . . . . . . . . . . 239, 556 {
15 
'
233 
....... 16,532 
6.33% 
~ 
6. 9% 
I 
7.99% 
North Atlantic di visio11 . . 85,628 1 '· ~o ,,,~ -5.23% I -
South .A tlant.ic di vision .. 12, 556 ( ,., 34: 
7.88% 
-
2.70% 
I 
9.65% 
South Central <li vision ... 13,720 
j 1, 324 ....... . 
l· ... ... . 683 • 
I 
4. 07% 
I 
North Central division ... 117,280 { ,, 501 9, 959 
4.77% 
I 
Western division.: ..... . 
10,368 \ 56' 
l, 068 
Part I of the above diagram shows that over 12 per cent of the students reportE d in 
the public high schools are preparing for college, and they are almost equally divided 
between the classical and scientific courses. The larger percentage of students in 
the classical course in the public high schools is found in the North Atlantic, South 
Atlantic, and Sout,h Central Divisions, the largest proportion being in the South 
Central Division, while in the North Central and ·western Divisions the numbers in 
the scientific course are almost double those iu the classical course; that is, -- in pub-
lic secondary schools the ol(ler-settlecl parts of the country show comparatively the 
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greater proportion of classical students and the newer portions the larger number 
in the scientific course. . 
By examining Part n of the diagram it will be _found that .in the private acade-
mies, seminaries, etc., over 25 per cent .are _Preparu~g f?r college, nearly 16 per cent 
in the classical course, and over 9 per cent 1n the scientific course . 
DIAGRAM 2.-PART ll.-Nurnbe1' of students preparing fo1· college, and proportion to 
whole number of students in the schools. 
B.-PRIV A'.@.E ACADEMIES, SEMINARIES, ETC. 
Total 
number 
Number of 
students pre· 
paring for 
college. 
of 1------- 1 
students. Classi· 
cal 
Scien. 
tific 
course. course. 
Percentage. 
----------,---------- ------------------
United States .. ......... . 100,739 
North Atlantic Division. 38,585 
Sou1,h .Atlantic Division. 15,847 
South Central Division .. 19,553 
North Central Di~ision .. 21, 101 
Western Division ...... . 5,653 
r 
i,,,;;:15;;,·,;;8.;.,7o/c:;_;:o,,,..... ____________ 
7 15,995 ....... ·,~B0W.~L_ ____________ I 
l-... . 9, 291 ·§-'§9.~2L2_%-------------~ 
l ]8. 06% 6,971 ········ -:~~10:.~4~6'1/c~,.,:~=========================~ . ..... . 4,035 • 
l 
1""J~9. 8~5o/c~o __________ __, 
3,127 ....... ·l~-~~~"'21...-------------
G. 29% 
. ... . . . 998 1~1§.. ______________ _ 
15. 98% 
3,126 ....... ·l~-~:222:~-------------~ 
15. 73o/c~o --------------7 
....... 2,0701• I ( 9.51o/cLo ___________ _. 
j 2,008 ········!~• __ ____. 7.58% 
l ....... 1,601 i"l====L,...,...,...,..--------------
{ 
13. 50% 
7tl3 ....... . • 
:::10:.:2:7o/c:o=============================~ 
_- ... . . . 581 I"•==-----------------
In each of tho geoO'raphical divisions the classical course bas the larger pcr-
ccutago of students in this class of schools'. The largest proportion, nearly 20 per 
·ent of the whole number, i fonnd in the South Atlantic Division, the North Atlan-
tic Dinsion haviug 18 per cent, the South Central Division nearly 16 per cent, the 
\V . t ru Divi ion nearly 13t per cent, au<l the North Central Didsion the lowest, 9½ 
p r · nt. In the scientific cour, e the 'outh Central Division has the larrrest propor-
tion n •arly 16 per ·ent of the whole number of students, the North Atlantic Division 
n.early 10½ I r cent, the Western Division over 10 per eent, the North Central Divi-
_wu 7½ per c nt and the outh .A.tlantic Division having the lowest proportion, a 
httl mor than 6 per c nt. It will be noticecl that in the 'onth Central and West-
rn fri ion th per entago of tudents in ea h course is about the same, that is, 
near!): 1_6 y r cent in ho 'outh Central Division and nearly 11 per cent in the West-
ern lJ1Y1 1ou. 
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An examination of the figures connected with this same diagram shows that of the 
25 286 students in tho private schools, in both courses, preparing for college, 11,006, 
or' over 43 per cent, are found in the North Atlantic Division, while of the 31,765 
students preparing for college in the public high schools in the country 15,460, or 
48g per cent, are in the North Central Divi1:>ion alone, the No_rth Atla?tic States lu1:v-
ing the largest percentage of college preparatory students m the pnvate acadenues 
and the Northwestern States the largest proportionate number in the puhlic high 
schools. 
GRADUATES. 
Another interesting fact i1 the proportion of students in these schools who com-
plete a certain prescribed course of study and graduate._ This number includes a 
part of those preparing for college, and also quite a large proportion who do not 
pursue a higher course in college. 
Tho following diagram (3) gives the number of g:radnates in each class of schools, 
together with proportion of each to the whole number: 
DIAGRAM 3.-Niimbei· of grad'Uates in 1892, with proport-ion in each class of schools. 
P ercentage. 
J;igh acade- 1---------------------
I 
Public PriYato 
---------;schools. mies, etc. 
1 
_____ P_ ub_l_ic_. _ ___________ P_r_iv_a_t_o. 
77.7% 22.3% 
United States .. -----·· -·· 28,490 8,477 
North Athrntic Division. 10,836 4,237 
South Atlantic Division . 996 875 
South Cell 1ral Divi sion.. l, 215 1,062 
Nortl1 <.:eutral Division .. 14,282 1,753 1================""-' 
Western DiYision .. _..... 1,170 550 
In tho year 1892 there were reported, as shown in the diagram, in the United 
States, a total umnber of 36,976 graduates, of whom 28,499, or 77.7 per cent, were 
from tho public high schools, and 8,477, or 22.3 per cent, from the private acade-
mies, etc. 
Of th0 28,499 graduates from the public high schools 14,182, or a little over one-
h alf, came from the North Central Division, while of the 8,477 graduates from the 
private institutions the North Atlantic Division fnrn.ished 4,237, or nearly one-half 
of the whole number. The proportion of graduate/:! in each class of schools to the 
other, iu the several divisions, varies considerably. In every division the public 
high schools have the l arger percentage, tho largest being nearly 88 per cent in the 
North Central Division, about 72 per cent in the North Atlantic Division, 68 per 
cent in the ·western Division, and 53 per cent in both the l:,outh Central and South 
Atlantic Divisions. In the private academies, etc., the largest proportion, nearly 
48 per cent, is found in the South Atlantic Division, and nearly the same in the 
South Central Division; about 32 per cent in the Western Division, 28 per cent in 
the North Atlantic Division, and the lowest, 12 per cent, iu the North Central 
Division. 
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. It is interesting to :note, in this connection,_the proJ?ortion of gradun.t_es to !h~ ~otal 
number of ·students rn each class of schools 111 tho chfferent geographical d1v1s10ns, 
anu. to exhibit this proportion the following diagram ( 4) has been prepared : 
DIAGRAM 4.- Proportion of gracluates to total number of stuclents in each class o.F 
schools. 
[A . Public high schools. B. Prini.te academies , seminaries, etc. ] 
Total Total 
students. graduates. 
f 11.48%. . 
j .A.. Public . 239,556 28,499 
• United States . . ...... ~ 8.41%. I 
\ B. Private. 10), 739 8,477 
• l r ]2. 65%. 
\ A. Public. 85,628 10,836 
• North .Atlantic Divi- ~ SlOn. I 10.9%. 
\ 1~. Pri \·ate. 38,585 4,237 
• l 7. 91%. l A. Public 12,556 9!l6 • Sol:!th .Atlantic Divi-SlOil. 5.52%. l I.l. l'rivato. 15,847 875 I 
f L ~ A . Public. 13,720 1,215 South Central Did-
sion. 5.43%. l .LJ. Prh-ate. 19,553 1,062 I j A. Public. 12. 00%. 117,261 14,282 • North Central DiYi-' sion. 
\ B. Pri\-alc . 
8. 30%. 
21, 101 1,753 II l 
r _;_\. le>nb~ic. 
11. 26% . 
10,391 1,170 
• W cstem Di dsion .... ~ 9. 73% . In. Private. 5,653 550 
l 
Tho above diagram shows that the public high schools graduated nearly 11½ l?cr 
cent of the total number in attendance during the year, and the private academ1~s 
nearly 8t per cent. In the North Atlantic Division the highest ratio of graduate~ 1s 
found in both the public high schools and in the private academics, the rntio berng 
12.65 per cent in the public and 10.9 per cent in the priYate schools. 
The North Central Division graduated over 12 per cent of the attendance in tho 
public schools and over 8 per cent in the private schools. In the Western Division, 
over 11 per cent in the public schools and almost 10 per cent in the private s?hools 
gradnated. In the 'outh Central Division the percentage is 8.85 per ccnt_u~ ~he 
public schools and 5. 43 in the priYate schools, while in the South Atlantic D1v1s10n 
almost~ per cent in tbe public schools gradnatetl and over 5½ per cent in tho private 
acad lllle . 
It is, of course, oviu.cnt that t?cse fig1_ues nn 1 perccn tages aloue do not necessarily 
show the grad of th s hool s rn the different sections of tho country, because tho 
standards r quir <l for graclnatiou ya,ry somcwliat in .the diff rent classes of scliools . 
If uniformity in cour. s of slncly should be adopted for secondary schools, then tho 
p rccnta"' of stncl nts omplcting the conr:o iu any school or cla::.s of schools would 
become n. more significant fact for comparison. 
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STUDIES Pt;RS-UED IN S1':CONDARY SCHOOLS. 
ln order to show the condition of the schools, as in<licated by the studies pursuc<l in 
them, tho following summaries have been prepared. Table III, following, gi-vos tho 
number of students pursuing tho principal studies in the pub]ic high schools in the 
country considered :::s a whole, and geographical divisions, and also by States a,ml 
Territories: 
TABL1, III.-Ntunber of stt£Clents in each b1·anch of stucly in ptibl-ic high schools; 
Latin. Greek. French. Qerm:m 
States and '.1.'crritoric>s. (l) ~ ci ci (l) ~ ....-< ci ol ....-< ci 'a ] .s ca ~ ~ c,S s ~ ~ a ol -+" cl ~ ~ -+"-0 <l) 0 0 <l) 0 ~ R H ~ R H ~ R H ~ R H 
--------
------------ - -
]. ~ 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 JLO 1.11. 12 1!3 
----------
--------·-----
United States .. - ... - . . 36, 084 '57, 060 93,144 4,610 2,787 7,397 4, OlDI~' 404 12,423 9,113 
,,. "'I"· ,so • __ I __ North Atlantic Dh-ision .... 13, 30718, 721 32, 0~8 3 093 1,875 4,968 3,348 5,656 9,004 3,332 5,887 9, 219 
South Atlantic ::)ivision - . . . 2, 5531 4-, 363 6,916 I 315 84 300 130 677 807 400 691 1, 0!)1 
Sou.th Central Division . . . . . 2, 769 3, 802 Ci, 571 189 34 223 9 310 319 473 473 94G 
Nort-h Central Division - . ... 15,838 27,092 43,830 847 G72 1,519 4!Jl 1,560 2,051 4,593 8, 190 12, 783 
Western Division ..... - ... . . 1,617 2,182 3,799 166 122 288 41 201 242 315 632 947 
------------
-------
------
North Atlantic DiYision: 
Maino ...... - ... - .. - . - . - 1,092 1,585 2, G77 381 206 587 159 305 554 13 51 Ci! 
Ne-w Ilampsbirc . ....... 5132 777 1,339 100 89 189 136 257 393 4 s 12 
Vermont ... ........... .. 328 454 782 74 51 125 54 111 165 33 45 78 
Massachusetts _ .. __ .. _ .. 4,332 G, 211 10,543 1,058 828 1,886 2,308 3,553 .,, 861 588 1,250 1,847 
Tihocle Island ....... . _ .. 428 562 990 125 67 192 98 147 245 15 30 54 
Connecticut .... _ ....... 956 1,307 2,263 273 109 382 149 2i3 122 262 52G 780 
New York .............. 3,.287 4,077 7,364 765 423 1,188 369 722 1,001 1,441 2,288 3,723 
New .Jersey .. _ ......... 469 856 1,325 97 61 158 42 103 145 354 618 972 
rennsylvani:1. .. ___ ...... 1,853 2,892 4,745 220 41 261 33 95 128 (i22 1,053 1, G75 
South Atlantic Divisiou: 
Delaware .... _ ... _ ... _ .. 39 244 283 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maryland .. . _ .. __ ... _ ... 333 400 739 34 25 59 37 48 85 70 91 161 
District of Columbia .. _ 373 594 967 26 16 42 0 0 0 151 420 580 
Virgin fa, ..... _ .. _ ..... _. 543 1,063 1,606 8 3 11 40 110 150 132 llf> 0 247 
,Vest Virginb .......... 26 37 63 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 
Nort h Carolina_ ...... _. 177 256 433 0 0 0 5 7 12 3 4 7 
South Carclina ... _ ..... 131 179 310 9 2 11 0 0 0 2 1 3 
i1i1~W:~: :::::: ::: : : ~: :: : 727 1,336 2, Ofi3 211 27 238 7 436 443 9 22 31 20! 248 452 27 11 38 41 67 108 13 0 )3 
South Central Division: 
:J:::!~~!'lc : : : : : : : : : : : : : : G32 865 1,407 103 8 111 2 16 18 304 174 478 405 637 1,042 4 0 4 0 0 0 23 60 83 
Alabama ................ 212 261 473 45 1 46 3 39 42 15 21 36 
Missi~sippi .... . . . ..... . 220 24.5 465 19 16 35 0 35 35 0 0 0 
Lonisiana .... _ .......... 305 330 635 0 0 0 0 178 178 0 0 0 
Texas .................. 804 1,216 2,020 18 9 27 4 42 46 123 192 315 
Arkansas ..... . .. .. .. ... 171 248 419 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 26 34 
Oklahoma ........... _ .. 
------ ------
-----· ------ ------ ------ ----- ----· ------ ----- ------ ·· -- --Indian 'J.'rrritory ... ___ . 20 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 
North Central Division : 
G, 696;10, 799 Ohio .................... 4,103 281 206 487[ 04 222 280 973 1,541 2,514 lnrliana 1,622 2,755 4,377 7 10 17 0 0 0 313 513 826 
Illinois . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2, Ci23 5,447 8,070 192 155 347 126 632 758 73] 1,833 2,564 
~fA~~~11~7~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1,236 2,169 3; 405 94 93 187 74 174 248 049 1,212 I, 861 726 I, 205 1, 93] 35 34 69 17 27 44 475 657 1,132 
Miunesota ....... _ .... _. ], 357 J, 960 3,317 105 61 166 165 265 430 414 717 1,131 
Iowa . .............. .. ... I , 461 2,708 4,169 20 0 29 5 31 36 376 702 1,078 
Missouri. ............. .. O~f j 2, 2~~ 3,210 68 54 122 34 192 226 196 383 579 North Dakota ....... ... 118 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
South Dakota ........... 481 80 128 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10 12 
:Kehraska ............... G99 1,165 1,864 28 31 59 0 0 0 207 256 463 Kansas . _____ .. _ ...... .. 914 1,528 2,442 17 19 36 G 17 23 257 368 G20 
Western Division: 
:Montana .......... ·-··- · GS 104 172 3 0 3 0 1 1 30 37 73 
lrit~~~~::::::::::::::: 14 20 - 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 351 457 808 51 22 73 22 89 111 124 329 453 
New Mexico . ....... .... 4 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Arizona .......... ..... 8 20 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Utah .................. 16 22 38 0 0 0 1 6 7 5 5 10 
N e,·atla ........ - - - ..... 6 15 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 8 Idaho ....... . .. _ ..... .. 9 11 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Washington . _ ......... 91 135 226 2 1 3 0 0 0 18 48 (i6 Oreg-on ... _ .... ___ . _ .. . 66 90 156 0 0 0 0 0 0 b5 98 153 California, ........... .. !)8,l 1, 302 2,286 110 £9 200 18 105 123 7-! 109 183 
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TABLE III.-.Ynrnbtr of stnclents in each branch of study in pubUc high schools-Cont'd. 
.A.lgebra. 
States and T erritories. 
:a 
0 
E-i 
Geometry. Trigonom ctry . 
3 
0 
E-i 
-----------[------------------------- --
1 14 la 16 17 lS 19 20 21 ~2 
------------- 1·-
United States ........ 46,517 70,719 117, 236 21,878 34,937 56,815 2,443 3,237 J 5,680 
------ -----------
North.A.1lanticDivision ... 14,549 22,287 36,836 7,867 11,844 19,711 605 483 1,088 
South .A.tlantic Division . . . 2,900 4,556 7,456 1,203 2, (i92 3,295 239 220 459 
South Cent,ral Division . . . . 3, 718 5,142 8,860 1, 579 2, 709 4, 488 334 519 8!i3 
NorthCen~r:1;lpivision .. .. 22,848 35,~25 58,073 9,748 16,178 2~,926 1,147 1, l,859 3,?06 
Western D1v1s10n ....... _.. 2,502 3,009 6, on 1,481 2, 114 3,595 118 156 274 
Nor~af;~~~~~~.~-i~.i~~~~.=. .. 337 1,582 1,919 677 816 1, 493 -=--=~- 2 ,= 0 . 2 
New Hampshire........ 420 553 973 234 32,b 558 171 3 20 
~~
1
~~c~:u·;~tt;::::::::: 3, m 4, m 8, m 2, ~i~ 2, ~~~ 5, ti~ 5~ I 4~ 9: 
Rhode Island........... 420 426 846 193 254 447 52 O 452 
Connecticut ............ 1, 032 1,176 2,208 361 484 845 64 9 73 
New York.............. 4,121 5,797 9,918 2,193 2,787 4,980 2H 208 449 
New .Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 021 1, 775 2, 796 445 800 l, 305 49 100 14.9 
Penm1ylvania . . . . . . . . . . 2, 887 5, 724 8, 61] 1,351 3,242 4,503 12.Jc 122 246 
South .A.tlantic Division: 
Delaware .... ...... ... . 
Maryland .. . .. .... .... . 
District of Columbia .. . 
Virginia ........ .... ... . 
West Virginia ......... . 
North Carolina . ....... . 
South Carolina ........ . 
Georgia ............... . 
Florida ................ . 
South Ce11tral Division: 
¥;!!~~:le:::::::::::::: 
.A.labama .............. . 
ri~!!1:~1~t::::: : : : : : : : 
T exas ............... .. . 
.A.rkans1is ............. . 
Oklahoma ............. . 
Indian Territory ...... . 
North Central Division: 
Ohio .. ................. . 
Indiana ...... · ......... . 
Ill inois ......... .. ..... . 
Wi~~~~t.,Y~:::::::: ::: : :: 
Minnesota ............. . 
Iowa .................. · 
Missouri .............. . 
North Dakota ......... . 
South Dakota ......... . 
T brn.ska ............. . 
KaHsas ................ . 
Western Division: 
Montana .............. . 
6':;fi1~~t~g. ::::::: :::: :: : 
ew Mexico . ......... . 
.Arizou:1 ............... . 
tah .................. . 
-ent<la. ............... . 
Idaho ................. . 
~;;~~:~·t:::::::::::: 
117 
416 
282 
621 
156 
14i 
123 
792 
240 
150 
(ill 
466 
880 
312 
219 
303 
1,348 
267 
26'1 
1,027 
748 
1,501 
468 
363 
426 
2, 140 
510 
82 
290 
105 
181 
47 
65 
15 
304 
114 
63 
446 
273 
293 
77 
75 
127 
620 
118 
145 
736 
378 
474 
124 
140 
142 
92! 
232 
20 
44 
46 
30 
6 
· o 
0 
77 
16 
3 
18 
10 I 
67 I 
14 , 
O ' 
G 
84 
2! 
23 
li2 
56 
97 
20 
0 
0 
161 
40 
753 983 1, 736 264 440 704 68 175 243 
466 736 1, 202 227 373 600 23 44 67 
270 350 620 94 232 326 37 85 122 
313 848 661 102 147 240 6 25 31 
169 363 532 96 249 345 33 7 90 
1, 398 1, 004 3, 302 660 1, 028 1, 688 96 137 233 
·· ·-~~~ ..... ~~~- .... '.'.~ ..... ~~~- .. .. ~~~ ..... ~'.~ ...... ~~ ...... ~~.! ..... ~: 
20 
5,432 
2. 018 
3,395 
2,375 
1,354 
1,507 
2,542 
1,550 
37 
62 
1,140 
1,436 
71 
25 
391 
!) 
18 
51 
115 
51 
324 
]80 
1,267 
7,741 
3,068 
5,638 
3,603 
1,063 
2,205 
3,977 
2,858 
48 
158 
1,704 
2,172 
07 
31 
542 
13 
32 
63 
261 
61 
373 
333 
l, 703 
20 
13,173 
5,086 
0, 033 
5,978 
3,317 
3,802 
6,519 
4,408 
85 
220 
2,844 
3,608 
108 
56 
93:J 
22 
50 
114 
376 
112 
697 
513 
2,970 
2,450 
846 
1,487 
862 
589 
722 
1,086 
567 
0 
41 
480 
609 
2:J 
8 
193 
0 
11 
10 
42 
25 
92 
60 
1,017 
3,902 
1,357 
3,090 
1,327 
889 
993 
1,815 
1,086 
26 
61 
750 
882 
37 
19 
283 
3 
13 
5 
112 
34 
]26 
105 
], 377 
6,352 
2,203 
4,577 
2,189 
1,478 
1,715 
2,901 
1,653 
35 
102 
1, 2ao 
1,491 
60 
27 
476 
3 
24, 
15 
154 
59 
218 
165 
2,394 
392 
62 
361 
56 
42 
33 
80 
76 
0 
6 
10 
20 
7 
0 
30 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
4 
74 
541 
108 
851 
28 
16 
2 
137 
109 
0 
8 
30 
29 
9 
0 
23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1~ I 
108 I 
933 
170 
1,212 
84 
58 
35 
217 
185 
0 
14 
40 
58 
16 
0 
53 
0 
2 
18 
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TABLE III.-Nwrnbe1· of sluclents in each ln·aneh of sfu,(l!J in pu,blie ltigh schools- Co)lt'd. 
Physics. 
States and Territorie,i. Fe· I Total. Male. male. 
------
1 23 24 25 
------
l.Jnitecl States ........ 21,756 32, 930 54, 686 
-------
North .Atlantic Division ... 7, 041 10,205 17,246 
South .Atlantic Division .... 1,485 2,430 3,915 
South Central Division .... 1,954 2,674 4,628 
North Central Division .... lU, 314 16,101 26,415 
Western Division , .. ·.· ..... 962 1,520 2,482 
-------
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine .. .. .............. 700 835 1,535 
New Hampshire ....... 231 257 488 
Vermont .............. . 162 187 1\49 
MaHsaclrnsetts ......... 2,014 2, ()23 4,637 
Rhode Island .......... 214 275 489 
Connecticnt ............ 274 443 717 
New York .............. 1,769 2,005 3,774 
New Jersey ............ 456 770 1,226 
Pennsylvania .......... 1,221 2,810 4,031 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware .............. 90 79 169 
Maryland .............. 265 353 618 
District of Columbia ... 114 246 360 
Virginia ............... 261 383 644 
West Virginia ......... 98 143 241 
North Carolina ......... 113 134 247 
South Carolina ......... 19 251 270 
Georgia ................ 390 675 1,065 
Florida ................ 135 166 301 
South Central Division: 
Kentucky .............. 355 409 764 
Tennessee ............. 154 217 371 
Alahama ............... 118 200 327 
ri~ni:~p!.i. ::::::: ::: : : 
184 247 431 
97 171 268 
Texas .................. 800 1,147 1,947 
Arkansas .............. 212 274 486 
Oklahoma .............. 
---·---· -------- ---- ---· Indian Territory ....... 
North Central Division: 
34 0 34 
Ohio ................... 2,038 3,668 5,706 
Indiana ................ 919 1,405 2,324 
Illinois ..... ............ 1,902 2,988 4,890 
~t~~~lfi~Yn·::::::::::::: 
1,063 1,449 2,512 
715 886 1,601 
Minnesota .. ........... 565 717 1,282 
Iowa .......... . ........ 1,162 1,801 2,963 
Missonri ............... 662 1,228 1,890 
North Dakota .......... 12 12 24 
South Dakota ........ . . 43 90 133 
Nebraska .............. 549 816 1,365 
Kansas ..... .. .......... 684 1,041 1,725 
Wes tern Di vision: 
Montana ............... 68 68 136 
Wyoming , ............ 6 17 23 
Colorado ............... 174 27G 450 
New Mexico ........... 0 3 3 
.Arizona 
--- -----------· 9 12 21 Utah ................... 9 10 19 
Nevada ................ 87 185 272 
Idaho .................. 42 42 84 
Washington ........... 53 76 129 
Oregon ................. 61 101 162 
-
California .............. 453 730 1, 183 
Chemistry. 
Fe· Male. male. Total. 
--- ---- ---
26 21' 2§ 
--
---
---
9,322 15,064 24,386 
-------
3,413 5,577 8,990 
597 1,133 1,730 
735 1,096 1, 8Jl 
4,002 6,423 10,425 
575 835 1,410 
------
-·-
275 - 422 697 
124 131 255 
92 112 20-! 
1,263 1,775 3, 038 
81 129 210 
161 315 476 
830 89-! 1,724 
152 251 403 
435 1,548 1,983 
36 30 66 
17 36 53 
78 121 199 
82 171 253 
36 65 101 
25 4-3 68 
13 30 43 
248 551 799 
62 86 148 
140 200 340 
71 127 198 
D7 148 285 
20 - 43 63 
104 ]68 272 
202 323 5:25 
47 87 134 
------- ---··--· - - ------
14 0 14 
907 1,460 2,367 
383 586 969 
723 1,371 2, 09-! 
512 652 1,164 
173 207 380 
263 309 572 
350 654 1,004 
285 580 865 
5 12 17 
14 21 35 
248 397 64-5 
139 174 813 
7 5 12 
6 1 7 
55 127 182 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
~9 79 108 
3 7 
12 12 2-t 
28 74 102 
434 534 968 
Genernl history. 
Male. 
---
29 
---
27,667 
- -
9,327 
2,087 
2,166 
12,142 
1,945 
--
754 
278 
210 
3,406 
192 
529 
2, 16fi 
492 
1,301 
225 
223 
434 
370 
57 
162 
50 
351 
215 
280 
311. 
183 
123 
224 
!J31 
100 
-------
14 
2,490 
951 
1,975 
1,425 
64!) 
644 
1,546 
791 
7 
45 
701 
918 
82 
9 
- 473 
8 
3 
29 
42 
37 
86 
101 
1,075 
Fe. 
male. 
---
30 
--~ 
4G, 539 
- -
17,186 
3,257 
3,453 
l!l, 838 
2,805 
Total.· 
---
31 
---
74, '.)O 
-
2G, 51 
5, 34 
5, 61 
31,Jl8 
4, 75 
fl 
3 
4 
9 
0 
0 
==1= 
1,064 
408 
297 
5,150 
426 
882 
3,961 
1,080 
3,918 
31 
343 
818 
6l0 
85 
254 
3]2 
567 
237 
571 
576 
309 
157 
231 
1,469 
HO 
--------
0 
3,841 
1,688 
3,806 
2,056 
1,049 
1,018 
2,387 
1,424 
21 
66 
1,165 
1,317 
103 
12 
734 
7 
10 
49 
84 
45 
115 
16!) 
1,477 
1, 81 
68 
50 
8, 55 
61 
1,41 
6, 12 
1, 57 
5, 21 
8 
6 
7 
6 
8 
1 
6 
2 
9 
25 6 
6 
2 
0 
2 
6 
2 
8 
2 
56 
1, 2!5 
98 
14 
41 
36 
91 
45 
85 
88 
1 
7 
2 
0 
5 
0 
0 
49 
28 
45 
2,40 
24 
-------
1 
6, 33 
2, 63 
5, 78 
3, 48 
1, 69 
1, 66 
3, 93 
2, 21 
2 
11 
1, 86 
2, 23 
4 
a 
1 
1 
8 
2 
3 
5 
8 
1 
6 
5 
18 5 
1 
7 
5 
3 
8 
6 
2 
2 
1, 20 
1 
1 
7 
12 
8 
201 
270 
2,552 
The above summary shows that fo the public high schools there were 93,14'1 students 
in Latin, and of this number 43,830, or over 47 per cent, were in the North Central 
Division; 32,028, or over oue-third, in the North Atlantic Division; 6,916 in the 
South Atlantic Division; 6,571 in the Son th Central Di vision; and 3,799 in the West• 
ern Division. Of the 7,397 in Greek, 4,968, or over two-thirds, were in the North 
,Atlantic Division; 1,5HI in the North Central Division, and but a small proportion 
m the other three divisions. Of the 12,423 in French, the North Atlantic Division had 
9,004, almost three-fourths of all, the North Central Division having 2,051. Of the 
24,986in German, one-half were in the North Central Division and 9,219 in the North 
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Atlantic Division. Ia_algebra the number of ::;tudeuts is much greater, being 117,236, 
of whom nearly one-half were in tho North Central Division. Iu geometry and trig-
onometry the numbers arc much less, but tho larger proportion in geometry being 
in tho North Central Di vision. There were only 54,686 students in physics and 24,386 
in chemistry. In general history there were 74,206 students, tho larger number being 
in tho North Central Division. · 
In Table IV below, the same statistics aro given fox tho private ac:tllemies, etc., 
arranged in the same way for comparison with the public high school[$ . 
TADLE IV.-Nnrnbc1· of stuclcn~s in each branch of stiuly in pi-ivate secondary schools. 
Latin. Greek. French. German . 
a5 ~,..; a5 ~ 1 "@ 0 ~ 11 l o ~,';J 
'ci ® ~ '"2 § 1, ce §~~ @l o 
----------,.-~-~ H ~ Fi I H ~ R __ H_ ~ Fi I~ 
State:, and Territories. 
J 2 3 4 5 6 I 7 B 9 \ 10 11 12 j 13 
Uniteu States .. - - ..... 22, 2G9 lG, G23 38,892 7,248 1, 2951~ G, 103 ~I~~~:~ 
North Atlantic Division .. - . 9,906 G, 73116, 637 4,257 ~ 4,917 4,137 5,470 9, 607 4, 0213, 4371 7, 458 
Sonth Atlantic Division .... 4, 244 3,170 7,414 897 113 1,010 943 1,806 2,749 834 _682 1, G16 
South Central Division ..... 3,348 3,074 6,422 668 195 863 420 1,103 1, 523 396 597 993 
N ortb Central Division ... _. 3, 897 2, 930 G, 827 1, 159 291 1, 450 421 1, 571 1, 992_ 2, 259 1, 577, 3, 836 
Western Division .. __ .. - .. - - 874 718 1, 592 2G7 3G 303 182 768 - 950 268 448: 710 
---- -------=:--N 01·th A.tlantic Division: Maino _________________ _ 
New Hampshire ..... . . . 
Vermont ____ ._ .... _ ... __ 
Massachusetts ... - - .. __ . 
Rhode Island ___ __ . __ . . . 
Connecticut .. _ ... __ .. _ . 
NewYork ____ __ _ .... .. . 
New .Jersey ___ .... _ ... . 
PennsylYania_. __ ___ . __ .' 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware . ____ . .... ___ .. 
llfarylanu ............ - .. 
D~st1;ic_t ofColumbb. _ .. 
V1rgrnrn, ___ - -- ______ . .. . 
West Virginia . ___ ..... . 
North Carolina_ .... __ .. 
South Carolina .. _ .. ___ .. 
¥firi~~~: :::: :: :::::::: :: 
South Centml Divisi<m : 
4G1 
559 
395 
1, ?50 
235 
414 
2,771 
1,326 
2,295 
OG 
569 
100 
883 
3G 
1,201 
48-! 
818 
51 
Kentucky ........ - .. .. . 419 
Tennessee - .. - - _ .... - - . . 1, 150 
.Alaoama .... __ .......... 458 
Mississippi .. ____ .. ___ .. 480 
Louisiana .... _ .... ____ .. 152 
Texas .. - - .. -.... - .. __ .. 4;;7 
.Arkansas_ - - _ ......... _ _ 198 
Oklal1oma --------------
Indian Territory ... _ .. _. 22 
North Central Division: 
38G 
330 
849 
1,188 
112 
434 
1,954 
577 
1,401 
108 
425 
,, 97 
521) 
8 
587 
275 
1,106 
35 
386 
751 
336 
635 
15!) 
505 
200 
847 
889 
744 
2,638 
347 
848 
4,725 
1, 90B 
o, 696 
204 
994 
203 
1,412 
44 
1,788 
759 
1,924 
86 
805 
1,910 
794 
1,118 
311 
1,052 
398 
217 
512 
157 
840 
68 
95 
1, 165 
Glf 
585 
18 
128 
90 
157 
11 
221 
81 
176 
15 
88 
324 
81 
56 
13 
69 
33 
78 295 'i8 134 212 15 33~ 48 
~ ~~~ 2~~ ii~ ~~~ 1;~ i~I }1 
178 1,018 865 969 1,834 4G7 564 1,031 
2 70 140 62 202 8 21 29 
41 136 70 240 310 120 15-! 274 
147 1,312 1,568 2, 283 3, 8511, 6711, 253 2, 1!24 
42 660 49G 513 1, 009 569 396 065 
79 664 549 043 1, 492 !)96 85(il 1, 852 
2 20 62 'i5 137 28 2-!· 52 
14 142 165 318 483 357 2831 G40 
2 92 61 242 303 12 571 69 
25 182 288 393 681 242 156 398 
5 16 0 2 2 7 3 10 
~o 241 119 165 2841 as 49 132 
1 82 196 226 422 56 68 124 
32 208 52 376 428 31 25 56 
12 27 0 9 9 18 17 3 
27 
51 
40 
16 
4 
35 
20 
115 
375 
12) 
72 
17 
104 
53 
35 
41 
48 
21 
236 
33 
3 
120 
196 
104 
60 
421 
201 
1 
155 
237 
152 
81 
G57 
234 
4 
'i2 
73 
37 
17 
17 
161 
15 
97 
142 
23 
49 
53 
204 
27 
l09 
215 
60 
66 
70 
365 
42 
Ohio -- - - -- -- -- -- -- .. - - .. 1,108 <l14 1, -;-22 335 67 402 93 272 364 G81 
Indiana .... - - .. - .. .. .. .. 129 288 417 5 17 22 11 108 109 27 
308 
66 
272 
69 
114 
80 
122 
296 
12 
37 
138 
989 
nJinois -- -- -- -- - - -- - - - - - 348 393 741 115 44 159 301 457 487 122 
t~\;~~t~j~:::::::::::::: m1 }fi ~I~ 2~~ 14 39 631 ,rn 182 102 
1Iiuuosota - -- - - - - - - - - .. - 2-!2 107 349 49 1~ 
2g~ 1f!i ~~ 1~~ m 
Iowa .. - - - -- - - - .. -- - - - - .. 353 206 559 129 24 153 5I 34 39 199 
.. Jissonri. - .. - - - - - .. - - .. - 700 696 1,402 156 47 203 G6 371 437 340 
1' orth Dakota_ -- -. - . - - .. 15 15 30\ 2 1 3 4
1 
10 14 O 
Son th Dakota_. - . - - - .. - . 88 32 120 22 14 36 o, 7 '/ 37 
.• .'obraska .... ------- - - .. 96 17:J 269, 19 36 55 ol 91 !ll 38 
Kans~a ---------- ------ 163 138 301 45 H 59 13 3-! 47 51 63 
93 
394 
171 
649 
207 
321 
G3o 
12 
74 
176 
114 
Wo!!tern Division: I I 
11{,ont~ia_ - -- -.. - .. -- - - - - 41 10 1-1 O 01 o O 13 13 1
1 
7 8 
'/~~~li~~.::::::::::::::: --i4~ ----co --·202 ·---si _____ 2 ____ so ---201--·-28 ----48 ---i:j ---ai ----44 
e~ M<·x1co - .. - - - -- - - -- 81 i 15 1 O 1 O 4 4 O 4 4 
~~ft1~~- ::-.-_:::::::::::: ----s: ----c;5 ·--145 .... 20 ----J---20 ---i2 ·---i4 .... ii ---;;{--5i ... io3 
I<f,';~~~-~ ::: ::::::::::::J ____ ~ ----~~ ----~~·-- ---~ ___ j _____ ~ ----~ ----~~ ----~~ ----~·----~L----5 
"ru b111gton ------------ 150 10G 265 :;9 4 43 17 81 98 2:1 57 80 
'?r0:!im : ---------------.
1 
143 133 276 29 ol 35 33 44, 77 9:J 87, 180 
Cahtorn1a .• - - - .. - - . . • .. 43 209 73, 91 ~o J 11 ~ oo 51i4 654 SG 2J6 292 
--- ________ .:._ ___ - - I I I I 
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TABLE IY.-Surnber of studen ts in each branch of study in pri'11ate secondary 
schools-Con tin ue<l.. 
Algebra. Ocomc,try . Tri;-ono:nctry. 
Male. Ja!~. ·rotal. Male. i!!~. Total. Male . m~1~. Total. States ancl Territ or ies . I F 
1 14 1a 16 17 1§ I 19 20 21. ~2 
UnitcclStatcs ....... . 25,~__:::_802 ~~~l~~~I~ 
North AtlanticDivision .... 10,205 G, 292 16, 497 5, 4.54 3, 037 8, 4.91 902 317 1,219 
South Atlantic Division.... 4, 511 3, 713 8,224 1,856 1, 174 3,030 390 2-1.5 644 
South Central Division . . . . 4, 908 5, 096 10, 004 2,004 1, 910 3, 923 705 648 1, 353 
North Central Division . . . . 4,391 3,625 8, 016 2,003 1,300 3,393 596 408 1,004 
Western Division. ... ...... 1,082 1,076 2, lfl8 537 436 973 103 82 185 
North ~tlantic Dh-ision: 
Mame ................. . 
New Hampshire . . .. .. . 
Vermont ............. .. 
Massachusetts .. .. . ... . 
Rhodelslancl . ... ...... . 
Connecticut ........... . 
NewYork .. .... .. .. ... . 
New Jersey .... ....... . 
P ennsylvania ......... . 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware ...... ........ . 
l\ilar.,land ....... . ... .. . 
District of Columbia .. . 
VirgiJ1ia ............. .. 
West Virginia ........ . 
North Carolina ........ . 
South Carolina ........ . 
~lo~~a~~: : : ·.:: : : : : : : : : : : 
Sou th Central Division: 
573 
714 
349 
1,447 
245 
331 
2,774 
1,466 
2,306 
90 
G74 
172 
897 
2G 
1,213 
450 
1,053 
36 
555 
294 
351 
851 
97 
401 
1,816 
496 
1,431 
72 
450 
177 
612 
16 
C69 
356 
1, 295 
57 
Kentucky .............. 657 503 
Tennessee. ........... .. 1, 306 l, 146 
.Alabama. ........ .. . . . . 660 644 
r1~1!1:~1t.:::::::::::: ~;~ m 
T exas.. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 902 1, 230 
Arkansas . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 226 210 
1,128 
1,008 
700 
2,298 
342 
732 
4,590 
1,962 
3, 737 
162 
1,033 
349 
1,509 
42 
1,872 
806 
2,348 
03 
1, 160 
2,452 
1,304 
1,719 
658 
'.l, 141 
436 
315 
266 
174 
866 
145 
301 
1,622 
7:19 
1, 126 
2! 
368 
131 
4.40 
11 
290 
128 
4.47 
17 
306 
429 
278 
320 
114 
488 
65 
242 
128 
167 
520 
36 
150 
950 
201 
634 
30 
168 
G3 
170 
3 
139 
100 
484 
17 
181 
384 
231 
276 
136 
G25 
83 
557 
394 
341 
1, 395 
181 
351 
2,572 
9W 
1, 760 
54 
536 
194 
010 
14 
429 
228 
931 
34, 
487 
813 
500 
596 
250 
1,113 
148 
15 
34 
27 
138 
13 
23 
258 
223 
171 
3 
70 
0 
164 
2 
51 
17 
DO 
2 
1C5 
lflO 
72 
uo 
29 
88 
40 
7 
18 
5 
82 
0 
1 
· 131 
18 
55 
0 
17 
13 
68 
0 
33 
2 
1C8 
4 
~O 
204 
71 
1C4 
57 
132 
;:4 
22 
52 
32 
220 
13 
24 
389 
241 
226 
3 
87 
13 
232 
2 
8! 
19 
108 
G 
211 
{03 
143 
214 
86 
220 
74 
Oklahoma ..... .... .... . lnclian Terr itory....... 75 5'.l .. · · i :i,iJ -· · · · 4 · 3 · · · · 7 · · · .. · 2 · · · · · · · ci · · · · · · · · 2 
North Central D ivision: 
Ohio ...... ........ ..... . 
Imliana ............... . 
Illinois ... ............. . 
~\~]~~~~~~·::: :::: :: : : : : 
Minnesota . ...... . .. .. . 
~::0~1:i·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
North Dakota ......... . 
South Dakota ..... .... . 
Nebraska ........ . . . .. . 
Kansas ..... ........... . 
W cstern Di vision: 
1,281 
117 
466 
166 
345 
174 
475 
1,005 
2! 
53 
86 
199 
730 
148 
G63 
234 
115 
12! 
386 
944 
30 
52 
151 
148 
2,011 
' 265 
1,020 
400 
460 
298 
861 
1,949 
54 
105 
237 
347 
5.J,6 
41 
175 
02 
266 
84 
269 
380 
11 
40 
46 
7.J, 
20() 
73 
195 
98 
45 
46 
167 
329 
5 
23 
85 
58 
812 
114 
370 
160 
311 
130 
43() 
718 
16 
63 
131 
132 
2j2 
16 
22 
11 
91 
10 
3-1 
117 
5 
0 
13 
16 
88 
31 
60 
3:'i 
0 
2 
11 
126 
4 
2 
340 
47 
82 
46 
100 
12 
~5 
2,13 
9 
11 
<'.5 
24 
Monta1;a. .. . ....... .... 19 5! 73 0 O O o o o 
6:1i11:1;;:i.~~.:::::::::::::: ····ii5. · · ·· ·uo · 20s ·····:is·1····20· ··· -- n1· ···--13· 1 14 
N ew :Me:nco .. . . . . . . . .. 3 7 10 0 1 1 o 3 3 
:&Gii°.~~::::::::·.:: :·: ::: ----ius· ··--ius· 216 ..... n.i·
1
···· 01 · isi· ··--·25 · 3 :G 
Nevada .. ... . ....... ... 0 2G 25 o 1 13 13 O 7 7 Idaho .......... . .... . .. 
Washmgton...... .. . . . 117 1 
Oregon ....... _.. . . . . . . . 100 
California . .. . . . . . . . .. .. 530 
09 
130 
G5-! 
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TABLE IV. - Nurnbe1' of students in each branch of study in private seco11clary 
schools-Continued. 
States a11d Territories. 
Male. 
, Physics. 
Fe-
male. 
Chemistry. Geneml history. 
Total. Male. m~f~. Total. Male. Fe. male. Total. 
-----------)------ ------ --- - ----- - -- ---
1 23 24 26 29 30 31 
---------- --- --- ·---------- - -- --- ---
United States .. ______ 10,601 9, 715 20,316 5,155 4,754 9,909 15,479 16,981 32, 4-tlO 
North Atlantic Division ___ . 4,199 3,107 7, 306 2, 332 1,545 3,877 6, 03J 6,351 12,385 South Atlantic Division ___ _ 1,630 1,400 3,030 630 728 1,358 3,134 2,638 5, i72 
South Central DiYision- __ .. 2,337 2,887 5,224 730 1,272 2,002 2,625 3,570 6,195 
North Central Division __ .. . 2,003 1,726 3, 729 1,196 920 2,125 2,797 3, ]60 5,965 
,v estern Di vision ___ .. _. ___ 432 59:'> 1,027 267 28) 547 88!) 1,255 2,144 
====--==== ::=:::=::=:::=:; ========= ======= -----------North .Atlantic Division_ .. _ Maine . ___ _____ _________ 262 21G 478 144 144 288 267 269 536 New Hampshire ________ 295 118 413 157 61 218 2!)9 137 436 Vermont_. ___ ___ _______ 190 142 332 105 92 197 188 11)2 880 Massachusetts ____ ___ __ 554 452 1,006 311 327 638 817 034 1,751 lU1ode Island ___________ 56 69 125 21 18 39 197 98 295 Connecticut __ .... __ ____ 90 118 208 65 72 137 212 383 51!5 New York ______ _______ 1,266 ' 1,138 2,404 826 457 1,283 2,074 2,337 4,411 N ew .r crsey ___ _ - - ___ - - - 512 202 711 248 113 361 689 545 ], 234 Pe1msy1'-ania __________ 974 652 1,626 455 261 716 1,291 1,456 2,747 South .Atlantic Division: Delaware __ ___ . _________ 22 17 39 29 30 59 19 33 52 Marylarnl ______________ 2fl0 159 44!) 145 65 210 430 361 791 District of Columbia ___ 73 110 183 . 23 74 97 215 265 480 Virginia _________ ... .. . 432 272 704 153 116 269 564 367 931 W est Virginia .... _ ..... 8 2 10 5 10 15 8 20 28 North Carolina_ .. .. ... . 411 330 741 127 132 259 812 402 1,304 South Carolina .... ___ .. 131 142 273 23 63 86 441 299 740 
ir~~~~:::::::::::::::: 257 357 614 114 234 348 638 755 1,393 6 11 17 1l 4 15 7 46 53 South Central Division: 
¥:~!~~!'le:::::: ::::: ::: 204 201 405 110 144 251 403 !i04 907 423 482 905 92 201 2l:ld 508 683 1,191 
.Alabarr.a ... _ ... __ ... ... 241 2]6 457 15G 141 297 564 459 1,023 Mississippi .... ___ ._. _._ 714 717 1,431 125 137 262 393 496 889 Louisiana .... _. __ . ..... 152 388 540 68 298 366 243 555 798 Texas_ ........... __ ___ _ 505 775 1,280 144 317 461 398 711 1,109 
.Arkansns .. ...... _ ... .. 89 101 190 30 28 58 90 117 207 Oklahoma ..... __ ...... . 
l InclianT:lrrit ory. ______ 
North Central Division: 
9 7 16 5 6 11 26 4.5 71 
Ohio · ·····--·······---- 536 279 815 541 185 726 550 538 1,008 Indiana .......... . .. - .. 83 91 174 26 37 63 89 159 248 
Illinois·····--····- ..... 215 262 477 62 184 246 396 532 928 
~\~~~;~1n: ::: :::·_ -_::::: 84 139 223 59 93 152 91 226 .317 246 71 317 118 18 136 414 152 566 Minnesota .. .. .. . _ .. _ .. . 69 47 116 29 4 33 147 83 230 Iowa .... -.. ............ 199 }27 326 73 61 134 307 229 536 
Missouri··········--··· 390 473 863 211 253 46! 579 81!) 1,398 North Dakota ..... ..... 19 12 31 9 7 16 18 21 42 Son th Dakota .......... 35 26 61 7 0 7 51 50 101 
Nebraska·-··-······-·· 38 120 158 19 52 71 54 270 324 
Kansas.····-··········- 80 79 168 42 35 77 101 86 187 Western Division: 
Montana··-· .. _ ....... _ 0 22 22 0 2 2 15 43 58 ~~i~~~A~~::: :: : : : ::: :~ _ 24 12 36 87 20 107 129 46 175 New Mexico ... ·-······ 0 3 3 0 1 1 1 6 7 Arizona. .. . . __ ......... 
----- -·· tah- . ................. 51 36 93 4?, 19 62 150 115 265 N CYada . _ ...... __ ...... 0 12 12 0 7 7 0 12 12 Idaho . ........... _ .... 
. --· ---- - ---
... . . 
---·---· ------- -
,vashington ............ 4.4 58 102 14 34 48 109 170 279 Oregon .... _ ........... 'il 92 163 31 23 54 &2 106 198 California ............. 236 360 596 92 174 266 393 757 1, 150 
rrom this table it is seen that of the 38,892 students in Latin in the private acade-
~1 s ~u_cl_s(•mina.ri s1 etc., 16,6~7 w re in the North Atlantic Division, the South Atl'.3'n-
ticD1v1 10nhavrng the next highest number, 7,414 the North Central Division havmg 
only a £ ,w 1 ss, and the 'outh Central Division' about 1 000 less. Of the 8,543 in 
. 'reek 4,_917 w re in tho Torth Atlantic ivision. Of the 16,821 in Preuch 9,607 were 
m tho 1 orth Atlantic ivi ion and 2,749 in the South Atlantic Division. Of the 
14,519 in ' rman th Torth Atlantic Division had a little over one-half and the orth 
ntral Division 3,83 . f the 44,899 in algebra 16,497 wero in the North Atlantic 
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Division, 10,004 in the South Central Division, and over 8,000 each in the South 
Atlantic and North Central divisions. In geometry the nnmber is only 19,810, with 
a large proportion in the North Atlantic Division. In trigonometry the number of 
students was only 4,405, the South Central Division having the largest number, 1,353. 
ThA other studies are nearly iu the same proportion among the geographical divisions. 
To show the relative importance of the studies pursued in these schools in the 
United States diagram 5 has been prepared. This gives the number of students in 
each study and the percentage of these in each study to the whole number of stu-
dents in each class of schools . 'l'he arrangement of the diagram is made so as to 
show the comparison between the public and private schools and indicates their 
relation to each other in each study. 
DIAGRAM 5.-Nurnbei· ancl percentage of students pursuing ce/'tain studies to whole number 
of stndents in the schools. 
A. Public high schools. /. 
Whole numbci· of students, 239,550. 5 
5B. Private academies, seminaries, etc. 
/. Whole number of students, 100,739. 
Number studying. 50%. 100%, 
Latin ................ . 
Greek . ...... ..... ... . 
French ..... ......... . 
German ............. . 
Algebra ............. . 
Geometry ........... . 
Trigonometry ....... . 
( =38=·=88'77%"777:77777'7777'===--r----------~ 
IA,93,144-
1 38. 60% 
I B. 38,892 
l 
( w-3_. 0_8.:...%=------------,-------------~ 
I A. 7,3971 i """'-8-. 4_8_% _________ __!._ __________ _j 
IL B. 8, 5431 
-==a, _________ .J_ _________ _J 
A. 24,986-
"""""""''"---------...L_ ____ _ 
14.4 + % 
B. 14,519 
48. 93% 
.A..117,236-1 
44. 57% 
B. 44,899 
23. 29% 
56,815--
]9_ 66% 
19,810 
2. 33% 
5,680 a 
=--------~-L_ ________ __J 
4.37% 
4,4051 
=. _______ __J ________ _j 
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DIAGRA:\I 5.-Nmnber ancl percentage of students pursuing c,ertain studfos to whole nnrnbe1· 
of stuclents in the schools-Continued. 
A . Pul>li_c high schools. ?. 
Wholo munb~r of students, 239,556. 5 
5B: Priva.te academies, seminaries, etc. 
< Whole number of student.a, 100,739. 
Number studying. 
r 
Physic;, . .... . ...... . . . l
A. 
In. 
l 
r 
Cho:uistry ........... . J 
A. 
· In. 
l 
( jA. 
Geucral history' .. ..... -\ 
In. 
l 
22. 82% 
54,686-
20. 16% 
20, 3]6 
]0.17% 
24,386. 
!l.83% 
50%, 100%, 
9, !l09 • • -----------,-------------,. 
30. 97% 
74,206 -=='===------'----------~ 
32. 22% 
32,460 
. It is interesting to note in the above din.gram the large proportion of those study-
ing Latin aml that it is so nearly alike in both the public and private schools, being 
near1y 39 per cent of the total number. Only 3 per cent of those in the public schools 
study Greek, while in the private schools the proportion is nearly three times as 
groat. But a little moro than 5 per cent study French in tho public schools, while the 
private schools havo threo times as many in the samo study. The students of Ger-
man in the pnblic schools aro about 10½ per cent; in tho private schools, 14 per cent. 
In -n.lgobrn. the public schools h:1vo nearly49 per cent of all their students ; tho private 
schools, over 44½ per cent. In geometry the proportions are 23. 71 per cont in the 
public schools und nearly 20 per cent in the private schools. Students of trigonom-
etry arc only a little more than 2½ per cent in tho public schools and 4¼ per cont in 
the pri vato schools. In physics the proportion is about 23 per cent in tho public 
schools ancl 20 per cent in tho private schools. In chemistry the number is about 
tho s::imo in each, nearly 10 per cent, and in general history the students in the pub-
lic schools aro about 31 p er cent and in tho private schools a trifle over 32 per cent. 
In ortlcr to show the status of secondary schools in regard to the number of stu-
dents pursuing tho principal studies in such schools, the following table (V) bas 
been prepared, which gives the number ancl percenta:re of students in ten different 
studies, comparing public and private schools together. The fable gives first the 
whole country, then by geographical divisions, and lastly the cletai]ed figures and 
percentages for each J;ate ap.d Territory, and in every case for each study sepa-
r ately. 
Tl:iis table ma~rns it possible to see at a glance the com1ition of the schools in any 
sect10n or State m regard to any study or class of studies ::is classics modern lan-
guages, mathematics, or physics, etc., and to seo how the t~o classes of' schools com-
pare with each other fo regard to studies, or rather in regard to the umnbcr pursuing 
certain studies. 
'!'ABLE V.-Percentage of stiide11ts pursuing certain studies to . the whole number of secondary stnclents in the secondary schools. 
[.A , Puulic high schools; D, Pl'ivato acauemics, seminaries, etc.] 
r;!!z}:11 . 1- --1~ of stn· Nnm· P er- Kum. Per· Num. P er. Num. Per. 
dents. ber. I cent. ber. j cent· ber. cent· I ber. / cent· 
age. age. age. age. 
Latin. Gr eek. French. German. .A.lgebrn. Geometry. Tri1~~~me· •I Physics. I Chemistry. Gen:~t:.his· 
Num- P er- Num. Per· Kum. P cr· 1:,um- P er· Nurn- Per· Num.l P er· 
ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent- ber. cent· lier. cent· lier. cent. 
United States· ...... { ~:: 
I 1 _ ___ _ ___ _ age. _ _  age._ age. _ age. _ age. _ age. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 .o.5 16 1~ !S 19 20 21. 122 
--- - - --- - - - - ----- - -- - - - --- ---------- - - - --- --- - - --
239, 556 93,144 38. 88 7,397 3. 08 12,423 5.18 24, 98610.43 117,236 48. 93 56, 815 23. 71 5, u80 2. 37 54,686 22. 82 2-!, 38610.17 74, 206
1
30. 97 
N~f!~~~l.~~~i.~~i.~i .. { t: 
So~~~~~~~~~~~~i.~i.· r f: 
So~~~?-~~~~~~ .~i~i: { t: 
N~I~~.~~~.t~~!.~i~.i: { t:: 
Western Division .. { t:: 
Maino . . ............ { t:: 
,T II h " s .A. .. 
.J..,ew amps ire . ... 'I. B .. 
"IT s A.L 
, crmont ........ ... 'I. B . . 
Massachusetts .. .. . { t:: 
Rhode Isla.nd , ..... { t:: 
Connecticut . . . , .. . . { t:: 
.,ff ..,.... ·J- 5 A. .. 
.J.., ow .1. 01 , •••••.... '/. B . . 
New Jersey .... .. .. { t:: 
P 1 . s .A. .. ennsy vama .. . ... l B .. 
Delaware ......... . { t:: 
Maryland . ......... { f :: 
Dist. of Columbia .. { t~~ 
10~, 7~9 38, 89~ 38. 60 8,543 8. 48 16, 82116. 69 14, 5]914. 4+ ~ ' 89~ 44. 57 19,810 19. 66 4,405 4. 3Z 20, 3Hi ?O· ~6 9, !JOO 9. 83 32,460 32. 22 
8-J, 6l8 32,028 37. 40 4, 968 5. 80 9, 004 10. 51 9, 2~9 10. 76 36,836 43. 01 19,711 23. 01 1,088 1.21 17, 246 21. ;:,O 8,090 10. 49 26, 513 32. 13 
38, 585 H.i, 637 43.12 4,917 12. 72 9,607 24. 63 7,458 19. 4- 16,497 42. 75 8. 491 22+ 1, 219 3. 15 7,306 18. 93 3, .877 10+ 12, 385,32. 09 
12,556 (.i, 916 55. 08 399 3.17 807 6. 42 1,091 8. 68 7,456 59. 38 3,295 26. 24 459 3. 65 3, 915 31.18 1,730 13. 77 5,344 42. 56 
15,847 7,414 46. 78 1,010 6. 37 2, 749 11. 04 1, 516 9. 2. 5 8,224 51. 9- 3,030 19.12 644 4+ 3,03019.12 1,358 8. 57 5, 772136. 42 
13, 720 0, 671 47. 89 223 1. 62 319 2. 25 946 6. 89 8,860 64. 57 4, 288 31. 25 853 6. 2+ 4,628 33. 7B 1, 83113. 34 5,619 40. 05 
19,553 0,42232.84 863 4.41 1, 523 7.78 993 5.07+ 10, 00451.16 3,92320+ 1,353 6.9+ 5,22426.71 2,00210.24 0,19531.68 
117,289 43,. 830 37. 3'1 1,519 l. 20 2,051 1. 74 12, 78310. 89 58,073 49. 51 , 25, 926 22. 10 3, 006 2. 56 26,415 22. 52 10,425 9. 74 31,980 27. 26 
;'.]' 101 6, 827 32. 35 1, 450 6. 87 1, 992 9. 44 3, 836 18. 18 8, 0;16 37. 9 + 3, 393 16. 08 1, 004 4. 7fj 3, 729 17. 67 2, 125 10+ 5, 965128. 27 
10, 391 3, 799 36. 65 288 2. 67 212 2. 33 947 9.13 0, 011 58 + 3, 595 34. 69 274 2. 64 2,482 22. 88 1,410 13. 6+ 4, 750
1
45. 83 
5, 653 1,592 28. 16 303 5. 36 950 16. 8+ 71612. 66 2,158 38.17 973 17. 21 185 3. 27 1, 027 18. 16 547 9. 67 1 2, H4 37. 74 
6,656 2, 677 40. 22 587 8. 82+ 554 8. 32+ 64 . 9 + I, 919 28. 83 1,493 22. 43 2 . 03 1, 535 23. 06 1;g7 10. 47 1,818 27. 31+ 
2,468 84734.32 29511.95+ 212 8.59 48 1.94+ 1,12845.7+ 55722.57+ 22 .89 47819.37 28811.67 5H621.71+ 
2,461 l, 339 54. 4+ 189 7. 68- 393 15. 96+ 12 . 49+ 973 39. 53 558 22. 67 20 . 81+ 488 19. 79 -255 10. 32 686 27. 87 + 
1,987 889 44. 24 556 27. 98 440 22.14+ 195 9. 81+ 1,008 50. 72 39419. 83-+, 52 2. 61 413 20. 78 218 10. 97 436 21. 94+ 
2, 17!) 782 35. 9 1:25 5'. 73 165 7. 57 78 3. 58 922 23. 12 403 23.12 i 3 .14 349 16 204 9. 36 507 23. 26 
2, 312 744 32. 18 206 8. 91 257 32. 18 140 6. 05+ 700 30. 27 341 14. 7G 32 1. 38 332 lJ. 36 197 8. 52 380 16. 43 
20, 94b 10,548 50. 36+ 1, 886 9+ 5, 861 27. 98 1, 847 8. 82 8,643 41. 31 5, 087 24. 28 94 . 45 4,637 22.14 3,038 14. 5 8, 1\56 40. 85 
5, 428 2, 638 48. 6 1, 018 18. 75 + 1, 834 33. 78 1, 03118. 99 2, 298 42. 33 1, 395 25. 7 220 4. 05 1, 006 J 8. 53 638 11. 75+ 1, 751 32. 26 
1, 8or 9!lO 54. n+ rn210. 61+ 245 13. 54 54 2. 98 846 46. 76 447 24·_ 7 52 2. 87 489 21. 03 210 11. 6 618,34.16 
66f 347 51. 87- 70 10. 46 + 202 30. 19-t 2!1 4. 33 342 51. 12 181 27 + 13 1. 9 125 18. 82 39 5. 83 295 44. 09 
4,591 2, 263 47. 11+ 382 8. 32+ 422 9. 19 78817. 16+ 2, 208 48. 09 845 18. 38 73 1. 5D 717 15. 62 47610. 36 1, 41130. 73 
1,470 848 57+ 136 9. 25 . 310 21. 08 274 18, 63+ 732 49.12 35123. 9 24 1. 63 20814.15 137 9. 32 595 40. 47 
26,629 7,364 21. 65 + 1,188 4. 46 1,091 4. oo + s, 729 14+ 9,918 37. 2-1 4,980 18. 7+ 440 1. 68 3, 77414.17 1,724 . 6. 47 o, 126 23+ 
11,243 4,725 42 + 1, 31211. 67- 3,851 34. 25 2,924 26+ 4,590 40. 82 2,572 22. 87 889 3. 4.(i 2,404 21. 38 1, 283,11. 41 4, 41139. 23 
6,317 11, 325 20. 97 + 158 2. 5+ 145 2. 29+ 97210. 63 2, 796 44. 1+ 1, 305 20. 66 149 2. 35 1, 226 19. 4 403 6. 38 1,572 24. 88 
3,889 1,90348.93+ 66016.97 1,00925.9-! 96524.81+ 1,96250.45- 94024.17 241 G.19 71418.18 361 9.28 l,23<1.31:73 
14,088 4,745 33. 68+ 261 l. 85 128 . 9+ 1, 67511. 88+ 8, <ill 61. 12 4,593 32. 51 246 1. 74 4,031 28. 61 1,983 14. 07 5,219 37. 04 
!J, 119 3, 69(i 39. 43 664 7. 28 1,492 16. 36+ 1,.852 20. 3 3,737 40, 98 1,760 19. 3 226 2. 36 1, 62617. 82 716 7. 85 2,747 30.12 
8Ti 283 32. 27 0 . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . 267 30. 44 145 16. 53 '23 2. 62 169 19. 27 u6 7. 52 256 29.19 
300 204 68 · 20 G. (i 137 45. 6 52 5. 93 l(i2 54 54 18 3 1 30 13 59 19. 6 52 14 
1,464 739 50. 47 G9 4. 03 85 5. 8+ 16110. 99 1, 027 70. 15 736 50. 95 02 4. 23 018 42. 21 53 3. u2 566 38. 66 
1,751 99,456. ,7 142 8. 1+ 483 27. &8 640/30. 55 1,033 58. 99 fi36 30. 61 87 4. 39 449 2r. 64 210 11. 9B 791145.17 
],738 96755.64 42 , 2. 87 0 ....... ;i8027.62 7~843.03 37821.,5 56 3. 22 36020.71 1991\.45 1,252,72.03 
755 203 26. 89 92 12.18 303 40.13. , 69 9. H 349 ,.O. 23 194 25. 69 13 1. 72 183 24. 241 97 12. 84 480.63. 57 
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TABLE Y.-Pcrutnlaf!C of students pursiting certain st1idies to the whole number of seconda1·y stndents in the secondary schools- Cont inu ed. 
1 
{ A .. ,irgiuin. ---··· · ·· · B .. 
{ A. .. ,Zest Yirtiiuin. - - - - B _. 
5 A. .. Nol'th Cnroliun - - · - l B .. 
{ .tL . South Carolina - - - · B __ 
5A .. Georgia .... - · · · · · ·· ( B .. 
5 A .. Florida - - - - -· · · · · · · '!. B .. 
{ A. . . Kentucky - - -' · · · · · B .. 
I A. .. Teun('ssce - - - · · · · · · } B . . 
5 .A .. 
. Alabama. - -· · · · · · · · t B . . 
{ .A .. Mississippi -- - · · · · · B _· I 
{ .A .. Lonisiana. - - - · · · · · · B .. 
Texas ............. · { : :: 
5 .A .. 
.Ar kansas - - - · · · · · · · l B .. 
Indian Territory - - { t:: 
Ohio ............... { ~: : 
{ . .-L . Indiana .. .. .. ... .. . B . . 
) A. .. 
Illinois - . -- · · · · · · · · · ( B .. 
5.A .. 
Michigan - - - · · · · · · · < B .. 
5 A. .. W isconsin . - ··· · ··· ~ B .. 
Gt·eek . 
Wholo _____ I r e 
number' I P er- ,Nnm- con 
of stu- Num- cent- ber. ago dents. ber. age. 
Latin. 
2 3 4 
2, 150 1, 60617. 47-
2, G74 1, 412 52. 8+ 
474 6313. W 
240 44118. 33 
6:lO 433 68. 73 
4, O!l.J 1, 788 .43. 67 
1, 4861 310120. 86 
] , 766 759 24. 98 
2, 8-lO 2, 063 72. 9-
:l, 992, l , 924 48. 19 
907 452 49. 83 
275 86 31. 27 
2, 718 1, 497 55. 08 
2, 046 805 39. 34 
2, 041 1, 042 51. 05 
5, 160 1, 910 37. 02 
977 473 48. 41 
2, 188 794 37. 2+ 
1, 181 465 39. 37 
3,794 1,118 29. 47 
999 635 63. 56 
1, 250 311 24. 88 
4, 486 2, 020 45. 03 
3, 843 1, 052 27. 37 
1, 264 419 33. 14 
1, 014 398 39. 25 
54 20 37 
258 3413.18 
22, 425 10, 799 48. 16 
4, 790 1, 722 35. 88 
9, 162 4, 377 47. 77 
833 417 50. 06 
19, 840 8, 070 40. 67 
3,518 741121. 06 
14, 549 3, 405123. 4+ 
1. 13 1 276 24. 4+ 
~: ii~ 1, mi~k 44 
;j 6 
11 . 51 
182 6. 8 
0 ..... 
16 6. 6 
0 ...•• 
241 5. 89 
11 . 74 
82 4. 64 
238 8.4+ 
208 5. 21 
38 4. 19-
27 9.8+ 
111 4. 08 
115 5. 62 
4 . 10 
375 7. 27 
46 4. 7+ 
121 5. 53 
35 2. 96 
72, 1. 89 
0 ...•• 
17 1. 36 
27 .6+ 
104 2. 7+ 
0 ··••• 
53 5. 23 
0 . ••• • 
6 2. 32 
487 2.17 
402 8. 38 
17 . 18 
22 2. 64 
347 l. 7b 
159 4. 52 
187 1. 28 
39 3. 45 
69 .77 
260 23. 53 
French. 
Num- Per-
ber . cent-age. 
- --
--
7 s 
-----
159 7. 39 
681 25. 47 
0 ··· · ··. 
2 . 83 
12 1. 9+ 
284 6. 94-
0 ... . ... 
,422 23. 89 
443 15. 65 
428 10. 72 
10811. 9+ 
9 3. 27 
18 . 66 
155 7. 53 
0 - - · · · · · 
237 4. 59 
42 4. 4+ 
152 6. 94 
35 2. 12 
81 2. 16 
178 17. 81 
657 52.56 
46 1. 03 
234 6.09 
0 ....... 
4 .39+ 
0 . ...... 
3 1.16 
286 1. 28 
364 7. 58 
0 ······. 
109 13+ 
758 3. 77 
487 13. 84 
248 1.7+ 
182 16. 09 
44 .49 
16915. 29 
German. .Algebra. 
Nnm- Per- Num- Per-
ber. cent- ber. cent-age. age. 
---- ------
9 .10 .U .1 2 
-------- --
247 11.49 1,501 69. 81 
398 14. 51 1,509 56.43 
4910. 34 468 98. 73 
10 4. 16 42 17. 5 
7 1.1 363 56. 62 
132 3.2- 1,872 45. 73 
3 
. 2+ 426 211.67 
124 7+ 806 4f>. 64 
31 1. 09 + 2,140 75.62 
56 l. 4+ 2, 348 58. 82 
13 1. 43 516 56. 89 
35 12. 7 93 33 82 
478 17. 18 1,736 63. 87 
169 8. 26 1,160 56. 74 
83 4. 07 1,202 58. 89 
215 14.17 2,452 47.52 
36 3. 68 629 64. 38 
60 2. 74 1,304 59. 59 
0 ······. 661 55. 96 
66 1. 74 1, 719 45. 3+ 
0 ··· · · · · 532 53. 25 
70 5. 6 658 52. 64 
315 7+ 3,302 73. 6+ 
365 9.5- 2,141 55. 71 
34 2. 68 778 61. 55 
42 4.14 436 43-
0 ....... 20 38. 8 
6 2. 33 ] 34 51. 93 
2,514 11. 21 13,173 58. 74 
989 20.6+ 2, 01141. 9+ 
826 9 + 5. 086 55. 5+ 
03 11. 16 265 31. 81 
2, 564 12. 92 9,033 45.53 
394 11. ~- 1,029 29. 25 
1,861 12. 1+ 5,978 41. 08 
171 15. l+ 400 35. 37 
1,132 12. 57 a,317 36.84 
64.958.?a 460 41. 63 
Geometry. Trigonome- Physics. Chemistry. Genera.I bis-try . tory. 
------ ----
Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Nuru- Per-
ber. cent- ber . cent- ber. cent- ber . cent- ber. cent-age. agt,. age. age. age. 
--
--
--
----------
-------
l.3 14 l. :i 1. 6 17 l.S :19 20 21 2 2 
--------- ----- ---------
474 22. 05 97 4. 52 644 29. 95 253 11. 2+ 980 45. 49 
610 23.19 2:12 8. 67 704 26. 32 269 10. 06 931 J4. 82 
124 26. 16 20 4. 22 241 50. 84 101 21. 3+ 142 29.95 
14 5. 83 2 .83 10 4.17- 15 6. 25 2811. 6 
140 22.2 0 ···· ·· . 247 39.2+ 6810. 79 416 66+ 
429 10. 48 84 2. 04 741 18. 1- 259 6. 32 1,304 31. 85 
142 9. 56 0 .. . . . . . 270 18. 17 43 2. 9+ 362 24. 36 
228 12. 91 19 1. 07 273 15. 46 86 4. 87 740 41. 9 
924 32. 65 161 5. 68 1,065 37. 63 799 28. 23 918 32. 43 
931 23. 32 198 4. 96 614 15. 63 348 8. 72 1,393 34. 89 
232 25.57 40 4. 41 301 33. 07 148 16. 32 452 49. 83 
34 12. 36 6 2.18 17 6. 18 15 5.4 5319. 27 
704 25.9+ 248 8.94 764 28.1+ 340 12. 5+ 85] 31. 3+ 
487 23. 08 211 10. 31 405 19. 79 254 12.42 907 44.33 
600 29. 39 67 3. 28 371 18.18 198 9.7 + 887 43. 46 
813 15. 76 403 7. 81 905 17. 54 293 5. 68 1, 19] 23. 08 
326 33. 36 122 12. 49 327 33. 47 285 29.17 492 50. 26 
509 23. 26 1.13 6. 53 457 20. 88 297 13.57 1,023 46. 75 
249 20. 99 
2i}I ;: ~~ 431 36.4+ 63 5. 33 280 23. 7+ 596 15. 7+ 1,431 37. 72 262 6.9+ 889 23. 43 
345 34. 53 90 9+ 268 26.83 272 27. 23 455 45. 54 
250 20 86 6. 88 540 43.2+ 366 29. 28 798 63. 84 
1,688 37. 63 233 5.19 1,947 43.38 525111. 7+ 2,400 53.5-
1, 113 28. 96 220 5 73 1, 280 33. 3+ 46111. 99 1, lOS 28. 85 
370 29. 27 67 5. 3+ 486 38. 44 134il0.6+ 240 18. 99 
148 14. 59 74 7. 29 190 18. 64 58 5. 72 207 20.41 
6 11. 1 0 ... ... · , 34 62. 96 14 25. 92 14 25. 92 
7 2. 71 2 . 77 I 16 6.2+ 11 4. 26 71 27. 5+ 6,352 28. 33 933 4.16 5,706 25. 44 2,367 10. 55 6,331 28. 23 
812 16. 92 340 7. 08 815 16. 98 726 15.13 1,088 22. 67 
2,203 24. 06 170 1. 86 2,324 25. 37 969 10. 58 2, 630 28.8+ 
114 13. 69 47 5. 64 174 20. 89 63 7. 56 248 2!l. 77 
4,577 23. 07 1, 212 6. 05 4,890 24. 65 2,094 10. 55 5, 781 29. 14 
370 10. 51 82 2. 33 477 13. 55 246 6. 99 928 26. 38 
2,189 15. 05 84 . 58 2,512 17. 27 1,164 8+ 3,481 23. 72 
160 14.15 46 4. 07 223 19. 71 152 13. 45 317 28 + 
l, 478 16. 42 58 . 6-1 1,601 17. 78 380 4. 22 l , g:g,it~: 31128.14 100 9+ 317 28. 69 13612.3+ 
-:J 
0 
n""' 
t_zj 
tj 
q 
Q 
>-1--3 
H 
0 
z 
pj 
t_zj 
""C! 
0 
pj 
~t-3 
~ 
(XJ 
<:o 
~ 
I 
co 
~ 
M 
I 
tzj M 
t, N 
i£ s 
l: 
0 1 
M 
w 
C 
~ 
.A. 
u 
N 
I 
"iv 
0 
C 
. t } A.. 6,929 3, 3171.47. 87 I 166 2. 4 430 6. 2+ 1, rn1 116. 32 3, 802'54 .. 87 ·1, 7t5 24. 75 35 . 56 1, 2s2·
1
18. 35 572 8. 24 1, 662:23. 99 
inneso a · · · · · · · · · )_ B.. 1,332 349 26. 2+ 59 4. 43 46 3. 45 207 15. 5-i 298 22. 4.5 1301 9. 76 ' 12 . 0 116 8. 7 + 33 2. 48 230 17. 99 
} A.. 14,172 4, 160129. 42 29 . 2-t- 36 . 25 1, 0781 7. 6-t- 6,519 40.-. 99 2,901 20. 47 21i 1. 53 2,963 20. o+ 1,004 7. 08 3,933 27. 75 
wa · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · PL. 2, 150 559126 _ 153 7. 1~ 39 1. 81 321 H. 93 861 ~~+ 4~6 20. 28 4~ 2. 19 326 ~5.11 134 6. 23 536 2-i. 93 
, • 5 A.. 7,896 3, 210140. 60 122 1. 5o 226 2. 86 579 7. 33 4,408 oo. 82 1, 6;,3 20. 93 180 2. 34 1,890 23. 95 80510. 95 2, 215
1
28-t-
issoun. · ·· · · · · · · · l B.. 4,015 1, 402134. 92 203 5. 56 43710. 88 63615. 8-i 1, 949
1
48. 5-i 71817. 88 243 6 863 21. 40 46411. 56 1, 398 ,34. 82 
rthD kt 5".A... 132 118 89. 4- 0....... 0....... 3 2.27 . 856L4- 3526.51 0....... 2418.18 1712. 88 2821.21 
> a 
O 
a.····· l B.. 146 30 20. 55 3 2+ 14 9. 59 12 8. 22 ' 54'37 1610. 95 !) 6.16 3121. 23 16 10. 96 42 29. 45 
th Dakot S" A.. 464 128 27. 59 O .. . . . . . O.. .. .. . 12 2. 58 . 220 47. 41 102 21. !)8 14 3 133 28. 66 35 7. 54 111123. 92 
u a······ t B.. 302 120 39. 174 36 11. 92 7 2. 32 74 24. 5+ 105
1
34. 77 63 20. 86 11 3. 64 61 20.19 7 2. 32 101 33. 44 
b k 5 A . . 5, 690 1, 864 32. 76 59 1 + 0 . . . . . . . 463 8.14 2, 844 49. 98 1, 230 21. 62 40 . 7 + 1, 365 23. 99 645 11. 33 1, 866
1
32. 70 1 
ras a · · · · · · · · · · l B . . 7!l4 269 33. 88 55 6. 91 9111. 46 176 22. 16 237 j2D. 85 13116. 5- 45 5. Ci7 158 19. !l- 71 8. 94 324 40. s+ 
f A.. 6, !l99 2,442 34. 75 36 . 51 ::!3 . 33 620 8. 82 3, 608151. 34 1,491 21. 22 58 . 83 1,725 24. 55 313 4. 45 2, 235
1
31. 80 
msas. · · · · · · · ··· ·· l B.. 976 30130. 84 59 6+ 47 4. 82 114 11. 68 347135. 55 132 13. 52 24 2. 47 16817. 21 77 7. 89 187 19.16 
ta {.A... 479 112 35. 9+ 3 . 63 1 . 2+ 7315. 24 rn8i35. 01 001 2. 53 16 3. 34 136
1
28. 39 12 2. 5+ 185
1
38. 02 
m na · · · · · · · · · · · ll . . 161 14 8. 17 O . . . . . . . 13 8. 07 8 4. 97 73 45. 34 6, 3. 73 O . . . . . . . 22 3. 66 2 1. 2-i 58
1
36. 02 
~::tg ····· ····· f!:: · ··i;~;~ ·--s~;li:05· · ·· ··1i ii~:: ··-ii: iii:: ···45~1lii:i;:: ..... 9::1;;:1+· --·4~:,:::s6· · · ... 5: iii:: ... 4:~!:~:!i1·· ···is~ -~:iio· · ·i;z~~\:~:3+ · 0 
· ·• • • • • · • • • t B.. 567 202 37. 3-i 89 15. 69 48 8. 47 44 7. 76 205,36. 15 6711. 82 14 2. 47 36 6. 35 10718. 87 175
1
30. 86 
w Mexico 5 .A... 30 10 33. 3 O . . . . . . . o . . . . . . . 1 3. 3 22i73. 3 3 10 o .• _.... 3 10 o . . . . . . . 15 50 
' · · · · · · · t B.. 27 15 55. 5 1 3. 7 414. 81 414. 81 10 37 11 3. 7 3 11+ 311+ 1 3. 7 7 25. 02 
·izona ............ { t: 1:: .. .. ~::~:~; ... .... ~ ::::::: ..... ~ :~:i~:: .... i:1:~_: i;:: ..... J:::~: .. ·- -J:~::~-· ..... ~ :i:ii:: .... ;~~~:~ .. ..... :1::::::: .... ~:~::.::-
ah·· · ··· ···· ····· { B.. 906 145 16+ 20 2. 2+ 26 2. 87 103 11. 37 216123. 84 13114. 46 26 2. 87 93 10. 27 62 6. 84 265 29. 25 
rnda S" .A.. . 511 21 4. 1+ O . . . . . . . O . . . . . . . 8 15. 66 376173. 58 154130.14 1 . l!l 272 53. 23 108 21.13 126 24. 66 
..... · ....... l B . . 38 381100 4 10. 53 20 52. 63 5 13. 16 25 65. 79 13 34. 21 7 18. 37 12 31. 58 7 18. 42 12 31. 58 
:::i~.~~~~-....... {{ t: . -"i," ~:: ... 2:~!2:: :: ....... ~:::ii:: .... · t ::::: .... 6~k:ii:: .. -.. ~~:1::: :~ ..... J:;:. ~+ ...... : : ~~:::: ... ]:: ~;: ~; .. .... 2l · :: :: .. .. ·2~~ ~::.:: .. 
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'b . . . . • • . . • • . • • B. . 776 276 35. 57 35 4. 51 77 9. 92 180 23. l!l 329142. 3!l 109112. 74 16 2. 06 163 21+ 54 6. 96 198 25. 52 
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By examining_ the above table, in connection with diagram 5, it will be found that 
the proportionate number of students pursuing the several studies varies greatly 
in different parts of the country. In diagram 5 the percentages arc given for the 
whole country only. . 
Latin.-In this table, by comparing· the geograph10al di visions, it is seen that of the 
students in Latin the South Atlantic Division has the highest percentage in both the 
public and private schools, being 55 per cent in the former and almost 47 per cent 
in the latter. In the public schools the next highest percentage is in the South 
Central Di vision, being nearly 48 per cent; while in the remaining three clivisions 
the percentage is almost the same, about 37 per cent for each. In the private 
schools the second highest in Latin js the North Atlantic Division, 43 per cent, with 
a little over 32 per cent in the South Central and North Central DiYisions, and 28 
per cent in the Western Division. By comparing the States, North Dakota shows 
89 per cent in Latin, although having but a small number of students; Georgia, 80 
per cent; North Carolina, nearly 70 per cent; Louisiana, nearly 64 per cent; Dis-
trict of Columbia, 55.64per cent; Kentucky, 55 per cent; Rhode Island, nearly55 per 
cent; New Hampshire, 54.1 per cent; and so down through the list of States, with 
varying proportions, to Nevada, which is the lowest in rank, having only 4 per cent. 
In the private schools the highest ratio is the State of Nevada, being 100 per cent; 
Delaware, 68 per cent; \V"isconsin, 58 per cent; Connecticut, 57 per cent; Rhode 
Island, about 52 per cent; Indiana, 50 per cent; New Jersey and Massachusetts, 
nearly 49 per cent. Montana is the lowest in the list, a little over 8 per cent; Wyo -
ming, Arizona, and Idaho having no reports. 
Taking the States by f<eographical divisions and making comparisons, it will be 
found that in the publi~ schools of the States in the North Atlantic Division Rhode 
Island has the largest ratio, 54.72 per cent, and New York the smallest, 27.65 per 
cent. In the private schools of the same division Connecticut has the la.rgest, 57 
per cent, and Vermont the lowest, 32.18 per cent. In the South Atlantic Divisi?n 
North Carolina has the highest ratio, 68.73 per cent in the public schools, and Vir-
ginia the lowest, 7.47per cent, while in the private schools of this division Delaware 
has the highest, 68 per cent, and West Virginia the lowest, 18.33 per cent. Of the 
States in the South Central Division Louisiana has the grenitest ratio, 63.56 per cent 
of Latin stuclents in the public schools, and Arkansas the lowest, 33.14 per cent; 
while in the private schools in the same division Kentucky has the liighest ratio, 39.3! 
per cent, ancl the Indian Territory the lowest, 13.18 per cent. -
. In the public schools of the North Central Division North Dakota has 89.4 p~r 
cent, the .highest ratio, and Wisconsin the lowest, 21.44. per cent; while in the pri-
vate schools Wisconsin has the highest ratio, 59 per cent, and North Dakota: ~he 
lowest, 20.55 per cent in this study. In the public schools of the ·western DivJs10n 
Californfa has the highest ratio, 44.94 per cent, of students in Latin, and Nevada the 
lowest, 4.1 per cent; while in the private schools of this division Nevada has the 
highest ratio, 100 per cent, and Montana the lowest, 8.17 per cent. . 
Greelc.-In Greek, tho proportion of students is very mnch smaller, the State havrng 
the largest ratio in the public schools being New Hampshire, with nearly 28 per cent, 
tho lowest being Louisiana, with 1.36 per cent. In the private schools New Jersey 
has the highest ratio, almost 17 per cent, in Greek, while North Carolina, Deb ware, 
Loni_siana, ~rkansas, Indian Territory, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, New 
MexicoJ Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, and Oregon r eport no Greek students whatever, 
and Indian~ r eports no~ quite two-tenths of 1 per cent. .. 
French_.-Tho proportion of students in French also varies greatly. Of the pubnc 
schools m the North Atlantic Division the laro-est ratio is in Massachusetts, almost 
28per cent; the lowest, Pennsylvania, only nin~-tenths of 1 per cent . In the private 
schools New York has the largest ratio, 34.25 p er cent, and Maine the lowest, over 
8.50 p_er cent. ~n the South Atlantic Division the public schools of Georgia have 
th_o ~1~hest rat;o, 15.65 per cent; while Delaware, the District of Columb~a, West 
Virgmia, and South Carolina h ave no students in French and North Carolma only 
about 2 per cent. In the private schools Delaware h as the highest ratio, 45.6 per 
cent, and : V:e~t Vi!ginia the lowest, about four-fifths of 1 per cent. In the South 
Central D1v1s_10nt 1~ the public schools, the highest ratio is in Louisiana, almost ;s 
per cent; wh1le 1u Texas, Arkansas, and Indian Territory there are no students m 
E rench, and I entucky has two-thirds of 1 per cent. In the private schools Lonisi-
a.na has the highest, oYer 52.5 per cent, and Arkansas tho lowest, about two-fifths of 
~ P r_c nt. In the ·orth Central Division, in the pnblic schools, the highest ratio is 
1~1 dmuesota, oYer 6 per cent; while Indiana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and 
N~hr~ ka r port none, an(l Iowa one-fourth of 1 per cent. In the private schools 
M1ch1gan ha the greatest ratio, 16 per cent and Iowa the lowest not quite 2 per 
cent. In tho Weste~ Division, in the pnbli~ schools, Colorad) ha.s'thehjghest ratio, 
abont6per c nt; while\ yoming, Tew Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, Wa.shin~ton, 
and Ore~on report none, and ~ontana but one-fifth of 1 per cent. In the P!1vate 
Pch?o~ N.evada, th~mgh reportmg but a very few secondary schools, has the highest 
ra.t10 m J., rcn h, being over 52½ per cent, a.nd ta.h the lowest, not quite 3 per cent. 
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Gernian.-The proportion of students in German varies greatly in different sec-
tions of the country. In the North .Atlantic Division, in the public schools, Con-
necticut has the highest ratio, over 17 per cent, and New Hampshire the lowest, not 
quite one-half of 1 per cent. In the private schools New York bas the greatest pro-
portion, 26 per cent, and Maine the lowest, not quite 2 per cent. In the South 
Atlantic Division, in the public schools, the District of Columbia has the highest 
ratio, over 27.5 per cent; while Delaware reports none, and North Carolina only a 
little over 1 per cent. In the private schools Maryland has over 36.5 per cent, the 
highest ratio, and Georgia the lowest, not quite 1.5 per cent. In the South Central 
Division, in the public schools, Kentucky has the largest ratio, over 17 per cent, 
while Mississippi, Louisiana, and Indiau Territory report none, and Arkansas 2} 
per cent. In the private schools Tennessee has the highest ratio, over 14 per cent, 
and Mississippi the lowest, 1. 75 per cent. In the North Central Division, in the 
public schools, Nebraska has the highest ratio, over 22 per cent, and North Dakota 
the lowest, 2.25 per cent. In the private schools Wisconsin has the highest ratio, 
58.75 per cent, and North Dakota the lowest, about 8.25 per cent. In the Western 
Division, in ·the public schools, Colorado bas the highest ratio, over 24 per cent; 
while Wyoming, Arizona, and Idaho report none, and New Mexico only 3¼ per cent. 
In the private schools Oregon has the largest proportion, 23.2 pe:r cent, and Wyo-
ming, Arizona, and Idaho make no report, while Montana has almost 5 per cent. 
Very interesting results can be found by going over the entire list of the studies of 
which the statistics a~d percentages are compiled in this table. The facts relating 
to the studies are given as indicating what a complete analysis of the table will 
show, and the table itself is so full and complete that it is not thought necessary to 1 
go further into the .details. · 
PROPORTION AS TO SEX IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
The question of the proportion of the sexes in the secondary schools becomes a 
matter of interest in comparing a series of years, so that changes, if any, can be 
noted. For this reason the following Table VI has been prepared, giving as far as 
possible the number ancl percentage as to sex of instruQtors and students, includ-
ing the students preparing for college. There is also given the percentage of each 
sex preparing for college to the whole number in the school. 
TABLE VI.-Ratio of male and fernale instructors and students, and siitdents p1·eparin{) 
for college, classical and scientific cou?'ses, in secondary schools in the United States 
E~~ ' 
·whito students. I Colored students. 
I Porcenfage. Percentage. Percentage. 
Num-
Instructors. 
, Male. male. Male. male. Male. male. 
ber. I I Fe- Number. Fe- Number. Fe-
P-ub- l~ic~s_c_h_o_ol_s_. _-_-__ -_-_ .- .----1:1--9,-5-6411~1~ 239, 556
1 
39. 8 
Private :icademies, sem-
inarios, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 093 47. 26 52. 74 100, 739 52.14 
60. 2 
47. 86 
I 
4, 0471 
1,318 
38. 55 
50. 6 
61. 45 
49.4 
Preparing for college. 
Classical course. Scientific course. 
Percentage of 
Preparing for col- studentsprepar, 
le~e, classical, and ing for college, 
scientific courses. both classical 
and scientific 
1- --,--- --1----;-----/----,------Jcourses, to whole 
I 
number in Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. schools. 
Num- _____ 1 Num- ---,----I Num-ber. l Fe- ber. Fe- lier. 1----:-I_F_e __ --t----:----
/Male. male. __ Male. male. Male. male. Male. Female. 
---~--/ --- -------- ---
Public schools . . . . . . . . . . 15, ~33
1
54. 55 45. 44 16,532 49. 55 50. 451 31, 741 52 148 17. 3 10. 7 Private academies, som-
inarios, etc..... . ...... 15, 995 97 3 9, 291 73. 52 26. 48 25, 286 72. 12 27. 88/ 34. 72 14. 58 
The foregoing table shows that of the instructors, 56i per cent in the public hio-h 
schools a~d 52.75 pe~ cent in the private academies, et~., are women. Of the white 
studen_ts m the pubhc schools 60 per cent are females, and in private academies etc. 
not qmte 48 per cent, the males having a majority in the private schools alone. Of th~ 
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colored ~tndents in the public schools, about 61.5 per cent arc females, and in the pri-
vate academies, etc., the sexes differ l ess than 1 per cent. Of the students preparing 
for college in the classical course of the public high schools, the males are 54.5 per cent 
to 45.5 per cent females, while in the private academies, the males are 97 per cent, 
the females only 3 per cent. Of those in the scientific course preparing for college, 
in tho public schools, the males are 49.5 per cent, the females 50.5, less than 1 per cent 
difference, while of those in the same course in the private academies, the males are 
73.5 per cent, and the females 26.5 per cent. Taking the preparatory students in 
both courses together1 in tho public high schools, the ratio is 52 per cent males to 
48 per cent females; in the private academies, it is 72 per cent males to almost 28 per 
cent females. The ratio of male students preparing for college in both courses to 
thew hole number of male students in the schools is 17 .3 in the public schools and 
34. 75 per cent in the private academies; while the ratio of female preparatory stu-
dents to the total number is, in the public schools, 10.7 per cent, and in the private 
academies, nearly 14.6 per cent. · 
Another interesting fact in connection with sex jg a comparison as to the ratio of 
each sex pursuing different studies in the schools. The following Table VII .gives 
the percentage of male and fema.le students for each of ten different studies in both 
classes of s~hools, by geographical divisions, the public and private schools being 
arranged together under each division, for easy comparison. 
TABLE VIL-Percentage of male ancl female students purswing certain studies, 1891-'92. 
[.A., public schools; B, priYate schools, academies, etc.1 
L::itin. Greek. French. German. A.lgebra. 
Male. F e- Male. Fe- Male. Fe- Male. Fe. Male. Fe-male . male. male. ·male. ma.le. 
------------
------
United States ......... { t:: 38. 73 (il. 27 62. 32 37. 68 32. 35 67. 65 36. 47 64. 53 39. 67 60. 33 57. 25 4.2. 75 84. 84 15. 16 36. 28 63. 72 53 . 57 4.6. 43 55. >-9 44.11 
N~~tin~:~~-~~-i_c_ -~-i: { L 41. 54 58. 46 62. 25 37. e5 37. 17 62. 83 36.14 63. 86 39. 47 60. 53 59.54 40.46 86. 37 13. 63 43. 06 56. 94 53. 91 46. 09 61. 85 38. ]5 
so;i!~on.A_:!~-~: .i.~-~~i: ft:: 36. 95 63. 05 79.44 20. 56 16.11 83. 89 36. 66 63. 34 38. 89 61.11 57. 24 42. 76 88. 81 11. 1!) 34. 4 65. 6 55. 01 44. 99 54. 85 45.15 
So~!f on~~-~:.~~-~. ~i-- ft:: 42.14 57. 8G 84. 75 15 25 2. 82 97.18 50 50 41. 95 58. 05 52.13 4.7. 87 77. 28 22. 72 27. 57 72. 43 3!). 88 60.12 49. 06 50. 94 
N~!fon~~-~~-1:~_1 __ ~_i: { L 36.13 63. 87 55. 76 44 .24 23. 89 76.11 35. 37 6-i. 63 39. 34 60. 66 57. 08 42. 92 79. 93 20. 07 21.13 78. 87 58.88 31.12 54. 77 45. :!3 
Western division ..... Lt:: 4.2. 56 57. 44 57. 64 4.2. 36 16. 9 83.1 33.15 66.85 41. 62 58. 38 54.. 89 45.11 88.11 11.89 19.15 80.84 36 64 50.14 49. 86 
Geometry. Trigo- I Physics. Chemistry. 
General 
nometry. History. 
Male. Fe- M I Fe- Male. I Fe- Male . Fe- l Fe-male. ~ male. male. male. Male. male. 
--------
United States . ........ { t:: 38. 50 61. 50 43 57 30. 76 60. 24 38. 22 61. 78 37. 28 02. 72 59. 83 40.17 61.4 38. 6 47. 25 52. 75 (i2 . 02 47. 98 47. 68 52. 32 
N~ra?on~~!-~~-t·i·~-~: { L 39. 86 60.14 55. 6 44. 4 4.0. 82 59.18 37. 91 G2. 04 35.17 64. 83 64. 23 35. 77 72. 35 27. 65 57. 47 42. 53 60.13 30. 87 4.8. 72 51. 28 
So~\~lo/:~~-~:.i.~--~i-- { f:: 36. 50 63. 50 52. 0!) 47. 91 37. 93 02. 07 34. 5 65. 5 39. 05 60. 95 61. 25 38. 75 61. 95 38. 05 52. 79 46. 21 46. 39 53. 61 54. 29 45. 71 Sou_tt.i Contra) di-{ ..A. . • 63.17 36. 83 39.15 60. 85 42 58 40.14 59. 86 38. 53 61. 47 
Vl 10n ·············· B .. 51. 08 48. 93 52.1 47. 9 44.. 73 55. 27 36. 98 63. 02 42. 37 67. 63 N 01;i~1 C en tr a 1 di- { .A .. 37. 59 62. 41 38.15 61. 85 39. 04 60. 95 38. 38 61. 62 37. 98 ti2. 02 Vl810n .............. :8 .. 59. 03 4.0. 97 59. 36 40.64 53. 71 46. 29 56. 28 43. 72 46.89 53.11 
Western division ..... { t:: 41. 19 58. 81 43. 07 56. 93 38. 76 61. 24 40. 77 59. 23 40. 94 59. 06 55.19 44. 81 55. 67 44. 33 42. 06 57. 94 51.19 4.8. 81 41. 46 58. 54 
n examination of the :ibovo tnblo it will be seen that in the public high schools 
tho femal s are ver_60 per cent oftbe students pursuing all the ten studies named, 
except reek and trigonometry, and a majority in Latin French German algebra, 
g on:etry, trigonometry, physics, chemistry, and gener~l history, that is1in all the 
stud1_ s xccpt r k, in which the ratio is 62½ p r cent males to 37¼ per cent females. 
In trigo~on? tr:Y the ~emales are 57 per cent. In the private academies, the males 
:ir a. ma~ori_ty m Lat1:r:i: Gr _ek, . erman, algeura, geometry, trigonometry, and chem-
LBtry th h1gbe t ratio u mg m Greek, nearly 85 per cent. The females have the 
~arg, r p<'r enfa~e in Fr nch, physics, and general history, the highest ratio being 
m l!rcu b, 63.75per cent. 
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The varions geographical divisions differ considernbly in the relative percentages 
of the sexes pursuing certain studies. For instance, in the public high schools, of 
those stndying Latin, the majority are females in every division; in the private 
academies, the males are a majority in every division except the South Central. Of 
the students in Greek, a very large percentage are males, in both classes of schools 
and in every division; while in French the opposite is t,rue, the larger percentage 
being females in both classes in all divisions. In German, in the public high _schools, 
the large proportion are males in every division except the South Central, and in 
that the two sexes are equal. In the private academies the males are the greater 
ratio in all divisions except the South Central and tho Western divisions. Of the 
students in algebra in the public high schools, the greater proportion are females in 
all the divisions, the largest ratio, over 61 per cent Leing in the South Atlantic divi-
sion; while in the private academies the males have the majority in every division 
except the South Centrnl, and in that not quite 1 per cent less. In geometry, the 
females are the greater number in the public schools in all hut the South Central 
divisi on. In the private academics foe males have a majority in all the divisions. 
In trigonometry the males predominate in the public schools only in the North 
Atlantic division and South Atlantic division; while in the private academies the 
males are the larger percentage in all divisions, being the greatest in the North Atlan-
tic division, or 72 per cent. In the public high schools, of stndents in physics, chem-
istry, and general history, the greater ratio are males in all the divisions, while in 
the private academies, in physics, the females are the greater ratio in the South 
Central and Western divisions. In chemistry in the South Atlantic and South Cen-
tral divisions, and in general history, the females have n, greater 11erceut~ge in alJ 
f}Xcept the South Atlantic division. 

• 
CHAPTER XIX. 
UNIVERSITIES .AND COLLEGES. 
DISCUSSION OF STATISTICS. 
Nuniber of institutions.-The· number of univers~ties an?- colleges reporting to 
this office during the year 1891-'92 was 442, showmg an rncrease of 12 over t_he 
number reporting during the_Prev:ious yea~. Prominent amo~g the new rn-
stitutions reported are the Umvers1ty of Arizona, at Tucson, Ariz., and the Le-
land Stanford Junior University, at Palo Alto, CR-1. 
The University of Arizona was established by an act of the Territorial legis-
lature in 1885 but owino- to a lack of funds the institution was not opened to 
students until 'october 1,"'1891. The n,ct establishing the University of Arizona 
provides for th~ following departments: 
First. 'l'he Department of Science, Literature, and the Arts. 
Second. The Department of Theory and Practice, and Elementary Instruction. 
Third. The Department of Agricult'.lre. 
Fourth. 'l'he Normal Department. 
Fifth. The Department of Mineralogy and the School of Mines. 
Only two of these departments, the third ancl fifth, have thus far teen opened 
to students. This action was rendered necessary owing to the insufficiency of 
the income to equip and support all the departments. The resources of the in-
stitution at present consist of the $15,000 per annum for experiment stations 
and of the appropriations by the act of August 30, 1890, to agricultural and me-
chanical colleges. No funds from the act of July 2, 1862, are yet available. The 
university reported for its first year 9 professors and 31 students. 
The Leland Stanford Junior University, at Palo Alto, Cal., was determined' 
upon by the Hon. Leland Stanford and Jane Lathrop Stanford in 188-!. Novem-
ber 14, 1885, the grant of endowment was publicly made , and on the s :1me day 
the board of trustees held its first meeting in San Francisco. The wor k of con-
struction was at once begun and the corner stone laid May 14, 1887. The uni-
versity was formally opened to students October 1, 1891. The property con-
veyed to the university consists of the Palo Alto estate of 8,400 acres, the Vina 
estate of 55,000 acres, and the Gridley eshte of 22,000 acres. The value of the 
endowment is generally estimated at about $25,000,000. The general manage-
ment and control of the institution are vested in a board of 24 trustees, but the 
charter provides that the founders, during their lives, shall "perform all the 
duties and exercise all the powers and privileges enjoined upon and vested in 
the trustees." Tuition in all departments is free and board is furnished at cost. 
The number of professors and instructors during the first year was :38, while 
the students numbered 558, of which number 38 were graduate students. The 
university does not furnish preparatory instruction. 
Professors and instructors.-The following t:tble gives the number of profes-
sors and instructors, m ale and female, in the several departments of universi-
ties and colleges : 
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1\umber of professors and instructors in uniiersities ancl colleges in 1891-'92. 
Num-~ Preparatory Collegiate Professional Total 
ber of departments. departments. departments. numter. 
States and Territories. ins ti-
tu- Male. Fe- Male. Fe- Male. Fe- Male. Fe-tions. male. male. male. male. 
, ___ 
- --
------------
---
---
United States ___ ____ 442 1, 719 694 4,693 517 2,370 23 8,056 1,270 
-------- ----
--
-------
North Atlantic Division 77 260 34 1,494 41 797 2 2,483 76 
South Atlantic Division 57 175 74 551 46 192 0 858 131 
South Central Dtvision. 73 175 130 517 91 255 1 877 229 
North Central Division_ 200 971 398 1,845 276 921 21 3,272 721) 
Western Division ____ ___ 35 138 58 ~86 63 205 1 566 114 
-
--------=-===-==== --North Atlantic Division: Maine _______________ ___ 3 0 0 41 0 15 0 55 0 New HalllJ)shire_. _____ 1 0 0 25 0 17 0 42 0 Vermont ____ __________ 2 0 0 33 0 22 0 55 0 Massachusetts ________ 9 26 2 250 3 211 2 486 5 Rhode Island _______ __ _ 1 0 0 47 0 0 0 47 0 Connecticut_ . __________ 3 0 0 133 0 62 0 195 0 New York _____________ 23 137 15 495 9 289 0 917 24 New Jersey ____________ 5 7 0 106 0 5 0 113 0 Pennsylvania _________ 30 90 17 363 29 176 0 573 47 
South Atlantic Division : Delaware ____ ___ _______ 1 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 0 Maryland ______________ 10 4i 12 133 14 4 0 171 20 
District of col um bia __ 4 28 0 78 3 114 0 228 12 Virginia . ______________ 8 18 3 95 2 19 0 128 5 West Virginia ____ _____ 3 8 1 24 1 2 0 34 2 North Carolina ________ 11 30 14 84 7 27 0 119 20 South Carolina _____ __ _ 8 17 8 54 1 8 . o 68 13 Georgia._c. ___________ _ 8 16 15 56 10 18 0 81 35 Florida ___ ____ _____ ___ _ 4 14 21 15 8 0 0 17 24 
South Central Division: Kentucky ______________ 13 28 6 90 7 26 0 l2i 20 Tennessee ______ ___ __ __ 22 61 51 166 34 153 1 339 69 Alabama. _____________ . 8 7 9 62 5 5 0 73 17 Mississippi _____ _____ __ 5 10 7 33 5 5 0 47 12" Louisiana _____________ 9 43 24 71 15 50 0 156 48 
'l'exas _____ __________ __ _ 11 18 23 74 18 16 0 111 42 Arkansas ______________ 5 8 10 21 7 
---- - --~ --------- 27 21 North Central Division: 
Ohio- ·--------- - --- ----- 38 190 58 333 42 160 0 630 126 Indiana ___ ___ __________ 15 73 21 172 20 46 0 272 43 Illinois _____ ___________ 27 150 51 263 23 250 19 609 115 Michigan ___ ______ __ ___ 12 48 29 150 20 56 0 228 57 Wisconsin . ____________ 10 38 8 115 11 32 1 163 21 Minnesota _____ __ __ ____ 11 48 13 132 10 91 0 224. 21 Iowa_ : __________ _____ __ 24 82 66 194 47 104 0 331 114 Missouri. ______________ 27 164 79 215 43 78 0 377 104. Nor th Dakota _________ 4 17 6 18 3 5 0 28 14 South Dalrota ____ _____ 6 30 17 ~ 12 0 0 38 22 Nebraska ___ __ _________ 9 38 16 86 14 78 0 174 27 
Kansas··-·------ -- --- - 17 93 34 137 31 21 1 198 56 Western Division: Montana. ___ ______ _____ 1 1 1 7 0 (I 0 7 1 Wyoming ____ __________ 1 7 3 11 3 0 0 11 3 Colorado ____ ________ ___ 4 27 8 37 10 73 0 112 18 Arizona _____________ ___ 1 1 0 7 1 0 0 8 l Utah . __________ __ ______ 1 8 0 12 0 1 0 16 0 Nevada ______ __________ 1 2 2 11 1 0 0 12 2 Wa ·hington __ __ __ ____ _ 5 16 10 16 10 1 0 25 18 Oregon __ ___ ____________ 6 19 8 26 9 57 0 87 19 California ______ _______ 15 57 26 15\l 29 73 1 288 52 
Tho above table shows that of the total numb3r of instru'.:!tors reported, 1,270, 
or D.6 p 3r cent were women. Examining these figures by dep;1rtments, we 
find that of the number of instructors in the preparatorv departments, 28.8 
per cent were women, while in the college departments but 9.!:J per cent were 
women . Tho smallest ratio of women instructors in college departments is 
found in the North Atlantic Division, where it is but 2.7 per cent. 
!Student . . - The summa riz 2.d s tati ·tics re .3pecting students in the several de-
partments for tho year under con ideratio!l are given very fully according to 
color and sex in the following tables : 
Students in ·universities and colleges, 1891-'92. 
Preparatory departments. 
White. Colored. Total. States and Territories. 
Male. Fe-male. 
Fe-Male. I male. Male. 
United States --------1 27,420 \ 10,896 \1,916 I 1,336 I 29,798 
Fe-
male. 
12,572 
Collegiate departments. Graduate departments. 
White. Colored. Total. White. Colored. Total. 
Male. male. Male. male. Male. male. Male. male. Male. , male. ~ale. male. I 
Fe- I Fe- I Fe- Fe- \ Fe- I \ Fe-
{s8,75~1612)9,084} 564 \ 77 {42,39~T{o,021} 2,258 333 4 -------- 2,531 369 
NorthAtlanticDivision ___ 4,450 424 66 1 4,516 . 425 13,993 1,351 165 1 15,746 \ 1,352 981 95 2 ________ 1,172 95 
South Atlantic Division___ 2, 163 532 918 550 3,081 1,082 { 4, 65<fi\5) 460} 168 28 { 4, 81J7\5) 488} 369 7 0 0 361, 7 
SouthCentralDivision ____ 3,928 1,501 809 708 4,737 2,209 5,402 1,460 190 43 5,592 1,503 129 14 1 0 130 1-1 
NorthCen~r~l_Division ____ H,807 7,431 111 77 15,3S0 7,848 {13,03J2!7) 5, 144} 40 5 {14, 569(2
1
7 )6, 009( 725 1m 1 -------- 806 216 
Western D1v1S1on __________ 2,072 1,008 12 0 2,084 1,008 1, 673 669 1 0 1,674 6691 54 37 0 0 54 37 
North Atlantic Division: 
1= 1 1- ===l===t===1=1---1-- 1-- 1--1--1---1----,----,-
Maine __________________ _ 
New Hampshire _______ _ 
Vermont _______________ _ 
Massachusetts ________ _ 
Rhode Island __________ _ 
Connecticut-----------· 
~:; r~~;~:i=============I Pennsylvania _________ _ 
South Atlantic Division: Delaware ______________ _ 
Maryland_-----· _______ . 
District of Columbia __ _ 
Virginia _______________ _ 
West Virginia _________ _ 
North Carolina ________ _ 
South Carolina ________ _ 
Georgia _____________ ---~ 
Florida--------------- ··· 
South Central Division: Kentucky ______________ _ 
Tennessee _____________ _ 
Alabama _______________ _ 
Mississippi ____________ _ 
Louisiana _____________ _ 
Texas ________ .---- -- ----1 
Arkansas 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
294 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2,119 mo 
59 0 
1,318 294 
0 • 0 
584 69 
301 0 
249 20 
166 8 
347 146 
124 26 
195 46 
197 217 
562 52 
1,335 623 
256 230 
261 68 
709 103 
607 346 
198 79 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
64 
0 
~8 
49 
0 
0 
368 
410 
63 
0 
20 
307 
85 
9 
51 
~38 
99 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
21 
6 
0 
0 
230 
215 
78 
0 
20 
307 
94 
6 
15 
212' 
54 
0 
0 
0 
294 
0 
0 
2,781 
59 
1,382 
0 
612 
350 
249 
166 
71i> 
534 
258 
197 
582 
1,642 
341 
270 
'760 
845 
297 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
130 
0 
295 
0 
90 
6 
20 
8 
376 
241 
124 !{ 
217 
72 
930 
324 
74 
118 
558 
133 
426 
334 
225 
1,320 
347 
1,673 
4,609 
1,280 
3,779 
95 
789 
305 
1,176 
195 
829 
525 
(75) 
640 
96 
1,189 
1,729 
815 
276 
375 
839 
179 
80 
0 
58 
213 
0 
26 
398 
0 
576 
0 
117 
58 
12 
37 
86 
12 
56} 
82 
191 
344 
136 1 100 160 
417 
112 
1 
0 
0 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
153 
0 
4 
24 
() 
0 
104 
21 
15 
0 
19 
136 
10 
6 
5 
4 
10 
0 
0 
·O 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
20 
4 
1 !{ 
0 
3 
17 
2 
4 
7 
7 
3 
427 
334 
225 
2,914 
348 
1,674 
4,611 
1,281 
3,932 
95 
793 
329 
1,176 
195 
933 
546 
(75) 
655 
9Z 
1,208 
1, ~rs: 282 
380 
843 
189 
80 
0 
58 
214 
0 
26 
398 
Of 
576 
0 
117 
61 
12 
37 
106 
16 
57} 
82 
194 
3131 
138 
104 
167 
424 
115 
0 
0 
92 
55 
87 
417 
104 
226 
2 
340 
11 
1 
2 
5 
8 
0 
0 
2 
82 
5 
17 
15 
8 
0 0 
0 0 0 
34 ------- --------
0 0 0 
G O 0 
45 1 0 
0 0 0 
16 1 0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
281 
55 
87 
418 
104 
227 
2 
340 
11 
1 
2 
5 
8 
0 
0 
2 
82 
5 
18 
15 
8 
0 
0 
34 
0 
0 
45 
0 
16 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
8 
0 
cl 
~ 
H 
--1 
tzj 
~ 
r:J). 
H 
i-3 
trj 
U2 
> ~ 
tj 
0 
0 
t'-4 
~ 
trj 
Q 
M 
r,.i 
-:::J 
t,-,,,1< 
~ 
\ 
Students in id1ivenities ancl colleges, 1891-'92- Continued. 
ta.tes and Territories. 
P r epn.r ator y depar tm en ts . 
White. 
Male. Fe-male. 
Colored. 
Fe-Male. I m ale. 
Total. 
Fe-
Ma le. I male. 
Collegiate dep artments. 
White. Colored. 
Male. Fe- I Male. male. male. I F e-
Total. 
Fe-Male. I male. 
Graduating departments. 
White. Colored. 
Male. Fe- I Male. male. male. I Fe-
Total, 
Fe-
Male. I m,ale. 
-----------l---l---l---1---l---l---1---1---1---1--- 1---1---l---l- - - l---l---l---1---
North Central Division : Ohio _____ ______________ _ 
lndin.no. _________ ______ _ 
Illinois _________________ _ 
l\Iichigan _______ __ _____ _ 
Wisconsin _____________ _ 
Minnesota _____________ _ 
Iowa, ___________ ________ _ 
Missouri_ ______________ _ 
North Dakota _________ _ 
South Dakota ____ ____ _ _ 
Nebraska 
2,958 
1,076 
1, 234 
350 
2,745 ~ 1,251 786 382 
609 169 
606 280 
1, 632 1,207 
2,389 1,201 
141 9i 
290 247 
438 376 
Kansas --1 1, 137 640 
Western Division : Montana ________ ______ _ _ 
"\Vyoming __ _____ __ _____ _ 
X~i~~;!~====== === === == == It Utah __ _____ __ __ ________ _ 
Neva.da -- ----- ---~ --- ---Washington __ ______ ____ , 
Oregon _____ ____ __ ______ _ 
California 
49 
39 
284 
12 
54 
41 
206 
288 
1, 099 
25 
22 
159 
10 
43 
GS 
1151 244 
322 
9-l 
2 
8 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
11 
67 
1 
3 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C, 
3,358 
1, 078 
2,753 
943 
609 
606 
1, 635 
2,389 
141 
:~g I 1,140 
49 
39 
284 
12 
54 
41 
206 
280 
1,110 
1, 523 
351 
l , 254 
502 
169 
280 
1, 209 
1,201 
94 
247 
376 
642 
25 
22 
159 
10 
43 
68 
115 
244 
322 
2, 64.0 
5 (6) 
( 1,535 
2,007 
494 
1, 333 
1,089 
1,361 
1,414 
32 
75 
498 
5 (21) 
( 561 
19 
5 
94 
5 
21 
26 
71 
177 
1,255 
972 32 4 
516} 4 0 
729 1 1 
251 1 
290 1 0 
31,6 0 0 
783 1 0 
639 0 0 
23 0 0 
2, 868 I 1, 185 
5 (6) ( 
( 1,539 516~ 
2,008 740 
1,510 810 
1,334 290 
1,089 396 
1,362 783 
1,414 639, 
32 23 
234 
82 
213 
23 
23 
52 
32 
45 
4 
• 22 1 0 
37 0 0 
24 0 0 
12 ------ - --------
4 0 0 
17 0 0 
46 0 0 
12 0 0 
0 0 0 
235 
82 
213 
84 
23 
52 
c2 
45 
4 
. 22 
37 
24 
38 
4 
17 
46 
12 
0 
42 0 0 
270 0 0 4i~ 2i~ 1--- --iii-1--- ---5-1-----r1---- --0-1--- --iiir-----5 
223}------ - --------1{ (21) l 840 I 315~ 
6 
9 
51 
4 
16 
19 
44 
131 
389 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 19 
0 5 
0 94 
0 5 
0 21 
0 26 
0 71 
0 177 
0 1,256 
6 
9 
51 
4 
16 
19 
44 
131 
389 
1 , ___ ____ , ___ ___ -- 20 11 
0 0 0 
41 21 01 01 41 2 0 0   0 021 0 0 0 · 2 0 
1 0 01 0 1 0 
-----., r · --as· I·- ---, ------, 1 ·----,,1· -- ---" 
-:J 
~ 
~ 
t_rj 
t::l q 
0 
>-1-3 
H 
0 
z 
~ 
tzj 
ro 
0 
~ 
-8 
.... 
:xi 
:0 
........ 
I 
co 
~~ 
Students in universities and colleges, 1891-'92-Continued. 
Professional departments. Total number in all departments. 
States and Territories. I White. I Colored. T,otal. White. Colored. Total. 
Male. I Female. Male. I Female. Male. Female. Male. j Female. Male. I Female .. Male. I Female. 
1--------
United States ________ ·- ----- -- --- __________ __ \ 15,625 I 415 I 735 I 11 18,734 530 { (1, 894) (509) (2,403) 
... ,.. 1 "· 752 •• '" I 2.,,, 99, 765 I 31, 515 
North Atlantic Division ___ ___ ___ _______________ ___ 4,754 81 37 0 5,674 81 { (55) } { (55) 
... 811 I 2. ''° 210 , 2,, 7311 I 2, 587 C1 U\ South Atlantic Division __________ ________ _____ ___ _ 1,574 8 374 5 1,948 13 8, 762 1, 107 2, 059 1, 181 10,821 2,288 z { (509) (509) H ~ South Central Division _________________________ ___ 2,143 0 303 2 2,446 2 12, 593 3,341 l 974 l 675 14,567 I 5,016 <1 North Central Division __ ________________ . __________ { (1 839) } ' ' tzj 
'ZC) 6,498 282 21 ---------- 8,010 390 38,245 17,598 191 109 { (1,839) ~ Western Division_.·------------------------------- 42,042 19,498 U1 656 44 0 0 656 44 4,583 2,126 13 0 4,596 2,126 H 
------
---
---
---
--- ~ North Atlantic Division: H Maine ____ __________________________ _____________ 117 I 0 0 0 117 0 543 80 1 0 544 80 tzj 
~:~1;~r~shire --- ---- -- ---- ---- ---- -- ---- ---- 89 0 3 0 92 0 423 0 3 0 426 0 00 
209 0 0 0 209 0 478 58 0 0 478 58 > Massachusetts ____________ _________ · _____ ____ ___ 479 62 5 0 1,367 62 2,318 291 11 1 4,987 292 z Rhode Island ______ ________________ _____________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 0 1 0 403 0 t:! Connecticut ________________ .. ___________________ 351 0 0 0 351 0 2,116 55 1 0 2,117 55 New York _____ . __________________ . _____________ :::, 162 19 2 0 2,164 19 10, 145 957 7 5 10, 152 962 0 New Jersey ________ -"- -----------------~---- --- 40 0 0 0 40 0 1,468 0 1 0 1,469 0 0 Pennsylvania ________ _________ __ _______________ 1,307 0 27 0 1,334 0 { (55) 1,139} 245 1 { 
(55) ~ 
~ South Atlantic Division: 6,918 7,163 1,140 ~ Delaware ____ _____ ________ __________ ____________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 97 0 0 0 97 0 t_:rj IT1 lVIaryland __________________ _____________________ 42 0 8 0 50 0 1,779 196 172 122 1,951 318 Q t_:rj District of Columbia __________________________ 943 0 208 3 1,151 3 1, 5113 78 409 80 2,002 158 00 
r-
Virginia _____________ _____ ______________ .. _______ 400 0 0 0 400 0 1,721 32 0 0 I, 721 · 32 West Virginia _________________ ,, ______________ _._ 27 0 0 0 27 0 393 70 0 0 393 70 
- ri~~~ g:~gn~: ======== ======== ==== ======== ==== 115 8 147 2 262 ·10 1,249 225 595 269 1,844 494 26 0 11 0 37 0 683 38 442 219 1,125 257 Georgia _____ . __________________________ __ _______ 21 0 0 0 21 0 954 169 441 491 1,395 660 
Sou~~0i~~~rai Divisio-n: ___ -- · - ---- -- ·--- - --- -- ---- 0 0 0 0 0 0 293 299 0 0 293 299 
~:i~~i:1e ============~= :::: ==== :::: :: . ===== :::: 340 0 5 0 345 0 2,709 318 98 86 2,807 404 1,152. 0 181 2 1,333 2 4,257 969 624 433 4,881 1,402 Alabama __ _____ _____ ---- _____ ________ ___ ______ ,_ 19 . 0 25 0 4i 0 1, 101 372 120 96 1,221 468 Mississippi. _________________________ __ _________ 20 0 0 0 20 0 609 174 106 127 715 301 Louisiana _____ _____________________________ .. ___ 465 0 40 0 505 0 1,898 394 { (509) (509) 884 460 I 490 2, 3581 .-..'.l 
I~i!~sas: :===== ===============--- ·=== :::::====:I 147 0 5 0 152 0 1,642 923 247 222 1,889 1, 145 ....... 0 0 · 47 0 47 0 377 191 319 221 696 412 
°' 
Students in 1miversities and colleges, 1891-'92-Continued. 
Professional departments. I Total number in all departments. 
States and Territories. White. I Colored. 'I·otal. White. Colored. Tota.I. 
Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. I Female. Male. Fcma.le. 1'.:!:::i.le. I Fe~ale. 
North Central Division: 
Ohio............................ ...... .......... 1,203 9 13 ·· ·· ·· ···· 1, 318 18 { 7,2~rt 2,741? 158 93 { s,c~rf 3,623 
I di 
' 34· 0 7 0 0 34° 27 5 (264) < 6 ° 5 ( ·cG4) n nna......................................... 0 .. 0 < 3,299 J 1,os11 w < 3,805 I 1,083 
in is • <> 666 149 .., 0 2 6'"'3 149 5 (l30) < 14 G S (l[OJ Ill o ················.:··-······················ w, 1 , ' < 8,041 h 2,9751 l 8,055 I 2,981 
" . (21 ) 4 ,, (213) l\1ichig:1n.......... ............................ 110 9 ........•. ..•.....•. 1, 38° 103 { 1,789 1 1,280} w 4. ,2991 2,0s.1 
Wisconsin..................................... 322 2 1 0 323 2 2,425 658 2 O 2,427 658 
Minnesota ....... . :.............. ............... 561 20 O O 561 20 2,415 772 0 0 ~. 415 77'2 
715 56 0 0 715 5G { 4, 07~
34
1
8
) 2, 915} 4 l { 4, oi~
48
I ) 
Missouri........................................ 375 0 0 0 375 0 4,912 2,326 O O 4,912 
Nvrth Dalwta.................. .... .... .... .... 10 0 0 0 10 0 243 271 O O 243 
South Dakota .................................. 1.......... .... ...... .......... .......... .......... .......... 496 429 O O 496 
Nebraska............................... ..... ... 186 10 0 0 186 10 1, 199 837 0 0 1,190 
2,916 
2,326 
271 
420 
837 
Kansas 5 , .••••••••• , •••••• .•.. , .... ··•··· 119 
' (310) < 3 " 5 (310) 2,103 I 1,313$ w < 2,530 I 1,521 
Western Dinsion: 
l\lontana .............................. _ ... __ ... . 
,vyoming ······································ Colorado .................................... ----1 
Arizona ........................................ . 
u•nh .................................... . •...... 
Nevada ........... . ............................ . 
Washington ............... . 
Oregon ................ .......... . ..... . 
California ......... . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 69 31 0 0 69 31 
0 0 0 0 0 0 62 58 0 0 62 58 
72 14 0 0 72 14 448 226 0 0 448 223 
0 0 0 0 0 0 17 14 0 0 17 14 
0 0 0 0 u 0 77 59 0 0 77 59 
0 0 0 0 0 0 68 87 0 0 68 87 
4 0 0 0 4 0 380 236 0 0 380 Z37 
118 6 0 0 118 G 598 545 1 0 599 540 
46~ 24 0 0 462 21 2,864 870 12 0 2,876 865 
-:i 
~ 
M 
t:; 
d 
a 
p>-
~ 
...... . 
0 
z 
~ 
M 
~ 
0 
~ 
~~ 
~ 
00 
(Cl 
...... 
I 
~ 
~,;) 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 717 
An examination of these tables shows that the students in the several depart-
ments according to color are as follows: 
White. 
Per cent. 
Colored. Unclas-sified. 
Preparatory departments ....•• -- --·· ---- ------ --·- -· -··- ------ 90. 4 91. 3 
89. 3 
83. 3 
88 
Per cent. 
7. 7 
1. 2 
. 1 
3. 8 
6 
Per cent. 
1. 9 
7.5 
10. 6 
l2. 9 
6 
College departments ____________ ---- ____ ---- ---- -- ---- ---- ------
Graduate departments ______ ---·------------ ----------------- ----Professional departments __________________ . ___ ----------------
All departments ________________ __ ---- ____ ---·----·-------- -- ----
ThR proportion of m .tle ac1d fe;:nale students in the sever.:1,l dep:1rtments is as 
follows: 
Male. Female. Unclas-1;ifi.ed. 
Preparatory departments ___ __________________________________ _ Per cent. 70. 3 
80. 7 
87. 3 
97. 2 
74. 6 
Per cent. 
29. 7 
19. 1 
12. 7 
Per cent. 
0 
.2 
0 
College departments ______________________________ __ _____ ______ _ 
Graduate departments _______ __________________________________ _ 
2. 8 
23. 6 
0 
1.8 
Professional departments ____ ________ ___ __________________ . ___ _ 
All departments __________________________ ____ _____________ ------
The number of st.1dents pursuing the several course3 of study ai·e given in 
the following table : 
Students in universities and colleges, 1891-'92. 
Number in P-ollegiate departments pursuin!:'." bO gJ t ~ 
co~rses leading to- - o CD .ct .... 
1------ ;R . -~ 0 ~ 
Q) 'd~ :::! Pt 
Cl) ai ai g ai 'd ~~ .0 g -~ i-, 
States and Territories. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u:i .S g E ~ i-. o . 
CD CD CD 'd CD Q:1 :J5 @~ t g ~:§ ! 
: : ~ ~ : ~ 5h s-~ s s 2 ~ 
..; Mi Mi .ci . 0~ :::s :::! :::! ~g 
-.. ,..., ,..., Pol O Z Z Z 
United States ________ 24,296 8,202 2,538 ~~\~~ -7,478 7,798 
North Atlantic Division ___ 10,236 1,954 266 1,130 5671 911 356 687 1,182 
Sout,h Atlantic Division.__ 3,164 392 108 162 124
1 
42 986 291 745 
South Central Division ____ 2,097 1,386 158 119 124 227 865 1 435 503 
NorthCentralDivision ____ 7,678 4,030 1,868 1,693 326 651 2,460 4;429 4,790 
WesternDivision __________ 1,121 446 138 219 22 38 700 636 578 
North Atlantic Division: Maine __________________ _ 
~ew Hampshire _______ _ 
Vermont ___ __ _ ---··· ___ _ 
Massachusetts _________ _ 
Rhode Island ___ _______ _ 
Connecticut ___________ _ 
New York·- ---- --------New J er sey ____________ _ 
Pennsylvania __ ___ ____ _ 
South Atlantic Division: Delaware ______________ _ 
Maryland ______________ _ 
D~str:ic_t of Columbia __ _ V1rgmia, _______ _____ ___ _ 
West Virginia _________ _ 
Nor th< :arolina. _____ __ _ 
~outh _Carolina. _______ _ 
Georgia ___ _____________ _ 
Florida ________________ _ 
South Central Division: Kentuclcy. _________ ____ _ 
Tennessee .. ___________ _ 
Alabama __ _____________ _ 
Mississippi ____________ _ 
Louisiana Texas. ___ ___ _______ ____ _ 
Arkansas ___ __________ _ _ 
------------------ - -- -------
497 
197 
130 
2,442 
~99 
l, 123 
2,359 
713 
2,476 
54 
731 
138 
768 
125 
510 
3il 
455 
12 
423 
4.71 
266 
82 
273 
481 
101 
-----69- -----iif ---·--o· ---·--s- ---·--o· ----·-o· --- ·--0-
80 0 4.0 24 0 0 
241 40 60 ---- - --- 26 
0 0 61 3 .... __ .. 0 0 
47 2 483 
741 125 276 ----200 603 229 ----25f 
211 _ --- _ --- ---· -- -- 94 48 70 
565 79 236 253 176 127 338 
10 
0 
9 
285 
40 
19 
292 
133 
394 
41 -------- ---- - --- ---- ---- 2 ---· ---- ---- ---- - ------
20 40 ------ .. -------- --------
18 20 ---- ----11 1 ____ ... _ 66 3 
25 ---- ---- ·-------
141 22 81 24 14 
60 12 ---- ---- ---- ----
~ 1 ~ " ~ 
5 19 ---- ---- .... --- . ------ --
240 18 14 7' 32 
HS W W M ~ 
105 3 _______ . 24 4 
146 12 
153 ----- --- ---- ---- 2 1 
206 71 -------- 5 ]38 
88 10 24: ---- ---- ---- ----
]86 
14 
4 
50 
386 
232 
109 
5 
64 
358 
13'7 
102 
58 
106 
40 
82 
3 
17 
138 
8 
12 
31 
722 
226 
20 
95 
204 
156 
12 
130 
27 
78 
29 
37 
3 
25 
16 
!;9 
123 
86 
20 
9 
198 
8 
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Students in universities and coUeges, 1891-'92-Continued. 
States and Territories. 
Number in collegiate departments pursuing bl) 00 Vl :..-
0 <!> Cl) cl courses leading to-. 
.s .Cl"'"' bl) ..., cl. Vl ...,,.. 
di 'd <!> p 
0 cl 
<l) ai &~ .a <Ii i:l Pt <D <D <!> ai 'd <!> ,.. 
.s ~ ........ Cl) Cl) ,.. bl) <!> ..., i:l 0 1--< 0 1--< 1--< 1--< Vl. ..... 0 bl) bl) bl) <!> bl) :., Vl I--<.-< 1--< 0 <!>-Cl) Cl) <1l 'd <!> q::I * Cllcl 20 ,a$ 'd 'd 'd p:i 'd :.,I--< .a 0 a~ ~ r/1 ~ p;-j Cl) bl) s· .... s 
..ci .Cl p p p~ 
<i P:i p:i Pol 0 0 z z z 
---
--------- - --------- -
North Central Division: Ohio _____ ____ __________ _ 
Indiana _______________ _ 
Illinois ________________ _ 
Michigan ____ ______ __ _ _ 
Wisconsin. ___________ _ 
Minnesota _____ _______ _ 
Iowa __________________ _ 
Missouri _______________ _ 
North Dakota _________ _ 
South Dalrnta ________ _ 
1,740 457 343 445 65 156 435 584 922 
1,059 371 116 200 31 
----- ---
208 231 53 
909 1,090 270 141 
--------
30 231 638 478 
568 370 316 342 96 3 257 624 501 
545 202 379 
--------
51 296 52 140 ,8 
346 199 197 5 23 53 24 223 417 
635 700 92 406 50 53 353 881 999 
701 249 68 97 9 56 341 533 451 
30 13 2 1 
---- -- .... 
1 37 20 192 
58 28 1 11 
-------- --------
64 136 100 Xebraska ___ ____ ______ _ _ 429 163 10 3 
--------
2 150 132 ~7 Kansas ________________ _ 658 188 74 42 1 1 308 292 342 
Western Division: Montana __________ ____ _ 
Wyoming ______________ _ 
Colorado _____ _________ _ 
Arizona ___________ ____ _ 
- -------· 
6 1 
--·-----
1(j 
---- --()- -------- ------
4 4 6 0 0 6 
-------- ·----20 64 20 l'<l 20 200 29 
0 9 0 0 
·-----()- ------()-
0 0 0 Utah ____________ ______ _ 10 20 5 
----- --- -------- --------
209 53 154 Nevada ______________ _ _ 27 18 0 0 0 0 37 68 31 Washington ____ ______ _ 
Oregon __ _______ ___ ____ _ 
California ______ ___ ___ _ 
52 52 9 
---- ---- ------ -- ----- ---
14 85 59 
2'11 10 2 7 
---- ---- --------
129 86 26 
723 301 101 192 6 38 105 315 288 
This table shows th:1t of 41,397 students in college departments pursuing 
courses of study leading to a degree, 58. 7 per cent are in courses le :1ding to A. 
B., 19.8 per cent to B . S., G.2 per ~entto B. L., 8 per cent to PH. B., 2.8 per cent 
to C. E., and 4.5 per cent in courses leading to other first degrees. Students 
pursuing- courses leading to adv,rnced degrees like A. M., PH. D., etc., are not 
included. This table also shows that a large num·ber of students are included 
in pedagogical and business courses. 
An attempt was made during the year to obtain information concerning the 
preparation of college students. To this end the following question was included 
in the blank form sent to universities and colleges: 
Number of students in freshman class who were prepared in preparatory departments ~f 
colleges, ______ ; in private preparatory schools. __ ____ ; in public high schools , __ ____ ; by pri-
vate study, ------· 
Replies to this question were received from but 234 of the 4±3 institutions. 
The results of this inquiry are given in the following table : 
I 
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. 
Preparation of freshinen of 1891-'92. 
rn 
..<:1 Number o! freshmen of Per cent of freshmen or A 1891-'92 prepared by-0 rn 1891-'~2 prepared by-(I) ~ ~ . .... 'd 
' .... ,.q ' .... ~ r,:i ,.q ;:::bi) .... (I) ~~ O'd ~o bO ~~ ~o c(!..-1 bO i,:. ,a,A ~ p AO 
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United States ______ ___ 234 ll, 254 3,866 1,791 3,310 287 41. 8 19. 3 35.8 3. 
-----
---
---
4. North Atlantic Division. __ 48 2,994 840 803 1,220 131 28.1 26. 8 40. 7 
South Atlantic Division .... 24 668 313 175 174 6 46. 9 26. 2 26 
South Central Division .... 28 963 452 223 239 49 46. 9 23. 2 24. 8 5. 
North Central Division-·-· 112 3,882 2,068 439 1,345 30 53. 3 11. 3 34. 6 o: yVestern Diyision .......... 22 747 193 151 332 71 25. 9 20. 2 44. 4 
----
------
-- --
~3.31 
North Atlantic Division: 
14 53 1 13. 7 52. 1 MaiB.e ....... ____ ,.. ----- 2 102 34 
Vermont .. ____ •. ___ .... _ 2 101 2 18 80 1 2 17. 8 79. 2 1 
Massachusetts----··--· 7 698 80 301 269 48 11. 5 43.1 38. 5 6. 
Connecticut ___ ··--··-· -- 1 74 3 44 24 3 4.1 59.4 32. 4 4. 
New York .. ·-----····--· 14 801 397 109 278 17 49. 6 13. 6 34. 7 2. 
New Jersey_ ···---·--·-· 2 76 29 1!; 31 1 38. 2 19. 7 40. 8 1. 
Pennsylvania.·--- ---- · 20 1,142 315 282 485 60 27.6 24. 7 42.5 5. 
South Atlantic Division: 
Delaware 1 41 1 14 23 3 2. 4 34. 2 56.1 7. 
:¼ar.vland . 
----- ---- ----
6 188 79 4 105 
------
42 2.1 55. 9 0 
Virginia ........ ·---·-·-- 2 8 8 
------- -------
------
100 0 0 0 
West Virginia--·------- 1 6 6 -------
--·-46" 100 0 0 0 North Carolina_ .... --·- 4 148 45 62 1 30. 4 41. 9 27 
South Carolina_·-·--·-· 4 80 47 33 --- ·---- ------ 58. 7 41. 3 0 0 
Georgia_·---·-·-- ------- 4 171 103 61 5 2 60.2 35. 7 2. 9 1. 
Florida_ ----·- -·----··--- 2 26 24 1 1 ------ 92. 4 3. 8 3. 8 0 
South Central Division: 
35 Kentucky_ ·--·-·----- --· 5 295 123 97 40 41. 'i 32. 9 13. 6 11. 
Tennessee.-------------· 10 249 106 89 4.8 6 42. 6 35. 7 19. 3 2. 
Alabama 1 12 12 
-------
------- -- ----
100 0 0 0 
ri~1;1;itt
1
_= ==~~==~~ ==== 
2 108 48 16 44 
------
44.4 14. 8 40. 8 0 
5 72 45 13 7 7 62. 5 18.1 9. 7 9. 
Texas··----------- __ ___ 5 227 118 8 100 1 52 3. 5 44.1 
North Central Division: Ohio. _______ ____________ _ 16 556 352 31 168 5 63. 3 5. 6 30. 2 I!.Ldiana _________________ 10 449 192 25 224 8 42. 8 5. 5 49. 9 1. Illinois ____________ ··---· 19 892 448 207 233 4 50. 2 23. 2 26.1 Michigan ________________ 6 180 go 1 89 
-------
50 .6 49.4 0 Wisconsin ______________ 5 123 103 6 14 
------
83. 7 4. 9 11. 4 0 Minnesota ____ _______ ___ 6 281 68 36 177 
------
'Z4. 2 12. 8 63 0 Iov,a _______________ __ ___ 1(j 644 269 78 294 3 41. 8 12.1 45. 6 Missouri ______ __________ 12 361 286 22 52 1 79. 2 6.1 14.4 North Dakota __________ 4 57 19 6 30 2 33. 4 10. 5 ,52. 6 3. South Dakota _________ _ 2 23 23 
. - ---- - -------
------
100 0 0 0 Nebraska.·----- ________ 6 135 94 20 17 4 69. 6 14. 8 12. 6 3 Kam,as __________________ 10 181 124 7 47 3 68. 5 3. \) 26 1. 
Western Division: Montana. _______________ 1 2 2 0 0 0 100 0 O' 0 Colorado ______ .. ________ 2 11 7 4 
------- ------
63. 6 36. 4 0 0 Arizona ________ _________ 1 II 0 0 9 0 0 0 100 0 Utah ____________________ 1 'Z6 r4 4 5 3 '53. \) 15. 4 19. 2 11. Nevada ______ ______ . _____ 1 19 6 0 10 3 31. 6 0 52. 6 15. Washington ____________ 2 32 32 
------- ------- ------
100 0 . 0 0 Oregon _____________ _____ 5 35 33 
-------
2 
------
94. 3 0 5.7 0 
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Californi:1 __ ______ ____ ___ 9 613 99 143 306 65 16. 2 23. 3 4!).!) 10. 6 
According to these statistics, of the 9,254 students included, but 35.8 per cent 
were prepared in public high schools. The showing made by the North Central 
Di vision in this respect would seem to be very discouraging, considering the ef-
forts of the State universities to bring themselves into intimate relations with the 
high schools. The poor showing made by this division is explained, however, 
by the fact that reports on this point were not made by the State universities of 
Michigan, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and Wisconsin, which are in close rela-
tions with the pu.blic high schools of their resp.ective States. 
Equiprncnt.-The following- ta.ble gives in a summarized form the number of 
scholarships, fellowships, and endowed professorships, the number of volumes 
and pamphlets in the libraries , the value of the scientific apparatus and libraries, 
the value of grounds and buildings, and the total amounb of productive funds, or 
endowment as it i s frequently called: 
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Universities and colleges, 1891-'92. 
States and Territ ories. 
--------
ision __ 
United States 
North Atlantic Div 
South Atlantic Div 
South CentralDivi 
North Central Div 
W es tern Di vision __ 
ision __ 
sion ____ 
bion ___ 
--------
North Atlantic Div ision: Maine _________ _ 
-- -- ----New H ampshir e ___ ____ Vermont ______ _ 
--------Massachusetts_ 
Rhode I sland __ ------- -
--------Connecticut ___ _ 
--------New York ____ _ 
---------New Jersey ___ _ 
--------Pennsylvania_ 
---------South Atlantic Div ision: Delaware ____ _ 
---- -----Maryland ____ _ 
---------District of Colu mbia __ Virginia __ ____ _ 
------- --
--- ------
West Virginia, 
North Carolina 
South Carolina --------
---- --- -
---------
--- ------
Georgia ____ __ _ 
Florida _______ _ 
South Central Div1 sion: 
-- -------
---------
Kentucky ____ _ 
Tennessee ___ . _ 
Alabama _____ _ 
--- ------
---- --- --
---------
Mississippi __ _ 
Louisiana ____ _ 
'l'exas ________ _ 
- - ~ - - - -- -
1-< ~ ca ~ 0 
,q :§ 0 
tllu:i rn 
.... p. 'Hp. 
o· .... o ..... ~~ t~ 
,0 .c 
s s p p 
z z 
--
4,914 234 
--
2,653 132 
457 35 
598 36 
1,078 26 
128 5 
----
107 
-----130 
--- - -
156 0 
821 59 
100 2 
72 7 
915 40 
89 14 
263 10 
30 0 
123 21 
60 6 
84 l 
------ -----122 3 
10 
-----26 4 
2 0 
197 
---- -385 24 
6 0 
8 4 
------ -----
------
8 
EQUIPMENT. 
'O Libraries. CD 
l:::u:i 
u:i op. 
,O •.-t CD 
i:1.i:I s CD tll 
r-.. p j 'H 0 0 0 ti) CI) r-.. ti) l> CDCD :cl 
'O ,c'+-< p. 
s8 § s pp. 0 ca z ~ P. 
------
498 4,661,205 1,066,963 
220 2,296,497 568. 844 
33 506,031 121; 204 
33 331,931 69,575 
200 1,330,142 264,778 
12 196, 60-! 39,562 
-----
9 87,031 3,000 
11 73,000 
---- ---- --5 60,452 1,200 
50 596,470 334,780 
4 71,000 20,000 
41 284,000 22,000 
50 629,784 70,250 
-----
117,668 6,000 
50 377,072 111,605 
0 5,475 4,079 
2 117,770 57,400 
1 81,000 18,695 
10 120,350 25,200 
-----
7,200 2,050 
4 08, 056 6,850 
2 53,950 2,540 
5 45,000 G, 000 
0 7,230 1,390 
11 48,380 5,575 
13 122,568 31,890 
0 21,300 1,450 
1 20,700 5,400 
-----
81,800 12,310 
6 26,!83 4,950 Arkansas______ __ ______ 2 2 10,100 
North Central Division: 
8,000 
Ohio____________________ 305 52 
Indiana___________ _____ 30 25 
Illinois______________ ___ 253 3 22 
Michigan_______________ 4 2 25 
Wisconsin_____________ 106 9 15 
Minnesota_______ __ ____ 25 1 7 
Iowa___________________ 141 1 23 
Missouri_______________ 177 10 20 
North Dakota_________ 2 2 
SouthDakota__________ 10 
Ne bra.ska________ ______ 14 5 
Kansas_________________ 11 4 
Western Division: 
293,638 73,552 
156,725 6,900 
181,802 33,220 
172,473 56,125 
103,850 16,175 
66,405 4,700 
118,719 20,250 
110,150 28,427 
5, 700 2. 750 
13,690 2;864 
36,950 3,825 
70,040 15,990 
Montana_______________ O o O 
ci'ori~i~g-===~=== =: ===~= g ~ g Arizona ________________ O o o 
"Ctah - -- -------- ---- ---- o o o Nevada__ ____ ___________ O O O 
6~~g~i~-L-~~-=========== --ioi- ===== ---G-CalHornia ____ __ ______ __ 10 4 4 
1,200 300 
2,300 1,000 
22,800 2,300 
600 1,500 
12,000 fi, 000 
3,018 1,820 
8,061 5,400 
16,320 4,050 
130,302 18,102 
s~ 
..., 'O 
i:l i:l 
-~ ca 
iigi 
o~~ 
ca· .... ] g;~ 
ca ca .a 
?-
$11,168,272 
5,818,070 
1,022,500 
638,098 
3,362,635 
326,969 
95,000 
100,000 
150,000 
1,340, 145 
527,000 
113,430 
2, 116, 165 
552,000 
824,330 
27,000 
229,100 
160,000 
351,900 
17,300 
107,500 
12,700 
106,300 
10,700 
64,600 
205,500 
84,100 
66,300 
106,098 
. 95,500 
16,000 
548,022 
372,200 
454,200 
576,555 
296,500 
28-1, 193 
196, 125 
230,490 
30,000 
30,850 
37,200 
306,300 
1,000 
---- -- ------
45,500 
17,769 
29,000 
25,000 
6,100 
32, 200 
170,400 
ti) 
'O §w vi 'O 
ob/J i:l 
r-..i:l 
.E bl):§ 
CI) 
'H "8 t 0 ,0 0 (I)'O p 
p i:l 'O 
ce ce 0 :.... 
> ~ 
$88, 784, 901 $86, 698, 333 
47,646,357 33,423,652 
9,140,700 7,289,338 
7,358,310 6,447,058 
27,605,815 22,083,818 
11,256,424 3,231,762 
: 
650,000 1,339,000 
250,000 1, 02{1, 930 
375,000 423,652 
6,867,600 11,317,771 
98~, 490 1,200,000 
4,650,000 4,973, 532 
11 ,064, 962 19,489,242 
l, 535,000 2,700,000 
7,048,600 5,174,230 
80,000 83,000 
1. 704,000 3,058,500 
2,000,000 435,000 
2,202,000 1,712,599 
235,000 187,150 
1,146,000 525,000 
670,000 Z77, 000 
891,000 909,089 
212,700 102,000 
1,080,000 1,266, 358 
3,062.400 2,077,000 
709,000 350,000 
401 ,000 588,900 
1,067,910 1,422,000 
773,000 727,300 
265,000 15,500 
5,656,605 5,965,285 
2,436,652 1,838,966 
3,729,775 a, 852,527 
1, 801·, 883 1,586,984 
1,871,000 1,294,743 
2,298,375 1,960,400 
2,093,975 1,773,591 
3,666,000 2,682,667 
270,000 25,000 
344,000 61,000 
1,853,500 415,155 
1,584,050 627,500 
60,000 0 
150,000 
------------
1,930,000 452,000 
73,524 
------------
217,000 
------------
75,000 
------------
660,000 
------------
408,000 357,978 
7,682,900 2,421,784 
Th total vn.lu of the e;:iuipment as givc:1 in this table is $186,651,506 . In 
a numbvr o~ c:1 e3_ where the s veral itemg were not reported by the institutions 
co .. cerned an cst1mat3 wa mad n.'1dincladed in the summary. 
fllcome <(~irl ben"factions.-The inc me fro the several sourcosa.nd the amount 
ofb:!:ie act1 n r eive by the univ..,r.,ities anrl c llea-e3 durino- the ye:1r are 
given b the following t:1ble: 0 0 
~ 
!f· 
1~ 
-
' 
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Universities and colleges, 1891-'92. 
INCOME AND BENEF AC'l'IONS. 
Income. 
From 
Stat~ or From From States and Territories. From From munici- U.S. tuition product- pal ap- Govern- all other fees. ive funds. propria- ment. sources. 
tions. 
Uni tee. States _____ $4,820,766 $4,852,907 $2, 276, 503. $644,597 $1,487,955 
·----- -----
North Atlantic Division 2, IO~, 608 2,601,779 207,200 89,130 452,222 
South Atlantic Division 424, 33U 368, 118 184,837 169,500 140, 105 
South Central Division_ 487,943 425,604 139,056 63,532 117,847 
North Central Division_ 1,619,732 1,255,912 1,488,796 193,435 455,392 
Western Division _______ 186,153 201,494 256,614 129, oou 312,389 
-
North Atlantic Divi-
sion: 
32,009 64,849 0 0 0 Maine __________ __ ----
New Hampshire .... 17,635 55,421 0 0 0 Vermont ____________ 6,975 25,023 8,400 25, 130 8,27•1 
Massachusetts ______ 557,139 695,595 
----------- ---------
139,571 
Rhole Isl~.nd ____ .... 44,642 57,905 0 0 688 
Connecticut _________ 233,394 240,931 
---- - -- - --- ---------
28,059 
.New York ___________ 736, 162 1,053,992 148,800 32,000 106,228 
New Jersey _________ 51,000 H8,000 
-----------
32,000 20,000 
Pennsylvania_. _____ 423,652 260,063 50,000 0 159,405 
South Atlantic Divi-
sion: Delaware ___________ . 0 4,980 25,000 28,600 1,676 Maryland ____________ 136,997 120,5[7 12,500 
---------
7. 393 
District of Columbia 95,478 21,426 
-----------
94,200 20; 968 Virginia. ___ _________ 70,419 91,299 40,000 0 28,719 
West Virginia ______ 6,400 11,427 40,000 29,000 0 
North Carolina. ____ 51,546 32,380 20,000 
---------
24,470 
South Car0lina_. ____ 24,233 24,941 46,670 5,700 18,900 Georgia .. _______ _ .... 27,140 54,128 667 12,000 36, 8i9 Florida ______________ 12,117 7,020 
----------
________ ., 1,100 
South Central Division: Kentucky ___________ 72, 29-! 68,065 
----------- ------ ---
2,800 Tennessee _______ ____ 148,509 127,375 800 21,800 66,820 Alabama ____________ 75,850 27,000 1,000 0 2,300 Mississippi __________ 15, 79<l 35,540 5,700 0 3,300 Louisiana ___________ 70,047 99,400 24,556 33,732 19,403 Texas _____________ ___ 87,749 66,294 107,000 0 13,224 Arkansas _______ ..... 17, 700 1,930 0 0 10,000 
North Central Di vision: Onio _________________ 255,643 345,697 123, C85 17,000 97,521 Indiana _________ ___ __ 108,493 97,418 35,000 
---------
21,557 Illinois ______________ 337,501 225,156 79,611 48,000 113,965 Michigan ________ .... 190,301 114,918 147,700 0 73,578 Wisconsin ____ __ ... __ 55,660 66,770 196,000 32,000 33,410 Minnesota. __________ 65, 151 84,855 Sf>, 750 32,000 39,445 lowa __________ _______ 201,996 96,558 90,500 
--- - - ----
26,640 Missouri_ ____________ 289,239 169,437 350,-000 32,000 15,000 
North Dakota ... ... _ 3,650 1, 500· 30,900 0 100 South Dakota _______ 14,016 3,290 25,500 435 4,585 Nebraska ____________ 24,542 18, 223 246,650 32,000 17,491 Kansas ______________ 73,540 32,090 77,500 
--------·· 
12,091 
Western Division: 
Montana. ____ .... ____ 7,500 0 0 0 
-----------Wyoming ____ _______ 366 4,436 0 32,000 0 Colorado ____________ 25,981 40,000 45,000 0 '7,037 Arizona ___ ____ : _____ 145 0 25,179 17,000 0 Utah ___ ______________ 2,585 0 45,000 0 0 Nevada ______________ 0 0 10,000 32,000 0 Washington _________ 21,816 _________ ,.._ 5,000 
---------
4,900 Oregon ______________ 12,396 25,608 24,000 0 2,200 California. ____ ··- .... 115,364 131,450 102, t35 48,000 298,252 
Total 
income. 
d,14, 256, 02(i 
5,636,237 
1,286,890 
1,233,982 
5,013,267 
1,085,650 
96,858 
73. 056 
73,799 
1,522,305 
103,235 
502,384 
2,120,480 
251,000 
893,120 
60, 25(i 
277,407 
232,072 
230,437 
86,827 
128,396 
120,444 
130,814 
20,237 
143, 159 
368, 30! 
106,150 
60,334 
252,138 
274,267 
29, 63Q 
839,546 
262,468 
804,233 
526,497 
383,840 
307,201 
415,703 
· 855,676 
36, 150 
47,826 
338,906 
195,221 
7,500 
36,802 
118,018 
42,324 
47,585 
42,000 
31,716 
64, 20! 
695,501 
721 
Benefac-
tions. 
$6,464,438 
3,637,016 
305,812 
391,349 
2,023,604 
106,657 
108,000 
84,604 
61,768 
429,000 
31,754 
474,360 
2,022,008 
2 425, 52' 
----------13,060 
----------
115, 4-00 
2 
54, 700 
24,uOO 
81,622 
17,028 
C9, 584 
105,785 
5,150 
3,000 
51,230 
136,600 
20,000 
644,373 
66,992 
102,289 
249,349 
169, 26 0 
7 46, 11 
152,973 
266, 97 4 
00 28, 1 
69,922 
40,419 
186,836 
300 
0 
61,547 
0 
----------
---- -- ----
14,500 
13,710 
16,600 
This table shows that of the total income of $14,256,026, but 33.8 per cent was 
received from t11ition fees, 3'1 per cent from productive funds, 16 per cent from 
State or municipal appropriations, 4.5 per cent from the U.S. Government, and 
the remainder, or 11.7 JJer cent, was obtained from miscellaneous sources. The 
amount of b .3nefactions received by these institutions was $6,464;438. This, of 
cour;:;e, does nvt include the amounts given to the University of Chicago, which 
has not yet made a report to this office. Of the total amount received, the insti· 
ED 92--46 
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tutions in the No-rth Atlantic Division report 56.3 per cent, the institutions in 
the N crth Central Di vision 31. 3 percent, while the remainder is divided in small 
amounts among- the other three divisions. 
Degrees.-The following tables give first, the number of degrees, excluding 
professional degrees, conferred on examination in 1891-'92; and second, the 
number of honorary degrees conferred during the same period: 
Number oJ degrees conferred on examination by ·universities and colleges in 1891-'92. 
;.; .d <Ii ~ ,d ,d ,d States and Territories. CQ ~ i:i i:i t,() <:.) ;:::l .cd Cl) ~ ~ .,j .,j rn fii fii ~ '"' Cl) Cl) rn ~ -< -< ~ P; P; P--t ~ 
<ti < ~ i .d .d .d ~ ~ <.i ci ~ ~ ~ p:i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A Os P; P; (/1 
-- - -
- - - - - - - -
-
- - -
- - - ---
UnitedStates._ ....... 3,538482398 33594 12152984 75 3174
1
120 16 7 8 8 22 12 32 32 11 
North Atlantic Division .... 1,793225 6·1 14246 5 79320 25 1112105 9 2 ... 6 9 11 2 32 11 
SouthAtlanticDivision.... 449 54 44 ... 14 ... 40 50 1 ... 141···. . . ... 3 ... 1 ........... . 
South Cent-ral Division.... 209 47 2J 7 10 ... 3123 2 2 12 ..................... 11 ..... . 
North Central Division.... 999140254 10295 7 30449 45 ... 36 15 7 4 5 2 11 ... 12 ..... . 
Western Division ....•..... . 88 16 18 2 29 ...... 42 2 ... ..... _ ... 1 .•. •. . 1 1 'i ....•• 
------- ----·--------~--------
North AUantic Division: 
Maine ................. . 
New Hampshire ...... . 
Vermont . ... ........... . 
Massachusetts ........ . 
~~ .. ~ ··g ::: ::: ::: ::: ·12 ::: ::: ··2 ::: ::: ::: ::: ::~ ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: 
5~~ 8~ ::: ::: 11 ::: .ii·-~::: .. i J::: ::: ::: ::: ::: .. i ::· ::: ::: ::: 
Rhode lslancl .......... . 49 7 •.. . •. JO . • •... 38 .................. ....• . . .............. 
Connecticut--···· ..... . 241 16 1 11110 ... 12 13 l ... 1 1 . ......................... . 
N ew York . .... .... .. ... . 301 60 42 1 77 5 31111 13 ... 63 99 7 ... ... 5 8 11 ... 32 11 
New Jersey ............ . 
Pennsylvanict ......... . 
146 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 :?O 3 . . . 6 . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
354 47 9 2 28 . . . 23 124 8 . . . 34 5 . . . 2 . . . 1 • . . . . . 2 . _ .... 
South Atlantic Division: 
Del.;,ware............... 7 -·- ....••••..••.•. 
Maryland .. . ... ......... 130 10 .... .... - ... 39 
District of Columbia... 17 14 ... ... 3 ..... . 
Virginia............... 9~ 12 8 ... 4 ... l 
West Virginia.......... , ................. . 
North Carolina......... 4~ 6 35 ... 3 ..•••. 
South Carolina........ 70 4 .•. . . • 4 ..... . 
GeorghL .......... ...... 73 8 1
1 
.. .... ..... . 
soJ~06~~trai.i>iv·{ ioii:··· .. ~ ........ -·· ........ . 
Kent-u cky .• ............. 38 5 1 ... 1 ..... . 
Tennessee .... .... ...... 66 19 10 ... 7 ... 2 
Alabama........... ..... f2 4 3 .••.... .... . 
Mississippi. ...... ...... 11 4 1... 1. .... . 
Louisiana.............. 1e 7 .. ... ... ... l 
Texas.............. ..... 18 8 6 7 l ..... . 
Arkansas ........... .... 6 .••..•.... . •.•..•• 
North Central Division: 
2 •.....•..•••...... . .••.•• • •..........• • 
1 .............. ... .............•........ 
2 ... ... .•. ... ... ... ... . .. 1 ...... ·-· .. . 
2 ..• ··- 7 •.............•...........•..• 
6 ............................. .. .. ·-· .. . 
17 ... ... 2 ............ ·- ...... .... ..... . 
10 .................. -·· ...........•...... 
8 1 ... 5 ... ··- ... 3 .. ............... . 
2 .•......••.••.....•........••••.•.••.••• 
21 ...................................... . 
35 J 2 6 ...... ...... . .. .. ............ . 
22 . . . ... 4 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 ..... . 
10 . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... 2 •••.•• 
16 1 ... 2 ............................. . 
18 .•. ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 ..•.. . 
1 ...................................... . 
Ohio .................... 276 47 56 ... 61 ... 13 56 2 ... 9 5 ... 1 3 . ................ . 
Indiana...... . ......... . 121 11 9 ... 25 ... 2 39 5 .••.•••..•.•••.•••.......•..•...•.•• 
Illinois................. 120 19 40 4 41 ... 4114 19 ... 4 ... ... •. . ... ..• 4 ........... . 
Michigan............... 104 15 37 ... 62 2 7 60 45 ·.·.· ... 5 
... 
6 
.... ! ·.·.· .•. 
2
. ·. ·.· ... 
1
• ·.·. ·. · .. ··. _· · .. ·. ·.·.·. Wiscon. in..... ...... ... 55 8 46 4 10 ... 1 24 • 
Minnesota .......... .... 40 4 26 ... 5 ... l 26 2 ... 2 2 4 ...... 2 1 ... .. ...... . 
Iowa ................ .... 113 8 12 .. . 80 5 l 63 2 ... 10 ..................... 1 ..•... 
Missouri. ........... _... 73 7 8 l 7 . . . l 24 . . . . . . 2 2 2 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 ..... . 
North Dakota.......... 4 ... l ... ... .. . .. . 1 ..... ...... ........................... . 
South Dakota....... ... 11 .. . ... ... 2 ... ... 4 1 ...... ............................. . 
Nebraska.. ......... .... 15 9 11 ... 1 ...... 19 ... ... 3 ............................. . 
We;f;;1;t\vision: ······ 67 12 8 1 1 ··· ··· 19 5 ··· I ·-·· ·· ... ······ 5 ........... • 
i!i~to{'.:I'.~'.I \; :;1]::I~~ ;;:I;'.; ::i '.\III\:;; l'.; l;; ;ii::; ~i; ::: I ~: 
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Number of honorary clegrees conferred by universities cind colleges in 1891-'92. 
States and Territories. AL ~ >i A ~ A ::i A ~ p:i A ,d i u:i i:i ~ A Q) p:i u:i :ii d rJi rJi G:i p., ~ ~ ~ .d .d .µ p p i C) ~ A ~ i:i ~ ~ ..:i ..:i ~ r.fl H H H p., p., p:i ~ :;a ~ d 
--
- -- -
-
- ---
- --
--- - - -
United States ________ 11 354 1 11 6 1 266 4 4109 3 36 1 7 6 4 1 3 1 
NorthAtlanticDivision____ 7 195 1 3 4 1 85 1 4 56 3 21 ___ 5 4 1 ___ 3 ___ 1 __ _ 
SouthAtlanticDivision____ 2 30 ___ --- ___ ___ 39 ______ 13 --· 2 _________ -· _____________ __ _ 
South Central Division_______ 47 ___ --- ___ ___ 31 3 ___ 5 ________ --· ___ 2 ___________ _ __ _ 
North Central Division____ 1 77 ___ 8 2 ___ 104 ______ 35 -~- 13 1 2 2 1 1 ___ · 1 --· __ _ 
Wes.tern Division__________ 1 o ___ ___ ___ ___ 7 ______ __ ___ _ ____________________ __ ____ _ 
- === === -- === - = === === === === = :== === === === == ==- - === === 
North Atlantic Division: Maine______________________ 1 ___________ _ 
New Hampshire__________ 5 ___________ _ 
Vern1ont________________ ___ ____ ___ ___ 1 ___ · 
Massachusetts ____________ 20 ___________ _ 
Rhodeisland ___________ 1 5 ______ 2---
Connecticut ____________ 3 16 ___________ _ 
New York______________ 3 65 1 3 1 1 
New Jersey________________ 4 ____ _______ _ 
Pennsylvania_____________ 79 ___________ _ 
South Atlantic Division: Maryland__________________ 17 ________ ___ _ 
D~sL1:ic_t of Columbia______ 3 ___________ _ 
Virgmia ________________ ___ 4 ___________ _ 
West Virginia _____________________________ ·_ 
North Carolina_________ 2 3 ___________ _ 
South Carolina____________ 3 ___________ _ 
Georgia ___________ ________________________ _ 
5 --- --- 2 --· --- --- --- --- --- -- - --- --- --- --· 
2 --- --- 3 --- 1 --- --- --- -- - - -- --- --- --- . --
3 --- --- 2 --- --- --- --- --· --- --- --- --- --- --· 
2 1 --· 4 --- 1 --- --- -- _ --- -- --· --· --- --· 
4 --- --- 4 1 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --· 
7 --- --- 8 2 ___ --- 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- --· 
22 --- 4 19 --- 9 --- 2 1 1 --- 2 --- --- --· 
11 --- --- 7 --- 3 --- . _ 1 --- --- --- --- --- ---
1 ;;; I j) :lj ll; ~ii I I \\1 I ii: I 
6 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
South Central Division: Kentucky__________________ 3 ___ ___ ___ ___ 2 · 
Tennessee _____ ______ ______ 21 ___ ___ ___ ___ 1~ ::i ::: --3 ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: --2 ::: ::: ::: ::: ::~ 
No!t~if ltiti~tt:it ( ::;! \ \} )--!:( ~~~ :;! } \('. ( \} :i!1Ir~ It 
w.Jj\~;!f !ii!!ii!!!i ::i --1 ii; ::t iil !ii 1 i;i !!; •I ii; ::1 !!l !ii;::!;: ;1~ !ii!!! iii !!i. 
~C:at;la1if~o.~r:11:;1:t_}~_:~_- __ : __ :~_=_::_::_=_~_~;_-:_=:_=:_: ~~1~ ::::1: ;_-:_: :_: :_: :_: --~ ~_:_: :_: =_-:_: :_: ---~ ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :: : ::: ::: ::: --i 
.. ---r= === ·==~ === === === ==~ === ==~ === === === ==: === 
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In th6 following diagrams an attempt has been made to represent graphically 
the proportion of leading items concerning universities and colleges reported 
, by the several geographical di visions of the country: 
NORTH ATLAN'l'IC DIVISION, 
J
Preparatory-4,!J41, or 11.7 per cent. 
Students -- College ______ J7,ogs, or 32.G per cent. ~~~~~~8==:r=:::r:=:::r:=I=r=r=::J 
laraduate ____ 1,261, or 43.7 per cent. ~~~~~~~~~I=I=I=r=r::::::J 
SOU'l'H ATLANTIC DIVISION. 
i Preparn.tory ___ _ 249, or 10.31:er cent. Instructors m-rrvr---ir--.--.-----,---,---.-.---.--, College ______ ____ 5:;7, or 11. 4 per cent. lc.L.CL,,.,___,L---'----'---1..---"---'---'---'----' 
I Prepa:::a:;orv ____ 4,163, or !J.8 per cent. ILLLLl'---'---'----'---1..---"---'---'---'----' 
I 
Students __ / College ___ ___ __ 5,381,or 10.2p~rcent.1-,-~~----------~---r---,----, 
L Graduate __________ 37G, or 13 per cent. 1.<..L"--'-'<.£.J..--'---'----'----'----'---'---'---'----' 
;~!::0ctg~~~~;;r~~~ici= ·--COG,031,orl0.0pe:-cent.5• : : : . : : : : : : 
ings, and apparatus __ $10,1G3,200, or 10.0 per cent. ,c==.c..,:...c..a.. _ _J:---':----'-:--1..: ---"-: _ _J:----'-:---'-:-""": 
Productive funds ________ $7,280,333, or G. 4 per ce:::it. ~================~==================== 
SOUTH CENTRAL DIVISION. 
{ 
Pr0:i,'.)ar:1:01·y .. ___ 305, or 12.7 per cent. 
Instructors t,-,,,....--,----~------------. Colle~e __________ 608, or 11. 7 pc:- cent. 1-'-'-"'--"-..___,_ _ _,_ _ _,__..L__..L__.J..__L__L-__. 
rPreparatory ___ G,040, or 16.1 per cent. f-"--".L....!.LLL-'---L-_J__..L__,.L__L__L__L__j 
Students __ i College _________ 7,0:J5, or 13.5 per cent. ~£..£11.CLL-'---L--'-_..L__..L__L___JL__L__j 
l Graduate ___________ 141, or :; p~r cent. ~~-~--'---'---'----'---..____,.___.__~ 
Volumes in libraries _______ 331,C::n, er 7.1 r,er cent. f-<-'.J-J..--'---'---'--..L__..L__L___JL___JL__j 
Value of grounds, build-
ings, and apparatus _____ r.1, O!lG, 408, or (l per cent. t<""-"-"-'---'----"---'--..J_-..J__.L,__L-_L----1 
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NORTH CENTRAL DIVISION •. 
· j Preparatory __ 1,369, or 5<l.7 per cent. 
Instructors l-r,-r;r-rr,"717"77;,;r.;.-nrr--,---,--,--r-,,---, 
: College ________ 2,121, or 40.7per cent . ILLLLl<:.LL.LJL.LLLJL.L:..LAL---'--......L---'---'----'-~ 
{
Preparatory __ 23,228, or 54.8 per cent. 
Students __ College ________ 20,605,or 39.1 per cent. l,<'.L'..Ld<:.LL.LL<'.LL!L----1_--'--......L---'---'-------'-~ 
~~~~~.-,--,,..--,---,----.---,--,----,--, 
Graduate _______ l,022, or 35.2 per cent. ~:'.Ll<:.LL.:..aL~.JLL.!........l _ __,_ _ _,__-'---'-------'-~ 
Volumes in libraries ____ 1,330,142, or 28.5 per cent. IL.LLLl<'..LLL!L..<.L.lL----'---'---'----"----'----'-~ 
Value of grounds, build-
ings, and apparatus ___ $30,968,450, or 31 per cent. ILLLLLLLL.:ALLL<il----'---'---'---'---'----'-~ 
WESTERN DIVISION. 
j Preparatory _____ 1G6, or 8.1 per cent. 
Instructors l ~~--,--.-----.--.---.--.---,----,--, 
College ______ _____ 349,or 6.7 per cent. !LLJ:'.Ll.--'---L----'..__--'----'---'--.L-.---'--' 
{ 
Preparatory ____ 3,092, or 7.3 per cent. 
Students __ College ___ _______ 2,343, or 4.6per cent. ~---'---'---'----'-~-~-...J_-..____._~ 
1-,.-,--,-~-r----.---.---,---,---r----.----; 
Graduate ________ __ 91,or 3.1 per cent. 1-'--'----'---'---'----'-~-~-...J_-..____._~ 
Volumes in libraries _____ __ 196,604, or 4.2 per cent. 1-"'--'----'---'---'-------'-~-~-...J_-..____._~ 
Value of grounds, build-
ings, and apparatus __ !Jlll,583,393, or 11.6 per cent. ;<.L-~L__,__J.._____J _ __,__ _ _,_ _ _.__.._______. _ _, 
CHAIRS OF PEDAGO8-Y IN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 
The catalogues of tho following-named institutions show that professors of 
pedagogy, didactics, or science and art of teaching-, are included in the faculties 
of the several institutions. An asterisk (*) placed before the name of an insti-
tution shows that the professorship includes other studies besides pedagogy, 
while a dag-ger (t) denotes a lectureship: 
-x La Fayette College, La Fayette, Ala . 
-::- Hendrix College, Conway, Ark. 
':.- Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, Ark. 
University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 
Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo Alto, Cd. 
* University of Colora.do, Boulder, Colo. 
t Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 
* John B. Stetson University, De Land, Fla. 
* Seminary West of the Suwannee River, Tallahassee, Fla. 
University of Illinoi~, Champaj~n, lll. 
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 
Illinois Col!ege, Jackson viile, Ill. 
Lake Forest University, L ake Forest, Ill. 
* Wheaton College, Wheaton 1 Ill. 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind . 
* Union Christian College, Merom, Ind. 
Moores Hill College , Moores Hill , Ind. 
* Ridgeville Colle~e, Ridgeville, Ind. 
-.- Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa. 
-:.- Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa. 
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* Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa. 
* State University of Iowa , Iowa City, Iowa. 
* Iowa Wesleyan University, Mount Pleasant, Iowa. 
* Cornell College, Mount Vernon, Iowa: 
* University of the Northwest, Sioux City, Iowa. 
t Tabor College, Tabor, Iowa. 
Western College, Toledo, Iowa. 
* Central College, Enterprise, Kans. 
* Campbell University, Holton, Kans. 
University of KansaR, Lawrence, Kans. 
* Lane University, Lecompton, Kans. 
* Kansas Wesleyan U n.i versi ty, Salina, Kans. 
* Southwest Kansas College, Winfield, Kans. 
t Berea College, Berea, Ky. . 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 
t Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 
Clark Universiiy, Worce·ster, Mass. 
Adrian College, Adrian, Mich. 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich .. 
Western Michigan College, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
* Olivet College, Olivet, Mich. 
University of Minnesoh, Minneapolis, Minn. 
* St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minn. 
* Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Mivn. 
University of Mi.ssissippi, University, Miss. 
* Carthage Collegiate Institute, Carthage, Mo. 
University of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 
Cotner Univer6ity, Bethany, Nebr. 
t York College, York, Nebr. 
University of Nevada, Reno, Nev. 
* College of New Jersey; Princeton, N. J. 
* University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. Mox. 
Cornell-University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
-K· Keuka College, Keuka College, N. Y. 
t Columbia College, New York, N. Y. 
University of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 
* Syr:icuse University, Syra,cuse, N. Y. 
* Fargo College, Fargo, N. Dak. 
* University of North Dakota, University, N. Dak 
* Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. 
Findlay College, Findlay, Ohio. 
* Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio. 
* Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pa. 
* Lebanon Valley College, Annville, Pa. 
* Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pa. 
* Monongahela College, Jefferson, Pa. 
* Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. 
Claflin University, Orangeburg, S. C. 
* Black Hills College, Hot Springs, S. Dak. 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 
* Maryville College, Maryville, Tenn. 
* Ca1:son a_nd Newman College, Mossy Creek, Tenn. 
Umvers1ty of Texas, Austin, Tex. 
* Howard Payne College, Brownwood , Tex. 
Univer ity of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
andolph Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va. 
t Whitworth College, Sumner, Wash. 
Wet Virg inia niversity, Morgantown, W. Va. 
* Beloit ollege Beloit, Wis. 
* oiv rsity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 
* Univ rsity of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. 
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Present occupation of men who have held fellowships at Johns Hopkins University. 
,..; ,..; >, 0 ,..; 0 
r/l 0 r/l 
r/l" 
r/l gJ r/l 3 il) 
.e:l ,..; ;_, 0 
.e:l 0 0 ::s ;_, 0 ;_, 
"' 
0 
Institution with which connected. Pt ;_, Pt ,..; ct!
0 
,..; 3 Pt ~ a5 ~ ,..; ;_, h g 
"' "' 
0 
"' .0 ..; ~ , t il) r/l ,..; 
r/l 0 ~ -~ 2 i-.· A !?; ti A ~ ·t3· A 0 ::s E 0 il) il) 0 ::s .;S 0 ;_, -~ s ,0 :§ ,S 'd 0 r/l ;g r/l r/l "' r/l 0 ct! Q) B ;_, r/l r/l ~ r/l r/l <l) il) il) il) P-t <t1 <t1 <t1 A <t1 ~ p ~ fi:l fi:l r:n. H 
- -
- -
- -
- - - - - -
Allegheny CoIIege (Pennsyrvania )-- ____ . ________ _ 
Amherst College (Massachuse·tts) __________ ___ __ _ 
Aoyama Yetwa Gakuko, Tokio, Japan __________ . 
Brown Univel'si.ty (Rl!J.ode Island). ______________ _ 
Bryn Ma.w.r· CoUege (Pennsi}"1vania) ______ _____ __ _ 
Case School of Ap])lied Science. (Ohio)---------- · 1. ---- ____ .---- - --- : ____ --- --- --- --- ·. -- - -- :---
Clark University (Massachusetts) ______ _________ ---- ·_____ ___ 1 ____ 2 ·-- - --- ·--- -- - ------- ---
Clemson Agricultural CoUege-(South Carolina)._ ·____ 1 .---- ________ ·---- -- -' ---- -·-- --- ,--- :--- ·---Colby Unlversit.v (Maine) ___________ ___ __ ______ __ - 1 ____ _ _______ ____ _ -- _ - - ___ ---- :- .... __ :---
g~!ttfd~l~I:!{i~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ 1--~-I·=·==: ::=:: /: ;===: ::=== ==~ ~~= ::~~ 1:=?== === =~: 
ggi~~~nc~;1~~r<:ft
0
tcl:~~ict--cTcfoiumtiG:5== --i- :=:: --~- ::=: =:=: --~- =:: =:: ::=. ==: : :~ ::= :== 
Concordia C0llege (Wisconsin)____ _______ ___ ______ 1 ---- ___________ ___ __ --- - -- - -- -- - ___ --- ---
Cornell College (Iowa)___________ _________________ 1 . , 
Cornell University (New York) __________________ 1 1 ____ 2. ____ --~- · 1 --- ______ : __ _ · ___ ...• 
Dalhousie College (Nova Scotia)_________________ 1 ____________________ - -- ---- ___ - -- . ___ __ _ ..•• 
First Middle School of Tokio (Jawan)- _____________ 1· ---- ______________________ ·-· _________ . .• 
Georgetown College (Kentuclty)_ _______ ___ ______ 1 _______________ _ __________ ___ ____ __ _____ _ 
Genrgia School of Technology ____ _______________ ' 1 _______________________________ __ __ _____ _ 
lli;f!~nltiiJ;?M~i£J:~!A~1~~~;=ii~~~s= , ! _ =-_= _: __ =_=-_= _ =__ :_:=
3
=~ _ :_=-_= __ = :_--_= __  __ : --=~--=11=
1
== -_: __ : ~ -_= -_=_: ,_: __ : __ : _  :_~-_: ._=
1
=: 
Harvard University__________ _____________________ 1 
Haverford College (Pennsytvania) -------------- . 1 _________ __ __________ __ , ______ __ ________ _ 
Hobart CoUege (New York) ______________________ . 1 ___________ __ __ _ _____________ __ _ . _______ _ 
Illinois WesleyanUniv:e-l!sity ----------- ·· -------- 1 _________ ____ ___ ,- -- ____________ . ___ : ____ ___ _ 
Indiana University____ _______________________ _____ 1 ---- ____ ---- ____ · ____ --- --- --- -- - 1--- ___ : . .• 
IowaCoHege _______ ____ __ _________ __ _____ __ ______ __ 1 ____ ---- .---- ______ ________ ___ - - ----- ,---- __ _ 
Iowa State University ___ _______________ __________ t _________ _____ _______ _____ _____ __ __ _ , ___ __ _ 
Johns Hopkins University (Maryland) ______ ____ 5 3 ____ __ __ 6 2 1 ___ · 1 2 __ _ 
Kentucl{y State College ___________________________ 1 .... __ ______ __ __ ____ ___________ ____ . ______ _ 
LafayetteCol1ege (Pennsylvania) ________ __ ______ 1 __________________________ _________ __ ___ _ 
LelandStanforclJuniorUniversity(CaliforniaJ_ 2 ________ 1 _________ ______________ , _____ _ 
Massachusetts Institute of 'l'echnology·__________ 1 2 ____ ____ ____ 1 ___ --- .--- :--- ___ · ___ __ _ 
Miami University·-------------------------------- 1 ________________ ·--" _____ _ _____ __ _____ __ _ 
Middlebury College (Vermont)_____ __ ___ __ _______ 1 __________ ___ ______________ _____ __ . _____ _ 
North,vestern University (Illinois) ___________ ___ 2 ________________________________________ _ 
Ohio Wesleyan University------ ------·- ---------- 1 __________ __ ___________________________ _ 
~:~itrb~~~!c~i1
1
~l1~ege-(virginia):=:::::::::::: --=- :=:: =~:: --i- :=:: ==== ::: ::: _:: :: : ::: : :: ::= Ripon College (Wisconsin) ________ ____________ ____ 1 _____________________________ ___ _____ ___ _ 
Rose Polytechnic Institute (Indiana) ____________ 1 _________ __ _ ____ ___ _ ___ ___ __________ __ __ _ 
Rutgers College (New Jersey) _________ ___________ 1 1 ________________________________ _ 
St. Olaf College (Minnesota)__________ __ __________ 1 ________________________________________ _ 
Sapporo Agricultural College (Japan) ___________ 1 _ Southwestern. Presbytt:rian University (Ten- - -- ---- -:-- --- - ---- --- - - ~ --- --- --- --- ---
nessee) ________ ________________ __________________ __ ---- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- --- --- --- --- --- - -- --· 
Swarthmore College (Pennsylvania)_______ __ ___ _ _ ________________ __ ____________ _________ _ 
Tulane University (Louisiana)________ ___ _____ ___ 1 __ ___ ___ ____ ______ ______________ ________ _ 
University College ('l'oronto) ______________ _ , ________________________________ 1 ______________ _ 
!!l!!l!iil !! i!i?1}:~~\lI;I\ .1 ); ~I )~ I'. i) \ I I I \ t I 
University of Maryl and______________ _____________ i :==: :=:: := == ===: :::: ::: ::: ::: :=~ ::: :: - ::: 
University of Michigan_____ _______ ___ _____________ 3 ____ ____ 1 _________________ ___ ________ _ 
:g~i;:~:il~ gg§!~~!!~~a_::::::::=:---------::: ::=: =::: -T :::: _:_ :::: :::: -i- : := ::= ::: ::: ::: ::: 
University of North Carolina__________ ___________ 2 ___________ _ ________ ___ ____ _______ __ __ __ _ 
University of Pennsylvania___________________ ___ _ 1 ____ ____ ________________________________ _ 
University of the South _____ ___ :___ ______ __ _______ 1 ___ ____ __ __ _____________________________ _ 
University of South Carolina__ ___ ______ ____ __ ____ 2 _____ ________ ___________________________ _ 
University of Texas ------ ------ ---------- -- -- ----- 1 1 _____ ___________________ ________ ____ _ 
University of Tokio (Japan)- --- --- -------- · ______ J: ___ __________ ___ __________ ______________ _ 
:g~i;:~m~ ii Ji:~~~t·:====::::===:::::::=:::=:=== i --- -- ---- ---- ---- ------- --- --· --- --- --- -- -
University of Wisconsin-------------------------- 2 =::::===--if :::: -T :: : ::: ::: ::~ ::: :::1::: 
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Present occupation of men who have held fellowships at Johns Hopkins University-
Continued. 
i,; 
i-. i-. >, 0 0 Ul Ul 0 Ul B Ul Ul Ul Cl) r/.l ~ i-. ,... 0 Cl) ::l 0 0 0 0 ,... ,... 
Institution with wbich connected. p, 
,... p, ~ () ~ 3 p, .., i i,; ~ t I>, 0 .., A £ i-. .0 ..; <fl cl () 
-~ 
ill <fl ;..; ~ Ul '8 A j () j ,... A ~ A ~ () ::l B 0 ill ill 0 ::l $ 0 t -~ s 'O .s ~ 'O 0 <fl ~ <fl <fl () cl ~ ::l ,... <fl <fl <fl Jg <fl ill ill Cl) ill 
:Ji Poi <11 <11 < < H < ~ A cq ~ J;:;. 
- - - - - - - - - -
- - -
~~rsei/6~~re~~ ?-~~1-~~~-~~-~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: --~- -- i- :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :: : ::: ::: 
Washington (DistrictofColumbia)HighSchooL ______ __ ---- ____ ____ 1 _______________ --- __ _ 
Wesleyan University (Connecticut)_____________ ____ 1 _______ ______ ___ 1 ____ _____________ _ 
!f!ll!!,~¥i:q;1;:J!jlh~ti~fi;:.) •• :::::::: "T :::: :::: ::~: :::: /: :: ••••• : ••• ::: ::: ••• 
Woman's Col'lege of Baltimore (Maryland) ______ ---- 2 ---- ---- ---- --- - --- --- -- - --- --- . -- ---
Yale University_·--······················--·-·--·---- -- -·----- -···-- --- 1 --- --- --- --- --- ·-- --· 
Total ·· -----------·-- - --------· - --·-- ________ 83 16 3 16 8 13 4 5 2 1 7 2 
Baltimore, Md------ --·---·· ------ ------ ------- ____ ---· _______________ _ Farmfngton,Conn _______ __________ ___________ ____________________ _ ___ _ 
Londo_n, England ___________________________ . _________________________ _ 
1 --- --- --- --- --- --- --· 
1 --- --- --- --- -·- --- ---
1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- -
MISCELLANEOUS. 
I 
Chemists ___ ___ _________________ _ .-----·______ 7 u. s. Census •••••••••••••••••.•••••. _______ _ 
Lawyers ____ ________ __ ________________________ 3 U. S. ·Patent Office ________________________ _ 
Editors ____ ___ ____________ ·- ____ -----·________ 2 
Clergymen__ _____________________ ___________ 2 
Students_____________________________________ 7 
Observatory work _______ ·---- -------- -- ------ 1 Physicians ____________ ·-_____________________ 4 
Geologist ·--- __ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1 
U.S. Geological Survey __________________ _ 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. ________ _ 
Secretary Associated Charities ___________ _ 
Director of physical training ___ __________ _ 
Occupations unknown ________________ -----
Dead ___________ ··-·--·------- ----------------Electrician ______ .___ ________ ___ ____ _______ ___ 1 
Librarian ___________ _____ _____ ___ ______ ______ 1 Total ________ -·-- ________ . ___________ ... 
Laborat-ory worl,_____ _________________ ______ 1 
1 
1 
I 
10 
8 
Of the 5G men included under miscellaneous occupations, twenty-nine were formerly 
engaged in teaching. 
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Occupations of men ( excluding fellows) whu have received .. the Ph. D. degree at Johns 
· Hopkins University. 
"" 
~ 
0 i-: 0 
t/l 0 t/l t/l t/l t/l ~ ID t/l ID 
0 0 .8 0 t/l ;... ;... t/l 0 
Institution with which connected. ID 
P, ;... P, i-: 0 i-: ~ p, ~ 3 s ..,; i..: 0 -+" A ;... ~ -~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ID P, A -+" t) p -+" ;... 
.8 0 ~ 'O 0 p 
-~ 0 13 $ ~ 0 t/l :fl VJ VJ t/l VJ - o ID ;... t/l VJ VJ A VJ ID p:j P-i 41 41 41 41 H 41 ...:i 
------
- - -
-
Alabama Agricultural a ncl Mechanical College _____________ --- - 1 ; ____ ---- ____ ---- ___ _ ·--- ___ _ 
Bryn Mawr College (Pennsylvania)----- -- ------ ---- - · ______ ----____ 1 ---- __ __ ---- ·---· ______ _ _ 
Carleton College (Minnesota) __ __________________ ___ ______ _____ __ 1 ____ --- - ____ - --- ___________ _ 
Clarie Univer sity (Massachusetts) _____ __ __ ________ __________ __ _____ ___ _____ _ . 1 _______________ _ 
Clemson Agriculturv,l Uollege (South Car olina) __ ___ __ ___ ______ I____ 1 ___ ____________________ _ 
i~ilf.~i:~!;r~!lt~~ff\:::::0::::::::::::::::: J i :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Johns Hopkins University (Maryland) ____________ ---------- ____ ____ 1 ____ ____ 4 I _______ _ 
Lel~nd StanfordJ un~orUnive~~it_:r (California)_----------+ --- ~ ________ · ___ __ ___ __ _________ _ 
National Deaf-Mute College (D1:st11ct of Columbia) ____ ____ ____ 1 __ ______ ___ _ ___ ___________ _ _ 
l~~t~~jJ!f ~t!~]1lt~f #~VH'.'.'.H/lH;1u :I )i ;\ /'.C\ ;;i; :iii iiii 
Swarthmore College (Pennsylvania) ___________ __ .. ____ __ ________ 1 .... ______ ___ _____ __ _______ _ 
'I'rinityCollege (North Carolina) ___ __ ________ __________________ _ 1 __ · ___ _______ ___ _ ____ _____ __ _ 
U.S. Naval Acac1emy (Maryland)--------- ------------- - __ _ ____ 1 __ __ ____ 1 __________ __ ___ _ 
111111111111\f i\l\~:jj:j ;;:::;iiii!i ii:j;l l;j'.'.! ;!i! ll;i ::1: ;::: i::l !!!!:i;iJ ;:1; ii;: ;;;: 
Washington (District of Columbia) High School.__________ ___ _ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____ 1 _ --- -
i~Jg~fti;f{g~Yiiitl:t~~r \:::::::::::::::: ::::: :: : .: :;: :::: :::: :::: i:: :==: rn: 
Total. ______ __ ___ ___ ____ .. ________ ___________ ___ ~ ________ _ 25 3 4 5 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Instru ctors (private)_________ _______________ 31 Clergymen__________________ __ __ ____________ _ 1 
Chemist.s. _______ ____ __ ___ ________ · ----------- 3 Librarian________ ___ ______________ _____ ______ 1 
Editors__ ___ _________ _______________________ __ 2 Unknown___________ _____________ ___ _________ 3 
Lawyers . .. _______ ____ _______ _______________ ___ 3 __ 
Physicians. __________________ .. _______ _______ 2 Total __ . _______ _________________ __ ______ _ 18 
Of the 18 men included under miscellaneous occu pations, six we:re forme:::-ly en1aged in 
teaching. 
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Present occupati.on of rnen who have been conm.ected with Cl.ark University, Worceste'l', 
Mass. 
I-< I-< 
0 0 
Ul Ul 
I-< 
Ul Ul 
~ ~ 0 0 0 Ul i... I-< Ul 
Institution with which now connected. Q) A A ~ ..;; 0 I-< 25 ~ I-< £ ~ A 0 
.& Q) i... Ul 
-~ 
ro <l) 0 ro I-< ~ ~ ~ A Ul .p I-< ::s .p I-< s:i ~ 0 i; Q) 41 Ul 'd 0 -~ t . -~ 0 'd (1) .9 'ti <l) ro 0 Ul Ul CJ Ul Ul p ro 0 Q) 3 I-< Q) Is Ul Ul (1) A Ul <l) 0 P, ~ P, <: <: f-=l H <: 8 ~ A r=t rn 
- - -
- - - - -
-
-
-
Adrian College LMichigan) .. ·-·-----·-·-··-··--·-··· 1- .... -··· --· ...... ·--· ..... - ..... . 
BethelCollege(Kentucky) ................... .. . - ·-··- .... 1 ·-·· ... · ... .......... . ..... ·:=:: ::: 
Brown University (Rhode Island) .............. _ .... · -· l ··- · .... :· - ·· ....... .... · ..... ·-·- ··-
~if~~a~fg~0~\~liol~~.~~~!~~~~~~::::=:.:==.=:::: .::::1~::= :::: -·~· ::: ::: ··1· :=: ::: ::: ::: ·:::: ::: 
Clark University (Massachusetts) ......... -·-·-·-·1 ' •••• ·-· 2 .... · 4 2 3 1 : ...... · .. I9 11 
College for Training ol Teachers (New York) .. _··-- .... -· ·· · ·· - 1 --- .... -·· · -· ·-· -· - -·- ·--
Colorado Uollege __ ··· ······ ·-·-····· ··-··--··· ···- ···- .... 1 ....... ... -·· ............ -·- ...... 
College of New Jersey ... -·-- ................... ·-·- ·--- .... -··- ·-·- ... ... 1 -·· -·· ... -·· ...... -ii~JilEif ri~;;:.~~~i::\::~:~\;:~:~:::: \~\ \~~ ::i :~: :~ =i / ,\::::~~)\ ii) 
Johns Hopkins University··-· ···· -···· ·········-· .... -······- ...... -... l ............ · .... ~--
Maine State College ..... · · -· ............ ·· ---· ·-·- .... ··-- ........ ··- .. _ 1 ... __ . ,_ ..... ·-·· ··-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology···--······-· .... ---· ·--· .. - ... 2 ...... --· .•. -··- ··-
Northwestern Uni,ersity (Illinois)··- ·-·········- •...... . ·--· 1 ...... ............. ·-· .... ·--
Ohio University ... ___ ·· · ······· -· ··-····-···- ····· ··· ......... 1 .......... -··- .... ... .......... ··-
Stal'eNormalSchool, Winona, Minn··-···-···-- ____ ··-- 1 .... ·-- .......... ___ .......... -·-
:g~;:~m; gi g~~f~at1::::·::::::::::~::::::::~: :::: ··-~- · f .... -~-::: -·-- --- ·~- -- --·- .~~- ::: 
UniversityoftheCityofNew York ....... ... . ... --·- .... 1 ·--· ............... . ___ ....... __ _ 
University of lllinois ...... .. ---···-------- ·--·--·- .... ---· I .... __ _ •.. ···- ... -- · ... ___ ··-· ·-· 
:g:~i;!i:~i~~gf lr~E~~!n::~:::=====:=::::: :~: ::~::~= :::: ===~ ··i- :::: =: : ::: --i- :::::::~ ::: ::: :::~ -·~ 
University of Munich·-----···----- -----···--·------·-·--·--· · -··-· ..... _ 1 --· ·-· --· ·-·- ____ '---
University of Strassburg···- ... _·-··- - --·-------·- ____ ·--- ___________ -·· -·-- --· ·· - -·- --·· ____ 1 
University of'l'exas ... ---·-·----·-···· ----·----··- ··-· ---· 1 -·-· ·-· --. ··-· ___ --· __________ ---
:g~}!!~~U; g~ ~i~~~~~1ii::.-.-:.-:.-::==-·:::=.=-====-=====-:::: :::: :::: :::: ::: -~- -·f ·::: 1·:=: :=: ·::: :=:: ::: 
~~~~~~e~t;:~11~~;ii~~~ti'tute:=~=~====~======= ··~- ~==: :=:: --i· ::: ::: :::: ::: =:: :=: ::: :::: ::: 
Yale University·--· ____ -······-·-·--·---·----- ·-·· ···- -··· · -·· -·- - _ .. -·· 1 ___ -·- ·- ·· -·- ·-·- __ _ 
Total.. .. --- - --·- -- -- -·-···-·------ - -· - -· -- ---- 2 2 17 4 7 3 · ta 2 2 1 29 14 
~J~;~!t~~~~f~~~f!t_i~-~~. -.=·.--====~~~= ::-.-.:~ ·-~ -·-· --···- .. --·- ---·· -·-·-·. ·- -·-- .. ··-· -- -·-· .. -==: {~ 
Dead. __ --·· ____ . . · --- ___ __ _ .. ·-·. __ ··- · __ ---· .. . ·--· ______ ·--· __ ·- · - __ ---· --- -·- __ -·-- ---··- -· -- --·- 1 
CHAPTER XX. 
COLLEGES FOR WOMEN. 
DISCUSSION OF STA'l'ISTICS. 
Division A.-The total number of colleges for women reporting to this Office 
during the year 1891-'92 was 158, of which number 14have been placed in a class 
by themselves. The summarized statistics of these 14 institutions are given in 
the two following tables: 
COLLFGES FOR WOMEN, 1891-'92-DIVISION A. 
Professors and students. · 
~ ~ Prepara- Collegiate Total ~ ~ t 
,., tory de- depart- '" '" t 
· ~ partment. ment. number. t;'~ ~ . ~ . .a 
~~ I----Q)-.~---Q)-.-~---Q)-.~~ili Ji! 
~ ~ cl ~ cl <ii cl ~ ~ -~S ~ S ..., ~ cl s cl ~ ~ s ~P, ~ ,g ~ 
States. 
Professors and instructors. Students. 
z ~ Q) ~ ~ Q),.. 0,.. 0 
-----------1'-- R R - ~ ~ o ~ ~ 
United States____________ 14 12 35 189 201 199 230 549 2,558 78 3,459 
--------------·-------
North Atlantic Division _______ 11 2 6 157 181 165 191 !}5 2,427 78 2,874 
South Atlantic Division_______ 1 10 17 12 11 14 18 285 75 O 360 
North Central Division________ 1 0 0 15 2 15 2 O 45 O 45 
Western Division______________ 1 0 12 5 7 5 19 169 11 O 180 
North Atlantic Division: 
Massachusetts ________ ----· New York _________________ _ 
New Jersey ________________ _ 
Pennsylvania _____________ _ 
SouthAtlantic Division: Maryland __________________ _ 
North Central Division: 
Ohio------------------------
Western Division: California _________________ _ 
--------------====== ===== ===== ====== 
4 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
0 
17 
0 
12 
90 122 
34 45 
1( 5 
19 9 
12 
15 
5 
11 
2 
7 
90 122 
41 54 
0 1,700 
81 561 
15 6 14 23 
19 9 0 143 
14 
15 
5 
18 285 
2 0 
75 
45 
11 19 169 
38 1,882 
13 785 
0 37 
27 170 
0 
0 
0 
731 
360 
45 
180 
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COLLEGES FOR WOMEN, 1891-'92-DlVISION A. 
States. 
Students. 
Students. 
Number· in collegiate de- Cl) ~ 
partmentpursuingicourses ~ ~ 
leading to- g 1-, 
Number of freshmen 
prepared in-
(,) ~ . ~ p.rn p-, • ~ • .cl >, 
• Cl) Cl) Q) ~ 1-, ~ 1-, ~ g.~ !:.O 'd 
.I i i ~ .i i ~ H ~i ~ 1 i 
~ ~ ~ : ! ! ti ~i ~~ ~ 
<ti il.i ~ p:\ ~ H il.i'd ~ ~ ili Pol 
__ U_n_i-tc_cl_S_t_:1t_c_s _________ -.-.-__ -.-.-. . -.· i--l-,2-9-3 --2---;-- 352 -;- 342 ---;;- 35:i 630 ,~ 
North Atrnntic Division....... 1,271 --·· ·--- 292 352 20 ::rn 27 3:i5 ®117 
South Atlantic Division .. _ .... ·--· -- · · 0 0 0 0 ····- · . -·--· ·--··· ··---· 
North Central Division .... ·-··= 20 = ~ .... --9-· ·---0·- .. --0-. 203 .====2== ··-·0- ·-·-z"1·····0 Western Division ...... ··--.... 2 v 
North Atlantic Division: 
Massachusetts··-······---· 707 
New York .... ·-···· .... ···- 410 
New Jersey··---···--·-·.... 7 
Pennsylvania······-······· 138 
South Atlankc Division: 
Maryland .. . .. ···-·· .... · -· - ···- -··· 
North Central Division: 
0 
0 
280 330 ~o 229 2 253 599 7 
12 22 ····-- 46 23 63 7() 7 
16 
------ ------ ------
0 28 2 ll:l 9 0 
0 
0 
0 0 ··-··· ··-··- ........ ..•• ·· ··-· 
- Ohio ......... ·-···- · -- · ··---· 20 2 ·-·-·--· ··---- ·-··-- 23 ·-··-· ······ ·· ·-·- ······ W estern Div!sion: 
California···-····· ··· ······ 2 0 9 0 0 2 01 
Property. 
Number Number Number Value Value 
o! of of Volumes of scientific of grounds States. scholar- fellow- end0wed in libraries. app!~~tus and 
ships. ships. sE;i~r;~. libraries. buildings. 
Unitccl States· · ·- .... lGl 135, GG6 $387, 5~0 $1,238,119 
-------- ·----1------1- - - ---1------
North At.lantic Division... 148 7 5 106, 16G 
South Atlantic Division ... ----·· .... ···-·· · ·· - ·······--· ·-·· ___ ·····- -
North Central Division .. .. --··-·--·- 2 25,000 
Western Division . .. . · - -··- 13 0 4,5CO 
North Atlantic Division: 
367,556 
10,000 
10,000 
3, 54.8, 119 
340,000 
100,000 
250,000 
Mass:ichusett~. -· -· .... H:8 1 66,500 165, DOS 1,921,619 
New Yorlc.... ... . .. . . .. 1 0 4 2(), 166 166, G4S 1,006,500 
Nc\vJersey ... .............. . ............ . ......... .. .......... .. .. ..... .... . .. . . ··-··········· 
Sot{i~~tmt~¥cf5"iv1sion: -- 9 7 0 10,500 3.'i , ouo 560,000 
Norit1g~t~~i°Div1sior1:··· ··--··· -·· .......... ·········· · ········ ····- lO,COO :l'10,0:JO 
We~~~.~ ·:oi°vision:····· · · · · ······ ···· 2 25,000 .... .. .... . .. . 100,000 
CaUorni:i. __ ·-·········· 13 0 4,500 10,00J :250,000 
States. 
United States ________ 
North Atlantic Division __ 
South Atlantic Division __ 
North Central Division .. _ 
Western Division---------
North Atlantic Division: 
COLLEGES FOR WOMEN. 
P1·operty and incornc. 
Amount 
of pro-
ductive 
funds. 
$3,237,357 
-----
2,842,357 
150,000 
170,000 
75,000 
Income. 
From tui- From pro- From all 
tion fees. 1~~~:,e sg~~i!s. 
$619; 095 $191,594 $116, 3Jl 
551,095 178,594 116,301 
18,000 8,000 
- - ---- -- - ---
---- -- ------ -- ------ ----
50,COD 5, 00') 
----------- -
Massachusetts _________ 755,875 343,092 74,418 26,792 
NewYork______________ 1,386,482 194,503 62,098 43,835 New Jersey _____________ __ _________________ ______________ __________ ___ _ 
Pennsylvania__________ 700,000 13,500 42,078 45,674 
South Atlantic Division: Maryland _____________ _ 
North Central Division: 
150,000 18,000 8,000 - --- --------
Obio ___________________ _ 
Western Division: 
170,000 
California _____________ _ 75,000 50,000 5,000 ---------- --
Total 
income. 
$941,990 
560,990 
26,000 
55,000 
444,302 
300,433 
15,000 
101,252 
26,000 
53,COO 
733 
Benefac-
tions. 
$146,662 
85,662 
------------
60,000 
1,000 
41,527 
42,885 
1,250 
60, 000_ 
1,000 
An examination of these tables shows that the preparatory work done by these 
institutions is very little indeed, the number of students pursuing such work 
being but 15.9 per cent of the total number. Another noticeable feature is the 
large proportion of students pursuing courses of study leading to the degree of 
A. B. The number of such students is 1,283, or 66.4 per cent cf the total num-
ber in degree courses, The preparation of the freshmen of these schools forms 
another interesting item. While it is found ths.t in the colleges for males and 
in the coeducational colleges but 35.8 per c ::mt of the students were prep::1red in 
public high schools, th:=i foregoing t:1ble shows that 63.2 p2r cent of the fresh-
m en included in the +,able were preparc: d in such schools. The institu1ions in 
this clas3 am fairly well endowed, 81.1 per cent of the tot::i,l a.mount of productive 
funds reported by colleges ior women being reported by these few institutions. 
Division B .-The st Ltistics relating to prof"ssors and students of the 144 col-
leges for women of DivisionB arc included in the following summarized ta.ble: 
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COLLEGES FOR WOMEN, 1891-'92-DIVISION B. 
Summary of statistics of professors and -students. 
Profess.ors 
and 
instructors. 
Students. 
-----------•.---- --- - - . - ------------ ------
UnitedStates __________ 144 353 1,403 2,150 2,815 3,527 9,800 78 21,152 
1-------1---- --------------- -
North Atlantic Division___ 13 61 172 98 538 860 551 9 2,457 
South Atlantic Division___ 48 123 #3 668 668 953 3,844 24 6,752 
SouthCentralDivision____ 53 102 452 1,140 1,012 928" 4,164 32 8,086 
NorthCentralDivision____ 28 67 307 212 561 732 1,225 11 .3,717 
Western Division_ _________ 2 0 29 32 36 54 16 2 140 
North Atlantic Division: Maine __________________ _ 
NewHam_pshire _______ _ 
Massachuset1lB ________ _ 
New York _____________ _ 
New J ersey ___________ _ 
Pennsylvania _________ _ 
South Atlantic Division: 
Maryland _________ _____ _ 
Virginia ______ _________ _ 
West Virginia_ ________ _ 
North Carolina _____ : __ _ 
South Carolina ________ _ 
Georgia _______________ _ 
South Central Division: 
.Kentucky _______ _______ _ 
Tennessee _____________ _ 
Alabama _________ ______ _ 
t1~t1s1~Wt =~=== ==~= ~~== Texas ________ __________ _ 
North Central Division: Ohio _________ ______ ____ _ 
Illinois ____ ______ ___ ___ _ 
Wisconsin ____ ____ _____ . 
Minnesota __ ____ ______ _ _ 
Missouri. ______________ _ 
Kansas ________________ _ 
Western Division: California _____________ _ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
15 
1 
11 
7 
12 
15 
15 
8 
11 
2 
2 
7 
5 
2 
1 
11 
2 
2 
11 
4 
11 
3 
5 
27 
8 
44 
1 
25 
19 
26 
29 
36 
9 
17 
5 
6 
13 
15 
4 
1 
32 
2 
0 
10 -- -- ----
8 
22 
42 
6 
84 
19 
145 
2 
99 
62 
116 
127 
129 
-85 
8-1 
9 
21 
97 
68 
14 
7 
97 
241 
29 
0 
55 
43 
168 
86 
101 
313 
399 
271 
163 
179 
88 
40 
24 
20 
128 
40 
32 
118 
42 
19 
291 
68 
17 
247 
157 
75 
172 
278 
285 
116 
209 
59 
65 
102 
81 
121 
152 
105 
36 
311 
102 
278 
29 
140 
85 
470 
148 
112 
138 
218 
11>5 
157 
226 
55 
117 
297 
228 
24 
31 
115 
37 
54 
16 
21 
63 
181 
320 
95 
760 
744 
742 
1,503 
1,047 
1,315 
798 
712 
117 
175 
193 
122 
24 
16 
735 
135 
16 
2 
9 
11 
3 
1 
2 
9 
13 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
6 
2 
445 
166 
161 
760 
29 
896 
206 
1,911 
35 
1,379 
1,083 
2,138 
2,103 
2,486 
1,306 
1,472 
319 
400 
900 
847 
169 
48 
1,453 
300 
140 
• 
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COLLEGES FOR WOMEN, 1891-'92-DIVISION B. 
Summary of statistics of stu.dents. 
Students. 
Number in collegiate department 
·to I-< 0 pursuing courses leading to- 0 ;s ...... c,jr/l bl) ,,..Q) ro. rn o rn 
CD Q) 'O Cl) :::s ..,; Q)!-, 
States. CD Cl) 'O ~~ s I,., P.:::S I-< cs! rJl 0 CD Q) bl) CD 
~ti) 
.:10 
.s .s Ao Q) I-< Q) Q) I-< bl) 
'O I-< .... o 
·:3 bl) (l) bJ) 
'A :ls r-.- I-< I-< Q) 'O ~ Cl) Q)cil Q) Q) Q) .p 
'O 'O I-< ,0 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 I-< 
cq ~ [;,;1 w liJbll s s s S ro 
.d ,d p p p p Pt ~ P--1 ~ ~ 0 z z z z 
--------- ------ ---
---
---
UnitedStates __________ 2,429 12 1,295 609 546 409 9,048 3,031 1.913 
North Atlantic Division___ 164 -··-··-- 70 --·-··-· 51 8 728 I 299 249 
SouthAtlantic Divisim.L __ 1,216 ____ --· · 399 113 78 127 3, -418 1,078 805 
South Central Division.... 726 ____ -··· 721 430 209 261 3,386 1,118 1572 
NorthCentralDi'vision____ 31"8 8 102 62 208 7 1,422 466 ·307 
Western Division _ ____ ____ 5 4 3 4 6 94 70 10 
North Atlantic Division: Maine___________________ 16 ________ ________ ____ ___ 40 8 :J:37 
:~':.s~;~f!~ti;·~:======= ::==:::: :::::=:: -----~~- :::::::: -----~=- :::::::: 11~ NewYork______________ 0 0 0 0 O O _______ _ 
New Jersey_____________ O O O O o ·------- 26 · Pennsylvania __ ,______ __ 148 -60 _________ _________ ________ 421 
South Atlantic Division: 
~1~~1:iiii~~:::::::::: -----~~- :::::::: -----~~- :::::~!: ~~~~~~~~ ::::::~: North Carolina ___ :.... 90 ________ 15 .... ____ 63 19 
South Carolina ____ ____ 291 123 .... __ _________________ _ 
Georgia ____ ____ ______ __ 745 144 40 104 
South Centrctl Division: Kentucky _____________ _ 
Tennessee·------···----Alabama ____________ ___ _ 
Mississippi ____________ _ 
Louisiana ______ . ______ _ 
Texas ___ _______________ _ 
North Central Division: 
Ohio·-·-·------------·-· Illinois _______ . __ _____ _ _ 
Wisconsin _____________ _ 
MinnesoLa _____________ _ 
Missouri. ____ ________ _ , _ 
Kansas---------····----Western Division: 
California ____________ .. 
185 
258 
54 
156 
28 
45 
86 
45 
17 
5 
127 
38 
85 
108 
232 
255 
10 
39 
131 
113 
40 
14 
32 
100 
114 
45 
50 
21 
61 
26 
143 
10 
48 34 3 ---- - - --
50 56 --·- ··--
-----.-- ----·--- -----·-- ---·-··· 4 
---- --- - ·--- ---- 11 -------- --·- ··--
3 4 17 149 ---- ---· 
3 
4 --···---
126 
1,109 
24 
'719 
453 
987 
777 
953 
645 
642 
63 
306 
235 
414 
36 
17 
603 
117-
04 
60 130 
·20 95 
17 
0 20 
5 
---.----4 197 
61 45 
323 185 
-- -2i,, · '1 
. 374 
139 28 
328 166 
226 60 
298 16~ 
214 158 
289 136 
1-9 fl 
72 47 
155 138 
79 
16 
---i69. ---·-----119 
_47 50 
70 10 
As will be seen from this table, a comparatively large number of students are 
reported in th3 primary department. A hrge number of the institutions in-
cluded in this division maintain courses of study from the kindergarten to the 
end of a college course, thus r andering- necessary the maintaining of a large 
number of class3s. The proportion of students in courses of study leading to a 
degree i.s comparatively small, but the number of students pu'!'.'suino- studies in 
music and art is large. "' 
Some idea of the kind oE instruction imparted by these institutions may be 
obhined from the following t::Lble, giving the number of students pursuing the 
different studies in 1891-'92: 
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Num?Je1· of stuclents pursuing (he jollou;ing studies. 
States. i-: ro 
a 
a ~ ro 
u.i ~ ,... 0 ci (I) l:l.O .Q i-: ~ 
.bl) 0 § A .!<I Pt Q) ~ ,... h ~ Cl) Cl) 0 a (f). Cl) 
-~ 
p- ,... 0 p- Cl) A l\l 0 ~ 0 ~ ::l ,... Q) 0 0 0 ~ P:1 8 I-;) C, ~ ~ 
----
-- ------------
United States_________ 6,016 2,700 9CO 747 770 227 476 140 75 195 126 96 
----------·-- ---- --------
North Atl::mtic Division __ _ 452 311 179 145 129 3 52 19 35 37 27 
S0uth Atlantic Division __ _ 2,534 1,045 325 272 278 115 197 -95 20 118 70 53 
South Central Division ___ _ 2,563 997 329 185 231 97 145 40 31 24 11 11 
North Central Division ___ _ 467 344 157 145 132 12 82 5 5 18 8 5 
Western Division _________ _ 3 
- ----- ------ ---- --- --- - - - - - - ------ ------ ----- ----
-------- ======= --· --
------ -
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine___________________ 16 65 30 32 31 3 7 ______ ____ __ 31 29 21 
1t::;s~t~E;!1~~=======: --- --iif -- -:=;_:;i - ---i2- ----f ---;/ ~~::: ----i- :::::: :::::: ----2· =:::: :::: 
NewYork ______ _____ ____ 131 44 ~3 79 53 O 33 o 19 o 6 6 New Jersey _____________ -------- ______ ___ ___ ____________ ___ __ ___ _______________ _____________ _ 
Pennsylvania___________ 242 150 54 25 35 11 __ __ __ ______ 2 2 
South Atlantic Division: Maryland ______________ _ 
Virginia ________________ _ 
West Virginia ____ _____ ._ 
North Carolina ______ __ _ 
South Carolina ________ _ 
Georgia __ _____ ________ _ _ 
South Central Division: Kentucky ____ _____ _____ _ 
Tennessee ___________ ___ _ 
Alabama, _______________ _ 
Mississippi_ _____ __ _____ _ 
Louisiana _______ __ _____ _ 
Texas __________________ _ 
North Central Division: Ohio ___________ ------ ___ _ 
Illinois _________________ _ 
Wisconsin _____________ _ 
Minnesota _____________ _ 
Missouri _______________ _ 
Kansas ________ _________ _ 
Western Division: 
95 
497 
457 
702 
783 
668 
785 
488 
543 
34 
45 
90 
122 
14 
16 
90 
135 
California ___ ____ ____ ____ _______ _ 
43 
30J 
5 
116 
192 
380 
276 
291 
133 
236 
36 
25 
150 
120 
6 
16 
20 
23 
25 
93 
3 
3J 
65 
100 
79 
105 
49 
78 
13 
5 
66 
51 
4 
4 
16 
16 
12 
65 
0 
13 
56 
126 
55 
59 
17 
37 
12 
5 
83 
3;} 
4 
18 
92 
2 
24 
54 
88 
82 
75 
46 
13 
29 
0 
9 
12 
65 
30 
23 
15 
29 
10 ------ ------ 5 5 5 
58 30 20 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 · 7 ------ ------ ----- ----
~~ !~ ------ --ii i- --65 46 
20 18 12 6 7 7 
61 17 17 5 2 3 
47 -- ---- -- ---- 1 1 
17 2 2 -- ---- ----- --·--
8 ----- ------ ------ ------ 12 2 ----
7 ----- ------ 3 ------ ------ ----- ----
61 4 48 2 5 7 3 2 
42 8 ~8 3 6 2 ----
4 ----- ------ -- ---- ------ ------ - ·---
3 
10 
() 
3 ------ ------ 5 3 3 
3 ------ ------ ---- -- ----- ----
3 ------ ------ ----- ----- -- - --- ------ ----- - ------ ----- ----
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Number of students pursuinJ tlw following studies-Continued. 
i:i I>, 
.d d h ~ 0 
.d s d ' s <l) A ;.., n >, s <l) 0 <l) s 0 >, >-< A 0 r:1 t h 0 l=-i 0 >-< <l) ,... <l) u:i 0 0 Q Cl I>. l=-i I>. 0 >, 0 s Stat es. ui H >-< tJ) .;:; Fi 0 s ~ p c:l "O d '-:! 0 1f1 Q 0 ~ <l) ~ <l) I>. ~ <l) 0 0 0 0 0 ,q Cl 0 :.s 
'-1 (!) A <l) A ,q 01 c.3 p, E CI) I>. 0 s d s d 0 .;:: 'Eh j J:1 ~ ~ !a CI) > 0 > I>. ~ 0 c:l 0 Q ~ 'O ~ "O V1 0 CI) ~ J:1 ..,.. p:l < < ll-i ~ H 
"" 
ll-i rn <: 
_____________ , __ ----- ------------------ - -
United States ___ _____ 11 1,~92 79'.) 741_ 528_ 048 7g9 ~ 567 __ 1 43l 1,389 8i9 __ 202 
North Atlantic Division___ 2 300 308 203 205 125 127 100 43 
South Atlantic Division_____ __ 641 302 248 117 288 258 239 183 
South Central Division____ 5 231 110 163 90 393 303 239 276 
North Central Division____ 4 120 79 1.30 116 138 107 7.f 61 
Western Division_____________ _____ ____ _____________ 4 4 4 4 
5l 
113 
167 
100 
137 
574 
492 
184 
2 
82 
356 
316 
125 
13 
111 
60 
18 
------------------ ---------
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine __ _____________________ 35 20 16 11 3~ 31 17 _____ 35 5i Hi _____ _ New Hampshire ___________________________________ ___ ____ ____ ___ __ ________________________ _ 
Massachusetts _________ 1 26 40 18 26 ___ __ 10 10 10 _____ _ ______ 25 2 
NewYork ______________ 1 194 202 123 122 26 26 27 26 0 45 27 4 New Jersey ______________________________________ __ ___ _____________________ ___________ _____ _ 
Pennsylvania__________ ____ 45 46 46 46 67 60 4.i 7 16 38 14 7 
South Atlantic Division: 
~~.ii~1~~::::::::::::::: :::: 
West Virginia__________ O 
North Carolina ___________ _ 
South Carolina ___________ _ Georgia __ _________ __ _______ _ 
South Central Division: 
25 
223 
0 
131 
89 
173 
18 
155 
0 
5 
43 
81 
34 
62 
0 
54 
21 
77 
22 
32 
0 
6 
8 
49 
Kentucky_______________ 2 8\.i 1:l 87 30 
Tennessee______ ____ ____ 3 62 33 34 38 
Alabama________________ ____ 52 27 22 14 
r~:i~si~Et::::::~:::::: :::: ii 2~ 13 4 Texas__ _________ ____ ____ ____ ______ _____ 7 
North Central Di vision : 
Ohio____________________ 2 53 £9 43 
Wt~c°~~siii::::==:::=:::: :::: ---~~- --~~- 6l Minnesota ___________ ___ 2 5 3 8 
Missouri________________ ____ 3 2 
Kansas---------------- - ____ 10 15 13 
W estern Division: California _______________________________ __ _ 
ED 02--47 
4 
36 
48 
5 
6 
10 
11 
40 
5'.) 
0 
9 
83 
91 
58 
111 
80 
122 
13 
9 
55 
52 
4. 
3 
21 
2 
33 
co 
0 
31 
113 
2l 
6'> 
93 
4(1 
90 
49 
36 
20 
2 
30 
39 
5 
21 
73 
7l 
42 
24 
40 Gl 
10l 87 
3l 28 
60 100 
31 
55 
71 
10 
30 
7 ----- ·-----
45 
2! 
5 
29 
20 
4 
3 
3 
z 
1 
33 
41 
7 
11 
8 
3) 
124 
101 
109 
144 
98 
2~ 
15 
66 
64 
5 
10 
23 
l(j 
3'.) 
91 
Gt 
106 
48 
69 
25 
7 
49 
30 
4 
10 
2J 
1'.~ 
12 
27 
15 
41 
4 
8 
0 
10 
/ 
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Number of students pursuing the j~llowing studies-Continued. 
s:-,ates. 
~ ~ ~ ro 
O' '.5,--:_ qj 
rn "" ~ .._. ""~ E ;;,_..:_ r.: - ~~ f ~~ 2 .8 ~ » :,..s· ~~ ~ 
:;~.... o rn ro ·b . ~ » o 2s ...... ~ " 1=1 B o -~ :>, tn bn A r,.... ,;l 
,D ,D O ::l "ul fl ~ .s .8 0 0 ::l ~ g;i tn -~o ,S :>, o .., :o o b t:;P ~ 
..... °"IQ .,q .q o o 0 rn .,.. A 
___________ 1_<t: __ 
1 
__ ::J_ 8 U P., U : H N _ CJ _<:_ D:l r,:1 
Unitecl!::itn.'oes. ________ 2,174 1,468 861 421,584 1,303 11,255 692_ 797 1,005 2,783 2,495 
North Atlantic Division.__ 214 115 43 12 184 150 98 103 95 121 500 329 
South Atlantic Division___ 801 638 385 5 6061 481 498 124 221 365 1,057 1,136 
South Cent,ral Division____ 889 575 343 16 597 480 443 367 350 384 868 754 
North Central Division____ 2G2 134 90 \l 197 186 216 95 123 130 352 270 
Western Division____ ______ _ 8 G ____ _____ _ ·----- (l ______ _____ 8 5 6 6 
------- -- --- -------===-= ==== ===== 
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine------------------· 5'.l 35 5 ____ 58 47 23 3'.> 17 33 _ 37 43 
:!':s~i~f~~~1r_~::====== :::::~ · ·-3:Z- ·--27- :::: ----0- ·---ii" ---jo- :::::----ii":::::: --i21- -- -·49 
NewYork_______________ If~ 27 7 5 4'.:J 28 19 60 0 12 166 92 
NewJersey _______ ______ ------ --·21· ----4- --7-- ___ 8_0 __ ---6-·7- · --4-_:;- --io· 70 ···~,-6-- -·i16· --·145 Pennsylvania___________ 82 , 
South Atlantic Division: Maryland __ ____ ____ ___ _ _ 
Virginia_·----------- ___ _ 
West Virginia----·----· N'orth Carolina, ________ _ 
South Carolina. ____ ---· 
Georgia _______ ,---- - ___ _ 
South Central Division: 
Kentucky--------------· Tennessee _______ _______ _ 
Alabama _______________ . 
Mississippi. __ ___ ··- ____ . 
Louisian'.l.. __ ··-· _______ . 
Texas _________ ·- ---- ___ _ 
North Cent.ralDivisiou: 
39 
223 
10 
202 
146 
181 
177 
249 
142 
236 
65 
2::J 
Ohio_____________________ 83 
Illinois ________ ._________ 116 
Wisconsin--·----·------ 6 
:t~~~l?it~-:::: :: :::: :::: 2~ 
Kansas_ ______ _____ ______ i.:3 
Western Division: California ______________ _ 
40 
179 
7 
151 
131 
130 
83 
140 
140 
184 
13 
15 
53 
37 
(l 
39 ----
71 ----
56 
95 
124 
55 
73 
1W 
75 11 
]3 
7 
2'.l 
46 
6 
47 
119 
9 
130 
144 
157 
131 
161 
156 
96 
27 
20 
78 
81 
4 
8 ------ --- · -----· 
12 
18 
16 ---· 
2 ----
G ------ ---· -· ·---
43 
88 
130 
101 
111 
108 
131 
133 
9\J 
41 
99 
98 
16) 
91 
41 
55 
(l 
20 
2 
113 121 
102 123 
123 
85 1~3 
11 
40 
23 
30 
27 
40 
91 
77 
105 
71 
82 
{1 
63 
ti2 
65 
85 
83 
80 
78 
102 
118 
66 
39 
GO 
61 
81 
2 
5 
f.O 
7'J 
83 
3 5 ·----- ------
(l ----- ------
17 
24 
21 
28 
11 
G ·----- ·----
17 
2 
7 
11 
13 
5 
67 
322 
19 
295 
153 
201 
157 
230 
248 
143 
70 
20 
115 
160 
(; 
15 
27 
!':9 
no 
420 
9 
147 
168 
282 
207 
216 
ms 
!~2 
21 
30 
124 
85 
6 
12 
29 
14 
Th . aboYe t:i.ble shows ~hat the institutions reporting the number of students 
pursumg the several studies also reported G,016 students in the college depart-
ments. ~xcluding the studies in the above table commonly known as prepa~·a· 
tory studies, we find th1.t the number of students pursuing the several stuches 
is smn.l~ when compared with the number of college students reported. 
The 1t .... ms respecting the p:·operty a.nd income of the U4 institutions are 
given in tho following table: 
COLLEGES FOR WOMEN. 
Property. 
States. 
United States ______ ________ ___ _ 
North Atlantic Division ___________ _ 
South Atlantic Division ___________ _ 
South Central Division __ _____ _ . ___ _ 
North Central Division ____________ _ 
Western Division __________________ _ 
North Atlantic Division: Maine ___________ ... __ _________ ___ _ 
New Hampshire ________________ _ 
Massachusetts __________________ _ 
New York _______________________ _ 
~ew Jersey ___________________ __ _ 
Pennsylvania. _____________ _____ _ 
South Atlantic Division: 
Volumes in 
libraries. 
203,472 
40,550 
56,044 
49,053 
51,825 
6,000 
9,000 
2,000 
1 850 5: 600 
1,000 
21,100 
Maryland________ _____ ___________ 4,500 
Virginia ___________ _ ---· ______ .___ 14,900 
West Virginia ___________________ ·········--- ___ . 
North Carolina__________________ 13,420 
South Carolina__________________ 5,450 
Georgia ________ ____ ____ ____ ----·· 17, 77-1 
South Central Division: Kentucky ________ ___ .. _________ _ 
Tennessee _____________ __ ________ _ 
Alabama _____ ____ _______ _____ ____ · 
t~~i~si~Et: = =:::::: ~ = == ~~ ==: =: === Texas __________________ . ________ _ 
North Central Division: Ohio ____ ____ ___ __ ________ ________ _ 
Illinois _______________ ------------
Wisconsin ______________________ _ 
Minnesota ______________________ _ 
Missouri ___________ ___ ______ ____ _ 
Kansas ___ ________ ______ ----------
Western Divisiorr: California _______________________ _ 
12,750 
13, 180 
10,739 
8,084 
2,000 
2,300 
15,600 
15,100 
5,000 
1,500 
12, 125 
2,500 
6,000 
Value of sci-
entific 
apparatus. 
$198,312 
45, 172 
69,100 
50,450 
27,590 
6,000 
4,000 
--- -- - ----------
------ ----------
20,922 
------ --- -- -----
20,250 
8,000 
26,025 
----------------7,550 
7,600 
rn, 925 
12,950 
II, 950 
12, 150 
12,900 
1,000 
coo 
12,500 
2,500 
5,000 
1,000 
5,590 
1,000 
6,000 
Value of 
grounds and 
buildings. 
[8,348,750 
1,360,470 
2, 37i), 200 
2,182,100 
2,201,760 
225,220 
207. 000 
100; 000 
95,000 
218,470 
300,000 
440,000, 
150, 000 
755,000 
8,000 
483. 000 
210; 000 
773,200 
529,000 
608,000 
527,000 
328, 100 
50,000 
140, coo 
675,000 
4.23, 7€0 
125,000 
50,000 
535,000 
3!l3, 000 
2:25, 2W 
739 
Productive 
funds. 
$717, 132 
190,000 
132,500 
'i0,500 
324,132 
0 
141,000 
49,000 
0 
0 
----------------
----------------
30,000 
4,000 
-- -- ------------
7,500 
l,000 
90,000 
-- ---- ---- - - ----
4.0,500 
--------- - ------
--- ----- --- ---- -
30,000 
----------------
109,132 
30,000 
75,000 
26,000 
81,000 
3,000 
0 
740 
States. 
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Income. 
Income. 
From 
Prom _pro- From tui- ~~~~ii{ From all 
c1uct1ve t:!.on fees. pal ap- other 
funds. propria- sources. 
tions. 
Total 
income. 
Benefac-
t ions. 
---------------1----- ,1----1~--- -----------
Unitecl States _____ .. _________ _ $40,250 $1,261,941 $49,247 $204,210 $1,836,598 $73,485 
. 5,825 
8 260 
18:000 
40,500 
North Atlantic Division------·---- ·· South Atlantic Division _____ ______ _ 
South Central Division ____________ _ 
North Central Division __ __________ _ 
Western Division __________________ _ 
North Atlantic Division: Maine ________ ___________________ _ 
New Hampshire _________ _______ _ 
Massachusetts ____ . ___ __ ________ _ 
10,100 
7,020 
5,880 
17,250 
0 
7, 200 
2, 90~ 
New York____________ ________ ____ 0 
New Jersey _________________ _____ ___________ _ 
Pennsylvania ____ ___ __________ ___ ___________ _ 
South Atlantic Division: 
Maryland__ __ _____ ___ ____________ 1,300 
Virginia _______ .___ ___ ____________ 2.J.O 
West Virginia ____ ________________________ __ _ 
North Carolina ____________ ______ _______ __ __ _ 
South darolina__ __ ___ ___________ _ 80 
Georgia__________________________ 5,200 
Sou, h Central Divi:;ion: 
Kentucky _______ _____ --------· --· _______ ___ _ _ 
'.l'ennessee _______________________ 3,080 
~\~~~~i~p-f :::::: :::: ===~ :.-:::::: :::::::: :::: 
Louisiana ______ _____ _____________ __ 2,800 
Texas _________ _________________________ ___ --- ·· 
North Central Division: Ohio _________________ __ ___ _______ _ 
{m~ii~sin-::: ::: :: : :: :: : : : :: : :: : : Minnesota _____ _________________ _ 
Missouri ______ ____________ ___ ___ _ 
Kansas __ ________________________ _ 
Western Division: Ualifornia ______________________ _ 
3,900 
2,100 
4,500 
1,570 
5,000 
180 
282, 7.J.5 
393,625 
346,690 
227, 131 
11,750 
15,641 
9,000 
50,000 
67,704 
1,400 
139,000 
35, OOJ 
139,250 
1,575 
86,250 
49,500 
82,050 
101 ,750 
107, 120 
68,590 
46,430 
7,300 
15,500 
67,500 
46,500 
14,500 
6,000 
65,131 
27,500 
11,750 
20, 90:) 
28,347 
5,500 
38,200 
119,610 
40,900 
326,345 
506,245 
573., 977 
418,281 
11,750 
========= =========== ======== 
0 
0 
400 
20,500 
5,;iOO 
6,300 
5.100 
::'6,800 
15,250 
46,700 
55,560 
26. 047 2, 100 
2,000 --- -- ----· 
300 --------· . 
11,800 
18,500 
4,000 
1,600 
5;000 
22,841 
11,900 
50,000 
73,204 
1,400 
167,000 
36,500 
153,990 
1,575 
104,550 
75, 080 
134,550 
156,000 
156,900 
136, 150 
97,027 
12,100 
15,800 
118,200 
89,100 
23,000 
9,170 
146,131 
32,680 
11,750 
1,250 
0 
4,500 
75 
360 
0 
1,100 
6,800 
l, 350 
17,050 
-- ---· 500 
12,000 
--·- 500 
28,000 
Consid.ering the number of institutions conce1·ned, the amounts of the items 
here given are Yery small. This is especially true of the amount of endowment 
funds, $717,132. This amount is found to be reported by twenty-five institutions, 
thus leaving one hundred and nineteen institutions without any endowment 
what oevel'. These in titutions depend mainly for support on tuition fees and 
charges for board; G .8 per cent of the total income ·for 1891-'92 was derived 
from tuition fees . The benefactions to this class of institutions are also very 
small, the total amount gi \'en in 1891-'92 being but $73,-1-85. 
The number o f degrees confe1-red by these institutions in 1891-'93 is given in 
the following table:. 
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Degrees corif err eel. 
M.E.L. 
States. or A. B. B. S. A. M. Mus.B. p~ii_t. M.L.A. L. S. L.A. 
B.L. 
United States _____ _ _ ~22 35i 101 109 33 3 4 
South Atlantic Division._ 9 9 181 34 14 30 8 
North Atlantic Division__ 13 23 2 8 1 31 3 4 
i~~~~ 8:~~;.~1 m~}~}g~=:: _ 2!~ _ 1fi __ r~ _ n _ ~~ _ ~r :::: ::i: ==~===== :::::::: 
North Atlantic Division: 
Maine__________________________ 2 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ 3 4 
New Hampshire______ 1 ________ ______ __ ________ __ __ ____ ________ 3 _______________ _ 
Pennsylvania----·---- 12 21 2 ________ 8 1 _______________________ _ 
South Atlar.tic Division: 
Maryland______________ 12 ________________ --·----- ~ ____ J i:::~:::: ::::::::l:::::::: Virginia_______________ 1 North Carolina ______________ _ 
South Carolina_________ G 
Georgia________________ 10 
Sout,h Central Division: 
14 
8 
55 
103 
Kentucky______________ 0 32 
Tennessee_____________ 74 30 
Alabama______________ 83 32 
Mis~i~sippL __________ . 62 J 6 
Louisiana _____________________ -- ----· -
Texas______ __ ____ __ ____ 4 2 
North Central Division: 
26 
22 
!) 
8 
G 
1 
2J 
4 G _________ _______________ _______ _ 
15 5 ' 1 
41 22 ]() :::: :::-: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
7 5 5 -------- -- ------- --------
5 1 ---- --,- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - --- ---- ----
() ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- . --- .,,-:-
Ohio___________________ 13 21 G 4 ___ : ____ ____ ___ _ ____________________ _ 
rw~i!~cita::::::::::::: -----~~- ------~- ------f :::::::: ----- -~ - :::::::: ---- --~- ::::::::11 :::::::: 
i"f~~;~1r~_-_-_-_-_-_-_:::::::: -----~~- g ----- -\-- -- -~~" -----~~- ------~- : _______ ~--·-·-- 1·-- -----

CHAPTER XXI. 
THE PLACE OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION IN AMERICAN 
EDUUATION. 
[The following address, delivered l>y tho Commissioner of Education at the First 
Annual Meeting of the National Conference on University Extension, held at Phila-
delphia, December, 1891, discusses the significance of the new movement, and its 
bearings on the educational means and appliances now existing in the United States.) 
LADIES AND GENTLE1IEN, DELEGATES TO THE NATIONAL CONFER-
ENCE ON UNIVERSITY EX'I.'ENSION: I have been requested to direct 
my remarks to the general bearings of the question of university 
extension. I shall therefore offer some considerations regarding the 
threefold structure of our e{lucational system into elementary, second-
ary, and higher education, and discuss the general features which dis-
tinguish each grade. I shall endeavor to show that higher education 
is the sanest aud healthiest form of education, beqause it gives the 
studeut the means of correcting one-sided views. It gives him the 
method of study which compares one science with another and one 
branch of learning with another, and always bears in mind the import-
aut question: How does this element of knowledge relate to the conduct 
of human life? From this point of view I shall explain why university · 
extension seems to me to be one of the most important movements in 
our time. A.n exhibit.ion of the fragmentary nature of elementary e<l.u-
cation and the necessity which has caused this fragmentary character 
to adhere to it, will make it evident, I hope, that the directors of higher 
education have a sacred duty to perform in extending, by all legitimate 
means, the spirit of their methods into the studies which the adult 
population carry on by means of the newspaper, the periodical, and the 
book, throughout life. 
Let me ask your attention, first, to the general aspects of our civil-
ization. Let us consider the active means at work to produce cosmo: 
politau civilization and obliterate local and provincial peculiarities. 
The most strikiug characteristic of our modern civilization is that 
which has to do with the intercommunication of one people with 
another. The wonders of modern invention are to be found especially 
in this field of human activity. In the first place, the facilities for 
travel by land and by sea bring together a greater and greater number 
of vcople in each succeeding year. Think of the iucrease of the 1mm-
ber of Americans that have visited Europe-of the number of Euro-
l)eans that have visited America. Think of the increasing number of 
people residing in the Atlantic slope wbo have visited the cities of the 
Mississii1pi Valley and the far-off Pacific coast. 'l'he personal presence 
74.3 
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and tho humane, friendly interest of foreign people in this country form 
a perpetual educative influence, converting our people to cosmopolitan 
views and sympathies. But the educative influence of travel is small 
compared with that of intercommunicatiou by means of letters and 
literature. In· our time we have seen epic, ch-amatic, and lyric litera-
ture retire into the background before the novel or romance as a lite-
rary work of art. The novel has been called the prose epic, or the epic 
of commonplace, middle-class citizens. But the novel in our time has 
extended its gamut from the description of society manners and cus-
toms and the petty events of courtship and marriage to the all-including 
scientific and liistorical movements which constitute the liighest fields 
of intellectual labor. In the modern novel we have Shakespeare's 
mirror, that is held up to re.fleet society and the individual. vVe have 
the painting of the slums, the c7erni-nionde, tho processes of the schools, 
the Church; we have fully-colored pictures of ancient -historic life, long 
buried, ancl brought to life only by the labors of archmology; we have 
a series of historical pictures, growing rapidly to a · great gallery of 
paintings, illustrating medimval times, tho beginnings of modern times, 
and, finally, the events of a century ago-Tolstoi's Napoleonic wars, 
tho Urimean war, Walter Scott's historical pictures; Victor Hugo, 
Thackeray, and a thousand writers less significant and still important. 
Each reading pul>lic learns to know the character and motives of its 
fellow-men in far-off countries or far-off epochs. Out of this comes the 
fecliug of the solidarity of the human race. Every one feels that there 
is nothing lmrnan that he can consider to be eutireiy straugo to him. 
But even the novel is not to be compared, in its influence, with the 
daily 11cwspa1)er and periodical vress as an instrumcut invented by the 
human spirit to bring about the higher unity and syntllesis of all peo-
ples. Not only shall each people combine in itself ti.Jc best that has 
been realized by other peoples, but each human individual shall take 
hi s morning survey of the daily movement of nations and colossal 
en terpriscs. 
Herc is the signifi.ca11 ce of our new university extension movci.nent, 
which we arc heec to-day to celebrate by this conference. University 
extension propo.:ies t o avail itself of the new iuventions and instru-
mentalities which have been developed in the interests of commerce 
and the ordinary intercha,nge of opinion) aind send the currents o f higher 
t hought, higher , cholarship, and higher sentiment through these chan-
n el , so a,_ to directly influence all men. 
In hrief, nniver" ity exten. ion proposes to itself to gain possession 
of the organ.· of public opinion, and it is evident that this enterprise is 
o_~ f th 1,110,.t important undertaken in om century since the estab-
11.'lunent of the common public sc110ol. 
In the most aclvauccd civilization we fmcl the completest system of 
men.us for the forma.tion and promulgation of public opinion. A ll ]_)Cr-
,·ou · in the community, l>y means of the newspaper, look upon the 
am c,ent, look upon the same , ketch of public policy marked out by 
th , ta_tesmau, li t n to t he same arguments, a,rnl take sides iu view of 
tll w 1ght of argum .nt. The public opinion tlm organized i not the 
pnl>1i opinion of n, village or n, province. It is the public opinion of 
th wh 1 · untry an la, public opinion which is formed, or secreted , 
s to SJ>. ak by th ag Tegatc action of all the minds in tlic nation. In 
fact, hv o .· ~10t. tat jt trongly enough . '1 he public opinion of a 
ne~,_p :: p r -_r a lrncr a~ i. . an int rnational 1rnblic opinion, a, public 
prn1on wh1 ·h tak . rnto 1t a. a determinino· elem nt tllc views and 
pinion f th 1· ·i iliz 1 nati u. . b 
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But this kind of public opinion can not be found in an illiterate 
community, nor can the newspaper, which is the instrument for form~ 
ing and disseminating such public opinion, penetrate an illiterate 
community. 
In old times, before the statesman could watch the verdict of public 
opinion on a proposed measure, he was perhaps obliged to take action. 
The diplomats found themselves obliged to plunge the nation into war. 
In our time, with the telegraph, and the newspaper, and a universal 
reading people, the dial of public opinion is visible to all statesmen 
and leaders of the people, and it is possible to avoid an appeal to tlle 
final court of arms. 
It is evident enough that the :first requisite for the efficiency of these 
jnstrumentalities is a universal diffusion of common school education, 
and an ability on the part of a,11 the people to read and understand the 
printed page. This is given in the common schools. The question arises 
at once, at this point: Why do not the common schools give an all.-
sufficient education f Why is not elementary education all that is 
desired among the people 0J Is it not true, that if the schools teach the 
people how to read, and tho universal prevalence of periodicals and 
books furnishes what to read, that the life of the people is turned into 
a constant education 1 Will not such reading-such as the elementa,ry 
school provides for-lead necessarily to the diffusiou of all human 
learnrngf 
In order to answer this question properly, and to sec the grounds 
which exist for the movement known as university extension, let ns -
consi<ler for a moment the difference betwem~ elementary school educa-
tion and university education. The child who is of the proper age to 
learn how to read has uot acquired an expel'ience of life sufficient for 
Lim to understand very 11:iuch of human nature. He bas a quick grasp 
of isolated tlli11gs and events, but be has very small power of synthesis. 
He can uot combine things and events in bis little mind so as to per0 
ceive processes and principles and laws-in short, ltc has little insight · 
into tlrn trend of human events or into logical conclusions which fol-
low from convictions and principles. This is the characteristic of pri-
mary or elementary instruction, that it must take the world of lrnman 
learning in fragments and fail to see tho intercommunication of thing·s. 
'l'he education in h igh schools and academics which we call secondary 
education begins to correct this inadequacy of elementary education; 
it bcgfos to study processes; it begins to seo how things and events 
are produced; it begins to study causes aucl productive forces. But 
secondary education fails, iu a marked manner, to arrive at any com-
plete and final standard for human conduct, or at any insight into ~ 
principle that can serve as a standard of measure. It is the glory of 
ldgher education that it lay9 chief stress on the comparative method of 
study; tllat it makes philosophy its leading discipline; that it gives an 
ethical beut to all of its branches of study. Higher education seeks 
as its goal the unity of human learning. Each. branch can be thor-
oughly understood only in the lig1 t of all other branches. The best 
definition of science is th~t it is the presentation of facts in such a 
system that each fact throws light upon all the others and is in turn 
illuminated by all the others. 
The youth. of proper age to enter upon higher education has already 
experienced much of human life and has arrived at the point where be 
begins to feel the necessity for a, regulative principle and guiding prin-
ciple of his own with which 110 may decide the endless questions which 
press them8elves upon him for settlement. Taking the youth at t.liis 
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11:oment, when the appetite for principleR is beginning to develop, the 
college gives him the benefit of the experience of the race. It shows him 
the yerdict of the earliest and latest great thinkers on the trend of 
world history. It gathers into one focus the results of the vast labors 
in natural science, in history, in sociology, i11 philology, and political 
science in modern times. 
Tho person who has had· merely an elementary schooling has laid 
stress on the mechauical means of culture-the arts of reading, writing, 
computing, and the like. He bas trained his mind for the acquirem~nt 
of isolated details; but he ha.:::; not been disciplined in comparative 
study. He has not learned how to compare each fact with other facts, 
nor bow to compare each science with other sciences. Ho has never 
inquired, wbat is the trend of this science°? Ho has never inquired, 
what is tho lesson of all human learning as regards the conduct of 
life, vV c should say that he has never learned the difference betw~en 
knowledge and wisdom, or, what. is better~ the method of convert~ng 
knowledge into wisdom. The coUege has for its function the teacbmg 
of this great lesson-how to convert knowledge into wisdom, how to 
discern the bearing of all (lepartments of knowledge upon each. 
It is eYi<l.ent that the individual who has received only an elementary 
ed ncation is at a g,reat disadvantage as compared with the person ~ho 
bas received a higher education in the college or universi\y, ~3:kmg 
all a1lowa11ce for irnperfectkns in existing institutions. Themd1v1dual 
is prone to move on in tlle same direction, and in the same channel, 
which be has taken under the guidance of his teacher. Very fe:Y pei:sons 
change their methods after leaving school. It requires somthmg like a 
cataclysm to produce a change iu method. All of the influences of the 
university, its distinguished professors, its ages of reputation, the 
organization of the students and profeRsors as a whole, tbese and 
like influences, combined with tltc isolation of the pupil from the strong 
tie of family and polite society, are able to effect this change in method 
when they work upon the mind of a youth for three or four year~. . 
The grr.duate of the college or university is, as a general thrng? Ill 
possession of a new method of study and thinking. His attitude 1s a 
?om_parative one. Perl.laps he does not carry tbis far enough to make 
1t vital; l)erbaps he docs not readjust aU tliat he has before learned by 
tu.is new metl1od; but, placing him side by side 11ith the graduate of 
th_e common S?lrnol, '_VO sec readily the difference in types of educated 
1:.1m~. The mrnd trained accorcliug to elementary form is surprised ancl 
cap!1vated by superfidal combinatio11::::. It h::is 110 po"·er of resistance 
agarnst Rha,llow _critical vjews. It is swept away by specious arguments 
foy reform , a.1.1d 1 t must be admitted that these agitators arc tho better 
m\1Hh,, 1·~1,ther than th~ weaker ones, which elementary c<lucation sen~ls 
forth. 'Ille duller mm<l · do uot, ever go so far as to be interested. m 
reform· or take a critical attitude toward what exists. 
Tl.l e dull r, commonplace intellect follows use and "·ont and does 
not que.-tio1~ _the established order. The commonplace i~tellect has 
110 adaptability HO power of readjustment in yiew of new circnm-
,_ta1~c .- . The di. u e of hand labor and the adoption of rnaebine labor, 
for m:ta11 · finds the common laborer unable to sub titute brain Jul>or 
for h:rnd lab r, an<l it leaves him in the path of poverty, wendiug l1is 
'\Y,lY to th alm hon. . 
. ri1~ ., .-o-., lle~l ·elf. du atc<l mm1 of ,Yhom II are ,·o proud in Amer-
1 a 1: qmt oft •u 1H· who ha.· ney r aclYanced far b y nd tb i-.c cl · 
111 
'llL r · n~ ~h ·.' · ha.· b 11 w::irp cl out of hi. · orbit h .:om 
, lrnll w cnt1 · l 11 a, wliic-11 i 11 t born of a ·ompm·j ·011 with each 
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depa.rtm.ent of human learning with all departments. ~e is necm;sarily 
one-sided and defective in his training. He is often a man of great 
accumulations of isolated scraps of information. His memory pouch is 
precociously developed. In German literature such a man is called a 
"Philistine." He lays undue stress on some insignificant phase of 
human affairs. He advocates with great vigor the importance of some 
local center, some partial human interest, as the great center of all 
human life. He is like au astronomer who opposes tho heli~centric 
theory and advocates the claims of some planet, or some satellite, as 
the center of the solar system. In sociology these self-made men ad vo-
cate, for instance, as a universal panacea for poverty such devices 
as the abolishing of all individual property in laud, or a single tax, or 
a scheme of state sociali$m; or, on the other hand, the equally negative· 
system of lciissez faire-let each look out for himself, and let the Gov-
ernment forswear entirely all functions of nurture and provision for the 
common welfare. In the name of abstract justice, Mr. Herbert Spencer 
strikes af all of the concrete forms of governmnet in existence, and 
would fain cut them down to his procrustea,11 staudard, protecting free 
competition without provision for common welfare. 
Thero is a conspicuous lack of a knowledge- of the history of the 
development of social institutions in all this. The individual has uot 
learned the slow development of the ideas of private property in Roman 
history, and he does not i:;ee. the real function of property in land. _ 
Again, he does not know the history of the development of human 
society. He has not studied the place of the village community and 
its form of socia1ism in the long road which the state has traveled in 
order to arrive at freedom for the individual. 
The self-educated man, full of the trend which the elementary school 
has given him, comes, perhaps, into the directorslJip over the entire 
education of a State. He signalizes his career by attacking the study 
of the classic languages, the study of logic and philosophy, the study 
of literature and the humanities. It is to be expected of him that he 
will prefer the dead results of education to an investigation of the total 
process of the evolution of human culture. Tlle traditional course of 
study in the college takes the individual back to the Latin and Greek 
languages in order to give him a survey of the origins of bis art and 
literatnre and science and jurisprudence. In the study of Greece and 
Rome he finds the embryology of modern civilization, and develops 
in his mind a power of discrimination in regard to clements which enter 
the. concrete life of the present age. It is not to_ be expected that the 
commonplace mind, which is armed and equipped only with the methods 
of elementary instruction, shall understand the importance of seeing 
every institution, every custom, every statute iu the light of its evolu- · 
tion. 
A.gain, the force of these facts is augmented when we consider the 
enormous development of secondary instruction in this country, not on 
the basis of the university, but on that of the elementary school. 
Within one generation the public free high schools-have increased from 
a llundrecl or less to five or six thousand. For the most part the course 
of study in these institutious has been largely under the control of 
men educated only in elementary methorls. As might have been 
expected, this fact has largely determined tbe character of the studies 
pursued in the high schools. The classic studies and pure mathematics 
have been discouraged, and studies substituted for them which have a 
re~1 or supposed value i~ the business Yocation. The consequence of 
this has been tlrnt the high schools of tl.Je country haYe failed to fur::-
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nish men of real directive power. Their best representatives have 
been of the type of the self-educated men that I have just now des-
cribed. 
·while I consider it a matter of congratulation that the people of the 
country are fast esta,blishing throughout the land a system of free edu-
cation jn higll schools, yet I find myself obliged to -admit that the 
present and past results of these schools may be summed np as the 
produt!'tion of a vast intellectual current of Philistinism . . There is not 
any argument for the importance of university extension which equals 
this in strength. The secondary -education has largely been diverted 
from the road that leads to higher education, and turned aside in such 
a manner as to produce arrested development at the stadium of elemen-
tary or secondary methods. Tlle common schools of the people are 
, suffering more from this cause than from all the other causes combined. 
It is a prolific source of mere mechanical device and methods which 
lead nowbither. It produces a flippant, self-0onceited frame of mind 
which does not hesitate to attack aud tea.r down institutions which it 
fails to comprehe11d. University extension, as we understand it, pro-
poses to close up this gap between higher institutions and the elemen-
tary schools. 
In recent years there has been a considerable elevation of the standard 
of admission to the college, and this has led to an increased. develop-
ment of secondary instruction, especially since the smaller colleges of 
the country have not been able to follow the lead of the _great univer-
sities without suffering in the size of their classes. The influence of 
secondary schools as directors of elementary common schools is not, 
and never has been, a healthy one. Only the college and university 
can give this healthy influeucc. 
With university extension the directors of higher education come 
at once into co11tact with the people. The university, through its prop-
erly organized faculties, descends into t,.he community and, as it were, 
takes an inveutory of the bright and promising minds that are exer-
cising au iutellectual influence upon the direction of affairs. It gathers 
these iuto classes and audiences, and discusses with them the living 
questions of the da,y. It fasciuates them with the superiority of the 
comparative method of study. It vanquishes the spirit of Philistin-
ism and rnfntes the theories of cranks. 
~llis process of university extension, I need not add, has also a retro-
actrv~ rnfluence ~f great value upon the university itself. We all know 
how. unportant 1. the pre,c"ent tendency toward specialization. We 
adm~t, _nevertheless, that there is_ a danger jn this, inasmuch as tlle 
speciah. t who docs not u.·o the highest or comparative method, and 
endeavors to bring his specialty into comparison with all branches of 
human lrnow1edgc-that this speciali. t, I say, tends to make his branch 
a. houby, and to ct up his local center as the grand center of the uni-
ver. . (; nbalancec.1 pecialism in education, therefore, tends to the very 
e':il Y,hich cl mentary methods produce. But university extension 
will correct thi . ·when the specialist finds himself face to face with 
an audieu e collected from people who haye received only a common 
du ati?n, he i · force<l. at 011 ·e into me 1 ting their crude opinions by 
r r . :11tm 0 •• th omparatirn hi ·tory of hi· theme, alld by llowing the 
b ann CJ'. ot oth r bran ·h of hum, n learuiug upon it. It i , as I 
h< ve • ' < Hl h ·harn,et ri ·tic of univ r . ity extcn ion that it find. it 
high : principl in th ondnct of lit , and that it i. tltical in its 
11wthocl. 'lh clir c·t ·ontaet of univ r. ity m:-;tmctor.· "·ith the people 
lea l · to th •mplia ·i.· of th thical ·tall lpoint. 
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So much for the reaction of university extension upon the university' 
itself. But I should not omit to say that the university extension 1 
movement will have another beneficial effect in increasing the number 
of persons who seek higher education. No sooner does the university 
enter the field of competition before the common people than it van-. 
quishes the claimants for the cause of secondary education, and the 
claimants for the cause of elementary education as finalities. The peo-
ple see at once the superiority of the higher education, and there arises 
throughout the community au aspiration for its advantages. Even the 
families of the poor will aspire each to educate one or more of their 
children for the university. Wo know that in former times, when the 
requirements for education had not climbed up to the place they now 
hold, how often the poorest families iu Scotland managed to educate 
one of the family for the university. The ideal of education, at that 
time, wa,s university education. This <lesirable ideal will again prevail 
in the community, and where we have at the present in the United 
States ouly one in five hundred of the population enrolled in schools 
for higher instruction we shaU have, as we ought to have, from five to 
ten times that ratio. 
Again, the advantage to the university will appear in the fnrnishiug 
of direct practical careers to its graduates . . In the laboratory and the 
seminarium the university trains its pupils to the work oforiginal inves-
tigation. ft sends, therefore, into the community a class of people fully 
equipped with an intellectual apparatus for the correction and perfec-
tion of the political and the economical departments. It focuses a 
powerful light upon the directive power in the various departments 
of productive industry and local self-government. Now, university 
extension, by reason of the fa,cfi that it collects into organized bodies 
the most cnterprisilfg minds of the common people, . prepares positions 
iu advance for these graduates of the university. They may take hold 
of the places where they are most needed without wasting their strength 
in endeavors to discover such opportunities, and to persuade men in 
power of the utility of their training for the work. 
We lrnYc seen how this movement arose in England. With the exten-
sion of suffrage aud with the increase of means of self-education among 
the people, and especially with the circulation of semi-scientific infor-
mation by means of the printing press, there has been in tlre past a 
something of relaxation in tl10 hold ,vhich the great universities ha,d 
upon the people. This llas been promoted by the self.educated man 
whom I have disparaged by calling him a Philistine. The great urban 
development of England, and, I may say, of all civilization, has pro-
duced in the community an aggregation of tho wcaklirigs of society-
what we may call tho po.pulation of the slums-a fearful problem for 
our civilization. It would Lave been the part of selfish wisdom to 
establish university extension in order to recover a hold upon the 
common pcop1c, and in order to grapple successfully with the social 
problem of the slum clement which mcuaces the rule oflaw; but, strange 
to say, the university extension has no~ originated in the enlightened 
selfishness of tlte university, but rather in the pure missionary spirit, 
the spirit of divine charity which h as always largely abounded among 
the directors of higher education . There is no movement, however, 
which has worked for the perpetuation of the power of the upper 
classes, and especially of the university-educated classes of Great 
Britain, as has this movement of university extension. 
It is true that circumstances in this country differ from those in Eng-
larnl in many particulars, but thern arc great broad lines of resemblance. 
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In both countries we have what is called local self-government. Eng-
land is the nation in which local self-government has originated as a 
c9mplemental element necessary to compensate for the one-sidedness 
of the Roman principle of centralization. In our Government, just as 
jn the home government of England, there is a representation, not only -
of all individuals but of all interests, and this not only in the legisla-
ture that makes the law, but in the courts which administer the law, 
and in the executive department which enforces the law. The making 
of laws is determined by the free process of elections and public debates 
in which all powers and interests struggle for tbe mastery. The decis-
ions of the courts arc determined by the same universal representation 
of individuals and interests; and, fina1ly, the enforcement of the laws 
concedes the same rights of consideration for all parties concretely exist-
ing in the community. It is evident that in England and in this coun-
try--both democratic--there exists a sort of necessity for a free process 
of influence between the highest and lowest strata of society. In both 
countries demagogism increases in proportion to the neglect of the low-
est stratum by the highest. This arg'ument for university extension 
is so obv10us that it does 11ot need further expansion here. 
'l'here is one incidental effect of university extension which I think 
worthy of special mention. The ordinary elementary school, second-
ary school, or college seeks to give a general education to the pupil. 
It wishes to see everyone learn the conventional course of study, and 
not neglect either language, or science, or mathematics, or history. 
This curriculum, in a certain sense, mistreats those especially gifted 
individuals, found in all ranks, who have possibilities of the greatest 
usefulness in certain narrow lines of talent, but who are uot attracted 
by other fields of knowledge outside of their specialty. Their love of 
orie particular branch of human knowledge is so great that all other 
branches seem to them repugnant. These persons are the stuff out of 
which genius is made, but our traditional system of education has not 
known what to do with the candidates for genius. But the new meth-
ods of specialization, which the university proper has taken up after 
the studies of college are completed, has opened up among o,ur univer-
sity educators au interest in special talent wherever it is found. Uni-
versity extension provides new ch annels of communication between 
the directors of the university and these specially endowed people, 
scattered here and there throughout the community. The lecturers 
and class teachers of the extension movement are prepared to make 
an inventory, as it were, of this yei·y important, although uot numer-
ous, element in the population. This possibility of saving from -.,yastc 
some of the most gifted of people will occur to everyone as a, strong 
r ason for thee.xi tence of school and university extension. 
The old ly ·eum cotuse did not provide for the active participation 
of th . audience in the work of in tructio11. But university extension 
provide for discus ions between the lecturer aud his classes. It pro-
vide. for reYiew , it provides for home studies and examiuations. 
In r gar<l to the question of management in this great movement, I 
sur po e that we shall bavo a, full discu ion of the que. tion of local 
center.· versus ue all-including ociety. It seems to me tllat we should 
eucourag lo ·al cent r wllere tbere , e ms to l>e ambition and ability 
fi r ·u ·c fnl organization. I think that this matter ,yill take care of 
it: lf. h alv,11tag sofa great · ntral or<r~rnization are aclnmtage: 
f li11an . ' h re i ·av cl a multiplication of office and n, multiplica-
ti n of :xp n · • b r ·oop •ratin°· in 011 gr a ,·o<-iety. But ,vh r 1 cal 
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reasons exist for independent societies, let them continue. Let any 
Sta.te whose government provides money to manage uniyersity exten-
sion within its boundaries go on and solve its own problems. There 
are li1tes of new experiments needed in order to discover the best instru-
mentalities. The English have developed especia11y the lecture-course 
system, with its discussions and written examinations. In many parts 
of this country the system of home study and professional instruction 
by mail has been developed. There are very many other phases, such 
as, for example, that developed by the Brooklyn Institute, which ought 
to have full consideration. When we have developed a half-dozen types 
of uniYersity extension, each local center may adopt and combine three 
or four best adapted to it. In the meanwhile we must pay the well-
deserved compliment to the American society, initiated by the Um-
versity of Pennsylvania, to say that it has made by far the largest step 
in making- a useful and practical application of university exte~sion 
in this country; and an new movements in this direction should con-
sider carefully the question whether something can not be gained by 
uniting with this great movement already so efficiently organized. 
Whatever may be the practical conclusion arrived at in regard to these 
matters oflocal and central administration, there certainly is but one 
possible conclusion as to the importance of a national conference wit.h 
annual meetings for comparison of views. Each movement wishes to 
m, derstand clearly the aggregate result of the experience of all move-
ments. There should be a national conference, which brings out this 
experience in all its detai,ls, and serves it up for the instruction of all. 
l congratulate you, delegates, on your undertaking, which is, in 
the broadest sense of the term, a, missionary movement. It is a move-
ment which holds out the torch of the highest learning, not only for the 
illumination of all, but for the purpose of assisting each individual to 
light his own torch at its sacred flame. 
STATISTICS. 
ln onler to ascertain what degree of de,·elopment university e:idension has attained 
in this country, :1 statistical investigation was 1·ecently made by tho Bureau, the 
results of which :1re here given as au appencHx to the foregoing :1ddress. 
The collection of sfatistics concerning university extension work is found to be a 
difficult matter, cspeci:1lly where the work is not conducted under the auspices of 
some educational institution. During the :)~ear 1891-'92 reports ·were received froni 
21 different institutions or societies who were eng:1gecl in this work. These n,gencios 
reported that there were deliverctl 319 courses of lectures, ranging in length from l 
to 75 lectures per course. The number of lectures in the EeYeral courses was as fol-
lows: Fonr courses of 1 lecture; 3 of 2 lectures; 11 of 3 lectures; 2 of 4 lectmes · 8 
of 5 lectures; 186 of G lectures; G of 7 lectures; 1  of 8 lectures; 2 of 9 lectures·' 20 
of 10 lectures; 6-! of 12 lectures; 1 of 13 lectures; 2 of 15 lectures; 1 each of 20' 30 
42, antl 75 lectures; an,11 course in which the number of lectures was not repor'ted'. 
These co~uses were_ deli-yercd in 159 different cities scn:t~ered throughout the country, 
from Mame to Cahforma and from Mmne~ota, to Lomsrnna. The aggregate average 
attenda,nce on these courses was 47,613, with the attendance at 14 courses not given. 
The number of lectures Ly subjects was as follows: English literature '69 · Ameri-
ca": liter:aturn, 5; German literature, 1; Scandinavian literature, 2; 'political or 
social science, 41; po~ts or poetry~ 20; prose, 2; mod~rn novelists, 3; history, 58; 
g~vernment, 7; evolution, 2; elocution, 1; natural: phys1caJ, or mathematical science, 
80; Shakcspeap', .1~; psycholo~)' , 5; ethics, 1; art, 1; French drama, 1; Roman law, . 
1; Homan anttqmties, 1; English grammar, l; subject not given, 1. 
Undoubtedly the-re were delivered other courses of lectures of which this office has 
no information. Besides tbis work of university extension large opportunities for 
stncly by teachers and others arc given by universities and colleges in what are known 
as snmruer schools. Through tllc agency of these schools thfl valuable libraries and 
-· 
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scientific n,pparatus of some of our higher institutions of learning arc rnn,clc n,,ailable 
to students during the summer or r egular vacation months. The summer courses 
at Harvard University l>egan in 1874 as a recognized part of university "ork; but 
they were then confinetl to scientific subjects. They bn.vc now been extended to tho 
modern langu ages, elocution, history, pedagogy, socialism, and mathematics. The 
teachers in these courses at Harvard arc, as a rule, the younger instructors and as. 
sistants of the university. The number of persons pursuing stndies in tho summer 
schools in 1892 was as follows: Harvard, 500; Cornell, 115; Indiana University, 90; 
UniYersity of w ·iscousin, 189; Marietta, College, 91. Other institutions providing 
summer courses, lrntnot giviug the number of students arc: University of California, 
Colorado College, University of Georgia, Cornell CoHege, Amherst College, Western 
Michigan College, Hope College, Cotner University, University of Nebraska, Keuka 
College, Columbi .. t College, Ohio University, Ohio ·wesleyan 1Jniversity, Oberlin 
Coll ege, and University of Virginia. 
The summarized st.atistic3 concerning the courses of university extension lectures 
given during the year 1891-'92 arc presented in the following table. The detailed 
statistics arc given i:J. Part III of this report. 
Sttmniary r>f statistics of u.nivcrsity cxt011sion lectures Joi· 1891-'D.'3 . 
Name. 
1 3 4 :; 6 
-------------------,------ --- --
University of California . __ .. ____ .. _. _ .... _ .. _ ... 
L elanll Stanford Junior University. __ .... __ .. _._ 
¥~/;i1~'lgl1f !i~~~·-e_t:: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Chicago Socit,ty for University Extension . ..... . 
~:i~~i:*t~l1lirf;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
?if i~iii~t~~fr~tr~~::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Detroit Institute of 1,niversity Extension ... : .. . 
Rntgern Coll ege .... . _. __ . _._ .. __ . ... __ .. . _._ .... . 
University of tho State of Ne}v- Yorlc _ .... _ - - - _. 
Cleveland Society for 11i,ersit_y Extension_. __ . 
American Society for the Exten sion of Univer. 
ni:{%:1t~~;~~\i~~~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
u~t;i~i1~Je~~1t.~~'.~~1?_:: ::: : : :::: :: :::::: :::: :: 
Total._ .. __ ·----·.·- . . -··· - ··········-··· . .. 
a E,;limat<'<l for ] 8 co11ri;e,;. 
b l eporte<l for 5::J romses. 
c Report d for 65 ·011rses . 
2 
5 
!) 
7 
!) 
8 
8 
6 
3 
5 
7 
11 
16 
120 
35 
50 
4 
3 
05 
44 
13 
J, 230 
1, 025 
235 
900 5 
075 
160 56 
52 21 
00 .• ...• 
34 . ---·· 
25 ........ .• ......... ................. 
54 
26 
81 
47 
96 
38 1 15 33 
78 
110 ; 
132 : 
], 667 
1,550 
] , 156 
], 190 
755 
240 
650 
], 103 
523 
2,860 
] , 041 
715 a.22, 800 
420 1, 335 
300 d7, 423 
201 e IGO 
20 · 070 
9,5 3 38 
155 0 2 
504 20 51 
87 ]2 
........... __ . 89 10 
.... ~~~-1:::::: . -........... ~ 
275 1 08 28 
296 . . . . . . 55 
J, 420 161 115 20 
2G 0 
I 
bG, 554 \ c505 5i4 
] • 124 I 1 7 1 ~5 8 
3, 64! 9 14 12 
7± ....... .. .. ·-· ··-
2-10 I.- · ... j . ..... . . 
3rn \ 2,543 47,613 1,, 288 I su j 1, 2:8 80 
cl Attendance oa 7 co11rscs not given. 
e .Att e mlanco 0:11 co11 rse no t gin·n . 
CHAPTER XXII. 
THE RELATION OF THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGES TO THE 
SYSTEM OF STATE SCHOOLS. 
One of the best plans for the union of the separate colleges of a ?tate into a 
Skite university is that proposed by Dr. S. S. Laws, formerly president of the 
_ Unhersity of the S_tate ~f Missou,ri, !'Lnd at pres~nt. Perkins prof_esso_r of Natural 
Science in connection with Reve1at10n and Christian Apologetics, m the Pres-
bvkrian Theological Seminary of Columbht, S. C. He proposes a federation, 
under the leadership of the university, of the institutions of a State doing col-
lege academic work provi'1ing for examinations that will entitle to the B. A. 
degree of the State university. Under such a plan as this, for example! the 
many excellent colleges scattered over the State of Ohio might be united under 
• a federated board as the State University of Ohio, and agres upon a curricul1im 
and upon examination papers that could be used in the several institutions 
simultaneously. The candidates who pass successfully the prescribed examin-
tion would be entitled to the degree conferred by the Sts,te university. This 
plan of Dr. L'.1ws seems to offer promise of fruitful results in the consolidation 
of the colleges of a State. It would inc1·ease the value of the degree without in 
any way encroaching 0'1 the local independence of the several institutions. 
This project was enunciated by Dr. Laws in the cJurse of a discussion of a 
paper r-ead before the Missouri State Teachers' Association, Jefferson City, 
December 28, 1876, by President Morrison, of Drury College, Springfield, Mo., 
on "The relation of the independent colleg·e to the system of State schools." 
Dr. Laws, being called on, responded by putting forward the following norel plan _ 
of State school f ederation: 
''Mr.PRESIDENT: I wish to make two remarks, and the first one has reference 
to the frequent allusions to the German University. I could name books tha,t 
have been writtea by gentlemen from the German universities! which contain 
strictures and suggestions liable to mislead the public mind, and which, in fact, 
have misled it. I was seriously misled upon a particub.r point as to the rela-
tion of the German to the American university. 
'' The American university is not like the German university, and the exact 
point of difference is this: That in our Am.erican university the academiccoursa 
is the nucleus around which all else clusters. It is the central point of devel-
opment and of organization. But the German university has no undergraduat3 
course. This course is taught in the gymnasium, and it would be necessary to 
take up the German gymnasium bodily and plant it down in the midst of a Ger-
man university t0 establish this vit.11 point of the analogy. 
"But this would explode th3 German system, as it now stands. 
,:Dating some irregularities and exc8ptions, the German university matric-
ulates only college graduates. Hence, the discipline of the members of the 
university community is that of profe3sional schools with us. 'l'he gymnasia, 
which correspond to our colleges and to the academic departments of our uni-
versities, ham a discipline quite as rigid as the strictest of our undergraduate 
courses. T_he lect_ures so often given us respecting our university discipline 
are utterlyimpertment, for a young m1,n has to graduate at the gymnasium l::;e-
fore he is regularly admitted to the university in Germany. The faculty in . 
philosophy in the German university does not do undergraduate b:1t post-gnd-
uate work in the lino of various specicilties, and so of the other faculties. 
"Moreover, American boys, or men, carry away the de~rees of German uni-
versities upo:i other conditions than the n;;1,tive youth. The reason is that the 
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German universities are in the line of the civil service. For n, native German 
to gain n, position at tho law, or in medicino,_or as an ecclesiastic, his university 
degree is indispensable. But to our American youth tho degree h as no such 
use and may mean al most nothing at all in Germany. 
"'The gymnasium corresponds to our college or academic department, being 
perhaps more thorough in the classics but less complete than our best colleges 
in t he sciences. 
"Tho Amol'ic:m University came originally from England. It is still tram-
meled by some miserable monastic features of the Middle Ages, nmong which 
ma.ybe instanced the dormitory system .· It is an unmitigated evil for the youth 
to be isolated from the domestic influences of the family circle during the form-
ative period of college life. This antique patch upon our garments at the Uni-
--versity of Missouri I hope to see fall not only into discredit, but into entire 
desuetude. Ours is a, humdrum American university, of which the academic 
department is crowned by the degree of Bachelor of Arts. There nre other 
equivalent courses. And 1 hen we have the professional schools of normal in-
struction, agriculture, law, and medicine; in fact, at present the institution con-
sists of a group of u.ssociated and cooy.;erative academic and professional schools, 
e :.i.ch having its head-center. The classica l curriculum has received various 
modifications in our American institutions, but neve,,theless it runs through 
our educational system throughout the land like a golden thread. Our uniqee 
American university is, in my opinion, better for us than the German article. 
There is not now in the Missouri University any preparatory departmen t . 1'he 
rabble that bore tha t name has been dispersed, and the work of the Eng-lishund 
normal schools has been thereby relieved from incongruities. Preparatory or 
subfreshm:m work is done by e2ch academic school for itseif and in its own 
cl:1sscs. 
"2. The second thing on my mind wb en I rose to speak, Mr. President, was 
the relation of the university to the various denomination '.:! or independent col-
leges of this State. Tb.ere are only about eight or t en of them, and without 
exception t hey all are feeble an<'I. struggling for continued existence . 
" About the time of returning to this State I met with one of the most dis-
tingui.shed men of the East. In a conversation he said to me) 'Laws, one thing 
you will have to do is to kill off those little colleges and have one grea.t institu-
tion. ' I said, Mr. President, there are two very strongreasons in mymind why 
J should not commit myself to such a cours,e of action. The first is, that these 
denominational colleges won't be killed off, and a man undertaking to engage 
in practical work must not d isr0gard what is practicable. They have a tenacity 
of life which a man who attempts to overthrow them will find, perhaps, is equal 
if not superior to his own. 
"The second reason tbat I gaye him was, that they not only insist on living, 
bnt that they ham a title to life which goes back to the very foundations o f our 
Am dean civilization; from that time until now rcligio1:s bodies lmvo [:ctcd a 
leading pa.rt in our work o[ edi.:cation. • 
''It is also true that them private schools are doing a good work, entitled to 
be recognized,and whicb, without their action, would be left undone. 
:'With reference to our present rosta re at the Missouri University, I happen 
to know some things of value by an experience in this State in former years. I 
onc_e felt the stinging of a lash wielde 'l by a vigorous h ,nd in the position in 
which I now happen to be. I was sensitive, being connected withan independ· 
ent C<?llego, to anything that seemed. to disparage the independent schools, and 
to claim for the university what I did not feel called upon to accord to it on the 
core of merit or of pretensi n. The idea bas been mo10 or less currenthithei·to 
tha~_the private. olleges are to be treated ~s inferior and tributary to the uni-
versity. Thero 1s a serious error committed at tbis point, which bas ministe~ed 
to ill feeling and confu i n in the State of Mi souri. 
. "As I _h ave_ j~st cxp~ained, in.the Mi souri Unh en,ity, cs in most o[ ou r Amer-
ican universities, the academic department is tho nucleus, the fundamental 
part of the univ rsity. . . 
. "~ ~ow, t 1ke the academic part of tho univ rsity and brino- it into com1 arison 
with these private colleges and it is on a dead level with them. This assertion 
of _ up rior claims _oYer th0m in the teaching of the am,demic curriculum is not 
w 11 found d . and 1s onsequ ntly off nsive becau o unjust. The acad mic de-
partmen of the uni~· r ity is simply a. oll ge, and it has identically the a.me 
cour e of study that is pur ued in the c pri. vate collerres. ""\Vhere is the superi-
ori y? It may b ... in preten ion but not in fact for the actual work done in cer-
t'.lin _lin · i d ~ bys me of th mas weli 2 it is done in the university o11ege, 
an J lll .·ome thrng perhaps bvtter. The university and college.:i should occupy 
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tho same position of equality as coworkers in the same field, and engaged in 
the same general work, so that the academical department of the university 
should not pretend to superiority except so far as by common consent conceded. 
"What I have in mind, and will now expr1ess, is something to which I ask the 
attention of all co-workers in this State. 
''Why should not our academic faculty of the university and the a8ademic fac-
ulty of each of the denominational colleges throughout the State meet together 
on equal footing and effect a literary confederation? To take a single depart-
ment us a means of Hlustration: Let all the professors of mathematics consti-
tute n, bo::i rd on the mathematical studies; let them determine upon their curric-
ulum, having n, margin of equivalence, so that a certain flexibility of coopera-
tion would be practicable. There would then be a certain freedom exercised, -
on the part of each professor , in leading classes over the work agreed upon in 
tho mathematical course to be pursued in all our colleges. The other depart-
ments could be arranged in exactly the same way. There is no need of repeti-
tion. One department serves as an example for all. _ 
': When the candidates for graduation of the several colleges are to pass their 
examination, let t hem go before a committee of examiners for each department, 
to be appointed by these boards, made up of the professors of the several de-
partments. L e t all of the candidates pass through the examination papers, so 
th~i t their examination will be exactly the same; and then all the students from 
these institutions united in this li terary confederation who pass the prescribed 
examinations will be graduated; and let this be the form, for e xample: A 
Wiliiam Jewell College graduate of the University of the State of . Missouri, 
or a Westminster College graduate of the University of the Sta te of Missouri. 
And so of the others. Thera is nothing empirical in this. The only novelty is 
in the application of a tested principle. This is precisely what ha,s been done 
in the universities of England for ages. Take Oxford, for example. There are 
associated there over twenty different institutions , each h ·wing its separate 
organization) it3 own facu ty, government, and tutorial arrangements. If a stu-
dent has passed, and is successful in his examination, if from Baliol College he 
becomes n, Baliol College graduate of the University of Oxford. The graduate 
of the individual college thus be :omes the graduate of the university. 
"It seems to me, thernfore, that the academic or collegiate department of the 
State University might be brought into cooperation with the pl'ivate institu-
tions, and these several institutions share in the influence -and in the honors of 
the Central State Universitv; and then we would h ave what I would term the 
Missouri system. It would not be empirical, but in its principle re.,,t upon the 
experience of ages. 
"We do not need or desire any legislation about it. It is a literary confed-
eration that is nlone comDetent to meet the exigencies of the case. 
"In proposing and urging this scheme, we stand upon the just and proper 
~round that tbe Commonwealth of Missouri is utterly indifferent where the in-
dividual is educated within the State, provided the education received is a good 
one, qualifying propedy for the duties of citizenship. It is the province of the 
State, to provide the sort of education which her youth should have in the pres-
ent age , as fairly judged by the opportunities and responsibilities of the present 
and the future. And then, if the private colleges do not come up to this stand-
ard, the university is open and ready to receive them . It seems to me that we 
h 1ve here the t r ue principle upon which our whole educational wcrk should be 
conducted. 
"There are several advantages which this literary confederation and co-
operation, as explained, would bring to us. 
'' First. It woulu establish a standard of education; so that those institutions 
tha t vretend 1.o be co1leges, and do not do college work: would at once lose caste 
and drop out of the misplaced confidence of the public. Let them pass our ex-
amin .tions, or they will r eveal their true character by their fruits. It will give 
a dis tinct place to those institutions as doing secondary work . and it will stimu-
late the re:11 colleges to higher e fforts. We have, then, an organizing and sys-
tem:1tizing in flue nce at once flcwing from such an arrangement. 
"Second. This literary federation and cooperation will tend largely to increase 
the spirit of education in the State. This is of prim·1ry impo rtance; for if we 
can arouse the spirit of education, all will share in the shower. Were the pub-
lic f~lly aw_akened on this suprem~ly important s1_1bject, the existing educational 
apphancesm the State, run to their fullest capacity, would be inadequate. Our 
first interest js to bring more power into actjon through existing plants. 
"It S3ems to me, therefore, that by breB-king down this indifference to the 
work oI education it will be strengthened in all it3 departments. 
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"I feel an interest in this as a member of the State Teachers' Association, and 
it seems to be something which we ought to attain. 
'' I expect to take active steps to secure a convention of those connected with 
private colleges, that we may have a fair and full consultation over the general 
scheme now indicated. I now bespeak your favorable attention to it. 
"It is believed that cooperation and confederation can be attained; and if we 
can attain it we have laid the foundation for a good work. 
"Third. It will not in the slightest unfavorabl.v affect the patronage that these 
private institutions enjoy, but it will the more firmly fix them in the public con-
:c dence and improve their literary fe:1tures. They will still have the distinctive 
features belonging to them as the private colleges of different bodies. We 
weaken nothing; we strengthen everything. Hence there is no good reason for 
isolation or opposition. If anyone does not wish to join with usi there is no quar-
rel. Less than the whole can enter into this confederation to make trial of its 
virtues. 
'' Fourth, It is another point of advantage that this arrangement seems to off er 
the encouragement and hope of a complete organization of our educational work 
in the State, for that organization will not be complete till the private and the 
public schools are all made interdependent and cooperative in some such way as 
that now indicated. 
"Every educational enterprise or organization, whether public or private, 
should realize that it is but a section of the great anny battling for truth and 
light, ::tnd showing no quarter to ignorance, supe:·stition, falsehood, and bad 
morals." · 
CHAPTER XXIII. 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. 
The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute is located at Troy, N. Y. It was founded 
under the name of the Rensselaer School in the year 1824 by the Hon. Stephen 
Van Rensselae1·, of Albany, N. Y. Inaletterdated November 25, 1824, to the Rev. 
Dr. Blatchford, who was the first president, the founder appointed the first 
board of trustees and enunciated certain articles for the temporary government 
of the school. At the same time he ma.de Amos Eaton, of Troy, senior profes-
sor. The first meeting of the board of trustees was held December 29, 1824, and 
the school was opened January 5, 1825. An act of incorporation Wf'.s passed by 
the Legislature March 21, 1826. 
'l'he institution was established as n school of practical science. In the lette.:-
referred to 2.bove the founder makes the following statement in relation to its 
character: 
'' I have established n rnhool in the north end of Troy for tho purpose of in-
structing persons who may choose to apply themselves in the application of 
science to the common purposes of life. My principal object is to qualify teach-
ers for instructing sons and daughte::-s of farmers and mechanics, by lectures or 
otherwise, on the application o r experimental chemistry, philosophy, and natural 
history to agriculture, domestic economy, the arts, and manufactures." 
Tho intention of the authorities at that time is further shown by quotations 
from n circular dated September 14, 1826, which was signed by the president 
and. to ·which the names of the trustees and faculty are attached. It was issued 
to describe an extension of the course, and is entitled ·' Preparation branch re-
cently established at Rensselaer School." The curriculum of the "preparation 
br:inch" is given in detail, and the object of the school is also stated. This is 
believed. to be the first prospectus of a school of science ever issued in the Eng-
lish language. From it we learn that "the Rensselaer School was founded by 
tho Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer, solely for the purpose of affording an oppor-
tunity to the farmer, the mechanic, tho clergyman, the lawyer, the physichn, 
the merchant, and , in short, to the man of business or of leisure, of any c1lling 
wh:itcver, to become practic:illy scientific. Though tho b1·anches which are not 
taught hero are held in high estimation, it is b3lievec1 that a school attempting 
everything makes proficient in nothing-. The Rensselaer Schooli therefore, is 
limited to an experimental course in tho natural sciences. The studies of the 
preptiration branch are extended no farther than is necess::.ry, as auxiliaries to 
the experimental course." 
"The original method of instruction which has produced such unexpected re-
su1ts, called the Rensselaer method, will be extended to this branch, to-wit, that of 
exercising the student, on the fo renoon of each day, by causing bim to give an 
extemporaneous dissertation or lecture on the subject of his course, from concise 
written mereoranda, and to spend the afternoon in rcholastic a1rusements." 
Among the subjects t:1ught in the preparation branch were botany, practical 
mathematics, logic, rhetoric, and history, and the '' scholastic amusements" in-
cluded tho collection and preservation of minerals, plants, and insects, the use 
of tho mleroscope , drawings of the internal structure of plants, making globes 
of :plasfor of Paris and drawing maps ur:on them, land surveying, taking the 
latitude, simple hydra ulic experiments, experimenting with gases, making and 
using galvanic b:1 tteries and magnets, constructing and using thermometers and 
hygrometers , taking specific gravities, etc. The circulars also contain, 
among other curious and interesting information, statements of the cost of tU:i tion 
and of living. The success of the school in its early days was largely due to the 
:emarkablo powers as a teacher of its first senior professor, Amos Eaton. He 
rntroduced tho methods of instruction outlined above, and many of his pupils who 
1 The following sketch of the history and organization of the oldest polytechnic institute in 
~he _United States has been prepared by Mr. Palmer C. Ricketts, C. E., the director of that 
mst1tutc. at the request of the Commissioner. 
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have since become eminent as scientific teachers and i_gvestigators bear testi: 
mony to the peculiar value of his teaching. He was not only successful as a 
teacher, but was well known as a popular scientific lecturer and as an inve~tiga--
tor. The various editions of his text books on botany, zoology, chemistry, 
geology and surveying amount in all to about forty publications. 
/ In 1832 by an act of the legislature the name of the institution was changed 
from the Rensselaer School to the Rensselaer Institute, and by an act passed in 
183i5 the trustees were empowered to establish a department of mathematic~! 
arts, for the purpose of giving instru~tio~ i?- eng~neer~ng and technology .. This 
meant the est'.:Lblishment of a course m civil engmeerrng. Although the rnclu-
sion among the duties of the senior professor, in the first triennal catalogue pub-
lished in 1828, of lectures on civil engineering is significant of the enlightened 
views of the founder and officers of instruction, the institution had been to this 
time a school of natural science, its graduates receiving the degree A. B. (r. s.). 
It is to be remembered that at t.his time there were in this country hardly any 
engineers other than military engineers. The term civil engineer had scarcely 
been coined. The Erie Canal had only been begun in 1817, and the first short 
piece of railroad was opened in 1830. . 
Eight members of the class of 1835 were graduated as civil engineers and re-
ceived the del!ree of C. E. This was the .first class in civil engineering ever 
graduated in- any English-speaking country. A circular entitled "Notices of 
Rensselaer Institute," and dated October 14, 1835, gives tho curriculum for stu-
dents of civil engineering as well as for those of natural science. It is interesting, 
not only because it is the first prospectus of a school of engineering issued in 
English, but because it adds to our information of the state of applied science in 
this country at that date. Extracts from it given below show the courses in 
na tural science and engineering:: 
Students of the Natural Science Department are instructed as follows: 
Three ·weeks, wholly practical botany, with specimens. 
Four weeks, zoology, including organic remains, and physiology, including the elements of 
organic chemistry. 
'l'hree and a half weeks, geology and mineralogy, with specimens. . 
Three weeks, traveling between Connecticut River and Schoharie Kill, for making collections 
to be preserved by each student and exhibited at examinations; also for improving in the 
knowledge of natural history and mathematical arts. 
Ten weeks, chemistry and natural philosophy. 
Half a week, preparing for examination and commencement. 
The afternoons of all fair days are devoted to surveying, engineering, and various mat~e-
matical arts; also to mineralizing, botanizing, and to collecting and preserving subjects m 
zoology. 
Students of the engineer corps are instructed as follows : 
Eight weeks in learning the uses of instruments: as compass, chain, scale, protractor, di· 
viders, level, quadrant, sextant, barometer, hydrometer, pluviometer, thermometer, telescope, 
microscope, etc., with their applications to surveying, protracting, leveling, calculating exca-
vations and embankments, tal,i.ng heights and distances, specific gravity and weights of liquids, 
degrees of moisture, storms, temperature, latitude, and longitude by lunar observations and 
eclipses. 
J<}ight weeks, mechanical powers, circles, conic sections, construction of bridges, arch es, piers, 
railroads, canals, running circles for railways, correcting the errors of long levels caused by 
~efraction a~d the earth's convexur, calculating the h eight of the atmosphere by twilight and 
~ts whole weight on ~ny given port10n of the earth, i ts pressure on hills and in valleys as affect-
mg ~he height for fl.xmg the lower valve of a pump; in calculating the moon's dis tance by its 
~1~-fs~~~a~r_arallax, and the distance of planets by proportionals of cubes of times to squares 
!!'our weeks, in calculating the quantity of water per second, etc., supplied by streams as 
feeders for canals or for turning machinery; in calculating the velocity and quantity effused 
per second, etc., from flum s and various vessels, under various heads: the result of various 
accelerating and re~arding forces of water flowing in open raceway s and pipes of waterworl,s, 
and in numerous miscellaneous calculations respecting hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. 
Four weeks, stu~y the effect of steam and inspect its various applications-inspect the prin-
cipal mill~. factories, aud other machinery or works which come within the province o! 
:~~te~;~~cr~e;~n~;c~~ssot'r~~~Un~s much geology as may be required for judging of rocks and 
The requirements for degrees were as foilows: 
The Rensselaer degree o! bachelor of natural science is conferred on all qualified persons 
of 17 years and upwards. · 
The Rcn.·s laer degree of civil engineer is conferred on candidates of 17 years and upwards 
who are qualifl. din that departm nt. 
ne Y ar is sufficient for obtaining the Rensselaer degree of bachelor of natural science or of 
civil engineer for a ca.ndidat wh is w 11 prepared to enter. Graduates of colleges may suc-
ce d by close application during the tw nty-four weeks in the summer term. 
The d gre or ma t r o! art::i is conferred after two years of practical application. 
Prof. Amos Eat_on died in 1 42, and Geor ge H. Cook, of the class of 1839 wiio 
was afterwards widely known for his work as State geologist of New Jer ey, 
was appoi~ted_ cni~r professor in the same year. 
Under his d1roct10n tho school was reorganized and the courses of instruction 
somewhat extended. He resigned in 1 47, and was succeeded by B. Franklin 
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Greene of the class of 1842, who became director of the institution when that 
office w~s created by act of legislature in 1850. 
His acceptance of the position marks an epoch in the history of the school. 
After a careful study of the scientific and technical institutions of Eu.rope the 
curriculum was, under his direction, thoroughly reorganized in 1849. This re-
organization included a materia,l enlargement of the course of study and the re· 
qufrement of a more rigid standard of scholarship from candidates for deg1·ees. 
'l'he number of instructors was also increased, and the length of time d evoted to 
the course was changed to three years with a" preparatory class" which made 
it p ractically four years in duration. The graduating or s~nior class was called 
Division A, nnd the others Divisions B and C. In 1858 the preparatory class 
was merged into the regular course under the name of Division D. 
Prof.Greene published in 1856 a pamphlet of 84 pages entitled The Rensseiaer 
Polytechnic Institute ; Its Reorganization in 1849-'50; Its Condition at the 
Present Time; Its Plans and Hopes for the Future. This , as its title indicates, 
was descriptive of the reorganization. The following paragraph from it shows 
clearly the character of the changes and the intentions of the authorities: 
" The managers of the institute t:q.erefore resolved that their field should ue 
nllrrowcd Clnd more thoroughly culti't:ated; that indeed their educational objects 
should be restricted to matters immediately cognate to architectures and en· 
gineering; that moreover, for a somewhat irregular and for the most part op-
tional course, requiring but a single year for its accomplishment, they would 
substitute n, carefully considered curriculum, which should require at the least 
full three years of systematic and thorough training ; and that, finally, they 
would demand the strictest examination t ests to the successive parts of the 
course prescribed, not only in respect to the translation of students from lower 
to higher classes, but especially in all cases of ultimate graduation with pro-
fessional degrees." 
It was at the time of this reorganization in 1849- '50 that the name Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute was first given to the school. This change of name was 
r atified by act of legislature April 8, 1861. 
Thus was inaugurated the course and methods which have resulted in giv-
ing to the engineering profession in this and other countries during the last 
forty years many.of its most distinguished members. The main causes of the_ 
r eputation of the school and of the success of its graduates have been the m e thod 
of instruction then adopted and the high standard of scholarship maintained 
Although the curriculum has of courae since been changed from time to time 
to adapt it to the needs cf the best modern practice the methods have remained 
practically unchangc d. 
The classes are divided into small sections and each student is required to re-
cite each day in every subject. Text-books supplemented by lectures and expla-
nations are used whenever the nature of the case permits. The students a re 
not only interrogated, but in almost all subjects are required to make black-
board demonstrations. After the material constituting each term's work has 
been finished a review in all subjects follows, and afterwards an examination. 
Close records of the work done each day are kept, and the success of the student 
in passing in any subject depends largely upon these daily records. . 
Director B. Franklin Greene resigned in 1859, and his position was occupied 
until 1860 by Nathan S.S. Beman, D, D., who was at that time president of the 
board of trustees. 
Presidents and directors.-The names of the presidents and directors-and the 
years during which they served, from the foundation of the school to the present 
time, are here given: 
PRESIDENTS. 
Rev. SAMUEL BLATCHFORD, D. D., first president . -··· .........•.... 1824-'28 
Rev. JOHN CHESTER, D. D., second president . ........................ 1828-'29 
ELIPHALET NOTT, D. D., LL. D., third presid ent .. ···-···---·--·-- .. _.1829-'45 
NATHANS. s. BEMAN, D. D., fourth president .··· -··········· ....... 1845-.65 
Hon. JOBN F. WINSLOW, fifth president _ ·· - --· · ······-··· .......... 1865-'68 
THOMAS C. BRINSMADE, M. D., sixth president.··-· .............. _ ... 1868 
Hon. JAMES FORSYTH, LL. D., s e venth president -········ ···········1868-'86 
JO HN HUDSON PECK, LL. D., eighth president .. . .. -··· .............. 1888 
SENIOR PROFESSORS AND DIRECTORS . 
AMOS EATON, A. M., senior professor ............. ................ . .•. 1824-'42 
GEORGE H. COOK, c. E., PH. D., senior professor ....... ······ ..... ... 1842- '46 
B. FRANKLIN GREENE, c . E., .A.. M., director .... ················ ...... 1847-'59 
NATHAN s. s. BEM.A.N, D. D., director ......... ······ ...... -·· · . ....... 1859-'60 
C:H~L:ES DROWNE, c. E., .A.. M., director .............................. 18e0- '76 
WILLI.A.ML. AD.A.MS, c. E. , director.···-···· ·· ........ ············ .... 1876-'78 
DAVID M. GREENE, c. ;E., director ···-································1878-'91 
PALl\IERC. RICKETTS, C. E., director .................................. 1892 
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Rcquircmentsfol' aclmission.-The requirements for admission to the institute 
have been in the past and are at present somewhat elementary in their character. 
In this as in some other respects it resembles the United States Military and 
Naval ac:1demies. The cause has been the necessity of thorough preparation 
in elementary branches of mathematics which experience has taught can not 
generally bJ expected from students who have received their m::i,thematical 
training in the secondary schools of the cou.ntry. For this reason, besides the 
usual English branches, arithmetic, plain geometry, and algebra through quad-
ratic equations only are required for admission. Local examinations for en tr::ince 
are provided in a few schools of high grade in various parts of the country. 
Number and length of terrns.-E:.wh year is divided into two terms of about 
nineteen weeks each and examinations are held at the end of each term. Besides 
this, students of division C and B, which correspond to the sophomore and jun-
ior years of academic schools, go into the field during the month of July for in-
struction in practical surveying of various kinds. This is in addition to the 
su·rveying required during other p:1rts of the course. 
Courses of instruction.-The principal course of instruction given is that of 
civil engineering, and the degree conferred is civil engineer (C. E.). It is 
to be distinctly undel:'stood, however, that the instruction is not narrowed to 
any special branch of civil engineering-. The design of steam engines as well a!'! 
that of bridges; sewerage systems: waterworks, etc., is taught, and the student 
r·ecei ,·es instruction as weil in the principles of electrical engineerin.,g n,s in the 
location and construction of roads and railroads. There is also given a course 
in natural science, upon the satisfactory completion of which the degree of 
bachelor of scierice (B. S.) is conferred. 
Special practical courses in chemistry and ass::iying and in surveying and rn,il-
ro::.d engineering- are given during the summer vacation. 'rlrnt in chemistry 
and assaying is six weeks in duration, and includes either qualitative or quanti-
to.tive analysis r,s may be desired. The course in surveying :1nd railroad engi-
neering is given in the field between June 1 and July 1, and is therefore four 
weeks in duration. Some healthful p::i,rtof the Adirondack region in the north-
ern part of this State is chosen for the work. A special winter course of lectures 
on highway engineel'ing and road construction is also given. These lectures 
are not too technical in their character, b3ing intended for those who, without 
an ad van.ced special training, are engaged or in terestecl in the construction and 
maintenance of country roads. 
SCHEDULE OF THE COURSE n.T CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
FIRST YEAR 
First term. 
Solid geometry; algebra; French; projec-
tions, theory; projections, drawing; freehand 
dra.wing; plane problems; elements of draw-
ing; pen topography. 
Second term 
Trigonometry; physics; French; surveying, 
theory; surveying, practice; colored topog-
raphy: bridge drawing. 
A t~esis must be written during the summer 
vacation. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Fii'st term. 
Physics; logic; descriptive geometry, the-
ory: descriptive geometry, drawing; analyti-
cal geometry; surveying, theory; surveying, 
practice; physical experiments. 
Seconcl term. 
hemistry, theory; chemistry, lectures; 
differential calculus; surveying, theory; 
shades and shadows, theory; shades and 
shad(?WS, drawing; perspective, th ory; per-
spective, dr:i.wing; freehand drawing, letter-
ing. 
A the. is must be written during the summer 
vacation. A four-weeks· cou·se in surveying 
during the month of June is required. 
THIRD Y:CArt. 
First term. 
Integral calculus; rational mechanics; ge 
?desy; highway engineering; chemistry, qual-
itative analysis; mmeralogy ; electricity and 
magnetism ; map drawing. 
Seconcl te1·m. 
Rational mechanics; structures; raill'Oad 
engineering, theory; astronomy; machine 
construction, theory; machine construction, 
l)lates; chemistry, blow-pipe analysis; assay-
m g. 
A t~esis must be written during the summer 
vacation. A four-weeks' course in railroad 
en~ineering during the month of June is re-
quired. 
FOURTH YEAR 
First term. 
Machines; resistance of material::;; hydrau-
lics; sewerage; bridges and roofs; economic 
theory of railroad location; practical astron-
omy, theory; practical a£tronomy, observa-
tions; metallurgy; p'.:lysical laboratory work. 
Second term. 
Bridge design; hydraulics; hydraulic mo-
tors; thermodynamics; steam engineering; 
stone cutting, theory; stone cutting. plates ; 
electrical engineering; physi~1.l labo:·~tory 
work; geology; law of contracts. 
A graduating thesis must b v presented 
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SCHEDULE OF THE COURSE IN NATURAL SCIENCE. 
The studies of the course in natural science are identical with those m civil 
engineering during the first two years. 
TBIRD YEAR. 
Fi1'st term. 
Calculus; electric.ity and magnetism; min-
eralogy, petrography; map drawing; chem-
istry, qualitfttive analysis, elementary quan-
tita~ive analysis. 
Second term. 
Astronomy; geology, lithology; histology; 
chemistry, organic, blow-pipe analysis, as-
saying. 
A thesis must be written during the sum-
mer vacation. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Fi1'st term. 
Metallurgy, general metallurgy, iron metal-
lurgy; chemistry, quantitative analysis, n,n-
alysis of commercial and ind us trial products; 
physical laboratory work. 
Second term. 
Physical laboratory work; paleontology; 
mineralogy, determinative; petrograph r; 
chemistry, quantitative analysis, volumet-
ric and gravimetric analysis; law of con-
tracts. 
A graduating thesis must be presented. 
Mathematics and astroncmy.-The aim of the department is to give each stu-
denta thorough working knowledge of the several subjects taught. The courses 
are made to bear us directly as possible upon the training of the engineer. Dur-
ing tho first year thorough instruction is given in sol.id geometry, highe_r al-
gebra, and trigonometry. These are followed by analytical geometry and d1ffe1·-
entialcalculus in the second year,and by integral calculus in the third. Lectures 
on the theory and various forms of the slide rule are also delivered. In all these 
suhjects examples of a practical nature are constantly given. The text-books 
usecl are supplemented by notes prepared by the instructors. 
A course iD aescriptive astronomy is given in the third year, and tha~ in 
spherical and practic.:tl astronomy in the fourth. In the latter are considered 
the adjustment and use of portable instruments, correction of observations~ de-
termination of time, latitude, longitude, and the meridian, the method of least 
squares and similar subjects. The theory is supplemented by work in the ob-
servatory, where the use of the sextant, chronograph, transit instrument, etc., 
is taught. 
Descriptive geometry and, stereotomy.-In this department careful and thorough 
instruction is given in freehand drawing, lettering, the use of drawing instru-
ments, tinting, shading, isometric and orthographic projections, tracing and 
making blue prints, the theory and practice of shades, shadows, and perspect-
ive, machine construction and drawing, including gearing and the slide valve. 
n.ncl stonecutting. 
In all these subjects a great amount of time is spent in the drawing-room 
under the immediate supervision of the instructor, and original work sufficient 
to fix the principles is required. In descriptive geometry, for inshnce, although 
a lesson is assigned for each day from the text-book the student is seldom given 
a problem found there, but is required to prove an original one illustrating the 
same principles. Besides the drawing required in the course in stonecutting, 
plaster of Paris models of arches, stairways, etc., are constructed by the stu-
dents. · · 
Ohemistry.-The course in chemistry. which is obligatory for all students, con-
sists of daily lectures, dudng the last part of the second year, upon general in-
organic chemistry. These are accompanied by daily recitations, including the 
solution of chemical problems. • 
The course in qualitative analysis extends over the first half of the third year, 
with laboratory ,vork five days in each week. During this course the student 
acquires ability to analytically examine ail the ordinary materials likely to be 
presented to bis attention during his profes.3ional engineering practice. He is, 
as far as possible, given charge of outside questions which come to the labora-
tory for solution. Blow-pipe analysis and assaying e:x;tend over part of the 
second term of the third year, particular attention being given to the assay of 
gold and silver and to the recognition of such ores of the heavy metals as may 
b G met with in the mining regions of this country. 
Quantitative analysis and organic chemistry are not given to candidates for 
the degree of civil engineer. Courses in these subjects are given to candi-
datef:ljor the degree of bachelor of science, to post gradu'.l.tes, and to special 
stud~nts. Very complete arrangements make these courses especially thorough. 
Mtneralogy, geology, cmd nietallurgy.-These subjects are taught by means of 
lectures and recitations. An unusually fine collection of rocks, minerals, and 
designs for iron and steel works add greatly to the value of the 0ourses. 
, 
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Physics.--The cour_se of _physics begins in th_e last te_rm of th~ first year with 
the mechanics of solids, hqmds, and gases, and acoustics. Optics and heat are 
studied during the first term of the second year, and electricity and magnetism 
during the first term of the third year. The~e subjects. are developed by daily 
lectures. The student uses a text-book, and 1s held strictly accountable for an 
exact knowledge of its contents, but much instruction is given additionally in 
the lectures, accompanied with full.experimental illustrations. He is required 
to take notes during the ·course of the lectures and to copy others which have 
been put upon the blackboards. In the course of daily recitations problems are 
frequently assigned, and upon these as well as on demonstrations of theory the 
student is required to give both oral and written explanations. During the first 
term of the-second year a course of laboratory work is conducted in which the 
student is introduced to the methods of auantitative measurement, and he thus 
-acquires some familiarity with the use of physical instruments. For each ex-
erci:..e due preparation is made by appropriate reading, and a report is written 
which is examined by the instructor. During the first and second terms of the 
-fourth ye , r laboratory practice is continued, prominence being given to methods 
in electrical and magnetic measurement. 
During the second term of the fourth year a course in thermo-dynamics is 
g iven and this is followed by lectures on the elements of electrical engineering 
as an accompaniment to the laboratory work in electrical measurement. 
Surveying.-The student begins the work in surveying during his first yeft: 
at the institute. In the second term of this year he is taught the use of the 
chain, tape, and compass. He also makes a compass survey of a small piece of 
land which is mapped and the area computed. 
In the second year the construction and use of all modern surveying instru-
ments, including transit, level, solar compass and attachment, clinometer, hand 
level, aneroid. barometer, planimeter, etc., are taught in the class room, as arc 
also the various methods in modern use of making land, topographical, hydro-
graphical, mine , and city suryeys. In topographical surveying, while all methods 
L re, taught and the conditions rendering one method more suitable than another, 
particular attention is paid t o the transit and stadia, and the students become 
thoronghly familiar with this most generally suitable method. During the 
first term daily practice in the adjustment and use of the various instruments 
before enumerated is given. Surveys of limited extent are executed, a me-
ridian is established with the solar compass, checked by stellar observations, 
and the magnetic declination of the needle determined. 
At the close of the year the class is taken into the field for four weeks, and 
makes a complete topographical survey of an area selected with reference to the 
diversity of problems it presents. This survey is also made to include hydro-
graphic work, as the portion of the stream within the area chosen for work is 
mapped from soundings and its flow determined. 
Ueoclesy.-Besides the course in astronomy, in which the students are ta,ught 
to determine latitude, longitude, time, etc., from obssrvations on the heavenly 
bodies 1 a brief course in geodetic surveying is given in the third year . 'rhe 
work includes the methods of measuring base lines , :field work of triangulation, 
adjustment of triangles and quadrilaterals and a discussion of the :figure of the 
earth. 
llighway engincering.-During the third year there is given a course in high-
way engineering, in which is discussed the location , construction, and m ainte-
nance of country roads and city streets, the ad vantages and disadvantages of the 
ntrious paving materials and specifications for each, and a study is made of the 
various road laws in force and their adequacy. A special course of fifteen lec-
tures on the construction and maintenance of country roads is offered to persons 
of mn.ture year and is designed for road overseers and others having to ci.o with 
this class of work. 
Railroad engineering.-The subject of railroad engineering is begun in the 
third year with a theoretical course in railroad curves, turnouts, and minor 
structures, and the staking out and computation of railway earthwork. The 
course also includes a disc ssion of the method of making rail way loca,tion sur-
veys, and a contour map is furnished the student on which he projects a location 
line and mak s an estimate of materials and cost. This theot'etical course iB 
followed at the clo e of the year by four weeks of field practice in railroad sur-
-ycying, during _which a preliminary survey is made and mapped, a location pro-
Jee d and run 1n the work staked out, quantities computed and costcstim'lted. 
A line from 3 to mile in length is usually located, and tb~·0ugh the courtesy 
of railrou.d official interested in the institute, the classes not infrequently hwe 
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an actually contemplated line to examine, which secures an interest and faith-
fulness not always obtained on a mere" practice" line. . . 
In the fourth year the eubject generally known as Economic Theory of Rail-
road Location em bracina the items of train resistance and the effect of grades, 
curves, and lehgth of lin; on operation is ~horou~hly studied, together wlth the 
correlative subjects of economic construct10n, m g,mtenance of way ,_etc. N u~er-
ous problems are given to illustrate the subject, and a sh_?rt thes1~, COII1;-paru~g_ 
two or more possible locations for a line, the data for which are given, 1s w~11r 
ten. The students also discuss in the light of the new lrnowledg~ the location 
':made the previous year. In addition to the above, there is given 17:1 the fourth 
year a comprehensiv~ series of lect~res on rail~ay signa~s, ell1;bracmg the con-
struction and operat10n of block signals and rnt~,rlockmg signals for yards, 
crossings, etc. . . . 
Summer courses.-It is believed that the summer courses m surveymg 111 the 
second and third years are particularly valuable, o°: account of the continuo1;1s 
and practical character of the work. The sti:dent 1s employe~ all day f?.r six 
days in the week, and the methods used both m the topographical and rallroad 
surveys embody the latest modern practice. The work is usually located in the 
Adirond3.ck foothills, and forms the most enjoyable and healthful as well as 
valuable portion of the surveying instruction. These courses are open to a lim-
ited number of special students who show themselves competent to perform the 
work. 
Topographical drawing.-Topographical drawing is taught in the first, second, 
and third years of the course. In the first year t,he student learns to make the 
various topographical symbols, both in pen and ink nnd in color. In the second 
year 1 in connection with the course in surveying, he maps small areas from notes 
furnished him, measur es and computes the ar·eas and d·raws contours, projects 
grades, and computes Yolumes of earthwork involved in surface grading. He 
also makes a skeleton map of the summer survey. In the third year he com-
plet es this map and also makes in the field the map of the railroad survey. The 
use of the planimeter and the various diagrams for estimating areas and earth-
work are tJ.ught. 
I Rational mechanics.-At the conclusion of the course in Integral Calculus dur-
ing the first term of the third year instruction in Rational Mechanics begins. 
In this course, which extends over a part of two terms, with recitations and 
lec tl:res every day, the fundamental theoretic principles of statics, cinematics 
and dynamics which underlie and form the fo undation of all branches of engi-
neering LLre taught. The higher treatises and text books supplemented bvnotes 
are used. The method of instruction, which applies as well to the t echnical sub-
jects in the department of meJhanics as to the rational, is as follows: The class 
is divided into sections and each section, after a combined lecture and thorough 
interrogation by the professor in charge, goes to the assistant for n, recitation 
on certain selected parts of the subject. The assistant requires each student 
each day to put one of these articles on the blackboard and explain it. During 
this expl::mation he is int2rrogated upon ihe principles involved. 
! Structures.-The theory of structures is taught during the last_term of the 
third year. This includes the equilibrum and stability of frames, chords, arches, 
buttresses, chimneys, abutments, piers, retaining walls, dams, etc. Analytical 
and. irr..1phical methods of treatment are elaborated. A treatise on masonry con-
struction is also used as a text-book, and the stri;lngth, properties, and cost of 
cement, mortar, concrete, brick, and stone masonry 1 together with all the more 
important kinds of foundations, are considered. 
I R esistance cf materials.-The elasticity and resistance of the materials of en"'-
gineering are considered during the first term of the fourth year. The funda-
mental equations of the theory of flexure are first determined and applied to a 
consideration of the strength of simply supported and continuous beams a ri d of 
columns. Practical formulre for the strength of beams are determined, and the 
right line long column formula and those of Gordon and Euler are deduced. 
Attention is also paid to the graphical representation of the strength of col-
umns. Theoretical formul re for torsion are developed and applied to a consid-
eration of the strength of shafting. The design of riveted joints for boiler 
and tube work is t :1ken up and the proper size and pitch of rivets determined. 
I ln the practical part of the subject the coefficient of elasticity, elastic limit, 
ultimate resistance, and other properties of cast and wrought iron, malleable-
ized iron, steel, bronze, copper, and other metals in tension, compression, and 
shea.r are studied, and the students are required to make experiments on the 
testing machine and determine their properties as above outliued. The value 
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of wood, stone, brick, etc., for use as materials o.f engineering is investigated, 
and each student also determines the strength of cement by the use of a cement-
testing machine. Attention is paid to the fracture and appearance of metals, 
and also to the effect o.f repetition r.nd reversal o.f stress. 
Briclges ancl roofs.-The course on bridges and roofs is given in the first and 
s2cond terms of the fourth year. The first part iE! devoted to the theory of 
stresses. In this the student becomes familiar with the calculation of stresses 
in plate girders, in Howe, Pratt:Whipple, and lattice bridges, and in trusses with 
curved chords; also in cantilever, suspension, and draw bridges, and in various 
kind of roof trusses. Analytical and graphical methods and the method of wheel 
concentrations and of panel loads are i:.sed. Details and connections are care-
fully considered and studied from the very large collection of blue prints of 
existing structures of all kinds in possession of the institute, A set of bridge 
specifications forms a part of the course upon which recitations are required, 
and hand-books of bridge and iron works are used for reference . During this 
course the class is taken out for an examination and comparison of various styles 
of bridges in the vicinity, and a bridge shop is also visited and the machines 
and methods of manufacture explained. 
The second part 0£ the course in the second term is taken up with the Ccsign 
of bridges and parts of bridges. The student makes all the calculations and 
complete shop drawings of the work in h ::md, e :1ch bridge being different from 
the others, and tracings and blue prints are finally made. It is thus seen that 
the course is thoroughly practical in its character. 
Hydrn .ulics uncl hydraulic motors.-This subject is taught in the fourth year. 
It includes hydrology, hydrostatics, theoretical hydraulics, the fl.ow of water 
through orifices, over weirs and dams, through tubes and pipes, and in con-
duits, canals, and rivers, the measurement and cost of water power, the dynamic 
pressure of flowing water, hydraulic motors, and the general principles of naval 
hydromechanics. Numerous examples illustrating the principles are given. 
In the direction of water-supply engineering there are considered general rain-
fall statistics, precipitation, evaporation, the collection and storage of water, and 
its impurities; the practical construction of waterworks, including reservoir 
embankments, waste weirs, partition walls, conduits, distributing systems, and 
tho various methods of filtering. The deli very o.f water by pumps is here touched 
upon , though this matter is more thoroughly treated in the course on the steam 
engine. The theory and efficiency o.f the various forms of water wheels aro in-
vestigated and the students are instructed with r egard to the different kinds of 
turbines, with their draft tubes, diffusers, and governors. 
They are required to measure the flow of adjacent streams by means of weirs, 
and thus practically to find the discharge. Practice in the me:1surement of the 
velocity of streams by means of current motors and fl.0 3,ts is also given, and 
models of valves, motors, practical working turbines, etc., add value to tho in-
struction. The ·ubject of aerodynamics is also t aken up in this cou;:-se and the 
flow of air through orifices, and in pipes, blowing engines, the relations between 
the velocity and pressure of the wind, anemometers, windmills, etc., are studied. 
'cwernge ystems.-The design of sewerage systems is ta.ken up in the fourth 
year. A comparison of the cost ,Lnd efficiency o.f the different systems is made 
and the conditions under which each should be used explained. The various 
methods of sewage disposal are exemplified and their efficiency discussed. The 
effect of the surface and magnitude o.f 2.rea drained in connecti0n with the max-
imum r ainfall i con ·idered, and main and branch sewers for the separate and 
combined systems are proportioned and the_ir cost det ermined. The materials 
of cons truction, foundations required, methods o.f laying, and descriptions of 
d.et:1ils such a branches, manholes, catch-basins, etc., are also given. 
, 'te((?n cnainecriny. - The course in steam engineering is given during the last 
term of the fourth year. It consists o.f a series of lectures by a well-known con-
sul ting mechanical engineer. The properties o.f steam are firstelaborated, and 
afterwards t be details and construction of the various engines and boilers in 
ordinary use con idered. The strength o.f 1heir parts are calculated and their 
gene ral oper ation explained. The course also includes pumping machinery. 
'l'h lectures c re illu trated by drawings, photographs, and h and-books, and 
books of reference are used for consultation. Each student makes a general 
design for a locomotive, pumping, marine , or other form o.f engine, though de-
t ·l iled drawing~ are not expected. He is also r equired to take indicator dia-
gr,tm from s me engine and determine from them its power. E xamina tions of 
va ·i u form of steam engines in the vicinity are also made under the dire..:tion 
of the instructor. 
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Theses.-A thesis on some technical subject must be written by each student 
during ea,ch summer vacation. 
A graduating thesis, which must be either a. revieV: of, or a design for, a ma-
chine, structure, plant, system, or process belonging to a department of scien-
tific or practical technics is also required. 
Degrees conferred.-The annual register of the institute for 1893 contains the 
following clauses in relation to the conferring of degrees: 
The institute will confer the degree of civil engineer or of bachelor of science 
upon all its future graduates who shall have completed the course leading to 
such degrees, or to either of them. . 
(1) The candidate must have sustained a satisfactory examination in all the 
studies of the course in civil engineering or in that leading to the degree of 
bachelor of science. 
(2) His thesis must have been approved by the faculty. 
(3) He must have paid all dues to the institute. _ 
(4) He must be of good moral character. · 
Buildinqs and property.-The institute has at present six buildings in use for 
purposes of instruction: the main building, the Winslow Laboratoi·y, the Ran-
ken House, th~ Astronomical Observatory, the Gymnasium, and the Alumni 
Building. 
The main building is 115 feet in length, 50 feet in breadth, and four stories in 
height. It contains lecture and recitation rooms, drawing rooms, and thelabora· 
tories of the Department of Physics. The main hall of the institution, where 
the reading of theses takes place, is also in this building. 
The Winslow Laboratory is 77 feet long, 45 feet wide, and three stories high. 
It is devoted to the Department of Chemistry. The first story contains rooms 
for qua,ntitative analysis and special investigations, and also furnaces for the 
work in assaying. The second story contains the general laboratory for quali-
tative analysis and rooms for chemical balances and fort.he instructor in charge. 
The third story contains the general lecture hall, a recitation room, a room for 
th :; apparatus used in the lectures on general chemistry, and an office for the use 
of t'~e instructors in the department: In this room there is a carefully selected 
special chemical library. 
The \Villiam Proudfit Observatory is an astronomical observatory, consisting 
of a central part 40 feet square, with north, rnuth, and east wings. It is 70 feet 
long and CO feet in depth. It is well equipped with instruments for use in 
engineering instrGction, containing a transit instrument, chromometer, chro-
nograph, clocks, and sexktnt, 
The Ranken H ouse is 40 feet square and two stories in height. It is used as 
a mechanical laboratory, and contains machines for the testing of the various 
metals and of cement, stone, woou, '.:ltc. 
The Gymnasium is 80 feet wide and two stories high. The first story contains 
bowling alleys, sponge andshower baths, adressing room, andareceptionroom. 
The whole of the second story, 30 feet in height is taken up by the gymnasium 
proper, which has a gallery with a racing track and is fitted up with the best 
patterns of Dr. Sargent's gymnastic apparatus. 
'l'he Alumni Building is about 50 feet square nnd three stories in height. 
It is fireproof throughout, having concrete floors and brick partition walls. 
The first floor contains a library, n, room for the trustees and the transaction of 
general executive business, and one for the office of the director. The second 
and thirc1 floors contain the geological, mineralogical, and gene.ral natural his-
tory collections. There is also a lecture room for the professor of geology on 
the second floor. 
The Librar.1J.- The library, lo~ated on the first floor of the new fireproof 
Alumni Building, is strictly technical in its character. It consists of about 
5,000 volumes and a large number of pamphlets and maps, and consists of many 
valuable scientific works, including the publications of foreign and American 
societies, and bound volumes of various technical journals. The professional 
library of the late Alexander L. Holley was bequeathed by him to ~he institu-
tion and forms a part of its collection. The books and pamphlets are accessi-
ble to all members of the institute, and the reading room attached contains the 
current numbers of all the more valuable scientific publications of this and other 
countries. 
Instruments ancl appa1·atus.-The institution possesses valuable collections of 
drawings, models, instruments, and machines for purposes of illustration and 
instruction in its various departments. The total value of its property is esti-
mated at $350,000. 
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Importance of the school.-The importance of this institution in the educational 
history of the country is well known. This is due not only to the methods of 
instr uction and the high standard of scholar.:.;hip required, but also to the splen· 
did work of its graduates as engineers and teachers of science. In a pamphlet 
published in 1892, entitled, A Partial Record of the Work of Graduates of the 
Rc:nsselaer Polytechnic Institute , are given the names of 33 presidents, 121 vice-
presidents: managers, and superintendents, and 69 chief engineers of railroad 
companies, steel and iron works , bridge companies, waterworks, electric com-
panies, mining companies, sewerage systems, canals, etc., who have graduated 
at the school; also of 5 State geologists and 56 professors who have been con-
nected with most of the great educational institutions of the country. 
The pamphlet also shows that the graduates of the school h ave been connected 
as designers and constructors with nearly all the larger bridge companies and 
gre:1t b ridges in the country, and that they have in responsible positions helped 
to build and equip 109,000 miles of the railroad systems of North America, be· 
side many miles in other quarters of the globe. One hundred and ninety of the 
graduates o.f the school have be.come members of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers. It received at the Paris Exposition of 1889 the only grand prize 
given to engineering schools of the United States. 
That it is widely known as a school of science maybe inferred from the resi-
dences of its students, who have come from all parts of the world. 
]).~umber ancl distribution of graduates.-Including- the class of 1893 there have 
been 1,093 graduates, of whom 837 are alive and 256 are dead; 947 received the 
de 0 reo of Civil Engineer (C .. E.) The graduates are practicing their profession 
in 47 of the States ancl Territories of the United States, and in 18 foreign 
countries . 
Be::;ide the General Alumni Association of the Institute there are associations 
of graduates in Pittsburg, Kans::is City, Chicago, anc1 New York. · 
lnstruclors and students.-The Ann ual Register for 1893 contains the names of 
18 professors and instructor.:3, 8 lecturers and 206 students. 
CtJAPTER XXIV. 
THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY AT WEST 
POINT.1 
By EDWARDS. HOLUEN, 
Director of the Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Cal 
It i3 not 10110' since wo were re::tding in the newspapers daily telegrams from 
tho seat of th~ Indian war in the Northwest. f:· * * In the midst of peace-
ful settlements a rebellion sprang up suddenly. s~rnral thousand Indians left 
their reservations, bent on war. Our small and scattered. Army was c1lled u pon 
to suppress the rising, and in u few weeks this was accomplished. The country 
is now at peace. Tho Indians are rLiled justly; firmly, and honestl y, by n couple 
of Army officers; in a few months we shall have forgotten the whole matter. As 
I ren,d tbe telegrams day by da.y it seemed to me .that several import:tn t points 
were missed by the gentlemen who were send in ',s them. Here was a rising which 
if anyway successful would cost h undreds of lives and millions of dollars. All 
the expense of life and money was sived by our little Army directed by n few 
competent office1·s. I have not seen it clearly b rought out that the whole cost 
of our military establishment for a long te rm of years would be a chea.p price 
to pay for so prompt and peaceful n solution. The confidence felt in our officers 
was an unconscious compliment to their efficiency, but it seemed tha.t it would 
ha.ve b0en worth ·while to inquire a iittle more closely just why the confidence 
was felt , and just how they c.1me to be e rficient. Efficiency is not a natural gift 
but is an acquired talent. In thinking of this petty war (which came very close 
to being serious ), and in asking myself these very questions I reviewed in my 
own mind the course of training at our National Militn,ry School and saw clearly 
how it is that our young men are taught to be prompt, efficient, faithful, and 
thorough. And I ha.ve thought that others might be interested inµ, sketch of 
the training of the c:1det at our War School, especially as it is not alw3ys 
understood. 
I shall speak of the effect of the methods adopted at WestPoint in developing 
moral character chie 0y, and I shall be obliged to leave unexplained (for the sake 
of brevity) many points which might c:1use those unfamiliar with its work to 
think that the intell8ctual developmento.f the student may suffer. That it does 
not so suf!'er i t is perfectly easy to show, either by resul ts (me the table of civil 
occupations of graduates, following ) or by argument. But it is clear thn,t this 
latter question can not be thorotighly discl'sscd here . I t herefore beg my read-
ers to take it for granted t hat along with the moral results which I shall exam-
ine in detail, capita l intellectual results are attained. These points should be 
constantly kept in mind in reading tbe present paper. 
The candidates to the Academy are appointed one from each Congressional 
district in the United State::; c nd ten "at large" by the President of the United 
States. Thus a full co1·ps would now consist oI about 350 members . This 
method of appointment secures an entirely representative body. T be Ameri-
ican people are exactly typified by the entering class of each year. The age of 
entrance must be between 17 and 22 years. 
,
1 I r epr~nt_here the excellen~ art~cle of Prof. Edward S. Holden, of Lick Observatory, with 
his p ermission. It appeared tir s t 1n the Overland Monthly.-"\\'. '.r. Han·is, Commissioner. 
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There is absolutely no salection on the part of the Government, except that 
the CJ,ndidates should be physically sound and that ,they should be able to pass 
a simple examination in English, arithmetic, Engfish grammar, geography, 
and American history onl.v. Imagine, if you will, an entering class of say one 
hundred members, who come from every State in the Union, frorn Maine to 
Oregon and Louisiana; who have been educ~ted at all kinds of schools, p~blic 
and private; who represent all ciasses of society from the cultured to the igno-
rant, from the very rich t:> the extremely poor, and whose homes may have 
been the simplest cotta.ges or one of the brownstone palaces of New York or 
Boston. 
It is impossible to conceive a more motley assemblage as to their external 
looks and fashions. Int3riorly there is equal variety. L'.1ds st9,nd side by side 
who have had the most delicate moral nurture, or none at all; who are pure 
and simple, or already far on the road to dissipation; who are models of truth-
fulness and modesty, or already shifty contrivers of escapes from duty and obli-
gations. There is a representation of every possible cla3s of American youth, 
and all the inequalities of our society are repeated here. I wish to insist upon 
this now, in order that the natuee of the material may be thoroughly compre-
hended, and in order that the result at the end of the four years may be ap-
preciated. 
In a few days, the entrance examinJ.tions are over, and the cbss is reduced 
to fifty or sixty who are to begin their four years of probation .. The external 
inequalitie3 have all vanished: as if by magic. Each c3,det is dre3sed precisely 
like every other cadet; each has precisely the s:1me duties as every other; 
each lives in a room precisely like every other room; no one is allowed to fur-
nish his quarters in any but the prescribed way, with very plain materials made 
and issued at the Academy. No express parcels fro::n wealthy homes may 
be received. No one is allowed to have money. At the best he can only 
have credit, on a pass book, antl this credit can not be utilized without special 
permission. In a week every sign of external inequality h as absolutely van-
jshbd. It never returns so long as tha cadet remains a c:1det. After his grad-
uation, wealth or social position may count. Until that time, no external cir-
cumstances disturb the absolute personal equality of every member of each 
class. There are personal inequalities formed by the cadets themselves between 
class and class. 
Each higher class maintains (and i n general deserves to m'.lintain) a superior 
shnding to every lower one. Official inequalities are created by the appoint-
ment of the best men of the second year to b3 corporals, of tho third year to be 
sergeants, of the fourth year to be comp:my officers-but these positions can be 
attained by good scholar ship and by soldiery be:1ring, an d in no othe1· way. 
These rewards are open to all on absolutely equal term3 . In the class-rooms 
the same equality exists. The c3,dets are divid.ed into small sections of eight 
or ten members for tho purpos3 of instruction. Each section is presided over 
by some young officer of the Army, chosen for his ability . The professor in 
charge of a department visits all the section rooms frequently. Every two days 
or oftener each student recites in tb e presence of h i.s professor. The most ac-
curate record of the scholarly performance in tho section-room is k ept by the 
instructor and checked and verified by the professor, so that it is certain that 
the sc:1le of marking is the SJ.me throughout the class. The lowest man in the 
first section is al ways a liWe better than the highest one in the second . Abso-
lute a?d c_om1?lcte justice is a,ttained in this way more nc::.r-ly than in any other 
orgamzat10n 1t ha ever been my fortune i.osee and study. I have never heard 
it i:;erionsly questioned by student, officer, or professor. Once each week the 
mark of OJ.ch cade t for overy recitation are publicly posted. Thus every student 
can comp:1rc his work with that of every other member of his class. He knows 
from week t:> wc3k exactly what he ha, bavn doing, and thus exactly wh 1t he 
mustaccom )li h in the future to att'.l.in any given excellence. The sections con-
sist of 8 to 10 members. The racitations aee from sixty to ninety minutes long, 
depending Hl)On the topic in hand. Therefore e1.ch c:1,dct is called upon ovcry 
day, and the quality of his work is thoroughly t ested . 
_The certJ_inty that he must recite each d1:l'Y, and that no failure can possibly be 
h1_dden obhges_e:-ic~ student to prepare his lessons with a thoroughness and 
f· ithfulness which 1s not attaine'l at any other institution of learning with which 
I am acq u in d. The effect on the morai ch:1ra.cter is immcdhte and admir-
abl . 'T'h c td t lear ns in the rccibtion room as ovcrywhct·c else, not to shirk 
h ·s duty ~n ~c lea rn what few in civil life le:.tt·n so cn.rly. namely, that every 
short ommg 10 tho ourso of duty is sul'e to bring with it its corro ponding 
penalty. 
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A thoroughly unsatisfactory recitation not only recei-..-es a low" mark," but it 
is treated as a dereliction of duty also , and confinement to quarters during Sat-
urday and Sunday afternoons is given as a punishment for sucp. failure J. Twice 
during each academic year 1he~·e are public written and oral examinations in the 
presence of the whole faculty. 
A mark i-, assigned for the performance of the student at the examination 
also. If the sum of all his marks in any study is above a certain quantity the 
cadet is proficient, and he receives a class rnnk in that study depending upon his 
performance during the year, or it may be on his performance during n, period 
of two years-for important subjects like mathematics are studied for the whole 
of two years. If on the other hand .he is deficient, another CJ,reful ex:unination 
under the eye of the whole faculty is given to him and the resultof this decides 
whether he shall be dropped altogether (and thus lose all hope of rank in the 
Army) or turned back to the class below his own (thus losing one year~s promo-
tion ). 
None who are deficbntare permitted to go on with their classes. These severe 
penalties are constantly before the eyes of every student. They are adminis-
tered with perfect justice, and with inexorable certainty and with promptness. 
A few weeks of inattention to duty will subject the carelessstudentto them, and 
he knows precisely what the result of carelessness will be. Hence the idle, the 
careless, and the vicious are soon eliminated from the school; the others are 
brought forward to a high point of di~igent 1::nd persevering attention to duty. 
Good intellectual performance is a duty. The Government isat considerableex-
pense in maintaining a cadet at the Academy. The plain question is, Is it worth 
while to be at this o :.1 tlay for the promise and the performance of this particu-
lar student?1 The daily test in the class rooms and the periodic3,l examinations 
answer this question definitively. . 
To complete the consideration of this part o.E my subject it is necessary to say 
how the graduating class rank is obtained. The four or five highest of each 
graduating class are assigned to the Engineer Corps, the next to the artillery, 
the next to the cavalry and infantry. 'l'he desirability and precedence of the 
different arms of the service (with respect to their consideration, privileges, 
pay, etc.) is in this order. Moreover, the cadets are allowed to select the de-
sirable r egiments in e ,1ch branch of service according to their class rank. Pro-
motion in one regiment may come several years before promotion in another, 
etc. Hence the graduating class rank is of immediate importance to the cadet. 
It is fixed as follows: From his record in each subject, as mathematics, physics; 
etc., a rank in that subject is assigned to each student. From the aggregate of 
all these special proficiencies a general proficiency is deduced. This latter 
mark fixes the graduating class rank. Thus the difference between No. 5 and 
No. 6 in a class may have been decided by a week or even by a single day of care-. 
less work two, three, or four years before the time of graduation; and this dif-
ference may make a marked change in the future of the young officer. Instead 
of important and responsible service in the Engineers, he may have slower pro-
motion, less pay, and less desirable service in another arm of the service. This 
is perfectly recognized by all the students. They therefore recognize the per-
fect jt·stice of the final award. Little is said to them of the importance of their 
work in this respect. The natural effect of certain conduct is completely un-
derstood by all, and it follows with a certainty and a justice which is practically 
perfect. It trains each student in the h eathen virtues of fortitude and justice 
as no other system can. It is the natural system-the system of nature-ulti-
mated. 
I may now turn to the more strictly military education of the cadet, and here 
again we shall see the natural system of training in full operation. Here, as in 
the account of the mental work required of the students, I shall specially con-
sider the effect of the system on the building up of a character and on the de-
velopment of the simpler and sturdie1' moral virtues. 
A method which is so successful in training some of these, is applicable to 
education in all the others . The conduct, the whole official conduct, of each 
cadet is the subject of record, just as his proficiency in a study like chemistry or 
tactics. 
1It appears to me that this aspect of school life should be placed frequently before students 
in our State colleges. It costs the State $400 to $500 per year for each student. The plain ques-
tion to be answered for each individual student is, Is he worth $400 to the State or is he likely 
to be? If he is not, then his pl'1ce should be filled by one who is. ' 
The vsual lax system encourages the student to consider the State as bound to take care or 
him, and tends to extinguish his manly independence. 
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It is recognized that the official con~uct required b necessaril_y difficult _for 
the new comer to follow, and hence this record h ::s no effect on his graduatrng 
rank until after the student has been six months in the Academy. Moreover, his 
conduct-discipline-in the last year of his course is counted twice as imporhnt 
as his conduct in any other year. 
This is r.s it should be. To obtain a numerical standard or conduct, recourse 
is h ad to a system of demerit marks. Good, that is perfect conduct, is expected 
of all, and no credit is given for it. Any failure in conduct has acert :1innumber 
of demerits att achec1 to it. "Late at roll call" would cwry 1 or 2 demerits; 
"absent," 10; slight untidiness in dress, 1; in::tttention in l'anks orb. recitation, 
5, and so on. 
A cadet may obtain 125 demerit m?.rka between June 1 and December 31 (a 
period which includes service in camp) and 90 between January 1 and May 31 (in 
barracks) without incurrini any serious consequences. His class r2.nk will be 
lowered just as if he h ad partially failed in a study like chemistry or physics, 
and he must suffer the confinements to quarters on Saturdays, etc., which are 
attached as punishments to certain offenses in addition to demerit; but his 
standing as a member of the school is only lowered, not endangered. If, how- · 
ever, he has more" demerit n than these maxima, he is reported as deficient in 
conduct; his case is specially considered, and he is either suspende:1 or dismissed. 
Let us see the process by which these marks are assigned. Any ''offense:,_ 
as for example, "late at parade roll call "-is noted by the proper officer (nearly 
always a cadet officer, not an officer of the Army) and is reported in writing ~o 
one of the army officers. The '' offenses n for each day are posted on a certam 
bulletin board. An "explanation" in writing is required for each offense. Not 
to render such an explanation is itself an offense: If there is no excuse, the 
return to be made is: 
Offense: Late at parade roll call. 
Explanation: :N"o sufficient excuse. 
(Signed) A. B., 
Cadetfourth class, I) Company. 
E'lch cadet must therefore examine his official conscienc3, so to say, r egularly, 
and record the results of his examination. Ill feeling is avoided, as the whole 
transaction is carried on in writing-, and there are no (or few) personal repri-
mands. 
Let us now see how rigid a system this is. Take the one matter of tardiness. 
A cadet will attend the following roll calls daily: Reveille roll call, breakfast 
(and formation after breakfast); class formation at 9 a. m. (and formation after 
this recitation); class formation at 11 a . m. (and formation after this recitation); 
dinner roll call (and formation after dinner); class formation at 2 p. m. (and 
formation after this recitation); drill roll call about 4 p. m.; parade roll call 
about G p.m.; supperrollca,ll (and formation after supper). These arethe regu-
lar roll calls of every day during the month devoted to study. In camp life 
there are even more. There are fifteen opportunities daily to be'' late." By 
improving all these opportunities for six days (6X15=90) between January land 
May 31 the cadet would cecome deficient in conduct on account of tardiness 
alone . There are hundreds of other slight infractions of discipline, such as 
"one button of uniform coat unbuttoned at drill," each of which carries with it 
at least one demerit. Ninety.in all are allowed, and no more. This limit passed, 
the cadet is deficient ir;. conduct, and he knows it from the first. This limit ap-
pi:o:iched, and his promotion in the Army two, three, or four years from now 
will be to a lower corps instead of to a higher; to a less desirable station or 
regiment, instead of to a more desirable. This also is known from the first. 
There is no talking; simp!e laws are prescribed; it is not difficult to conform to 
most of them; every reasonable excuse is admitted; the result is like the result 
of gravitation-inevitable, inexorable, just, immediate. 
Observe what effect this constant responsibility must have. Take the case of 
punctuality alone. There are fifteen chances daily to bu" late. " The cadet is 
at the Academy about forty-six months (two months on leave of absence). Aver-
aging the va_,r ious duties, we may say that he is called upon to be prompt at roll 
C'.1ll _11ft<?CJ?- t1!11 s a day for_somet?ing likcl,200 days; that is , the virtue of _punc-
tuality 1s rns1sted on m th 1s particular way on 1 ,0 0 ditTerent occasions. In the 
same_ way e ch c:ide~ is per onally called upon to be neat, ordarly, attentive, 
o~d1 n_t, t wenty thirty, fifty thousand times during his student life. And ea:ch 
fm11;11·e 1s noted. I h ave forgotten bow many" demerits ·, I personally received 
during my our~o (m~ny mor_e than I ought, no doubt), but I chance to recollect 
tl?,8:t I :v n o~ late for u. smgl one of the 1 .000 opportunities. It was a tra-
dition in my t ime tha t Prof. A. D. Bache (~ graduate of the Academy at the head 
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of his clas3, and the talented chief of the U. S. CoJ.st Survey) had no demerits at 
all for his whole course. 
Punctuality and prompbess are insisted on in many other ways beside the 
one just cited. Order is enforced in the care of the arms, the clothes, the 
books , the quarters of the students. Obedience is the center of the whole 
system. Respect for superiors is natural to lads who are really in the daily 
presence of their superiors-toth their fellow-cadets and the Army officers. 
Real respect is the basis of modesty. With regard to their own powers 
and in relation to their fellow-members of tho Army, the graduatec1 cadets 
are modest and respectful not only in manner, but in reality. It, is one of 
the minor deficiencies of their very special training, that they are allowed to 
remain too ignorant of thc-l gr3at world outside of their little one; so that we fre -
quently s2e a spirit of nrrogance toward this outside world growing up along-
side of a spirit of real modesty to everything within their own smaller circle. 
I need not say that this i3 by no means necessarily so. It is the fault of the 
application of the system, not the fault of the system itself, and it c :1n be easily 
corrected. Outward respect is taught in countless ways-by the required 
salutes of S8ntinels, etc. Perfect, simple , absolute truthfulness is taught also in 
countless ways. Every written "explanation" must be perfectly true. Each 
cadet must always stand ready to explain his explanation in writing or other-
wise. If he should descend to prevaric'.1tion, he would be at once court-mar-
tialed for "conduct unbecoming a cadet and a gentleman." If he were found 
guHty ho would be promptly dismissed the service. · 
Moreover, the cadets h ave their own private Vehm-Gericht. If a comrade is 
known to be guilty of lies or theft, he is privately notified to tender his resigna-
~ion. Only the guilty will make such a sacrifice of their prospects and career; 
and this action on the part of the students has so far, I b 2lieve, produced only 
good results. In my opinion, however, it is dangerous and unnecessary, and 
should be prohibited. 
Minor offenses against the unwritten law of the cadets are punished by refus-
ing to have any but official relations with the offender. Occasionally this pun-
ishment has been unjustJ.y administered, but in general I have no doubt that 
good and not harm has resulted from this custom. It can not be and should not 
be touched by law, 
I have one more regulation and practice of the Academy to consider. I refor 
to the custom of requiring written reports from certain of the cadets after the 
completion of certain duties (as those of officer of the day, etc.). The cadet 
whose tour of duty has expired transfers his functions to his successor, and at 
once submits a written report regarding the matter in hand. This report con-
cludes as follows: "I certify that the above report is correct and just." The 
words, "on my honor as a cadet and a gentleman," are always supposed to pre-
cede the signature. I have never known such a report to be falsely signed. It 
is universally agreed among the cadets that they can not permit a comrade to 
violate his honor even .to shield others from the severest punishments, still less to 
s]:iield himself. A code of honor, highly artificial, if you choose, hnt highly effi-
cient both in its outer effects and in its inner compulsions, is thus created, main-
tained, and transmitted, among the students of this school. When they become 
officers, this code of honor becomes a code of honesty. . 
I shall give some of the statistics of the Army considered in its relation to the 
disbursement of public money, further on. It will be found that there is no or-
ganization on earth, and that there never has been one, in which money has 
been handled so honestly as by the officers of the American Army. 
Any Eystem can be judged by its average, or by its highest product. The 
highest intellectual product of the Military Academy is the Corps of Engineers. 
Very few persons not graduates of the Academy have been members of this 
Corps. In general, it is recruited from the first five members of each successive 
class. 
To the Engineer Corps is in trusted tho expenditure of our large appropriations 
"for the improvement of rivers and h ~~rbors," which often amount to fifteen to 
twenty mi_llions of dollars annually . During the war of 1861-'65 they handled 
millions ~pon millions of_Public money. I believe that~ am correct in saying 
that no smgle officer of this corps h as ever been found gmlty of embezzling the 
public money for his own use. 
The table which follows will give some idea of Ghe intellectual results at-
tained by the methods of the school: 1 
1 These statistics are complete from 1802 to 1870, and are taken, with othC:r similar data from 
Gen. Oullom's Biographical Register of Cadets of the U.S. Military Academy. ' 
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Civil occupation of graduates who have resigned from the Army. 
President of the United States_. ___ __ ·-----
Members of the Cabinet of the United 
States. __ ... ··--·--··· ........ -· ·. ··-·...... 4 
Ministers from the United States to for-
eign courts .. ·-- - .. ____ .... -···.-··--· .. ---- 11 
Charge d "affaires from the Umted States 
to foreign courts .. .. -----·-······-----···- 2 
United States consuls-general and consuls 9 
Members of the United States Senate and 
House of Representatives·-·-····--·-···- 21 
United States civil officers of various kinds i70 
Presidential electors . ___ .... _ .... . -··· ... ·-- 8 
Governors of States and Territories_··-··- 14 
Lieutenant.governors of States ____ --·- -··- 2 
Members of State legislatures .. ----··--·-- 77 
Presiding officers of the State senates and 
houses of r epresentatives .... ·-·---·--···- 8 
Members of conventions to form State con-
stitutions .. -· -· .. ·-· ......... _ ..... ____ ·· ·- 13 
State officers of variousgrades .. -----·-···- 76 
Adjutant·general and quartermaster·gen-
eral of States and Territories .. -·--·--- -- 24 
Officers of State militia_ .. ·---···---·- .. ·-·- 145 
Mayors of cities .. _.··--. __ ----·· ____ ··-····- 15 
City officers .. ······-·- -- .. ·-·- ... . ____________ 48 
Presidents of universities , colleges, etc... 41 
Principals of academies and schools .. ____ 32 
Regents and chancellors of educational in· 
stitut-ions ·- ·- .. ____ ____ ·- ____ ·- ____ ____ ____ 13 
Professors and teachers ______ ···-···-- ····· 131 
Superintendent of Coast Survey_··--······ 1 
Surveyors·general of States and Territo· 
ries ·- ____ . ·- ·---. _ --· · ·--· --·- --·. -·. ___ ···- 10 
Chief engineers of States .. ··--............. H 
Presidents of railroads and other corpora· 
tions -·-- ·---·- ··-- ···--··· · -·-·- -· ··-· ..... 77 
Chief engineers of railroads and other pub-
lic works·---·----·-----·---··--·--·--·· .... 61 
Superintendents of railroads and other 
public works ________ ···-··· - ·---·-·-··-··- 59 
Treasurers of railroads and other com· 
~f ~re~~~~~~:~~~============================== 2H Attorneys and counselors at law __ ____ ···· 185 
l~f i~~t~~ ~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~~ ~~~~ii~~~~ it! 
Manufacturers .. -~·- .. ·-·-·--- ______ -·-·.... 72 
Artists .. -- ·- ______ ·------··---·-·-·- ____ --··. 3 
Architects ____ ·----- ·-- --- .. ··· - ______ .. ..... 7 
Planters and farmers-----··--·-·--····-·-- 228 
Bankers- ··· ···- -- -- ·-·- --·------------······ i7 ~!~~ Eiii6;~~se_~~~=== = ===== ====== ========== ==== 2~ 
Editors·-·--- · ·--·-····-·-····-·-·-·--·-····- 26 Authors ....... .. ......... -·--·--· .. ____ ...... 158 
I have seen a curious comparison by the late Gen. Alvord between the losses to 
the Government through the defalcations of Army officers ( both graduates of th~ 
Academy and appointees from civil life ) and losses to the Bank of England. 
through the defalcations of its employes. In both cases the loss.was a --very small 
fraction of 1 per cent of the money handled , but the percentage lost through the 
unfaithfulness of our Army officers was only a small fraction of the loss through 
the employ~s of the bank. I regret that I have not been able to find Gen. 
Al vord's pamphlet, so as to quote his exact figures, but lam sure of the general 
conclusions. 
In comparing such statistics, it must be remembered that the officials of the 
Bank of England are a picked class, as well as the o ffi cers of the Army. The 
former are selected from the younger sons of wealthy families, and a clerkship 
is an honorable and well paid life career. Moreover , it must be remembered 
that during our civil war m 1.ny ::tppointments to places in the Pay, Quarter-
master , and Commissa,ry departments were hurriedly and ill advisedly made 
from civil life, and that the effect of the Milit'.l.ry Academy training was chiee.y 
felt by the checks placed by its methods over all officials, whether graduates or 
not. Even under the tremendous strain of the lat :i war, the code of military 
honor and honesty showed itself to be highly effective. The total disbursements 
by Army officers during the war were over $1,100,000,000. The defalcations and 
money losses of all kinds (i.ncluding captures of funds by the enemy, were less 
than $1,000,000, or less than one-tenth of 1 per cent on 'the money handled. No 
organization for the disbursement of public money, from the time the pyramids 
were built until now, has a record approaching that of the disbursing officers 
of the United States Army. And this bright record is a direct result of the 
training of the Military A'tademy at West Point. 
We have just seen what the effect of the Academy training has been in matters 
relating to faithfulness and honesty in the care of publfo funds. It is more 
difficult to give st::Ltistical accounts of faithfulness in the performance of other 
dutie . erhaps I may ben.llowed an illustration which seems to me to express, 
in brief, the whole spirit of the Academy. 
One of my clo e fr iends , a young engineer officer. was charged with the lon-
gitu de determinations q.long the northel'n boundary of the United States, be-
tween Win nip ~ and the Lake of the Woods. His work consisted in transport-
ing a set of chronometers running on Greenwich time from station to st:1tion, 
and in deter~inin()' .a~ o, ch place the local time by observation. A comparison 
of_ the locn.l time w1ta the chronometer times gave the longitudes from Green-
w1 h. As the counti-y near the bake of the ·woods is but a succession of 
m ra. e thi ~vork h :, d t~ be done in the depth of wintet·, when the marshes 
'! re ~l'oz~n ol~dly. 1~ friend a lad f 22 or so. had nearly completed all the 
l~nk in h1. ha~n of t1tion ·. when he was caug ht with his entire party in ater-
r1fic torm of wmd and s ow. For hours and hours the band , with the dog 
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sledges, plodded on anJ on towards the station where their companions were 
feverishly awaiting them. To stop was death. One by one the men became 
exhausted and fell in the snow, begging to be allowed to sleep and to perish by 
freezing rather than togoonin the hopeless search for camp. Thefewstronger 
ones (my friend among them l spent their :(prces in compelling the others to rise 
and struggle forward for their lives. The storm grew wilder and wilder, the 
night fell, and finally it seemed certain that the party was hopelessly lost and 
must perish. · 
Even the dogs ref used to go farther. There was nothing left to do but lie down 
and die. My friend opened his note-book and with his freezing fingers wrote 
a farewell message to his old father (himself a graduate of the Academy and a 
distinguished general officer), to his mother, to his sister. Then folding his 
cloak about him and commending his soul to God, this young hero laid down to 
sleep- the last of all his command-with the knowledge that sleep was certain 
death. He had done his duty. He could do no more. But yes-duty had 
another call. In the deadly stupor and chill of death it spoke to him, and the 
call was heard. As he told me, simply, not thinking it of great moment, HI 
remembered t,hat the chronometers were not wound/' and that the longitude 
would thus be lost, for the party was sure to be sought for and found within a 
day. Once more he obeyed the call of duty. Once more he rose, struggled to 
tbe sledge, opened, wound, and carefully covered the chronometers, and once 
more laid down to die-this time in peace. All his duty was done. It was a 
deed of which humanity may be proud; done simply, in_ solitude, mronfully, faith-
fully, to the utmost. After many hours the party was rndee9- found-and saved; 
" the long-itude was not lost;" and the training of the school on the Hudson 
was displayed here, as it h ad been so often before, as it will be so many times 
~~- -
The Academy was founded in 1802; in the war of 1812-'15 the young graduates 
took part. One-sixth of all who served in the field la id down their arms for 
their country; one-fourth of the total number were either killed or wounded; 
one-fifth of the survivors were specially rewarded for conspicuous gallantry. 
In the Mexican war our armies were ofticered by graduates, and were opposed 
by a hostile force quadruple their own. In a little over a year they had fought 
and won thirty battles, taken a thousand cannon, carried ten fortified places, 
and completed the conquest of Mexico and California. Gen. Scott has said 
(in a letter of June 21, 1860): '' I give it as my fixed opinion that, but for our 
graduated cadets, the war between the United States and Mexico might, and 
probably would, have lasted some four or five years, with, in its first half, more 
defeats 1,han victories falling to our share; whereas, in less than two campaigns 
we conquered ·a great country and a peace, without the loss of a single battle or 
skirmish." 
It is something to be able to do well what one sets out to do. Efficiency is a 
kind of virtue, and the record of these two wars sets a seal on the practical ef-
ficiency of the graduated cadets. * * * 
I have thus traced rapidly a sketch of the national war school at West Point. 
I have shown how her sons arerecruitedfromeveryrankof life, and how various 
are their conditions. I have exhibited the training which they undergo, and 
have shown how it perfectly conforms to the method of nature itself. I have set 
forth, from statistics, the results of such training; and the record is one in 
which we as Americans may well be proud. No human organization has ever 
fulfilled its special functions more perfectly than our national Military Acad-
emy. It will be immediately obvious why this is so, and I feel confident tbatno 
educator can read this sketch without finding in it lessons for himself to carry 
out in his own field of work. The results attained in our national school under 
highly specialized conditions can not be reached in degree, under the circum-
stances of the common school. · 
But the principles which stand out are eternally applicable. Once compre-
hended, they can be applied anywhere, under any circumstances. It would be 
unjust and ungracious in a son of the Academy to fail to name the man to whom 
above all others West Point owes its present system. 
Gen. Sylvanus Thayer was its superintendent for seventeen years, from 1817 
to 1833, and gav3 to it in his long administration essentially the form it now has. 
The principles of his government h ave been most faithfully and intelligently car-
ried out by his successors in office and by the corps of professors and instructors. 
Public opinion among all the g raduates i.3 an immense force which tends to pre-
serve and consolidate the main principles of the present system. There is no 
graduate of the Academy who would not make any sacrifice to preserve a sys-
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tern whose excellence has been proved to him in thousands of varying cil:'cttm-
stances. The principles which govern the administration of the Military Acad-
emy are of the highest interest to those in charge of our common schools; but 
they are still more important, in my view, to the governors of our State univer-
sities, especially when those universities have benefited by a grant of the public 
land and have engaged themselves to maintain a college where military subjects 
must be taught. Such universities are endowed by the United States for a spe-
cial purpose, and they are in every way sacredly bound to carey out their trust. 
It is impossible and undesirable to organize such military departments on the 
exact model of West Point. Their main obiect is not to m ake professional 
soldiers, but rather to train civil citizens who shall not be totally ignorant 
of arms, and who shall have the p atriotic spirit as well as the technical ability 
to be useful t8 the nation in a time of trial. Such times of trial we have ex-
perienced already, and we shall experience them again . It appears to me on 
every account import-:tnt that this subject shall receive attention. And I know 
of no better way in which to inculcate the simple virtues which are the basis of 
character than to encourage and foster these training schools especially en-
dowed by Congress. The General Government, the State, the university, and 
the individual student will all be gainers-and that, in many different ways. If 
I h ave been able to show that there is a d.!,lty p.ere, and that the means of per-
forming it are simple and near at hand, I shall have done a public service. 
If I have further exhibited some of the excellences of a Spartan system of 
training, which has triumphantly withstood the t ests of thr2e g;:-eat wars, as 
well as the trials which come with peace, I shall be most glad to have returned 
thus much to my Alma Mater. 
It seems to me that I underahnd, and that I must h ave made it clear, why it 
is that our little Aemy h as never failed in any trial and why it never can fail so 
long as the same wise counsels govern the war school at which our officers are 
trained ; and it appears to me that the methods which have been successful there 
are, with suit~1ble modifications, universally applicable and deserving of adop-
tion throughout our whole public educational system-from the common school 
to the State-supported university. 
CHAPrER XXV. 
THE OARE OF TRUANTS AND INOORRIGIBLES.1 
BY EDWIN P. SEAVER. 
Superintended of Bostnn Schools. 
Boys who will not go to school when they ought, and boys who are so ill-be-
haved when they do go that teachers have good reason to wish they had sbyed 
away-these are the truants and incorrigibleswho must be taken care of ii edu-
cation in this country is to become universal in fact as well as in purpose, a,nd 
so do its full work in training to good citizenship, ~nd in preventing crime. 
Little matters it whether the boy is out of school from his own waywardness, 
his parents' neglect, or the willingness of teachers to be rid of a troublesome 
pupil ; in any case he stands for a fail uro in od uca tion, and is a smwcB of danger 
to the commonwealth. · · 
How to care for such boys-and girls too, for there are such girls-now to 
keep them in a school where they must work steadily, behave well, and learn 
to cherish some worthy purpose in life-this we may call our truancy problem, 
Primarily the truancy problem is an educational problem for school authori-
ties t o deal with, not a matter of municipal regulation for police magistrates to 
manage. Not until truancy, neglected and unchecked, has led to positive crime, 
ought tho truant to be handed over tothe criminal jurisdiction. Not until edu-
cation has exhausted all means of preventionand reformation should the truant 
be surrendered to the police magistrates for punishment. • 
The distinction here implied is of the greatest moment, though often over-
lcoked or ignored. Let it be properly emphasized. 
Truancy is not in itself a crime; but it is the dangerous vray that leads many 
a boy into crime. The boy who has broken away from the restraints of home 
and school is not by that act a criminal; though he is giving rein to tendencies 
that wiil soon m ake him one. He is in grave danger ; but timely ca11e may save 
him. · 
Now, if the truant is not a criminal, it is an injurious mistake to treat him as 
if he were; it is worse , it is a crime against society. Restraint he certainly 
needs; but the restraint of confinement in a prison, or even in a reformatory 
with criminal companionship, destroys at once the best chance there is of saving 
him from crime. B'or that best chance depends on keeping his self-respect un-
impaired, which cannot be done if he becomes .an inmate of a penal institution. 
Every inmate of such an institution well knows, whatever the cause of his com-
mitment and however correct a life he may lead after release, he must ever 
afterward bear a certain stigma for having served a sentence in E!Jplace set apart 
for the detention of criminals. A hard and unjust fate this may be; but there 
is no help for it; it is the way the world has of looking at such things, and the 
boy knows this just as well as we do. . 
Therefore does the hope of saving the truant from a criminal career depend 
on his being kept as long as possible out of the criminal jurisdiction. His self-
respe?t must be guarded and cher1shed as the very germ of that better life that 
1The following valuable paper was read to the Department of Superintendence of the Na-
tional Educational Association at its meeting in Richmond, Virginia, and at the request of the 
Commissioner of Education l'., copy was furnished for this report. 
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is to be awakened and strengthened in him. The place set apart for his detention, 
instruction, and discipline ought, not to be the jail, the workhouse, or the reforma-
fory; but it should be a separate establishment, wholly distinct and apart from penal 
institutions, and managed by the educational authorities of city, county, or State, 
not by the penal authorities. 
These remarks, and the conclusion drawn from them, sca-m fairly to sum up the 
teachings of experience in the administration of compulsory scltool-attendance 
laws in those parts of the country where such laws are enforced . A brief review 
of this experience rnav therefore be interesting. 
When really earnest efforts began to be made in Massachusetts to enforce the 
school-attendance laws it became necessary for towns and cities to provide places 
for the detention of truants. The places selected were generally unsuitable-in some 
cases extremely so. The prevailing idea among the officials seemed to be that the 
truant was a sort of malefactor, for whom anyplace of imprisonment was good enough. 
He was to be punishetl-that was the main thing-by being detained in · a disagree-
able place and compelled to do h ard and disagreeable tasks, until he should be glad 
to pay for his liberty by going to school regularly; and his disagreeable experience 
should be a warning to other boys . Vindictive justice, not reformatory training, 
seemed to be the guiding principle. Accordingly truants were sent to the town 
almshouses, or to houses of correction, or to reform schools, or to any place where 
they could be kept from running away and forced to work. 
But in time there grew up among thoughtful people the opinion that such treat-
ment of truants.was not only ineffectual for the purpose intended, but positively 
injurious. The evil which should have been cured was on.ly intensified. The 
remedy was worse than the disease. Frequent cases were cited which tended to 
prove that ill-managed truant schools-that is, truant prisons-were only primary 
schools of vice and crime. 
The fa,te Henry F . Harrington, for many years the able superintendent of schools 
in New Bedford, eloquently protested in his official reports against the city alms-
house being assigned as a place for the detention of truants in that city, and again~t 
the sort of care and training they r eceived in that place. He declared with emphasis 
that by DO official act of his would he become responsible for sending a single truant 
to that place. Not tha,t the officers in charge were cruel or unfaithful; but they 
were much better fitted for their ordinary duties than they were for the delicate and 
difficult task of reforming wayward boys. 
But perhaps the most conspicuous example of this bad system of caring for 
truants was to be found in the so-callPd truant school at Boston . Happily this 
school is soon to be abolished; and in place of it a new schooi, to be organized 
and managed on a far better theory, is nearly ready to start. This will be known 
as the Parental School; and some notice will be taken of it in a later part of 
this paper. 
There is a large and once pleasant island in Boston Harbor, who.He name, 
Deer Island, has acquired in recent years an unpleasant notoriety; for it has 
become in the popular mind a synonym for city prison. A broad expanse of 
water' separates this island from other land in all directions save one; and here 
the tide runs through a deep channel with such force that attempts to escape 
by swimming are quite likely to end fatally. The great natural advantages of 
such an island as a site for the House of Correction, the House of Intlustry, and 
other such institutions were readily enough perceived by tho city authorities. 
The impassable gulf of waters served the purpose and saved the cost of high 
prison walls. 
Here, too, naturally enough under the influence of ideas current forty years 
ago, was placed the House of Reformation for juvenile offenders, commonly 
known as the reform school. This is the institution which has received all boys 
com~~cted. of truancy in Boston down to the present time. For convenience of 
class1ficat10u there has been maintained within the institution a certain distinc-
tion between the truants and the othee uoys, the former being called the "tru-
ant · ·hool" and the latter the" reform school." But both "schools" are to all m-
t nts and purpo e one and the same. The so-called truant school of Boston, 
therefore, ha no real an<l separate exi tence, it is merely a <le artment in the 
Honse of cformation for Jlwenile Offender maintained for convenience of admiu-
~strntion. All this how Y r, is soon to be changed. The truants are to be cared for 
1~ som chool wbolly par:1te from the House of Reformation and situated at a 
<11 tan ·e from it and all similar institntions. 
_'lh . election of cer I ln,nd as a place for tbe detention of tr nan ts and .i uvc-
rnl often<l •r wa , as bas b en said, natural enough forty years a,o·o. Little a,c-
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count was then taken of the effect of the criminal associations of the place upon 
the minds of the young candidates for reformation. The one thing certain was 
that the boys could not possibly escape from the island, as boys were constantly 
doing from other reform schools, giving the officers infinite trou~le in recaptur-
ing them. In those days the lesson had not been le:1,rned that right treatment 
of boys, even if they are "tough characters" and doers of criminal deeds, is 
more powerful tJ hold them in place than are bolts and bars and hig·h walls. 
The reform school was formerly understood to be and practically was nothing 
more nor le '::s than a boys' prison. The only ad"."antages it _po~sessed ove1: the 
common jail were these two: (1 ) The boys were rnstructed rn school studies a 
part of every day; and (2) they were not exposed to the society of older and 
harder criminals. 
But modern experience has proved beyond a doubt that bolts and bars .and 
high walls and prison-like discipline are wholly out of place and injurious in 
juvenile reformatories; and the same ought to be even more true of truant 
schools. The practical success of such reform schools as that at Plainfield, in 
Indiana, or that a t Waukesha, in Wisconsin, or that at Lansing , in Michigan, 
or that near Providence, in R hode Island, or that at Westboro, in Massachusetts 
• (since its reorganization and removal to open premises), leaves no open ques-
tion on this subject. We now know by practical demonstration that the best 
way to keep boys in a reform school is to place no barriers in their way. Let 
them run away if they wish-sometimes they will run away, though not so fre-
quently as under close confinement-but rely on right methods of treatment and 
discipline to hold them-not soft methods nor sentimental methods, butstrong, 
kind, and right methods. 
The unsuitableness of the House of Reformation on Deer Island as a place for 
the detention of truants h as been strongly felt in Boston for many years . One 
manifestation of this is seen in the increasing unwillingness on the part of 
magistrates to send boys who are merely truants "down to the island." There 
has been a growing practice of J.)Utting complaints for truancy on file, in the 
hope the truant might see his d :- ngerand mencl his ways. But often the truancy 
complained of has beenaccompanied bycrimimil acts which make thecasereally 
more serious. In such cases the boy is usually "sent down," the complaint for 
truancy being resorted to merely as a means of giving him a shorter term in 
the House of Re[ormation than he would get under a criminal complaint. So it 
has come to pass that the so called t ruant school on Deer Island is hardly a 
truant school at all, but only a primary reform school. The consequence has 
been that truants have been allowed to ripen into juvenile criminals before they 
were taken hold of in real earnest. Measures to cure truancy in its early sta,ges 
have been dela;yed until a worse disorder h :.1s made its appearance. 
Another strong reason for hesitating about sending a mere truant or compar-
atively innocent juvenile offender down to the island has been the stigma 
there by en tailed, and the consequent lasting injury to the boy's self-respect. Self-
respect, as already pointed out, must be the main thing to rely u-pon in the work 
of reform. This stigma is all the more serious from the fact that the reputa-
tion of having "been down to the island" may ·mean that one has served time 
not merely in the "truant school," or in the "reform school," but in the House 
of Correction or in the House of Industry. People do not stop to make distinc-
tions. 
To show how cruelly this stigma may be used, let us take a case the like of 
which has happened more than once. A truant boy is sent down to the Island 
for a short term, we will suppose, and afterwards, having repented of his way-
wardness, has grown up to be an honest, steady man. One day he is called into 
court as a witness and he gives his testimony. He is cross-examined, but is 
unshaken, became he h as te>ld the truth. In conclusion he is asked: ,; Have vou 
ever been convicted of crime?" "No,sir." "Ever served timeatDeerislan'd?" 
"Yes.'' ' 1 .That will do; you may step down. " It isof no use for him to explain 
that he was _at the Island a short time when a boy for truancy; the -poisoned 
arrow has hit the mark; the jury's mind has been prejudiced; and our grown-up 
truant boy feels that his early fault will never be forgotten. 
Realhling the evils growing out of the system that had been practiced in Bos-
ton for many years the friends of a better system made repeated applications to 
the city gove1·nment, &nd, failing there, to the State legislature for a comnlete 
separation of the S? c::i,lled truant school from its ?Onnectiom1 and surroundings 
by the removal of 1t from Deer Island to some suitable place on the mainland. 
After some years of continued opposition from those who did not wish to have 
the existing system disturbed, a law was pJ.ssed requiring the city of Boston to 
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do without further delay what had so long and so gre3,tly needed to be done. 
Here is the first section of the l aw : 
'' The city of Boston shall forthwith, upon being requested thereto by tho 
School Committee of said city , establish on the mainland,atsome place removed 
from institutions occupied by criminals or vicious persons, a parental school 
for the confinement, disicipline, and instruction of minor children convicted" 
(of truancv, etc. ). 
This law was passed in 1886, but for nearly five years compliance with it was 
delayed, and annual attempts vvere made before the legislature to amend it in a 
manner to deprive it of its orig inal intent, so obstinate was the opposition of 
thoso who desired to save the old order of things unchanged. A review of the 
long controversy would show how gradu:1llythe right principle3 of dealing with 
truants and with juvenile offenders became clearly established in the public 
mind. It was a long "campaign of education." 
Meanwhile, outside of Boston in the State oi Massachusetts , the movement 
for better care and discipline of truants and incorrigibles had made itself felt. 
Some good county truant schools have been established la tely, among the best 
being that for Worcester County. To Hon. John W. Dickinson, secretary of the 
Massachusetts Board of Education, belong the credit of persistent effort and • 
ultimate success in this movement in the State of Massachusetts at large. 
In other States, too, particularly in large cities, experience has been much 
the same as in Boston, and h as led thoughtful people to adopt much the same 
views concerning the proper solution of the truancy problem. Evidence is 
abundant. Two short quotations must suffice. 
'l'he first is from the report of n, special committee to the city council of Cleve-
land , Ohio, 1891. It gives the conclusions of the committee drawn from the facts 
and opinions submitted by many.eminent and well informed citizens. 
"In the judgment of the committee there is an imperative necessity ol pro-
viding some house, refuge or asylum for tho reception of the city's wai.fs and 
youthful offenders who are not yet confirmed criminals . It seems equally clear 
that the noedecl institution ought to be wholly separated fiom tho city work-
house or any other penal institution. A careful investigation on the g round 
and collected _ information bearing on the subject clearly show that tho State 
Industrial School at Lancaster is not well adapted to the necessHies of the case, 
and it is incumbent on the city to make suit:1ble provision for such necessities. 
-r.- -::- -::- Boys positively crimina,l should be rnntto the State School a t Lancas-
ter, and not associated with the unfortunate or simply wayward boys, who should 
be cared for directly by the city. This matter of wholly separating criminals 
and noncriminals has received mt:.ch study of late years, and the unequivocal and 
a lmost unanimous verdict of the ablest penologists of this land and other lands 
is that such separation be rigidly maintained. The 'segregate' or· cottage' 
system, in which families of forty or fifty live by themselves in separate build-
ings, seems preferable to the 'congregate' system, in which hundreds are housed 
together. It enables the classification of inmates to be made , and makes easier 
the work of 'reformation in many ways.'" 
The second quotation is from a r epor t to the Humane Society in Rochester, 
N. Y.,1891. 
"Tho reestablishment of a truant house in Rochester is urgently needed. 
Thero are many children who refurn to l;O to school and over whom their par-
ents liaYe no sufficient control. Such children ought to 1::e brought up under 
kind but _strict discipline. But there is no place for them. They have commit-
tee"!, no crime and ought not to be placed in a penal institution. Then there are 
children whose parents serve a te1m in the penitentiary. The children have 
done no wron_g, b~t they hare l:een surrounded by vice and have lived under the 
m?st corruptmg m fiuences, EO that ihey ought not to be brought into contact 
with other children until after a :r:eriod of probation . For such as these a truant 
house would be a great blessing. Neither this, however, nor the t emporars 
shelter of tho Humane Society would receive children for whom a place is now 
provided el ew here. ' 
-p'or further evicl~nce we maY: turn to England. The truancy problem has re, 
ce~v d much attent~on of late m th~t country. There, as here, it has become 
evident th: t edu ahon to become umrnrsal and fully efficient must 1::e both free 
and ompulsory, and that the ·ompulrnry school-attendance l aws must bo faith, 
fully exe uted. Hence the need of truant schools. 
\Vhi.le the_ lans for the now parental schools were under consideration by the 
school c :nm1tt o of oston a membvr of that body visiting England 1 in~pected 
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some of the truant schools there and gathered valuable documenhry informa-
tion, which supports some of the views already expressed, and which was of use 
in shaping some features of the parental school in Boston. 
Truantschools in England are regarded aswhollydistinct in purpose from the 
reformatories and from industrial schools. This distinction has been recognized 
and acted upon since the year 1878, when the first truant school was established. 
There were, says Her Majesty's inspector in his report for the year 1889, 10 
truant schools i.n the large towns of England. At the same time there were in 
Great Britd.in 56 reformatory schools, including 3 reformatory school ships; 142 
industrial schools, including 7 industrial school ships; and 18 day-industrial 
schools. All the reform!:ttories R,nd most of the industrial schools owe their ex-
istence to voluntary and independent efforts. School bo:1rds have the manage-
ment of all the truant schools, of all the day-industrial schools (save one in Liver-
pool) and of eight of the industrial schools. The industrial school ship Shafts-
bury is managed by the School Board for London; and this Board has also 
established two truant schools. 
Formerly the practice was to commit truants, if b3.d enough, to the industrial 
school or the industrial school-ship. The present:truant schools, however, seem 
to answer the purpose of an earlier and more re:1sonable treatment of truants than 
the industrial schools could afford, for the inspect01· says: 
"Should the new act stop the commitment of truant children to industrial 
schools,adiminution in the number of the latter may be followed byan increase 
of truant schools." 
Something of the character and purpose of the English truant schools maybe 
gathered from the following language of the inspector: 
"To these schools are sent children who, after repeated warnings, have failed 
to make a satisfactory number of attendances at the ordinary day schools, in the 
hope that the strict corrective discipline which they are subjected to in them 
will make them less inclined to play truant when they are allowed to return to 
their homes. The terms of detention vary from a few weeks on the first com,. 
mitment to a few months , if the first or subsequent commitments have not had 
the desired effect. The average length of detention is ninety-five days." 
On the subject of discipline in these schools the inspector has some significant 
remarks, thus: · 
"In some of these scho jls drill is substituted for· play, and in some every boy 
has to undergo a limi tecl period of solitary confinement in light cells. In some 
schools, which are managed on more kindly and, I think, more rational prin-
ciples, there are no cells, and some play is permitted. I fail to see that the 
more strictly managed schools can show better results than the latter, and 
therefore I am entirely in favor of the second and more lenient system, nnd I 
would begin by abolishing cells altogether ." . 
The ages of boys in the English truant schools are about the same aswe should 
expect to find in the United States, had we schools of a similar kind. Thus out 
of 1,532 boys admitted in one year there were: 
6 to 8 years of age _____ . ____________ . ________ _____________ . __________ ____ ____ _ _ 
8 to 10 years of age _____ ___ __ ____ __________________________ . _· __________________ _ 
;g ~g ~~ ~::~~ g~ ::: ::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::---:-:::::::::::::: 
2 
205 
740 
_585 
1,532 
. A prominent feature in the English plan of dealing with truants is the condi-. 
t10nal release from the ~ruan t school called a license.. This is usually given 
after a few weeks' detention. It puts the boy on probat10n, but keeps him still· 
under the ~ontrol of the t:'ua_nt Echoolmaster, wh.o may recall him at any time 
~hen he ~ails t_o deserve. his ll"?er~y. The ren:iarkableextent to which this.prac-
t10e of "llcensmg out" is carried m England is shown by the following figures: 
Under detention in all truant schools December 31, 1889 ________________ _____ 3,980 
r~I:titi~f~~~: == == = = = = == = = = = = = = = =~ = = = = = = =~ ~= = = = = = =:: ==::: = == =: ====~= = == =~ = = = ====: 3, rn~ 
Thus it appears that for every boy in the truant school there were four more 
out on license and liable to be recalled for irregular attendanc3 at the regular 
schools. 
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The extent.to which boys are returned to the truant school two, three, or more 
times i::; indicated by the following figures: 
Total licensed and released in twelve years (18i8-'89) -- ---- __ -- .. ------ ______ 10,399 
Licensed and not readmitted ________ -------- -- ---- ------ -- ---- ------ -- - --- ---- 6, 198 Licensed and once readmitted ___________________ _________ ___ . ____ .__ ____ ______ 2,606 
Licensed and twice readmitted _______________________________________ ________ _ 1,017 
Licenseu and three or more times readmitted _______________________ .________ 578 
The inspector calls attention to the large number of readmissions, saying that 
the results of the truant echools "are not altogether satisfactory." Even the 
large number, 6,19g, of boys" licensed and not readmitted" can not be taken as 
proving that three-fifths of the boys are cured of truancy by only one period of 
detention, becam'?e many of these when first licensed must have been near the 
age of 14, at which age absolute release takes place. These facts seem to show 
that the period of detention before the first release on license is generally too 
brief. It should probably b0 a few months rather th arr a few weeks. Thus more 
time would be allowed for the firm establishment of right tendencies in the boy 
before trying him on license. With this improvement the English system of 
licensing out from truant schools would seem to be a good one for us to adopt. 
Upton House, a truant school under the control of the School Board for Lon-
don, is thus described by Mr. Capen who visited it in 1891: 
"The plan adopted by the London School Board for dealing with truants is as 
follows: Boys are us ually sent to the Upton House by the magistrates until they 
arrive at the nge of l j.3 yeara, but in some CJ,ses for short periods only, as six, 
eight, twelve, or sixteen weeks. The usual course is to license the child out at 
the expiration of ten weeks, on condition that he attends a certified efficient 
school regularly. It then becomas the duty of th0 teacher of the school at which 
he attends to send a post card to the head office on every Friday afternoon, giv-
ing particulars of the boy's attendance. If they are perfectly satisfactory for a 
period of nine months, application is made to the Home Secretary that the boy 
may be discharged. If, however, the teacher's report shows that the boy h as 
not attended regularly, an officer is at once sent to visit the boy's home, and to 
warn the parents that if the boy does not attend with perfect regularity the 
license will be revoked. 
"In .many casE:s this warning is all that is needed_ But should the boy con-
tinue to be irregular in his a ttenda,...1ce , his license is r evoked and he is taken 
back t ) the truant school. On this occasion the period of detention extends 
to about three months, after which the boy is again licensed out. If this license 
is revoked a second time, his next period of detention is still longer. In ordin-
ary c1,ses there is no necessity for revocation of the license, but if, as occasion-
ally happens, three or four revocations of the boy·s license are ineffective, an 
application is made and proceedings are taken to have the boy sent to the 
ordina1·y industrial school, or what we call a house of r eformation. 
"The subsequent attendance of the boys who have undergone the discipline of 
Upton House shows the efficacy of the system to cure truancy. The average 
attendance of the boys licensed out for the last ten years exceot the year 1884, 
when t h e school was being rebuilt, is as follows: · 
Per cent. Per cent. 
li~\\E=l/\lEt\/ ;~ lfflI/{l?/+}?\/\ I~ 
The following is the time table at Upton House: 
A. M. 
TIME TABLE. 
6:00 __ ____ Boys rise, fold bedding, and wash-talking not allowed. 
7:00 ___ ___ Clean house and school-quiet conversation a llowed. 
8:00 ___ __ _ Breakfast- ta.lld ng not a llowed. 
8:40 ______ Prayer s. 
9:00 __ ____ Distribution for school an d work ; one division in sch ool, r emainder industrial work-
n eces ary conver sation . 
M. . 
12 :00 __ ____ Dril!-talking not allowed. 
P .M. 
12:50 __ ----Prepar e for dinner --quiet conversation allowed. 
I :()() ______ Boy·' dinner-talking not allowed. 
l :30 . ____ Recr ation. 
~: ______ Distribution for school and work-necess:i.ry conversation. 
;,:()() ______ Drill-talking not allow d. 
5: ______ Prepare for .·upper-quiet convcrs:i.tion allowed. 
6:00 ______ , ·upp r -talking not allowed. 
:30 ______ !ndu trial work-necess· ry conversation. 7:30 ______ rayers. 
8:00 ______ Boys to bed-talking not allowed. 
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In conclusion shall be given, briefly stated, the points that were considered 
essential in the organization and management of the proposed Parental School 
in Boston. They are all implied in the idea suggested by its name. In a legal 
sense the school is to stand in lcco pa.rentis to the boy up to the age of Hand give 
to him, as fur as possible under the circumstances, a good home. 
1. The boys should be grouped in families of moderate size, age and moral 
condition being considered in the g rouping. 
2. These families should dwell in separate cottages designed to accommodate 
twenty-five or at most thirty boys e:wh. 1 
3. The family life in these cottages should be in all its incidents as complete 
and homelike as possible. Meals should be taken in the cottage dining rooms, 
not in one la:i;-ge dining hall, even if that be the more economical plan. The 
civilizing process, which most of these boys greatly need, c ::n not go on in the 
large hall, but it c:m go 0 ~1 in the small cottage dining r oom. 2 
4. Each cottage should bet:nderthe ca:·e of a house master and house matron-
pre[erably a man 2.nd his wife-who should be to the boys as father and mother. 
A third adult, as a, teacher or other officer of the school, should be lodged in 
each cottage and assigned some of the domestic cares. In emergencies the help 
of this third adult might be invaluable. 
5. All housework should be done by the boys under competent ditection. 
6. There should be school instruction three hours a day. 
7. There should be moral and religious instructions on Sunday-a general serv-
ice in one part of the day, morning or afternoon, and in the other pa.rt such 
separate denominational instruction as might be desirable. In a sense moral 
instruction would be going on all the time, the whole discipline of the school 
being in fact directed to that end; but the Sunday instruction in morality would 
be of the kind usually associated with religious instruction. It would be the 
theory, of which week-day experiences would furnish the practical illustrations. 
8. There should be some good manual training; al though in view of the rather 
short periods of detention and of the insufficient age and strength of many of 
the boys, such training could not be expected to reach .-ery far into the learn-
ing of trades. What has become known by the n ame of Sloyd is probably the 
best form of manual training for such boys as would come into the Parental 
School. Many a boy is a truant from sheer inability to grasp book studies. On 
the minds of such boys manual training often takes a strong hold. 
9. If there be land fit for the purpose, instruction in gardening should be given. 
This does not mean that boys should be k ep t at work hoeing bean·s, weeding 
onions, picking berries, or digging potatoes merely to realize an income for the 
school. Such things they are to do, of course, but they are to be taught at the 
same time the principles and the art of gardening as if they were to become 
practical gardeners. It has been found difficult and well-nigh useless to interest 
city boys in country life and in farming. Nearly always aftertheirreleasefroni 
reformatories or industrial schools, back they come to the city. Therefore, gar-
dening is the utmost that it is thought wise to attempt in this direction in the 
Boston Parental School. And the ::10 acres of land this school is to occupy will 
afford good opportunities for horticultural instruction. 
10. Domestic service and instruction in other forms of labor should fill four 
hours a day. 
11. The 'study of lessons, the reading of books, the piay, the meals, and all 
other employments of the day which admit of it should be incidents of the family ...... 
life in the cottages. Segregation, not congregation, should be the ruling prin-
ciple in all arrangements for instruction and employment. 
12. The buildings considered necessary are these: (1) A central building for 
the offices, superintendent's apartments, kitchen, laundry, bakery, and store 
rooms. (2) A schoolhouse and chapel, the class rooms being on the first floor 
and t110 chapel, large enough to hold the entire school, on the second floor. (3) 
Cottag;-s neat and substantial, but not too costly, three or four to begin with, 
supposmg the number of boys not likely to exceed a hundred for the first two 
or three years. 
1:3. The grounds should be inclosed with a fence or a wall of no more than the 
ordinary height. No provision against escapes is desirable. 
1 The writer regrets to say that in the new buildings constructed for the Parental School this 
limi~ has been raised to fifty boys. This is believed to be a serious error, not to be excused by 
considerations of economy. 
~This is another point upon which considerations of economy will be apt to outweigh moral 
and social reasons in the minds of average municipal legislators. 
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14. That the chiefly important thing in the whole business is to secure the 
appointment of a superintendent well qualified_ for the very pe:;uliar and exact-
ing duties of the position hardly needs to be said. And yet the greatest danger 
of failure lies just at this point. Qualified men can be found; but appointing 
boards are not always qualified to find them, or appreciate them when found. 
15. But the greatest evil of all , and one to be guarded against at all points 
with the utmost care is the abuse of the pardoning power. Somewhere, of 
course, must be lodged the power of r eleasing the boy from further detention, 
either conditionally or absolutely. The danget· that this power may be placed 
where it will be wrongly used can not but be obvious to all who are familiar with 
the character and workings of municipal governments in this country. The 
principle 8hould ba this: Release from the school always to be earned by good 
conduct, industry, and learning on the part of the boy while in the school, never 
by influence acting from outside. The importance of this principle c:1n hardly 
be overestimated; and yet to secure a wise and steady course of action in accord-
ance with it may become, under unfavorable conditions, an impossibility. 
16, What is known in penology as the indeterminate sentence should be ap-
plied to all reformatories and truant schools, provided this can be done under 
conditions that will secure the right working of that principle. The indetermi-
nate sentenc~ is a sentence which the convict may make as short as he chooses 
by reforming himself and proving that he has reformed himself by pursuh:ig a 
steady course of right conduct for a sufficient length of time; in other word::i , 
by repenting and bringing forth fruits meetfor repentance. 
This principle would work admirably in a truant school, provided always it 
were rightly applied and not interfered with by irrelevant outside influences. 
Let the truant be brought into court at the earliest stage of the truancy habit. 
Let it not be a criminal court, but if possible the probate court or some coul't 
not ordinarily exercising criminal jurisdiction. Let the decree of this court 
place the truant school in loco parentis over the truant until he reaches the upper 
limit of ago for compul~ory school attendance, say 14 years. Such a boy might 
be 10, 9, or even 8 years old at commitment; but the period of detention would de-
pend on the boy, and might be shortened to a few months by industry and good 
conduct on the boy's part. His first release should usually be conditionai, so 
that the truant school could resume personal custody of him at any time if he 
failed to deserve his license. The chiefly important condition of his license 
would of course be regular attendance at some designated day school. A weekly 
report of his attendance should be sent to his guardians at the truant school. 
The condition of the boy:s home and the disposition of his p:1rents as to taking 
proper care of him are also important circumstances to take into consideration. 
Absolute release from the trua,nt school would come in two ways; first, by 
the boy's having deserved it through good concluct while in the truant school 
and while out on license; and, secondly, by his reachincr the ageof14 years. The 
release coming in this latter way by limitation might ~r might not be deserved. 
If not the boy would probably won behave in a way to deserve commitment to 
a reformatory for older boys on n, complaint before a criminal court. Still j_t 
woul~ bo true that the truant school had done all that was possible t'.> be don J 
for him. The younger the boy when first brought under discipline for truancy 
the_great<;ir the chance of a complete cure bef9re the age of U-. The great and 
cryrng evil throughout the country to-day is that for want of proper means for 
~eali_ng- wi_th tr1;1a~cy ~nits e1rlier stages it is neglected and allowed to ripen 
rnto Juvemle crimm:ihty ancl l:1tcr into adult criminality. 
CHAPfER XXVI. 
COEDUCATION OF THE SEXES IN THE UNITED STATES. 1 
The policy of the coeducation of the sexes, which is widely extended 
in this country, becomes pe~iodically the subject of special discussion 
and agitation. It was so a little more than two decades ago, when the 
demand for provision for the higher education of women had become 
general throughout the North and the Northwest sections. Unexpected 
resources for meeting this demand became available through the 
action of the Federal Government, appropriating (1862) about 10,000,000 
acres of land for the benefit of agricultural and other colleges. In 
the Northwestern States this land grant was regarded as a provision 
upon which women had the same claim as men, consequently the col-
leges in that section which received the benefit of the grant were, as 
a rule, opened to both sexes. This action, and the influences that about 
the same time gave rise to colleges for women (Vassar, 1861; Welles-
ley, 1870, and Smith, 1871), whose requirements were of the same order 
as those of the arts colleges for men, excited widespread interest and 
caused every phase of the problem of woman's education to be earn-
estly canvassed. The physiological an<l. hygienic aspects of the prob-
lem were at that time brought into special prominence by Dr. E. Clarke, 
of Boston. His work, Sex in Education, was virtually a protest against 
coeducation. The book carried great .weight from its scientific tone, 
and its arguments are still the strongest that are adduced against the 
policy. Briefly summarized, Dr. Clarke's argument appears to be that 
girls are naturally incapacitated for the sustained and regular work 
which boys bear without injury; consequently, the two should not be 
educated together.2 
Vigorous replies were immediately forthcoming. Especially notable 
among these were two books, Sex and Education and The Education 
of American Girls. The former comprised thirteen essays by well-
known social and educational leaders, together with testimony from 
leading coeducation colleges, in support of their policy. In a contribu-
tion to the book, Thomas Wentworth Higginson pointed out the chief 
weakness in Dr. Clarke's argument, i.e., the want of a sufficient basis 
of facts. 3 
A.t that time indeed no systematic effort had been made to collect 
and sift the facts as to the actual effects of coeducation in places where 
it was already practiced. The want has since been well supplied by tbe 
collection of vital statistics published by the CollegiateAlumnmAssocia-
tion, and by a similar collection in Eng land:_ Heal th Sta tis tics of Women 
Students at Cambridge and Oxford and of Their Sisters 4-dne to the 
efforts of Mrs. Benry Sidgwick. The book entitled The Education of 
1 Prcparcll by A.. Tolman SmitlJ. 2 See citation, pp. 839, 840. 3 Sec citation pp. 840, 8-H . 4 Sec pp. 841-84.4. 
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.American Girls comprised also thirteen essays by women of large and 
varied interests, professional, public, and social, and was abJy edited 
by Miss Anna C. Brackett. Against scientific theories these writers 
offered the resu1ts of extended observation ancl of actual experience in 
the acquisition and effects of mental discipline. These several works, 
and the opinions ancl discussions scattered through school reports of 
the -period, are still the sources of the principal arguments advanced on 
either side wllenever tlle subject of coeducation is rnopened. 
Again, about 1880, the subject was widely discussed with special 
reference to the conduct of public high schools in the larger cities. To 
meet tlle demand which arose at that time for precise information on this 
pllase of the problem, a special inquiry was instituted by the Bureau 
of Education calling for the facts, and also for opinions of superin-
tendents, with respect to the operations of mixed schools and classes. 
The results of this inquiry were embodied in Circular of Information, 
No. 2, 1883. 
The past year has witnessed a great r'tvival of interest in the subject, 
with a co::.·responding call upon this office for information relating 
thereto. As regards our own country, this interest is most active in 
the Southern States. It is there due in part to the development of 
high-grade public schools, and in part it arises from the recent efforts 
of young women to secure admission to Southern universities. Inqui-
ries from that section .relate not only to the fact of coeducation, but 
also to its economy and efficiency as compared with separate education, . 
and, where higher institutions are concerned, to its effect upon scholastic 
standards, .and upon the moral and physical well-being of students. 
Foreign countries, especially France and Germany, are largely rep-
resented in the correspondence on this subject. It was a matter of 
constant inquiry on the part of the foreign delegates to the congresses 
of education held in connection with the Columbian Exposition, several 
of whom had, in fact, been specially .commissioned by their govern-
ments to investigate and report upon this feature of the .American 
school policy. In view of these circumstances, it was deemed advisa-
ble to issue a special inquiry in order that the present status and ten-
dencies of our public-school systems in this matter might be fully dis-
closed. Inquiries were accordingly addressed, one to superintendents 
of State and Territorial systems and a second to city superintend0nts . 
.At the same time an analysis of the statistics of higher institutions, i. e., 
colleges and universities, was made in order to ascertain their position 
also in respect to coeducation. The results of these inquiries and 
inve tigation are here presented, together with citations from the 
lit rature which the subject has called forth during the periods of agi-
tation above noted. 
l.-ST.A.TUS OF l UBLIC SCHOOLS WITH RESPEC'l' TO COEDUC.A.'l'ION • 
.A.. ST.A.TE 'YSTEMS. 
The letter of inquiry addressed to State superintendents comprised 
the two following que tion : 
(1) In what cities and towns of your State are the boys and girls 
taught in separate classes in the public schools¥ 
(2) In how many country public schools in your State are the boys 
au ·r1 taught in separate clas es. 
. r JU t wa al. made for additional information or opinion& bear-
m ,. up n lie u de t. foplie, received from forty States and four 
T rritori 1 pre ent the following particulars: 
, .. -o replies from lab:una, .A.rizona, Colorado, Michigan, Penn yl~ania. 
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STATES AND TERRITORIES WHOSE SUPERINTENDENTS REPORT THAT COEDUCATION OF 
THE SEXES IS PRACTICED IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Arkansas, Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Indian Territory, Iowa, Florida, 
Kansas, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey,1 New York (all country schools), North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma., 
Oregon, Rhode Island, 2 South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Washington, West 
Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming. · 
STATES AND TERRITORIES IN WHICH COEDUCATION IS THE POLICY, SAVE IN A FEW 
CITIES. 
Exceptions noted : 
California.-Two grammar schools, 1 high school exclusively for girls, 2 gram-
mar schools for boys, San Francisco. 
Delaware.-Wilmington. . 
Georgia.-High schools of Atlanta, Augusta, Savannah, and Columbus. 
K entucky.-High schools of Louisville and common schools of Russellville 
Louisiana.-High schools, New Orleans. 
Maryland.-High schools, Frederick City and Hagerstown. 
Massachusetts.-Boston, Latin school and English high school for boys; girls' Latin 
and high schools. 3 
Miss'issippi.-Natchez, Vicksburg, Yazoo City, and Columbus; mixed schools in 
some of the departments. 
New Mexico .-One school in Santa Pe, 1 in Old Albuquerque, and 1 in La Mesilla. 
N01·th Ca1·0Una.-One public graded school, Raleigh; boys not allowed after they 
have passed the second grade. Normal and industrial school at Greensboro; this 
school is part of the public-school system. 
South Carolina.-Columbia. 
Texas. -Atlanta. 
Virginia.-One city. 
The replies above considered were genera1ly limited to the statement 
of the facts and a strong indorsement of the policy of coeducation by 
the superintendents. 
The following citations present all the additional information ()tfered 
by the State officials: 
Hon. Edward Porter Thompson, State superintendent, Kentucky: 
The tendency now and for some years past has been towards coeducation of boys 
and girls in same school and same class. . 
Hon. E. B. Prettyman, State superintendent, Maryland: 
Early in this century the general assembly establishe<l male academies it· the 
counties, but the majority of these have been changed into high schools, teaching the 
sexes together. Washington College, at Chestertown, Kent county, established in 
1782, an<l based. on a flourishing academy which was established in 1723, for the first 
time adopted coeducation about three years ago, and iu 1892 r eported 90 male and 
20 female stnclents. Dr. Reicl, tho president, informs me tllat tho faculty aud the 
board of visitors are entirely satisfied with the change. Tb.e Maryland State Normnl 
School, located in Baltimore, has had both male and female students in the same 
classes since its establishment in 1865. This arrangement continues to have tho 
approval of the faculty and of the State board of education. 
Hon. J. R. Preston, State superintendent, Mississippi: 
Natchez, Vicksburg, Yazoo City, and Columbus are the only towns in which bo,s 
and girls aro taught in separate classes in the public schoolR. Even in these towns 
the practice is disappearing, and mixed classes are taught in some of the depart-
ments. - • 
Hon. Amado Chaves, superintendent of schools, New Mexico: 
In a year or two there will be no separate classes for boys ancl girls in this Terri-
tory. Better results are obtained by teaching both boys a,ncl girls together. 
Hon. E. B. McElroy, State superintendent, Oregon: 
We have, likewise, coeducation of the sexes in specia,l lines of State school work; 
for example, in the State blind school and in the State school for deaf mutes the 
boys and girls are taught together and receive their instruction in the same classes 
from day to day. 
1 A few cities report separation of sexes in high schools. 
2 See under city systems statement as to high school, Providence. 
3 For further particulars as to Boston schools, see pp. 787-788, 813-821. 
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Hon. C. W. Bean, State superintendent, Washington: 
There arc a few schools for Reparato education of tho i;exe'I in this State, but they 
are nnclcr the control of ehurchcs. These supply the demand for such teaching; and 
under these circnrnstances the pul>lic sentiment in favor of coeducn.tion in the public 
schools is very strong. Most of those who favor separate education do not appear 
as very strong a<lvocates of a public-school system at all . 
B.-CITY SYSTEMS. 
Tbe inquiry addressed to city superintendents sought not only to 
ascertain whether coeducation or separate education is the rule, but 
also the grades, if any, in which boys and girls are not taught in the 
s-ame classes. From the summary of the replies of city superintend-
ents given below it win be seen that in 586, or 93·3 per cent, of the 628 
cities repreE;entecl boys and girls are educated together in all the 
grades. 
Status of the publ'ic schools in citi-es 1vith 1·espect to the coeducat-ion of the sexes (i. e., the 
instruction of boys ancl girls eithe1· together 01· separntely) . 
~ o 
~·3 
~~ 
__. 0 
Number in which boys and girls are taught separately in 
some or all grades. 
Distributed. ]~~ 
~ 8,g Part of 
,..., '" ti.le 
;;:; ~,.::.JJ Total. All Righ Gra:mmar Primary ·schools 
2 i! grades. Rcbools. ~ed~!~;: grades_. irrespeci-
::l ~.,.., iYe of 
Z graclo. 
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.Alabama................ 4 3 1 .......... 1 ........ ..................... . 
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Tlle cities jnclu<l.e<l. in the table in which coeduca.tion is not universal 
may be considered either individually or by groups. Of the 50 prin-
cipal cities enumerated by the United States census of 1890, 40 are 
represented in the replies here considered.1 In 27 of these boys and 
girls are educated together in all schools. In 4, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Newark, N. J.; Providence, R. I.; Atlanta, Ga., the sexes are separated 
in the high schools only. In Providence this seems to be an outcome 
of the policy of elective courses. 
Superintendent Tarbell· says: 
Tho classical <l.epartmen t of our high sc-hool teaches both sexes. The English 
department teaches a portion of giTls separately, 413 in nnmber. The manual train-
ing high school teaches boys only, 150 in number. 
Hon. Thomas R. Stockwell, the .State commissioner of public schools, 
also says: 
In tbo Provitlence high school there was originally a department for girls alone, 
but for several years the girls who wer fitting for college have been taught in the 
same classes with tho boys, and now girls are admitted into the new manual high 
school and several of the classes in the .girls' department have been united with 
classes in tho s,1me subjects iu the boys' English and scientiftc department. 
I consider the change of policy hero in Providence very suggestive, for the plan of 
separate schools for boys and girls in tho high school has existed ever since the 
school was started, an<l has been most ardently advocated by some of those most 
. interested in the schools. I think it shows that coetlncation is being more and more 
recognized as the proper method in all grades. 
In Newark, in former years, there were separate clasSGS for boys and 
girls in some of the grammar schools in the upper grad-es, i. c., seventh 
and eighth years. These have been abolis-hed, but the separation is 
maintained in the high school. In 2 of the 50 principal cities, San ]fran-
cisco, Cal.., and Wilmington, Del., boys and girls are separated in all 
grades above the primary. In 6 cities, New York and Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
Boston, Mas-s.; Baltimore, Md.; Washington, D. 0.; Louisville, Ky., 
separate and mixed classes are found in all grades. This is a matter 
of policy in some instances, of circumstances, L e., location, original 
arrangements, etc., in others, as appears from the following statements 
by the superintendents of the res-pective citie-s: · 
Hou. ,John Jasper, New York City: 
.As a rule boys anu. girls arn taught in sepamte clas:ses, lmt there are classes of _ 
grammar grades in which both sexes arc taught together, and there are many more 
cla.sses of primary grades in whicb. the same state of affairs is found. It is impossi-
ble from the nature of our reports to determine the number of classes in which ·both 
s~xes_m::e taught together. It is an almost invariable rule to teach the ·boys and the 
g_uls rn separate classes where the numbers are lari:;e enough to :permit this separa-
tion. 
Hon. vV. H. Maxwell, Brooklyn, N. Y .. : 
It is tho policy of our board of education to teach boys and girls in separate 
clas&es. It is not, however, always practicable to do this under our scheme of class 
OTganiz~t.ion. Ont of a t?tal registr:5: of 96,054, at the closo of last year, 16,160 were 
taught m what wo donomma.to as "m1xedn classes, that is boys al}(lgir]s in the same 
class. The sexes are quite evenly clividetl, being at the close0ofthe year 47 963 boys 
and 48,091 girls. The proportions of boys and girls in the mixed classes -~ill probably 
holu. about the same. 
Hon. Edwin r. Seaver, Boston, Mass.: 
First. Boys ancl girls arc taught separately in the Latin schools. 
Second. They are taught separately in the high scl.10ols of the old city, namely in 
the girls' high a.ndin the English high (boys). ' 
1 The ten cities of this group not replying- are Kew Orleans, La.; Fall River, Maiss. · Omaha Nebr.· 
Trerrton , N. J. ; Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Da,vton, O.; Reading, Pa.; Milw~nkee \Vis. It 
appears from current reports that coeducation is the rule in all these cities, with the exception of the 
b~h schools of New Orleans .. 
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Third. They arc taught together in the suburban high schools in Roxbury, Dorches-
Charlestown, West Roxbury, Brighton, and East Boston. 
Fourth. They are taught separately in 25 of our 59 grammar schools. In the 
other grammar schools they are taught together. 
Fifth. They are taught together in all primary schools and kinderga1:tens. . 
This unsystematic state of things was brought about by-Boston's annexrng the neigh-
boring cities and towns without changing the organization of the schools more than 
was absolutely necessary. 
Hon. Henry A.. Wise, Baltimore, Md.: 
Tho boys and girls in the primary, grammar, and high schools of Baltimore, except 
in a few instances, are taught in separate schools. Number of pupils on rolls Decem-
ber 31,1892, 54,406; pupils in schools in which boys and girls aretaug·httogether, 11,785; 
pupils in schools in which boys and girls are taught separately, 42,621; boys taught 
in classes in which there are no girls, 21,30(); boys taught in classes in which there 
are girh1, 5,785; girls taught in classes in which there are no boys, 21,321; girls 
taught in classes in which there are boys, 6,000. 
Hon. W. B. Powell, Washington, D. C.: 
In most of our schools the boys and girls are taught together. Owing to the loca-
tion and arrangement of school houses, we are compelled to sepa,rate the sexes in 
some schoo1s below the high school. The number of such schools is 32, and the num-
b er of pupils attending there is 3,128 (1,506 boys, 1,622 girls) on a total enrollment 
of 25,262. 
In three of the four high schools of the first six divisions boys and girls are taught 
together. In the Central high school they are t aught separately. 
This stat~men.t relates to white schools only. The superintendent of 
colored schools, Hon. G. F. T. Cook, says with :i;espect to these: 
In my opinion a very material factor in the promotion and maintenance of good 
disripline in these schools is its system of coeducation of the sexes, which, beginning 
with their establishment, has since uninterruptedly continued. 
Not only in the advant::iges accruing to discipline, but in other respects essential 
to progress, has the wisdom of this educa1ion of the sexes been shown. Healthy 
competition has been stimulated and keen, active thought awakened. To the 
rougher nature of the boy have b een imparted tono and refining bfluences; to the 
gentler nature of the girl, strength and elasticity. The enrollment of boys is less 
than that of girls, being about 43 to 57, In the primary schools they are more nearly 
balanced than in the grammar, in the former the ratio being about 12 to 13, and in 
th<J latter 17 to 33 . 
The enrollment of boyE< to girls is now 44 to 56. 
Hon. Wm. J. Mcconathy, assistant superintendent, Louisville, Ky.: 
(1) There is no inflexible rule in onr schools below the high school in reference to 
s x in cla. . About one-half of the classes contain boys and girls . 
(2) Tlto nirn1ber of boys ta.ught in:mixed classes is abont 5,000. 
(3) Tho number of girls about 5,100. We do not find that mixing the sexes ,-,o:-ks 
any injury; on the contrary, it generally benefits the school. 
~enver, the remaining city of the list, presents unique conditious. 
With a population of 106,713, the city is divided into three school <lis-
tri ~ts, each haYing its own superintendent. In two of these, i.e., dis-
trict :ro. 2, superintendent, Hon . L. 0. Greenlee, and district No. 17 
uperiute]l(lent, Hon. J. H. Van Sickle, coeducation is the rule~ but in 
di,·trict o. 1, ,'uperintendeut, Hon. Aaron Gove, the boys (5,043 in 
1893) and girls (5,(H8) are in eparate classe . 
Following the cla ·,·in.cation of the United States censu, , there are 
be ide the 50 principal citie.· above con.· idered, 393 citie having a 
population. of ,000 and upwards; of th se 287, or 73 per cent, re ponded 
t tbe in uiry on co clucation and of this number 20 only report sepa-
t ·la .- fi r bo an girl., a very much , maller proportion (7 per 
) ban wa fi nd in the group of 50 principal eitie.' (32.5 per 
). ' I ar, t 1, ,· in th high chool or high- chool grades only, 
~ r r I or cl in ~ f h e iti . , i.e., ugu ·ta and Macon, Ga., Cov-
rngt n, I y. · a wu, Md.; Burlington, N. J. 
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Hon. W. C. Warfield, superintendent of public schools, Covington, 
says: 
Our eighth year grade pupils are taught in separate classes; 62 boys and 71 girls 
are now enrolled in this grade. 
A part of our seventh year grade pupils are taught in separate classes; 31 boys 
and 38 girls are so taught. I am now watching the results of separate classes for 
boys and girls. If a school were provided with A 1 teachers, I think separate classes 
would not be necessary. At the present time I am of the opinion that little or noth-
ing is gained by separating the boys and girls into different classes or rooms. 
Montgomery, Ala., which belongs to this group of cities, has a high 
school for girls but none for boys. 
In the following cities of this group separate classes are the rule: 
Vicksburg, Miss. (in white schools only), Lebanon and York, Pa., Alex-
audria, Va. There remain 10 cities whose population is 8,000 inhabi-
tants or more, in which separate classes are maintained in particular 
grades or in part of the schools irrespective of grade. This appears 
to be occasioned by the location or plan of the buildings, or to be the 
esult of long-standing custom in particular schools. The cities and 
grades specified are as follows: Newburyport, Mass. (primary and gram-
mar); Salem, Mass. (one grammar school); New Brunswick, N. J. (pri-
mary and grammar); Union, N. J. (grades first to seventh, inclusive); 
Peekskill, N. Y. (first and second year); Raleigh, N. C. (fourth to 
seventh years, white schools); Allentown, Pa. (few primary schools); 
B arrisbnrg, Pa. (primary and grammar, few schools); Reading, Pa. 
(high school and some schools of lower grade); Oolumpia, S. C. (part 
of the schools, fourth to tenth grades). 
The following additional particulars furnished by the superintendents 
named, show very ~!early the causes of these varying usages: · 
Dr. William A. Mowry, Salem, Mass.: 
The old school (grammar and primary) was for boys; later arose a girls' school. 
So now, "down town" as we call it, there are (1) one grammar school for bo,rs; 
(2) one grammar school for girls; (3) one primary for boys, and ( 4) one fo1' girls. 
In the rest of the city are three grammar and ten primaries for boys and girls both. 
The high school is for both, although the boys sit in separate rooms from the girls. 
They recite together. 
Hon. Otto Ortel, town of Union, N. J.: 
Thero is no special reason why boys and girls are separated in our schools except 
for convenience, our buildings being located in the center of a large p lat of gronnd, 
th us giving a large yard or playground on each side, and consequently no crossing 
other rooms or halls in entering or leaving. About 750 girls and 725 boys are in 
separate classes; about 130 girls and 120 boys in mixed classes . 
. Hon. Edward P. Moses, Raleigh, N. C.: 
We arc limited in Raleigh by special legislative enactment to seven grades, or 
~even years of school work. In tbe colored schools boy::; and girls are taught<together 
m every room. Tbe sexes are not separated, because of tho fact that the different 
building·s are widely scattered. In our white schools tho pupils during tho first 
three years of school are permitted to attend that building most convenient to their 
homes, tbe boys and girls being taught together. In tho fourth, fifth, sixth, and 
seventh years of schools, the sexes are taught ju different buildings. It is properto 
add, however, that, at the reque::;t ofpnrents, girls are permitted to attend the boys' 
school, though no boys are allowed in the girls' school beyond the third grade. 
Hon. L. 0. Foose, Harrisburg, Pa.: 
At one time the sexes were separate in all schools in this city. The sexes a.re 
educated together jn same room in all but a few buildings in the older part of the 
city. The number of distinctively boys and girls' classes is becoming less each ,ear 
and in a few years we will have coeducation throughout the city. The two 'Ligh 
schools, each for :.1 different sex, wero recently united into one school with one course 
of study. What we now have of the separate schools is what still remains of the 
oltl order of thingi:i. There is but little sentiment against mixed schools. 
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There remain tbc foJlowiug nine cities, with populations below 8,000, 
that report the separate education of the sexes: ~ ew Castle, Del. 
(iutermediate aHCl grammar grades); Marysville, Ky. (intermediate and 
Ligh); Columbus, Miss. (white school, all grades except high schools); 
l\latteawan, N. Y. ,first to third primary); Chambersburg, Pa. (all below 
grammar grade); Carlisle, Pa. (all except first primary and high 
white schools; coeducation in colored schools).; Danville, Pa. (high 
school); Mauch Chunk, Pa. (one school); Corpus Christi, Tex. (prior to 
1803, all grades ; 1893, sixth to eighth grades only). TIJ.e reasons for the 
special conditions here noted are much the same as those advanced in 
the la_rger cities . 
Peculiar conditions are noted in a few instances. Superintendent 
W. H-. Hockenberry, of Chambersburg, Pa., says : 
Until the present year our high school was in two departments, one for each sex, -
making really two schools, but after five or six years' hard work the present board 
decitled to unite the schools. 
The secretary of the Carlisle school district says witli respect to the 
white schools of the district: 
After the children have passell tho first grade primary department they are sepa-
rated, an1l do uot come together until they reach the high school grade. In this 
foterval ,ve haYe six schools for girls, tangbt by lady teachers1 that 1rnve 252 girls 
on the rolls, with n,n average atteuclanco of 240. There a.re fi vc schools for boys, two 
of which, second grade of the primary department, arc faught by lady t en,chcrs, the 
oth ers by men. In these schools there were 255 1.,oys, with a.verago attendance of 236. 
From the organization of the schools in 1836 to 1888, tho white bo;ys ::mcl girls were 
separated after they bad passed through the first grade primary department, and 
never came together again, ns we bad a boys' high school aud a girls' high school in 
different localities and uu,lcr different teachers. Ju September, 1888, this scheme 
was clrnnged as above sta.tetl, and now tho l.Joys and girls, after having been separate 
in the i utermediatc grades, a.re brought together in the high sehools, aud, as we think, 
with tho very best results iu tho manners, morals, and attainments of the scholars 
of both sexes . It is now a. qncstion with our board whether there should not be 
coeducation in all the grades of' the white schools, anfl I shon hl not be surprisctl if 
it shall uo so ordered as soon as suitable building-sand grounds are obtained. 
The results of the inquiries hero summarized agree substantialJy 
with those of the similar inquiry of 1883. They are somewhat more 
comprehensive, as the replies from State snperintenJents and from 
74 small cities cover fully the facts which are brought out in 
the earlier inquiry by returns from 144 towns and citirs of less than 
7,500 inhabitants, while the number of cities of larger populations com-
prised iu replies to tbe present inquiry 1s more than three times the 
number that re ponded iu 1883. Three-fifths of this number (133 out 
of lDG) arc represented ia the replies to the present inquiries. In 5 
of these cities, viz, Belleville, Ill.; Marblehead, Mass.; Easton, Pa.; 
Knoxville, Tenn., and A.m,tiu, Tex., change from the separate to t.110 
coeducation policy l1as taken place since the earlier iuquiry. The 
sup rintendent of scl1ools in 3 of the cities that have thus come over 
to the majority comment as follows: 
Hon. II. D. Upilike, Belleville, Ill.: 
r",.c ith •r tlis i1)1ine nor instruction suffers in consequence of coeducation of tho 
S'XC~. 
on. J. ,. ifford, farb1clle;,1,d, l\Ia · . : 
T ·nti_l two years ago, boys :mtl girls of otu grrunmar gra<l.e were taucrbt s parately. 
\"\ ~ thmk that the chang has b •cu a g reat benefit intellectually and morally. 
ou. . Cotti gham, 1 a ton Pa.: 
Th policy of thi city (En ·ton, Pa .) in ih matter of th co clnPa.tion of the 
sex · was adopt tl veral years ago, antl tho schools of ev •ry gra.d , from tho high 
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school to tb..c lowest primary, have been, and arc still, organized, cll1ssified, ::md 
taught a,greeallly thereto. The scheme as affecting the moral, l'30cial, or intellec-
tual conditiou of the pupils has been attended with res'nlts that are gratifying, and. 
especially so when compared. with what was attained. under the old system of sep-
arate sex assignment and. instruction. 
These results leave no doubt as to- the position of our public schools 
with respect to the coeducation of the sexes. Jt is the policy generally 
pursued, heartily indorsed by-supervising <rfficers and strongly sup-
ported by the people in all sections of the country. The '' common," 
or public school, of the United States is, as it bas ever been;a school 
where boys and girls mingle as they do in the family. If additional 
proof were needed that parents favor this policy, it would be found in 
the fact that a little less than two-thirds of tlie private schools of the 
country are coeducational and that these enroll a little more than two-
thirds of all the pupils in private schools. As the public school is the 
only school that three-fourths of the people ever attend, the association 
of the two sexes as there maintained must have a very great influence 
upon their social and business relations in afte.T years. It explains, in 
a great measure, the freedom that women e11joy in this couutry \Vith 
respect to the pursuit of careers, and especially the large share which 
they take in the educational work of the country. Where boys and 
girls are accustomed from early years to compete in intellectual: exer-
cises, they entertain a due respect for each other's po~ers, and false 
notions as to the natural endowments of each arc dissipated. Relations -
which would cause great irritation and annoyance in com1tries where 
separate education is the rule, here come about naturally and without 
friction. 
As regards the teachin-g· profession the policy begun in the element-
ary schools, persists through the public, secondary, or high schools, 
ol>tains very largely in private secondary schools, and is gradually 
extending to the highest institutions. This is indicated in Table I (p. 
797), which shows the proportion of womeu teachers in all elasses of 
institutions above the elementary grade of the public schools. In the 
public schools (all grades included), 66 per cent of the teachers are 
women. Their relation to the public schools does not stop here. They 
participate a·s school officials, and also. thr·ough the exercise of the bal-
lot in the local conduct of school affairs. 
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The extellt of this participation is shown in the following table: 
· Status of women with respect to the cli1'ection of public educatfon in States and Ter-
ritories." 
Num. 
ber of 
women 
holding 
county States in which WO· 
men rna v vote for 
school officers or 
are eligible for the 
same. 
Classes of school School offices to or town-
ship 
offices 
officersforwhom which women 
women may vote. are eligible. 
North AtlanticDivi. 
sion: 
Maine .............................. . 
New Hampshire. Districtt ........ . 
Vermont ......... County, town, 
district.t 
Massachusetts . . Township t ...... . 
Rhode Island ....... ...... : ......... . 
Connnecticut ....................... . 
New York ...... . Districtt ........ . 
New Jersey .... Districtt .. . .. ... . 
Pennsylvania. ....... .... ............ . 
South Atlantic Divi· 
sion: 
so far as 
report. 
ed in 
1891-
92. 
Township ..•...•......... 
All .....••............... . 
County, town, ....... . 
district. 
Township a....... 5 
Township........ 6 
Town anddistrict. 14 
Allb.............. 4 
District c .• •..•••••••.•••• 
County, district d . ..•••••. 
Florida . . . . . . . . . . District e .••........•..••.•••••••••••••••.•••. 
South Central Divi-
sion: 
Kentucky . . . . . . . District t . . . . . . . . . District!......... 4 
l!~£~f ~:i ·::: ·: ·: ·: : ri{~{;i~i:~:::::::: ~ . ?.~;;!f. ~:0:~~~ ~::: : : : : : ~~: 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . All under school 
laws. 
Tex as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Any op en to ....... . 
teachers. i 
Oklahoma . . . . . . . All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District .................. . 
]forth Central Divi-
sion : 
Ohio ....... .................................................... . 
Inrliana .......... Districtj . ........ Township and city ....... . 
trustees. 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . Town11hip, district All under school 
laws.k 
Michigan.... .... District I • • • . . • • • . Township, dis· 
trict. 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . District l l . . . . . . • . All except State 
superintendent. 
Minnesota....... County, district . . All .............. . 
;;;~;ri~~.;~: •• • I~u:.: •••• : ••• i ••• · :;: ~·· •••••• :: ••• 
011th Dakota..... All elective t p.... All elective ...... . 
Nebraska ........ District, city t .... District, county, 
I and city super. intendent. Kansas . . . . . . . . . . istrictt.......... All .............. . 
11 
10 
11 
n4 
9 
10 
10 
26 
Remarks. 
a Three women have been ap-
pointed on State board. 
b If possessing the legal q uali· 
fications . 
cin districts organized under 
the genera l school laws; i.e., 
nearly all in the State. 
dAs.directors or comptrollers 
women vote for county, city, 
or borough superintendents. 
eLimited to widowed mother 
or female guardian of a child 
of school age. ; 
/ Inferred by the superintend-
ent from their right to vote. 
By sufferance women have 
also served as county super-
intendent:,,. 
gWomen teachers are eligible 
for appointment upon these 
boards, but are ne,er ap-
h £f~~~!t to women who are 
heads of families. 
iApparentlyincludesouly city 
superintendents. There ap-
pears to be no legal barrier 
to women serving aa district 
trnstees. but it is not at-
tempted. 
j Limitefl to listed property. 
owners. 
kW omen can not vote for State 
officers, as these are named 
in the constitution, which 
limits the votes to electors. 
l State a11d county superin-
tendents. These officer are 
chosen at a general election. 
The !eg-islature having failed 
to make provision for a spe· 
cial ballot-box, the court bait 
decided that until the pro-
vision is made women are 
debarred from voting for 
these otliceri, . 
m ot ineligible by reason of 
sex. 
n Elected as county school com-
missioner . It is supposed 
that the Supreme Court will 
decide this to be illegal. 
o Mrs. Laura J. Ei enhuth baa 
just brrn elected tate 
superintendent. 
• Compil d from r ipli s r ived at the Bnr au of Education in 
in,1uiry arlclr . eel to Stat sup rintend nts F bruary, 1893. 
respons to a special letter of 
t o_te atrect d\ position of school money. 
tJ.Widows or spmster who are taxpayers anu guardian of children of school ag vote 011 district 
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Status of 10onien with respect to the direction of pnblic cclncation in Slates ancl 'ier-
ritories-Continn~d. 
States in which wo 
men may vote for 
school officers or 
are eligible for the 
same. 
Wes tern Di vision: 
Classes of school 
officers for whom 
women may vote. 
Montana.... . . . . . Distrkt ....... · ... . 
6:ri:1:1~~: : : : : : : : tl;t~-l~~~i :~ :*. : : : : : 
Arizona . . . . . . . . . District .......... . 
N1wad:1 ............................ . 
Idaho............ District• . . ...... . 
Washington ..... District .......... . 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . District .......... . 
California . . . . . . . . ........... ~ ...... . 
I 
School offices to 
which women 
are eligible. 
Num· 1 lier of 
women 
holding 
county 
or 
town-
ship 
offices 
so for as 
report-
ed in 
1891-
92. 
District, county 11 
superintend en ts. 
All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 O 
District .................. . 
District . . . . . . . . . . 5 
District.......... . 2 
District ................. . 
District q......... 4 
All . ...... . ....•.......... 
District, county 11 
board.1· 
Remarks. 
p On the condition that no other 
officers are voted for at same 
time. 
q The courts bold that women 
are not eligible to the office 
of county superintendent, 
that officer being chosen :1t a 
genernl election. Women 
have, however, been elected 
to the office. 
r vVomen can not ,ote for 
school officers, but a bill is 
now before the legislature 
(February, 1893), authoriz· 
iug thern to clo so. 
* Vote affects disposition of school money. 
REMARKS UPON THE TABLE. 
From an examination of column 2 it will ue seen that in sixteen States and one 
Territory school suffrage for women is limited to district officers; in four States it 
includes township and county officers. In the three remaining States and one Ter-
ritory women may vote for all elective school officers. Therightthus broadly stated 
goes no further, however, in its essence than the apparently more restricted suffrage 
of the following States: New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Minnesota, 
since, in these, offices not included in the woman's vote are :filled by appointment. 
It would seem probable that women would be eligible to the offices for whose 
incumbents they may vote. This is the case ( column 3), excepting in Mississippi, 
where women who are the heads of families may vote for district school offices, but 
may not fill the same. We catch a glimpse here of the underlying conviction which 
has given rise to the whole movement; it begins with a recognition of woman's right, 
as a natural guardian of children, to exercise her judgment in respect to their edu-
cation, and ends with the demand for her service as a public expediency. In a few 
States, included in the above lists, .women are eligible to school offices other than 
those included in the suffrage accorded them. 
These additional positions are filled by appointment, by vote of school boards, or 
by vote at a general election, in which women can not participate. This reminds us 
that, while there is a strong disposition to separate the educational from other civil 
affairs, the end has not ueen completely attained. Thus, questions of school tax and 
school appropriations can not always be managed apart from :financial matter in gen-
eral. The woman's vote extends in some degree to these matters in sixteen States, 
as will be seen by the references· to the footnote. The number of women holding 
positions above the grade of district officers ( column 4) is 8mall. No statistics of 
the district officers is available . · 
It should be noted that in many States cities form districts nnder special school 
laws; where this is the case they are not incl 1ded in the table. As a rule, however, 
women are eligible to the school boards of Northern and vVesteru cities. Among 
the cities in which they are now serving in this capacity are Boston, New York, 
Buffalo, Chicago, Indianapolis, and Detroit. 
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IL-COEDUCATION IN COLLEGES .AND UNIVERSITIES. 
·while inquiries from foreig;n countries with respect to coeducation 
relate almost entirely tc the public schools, those emanating from the 
Southern States have chief reference to the effect of the policy in col-
lege;; and universities and the conditions under which it is maintained 
in these igher im,titutions. 
Sixty years have passed since Oberliu College, Ohio, gave the :first 
example of a coeducation college in this country. In 1880 a, little more 
than half the colleges, 51.3 per cent, had adopted. the polfoy. In the 
decade 1880 to 18!..I0, the proportion increased to 6;5.5 per cent. This 
decade was also characterized by the number ofleading institutions that 
opened their doors to women. These, however, were all located in the 
Northern and Northwestern States. In the present number of coedu-
cation institutions are i11cluded 24 State universities and 8 priv.ate foun-
dations of the highest order. 
The former are: Ca,lifornia, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michi-
gan, Mi nncsota, Mississippi, Missouri, Ne bra ska, Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, 
Sotlth Dakota, Tennessee,' Texas, Vermo·nt, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, 
Wyoming. The latter am: University of Pennsylvania; Columbian, \Vashington, 
D. C.; De Patrn·, Cornell, Boston University, Brown, Vanderbilt, Yale (graduate 
department). 
H_arvard University and Col~mbia College, New York, whose action 
with respect to provision for women is everywhere followed with deep 
interest, seem for the present to have decided against coeducation. 
Harvard by its efforts for the establishment of Radcliffe College for 
womc11, and Columbia by similar efforts in behalf of Barnard College.2 
It ,Yill be observed that Vanderbilt University and the universities 
of Mississippi, 'reunessee, and Texas are the only Southern institutions 
of high repu.te or largo possibilities inclucled in the foregoing enumer-
ations. Coeducation is indeed a feature of many Southern college:::. 
This would be mforred from the statistics showing number and propor-
tion of women students iu colleges and universities (tables I and II 
appended). · 
Tho comparntive view (table I) would indeed seem to incbcate that 
this poliey is more general in the South Atlantic and South Central 
divisio11s than in the North Atlantic, but the comparison is misleading 
unle s it l)e considered that, as a rule, the highest institutious of the 
Southern States are not included in the number practicing coeducation, 
ancl ftu~hermore that the significance of the showing is modified by 
tho s11ccrnl character of the courses in which many of the women stu-
de11ts a,rr, onrolle<l. 
The colleges for colored people which form about 15 per cent of the 
whol number included in the statistics of tho Son th Atlantic and South 
Central c~ivi ions ah-,o lcs. en the force of the comparison, as these must, 
of uec . s1ty, be adapted to the special circumstances of their students. 
The pr .. nt ao-itation of the subject h1 tlle South arises from ·the desire 
of outbrrn women to secure aclmi ion to institutions like the Uni-
veT ity of v ir inia, Uuivcr ity of Alabama, etc. 
In several uthern tates oppo ition has been rnacle to tlle oneniug 
f th univ r. iti stow men on the ground tbat the number of ,vornen 
d . iring th· privil gc•. i. · t o .:mall to justify the changes involved. 
'I thi · it h, . · n r pli d that the expen c and labor incurred would 
l ,J 11?11' . 1 !l3 . 
2 l•:ur furl lwr n<·ronnt-. of tl1<•.· c m_rasnrr11, RI' pp. S.iG-830. A!i this matter goes to press th e report is 
rec<:1\· ,l lhuLHnrvnnl has opened its grnrluat courses to worucn. 
• 
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be offset by the advantages of retaining at. ~omo t~e girls w~o no~ 
seek in Northern institutions the opportumties demed them m their 
own States. This has raised the question as to the actual number of 
Southern girls who attend Northern colleges and universities. To sat-
isfy inquires on this point an investigation bas been made of the cur-
rent catalogues of Northern institutions, L e. coeducation colleges and 
universities, and seven colleges for women only.1 
From this investigation it appears that 376 young women from the 
Southern states are enrolled in eighty-one Northern colleges and uni-
versities. If the number of these students in preparatory departments 
(27) be omitted, the remainder (349) is very nearly 20 per cent of all 
the Southern girls reported in colleges North and South for the current 
year. 
The distribution of the Southern students above referred to by States 
and college departments is as follows: 
Total rzurnber of wornen stude.nts from each Sonthern State ancl distribution b!J departments. 
Other 
States. J>repara- i Collegi-tory. ! ate. depart- Total. men ts. 
---------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---
I 
3 5 
8 (i 1lr;11Y :: :: : :::~ ::::::: :~: :~::~::::: ::: : : : :::~:: ::: : : : ::: : :: 1: :: : : :: :~~i 12 ---------· 
~/i;rA~t.~~.~~~~~~_i~_:::::::: :: : : : ::::: -: :::: :: :::~ :: :: :::::: :: ~ I 35 1 3 5 
Georgi.a _ -. _ - . _ .... __ . __ . ___ ... _____ ____ _ .. _______ . ______ . ____ . 1 
fgitits~~;K: ·.: ~::::: :: : :-_ -. :-_ ·::::::: ~ :~::: ~: : :-. : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : ~ 
!) i.> 
4li 20 
5 
Maryland .. -· ··-- ______ ·-··--. __ - ·--- __ -····. __________ ._·--·- _ 3 
Mississippi __ . ________ ... _ .. ____ . __ . __ .. __ . _. __ ___ ... _ .... _ .. __ .. ___ . _ ... 
North Carolina_._. ___ , _. __ . _______ .... ___ __ .. __ . ___ . _______ . _ .. ___ .. _. __ 
South Carolina_ .... _____ . _____ . _. ________ .. _ ... ______ . ____ . __ ... __ . __ ... 
47 3 
4 3 
I2 3 
4 
Tcunessee _ . - - .. - ___ . _____ . ___________ . ___ . ____ . ___ . __ . _ .... _ _ _ 1 23 3 
~~1~it;~i~i~::::: :: ::: ::: :::: :: :::: ::::::~::::: ::: ::: : : :::::: ~ I 19 14 17 4 20 12 
--------1-
Total. _______ . . _. _. ______ .. __ . ____ . __ . -.... - - -.. - - . ..... -I 27 [ 267 831 
Distribution of Sou,thcrn wornen in colleges of the Xorthcrn States. 
States. Total. States. 
California._ ..................... _ .. . _ .... _ 2 
1 
11 
9 
12 
2 
62 
13 
2 
Missouri ............... _ .... _ . _. _ .. _ ... _ 
fi:1~~~~~:: ~:::::: : : : : : : : :·:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : 
Illinois ... - - - ... _ .... __ ... __ ... ______ .... _ 
Iowa········-····-··---··········-----··· 
Kansas._.·- ---·- .. --· __ .--······- ____ ... _ 
MasRachusetts _____ . _. ___ . ____ .. _. ___ . _ .. . 
~!~~~~~~~ -. -_ ·.:: : : : ·_ : -. : : : : : ·. : : : : : : : : -_: : : : : : 
Nebraska ______ . ___ __ ._._ . . _ ... . __ . ____ _ 
Ne,acla ...... ···--· -··- -· ......... __ ·- ·-
New York.·-··--·····-···-······--····-
Ohio----·--·-·····--·---------···-·--··· 
~~~~~;i~t~:::: ::: : : : : ::: :: : : : : :::·:::: I , 
Total __ ·-. __ ____ _ ___ .. _ .. _ .. ______ . 
8 
15 
12 
37 
10 
13 
71 
(3 
r,3 
8 
15 
;1, 
27 
35 
23 
40 
376 
Total. 
2:1 
2 
2 
52 
103 
77 
2 
37u 
The fac~s h~r.e considered, wi~h the tables appended, answer ill" 
part ouly rnqnme~ ~s to coeducatrnn in colleges aml universities. As 
rega~~s t~e coud1t10ns under which this policy may be maintained 
~nd Its effects upon_. stud~nts and scholastic standards, only those hav-
rn_g personal_ experience m the conduct of the institutions can speak 
with_ authonty. Hence copious citations from the reports of college 
presidents, statements. of professors, etc.,. are included in this chapter 
under the head of tbe literature of the subJect.2 A single consideration 
1 Mouut Holyoke college, Smith, ancl "\Vellesley, M_ assachusetts; Elmira, ,assar, :md "\;"ells, Kew 
York; Bryn Mawr, Pcnusylvania. 
2 ::Seo pp. 846-859. 
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which lies a little outside of our subject, but bas nevertheless an import. 
ant relation to it~ must complete this part of the discussion. Experi-
ence abundantly proves that without the aid of scholarship funds many 
of the most promising students among young men would never be able 
to push their studies beyond the public schools. This is equally the 
case with young women; unfortunately, very little help is afforded 
them in graduate and professional courses which are directly prepara-
tory to remunerative careers. 
The situatio_n in this respect is shown in the following table :1 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS . 
. A.vailable for- Per cent 
Total. -----------, available 
Me Women. I Men or for , 
n. women. women. 
------------
United States····--·-----·----·-··---·------ $305,887 $196,748 $17,510 $91,629 35 ·7 
North Atlantic division .......................... . 
South Atlantic division ..... _ ... __ . _. ___ . __ .. ___ . _ 
South Central division ....... _ ................ __ .. 
North Central division. __ . __ .... ___ ... ___ . ___ . ___ . 
Wes tern di vision .. _ .... _. _. _ .. _ ... _. ___ . __ . ___ .. _. 
200, 125 
30, 745 
32, 597 
36,355 
6,065 
141,700 
18,175 
27,440 
9,133 
300 
10,504 
1,850 
1, 131 
4,025 
47, 921 
10,720 
5, 157 
26, 09 l 
1,740 
29 ·2 
40 ·9 
15 ·8 
74 ·9 
95 ·l 
GENERaL FUND FOR BENEFIT OF UNDERGRADUATES. 
United States . -.... __ .. _. ___ . ___ .. __ ... ___ . _ $141,552 $89,245 $23, 922 $28,385 37 
North Atlantic division . ......................... . 
South .Atlantic division . _ ........................ . 
South Crnt,ral division .. _ ... .. . .. -· .. .... ........ . 
North Central division .. _ .. .. ........ ..... ....... . 
Western division ....... ·--· ... ·-·· .... · ... . ....... . 
1----·--·----------
100,532 
13,141 
3,000 
23, ]59 
1,720 
73,545 
12,000 
23,922 
3,700 . ·- _ .... - . 
3,065 
1,141 
3,000 
19,459 
1,720 
2G ·8 
8 ·7 
100 
84 
100 
FELLOWSHIPS. 
United States . --· ..... _. .................... $88,048 $70,798 $2,300 j $14,950 _ 19 ·6 
North Atlantic division........................... 61,798 53,298 2,300 6, 200 13 ·8 
~~~it ~J~~~!tcc1\1;1!~t~n.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~'. ~~~ 1g; ~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i 
North Central clivision . .......... ....... .. .... __ .. 6,450 ... _...... . . . . . . . . . . 6,450 100 
Western division ............ ·-----.. . .. ... . . ...... 2,300 ... -· .... ... ... ··- .. 2,300 100 
GR.A.DU.A.TE SCHOLARSHIPS. 
United States····-···---- ....... ···-··.... .. $24,860 $23,360 $1,200 I 
North .A.tlaatic Division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,710 14,410 . . . . . . . . . . 1,200 7 ·6 
So nth Atlantic Dh·ision .... _...... . ............... 8,950 8,950 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
,outh C ntralDivision ............................... ...... ....................... .... .......... ... . 
.;t;;£1 r~ n ~I!1sPo~_i'. '.~~.- .· _-_-_-_- .· .· _- .· _- .· _-::: ~: _-::::::::: · --· · · 200 · · · · · · · 200 · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · · · · · 
1Jislrib11tion of scholarship and fellowship funcls by geographical sections. 
Total 
funds. I 
Per ceut ITolal aY::til·, 
diYi~~~us. ~'.~1~1~~1: Per cent. 
___________________ _,_ ___ --1 ___ _:_ --- ---
$500,347 
378, 165 
6,1, 530 
41,307 
65, 064 
10. 285 
100 $170. 890 I 100 
-01 -;; --!)5, 112 1-52-0 
Jl ·5 13, 711 7 ·O 
7 ·4 8,157 4 -5 
11 ·8 53, 131 29 ·5 
1 ·8 0, 7 5 5 ·5 
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From these statements it appears that of funds for the aid of under-
graduates about one-third are available for women; the proportion is a 
little less than one-fifth in the case of endowed fellowships, and falls to 
an insignificant sum in the total of graduate scholarships. 
TABLE !.-Female teachers and professors and students in several classes of institutions i1i 
1891-'92. 
The North Sotuh South North West-
,Ulan- .Atlan- Central Central United tic Di- tic Di- Divi- Divi- ernDi-States. vision. vision. sion. sion. vision. 
--- ------ - - - ---
SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
Public: 
Number of female instructors ............... - 4,525 1,709 265 218 2,127 206 
Proportion of whole number ... per cent . . 54 ·7 58 ·8 56 ·6 48 ·2 52 56 
Number of female students ................... 126,379 44,969 6,216 6,236 63,612 5. 346 
Proportion of whole number ... per cent .. 59 ·7 57 ·7 61 60 61 60 ·5 
Private: 
N nm ber of female instructors ... .. _ .......... 3,475 l, 567 520 624 746 288 
Proportion of whole number ... per cent .. 52 ·7 52 ·5 48 ·7 55 53 ·8 54 ·8 
Number of female Rtudents ......... .......... 48,406 17,158 7,518 JO, 236 10,473 3, 021 
Proportion of whole number ... per cent .. 47 ·9 44 ·5 47 ·2 52 49 ·6 53 ·4 
COLLEGES ENDOWED BY LAND GRANT O~' 1862. 
Number of female students ...................... 798 26 108 128 512 24 
Proportion of whole number ....... per cent .. 12 ·9 1 ·6 14 ·6 10 ·5 21 ·8 9 ·3 
COLLEGES AND SEMINARIES FOR WOMEN. 
N um bor of female instructors .......... , ......... 1,633 363 461 452 309 48 
Proportion of whole number ....... per cent .. 74·7 61 ·6 77 81 ·5 70 90 
Number of' female students ................. _ .... 24,611 5,331 7,112 8,086 3, 762 320 
Proportion of whole number ....... per cent .. 100 100 100 100 JOO 100 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Public: 
Number of female students .... ......... .. .... 22,480 l 1. 813 1,253 1,485 6,806 1,123 
Proportion of whole number ... per cent .. 76 ·7 77·5 56 ·3 58 65 ·2 84 ·3 
Private: 
Number of fema1e stndents ... .. ........... .. 4,443 130 221 435 3,556 101 Proportion of whole number .. . per cent .. 42 ·2 53 ·7 45 ·7 56 40 61 ·5 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 
Preparatory departments: 
Number of female instructors ...... _ ... _._ ... 694 34 74 i:l() 398 58 Proportion of whole number ... percent .. 28 ·7 11·5 ::JO 42 ·6 2J 30 Number of female students .......... _ ..... _ .. 12,572 425 1,082 2. 209 7,848 1,008 Proportion of whole number ... per cent .. 29 ·6 8 ·6 26 :n ·8 :;3 ·7 32 ·6 CoHlfte departments : 
umber of female instructors .......... __ .... 517 41 46 91 276 63 Proportion of whole nnmber ... per cent._ 9 ·D 2 ·6 7 ·7 15 13 18 Number of female students: 
Undergraduate ........................... 10,021 1, 352 488 1,503 6, OG9 669 Proportion of whole number. per cent .. 19 ·0l 7 ·ll 9 21 ·2 29 ·2 28 ·5 Graduate stndHntfl ......... __ ............ 369 95 7 14 216 37 Proportion of whole number .per Ct·nt .. 12 ·7 7 ·5 1 ·8 D ·7 21 ·l 40·6 Total collegiate ... . ....................... 10, R90 ], 447 495 1,517 6,225 706 Proportion of whole number -J>er cent .. 18 ·7 7 ·8 8. 6 20 ·O 28 ·7 29 PI"ofessional .............................. 530 81 13 2 390 44 Proportion of whole number.per cent .. 2 ·8 1 ·.j, 
·6 ·8 4 ·6 6·3 
---- -----
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TAr.:u: II.-Status of miiversities and colleges, w-ith respect to coeducation, a8 reported 
in 1889-'D0. 
Statea. 
Number ihat are coecluca. Proportion of each 
tional iu- Propor. sex to total n~mber 
Total 1-----,-----,----1tiou of all of students m CO· 
number ~ Total college educational depart· 
of col· Prepara. .I rofes· coeduca. students ments. 
leges re. tory ~nd s1~naland tional in incoedu. t-----,----
porting. codllepega1rat~e graduate some or cational 
depart· alldepart· colleges. Men. · Women. 
men ts. men ts. men ts. 
-----------1-----1---- - - - ---------- - --
Ala ham a ......•...........••. 
t;l~f~;~1~::: :: : : :: : : :: :: : :::: 
Colorado .................... . 
Connecticut . ...... . .... ... .. . 
])e1awnro ... ... ..... ..... .... . 
District of Columbia ........ . 
Florida . . ............. ...... . . 
Georgia ...... ... . ... . . ...... . 
Illinois ...................... . 
Indiana .... .... .. . . ........ . . 
Iowa ..... .. . . .... . .......... . 
Km1snR ... ... ..... . . ... ...... . 
ti~f~~~r :::::::::::::::::::: 
Maine ... . ... . . .............. . 
Marylnncl ......... .. ........ . 
Massachusetts ..... ·······-·· 
Micl11gnn .................... . 
Minnesota ................. . . . 
~l::t~~:p~>.i. ·. ·.: ·.:::::::::::::: 
Montana ......... ....... .... . 
:Kebrask:1, ... ... .... .. .. .... . . 
NcYada ................. .... . 
New Hampshire .... ....... .. . 
NewJerney ........ ... . . .. .. . 
Kew 1\lexico 'l'crritory ...... . 
Kew York ..... .. .... . ....... . 
North Carolina ... . .. ... . ... . 
North Dakota ............... . 
Ohio .................. . ...... . 
g~~~,~~-i,:;~j~· :·: ::: : : : : : : : : : :: 
Rhode Island ................ . 
South Carolina ... ..... ...... . 
South Dakot::i. ........... ... . . 
Tcnncs.-co ...... ... .... .. .. .. . 
Texas .................... .. •. 
Utah Territory .............. . 
~r~;~i~::: :: : : :: : : : :: : : : :: ::~ 
~r:t~nr~~~~:::::::::::~:::: 
Wyo:.ning .. ... ............... . 
liuitcd States . ..... .... . 
6 
4 
12 
4 
3 
1 ................... . 
4 
4 
7 
28 
14 
21 
15 
14 
12 
3 
10 
9 
11 
9 
6 
27 
1 
7 
1 
1 
4 
1 
22 
10 
2 
37 
6 
27 
1 
9 
5 
20 
11 
1 
2 
8 
3 
3 
8 
1 
415 
3 
4 
4 
22 
10 
19 
13 
5 
() 
2 
2 
1 
]O 
5 
4 
21 
1 
6 
1 
1 
5 
4 
2 
30 
6 
14 
1 
4 
10 
1 
2 
1 
3 
' 2 
5 
1 
256 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
4 
4 
10 
1 
] 
1 
2 
2 
58 
2 4!) ·76 47 ·31 
2 58 ·85 73 ·90 
0 73 ·02 71 ·18 
4 100 90·13 
1 12 ·6'.l 77 ·26 
0 
----·-·- - · 
__ _ ___ ,. ___ 
3 65 ·29 94·36 
4 100 48 ·4:J 
4 52 ·74 48 ·31 
22 87 ·48 77 ·35 
10 G6 ·.J.O 66 ·26 
19 96 ·67 68 ·72 
13 00 ·67 65 ·66 
5 56 ·49 67 ·95 
6 64 ·50 47 ·23 
2 54 ·15 80 ·20 
2 19 ·85 36 ·19 
1 20 ·74 72 ·42 
10 94 ·51 69 ·04 
5 78 ·61 63 ·90 
4 11 ·40 72 ·59 
21 75 ·23 62 ·46 
1 100 51 ·25 
6 83 ·57 55·24 
1 100 46·72 
0 
---······· ------ ----
0 
---------- -- - - · ·· ··· 
1 100 53 ·33 
5 39 ·13 83 ·50 
4 55 ·06 63 ·48 
2 100 47 ·5:J 
30 87 ·CO 64 ·67 
6 100 58 ·78 
14 60 ·03 80 ·04 
· o 
---------· ----- -···· 
1 33-;14 55 ·19 
4 88 ·98 44 ·04 
10 45·26 58 ·12 
7 74·43 60·(i2 
1 100 63 ·87 
2 100 94·55 
1 3 ·18 60 ·00 
3 100 95·82 
2 61 ·59 50 ·85 
5 68 ·69 67·82 
1 100 43 ·75 
256 .......... 
- . -- .... - . 
III.-TIIE LITERATURE 01" UOEDUC.A.TION. 
52 ·69 
26 ·0l 
28 ·82 
9 ·87 
22 ·74 
--·-- -- ---
5·64 
51 ·57 
51 ·69 
22·65 
33 ·74 
31 ·28 
34·34 
32 ·()5 
1i2 ·77 
19 ·80 
63 ·8L 
27 ·58 
30 ·96 
36 ·10 
27 ·41 
37 ·54 
48 ·75 
44 ·76 
53 ·28 
·--------· 
46 ·67 
16·50 
36 ·52 
52·47 
35 <l3 
41 ·22 
1!) ·9(i 
44 ·81 
55 ·96 
41 ·88 
39 ·38 
36 ·]3 
5·45 
40 ·00 
4·18 
40·Ia 
32 ·18 
5(i·25 
---- -····· 
The literature of coeducation consists of arguments pro a11d con, a 
priori theori . , ac uut of actual experiments in the establishment 
an 1 conduct of mixed cbools or classes, and statem<.'nts of result . 
In ' lecting from tbi' ma of matter the purpo e bas been to bring 
together the strong t arguments and the greatest range of experiei1ce 
p rtaining to tho policy. Much of thi material is already before the 
pub1i , ut in catter d book or report . The ouly new matter which 
th Ir .- nt inter tin the ubject ha· ueveloped is found in the reports 
f f reign xp rt , d 1 ut 1 by their government to study our clwol 
):• ' m . .. h. fir, pl in thefollowiugcompHationhasnaturaillybeen 
lY ~1 t ·1 ation from h , our 'Io the European ob:erv r coed-
u b 11, pp ar: h m , t riking feat re of our educational sy 'tern. Its 
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causes they discover in social couditions radically unlike those which 
obtain iu the Old Worl<l., and it must, as they foresee, forever tend to 
extend and perpetuate these differences. To these relations they arc 
naturally more alive thau we ourselves, among whom tlley have spon-
taneously develope<l.. We sh~uld, ~o.wever, bear them in mind ~11 
weighing the views of our fore1gn critics as to the purely scholastic 
effects of the policy under discussion. 
COEDUCATION OF BOYS AND GIRLS. 
[From.report of Dr. E. Scli.leo, of the Re.algymnasium o~ .A.ltmrn, Prussia, clolega.te to t!Je Educational 
C011gress at Chicago.] · 
A very common, although nop universal, fe?-turo of ~ho Americ:1n p1:t1?l~c school _js tho 
coeducation of tho boys and gll'ls, not only m the pr unary schools ( c1t1es) and m tho 
couutry schools, as is also the case with us, but also iJ?- tho grammar and high schools 
of cities. Furthermore, the sexes are not sepa.rated 1n the norma l schools (L.ehrer-
Serninarien), in colleges, and even in 1UJ.iv:ersities. In Chicago coeducation is the 
invariable rule; in Boston and N~w York un·~on and sepa.ratfon are l>:oth found . To us 
it seems strange, at least, to see, if only in photogn1phs, boys and girls not only of 
13, but eveu of lG years of age, sitting together or standing in mixed rows, going 
through free gymnastics and exercises with w.-mu..s- It is to bo noticed, ho-wevH, that 
they have sillglo desks ; also, that generally the teacher is a lady, even for ihe free 
gymnastics . All special rooms (i. o., toilet rooms, etc.), and. tho playgrouml are 
strictly separnte for boys and girls. This coeduc.ation bas not been without opposi-
tion; especially in Boston where the system has already been t,-dce severely 
attacked. Ten yea.rs ago Dr. Clarke attributed to th.is the fact, wL1icb, however, 
was c-lscwhere disputed., that .American la.dies of the higher class -were not ·ve-ry 
goo(1 housekeepers and mothers. The Commissioner of Education I obtained reports 
from 300 cities and towns, and these wern on tho whole favorable to mixed schools. 
He therefore comrnen(led this policy, arguing ~hat if wo must li~·o together wo must 
be educated for that purpose; to educaxe tlie sexes separately is to change the 
natural order of things. 2 
Later Dr. Philbrick stated that 'by this means ( cooduc:1tion) tho peculiar form of 
education best suited to tho different sexes was preYented. But the Commissioner 
responded 3 th:1t Dr. Philbrick had bad no experie11co in mixed schools and that the 
statistical returns showed only favorable results aG far as regards conditions of bealtb . 
At the same time the good effects upon moraJs were mentioned which bad resnltecl 
from coeducation in Norway and Finbnd, and reference was mado to the unfav--
oraule effects of the monastery education in :France. 
A scboolman of l :1rge experience also per.sonaJl;v toltl the writer that coeduca-
tion h atl :1 fayorable effect on the general behavior, on tho bearing of the pupils 
tow::ir<l each other, :1ncl on the whole discipline; Germany takes in this respect, per-
htips, the Tight medium uetween France and America, but if one observes how l)ene-
iicial in general is the comradeship of the children of intimate fa.milies one migb.t, 
where the nature of the studies and whero outer circumstanoes, C\SpeciaHy in smaller 
places, rn_ake the union d.esira.ble, consider th.at tho American way would Le a,clvan-
tageous rn our country also. 
Tho discipline, indeed., i-s not as strict as in Germa;ny. "\lVbilst formexly in America 
C?I'Pora~ punishrne~t is said to have taken:plac~ oi'ten e~10ugh it js now cverywberefor-
b1ddeu m the pubhc schools.~ Also depri:va-t10n,s of liberty seem not to be practiced. 
Whero admonition does not avail, temporary exclusion from school by tbe principal 
of the School for not more than :1 month, by the school Superintendent r.s 10110' as a 
quarter of _a. year, or expulsion from school, is the only means . And yet the Ameri-
can oclucat10nai method, by reason of the many recitations of the individual scholars 
gives abundant cause of disturbance and trouble of which much complaint is made. ' 
1Gen . .John Eaton. 
2 Hon . .Andrew Jencks, supcrintcnclent of schools, Pawtucket, R. I., in Circul:i.r of Information, No. 
2, 1883. 
3 The reference here is to tho following obRBrvation by Dr. Harris in response to anjnquiry from Dr. 
Voss, of Norway: "With regard to Mr. Philbrick's juu,.ment on t-he subject of coeducation I 1bink 
that he ~tood almost alone among.our ablest writers on oclucation fa lJis opinion. The .Bosto~ schools 
under lns charge erlucated tho sexes Heparately. It may be that his experience in tl1at city l!ad undue 
influeuco on his opinion." [Ed.] 
4 Corl?o!'al punisllment in puhlic schools is forbidden U)T law in tho Stato of New JeJ.·se, aml in 
ma11y c1t1es by school law or by sc.hool boa:rds. Tho prohibition is far from universal but public 
opinion fa very gr.nw:ally 01)posecl to this fonn of punishment. [Ed.) ' 
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In discussing the teaching force of our schools, Dr. Schlee dwelt 
also upon the spectacle, novel to a foreigner, of the general presence of 
women side by side with men in various business and professional pur-
suits. He expressed the opinion that this transfer of women from the 
domestic circle into careers competitive with men increased " the rest-
lessness, haste, and intense strain in all relations of life." 
Prof. Stephan Waetzoldt, of the University of Berlin, chief commissioner of the 
German educational exhibit at Chicago, says: 
"No distinction in the quality, kind, and aim of instruction is made in any of 
the elementary schools for boys and girls. In the old States the sexes are not, as a 
rule, instructed together in second schools, but in the central and western States they 
sit together from the primary school to the university, the latter included. This is 
tho system of coeducation, the education common for both sexes so highly com-
mended by Americans. At the congress of education at Chicago this subject was 
. often discussed, and not one disapproving voice was heard. At first I was alto-
gether misunderstood when I explained that our views on the education of girls 
differ essentially from those of Americans. They see only the advantages of coedu-
cation, believed to refine the boys and strengthen the girls, and we must accept 
these peculiar conditions just as in domestic life. Tbe intercourse of boys and girls, 
of adults and children, is altogether different from what it is among us, and I doubt 
whether it has a moral advantage. Certain it is, however, that the girls on the 
average are more intelligent than the boys; they go to school longer. In the 
high school of Chicago the proportion of girls to boJ'S is 3: 2. As business and 
politics take up the men's entire time, the women have become the supporters of the 
higher intellectual interests and the protectors of intellectuality in domestic life." 
Prof. Emil Hausknecht, of Berlin, for several years professor in the National Uni-
versity at Tokyo, says on the snbject of coeducation in America:. 
"As a makeshift, coeducation is better than nothing. As a principle, it entirely 
ignores the needs of the separate sexes, arising from the differences in the develop-
ment of boys and girls. Boys and girls from the ages 14 to 18 must be differently 
treated, both in regard to the intellectual and emotional nature. Coeducation is 
possible, however, in America more than in Germa,ny or elsewhere, because custom 
and education h ave given to the girl and the woman greater freedom and determina-
tion in their manners and appearance, but also give them strong protection against 
encroachments and improprieties. Coeducation is possible in America also, because 
the week has only 5 school days, Saturday being a holiday, and the school day has 
only 5 lessons, of which one is usually a study hour. Besides, grammar and high 
schools require much less severe intellectual efforts, and a much more concentrated 
and simple exertion of the mind than is required in our secondary schools for boys." 
THE COEDUCATION OF THE SEXES IN THE UNITED STATES. 
[Extra t from~ report to the minister of tho public jnstruction, France, by Mlle. Marie Dugard, dele-
gate to tl..te Chicago Congresses of 1893.J 
. 0~ all the featnre_s which characterize American education, perhaps the most strilr-
mg_ 1 tho coedncat1on of young men and yonng -women, whether in the public schools 
(prunary and grammar schools) and iu the high schools, or int.he colleges, the scien-
tific school , and universities. At least it is most striking to a, French observer, for it 
r~veal to him a state of mind and of habits which is entirely strange to him. The 
sight ofyo1;1tbs _of 16 to 18 yea,!s, almost men, working, chatting, and enjoying daily 
comradeship ':1th yonno- ladies, who, by reason of their distinction, elegance, and 
often a precoc10us beauty, seem not at all like students confounds all his ideas. He 
is astonished that such an i~eal should have sprung up i~ the hea,lthy American mind, 
ancl he does not dar~ to thmk of the results, so opposed do they seem to bis moral 
s nse. How the mted tatcs have come to adopt coeducation a glance at their ori-
gin enables one a ily to understand. ' 
\ hen the settl 1:s fixed thems Ives in America, their first concern after having 
cleared a pla e, bmlt log hon es, and provided for the necessities of the material 
lit, was to organize schools to the end, according to an expression of an ordinance 
of Ma.- ·achu utts, "that tho knowledge of their fathers might not bo bnried with 
th _m _in their tombs;" but as they were too poor to give to every villnge two school 
ml~lrng , hey opened only mixed chool , where the pnpils of the two sexes 
r c 1v ~ th ame in truction. This system, which offered real pecuniary advan-
t g . without ~my m<_>ral dang r-as the children were restrained by the bonds of 
r lat1on r fn nd hip betwe n their famili •s-was extended ancl outlived the 
, u . . which had created it. Rich and prop rons citi scoverecl the prairies of the set, 
tler ·, pala k the pla of th log cabin of tho first builder · but among all these 
hau du ati n r emain d. ' ' 
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HarmlesA as it is for small communities and for elementary classes, is it so still 
when transplanted into the new conditions of the modern life and into all orders of 
instruction f This is a question much agitated in the United States. It would be 
indeed a mistake to believe that the mixed education js so inwronghtintothe Ameri-
can customs that it never encounters opposition. In certain communities it is, .on 
the contrary, much criticized, and several cities, especially in the East, have enti_rely 
discarded it; others retained it only in the grammar and primary schools, sometimes 
in the latter onlv. 
The controversy is worth analysis, for it enables us to see the P<?Ssfole _results of 
coeducation and illuminates one of the most important pro bl ems of American peda-
gogy. · · f · · 1 · h 'th ·h f t· h' h 
"The orgamzat10n o a bemg is a ways 111 armony w1 l c nnc ions w 1c 
nature assigns to it," say the opponents of mixed education; now the orga~ization 
of woman differs much from that of man, therefore she has different funct10ns and 
should not receive ·the same· education. These principles do not involve in them the 
thought thnt woman is inferior to man. 
"The highest ideal of humanity," wrote an ardent adversary of the mixed school 
in a book which was formerly considered an authority, rejecting any comparison of 
inferiority or of superiority between the sexes, "demands that each be perfect after 
his nature. The lily is not t;Uperior to the rose, nor the oak tree superior to the clover; 
neither is the beauty of the lily the beauty of tbe oak, nor the purpose of the oak 
tree the same as that of tLe clover." It would be a poor horticult.urist who would 
treat them in the same way. And be adds: "If woman subjected to masculine educa-
tion intended for the development of the male organization can equal man, she 
ought to surpass him if she receives feminine education designed to develop the 
organization of woman." 
From these general arguments proceeds a long series of objections physiological, 
intellectual, and moral, which we will summarize: 
Coeducation is injurious to tbc health of the young girls; less strong tha,n the 
boys, they can not endure tho same work without hurting their organif:im; and to 
oblige them to study together is to substitute for the sound emulation, which reigns 
in tte separated schools, a morbid rivalry from which their nerves must suffer. 
Their excessive pride prevents them from admitting that this regime cxlrnusts them; 
desirous to equal young men and even to surpass them, they study with great zeal and 
constantly strain the activity of their brains. The results of this overpresimre, one 
can see to-day in the American woman, intellectual, refined, brilliant indeed, praised 
by Europeans on account of her spirit and grace, but pale, feeble, of a delicate 
beauty which soon vanishes and incapable of having a large family. Therein lies 
an imminent danger for tho iuture of the race, and if this is not remedied, there 
will soon be a race of women, capable of being doctors,journalists, advocates, archi-
tectr:;, engineers; in one word everything except wives and mothers. 
More tlian this, the woman, having different functions from the man, has not been 
endowed with masculine intelligence, and consequently it is not reasonable to im1)0se 
upon her the studies and methods which are suitable for the masculine mind. "'l'he 
boys should work aB boys and the girls as girls. Mary can master Virgil and Euclid 
as "·ell as George, but both of them would be weakened and would not attain 
their legitimate end if they. were condemned to the same methods. In all their 
work women should respect their characteristic organization and remain women and 
not strive to be men, or they will fail utterly. J<'or the two sexes there exists no 
exception to the law th~t their greatest power and their greatest perfection lie in 
the complete development of their organism." 
The differenct•s in the intellectual development of the young people of either MX 
is also opposed to their common education; until the age of sixteen or seventeen 
years tho young man has a mind less developed than the young girl; if be works 
with her he will be discouraged and give up efforts which do not offer him any suc-
cess. 
From the moral standpoint the consequences of coeducation are still more dan-
gerous. It is a law that if two individuals live together the one who has the 
strongest personality becomes the model for the other. Educated with boys, the 
young girl, having a temperament weaker and more supple, copies the manners of 
the boys and loses her graces, whilst tho boys do not become softer by the feminine 
association. Finally, it is impossible that between young men and young women 
associated every clay in the familiarity of classes there should not be forme(l some 
romances, which the American education, it is true, Tenders inoffensive as far as 
regards manners, but which will nevertheless have disadvantages. 
'fhese objections seem judicious, and in the light of them it seems that coeduc~ 
tion ou~ht to be abandoned, but it is necessary to hear how its partisans defend and 
justjfy its continuance. 
It must be observed, in the first place, that besides the ad vantage of conforming 
to the historical origin of the United States and to the habits of the majority, it 
has unquestionable advantages; it is economical and permits the use of a part of 
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the school fnncls for tho purchase of books, apparatus, etc.-; it conforms to the 
natural method-that is, to tho org:mization of nature and society ; finally, in unit-
ing the minus of tho two sex.es in the fiame culture, it gives them common thoughts 
and tastes, and so preparPs for tho happinei;s of family life, where the principal 
cause of dissensions is the barrier which is rniscd between the ideas, the sentiments, 
arnl the belief of husband aud wife. 
Ta,kino- np the objections of the opponents, the defenders of the policy reply to 
them by0 cousiderntions "·hich arc not without value. 
It is assumed, they say, that woman, not baving the samo natnro as man, must not 
be educated in tlie same way. That is a poor argument, for in reality the soul has 
no gender. Bnt let us admit that tbere exist l>otween tho man nncl the womau great 
differences on tho intellectuul side as on tho physical; we can not draw from. this an 
argument in favor of separate education, as the resemblances arc, in spite of all, 
moro numerous than the oppositions. 
If tbo lily an<l tlle rose , following the figure of Dr. Cla.rko, require different cul-
ture, docs not their common need of air, of sun, and of dew permit tho horticulturist 
to let them l>loom in the same garden~ Some maintain that if woman can accom-
plish much with a, masculine e<lucatfon, sho would accomplish more with a feminine 
education . Ought one not to say the contrary, that the more dissimilar the two 
sexes, tlw more usefnl it is to woman to l>o educated with man, in order to acquire 
certain virile qualities which she will 11ever possess if she remains shut up in her 
femininity~ 
It js assertecl that tho exco::;si rn work ::mcl tho morbicl rivalry of the mixed schools 
are injurious to the health of young women; lint tllis dangerous emulation, and this 
overpressure, are not due so much to coeducation as to tho general organization of 
modern instruction. 
In the schools where tho scholars of tho two sexes arc separated the programs are 
so arranged that the girls study as much us the boys, and it 1s often seen there that 
emulation degenerates into unwholesome jealousy. The delicate health of women, 
of which advantago is taken in this discussion, originates from causes that h ave 
notbi.ng at all to do with mixed education. It is caused rather by the enervating 
dryness of the climate; by the feverish activity and the unhealthful habits of Amer-
ican life, habits from whoso debilitating influence the less robust female suffers most, 
and l>y the unhealthful dress which custom imposes upon young women and which 
preveuts their taking as much exercise us young men, while it makes work harder 
1or them. 
""\Vomc11, un<.l c,en girls at school, " s::i.ys C.H. Dall, "tako their studies in addi-
tion to their llome cares. If boys arc preparing for college, tbey clo not bavo to take 
care of tho l>aby, make tho beds, or help to senc tlle meals. A great many g irls 
at the high schools do aH this." 
To :Ll tllesc causrs must be attributed the -weak health of the American women, 
arnl it is entirely unj1tst to make coeducution responsible for it. 
Resting upon the ]Jrinciple that woman has not the same mission as man, some 
contend, also, that it is not desirable for her to recei vo the 1mme instruction. This 
reason batlformerlysomo ,veight when wom.:LH remnined ::it tbefiresitle, confining bor 
aetivi~y to domestic duties aud dopcndi~g npon her father, her brothers, or her hus-
band fo_r the cayo o_f her future; but times_ havo changed; in the present state of 
our socrnl orgam~at.t~n ma~y women arc olJhgccl to provide for their own needs and 
often for those of their families . Forced to work for their livinn- like men it would 
be unjust to refuse to those whom nature hns made more feeble~ the same means of 
~lefense-:-tltat h~, the srmc ~nltur<', _tho snmc knowledge. Tho opponents of m~xed 
rnstrnct1ou acknowledge entncly this truth; several concede to tllo woman the nght 
~o havo tllo same knowledge as mnn, but th y add immediately that as her mind 
1s not th? i::amo sho nn~st uo_t acquiro them in the snmc way, and from this difference 
th y d •nvo iho nccei:;s1ty of scparato education-a. false conclusion for there exiRts 
often among certain children of ihe same sex: greater mental ~1ifferences than 
bet we n yonng lll<'ll ~n~l young · "'.omen, taken as n, whole, and yet no ouo thinks on 
that acc·onut of pronclm~ a, spc ial teacher for them. It is the duty of the pro-
f, . or to use a. .otbod ilcx1blc enough to accommodate itself to tllo different intellec-
tual nr<'cssities of bis J?Upils. 
To thi s tllc anbwcr is, that wb n ihe young men work with younrr women whose 
l\v lier miuds arc rnor capa1.Jlo ofassimliati 11, young men aro'disco~nagccl. Expe-
ri nee Ji : s prov ,(1 , on the ·ontrary, that the f, minin quic-lrness excites tbc slower 
fotelli~ nee of t.h~ boys; .H there really have been young men represse<l by tl.Je suc-
e of women, it 1s ccrtam that the succ ss of a, comrade of tho same sex woulclhave 
had the ame eff ct. 
Tb ·r re~ain tbo m'?r:il oh,j ~ions . Ac ording to the ie ·timony of cclncator , who 
fo.r _a long ttrue bav dm:rt cl lllJ.'('(l s bool. , young worn n, :far from becoming mas-
cnhne by the conta ~with.hoy , bav , o~ tb • contrary greater dignity and resen-e, 
aud tho young lllell, m their tum, los(; 1u tlrn sodcty of young girls that rough-
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ness of manner and tl1at c:nlcssness in attitu<le nnd language which characterize 
the ruen educated :ipart from women. As to tho last objection, tho gravest of all, 
we have hero tho reply of .. m ednc·ator whose words have special authority, because 
he was partly educated in mixed schools, partly iu those opeu to boys only, and he 
directed for several years the mixed schools of St. Louis: 
'' My observations liaYe letl me to indorse tho statement of Richter: 'To insure 
modesty I would advise the educatiou of the sexes together, for 2 boys will preserve 
12 girls or 2 girls 12 boys innocent amidst winks, jokes, and improprieties, rnere~y 
by that instinctive sense which is the forerunner of natural modestf. But I will 
guarantee nothing in a school where girls are alone together, and still less where 
boys are.' I had noticed that the atmosphere of' mixed' schools was desexualizcd, 
where that of separate schools seemed to have a tendency to <levelop sexual ten-
1:don. Again, whatever tendeucy toward indecency might manifest itself was far 
more easily checked in 'mixed' schools by reason of the crossfire of .ratchfulness 
which made intrigue far more difficult' to keep secret. The brothers and sisters and 
other relatives and intimate acquaintances of the pupil attended the same school, 
and every act was scanned from two points of view-the boys being participants in 
boys' gossip, and the girls being participant in girls' gossip-and the barriers being 
removed within the precincts of the family, parents could not fail to have a more 
faithful account of the behavior of their children than when isolated in different 
schools. Brothers and sisters mutually protect each other from shame. Besides 
this, the fact that the chief association between the sexes in' mixed' schools fakes 
place under the eye of tho teacher and in recitation, wherein the contest is purely 
intellectual ancl where the manifestation of mere femininity-softness and sentiment-
alism-would cause the pupil t.o lose r ank as a scholar; and where mere mascu-
linity-roughness and willfulness-would make an unattractive spectacle, leads one 
to expect that the tendency of coeducation is to elevate tho standard of admiration 
from mere external charr:is of person to the spiritual graces and gifts which lie deep 
int.he character." 
To these judicious considerations must be added cerfain observations which the 
opponents of coeducation do not seem to have taken into account; and, first, that the 
ha.bit of being educated together is for young people of both sexes a better safe-
guard against love than continued separation. A young girl whose companions are 
almost exclusively of her own sex becomes romantic and is easily enamored, but 
ono who has been always nssociatecl with young men, having experience and matu-
rity, does not yield to extravagant enthusiasm. Moreover, in the love that may 
spring np in the mixed school there is nothing to alarm the severest moralist, and 
this because tho oversight, as Dr. Harris ·has shown, is much greater there than any-
where else; and because the young American girl has a profound sense of her dignity, 
tho young man a great respect for the woman, and both together the habit of self-
coutrol, there will result only a marriage, in which the tenderness is the more 
enduring because the husband and wife havo so long known each other. It would 
lrn well if such marriages should happen often. 
But will not tho preoccnpations of such attachments hurt the studies f This is a 
ctimcrical fear. As the relations aro above all intellectual, a rising love, far from fos-
tering idleness, will inspire more earnest work in order to secure the appreciation of 
the loved one-daily witness of failure and successes. 
To these theoretic arguments in favor of coeducation there ie added a :final con-
sideration more important than tho others: It has triumphed in all the cities of the 
Middle States and the :F'ar West, and even in tl10 East it has a tendency to ecx.tend in 
spite of opposition . Some Americans speak of a reaction; but this tr'iumph in the 
·western States~ numer?us a~d e~tensi_ve and_ c~Ued to ~n important part in the 
future of Amenca, does not .1ust1fy this pred1ct1on. It 1s not for rue certainly to 
judge ?f th~s .. It would also ~e :presuruptio1~ for mo to pretend to settle Lhe ques·bion 
of the mfenont;y- or tho ~upcnonty o_f ~ho mixed schools _after having seen the great-
est educators of tho Umtecl States d1v1ded as to tho subJect. Therefore I will offer 
only in conclusion my impressions. · 
It dill uot seem to mo that in tbc mixed schools tho hygiene, the work, and the order 
suffered from tho presence of tho pupils of another sex, and the appearance of the 
clasa<'s seemed to mo oven better than in the separate schools. But wbat disturbs 
tho peclagog~cal sense is tho great excess of tho female sex in the high schools: both 
~mong the scholars arnl among tho teachers. 1:bc majority of American youth-enter-
~ng ther~ at the age of 15 ?r 16 yea!s--:-two-thir~s, <:Yen t~ree-fourths, of the pupils 
m tl10 h1ghe_r classes, aro girls. This d1sproport1on 1s bad for the young men. If it is 
good _for then manners 1;ot to be sep~rated froID: the women, it is dangerous to their 
manlmess to bo always m contact with young g1rls. Moreover, if the guidance of a 
female teacher is best for them when they are very young, at about 14 or 15 years, and 
perhaps younger, they ought to have different control. 
It is impossible, at least without seeing it, to realize h 'ow painful is the spectacle 
of a young woman, who has not yet in her tono and attitude the authority which 
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age and long experience give, dhecting young men from 16 to 18 years of age. 
Certainly, neither the discipline nor the respect suffer from that, so profound is the 
deference of the American scholar for his lady teachers, but it is nevertheless true 
that in this ideal of instruction something is wanting. The female teacher can not 
secure from the young men all t,be intellectual work of which they a.re capable, she 
can not come into intimate relation with their adolescent mind, nor can she give 
them a manly development. Thus one whole part of education, the most fruitful and 
the best is eliminated, and the occasion is lost forever. It is right to acknowledge 
that these faults are not inherent to the system of coeducation. They arise from 
the particular conditions of American life, and in other countries it would doubtless 
be easy to avoid them. But would coeducation be acclimatized anywhere else, And 
in France, where it exists already in some departments of instructions, should it be 
extended to all f This is a question which I shall not consider here. 1 
M. Jules Steeg, director of the Musee Pedagogique, who had charge 
of the installation of the educational exhibit of France at the Chicago 
Exposition, and Dr. Gabriel Oompayre, delegate from the minister of 
public instruction to the educational congresses, have simply· noted 
the fact of coeducation in articles upon America published since their 
return to France. 
The former says : 
The girls are educated in America together with the boys. They sit on the same 
benchas, pursue the same lessons and the same exercises without any distinction what-
ever, for the boys even take part in the sewing exercises and are very prnud to exhibit 
their needlework every year beside that of their female companions. They would be 
astonished, I was told, if any one seemed to be surprised at this. I refer here to the 
first school ;years. Later some separation takes pla~e in spite of all the, theories in the 
world, and I have seen embroideries made by the girls and works in wood aud iron 
by the boys. (Chicago et l 'Exposition. Notes d'un visiteur Fran9ais. Rev. Peda-
gogique, June, 1893, p. 487.) 
Dr. Oompayre, in an article upon the educational congresses, says: 
vVe cast our eyes over the audience_:_women predominate. The coeducation of the 
sexes commenced in the schools is continued in the congresses. (Rev. Pedagogique, 
November, 1893, p. 387.) 
[Extracts from a report by Anna Beutzen, of Norway, who visited the United States for tbe purpose 
of studying the system of coeducation.] 
'l'he :first school I visited was the Toledo high school. Here, as usually in.. the 
West, all public schools are mixed, and even the private schools do not class the 
boys and girls separately. 
I noticetl that the high school in Toledo (average age of pupils from 15 to 18) and 
in many other places -presented an overwhelming majority of girls. In many classes 
I saw from 5 to 6 boys among 40 girls. The question forced itself upon my mind if 
this condition was due to coeducation. I addressed inquiries to principals and 
teachers as to tlie cause of this phenomenou, and I received the answer that practical 
life has much greater attractions for a lively boy than the school. * * * 
Mix cl schools are undoubtedly not the only form of schools in the United St.ates, 
but when one o1l erves the tendency thereto in all places where coeducation formerly 
found no sympathy, in most of the Southern States (whose history deviates in gen-
eral from that of_the Northern States), one can see how the systeru has prevailed 
th re al o theoretically; practice follows later wherever it is possible . That sepa-
rat , as w 11 a mix d chools, are fomHl in cities of the Eastern States, e.g. , in Bos-
ton, show imply the possibilities of a large city as to satisfying various views and 
wants. ... ,. " It i plain that the cause obtains footing more and more, instead 
f lo ing it. All srbool authorities, superintendents and directors, who were so 
b]iging a to nter more !,horongbly into the question with me pronounced them-
s_ ly unconditionally in favor of the policy, and presidents of colleges and univer-
1t1 xpr · cl them elv sin the same terms wherever coeducation had been intro-
dn d. In vain th y 1 ok for intellectua,1 inferiority of women, evcu in tho highest 
du · tional in titnti n . 
to the conclusion 
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It iR true that fewer women than men go to universities after having finished the 
high-school studies. However, the percentage is constantly increasi1;1g, and, in c~m-
parison to the number of men, an equal number of women take their degrees with 
the hio-hest credit. In the fall of 1890 there were 198 female students at the Wis-
. consin° State University in .Madison, and about four times as many men. At Ann 
Arbor Mich. there was about the same proportion upon a total of 2,153 students. 
Coedt{cation' in Wisconsin dates only from 1863, after the university had heen in 
existence for many years (from 1838), and in the beginning it was not coeducational 
in the exact sense of the word, since the young women were instructed in a so-called 
normal department. At last, in 1873, all peculiarities in the instruction of women 
were done away with, and the university was opened to both sexes without any 
restrictions. The president of Ann Arbor University told me that the first woman 
student entered the university in 1871, and passed the fiery tria.l of public criticism 
and the university examinations with the greatest honors. Her example was soon 
followed by others, and for the last ten years coeducation at this nni versity, as well 
as at many others, has been an established feature, and no more comments are made 
u-pon the subject, at least none that are unfavorable. Even the professors, who 
were most opposed to the new arrangement, confess that experience has conquered 
their opposition. 
In some universities they are from principle opposed to coeducation. Harvard 
Colleo-e, near Boston, has established a so-called annex for women students, but 
refns~s stubuornly to give lectures before a mixed audience; for what reasons, the 
author has not been able to find out. This annex arrangement does not give satis-
faction; it savors too much of '' second band," even although the privileges are the 
same as those bestowed upon Harvard proper. The women students up to this -time 
have shown most interest in the branch of philology, but natural sciences gain more 
and more attention and original scientific investigations by single individuals have 
already been undertaken. The law schools are not :1ttended by many women stu-
dents, but in those of medicine there have been numerous women students for quite 
a number of years, and now and then some follow even the course of engineering. 
But the professions whose courses are followed by women in isolated instances only 
areoflittle consequence in the question of coeducation. When it is fully established 
in future the woman's inclination will prove to be equally. as good and safe a guiding 
st,ar as that of man, an<l there is no reasonable foundation for the apprehension that 
she will follow stadies not befitting her sex. * .., * 
In some places I noticed a strict separation of sexes both in respect to their seating 
in schoolrooms and their marching in or out, and in most places there are separate 
playgrounds for boys and girls. One can easily recognize the 11eces1:>ity of the latter 
upon seeing that tho pupils are but little supervised during the recesses. Separate 
cloakrooms are found everywhere. But as far as I could find out these trifling 
arrangements were the only ones thought necessary for the sake of order and morals. 
One should remember the rough material which American schools receive. 
Re'ceut immi~rants, no matter if from the east or west, and without knowing a 
word of English, are received in the common schools or high schools. In the mean-
time there is something in the surrounding air that softens the uncouth nature of 
the child, aud at the same time as he becomes familiar with the language of his new 
fatherland he imbibes the respect for his own worth as a human being and for the 
rights of his comrades, which is the profoundest principle in an American com-
munity. If those from the lowest classes of the community were kept aloof and 
the two sexes kept separate, woulcl the teacher in such a case be able to bring about 
snch changes f * * •· 
It mnst not be imagined that all schools possess a class of clean, well-situated, well-
educated children, who might be sent to an exhibition; but although there are schools 
which use up all the en~rgy of a teacher within a short period of time, destroying her 
good hnmor an<l temptmg her to use a cane, we find that such is most often the 
case in those schools where no coeducation is advocated, and where now, as in sorue 
schools in Boston, they are afraid of introducing coeducation because wildness and 
roughness seem to be their inheritance and possession. 
In America, young boys and girls associate in a friendly way together from their 
earliest childhood. They have all opportunities to become acquainted in school. 
* * * 
I had special opportunities in the Western States to observe these natural rela-
tions both in university cities among the students and other young people who were 
following practical careers. The young girls were strikingly easy and natural in 
their manners. From a moral standpoint, I discovered only heal'thy results from 
the American coeducation. It still remains to examine its effect in a physical 
aspect. 
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I have been mnch impressed. in· Americ::m schools (both in lower nnd common 
schools) by the ,--.,-eakly, pale-looking chil<.lren with 1,ad carri:1ge of the body and 
much nearsightedness, jud~ing by the d~stnnce of the book~ from the eyes. ~u~ I 
did not receive the impression that the guls looked more delicate, nor do stat1st1cs 
report to this effect. 
Both boys and girls suffer from overcrowded classes (being pinned clown to the 
desk for long hours), from bad ventilation and severe drafts, the want of play-
grounds, and one-sided mental work. 
Finally I will add a remark on tho economical feature of coeducation: 
When ·r' consillcr the equipment of the American high schools, as I saw them in 
most cities and then imagine these expensive builuings doubled in order to accom-
modate each sex separately, there arises a strong doubt in my mind. Would it be 
possible to furnish these schools with expensive laboratories (not with 1, but with 
3), with excellent mic roscopes, welI-supplied libraries f Hardly in s~a_ller cities 
where there is at present only one h1gh school; however well the boys high school 
might be equipped, the girls' high school would no doubt leave much for improve-
ment. 
COEDUCATION Ol? THE SEXES. 
DR. W. T. HARRIS. 
[Report of Public Schools, St . Louis, Mo., 1872-'73, pp. 105-120.] 
Previous to 1858, in our grammar schools, the sexes had been entirely separated. 
Only in the primary schools and in the high schools, then recently established, had 
the experiment of coeducation been made. In that year the Franklin Grammar 
School was opened as a "mixed" s1.;hool, antl after it, one by one, the other grammar 
schools wero reorganized until all except the Eliot School were "mixed" schooh;, 
receiving into tbc samo rooms and classes both sexes. Having had an unusually 
good opportunity to watch the results, and having been educated myself partly in 
"mixed" schools ancl partly in schools open only to the male sex-the former being 
sundry district schools in country towns, village "academies," mid city grammar 
schools, the l atter being three classical schools or academies and a college-I felt 
considerable confiuence in the views then presented. My observations had led me 
to indorse the statement of Richter: 1 "To insure modesty I woulcl ad vise the edu-
cation of the sexes together; for two boys will prciserve twelve girls, or two g_irls 
twelYe boys, innocent, amidst winks, jokes, and improprieties merely by that inst1:11c-
tivo sense which is the forerunner of natural modesty. But I will gnaranteo notbmg 
in a school where girls are alone together, and still less when boys are." I bad noticed 
that the atmosphere of "rnixNl" school i:i was desex.ualized, where that of separate 
schools seemed to have a t endency to develop sexual t ension. Again, whatever 
tendency toward indecen y might manifest itself was far more easily checked in 
"mixed" cbools by r eason of the cross fire of watchfuiness which made intrigue 
far more difficult to keep secret. The brothers and sisters and other relatives and 
intimate acquaintance of the pupil attended the same sr·hool, and every act was 
scann_erl fr ~1 t,,o P?i:i:its of_ vie~v-the b_oys being participant in boys' gossip~ a~cl 
the girls bemg part1crpant m p;ll'ls' gossip, and the barriers being removed w1thm 
tho pre ·in ts of the family, parents could not fail to have a more faithful account of 
tho behavior of their children than when isolated in different schools. Brothers and 
sist rs mutually protect each other from shame. Besides this the fact that tho chief' 
a ociation Letwcen tho sexes in "mixed" schools ta".;es pla~c under tho eye of the 
tea ·her and in recitation, wher>in the contest is purely intbllectual, and where the 
manifc tation of mer feminiDity-softness and sentimentalism-woultl canse the 
pupil to lo, e rank as a scholar, and where mere mas •nlinit:v-roucrlmess and willful-
ne ·s-would ma.kc an un attractive pectacle, leads one to ·cxpect°tbat the tendency 
of oednca.tion i. to lev::tto ti.lo standard of admiration from mere external charms of 
per ou to the piritnal graces and gifts whi h lio deep in the character.~ 
JR cently cited from Richtor's "Lovan~" by Dr. Clarko in his Sox: in Euucation. 2
'.fh following 11tat , onts w re ma lo iu tho roport alluded to (1870) and l bani bad no occasion to 
modify th vif'WI! ther in xpr s, <·cl : ' 
"That wbi _b t~wory . ta!,li. h<'. anll. xperience v rifiel! may ho safely followecl. The coeclucation 
?fth s. x within th lm11t!I of c rtam ng s an1l ~vi thin ertain s ctions of the Unitecl Stat s may 
on. ulnNl appronll lJy the twofol!l_ d monstratJon of theory ancl practice. Wheth •r these limits 
of ago U!J'1.1>l~e ma-": h trnn Cf'!)«l d ,~ 1th ach·ai.1tage i . a. qne!ltion for practical xperiment to i;olve. 
Thl:ory JS l?, laYor of th ·xten_!l1on of co llhcation far be,ronu present pra ·tire. ancl, a . a fact, tho lat-
t r J ·r · 1>mg alon" con en·atively up to tho standard of tho former. The ad.mission of females into 
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But the question of healthy moral tone is not the only one involved. Granting 
the most favorable view of this phase of the subject, we h::i,ve not yet settled the 
question whether it is desirable for women to have the same course of st~1t'ly that 
men have, nor have we touched that other much debated quest10u ansmg from 
ph:rsiological differences. . 
The question of education b as always pointed back to that of vo_ca~10n and des-
tiny, for education is a process of_ prepar~tion ~or an end .. Thus 1t myol~~s the 
theory of the lifo sph ere of tho pupil. Aga_rn, besides "vocat~on and destmy, th_ere 
is an" absolute state of man," as Pestalozzrnns tell us, for which every human berng 
bas a rio-ht to educate himself and be educated. The culture of the ntional soul, 
the intellect the will, and the affections , is the privilege of every human being, 
whether mal~ or fema le . More than this, it is a duty; and the materia~ism1 at present 
so fashionable, that finds its delights in chilling the fervor of _an aspuat10~ by sug-
gesting physiological limitation as that ':~ich _sho~ld deter~1?e the qu~st1on of the 
culture of the rational soul and of partic1pat10n m the spiritual heritage of the 
collegt-s and scientific in~titutions, here~of?re open exclusi:vely to ma~e~, is the s~ra~ on_ tbe moving 
current, ancl tells what 1s coming. It 1s m accordance with t h e spirit of on~ rnst1t~1t10ns to treat 
-women as self-determining beings, and as less in want of those external artiticrnl 1?arriers that were 
built up in such profusion in past times. We give to youth of both sexes more pr:1v1leges or oppo_r-
tun;ti es for self-control than are gfren in the Old World society. Each generatwn takes a step m 
advance in this res11ect. 
·'Occasionally , as in San Francisc-0, there 1s a rntnrning eddy which may b e cau sed by the nn bal-
ancecl condition of society found on frontiers. Old cities like New York and Boston may move very 
slow]v in this direction, uecanse of enormous expense r equired to change buildings and school yards 
so as to adapt them to the wants of ' mixed schooh,.' In fact, the small size of school yards in many 
cities renders this change next to impossible. We11tern cities take tho lead in this matter and outstrip 
the Enst. Within fifteen years the schools of St.. Louis have b een en t irely remodeled on this plan, 
and tho results haYc proYecl so admirable that a few remarks m ay bo v enturec1 oii the experience which 
the_y fnmish. I wish to speak of the effects on the school system itself, all(]. of the eflccts upon the 
individnal pupils attending. . 
"I. Economy bas been secured through the circumstance that the coeducati0n of the sexes makes 
it possible to have better clnssification and at the same time larger classes . Unless proper grading is 
interfered with and pupils of widely different attainments brought together in the same classes, the 
separation of the sexes requires twice as many teachers to teach the same number of pupils. Ji his 
remark applies, of cou rse, particular ly to sparsely settled d!stricts. The item of economy is -very 
consiclorablo, but is not to be compared wi th the oth er and greater advantagPs arising. 
'' While it is conceded by the opponents of coeducation that primary schools may be mixell to ::uh-an-
tage, they with one aecord oppose the E'ystem for schools of a hi g her grade. Now, what i s singular in 
our experience is tho fact that onr J1igb school was the first experiment on this plan for classes aboYo 
tho primary. E<'onomy and better classification wcro tl1e controlling rP-asons that initiated thi8 experi-
ment, an d from tho high school tho system has crept down through all the i ntermediat e grades. (In 
our high scbool tho sexeA are assigned to separate study roomA, and meet only for actual 1ecitation in 
the i"amo room.) "What bad been found practicable and satisfactory in the highest grades could :not 
long be kept away from tho lower ones. 
"II. Discipline lrns imprnved continually with 1.be adoption of rnixe,l schoolR. Our change in St. 
Louis 11_:ui bc~n so graclual that "-o ha Ye been able to weigh with the ut)Ilm;t exactness every point of 
compnrrnon between the two systems. 
· " -The mixrng of tho male and female departments of a school has always been followed bv impro,e-
ment in discipline, not me.rely on tho part of the boys, but on that of the girls as well. Tho rudeness 
and auanclon which prevails amo11g boys when sepa1 ate at once giYc :pla<'o to self-restraint in tho pres-
ence of girls. Tl1c llrurient sentimentality engendered by educating gir ls apart from boys-it i s mani-
fested by a friYolous and silly bearing whrn such girls are brought into the society of the opposite 
st-x-tbis disappears almost entirely in mixed scliools. In its l)lare a quiet self-1Jossession r eigns. 
The consequence of this is a general Jlrenlenco of milder forms of discipline. Boys and girls origi-
nating, according to nature's plan, in the same family as broth ers nnrl s isters their culture shoultl be 
togeth er, so that the social instincts may be saYecl from abnormal, diseased action. The n atural 
d epen!lencc of each individual upon nll the rest in society should not J.;e prevented bY isolating one sex 
from another cluriiig the most formatiYe staircs of growth. " 
"Ill. Instruction is also greatly improved. Where the F.exes aro separate, methods of instruction 
are unbahinced, and gra,itate continually toward extremes that may be called masculine and femi-
nine. The masculine ex treme is meclianical formalizing in its lowest shape, and tho m er ely intellec-
tn al training on its highest side. Tho femin ine extreme is the learning-by-rote svstem on ti.le lower 
side and tho superfluity of sentiment in tho higlier activities . Each needs the ot her as n, counter-
check, and it is only tbrongh tl1cir 1.nion that educational methods attain completeness and do not 
foste1: on esidedness in t l:e pupil. ·we find here that mixed scboohi ar e noted for the JJreYalence of a 
certam healthy tone wlllclt schools on the separate system lack . More rapid progress is the conse-
quence, ancl we find girl s making -wonderful adYances even in mathematical studies, while boys seem 
to take bold of literature far better for the mfluence of tl10 female portion of tho class. 
"IV. Intellectua l development is, as already fodicated, far more Rcund and healthy. It has been 
fo_uncl that schcols kept exclusively for girls or boys require u,uch more surveillance on the part 
?f tl1~ tc~chers_. The gii:ls, _con~ned by themselv:es, deve!op tho sexua_l tensi_on 7!1-U?h earlier, their 
1m~gmat1on bemg the re1gnmg faculty nnd not bnclled by rnter conr se with somety m its normal ·orm. 
So 1t is with boys on the otlier band. Daily association in the class room prevents this tension aml 
sup1>lie8 1t1:1 place by indifference. Each sex testing it s strength with the other on an intellectual 
plane in the presence of the tencber-each one seeing the weakness and stren gth of the other-
learns to esteem what is essential at its true ,·alue. Sudden lik es ar1cl dislilrns, capricious fancies 
ant1 roll?antic id~als, gi;-e way f?r ~ober judgments not eas_ily deceiYed by mer~ extflrnals . This is the 
basis of that 'qmet scli-possesswn before alluded to, and 1t forms the most striki11g mark of difference 
b etween the girls or boys eclucatecl in mixed schools and those educated in schools exclusively for 
ono sex . 
. '' Tl1at ~ho sexual t ension b~ dcv lopecl as late as pos&i~l~, and that all oarly love affairs b o :.voided, 
1s the desideratum, anrl experien ce has shown that association of the sexes on the plane of intellectual 
contest is the safeet course t o secure this end. " 
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race, will have exactly the opposite effect from that intended. It will produce an 
asceticism proportioned to the amount of conviction occasioned by such physio-
logical doctrines, and to the consequent intensity of the recoil. If our highest uorru 
is'' chiefly clinical," and the mind with its culture is subordinate to the organiza-
tion of the body, as is believed by (shall I say) a great majority of physiologist.a 
and physicians at the present day, at the least there are very many things relating 
to human history and institutions which become at once insoluble contradictions, 
the nearest example of which is the evolution, in the brain organism, of the theory 
in question. 
One does not need to be reminded that human history is a record of deeds done in 
the cause of spiritual ideals, and that these ideals are the bases of all our institu-
tions of civilization. The deeds of history, moreover, that are considered worth 
recording are most strangely subversive of physiological and hygienic laws, most of 
them involving such waste of human life as to lead even the materialistic spectatcr 
to believe that Jife as such is of small moment compared with some p:b.antom idea 
secreted by the cells of the brain. To such a view, human history is a re.cord of 
uninterrupted fanaticism, and the fruits of preaching the pbysiological gospel to 
young men or young women in the nineteenth century will only produce fanaticism 
of a kind that is not needed. By these remarks one would not int(:md to deprecate 
the study of physiology and hygiene, nor deny the function of the brain and nerves 
as instruments of manifestation, nor the application of hygienic laws to education. 
One objects only to the "animus" with which the thing is done, and to the theory 
of life and mind which is implied as their major premise by certain prolific writers 
on the subject, and one insists upon the doctrine that mind is essential self-deter-
mination whose responsibility extends so far as commonly to make it liable for the 
proper hygienic determination of the physical conditions of its manifestation. The 
physi.ological motto should be-Know thyself, not as a product of organism, but as 
a producer of organism. 
In our district schools the ages of pupils range from 6 to 15 years, averaging only 
10 years. In the high school the ages range from 12 to 20 years, averaging about 16. 
Th~ physiological question, therefore, scarcely affects the district schools. But the 
pupils of the high school are just at those ages which the physiological question 
touches most vitally. So far as it concerns the question of coeducation at those 
ages, it is simply this: W h ether the n ecessities of class recitation, with its regular 
r ecurrence and steady progress from week to week, impose any conditions upon one 
sex that can not be borne by it without unreasonably taxing the physical organism. 
It is claimed in the affirmative that the regular work which young men perform 
without injury is unsuitable to young women. "Identical coeducation" is, there-
fore, to be forbidden. Persistence being the type of the man, and periodicity the 
typo of the woman, it is argued that they can not be educated togefoer, nor in the 
same manner. Stated in plain school language, classes imply regularity or persist-
ence iu work, and this is injurious to girls of tho ages lJetween 14 and 20 years. 
But this statement at once relieves the question of any special reference to coeduca-
tion of the sexes in tho same school. When one can point out a plan for a girl's school 
wherein there is no necessity for regular recitation and regular work, and wherein 
the organization is such that three-fourths of the class do not suffer by the constant 
absence of or:e-fourth of the class, he will have discovered a new organization, 
which wise educators will hasten to adopt, even for boy's schools. For the average 
attendance of boys on recitations is less than 75 per cent., when the schools through-
out the country are considered, although it is common for city schools to secure 90 
p er cent and over. 'l 'his per cent of irregularity has forced educators to organize 
careful systems _of grading and classification, by which there may be secured an 
a~non1;t of elasticity suffic-ient to save the regular pup1l from the injurious effects of 
111 neighbor's absence, and likewise t, save the irregular pupil from the necessity 
of ?Yerwor1: to. keep up with the former. As it is, after all has ueen done, the ':lvil 
of nregulanty 1 count <l. the most serions drawback that we have to contend with. 
D1;1t the statistics of the attendance of girls in the St. Louis high school, compared 
with that of their percentage in scholarship, does not allow ns to conclude that the 
progr of the clas es suffers on their account. Ko satisfactory compaTison can be 
mado hetw en the work of girls and that of toys; the problem inYolveA too many 
cl m nt · not only quantity anc.1 quality of work, b11t a consideration of the aims 
ancl m_otiv s t1?,at stir~iulate i_ts performance. It is safe to say that no prnctica,1 diffi-
nlty 1 • xpen n eel m the high schools on account of the larger per cent of ab ence 
f th girl . Tber ar 1t i true, "clinical ases" that form the exceptions to this 
!ul . uch ·a e , how " r, are 110 more difficult to manage in mixed schooJs than 
rn ;e~ara s~ho ~ . f <:onr. e it is out of the question to adopt a system of indivi-
dual in tru ·ti_on for 11_ girl .b w n the ages of 14 to 20. It would practicall y shut 
ut ~rorn a fa~r . d1~ ahon nm -ten hs of the entire sex, and tlte remaining tenth, 
la krng tbe cl! 1pho of cla s work, would not acquire a, thorough education. 
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Leaving the consideration of the phy-siological ph3:se of the_s~1bject, it remains to 
be considered whether the vocation of women necessitates a different course of study 
frQm the general one already marked ont for the_ pri11;1ary and ~econdary schoo_ls. 
The question of vocation again involves the physiological quest10n and the duties 
~rising from particular nat~ral funct~ons.. Under all circumstances woma~'s sphere 
must include a closer relation to fannly life than t~e sphere of man does. _rhe_mter-
mediate province of civil society including_the various phases of P!oductlve mdus-
try through which the wants of food, clot~rng, anc~ shelter are pr<?vided may or may 
not by its nature belono-to woman. The third provmce, the state, 1s farthest removed 
from the sphere ofnurt1ue whi?h is the peculiar fun_cti_on. of t~e fa~ily. In <?rder to 
discuss intelligently this question we must regard it ~n 1t_s h1~toncal evolution and 
study the attitude of the sexes toward the _three great mst1tut1ons above named, the 
family civil society, the state, under the chfferent stages of human progress. 
The ~avage or barbarous stage of society-the age previous to that of productive 
industry, or the triumph of la,bor by means of division-is to be cha!acterized a~ an 
ao-e in which whateveris fixed an<l routine, whatever can be accomplished by patient 
e:~<l.eavor confined to prescribed forms or conventionalities, falls to the lot of woman. 
Man is driven by the sudden and severe exigencies contingent to savag~ life to hold 
himself in reserve for violent and temporary efforts such as leave him unfit for 
routine work. ·war and hunting being the necessary pursuits of man, it is necessary 
to leave to the woman what little agriculture and manufactures there may be car-
ried on. 
The slow o-rowth of peoples from the savage state is marked by the division of 
labor; first, ~laverv appears, and its advent partially relieves woman ~ts a sex; the 
slaves of both sexes labor together at the same tasks, while the women of the free 
class begin to retire within the family. From this stage on there is a growth of the 
antithesis between the family and civil society. In the former (the family) is found 
more and more the sphere of woman; in the latter (that of civil society), that of 
man, until tho culmination of the epoch of productive industry which closes the 
second stage of human development or of progress in society. 
From the second step of development arises the third epoch, that of machipery, 
wherein more is produced with less industry. Man gets emancipated from physical 
labor, but is compelled by the conditions of bis civilization to compensate for it by 
activity of thought. But the ideal activity of thought is the activity of man's 
essence, and hence in being compelled to energize scientifically and with organizing 
ideas be a,chieves indirectly the very highest aim of his being. 
This distinction of the civilization connected with the age of machinery from that 
of productive industry, in its special sense, is very important; it brings with it the 
elevation of woman to more general activities, to a sphere above the tension of sex, 
and above the limitations incident to peculiarities of natural organization. Not 
m erely the vanishing of the distinctions in spiritual life that are founded on sex, 
takes place in this epoch, but the disappearance .of those that are founded on caste 
and occupation of race, of birth, or wealth, altogether throughout the human 
family. 
In the savage state of man the vocations of the sexes separate widely into the 
extremes of drudge and warrior. Tho education of woman in this period consists in 
acquiring a knowledge of the few arts and dexterities in the possession of the tripe, 
arts representing the whole sphere that will subsequently separate into the antithe-
sis of family lifo and civil society, while the education of savage man relates to war 
and the chase, a field of activity wherein ma_y be found the germ of the future political 
organization and the directing power of civil society. Th us in this phase of life the 
division of sex is the basis of a co::iservative side of society (the sphere of woman), 
which provides f?r the finite wants, such as food and clothing, and nurtures the 
young, thus formmg the internal economy. Over against this is a negative and a 
destructive side (the sph ere of man), which is turned against e:s:ternal foes and shields 
society from the violence of man and beast. Thus the province of man in this state 
of society bas its positive aspect in the fact that it marks out the channels and sets 
up ~he limits or prescribes the forms of routine work which, as before stated, falls 
mamly t~ the share of woman in sava,ge life. Thus the savage man fills the roll of 
the la:wg1ver and defender; ho deals with the general or universal interest, the state 
of society as a whole, while woman deals with the particular or finite interests, the 
sphere of wants and necessities. · 
~scendi?g 3:bove ~his into the stage of industrial civilization, we find in progress 
an mte~·Il;1mglmg_ of the two former spheres. On the one h~nd the man who occupied 
the P?sit10n of duector and defender, and who appeared .m the role of the generic 
or umversal, now descends to the extreme of particularity, and, through division of 
labor, ta,kes on himself the limitation which is recp1ired by special branches of 
industry. He descends to the particular and specific so far that he limits liis whole 
~ife activity to the cre3:ti_on or production of some part or po~tion of a product of 
mdustrv that mnst be JOmed to a hundred other parts before 1t becomes an article 
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ofany uso whate,er. His whole occupation, for instance, maybe that of tying threads 
or of cutting off pins. Man thus limits himself, as individual, to the finite and par-
ticular, in order that he ma.y, through combination with civil society, make up a 
concrete whole of surpassing grandeur. In this secon<l. stago of society woman 
withdraws more and more within the familv and finds in it a whole-inasmuch as 
each family contains a sphere or circle of duties a.nu occupations sepa,rable from the 
sphcrn of civil society as a whole. In the total or whole of civil society ea.ch laborer 
performs some one function, however minute, that contributes to form that whole; 
there is Clnly one· total-that of the whole industrial community; on the other han<l., 
in the institution of the family, each f:imily is a whole, a reflection of the general 
type. On this account woman represents a generic or universal iuterest-that of 
the totality of the family-in the second stage of historic development, while ru.an 
represents a particnlar interest in his functions ns member of civil society. Each 
woman in the family has the entire round of duti es of that sphere to learn a.nd per-
form, while the man has not to know all tho trades and vocations of society, but 
only his infinitl:'simal fraction thereof. 
:From this distinction between the family and civil society flows a well-defined 
difference in education. While the boy is to be educa,ted to concentrate all his 
energies in the pursuit of one specific end-educated to limit himtielf in or<l.er that 
be may manage with intensity of force, and high achievement of skill, some special 
department in the articulated whole of the grand process of society-the girl must 
be eclncatetl to be versatile, quick to tnrn from one thing to another, to be on the 
alert for emergencies ancl not so absorbed in a, single aim as to be oblivions of any 
one of the manifold phases of her on tire sphere-hl10sphere of the family. Thus it will 
appear that her culture in the secon<l. stage of tl10 growth of society resembles, in 
general outline, that of man in the first stage. Since man, as savage, faced tb.e uncer-
tain, the indefinite, ancl was obliged to be constantly on tho alert, be dissipated his 
force ::md utterly unfitted himself for dealing with the definite routine task and tho 
prescribed duty, and hence these were assigned to w0man. 
No writer has penetrated deeper into this relation of occupation to sex tlian 
Goethe. H e enunciates clearly the principle as he finds it in his time, and his deep-
seeing mind c:i.tches a few glimpses of tho corning epoch wherein the antithesis of 
the second stage of human society is to bo canceled and solved. 
"Men,n he makes oue of his clrnracters say, '' sllonld wear a nniform from their 
childhood upwards. They ha,·c to accustom themselves to work together.; to lose 
themselves among their equals ; to obey in masses a,nd to work on a large scale . 
Every kind of noiform, moreover, generates a military habit of thought and a smart, 
straightforward carriage. All boys are born soldiers, what e ver you do with them. 
* .,. ,. But y.-oman should g o about in every sort or variety of dress, each fol-
lowing her own style and her cn,n likings, that each may learn to t ell what sits well 
upon h er an(l b ecomes her, aud for a more weighty r eason as well-(N. B.) because it 
is appoiutecl for them to stand. aloue all their lives all(l work alone. * * * Observe 
a young lady as a lover, ::is a bride, as a l10usewifo, as a mother-she always stands 
isolated. She is al ways alone and will be alone; even the most empty-headed woman 
is in the same en.so. ]<";acb one of them excludes all others. It js her uaturo to be 
so-(N. B.) because of each of thl:'m is r equired. cvcrythino- which the cutiro sex 
have to do. With a, mau it i altogether different. He would make n, second mau if 
there were none . But a ,, oma.n might live to au eternity without even so much as 
thinking of producing a clnplic:tte of her(:lelf." In thes'o words we see how com-
pl tely Goetlie comprehended the spirit of the civilization in ,vbich he lived-a 
civilizat ion now just beginning to show si rrns of tmnsitiou to a new one. General-
izing his statements, li e might lutYO said if'whcn that npon which oue bbors is nni-
Y rsal, i. '! a ~e!1eral clemc?t _ju the supply of a general want, association may come 
rn a.ncl ~b e rncl1vulu~l may lmut liimself to a uniform particular a.ctivity, to a tra<l.c 
or sp cial hranch of a trade. Bnt not so when tho object of labor i$ a di versified 
on , a to ta.1ity of contingent p a.rticulars; there each laborer must p erform all; no 
divi. ion of labor can transpire within that sphere-tho sphere of tho family for 
xample . ' In tho ,spiri t of his time Goetho add : "In how few words the whole 
bu. inc: of clncation migh t be summed up, if people had e ::i rs to h ear. Educate the 
boys t o be servants and t ho girl s to he moth rs, and everything is as it should be." 
'To b~ sen·::i nts "-:-that i t say, to sn horclinatc and limit themselves to special, 
J?r _r1hc<l or upabons · "to ho moth r '' " ·ouhl mean, to cultivate that provident 
for . 1gh :rncl wealth of r <', our: s on tani.ly r qnired in tho family . 
. In ~rn o~h H p~ a~rc ·o the l1u~t a t th p o sil>ility of ascending above these limita--
t1 11 ~,·h 1~·h an . e f!om ~h _ten ·100 of ex and which are thus prcsupposecl b y the 
~r,ram~a~1 . n ,t f;Oc_1dy m his an_<l our wn ao-e. 'Thero is no doubt, " says he, "that 
11 all 1nl1 z •cl nation, ,~ m~n 111 gt>n ral are su11 rior to men, for wh •re the two 
, P.-<'!i -·· rt , c·o rre. p n linrr rnflu en o,· r ach oth r mau becomes effeminate and 
th :_ ti. a clt . advan t a~e: hut wh u ::i. woman acquir 8 duy mascnlin virtu ·, she is the 
~Luu r, or 1f Le au rn111ro,· h er own p culiar qualit ies l>y the addition of mascu-
liuo ·u rgy, ho b comes alto s t a perf ct being." 
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Out of the completest realization of tho division of labor arises the conquest of 
nature by machinery. In this conquest man becomes truly free ::md independent, 
inasmuch as he does not any longer have to employ direct strug~les to force nature 
to yield her products in a form suitable for his use; he now ma.li:es nature do this. 
Fastening a machine to nature, he harnesses the elements, and thus produces an 
activity whose product subserves his rational intelligence. Instead of ensbving 
himself in this particular, in order to become free in the aggregate of society, he 
now finds his whole activity to be a directive or supervising activity, and thus an 
activity of thought and ideas, as well as of mechanical exertion. This third epoch 
is continually arising from the &econd one, just as fast as the ultimatum of simplicity 
fa reached in any occupation and the labor-saving machine comes in to relieve the 
hand. -
Man thus is continually ascending into the realm of thought and directive power. 
In this region there is no longer any unmodified physical nature. Ideas are neither 
male nor female; they are universal. So, too, is 9-irective pow·er. Culture in uni-
versals is the necessary education for it. 
vVhilo in the division of labor the feminine organization has special adaptations, 
and special unfitness for one sphero or another; on tho contrary, in tho world of 
directive activity, the special fitness or unfitness arising from sex hi a vanishing ele-
ment, and there approaches an ideal wherein a concrete identity of spheres and 
voca,tions is to be found. Not that this impliP.s annihilation of nature and sex, but 
only a complete and thorough subordination of them, just as now it is quito as fe_mi-
nine as masculine to attend school and learn to read. Sex will always remain in it9 
nn:rrow sphere, its modifying tone or tinge will extend into several higher spheres; 
but in science, in religion, a.ucl art its effects will be scarcely traceable. And the 
ascent from direct manual labor to directive labor, through the introduction · of 
machinery, is accompanied with such increase of productivity in labor as practically 
to lift all indivitluals into easy circumstances, having most of their time.for higher 
pursuits. 
To the mere animal, sex is the most important fact of his existence, and with good 
reason, for he lives only in the species, and does not possess individual immortality. 
A conscious being is, by tho fact of consciousness, elevated above the sphere of sex, 
and becomes immortal as individual. 
To sum up tl,ie views here advanced, there seem to be three epochs in education 
derived from the changing status of tho sexes toward each other as determined by 
vocation: 
1. There was the condition of women in the savage state when division of labor 
within civil society existed only in germ, and the functions of family nurture and 
of providing food a,nd clothing and shelter-tho sphere of productive industry and 
civil society-belonged to women. · M~n gave his wholo attention to defenso, the 
province of the State, arnl tho police function . He also hunted in the forests for a 
supply of meat. Hunting was partly industry, partly defense from wil<l animals. 
2. Out of the savage state rises the epoch wh<"rein civil society becomes fully 
developed, the era of productive industry and division of labor. · The nation takes 
the place of the tribe, and frees man from perpetual police service. He settles into 
1~ro~ucti~o industry, and as be occupies civil society, woman retires within the 
fam1l;y:. Persistency is the type of labor in civil society. Periodi<.:ity the type of:. 
labor m the family; repetition of the same thing, concentration upon ono thing, the, 
characteristic of labor in the industries; diversity and versatility the characteristic. 
of th_e labor within the family; engaged this hour preparing the ureakfast &nd 
wash11;1g the dishes; the next making the beds and sweeping the rooms; the next'. 
?leansrng and mending the clothing; the next knitting or weaving; the next, and at 
rn~er_vals the whole day, attending to the myriad wants of childhood. The labor 
w1th~u. t~10 family is as diversified as in civil society, and could be improved in skil~ 
by chv1s1on of labor; uut it does not admit of division of labor to the same e:s:tent. 
The womau preparetl for tho life of the family would therefore seem to need an 
edu_cation which would give her versatility, while the boy should have an education 
which woulu. fit him for infinite concentration upon one thing. The girl should be 
educateu to stand alone and to work at the confusing varie_ty of tasks ju the family. 
But tho boy should learn to work in combination with others, to subordinate himself 
as a member of an organization. 
For the second stage of social development, therefore, persistence an<l periodicity 
would seem_ to characterize, respectively, the spheres of labor of men and women. 
3. Ilut this phase of civilization is not the highest and final one. Out of the 
extr~me division of labor arises tho possibility of machinery. When labor is diYi<le<l. 
so mmutely that each brauch of it consists in a simple movement of the hand, arm, 
or body, the human mtellcct contrives a, cunning- mechanism and harnesses some 
natnral J>0Wer to it, perhaps ·water power or steam power, nnd straightway he 
becomes a. mere manual laborer-a supervisor. From a sla.vo lio becomes a master. 
Tho machine gets thrust in everywhere between the human hau<l. and the raw mate-
rial. More than th1s1 themtellect contrives combinations, and complicated machines 
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grow out of simple ones. The human being becoming more and more powerful, 
again, physical force is less and less needed in the supervision of th~ machines. Ver-
satility and agility come more and more into play. The female 1s needed again in 
the industries, and she comes back to tend the power-loom and to make Waltham or 
Elgin watches. In the third and highest period of industrial development, there-
fore, where physical strength is less and less in demand and alertness more and 
more in demand, woman's sphere comes to be common with that of man, and she 
needs an education in the sciences, arts, and accomplishments necessary to the 
man. Besides this the realm of productive industry and division of labor, aided by 
labor-saving machines, encroaches upon the domain of special labor confined within 
the limits of the family and conquers one after another its drudgery, and reduces it 
to a general branch of industry. The power-loom, the sewing and knitting machines, 
the washing machine, the baker, the tailor, the manufacturers of preserved and pre-
pared food, etc., are rapidly emancipating the slavery inside the family. We can not 
ignore the effect of great social changes arising through the invention of labor-saving 
machinery, and the consequent aggregation of population into towns and cities where 
cooperation may be availed of. Out of social changes arises the necessity of modifica-
tions in our systems of education. The demand of women for equal advantages in edu-
cation with men is not a mere t emporary demand arising out of the sentimentalism 
incident to the epoch, but only an index of the social movement that underlies our 
civilization. The demands on the woman of the present day are such as to compel her 
to educate herself in science, art, and history. Her natural proclivity to versatility and 
alertness of mind fit her in a peculiar sense for the sphere of teacher of children. Their 
arbitrariness and caprice can be best watched and foiled by her. Their feeble strength 
demands intermittence and periodicity, and their training must, above all, be gentle. 
'l'o enter into the spheres of productive industry opening for her; to assume the place 
of director in the management of the family economy now offered her in exchange 
for that of drudge; to fill h er sphere of hostess and conversationalist in polite 
society; to fill the sphere of teacher in the school; to enter into the literary domain 
recently conquered by such writers of social novels as George Eliot apd George Sand, 
or into the art domain of music anfl the drama, conquered long since; all these con-
spire to demand for woman discipline, insig-ht, and information, studies such as are 
necessary to initiate man into the "conventionalities of intelligence." The demand 
for the same course of study is paramount, that for coeducation subordinate, althoc.gh 
of considerable importance. 
THE COEDUCATION OF THE SEXES. 
By Dr. E. E. WHITE. 
The oeducation of the sexes has become one of the live questions, au<l the argu-
ments pro and con are numerous and various. One of the arguments against educa-
tion is based on the difference between the male and the female mind. Itis affirmed 
that the minds of men and women differ, and it is inferred that this difference neces-
sarily demands a difference of education. Is this inference a necessary consequence 
of the fact affirmed~ Let us see. The physical organization of the two sexes is 
diver e. Does it follow that they require a diversity of food 'i Boys and girls sit at 
the same table, eat the same kinds of food, and breathe the same air, and their 
boclie are equally well nouri bed and strengthened . 'l'he mere fact of mental diver-
sity no ~ore 1?ecessitates a div~rsity of education than physical diversity nec_essi-
tates a d1vers1ty of food and air. What must be shown is, that the mental differ-
ence o~ the two sexes is such as to necessitate a difference of education, and this 
nee ' 1ty mu t be proved; it can not be inferred. It is not axiomatic. The fact 
that th r is sex in the mind does not necessitate sex in courses of study and instruc-
tion. 
Eqnally defective is the argument against coeducation based on the diversity of 
pur. uit and mi ion. It is affirmed that the sphere of action of men and women as a 
cla i diver · , ancl it i inferr d that they consequently require a different prepara-
tion, and h nee a differ nt edn atiou. Are these inference nece sary consequences! 
\Vby may. not div r e minds derive a diver ity of preparation from the same cour e 
of dncat1ou Almost very family i an illustration of the fact that different per-
?n r c iv diIB r nt influenc aud advantacrc from the same surroundings and 
c1rcnm. tanc . '1 he oak and the Im grow in the sam soil. The same is true in 
edu at10n. T~e .two. sex s derive a diversity of preparation from a like course of 
s_tu~y, a ·h lumnatrng an<l appropriating ac ordin{l' to its own law and it own 
ltt ll d. and duti • . Thi argumt~nt is min •ntly absurd when applied to ele-
m ut. r~ and g n ral du ati n. The fact that a boy rn to tlo a. man' work in life, . 
nd a girl a. wowan s w rk, har<ll · JH'OV s that th y 1:,hould not 1:, nt.ly anLhmetic, 
geography, and g m try tog ,th r. v hen applied to s1>ecia,l or profe:monal educa-
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tion the argument may have weight. Moreover, the difference in man's and woman's 
sphere of action may require a difference of education, but this is precisely the fact 
to be established. 
The argument against coeducation based on the difference in the physical strength 
and endurance of men and women is more logical. If it be a fact that women, as a 
class have not the necessary physical stamina to endure a course of education as 
thor~ngh and extensive as men, then it follows that women, as a class, must receive 
an education less thorough and extensive than men, as a class, are capable of receiv-
ing. But it does not follow that the education of women should be less thorough 
than th at w bich men are receiving; nor does it follow that women who are physically 
capable of competing with men in the highest culture should be denied the privilege. 
But wbere is the average limit of woman's physical capacity in education, So far 
as our common schools, high schools, academies, and normal schools are concerned, 
this limit has not been ascertained. In these grades of study she does her work as 
easily as her brother, and equally well, thou~h not precisely in like manner. If her 
inferior physical strength practically limits her educational progress such limitation 
must be found in the college or uniYersity course, and this fact can only be settled by 
experience. It does not fall within the scope of logic. 
It will be noti ced that we do not deny the facts which form the premises of this 
triple argument against the coeducation of the sexes. We admit that the int,ellec-
tual, rrioral, and physical natures of men and women are not precisely identical, and 
this difference may be sufi:iciently marked to justify some diversity in their higher 
education. While we would give a daughter an education every whit as thorough 
and complete as a son, we are not sure that we would have their education in every 
respect precisely the same. The diversity would not, however, be sufficiently great 
to necessitate their attending separate schools. Whether all our colleges and pro-
fessional schools should be opened to men and women alike, we are not prepared to 
decide. We would like to see enough of them so opened to afford the women of the 
country the highest educationnl advantages; and yet, could onr word do it, we 
would, in addition to the Oberlins and Michigan universities for both sexes, endow 
Harvanls and Yales for women. . 
We feel sure that such institutions would be attended by many more women than 
the mixed colleges. Exper ience indicates that but few women, comparatively, wish 
to take a regular college course. Oberlin, and a few other colleges, have for years 
welcomed women to their cln.sses, but very few have availed themselves of the advan-
tages offered. Meanwhile, Va.ssar and other higher seminaries for women have been 
well attended. There seems, at least, to be little danger that the opening of college 
doors to women would overcrowd college classf's. A few girls, possessing as a class 
superior abilities, would be added to the class rolls. What will be true in the future, ' 
when woman's pursuits and mission are enlarged, we can not say. i 
We intended to notice the logic of several of the current arguments in favor of , 
coeducation, but a want of space forbids. Suffice it to say that the non sequiturs are 1 
not all on one side. The logic that can jump from the fact that boys and girls are 1 
brought up together in the family to the conclusion that the sexes should be simi- 1 
larly associated in boarding schools will not pay puncturing. It is sufficient to say 
that there is not a higher im1titution in the country that adopts, or can adopt, the unre-
stricted freedom and social community of the family. This sort of talk is, however, 
a good deal better than the clap-trap which denounces colleges for men as "relics 
of barbarism." Such a performance requires neither brains nor sense. The trnth is 
the universal coeducation of the sexes is, to some extent at least, a question of moral 
elevation and enlightenment. There are eYiclent advantages in bringing together 
young men and women of high moral character and refinement in the same institu-
tion, and even under the same roof, but such an arrangement would hardly do in 
Pern or Mexico, since the essential condition would be wanting. We are not sure 
that it would work well in all the institutions of this country. The arrangement 
requires an all-controlling and vitalizing moral and Christian influence, and where 
this is wanting coeducation, involving co boarding, is a doubtful good; at least there 
ai-e two sides to the quest.ion. We would give every woman the opportunity to 
acquire the highest and best education possible, and leave experience to sett,le the 
rest. (National Teacher, June, 1872, pp. 214-216.) 
The organization of the high schools of Boston naturally meets with 
approval from the opponents of coeducation. On this side must be 
included the late Dr. Philbrick, whose superintendence of the Boston 
schools 1 forms one of the most important chapters in the history of 
educational administration in this country. Dr. Philbrick regarded 
the specialization of the high schools of his city as the end of an evolu-
1 From 1857 to 1874, inclusive; also, 1876-1878. 
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tionary progression which had already been attained in the "most 
advanced educating countries." His position is shown by the follow-
ing citatio1ts from a circular of information published by this office in 
1885. The reader should keep in mind the statement by the preseut 
superintendent of the Boston schools as to the status of the high 
schools, 1 and also that of the superintendent of Salem scltools,2 to which 
Dr. Philbrick refers. In respect to the foreign precedent, it should be 
rell}ambered also that provision for higher education of women has not 
yet been deyeloped in the German States, which alone are mentioned 
by Dr. Philbrick, and consequently their example has really little bear-
ing upon the question before us. 
[Circular of Information of the U.S. Bureau of Education, No. 1. 1B85. ] 
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES. 
By JOHN D. PHILBRICK, LL. D. 
"\Ne have seen that jn Boston the foundation of the high-school system was begun 
by a specialization of institutions instead of a specialization of courses witllin. an 
institution. In harmony with this method a separate classical high·scbool for girls 
was opened in 1878, altllough this plan was opposed by the friends of coeducation, 
who urged as a substitute the admission of girls to the Latin school for boys. In 
the meantime tho first high school for girls, above mentioned, having been set up in 
advanco of public sentiment, had a short life, being abolished under the lead of 
a very eminent and public-spirited citizen, who represented the arh,tocratic senti-
ment, which is always anxious to keep the education of the people within pretty 
narrow limits. A quarter of a century later the establishment of a city female n_or-
mal school was immediately followed by the demand of the people for a girl's high 
school. 'fllis demand was met by the makeshift method of reorganizing the normal 
into a girl's high and normal school, the result being c:ii good high school and a poor 
normal school. In time the specializing process took tbo poor, pinched normal 
department out of tllis double organization and organized it into a separate scb~ol, 
·"<Vhich soon becamo vigorous and efficient. We find here also another interestmg 
illustration of the process of specialization in the development of the high-school 
system by tbe annexation of adjacent municipalities. The Boston sJ·stem was by 
this meaus increased. by the addition of 5 higl;t schools, mixed both as to sexes and 
courses; an<l, besides, tlle old, endowed Roxbury Latin Grammar School above 
allnd.ed to, was openod to the inhabitants of the whole city as a free classical school 
for boys. 
Tbe annexed mixed. schools were allowed to remain mixed as to sex but their 
courses wero unified in conformity with that of the English high school, the ele-
ments of Latin, llowever, still being permitted in addition for the local conYen-
ience of beginners in the classical course, who must later go to the central Latin 
schools in order to complete the preparation for colloo-e. At the same time an 
advan eel courso of two years was added to the original gonrse of threo years in the 
central boys' Engli 11 hi,rh school and in the correspondiug school for girls, to which 
the gratl.uates of tho local high schools wero admitted, and, finally, ::i. new high school 
of th local ty-po hash •en recently established to accommodate the inhabitants of 
an ontlying district of the city. 
The system as it 110w stands then, exclusivo of the free corporate school above 
rei rred to, consi. ts of 6 local mixed schools of tho lower order and the 4 central 
schools of tbo superior order, a clas ical and a uonclassical one for eacll sex. 
Thi entral •ronp of 4 hin-h schools may bo regar<l.ed as the normal type of 
high-school oro-auization. It i8 in harmony with the organization of secondary du-
cation in the mo t advanced tlucating countric , which educates the sexes in separ-
ate cbools and provic1 parat clas. i al and nonclas ical schools for l>oys, of 
which th, r pre entative typ 8 are the erman gymnasium and tlle Realscbule. 
'onsideration of conomy will preYent thi pecialization in the mall citie . In 
the l_ar' t citie as w hav n tl.i proo-r s towards this specialization i already 
~m ·ulerahle, ancl tbo hi tory f du cation ju tifies tho prediction that it will con-
t~uu' t a<lvan · in proportion a the iuhabitants comprehend what is be tin educa-
t1 u and demand it for th ir ·hildr n. 
'f~ • ~nci nt aucl nl nr :d ity of 'alem is the only city wllere a fair trial of the 
sp2ciahzed anrl doubly mu: yst m has be n mad . Tho Iormer was tried first 
pp. 787,788. 2 eo p. 780. 
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for many years; it was oxchange<l for tho latter, twenty-fiyo years ago, to save 
expense. The result has uot been satisfactory, and a movement is now on foot for 
restorinrr tho specialized system, which is said to meet with no serious opposition, 
ex.cept tfom tLo economical point of view. 
But tbo specialization of the high-school system in our large cities is not to stop 
here . . \Ve see already that Baltimore has incorporated into her system an institu-
tion for hirrher education, patterned after the corporate manual training high school 
at St. Loufli. It seems quite probable that high schools of this kind, with such mod-
ifications as experience may suggest, "·ill be established in all the principal cities. 
Such a school ,vil1, no doubt, meet the wants of a certam class of pupils, bnt if 
adopte<l it should be in addition to the standard types of classical and noncla.ssical 
high schools, and not as a substitute for either of them. And the reasons for estab-
lishing a supplementary high school of this kind for boys hold equally good for 
establishing a correspor,ding school with appropriate hand work for girls. (Pp. 
24-25.) 
Freo secondary education having now become a fixed fact, attention in the fnture 
will naturally be given in larger proportion to the work of perfecting its organiza-
tion and management, so as to adapt it more completely to the wants of all classes 
of citizens and render it an instrument of the greatest possible good, accompanied by 
the least possible evil. In my view, the ovil connect,ed JVith the high school which 
most lc1::.dly calls for a remedy is the harm which it is doing to tho health of the girls 
who attend it. This evil is not of recent origin. It dates bark to tlie time when 
girls were first ndmittetl to high schools; it is not limitecl to any particular descrip-
tion of high schools; it is founLl in both sm:111 ones and large ones, in separate schools 
and mixed schools. Nor is it restricted to any one region or section of the· country; 
wherever there is a high school, there the evil is found, and there the application 
of the reme<ly should begin. Of course, the harm inflicted has its degrees. 
There may be schools under very judicious management of parents' committees, 
superintendents, principals, and teachers whern tho injury to the health of girls has 
been rednccd to a minimum. I am not aware, howevtlr, that such a school has 
como un<ler my observation. On the other hand, there is a l arge number of schools, 
among which are sorno of the most noted in the country, whero the injury inflictbd 
upon the health of the female pupils is a very serious evil. What I mean is 
precisely this: That tho evil of which I am speaking is general in our high schools 
and that the reform in this respect should be general; not that the evil reaches every 
individual pupil, but that it affects injuriously some pupils even in the best schools, 
and a largo percentage of the pu11ils in that large class of schools where, as ~yet, 
hygiene is only a word and not a reality. In just,ice to the public high schools, it 
should be sai<l, however, that the evil is not confined to them. It is quite serious, 
if not more so, in the whole body of thoroughly organized institutions for the higher 
female education. 
The causes of this ovil are manifold. The following are some of them: Injudicious 
application of the marking system; injudicious system of examinations; too many 
studies; too many home lessons; an injudicious method of teaching, which con-
founds thoroughness with exhaustiveness; too much pressure to secnre punctuality 
and regularity of attendance; rolls of honor printed in annual reports; competition 
for honors and medals; too long abstinence from substantial food nnd nourishing 
drinks; bad air; cold drafts; too many flights of stairs . These manifold causes 
suggPst the mauifold remedies. The remedies can be more easily and effectually 
applied in separate schools than in mixed. To remedy the evil in question effectn-
ally in mixed schools without too great laxity towards the boys is no easy task. 
Higher female education has como to remain. It is n, new element iu modern civili-
zation. It is a great boon: It has been attended with a lamentable evil which has 
largely offset its blessings. Let the remedying of that evil be one of the chief tasks 
of all earnest promoters of higher female education. 
BOSTON SCHOOL DOCUMENT NO. 19-1890. 
MAJORITY AND MINORITY REPORTS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTim ON Tirn SUBJECT 
OF COEDUCATION 01" THE SEXES. 
l\IAJORITY W,PORT. 
IN SCHOOL CO:\I:'11ITTirn, SepternbeJ' 9, 1890. 
At the regular meetmg of the board, Marnh 25 of the present year, on motion of 
Mr. Winship, it was ordered "that a special committee of three be appointed to con- ~ 
sider and report upon the subject of coeducation of the sexes, with spceial reference 
to future school buildings." 
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Iu compliance with this order we submit the following: 
It appears that not until 1790 w ere girls admitted to our public schools, when they 
were permitted. to enter the grammar schools then established, on an equal footing 
with boys. A few years prior to 1830 several unsuccessful attempts were made by 
members of the school committee to separate the sexes . It was not until the latter date 
thnt Lemuel Shaw succeeded in influencing the committee to make the departure. 
The school committee, January 15, 1830, directed a subcommittee "to inquire whether 
essential improvements may not be introduced by a modification of the present sys-
tem, or by the adoption of some other." This subcommittee reported, May 11, 1830, 
through their chairman, Lemuel Shaw. 
From this report the following abstracts are taken: 
"The last defect which the committee will notice arises from the attendance of 
children of both sexes on the same masters, at the same houses, and pursuing in all 
respects the same modes and branches of study. 
"The committee recommend that au entire separation be established b etween the 
schools designed for children of different sexes. By this management we think some 
evils and dangers will be avoided, and decisive advantage gained. Under the present 
system, tllrough the strict attention of the masters, little evil, perhaps, has betn 
experienced. 
"It is w ell understood that until the year 1790 there was no public provision what-
ever for the education of females in this town. The Latin grammar schools and the 
public writing schools, being the only schools supported by the public, were designed 
exclusively for boys. By the system then adopted an English grammar department 
was added to each of the three public writing schools, mHl then, for the first time, a 
provision was made that girls might attend these schools for six months, and no 
more, in each year. This system continued in operation, with some slight alteration, 
by enlarging the term for the attendance of girls to eight months in each year, until 
two years 1,dnce, when it was determined by the committee that girls should be 
privileged to attend the whole year. 
"The committee have thought that all the girls who now attend the seven schools 
may all be accommodated in the three largest schoolhouses, the Franklin, Bowdoin, 
and Hancock, which would be conveniently situated for the purpose, in the south-
erly, central, and northerly parts of the city; and that the other four, namely, the 
Adams, Boylston, Mayhew, and Eliot, would conveniently accommodate all the boys." 
The following resolution was proposecl by Judge Shaw for his committee : 
"That the present arrangement of the Eliot, the Hancock, the Mayhew, the Bow-
doin, the Adams, the Boylston, and the Franklin schools be changeq., and that the 
system set forth in the foregoing report be substitutetl therefor." 
The main propositions of the report were adopt,ed by tho school committee June 
30, 1830. 
By the regulations adopted by the school committee, February, 1833, it appears 
that the Eliot and Mayhew schools were exclusively for boys, while the Bowdoin 
ancl Hancock schools were used for the instruction of girls only, the other 5 grammar 
schools remaining as formerly, for boys and girls. 
Thus was rooted in our school system an error which may take years to fully eradi-
cate. 
ince then this objectionable departure, this rut, has broadened and deepened, 
with no o"?stacles in its way, no influential objection to its sway, uutil we have 30 
normal, high, and grammar schools, or school buildings, in 15 of which boys alone 
ar~ t~ng-h~, while i1;1 the other 15 buildings girls alone are admitted ; and in the 
bmldmg mtended for boys anu. girls together there are 74 classes, containing nearly 
3,7 0 scholars, of which 39 classes are formed of boys alone, and the remaining 35 
cla ses of girl . 
This gives only about 12,547, or 36 per cent, of our scholars in the schools men-
tioned who arc co ducated . 
Thu~ this city of Bo tim, that spends relatively more money for the education of 
h er chll<lr 'n than any other ity of the nion, if not of the world, that prides her elf 
upon her d~1 ational facilities, hampers more than any other city the rightful 
ad rnn_ce of gal and les ens tho refining influences in boys by this separation of the 
sex' 1n our school . 
. Th~ nbj ~t is of far weightier importance than a casual or superficial view would 
g1v 1t. ~t mvolYe the qn :;tion of the elev lopm nt o_f the maximnm ability of the 
·hol ars 11:1, moral, int llectual, and phy ical training. nclerlying it, is that ubtle 
I> yc·h 1 ll't al lement which should not be lo t sight of, ancl i t is therefore to be 
h p <l that ach m ml> r will give it grnve onsi<leration. 
lu th . e modern ~im of pn _h th re is, in certain localities, a gr at lack of deli-
cat · urt . · o~ lnvalry, particularly among young pe pl . 
Th r finrng 1!dh1 n t ~" man i. w ll •· mplifi<-d by ·wenclel] P11illip 's 1,tory of 
th · ung man rn ~b. ·m l<rn~ ar, who x ·u e<l l1im elf for n ing questionable la~-
gnage by mpha 1zrng th fact, ' 1here are no wolllcu here." A lik tory 18 
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attributed to Grant. This check upon questionable utterances and acts is noticeable 
in all places where boys or young men are in companionship with the opposite sex; 
and herein lies the greatest good resulting from coeducation. Such constant com-
panionship represses or subdues the rough and gross nature in young men. 
It is either right or wrong to have coeducation in our high and grammar schools. 
There is no middle ground in considering this subject. If a lower quality of scholars 
attends school in a certain district, that quality applies to the girls as well as to the 
boys; and if the boys are separated from the girls, still the low quality remains, 
and is only divided. 
If it is right for brothers and sisters to live in the same house and eat at the same 
table., then it is right that they should attend school together. Let them be brought 
up separately, and if they meet only clandestinely, great harm is likely to result. 
If wedlock is right and proper, then coeducation is right and proper. If men 
and women are to marry, they should know each other summer ::md winter before 
marriage, and the more they know of each other the less likely will divorces result. 
The serious objection raised by physicians to coeducation is based upon the deli-
cate organic conditions of girls, but by the introduction of the excellent system of 
physical culture made in our public schools the weak and delicate girls will become 
strong, and the objection will ultimately vanish. 
At Wellesley College, by its special attention to physical and hygienic culture, over 
1,000 young women are required to enter into a thorough course of physical training, 
and it is represented that these students pride themselves on their excellent physical 
condition, which they first endeavor to attain before subjecting themselves to serious 
mental strain. 
To gain the most impressive conclusions upon this subject it was decided by your 
committee that persons interested in education-intellectual, moral, and physical-
be invited to give their views. Accordingly circulars were sent to the several masters 
of our schools, superintendents, pastors, physicians, and others. . 
The following table gives the names oftlie several normal, Latin, high, and grammar 
schools; the number of teachers in each school in favor of or oppo~ed to coeducation; 
the sex of pupils attending each school; the sex of pupils in the several classes, and 
the average age of the pupils in the first and second classes of the gramma,r schools: 
Number of d, 
teachers in 1J 
favor of or op- :;:, 
posed to coedu- en 
c:ttion. t 
cf!~::e~o~- Average age of pupils 
posed of- in the-
, ______ .g. 
Schools. Teach- a'515 era. +>~ 
'O Q 
Sex of £upils 
atten ing. 00 First class. 
Second 
;::: class. 
Mas--.--. § 
ters. ~ 15 ~ 
.bl) 
'C § ~ & !~ b' ~ 
ii 
I>, 
0 
p::i 
..; en ;::: I>, 
c5 0 p::i 
..; ..; ,;, ..; 
I>, 
.:: I>, .:: 0 c5 0 c5 p::i p::i 
-- - - -------,--- - - -- ------
Normal ______ --·--- _____ _ Yes- 7 ____ ---- Girls----------- ________ ---· ____ · _____________ _ -----· Latin ________________ ___ _ 
L~ti~ (g?rls)------- ---- { Girls · High ______ ____ __ 5 
Brighton High------ --· -Charlestown High ______ _ 
Dorchester Higli _______ _ 
East .Boston High ______ _ 
English High- __________ . 
Roxbury High __________ _ 
West Roxbury High ____ . 
No__ 3 11 ___ . Boys_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ _ 
ii! i::°/'flitt ii) jjJ):)Lii 
i::: -- -~ ::~~::::-~-~it~~~?~~~~~::::::::::::::::?:::::::::::!:::::: 
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. I 
Adams ------ _____ _______ Yes-
!n!i~~z: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i :: : 
Andrew---- ----- -------- Yes_ Bennett ___________ _ ·----- Yes-
10-------- Boysandgirls----- -- --- 10 15·1 15·4 14·1114·7 
5 3 - _ _ _ Boys ---- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 __ . ____ . 15 ·1 _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 ·2 
12 ____ ---- Boys and girls__ 4 4 4 15·2 15 ··6 ]4·2 14·4 
12 2---- ____ do----------- ________ 14 14·11 15 6 14·7 14·11 
10 - • - - - - - . - - - _do - --- _ -- - - - - ___ . _ _ _ _ 10 15 ·6 15 ·5 15 -1 14 ·6 Bigelow . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Yes_ 
Bowdoin _________________ Yes_ 
Brimmer ________________ . Yes-
Bunker Hill _____________ Yes_ 
Chapman _____ ------- ___ . Yes_ 
Charles Sumner _________ Yes_ Comins _______________________ _ 
Dearborn---- --- --------- Yes_ 
Dillaway ______ ---------- No __ 
Dorchester-Everett ______ Yes. 
1
~ ~ ---i ~?li::::::::::::: __ :~ ---9 :::: _:~--~~ -16 ____ :~::_ 15 
7 5 2 Boys ____ __ ______ 14- ___ ---- 15·3 __ __ __ 14·7 _____ _ 
14- ___ ---- Boys and girls._ 14 14·6 15·2 14 ·3 14·4 
11 1---- ----do____ __ _____ 3 3 6 15·10 16 14·11[ 15·4 
10 ____ --- -- ---do----------- 1 1 9 14·6 15·6 , 14·5 14·7 
3 5 5 ___ .do __________ . 5 5 l 14 ·5 15 ·3 r 13 ·11 14 
4 5 4----dO -------- --- 4 1 8 14·6 15·1 14·2 , 14·4 2 10 _ _ _ _ Girls -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 _________ . 15 _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 ·I 
H> . - . . . • • . Boys and girls -.. - ... - - - 10 15 ·3 14 ·7 14 ·6 14. 7 
ED 92--52 
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Number of d;, 
teachers in 'g 
fayor of or Op · ::, 
posed tocoedu· a, 
cation. j 
Jf~~~e~o~. Average age of l)upils 
posed of'- in the--
SchoolB. Teach· ~j ...,..:1 Sex of pupils 00 First class. Second ~ ,g ·z attending. ~ class. 
• 
Mas-
ters. 
..; 
0 
? 
~ 
.::1 
H 
o:l 
,,:i a, 
~ ... ~ 0 A o:l A ;,;;j 0 
ri, 
h 
0 
~ 
---------- --- ·- - --1--------1--
GRAl\Il\LA.R SCHOOLS-con• 
trnned . 
·2c 
,_;I 
.::1 
ce 
~ a, <ti ri, "' h h ~ h 
cB 0 0 a 0 ~ ~ ~ 
Dudley ....... . ... ... .... Yes. 11 3 .... Boys ..•....•.•.. 14 .... ···- 15·3 ...... 13·7 
Dwight ... .. -............ No __ 9 4 ... ... . -do ........... 13 ... ..... 15·8 ...... 15·1 
Eliot ... ---··· -··- -······- No __ 4 14 2 ... _do . . . .. . ·-··· 20 . ....... 14·11 . ..... 14·2 
~ 
i:B 
Emerson--····-·-········ Yes_ 8 4 1 B?ysand girls._ 5 3 5 15·1 16 14·7 15·5 
Everett ..... ... .. . . .. _... Yes. 4 6 4 Gn·ls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 .. ........ 15 14 ·7 
Franklin ...•.. . . . .•..... No.. . . . . 14 •....... do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 .......... 15 ·11 ...... 14 ·ll 
Frothingham_ ........... Yes. 12 ... --· ·- Boysandgirls . .... .... _ 12 14·1115·4 14·8 14·6 
Gaston-···-······· ·· ···· No.. i 5 4 Girls ...... . .... -·· - 12 .. ...... .. 15·11 ...... 14·11 
George Putnam .......... Yes. 5 1 1 Boys and girls_......... 7 14·6 15 13·5 131) 
Gibson .... .......... .... Yes_ 8 .... · 1 ... -do · -·· ·-····· - ·· - .... 9 15·2 15·7 14·4 14·5 
Hancock- ................ No_. ·· ·-1 12 .... Girls······.·····.... 12 .......... 14·10 ...... 14 
Harris······-···-········ Yes_ 7 •••..• .. Boysaudg1rls_ ......... 7 14·8 15 ·2 14·10 15·2 
Harvard .. ·--············ Yes_ 13 ............ do -· ······-·- ........ 13 15 15·6 14·10 14·7 
Hillside········ ·-· ······ No._.... 7 .... Girls······-······· - 7 ··· - ..... . 15 ·5 14·4 
il:~!~?~.1~i~~::::::::::: i~~: 1~ ··ii~::: ~B~ ~~!~i~~~:: ... ~ 1~ ... ~ .~~.·~. ir~ 14 ·4 i!:~ 
Lawrence .... -·-····-···· Yes. 7 7 4 Boys ........... . 18 ........ 14·8 14·1 
Lewis··········-······-· No .. 4 8 ... _ Boys and girls._ 6 6 .... 15·2 15·2 14·3 14·6 
Lincoln ... , -············-...... 4 1 7 Boys-···-······- 11 ........ 14 13 
;Lowell. .. _ ...... . __ ...... Yes _ 11 3 .••. Boys and girls- - 1 1 12 15·1 1
1
5
6
:3
2 
14·2 i!:io 
Lyman ...... .. .......... Yes. 12 1 ........ do-····· ·- ··· ........ 13 15·7 14·6 
Martin ······ · ··· -······· Yes - 5 5 ... - ... _<.J.o ........... 5 14·6 16·1 14·7 14 
Mather.·-··-············ Yes. 8 2- ··- ... . do · -··-···· ·····- . ... 10 15·4 15·2 14·8 14·6 
Millot······--··-·· ····· · Yes . 4 3 ... _ .... do .......... _ ... ..... 7 15·9 15·2 14·6 14 ·1 
Momit Vernon . .... - ... . Yes- 5 ... --··· .... do-· ···-···· -··· - .... 7 15 Hi 14·10 14·8 
Norcross·-····· ··-····· · Yes_ ···- 14 .... Girls···· ··-···- ... . 14 .......... 15·3 14·8 
Phillips . ..... -··--··-···· No.. 6 6 3 Boys ............ 15 .. ...... 14.11 ... ... 14 ·6 
i~~;~~tt::::::::::::::::: i~:: it- .. ~:::: -~·~1~ ~~~~i~!~:: :::· :::: 1z in 15 ·2 in 14 
Prince . .. ·--··--·---···· · Yes . JOi_. __ -·· - . _ .. do······-···· ........ 10 15·5 16·2 15 15·7 
!Ki;::~::::::::::::::::: I~t it:~:::~ :~]t:::: ::: ::~ ~L:: :::: t!:t .. _ ... lH ..... . 
hurtleff _ ............ -... -····· .. . ·. 14 1 Girls-········· · .... 14 _. __ · ···-- 1-1·4 .... .. 14·10 
·tonghton--········ ·· ··· Yes. 10 ........ Boys and girls.......... 9 14.11 15·1 14·1 13·7 
ThomasN.Hart. ........ No. . 1 8-··- Boys-........... 8 .... ···- 14·10·-···· 14·3 ..... . 
Ti leston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . 1 Boys and girls.. . . . . . . . . 3 14 ·7 15 ·2 13 ·11 14 ·2 
Warren ................. Yes. 13 ... . ... ... . -do ..... ·-· · ··-······- 13 15 ·6 15·7 14·1115 
W lls ··-··-············· Yes. 8 2 .... Girls-· ··· ··· ··- .... 10 .......... 15·4 .. ... . 14·3 
Wiuth;::~:::::::::::::: .~~:: ,·~~~ 2::i-·~~::::~~.::::::::::: ·~~~ ~:·~~~:::::: .~~.·~. :::::: .~~.-~. 
Tho £,r going table shows: 
fosters iu favor of coeducation .................. _ ..... _ .... ___ .... _....... . 44 
Master, opposecl to coeducation ............ _______ .... . _. _ ... _. _ . . __ ... _. ... 14 
Ma tcrs unclecidccl or favorable in part ...... _ ... ___ ............. ___ ...... _.. 7 
T acl1 crs in favor of coe<lucation ....... _. _. _. _ .. _ .. __ .. ___ .... __ .... ___ . _... 4-22 
Teach rs oppo ed. to coedu ation ........ _ .. _ .... ____ . _ ..... ____ .. __ . _ .... _ _ _ r 4: 
T ·a.cb rs uuclecided ........ _ ........................ ___ .. __ . __ . _ .. __ . _ .. _ _ _ _ 51 
727 
Jt will h ohserv d_ by he abov that the maHters who are opposotl to eoeduc::i.t iou, 
"'.·1th bu on :c _ptioo, have cbarg of itber boys or girls alone, wh ile the excep-
t1 ual master havrng boys ancl girls, has unmixed classes. 
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SUMMARY. 
In_ favor. Opposed. 
------------------------------- ----~---
Su per visors .............. ..................... ................. , ........... , • - .. . 
Masters .............. ............. .. ............. ....... -· ................... -· .. 
Teachers .................................. -· ........ ........ -· ................... . 
Presidents of colleges and professors ........ ... ·- ............................... . 
Superintendents ................................................................. . 
Reverends ............ ········-···········-······················· ............... . 
:Physicians ...............................•.•..... _. ............................... . 
Total ...................................................................... . 
3 
44 
422 
12 
]8 
37 
29 
565 
14 
25-l 
3 
1 
9 
10 
291 
Of the 254 teachers opposed to coeduc::ition, 122 are teachers of girb alone and 109 
instructors of boys only. They may be considered ex parte in their views, and should 
l,e ruled out. . 
It appears that certain opponents of coeducation have, by an acquired interest in 
teaching boys or girls alone, warped their minds into tho belief that th-e sexes ::;bonld 
be separated, while others, through a laek of knowledge which experience gains, 
conclude theoretically that coeducation is wrong. 
To teach boys alone requires far more concentrated energy, will power, and nerve 
force or tensiou, than to teach girls, or boys and girls. The only advantage in hav-
ing the sexes separated may be to give inferior teachers easy positions in girls' 
schools. This is not intended to indicate inferior teachers in our s<:hools devoted -
alone to girls, for the masters of such schools are as anxious as any to gain tho best 
teachers the State affords, but it is a fact that certain masters of mixed schools hav€1 
separated boys from girls in order to aicl inferior teachers. 
A Yery large majority of the opinions gained coincide with the views entertained 
by a majority of your committee . . The committee recommend the passage of th,1 
following orders: 
1. Ordered, That the normal school be so arranged that young men may enter. aml join the young 
women in the same course of study. 
2 . Ordered, That the boys in tbs Lfltin and English high schools, and the girls in the girls' Ln.tin 
and high school;:;, be united in mixed classes as soon as practfoable. · 
S. Ordered, That the grammar schools in districts where the boy::; are taught in differer·t buildings 
from the girls be arranged for mixed classes as flpeedily as the necessary changes in the buildings will 
warrant. . 
4. Ordered, That in the grammar.school buiidings where boys and girls attend, bnt where tho boys 
are taught in separat6 rooms from the girls, the change bo ma<le by having m1xeJ classes. 
5. Ordered, Tlrnt all newly erected buildings, and buildings to be erected, bu arranged for the 
coeducation of the, sexes. · 
MINORITY REPORT. 
J. P. C. WIXSHIP. 
EMIL y A. FIFIELD. 
The nndersignecl, a minority of the special committee on coe<lncation, unable to 
agTee with the conclusions or to support tbc recommendations of the majority of the 
commhtec, respectfully submits the following report: 
It is not deemed necessary by the minority to traverse the whole subject of co.edu-
cation of the sexes. The subject h::is been so fully and frequently discussed in recent 
ye:ns that the opinion of those iuterested is undoubtedly already formed. Indeed, 
as to the wisdom or u~wisdom of educating together boys and girls, or young 
women and young men, 1t does uot seem probable to the writer that there will ever 
be any substantial agreement. It is one of those questions . about which there will 
always be wide differences of opinion, nccorcling to personal experiences and the 
condit.ions of population in different localities. 
It is easy to see that in small and homogeneous communities the conditions are 
entirely different from those obtaining in large, cosmopolitan cities; and looking at 
the s1y>ject from the point of view of the parent, it is obvious that while in certa:.n 
localities where the population is homogeneous a parent will unbei:;itatiug1y send 
his cl1ildren to a mixed school, he would be unwilling to do so if he lived in a com-
munity where tho conditions of population arc quite diffcren t. 
In small towns and villages economic reai:;ons seem to make mixed schools neces-
sary; but in cities the question of expense in maintaining separ:ito schools for the 
~e~es _is not an issue, and in such pla?es it_ would seen~ to the minority n, manifest 
mJ_ustice to CO)Dpel a parent to send bis. children to m1, eel schools, if Lo strongly. 
obJected to d~nn_g so .. Unless, therefore, 1t can l>o shown that there is n. principle at 
stake-that it 1s unJust and wrong to separate the saxes-expediency would cer-
tainly dictate that the wishes of a very large proportion of this commtmity which 
does not believe in mixed schools should bo respected. 
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For many years it has been the wise policy of this city to maintain separate 
schools for boys and girls after they have passed the primary-school age, exceptin 
the suburban districts, where for financial reasons the local mixed high schools and 
some of the mixed grammar schools have been retained; but as it is allowed that 
suburbar:. high-school pupils may attend the large city schools where the sexes are 
separated, provided the parent so desires, it would seem that our present policy is 
an eminently fair one, and that it should not be changed, as recommended by the 
majority of the special committee, unless' it can be shown that to separate the sexes 
is wrong, unjust, and unwise. · 
Does the repcrt of the majority show this f The statistical evidence of the report 
seems to the minority of little worth, for the reason that while a very large proportion 
of those interested in changing an existing state of affairs is always active to accom-
plish their object, those who are not in favor of a change seldom take the trouble to 
defend the status quo until they are driven to do so. 1 The minority has made no 
attempt to collect statistics others than those presented; but he ventures to predict 
that if such chang"'es as the majority recommend were found to be seriously thought 
of by this board, a :flood of remonstrances would be forthcoming, not from other 
States and country towns, but from our own educators and from parents of this 
city, which would make the majority's statistics SP.em futile indeed. 
'Largo numbera of letters have been received from teachers in favor of mixed 
schools chiefly on the grounds that it is easier to maintain discipline when boys and 
girls are together, and second, that the influence of the sexes is mutually salutary. 
In regard to the first supposed advantage, the minority would reply that a good 
teacher has no difficulty in ma.intaining discipline in separate schools, in witness 
of which staterr..ent attention is directed to the central high and Latin schools of 
this city, in which the sexes are separated. As to the beneficial influence of boys 
and guls on each other, there is a difference of opinion. That there are certain 
mutual benefits in the association of the young of opposite sexes, under judicious 
supervision and under proper conditions, no one can deny; but whether the judi-
cious supervision and the proper conditions are generally obtainable in public 
school& is another question; furthermore, it remains to be shown whei,her tho sup-
posed advantages of association in schools are not by far overbalanced by certain 
evils of such association. 
A favorite argument of those who favor mixed schools is, that as brothers and 
sisters are brought up together in the same family, boys and girls should not be 
separated when they go to school. It seems idle to take time to consider this argu-
ment; it is enough to point out that parents who delight in the brotherly and sis-
terly relations of their own children may naturally prefer to have some choice in 
their children's associates, and may be unwilling that their sons and daughters 
should mingle freely in the mixed public schools with children of opposite sex. 
There are those who take the position that, as marriage is the ultimate destiny of 
most boys and girls, they ought to be given au opportunity of meeting each other 
in arly life in order to enable them to understand each other better, and thereby to 
make th ir choice more intelligently. To all this the writer would reply that the 
duty of the State is to educate her children in the public schools in the branches of 
common-school education, and not to provide for social intercourse between the 
sexes, however desirable that may be. 
The proper place, in the opinion of the minority, for the young of both sexes to 
m t ancl to learn to know each other is in the home and in the smaller circles of 
so ial life, under the eyes of judicious parents and with their approbation. The 
r ·sponsibility of the maintenance of proper relations between the sexes, then, tests 
wb r it belongs-with the parent and not with the state. If it is argued that 
wh ther boys and girls attend tbe same school or not they are sure to meet and 
a o ·iato more o.r l s out of school hours, tho natural reply would be that wise par-
ui.s control their children out of school and restrict their associations in accordance 
with th ir own judgment. 
It is stated or implied in the majority report that a certain injustice is done to 
girl by not allowing them to attend school with boys. The writer fails to see the 
tr nth of this implication; so far a bis know ledge of.our schools goes the curriculum 
i i.hc same in all our schools of similar grad , exc pt that girls are taught sewing 
and cookino-, while boy ar giv n 1 on in the use of tool . If the implied injus-
i.i c<' ronHi ·ts in withholding from girls the stimulating influence of good bo~·s, let 
u. h . thankful that they may ther by scape certain -vil influences of bad boys. 
Tha~ th writn m y not h thought t ov r stimat tho pos, ibilities for evil in 
the u11.· ·d sc-11001, let him stat lJri fly the r ult of his p r onal experi nee. He 
P:1c· fl tbro~1gh all t_h . a<lcH of th pnhlic schools and was graduated from the 
b1rrh iwho 1 m a floun bin 1-mhurhan town wh r tho ·hools -..v re second to none 
. nnmbr·l' r ·J>lit·. w ro r!·c h- •11 from only forty- ight; so that the majority report 
s1ud lo correctly n•pr sent the opinions of tho m <lical profession. 
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in the State, and where the teachers were faithful and judicious. Even in the pri-
mary schools, but more especially in grammar and high schools, words and actions 
came to his notice that no good boy or girl could .hear or see without blushing. 
There were, so far as he knew, no overt acts of positive immorality; but in addition 
to much foolish flirting andfrivolity, there were not infrequent instances of outrageous 
offense against good manners and morals. It did not appear that any of these 
offenses could have been prevented by the teachers; but they could not have occurred 
in schools where the sexes are separated. Passing from this atmosphere it was the 
writer's happy fortune to enter one of our Boston schools, of which we all are proud, 
the Boston Latin school. In his three years' experience in that school there was a 
conspicuous absence of anything of a low or immoral nature, and the contrast with 
his former experiences was as refreshing as it was startling. Can it, then, be won-
dered at that when some thirteen years ago it was sought to admit girls to this 
school the writer nnited with other alumni and did all in his power to avert such a 
catastrophef The minority would certainly not imply that the pupils of our pros-
perons girls' Latin school could possibly be guilty of any impropriety of conduct 
if sent to the boys' school; but he wishes to express in the strongest way his belief 
that schools are places in which to educate the young, that all possibilities of harm 
should be kept out of them, and that there should be in them no sexual distrac-
tions. 
There are other objections to teaching the young of both sexes in the same schools 
besides those based on moral considerations; but the minority dot,S not consider it 
necessary to dwell upon them. Much could be said of the unwisdom, considering 
the differing aptitudes and mental attributes of boys and girls, of teaching both 
sexes after the same methods, even if the studies pursued are identical. Much, too, 
could be said of the unhealthful rivalries between boys and girls, and of the baneful 
stimulus to delicate girls to overwork their minds at times when they should be 
allowed to rest. But enouo-h has been said, it is believed, to show why the under-
siged can not support the changes proposed by the majority, and to warrant him in 
recommending to this board that no action be taken in the direction of coeducation. 
CHARLES M. GREEN. 
The report embodied also numerous and copious abstracts from replies 
to the circulars of inquiry; selections from these are cited here and in 
subsequent pages, though not in the order or position that they occu-
pied in the original document. In making the selections the purpose 
has been to supplement opinions recently expressed by statements rep-
resenting different experiments or a wider range of interests. The cita-
tions immediately following are (1) from supervising officials, pub-
lishers and editors whose observation and experience have not been 
limited to Boston, and whose opinions have weight throughout the 
country. (2) Teachers whose opinions have been formed in the imme-
diate conduct of the policies between which choice is to be made. The 
arguments which the teachers advance are not new, but they are 
accompanied by professional experiences of greater value than opin-
ious, experiences that teachers seldom attempt to formulate, but which 
are no where else attainable. (3) Clergymen who are of all men most 
thoroughly acquainted with social influences and tendencies. (4) Wel-
known writers on social ethics. 
CITATIONS FROM THE BOSTON SCHOOL DOCUMENT. 
Opinions of superintendents, supervisors, and teachers. 
SUPERVISORS. 
I was submaster in the Adams schoo.l from 1856 to 1864. At that time, as now, 
both sexes were educated under the same roof, but not in the same classes. I 
requested the master (Mr. P. W. Bartlett) to allow me to i ry the experiment of teach-
ing both in my room. Previous to that date (about 1858-'59) the boys and girls were 
mixed in the first class only. My request was granted, and the experiment was so 
snceessfnl that soon it was the common practice in other sch0ols. Of late years I 
have w~tc1:ted the high schools in the outlying districts, where boys nnd girls study 
and recite rn the same rooms, and I feel sure that the results are very satisfactory, 
I am heartily in favor of the coeducation in well-disciplined schools. 
R. C. METCALF. 
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I believe in coeducation of boys and girls. The mutunl influence is refining and 
strenffthening to both. The 11atural emulation is a healthy stimulus and motive to 
stu<ly0 and thought. The moral effect is purifying and elevu.ting, making tbe rela-
tions b etween tuem less artificial and giving each a true appreciation of the other, 
leading to juster compariRons of the sexes and more hearty respect and good will on 
l>oth sides . Coeducation corrects some of the most tronblesome incidents of school 
discipline and throws increased iQterest into school work; it also develops symmet-
rically and naturally the social feelings and cul ti Yates courtesy and helpfulness in all 
the relations of life. 
LOUISA PARSONS HOPKINS. 
ANN ARBOR, MICH., May 5, 1890. 
In our Western schools-grammar and high schools-we know nothing by experi-
ence of separate educa.tion of the sexes. Our pupils are all treated exactly alike, 
have the same course of study, the same teachers, recite in the same classes, have 
the same questions in examination, and participate in the same public exercises. 
This is true up to and through the high school. 
In tho high school there is this degree of separation: The girls have their own 
'' sessiou rooms, n presided over by women; and the boys, their own, presided over by 
m en; but in all school work the sexes mingle. 
In the junior and senior classes of the high school the pupils have class organiza-
tions, partly literary, partly social. 
These class organizations make arrangements for occasional class social entertain-
ments, which are held, by invitation, at the homes of class members. No evil seems 
to develop from any of these interminglings of the boys and girls, while their gen-
eral influence upon each other seems to be salutary. Especially is the presence of 
genteel, cultured girls a great benefit to some of the boys, in restraining, softening, 
humaniz~ng them. · 
W o believe that boys :ind girls were intended to be brought up together in families, 
edn<"ate(l together in schools, and yoked together in the same fields of duty and 
usefulness in tho world. 
W. S. PERRY, 
Siiperintendent. 
PHILADELPHIA, April 30, 1890. 
In the Phila<1elphia public schools the sexes are educated separately, not only in 
tho high schools, but, with few exceptions, in every grade of the elementary schools. 
Public sentiment is, howeYer, gradua,lly changing on this quesi:ou. My own con-
viction is tlrnt boys and girls can be taught to better advantage in every way together. 
Exper\cuce shows this to be the case, and coeducation is becoming universal through-
out tlrn, country. 
J AS. 1\1ACALISTER, 
Superintendent, 
CLEVELAND, Onro, May 2, 1890. 
Form rly the practice in this city was to separate the sexes in all the grades, from 
th tirno of entorino- the school until the pupil left school, except in insta,nces where 
tho smaJlnPss of the school r nclerecl i t too expensirn to so conduct the schools. Pupils 
of both s xes wero oblig d to recite together in the same room iu the high school, 
::mcl in many ca e. wero obliged to be placed in the sa.me general session room, the city 
having- bnt one high school huilcling on each side of the river. No bad effects wbat-
vrr r •snlt cl from this co clucation metho<l, bnt rather the reverse. As rapidly as tho 
ol<l icl as oulcl b over om , the co ducation of the boys and girls in all th grade -
high grammar aucl primary schools-was introduced. Por the last fifteen year at 
1 a t the ·o ,lucation plan has b en uniformly f llowecl. 
I hase no hesit tion wh, t v r in ·ommending it to all who are interested in the 
qn '. tion cith<'l'J ra tically orth or tically. No bad r snlt have followed. n the 
othn h:in<l. th r is a lJ tt rt n :.a.ntl bigb r moral, tanclarcl among the pnpilH. 
I hall li pl as cl to r <:rive ::i. c py of the report of your committee when printetl, 
if th am i for di tributiou. ' 
L. ,v. DAY, 
'upcrintendcnt . 
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., May 5, 1890. 
A close observation on my part during a periou of now nearly forty years, forcibly 
convinces me that the coeducation of the sexes is founded in wisdom, and is a very 
great 1,dvantagc to both boys and girls. 
\Ve have both separate and mixed schools in this city, and my exa1!1ination leads 
me to the inference that the latter present advantages not to be had m the former. 
,Ve have not, either in our grammar or high schools, had occasion to find any cause 
of complaint upon the part of the pupils, the parents, or the school authorities. 
Indeed in our mixed schools we find au improvetl discipline and a greater zeal in 
the wo~·k. Our boys, subjected to the iufluence of the gentler sex, become not only 
more attentive in tho prosecution of their work, but verymuch more gentlemanly in 
"their walk and conversation;" an(l our girls less rude and more ladylike. 
My own experience as a teacher in all grad~s of.schools and with my own clul-
dreu convinces me that the advantages had rn mixed schools arc Yery great, the 
dis:.dvantages few. 
.J. M-. ANDERSON, 
Superintenclent. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., May 13, 1890. 
Tho inclosed report, written by ·william A. Stearns, who became president of 
Amherst College, gives an account of the beginning of tlie coeducation of boys and 
girls in the Cam bridge high school. The arrangement then madt3 of "placing the 
grammar-school scholars of both sexes in the grammar schools and the hifrh-school 
scholars of both sexes in th'e high school" has continued to the present time, and 
during my connection with the schools of Cambridge, a period of thirty-six years, I . 
have never heard the wisdom of that arrangement questioned. 
FRA.i..~C-IS COGSWELL, 
Superintenclen t. 
Abstract from the report of William A. Stearns, chairman of the school committee 
of Cambridge, dated March 3, 1846, alluded to above: 
"In a wisely-governed school of this description, the manners of the boys· are 
softened and their minds refined, while the girls are placed under that measure of 
restrnint which conduces to self-respect, watchfulness, and dignity of character. 
Besides, both sexes become acquainted with the good qualities of each other's m~nds 
and hearts. The ·friendships which exist among them are more likely to be 
founded upon esteem, upon a perception of kindness, of honor, of scholarship, and 
such like virtues in each other, than when the idea of sex is too carefully kept in 
view. May not the manifestation of undue solicitude to keep them apart operate 
by a natural law of association through the imagination to strengthen the evil 
tendencies deplored 'l Are there any means more likely to degrade the minds and 
vulgarize the whole character of either sex than to educate them on principles 
which exclude all innocent friendships, all mutual regard for the excellencies of 
each other's characters, all pure affections a,nd civilities, and lead them to the 
thought that there is nothing attractive in each other's society but just that which 
is founded on the lowest distinctions of their nature 'l It seems to us that it is not 
difficult for a wise and pure-minded instructor to inspire his pupils of both sexes 
with those high sentiments of propriety; the boys with that sense of honor, that 
regarcl for the character .of a gentleman, antl the obligations of duty; the girls with 
that delicacy and dignity so natural to tho cultivated female spirit, and both with 
that· just appreciation of what is due to their nature, to public sentiment, to the 
consequences of actions, and to the laTI"s of God, which will not only preserve them 
from gross immorality, but make their intercourse in some schools like that of 
brothers an<l sisters in the snme family, alike purifying and ennobling. 
'' The extreme solicitnde of some to keep np this kind of separation reminds us of 
a circumstance which actually occurred in one of our country towns some twenty 
years ago. In a large center school, as occasional glanci->s were sometimes thrown 
across the aisle, it was seriously proposed by a most excellent citizen that 'n, squint-
ing-board' should be erected between the boys' and girls' side of tbe house, to pre-
vent any 'casting of sheep's eyes,' to the detriment of the morals of the school. 
What wise parent would be willing to send his children to a school, in which a 
squinting board shonM uot only separate brothers and sisters, and shut out from the 
two sexes the cheerful light of each other's countenances, but perpetually remind 
them that there is something degrading, something vulgarizing, something to be 
ashamed ofin associating togethe~, and even in looking at each other. 
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"Besides if children can not be trusted together amid all the restraints and pre-
serving influences of a well-governed school, if they can not be taught to live together 
like brothers and 'sisters with all purity,' in the name of commou sense what is to 
become of them when thrown out into society f 
"In the opinion of those who attended the late examination, the school has never 
been doing better, at least for several years past, than it is at the present time." 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., April 28, 1890. 
I have always been in favor of such coeducation; and whilst I ha~e h ad supervi-
sion of schools in which the sexes were kept separate, from the primary schoole up 
through the high schools, I have not seen any good reason for changing my views on 
the subject. , 
I have observed in schools where the sexes are educated together, as is t he case in 
this city, that they have a mutually beneficial in9.:ience upon each other. I have 
not found any evils of a serious character at all to result from such association in 
school. 
I have further observed in places in which the sexes were separate, that such sepa-
ration in school had the effect of leading to evils in other unavoidable associations 
on the street and on social occasions; evils which, but for this artificial separat ion in 
school, I believe would not have existed. I believe that what objections there ha, e 
arisen in certain localities to coeducation.are clue to evils which are not due so much 
to the effect of coeducation, as they are due to the fact that there are weak teachers 
in the schools who have not the power to create either a stimulating, intellectual, 
or a wholesome moral atmosphere in the school. Wherever the separation of sexes 
appeared to be a necessity I have found weak teachers and poor schools in general. 
I believe that they are related as cause and effect. 
THOMAS M. BALLIET, 
Superintendent. 
BOSTON, MASS., August 19, 1891), 
The coeducation of the sexes in our public schoolo is no longer an experiment. It 
has passed beyond the domain of experiment into that of well-established results . 
Its practical working, and its effect upon the manners, the mind, and the morals of 
pupils have been tested under so many conditions, that it is no longer difficult to 
find data from which to draw conclusions regarding its value. 
It is true that different minds, using the same data, may differ honestly in regard 
to the effect of coeducation upon character; but as to its effects upon mind, man-
ners, and morals, which are to be judged by their outward manifestations, we may 
ex_pect that a fair degree of harmony will exist among observing and discriminating 
teachers. 
My opportuni~y for gathering data upon this subject has been quite extensive, a_s, 
with the exc pt10n of the four years passed in college, my entire life has been m 
schools where both exes have been brought together. These have been academies 
made up of young men and women of widely varying ao-es and conditions, high 
school and unio~ schools, embracing pupils of all degr~es of advancement and 
every phase of social life and character. I have also been familiar with a large 
number of normal schools and universities of the Middle and \Vestern States in which 
the sex~s have been a sociated from their origin. With this opportunity to study 
the subJect, I may not seem bold if I express a decided opinion upon the results of 
coeclu ation. 
F w have fail d to recognize the reciprocal relation of the sexes, a mutual desire 
to stand well in the. e t em of each other. This often shows itself in an earnest 
rivalry, a quite det rmined though genial competition which stimulates to mental 
acti Yi y wi hout provoking animo ity, espedally to that degr •e likely to exiAt among 
tho e of th same x . 'lhe complem ntary character of the sexes i au important 
fa tor in th ir du ation when allowed to xert its lf in their mutual a ociation. 
It i_s ~h law f 1~atnre the ~orld v r that th ontiguity of oppo itesstimnlates to 
a tiv1ty. ppos1t magnet1 m at ract, opposite mindsarousoin a hotherdormant 
for . ompl m ntary parts brought tog ther form th unit-the per£ ct whole. 
Th fa.mil. ~ th 1?-nit in o ie ~ l cau e it ha all th parts to mak up the unit. 
Th s h l _1 • a umt nly when 1 haf! both s ·x . . Tb family i b . t train d that 
h_a the rarnm., ~ h h fa b r ancl moth r. Th claught r gains h r mo t symmet-
rical gr wth nly JU th , of a broth r, and th broth •r onlv in the gentler 
infiu n ·e f th i t r. · 
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That school is best taught and disciplined which combines in its teaching force the 
intellect and character of both sexes. It would seem that teachers, who are students 
as well as teachers, of the minds under their charge, must have observed the opera-
tion of this law. Young women develop better intellectually in the presence of young 
men, and the contrary is equally true; and what is true of young men and women 
is true of the boy and girl down to an early age. Their minds may not be different, 
but there are subtle forces at work that are different. Nobody sees how the sunlight 
does its work upon the plant, but he does see that the plant grows, and that sunlight 
is necessary to its growth. Nobody sees how the mental forces of one person enter 
into and do their work upon the nature of another, but he sees that there is such a 
work wrought. 
The practical results in Cornell University, Syracuse University, the University of 
Michigan, and most of the other universities and normal schools outside of New 
England, demonstrate the value of coeducation. They show that young women do 
better work in the mixed schools than in those devoted simply to female education. 
More of them reach a high degree of proficiency. The notable cases that have come 
from the university annexes indicate the value of contiguous study of the two sexes. 
What has been said of its effect upon mind can be said with equal truth regarding 
morals. · 
The constant mingling of the sexes in recitation, the measuring of themselves one 
with another intellectually, begets a self-respect, a circumspection of conduct, that 
protects against undue intimacy, and is a safeguard to the young women as it is a 
barrier to young men. Respect of one party for the ability of the other compels 
respectful conduct on the part of both. 
Manners are so much an outgrowth of moral feeling that where a high state of 
moral culture exists, other things being equal, we expect to find a corresponding high 
condition of refinement of manners. The favorable effect upon young men and boys 
will not be questione<l.. Their manners are improved, and there are fewer instances 
of the ancient barbarisms of college life. Female society throws around them ·its 
restraints, imposes its obligations, and compels a propriety and refinement of con-
duct not so prevalent in male schools. As a matter of course the government of such 
schools is easier, their morals higher, and the esprit de corps more elevating. The 
forces of society are combined and act together, and, as a consequence, more satis-
factory results are oLtained. And while character is subtle-a something that can 
not be handled or seen-it stands to reason that a fuller and more symmetrical 
development will be secured when all the forces of social life are in harmonious 
action, than when any single element is wanting, and that better men and. better 
women will be the outcome of our educational work. 
W. C. Grnx, 
Late Sitperintmulent of Schools, Hillsdale, Mich. 
EDITORIAL ROOMS, 
NEW ENGLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
3 Somerset street, Boston, Septembe1· 6, 1890. 
I have twice written you in reply, but have repudiated both. The simple fact is 
that it is a line of school thought to which I have given little attention. My 
thought has been largely focused upon the other ways and means. I do not see any 
principle i~volyed that experience sustains. I have always said that, theoretically, 
boys and girls mall grades at all ages should be at school together, but in experi-
ence I clo not see that it makes any difference in the hands of a first-class teacher. 
The Dwight school and the Gaston.are as go?d schools as I know in the country. I 
do not see how they could be much improved 1f they were "boys and girls"1 schools. 
I would never open a new school that was not mixed, but I see no call for a read-
justment of the schools. 
A. E. WINSHIP. 
TEACHERS. 
NOR¼A.L AND HIGH SCHOOLS. 
NORMAL ScuooL, Boston, May 5, 1890. 
I thi1;tk all the teach~r~ in the normal school a~ree with me in the opinion that it 
would 1mpr?ve the tramrng. school as such to mtroduce ~irls. It wonld give the 
normal puJ;nls _an opportumty to observe the modes oi discipline adapte<l. to both 
boys and girls m a grammar school. Whether the change is practicable at the pres-
ent time I am not prepared to say. 
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I shoul<l. be in favor of haviilg boys aml girls in all grammar schools if there were 
schools in which tho more vicious boys were required to attend. It is n, serious 
question how far it is onr duty to assist the vicious by associat ion with the good. 
I am pretty well satisfietl in my own mind that the discipline of a school is made 
easier by the presence of both sexes. 
LARKIN DUNTON. 
BoYs' LATIN SCHOOL, Boston, June 6, 18fJ0: 
On general principles ancl under ordinary' circumstances I am not opposell to the 
coeducation of tho sexes . I am opposed to it in the Latin school. 
Several years ago a protracted and exhaustive 'hearing was given by the school 
boanl. on this very question, so far as the Latin school is concerned. A happy sol~1-
tio11 of the question, as it bas always seemed to me, was made by the school board m 
the establishment of a separate school for girls. . 
The boys' Latin school is large enough already. The schoolhouse 1s cons~ructed 
for boys alone. Some of tho work'in the Latin school seems better adapted for boys 
than for g irls . I have always had considerable sympathy with the objectors to the 
coe<l.ucation of tho sexes in a classical course of instruction, though I do not co~-
sider their r easons as conclusive. Under the present peculiar and favorable condi-
tion of the two Latin schools in this city, I should consider it unfortunute to have 
them united. 
Three teachers are in favor and eleven are opposed to the coeducation of the sexes. 
I m1derst::rnd that this expression of the teachers' opinion is, in most cases, if not all, 
confinetl to coeducation in the Latin school, and not to the questiou in its general 
appl ica,tion. 
Mos,..:s MERP..ILL. 
GrnLs' HIGH AND LATIN SCHOOLS, Boston, .April 25, 1890. 
To my mind coeducation in secondary schools is largely a question of balancing 
advantages against disadvantages, and so is to be viewed with favor or disf~':or 
accor<l.ing to tho local conditions under which it is tried. In towns and small cities 
having n. substantially homogeneous population, coeducation works well i~ the 
main; for there the conditions approach in simplicity the conditions of family or 
neighborhood life. In large cities, ho'IVcver, the case is different. There the popu-
lation is uot homogeneous, tho families represented in the school are not known to 
one another, the numbers bronght together iu a, single school are much larger, and 
tho proportion of coarse natures among tho pupils is apt to be somewhat greater. 
All this tends to make tho question of morals and manners a more complicated one; 
arnl it i upon morals and manners-in other words, on the formation of character-
thatthc question of mixed or separate classes, as it seems to me, chiefly turns. 
Now, evils in tho domain of morals, though perhaps they occur no oftener in mixed 
than in separate schools, are more serious when they do occur there. As such evils 
can ue dealt with moro directly, more quietly, antl. with a nicer adaptation of means 
to cuds in separate than in mixed schools, I am iuclinE.<l. to think that for largo cities 
like Boston tlle former arc to be preferred. 
I n.m confi~1e~t that, in such subjects as physics and civil government, boys are 
muro :tppre rntive, moro alert, and more responsive than. girls, and the latter would 
unr111estionably derive great benefit from association with thA boys in the study of 
th .-o snbjrcts . 
In s~hool~ stabl~shcd for boys exclusively, tho teachers seem to feel under the 
nece~s1ty of r ortm" to artificial means of stimulating their pupils to industry; 
wh ·r a , in s ho<_>l stablishe1l for girls exclusively, artificial pressure is not only 
not li •lpfnl, but 1 po itiY ly injurion . It is difficult for me to believe thnt tll sex 
whieh needs spurring ancl th s x whi ·h needs curbing shoulcl be trained together. 
~li: ·s ,'ba.w a_n<l 11i ·s l'o_t r, al o three other teachers in our school, express their 
op1111~n that _girls 1J C?me rnt ·llectunlly more alert, a.ncl less passively receptive, when 
a ·.·0C'1ate<l with l>O,Y m the ame cla . e , than wh •n taun-ht by thems Ive . ' eith r 
~Ir. Tlrnrh r nor Ir. \ illi t n makes this ob crvation and I should not have 
thon~ht of <loing so m ·lf a the result of my p r ona.l exp rience. A. the re, nlt of 
111 • h Prvn.ti~n, how_ •r I re ognize the tatemen t a true. This 1 ac1s me to say 
bat ot~1c-r th111~s l><·111g ·r1u~l, am inclined to think that girhi arc somewl1at moro 
re. pon 1 vo to th · t •a h1ng ot m u than to th teaching of worn •11. 
J 11~ TETLOW. 
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GIRLS' IIrn:::r ScrrooL, Eoston, Apr-il f':4, JSDO. 
I have had long experience in schools for tho separate sexes and also in mixed 
schools. My 0piuion is decided, that the advantages are, on the whole, on tho side 
of the separation of the sexes in upper schools. . 
The tastes, tho natuml tendencies, the ways of rrcciving the subjects of instruc-
tion, the prospects of employment h ereafter, all differ in tlrn two sexes, and, whether 
he is aware of it or not, the teacher's methods take a coloring from his environment 
and adapt themselves to the circumstances of the case, wit}l wholesome !'esults, so 
far as this is possible. Many things in high-school teaching tn.ke their shape from 
the conditions as determined by sex. Only as teaching grows mechanical does it 
come to concern Hself less with individual and sexual characteristics. It is a great 
gain in auy school when it can be so organized as to make the classes homogeneous 
in all the respects that determine the ways aml means of instruction . . It is an econ-
omy not to have to cousidc~ the boys aud the girls as needing son11.rn·hat different, 
but par:.11lel, treatment in the same classes. 
Girls grow more reserved when boys are present, as do boys when girls are present. 
Somethiug of naturalness has to be s:.1,cri.ficed when the sexes arc mixed in secondary 
schools. I am sure that many of the topic!'! which girls choose to write thP,ir compo-
sitions a.bout, they would never take if they thought their exercises were to be 
bear<l by young men. They are tolerably free to write on domestic employments, 
cookiug, sewing, kindergartening, and other such topics-the topics that really 
intere:st them. Were boys in i;he classes, the girls would grow altogether conven-
tional, ::md -write without real personal ir,terest, but only with .the aim of a.,oiding 
the fato of 1.Jccoming the ol>jects of a. smile. 
S. THURBEU. 
CHARLESTOWN HIGH SCI-IOOL, ]Jfo!) 5, 1SDO. 
I ::i,m in favor of mixetl cbsses. 
My experience covers about twenty-one yon.rs in Boston schools, a.bout equally 
divided between boys' classes and mixed classes. 
This experience. has convince(! me that in mixed classes a better degree of schol-
arship can be maintained, and that the discipline is better, more whole$ome, and 
higher in tone. 
The life and spirit of a well-conducted mixe<l class is simply delightful to me, and 
there is the same satisfaction to me in the gentlemanly and lady like bearing of the 
pupils to each other, that I derive from the society of ladies and gentlemen in the 
world outside of school. 
I believe in mixed classes, been.use I believe iu mixed t.cachers. 
I do not subscribe to the sentiment that teachers should all bo men. 
Some of the best teachers I have ever known are women, ancl aside from their 
auility to teach, they exercise a most excellent influence. 
I am sure that boys and ghls of the age of high-school pupils need the hirrher les-
sons of character, of noble sentiment, of unselfish service which women aro "'quite as 
rea<ly to give, in their lives, a.s men. 
As I look back over my boy-life, I remember with gratitude tho great influence of 
certain women as decided, as energizing, as directing, as that of any men who o-uided 
and assisted me; and I like to believe that in youth nature is much the same uo~v that 
it was then. 
J. 0. Nonms. 
Dor.CIIESTER HIGH SCHOOL, May 5, 1890. 
I am a decided believer in a comlJ!ingling of t~1e sexes in high schools. As to gmm-
mar schools, I have had no experrnnce to which I can appeal, and hence have no 
opinion worth quoting. 
My obs_ervations are based upon .a service ?f fift~en years in the E~glish High 
School with boys alone, and some six yea.rs with mixed schools mostly rn East Bos-
ton autl here. At the end of my term of service in the English High, if I bad any 
opiuions, they were, as to boys at l east, in favor of separation. During these latter 
years, however, it bas become increasingly clear to me that the work done anu. the 
faithful1:1e~s shown by the _girls is on the average mu~h superior to those oft.he boys. 
Now, this 1s not only a stimulus to the latter, but 1t sets a standard which is con-
s~aut]y on hand, to be 1;1-ppe_aled to by wa;y either of rebuke or inspiration, while it 
s1leutly_ exerts a leavenrng rnfluence .. ~f course I am repeating only the truisms of 
the subJect when I s:.1,y that the association of young men and women tends to tone 
down m_any of the roughnesses of boys, to produce a. rcfo1ement in manners and, 
unconsc10uely to them perhaps, eJterts a. restraint Yaluable in its effects. 1fhese 
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very effects have come under my direct observation as a teacher, while I recall the 
same influences as a boy myself in school. . 
Moreover, I am sure that it is easier to maintain a proper degree of discipline 
with a commingling of the sexes. 
The influence of the girls is almost always on the side of good order. I recall 
instances where the boys have scarcely dared to commit acts whi;:ih alone they would 
not have hesitated to do, because the girls emphatically frowned upon them. The 
excellent influence exists not only in the intercourse of the school session, but in 
those "off" periods such as recess and before and after school. 
The benefit does not come wholly to the boys, however. In some lines the knowl-
edge of the latter excels, particularly in practical matters such as mechanics and 
civil government, and frequently this tells in the class-room. That a certain man-
liness and a smaller begetting of prudishness results in the girls I am quite sure. 
Perhaps, recollecting the faithfulness of the girls and, possibly, their fewer distrac-
tions alone, they might go over more ground in text-books. Whether any better or 
healthier work would be done is fairly open to question. With girls alone I have 
no experience, and any opinion I may have is based on a priori consider!1t~on. 
I have never as yet been so unfortunate as to undergo any of those srn1Ster expe-
riences which have not been unknown in mixed schools, and so the optimism of my 
opinions is not dampened. 
The sentiments also of all the teachers in this school have been sought, and on 
the main question harmonize with mine. 
CHAS. J. LINCOLN. 
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 
J OIIN A. ANDREW SCHOOL, May 5, 1890. 
This bas b een a mixed school from the beginning, but until within a few years 
the sexes have not been together in the same rooms except in the first class. From 
time to time the number of mixed classes has been increased, and the results have 
been such as to lead me to believe that coeducation is better, at least in the grammar 
schools. It follows the ordinary structure of the family and society, and is the way 
that three-fourths of all children are educated. 
In rural communities, from necessity this has been the custom, and certainly in 
morals, manners, and intellect the country child is the equal of the city child. It is 
confirmed by the habits and customs of daily life; they are together at home and out 
of school, and should be taught together in school. To educate separately is to 
change the order of nature. 
My experience tells me that it is best for the harmonious development of both 
sexes. In mixed classes each sex exercises a healthy restraint upon the other. Girls 
au.mire a manly boy and boys a womanly girl. And "What the child admires, the 
youth endeavors, and the man acquires." Mean actions, which with either sex alone 
might be applauded, would be frowned upon in a class of both sexes, and not 
repeated. Thus the influence of each sex npon the other is healthful. Good. disci-
pline comes from evolution, not repression. Self-control is the key to success in 
school as in life. Coeducation begets self-control. 
To state briefly, co ducation i best because it is natural· it gives each sex the 
sa.me op-portnui_ties; it cultivatei:! the best in each; it develops self-control; it gives 
a more ha.rmomous development. 
J. M. DILL. 
BOW DOI ScnooL, April 28, 1890. 
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youth, can give but~ partial development of c~aracter. If bo~h exert their_ in~uence 
durincr the same period, the most comprehensive and beneficial results will follow. 
In short, I would say the boys and girls would have higher ideals, _:would be more 
refined, more easily moved by sentiments of honor and respect, anct would gain a 
more intelligent understanding of each other, which might be of great use in after 
life. 
As our teachers do not seem inclined to write out their opinions, I venture to 
add some opinions of my first class girls. 
About two-fifths of them have been in mixed classes . All of these, with one excep-
tion, think mixed schools are the best. The girl who did not agree said she went to 
school in the country where teachers were changed every term nearly, and the boys 
had things their own way. The girls, as a whole, are in favor of mixed classes. 
Only four voted in favor of keeping the sexes apart. Without asking leading ques-
tions, these statements were made in favor of coeducation. The girls would try harder 
to get ahead of the boys. The boys and girls would be a restraint upon each other. 
Both would come cleaner, neater, and be more refined. One girl, who has not been 
excellent in deportment all the year, said she would behave better because her brother 
would report her at home, etc. 
Of course you will take these opinions for what they are worth. They were given 
with as much dignity and soberness as could be expected from yo;ung persons. I 
consider them weighty, though not conclusive. 
It seems to me that if children are to be separated, it should be done before and 
after school first. This would seem more reasonable, because while in school they 
are under the care of teachers who can restrain any improprieties. Besides, when 
engaged in school work their minds are withdrawn from sex distinctions. 
This battle concerning coeducation has already been fought out in Charlestown. 
It was fought a long time ago, when there were three grammar schools, one only being 
mixed. It was settled by putting both sexes in the other two. During my long 
residence in that part of the city I have never heard from any parent tho wish, 
even, expressed that a return might be made to the old plan. 
These opinions are based on knowledge ancl experience gained outside of Boston 
in all grades of schools, from the ungraded country school to the well-graded city 
high school. Since I came to Boston I have taught two and a half years in }t large 
boys' school, twelve and a half in a mixed school, and four years nearly in the Bow-
doin, which I am sorry to say has no boys. 
I have six children in the public schools of Boston, and I want them all to have 
the benefits of coeducation. 
ALONZO MESERVE. 
BUNKER HILL SCHOOL. 
It is natural for child1•en to grow up together,, and up to a cert::i.in age, say :1bout 
13 years (or indeed so long as it is thought advisable to teach boys and girls pre-
cisely the same subjects), I think mixed classes prefei·able, especially in schools where 
there is no great difference in the moral standard of the pupils. But when the time 
comes in the age of children, as I think it should come, that subjects are taught with 
some reference to their future employment, I think separate classes are preferable. 
ju order to accomplish more (better results) in the same time. 
The committee has already recognized, in part, this difference in the needs of the 
sexes, by providing a course of sewing and cooking for the girls, and another one in 
carpentry, etc ., for the boys. I would go somewhat further in this direction. I 
would make a difference in drawing, workin~ in a less mechanical and more artistic 
course for girls than for the boys. So in physics and arithmetic. The practical needs 
of the housekeeper are unlike those of the mechanic and builder, and while general 
principles should be taught to each, the illustrations and applications should be 
largely adapted ta future requirements. 
SAMUEL J. BULLOCK. 
GASTON SCHOOL, April 22, 1890. 
I am not ju favor of mixed classes. 
I have taught in mixed schools, in schools for boys only, and for 1hc last y ear in a 
school for girls. 
After leaving a mixed school and taking charge of a boys' school, I soon became 
convinced that the boys were more studious, more interested in their work, and made 
greater progress than they did when in competition with girls. 
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I "as so "en satisfied of tho correctness of my conclusions, that when I came to 
Boston as sul>master of tho Bigelow school, I very soon askecl the priYilego of hav-
ing Lon only and. grn<l.nating them, leaving the girls to bo instructed by themselves. 
My reques't'was granted, aud the boys immediately took equal rank wit~ the girls, 
rcceiYing-l>ocattso they had earned them-as many medals at graduation as the 
girls· whereas never Lefore had they taken moro than half as many. -
Th~ Lawrence and Lincoln schools soon separated the sexes in the same manner, 
with the same good results. · 
Tho girls continued. to <lo as well as before, thereby losing nothing scholastically1 
while the boys made great gain. 
I have been a careful student of the subject, in regard to the effect on uoys mor-
ally, and I have failed to discover that the separation was in any degree dem~raliz-
ino-, or that tho boys were not as refinecl and gentlemanly as when taught m the 
sa~e classes with girls. 
These opinions are confirmed by a twenty years' mastership of a boys' school. 
I have not been in a girls' school long enough to have as definite opinions of the 
effect of separation upon girls, but as far as I can see they do not suffer in any respect 
by tho separation. 
Tuos. H. BARKES. 
HYDE SCHOOL, April 23, 1890. 
After fifteen years' experience as a teacher of mixed•classes in high and grammar 
schools, and a longer experience in schools in which in the sexes were taught sepa-
rately, I am of opinion that, on the whole, it is better in higl.J and grammar schools, 
in large cities, tb;:i,t tho boys and girls be educated in separate schools. 
This ha.s been the policy of the school board for many years. 
Our so-calle<l. mixed grammar schools have been two schools, one of uoys and one of 
girls, in the same building. 
Rarely have tloys and girls in large schools been taught together in the same room. 
Boys, as a rule, have graduated younger than girls. 
Girls give four hours a week t.o cooking and sewing in some classes. Many wise 
p ersons think more timo should be given in school to fit girls for the peculiar duties 
of their station. 
They should not bo disciplined or ta.ught as if they were boys. 
They 1;hould not be subject to pressure such as is often good for boys. 
Important hygienic instruction can bo g iven to girls or bovs ::tlone; nay, should 
often be given. • 
The average mother fails, at the v ital point, p~·operly to instruct her daughter; 
therefore the teacher must not fail. 
Somo sins against the body are crimes against the coming generations. 
If tl.iese sins arc committed ignora.ntly, the results follow. 
A mixed school of young people in their teens must be a nursery of ignorance as 
to some essential truths. 
Itltink more ancl better intellectual work is done in schools where the sexes are 
taught separately, ancl with less friction. 
S. C. STONE. 
LINCOLN SCHOOL, April 22, 1890. 
Having tried both mixed and. separate schools, I am still in doubt as to which is 
bett<'r. 
In th Lowell School I hacl boys and girls in the second class for two years, nnd 
then a:ke<l Mr. Jon~s to let me have only boys, which he did. 
My rca on for a kmg for the change was that it seemed to me that the boys were 
Hom what owecl 1~wn in the presenco of the o-irls ancl would not talk out as freely 
n~ '\'. hl'll alou . ome of the quiet girls se med.to be afraid, too. I found the change 
prohta~Jle. The boys wb n alone would discuss a subject, expressing their opinions 
more ir ly, wh re they had b fore confined themselves to facts simply. 1'hey 
· <·m d to grow more manly allll indepcncl •nt. As a rule I think boys in n, boys' 
·hool a: more manly in many ways than in mixed schools'. 
'n nu:c·<l R lJ ls make discipline easi r than boys' schools and banler than o-irl ' 
•hc>0l. · • o that point balan es it. elf. In a moral view I do not believe it mr,a.kes 
any lifl,•nu · , x · pt h1 a few indi idual cases. ' 
M. P. WmTE. 
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LOWELL SCHOOL, .April 22, 1890. 
For fifteen years I ,,as principal of the Comins School, where the sexes were in 
separn,to rooms. In ibis school, seventeen years, we have had mixecl classes. My 
experience lea.us mo to pronounce in favor of mixed classes, for tho following rea-
sons: 
1. Tho weak points in the character of the pupils of either sex are corrcctell by -
tho presence of the other. 
2. The character of tho boy is refined; that of the girl strengthened. 
3. Tho rudeness of the boy and tho frivolity of the girl arc ·restrained, and tho 
mar.ncrs in both are elevated. 
4.-. There is no good reason why tho good effects that flow from tho mutual influ-
ence of mingling the sexes in tho family circle should not be looked for when wo 
imitate nature in the school. 
5. There is no longer any doubt of their ,being able to go on together with tho 
same work. 
6. I feel suro that the suspicion which somo have, that tho charactn and manners 
of each may bo injuriously affected, is not worthy of a moment's thought. 
7. The members of a family going to the same school, having the same mast.er, and 
being governed by the same discipline, tend to peace and good feeling by all con-
cerned. 
DANIEL ,v. JONES. 
,vo subscribe to the above. 
EDWARD P. SHERBURNE. 
ELIZA C. FISHER. 
WINTHROP SCHOOL, .Apr'il 21, 1890. 
I am not in favor of mixed classes. As society is constituted in our cities, there 
are necessarily many children in our schools who are ignorant of the ameriitics of 
life, and others who are wholly indifferent concerning them. It is better that such 
pupils should be associated in clnsses with others of their own sex_, iu order that the 
improprieties of conduct may not demoralize the opposite. 
Tt.e citizens in general can have no conception of the manner in which many, 
many of the children live, whole families crowded togP,ther contrary to the laws of 
decency, so that the gross immoralities of the community become subjects familiar 
to th0 sight, and th11s those witnessing them lose, in a great degree, the idea of their 
enormity. Things have transpired in my primary schools, even, that have lcc.1 me, 
when possible, to separate the sexes fa tho upper class. The argument tlJat both 
sexes are rearecl together in the family loses its force when the family is made up of 
hundreds of children from as many different homes. 
My own experience when my children were in a mixed school greatly strengthened 
my convictions on the subject. 
Teachers for a boys' school, peculiarly adapted to the work, woul<l. often bo less 
imcccssful with the other sex, and 'Vice -i:ersa. In the 11roper conduct of a school lies 
the groat 6\Uccess of the instructor. The teacher's ways must be agreeable to the 
pupils, their ideas must be in harmony iu order t9 accomplish the uest results, and 
I am thoroughly ·convinced that but very few teachers can be equally adapted to 
both sexes. 
Instruction in sewing and in manual training generally can be better arranged 
when the school is made up of one sex; and so with physical exercises, boys would 
enjoy and profit by many movements less suitable for girls. 
Young girls should not be subjected to the sight of corporal punishment as inflicted 
upon boys in mixecl schools. I think parents are often deterred from sending daugh-
ters ( Ol' should be) to the public schools on account of the punishment witnessed 
there. · 
Tho personal preferences of boys allll girls for each other, and tho intercourse to 
which it leads, are detrimental to close attention to study. 
I sprnt eight years as usher and subm::ister in the Mayhew school for boys, and, 
therefore, do not speak exclusively from tho standpoint of a girls' school. 
ROBERT SWAN. 
CLERGYMEN. 
RoxnuRY, Ma!J &a, 1890. 
I have been for many years one of the trustees of Antioch College! in Ohio. The 
system of the coeducation of the sexes was jntrocluced in that college at its founda-
tion, auu has been continued ever since. I do not think that any person acquainted 
wjtb the college would wish to change it. This seems to me a fair instance for your 
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purpose, because a fa.rge pa.rt of the students in this instit,ution are connected with 
a preparatory school, which receives pupils at about the age of those who would 
attend high schools here. · 
.A.sis very well known to you, the practice of all the towns in the Commonwealth, 
excepting Boston, has always been to receive pupils of both sexes, whatever was 
their age. The ola country academies thought of no other system, and are all organ-
ized on that basis. 
I wish somebody would say why the Boston schools were ever organized on any 
other basis. I have paid a good deal of attention to our daily school education here, 
and I never knew. This is, however, certain, that Boston is the exception to the 
policy and habit of the Commonwealth for two hundred and :fifty years. 
EDWARD Ev1rnETT HALE. 
JAMAICA PLAIN, June 3, 1890. 
In my opinion the" coeducation of boys and girls in high and grammar schools" 
is a good thing for the -boys and not harmful to girls. Most boys have much of the 
barbarfo in them. The presence of and association with girls helps to humanize and 
civilize them. So far as the mere acquisition of knowledge and intellectual devel-
opment are concerned, I do not think it makes any differen~e whether boys and girls 
are associated or separated. 
Yet, of course, the acquisition of knowledge and intellectual development are not 
the only things for which our schools are maintained. We want our boys to grow 
up gentlemen. The society and presence of girls is a powerful means to this end. 
As regards the attraction which each sex has for the other, which, I take it, is 
the supposed source of the evil that may arise from the coeducation of the sexes, 
I think the separation of the sexes has a tendency to lead to the very evils it is sup-
posed to guard against. 
As a boy and youth I was in both kinds of schools, and that is my j ndgment of the 
two systems. 
The male sex, whether young or old, is greatly benefited by association with the 
fema.Ie sex; and so society as a whole is benefited. And to be a, benefit to the body 
politic i s, I take it, one purpose of the public schools. One of the most public sources 
of the degradation of Oriental countries is the separation of the sexes. 
I was three years in the army during our civil war, and could not help noting the 
baneful effect upon men of separation from the influence of women. There was a 
marked tendency to retrogade in all that bas to do with refinement ancl the finer 
elements of our nature. 
Thus, you see, I believe in the coeducation of the sexes, for the sake or' the boys. 
I hold that it is in many ways helpful to girls; but not in such marked degree as 
to boys. 
s. N. SHEWMAN, 
Rector St. John's Church. 
61 CUSIIING A VENUE, Boston, .April 29, 1890. 
I am not aware that any institution that bas tried coeducation has ever aban-
doned it. I believe that in every case tho re ults have been favorable. 
For ten years I had the superintendence of the schools of a large town, so that I 
can speak from experience. 
Th re seems to be no more reason fo1 an arbitrary separntion of the sexes during 
chool life than during the p riod before and after it. They are together in the fam-
ily and mingle in society, not only without harm, but to their mutual advantage. 
Iu the nature of things, boys and girls should lie trained up together, since they are 
to live tog ther a ru •n and worn n, and need to he taught their trne relationship. 
eparate s hools for boys and girls are relics of a monastic age, when women were 
r (Tarded a inferior beings. But in our day it is provecl that woman has the capacity 
f~r the hi h t culture and ability to engago s,.ucce sfnlly in the various affairs of 
h£ . The sph re of woman has so enlarg cl thar. many avocatiol!S that formerly were 
h _ld x lu tvely by meu are now pen to women, and women are pursuing them 
with su c_ s. H nee ~vomen, as w 11 a m n, n d a hroad and high education . 
But w]ul t coe lucat1on offer qual advantages to both sexes, it does not compel 
a l :ul l ev l of uniformity. Eel c ici mis now dominant in the hicrhor schools of 
1 arnin<T. This c·l ctivo system affords ample scope for choice of studies to meet the 
ape ·i· 1 n cl of worn n. 
I arn onfi,l nt th, t tho obj ction. mad to o clucation on moral grounds has been 
prov •cl to b gr uncllc· . 
1 Ji fr timony- frorn th chool wh r c·o rlu at ion haa li ·11 practiced i to the 
ffe th: uot only u harm ·om :s. from the minglin, of boys ancl girls in he cla a-
but that the r ult ar 1>0 1 1v ly good. }'er onal ob rvation has led me to 
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the conviction that coeducation is better for mind and morals than education of 
the sexes in schoo!R apart. There is less rowdyism and more ~arn~stne?s among 
boys and less unlady-like conduct and fewer escapades among girls, m mixed than 
in s~parate schools. There is danger for t~e young _of 1?oth sexes anywhere, but 
there is nothing gained and much lost by theu separation m the class room. There 
one is both a stimulus and a restraint on the other. Jean Paul says, "To insure 
modesty I would-advise the educating of the sexes together. But I will guarantee 
nothing where girls are alone; and still less where boys are alone." Coeducation 
means a development of lifo into manly a,nd womanly completeness. 
R. J. ADAMS, D. D., 
Pastor Stouuhton street Baptist Church. 
92 SEAVER STREET, Roxbu,ry, April 29, 1890. 
I. It is n, great stimulus to intellectual en<leavor, promoting an ambition for suc-
cessful scholarship. 
II. It is also a very powerful inducement to the cultivation of habits of personal 
neatr:.ess, to a creditable demeanor and general refinement of manners. The very 
disparities of household training manifest in a public school are so exhibited in the 
school room where the prevailing mode of mind among the pupils is more observant 
and ambitious than elsewhere, that they powerfully plead for the better examples, 
and thus tend more to refine than to degrade. 
III. Such effects greatly aid the discipline aml promote the general success of the 
school. 
IV. The evils incident to tho inevitable association in life of weak or ill-regulated 
young persons of different sex woul(l seem to be in a measure guarded against and 
held in check when that association is largely within the range of educational rela-
tions, and is thus necessarily in a r;ood degree guided by their elevating influences. 
A.H. PLUMB, 
Pastor Walnut Avenue Congregational Church. 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCII, COMMONWEALTH AVE:N"UE, 
Boston, Mass., .April 29, 1890. 
I know of nb valid reason why coeducation should not bo a universal and perma-
nent feature of our common-school system. Tho separation of the sexes is detri-
mental to both. It belongs to the very essence of free government and a Christian 
civilization that the sexes should be mutually respectful and mutually helpful (with 
proper supervision a school may be as innocent as a borne), and this they can be only 
through a proper education together. The world moves forward, not backward. 
Coeducation is increasing in the higher institutions of l earning. The coeducation 
ought to begin in the grammar school, and continue. Life i s a coeducational school. 
I did not know ihat the question of coeducation was any longer debatable, at 
least as far as regards the earlier stages of cducatiou. 
I'IIILil' S. MOXO)f. 
I was so educated; I believe it to be the better plan; it has a tendency to take 
from the boy_s roughness and coarseness, and cultivate more gentlemanly deport-
ment. 
In literary pursuits I can uot st:le that anything is lost. 
I am decidedly in favor of coeducation of the sexes. I had an experience of seven 
years, and that was the order then. 
The best class I ever had in Sunday school was a mixed class, and secured the best 
attendance and n, more thorough knowledge of the lesson. 
C.H. BROWN. 
Superintenllfmt B .Avenue Baptist Sunday School. 
57 RuTI.AND STREET, Boston, Mass., .April 29, 1890. 
I unhesitatingly record myself as in favor of coeducation of the sexes. I have 
two daughters. in attendance upon the Everett School, and a young son in the Rut-
land Street primary department. I do not know tha,t coeducation is important so 
far as the girls are concerned, but believe it to be of incalculable advantage to the 
boys. And yet I am persuaded it is better even for the girls. 
ED 92--53 
WM. NAST BRODBECK, 
Pastor of Tremont Street M. E. Chu1·ch. 
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109 COLUMBIA STREET, Dorchester, May 5, 1890. 
I am a firm believer in coeducation of the sexes, in all grades from the kirnler-
garten to the university, also in professional schools. I am unaule to understand 
why, in our educational institutions, we should adopt a principle of separating the 
sexes which does not obtain anywhere else in life. It seems to me that beneficial 
effects only are seen where the sexes are together, n,s in Cornell University, Ann 
Arbor, and the MeadvHle, Pa., Theological School. 
GEORGE H. YOUNG, 
Pastor New S01ith Chu1·ch. 
BOSTON, May 13, 1890. 
I a,m entirely in favor of the coeducation of boys and girls in both grammar schools 
and high schools. 
In the W·est, where the first seven years of my life in America were passed, s1~ch 
coeducation was, I think, universal, and it was what I there saw of it wh1~h 
impressed it upon my mind as the best plan. It was a new thing to me, for, Ill 
England, coeducation beyond the infant school is almost unknown. 
BROOKE HERFORD, 
.Arlington Sf1'eet Church. 
SOUTH BOSTON, May 13, 1893. 
I am in sympathy with the plan of coeducation of the sexes. 
1. It is the 11lan of nature in the family. Boys and girls in the family together are 
a great blessing. 
2. I know how it worked at Antioch College, Ohio, where my '.rather-in-law (a 
conservative) was president for seven years. ' 
He was a convert, I know (Rev. Dr. George W. Hosmer ). 
3. I think more refinement of manners possible where uoys and girls are in tho 
same room and in the same recitations. 
We are too sensitive about tho influence of social contact. Nature in tho young 
(as a rnle) promotes purity of manner, where all thD conditions are elevating. Intel-
lectual training in itself doYelops moral perception too. 
WILLIAM H. SAVARY, 
Minister of Unity Chapel. 
CHARLESTON, May 14, 1890. 
I think, on reflection, that tho question of coeuucation of the sexes in l.Jigh and 
grammar schools admits of a variety of answers, according to conditions. 
1. Age of pupils: Up to ten or twelve years of age, children may safely am~ profit-
ably be educated together. Whether in city or country, in bad or good ue1~h~or-
hoods, tho benefit outweighs possible danger (always excepting the worst localities). 
I woultl keep tho children together in grammar schools as long as the teache~s 
think it Lest to do so, always seating boys and girls apart, but mixing them in reci-
tations according to scholarship. 
2. In bad quarters of a city (where tho state of moral and socia,1 life is low), 
when ~ho pupils need much discipline, boys and girls may wisely bo wl10Jly so11a-
ratod m ~chools; also when somo more r espectable children aro in the school. 
3: In L1gh scl10ols: (a) If a school is quite limited in numbers let the sexes study, 
rec1te, come, and go together. High schools generally draw pupils from the better 
clas s of the people. (b) In large hirrh schools the two sexes are better apart; each 
in a, school by itself. "' 
D can _e (1) supervision on so many pupils is more clifilcnlt. 
(2) \V1th each sex by itself, discipline can be better enforced when pupils are 
numerous, and study will be less interru_ptecl. 
(3) Emul~tion is st~ffici~nt when many aro together without tho additional stimu-
lus of s x nvalry which, ma small r school, keeps up the standard to some extent. 
r 1) In large s hools more danger of the infiueuce of reckless pupils and teachers 
have less personal influ nco on individuals. 
_4.. The teaeLers can tell better than anyone else whether tho conditions in ~ny 
g1v '11 school are favornhle or unfavorable to coeducation. Jt is a subject on which 
general conclu:ions are th or tieal rather than ]_)ractical. 
G. , p ra.tc oll •g •<ln • tiou by all means. A. S. TwoaIBLY, 
I'astor Winthrop Church. 
A.1mr..-nA.-S x su ptibility affed. fitu<lents les. than many suppose, when they 
ar k pt llarcl · t work in hool . 
Boy n.nd girls are •en rally shy f each ther (exc pt amo1.,g th lower clas e ) 
b t w . n 14 ~nd 1 v ar of ~g . Youths at that age segrerrato hy sex. The question 
f o duration at that penoil i more concerning its iullucnce ou offectivo study 
thau as :i. ma ter of moral an social expediency. 
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38 DARTMOUTH STREET, Boston, .April 29, 1890. 
My opinion is not favorable to the coeducation of the sexes in our grammar and 
high schools. Admitting its possible intellectug,l stimulus, I deprecate its effect 
upon morals. The objection does not hold with reference to coeducation in our 
colleges ancl universities any more than to our primary schools, but only to that 
class of our youth presumably between the ages of 13 and 17. Of course I concede 
exceptions to the rule, but, speaking in general terms, observation and experience 
would lead me to negative such a proposition as the one suggested. 
JAMES M. GRAY, 
Rector First Reformed Espiscopal Chu.rch; 
BOSTON, May 2, 1890. 
In looking over tho history of education it would seem that the coeducation of the 
sexes was a method which had been tried and discarded, and had long since passed 
out of the region of speculation. 
The stimulative influence of the competition created, which is claimed in its favor 
as one of its greatest advantages, can be shown, I think (though producing brilliant 
passing efiects), to be the cause of most disastrous final results. Competition in all 
directions is proving itself a most pernicious influence, and is being dropped from 
the highest methods of dealing in all departments of life. -
But nature seems to have answered the question for you most conclusively. 
Education is for two purposes: (a) The training of the intellectual capacity; (b) 
the fitting of the individual for a distinct work in life. 
On the question of ir..tellectual capacity as between man and woman there can be 
no dispute. They are evidently created to be the companions of each other intellec-
tually as in every other way. The only question is how to attain the best results 
with the mental power that is given. It seems hardly necessary to argue that the 
best possible intellectual results will be gained by subjecting two persons so physio-
logically 1.mlike to exactly the same laws and methods of training, just at a time in 
life when these differences demand the most careful recognition on both sides. 
Is it not because this point is not recognized that there is this constant restless-
ness and agitation upon this very question f Recognize the needs of both, and not 
subject both boys and girls to virtually the same system, and we shall have more 
manly and more womanly intelligence in the affairs of life, and this question of 
coeducation can never arise. 
The same may be said also of the second purpose of education; women have a 
great special work for humanity assigned them which men can never perform. To 
its fulfillment woman's whole nature, moral.and physical, is most delicately adjusted. 
Upon her intdligent discharge of this task depends the whole fabric of family, 
social, and national life. For this a special training is as much needed to-day as it 
is almost universally neglected. 'l'here is nothing, in my opinion, more essential 
to the life of humanity than this distinct higher education of woman, which nature 
itself demands. 
These are some of my reasons for my opinion that there should not bo a system of 
coeducation of the sexes beyond the very first rudiments of instruction. 
GEORGE J. PRESCOTT, 
Rector of the Church of th'e Good Shepherd. 
209 W. CANTON STREET, 
Boston, Mass., April 30, 1890. 
From the time that boys and girls are olcl enough for the grammar school until 
they are r eady for college they should be kept apart. I was "coeducated" from the 
time that I b egan to go to school until I was graduated from Boston University, and 
I am fully persuaded that freo association during the time that I havo indicated is 
fraught with danger to both sexes. 
GEORGE A. CRAWFORD, 
Pastor Broornflelcl Street M. E. Church. 
SOUTII BOSTON, .April 28, 1890. 
While I can bring forward no new argument, yet I feel that the old ones-are suffi-
cient. to j':1-stify me in condemning coeducation. The argument of propriety is all 
sufficient m my judgment. There are dan.gers at au earlier period of life in our 
grammar schools; how much greater are not such dangers apt to Le in high schools f 
And while I admit that youths may receive a stimulus to study, and, also, perchance, 
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a certain refinement, if you will, by coeducation, yet do I perceive also clangers 
which may more than balance such advantages. What these dangers are parents 
and educators and others experienced in affairs may easily surmise. In short, I 
havo no difficulty in condemning coeducation, and deem tho separation, which now 
happily exists, the very best. 
D. O'CALLAGHAN, 
Recto1· St. Aug,u.st'ine's Church. 
BOSTON, .Ap1·il 28, 1890. 
I would not educate the sexes together at any age. Adolescent a,ppetite manifests 
itself rapidly between 14 and 18 years of age. 
The sedentary habit of long hours stimulates physical function. 
Familiar approach of the morally unschooled, the nonreligious, and the actually 
vicious it is impossible wholly to prevent in coeducation. 
Pseudo-attachments are likely to spring up and pave the way to unfit "engage-
ments" or affiancings. 
The presence of the other sex is more or less, distracting to application to the 
curriculum. In city life at best manhood and womanhood are stimulated to prema-
ture ripening, especially in these days of fl.ash novels and bare-legged theatricals, 
conditions different from the country school district. 
Consult that noble man and true Christian-whom I have long known personally-
Anthony Comstock, as to your problem. 
'l'he specious argument of the coeducation of the sexes in the home and the church 
needs but a moment's examination. The parent loves and guards as a teacher does 
not. Kinship sanctifies as promiscuous commingling does not. Religion and posi-
tive morals are present in the one case and wholly l acking in the other. 
It is the universal testimony that coeducation in colleges tends powerfnlly to loss 
of personal respect, except the young women v irtually live like hermits. 
In my opinion the young sexes should first learn approach nit homo. There is a. 
delicacy, a sweetness, a dignity, a refinement which a young girl, unfamiliar with 
tho society of the opposite sex, brings with her from the cloister when she "enters 
society" at a proper age. The experience of civilization, from feudal times to now, 
among the best social class is worth considering. 
Coeducation is democracy gone to seed. 
Ell:IORY J. HAYNES. 
JAMAICA PLAIN, Boston, May 1, 1890. 
1. It is seriously detrimental to the morals of boys nncl girls to place them 
together under such circumstances, particularly in the grammar school. 
Unless the teachers are persons of much wisdom and of strong infl.uenco for good 
over the pupils, vulgarity is an almost inevitable feature of tho intercourse of the 
boys and girls. I have known cases where even under ordinarily good teachers the 
moral atmosphere of the school was vulgar in the extreme. I meet every day pupils 
of one of the largest grammar schools for boys in Boston, and one of tho best situ-
ated, with whom it would be impossible to associate girls without results most 
harmful to both sexes. The vulgarity and profanity is already deplornble and can 
not voll be reached by any except tho parents, many of whom, of course, have no 
desire to correct such things. 
2. The spirit of rivalry generally excited between the l:oys and girls of the better 
class in the matter of studies is especially harmful to the latter. Girls ought not to 
be tan •ht under the same methods as boy:,. There are periocls when they should be 
r lievcd from the burden of school work, and when the nature of tho class work 
shou_ld be so hang •d as to give them the greatest possible variety, and the least 
possible amount of n rvons wear and tear . 
JOJIN E . TUTTLE, 
Pasto1· Central Cong1·egalional Church. 
72 .A.LLE II.ANY TREET, May 1, 1890. 
Th f llowrng ·on idera ions are of infl u nco with me as against any greater com-
min •ling of the s x : 
1. Ia.ny of the hildren come from unregufated hom s, and it i q nestionablc bow 
far oth r hildr n h u]d b compell d to hear and learn from unfortunate r marks 
and in ·id nt wbi h arise from want of arly di cipline in , ry mix d class. 
As far a po . il 1 ·hildren shoul<.1 ha,o he advantages of common-school educar 
tiou without ri k s. 
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2. The association of boys and girls in the same building, but not iu t.he_ sa;_me 
claRses generally, furnishes the best.elements to be <lerivecl fr~m some educat10n of 
boys and girls, brothers.and sisters m the sa:m~ set of compamo:ns, 
3. Many teachers-perhaps 1;11ost-have d!stmct fitness for guls or ?oys, a~d do . 
much less satisfactory work with the opposite sex or when they are mmgled m the 
class room. 
"\VILLIAl\1 R. CAMPBELL, 
Highlt:tnd Congregational Church. 
Nonprofessional opin-ions. 
CAMBRIDGE, May 29, 1890. 
I am very strongly in favor of the coeducation of the sexes. 
This opinion dates back to my early life, when, as a day scholn.r in what was then 
consi<lered the best boarding school near Boston (that of William Wells, in Cam-
bridge), I was struck with the greater decency and refinement of the day scholars, 
who lived at 1:iome ancl with their sisters, as compared with those who lived only 
among boys. Aftenvards, as usher in another large boarding school (that of Stephen 
M. "\Veld, of Jamaica Plain), I noticed just the same superiority. This impression 
bas never passed away from my mind. 
Since then, while on the school committee of three different. places-Newbury and 
Worcester, Mass., and Newport, n. I.-I have seen the process of abolishing separate 
schools and bringing the rnxes together; and always with satisfactory results as to 
discipline, manners, and morals. 
I am satisfied that there is in each sex nn instinctive desire for the good opinion of 
the other, and that this is a very ])Owerful aid and stimulus in the hands of the 
teacher. As a remarkably good teacher, Mr. William Reed, now of Taunton, said 
to me forty years ago at Newburyport: "I neYer yet saw a school which I could not 
manage by the waving of a finger, if I could on1y have boys and girls together." 
This is now generally admitted as to boys; but there is often an impression that 
what the boys gain the girls lose. Here again I must quote a -very able teacher, 
Mrs. Caroline C. Leighton, sister of the well-known educational authoress, the late 
Jane Andrews, and as good a teacher. When in Worcester, about 1855, we changed 
her girls' grammar school into a mixed school, she said soon after: "I was willing 
that tile change should take place, because I thought we owed it to the boys, although 
I thought it would be bad for the girls. But now I am satisfied that it is for the 
benefit of both, and has done as much for the girls as for the boys." 
When I was on the school committee of Newport, one of our very best grammar-
school principals, a woman, took a day to visit Boston grammar schools. After her 
return she said to me, "I should never wish to teach a public school in Boston. They 
seem to me perfectly tame and uninteresting, from having one sex only." When I 
questioned her farther she said: '' I rely on my girls to give steadiness anrl regularity 
to my school; they are more punctual and get their lessons Letter. But I rely on 
the boys to bring outside lifo into the school, to know what is going on in the 
world, to illustrate the lessons from what happens in the streets and on the wharves. 
Neither would lie sufficient alone; both arc needed for the material of a good school." 
I thought I had never heard the precise state of the case better put. 
THO1IAS WENTWORTH HIGGINSON. 
MILWAUKim, June 8, 1890. 
In the West there has never been any doubt as to the feasibilitv or advisability of 
coeducatio~. I~ Wiscon~in an~ Mi~higan both, t~i~ system has been fully in practice, 
and the Umvers1ty of W1sconsm g1ves equal privileges to both boys and girls. I 
have never beard of any difficulty or scandal arising from this intermingling of the 
sexes at school. 
I was educated. in such a school myself, and my experience teaches me that there 
is a certain emulation or desire to stand well in the eyes of the opposite sex, which 
stimulates the pupils in such a school to greater mental exertion, and makes them 
more zealous in the pursuit of knowledge. Girls e.re usually quicker in ibeir per-
ceptions than boys of the same age, consequently boys derive the greatest benefit 
from this comradeship. Contact with the gentler sex also smooths the rough edges 
of a boy's manner, and develops the chivalrous side of his character making him 
more manly, more honest and straightforward than he would be if acc~stomed only 
to the society of boys like himself. There is still a good deal of the savage in man 
and this trait is more likely to develop itself when men herd too·ether. ' 
. On the contrary,~ girl who is brought up in the companion~hip of boys is more 
hkel~ when she arrives at womanhood to estimate men at their true worth, and is 
less likely to become the prey of the first <lcsigning adventurer whom she meets. 
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Your inquiry strikes a Wisconsin man or woman somewhat as would_an investiga-
tion into the advisability of allowing men and women and boys and girls to occupy 
the same pews in church. Coeducation has l1een so thoroughly accepted and so long 
practised-in the West, that we have to speculate as to the probable effects of a return 
fo tho old monastic system. 
Mrs. D. H. JOHNSON. 
In regard to the coeducation of boys and girls in high and grammar schools, _I am 
entirely in favor of it, believing it to be for the advantage of both sexes to mmgle 
freely in all departments of education. 
I have not had a very large personal experience, but have had under my care a boy 
and a girl who were passing through a coeducative high school. In neither case did I 
see any evil or disadvantage arising from coeducation; but on the contrary a natural 
healthy friendship with those of the other sex. I should entirely approve of the 
principle of coeducation, from the lowest primary school to the highest university or 
professional school. 
EDNAH D. CHENEY. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HYGIENIC BEARINGS OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR 
WOMEN WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO COEDUCATION. 
Reference has already been made to Dr. Clarke's book, Sex in Educa-
tion. In the opening chapter the author discussed the physiological 
constitution of woman, and set forth conclusions which he had formed 
from clinical observation. In the fourth chapter he marshaled the 
'' laws of development," which he says "we have found physiology to 
teach," and his personal conclusions as an argument against coeduca--
tion. With respect to the publfo discussions then in progress, the pith 
of the book was in this chapter, since it was immediately seized upon 
as presenting an unanswerable argument against opening to women 
institutions odginally designed for men alone. 
The citation from this chapter, given below,is interesting as showing 
the manner in which Dr. Clarke applied his argument, and also the 
care with which he avoided open opposition to the general movement 
for the higher education of women, that had already become irresisti-
ble. Against Dr. Clarke's position little more could be adduced, at the 
time, re pecting coeducation, than individual convictions. Mr. Hig-
gm on, however, considerably lessened the effect of Dr. Clarke's argu-
ment by expo.::ing the small basis of fact upon which it rested and 
pojnting out, categorically, the classes of facts which were required in 
the pr mise,· and which, in his opinion, were already attainable. This 
portiou_of l\li~. Iliggin. on's article, which formed a chapter in'' Sex and 
Education," 1s al o reproduced. It should be added that the subse-
quent inv tigations by the Collegiate A.lumnm Association were the 
11atural out ·ome of this call for facts . The data collected related to 
the health hi tory of 705 graduate from 12 colleges or universities 
op n to women, 9 of the institutions claiming 247 of the graduates 
being r oeclu ational. 
The nf; .. achu ett Bureau of Statistics of Labor, at that time (1885) 
u_nd •r the dire ·ti n of on. arroll D. Wright, undertook the prepara-
ti n and publication of the material, and it i to be found in full as part 
V f th . ixt enth an ual report of that bureau. The summary of 
!e ult . wb~ -~, und r th ·ircum tance , must be regarded as entirely 
impartial 1. · 111 ert h r after the ·itation from Mr. Higgin. on. 
Tw ' ar aft r thi. r port wa ubli hed the imilar in uiry alre, dy 
1 t w : l~ncl rt. k n ,v, ommitt of women's colleges at Oxford 
a_11cl , 1 r1 . · ( • ngland). Th c ll 1g s are indeed not coedu a-
t1on but this fact doe not les en the significance of the inve tiga-
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t.ion so far as regards the strain of scholastic work, since the students 
are prepared for the same examinations as their brothers at Oxford and 
Cambridge. 
The results of this investigation are presented in pamphlet report, 
of which the summary is here cited, together with a single table in 
which the results of the American and the English investigations are 
compared. 
SEX IN EDUCATION. . 
By Dr. EDWARD IL CLARKE. 
[Pages 121-127.] 
Before going further, it is essential to acquire a definite notion of what is meant, or 
at least of what we mean in this discussion, by the term co~ducation. Following 
its etymology, con educare, it signifies to draw out together-, or to unite in education; 
and this union refers to the time and pln.ce rather than to the methods and kinds of edu-
cation. In this· sense any school or college may utilize its buildings, apparatus, and 
instructors to give appropriate education to the two sexes as well as to different ages 
of the same sex. This is juxtaposition in education. When the Massachusetts 
Jnstitute of Technology teaches one class of young men chemistry and another class 
engineering, in the same building and at the same time, it coeducates those two 
classes. In this sense it is possible that many advantages might be obtained from 
the coeducation of the sexes that would more than counterbalance the evils of crowd-
ing large numbers of them together. This sort of coeducation does not exclude appro-
priate classification, nor compel the two sexes to follow the same methods or the 
same regimen. 
Another significa,tion of coeducation, and, as we apprehend, the one in which it is 
commonly used, includes time, place, government, methods, studies, and regimen. 
This is identical coedutation. This means, that boys and girls shall be taught the 
same things, at the same time, in the same place, by the same faculty, with the samo 
methods, and under the same regimen. This admits age and proficiency, bui not sex, 
as a factor iu classification. It is against the coeducation of the sexes, in this sense 
of itlentical coeducation, that physiology protests; and His this identity of educa-
tion, the prominent characteristic of our American school system, that has produced 
the evils described in the clinical part of this essa,y, and that threatens to push the 
degeneration of the female sex still further on. ln these pages, coeducation of the 
sexes is used in its common acceptation of identical coeducation. 
Let us look for a moment at what identical coeducation is. The law has, or had, 
a maxim that a man and his wife are one, and that the one is the man. Mo<l.ern 
American edncation has a maxim that boys' schools and girls' schools are one, and 
that the one is the boys' school. Schools have been arranged, accordingly, to meet 
the requirements of the masculine organization. Studies have been selected that 
experience has proved to be n.ppropriai:J) to a boy's intellectual development, and a 
regimen adopted, while pursuing them, appropriate to his physical development. 
His school ancl college life, his methods of stncly, recitations, exercises, and recrea-
tions, arc ordered upon the supposition that, barring disease or infirmity, pun<1tual 
altendance upon the hours of recitation and upon all other duties in their season 
and order may be required of him continuously, in spite of c;nnui, inclement weather, 
or fatigue; that there is no week in the month, or day in the week, or hour in the 
day, when.it is a physical necessity to relieve him from standing or from studying, 
from physical effort or mental labor; that the chapel bell rnay safely call him to 
morning prayer from New Year to Christmas with the assurance that if the gofog 
does not add to his stock of piety it will not diminish his stock of health; that he 
may be sent to the gymnasium and the examination hall, to the theaters of physical 
and intellectual display at any time; in short, that ho cleYelops health and sfrength, 
blood. and nerve, intellect and life, by a regular, uninterrupted, and sustained course 
of work. And all this is justified 1.Joth by experience and physiology. 
Obedient to the American educational maxim that boys' schools and girls' schools 
are one, and_ that the one is the boys' school, the female schools have copied the 
methods whi?h have grown ont of the requirements of the male organization. 
Schools for guls have been n:iodeled after schools for boys. Were it not for differ-
enc~s of dress !lnd figure, it woulu ~e impossible,. even for an expert, after visiting 
a h!gh school for boys and o~e f~r guls, to tell which was arranged for the male and 
which_ for the female orga111_zat1on. Our g:irls' school~, '_Vhether pul.Jlic or private, 
have imposed upon ~he ~up~ls a ~oys' regimen, and it _is now nroposed, in some 
quarters, to carry this prmc1plc st11l further by burtlemng girls after they leave 
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school with n, quadrennium of masculine college regimen; aml so girls are to learn 
the alphabet in college as they have learned it in the grammar school, just as boys 
do. 'l'his is grouncletl upon the supposition that sustained regufarity of action and 
attendance may be as safely required of n, girl as of a boy; that there is no physical 
n ecessity for periodically relieving her from walking, standing, reciting, or studr-
ing; that the chapel bell may call her as well as him to a daily morning walk, with a 
standing prayer at the end of it, regardless of the clanger that such exercises, by 
derangin()' the tides of her organization, may acld to her piety at the expense of her 
blood; that she may work her brain over mathematics, botany, chemistry, German, 
ancl the like, with equal and sustained force on every day of the month, and so 
safely divert blood from the reproductive apparatus to the head; in short, that she, 
like her brother, develops health ancl strength, blood and nerve, intellect and life, 
by n, regular, uninterrupted, and sustained course of work. All this is not justified, 
either by e:s:perience or physiology. The gardener may plant, if he choose, the lily 
r.ncl the rose, the o:1k and the vine, within the same inclosure. Let the same soil 
nourish them, the same air Yisit them, and the same sunshine warm and cheer them: 
still, he trains each of them with a separate art, warding from each its peculiar 
dangers, developing within each its peculiar powers, and teaching each to put forth 
to the utmost its divine and peculiar gifts of strength and beauty. Girls lose health, 
strength, blood, and nerve, by a regimen that ignores the periodical tides and repro-
ductive apparatus of their organization. The mothers and instructors, the homes 
and schools, of our country's daughters would profit by occasionally reading the 
olcl Lcvitical law. Tho race has not yet quite outgrown tho physiology of Moses. 
SEX AND EDUCATION. 
A R EPLY TO DR. EDWARD H. CLARKE'S SEX I:N" EDUCATION. 
Article by THOMAS 1VE~TWORTII RIGGJNSON, p:;;i., 35-44. 
It has been pointed out, again and again, in the Woman's Journal and elsewhere, 
that there are whole classes of facts to be had bearing most closely on this question 
which n either Dr. Clarke nor any physiologist opposed to coeducation has yet 
attempted to obtain. Instead of shrinking from these facts, we are constantly beg-
ging for them. Until they are obtaine<l., systematized, and displayed, tho whole 
argument of Dr. Clarke has but an insufficient basis of facts. They are such as 
these: 
1. We need facts as to the comparative physiology of American women in differ-
ent localities. Thero are highly educated communities and very uneducated 
communities. Has Dr. Clarke, or any one, compared the health of women in cities 
and in country towns; in cities with good schools ancl cities with poor schools; or 
in highly educated States like Massachusetts and Connecticut, as compared with 
States where the climate is similar but the school system less thorou~h Y The 
standard of female education is not very formidably high in Pennsylvama, where 
they also havo an equable climate, no cast winds, a.nu most comfortable living; and 
y tone of Dr. Clarke's severest statements as to fomalo debility (p. 112) comes from 
P nnsylvania. 1 In conntry villages I could name, where there are only v0ry poor 
district schools, k pt for le s than half the year, the traveller constantly observes, 
among the farmers' daughters, cheeks as palo and vitality as deficient as in the best 
educated metropolis. 
2. Again, wo need facts as to American-born women of different races. Dr. Ciarke 
says of a <'ntury, "that length of time could not transform tho sturdy German 
fra.ulein and robust Eng}jsh dams ,1 into tho fragile American miss." (P.168.) How 
docs ho _h1ow it could not I have seen this change very nearly effected in n, single 
gcn<·rahon amon~ tho children of English, Iriflh, French Canadians, ancl eYen the 
Nova i ·cotians, wnom he so praises; and this in families where even r eading and 
writin"' w •ro rare accomplishments. As far as I can observ , the effect of climate, 
change of diet, change of living, on all these cla se , is alruost sure to prodnco the 
saruo resu~t of d licacy, almost of fragility, in the second gen ration, with or ':i.th-
?ut schooling; and an~ong the boys almost as much as among tho girls. A phy 1cian 
m ::i. Jarg m, nnfa tunug t wn on<' told rne that tho unh althicst class of tho com-
munity in hi opinion, consisted of the sons of Irish parents. 
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3. We need also the comparative physiology of different social positions. As a 
rule the daughters of the wealthy in America, who are sent to private schools, or 
taught by governesses, are far less severely taxed as to their brains than the daughters 
of the middle classes who go to the public schools. Is Dr. Cla.rko prepared to show 
that those of the former class are decidedly more healthy f If so, this is another 
point that would h~ve a direct bearing on his argument. My own impression is that 
ho would find it hard to provo this. 
4. But there is still a fourth class of facts, only to Le o btainecl by an extensive 
record of individual instances. Letting go all discriminations of locality, race, and 
social position, and looking only at individuals under similar conditions, is Dr. 
Clarke prepared to assert that as a rule, it is tho hardest students in the school who 
becoruo invalids, He would say, on a 1n·iori grounds, that it must be so. But do 
facts show it1 Looking over families and schools that I have known, I certainly 
can not say that the young girls who ha,o lost 1iheir hea~th weret~rnmoststudious-
quite as often the contrary. I have asked teachers of wide cxpencncc, "Have you 
observed that your best scholani have furnished the l arger proportion of invalids,,, 
aml they have always said "No." Yet who that knows the affection with which 
teachers are apt to follow the later career of their pupils will deny that this evidence 
has much value. Here is a fourth class of facts which have a, direct bearing upon 
tho subject, ancl the ignoring of which weakens the value of onr author's statement. 
5. 1 am struck with the further p')int that Dr. Clarke seems to have entered on his 
inquiry in the spirit of an advocate, not of a judge, and to have taken absolutely 
no account of the physiological benefits of education for women. There certainly 
are many instances-all teachers have known them-of great benefit to health, in 
case of girls, under the stimulns given by study. Either Dr. Clarke knows such 
instances, or he does not. If he knovrn them, he is bound to state them in such an 
argument; and, if possible, to arrange and tabulate them, in order to set them 
against the instances on the other side. If he does not know them, it simply shows 
that, while tho facts of disease impress tho physician, the facts of health may elude 
him. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OP A SPECIAL INQUIRY INTO THE HEALTH OF 
FEMALE COLLEGE GRADUATES, BY THE ASSOCIATION OP COLLEGIATE 
ALUMNJE. 
[Sixteenth annual Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, pp. 528-532.] 
Referring briefly to tho results as shown by the tables, it appears-
That the graduates are largely of American parentage; that the greater part of 
them spent their childhood in the country and had a fair amount of out-door exercise 
daily. 
That 57 per cent began study in a school an<l. 41 per cent at home, the remaining 2 
per cent failing to answer; that tho average age at which they began stu<l.y was 5.64 
years; at entering college, 18.35 years; at graduating from colh~ge, 22.39 years; and 
that the average present age is 28.58 years. 
'l'hat during college life the majority studied but moderately ; that 44 per cent did not 
worry over their studies or affairs; that they wore generally regular as regards hours 
for eating and sleeping, took a proper amount of physical exercise daily, and, as 
regards nearly one-half of them, abstained from exercise wholly or in part during the 
meustrual period; that, as a rule, they entered society but little, and for the most part 
hacl college roommates. 
That since graduation all seem to ha-.;e found congenial occupation, a great many 
as teachers, while 8 only arc occupied with social duties to the exclusion of other 
occupation. 
That about one-fourth have married, an<l. that of tho whole number of children 
born by them, the greater part are living and in good health. 
That, for all the various periods of their lives, the health of over three-fourths 
of the graduates has been either excellent or good; that during college life a slight 
falling off from excellent or good health is apparent, resulting in an increase in 
number reporting fair health, while, on the other hand, the number reporting indif-
ferent or roor health is sma11er than for any precediug period, and but slightly in 
excess of the number reporting tho same conditions of health for the succeeding 
period or since graduation. 
That over one-half of the graduates are not and ha,e not been troubled with nerv-
ousness, and that nearly 25 per c 0 nt have had no trouble at :my time durinO' the 
menstrual period. 0 
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That about 60 per cent have had some disorder; the more common disorders 
reported relating to the stomach, liver, bowels, lungs, nervous system, generative 
organs, neuralgic and rheumatic affections, and, to a certain extent, to the heart and 
brain. 
That the most prevalent cause of disorders is constitutional weakness, the other 
causes being bad sanitary conditions, inte1lectual overwork, emotional strain, and 
physical accident. 
That the Yarying conditions of chHdhood, as shown in the comparison tables, 
have had no marked influence for good or evil upon the present health of graduates. 
That the present health of graduates seems to have been affected according as 
their parents have enjoyed either good or poor health, the figures showing 3 per 
cent increase in the health for those whose parents weTe both in poor health. 
That so far as inherited tendency to disease is concerned, a decline iv health has 
also taken place, as compared ·with the niver:::.ge good health of all the graduates, 
those inhenting tendency to disease from either parent showing a decline in health 
of 3 or 5 per cent, those inheriting t endency to disease from both parents of nearly 
20 per cent, while in the case of those who have no heredita.ry tendency to disease, 
there has been an increase of nearly 3 per cent in good health. 
That during college life about 20 per cent show a deterioration in health, 60 per 
cent no change, and 20 per cent an improvement; that for those who entered college 
at 16 years of age and under, an increased deterioration in health of between 10 and 
11 per cent as compared with those who entered at a later age is observed, and of 
over 8 per cent as compared with the whole number whose health deteriorated. 
That during life there was nearly 2½ per cent less deterioration in health as corn-
pared with the deterioration in health reported during working time by the ,vorking 
girls of Boston. 
That those who studied moderately show an increase in health of over 3 per cent 
as compared with average good health during college life for all graduates, while 
those who studied severely or moderately to severely show a decline of from 5 to 7 
per cent as compared with average health during college life. 
That, as compared with average good health during college life for all graduates, 
those ·who worried over personal affairs, a decline in health of over 10 per cent; those 
who worried over both studies and affairs, a decline in health of 15 per cent, while 
those who worried over neither stu<l.ies nor affairs, show an increase in health of 10 
per cent. 
That for those graduates who studietl severely during colleg_e life, as compared 
with tho average good health of all graduates, a decrease in health of 7 per cent at 
time of entering college is 1:;hown; during college life a decrease in health of over 5 
per cent, and since graduation of exactly G per cent; that if, on the other hand, the 
health of these graduates at time of entering, during college life, and since gradua-
tiou are com1)ared with each other, without regard to the health of all the graduates 
for the three periods, there was a decrease in health during college life of less than 
2 per cent, an increase in health since graduation of three-fourths of 1 per cent as 
compared with health at time of entering college, and of over 2¼ per cent as com-
pared with health during college life, and finally, 
That although the average good health of these graduates who studied severely was 
considerably less than the average good health of all the graduates for tho three 
periods on idered, their health ditl uot suffer material deterioration during college 
life, an1l hai-; m re than reco,·ered since graduation its normal state at time of enter-
ing colle r • 
Tho fact which we have presented would seem to warrant the assertion, as the 
lell'itinrnte conclusion to be drawn from a careful study of the tables, that the seek-
ing of a college e<lucation on the part of women tloes not in itself neeessarily entail 
a l_o. of hl'alt~ or erions impairment of the vital forces. Indeed., the tables ·how 
this o ·on ·In ·1vcly that there is little need, were it within our province, for extended 
c1i, cussiou of the subj ct. 
The gratluat ·. a a bocl~- entered colleg in good h alth, passed through the cour e 
of study pre ·cr!h d wit).10ut m:n~rial . hange in health, and since graduation, by 
rea on of the C'ilort rcq_mrecl to gam a higher education, do not seem to have become 
unfitted to meet the res1ionsibilities or bear tllcir proportionate share of the b''.rnleus 
of lil . 
~ti tru~ tha~ th_ ro ha been, and it was to be expectecl that there would be acer-
tam d tenoration m health on tbe part of some of the graduates. n the other 
baud! an almo tip. ntical improv .ment in health for a like numl er was reported, 
shownl" Y ry pl:nnly that ,rn run t look el ewhere for the cau es of the gr n.ter part 
of thi d ·li_n in h : 1th _clnri:ng oll ~e lif . If we att rupt to trac the au , ~e 
fin!l ~hat tb1 <kt norat1_on 1s lar(l'c•l. · tluc 11ot to the req_uir m ut of ollege life 
. ar 1 ·ulnrlr hnt to J>r h rosing cau.· •iJ natural to th gracluat •a th m Iv , 1 rn 
m t_hem a· 1~ w ·~· , anrl for w11;icti oll g lif • or. tudy shonl<l not b mad re pon ible. 
A girl con htut10nally, · ·ak J:, alway::; ut, <li:iatlvautagc, ancl naturally would suffer 
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a deterioration in health, temporary possibly, or even permanent, if, at the most 
trying period of her life, from 18 to 22 years, she seeks superior education. At the 
same time we should not fail to emphasize the fact that fully 30 per cent of the 
total deterioration in health during :.iollege life was from excellent to good only. In 
the case of thoee graduates who studied severely even, the facts reported concern-
ing their physical condition do not show that they have suffered materially from the 
effects of close application, but that they have since graduation returned to the 
normal condition r eported by them at the time of entering college. 
In conclusion it is sufficient to say that the female graduates of our colleges and 
universities do not seem to show, as the result of their college studies and duties, any 
marked difference in general health from the average health likely to be reported by 
an eq_ual number of women engaged in other kinds of work, or in _fact, of women 
generally without regard to occupation followed. . 
"[From Health Statistics of Women Students of Cambridge and Oxford and of their Sisters, by Mrs. 
Henry Sidgwick. Page 91.] 
Resitlts of the English and American investigations compared. 
Percentage in indif. 
Percentage in excel. Perceh!!fttn fair 
ferent or poor health 
lent or good health. ( American) and in poor or bad health, 
E English. ~ l1J 
~$ i A a.i <,!+> H A ri, QA ..... <D <D ~ t-o <D'O 'O s E ~ <tj 00 in 
---------
All students and their sisters. 
Number American ............. 705 
English students ...... 566 
Sisters ................ 450 
. 
From 3 to 8 years of age ............. 76. 74 71. 45 64. 70 1. 84 
From 8 to 14 years of age ............ 73. 33 67. 09 63. 45 2. 98 
From 14 to 181_ears of age ........... 61.97 56. 34 _. ______ 
At enterinfico ege .................. 78.16 68. 20 ......... 1. 98 
During col ege life, and for sisters 
63. 08 from 18 to 21 ...................... 74. 89 58. 45 7. 80 
Present health (English), since grad· 
nation (American) ............ .... 77. 87 G8.02 59. 34 5.11 
.ti. merican students who studied se-
verely (number, 263) and English 
studentawho read for honors (num· 
ber, 269). 
At enterinf colle~e- ................. 71.10 74. 35 ....... 3.04 
During col ege life .................. 69. 58 67. 66 ......... 10. 27 
Present health ...................... 71. 86 74. 72 .......... 9.13 
A vcrage age at entering college .................................. . 
Average age at time of collecting statistics ....................... . 
Number married .. .................... _ ................... ..... _._. 
Percentage married .............................. _ .... _ .......... _. 
Average number of years married ...................... _ . _ ....... . 
Percentage of those married who have children ....... _ .. , __ .. _ ... . 
~ ~: t:~ °i!r ~~:At!~ 1~~a.~:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
.Average age of children .... ....................................... . 
Percen~age ~ho teac~ or have t3:ught (in the case of students, only 
teaclnng smce lea.vmg college 1s mcluded · English students who 
left in 1887 are here omitted) ............ : ....................... . 
or dead (English). 
English. 6 English. 
~ 
l1J Ari, 
.s d+> ..., 
ri, 
-~ § ri, A § <D I'; t-o I'; 
'O <D 'C ~ E ~ s ~ l1J Ul in <tj in 
--------------
16. 98 14. 45 21. 42 11. 57 20.85 
22. 78 22. 76 23. 69 10.13 13. 79 
27.14 26. 95 
-------
10. 89 16. 71 
22. 08 ........... 19. 86 9. 72 . ......... 
26.15 26.44 17. 31 10. 77 15.11 
22. 08 27.11 17. 02 9. 90 13. 55 
17.47 . .......... 25. 86 8.18 . ...... 
22. 68 
-------
20.15 9. 66 ........ 
18. 96 .. ......... 19. 01 6.32 . ...... 
American English. 
stndents · 1- S-tu_d_e_n-ts-.-,--S1-· s-te-r-s.-
18. 35 
28. 58 
196 
27. 8 
6. 7 
66. 33 
232 
31 
6 
50. 21 
21. 9 
28. 57 
58 
10. 25 
4. 31 
72.41 
80 
9 
3. 9 
77.46 
29. 55 
87 
19. 33 
18. 83 
63. 22 
177 
31 
7 
37. 33 
Snmmin~ up th~ res_ults of.our i_nvestigati_on, we may, I think, say with confidence 
th_at t?ere 1s nothmg m _a umv_ers1ty education at all especially injurious to the con-
st1tut1on of women or rnvolvmg any greater strain than they can ordinarily bear 
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without injury. Women generally pass through it without its affecting their health 
one way or the other. As was to be expected, however, some improve iu health and 
some <l.eteriorate, both improvement and deterioration being sometimes the effect of 
conditions of college life an<l. of circumstances more or iess connected with it, t hough 
probably more often due to constitutional or other causes for which college life can 
not be either praised or blamed. The net result of the change is that as large a 
proportion of the women who have had a university education enjoy good health 
now as did so at the time they entered college, while the number in poor health, 
among those who have read for honors, is somewhat reduced. These results contlrm 
those of the similar inquiry previously conducted in America. 
As mothers of healthy families we have seen that the students are more satisfactory 
than their sisters, and so far as we can judge quite up to the average of women. 
vVe have set down as a fact unfavorable to a university education for women, a 
temporary falling off during college life of about 5 per cent in good health as com-
pared with either health at entering or present health. This to some extent depends 
on illness or other things occurring accidentally during the college conrse, and to 
some extent is probably due to the relaxing climate of our universities; but it is also 
partly caused by oyerwork and want of attention to well-known laws of health, and 
to this extent both could and ought to be prevented by reasonable care on tho part 
of students themselves. 
That any serious alarm n,s to tho effect of university education on the health of 
women is groundless is clearly shown by the fact that the net amount of increase 
in good present health, as compared with health between 14 and 18 years of age, is 
greater in the case of students than of their sisters. 
In 1874 Prof. Fairchild, of Oberlin, wrote as follows: 
"A hreaking down in health does not appear to be more frequent with women than 
with men. vVe have not observed a more frequent interruption of study on this 
account, nqr do our statistics show a greater draft upon the vital forces in the case 
of those who have completed the fuE college course. Ont of 84 who have graduated 
since 1841 7 have died, a proportion of 1 in 12. Of 368 young men who have gradu-
ated in the same time 34 arc dead, or a little more than 1 in 11. Of these 34 young men 
6 fe]l in the war, and leaving out those the proportion of deaths remains 1 in 13. 
Taking the whole nnmber of graduates, omitting the theological department, we 
:find the proportion of deaths 1 in 9½; of ladies 1 in 12, anu this in spite of the lower 
average expectation of life for wome:h, as indicated in life-insurance tables ." 
The Boston School Document already cited (No. 19, 1890) presented 
tue opinions of 49 physicians of that city, of whom 30 favored coedu-
cation, two of the number with some reservations, and 19 opposed the 
policy. The following citations present substantially the special argu-
ments a<l.vanced by this class of professional men. 
OPINIONS OJ!' PIIYSICIANS. 
[From Boston School Document No. 19, 1890.] 
16 UNION PARK, Boston, April 30, 1890. 
I consider the coedncation of boJ·s and girls in grammar and high schools not only 
permi sible, but highly beneficial to both sexes. 
Fir:t. I consider it of moral importance that the influence of the boy and the girl 
npo~ _ea?h other should be exercised from early youth, so that each ex would become 
fam1har1zed with the other's way of thinking, speaking, and feelino-. 
. Peon l. u. b ~n. influence would materially strengthen the heaYth through the 
mt 11_ ctual _d1sC1plme prodn c'l, whilo the phy ical condition of the girl would nee-
: ·anly he 1mpr0Yed throngh the a ociation with the boy, because she will be less 
likely to hur~y ~n u r ou ly with her stndfos; the intellect of the boy being ome-
vbat slow_ rm its development, th girl will find in the boy's nature a whole ·ome 
11nt ·rp~H ·c · thu to both boy and girl will be as ured a slower and more thorough 
advance_ m tudy, and mor time ither for physical r t, physical deYelopment by 
1
_
11tm 111 plays and game , or outdoor recrea,tion. Thi, latter is sadly lacking in 
girl ~-ho 1 a n , ually the ambitiou pupils and th ir t achers strive simply for 
n ohJ c·t nam ·l:. to b qual t or in al van e of, he boys' schools. The r sult 
t o 0 ft 1•1•1 produ Nl 1 · an arly rip ne of int llect with ut a corre ponding ripen s 
of phy 1 ·al condition . 
111Aurn E. ZAKRZEWSKA, M. D. 
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1. My personal experience of coeduc~tion has been favorable. It was ~he met1:tod 
pursued in the public schools of Brookline, where I was brought up, and rn tho high 
schools of which I subsequently taught. I believe it has advantages over the sep-
arate system, and in schools representing the well-to-do middle classes of society I 
see no objections to it. 
2. The only consitlerable argument against it, that girls require at certain periods 
special exemption from work for physiological reasons, falls through when, even 
though the sexes are separately cd ucated, yet the standard for both sets of schools 
is identical, so tha,t no indulgence can be, or at any rate is, granted the girls over 
what is given to tho boys. _ 
3. I am inclined to think that in certain localities of large cities where the social 
and moral tone is very low, and teachers have no aid from parents in restraining 
pupils out of school hours, coeducation might be open to some objections on the score 
of morality. 
CHAS. F. ,vrTHINGT0N, M. D. 
93 MOUNT VERNON STREET, Boston, May 2, 1890. 
It seems to me there are three general questions to be consitlercd: first, tho effect 
upon the health; second, tho effect upon morals and manners; and, third, the effect 
upon the mental training and development. I am unable to find any conclusive evi-
dence that the morals of either sex arc vitiated by coeduc:1tion, and I believe that 
the manners of the boys and young men are improved. It seems the natural way 
that the two sexes should be educated together, at least so far as the grammar and 
high schools go. In the family where thcro are boys and girls, both sexes seem to 
develop more normally. To be sure one bears of gr:1ve moral deflections happening 
occasionally among school girls or boys; but this does not prove, it seems to me, that 
the coming together, as they do in mixed schools, is the cause of it; is not the true 
cause, rather, bad outside influences and the neglect of wholesome home influences t 
I have been a teacher in a mixed high school myself (the Cambridge High) and I 
have talked with others who have been connected with mixed schools in one way or 
another, and from our experience we can find no evidence of any general lowering 
of the moral tone, and the single cases which havo occurred are not proven to have 
been the result of coeducation. Looking at it from a purely moclical and physiolog-
ical side, one has to consider this question: Is it prej ndicial to the norm al develop-
ment of either sex to bring them together at school at and after the age of puberty t 
Puberty is a critical timo with both sexes, perhaps more so with tho girls; then it is 
that the nervous system has to be especially guarded. from overexcitement; then it 
is that the girls are likely to be morbid, etc. The homo influence ought to be the 
guanling and guiding hand which safely brings the boy and girl through this. 
period, and with tolerable care at homo I can not see how the bringing together for the 
comparatively short time of the school hour will act injuriously on eithel" sex. On 
tho contrary, may it not obviate thoso morbid tendencies so common to the age of 
development? 
Lastly, there is the question of partial rest once a month for the girls at the men-
strual epoch. ls not this an objection to the mixed systems? Will not the girls feel 
compelled to do the same work at such times as in the intervals, to their injury and 
sufferingf The girls are, as a rule, more ambitious than the boys, and do more 
work, and can afford to relax a few days each month and still keep up with the 
boys. Of course, just what should be each girl's plan as to work during these times 
must be determined by her sensations and feelings, together with wise advice at home, 
if possible. Here also I believe morbid conditions are less likely to arise if, as in a 
mixed school, less attention is attached to this physiological function. 
As to the mental training and development, I believe it makes very little if any 
difference in the results whether the boys n,nd girls are educated separately or 
together; this so far as the purely school vrnrk is concerned. In addition, however, 
with coeducation, I believe, as I have mentioned, that the manners of the boys are 
improved; they learn to be more gentle, and the girls learn some "robuster virtues." 
While writing this I have had the opportunity to speak of the matter with Prof. 
Sedgwick, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ancl from his experience in 
mixed grammar and high schools, and in his own department at the institute, he 
quite emphatically concurs in my opinion. 
EDWARD 0. OTIS, M. D, 
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138 BOYLSTON STREET, Boston, May 15, 1890. 
At the age when the most of the pupils of our high schools-and the same might 
apply to a certain extent to the grammar schools-are sent there, the natural func-
tions of the adolescent organism are undergoing more complete development, and 
the person of either sex is passing from the period of childhood toward that of matu-
rity, or at least of perfect <l.evelopment; and certain functions which have lain dor-
mant until this time are awakening into life, and arouse new and unknown sensations 
and emotions. There is also at that time an increased neecl of careful and appropri-
ate training, of judicious restraint over the associations and surroundings, both 
moral and .:?hysical, which form the environment of the individual. The boys of 
our community are at this time more restless than heretofore, and often traits of 
character of new and sometimes uncontrollable nature are developed. To a certain 
extent this is also true of the opposite sex. 
The high schools take their pupils from various districts of the city, and often 
from out of the city, and these pupils are thereby r emoved from the influences 
which ha Ye thus far surrounded them; they are brought into association with other 
boys or girls whom their parents can not know, and often they are exposed to influ-
ences which parents or guardians would strive to protect them from if this were pos-
siblA. I am in a position to speak from experience, and I think that vast harm is 
done to many pupils in the higµ schools from the mingling of boys from so many 
directions, and I have seen many, many cases of impairment both of health and 
character which are traceable to this cause. This was not long ago illustrated in a 
most alarming manner among the pupils of Eton, and I could m~ntion examples in 
our own city. If, now, the membership of our higher schools were made up of both 
boys arnl girls, I can not think that the absence of kn.:>wledge on the parents' part 
of the associations which might be formed between the individuals of such a homo-
genons collection of puptls woulc1. operate to the detriment of educational ends, 
and would not infrequently cause· great misfortune. In an institution which I have 
visited, in which the e<l.ucation of the pupils of 15 to 20 years is carried on in com-
mon, I was told by one of the teachers that great trouble is experienced in the reg-
ulation of the relations between the pupils, and that often very embarrassing situ-
ations are encountered. 
For these reasons, allfl others which I do not think it necessary to mention in this 
inquiry, I would express the opinion that coeducation of the sexes in our higher 
schools or in tho grammar schools is not, under existing circumstances, either judi-
cious or advisable. 
ALBERT H. BLODGETT, M. D. 
VIE\YS OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PRESIDEXTS A~"'D PROFESSORS, WITil .A.CCOUN'IS 
01!' 1PECIAL PROVISION FOR TIIE HIGHER EDUCATION OF \V0:.\1EN, ESTABUSilED 
1.• CONXECTIOX WITH UNIVERSITIES, 
[Dr. F. A. P. Barnanl, president Columbia College, New York, N. Y. Report of 1870.) 
E:rpeMency of 1·eceiving young women as i;tudents.-The condition of tho college is now 
such as to justify tho suggestion of the question whether its advantages should not 
be open to young women as woll as to young men. This question has been brought 
to th attention of tho trustees heretofore by outside parties, and the reception which 
it met has been such as to indicate that the minds of the board are not favorably 
prepo sc e,l in regard to it. There has been hitherto, however, no room for con-
sid ring it upon its merit ; for whether regardetl favorably or not, so long as thll 
colleg was confined within recent narrow accommo<l.ations the measure has been 
impracticable. Not that the admission of young women requires any consi<l.erable 
provisiJn of space greater than tbn.t which is necessary for young men only; but 
that, in arriving at and leaving the lrnilding, they need their separate retiring rooms 
ail(l loak room , ancl 110 apartments could be found iu the old building suitable 
f?r this purpo . That difficulty no longer exist . The measure has become prac-
ticabl . Thero cai:i he no harm in i11<1uiring whether it is not also cxpeclieut. 
Many consid ratlonsflnrrgest th m el,·es which make in its favor . In the first place, 
there ~an he no donut that amon" many of our most judicious thinkers, and possi-
lJly ~nth vcn ~ rna,_iority ther cxi t at this time a profound conviction that, in 
tb mtcr t oi ocr ty, tho m nta.l culture of women should be not in~·rior in char-
a 0 r to that of m n. The concl mnation of that kind of female education which in 
pa ' ar has he n too prevalent, in which the n eful has been made subordinate 
to !!10 or11~1~ _ntal, _aucl what are call cl a compli ·hments have taken the place of 
sol1 ta f(ttt 1t10n 1 all hut univ r ·al. Th cl •mancl has bocn made and its rea ona-
bl 1 h > n n •r lly concf!cl d, that the &am educational advantages should 
bo ofi'crc to ;ou11g women which young men ujoy. But when the question is 
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raised as to how that demand shall be met, there is no longer found to prevail the 
same unanimity. 
One obvious method is to improve the female schools. Of such institutions there 
are, and hafrn always been, a sufficient number; but the fault of most of these is 
that they furnish the merely superficial and ornamental education of which com-
plaint is made. Such can not be improved except by reconstruction, for their 
instructors can not rise above their own level, and their proper level is indicated by 
the teaching they have been accustomed to give. 
Another method is to create colleges for young women identical in form wit-h the 
existing colleges for young men, embracing in the scheme of instruction the same 
subjects in tho same order, and conferrin~ at the end of the course the same aca-
demic degrees. Examples of this kind of institution are seen at Vassar College, in 
this State, aml at Rutgers Female College, in this city. The objection to these is 
that they can not, or, at least, in general, will not, give instruction of equal value, 
though it may be the same in name with that furnished to young men in the long-
establishe<l. and well-endowed colleges of highest repute in the country, and that it 
is unjust to young women, when admitting their right to liberal education to deny 
them access to the best. 
* * * * 
In more than half the tiolleges of the United States young women arc admitted , 
on the same terms r..s young men, and. attend the same instructors in the same lec-
ture balls at the same hours. Tho usage is more general in the Western than in the 
Eastern States. But we have two conspicuous examples, the Cornell and the Syra-
cuse universities, in our own State, and there is one in Massachusetts, the Boston 
University, and one in Connecticut, the Wesleyan. Yale College admits young-..vomen 
to her School of the Fine Arts. In the Michigan University, which, in numbers and 
in standing, ranks among the leading educational institutions of the country, out 
of a total of more than 400 in the School of Letters and Science, between 70 and 80 
are young women. The colleges of the country, excluding those 1incler the control 
of the Roman Catholic Churcli, are, according to the latest enumeration, 355 in num-
ber, of these 183 are open to students of both sexes. 
In many of these colleges the students are permanently resident, separate build-
ings being provided for the female students. The Sage College at the Cornell Uni-
versity, founded by the liberal friend of education whose name it bears, is a splendid 
edifice erected for this purpose. In others, as at Syracuse, the students of both 
sexes, with few exceptions, attend at the college only during the day, and out of 
class hours reside at home or in private families. This arrangement relieves the 
instructors of responsibility for general supervision and leaves no room for the occur-
rnnce of troublesome questions of discipline. 
As to tho practicability of adopting this plan in our college, no question will be 
raised i but doubts may be entertained as to _its expediency. It would l.io difficult, 
nevertheless, to suggest any reason which will bear very close examination wliy it 
should not be adopted. The admission of young women into the classes would not, 
in any manner, interfere with and embarrass the processes of instruction as they are 
now conducted. No modification of the arrangements of tho class rooms would be 
necessary. So many more units would simply be added to the number and so many 
more names to the class roll. In every scholastic exercise the young women would 
be regarded as the young men are regarded-merely as students. 
It can not be denied that there is, in some minds, a feeling of aversion to this 
proposition which does not seek to defend itself by reasons, but inclines those who 
entertain it to dismiss the subject without argument. This is probably owing prin-
cipally to the fact that the admission of young women into colleges is an innovation 
upon immemorial usage. The spirit of conservatism never fails to rise up against 
novelties, no matter how cogent the arguments by which they may recommended. 
That it is this spirit mainly which opposes the opening of colleges to women, rather 
than anything inl1erently objectionable in tho proposition itself, is made quite evi-
dent by the fact that no such opposition manifests itself to the associa,tion of stu-
dents of both sexes in the academies and high schools with which the country 
abounds, many of which profess to teach the same subjects as the colleges, to the 
same extent, and to pupils of similar ages, differing chiefly in the fact that they have 
not a determinate course of four years, and do not confer degrees in arts. 
The opposition to the proposal which bas its source in the feeling here referred to 
is no doubt the most serious of the difficulties in the way of its adoption, simply 
because feeling is not controlled by judgment, but remains often unchanged after 
the understanding is convinced. Objections ~re, however, sometimes made to the 
plan which appeals to the reason. Thus, there are those who hold that the average 
female intellect is inferior in native capacity to that of the str_onger sex, and hence 
infer that the association of the sexes in the same classes will have a tendency to 
depress the standard of scholarship. It is unnecessary here -to go into the general 
argument upon this point, for it jg not in the effort to master those elementary facts 
/ 
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of knowledge or principles of science which form the material and the ini:!trument 
of early mental training that the relative ultimate strength of different minds can 
be tested. There is in some intellects a quality of activity, of quickness of percep-
tion and readiness of combination, which, within given limits of time, is more than 
a compensation for more slowly moving power. And this is a quality which 
observation bas proved to be peculiarly characteristic of the female mind. Similar 
observation, moreover, has pretty well established that, as a rule, girls are more 
diligent in study than boys, a fact which has an important influence on the record of 
their scholarship. 
The experience of institutions where this point has been practically tested proves, 
moreover, that the presence of young women as members of college classes tends to 
a r esult directly the reverse of tbat wbich the objection supposes, an<l has the effect 
to r aise rather than to depress the average scholarship of the classes to which they 
belong. In regard to this matter, the r esults derived from a comparison of the record 
made in Cornell University during the years preceding and the years following the 
opening at that institution of the Sage College for women, which have been kindly 
furnished to the undersigned by Vice-President Russel, are exceedingly interesting 
as well as instructive. 
In order to understand the significancy of these it is necessary to bear in mind 
that in every college a larger or smaller proportion of the matriculates of a given 
year usually drop off before the close for a variety of r easons, among which are 
failure of health, failure of means, the disciplinary acts of the faculty, and loss of 
p csition in consequence of defective scholarship. All these causes, except the last, 
are pretty uniform in their operation; and, with the same exception, the effect of 
a,11 of them united is never very considerable. The variations, then, in the total 
magnitudes of the losses, when successive years are comnared with each other, must 
be mainly due to the operation of the cause last mentioned, the varying numbers 
who fail from deficient scholarship. 
Now it appears that at Cornell University, during t.he years which preceded the 
admi sion of young women, the losses during the year averaged 26 per cent, or 
more than a, quarter of the entire number of the matriculates, per annum, while for 
the seven years that have passed since that date the losses bave averaged only 16 
per cent per annum. During this latter period the standard of attainment for 
admission has been twice raised, and the term examinations have been made 
steadily more and more rigorous. Either of these causes might have been supposed 
likely to increase the proportion of losses, yet no snch effect has followed from both 
of them together. It has been added in a statement by an officer of the University 
recently printed that "these seven years have witnessed a marked improvement in 
tbo quality of tho whole institution," and further, a very noteworthy fact, that 
during the entire p eriod "no young woman bas been dropped from the rolls through 
failure at examination.'' So far as the experience of this institution is concerned, 
the evidence is quite conclusive that the admission of young women as students 
into college classes has the effect to raise rather than to depress tbe standard of 
scholarship. 
Another objection to the plan is found in the assumption that the course of study 
prcscrib 'U in colleges is too severe to be attempted without danger to the delicate 
cou tituti?ns of young women. This proposition bas been elaborately maintained 
by an cmment authority, whose views have had a wide circulation, and have, to 
some extent, impressed the public mind. So far as these views are founded on a 
lJ!'iori consider~tion, they are mere opinions, to which the opinions of other authori-
~1~s n_o l ess we1ghty may be opposed. o far as they a.re founded on observation of 
mJurtous r sults pre~umed to have followed from overtasking the physical powers 
by xc ss of study, 1t would be ea y to demonstrate by similar examples that the 
course ot: college study is too severe for young men as well. 
But th 1. argnm nt, if it proves anything, proves too much . It is not tho kind of 
stuay whi. h harms, if study harm at all, eitber young women or young men, it is 
th 9.u~ntity; and certainly, valueless as the teaching in many young women's 
"fin_1shrn_g schools 'm~~y be, it is usually heaped up upon its victims to an extent 
not 11~fer10r to th_at which the ollcg conrse requires. It is inconceivable that the 
e.- rc1 o of thE: mrnd upon th solution of an alO'el,raic problem, or the interpretation 
of a pa ·sag m Hom<'r, can be more exhausting than a similar exerci e over the 
French irr gular v ·rb , or even so much so as the confinement of hours dailv in 
b nding wearily ov _r ho dra.winO' table or drumming on an ill-tuned piano. 'The 
~rgum nt of the b,1 tor, however, b gs the whole question by assuming that this 
1s re3:lly tho case, while hi opponent mi"'ht reply that if ho bas proved anything he 
ha imply prov <l th~ younrr women ought not to be educated at all. 
f con_r -~ no on will ont nd that .- ss of tucly an not but bo injurious to the 
~ou1;1g of e1tb r . ex . If young women in college commit this error th y will suffer 
for it an o will ·om1g m n. We see examples of thi kind o asionally in the 
youth of our own oll g , but however we may regret these, we do not consider it 
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adyjgn,l,lc to ,liscourage young men from entering college on thn.t a,ccount. Could ~t 
be proYe<l that tho studies taught in college offer to young women a, more dangerous 
temptation to excess than those which from the substa1;1ce of the mor~ ornamental 
education they havo been heretofore accustomed to receive, tho fact might suggest 
the propriety of greater Yigilance to arrest this tendency, but it certainly could not 
justify us in cutting_ them _off from_thesc so fascinat~ng stud~es alt~get1?-er. . . 
Thero is one cons1derat10n bearrng on the plan m question which 1s positively 
favorable, and is not without importance. The presence of young women in colleges 
is distinctly conducive to good order. Nothing is more certain than that the com-
plete isolation of young men in masses from all society except their own tends to 
the formation of habits of rudeness, :mcl to disregard of the ordinary proprieties of 
life. No degree of good breeding, no influence of social refinement in the family 
circle, can effectually E-ccurc a youth against this <langer. It is this which explains 
tho frequent participation of young men in college in acts which in other situations 
they could not be induced to countenance, and would cYen regard as reprehensible. 
Any circumstance, whatever it may be, which destroys this faolation, and subjects 
tho yonth to the wholesome influences which protect his moral tone in the ordinary 
environment of society, can not but be beneficial. Such is the effect of the presence 
of women in college. On this point the undersigned is able to spea,k with the 
authority which belongs to knowledge experimentally acquired. As an officer of 
the University of Alabama, it TI"as his custom for years to invite the attendance on 
l1is lectures of classes of young women from a neighboring female seminary, and 
others resident in tho town of Tuscaloosa. The advantageous effect of this upon 
the manners of the young men was a subject of common observation, and the results 
were so satisfactory that tho example was followed by other officers of the same 
institution, so that scn.rcely a clay passed without the presence of young women in 
one or another of the college classes. These were not matriculated students, it is 
true, and they did not directly mingle with the young men, bnt this circumstance 
tended rather to diminish than to increase the influence which their presence cx:er~eq.1 
and yet this influence was very decided. · '' · '· 
The elder Silliman, during the entire period of his distinguished career as a pro-
fessor of chemistry, geology, and mineralogy in Yale College, was accustomed every 
year to admit to his lecture courses classes of young women from the schools of New 
Haven. In that institntion the unliersigned had au opportunity to observe, as a 
student, the effect of this practice, similar to that which he afterward created for 
himself in Alabama, as a teacher. The results in both instances, so far ns they went, 
were gootl; and they went far enough to make it evident that if tho presence of 
young women in college, instead of being occasional, should be constant, they would 
be better. 
But it is still objectccl that thongh the association of young women with young 
men in college may be beneficial to the ruder sex, it is likely to be otherwise to the 
gentler. The delicacy and the reserve which constitute in so high a degree the 
charm of the female character arc liable, it is said, to be worn off in the uncere-
monious intercourse of academic life, and the girl who enters college a modestly 
shrinking maiden is likely to come out a romping hoiclen or a self-asserting dog-
matist. Those who make this objection argue rather from assumed premises than 
from any facts of observation. It is sufficient to say that the experience of the high 
schools of the country fails to furnish ground for this impression, and that no such 
resnlts have been observed in aHy of the numerous colleges in which the experiment 
Las for VP,ars licen tried. 
There· is another and final objection less frequently urged in these <liscussionsth:m 
thc:se above euumerate<l, yet probably often in the minds of those who do not urge 
it, which is founded on the supposed disturbing influence which sentimcntnl causes 
may exercise over the spirit of study. If young people of both sexes are associated 
in the same institution, and thus permitted to meet frequently and familiarly, their 
thoughts, it is imagined, will lie likely to be more constantly occupied with each 
other than with their books. An appeal might hero ugain be made to experience to 
show that this clanger is exaggerated. An<l it might be mid with jnstice that the 
comparative freedom of school intercourse tends far less to excite tbe imaginations 
of impressible youth, and clothe for them the objects of their possible admiration 
with unreal charms, than do the more constrained and less fre']_uent opportunities of 
mutual converse afforded in general society. -
But, however that may be, tho argument is inapplicable to the circumstances of 
our particular case. Here no opportunities for intimate intercommunication exist 
at all. The students attend only during a limited number of hours daily, and dur-
ing their attendance they are constantly in class and occupiecl either in listening to 
instruction or in the performance of their own scholasti-c duti.es. No common balls 
of assembly exist, in which they may gather either before the exercises of the day 
commence or after they are over. From their retiring rooms, which will be entin~ly 
cut off from every other part cf the building, the young women will pass directly to 
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the lecture room, and at tho close of their daily tasks will retire in the.same wa.y. 
Throughout tho entire duration of the college course they will be resident in their 
own homes and surrounded by every protecting safeguard that parental solicitude 
can provide. If it is really desirable that the educational advantages offered to 
young women should be equal _to those which young men have been so long permitted 
to enjoy, it would seem to be neither reasonable nor right that they should be excluded 
from the institutions where such advantages exist. If it is not desirable, of course 
the argument falls to the ground. 
The measure here under consideration, should it mee.t with approval, would not 
probably be productive of any immediate visible effect. Few young women would 
be likely to present themselves as candidates for admission within the next few 
years, because there are few in this community who are likely to have given atten.-
tiou to the studies required as preparatory to· the college course. But after that 
period, in a grea,t city H.ke this, a very considerable attendance might be a~ticipa'ted, 
and thus our college would enter upon a new and important field of usefulness. 
Whatever may bB the fate of the present suggestion, the undersigned can not per-
mit himself to doubt that the time will yet come when the propriety and the wisdom 
of this measure will be fully recognized; and as he believes that Columbia College. 
is destined in the coming centuries to become so comprehensive in the scope of her 
teaching as to be able to furnish to inquirers after truth the instruction they ID3JY_ 
desire in whatever branch of human knowledge, be believes also that she will 
become so catholic in her libernlity as to open widely her doors to all inquirers 
without distinction either of class or sex. 
[Citations from the Boston School Document No. lD, 1890.J 
AMHERST COLLEGE, .Amherst, Mass., May 6, 1890. 
President Seelye requests me to acknowledge his receipt of your favor of April 21, 
and to say that in his judgment the coeducation of the sexes is both desirable and 
practicable in the early stages, and be thinks that it might be properly conduc~ed 
through both the grammar and high schools; but in his judgment the differentiat10n 
of sex, which is quite a1:1 manifest on the mental as on the physical side, requires a 
different curriculum for tho two in their colle~e course. 
EDWARD B. McFADDEN, 
Secretary. 
; -
BOSTO:N" UNIVERSITY, Boston, May 8, 1890. 
In my opinion, the coeducation of the sexes in high and grammar schools, as also 
in colleges aud universities, is absolutely essential to the best results in the educa-
tion of youth. 
I believe it to be best for boys, best for girls, best for teachers, best for taxpayers, 
best for the community, best for morals and manners anrl religion. 
At the time of the o:pening of the Boston Latin School for girls, I pleaded as bard as 
I could in favor of the opening of the then existing Latin school to both sexes-, 
instead of starting a new an?- separate school for girls. Since that time I ~1ave 
sMn no r a on to change my vrnws. So far as I can judge, Boston would do w1sely 
to repair the mistake, and to organize all her schools on the plan followed at 
Cambridge, anc1. iu so many intelligent and prosperous cities. 
·w. :F. \'VARHEN, 
President. 
CARLETON COLLEGE, Xorlhfield, .Minn., May 8, 1890. 
It se ms to be divinely orcl!ained that boys anu girls shoulc1. be brought up tog ther 
in tho ame family; and no good rca on is apparent to me for s parating them 
at the s ho 1-room d or. Both mentally and morally they are mutually helpful in 
timulating and in r training ach oth r anc1. ther f"or nece ·sary to a, symmetrical 
cl ""lopm •n of haract r. Any o-cn.11 d r form which forbids ·oeducation in our 
~rrannnar and high ,chools is what Dr. Bushn 11 would call a "Reform against 
·a.turc." 
RKA •• A 
ging fr m b w rk in thi 
b n fit l by r ·iting in th a.ru 
JA . ,v. TRONG, 
President. 
TRIAL) .. ·IVER, ITY, Nay 101 1890. 
ry department, l>oth ex s are 
E. II. M "RFEE, President. 
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DRURY COLLEGE, Sp1'i'ngfield, Mo., May 10, 1890. 
Our in~tittttion is coeclucational, and the preparatory department is of the same 
grade as the high school; but the conditio:ns are p~culiar, in that we have a la_dy 
principal who has charge of the young ladies who live at the college, and who, with 
the other teachers, maintains a general supervision. Our regulations are not exces-
sively strict by any means, nor do we have any restrictions upon the social relations 
of the students beyond those which good sense and regard for proprieties suggest. 
Coeducation presents no peculiar difficulties with us. It is taken as a matter of 
course. Its effect upon the manners of the students is, I think, good. Occasionally 
an intimacy springs up which is disadvantageous, but I am by no means sure that 
such incidents are more freauent than would be found to occur among young .people 
differently circumstanced. On the other hand, I am inclined to think that the daily 
association of young people of both sexes, under wise teachers, may be helpful in 
the way of correcting much that would be false in thought and imagination. 
As regards class-room work, physical strength, intellectual capacity, etc., I seeno 
difference. There are bright boys and dull boys, and t·bere are bright girls and dull 
ones. Occasionally a girl shows the effect of overwork, and occasionally the same 
thing is seen among the boys. It is a matter of strength, endowment, etc., rather 
than of sex. 
P. T. INGALLS. 
LITTLE RocK UNIVERSITY, Little Rock, Ark., May 8, 1890, 
I believe that the coeducation of boys and girls in high and grammar schools, if 
under proper restrictions and guards, is a good thing. 
M. L. CURL, 
President. 
DEL.A.WARE, OHIO, May 16, 1890. 
We have had coeduCation in the Ohio Wesleyan University since 1876. No evil 
effects have resulted here. Our young men are more gentlemanly and ou:i.' young 
ladies are more vigorous 'in their work because the two sexes recite together. Upon 
the whole, our experience is decidedly favorable to coeducation. I believe the 
experiment would prove a success in your high and grammar scbools. 
J. W. BASHFORD, 
BATES COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me., May 17, 1890. 
After an experience of twenty-seven years, we heartily believe in coeducation in 
an institution like ours, and we should hesitate to offer any objection to it in high 
and grammar schools. 
0. B. CHENEY, President. 
By J. Y. STANTON, Secretary. 
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, Williamstown, Mass., May 7, 1890. 
So far ~s I have observed the wo~king _of the coeducation of the sexes in high 
schools, 1t has not been attended with evil results. It seems necessary that ordi-
nary cantion be observed, but the competition of boys and girls in the same classes 
has usually been productive of intellectual activity. I do not think that the danger 
of immorality is increased by the meetings incident to well-regulated instruction 
and exercise in and about the same building. I must add that I have not had opportu-
nity for very extensive or thorough observation. 
FRANKLIN CARTER. 
OBERLIN, Omo, May 7, 1890. 
Oberlin College bas tried coeducation in all departments from its beginning, in 
1833. We are thoroughly satisfied with the experiment, and believe it is the most 
natural and the most wholesome wav under reasonable conditions. I do not think 
any of the faculty would fail to say the same thing of coeducation in high and gram-
mar schools. 
HE~TRY C. KING, 
Associate Professor of Mathematics. 
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, Colwmbus, Ohio: lria.y 10, 1890. 
An experience of twenty years has convinced me that for nine-tenths of college 
students education of the sexes together is better than the education of them sepa-
rately. The presence of those of the opposite sex i s a sthnulus in study and a 
restraint in conduct . The frivolous and foolish will l>e frivolous and fooli sh under 
either system. 
I have no special knowledge of high schools and grammar schools to justify an 
opinion concerning coeducation in them. 
w·. H. SCOTT, 
.President of the Uni·vffsity . 
VASSAR COLLEGE, May 13, 1890. 
As a member of a scl~ool board in an Eastern city, I was accustomed to schools in 
which boys and girls were educated together, but where, during the recesses, there 
was an absolute separation of the sexes. I never saw aught in these schools to call 
for unfavorable comment. 
In our high school a similar law was enforced, only there was n, considerable sepa-
ration of the sexes in classes as well. But in many lines of study they worked 
together, and without unfavorable commeut. 
I see no objection to such a plan. The expense of a separa.te system makes it 
impossible in most places, nor does it seem at all imperative on other grounds. But 
I am sure it is necessary that boys and girls of the age of most of those in our higher 
schools need careful watching where they are thrown so indiscriminately together. 
Ono or two may poison a large number, and necessarily our schools must include 
eYery kind. 
J.M. TAYLOll. 
. SCHENECTADY, N. Y., lrfay 12, 1890. 
· I ·am' opposed to coeducation in colleges, but have never studied the question as it 
n·lates to high and grammar schools, and do not consider myself entitled to express 
any opinion. 
H. E. WEilSTER, 
President Union College. 
B ALTIMORE, May 9, 1890. 
I consider the coe<lucaLion of boys antl girls in high and grammar schools objee-
tional>le. 
IRA REMSEN, 
Acting President, Johns Hopkins University . 
MA ACJI • 'ETT ' h,STITI.JTE 01<' TECHNOLOGY, 
Boston, June 3, 1890. 
1 J1 n.,o 11 ver tano-ht in high or grammar schools, bnt after thirleen years' experi-
OJ?Ce can speak in term of unqualified approval with regard to coeducation in 
high r grades . 
I was dncateJ. in a school and college whore none of the other sex were admitted, 
a.ncl naturally was of the opinion that snch a course was not desirable. ·when com-
pell d to a.dmit ladies to my la. ses I regarded it as a mistake, and endeavor d as 
far ns po 11.>le toke p them a.part, n.nd only with o-reat anxiety an<l by slow degrees, 
})ermitted any int rmingling in th ·la. -room. ' 
Tho_r s~ilts obtained b:wo b n so achantagoous that now I have thrown off all 
rcstra11~t ~n ~h ·la s-room and laboratory, an<l subjc ·t a11 stndents to exactly the 
sam ch. ~1p1m and_ rule , no att n ion being paid to rx, but the t11dent arranged 
a.}pbal, ticall,v a_nd m very r . p ct tr at cl alik , and I am satisfied that coeduca-
tion ·an 1, c: rn don su c. ·fully provid cl all artificial barriers are swept away; 
and th 11 arcr w om to thi th<· b tt r will bother ult. 
'lb r ar n~tnra~ a_dvantag s from the_ ming-ling of the sexes, and tbc stronge t 
argnm n agam. it JR a, moral ouP, wb1d1, however trong it may 1J ont of the 
s ·hoolr om lo:· it for in i • 
Tm>~JA.' E. P PE. 
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ANX AnnoR, MrcH., Aiign8t 22, 1890. 
In 0 ,-ery respect, salutary. Our young men are better behaved on the whole-
more gentlemanly. . . . 
In some subjects the women surpass the men; m others tho opposite 1s true. On 
tho whole I do not think our standarcl has declined. The university has certainly 
macle gredt strides forward since women we~e admitted, in 1871. 'l'his i~, of course, 
duo to a variety of causes; but I do not believe that the women have m any way 
retarded the onward movement. In some respects they have certainly facilitated it. 
ISAAC N. DEMMON. 
Tho objtctions agaiust coeducation in colleges, as far as they relate to the effects 
upon women, are discussed as follows (in l!.:ducation, January, 1893) !)Y Dr. J. L. 
Pickard, ex-president of Sta to University, Iowa City, Iowa: 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the question it is proper that coeducation be 
defined. The well-nigh universal practices of ·western colleges and universities will 
de:fiue the term with sufficient clearness. · 
Young men and young women are invited to pursue their studies together in the 
college, as has been their custom in the high school and academy. They are sub-
jected to an identical examination for admission. They are required to choose froin 
many courses of study offered them. When choice is made they attend upon the 
instruction of the professors at the same hour, and of course in the same class room. 
Requirements as to attendance, to preparation, to examinations are identical. . They 
pass from year to year upon the same basis of scholarship. They have equal oppor-
tunities for winning scholarship honors. They graduate upon the same day, present 
their theses upon the same platform, and receive diplomas entitling them to enjoy 
the privileges of the same degrees. '. ' 
The objectious made to coeducation in colleges arc entitled to respectful considera-
tion. 
(1) Sex manifests itself in the intellect no less than in the bodily structure and 
functions. To ignore sex in educational processes is against nature and must result 
in disastrous failure. Let it be admitted. Is any psychologist wise enough to draw 
the line of demarkation, and to assign these studies as proper to the female mind 
and those to the male'? When the attempt is made shall we not find many · studies 
upon each side of the line'? Will not similarities exceed differences'? The- opening 
of pursuits and professions to women within tho last few years has brought into 
clearer light what is common to the sexes and differences are less prominent. 
Tho modern coeducational colleges recognize the clifferences and provide varied 
courses of study. The influence of sex will determine the choice made. In some 
feminine minds there may be a masculine element which will affect the choice. The 
same may be true upon the other side. Will the friends of separate schools ignore 
nature and presume to correct what they claim to be abnormal'? 
'fhe objection proceeds upon the theory that all courses of study arc constructed 
"\Yith sole reference to the masculine mind. The days of the" trivium" a,nd the" quad-
rivium "·are long pa,st. Science, literature, and art present more than seven roads 
to a degree. No two applicants need pursue the same road in all its windings. 
There is ample range for the demands of sex in education. But is it best that these 
demands be met in their entirety'? Because there is sex in education, coeducation 
claims candid consideration. In the economy of nature each sex has its place, not 
in studied separation and exclusion, but in mntual strengthening and restraint. 
An<l. in no direction is the influence of sex stronger or more complementary than in 
that of mental culture. Female colleges of the higher gra<l.c recognize t-he fact in 
the sometime selection of male presidents and male professors. Male colleges do not 
as yet reciprocate. If it be true that formative forces are the better where strength 
and grace are combined, who will claim that these forces emanate solely from the 
teacher's rostrum f The daily mingling of students fornishes the opportunity for 
tho exercise of subtle yet powerful influences in the formation of character. This 
leads to the consi<1eration of a second objection. 
(2) Womanly virtues arc cndangerell by the greater familiarity which coeduca-
tion permits. President Porter expressed tl1c thought when be said, in a<l.vocating 
woman's education, that he wished it to be in" womanly ways." The" womanly 
way," as I understand it, is in the line of sacred and refining influence upon our 
social life. This power, like all others, gains strength by constant exercise. How 
can it be cultivated when opportunity for its exercise is denied. Man, too, needs 
training in manly ways. But the manly way is that of refined strength. Does the 
seclusion of the boys' college bring grace to movement,, polish to manners, purity to 
tho _-ght, refinement to strength'? Many of us who were shut out from real society 
durrng a college course can recall many scenes where awkwardness or boorishness 
has "brought a blush of sha,mc to the cheek when returned to real life in the presence 
./ 
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of our sisters-an awkwardness by no means relieved in the presence of those who 
for the same number of years had learned of man only through glimpses obtained 
in the occasional party or in th~ sensational novel, in neither of which does the 
true man appear. 
Sex in education f Yes. It is God's plan. He· will give it all needed force. It 
requires no stimulus, such as separate schools emphasize. Its action must not be 
reflex. For this reason I would urge t.he fact of sex in education as an argument 
for coeducation. Where will one :find more manly men and more womanly women 
than in a family of brothers and sisters -under the guidance of a loving father and 
mother. "That our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth, that our daugh-
ters may be as corner stones polished after the similitude of a palace." 
The family is the unit of society. The home is designed to be the citaucl of vir-
tue. If God's purpose be attained it will only be through the union of s~rength and 
grace in the makers of the home. Why take away from either sex the opportunity 
to form a thorough, a rational acquaintance during the years wherein such acquaint-
ance is ripening into a life companionship f As well attempt to teach astronomy ia 
a windowless room, or botany in a paved city court, as to expect the starlight of 
pure love or the flowers of sincere affection to reach the hearts of those who touch 
each other's lives only in formal society, or who know nothing of each other's char-
acter except as gathered from occasional meetings when society demands studied 
restraints of the real self. 
Let each sex test the other's strength in the class room and respect for real worth 
will take the place of sentimentalism. Acquaintance will be formed upon the higher 
plane, 
Thoso experienced can tell of the happiness of a married life, the road to which 
lay through the class room, society halls and contests for intellectual supremacy 
which a coeduca,tional college afforded. 
Observation in coeducational work for nearly fifty years since my graduation war-
rants me in declaring the well-nigh universal happiness of those who have formed 
their life attachments during a period of study in coeducational institutions. 
Indeed, of married classmates or college mates I recall no instance of unhappy 
results. . 
Not many years since the opponents of opening a boys' school to the girls of the 
same city, based their opposition upon the injury to the moral character of the girls 
by permitting them to occupy the same · class room with their brothers and the 
friends of their brothers. The natural inference must be that girls are too weak 
morally to withstand the temptations of male society, under the restraints of the 
best teachers both male and female. Such an argument is an insult to the girls or 
a stigma upon their brothers. 
If I could so far forget my experiences, or so far shut out the light of observa-tion 
as to entertain even the shadow of a suspicion that coeducation can in the least 
degree prove prejudicial to public morality or to womanly refinement, I would raise 
my voice loudly in favor ·of entire separation of the sexes in all our colleges. Says 
Ruskin: ''The soul's armor is never well set to the heart unless a, woman's hand has 
braced it, and it is only when she braces it loosely that the honor of manhood 
fail ." 
Thero remains one argument having greater weight with many than either of 
those thus far considered. 
(3) \Voman's physical nature demands a difference in treatment as to hours of 
study; as to times of phy ical exercise and the character of such exercise; as to 
regularity and uniformity of tasks assigned. Undoubtedly true. But give to the 
plan <;if _coe(~ll a_tion its legitimate deyelopmcnt-place in professional chairs, wit?,-
out <.listmct10u 1n 1:1alary, r epre eutat1ve men and women and these differences will 
be recogniz d and dangers will bo ave:rtrd. 
After all ~ho dan(l'er is more a,pparent than real. A woman will study as a, mn.n 
do s_an~l will control tho circum tance attendin(l' her. A woman will pur ne her 
Rtud1 s rn a. w oman's way. Attempted pr scription will end in disastrous failure. 
ro two men pur uo xactly the arne method in attainment of know] dge, as stated 
near th h ginnin r of thi article. A wide opportunity for choice is given, a,nd it is 
but r casonal>le to snpposo that woman regards her physical nature iu making her 
choice. h has al o had dne r gard to her future. 
'an it h pr Yen that voman s health is not endanger d under the proc sses of 
co clncation > 
, fow Y ar in th f: llowing fact were obtained from Presid nt :Fairchild, of 
h. rlin, w½i h wa ono of th arli t o du ational colleges in America. During 
a •n· _up nod f · r llncl r r vi w, he_ a c rtainecl that of ,i fomalo graduate 7 
had di ·11, t p r ut. Jt or th am p rtod of 36 male graduat s 31 had died or 91 
1, r nt .. , run<-11 f?r ho e who ha.v ut red activ Ii£ aft r graduation. What 
: an b · Hl f tho. em the active pur nit of .· tudyY A ·hool of 600 pupils ranrriug 
m g from 11 to 1 Y ·ar -the lllajority gids-furni hes from its record the fa.ct 
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that absences caused by ill health were for a year 1 per cent less in case of female 
than of male pupils, though the distance traversed varied from half a mile to 7 miles 
each day. 
In scholarship young women bear off their full share of honors . . Herein says Dr. 
Edes in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of March 9, 1882, the danger threat-
ens woman. "What we are to name that impelling force which drives on the girl 
to pursue her studies with a tireless sort of energy it is not easy to say. It seems to 
be a compound of conscience, ambition, and a desire to please in varying propor-
tions with a peculiar feminine sort of obstinacy, which in a better cause and reason-
ably directed would demand aclmiration rather than pity. A boy of moderate abil-
ity even with some ambition to do well is apt soon to realize his true position and 
content himself with such moderate scholastic honors as are easily within his 
reach. " " " In this he has an immense advantage over his sister, that he real-
izes at an early age that many avenues are open to him toward success, and in only 
a few of these is higb. scholarship of any advantage whatever." 
Admitting this to be true, it is an argument in favor of coeducation since it is 
reasonable to suppose that the excessive sensitiveness of the girl will be checked in 
contact with the indifference of her brother educated. at her side. But Dr. Edes 
would not be quoted as attributing the evils he depicts to coeducation, for he says 
further on: ''Onlooking over my case books I have been surprised to find the same 
statements repeated again and again, uamely, that the sufferer had taken the high-
est honors at some noted female college." All the cases he cites from his own pra,ctjce 
have but few references to school life, but these few are to female seminaries. The 
same journal of November 24, 1881, gives a table of valuable statistics prepared by 
Dr .Tuckerman, of Cleveland, Ohio, for which the assistance rendered me by Dr. Lin-
coln, of Boston, is gratefully recognized. These statistics prove the futility of the 
argum;nt under consideration. 
:For physical reasons it is certainly not good policy to cultivate in woman that 
·' impelling force" which Dr. Edes finds it so difficult to define, and which his case 
book traces to "female colleges." Now is it well to encourage the indifference of 
the young man. If these tendencies are inherent in sex, might it not be best for both 
sexes that they be brought into mutual action, and that excessive sensiti.Yeness be 
checked somewhat in its contact with too great indifferencef 
Separate schools quite naturally emphasize the tendencies of sex. 
The presence of girls in my own class at the preparatory school gave me an inspira-
tion, which was gradually lessened in power during my college course, when boys were 
my only classmates-boys over whose minds indifference gained gradual power as 
their years of exclusion advanced. 
Ifno good argument can be adduced against the policy of coeducation in colleges, 
with either a psychological, physiological, or moral basis; and if it be agreed that 
under the present plan of organization young men and young women may be edu-
cated together as well as in the· separate schools-then one strong-plea may be made 
for coeducational colleges on the score of economy. Duplication of all essential 
equipments-libraries, laboratories, apparatus of a material nature-and of the 
sources of living inspiration within professional chairs can hardly be justified. 
EXPERIENCE OF COEDUCATION AT BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
[Annual Report of the President, .June 29, 1893.] 
The educational privileges which the corporation at its meeting last June extended 
to women have been very welcome. Ten women have been pursuing studies in the 
graduate department the entire year, and the number of regular candidates for 
~ml~rgraduate examinations has been 39. All those who passed the freshman exam-
rnations last year are continuing their studies. Of the regular candidates for this 
year's freshman examinations there are 14. The remainder of the young women 
making up the 39 are not at present candidates for any degree, tho11gh several of 
th em will become such. The scholarship of all is remarkably high, averao-in" a 
good percentage, better than that of our men students. The considerable ntmber 
?f women candicl~tes _for undergra~uate examina~ions has i~duced some gentlemen 
1~ the faculty to mstitute ~neans for a systematic preparation for these examina-
tions. Classes are formed m all the branches elected, and they are ·instructed by 
the same men who have charge of the corresponding classes inside t,he uni versit:v. 
'!'here has th~s srrung into existence a woman's college, technically and legaliy 
nncler the umver 1ty only so far as its examinations are concerned :vet in effect a 
department of the university, so closely connected are examinations with the instruc-
tion therefor. " * " 
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While this establishment makes no drain whateYer upon the university's financial 
resources, it adds greatly to its popularity and favor with the community. From 
present prospects another year will find no fewer than 100 women pursuing studies 
in connection with the university, either as full me:nbers of it, viz, in the graduate 
department, or as candidates for undergraduate examinations. Anp1ications for reg-
istration begin to come in from a distance. In view of the rapid progress which this 
enterpris<' is making, I can not but request for it tho most :1ttentirn consideration 
of this board and other friends of higher education. * * * The woman's depart-
ment of the university. requires and must soon have an ample, p ermanent home of 
its own, a well-endowed and commodious women's college, presided over by an accom-
plished lady principal. Not less tl:an half a million dollars is needed for this pur-
pot:!e. The college must be part and parcel of the university, giving women students 
the full university status, and at some time so furnished, endowed, and equipped as 
to offer them every facility for education, physical and social as well as intellectual, 
now within the reach of male students. It maybe confidently asserted that no other 
expenditure of half a million dollars could possibly advance the higher life of Rhode 
Islancl society in comin6 time so much as the erection of such a, college. 
GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF YALE UXIVEHSITY OPEN TO WOMEN. 
[Report of the President for 1892, pages 30, 31.J 
Tho plan proposetl for the opening of the courses of tho study in the graduate 
department which lead to the degree of doctor of philosophy to graduates of all 
colleges and universities, without distinction of sex, was mentioned in iJlc last 
annual report. This plan was brought before the entire body of professors con-
nected ·with these courses, and was fully considered and discussed by them, in the 
earlier part of the year. It was }Hesented to the consideration of the members of 
the corporation at their meeting held in the month of March, and was favorably 
received by them, and, with nnimportant modifications, adopted. The action by 
which these privileges were offered to gradnates of the colleges for young women 
was ·everywhere appreciated very highly, as was made manifest both by the favor-
n.ble comments of the pnblic journals, and by the assurances which came from these 
colleges nnd their officers and t eachers, 
At the beginning of the new academic year twenty-three young women connected 
themselves with this department of university. '!'hey represent all the leading 
colleges which have been established especially for the education of women, and 
also some of the mo t prominent institutions in which young women and young men 
arc educated together. Two of them received fellowships, and three other scholar-
ships, according to the provisions made by the corporation, which were stated in 
tho last 1·eport. All of them are pursuing, with much energy and success, the 
various branches of stutly to which they have devoted theroselves. 
STATt,;i:, 01!' " "0:\IE X 'TUDENT, AT VAXDERBILT UNIVERSITY. 
[R gister 1892-'93, page 29.] 
Studc11t,9 by courlefly .-'):onng wo_men who are not less than 16 years of age, n,nd 
thor~H1ghly lll' pared, will b~ adm1ttecl by courtesy to any of the courses of the aca-
d m1c c~ partment. They will l>c subjected to the sn.me entrance examinations for 
t,he various our es ancl to the same rules as to attendance and performance of duty 
a youn_~ m n. '.fhongh not forroa1ly matriculated, they will have the same privi-
1 g s of in trn t1on as young men, ancl on the completion of any full courso leading 
to ~n aeadem_ic degr o will_be re ommended by the faculty for the sam . 
'I he t e,_ w1l~ be: 1' or a. ~nglc cours , $20; for two courses, $35; for three or more 
onrse , $.:>0; h brary fo , . ·o . 
• T.\ 'I T.' 01· wo,1i,;_ - ,Tl" l>E.-T.' AT ·o L ")!BIA 'OJ.LEGE, ."EW Y RK .'. Y. 
[R porL of #\. tin" l'r id nt of olumbin. C'ollrge, T w York, N. Y., J!! 9, page JG; also Barnard 
'oil g Circular of lnfor111ation, 1 !l-'!JO, page 4.J 
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by the trustees to discontinue the collegiate course for women in its present form, 
and to app'rove the establishment of an associate but separa,te school, under the 
name of Barnard College, in which the instruction shall or may be given by the pro-
fessors of the college under certain regulations and restrictions. This course will 
therefore be discontinued at the close of the present year, except for those who lrnYe 
already completed a part of the prescribed studies, 
In accordance with this division funds were raised for the equipment and ma,in-
tenance of a college for women. 
The name, Barnard College, was adopted in grateful recognition of the faith and 
energy with which the late president of Columbia College, Dr. F. A. P. Barnard, for 
many years supported and promoted the cause of the higher education of women. 
This connection of Barnard College with Columbia College was officially recog-
nized by the trustees of Columbia, College in March, 1889. · 
TI.t\DCLIFFE COLLEGE, UXDER THE AUSPICES OF JIAHVARD UNIVERSITY, 
[From tho Harvaru Grauuates' Magaziuo, Marcli , 1804, pp. 339-:J42.J 
On December 6, 1893, the board of overseers of Harvar<l College, by a unanimous 
vote, gave its consent to :m arrangement to be made between the university and the 
Society for the Collegiate Instruction of ·women. That arrangement had been 
approved by the president and fellowsi and was set forth in certain votes which had 
been passed by the society and submitted to the president and fellows, and which 
were as follows : 
"Voted, That it jg desirable to change the name of this corporation (The Societ.v 
for the Collegiate Instruction of Women) to Radcliffe College, and that proper legal 
steps be taken to effect that change. · 
"Votecl, That it is desirable that this corporation give degrees in arts and sc-iences, .. 
and that a committee of 3 persons be appointed by the presideut to take steps to 
obtain from the legislature t,he necessary power. 
"Voted, That the president and fellows of Harvard College be, and hereby are, 
made and appointed the visitors to this corporation, and are hereby vested with 
all visitorial power and authority as fully as if the same bad been originally con-
ferred upon the said president and fellows by tho charter or articles of association 
of this corporation. This vote shall take effect upon an acceptance by tho said 
president and fellows of the powers hereby conferred, but with tho provision that 
sai_d president and fellows at any time may abandon and surrender or limit such 
powers upon notice to this corporation. 
"Voted, That no instructor or examiner of this corporation shall be appointed, 
employed, or retained without the approval of tho visitors of this corporation, mani-
fested in such way as said visitors may prescribe. 
"Voted, That in case the president and fellows of Harvard College accept the 
powers conferred by the foregoing Yotc the said president and fellows be requested 
to empower the president of Harvard University to countersign the diplomas of 
this corporation and to affix the seal of Harvard University to said diplomas." 
By the arrangement embodied in these votes and now accepted and approved by 
the governing boards of the university, Harvard assumes definite and official 
relations with the work which has been prosecuted for some time in Cambridge 
under the popular name of the Ilarvard Annex. (Pp. 329-330.) 
In this year, 1894, tho annex enters into a declared connection with the university. 
It has. become plain to e".'eryone that the institution_ ~ad passed its phase of private 
experiment, and " ·as entitled to sr me formal recogmt1011 by the university, 
. What shape this should take was a question with many difficulties, for tho univer-
sity scheme had no place ready for the newcomer . . Two or three main points were 
gradually developed by discussion. 
In the first place, of course, no one wanted to incorporate tho annex bodily into 
ihe univer sity, and mingle its students with tho yonng men. It was plain that the 
young women must be separately cared for, and that their househol<.l concerns and 
domestic ~conomy must be in ~he hands of a board composed, at least in part, of 
we men. l! u~therm?r~, the_pres1dent and fellows of.Harvarcl College were unwilling 
to add to then at1nnm ~rat1ve work, alre'.1-dY exce_ss1vely heavy, by taking charge of 
the property or attendrng to the executive details of another enterprise and. they 
preferred, fo'! gene~al convenience, to commit to a distinct bocly tbc mana'gement of 
an untlertalnng which was to be detachecl, in many respects, from tho vreseut organi-
zation of the universitv 
• 
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It resulted from these considerations that the college for women should have a 
separate organization, formally independent,. and ~istinguish~d b:y its own _title. 
Such a separation does not preclude any relation which the umvers1_ty may w1s~ to 
establish between itself and the new college, nor prevent changes m that relation 
whenever they may be found desirable. A college on this footing may hereafter 
stand toward the university in a position closely analogous to that held by a college 
in an English university. 
What should be the nature of the connection between the two bodies was the next 
question and the chief one. Tho university was entirely ready to assume the con-· 
trol of tho work of teaching, tho most vital matter _for the women's college, and to 
establish formally and officially, what h ad hitherto been informally permitted as a 
private ~rrangemcnt, that tho instructors of the w_omen's college should be those 
already actually in the university, or specially approved by it, and that the stand-
ards and examinations should be identical in the two. It was not easy to express 
or define this arrangement by a comprehensive phrase. It finally took the shape 
of a visitorial power, to be assumed by the university over the new college. This 
power is, of course, but vaguely described in the word v isitorial, but it is neverthe-
less, in fact, most substantial, and with the understanding which has been estab-
lished by fifteen years of experience it is effectual and insures a close union in essen-
tial matters. In this view the vagueness of the term is, and was meant to be favor-
able to the growth of whatever further connection may hereafter be developed. 
Some anxiety has been expressed by eager advocates of women's education because 
the university has not made a formal contract, nor specified in what way it will 
exercise its powers, nor enumerated the · privileges it will give to women, nor 
even tixed the time for which it will abide by the new arrangement, which, on the 
contrary, is expressly made terminable at its pleasure. But the want of definite 
articles of agreement is by no _means a ground of apprehension. to those who know 
the history of the annex and appreciate how fully it is already a part oft he university 
through adoption by the faculty, which is for this purpose the university. No one 
who understands university methods, and especially the character, traditions, and 
policy of Harvard College will be disturbed by the fear that she will abandon a work 
to which she has set her hand or allow it to languish. The very want of precision 
and limitation in the terms of the arrangement indicate a union, not a contract, and 
is an assurance of intimacy and identical interests in the one essential matter of 
education. The change from a private cooperative plan of individual professors to 
an officially determine<l connection with the university is a vital change for tho 
annex and practically fixes it as a part of the university, whether in the present 
form or some other. 
Tho question of university degree remained, and this was met in the only way now 
practicable. The graduates of the annex have always had a not unreasonable feel-
ing of deprivation in that their thorough and systematic work, fulfilling the highest 
standanl of college work in the country, was not marked by any degreo or title, 
whilo the same work brought to men the distinction of a.Harvard degree. The 
annex certificate did represent, to those who were well informed, the fact of educa-
tion, bnt the symbol is also valuable, and is even of material value, for high eruploy-
m~1;1t as teache~s is I?,Ore readily o:ffere<l to those who have a college degree. 
lho corporaL1on of Harvard College, however, was not prepared to offer to women 
the uniYersity degree of bachelor of arts, _and it must be admitted that there is rea-
son for caution before taking a step so important and so irrevocable. Such a degree 
would probalJly at onco attract a large number of women, an<l it is not clear how 
t~e ch _me could sta!!-cl a sudden acce sion of large numbers. To make anything 
like an 1m partrnl harmg of the resources of the university would cripple the present 
work for men even if no law or principle forbade such an applica.tion of the funds 
and prop rty now devoted to the education of men alone. Nor is it clear that the 
opiuion of tll wadnatea and friend of the university is yet so settled as to justify 
thi. departur from tho C!:itabli hed coo titntion of the university. 
In view f the. and other on id.oration , the corporation of tho university 
d clare<l it elf unwilling to off r its A. B. d gree. It was, however, willing to give 
t _ th young wom n a formal ·ertificate, e tablishing their position at oven grade 
~nth tll Har, urd bachelor of art by graclnation from the college whi h Harvar<l 
uiv r ity i to suporvi ·e. The cl .gre , th •r fore, is t be that of tlle new college, 
but counter i"n tl byth pre Went of th univ r ·ity and bearing tho univer ity seal. 
Exa. ·tly what tthall be th form of tb~t clegr e has not 1,cen d termm d but it i not 
ikcly t b _l . s .·plicit than _th c rti.fi ate now u e<l, a gi,·en abo; , in ta.ting 
th· t th r c1p1 nt ha accompli h d th full ruea ure of under •r duate work which 
·n itli- · t cl ·_nt of th uuiv r ityto it. be ch •lor's degr . If exp ·ri< n o of the new 
ar_r_ nrr m nt w1 h the ,~·om _n' ~on:~ i;ball h r , fter ju tify any forth •rr ognition 
of 1 gr· <lu t' th uni · r 1ty 1 likely to be r ady t advance along the path on 
whid1 i ha now ·nt r d. 
'l h 1;1~t ,r of raduat in. rn · 10n for wom n ha n t b 11 ma.<1 the 1mbject of 
any d fnut · arn u T m ut for th 1 ·a· 11. gi,· n abov , nam ly; that thi js now om-
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plicated, for the university, with question of laboratory accommodation, and the 
readiness of individual professors to arrange classes at once for women. Such classes 
are now made up in special cases, and difficulties in this direction are sure to decrease 
with the adjustments which grow with experience, especially if money is furnished 
for a better provision of apparatus. It is expected that the opportunities for grad-
uate work will be much extended under the care of the university, and to this exten-
sion tho opinions of many members of the university faculty are known to be favor-
able. 
The plan embodying the main features stated above was informally submitted by 
the preflident of the university to the faculty, and was heartily assented to by them, 
and this assent secured the continuance of that indispensable support upon which 
the annex has hitherto relied. It is this arrangement which, embodied in the vote,i 
of the society as given above, is now approved by both the governing boards of tho 
university. 
It now remains only to obtain an act of the legislature changing tho namo of the 
society, and giving it the power to confer degrees, and to enter into the proposed 
connection with the university. The society being already incorporated, no charter 
is sought. The act proposed does not fix any unalterable relations between tho 
women's college and the university, but merely authorizes the former "to confer at 
any time upon the president and fellows of Harvard College such power of visita-
tion, and of direction and control over its ma,nagement, as the said corporation may 
deem it wise to confer and the said the president and .fellows may consent to 
assn me.'? This will leave it open for the university to adopt hereafter any arrange-
ment it may choose, and to change the plan as experience may show to be desirable. 
COEDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY Ol!' TENNESSEE. 
KNOXVILLE, TENN., April 30, 1894. 
MY DEAR Srn: Replying to your communication of the 26th in regard to tho work-
ing of coeducation in this university, allow me to say: -
(1) It has been tried only one year, but so far as maybe judged by that _there is no 
occasion to regret its adoption. 
(2) Fifty young women-not under 17 years of age-have been admitted, and both 
in quality and quantity of work they rank above any 50 of the male students of the 
same age and class. 
(3) It is fair to say that I think the large majority of those who applied for 
entrance this (the first) year are, in spirit and purpose, if not in capacity, above the 
ordinary average that one could expect. They have seemed anxious to do nothing 
that would bring the plan into disrepute. 
(4) No changes in courses were made for their benefit and no additional expense 
incurred by their admission beyond the fitting up of a suitable building for their 
occupancy during the day when not at lectures. They board in approved private 
farr.ilies in the city. 
(5) A. prudent watchfulness is exercised to forestall any imprudence or indiscre-
tion, but that is all. It is our policy not to keep a boy who has to be watched, and 
that policy will be emphasized in case of women. 
(6) They have given no trouble in the discipline, and their general influence in 
class and university life has been salutary. 
Very respectfully, 
Dr. W. T. HARRIS, 
T. w. JORDA..~, 
Dean and Professor of Latin University of Tennessee. 
Commissioner of Education, Washington, D. C. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 
EDUCATION OF THE COLORED RACE. 
Public school statistics, classified by mce, 1891-'92. 
Estimated number I 
of persons 5 to 18 
years of age. 
White. I Colored. 
I 
.A.labamaa .. .. ..... ~90, 935 249,291 
Arkansas .......... 302,600 117, 300 
Delaware .......... 39, 850 8,980 
Dist. of Columbia . . 42,320 23,280 
Florida .......... .. 78,150 61,950 
Georgia ........... 347,020 325,680 
Kentucky ......... 535,900 91, 800 
Louisiana ......... 190,930 203,370 
Maryland ......... 242,120 69,880 
Mississippi. ....... 197, 700 488,000 
Missouri .......... 819,540 49,860 
North Carolina .... 364, 650 218,650 
South Carolma .... 164, 330 275,770 
Tennessee .... .. ... 467, 700 157,800 
Texas ... . ......... 644,000 197,200 
Virginia ......•... . 339. 360 241,440 
West Virginia ..... 255,700 10, 500 
Total ...... .. 5,322,805 2,590,851 
A. ver::t/!.'e cfaily 
attendance. 
Alabama a ........ 
White. I Colored. 
110,311 72,156 
Arkansas ...... 
Delaware .......... b 19, 746 b 2,947 
Dist. of Columbia .. 18,929 10,833 
Florida ............ ............. 
Georgfa ...... ... __ 142,289 91,942 
Kentucky ......... 210,684 35,508 
Louisiana ......... 56, 372 40, ]03 
Marylan{l ......... 88,007 17, 056 
M ississip1)i. ....... 96,818 100,457 
Missouri ... .. ..... 
North Carolinn .... 132, 001 66, 746 
South Carolina .... 67, 934 80,827 
Tennessee ......... 274,482 75,001 
Texas ............. 261, 549 74,708 
Virginia ...... ..... 123, 545 62,481 
West Virginia .... 124,181 3,863 
---
Total ...... .. ..... .......... 
--------·· 
a In 1890. 
b .A.pproximat ly. 
Per cent of persons Perce-ntage of the Enrolled in the pub· 
whole. lie schools. 5 to 18 years en. rolled. 
White. Colored. White. I Colored. White. Colored. 
53 ·85 46 ·15 186,125 115,490 63 ·98 46 ·33 
72 ·06 27 ·94 187, 261 64,191 61 ·87 54·71 
81 ·60 18 ·40 28,316 4,858 71 ·03 54 ·07 
64 ·51 35 ·49 25,188 14,490 59 ·51 62 ·34 
55 ·79 44·21 57,181 36,599 73 ·13 59 ·07 
51 ·59 48 ·41 240, 979 156,836 69 ·43 48·16 
85 ·38 14 ·62 332,160 57, 700 61 -97 62 ·86 
48 ·42 51 ·58 80, 972 59,261 42 ·40 29·15 
77 ·62 22 ·38 154,855 34,274 63 ·97 49·10 
40·71 59 ·29 161,986 178,941 81 ·92 62·13 
94·26 5·74 606,286 34,513 73 ·98 69 ·20 
62 ·52 37·48 215,919 119,439 59 ·21 54·64 
37 ·34 62 ·66 92,430 113,219 56 ·25 41 ·06 
74-77 25·23 380,456 107,051 81 ·34 67 ·84 
76 ·55 23 ·45 395, 517 132,797 61 ·42 67 ·33 
58 ·43 41 ·57 218,946 ll6, 700 64 ·52 48 ·34 
96 ·04 3 ·96 194,332 6,457 76 ·00 61 ·23 
------
67 ·26 32 ·74 3,558,909 1,352, 816 66 ·87 52 ·21 
Per cent of enroll- 1 Length of school Number of 
ment. year in days. teachers. 
White. I Colored. White. I Colored. White. Colored. 
59 ·27 62·48 73 ·9 72 ·8 4,182 2,136 
4, 4G8 1,173 
69·74 60 ·66 b 166 b 126 734 ]06 
75·17 74 ·75 185 185 562 283 
--·------· 
............. 2,006 776 
59 ·04 58 ·63 .... ........ 
----------
5,383 2,731 
63 ·43 56·34 C 100 C 100 8, 20i 1,296 
69 ·63 67 ·66 109·8 96 ·8 · 2,255 930 
56 ·82 49 ·76 184·9 179 ·6 3,384 667 
59 ·77 56 ·14 
----······ 
.............. 4,634 3,288 
13,634 711 
61·14 55 ·87 63 ·3 60 ·7 4,524 2,426 
73 ·50 71 ·38 ........... .......... 2,611 1,787 
72 ·15 79 ·07 
--····---· ---------· 
6,783 1,829 
66·11 5G ·25 107·3 100·8 8,647 2,374 
56 ·43 53 ·54 118 118 5,752 2,041 
63 ·90 59 ·83 ............... ................. 5,560 187 
d 63 ·77 d60. 09 
·--------· 
............. 83,325 24,741 
c Average of most of the schools. 
d .A.Yerage of 14 States. , 
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SECONDARY AND HIGHER 1NSTITUTI0NS FOR TIIE COLORED RACE, 1891-'92. 
States and Territories 
Normal schools. 
Nor· 
mal. 
Pupils. 
Second· !~~. 
ary. tary. 
Total. 
--------------------1--- --- --- -·-- ·--- ---
.A.labama............................................ 5 67 780 95 1,395 2,270 
.Arkansas........................................... 3 15 407 8 415 
Florida ..................... _. ..... ................. 1 6 79 ........ ........ 79 i1~E;ii: ::::: :: ) : :: :: : : :\\: ! 1! :ii 1;: : ;;; ii! 
North Carolina............ ... ...................... 6 28 434 22 313 769 • 
~~~~~~!~0~.~~::: : :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :: ~ ~~ J~ m ~~~ 1, m 
Texas............................................... 1 9 34 140 174 
Virginia . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2 43 456 277 733 
West Virginia.................. ... ................. 1 7 171 . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . 171 
District of Columbia................................ 2 19 222 . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. 222 
Other States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
Total .................. .. ..................... -38 -324 - 3, 551 558 3, 9331 8,042 
Institutions for secondary in· 
struction. Universities and colleges. 
States and Territories. 
Pupils. Students. 
,,; ,,; 
ri, :., 
'd i:l t:, .$ :., 'd i:l 
'o 
<l) st- Cl) .bl). <l)~ ..Cl gt' 0 ..Cl gt' 0 C) 
.s 0 C) <l)<l) s ~ E 
..Cl oj <l) oil ,.q ce ..... ..., 
C) <l) 'l:> ce ......... C C) <l) o~ <l)oj ~ .... 0 
w. E-, w. ~ E-, w. E-, Q w. t'9 E-, 
- -----------1--- --- --- --- --- ------------
.Alabama .... : . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 5 24 46 315 815 1 I 8 12 .. .. . . . . . . . . l!ll 
.Arkansas.................... 5 21 . ..... ...... 901 .... 1 .. ···1·3·· ..•. 7 .. ···3·0·· ··2·9·2·· ···3·2·9· Florida .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 2 10 44 539 583 i;~~I~lr:::::::::::::::::::: 1i }! .. ~~:. ~~:::. ·3·~~! ! !~ H :ri J~i J~g 
Maryland.................... 1 5 . .. . . . . ... . . 84 1 10 4 49 137 190 
~m=~~~;r~.i.:::::::::::::::::: 6 32 257 435 919 2 21 97 143 230 470 
North Carolina............... ~ 4~ 2gt 9g 1, 7~~ ······ ... :iii· ··i29· "i20· .. 267 .... 803 
Ohio . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 9 21 30 114 165 
Pennsylvania. . ..... . ... . .... 1 6 50 250 300 14 143 63 . . . . . . ~06 
South Carolina......... ..... . 12 60 104 596 3,289 37 29 185 240 1,034 
Tennessee.................... 5 25 .. . . . . .. . . . . 755 4 77 96 221 1,015 1,332 
Texao .,.. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 4 39 305 r 688 1,219 1 12 30 .. . . . . . .. . . . 215 
Virginia ..................... 
1 
6 34 90 I 603 1, 403 ...... .. .......................... .. 
District of Columbia.. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 1 I 8 27 55 . . . . . . 82 
Other States ........... . ..... ~...... <i9 I······ 69 ...... 
1 
...... 137 ............ ~ 
Total.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 396 1, 460 
1
6, 125 1 16, 237 I 25 I 369 791 1, 256 -1, 838 8, 116 
Stal fl all(l Tc•rritorie~. 
S hools of theology. Schools of Jaw. 
_ Schools. Tea hers. ·tuclcnts. Schools. !Teachers. Stm1ents. 
a ~--7-o ~I~ .. ~~== 
1 1 17 ........ .. I •••.••••• • •••••••••• 
2 9 94 ! ! :i ::):ff)\:: ::q 
} ! 2: ········i· ········2· ......... 4 
2 4 38 1 5 8 
~ t ~~ ·· ········ ········r/ ········11 
........ ...... · · .. . •. · ..... · ...... · .. . .. ........ 44 ...... .... .......... 10 
To nt .. ........ ... ................ ~ ,---05-1~---5-I-- 16 119 
in 1-10111 . ch ols th wholc1iumherof pupils oulywasgiY n. 
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Hif}her ,;,nstitntions for the coloi·ed race, 1891-'92-Continucd. 
Schools 0f medicine, dentis· Schools for the deaf, dumb, 
try, and pharmacy. and blinrl. States and Territories. 
----- ----------1._s_c_h_oo_l_s. jTcachers. 'Students. Schools . Teacbers. 1Students. 
Arkansas... .. .......................... 1 1 10 2 20 36 
Florida ...................................... .. ......... ... .... . .... . . 1 4 13 
Georgia ..................... ······ ................................... . 
ii~fj~~!:::::::::: ::: : : : : :: : :: : : : :: : : : ........ i ........ i2· ....... 22· 2 17 48 2 23 57 
---- - - - -- . -----· ---· ---·------
;ti:~~:~i~~'.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::::: 1 5 39 1 9 25 2 32 18 
North Carolina......................... 1 7 73 1 10 60 
South Carolina .......................... ...... ......... ....... ....... . 1 5 23 
Tennessee . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . l 13 137 2 17 40 
Texas ................. .. ................................... . 1 4 83 
District of Columbia . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 18 137 
Other Stat.es ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 139 
Total ........................... . . 51 457 16 14.6 581 
Number of each class of schools fol' the colored 1·ace, ancl enrollment in them. 
Class of institutions. Schools. E~:it~-
- ----- ~ -----~-------·--- ------- ·--- ---
Normal schools................................................................... 38 ......... . 
Normal students.................................................................. . . .. . . . . . . 3,551 
i!~~e~~?zj: :::::: ::::::: ::::: :: : :: : ::: ::: :::::: :: :: :: : :: ::: : : : ::::: :: ::: :: : :::: :: :::: :: : : : : 3, ~~g 
Total .... .. ................... .. ............................................ .. ....... . 
Institutions for secondary instructiou (including elementary pupils) . ........... . 72 
UniYersities and colleges............................. . ......................... . . 25 
~!;!tt~~t~~ ~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : 
Total (including unclassified) ........................... . ............. .... ......... . . 
~~~ggf: gf. i!!~l.~~:. :::: :: :::::: :: ::::::::: ::: :: :: : : :::::::: :: :::::: :::::::: :::: :: 
Schools of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy .............................. ... .. . 
Schools for the deaf and dumb and the blind ............... . ....... _. ........... .. 
Grand total .. ......... ..... .. ....... . ................................. .... . . 
UNIVERSITIES AXD COLLEGES FOil THE COLORED RACE . 
22 
5 
5 
16 
183 
8,042 
16,237 
791 
1,256 
4,838 
8,116 
577 
119 
457 
581 
34,129 
Thero are twenty-five universities and colleges, located mninly in the Southern 
States, ·devot,ed to the education of young men and women of the colored race. These 
twenty-five institutions have grounds and buildings estimated at $3,054,433, and 
they have permanent productive funds to the amount of $757,446. The two univer-
sities in Atlanta, Ga., ha,vc property valued at l1:1lf a million dollars, whilo the tbreo 
in Nashvillo, Tenn., have property valued :1t conRide.rably more than half< million, 
Fisk University alone having a valuation of $350,000. Lincoln University, Pennsyl-
vania, has property Yalued at $185,000 and an endowment of $237,450. 
The most salient point iu connection with colored education in professional schools 
is tho rapi<l. inercn.so in the number of students engaged in the study of medicine 
and law in tho last few years . In theology the number has uot increased of late 
years; in fact, there seems to havo been a slight tlccrease. In 1886-'87 thero were 933 
theological students; in 1889-'90 thero wero 734; in 1891-'92 there were 577. In the 
law schools, however, the number has been increasing; 81 students in 1886-'87 and 119 
in 1891-'92. But in tho medical schools we find a Rtill larger increase ; 165students in 
1886-'87, 310 in 1889-'90, and 457 in 18n-'92. It is very probable that there will bo 
au increase for some years in all of these lines, for, notwithstanding the occasional 
averment of moral obliquity in some of the clerical order, the devout will only recog-
nize the greater need of earnest, consecrated men to proclaim the sa,ving truth and 
to estaulish the people in the paths of rectitude, while the less punctilious will feel 
that there should bo more of that charity which hopcth a,11 things and is not easily 
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provoked, and all will be attracted by the opportunities of coming before the people 
and exercising the oratorical gifts which they so frequently possess. It is but natu-
ral to expect, too, that the thousands of colored people will furnish employment to 
many of their race both iu healing: the sick and in representing their claims in the 
courts, and so long as there Bhall be room for more in these pursuits the candidates 
will probably not be lacking. 
For tho last three years the number of students reported as engaged in collegiate 
studies has beeu about 800. The question r::iay be asked, why is it there are not 
more collegiate students when there are twenty-five universities and colleges pre-
pared to receive them~ In the first place, a large number of colored boys and girls, 
especially those living in the rural regions, do not have t.he opportunity of finishing 
even the elementary studies with much succes8, on account of the brief term of three 
to five months in the public schools and the defective instruction imparted therein. 
This eliminates a very large number of possible candidates for higher education. 
In many of tho schools for white children, when the public term expires, the school 
is continued without interruption, each pupil paying a small tuition fee; but here-
tofore the colored people have not been able to continue their schools in this way. 
Again, in the Southern States it is comparatively easy for a young colored man of 
energy and a good secondary education to find employment which at once enables 
him to begin saying up something and to get a start in the world. When he once-
be_!:(ins to accumulate means, the desire to increase the amount comes to him just as 
to others, and consequently he soon has plans formed in which further euucation is 
not considered, especially when be sees that it would take several year8 to secure the 
funds :1Ud finish the course. Ho naturally concludes to let well enough alone. As 
there are comparatively few colored. parents able to bear tho expense of sending 
thc•ir children through a college course, those who are qualified to begin higher 
studies fall in the number just mentioned and do not attend for the reasons there 
stated.. 
Tho work of the colored. universities and colleges, therefore, is at present to a 
largo extent, below the grade of a university, but they are now only laying the 
founuation of their future work. Many of their students who :ire grown yonng men 
and women arc only engaged in secondary work, and they are entitled to commenda-
tion for that degree of progress. The colored boy in getting an education encounters 
many difficulties. The school which be first enters probably continues three or four 
months; the rest of tho year ho labors at whatever be finds to do, and if he fortu-
nately gets a good place he probably keeps it for a year or two. Then he spends 
another short term in a school which probably scarcely deserves to be called a school-
tho tencher incompetent, no apparatus whatever, possibly not a single blackboard, 
and children of all nges anc.1 sizes crowded into a building seemingly constructed to 
avoid any financial loss when the cyclone shall havo leveled it to the ground. After 
several )'Cars spent in this haphazaru way of getting an education, he resolves to 
enter a college, but as his parents have little means, he bas to work bis way through. 
Bnt all through tho course and in after years he l abors under difficulties on account 
of bis clefecti,e elementary education. But notwithstanding the difficulties under 
whi h they labor, many young colored men m:1nage to acquire a very valuable 
training. 
"A Jaw student at Shaw University belpetl to support a widowed mother and 
worked his way up, teaching a school of 80 scholars 4 miles in the country, walking 
l>oth ways, aml y t studying law and reciting at night, nearly a mile away from 
home. II was finally graduated with 1l0nor and admitted to the bar, sustaining 
decic~edly the b~st examinat~on i1?- a class of 30, all the others white, mostly from 
th? orth C~rolrna ~ate Umvers1ty, and he as black as you will often see, yet com-
pliment ·<l without stint by his white compC1titors and by the chief justice himself."-
[.Am rican .Missionary, June, 1803. 
Wh_il bo controYcr y is going on as to whether tho negro is capable of receiving 
tb J11gh<'r c<1u ation, and while many reasons are being advanced why he is not, the 
colored manbim elf is sayino- nothing ahout it, but is goino- forward learning all be 
an and nd av ring to iucrea n tho number of object lesson~ with which tbe theorist 
m 1 · C'Ontcnd .. The nn~nlier of highly educated colored ministers, lawyers, doctors, 
:mcl _cclncator 1. small, rnd,•ccl, as y t, and they arc scatt ered over a wide expanse of 
t ,rr1tory, hut •aeh y ar s s tho number increa ·ing, for the very rarity of the llighl,v 
dn_c:at cl color ·1lman_ i he t known by ?i own race, and hence when th •y s e one of 
thc·tr uuml, r po.-.. 100- ta.I nt so C'ult1 ,·at cl as to command the admiration of all, 
r when on of them i'i aule to s •n r a po it ion of bicrh bonor ancl di tinction it is 
ol ·r~· ·11 hy nnn moro qui ·kly tba.n h ;y th colored people tb(•m f'h- s. One c~lored 
man m tho Hou. c of R pr ntatl\· of th . . Concrre will x ·1to a thou-
s. ml ho~• ancl a pir'1tio?· in tl! _hre~ t of bi aclmiring frienrls, and for very 
on who 1. 1ltn : hl to r1 t <11 ·tinr.twn hnndr cl. of others will enter tho d or 
f · om m1!v r it_: '?r oll .ge r •. olv cl that if th •y shall not h able to reach the 
mcof th 1r : mh, 1011, tl1 · will at 1 a. t attain to Urn higl.J t point th ir oppor-
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tunities and diligence will permit them. The colored parent, too, will be stimulated 
to give his children the ad vantage of every educational facility possible, even though 
he recognizes that it will require great sacrifices on his part, for he feels that in so 
doing he will be assisting in the elevation of his race, something in which he takes 
a personal interest. 
NORTHERN AID TO COLORED SCHOOLS. 
The great work of educating the colored race is being carried on mainly by the 
public schools of the Southern States, supported by funds raised by public taxation 
and managed and controlled by public school officers. The work is too great to be 
attempted by any other agency, unless by the National Government_, the field is too 
extensive, the officers too numerous, the cost too burdensome. Societies and 
churches may temporarily take hold of pfaces neglected by public-school officers 
and show by their work what is needed, but they can not attempt the work legiti-
mately belonging to the public schools. This aim is kept steadily in view by the 
societies which have been long engaged in helping the colored child lift itself up 
in the world and begin work on a higher pln.ne. . 
But while the work as a whole can bo carried on only by public _ taxation, it is 
being aided very substantially by the societies and churches in the Northern and 
Western States, which have had their missionary teachers engaged there since the 
:first opportunity was offered them, even before the war had ended. Most of the 
aid given by these States goes through the regular channels of some organization, 
but there are quite a number of colored schools which depend entirely on appeals to 
individuals for help. 
At the close of the war the different denominations began to vie with each other in 
the education of the freedmen, who had hitherto not been allowed in a schoolroom. 
Young men and women full of missionary spirit left home and friends to go into dis-
tant parts of the South to educate children, parents, and grandparents, for they 
were all in the same classes, and they began at the beginning. These teachers soon 
found that it required a missionary spirit indeed, for them was something of pathos 
as well as romance in the work. Now, scattered al] over the South, at one place 
representing one denomination, at another place some other denomination or society, 
are to be found schools :filled to overflowing with eager learners, taught generally 
by teachers selected for their competen<'y and missionary zeal. These schools are 
not intended to antagonize the public schools. Generally they are of a higher grade 
than the public schools, and when not they serve as mo<lel schools and are carried _ 
on in a way to enable needy children to work out an education. Not only have such 
schools been established and maintained and help given to deserving pupils, but 
with almost every school a church has also been established to furnish religious 
instruction. Bnt reference is intencled to be made here to school work only. 
The Freed.men's Aid Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church was one of the 
earliest to enter upon the work of colored education, and it is now one of the most 
important factors in the work. The extent of its effort among colored people in 
1892-'93 is indicateu by the following summary of institutions, teachers, students, 
and property: Schools, 23; teachers, 214; students, 5,396; property, $1,183,000. In 
addition to the r egular teachers, 165 practice teachers were employed from the nor-
mal depa.rtments. Its expenditure for colored schools in 1892-'93, after deducting 
tuition fees paid by the pupils and the amount paid by the State of South Carolina 
to the agricultural school at Claflin University, was about $200,000. 
Another very important factor in the work is the American Missionary Association, 
one of the pioneers in entering upon this work of education and one of the largest 
contributors up to the present time. The Daniel Hand fund, amounting to 
$1,000,894, was placed in the hands of this association by Mr. Hand himself, while 
still living, and the income (but the income only) is to be used in educating colored 
boys and girls in the recent slave States. 
The John F. Slater fund is held by a board of trustees, of whom Dr. J. L. M. Curry 
is the general agent, and the income is distributed to various schools, but not nec-
essarily to the same schools each year. It is intended mainly to supplement local 
funds and to stimulate local effort. The Peabody fund also aids very materially in 
this work. 
The Board of Missions for Freedmen of the Presbyterian Church is taking an active 
part in tho education of the colored race. During the year 1892-'93 it had 86 schools, 
15 of them being boarding schools, 252 teachers, and 10,520 pupils. Biddle Univer-
sity, Charlotte, :N". C., Scotia Semi.nary, and Mary Allen Seminary were among those 
supported by it. Schools have also been established by the Baptists, Lutherans, 
United Presbyterians, Catholics, Episcopalians, and Friends. 
There is a wonderful contrast in the character of the schools established for col-
ered chih!.ren. Many of the schools, especially those in the remote rural regions 
are as defective as one could imagine a school to be; but, on the other hand, most 
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of those established by the missionary societies, are better managecl and have 
a bette1· clase of teachers. These teachers have generally been educated in the 
best Northern schools, and coming as they do from different States: they com-
bine the best methods of different sehools. Frequently, too, they have undertaken 
the work from philanthropic motives and are filled with aspirations not only tc, ele-
va.te the intellectual capacity of their pupils, but to implant in them high and 
ennobling principles, and by means of this training given at school to elevate the 
entire race. In some cases these teachers have refused much larger salaries, in order 
to continue what had become to them a labor of love; they preferred the satisfac-
tion of helping to lrnihl up a race rather than to enter into tho contest for pelf. 
SCIJOOLS COXDUCTED BY COLORED INSTRUCTORS. 
That the institutions for the colored race are beginning to accomplish the purpose 
for which they were mainly founded, namely, that they might train up leaders for 
the colored people from their own race-preachers, teachers, doctors, lawyers, etc.-
is shown by the fact that there are now some institutions of high grade ana of 
growing popularity that are condncted entirely by colored instructors, and these 
arc educating others who will be able to fill their places with equal if not greater 
success. While many schools arc being conducted wholly or in part by colored 
teachers, a few conspicuous examples are given of what they sometimes accomplish. 
Allen University, Columbia, S. C., was established in 1881 by the African Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, and has been conducted solely by colored teachers. From 
the very first it has enjoyed great success, and during the year 1891-'92 there was 
an attendance of 465 students. 
In Biddle University, Charlotte, N. C., all of the eleven instructors except one in 
the industrial department, are colored. This institution ranks among the very best 
in the land for colored education of high grade. Although it is a school for colored 
students and taught by colored teachers, it bas some of its strongest friends among 
the white people who live in that part of tho State, and who are therefore well 
acquainted with the work accomplislled by it. Senator Zebulon B. Vance and Dr. 
Drury Lacy, lately president of Davidson College, North Carolina, have spoken of it 
as accomplislling great good for both the educational and religious welfare of the 
race. (Furtber notice of this school on page 869). 
· One of tbe most conspicuous results of colored enterprise and ability is the Tus-
kegee Normal and Industrial School, of Tuskegee, Ala. This institution is an 
achievement of Mr. Booker T. Washington, a gradnate of the Hampton Normal Ins~i-
tute. Opened in 1881 with 1 teacher and 30 pupils, it attained such success that m 
1892 there were 44 officers and teachers and over 600 students. It also owns property 
estimated at $150,000, upon which there is no incumbmnce. Gen. S. C. Armstrong 
said ofit: "I think it is the noblest and grandest work of any colored man in the 
land. What compares with it in genuine value and power for good f It is on the 
Hampton plan, combining labor ancl study, commands high respect from both races, 
flies no denominational flag, bnt is thorougllly and earnestly Christian; it is out of 
debt, well managed and organized." In Alabama Mr. Booker 1'. Washington is rec-
ognized by all a ono of tho loaders of the race, facil e princeps. Uis efforts and infl.u-
en e are not confined to building up and sustaining the large institution which he 
has e tablished. 'e-rnral conventions of leadiucr colored men have ueen held at Tus-
k gee, at his suggestion, to consider ways and 1~eans for the moral, c<lucational, and 
tinancial levation of tlte colorctl people in general. 
IXD CSTH IAL IXSTH UCTIO::-.' . 
Most of tho colored institutions bear a close re cmblancc to a large houi-ehold 
whi<-h ·arri son the work of education, the cultivation of tbe farm, the building and 
repairing ofllou , the rai ing of cattle, ancl in which the pupils are furnished an 
obj ct le son in tho prop •r mauacr mcnt and conduct of n, hon. cholcl of which they 
form part, ancl an thcr ·fore coutiuuo aftcnvards wh n opportuui ty shall pre ent 
it df. 
Ton_galoo Ut i,· rnit · Mi i . ippi, for in.-tance, is situated al,C'ut half a mile from 
th e Illinois (; ntrnl ailroad and 7 mil s north of .T ackson, tho capital of the State. 
Th _gromH1 cmhr::. about 5 0 acr s of lanc1, ancl fnrni ·h :t temporary home for a 
fanul 'oft ho 1t ~ _ persons, who base built tho bo11 •. in whi ·h tl1 y live, who raise 
th larg<! ~pwntttie of orn, wheat potatoes, fruit., and ycgctabl s nee s ary to 
supply their tabl<' who raise their wn cattl , mill their own ·ows, cook th ·ir own 
foo,l, Jann lry their <·l tb , an<l, last) , rovido for their own in. trnctiou. In a 
,. or l, _tl!CY a!· . to a J~n·~ 1·.·tc_11t, indep,·1Hl n of the r of th world. Thi method 
( tramm~ 1 th k1n1l ·p ·c·ially ue d d hy them, for, on account o.t th ir meager 
1rc11m tauc · th y ar t lit le a quaintcd with motl 1 horn aud family lili . nee 
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having felt and learned to appreciate its elevating in:flnences, however, they have 
an ideal to which they ever afterwards aspire and without which they can never 
rest contented. 
MoreoYer, the education they receive in these collecti,o households will enable 
them to earn good wages, teach them how to nse their earnings to the best advan-
tage, and consequently they will in all probability l.iave the opportunity of carrying 
out on a smaller scale their ideal home methods. 
In fact, the desire to own n, home is already quite common among the colored peo--
ple, and that many of them are beginning to do so is shown by tho great increase 
during the last decade in the amount of property which they own in Georgia. In 
that State there is kept a separate account of the assessed property of colored peo-
ple. In 1882 the amount of assessed property held by colored people in Georgia was 
$6,589,876; in 1892, the amount was $14,869,575, an increase of more than 100 per 
cent. . 
In Claflm University, South Carolina, is to be found the same family life ~s that 
of Tougaloo University, but on a still larger scale. 
-Although specially adapted to the needs of the race, it is probable that this 
method of conducting an educational institnti9n was not selected as being the mo: t 
desirable, but rather because it was well recognized that in uo other way coula 
the attendance of a large number of students be expected. What would be regarded 
as a very moderate cost of education in most of the institutions for white students 
would have been beyond the reach of most colored students, but by the plan adopted 
at Claflin the expenses for board and tuition are reduced to $8.50 per month, and at 
Allen University to $5.50 per month. Quite frequently, too, part of these expenses 
is paid by manual work, either for the institution or for adjacent residents. It 
is by reason of this low cost of education that we find over 600 boys and girls 
attending Ulaflin University, and in fact that we find all of the colored schools filled 
to overflowing. Many of tho students begin a school year with about as much means 
as would be thought snfficient for a month or two, but -they manage to pull along 
the entire year, and after three more months of work, instead of that much time 
spent in idleuess, they are again found on the grounds of the institution, happy on 
account of their growing independence and ability. They have no fear of not being 
able to find some work to do, for they know how to work and above all aro willing 
to· work, and when one possesses these two qualifications he will rarely lack employ-
ment. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE CO LORED RACE. 
Value of (Jro1,rnds ancl build'ings ancl arnotrnt of permanent proclu,ctii,e funcls, in 1891-'92. 
Iustitutiorn,. 
Selma University, Selma, Ala ................... ............... . ........... .. 
Philander Smith College,* Little Rock, Arie ....... . . . ..... ... ............. . . 
l ~EJ~1f~~~:~:j£l!~IG12 +++ + + + 
New Orleans Universit.lr, New Orleans, La ... ...... .................. ....... . . 
~~~Wi:c?Jt:;!~fi:i:~~~?Ei~:.1.~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Rust Uni vers1ty, * Holly Springs, Miss .................................... . . . 
Alcorn Agricultural antl Mechani al College, Rodney, Miss ..... . .. . ...... .. . 
!it2:~111:~J!\rr:e~1ii1i~E:f;:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
r~l~~rfUCE: Uniycr~itY., Wilbcrf9rce, 9hio . ...... . . ... .... . ........ ......... . 
on mvers1tJ, Lrncoln Umvers1ty, Pa ......... .. ..................... . 
~g!~~1i}~1~~~tf~1~;~/i~~f~~~~::: :. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Central '.renncssee Colle1$e, Nashville, Tenn ..... ............... ..... .. ...... . 
Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn ............................................ . 
Roger Williamr; University, Nashville. 'l'eun .................. .... .......... . 
Paul Quinn College,* ,vaco, Tex ................................ ....... ...... . 
Value ! Amount of 
of grountls permanent 
and productive 
buildings. funds. 
$30,000 
-- - - .. - .. -----
20,000 
·---····----
400. 000 $185,000 
207. 000 27,873 
250,000 
····· · ·-----
125,000 100,000 
150,000 95,000 
100, 000 ................... 
33,533 
------------100,000 
------------
45,000 22,000 
40,000 
--------·--· 51,400 
----·--- -- --
80,000 
------------
175,000 31,000 
100, 000 
------- -----
92,500 20,623 
185,000 237,450 
20,000 8,000 
]00, 000 
··---- ------
75,000 500 
90,000 15,000 
350,000 15,000 
200,000 
------------
35,000 
------------
Total - - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . 3,054,433 757,446 
------------------- ---~-------------------------~-~~~~------
" In 1889-'!'l0. 
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Lincoln University, Pa.-Rev. W. P. ·white, in Church at Home and Abroad says: 
Of institutions making tho advanced education of colored youth and their training 
as teachers anu preachers to their own people a chief end and aim, one of the fore-
most, as well as the earliest established, is Lincoln University. 
It is located in eastern Pennsylvania, on the line of the Philadelphia and .Balti-
more Central Railroad, 46 miles from Philadelphia aml 61 miles from Baltimore. 
No better l)hysical or geographical location could be found. 
It is near enough to the border line of the South to be easily accessible to thl\ 
great majority of those needing and desiring its benefits, and yet far enough from 
the associations and influence to which they have all their lives been snbjected. 
It was founded in 1854, six years before the war which gave emancipation to the 
colored rnce. During this period it had to contend with prejudice strong and 
bitter. The negro's right to be a man and to receive the blessings which Christ 
offers freely to every race was not then so universaily admitted. 
Previous to 1864 it was known as Ashmun Institute, but in that year an amended 
charter, witli :1dditional privileges, was obtained for it, aud a new name was assumed, 
one that will be foreYer linked with the freedom of the negro ancl with the most 
eventful crisis of American history . . 
Since then the institution has grown largely in resources, in influence, and in 
adaptability to the encl for which it was established. The results of its work will 
compare fayorably with those of any institution of like age in the history of our 
country. Five hundred young men have been sent from the preparatory depart-
ment and from tho lower classes of tho collegiate department, many of whom are 
engaged in important positions as teachers in the Southern States. 
Nearly 400 have been graduated from the collegiate department. after a course of 
instruction extending through four and in many cases seven years. Most of these 
graduates a.re engaged in professional and educational labors in the South. 
About 200 have graduated in the theological department and received ordination 
as ministers in different evangelical denominations. Thirteen havo gone to Africa 
as missionaries of tho cross. 
The institution has so commended itself to noble men and women of wealth during 
tho patit twenty-five years as to lead them to place it upon a firm financial basis, 
thus securing to it a large dogree of success in its work. 
_ Mr. Fayerwether, in including it, a few years since, with other representative 
mstitutions of the land, for a share in his munificent bequest to the extent of 
$100,000, testified in the most striking way to its importance and usefulness. 
Tho campus or grounds of the uniYersity consist of 78 acres, on which are four dor-
mitories for stndents; Livingston Hall, for commencement assemblies, capable of 
seating 1,000 persons; University Hall, a four-story building, containing eighteen 
rooms, designed largely for recitation and class purposes, carefully constructed and 
conveniently arranged, anu surmounted by a revolving observatory for the reception 
of the telescope recently presented to the university; and the Mary Dod Brown 
Memorial Chapel, containing an audience room for Sabbath services, seating 400 
persons; a prayer hall for daily use, communicating with the chapel by sliding 
frames, and two class-rooms similarly connected with the prayer hall. 
Tho nine professorships, including the president's chair, are all endowed and filled 
by n,blo aucl •fficient scholars and teachers. 
Fo_r tw~nty-soven years Rov. Isaac "N. Rendall, n . D., has been its president, and 
to his euuuent fitne s for the position is owing largely its success and present proud 
po ition among in titotious of its kind. 
The conn ction with it in earlier years, as instructors of such men as Revs. E. E. 
Adam , E. R. Bower, Thomas W. Cattell, and Casper R. Gregory served to give it 
its wid r •puta.tion. 
Each su~ces ivo year of ~ts hi tory has brought to it an increased number of stu-
d ut, until 11 w 2l0 ·rowd1tahallsand tax to the utmost its measure of accommoda-
tion arnl m an for th ir support. The e 240 students represent twenty-two States 
of the l"'niou, _the \V t Indie , , outh America, and Africa. Among them are seven 
sous of alumm. Three-fourths of them at least are professincr Christians. Perhaps 
011e-b.alf f them vill study for the ministry. b 
I1;1 th ir_ ea".'er clc ire for knowlcd,re and in their aptne s of reception of it, rn 
th1!1r applll'abon to study a11<1 their r adin sin recitation· in th ir observance of 
t~ ,. ml·. c!f tlle in titution and iu the conduct of their de~otional meetings, little 
1hfl<·r •11(·0 1s oh. rv cl betw nth m and tho e of whito in titutions . 
. Fro,~ the IIo,rnrcl Quarterly, Ja1111ary, 1893.-Tho fact that the 141 olor •cl tndents 
Ill wlut c-oll •"c · ~ _c:p up with their cla ti without cliffi ulty, ancl in many ca. a 
hav h •11 the r c·1p1 nt of Rp C'ial honor. for pro Ii i ncy in their tncli , ·ho.vs 
h. tth Y ·au 1rn1. n_ t~c·. higbcrbrancb ·s vith nsn c s qual tothatoftheirwhite 
tla . mat" . Many J1Hhnd11, 1 .·ampl ·s may ho cit cl b sid a that of the co1orec1 la s 
or, t r f Ian·a,d_ w ~- ar ago. Tho la t, ne is from tll Chi ·ago niv r ity, 
' her a olor <l girl led th ·ntirc• c·ntran " ·la ·sin th D c •rub r •xamina.tion . and 
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received a very substantial reward in a scholarship which will pay all expenses of 
the four years' course. This young lady prepared for college at Iloward UniYersity. 
P1'ivate schools should not antagonize public schools.-J. L. M. Curry: In some of the 
towns and cities there is, possibly, an unwise multiplication · of denominational or 
independent schools. Christian denominations are rivals in their establishment, in 
getting the largest number of pupils, and in making the most attractive exhibition. 
It seems to be a weakness an<l an error common to all to seek to catalogue as many 
names as possible. The aggregate means not the habitual and a,era,ge attendance, 
but all who, for any time, oi!o day or severulmontlls, have matriculated. This mili-
tates against the usefulness and popularity of the free schools. In so far as these 
institutions, not under State control, impair the efficiency of, or di,ert attendance 
from, tho public schools, they are mischievous, for the great mass o-f children, wliite 
and black, must, more in tbe future than at present, depend almost exclusively upon 
the State schools for the common branches of education. rrhese schools, permanent, 
not subject to caprice or Yarying seasons, incorporated into tho body politic, into 
the organic law, must be the chief fact9r in the education of the people. At great 
sacrifices, the Southern States have provide<l means of education, constantly improv-
rng and enlarging, for the colorecl children. The large number at school, over 
1,200,000, is tho proof that no obstacles are thrown in the way of their getting such 
rudiments as the common schools impart, and of occasiona,11y rising to higher grades. 
An educational charity would sadly fail of its purpose if any, the least. impediment 
. were placed in the pat.h of free shools. 
George R. Srnith College, SedaHa, Mo,-The cornerstone 0f George R. Smith College 
was ]aid June 1, 1893, Rev. J. C. Hartzell, of the Christian Educator, being master 
of ceremonies. This institution dates its inception from the gift of 25 acres of land, 
valued at $25,000, at Sedalia. Mo., by two daughten1 of Gen. George R. Smith. The 
building, when completed and furnished, it is estimated, will cost $35;000. The 
superjntonden+, of construction, Mr. La Port, will take a lively interest in the work, 
not only from his ~onnection with it, but on account of his own dramatic history.. 
Born· a slaYe, he ran away at 12, but afterwards worked fourteen years to obtain tlle 
money necessary to secure his freedom. He is now worth $75,000, and supports 
bis .aged mother and the widow of the master from whom he purchased his freedom. 
Of tbe amount required for building, tbo conferences of Missouri assumed $14,000, 
of which amount $3,000 was paid at the time the cornerstone was laid. Rev. P.A. 
Cool was appointed president of the institution, and will devote his attention to 
raising funds until the building is completed. 
American Missionary, December, 1892-We have one woma11 48 years old, mother of 
9 children, who walks daily to and from her house, 3 miles distant. She brings with 
her 2 daughters and an adopted son, but leads them all in her classes. This woman 
was a slave before tho war and having brought up a family since, this is her first 
chance io attend school. . 
The 11·ibu11c.-It is an interesting and significant circumstance that tho highest 
honor at Boston University this year has been awarded to a colored man, Thomas 
Nelson Baker, who was born a slave in Virginia in 1860. He has paid his own 
college expenses by teaching, and the disadvantages under which he has labored 
account for the fact that his age is considerably greater than that of the average 
college grr~dunte. He was fond of books from his boyhood, and was bound to get 
!:l.n educat10n. What be has accomplished should be an inspiration to others of 
negro blood. 
Straight University, New Orleans. -On the night of No,cmber 30 1891 the uni-
versity bni~ding of. Straight University, New. O~leans, was destroyed by fire, 
, togb~her with the library of 2,?0~ volumes, l)rrntrng press, chemical and philo-
so1?b1cal app~ratus. A 1;1ew _bm1drng, how_ever, was soon planned and has been 
fimshed. It is three stones l11gh, o~ a pleasrng style of architecture, and contains 
on tho first floor _tho chap~l (s~atmg 350 persons), four recitation rooms, n, large 
college room, music room, libranes and offices of the president and treasurer· on 
th~ seC'oncl floor are ~be _rooms set apa:t for tho chemical department; and on' the 
thud floor are dormitories for theological students and their reading room. 
Bicldle University, Charlotte, N. C.-Rov. E. P. Cowan: The present faculty of 11 
men, a~l of who~ are colored lrnt one, are not only engaged in attending to the duties 
of ~heir respective places as. ~rofessors, but they are also engaged in demonstrating 
before the world the proposition that educated colored men are capable of success-
fully carrying on the education of other colored men. 
The proposition to many is so simple that it seems hardly to need demonstration· 
yet some have doubted. ' 
_A not '.'1-11 ~duc_ate<l wh~te men are capable of successfully administering tho affairs 
of large mst1tutions designed for the education of their kind, so it is not claimed 
~h~t ev~ry oclucated col?rcd man is capable of becoming a, successful educator; but 
1~ i claimed that out of the product of our educational work of the last twenty-
:--1ght years more than enough selectecl meu can bo found perfectly competent to rlo 
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tho work to be done eYcn at so large :10cl important an educational center as Biddle 
University. 
The best argument in favor of Biddle University, as at present organized, is the 
goocl condition in which it now is, and the good work that is now being done. This 
can be seen by any one who will take the time and trouble to visic the place and 
examine for himself. 'fho number of students has largely increased, and the gradu-
ating class will be the largest that has over gone out from the college since it 
obtained its present charter. 
The ord~r and decorum of the students is remarkable. The rnles are stringent, 
and are obeyed. The builtlings are well kept, as far as the age and dilapidated con-
dition of some of them will allow. 
Tho industria: department is better organized and more efficient than it ever was 
lioforo in the history of tho institution. Prof. Hunt, a graduate of Atlanta Unirnr-
sity, is a practical carpenter. Under his direction tbe students have just finished 
building a cl welling house for one of tho professors. "" ,. 
Look into the shoe shop and you fintl a dozen young men (the room will hold no 
more) who, an hour before, were reading Greek and Latin; now they arc sitting on 
cobbler's benches antl :1re driving wooden pegs. In tho next room a dozen more are 
setting type, whi le two others :1re turning a· large printing press, and a third man is 
''feeding" the machine. 
In all these industrial departments tho students spend one hour a day that is 
reg::m.lecl as practice, and this is set down to "tuition." Later in the day tho same 
student gi ,·cs an hour to some industrial work, which is regarded as "service." For 
this ho is paid, or rather he is allowed so much to his credit on bis indi,i<lual account 
witll tho institution. If n, young man receives pecuniary aid, as many do, he does 
not get this help for nothing. Ho must render service, either in Prof. Hunt's indus-
trial department or Prof. Carson's home department, of whicb service an accurate 
account is kept aud tho worth of his work is charged up to his credit. In this way 
tho student does indeed get aid; but he also is made to feel that ho is, at least par-
tially, working bis way. This arrangement is admirable, and is all that could be 
desired. " .. * 
Tho institntion is now running np to its utmost capacity alil regards numbers. 
Tho enrollment so far this year, 1893, is 23G. The boys arc stowed away in their 
cheap dormitories, in many cases eight in a room. Two students sleep in tho engine 
room and oyer thirty in tho maiu building, which was never intended for dormitory 
purposes. If tho unirnrsity only bad the necessary accommodations and scholar-
ships, tho roll would easily run up to 500. 
Higher education of tlw negro mce.-Dr. F. G. Woodworth: For the sake of the race 
as well as for their own sakes, those individuals who have the capacity should have 
opportunity for and be urged to seek the so-called higher education, and the highest 
and uroadest culture they can obtain. 
Thero will be constant and increasing neeu of leaders for the negro race, men who 
will be ablo with w·iso forethought and ripe judgment to guide tho people on an 
upwanl way. Tho ~reat uplifters of tho race mn t be from the ra.ce. They must 
bo men who can bo m wholly sympathetic touch with those whom they would ben-
efit, n, sympathetic ton h founu only in kinship, nnderstandino- their needs fully, 
feelingtb ir heart-heats, tho stirring of their aspirations, able to touch their natures, 
as wo ca.n not touch tbem who are cast in the 'axon mold. I: the white race, with 
its a<hantag s and it inh ritauces of culture, uooc1s the stimulus of men of high 
c<lncation, how mnch more tho colored people~ 
P •rhap I may be met hy tho skepticism whether tho nno-ro can take on this hig-ber 
c111tnr . T)ii s re. ts on tho as nmption that tho ncgro is0 essentia.lly inferior. It is 
au ns nmpt1011. rT o apriol'i as. umption can determine tho cpiestion either way. It 
mu. he cttl <1 by fact~ ns time shall brino- them to lio-ht. To-da,v tho evidence of 
facts points in tho <lire tion that somo of0 tho noo-ro ;ace can a.ncl do take on tlle 
hi~h<'r <' <lncat ion, an,1 mak valnahlo n o of it. .Each year Rees additions made to 
tho mn.11 a rm y of r.ulturNl ::tll(l 1,11cc . sful doctors, lawyer, teachers, and preach rs. 
CHAPTER XXVIII. 
REPORT ON EDUCATION IN ALASKA. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BurrnAU OF EDUCATION, ALASI(A DIVISION, 
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1892. 
Sir: I have the honor to submit the following annual report of the general agent 
of education for Alaska for the year ending June 30, 1892. 
Nu:11nEH AXD GENERAL Co~DITIO:-. OF THE Scnoor,s OF ALASKA. 
There is in \.laska a school population of from 8,000 to 10,000. Of these, 1,934 were 
enrolled in the 31 schools in operation during the year closing June 30, 1892. Six-
teen day schools, with an enrollment of 798. pupils, were supported entirely by the 
Government at an expense of $20,020, and fifteen contract schools, with an enroll-
ment of 1,136, were supported jointly IJy the Government and tlrn missionary 
societies of the Presbyterian, Moravian, Episcopal, Methodist, Congregational, 
Lutheran, and Roman Catholic churches. Of the pupils in the contract schools, 788 
were clay pupils and 34.8 industrial pupils. These latter were clothed, housed, fed 
and taught. 
The boys were taught shoemaking, housebuilding, furniture-making, coopering, 
baking, gardening, and the care of cattle; the girls were taugb t cooking, baking, 
washing, ironing, sewing, dressmaking, and housekeeping. · 
Toward the support of these contract schools the Government contributed $29,'980, 
and the missionary societ,ies $68,211.81. 
UNALASKA DISTRICT. 
Po-int Bar1·ow contract school.-Presbyterin,n; population, Eskimo; L. M. Stevenson, 
teacher. The school was opened October 6, 1892. There wero but few natives at the 
time in the village, the majority of them still being n,bsent, hunting on the land and 
fishing in the waters, to secure ::i, supply of winter food. This kept them away until 
the dark days of December, and the scarcity of food was such that some remained 
away the entire winter, coming in only to bring supplies of food to their relatives 
that remained in the village. The caribou bad migrated further than usual into the 
interior, and only scattered ones wcreseen. Again, the ;-,ativeprejudices against an 
education and the influence of their sorcerers kept some of the children from school, 
so 0llly a few attended tlrn earlier portion of the year. As the winter advanced, 
however, more came in. The progress of those that did attend was better than that 
of the previous )·ear. They seemed to have remembered what they had learned, and 
started readily upon a review covering what had been gone oYer, the review being 
thorough and complete, before any new matter was presented, except tho short texts 
and phrases which were kept constantly on the blackboard to attract their atten-
tion. This cultivation of memory was a somewhat difficult task and did not succeed 
as well :is was de ired. One of the characteristics of the northern Eskimo is the 
idea that "to:morrow will be another duy," Uil<l they were unn,ccustomed to commit 
anything to memory for future use. They seemed, however, to have a great desire to 
k~ow the English langnago, and studied very diligently in the school room, but 
failed to use what they hn,d learllf1cl, outside; although sometimes, when the children 
were ou the playground, with none of the older nati\•cs around, they used the 
English which they bad learned iu cbool qnite frcel,r. 
One of tho grea,t obstacles to the school work, nncl the ci vilizatiou :1nd cliristian-
ization of these natives, is the liquor which is smuggled in by a few of tho whalers. 
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The larger portion of the whaling fleet is opposed to the introduction of liquors 
among the native people. A few of the captains, however, still believe in it, and, 
as far as they can, avoid the vigilant watch of the revenue cutter, and deal out 
a bottle here and there to tho natives for the purpose of inducing trade or something 
worse, Also, sometimes, when the commanding officer of the whaler is opposed to 
the introduction of liquor, some of the men on his ship will smuggle a few bottles 
along, which are dealt out to the natives on. the sly. In this way a sufficiency of 
liquor gets into the country to demoralize a number of the natives, and drunkenness 
commences with the arrival of the whaling fleet and lasts until it leaves the country 
in the fall. _ 
Another inconvenience and difficulty has arisen from the fact that no mission 
buildings have yet been erected, and the school has been dependent upon the cour-
tesy of Capt. Healy, freely extended, for the use of a room in the refuge station. 
In 1891 the Board of Missions of the Presbyterian Church, who have a contract with 
the Go,·erument for the renting of this school, chartered a schooner in San Francisco 
and seut up a load of lumber and building material. The vessel reached within 70 
miles of Point Barrow, when it was stopped by the presence of the ice-pack of the 
Arctic, and could go no further. Under the circumstances the schooner returned to 
Bering Straits, and the lumber was la.nded at that station. The following year the 
school at Cape Prince of Wales failed to secure a needed supply of lumber from 
San Francisco, and used the lumber that was intended for Point Barrow, nec,,ssitat-
ing the Point Barrow station occupying the refuge station another year. 
Point JI ope contract school.-Episcopali:1n; population, Eskimo, John B. Driggs, M. 
D., teacher. The population of Point Hope (Tigara) was slightly increased this 
season over last from families arriving from other tribes. Whenever a strange 
family came into the village it at once enrolled its children in the school. The daily 
average for the year was 28. It would have been much larger, but for irregular 
atten<lanco caused by whole families going off on hunting trips and remaining from 
one week to a month at a time. 
During the year two new classes were introduced into the school, one in which the 
teacher required tbo pupils to repeat short sentences in tho native language and then 
translate tbem into the English language orally, or write them out on their slates. 
Tho second cla s was one in which the teacher repeated short English senten•:cs and 
h ad the pupils translate them into their own lang uage. The majority of the chi l-
dren manifested considerable advancement in their studies. 
Cape Pri11ce of TValeB contract school. -Congregational; population, Eskimo; 
W . T. Lopp, teacher. Mr. Thornton, the associate teacher at this station, having 
returned to the States in the fall of 1891, Mr. Lopp, who remained behind, was the 
only English peaking person left in a large region of couutry. The lonesomeness 
of such a condition can not be appreciated by anyone who has not been similarly 
situated. Toward spring a native family, who had been off some 300 miles to :i. 
trading post, returned, IJringing with them a dog that would obey commands given 
in tho Eugli b language. The loneliness had been so great that Mr. Lopp would 
visit. that dog every <lay for the companionship of some animal that had once beard 
the Eng1i. h language. 
Tho sch?ol yea_r wa a Yery pro perons one. The average daily attendance of pupils 
as 106; rnclnclmg teachers, 118. Many of the children mastered the alphabet, 
learu d t spell and pronounce simple English words, read in the first reader, write 
a 11 .a~ an<l_rcauable hand, and sing ~ospel and ptitriotic songs. They also became 
fan11h~r w1~1l seY _ral h~ndrecl Engh h words, and learned the necessity of greater 
<:l an~1ucs:\ m ~h 1r hah~t . A fi w of tbo larrrer boys and girls were taught to mn.ko 
cl tllincr of hair cal km., after American patterns. Lead pencils, paper, pict11res, 
bard bread,. om~ , and Roap were given as priz s for punctuality and diligence. On 
a. ~e'Y o<·cas1011s it became n c ssary to puuish pupils by excluding th m from the 
pnnl g •s of tho SC'llool for a few days . Visitors to tho scbool camo from 50 to 300 
miles aronntl. La ~ season a school bell wa received, which greatly delighted the 
p opl . IIowov r, lll ctob r, tho t acher wa.s waited upon by one of the lea.ding 
o~ · •r r , who rc,1nc. tf"dhim not to rinrr H, as the spirits had informecl him thattlle 
not o of tl~o l> ll, ·oul,l pr •v nt the p ople from sncce fully hunting foxes and seals. 
Bnt as white fo _· s w re mor ahnntlant than •v r the ringing of tbf\ b 11 did not 
sc 'Tll to ha,. any lia.cl ff ·ct. 
wing to_th fi arwbicli tl1cch_i fs of t_he villa.g held t wards apt. Healy, f the 
lJern·, tl1" v11Jarr wa very fr _fr m whi ky or drunk nn ·ss during th y ar. Th y 
re ·11 t gr at <1 al of snrpr1 at the ·hara t r of the t acher who 11 ith r tra<l d 
!~,rhnut 11, an<la thotiu~ wa. unmarri d. Hewasn.pnzzl t~th·m. Thy aid: ! o > Jl<>!1r to tra.,ln, too atuwy t rnarn·, aucl too ·ff·minat to hunt.' 
I he \\ rntr·r. wa a olll ~ . Thom an t mp ratnr from tobcr to fay wa 5.6° 
an,1 ho ma. 1mum _ l :> . uunimum, -, Q:> . In F hruary and .i:Iarch B ring trait 
·w r hlo ·~c,cl up ,nth mooth fi<'l1l. of \r.P from tho orth, o tbat ~ of tho people 
ma,lo a 11p 1 y <log 1 <I a ro to, 1br.ria for tobacco. 
I 
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Ten Eskimo police were appointed by Capt. Healy, of the Bear, to assist the 
teacher and take charge of the drunken natives who might be inclined to be disor-
derly. These native police worked with great efficiency and were found exceedingly 
useful in preserving order. 
Unalalaklik contract school.-Swedish Evangelical; population, Eskimo; Axel E. 
Karlson, teacher. No report. 
Anvik contmct school.-Christ Church Mission; Protestant Episcopal; population, 
Indians; John W. Chapman, teacher. School was held from November 9, 1891, to 
April 15, 1892. The hours were from 9 to 3, with an hour's intermission at 
noon, when tho day scholars were furnished with a simple meal. Theaveragedaily 
attendance for the year was 24.3. The teacher spent an hour and a half each day 
in oral training, at which the entire school would be required to learn the meaning 
and use of various lists of words, e. g., parts of the body, occupations in the States, 
geographical names, the comparison of adjectives, the conjugation of verbs, etc., as 
well as'to construct sentences on given subjects, and read rapidly off hand. This 
seemed to haYe a stimulating effect upon the pupils. The school was divided into 
three classes, one of which went through the reader twice; the second, once and 
partially again on review, and the third class went half way through the first reader 
during the year. In arithmetic there were daily drills on the multiplication table and 
in combinations of numbers, adding by groups, etc. In geography the pupils were 
made familiar with the grand divisions of land and water, and with some of the more 
prominent natural features in the continent, with the political divisions in North 
America, and several of the groups of States and their typical products and occupa-
tions. The attendance was larger an<l more steady than the previous year. 
A boarding school for boys was established and maintained1 with an average of 
nine pupils. 
Kosoriffsky contract school.-Ho]y Cross Mission; Rom1tn Catholic; population, 
Eskimo and Indians; teachers, Sisters of St. Ann. At this station is a large board-
ing or home school in care of the Sisters of St. Ann, which was begun in August, 
1888. The attendance during the year has been 75 and the progress of the pupils 
good. This progress was largely due to the effect of the pupils being separated from 
their parents and being under the influence of their teachers. 
Besides a good English education, the girls were taught washing, ironing, sewing, 
and cooking. The boys were taught carpentry, blacksmithing, and gardening. 
During the long summer vacation 6 of them found employment on the river steamer 
as .firemen and pilots. 
As in all such schools, English was the only language allowed to be spoken in or 
out of the schoolroom. At the same place and time, and by the same sisters, there 
was conducted a day school with an enrollment of 40 scholars. These, however, did 
not progress as much in their studies as did their friends in the boarding school, as 
they were less under the influence of the teachers and irregular in their attendance, 
the necessity of securing food reqmring them to change their location and be absent 
from home a consideraule portion of the year. 
Niilato contract school.-Roman Catholic; population, Indians; teacher,---. A 
school of 20 pupils was kept from October 1, 1891, to July 1, 1892. No report. 
Cape Vancouver contract xchool.-Roman Catholic; population, Eskimo; teacher, 
---; enrollment, 20 pupils. No report. 
Bethel contract scho()l.-Moravian; population, Eskimo; teacher, John H. Kil-
buck. School was kept for two hundred days; attendance, 34 boarding pupils. 
Each pupil is provided, at the expense of the school, with two suits of clothing, a 
fur "parka," a fur cap, a pair of seal-skin mittens lined with wool, and from two 
to three pairs of fur boots, per year. · 
Tho diet at the school table consists of dried salmon, frozen fish and game, bread, 
tea, sugar, beans, and salted salmon. In the spring the boys are allowed to go to 
the mountains and trap for fur, which gives them experience and also helps them 
earn a portion of their living. 
At a later poi.nt in this report is included an interesting account sent by Mrs. Kil-
buck, concerning Shamanism and sorcery in this valley. 
Carmel contract sclwol.-Moravian; population, Eskimo; teacher, F. E. Wolff. 
The chool was kept from August 19, 1891, to June 7, 18921 with an average daily 
attendance of 18 boarding pupils. 
Outside of the school hours the pupils were taught in the various industries suited 
to th eir position. 
Mnch difficulty is found in keeping the pupils regularly under tho influence of the 
school, _as ~n one pretext after ~nother the parents, not recognizing the value of 
r~~ulanty rn school work, are disposed to take them off on fishing and hunting expe-
d1t10ns. 
eYeral families came from distant sections to Carmel, that they might have the 
advantage of tho school for their children. 
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Unalaslca contract soliool.-Methodist; population, Aleuts; John A. Tuck, teacher; 
enrollment, 35. This place was selected by the missionary society ot the Methodist 
Episcopal Church as tho center of their church operations in Alaska, on June 28, 
1883. Owing to n. combination of circumstances, work was not commenced-until 
tho summer of 1889, when Mr. and Mrs. John A. Tuck were sent out to establish a 
school and mission home. 
In 1890 the homo was commenced by tho bringing of 2 orphan waifs, girls, from 
tho jsland of Attou, 1,000 miles west of Unalaska. Tho teachers were in a small one 
and one-half story cottage (half of which was used as a schoolroom), and were 
unprepared to receive any children into their family. But under tho circumstances 
tho waifs b ad to be received, whether convenient or not. Other girls, finding tha;; 
2 had actually been received, also c·ame and refused to be driven away, and some 
weeks later Capt. M.A. Healy, commanding the U. S. S. Beai·, brought down 6 orphan 
girls from the Seal Islands. Thus the school has grown and grown until 26 girls 
have been received. 
The character and efficiency of the school can bo judged by the following letter, 
received by the general agent from Capt. M. A. Healy: 
REVENUE MARINE STEAMER BEAR, 
Port of Unalaska, Alaska, November 9, 189:Z. 
DEAR Sm: I have brouglit 6 girls from tho Seal I slands to the J es!'le Leo School; two years ago I 
brought down a like number. I am constrained by this part I ha Ye had in providing scholars for the 
school to give yo u my views of its character and accomplishments, with the hope that they excite 
interest in its behalf among its founders and supporters. 
In all my experience in the country I have seen nothing that lias rendered so much good to the 
p eople . From its situation, it has tributary to it this whole western ernl of the Territory where 
there arc numbers of children and poor waifs, many the offspring of white fathers, growing up \tith-
out the care of homes or the education and training of Christian parents. 
Prof. ancl Mrs. Tuck have labored zealously and well to teach the scholars the necessities _and 
requirements of decent living, and haYe trained them to become good housekeepers and proper wives 
and mothers. But they are cramped by the means and accomodations at hand. The school is already 
crowded to its utmost capacity, and can not take many w~1.:>m it would be a mercy to give its pro· 
tection, ancl who could be received with a suitable l.milding and support. 
1 am sure the ladies of' the Methodist society, could they understand the conditionA and field of the 
school and how well it is conducted, would become interested in its behalf and provide 1t with better 
facilities with whicli to con tin ue and enlarge its work for the elevation of these poor, neglected mem-
bers of their sex . . 
I can not bo accused of bias, for I am of an entirely different r eligious belief. Prof. and Mrs. Tuck 
know nothing of' my writing. I am prompted by my interest in the country and the improvement of 
its people, and can not rem am blind to good to humanity by whomever performed. 
Sincerely yours, 
Rev. SHELDON J ACK80N, 
Bureau of Education, Washington, D. 0. 
M . .A.. HE.ALY, 
Oaptain U. S. Revenue Marine. 
Sitka contracl school.-Presbyterian. In the sping of 1885, 35 picked young men, 
b etween the ages of 16 and 25 years, were taken from Mr. Duncan's colony at Met-
lakah tla into tho indu trial training school at Sitka. After a period of four years 
22 have left tho school. Out of the 35, in addition to the ordinary studies of th~ 
schoolroom, 21 havo learned to speak and read the English language; 21 have 
become good musician and singers; 5 have learned to play on tho cabinet organ; 9 
h:we be ome members of tho school brass band; 13 of tho 35 were tobacco chewers 
and mokers before enterrng school, but after entering tho school none of tho others 
learned th habit; 7 loarnetl tho hoemaker's trade; 8 became carpenters; 4-, black-
smith · 2, cooper ; 2, steamboat engineers; 4, ho11Se painters; 1, printer; 1, pho-
tographer; G had n. training iu n. sawmill; and 3 became tailors. 
Mellal.:ahlla contract school.-Tbis model settlement under tho fo tering care of 
Mr. \Villiam Dun an, the veteran mis iooary, continues t.o ilourisb. There are now 
al)Out 1 0 neat frame hou:e& rn the village; the output of the salmon cannery last 
sea. ou was abont G,000 ca es; it is th• mt ut10n to increase its capacity to at least 
20,C O ca, Tbe other princip 1 intlnstries aro a saw and planing mill whlCh fur-
ni.-11 all tho lumhcr needed in tllo vicinity. Of M Uakabtia ouc of the tourists 
write. : 
"Mctlakabtla is truly the foll rcalizat1011 of the mi ·. ionari s' dream of aboriginal 
r ·toration. 'l'bo bur ·his ar ·hite ·turally preteuhou aNl can eat 1,200 per on,. 
I~ lia a belfry and pir , , . tilrnlc, gall ry a ·ro. f:! th front, groined arches and p~l-
]Ht an .d hy hand, rgan au<l choir, Brn ., •1 carpet in the aisles, tained glass wrn-
dow, aucl all tho appoiutm ut and rnhelli ·hrncuts of a. fir. t-class ·an tuary; and 
it i. wu 11 • uatin: handiwork. Th e clw 1Jin1r hons , are n at a11d attractiYc. They 
h, v iu ·lo eel flow r garclC'u and macaclamizecl idcwalks 10 fc t wid alon the 
. ntirc r ' t. 'I he woweu weave c:lotl ·or garm uts, aud tho l' oplc dress ta.-t fully 
m mod ·n1 garh.' 
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Pl,BLIC SCIIOOLS. 
K.ADIAK DISTRlC'l'. 
Kadiak.-C. C. Solter, teacher; enrollment, 69; population, Russian Creoles. Mr. 
Solter writes: "I opened school on tho 8th of September. The number enrolled the 
first day was 27. The appearance of the children impressecl me favorably. All 
came neatly dressed and clean; their faces showed signs of intelligence ancl they 
very soon showed their desire to learn. Most of the pupils a.re anxious to be on 
time in the morning, and some frequently went without their breakfast rather than 
be tardy. On the whole the school has made as rapid progress as could be expected. 
All that were regular in attendance have done well, while some have done exceed-
ingly well. The deportment of my pupils has been such as to deserve commenda-
tion. I have never seen a class of better behaved children than I have in my school, 
and consequently the government of the same has not been a very difficult task. 
We had an entertainment at the close of school, which was quite a, success. The 
visitors enjoyed the exercises very much, especially the singing, and were loud in 
their praises. The children take the greatest delight in singing, and as . I have 
seemed the use of au organ for next winter, a lively time is expected. I am study-
ing the Russian language and sha.11 soon be able to converse with the parents in 
their own tongue." 
Afog11alc.-Mrs. C. M. Colwell, teacher; enrollment, 35; population, Russian 
Creoles. The prevalence of an epidemic during the early part of the year inter-
fered greatly with tho attendance upon school. There is a great deal of poverty in 
the district in which Afognak is situated, and U1e teacher in the kinclness of her 
heart frequently supplied her pupils witll material as well as intellectual food. She 
writes that here, as in all the other schools in Alaska, the children are bright and 
anxious to learn. 
Unga.-0. R. McKinney, teacher; enrollment, 33; population, Russian Creoles. 
Mr. McKinney writes: "I was greatly encouraged by the personal appea-rance of the 
pupils and by the interest they took in their studies after I had started them in their 
work. It took me some time to get them to talk to me or even to speak English at 
all, although I knew that some of them could speak English quite well. I overcame 
this by degrees, however, and then forbade them to speak either in Russian or Aleut. 
The resnlt of this is that they now talk to each other in English instead of Russian. 
They have ctd.vancecl much more rapidly than I expected." 
SITKA DISTRICT. 
Juncan No. 1.-Lilly 0. Reichling, teacher; enrollment, 26; population, Americans. 
Owing to the fact that a number of parents whoso children had attended school 
moved away from the town during the year, the number of pupils enrolled was 
slightly smaller than <luring the previous year. However, the seating capacity of 
the present school house is severely taxed, but the narrow limits of the Congres-
sional appropriation made it impossible to erect a lar,rer bnilding. 
Junean No. 2.-Mrs. W. S. Adams, teacher; enrollment, 75; population, Thlingets. 
Mrs. Adams is enthnsiastic in her comruenclation of the aptitndc of the native chil-
dren. She writes: "The year has been a profitable one, and the influence of educa-
tion is plainly discernible in the intelligent faces of tho little brown children. We 
have a special dny set apart for visitors, antl those who come express surprise and 
admiration at tho intelligence displayed by our pupils. The children have formed 
themselYes into a society, elect their own officers, condu ct their o,vn meetin(l's, and 
do it in a manner that astonishes people who visit the school." 0 
Dougias No. 1.-Mrs. A. M. Clark, teacher; enrollment., 25; population, Amerfoan. 
The Treadwell gold mine, the largest gold mine in Alaska, is situated upon Douglas 
Island, and this school is attended by the children of tho miners empJoyecl there. 
Mrs. Clark displayed great energy in interesting ancl advancing the pupils under 
her care. During the year a literary entertainment wns held1 the proceeds of which 
were used in purchasing an organ for the use of the school. 
Douglas No. 2.-Miss Millie Mohler, teaeher; cnrollmeut, 24-; population, Thlino-ets. 
The majority of the children in regular attendance upon this school are inmat~s of 
the home maintained upon Douglas Island by the Friends' Mission. Miss Mohler 
~ntes :_ "In additio~ to other studies I hav_e tanght sewing to boys and girls alike. 
They pieced anu qmlted a patchwork qmlt that would have done credit to our 
grandmothers, besides mending clothes and working in letters ancl cardboard." 
Ki~lisnoo.-E. M. Calvm, teacher; enrollment., 33; population, Thlingets and 
Russrnn Creoles. 
Sitka N_o. 1.-Miss C~ssi~ Patto11 1 _teacher; enrollment, 59; population, Americans 
and Russrnn Creoles. Th18 school 1s attended by the children of the Government 
officials at Sitka, and the teacher being one of tho most experienced and efficient in 
the Territory, the school is one of the most satisfactory in Alaska. 
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Sitka No. f.-Mrs. Lena Vanderbilt, teacher; enrollment, 54; population, Thlingets. 
Here as elsewhere in the Territory, irregularity iri attendance was the greatest 
dmw'uack to progress . The Tblingets are 3: sociable people. During the spring the 
natives visit their friends in the neigbborrng settlements, and at that season the 
b eautiful waters of the magnificent fjords are covered with canoes carrying whole 
villages of nati,es-men, women, and children, on social pleasures bent. Later in 
the season hunting and fishing expeditions are in order. Carelessness as to prompt 
attendance is also a great discouragement to the teacher. Mrs. Vanderbilt writes: 
"While many of the natives have clocks in their houses, few of them are ever wound 
up, and when they are a very small number keep anything like the correct time. 
The increase in attendance during the winter was due to a great extent to the exer-
tions of the local school committee, who visited the native villages from time to 
time in the interests of the schools. 
"The natural intelligence of the native children, the general interest they show 
while in school, and the advancement many of them have made are all matters of 
encouragement to the t eacher. Some have advanced far enough to appreciate the 
value of their studies, and I expect that gradually the influence of their advance-
ment upon tbe other children who do not attend school will be very beneficial. 
"I desire to note the uniformly good behavior of the pupils while in the school 
room. They seldom require reproof or correction; they are generally attentive and 
give me no trouble whatever." 
Wrangell.-Miss E. Tolman, teacher; enrollment, 49; population, Tblingets. Miss 
Tolman writes: "When I entered npon my duties my hopes for the rapid advance-
ment of the class before me were not very bright. Perhaps it was because I realized 
the extent of the undertaking that the results of my efforts have surpassed my 
brightest ex-pectations. Be that as it may, my opinioIJ of the brain power of the 
natives of Alaska has materi-:1.lly changed since I have become acquainted with it. 
Those of ruy class who ha ve mastered the art of how to study have dono remarkably 
well. Not only have they done well in their regular lessons from books, but they 
manifest great interest in various subjects that I introduce as a change." 
Jaclcson.-Mrs. Clara G. Gould, teacher; enrollment, 100; population, Hydah. 
This school is the most isolated in southeast Alaska. During the seven years of its 
existence it has been under the charge of Mrs. McLeod, who thoroughly understands 
tlrn dispositions of the natives, and she has succeeded wonderfully well in training 
aud elevating the younger natives at Jackson. 
Haines.-Rev. W.W. Warne, teacher; enrollment, 89; population, Tblingets. Mr. 
\Varne writes: "The school bas made better progress than I could have expected. 
Indeed, I feel quite delighted with some of the r esults. Some of my scholars have 
certainly made excellent progress. Those who commenced last fall did not know the 
alphabet, and by the end of the term were well along in the second reader, Every-
body seems friendly and glad to have the school." 
?IHSSIO:N" SCHOOLS OF TUE CllURCH OF ENGLAND. 
Rev. T. H. C3:nbam, who for the past year kept a good school at the mouth of the 
Tanana, bas this fall removed several hundred miles up the river to Fort Selkirk, 
where he intends opening a new school. 
The school at Buxton will probably be conducted by Bishop Bompas, assisted by 
Dr. Toty. 
Tm~ KILLL'G OF OARLES H. EDWARDS AND THE OUTRAGE UPON J.E. CONNETT. 
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on an Inclian drum, and tho maudlin voices of men and women mingled m savage 
songs. I could not sleep. Next morning I went around to see what was the matter, 
and such n. sight as met my eyes ! Half nude human beings in all attitud~s, their 
starino·, intoxicated eyes reminding ono of an insane asylum. The only thmg you 
can do
0 
with a drunken man is to let him sober up. No impression made upon him is 
lasting. So I let them finish their revel, as they could. get no drunker. Since they 
have sobered up they are ashamed to speak to me. I am becoming an ultra whisky 
hater." -
The account of the final tragedy and subsequent occurrences is b.est given in the 
words of the examiner who, under instructions of the Department of Jt..stico, inves-
tigated the matter: 
"Toward the evening of January 10, 1892, a sloop with Malcolm Campbell and 
Emery Elliott on board came into the harbor about 3 miles from the Indian village, 
and commenced trading whisky to the Indians. ·what Mr. Edwards know concern-
ing this illicit traffic we shall never know; suffice it to say that an Indian named 
Squanish purchased$5.50 of whisky from them, which, when Mr. Edwards found out, 
he poured into the bay. They offered his rnterpreter, Jimmie Coffin, whisky to 
drink, but be refused. They gave Taha boo whisky to drink and he drank it. They 
gavo whisky to the six or eight Indians who went in advance of]\fr. Edwards' party 
and went into the cabin of the sloop. Mr. Edwards bad, been frequently annoyed 
by the results of the sale of liquor to the Indians, and his own life had many times 
been jeopardized. Ho therefore resolved to see with his own eyes and convince him-
self that tho parties then in tho harbor with tho sloop wero violating tho laws of the 
land, and if they were that ho would exercise bis right as a citizen and his duty 
under tbo l aws of Oregon to arrest them and take them forthwith with all speed to 
\Vrangel and thoro deliver them up to tho authorities. For this purpose he called 
a meeting of the Kake Indians at the school house; he informed :;hem of the objects 
of tho meeting. After opening tho meeting with a song be requested 14 volunteers 
to assist him in finding out whether these men on the sloop were actun,lly violating 
the law or not, and, if they were, to go prepared to arrest them and start immediately 
to Wrangel-not armed to the teeth nor with handcuffs-,---but with small cords in 
.his pockets, to bind them safely and conduct them thither. 
"A canoe with the larger number of the volunteers proceeded to tho sloop under 
his directions to find out what ,vas being done on board, and he followed himself in 
a smaller canoe with the rest of t.bo Yolunteers. When he arrived at the sloop the 
Indians who had preceded him were engnged in drinking whisky furnished by the 
occupants of the sloop. Mr. Edwards was particular to see for himself that the 
Indians were drinking. Ho was particular to kuow that it was whisky they wero 
drinking. Then he gave orders to bind the two men. The cabin was small, and with 
the two men and tho six or more Indians in it there was not much chance to do any-
thing. Tho Indians informed him that the men were getting the advantage of them 
then be had those Indians on tho outside who ·could not get in tear the roof off the 
the cabin, and he threw down the ropes ho had with him to bind them. This hav-
ing been done he oegan to clear the sloop for sailing. He had tho anchor raised and 
requested all the Indians to leave the sloop and return to the village, leaving him 
only and two Indians to man the sloop, He had the Indians take on shore with 
them a revolver and a rifle, presuming no doubt that they were all the firearms on 
board. These Le ordered to be placed in the schoolhouse. The Indians also took a 
field-glass and the keg, which was partially filled with whisky. When alone on the 
sloop with these two Indians and the two desperate smugglers he had not counted 
on the possibility of any more firearms being on board, but Malcolm Campbell, the 
owner of the sloop, managed to get his left hand loose, reached under the foot of the 
bed andgotarevolver, andsbotatMr. Edwards three several times, mortally wound-
ing him, and immediately thereafter shot the other two Indians, one with the 
revolver, so that be jumped into the water and never afterward was seen or heard of. 
Tho other while attempting to escape by swimming was shot at with his riile and 
he was never more seen or hearcl of. Campbell's associate on the sloop, Emery Elli-
ott, managed to get his hands loose and cut tho cords which bound Campbell's feet, 
all(l thus both were liberated. They then proceeded to get away from the place. 
They tound the anchor already up, and they said that they attempted to make 
'V:rangel with the wounded man, but they said the winds wero contrnry. They next 
tried to mako Juneau, but met with a bead wind and could not. They, however 
reached a. point near Point Gardner. After this they sailed for Killisnoo and wer~ 
there met hy Dan Campbell, a retail liquor dealer of Douglas City, who with 
ano_tber party started out of Douglas in :mother sloop bunting for them, fearino- from 
t~cu ~ong a_bsence that +hey bad met with an accident or been ca,ptured. 0 Here 
J11nm1e Blame saw the wounded man, Mr. Edwards, all but unconscious be being 
th_e only known white man, other than Campbell and Elliott, who saw Mf. Edwards 
a~1vo an(~ conscious, or partially so, after receiving his wound. IIere he was fur-
nished with tho only food be obtained since receiving the wounds three days before, 
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yet strange to say, this man Jimmie Blaine was never calleu. npou to testify in any 
of tho ca.ses or at the coroner's inquest. 
"The object of their devious sailing was accomplished. The ,ictim was uncon-
scious, no n.nte-mortem statement could be got from him; dead men, or unconscious 
men, tell no tales. They arrived at Sitka about thirty-six hours after the infliction 
of the wounds, aml the Yictim died about ten hours thereafter. 
"A coroner's inquest was held over the remains, but the only testimony produced 
before tho jury was that of the physicians as to the cause of' bis death, the clerk of 
tho court as to tho identity of the remains, and tho t estimony of the self-confessed 
murderer a.ncl his accomplice as to the manner of his receiving the wounds which 
ca.used his death. Tho jury, in writing, asked for further testimony, but none was 
furnished; they ask for instructions, but they a.re informed by the U. S. commis-
sioner, ex o.ffecio coroner, that instructions are useless; that it is !:; imply a case of 
piracy-piracy on tho high seas. And, of course, Malcolm Campbell is justified in 
tho deed." 
S:1bsequently, Malcolm Campbell an<l. Emery Elliott wero convicted of giving 
liquor to Indians and wero fined $40 each, in satisfaction of which Malcolm Camp-
bell served fa jail six days and paid $28, and Emery Elliott was confined in jail ten 
days and paid $20. 
Campbell was a.lso bel<l for manslaughter in the sum of $1,000, bnt his case when 
presented to tho grand iury at Juneau was ignored by them. 
For writing a statement of tho whole affair, Dr. James E . Connett, of the Friends' 
mission at Douglns, was waited upon by n, band of' masked outlaws, called out of 
bed at about midnight on April 24-, upon tho pretext that a mmer bad been badly 
injured an<l. needed surgical attendance, and deliberately tarred and feathered. 
As soon as the miners at the Treadwell mines, Douglas City, heard how Dr. Con-
nett had been outraged, they held a meeting and resolveu to raise $500 to assist in 
bringing to justice tho perpetrators of tllc crime. However, no efforts were mac10 
by tho officials to ferret out the matter. 
TABLE 1.-Enrollment aiul monthly attendance, 1891-1892. 
"' 
'O Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec . Jan. Feb. Mar. .A.pr. May. po-, (I) 
Cl! ]~ ------- - - -- - --"=' 
Schools. 
'o . ~ t. Q) 0 a) Q) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) t~ ~ ~t bO bO b.O t:o bO bO t:O bO ~ 8 ~O's-~ 3 Cl! 3 Cl! 3 Cl! Cl! Cl! 3 Cl! ~ Cl! ~ Cl! j k k k :S k 3 1ii k k k k (I) (I) (I) (I) (I) 1, (I) -+> (t) (t) ~ .. z'O 0 I> 0 I> 0 I> 0 .. 0 I> 0 I> I> 0 I> 0 ~ ~ -<1 H <1 H <1 H -<1 H <1 H -<1 H -<lj H ~ H 
- -
- - -
- -
- - - - - -
- - -
I'ttblic. 
Sitka--
No. 1 . . . . . .. . . . . . . 191 59 56 46 55 45 51 42 49 37 37 23 36 30 41 34 38 26 34 26 
No. 2 . ... . . . . . . . . . 192 54 25 15 32 15 50 30 42 25 32 18 20 15 20 15 15 12 12 12 
Juncau-
To. l • •••" •• • •• •• "\ 191 26 17 15 22 18 21 16 21 18 19 17 16 9 15 11 16 11 17 12 
No. 2 ......... · · · · 190 75 30 25 26 20 30 22 31 23 49 28 35 23 33 25 38 27 27 21 
Douglas-
, o. l · · · · · · ... · · · · 191 25 25 20 24 22 24 22 21 18 22 19 22 19 21 18 22 18 24 19 
mufs~o~ :::::::::::::1 1:l :~ ~i i~ ~: iL.~~ .~~ .. ~~ -~~ .. ~'. . ~~ .. ~'. -~~. -~~ -~~ .. ~~ -~~ .. ~~ -~~ 
WrangPl · · · · · ..... · ... 101 49 26 20 23 20 32 24 36 29 21 121 31 13 13 10 9 8 10 19 
Jac_ksou ........... ... 18 100'. 30 19 29 19 55 26 54 28 88 57 93 61 36 29 33 26
1 
35 24 
~b~~i~1~·::::: :::::::: 1 1~~1 ~~ ~: 1i ~~ t~:l.~:I..~~ - ~~ .. ~~ -~t~~ j_.~~ .~~ .. :~ .~~ ·-~~ .. ~ 
Kake . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 64 GO . . . . . . . 14 4 18 10 60 44 ..... .. ....... I. .. .. ............. · · · 
Kadiak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176 GO 37 1 40 26 47 30 44 25 431· 34 42, 301 49 28 50 18 44 26 
ng:L............... 162 33 ..... .. 26 21 26 22 24 19 26 1!J 24 20 24 21 29 20 31 27 
Karl u k ·..... . . . . . . . . . l 95 29 26 . . . 26 . . . 27 . . . 27 . . . 27 . . . 27 . . . 2 . . . 29 . . . 29 ... 
. ,Ho6'"11:tl· · · · · · ..... ·. • 147 3°( ..... l ... . . . 29
1
20 28 18 28, 16 30, 20
1 
26 13 32 21 23 17 
36 
.... .... .. -1-.. 32122 34 24 32 25 33 25 33 24 29 22 ...... . 
78 ... . ... j 47 13 G4 25 GS 37 70 39 GO 43 G5 43 71 36,· 38 7 
154 10G G4 130 771 108 70 11 77 135 99 83 G3 91 58 74 51 G2 44 
:34 30 281 2 27 2i 26 27 25 25 , 13 2i 2ui 21 lG 12 !I 8 7 
20 17 16, 24 l 22 18 21 20 21 l 19 18 21 19 19 18 19 18 
171 . . . . . . . G3 22 0 30 ll9 46 104 31 5'.) 24 101 22 ............. . 
15i 130 •. . 1 130 ... 1391··· 139 .. 137 ... 137 ... 1 137 ... 1 134 ... 134 ..• 
33 ·... . . . 17 5 1 5 14 8 201 12 lG 4 12 5 14 4 JG 4 
~~ .. :'. .:'. .. ~~ .:~ .. ~~ .:~ .. ~~-~~ .. :~I.~~ .. :~.:\.~~ .:~1· ·~~ .~~ .. ~~ -~~ 
73 n ... 1 73 ... 73 ... 73 ... nr ·I 73 ..• 112 ... 12 ... 12 ..• 
/
0 
• io; ioo · i · :i i20 · j j7 i2i ·iii · oo · i-t!ili:?i; · i:ii · i,ii · i22 io1 · ii.i · o:i · ii4 · !ici 
72 • 12 4!1 21 s 21 s ao 47 21 39 20 351 13 ... ..... .....• 
______ -~---s_, .... ···I ~7 11 471 23 55 3-i 57 ~7 49 20 wl 1 31 11 25 1~ 
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TABLE 2.-Numbcl' in sundry branches of study. 
Schools. 
Public. 
Sitka-
No.1,----- --·····------········ 
No.2 ···-·····-····-··-·--···-·· 
;Juneau-
No.1.-·-·········-···-···· · ·-·· 
No.2·----········-·····--······ 
Doug-las-
No. l ... _ .. .. --····--··- · -- · -···· 
No.2·-·····-·-·····----·· · ··· · · 
Killisnoo ............. _ ··--·· ·----·. 
~~~~!!~:::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Haines ............ ···- .. ·---·- .... . 
Klawack ....... - . _. _ ........... _ •.. 
Kake ........... ---·--·--··-········ 
Kadiak ·-·· ····-··-···· ···-·· . . ... . 
17.l 
i 
,<:I 
0 
~ 
-~ 
11-4 
16 
28 
a 
12 
5 
5 
22 
13 
34 
22 
10 
60 
15 
12 
"O 
A 
0 
0 
<I). 
rt)l7.l 
... 
'O Q) 
;::l'-=' ~~ 
~ ... 
... 
~ 
-
20 
5 
12 
8 
8 
5 
14 
33 
31 
16 
---· 
13 
15 
,s <I) bl) 
... ~ 
::, &i . 0 • 
<;C(l7.l Arn 
'O fi! ~A 
A't:l ..... 0 bO ..c:lg:J co co Q) A 17.l<ll 
'E ... ~ ~·~ :8 A A ~ w. ~ 
-
- --
20 32 56 
20 50 
12 19 13 
13 37 25 
(j 14 11 
12 
1 4 
9 36 9 
12 20 14 
20 
---· 
2 
----
---- ----
60 
19 30 11 
4 19 2 
~ 0 ~ i ~ b.O ,<:I b(I A 0 
~ s ; -~ £ .... :& t{J r;, 0 ~ 
Q) 'i=: ... A ,<:I cb ~ c., P-i 
-
- - - -
20 40 . -.. 
----
32 
2 50 50 
----
8 18 G .... G 
13 25 
---· ---- ---· 
11 11 11 25 
12 12 12 
2 G 29 . ... 
9 36 36 
9 32 4 93 9 
----
2 
---- ---- ----
2 10 2 
60 
---· 
60 .... 
9 27 
----
..... .... 
..... 15 
---- ---- ·--· 
h rt! 
,<:I :8 
~ 
<I). <I) 
0 Q) ~ p:, AA ...,,_. 
~ Q) w. 0 
......... 
"'d"'"' <I) t,,l1 
A Q) 
s ~ 0) 
:-, p 
- -
() 
50 
8 (j 
25 
11 8 
12 
.... 
----
9 9 
9 
----
----
--·· 2 
60 
G 
31 3 
bO 
~ 
-~ 
f;:: 
-
56 
50 
21 
25 
11 
12 
29 
36 
93 
18 
11 
60 
33 
31 
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:i 
0 
0 
~ 
.... 
0 
<I) 
~ 
-
14 
t:b 
-~ 
<I) 
w. 
-
18 
19 
4 
1 
1 .... 
I 
~~,l~k:::::::::::: .·.-.·_·:::::::::::: 
Afognak . ~,:;, ~:; . . . . . . . . : : : I· 2i 
t~E~~mr~::::::::::::::::::~::::: ti ~i 17 :: !i :: i! :~;: :::: :~~: :::: :~~: !? : 20 
29 6 11 29 29 .... .... ..... 29 
9 19 4 23 22 15 22 .... 23 .... 23 4 27 
Bethel ........ _ . __ . _ .... _ .. __ . . . • . . 10 20 .. - . 30 30 30 ............. - .. . . . . 30 .... I 5 
Carmel.-·-·····-· .. ····-···--·· · · .. 8 6 3 9 ... . 17 3 3 .... 11 6 / 3 
Hoonah ....... _ ....... _ ...... _ .. _. . 73 45 . _ .. 45 .. _ . 32 32 . .... - .... _ .. - ... - .. 32 ..... - - . 
Sitka .... ·-···-· · --· · ·-····-··-·- · ·· ........ ·-····-· ................. ··--·····-· .... -·-· .... · ... . 
Point Barrow ..... ·- --·- .. ·---····· 16 4 .... 20 .... ····120 ···· ---· ···· -··· ···· ···· ·-·· '·--· 
t~rii;::LOSE//;Jt:·z::Izt:••••••• 2·••••:lH::11 
Urialaklik ......... . ... _ ......... --. 26 38 .... 15 64 64164 .... 04 .... 04 5 04 f> I 36 
Ya~rntat .... . . .. .... ·-·-···--····-· 40 16 1 57 57 1 11 1 57 1 .... 1 57 .... 
1 
8 
ED 02--5G 
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TABLE 3.-Highcst C1l1'0llment, 1385-1892. 
---~ - ------r-18_8_5_-'_80_. 1886-'8~ 1887-'88. 1888-'89 ._ 1 1889-'90. 1890-'91. 1891-'92. 
Public schools. 
t~~11~t~i:tf ~: ::: :: : ::: : : ::: 
(a) 35 
(a) (a) 
No.2 ·······- · ············ (a) (a) 
Fort"\Vrangel ................ 70 106 
Haines ........... ..... ....... 84 43 
Jackson ...................... 87 123 
Juneau-
No.l ..................... 90 236 
No.2 ..................... (a) (a) 
Kadiak ...................... (a) 59 
Karluk ....................... (a) (a) 
Killisnoo ..................... (a) 125 
Klawack ......... - ............ (a) 184 
Sitka-
No.l ..................... 43 60 
No.2 ..................... 77 138 
~~{~::::::::::::::::::::::::: (a) 35 {a) (a) 
Contract schools. 
24 55 
67 94 
(a) (a) 
106 90 
144 128 (a) 
110 ]05 
25 36 
67 58 
81 68 
(a) (a) (a) 
44 !iO 
81 75 
60 67 
60 51 
26 (a) 
(a) (a) (a) 
38 
50 
92 
83 
87 
31 
51 
67 
3.l 
68 
58 
83 
24 
23 
68 
93 
(a) 
100 
33 
51 
80 
33 
68 
50 
54 
55 
(a) 
(a) 
35 
25 
2.1, 
49 
89 
106 
26 
75 
69 
29 
33 
38 
59 
54 
33 
60 
Sitka ............................ .,,,... 100 86 170 164 164 157 
34 
!!8 
20 
73 
36 
Bethel............. ....... .... . . . . . . . . . . 13 17 26 39 30 
Carmel. ............... _.......................... 21 20 31 18 
Nulato ...................... _ ........................................................... . 
1~!11/~~~~ :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: : : : : :::: :::::: :::: :: : : :: ······ 'so· ii~ ~ 
:Jotlakahtla ................................ _..... 170 166 179 171 154 
171 
33 
IToonah......... . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 171 
Point Barrow ..... ··-·.···- ................................ ···-· .•.... .......... 38 
Cape Prince of Wales ..................... ... .............. ·····-····.......... 304 168 
35 
78 
20 
72 
57 
nulaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 47 
g;r:t~f0:~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::t: 
Yakutat ... .. .....................................................•.. ······· ··· ···· ··· ··· 
a No scl1ool. 
TABLE 4.-A.monnls contribu,ted by the churches anll Gorenirnent to the contract schools. 
1891-·02. Pupils, I 
Contractschools . ---
1
--
lloard.1 Day. 1887-'88. crs. 
.Anvik.......... 5 
Point !Iopo ........... . 
. Ic·t lakah tla .... 7 
J3r.t h 1 . . . . . . . . . . 34 
C'nrnwl.. .. .... .. 18 
lloonnh ..... .. . ....... . 
."itka irulustrial 157 
sc hool. 
l'uin t Harrow ......... . 
l nala. ka . . . . . . . 18 
.'111:ito ........... ..... . 
]fosoriflsky..... 62 
(:a111• Y:,lJ\l'IJUVCr • ....•.. 
llJ>c l rmc of .. . .. . . , 
Wair-. 
11nluklik.. •. . . . 47 I I 
31 $500 
78 (b) 
147 (b) 
..... 500 
10 300 
171 (b) 
-----
(b) 
33 (b) 
17 (b) 
20 (b) 
11 (/J) 
20 (b) 
lfl {b) 
25 {b) 
Expcnued by Government. -1 Ex1)Cmlecl by o. cieties, 1891-'92. (a) 
~888-'89. I ~89-'90, I J 800-'91. , 1891-'92. I Na.me. Amount. 
$1,000 $1,000 
(b) 1,000 
2,500 3,000 
1,000 1,000 
1,000 1,000 
(b) (b) 
12,500 18,000 
(b) 1,000 
(b) 1,200 
(b) 1,500} (b) 1,500 
(b) (b) 
(b) 1, 000 
(b) {b) I 
' 
$1,000 
2,000 
3,000 
1,000 
1,000 
200 
15,000 
2,000 
2,000 
3, 0501 
(b) 
2,000 
(b) 
$1,000} 
2,000 
2,500 
1,000} 
1,000 2,000) 11,000 
2,000 
2,000 
1,000} 1,000 
1,000 
2, 000 
1,000 
Episcopal .... $1,187.61 
Jntlopcndont.. 5,000.00 
Moravian._... 6, 613. 37 
Presbyterian. 31,724.65 
Methodist . . . . 1, 953. 53 
Catholic ...•.. 10, 300. 00 
Congrega· 4,107.65 
tional. 
Sw ·1li b·Evan. 7,325.00 
gelical. 
- '------
a. mou:,t r•:tp IJ(l 11,y mi 
lJll'llt. 
ionary a so iation,i, in ndllilion to Rnh. iili">i rcceiv cl from the Govern· 
l,. · ., chool c,r no nh icly. 
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.Appropriations for education in .Alaska. 
First grant to establish schools, 1884 ..................................................•...•. -- $25,000 
Annual grants, school year- , 
1886-'87 ....•• ··- ... ·--- ·- ..•... ·- •..•.•.••••• . •••••••.....••.•..•.......•........... - . .. ••. 15,000 
1887 - I 88 ....•................•....•............ • ...........•....... • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 25, 000 
1888-'89 ..•...................•....................•.....•.•........•.•.••............... - . . 40, 000 
1889- '90. . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • . . • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . • . . • • • . • . . . • • • . . • . • . 50, 000 
1890-'91 ......•...................•........ : • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . 50, 000 
1891-'92 ••••• ,,, ••..•••• , •• , • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . 50, 000 
PERSONNEL, 8.A.LARIES, ETC. 
General agent of education for Alaska, Dr. Sheldon Jackson, Alaska, $1,200; assist-
ant agent of education for Alaska, William Hamilton, Pennsylvania, $1,200; super-
in ten dent of schools for the sou th eastern district, James Sheakley, Pennsy Ivan ia, $480. 
During the past three years the schools in southeastern Alaska have been under 
the direct supervision of Hon. James Sheakley, to whose judicious oversight their 
success has largely been due. Mr. Sheakley, having decided to return to the States, 
resigned his position as superintendent of schools for the southeastern district, and 
was succeeded by Mr. W. A. Kelly, formerly superintendent of the Industrial Train-
ing School at Sitka. Mr. Kelly entered upon his duties on May 1, 1892. 
ADVISORY BOARD. 
Hon. Lyman E. Knapp, governor of Alaska, Vermont, $200; Hon. John S. Bugbee, 
U. S. district judge, California, $200. 
LOC.A.L SCHOOL COMMITTEES (WITHOUT SALARY). 
Sitka, Edward de Groff, N. K. Peckinpaugh, John G. Brady; Juneau, Karl Koehfor, 
John G. Heid, Eugene S. Willard; Douglas, P. H. Fox, G. E. Shotter, S. R. Moon; 
Wrangel, ThomasA. Willson, Rufus Sylvester, W. G. Thomas; Jackson, J. W. Young, 
W. D. McLeod, G. Loomis Gould; Metlakahtla, W. Duncan, D. J. Leask; Kadiak, 
N. Kashevaroff~ },. Sargent; Unga, N. Guttridge, M. Dowd; Unalaska, N. S. Reeso:ff, 
N. B. Anthony. 
Teachers of'J)ublic schools. 
Name. State. School. 
Mrs. W. S. Adams .......................... . 
E.M. Calvin ............. . ................... . 
Alaska .............. . 
Iowa ................. . 
Juneau,No.2 ........ . 
Killisono ............ . 
Mrs. A. M. Clark ............................ . 
Mrs.C. M. Colwell .. ................. ........ . 
C.H. Edwards ............................... . 
Kansas .............. . 
Alaska .............. . 
Ka:nsas .............. . 
Douglas, No. 2 ....... . 
~~k~~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
N. Faorlorff .................................. . California ........... . :Karluk ...... ·-··· ... . 
Miss M. Mohler ............................. . 
~!: rt~~t~~~l::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Miss C. Patton ....... : ............. __ ....... . 
~t liir~~~~~~~~.:: ::::~:: ::::: ::::::::: :: 
Miss E. Tolman ..... . ....................... . 
Mrs. L. Vanderbilt .......................... . 
W.W. Warne ............................... . 
H. C. Wilson ......... ............... ....•. .. . 
Kansas .............. . 
Pennsylvania ........ . 
West Virginia ....... . 
Pennsylvania ........ . 
California ........... . 
·wasbington ..... .... . 
?.r.e.~ot:::::::: ::::::: 
New Jersey ......... . 
Ohio ................. . 
Douglas, No. 2 .•...•.. 
Y:lt~~~· ::: : :::::::: :: 
Sitka, No. l .......... . 
Juneau, No.1 ........ . 
Kadiak .............. . 
~t::.~~-·2::::::::::: 
Haines .............. . 
Klawack ............. . 
TEACHERS A...'l'D EMPLOY.ES IN CONTRACT SCIIOOLS . 
Salary. 
$720 
900 
720 
720 
900 
900 
720 
1,000 
720 
900 
720 
1,000 
720 
720 
900 
720 
Anvik (Episcopal).-Rev. John W. Chapman, Vermont; Rev. 0. Parker, Oregon. 
Point Hope (Zpiscopal).-John B. Driggs, M. D., Delaware. 
Kosoriffsky (Roman Catholic).-Rev. Paschal Tosi, Sister Mary Stephen, Sister 
Mary Joseph, John Burke, John Nagro, Mrs. Emma Baudouin, Sister Mary Paulina. 
Cape Vancouver (Roman Catholic).-Rev. Joseph Treca, Rev. Paul Muset, Mr. 
John Rosati. 
Nulato (Roman Catholic).-Rev. Robaut, Rev. Ragaru. 
_Bethel (Moravian).-Rev. J?hn H. Kilbuck, Rev. Ernst L. Weber, Mrs. John H. 
Kilbuck, Mrs. E. L. Weber, Miss Lvdia Lebus. 
Carmel (Moravian).-Rev. F. E. ·wol:ff, Mrs. F. E. \Yol:ff, Miss Mary Huber, Miss 
Emma Huber, Rev. J, A. Schoechert. 
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Cape Prince of Wales (Congregational).-Mr. H. R. Thornton, of Virginia; Mr. 
W. T. Lopp, of Indiana. . 
Point Barrow (Presbyterian).-Mr. Leander M. Stevenson, of Ohio. 
Sitka (Presbyterian).-W. A. Kelly, principal; Rev. E. A. Austin, chaplain; Miss 
.Anna R. Kelsey, matron of girls' department; Mrs. A. E. Austin, matron of boys' 
department; Mrs. S. A. Saxman, assistant matron of boys' department; Mrs. M. C. 
De Vore, teacher of schoolroom No. 2; Mrs. Clarence Thwing, teacher of schoolroom 
No. 1; Miss Frances Willard (native), primary teacher; Miss Mate Brady, in charge 
of sewing department; Mrs. Maggie Simson, in charge oflaundry department; Miss 
Kato A. Rankin, in charge of cooking department; Mrs. Josie Overend, in charge of 
girls' hospital; Mrs. Tillie Paul (native), in charge of boys' hospital; Miss Georgie 
Guest, in charge of teachers' cooking department; Mr. J. A. Shields, carpentry 
department; Mr. A. T. Simson, boot and shoe department; Mr. Ernest Struven: cooper 
department; Mr. John Gamble, general work; Dr. Clarence Thwing, physician; 
William Wells (native), interpreter. 
Unalaska (Methodist).-Mr. John A. Tuck, Mrs. John A. Tuck, an<l. Miss LydiaF. 
Richardson . 
Metlakahtla.-Mr. "William. Duncan, Mr. James F. McKee, Mrs. James F. McKee. 
Unalaln,klik (S1'.·edish Evangelical).-Rev. Axel E. Karlson, Angustus Anderson, 
David Johnson, Miss Hannah Swenson. 
Yakutat (Swedish Evangelical).-Rev. Albert Johnson, Rev. K. J. Henrickson, Miss 
Anna Carlson, Selma Peterson, Agnes ·wallin. 
TEACHERS l;s" PIUVA'J'E AKD CHURCH SCHOOLS . 
Hoonah (Prcsbyterian).-Rcv. John W. McFarlan<l, Mrs. M. D. McFarland, Fred-
eric L. Moore (native). 
Juneau (Presbyterian).-Rev. Eugene S. Willard, Mrs. E. S. Willard, Miss Eliza-
beth Matthews, Miss Margaret Dunbar, Rev. S. H. King, Mrs. S. H. King. 
Juneau(Roman Catholic).-Rev. John Althoff, Sister Mary Zeno, Sister Mary Peter, 
Sister Mary Bousecouer. 
Jackson (Presbyterian).-Mrs. A. R. McFarland, Miss c.· A. Baker, Rev. J. Loomis 
Gould, Mrs. J. L. Gould. 
Douglas (Friends).-Mr. S. R. Moon, Mrs. S. R. Moon, Mr. E. W. "\Veesuer, :Mrs. E. 
W. Weesner, Mr. C. H.Edwards. 
St. Paul I sland (North American Commercial Company).-Simeon MileYedoff. 
St. Geor&e Island (North American Commercial Company).-A. L. Noyes, l\L D. 
Nuklukallyet Yukon River (Church of England).-Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Canham. 
Buxton, Yukon River (Church of England).-Rt. Rev. Bompas. 
Rampart House, Yukou River (Church of England).-Rev. C. G. Wallis. 
, UPERYISIOX. 
In accordau c with your instruciions, and by the courtesy of the honorable Sec-
retary of the Trea ury and Capt. L. G. Shepard, acting chief of the Revenue Marine 
Division, I was allowed transportation on the U. S. S. Bear, Capt. M.A. Healy, com-
manding. On the 2d of May, 1892, I startecl for my third summer's work on the 
coast of ib ria and Arctic Alaska. "\\Te reached Unalaska on the 22d of May, where 
I found the school in a flourishing condition. From Unalaska we proceeded to the 
Seal Island , wh re I securecl tho statistics of the schooh~ kept by.the North Amer-
ican 'ommcr ial 'ompany, a statement of which has already been given. From 
tbe , eal I lauds wo went to St. Matthew Island, whcro the captain rescued one of a. 
party of three ·who had been left on the island the precedino- season for the purpose 
of huntin"' p lar bear. 'l'be other two men were not fonncl, and are supposed to 
have be n drowneu. Prom St. Matthew I ·land the ship passed directly over to Cape 
Navarin, 'ih ria, whi h was reached on the 6th of June. It was the intention to 
hav secured a load of rein<lcer at this point, but the surf was so heavy that no land-
ing could be macl . 
From 'apo ·avarin a conrse was taken to the settlement on th northw<'st point 
of t. La.wr nrr. I lancl, where the village and choolhou e were inspected. From 
t. Lawrr.nc I. land w , attemptecl again to make the coa t of A ia in the neighbor-
hoocl of In~lian Point, hut, b ing head <l off by th great !i lcls of ice, the captain 
. hang .<1111 om·- aucl attempt cl to make Kiner I land, in cloin"' which he got fast 
m th 1 e, an!l wa only a.bl to re:i h the mi.-sion school at 'ape Prince of Wales. 
But, aft_< r h m~ k pt hr c day a pnsoner in tbe ic , tho captain cleterminecl to 
br ak ht wav hrnugb. 'lh hock re ivecl mad tho .-bip trem lo from bow to 
t rn. Joa t•niptingtof<?r ehiswaythr ughtb ic ,hebrokeonooftbeblnd sof 
tho prop llcr hut hy contmnon. work finnll ri:ach ,l clear water to th astward, 
nd ou th 15th of Jun· rnoor ·cl the hip t a larg ficlcl of ice off Kudiak I land. 
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This was the village that last September we found to be in a starving condition, 
but the food so generously issued by Capt. Healy had tided them over until the seal 
and the walrus came in their vicinity, so that we found them fo good condition. 
Being anxious to ascertain the fate of the teacher at Capo Prince of Wales, an effort 
was made to reach that point through tho ice. After great difficulty in ramming 
his way through the ice, we came on the morning of the 16th of June within 4 
miles of the place where, the ice being too solid for further progress, the captain 
very reluctantly turned and made for Golovin Bay, where it had been reported that 
some miners were out of provisions and in a starving condition. At Golovin Bay 
communication was opened with the miners. While waiting for the party to get 
ready to sail, a flying trip was made to St. Michael, where the teachers, missionaries, 
and traders along the great Yukon River were waiting for the annual vessel and 
supplies from San Francisco. On the 21st of June the miners at Golovin Bay were 
taken on board, and on the 22d taken to St. Michael. While at St. Michael I had an 
opportunity of conferring with the teachers and examining some of the pupils of the 
various schools. 
The annual arrival of the steamer bringing missionaries and tradeis from up the 
Yukon River 2,000 miles is the great event of the year at St. Michael. The river 
steamer Arctic is here met by the ocean sttlamer St. Paul, from San Francisco, and 
for a week or two this little settlement, cut off from the world eleven months in the 
year, is a scene of bustling activity. The furs of all northern and central Alaska are 
gathered here for shipment to market, and the provisions and trade goods of civil-
ization for the coming year are brought up for distribution in the interior. It is a 
unique gathering, the only one of the kind that now takes place in the United States. 
From over into the British possessions, Fort Selkirk, 2,000 miles or more up the river, 
comes Mr. A. Harper, a pioneer trader, who has been 20 years in tho country. Business 
is so brisk that he is proposing to establish a 1.Jranch store 200 miles farther up tho 
stream, which will bring him within a few hundrnd miles of tho FJettlements of south-
eastern Alaska. It is believed that a mail route should ue established across the 
country from Juneau to the mines on the Yukon. A mail not exceeding 250 pounds 
weight could be carried for, making four trips a year, at a rate not to exceed $1,500 
the round trip. 'l'he best route is over tho White Pass, which comes out on the 
Yukon at Windy Arm Lake. 'l'here is timber along the whole route. Winter on the 
Upper Yukon lasts from September to May. Rev. :mcl Mrs. 'l'. IT. Canham, of Fort 
Adams, will open a new station there this fall. 
In the United States Postal Gu ide is Mitchell Post-Office, Alaska,. l do not believe 
that over 100 of the 60,000,000 American citizens, if asked, could designate its loca-
tion on tb e map. It is 1,4.00 miles above the mouth of the Yukon, near the junction 
of Forty Mile Creek with the Yukon River, and is the only post-office for the coun-
try for 1,000 miles around. The postmaster is Mr. L. N. (Jack) McQueston, the 
trader, another pioneer trader of twenty years' standing. Tho office receives a chance 
mail from theStatcsonceortwiceayear. The salary amounts to from $2 to $3per year. 
Last winter 108 men wintered. at Forty-Mile Creek, which, by the way, is a river hun-
dreds of miles long. Mr. McQucston raised9tonsofturnips. Barley and oats grow 
and ripen well. A frost on tho 7th of August, 1891, killed the potatoes. The placer 
gold mines in the neighborhood of this trading post yield from $75,000 to $80,000 
worth of gold dust each season. It would be money well expended towards the devel-
op~e1;1 t of the country if 9ongress would make an appropriation for opening up a 
tr::ul from the coast at Ch1lcat to tho hcad·waters of the Yukon, and give the hardy 
miners a more frequent mail. 
Near the trading station, on the cast siue of Forty-Mile Creek and south side of the 
Yukon River, is Buxton, the location of St. John's Mission of tho English Church. 
This mission was established in 1888, the first missionary being Rev. J. W. Elling-
ton. In 1890, through privations and hardships, ho became insane, and in 1891 was 
returned to his friends in England. His station will be occupied by Rio-ht Rev. 
Bompas, Bishop of McKenzie H.iver, for two years at Port Adams. ' 0 
Rampart House: This is a Church of England Mission and a Hudsou-s Bay Com-
pauy's trading station on the Porcupine River, one of the tributaries of the Yukon. 
It was established in 1874. Duriug the international boundary survey, by Messrs. 
Turner and McGrath in 1890-'91, it was found to be 20 miles within the lines of the 
Unit~d States. Consequently, in 1891 the place was moved 20 miles farther up 
the r~ver to get within the British jurisdiction. In the summer of 1891 Rev. C. C.' 
W~H1s ~ent by the way o~ S'.1-n Prancisco to England, returning this season. 
l! ort -Yukon: The old bmldrngs at Fort Yukon liavc been taken clown by the Afaska 
Commercial Company, and the logs cut up for fuel for tl10 steamer's furnaces . 
. On the Uppe! Yukon, last winter, fish gave out in January, ancl the natives sub-. 
s1st~d on r3:bb1ts. On the Keokuk, above Nulato, 3 or 4 died of starvation. One 
native subsisted on soup made from an old bearskin. 
St., ,fames' Mission, at ?ld Fort Adams, was established by Rev. T. H. Canham, of 
the Church of England, m 1888. Mrs. Canham was the first white ·woman to cross 
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the Rocky Monntaiins north of the Arctic Circle in winter. This she did with her 
husband on snow-shoes in 1888. The mission is 4 miles up the Yukon, on the north 
sic1e of the mouth of Tonikokat River and 18 miles below the mouth of the Tanana, 
In 1891 Rev. ,T. L. Prevost was sent to this station by the Missionary Society of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. Mr. and Mrs. Canham remained with him during the 
winter, and this summer removed to Buxton, leaving Mr. Prevost in sole charge of 
the station. At this school, the greatest attendance was 67, the least 15, and the 
ayerage 32. During the winter of 1891-'92 they had 67 pupils in school; aserage 
daily attendance, 23. There are about 800 natives in Tanana Valley; about 200 on 
the Yukon, between Tanana and the boundary; about 100 permanently at Fort Adams, 
and about 75 at Tanana Station. 
Tanana Trading Station: This station is 8 miles down the Yukon River from St. 
James' Mission, and is kept by Mr. G. C. Bettles. This station is the winter head-
quarters of the miners on the Koy-u-Kuk River. 
St. Peiler Claver's Mission (Roman Catholic Church) is on the northwest bank :>f 
the Yukon River, at the old American station, about 2½ miles above the mouth of 
the Nulato River. There is also a trading station here, kept by a creole, H. Koker-
ine, who has been a resident of Alaska for forty years. 
Anvik is the seat of Christ Church Mission of the Protestant Episcopal Church-
on the south side of Anvik River and west side of the Yukon, at the junction. It 
was established in 1887 by Rev. Octavius Parker and Rev. John W. Chapman. Mr. 
Parker retired in 1889, and in 1890 Mr. Marcus 0. Cherry was sent in bis place. Mr. 
Cherry r eturns to tho States this fall. The trailing station is in charge of Dennis 
Belkoff, a Sitka creole. 
Kozorifzky, Holy Cross Mission (Roman Catholic Church) is on the north bank of 
the Yukon, directly opposite the mouth of Shageluk Slough. This is their largest 
establishment in the Yukon River Valley, a school of 80 boarders, in charge of the 
following sis.ters of St. Ann (Mother House started in 1850, near Montreal), Motbar 
Superior Mary Stephens, Sisters Mary Zcpbrena, Mary Prudence, Mary Joseph, Mary 
Englebert, and Mary Paulena. Father Tosi in 1891 raised 40 bushels of potatoes at the 
_station, besides turnips (one of his turnips_ w eighed 17 pounds and another 15¼ 
pounds) and cabbages. 
Ikogmut, Russo-Greek Mission, Rev. Zacharias N. Belkoff, priest. 
Eight miles up the Yukon River from A.nfreieffski and on the Kon-e-Kova River, 2 
miles above its mouth, is a trading station (north side), kept by Charles Peterson. 
At Kublik (mouth of Yukon) is a station kept by a Kamkoff creole. 
Unalacleet is a Swedish mission, composed of Rev. Axel E. Karlson, A.ugust Ander-
son, David Johnson, ancl Hannah Swenson. They bad 72 children in school last win-
ter, with an average attendance of 22. They also have a dozen or more boarders, 
an<l. will enlarge their buildings this season. They are also talking of a station at 
Golovin Bay. 
At Unalncleet is a living house, one and one-half stories high, 25 by 22 feet. The 
kitchen is 25 by 20 feet. The schoolhouse is two stories high, 20 by 22 feet. The 
workshop is 25 by 20 feet. Thero are a bath house and stables and several store 
house . Four acres of ground are cleared up, upon which they will this year raise 
70 bnsbcls of potatoes. They have 2 bulls, 2 cows, and 3 goats. 
Father Tosi, of the Roman Catholic Church, bas selected a new site for a boaTding-
school, near Kusilvak Mountain, near the mouth of the Yukon River. He reports 
1,500 n_n.tivcs as living between Capo Vancouver and tho mouth of the Yukon. 
lfavmg trn.ns~ortecl the :nissionaries to St. Michael on the 23d of June, anotber 
start w3- ma.do for Cape Prmco of \Vales, we :1nchoring in the port :f Clarence on 
Jun~ 2.J, where we m t Mr: \V. T. Lopp, the teacher at Cape Prmce of Wales. 
~Vlnl~ at a_nchor at_ Capo Prmco of Wales, the steam whaler Newport arrived from 
, ~n ~· rn.nc1 co, havmg on _board Mr. and Mrs. Thornton and Miss Kittridge, for the 
mis 10~ ~choo1 a~ ape Pnuco of \Vales; :Mr. McClellan, a carpenter, for the ere ·tion 
of adcht10nal b111ld10gs at that point; Dr. Beaupre, for the Mission station at Point 
Barrow· al o le sr . liner\ . Bruce and Bruce ibson for the Reindeer lation. 
nth 2 th of ,Jun , hadng been transferred to tho stea~er New1Jort I visitecl the 
s hool anrl station a.t Cap Prince of \Vale . ' 
Jn tho 20th o_f Ju~ I w nt a hore on what is known as the wat ring tation as 
th? uortb ·a:t sulo of ort 'larenco Bay, a.ncl s l ctecl a site for tho central and first 
r rnclc<'f ~tati n. A pie~ of drift":ood had be ~1 set in tho ground, with an empty 
harr ·lat 1 ha. ', a a. ·1gi1al for slnp . pon tlns trunk of a tr owe nail cl onr flag. 
A t 1 ?t w horro, · <l from the mi sionari at ap Prine of \Val . ancl an ther was 
fum _lwd 1,f ·pt.II alcy, which were k pt on the spot t shdt r th good a.nd 
upph • wlu _Ii : fow hour aftcrwarcl w ro Jan 1 d from the st •am r .1.Yeicport. I ort 
1· r .n which w known a. Jfaviaya.k ~, was xplorecl by ' :•pt. H chy, in 
• 11~ 1 1 2~ anc wa nani cl :ift r tho Briti h King, th n Duko of 'larenc·e. The 
1~r1 .r ha:l"'r Ya narn daft r Lorcl rantl •y, and l'oiut p ·nc r a11'1 JaC'k n aft r 
dt rngm ll cl 1ffi · rs f tll royal 11aY •. 1' rt p n, ·r, at th ·xtr ,mity of low 
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sand. spit which extends some 10 miles from the coast, forms the southern and west-
·ern side of the harbor. This sand spit is low and marshy, wi±h numerous lakes. 
From Point Spencer to Point Jackson, a distance of 2 miles, is the entrance to the 
bay The. northern and eastern shore of the bay rises from the sea to the mountains. 
Along ihe seashore are numerous lagoons ·and small Jakes which, in their season, are 
covered ,vith numerous wild fowl. 'fb~ bay: in extent, is about 12 miles from east 
to west and 14 miles from north to south. At the extreme eastern end two narrow 
sand spits, extending from the northern .and southern shores, inclose an inner har-
bur, called Gra.ntley Harbor. The entrance is about one-third of a mile across. It 
extends about 9 miles from east to west and 3 miles from north to south. At the 
eastern end of Grantley Harbor is a second strait, about 300 yards wide, which con-
nects with a third body of water or inland lake, called b.y ·the natives Imourouk. 
1nto this lake empty two rivers, the Aghee-ee-puk and Cov-vee-arak. Along this 
line of w .. ater courses is an inland road to Grantley Bay and Norton Sound. To the 
11orth of Grantley Harbor Mus-ik-.a-charne Peak rises to a height of 1,600 feet . At 
tbe bead of the sand spit between Port Cfarence and Grantley Harbor is a large 
Ja,goon, and between the reindeer station, at the beach, and the pass through the 
highlands, on the north, are about a thousand fresh-water ponds, or small lakes . . At 
the extreme northeast corner of Port Clarence, near Grantley Harbor, and upon a 
small mountain creek, I selected the location of the hcad<J.uarters of the reindeer 
station. A few miles distant from Grantley Harbor was the former location .of t1ie 
headquarteTS for this region of the Russo-American Telegraph Exploration of 1865 
and 1867. The shores of the sound on the site of the reiudeer station.are formed of 
shingle, OT water-worn stones. These shingled beaches become a marked character-
istic of large sections of the coast in northern Bering Sen, and Arctic Ocean. Oflate 
years it bas become the favorite rendezyous of tho whaling fleet that gathers here 
about Ju]y 1 to await the arrival of a vessel from San Francisco with fresh pro-
visions, coal, lumber, etc. It also enables them to ship the spring· catch of whale-
bone to San Francisco before entering the dangerous Arctic. Upon my first visit, 
a.bout July 2, 1890, twenty-five whalers were at anchor off Port Spencer, awaiting tho 
arrival of the ship. On June 30 I returned on the Bear, and the next day the captain 
weigh ed anchor for South Head Sonnd, Lawrence Bay, Siberia. 
From 2 to 8 o'clock p. m. we steamed through broken ice, and at 11 :45 p. m. 
dropped anchor off the village. An officer and some men were at once sent ashore, 
and by 6 :30 a. m. the ship's launch returned with the first load .of reindeer. At this 
place we secured forty-one animals, also four native herders, who agreed to go with 
lJS a.nd take charge of the herd 011 the Ame1'ican side. At 4 o'clock on the afternoon 
the captain dropped down the coast some eight miles to another camp, where twelve 
additional deer were secured, and at midnight weighed anchor and stood north, 
steaming through lieavy fields of ice. At 4 :30 our Asiatic interpreter, Rainbow by 
name, was landed at North Head, an<l at 5 :30 that evening the ship came to anchor 
off the reindeer station. The surf being too heavy, nothing was done that evening. ,. 
Bright and early on the morning of the 4th of July (6 a. m.) the first boa,t-loacl of 
the first herd of domestic reindeer in Alaska and on the the continent of America 
was lauded . The deer, with their fore feet tied together, were taken ashore in the 
ship's launch and carried up from the 'Leach on litters l)Orne by the natives. They 
11ero then untied, hobbled, and turned loose. Three ran away and took to the hills, 
and the herders had a long chase; but they were finally recovered. One of the deer 
l1ad bis bind legs broken in Siberin. and had to lie killed. The ship was decorated 
with flags, in honor of the day. On the 5th of July Capt. Healy Yery kindly had 
his carpenters make a flag-staff for the station, which was l anded that same evening 
and placed ju po ition, after which the Bear started again for Biberia. 
At 11000, on the 6th of July, we ancbored off Whalen, ha,ving been for an hour 
s~eaming ihr011gh heavy- fields of ice. _Finc1ing no reindeer in the vicinity of the 
,1llage, anchor was weighed ancl the sh1p got under way, following the coast to the 
northwC'stward, coming to ancbor two hours later off Encbovrnn, but at 10 o'clock 
:Vas compelled to shift anchorage on account of the heavy fields of ice. The follow-
rng day the foe compelled ibe captain to shift bis position two or three times. At 
this place sixtC'en deer were procured and taken on Loa.rd. At 9 :40 anchor wa.s 
again weighed and the start made fo1· tlrn reindeer station, steaming all night through 
heavy fog, and from 5 to 7 ibrol1gh heavy fields of ice, reaching Cape Spencer at 
5 :40. On the 9th of July the ship Arnerica was towed in the h arbor, ha.ving on 
board, among other things, lnmber, coal, and supplies for the r eindeer station. 
n the 10th the captain run down to the reindeer station, unloaded the reindeer 
and also 240 packs of coal, and 77 cases of pilot bread, all of which he hadreceived 
from tli _bark Percy Ed'l.ca1·ds. On the 12th of July, going aboard the steamer Neic-
p_ort, which bad taken on board the lumber for the building at the reindeer stat-
t10n from the bar~ A?ncrica, I returned again to the station and superintended the 
landing of the bmldmg, returning to tbc Bear on the 13th. 
n the 14th the Bear got under way for Siberia, from 1 to 2 p. m., steaming 
through large masses of broken ice. On the 15th we came to anchor off Cape 
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Sertlzo Kamen, Siberia, in latitude north, 67° 27'; longitude east, 180° 201• This 
cape is the northernmost limit of the explorations of Bering, he having reached here 
August 15, 1728. The meaning of the name is "the heart of rock," beca.use of a fan· 
cied rescmbl:rnce of a heart in the face of the rocky cape. Along the coast to the 
westward are several native villages. The mountain peaks in the back country rise 
to an elevation of from 2,000 to 5,000 feet. Fresh-water lakes inland and lagoons 
along the shore cYerywhere abound. After Bering, this shore was visited by Capt. 
Cook's expedition in August 1778, when ho struck the coast, coursing from Alaska 
as high north as North Cape. It was again visited on April 22, 1823, by Admiral Yon 
·wrangoll in his fourth Siberian expedition. 
At 9 :30 a. m. Assistant Engineer Falkenstein anll Surgeon S. J. Call weut ashore 
after reindeer, bringing on board during the afternoon some twenty-one animals. 
Tho vessel was surrounded much of the time by heavy masses of drifting ice. The 
following day the captain was compelled to shift anchorage several times, the stock 
of his port anchor being carried away by the ice. On the 17th the ice became so 
h eavy that the ship moored to an ice-floe and drifted with it. Towards night, some 
openings being discovered in the ice, the ship dropped down the coast slowly, forcing 
its ·way, until, about 4 a. m., when it came to anchor again in the ice. At 9 a. m. a 
largo ice-floe bearing down upon the ship, anchor was again weighed, when it was 
fountl that a second anchor had been broken by tho ice. The 19th was spent in 
shifting anchor and dodging ice-floes. The surgeon and two seamen being ashore 
antl unable t o return to tho vessel, the captain hired two native boys to cross the 
ice, with a launch for tho party. In the evening, the wind having changed and 
loosened tho ice somewhat, the surgeon returned with six reindeer. Another attempt 
was made to start the engine and force tho ship through the ice, but at midnight 
tho attempt was given up. The starting a.ncl stopping the engine and drifting in 
heavy and closely packed ice were continued the following day until afternoon, 
when the ice became too heavy for further progress and the ship was allowed to 
drift. By constant ramming, towards uight, there seeming to be a chance to get 
out, tho ship was started again and by constant ramming the heaviest ice was broken 
through, and by midnight clear water was r eached, we having licen shut up in the 
ice for a week. Corning abreast of the village of Utan, Siberia., a boat was sent 
ashoro after Passaic, a noted deer-man, who r esided there. Ho having come on 
board it was learnetl that bis herd was three or four days distant. As a large ice-
floe was seen bearing down upon ns, and as wo did not relish tho idea of being 
imprisoned another -week and perhaps wrecked in this bay, at 3 :50 a . m. we were 
again under fu]l sway, running a race with tho ice, which was drifting down upon 
us, :1 solid, unbroken mass of ice, a.s far as the eye could reach. The ice rapidly 
gainetl upon us. Large, tletached pieces like scours forged ahead of us, placing 
themselves directly in our path, against which we rammed and jarred, but at noon 
tho projecting ca.po of the bay was reached and passcrl just as the ice-floe was 
swinging upon it, barring further progres . During the forenoon we steamed 
through fofs so c1onso that wo passed throngh Bering Straits before wo knew it, and 
when tho tog lifted found ourselves twenty miles ahead of tho place where we sup-
l)Osecl ourselves to be and at 10 :30 that night ca.me to anchor off the reimleer station. 
Tho rciud er on board were landed the following morning at 5 :30 o'clock. In the 
aft moon tho aptain sent his carpenter and a boat's crew ashore to prepare the 
foundations for the station house, auc1 also sent a detachment on shore the following 
c1ay, when a , torm ha.Ying set in, tho captain ,\"as compelled to shift anchor into 
ckcpc·r "·atc•r. . 
On l\fonday, ,J11],v 25, ·wo ngain got under way for North IT ad, , ' ihcria, reaching 
'apo Pnangoun , , 'ib ria, at midnight. No one coming off from the village to the 
ship, ancl the weather b ginning to be stormy, at 8 :10 a,. m. the anchor -was weighefl 
:mcl th 1;bip stPamecl into au ·hor in Lntko Harbor, , 'iberia, at 9 o' ·lock. , t. Law-
rence Hay was .'O nam cl by 'apt. ook been.us he first ::mchorecl in it on, t. La wren e 
clay, Angnst 10, 177 . Tho hay wa fully sun-c~ e(l by Capt. Lntko of tho Ru ian 
uavy in 1 2 . It i. 11½ mil s ac-ro. s its mouth ::incl c.·tcnds inland a.bout 24 mile . 
lbi 1wrthca ·tc-m <'.·trc·mity is mark d by a. ronntlccl top monntaiu, 1,794: feet bigh, 
('all .cl ('ape. ' ouniagmo. u the sonthcrn &lope is a, natiYc village of th same name, 
al o h10wn ns ,·orth 1Icad. 1-rorn G to G miles from ()ape ·ouniao-mo is Cape Pan-
ongonn, whi ·h mark:; the 0111menc·c111 nt of th , inn r lrny. Ext ndino- from 'a.pc 
Pa1.ongoun i: n. haul of gray •l r .'bi11glc whi ·h form. Lutko I ·la!.!d ancl ma.k n. 
1-;lwlt ·r cl COY 1 0 mil s in cliam .t r. Thi· is a gooc1 anchorage for ships. In thi 
c·ov tlrnl' . .'.,'.flrifl(JR,in ar<'hoftl1 .Jean ttC',wa. an·horeclfortb wiutcr,when 
6l!o ~oo · fir ancl hnrnccl to tb wa.t ·r's <'clgc. 'Ih rl' i a, rnttive villa<re on thi. OY • 
\ hil w w r , : ~nchor, waiting for 111 fotr to lift and the storm to pa b ·, the 
urg on a1ul ornc of th offi c·r w ·nt a 11 r on Lntko l:lan<l ancl shot in a, f w hour , 
106 l·!fl('r clnc>l· . On .Jul • 27, tb gal haYiD" sub icl<'cl the ship got unclcr -way at 
7 :~O 1_n tho 1_11011 ing, an<l stc-aming out of Luth~ Harh~r }la. · d ap 'har(;flach 
with I n:1t1,· ·11lag on th 011th i1lc of the 1,:iy. '\Ve auchorccl at 10 off 'ape 
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Keleougoun. This cape is a bold, rock promontory, crowned with four mountain 
peaks, 1,542, 1,296, 1,257, and 1,206 feet highJ respectively. A native village clings 
to the northeastern base, and a smaller oneJ called Jandonga, on its southwestern 
slope. Here the surgeon, Dr. Call, went ashore in the afternoon with a boat's crew, 
procuring ten reindeer. The following day 56 more were procured and brought on 
board. At midnight the ship got under way, reaching the reindeer station at 5 :30 
o'clock. On July 29 by 8 :30 the deer were all on shore. On the 31st the capkin 
again sent his carpenters and a detachment of men on shore to ,,rnrk at the station 
house. Towards night, a gale setting in, the ship was compelled to anchor out in 
deeper water. On Monday, August 1, the men that could be spared were again sc:1t 
ashore to work at the buildings. 
At 4 :15 a. m. on August 2 we again got under way for Siberia, and at 5: 45 a. n. 
on the 3d of August came to anchor off Indian Point. Learning that there were 
no deer in the vicinity, we again got under way for East Head, at 1: 25 p. m., stoppi11g 
off a village near Bald Head. There being too much 1mrf to land, we continued 
around Bald Head into Clover Bay, passing the mouth of Reindeer River, rounded 
Cape Haidamaik, and anchored in Port Providence, under Mount Slavianka (1,427 
feet), at 2 · 40 p. m. Three umniak loads of natives soon came over from the village 
on the sand spit. Learning that there was a herd of <leer in the vicinity of Emma 
Harbor, Surgeon Call was placed in charge of a boat crew, ancl with an interpreter 
went to interview the reindeer men. Later in the afternoon a boat load of natiYes 
were hired and sent after Utoxia, who had gone to the head of the bay (14 miles) 
after seal. Both parties were out most of the night. Surgeon Call, upon his return, 
reported that the deer men on Emma Harbor had but few deer and would not se'.l 
any. Utoxia, upon his arrival, reported a large herd to the westward of the head. 
of the bay. Clover Bay is narrow and runs b etween two parallel ranges of moun-
tains from 1,000 to 2,300 feet high, with precipitous sides from the water up, while 
steep and bare ' mountains, flecked with great patches of snow, present a panorama 
of grand scenery. A bright sun and blue sky add to the enjoyment of the day, r.s 
the steamer slowly picked her way along this memorable fiord. At 10 :45 a. m. we 
were abreast of Capo Lakhatchov, the northern entrance of Emma Harbor, where tho 
British ship Clover, Capt. Moon commanding, in search of Sir John Franklin, entered 
in 1848 and 1849. At 11: 30 we passed Mount Kennicott (~,343 feet), so named in 
honor of Maj. Robert Kennicott, director of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, who 
was in charge of the Alaska expedition of the Russo-American telegraph expedition 
of 1865 and 1867. At noon we passed Cacl10 Bay, and at 12: 30 Long Harbor, which 
was the winter qnarters of one party connected ,..,.ith the telegraph expedition. 
At 1 }). m. we came to anchor off Cape Ignatief, Vladimir Bay, Siberia. At once a 
party wns organized, consisting of Dr. Call, the :;,urgeon, Lieut. ·white, Assistant 
Engineer Falkenstein, and two natives, to visit the deer men. At the same time 
another party, consisting of Mrs. Healy, the wife of tho captain, Engineer Broadbent, 
and myself, went down the bay 2 miles to visit tho site of the telegraph expedition. 
l'he solid stone walls of the two houses occupied by them remained to mark the site. 
One was a circular room about 20 feet in diameter, nnd the other a rnctangular one 
9 by 14 feet. The stone walls were about 4 feet high, symmetrically laid on the inside, 
and on the outside covered with earth. They were placed upon the highest point 
of a small, narrow peninsula, with the sea close to on three sides. A few pieces of 
glass and copper were picked up as mementoes of the place; also some braces and 
knees of the native sleigh, made out of reindeer horn. The land around was strewn 
with rusty l1oops from barrels and casks. Two or three lone graves told their own 
sad story. Tho land was dottecl with beautiful wild flowers, and i cy streams _came 
clown to the sea from large patches of snow that still r emained upon the mountain 
sides. 
On the 5th of August, Dr. Call and party retnrned to the ship about 10 a. m. They 
had been inland some 20 miles, but failed to find any deer men. On their way up 
the valley which leads inland from onr anchorage tbey founc1 frequent piles of chips, 
made in trimming the poles forty-five years before. The poles themselves had long 
disappeared, probably having been carried off by tho natives . At noon we got under 
way for Holy Cross Bay, landing Utoxia as we passed Port Providence. The other 
native, "\Vall::tce, continued with us as interpreter. At 3 : 40 p. m. we rounded Cape 
Stoltz, and stood up the north coast of the gulf of the Anadyr. The mouth of this 
gulf, from Cape Tchoukotskoi down the north to Cape Thaddeus on the south, is 200 
miles acros , and the circuit of the gulf, without measuring the coast line of the 
smaller bays and indentations, is 420 miles. The first navigator to sail this sea was 
Capt. Bering, who was followed in 1826 and 1829 by Capt. Lutke, of the Russian 
navy. The north coast line is remarkable for its bold, rocky shore, in many places 
rising perpendicularly from the water's edge. At 5 p. m. we were abreast of Jak-
k1111, which is a high, steep bluff with a pyrami<lal rock. On we go parallel with 
the shore l_O miles di. tant past Cape Tchingan with its red band of rock rnnning 
from sunumt to base. At 10 p. m. we were off Capo Aggen, to the north of which is 
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Transfignration Bay. From this up 9 miles to Cape Eumelian the coast is bounded 
by a high, perpendicular rock like a wall. About midnight we passed Cape Bering, 
where the bold, rocky shore ceases and small Tchuktchi villages are seen. At 9 a. 
m . on August 6 traces of ice began again to appear, and soon we were skirting a 
large field of floating ice. ,Valrus being discovered, the ship was stopped and the 
captain ancl surgeon went off, securing a -large bull, which was l,rought on board and 
given the interpreter as part pay for his services. 
Along the northwestern coast of the gulf is a remarkable i sland, or false shore, 
which forms the southern portion of the Gulf of St. Croix. It is 45 miles long and but 
a few rods wi<lo. A narrow, shallow canal separates this island from the mairtland. 
Thero is a, village of Tchuktchi near Cape N eetchk on the westernmost end, off which 
we were anchored several days during July, 1891. As we passed into Holy Cross 
Bay at noon a signal flag was seen floating nt the village ancl two umniaks put off 
to intercept the ship . One of them was taken aboard, but when it was found that 
they wnntec1 us to goto their village to trade ivory, the captain resumed bis course 
towards the r eindeer village on the west side of the bay, wliere we anchored at 2:50 
p. m. Holy Cross Bay.is 54 miles from north to south and 35 miles from east to west. 
Its northern end is within 10 miles of the Arctic Circle and its shore line has a cir-
cuit of 180 miles . The mouth of the bay is 13¼ miles across. At the northern end is 
Mount Matatchingai, with r()cky sides rising 9,180 feet. It is a landmark for the 
whole region around. On the west side of Holy Cross Bay are farge quantities of 
driftwood from the Andyr River. Soon after anchoring at the village 5 umniaks 
full of peo1)le como aboard. Inquiries were at once made for rnindeer. At various 
times they represented tho herds as close to and then as far off. They said that the 
herds had b een driveu down to the coast earlier in the summer, but the ship not 
being seen, had been driven back again into tho country; that the mosquitoes were 
too Lad to keep them near the water. At one time they would offer to sell a sliip-
loaJ, then only promised 9 and then again 3. When thev thought we wanted 
Lucks they had only does to sell, and when they found we wanted does their herd 
wns all bucks. They also asked two prices for what they proposed to sell, and then 
wanted additional pay for the prospective increase. If they sold a doe she would 
bear another the uext season, and so on, increasing from year to yea,r; while the 
cartridges an<l powder for which theytrncled would Le used up and they-wouldhave 
nothing left. The captain met their argument with another, that if their <leer 
shoult1 clio next year they would have nothing and starve, while if they had car-
tridges and powder tbey could shoot walrus and seal and live; or for what we could 
pay them they conld trade with natives farther inland and get t"o deer from one. 
Finally, after five hours' talk, the boat was lowerefl at 8: 45 p. m. and Dr. Call, 
Assistant Engineer Falkenstein, the interpreter, and a crew of men were sent a.fter 
the reindeer. In the vicinity of our anchorage was a temporary village of reindeer 
men. Every fall and spring they move all their household effects fo and from the 
interior with their herd of deer. The village was their summer encampment by the 
s a. Aroum1 their neat looking tents were great quantities of deer harness and sleds, 
which ·were used in . tru.nsportation. These Tchuktchi men cut their hair on the 
crown of the head, leaviug a fringe around the head. Sometimes they leave a tuft 
in the center and have two rings of lon g hair. Sometimes a lon<Y lock of hair is 
l ft b hind tho ear., which is brai<led like a woman's. Some have ~ small mark or 
figure totem <l on the check, forehead, or some part of the face. This is said to he 
do1w upon tho lo ·s of a near relative, also to mark tho number of seals killed. The 
wom<·n base th ir <'h ,eks overed with totem marks. Some of the women have 
s~rings of beads dan~ling from the ears. August 7 proved a, rainy, stormy, and 
dismal day .. The fa~t that tho boat that went off the night Lefore had not 
r •turn d e.·_ ·1tecl . ons1d rable anxiety, but by midnight it came in si~ht and :Vas 
soon _along. 1de,_,~_1th 12 d er. Tbo men ha<l been sixteen hours pullmg agamst 
t~10 t1<l and ·trinn _to rea h the ship . ,Vhile ab ent they had discovered a large 
T~v r rnor than a mile aero s at its mouth . While pullirw along the side of this 
Tn· r th y saw ah ar an<l cnhs. Pnrsnit was immediately made o,,or stream n,nd 
tlm,111rh ,swa_mp an<l_ <~o<lgino-_from one hillock ~o another they crept np on tb ir 
ganw. aut1on, ly ra: mo- th 1r head from behm<1 the la t hillock with guns 
r.ock <1 -'-h y fom11l th •ir, nppo ed h ar was a woman and chil<lr n. At 5: 30 a. m. 
011 th 8th tho utt<'r wa. at, ·bore t gath •r mo an<l food. Tho <1 er men w re 
put ?ff, an<l a. o ·lock we got uncl•r w y, ncouutering a littl floating ic in 
pa . mg ~m f th hay. At u :i:· a. m. on .August 9 we left our interpr t r at the 
oat1v nlla'.y" on l_over Ba~·- and t_7:,J5 a. m. stopped off the village at East II ad 
1o <mnmuni ·a< with to. 1a, mal m~ arraugemPnt: with him to pur :ha d er 
<1 ri111: ih ·i~t r ·lii ·h should l,c, C'alle<l f r b following ea n. A 1: 30 p. m. 
on thP H 11 of f\u n th hip a11 ·hor l off th r •inclc r station aucl the d er w re 
du) l:\n 1 <1. ' hi. do cl the trip. for h, oa on : ft ·r r in,l n. 
Hin 111" nru n~ 1 uITniI a th r in<l r :-tat ion at 4 o'd <·k on he m rnin~ of 
Augu t 11 h an<'hor n ho,· aud the t :nn r Bear got un<l r ·ay f, r I otz uue 
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Sound. By 10 o'clock we were rounding Cape Prince of Wales through the straits. 
Off to the westward 3 large umniaks were seen under sail en rou.te to Siberia. 
The next day at noon we came to anchor off Cape Blossom, Kotzebue Sound. Soon 
·after 12 umniak loads of Eskimo ·came off to the ship. This is the location of 
one of the international and intertribal annual fairs of the Arctic, and the annual 
opportunity for the sick through all Arctic Alaska to secure the services of a physi-
cian. The natives brought with them a number of the boaes and tusks of the mam-
moth, which were secured for the Sitka Museum. At 10 :45 p. m., the surgeon of the 
ship having attended to the ailments of the population that .c.ame on board, the 
-anchor was h.ove and the ship steamed for Point Hope, which was reached at 9 p. m., 
August 13. The weather, however, was so foggy that the ship was compelled to go 
far out to sea to avoid the shoals off the point, and therefore we were unable to come 
to anchor until midnight. The following morning, the fog having lifted, the captain 
ver;y kindly sent me ashore to inspect the station and confer with the missionary 
teacher. Returning to the ship at noon, we got under way, sailing to the north. 
Learning from the natives that a whaling schooner, S-ilver Wave, was wrecked in the 
vicinity of Icy Cape, a stop of a few hours was made at that point to secure definite 
information, after which, continuing uorthward, the refuge station at Point Barrow 
was reached at 11: 45 a. m. on the 16th of August. Going ashore to confer with 
regard t.o school matters, I was detained until the fourth day there on account of a 
storm having come up, making the surf dangerous. Capt·. Borden, the ex-keeper of 
the station, having been relieved from duty, Lieut. Jarvis was placed in charge by 
Capt. Healy, peudjng the turning over of the station to our form.er teacher, Mr. L. 
M. Stevenson, who had been appointed by the Secretary of the Treasnry to fake 
charge. On tho 18th of August Mr. Stevenson and myself, after canvassing all sec-
tions of the vicinity, selected. a location.for the Presbyterian mission on the first rise 
of ground to the north of the village, lying back and between the village and the 
refuge station, and separated from the village by a small ravine. That same even-
ing l was able to return on board shi.p through the surf. On the 19th the mission 
bel1, which had been en route two years, was landed on the beach, and for the first 
time rang out upon the Arctic air. On tho 20th of August Capt. Healy took the Bear 
to Point Belcher to bring up some coal which had been left from the previous sea-
son. On the 11th of Jane a whaleboat, containing 9 boys and 1 woman, was driven 
out to sea from Point Belcher, and they were unable to return until the 16th of July, 
being thirty-five clays out to sea in an open boat. During the time they captured 
11 walrus, 1·white bear, and all tho seal that they could eat. 
From the same place two boats' crew were driven off to sea, but were out only 
nine days. While at Point Belcher the Bear was boarded by Capt. Owen, of the 
whaling bark Mermaid, who brought us news and newspapers from civilization as 
late as June 30. At 4 :30 p. m., on tho 21st, anchor was weighed and the ship got 
under way to return to the refuge station. Tho Arctic currents were so strong that 
in the fog the ship was carried some 20 miles beyond its destination, so that we 
did not como to anchor off tho station until 9 :45 the next day. All duties having 
been discharged at the refuge station and school, at 4 o'clock on the morning of 
August 23 anchor was hovo, and we started on our return to tho south, anchoring 
off Icy Cape, on the next day, to enable the crew of tho Bear to get off from the 
beach the Arctic schooner S'ilver Ware, which was accomplished on tho afternoon of the 
26th. Taking the schooner in tow at 8 :15 a. m. of the 27th, the Bear started on its 
return to the reindeer station at Port Clarence. A gale having come up at mid-
night we anchored off Cape Sabin. Tho next morning another start was made, but, 
finding the sea too rough for comfortably towing the schooner, the captain ran under 
the lea of Cape Sabin and anchored. At 3 on the morning of the 30th ~e again got 
under way, reaching Point Hope at noon, where Lieutenant White and a boat's 
crew were sent ashore with the mail. The boat swamped on the beach. The men, 
however, escaped with nothing more than a drenching. On the morning of the 31st, 
the wind having shifted a little, anchor was weighed and another start was made 
for Cape Prince of Wales. At midnight, meeting the steamer Jane Gray, San Fran-
cisco papers as late as July 23d were received. On the evening of the 1st of Sep-
t ember the Diomede Islands were sighted. . In Bering Straits a strong ti<le was 
met, so that from 3 a. m. until 9 the ship steamed but 16 miles. From 9 :30 until 
5 p. m., with a full head of steam, no progress was made against the gale, the ship 
rather drifting back toward the straits, and the course of the ship was changed 
to tho south. While opposite Cape Prince of \Vales Mr. and Mrs. Thornton ven-
tured off in a native boat through a heavy surf and a rough sea. From them we. 
l~arnecl that Mr. W. T. Lopp and Miss Kittredge had been married (the .fint Chris-
tian marriage ever celebrated in Alaska north and west of St. Michael) and gone 
down to the reindeer station in a umiak on a wedding tour. 
The gale drove us far south of our course, and when the morning of the 3d dawned 
no one on shipboard knew just where we were. About 6 :10 o'clock, the fog lifting 
for an instant, land. was sighted toward the northeast, which was afterward found 
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to be Kings Island . Owing to a succession of gales am1. tho difficulty of towing a 
schooner through heavy seas, tho ship was detained over a week in reaching Port 
Clarence. However, at 2 :40 p. m., S-eptemper 3d, anchor was dropped opposite the 
r eindeer s~ation, the surf being too heavy to admit of l anding. The following day 
a landing was effected, and the various supplies that were to bo landed at the sta-
tion were taken on shore. Mr. A. S. McClellan, who during the summer had been 
erecting the IQission residence at Cape Prince of Wales, was receiYed on board for 
transportation to the Aleutian Islands, and at 10 :50 p. m. tho ship got under way 
for St. Michael, which was reached on the morning of September 6th. Here it was 
found that the steamer P. B. Ware was on the stocks, being built for the Yukon 
River trade, and that the workmen who had been brought up from Puget Sound 
had struck for higher wages and the work was at a standstill; that the company 
who were building tho steamer had on the beach in a canvas house $75,000 worth of 
goods and supplies for the miners at the h eadquarters of the Yukon River, all of 
which was in great danger of being lost. On account of these things and the late-
ness of tho season, the men jn charge very naturally sought assistance from the rev-
enue cutter. Recognizing the emergency, Capt. Healy sent to their assistance 
Assistant Engineer Faulkensteio, the carpenter, and 8 men from the crew, and 
each day Lieut. J arvjs was sent from the ship with a boat's crew to render such 
assistance as they could. Mr. McClell::m and Mr. Brower, passengers on the Bear, 
also volunteered assjstance. In nine days, through the assistance of the revenue 
cutter, the steamer was so far completed that she was launched. The birthday of 
the Emperor of Russia occurring on the 11th of September, special services were 
held in the Russo-Greek church at St. Michael. Flags were displayed and at noon 
a salute of 4 guns was fired. At 11 :30 a. m. on the 15th of September anchor 
was hove and the ship got under way for Unalaska, reaching anchorage in Dutch 
Harbor at 10 a. m. on the 19th of September. On the evening of the 30th I was 
kindly received on board the revenue steamer Rush, Capt. vV. C. Coulson, command-
ing. At 5 in the morning of October 1, in tho face of a north-northwest gale, with 
snow and hail, we put out to sea for San Francisco. Great difficulty was experienced 
in rounding Priest Rock, for sometime doubt being expressed whether the ship 
could make it. Getting safely around the point in Analga Pass, a heavy tide rip was 
encountered ancl great seas swept over the ship from stem to stern. On the 8th 
the gale was so increased that it was not considered safe to run and the ship was 
laid to for twelrn hours. Again resuming its course, we dropped anchor in San 
Francisco Bny at 10 o'clock a. m. on the 11th of October. The next day I left by 
tho Santa Fe route for Washington, which place I reached at noon on October 18, 
having traveled 16,997 mHes. 
Ir main, "\Yith great respect, yours, trnly, 
SHELDON JACKSON, 
General Agent of Eclucation for Alaska. 
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INTRODUC'l'ION. 
The history of a movement is r arely that of a steady progress. .At 
varying intervals of time new forces come into play, new factors are 
introduced, and new epochs are inaugurated. In all history we recog-
nize these milestones marking off and separating successive periods. 
In the history of educational development in the United States is to 
be discovered the same characteristic. Here, too, are found the mile-
stones of progress, and one of the most recent of these is that which 
marks the development of summer schools as an element in the educa-
tional system of the country. 
The importance of the summer school, and the work to be performed 
by it in promoting the increase of knowledge among the people, are 
facts easy of determination. The rapid spread of the summer school 
idea, as indicated by the establishment of new schools, and the increased 
attendance at old schools, proves the existence of a genuine demand 
on the part of the people for just such instruction as these institutions 
are able to afford. The widespread, and, if we may so call it, indige-
nous character of the demand, is further to be noted. Summer schools 
in the United States have not been copies of Old World methods, nor 
primariJy as following the example of some one successful effort of the 
kind in this country. .All over the country, and in almost every State 
of the nation these schools have sprung up spontaneously, as it were, 
and to supply local demands. 
The work, to the performance of which the vacational school is espe-
cially adapted, is of three kinds: 
First. There is the task of providing instruction for those persons 
desirous of adding to their intellectual attainments, but otherwise 
unable to obtain professional assistance in their studies. The instruc-
tion, when it has this object, is generally and of necessity popular in 
character and limited to those branches in which information of a fairly 
satisfactory nature can be obtained without the necessity of prolonged 
and continuous effort, and in which the advantages derived from an 
attendance at the summer session can be easily supplemented by read-
iup:, pl'ivately pursued. It is for these reasons that we find in tl.Je 
schools, who e attendance is largely of students of this class, the 
in . tru tion, limited, as a rule, to ,·uch subjects as literature, social 
probl ms, general bi tory, physical training, elocution, kindergarten, 
and the lik . The work of the variou. Chautauqua assemblie i 
almo t wholly of this first character, and to a greater or le s extent 
thi. :f a ure i.· present and controls the work of the other schools. 
~ cond. Th econd advantage afforded by summer chool i the 
pp rtunity giv •n university and college tud nts of adding to their 
1 gu1ar w rk ither by way of making up dcfi ·ienci , or aclvanciug 
fur b r in f< vorite branche than the pre. of oth r work permit in the 
wi11t r time. Th , e. ion. likewi e afford tu<leut, preparing for col-
] , n· th or portunity of o tainiug lackiug 1·equir ment, f r matricula-
ti<m: , ud cxperi n · ha hown tlrnt th numl> r of tml nt who d 
tlrn · aYail tl1 m. Iv, f this privi1 n-e i v ry on. ulera bl . 
Third. Th hir t:... ·k that , . ummer in titute of learnin °· ha d m-
oi1 ·tr, t it ability t 1 ·rf rm i th, t ex •mplifi din the ;rnrk f b 
, ·h ol · f Li log r , hi i w rl th, t ·at not be lone at th univ r 1 y 
~· < 11 g . an fr n it· Y ry •h, ra ·t r ha. o be p .rform l at th 
. 1<lc , ncl 111 h . mm r. .1 • will 1 J>Oint nt in the hap r tr at-
rn.,. of th•. c. ·h 1 ·, h r i · pre ·nt •d t t ·a •h r · th ppor uuity f 
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carrying forward private investigation in their own special :fields, and 
to students the privilege of obtaining a direct knowledge of laboratory 
work and an insight into the methods of original work . 
. Fourth. The fourth advantage derived from the existence of summer 
institutes js to be found in the :field of pedagogics. Severai of the 
schoQls·are devoted purely to instruction in the art of teaching, and in 
all of the larger institutions are departments of methods. Probably at 
the head of the schools devoted to work of this kind is the Martha's 
Vineyard Summer Institute, at which, I am told, that of the 600 in 
attendance at the last session more than 550 were teachers. At these 
summer schools professors in various institutions are able to make the 
personal acquaintance of each other, to exchange views, and to obtain · 
opinions upon new methods of instruction. In addition to this, teach-
ers are enabled to better equip themselves for their work by means of 
their own study and their association- with minds more fully and more 
scientifically trained in their especial branches. · 
The foregoing description of the proper provinces of work for the 
summer schools has served also to define the ad vantages derived by 
the people from the establishment of these institutions. But, further 
than these, there are other and peculiar privileges afforded. First of 
all, there is presented the opportunity of personal relationship and 
contact between teachers and pupils. The recognition of and increase 
in the personal element in instruction is a distinct gain. The specific 
information contained in a lecture or class recitation may be small, but 
if there be created in the minds of the students a greater enthusiasm 
in the search for truth, a stimulus is given to future work, the impor-
- tance of which it is not easy to overestimate. Again, the opportunity 
is given the student of concentrating attention upon a single favorite 
subject. Not only this, but in some of the better and larger schools 
the chance is presented of hearing the latest results of study in a 
particular field of knowledge as given not by a single lecturer, but by 
possibly a dozen of the leading professors, each dealing with his own 
special topic upon which he is an authority. Last, and not to be dis-
regarded, is the opportunity afforded by summer schools of combining 
profit with pleasure, physical invigoration with mental development. 
With scarcely an exception, summer schools jn the United States are 
located at pleasure or health resorts, many of them upon the seashore, 
others by the lakeside, and some in the heart of the mountains. At 
these institutions the elective principle receives its complete applica-
tion. Studies are taken up, and courses of lectures followed, solely 
because the student is interested in those particular subjects. This of 
itself guarantees an attentive audience to the lecturer, . and an inter-
ested class to the instructor. 
E>ummer schools in nowise compete with or antagonize the college 
or winter school. They occupy fields which the latter cannot possess. 
Indirectly they benefit them. By diffusing and intensifying the desire 
for knowledge, thBy render more fertile the field from which the ordi-
nary school and higller institution of learning derive their support. 
The one serious indictment brought against summer schools is the 
supel'ficiality or the" scrappy" nature of the instmction given. I think 
the charge is rather exaggerated. As bas been already noted, so far 
as concerns schools that provide instruction for persons who are with-
o_ut scholastic training, and have not the time for prolonged and con-
tmuous study, the instruction must necessarily be of a popular char-
act r. Certainly it is neither complete nor profound. Yet, I think it 
scarcely a fair use of words to term this instruction superficial. The 
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word superficial has really two distinct meanings. In its purest con-
notation it means solely the opposite of profound. In common parlance, 
however, there is attached to this meaning a sense of pretense of pro-
fundity with an actual superficiality-that is to say, a hypocritical 
appearance of thoroughness. Unless limited to the first meaning the 
word is not properly used. Most of these schools recognize their own 
limitations. They .appreciate that their instruction must be adapted 
to the shortness of their sessions, and that they must therefore deal 
with the general principles rather than the details of the arts and 
sciences. Yet if the schools properly and folly perform that which they 
assume to perform, the word superficial, with its common invidious 
· meaning, is not justly applied. 
The vital question, however, is this: Is not the instructiot that is 
given in many cases unnecessarily general and unsystematic and dis-
connected 1 Oan not this instruction be made more systematic, more 
substantial, and more useful, and yet be adapted to the abilities of the 
people, to the wants of whom these schools minister~ There is 
undoubtedly room for improvement, and it would be strange if there 
were not. I think I see, however, the prospect of great betterment 
in the present ra.pidly spreading doctrines of proper university exten-
sion methods. Summer schools undoubtedly represent in their work 
tho effort at attainment of the same end as that to which the 
"university extension movement'' is devoted-namely, tl.te wider 
diffusion of sound useful information among the people at large. The 
common method of instruction at these schools has been that of lec-
tures, sometime in courses, but more often single. Good teachers have 
not been lacking. In the great majority of cases their teaching forces 
are composed of professors drawn from the faculties of the leading 
colleges and universities. As yet, however, the electures and lecture 
cour es Lave lacked. frequently the very essentials tbat "university 
ex ten. ion" leaders now insist upon. These are, the gi\'ing of lecture 
courses of considerable length upon some one subject, rather than the 
u e of a large number of single lectures upon detached subjects; the 
use of printed syllabi, giving outlines of the lectures, bibliographies, 
and suggestions for private study; the encouragement of discussions 
at the ml of every lectm e; and the holding of written examinations 
at the termination 01 each course. The information obtained thus loses 
mu ·h of it " rappy" nature, and is more complete; the student is 
timulated in_the di cu ions to independent thought, and encouraged 
to pr p rly direct d private reading by the yllabi. 
·with the pr~ad of the "univer ityexten ion" movement mu tcome 
a full r a ptance and application of its methods by the summer 
·h ol., which ca n:>t but greatly enhance the value of tbeir work. 
For tbi r a. on together with the fact that with the increasing intelli-
grn<· f the p opl me. a growing demand for till oTeater enligbten-
m nt on m, y ,·af ly pr <lictforthe ummerscboolafutureofexpanding 
u, f'nlu : , and a gr wing importall e among th ducational method 
of th onntry. 
d . Tipti n f h bi. t ry oro-auizati n and work of the. e summer 
. chool · find· , l 0 itim, tc and jm1)ortant pla e iu a treatment of that 
mo\· mcnt who: im i: th ,· ten i n f lligh r edncati n am ng h 
P 011 . tr atm ,n f thi lha.- of univ r ity exten ion in the 
11it ~ _. 'ta . m t h w v r th fr m b i · , 11 l n , . i y, be 
·le<· 1 • I? b ra ·t r. ' h t rm" univ r. i . .·t 11.·ion" in it p ial 
c·on_ni:,t, t_1on a· 1.- din n ·]an l and f Jat in tlii. ountry 1 . ignat a 
•timt 1 a an 1' up : , a11 h v 1 1 m nt of the plan y ~bi h 
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this idea or purpose is to be effected bas been definite and easy or 
descriptio11. With regard to the history of summer schools it has been 
otherwise. · 
In a general way the motives of the various summer assemblies11 
schools, colleges, an<l. institutes of learmng that have been established 
in this country have been the popularization of know ledge and the wider 
diffusion of higher education. But there has been no uniformity of 
orgaufaation, method, or scope of instructfon. There has been no 
afl:iliatiou among them. Some have been mere summer sessions of col-
legiato institutions; others, semireligious gatherings; others hav6 
been private speculative undertakings; others, institutions established 
by -learned societies or associations. Very many of these summer 
schools have had but an ephemeral existence, being born, flourishing1 
and <lying in the course of a single summer. Others, of larger exis-
teuce, have been migratory in character, changing their location from 
year to year. Some have been but the continuance of an older school 
under a new name, and others the result of the coalescence of two or 
more institutions. None, except the few "teachers' assemblies," have 
had connection with State systems of education, or have made reports 
to superintendents of educatiou. 
In scope and method of instruction there has been also the greatest 
diversity, ranging from the kindergarten to thelaboratory for scientific 
investigation, and from instru<;tion in a single branch to a curriculum 
containing a score of subjects. 
For these reasons the task of preparing a corrected aud complete 
history 01 summer schools in the United States is beset with difficul-
ties. The task of obtaining the requisite information has been an 
especially arduous one. Though great diligence bas been employed1 
the author has not been able to obtain in mauy instances that informa-
tion which he desired. 
In the following pages summer schools are grouped under special 
heads according to fundamental cha.meters and aims . The largert 
more important, and typical institutions will receive special considera-
tion. In regard, however, to the amount of space devoted to each insti-
tution, it will not be possible to maintain in all cases a proper perspec-
tive, owing to the fact that in some iPstances schools deserving of con-
siderable mention have afforded the author iuancquate iuformat10n. 
The following are the groups into which I shall, for conveoience1 
arrange the summer schools in the United States: 
First: Schools for original research and for tlrn trainiug of speeialists. 
The schools fa!ling- under this head are gatheri11gs of investigators and 
specialists, rather than of students. Of teaching there is little, the 
e pecial attention being given to scientific investigat10n. The sole 
representatives of this class are the schools of biology, which embrace 
among their number the first perma,nent summer school rn tbe United 
States, and with a sketch of the history of which this monograph 
begins. 
Second. Summer schools giving instruction in single subjects. Under 
tbi head will fall the schools of philosophy, literature, ethics, lan-
guages, music, etc. 
Third. Summer schools giving instruction in several branches. This 
clas., according to my arrangement, includes a large number of irn,truc-
tion of a widely varying size and character. Their sessions usually 
lai-;t from two to six weeks, and tbe instruction is, for the moRt part, 
by lectures. Two of the schools under this head, '' The Chautauqua 
ED 92--57 
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As8embly" and "The ~iartha's Vineyard Institute," will, on account of 
their size and importauce, receive somewhat extended treatment in 
separate chapters. 
NOTE.-Prominent among methods adopted by Americans for securing trained teachers and supple-
menting the work of normal schools have been the teachers' institutes. Tllese institutr.s are gather-
i:ngs of public school teachers for the discussion of methods of instrnction, and as such meetings are 
almost universally held in the summer, a treatment of their work would naturally se.em to form a 
part of this monograph. The whole subject, however, has been already thoroughly treated and pub-
lished as a monograph by this Bureau (Circular of Inforu:ation, No, 2, 1885), and the description of 
this subject will therefore not be duplicated here. 
PART I. 
SCHOOLS FOR ORIGINAL RESEARCH AND FOR THE TRAINING OF 
SPECIALISTS. 
!.-SCHOOLS OF BIOLOGY. 1 
The summer school can hardly be termed a new factor in our educa-
tional system. As early as the summer of 1869 a dozen professors a11d 
students, chiefly from the scientific schools of Harvard University, 
made a trip to Colorado, where scientific results of considerable value 
were achieved. During the next four years parties of students, uncler 
the charge of Prof. Marsh and other Yale professors, made severa,l 
expeditions to the region of the Rocky Mountains. The geological and 
mineralogical collect,ions then secured were large and valuable, and are 
now deposited in the Muse um of Natural History at New Haven. It 
was also the custom of Prof. Orton, of Vassar College,- to speucl a 
couple of weeks of the summer vacation with his pupils in different 
places of geological interest. 
'l'he e were in tances of educational instructiou, but they can scarcely 
be dignified by the name of school . The first idea of the estab1i ·h-
ment of a permanent 'nmmer school can probably be ascribed to Prof. 
N. S. 'haler, who "first . ng·ge ted to bi· colleague, Loui Agassiz, tbe 
e, tab1i ·hment and maintenance during the summer of a seaside labora-
tory at Nantucket for the benefit both of univer ity student and of 
t ad1er. of ·ience in econdary choo1s. The outcome of this ugge -
tiou wa the establi.,hment of the Anderson School on Penike ·e I land 
ANDER ON S HOOL ON PE. TIKE E I LAND. 
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On the 14th of December, 1872, Prof. Agassiz issued the fol~owing 
circular: 1 
MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY. 
Camb1·idge, Mass ., December 14, 1872. 
Programme of a course of instruction in natuml hist01·y to be deli'l:ered by the s~aside in 
Nantucket du,ring the summer months, chiefly designed for teachers who propose to introduce 
the stucly into their schools, and for students prepa1·ing to become teachers. 
'' Zoology in general and embryology of the ,erte brates," by L. Agassiz, director of 
the Museum. 
'' The extinct animals of past ages compared with those now living and the methucls 
of identifying them," by N. S. Shaler, professor of paleontology in the Lawrence 
Scientific School. · ·· 
"Comparative anatomy and physiology of the vertebrates," by Dr. B. G. Wilder, 
professor of anatomy and physiology in Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
''The animals and plants living in deep waters, and the peculiar conditions of their 
exjstence," by L. F. de Pourtales, assistant in the U. S. Uoast Survey . 
• H Embryology of the radiates," by A. Agassiz, assistant in the Musuem of Compara-
tive Zoology. 
"Natural history and embryology of the mollusks," by---. 
'' How to make biological collections to iJlustrate the history of insects injurious 
to vegetation," by Dr. H. A. Hagen, professor of entomology in Harvard UniYersity. 
"Natural history and embryology of the articulates,'' by Dr. A. S. Packard, pro-
fessor of entomology in the Massachusetts Agricultural College. 
''Natural history of the fishes and reptiles," by l!'. W. Putnam, general secretary 
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
"Natural history of birds and mammals," by J. A. Allen, assistant in the Museum 
of Comparative Zoology. 
"On breeding, and nests and eggs of birds," by ---. 
"Practical exercises in the use of the microscope," by---. 
"I:µstructions in drawing and painting of animals/' by Paulus Roetter, artist in 
the Museum of Compa,rative Zoology. 
"On fisheries and their management," by Prof. Spencer .F . Baird, assistant secre-
t ary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
"On fish breeding," by Tbeodore Lyman, assistant in the Museum of ComparatiYe 
Zoology. _ 
"The fauna of the North Atlantic, compared with one another, and with those of 
other parts of the world," by---. 
"The plants of the sea," by---. 
"The ph~sics of the sea," hy ---. 
'' Physical hydrography," by Prof. W. Mitchell, assistant iu the U.S. Coast Sur-
vey. 
"Chemistry of feM<ling and breathing," by Prof. ,v. Gibbs, Rumford professor of 
physics in Harvard University. 
"Chemistry of the sea and.air," by Prof .. James Crafts, professor of chemistry in 
the Technological Institute, in Boston. 
Tbe terms of admission arnl the day of opening will be auvertised as soon as all 
necest:iary arrangements in Nantucket can be made, including information concern-
ing board, etc. A nnmber of aquariums and the necessary apparatus to dredge in 
deep water will be provided. The superintendent of the U. S. Coast Survey and the U. 
S. Commissioner of Fhheries have promisecl their cooperation to the extent of their 
ability witbont interfering with the regular service of their departments. Profs . 
Shaler, Wilder, Packard, an<l Putnam, and perhaps othtrs, may spend the whole, or 
nearly the whole, season in Nantucket, with a Yiew to superintend the laborator.v 
work, while the otlier gentlemen will stay there only part of the time, or as long as 
required by the share they are able to take in tbe course of instruction. 
In behalf of the faculty of the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, 
Mass. 
L. AGASSIZ. 
This was the initial prospectus of the first summer school in the 
United States. It has been given here in extenso on account both of 
its Li toric interest and its value as showing the nature of the work to 
be pur ·ued and the names of the emiuent men connected with the 
experiment. 
1 Report of trustees of the Anderson School, 1873. 
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For a time it seemed as though financial difficulties would prevent 
the accomplishment of the project, but by the generous gifts of Mr. 
John Anderson, of New York, sufficient support was obtained to guar-
antee the successful establishment of the school. 
This gentleman, attracted by the appBal made by Prof. Agassiz to 
tbe legislature for State aid, offered as a location for the st,ation Peni-
kese lsland, in Buzzards Bay, 25 miles southeast of Newport, R. I. It 
is the most easterly of the three western islands of the Elizabeth group, 
and contains about 100 acres of great fertility. For the purpose for 
which it was now donated it was admirably adapted. A few days later, 
Mr. Anderson, continuing his generosity, met some of the further prac-
tical difficulties of the organization by au endowment of $50,000 for the 
equipment and running expenses of the school. 
Another friend presented a yacht of 80 tons burden for collecting 
purpo~es, and further contributions of money were received from other 
sourcEs. A building was erected which offered large accommodations, 
there being fifty-eight lodging rooms on the 11pper floors. Ia 1873 this 
laboratory was thrown open and 43 students were attracted from all 
sections of the country, but in December of this year the death of the 
founder took place. During tbe following season the school was con-
dnct~d by Prof. Alexander Agassiz, with an attendance of 46, but did 
not meet with the financial support that was anticipated, so the whole 
project was given up. 
The establishment of this laboratory was the first consummation of 
a plan long cherished by its founder to provide students of marine 
animal life with a place where they might easily obtain their material, 
and at the same time enjoy the conveniences for study afforded by a 
well-arranged laboratory. It was the natural outcome of the conditions 
of biology in America at the time of its foundation. The early years 
of the present century were almost entirely taken up with the collec-
tion, description, and cataloguing of the plants and animah, of the 
country, and investigators aimed at little more than this. Naturally 
the most conspicuous forms first attracted attention. Determination of 
names was regarded as the all .important thing, and the adult forms 
alone were usually made the subject of such study. Embryology was 
unknown, and the profound alterations which it has made in biological 
work were then , carcely dreamed of. So long as this wa the case the 
~tabli ·l1ment of a marine laboratory would not have been pos ible. 
Cull cting ground· and a museum in whi h to store the objects collected 
Wl'l'C aloue 11eeded; a fL?ed location would have been a di advantage. 
\"it_h th a<~ vent of Prof. Aga ", iz, in 1846, the character of work 
<1011 111 Amenca began to change, and in more recent times it bas 
uncl ·rgo11 a com pl te metamorpho i, . Iusteall of being as it once wa , 
t!i_ . tu<l.Y of the xternal form of animals, it hH become a tudy ~f 
hf 1t · lf. It ha br aden d out to embra<'e not only the, tudy of am-
mal.· now xi ting, but their pa. t hi tory; and it al. · includ a a part 
fit: .·uhje ·t-matt r many que tion one g nerally reo·arded a beyond 
th r ach f · ·ientifi · m th cl:. 
In ·011.· quen · f thi.,', it 11a om ab ut that 11 w ·ondition. for 
t uhr ar~ Il .'.' f, r T W qU(>.'ti 11 , he t afi.' <l ffiaJld new ill thods 
1,t t h ir ol tion. 'i log has ·ome mor e. perim ntal than 
forn ·r1y. . th ·h mi. ·011 truct: lii own ·onditiou 't implif the 
olnti n f h r 1 hi ·h fall within hi: proviu o the bi logi. t 
fin 1. th · n iti n. pr vailing in h high ran l> tt 1~ kn wn animal 
. . pl b., > v · x <11> in tlrn. D w y. But uatnre ha: c lr ady 
f u·m h ;1m11 · 11 i i 11 u • , f r in th low r iu vertebrate 
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animals found in the sea, are represented in an elementary form 1all of 
the manifestations of life observed in those highest in the scale, while 
at tlle same time many of the structural peculiarities of higher animals 
are made plain only by comparison with these lower forms. 
It is to the study of mariue animals that we must look for the solu-
tion of many of the problems of biology, and it was perfectly evident to 
Agassiz that the entire life history of any animal must be known before 
there could be any real knowledge of its true relationships, and hence 
arose the necessity tliat the investigator should be so placed that he 
could collect his own material for study, and observe it under its 
natural conditions tliroughout its entire life. Visits to the seaside had 
of course been frequently made by investigators, and while these may 
have sufficed for the mere enumeration of supposed new species, they 
did not offer favorable conditions for embryological studies. When 
biology reached such a conllition that this constituted the greater por-
tion of the work to be done, the establishment of marine laboratories 
followed almost as a matter of course. Penikese would not have been 
pnssible many years earlier and indeed when established was almost 
premature. The magnetism of Prof. Agassiz held it together, and inves-
tigators came the're largely that they might be thrown in contact with 
him. His enthusiasm aroused all those within its reach, but after his 
death appeals were made in vain for the continuance of the laboratory. 
The investigators of the country did not encourage· the project, and the 
necessary funds could not be obtnined. Prof. Alexa11der Agassiz even 
contemplated moving the laboratory to "\Voo<l.'s Roll where it would be 
more accessible and the fauna, richer, but even then the sentiment was 
not sufficiently established. Investigators and stu<l.ents generally were 
not sufficiently convinced of its utility and practicability, and it was 
therefore temporarily abandoned. 
Such were tlle circumstances under wliich were established the first 
marine laboratory and summer school in this country. Summer ses-
sions were a necessity, both because many of those in attendance were 
teachers ·and unable to be present at other times and also because the 
advantages for collecting were greater at this season than at any other, 
and the needs of the investigator were mainly regarded. Since that 
time the movement l1as spread to include other departments of knowl-
edge, and to furnish instruction of a more elementary character to those 
who could not be reached in any other way. The summer-school move-
ment was warmly seconded at Harvard by Dr. Asa Gray. To meet the 
R_ame conditions and accommo(1ate the same class of students, he estab-
hsbed a summer school in botany, ia mu, which continues to serve a 
useful purpose up to tl1e present time. 
SUCCESSORS 'l'O 'l'IIE PENIK]:SE SCHOOL. 
The most direct successor of the Penikese laboratory was the private 
lab_or_atory established by Prof. Alexander Agassiz at Newport, in 1877. 
?-'h1 1 ' noted for tlle elegance of its equipment, and for its many conven-
iences for work, but it can scarcely be classed among the summer 
s ·hooL of the country for the reason that it b private property, and 
open only to a limited number of workers upon special terms. 
In 1 7H a summer school of biology was opened at Salem, Mass., by 
the Peabody Academy of Sci<.~nces. It was under the direction of 
Pr~fi--1. Packard and Kingsley, and was intended for beginners, as well 
as for advanced students. In 1881 it was discontinued. 
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TBR CHESAPEAKE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE JOITKS HOPKINS UNIVJmSITY,1 
The first real revjval of the Penikese idea was in 1878, wben the 
trustees of the Johns Hopkins University made an appropriation to 
establish the Chesapeake .Zoological Laboratory. Their idea in so 
doing was to make provision only for students suffici.ently advanced to 
undertake original research. No building was erected, and indeed no 
pe:rmanent location was chosen, but the laboratory was moved from 
place to place as seemed desirable, the appropriation being sufficient 
to furui!Sh all needed conveniences for work. 
This laboratory was established as a branch of tbe biological depart-
ment of the univerRity, as an experimental seaside station for the study 
of tbe marine zoology of the Chesapeake Bay. The enterprise was 
conceived, organized, and conducted by Dr. W. K. Brooks, wbo has 
been connected with the university since it first opened in 1876, as 
a sociate in the biological department, of which Dr. H. N. Martin has 
been bead. 
The Secretary of War, at the instance of t11e late Prof. Henry and of 
Prof. Baird, granted the use of the incompleted Fort Wool, at the 
month of Hampton Roads. The fort is on an artificial island 6 acres 
in extent, made by dropping granite blocks into the water; it is 3 
miles from one shore, half as far from the other, and 20 miles from tl1e 
ocean. A strong current runs close to the waDs of the fort, and thus 
carries 15 or 20 mile of water past its walls at each turn of the tide, so 
tlrnt free swimmi11g animals and embryos were obtainable in endle1-1s 
variety without leaving tlie fort. Ten workers were at one time or 
another during the summer in attendance. A majority of them were 
connected with the univer ity, the rest were school teachers. No lec-
ture courses were given, but the work was so conducted as to accom-
pli h four objects, viz, to furui h advanced students with opportunities 
for original investigation; to provide material for winter work in the 
university; to enable less advanced stutlents to become acquainted 
with form of life, which can only be studied at the seaside, aud to gfre 
th m • n opportunity to become practically acquainted with the metllods 
of marine zoology; and to increase scientific knowledge regarding the 
zoolocry of 'lies, peake B.y. TLough t11e laboratorywas occupied only 
eight w ,1- · duri11g tll fir ·t e sion, very considerable scientific results 
were r ach 1, ~ i , lJown in the following li t of published paper : 
Larnl Pl~ nt found at Fort, ·wool, N. B. \Veb. ter; List of Animals 
fournlatFort"\"Y ol, P. l. hler; Deyelopmentof'Lingula,W.K.Brooks; 
I~arly 1 tag of mphioxu., ll. J. Ri<-e; Lucifer 'Iyphm,, W. Saxon; 
D Y lopm nt of Ha ·t ropod:, ,,~. K. Brooh:i.; Development of Squilla, \\. r. Brok . 
uring tlw, .- -ion of 1 79, 1 r. B o k ~ 11n<l with him a,t the Uhe. a-
p ak lab ratory 1 v n worker.· ,' •veraJ a: befor , being from the 
u11h r ity. 'Ille ·hi f ;rnrk f th , ' ·ion wa: tll inve tigation into 
tl1 d<>v 1 pm ut ai1 h hit· f th oy ·t •r. The nit d tates and 
I~ r. ·Jan< · ·h with the univ r it.y toward 
lH 1· h< I" ry <l dr lginrr outfit. 11 k: er , pent at Cris-
f 1<1 h · ,nt r of the r tr cl f he ea:t rn h r of faryland, 
and four ~ k. ,. I · ·.- 1 l a · rt ~ ol. Th pap rem dying the 
r ul f th i11 • '. ig, i 11 into lw n nr all(l cl v 11 p t of tll, o ,.,_ 
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ter, with ten plates, may be found in the Report of the Commissioners 
of Fisheries for Maryland. 
The sessions of 1880, 188 t, and 1882 were spent at Beaufort, N. 9., 
the situation ... f this town being especially favorable for zoological work, 
the surrounding waters presenting such a diversity of conditions that 
the fauna are unusually rich and varied. 
In addition to the work of the Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory at 
Beanfort, a class of beginners was conducted during the summer of 
1881 at Fort Wool, Va., by Dr. S. F. Clarke, of the biological depart- . 
mentof theJohns Hopkins University. Instruction was given by means 
of lectures and also by daily collecting and observing the various ani-
mals in their native haunts. The lectures, twenty-seven in number, 
extended through the session. Eight students were in attendance. 
The sixth year was spent at Hampton, Va. The appointment of Dr. 
W. K. Brooks by the governor of Maryland as commissioner to exam-
ine the condition of the oyster · beds caused this removal, as he was 
compelled to spend much of the season in the Chesapeake Bay. 
The seventh and eighth sessions of the lab ::m1itory were held at Beau-
fort. 
In the summer of1886 the laboratoryw..as stationed in thecoral island 
A baco, the Bahamas, W. I., with a secondary station at Beaufort. 
The session of 1887 was held at Nassau, on the island New Providence, 
and during the following season on one of the Florida Keys. Financial 
reasons caused the laboratory to be discontinued during the next 
few years, but in the summer of 1891 a session was again held at Port 
Henderson in Jamaica, lasting fourteen weeks. 
During the entire ten years of the existence of this laboratory it 
has been under the direction of Dr. W. K . Brooks. The sessions here 
lasteu mmally about two months, and the amount of work done has 
been very considerable. The published results of the work done at 
the seaside during these years number over one hundred titles. Thirty-
four of these are books or illustrMed papers; sixteen of them were origi-
nally published in England or Germany; and translations of forty-six of 
them have appeared in the zoologicaljournals of England, Germany, and 
France. The fact that many of these results thus obtained have been 
incorporated into standard text-books attests the value of the work 
accomplished. The laboratory enjoys the distinction of having been 
the first marine laboratory successfully carried on in this country in 
which research of purely scientific value was made the ruling feature. 
This laboratory was established primarily for the benefit of student,s 
alreadyin attendance at the Johns Hopkins University and conducted 
in connection with the courses there given. No effort has been made 
to bring it iuto prominence as a separate orgamzation. 
ANNIS QUA~I AND WOOD'i; HOLL LABOI:A TORIES. 
In the Annual Report of the Boston Society of Natural History for 
1881 it is stated that '' it has been considered desirable to found a 
summer laboratory sufficient to supply tLe needs of a class of persons 
w_ho have beguu to work practically under our direction, but have 
lntherto hau no convenient means for pursuing their studies on the sea. 
shore. * * * We are sure that such a laboratory is needed for a 
limited number of persons * * * about a dozen in all, but we are 
not ure of any real demand outi:dde of the e." 
In 18 1 a circular wa: i::-sued announciug the opening of a marine 
laboratory at Anni quam, Mass. This was supported by the Woman's 
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Educational Association of Boston, together with the Boston Society 
of Natural History, and wa.s designed "to afford opportunities for the 
study and observation of the development, anatomy, and habits of com-
mon types of marine animals under suitable direction and ad vice." In 
one respect this laboratory differed from both the Penikese and Chesa-
peake laboratories, viz, that students were received who were virtually 
beginners. Twenty-two of this class were present the first year, and 
although the number fluctuated in different years there were 26 present 
in 1886 when the laboratory ceased to exist. It had always been the 
policy of both the associations which shared the management of the 
Annisquam laboratory to give up any of their departments as soon as 
they were upon a firm basis, and any other institutions would accept and 
carry them on. 
Both the society and the association have therefore felt, after six years of successful 
working, that the Annisquam laboratory had reached a stage of advancement when 
it could claim and perhaps receive sufficient aid from the patrons of science and 
learning to be placed upon an independent and permanent foundation. * ~ * 
The Woman's Educational AsFJociation called a meeting, composed largely of rep-
resentative teachers of biology, and the fate of the laboratory was surrendered to 
their deliberations. They decided that an effort should be made to establish a marine 
biological laboratory, and at least $15,000 should be raised to carry it on for five 
years. t 
This effort was so far successful that in March, 1888, the Marine Bio-
logical Laboratory was chartered and the work of erecting a building 
at Wood's Holl, Mass., at once begun. Dr. 0. 0. Whitman was 
appointed director of the laboratory, withB.H. Van Vleck as instructor. 
Provision was made for investigators and students, and on July 
17 the laboratory opened with 7 of the former and 8 of the latter class 
in attendance. During the first session the following subjects, among 
others, were studied in the department of investigation: The develop-
ment of the lateral line system in the toadfish; the origin and history 
of Kupffer's vesicle in teleostean embryo; the structure of the sense 
organs in the pectoral flus of Trigol(l;; the anatomy and embryology 
of Ascidians; the fecundation of the eggs of the sea-urchin . 
The work in each ca~e wa of a preparatory nature, and designed to 
be carried forwal'd at the next session. Attention was given almost 
exclusively to laboratory work, and only a few informal lectures on 
embryological ubjects wer given by the director. Prof. W. T. Sedg-
wick, on the invitation of the dfractor, gave two public lectures upon 
in ectivorous plant· (e pecially the Droseras). 
The work of in, tmction conducted by Prof. B. H. Van Vleck was 
confined chi fly t the tudy of the structure and life-history of inver-
tebrate form., u •h a the sponges, hydroids, ctenophores, worms, 
tarfi 'h , a-urchin. lob, ter , crab., etc. Mounted preparations 
add I mu h to the value of the in tructiou. Oon iderable attention 
wa. given t the hi t logical technique, and a large amount of valua-
bl material for u e in tea ·bing wa collected by each member of the 
cl .2 
' to the aim nd purpo. ·e f thi new in ·true lion the director, in 
pening a dre , aid: 
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object of first concern. Now, the only way to keep the distributive function 
efficient and active is to unite it in proper relations with the productive function. 
The laboratory is the creative agent-the suurce of all supplies; the school is merely 
the receiver and distributor. Any attempt to combine the two which ignores or 
reverses these relations must end in disappointment and failure. The plan pursued 
must be one that will meet the approval, arouse the interest, and compel the coopera-
tion and active support of the more progressive school of biologists. Onr most 
distinguished zoologist declares, in a letter just received, I have no sympathy with 
anything 1nerelr1 devoted to elementary instruction, and unless the greater part of the 
energy is given to origi1ia.l wo1·k, i.t is of no interest to me. 1 
The report of the director for the second session (1889) showed a 
prosperous state of affairs. The number of investigators, teachers, and 
students in attendance during the session, as compared with the first 
session, showed an increase to nearly the full capacity of all the labor-
atories. 
The follQwing prospectus issued for the session of 1891 will show the 
present status of this work. 
The i.orps of instructors for the fourth season (1891) consists of Dr. C. 0. Whitman, 
director, professor of zoology at Clark University, and edit,or of the Journal of Mor-
phology; E. C. Gardiner, Ph. D., instructor in zoology, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; J. Playfair McMurrieb, Pb. D., docent in zoology at Clark University; 
T. H. Morgan, Ph.D., Bruce fellow, Johns Hopkins University; W. M. Wheeler, fellow 
in biology, Clark Univer·sity; H. C. Bumpus, assistant profo1'sor of zoology, Drown 
University; W. M. Rankin, Ph.D., instructor in zoology, Pi'inceton College; Ryoiche 
Takano, artist; G. M. Gray, laboratory assistant; J. J. Veeder, collector. 
In addition to the regular courses of instruction in zoology, botany, and micro-
scopical technique, consisting of lectures and laboratory work under the direct and 
constant supervision of the instructors, there will be two or more courses of lectures 
on special subjects by rnem b ers of the staff. One such course of six lectures will be 
given by Dr. McMurrich on the Ctenophora and the 11-1rbellaria. Similar courses on 
the Mol7'usca, Crusta cea, and Ecll'inode1'1nafa will be given by Prof. Bumpus and 
Dr. Rankin. 
There will also be ten or more evening lectures on biological snbjectA of general 
interest. Among those who may contribute these lectures and take part in the dis-
cussions upon them may lJe mentioned, in addition to the instructors above-named, 
the followillg: Dr. II. Ayers, of the Lake Laboratory; Prof. B. H. DonaldsOJJ, Clark 
University; Prof. W. G. Farlow, Harvard 1Jniversity; Prof. J. S. Kingsley, Untrnrsity 
of Nebraska; Prof. W. Libbey,jr., Princeton College; Prof. C. S. Minot, Harvard Medi-
c-al School; Prof. H.F. Osborn, Princeton College; Dr. S. Watase, Clark University; 
Prof. E. B. Wilson, Bryn Mawr College. 
The laboratory is located on the coast at vVood's Holl, Mass., near the laboratories 
of the United States Fish Commission. The building consists of two stories-the 
lower for the use of stu<lents receiYing instruction, the upper exclusively for inves-
tigators. The laboratory bas aquaria supplied with rnnning sea water, boats, a 
steam launch, collecting apparatus, and dredges; it is also supplied with rerLgents, 
glassware, and a limited number of mfrrotorues and microscopes . . The librnry is 
}lrovided, not only with the ordinary text-books and works of reference, but also 
wi~h the more important journals of zoology and botany, some of them in complete 
senes. 
The laboratory for investigators will b e open from June 1 to August 29. It will 
be fully equipped with aquaria., glasi,ware, rnagents, etc., but microscopes and 
microtomes will not be provided. In this denartment there are fourteen private 
laboratories supplied with aquaria, running water, etc., for the exclusive use of inves-
tigators, who are invited to carry on their researches here free of charge. Those 
who are prepared to begin original work, but require supervision, special sugges-
tions, criticism, or extended instruction in technique, may occupyiaLles in the gen-
eral laboratory for investigators, paying for the privilege a fee of $50. The number 
of such tables is limited to ten. Applicants for them must state precisely what 
they have done in preparation for original work, and whether they can bring a com-
plete outfit, viz., microscope, microtome, camera-lucida, etc. 
Fo~· tbe completion of a~y considerabl~ pieC'e of investigation, beginners usually 
require from one to tlnee full yea1·s. It 1s not expected, tlicrcfoi-e, that the holders 
of these tables will finish their work in a single season. The aim is rather to make 
a safe beginning, which will lead to good ref-ults if followed up lJetween sessions, 
and renewed, if neecl te, for several snc<'essive years. No applications for less than 
the whole session can be received in this department. 
1 R port of Marine Biological. Laboratory, 1888, p. 28. 
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The laboratory for teachers and students -will 1e opened on Wednesday, .JuJy 8, 
for regular courses of seven weeks in zoology, botany, and microscopica.I technique. 
The 11umber a<lmitted to this department will be limited to 30, and preference will 
be given to teachers and others already qualified. By permission of the director 
students may begin their indiYidual work as early as June 15 without extra charge, 
but the regular courses of instruction will not begin before July 8. 
More advanced students who may wish to limit their work to special groups will 
have an opportunity to do so. The regular course in zoloogy, under charge of Prof. 
Bumpus, will embrace a study of the more typical marine forms and elementary 
methods of microscopical technique. The laboratory work will be accompanied by 
lectures. The following is an outline of the course proposed: July 8-13, study of the 
lobster; July 13-20, (a) study of annelids (Nereis, Serpiila, Spirobis, etc.), (b) Balano-
glossns and Phascolosoma, (c) Polyzoa, (d) Turbellaria; July 20-27, study of the 
crelenterates; July 27-.A ngust 3, study of the mollusks (Mya, Ostrea, Sycotypzis, 
Loligo); August 3-10, echinoderms (starfish, sea-urchin, holothurian, etc.); August 
10-17, crustaceans (Brnncll'ipitS, Cyclops, Lerncea, Lepas, Idotea, 01·chestia, Cancel'); 
Angnst 17-26, vertebrates (.Amphioxus, elasmobranch, teleost). · 
Arrangements for instruction in botany have not yet been completed, but it is 
hoped that Mr. Setchell will again 1e able to take charge of the work in this depart-
ment. 
Applicants mnst state whether they can supply themselves with microscopes and 
microtomes. Microscope slides, dissecting aud drawing instruments, bottles, and 
other supplies, to he finally taken from the laboratory, are sold at cost. The tuition 
fee is $25, payable in adv~mce . 
A department of laboratory supply has been established in order to facilitate the 
work of teachers an<'I. other::i wllo desire to obtain materials for study or for classes. 
It is proposed to furnish, e. g., certa,iu sponges, hydroids, starfishes, sea-urchins, 
marine worms, crustaceans, mollusks, and vertebrates, in good condition at fair 
prices. 
\Vood's Holl, owing to the richuess of the marine life in the neighboring watArs, 
ofrcrs exceptional advantages. It is situated on the north shore of Vineyard Sound, 
at the entrance to Buzzards Bay, and may be reached by the Old Colony Railroad 
(t"·o hours and a half from Boston) or by rail and boat from Providence, .Fall 
River, or New Bedford. 
No better proof of the usefulness of the laboratory can be given 
tLan the fact that in 1890 there were present 20 investigators and 27 
students. These came from all sections of the country and the labor-
atory may truly be regarded as a national enterprise. It has been so 
coudncted as to secure a geueral interest in its success on the part of 
tlJe colleges of the country. The fact that instruction goes hand in 
hand with invei:-;tigation, and that the most perfect cooperation among 
inve tigators is secured by means of lecture cour:es in which all take 
part, gives rea on for the hope that the great productiveness which bas 
tlrns far characterized the laboratory wil1 be far eclipRed in the future, 
a11~l that to he laboratory there will be generally conceded a distin-
g,.u .·h<> l place among the educational im,titution · of the country. 
TIU: BHOO!i:LY ' I ,TSTIT{ ' TE HJOLO(HCAL LABOltATOJ:Y. 
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shallow flats, banks, and eel grass, sheltered pools, oyster beds, and 
other conditions favorable for collection and study. The outer basin 
opens into Long Island Sound, whose coast is- varied in character for 
20 miles in either direction. 
The main laboratory occupies the first floor of the New York State 
Fish CommiHsion building, and is a room 36 feet wide and 65 feet long, 
provided with ample light from every side. It is furnished with labora-
tory tables, aquaria, hatching-troughs, glassware, and all the apparatus 
and appliances required for general biological work. Into the labora-
tory is conveyed a bountiful supply of the water of the Cold Springs 
for use in the a,q uaria and troughs. This water is as pure as a crystal, 
has -the same low temperature throughout the year,. and is the water 
used so successfully by the New York State Fish Commission in hatch-
ing and growing salmon, trout, and other food fishes. The laboratory 
is also supplied with an abundance of salt water, which is pumped up 
from the harbor into a brick reservoir, from which it runs to the labora-
tory. 
The station is provided with thrne i;mall row boats and a naphtha 
launch, together with nets, trawls, and dredges, for use in collecting 
and dredgfog. Near the main l~boratory is a photographic room, with 
a dark room and work room adjoining. Each student is provided with 
dissecting instruments, chemicals, and glassware, to be used in the dis-
section, preparation, and study of tissues. Microscopes are provided 
for those students who can not provide themselves with instrum.euts. 
The following general course was open during the session of 1891 to 
each student, and was under the direction of Prof. Conn. It cousisted 
primarily of laboratory study of specimens illustrating the types of 
animal life. The practical work was accompanied by lectures giving 
an outline of systematic zoology, for the purpo:e of showing the rela-
tions of the forms studied to other animals. The lectures also touched 
upon various matters of general biological interest. The types studied 
in <:ourse were as follows: Protozoa, study of microscopic forms, includ-
ing directions in the use of tbe microscope; (1) Omlenterata, hydroids, 
including the study of jelly fishes and the development of hydro ids; 
(2) Eckinoderniata, the star-fish; (3) Bry-0zoa, study of an adult Bryo-
zoan; ( 4) Mollusca, the clam, the snail, development of the oyster or 
some other type; (5) Crustacea, the crab, with a study of its develop-
ment; (6) Insecta, the grasshopper; (7) Vertebrata1, dissection of the 
fisll, dissection of the frog. 
Accoiupanying this course of laboratory work and lectures was given 
instruction in methods of mounting objects and in the 1>reparation of 
microscopic sections. Opportunity was also given for collecting and 
surface skimming. 
A special feature of t,he laboratory this season was an extended course 
in the metho<ls of bacteriological research. The course consisted of 
l~boratory work on the culture and propagation of bacteria, identiftca-
t10n of species, and of lectures and demonstrations by the director. 
~nly those who were wen prepared by previous study and experience 
m biological or medical work were admitted to the course. 
Students who pursue the general course of instruction during the 
summer, and who have time for extra work, are given the instruction 
and facilities nec(}ssary to enable them to carry on specia,l investiga-
tions, while tho e students who have already gained the knowledge and 
experience w1dch is provide(l by the general course are permitted to 
give their entire time to spe<1ial work. 
The laboratory was opened for tlte seasou ou Tuesday, July 7. The 
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regular session for students was continued from that date until Friday, 
.August 28 . 
.A good reference library is placed at the service of students, and a 
collection of algIB serves to guide students in marine botany. In addi-
tion to the regular lectures given in connection with the laboratory 
work, evening lectures occur two or three times a week, illustrated by 
the aid of a magic lantern. The lantern is provided with a vertical 
attachment and with large and small cells, in which forms of life _may 
be placed and their structure exhibited on the screen. .A microscopic 
a.ttachment to the lantern enables lecturers to demonstrate points ill 
minute anatomy, and a large collection of lantern slides of biological 
subjects furnishes the means for comparison of many allied forms and 
structures. The evening lectures are open to the public. 
For the summer sessions of 1892 lectures are announced to be deliv-
ered by Profs. H. W. Conn, A. S. Packard, William C. Peckham, Henry 
T. Osborn, Bashford Dead, John B. Smith, B. D . Halstead, T. W. 
Hooper, Thomas Morong, .A. M. Kirsch, Charles W. Hargett, H. L. 
Osborn, and Julius Nelson. It is expected, also, that other specialists 
will visit the laboratory during the summer and deliver lectures. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE SUMMER SCHOOLS OF BIOLOGY. 
The work that has been performed by these biological schools has 
been of a very valuable order, and the comparative prosperous condi-
tion of tbe institutions of this class now existiug indicate a fruitful 
future. The met.hods of instruction followed have been of the most 
advanced character, and illustrate in its purest form the inductive 
laboratory method in education. In many instances the researches 
carried on or commenced at these stations have led to discoveries of 
grea.t importance to the whole scientific world and to commerce as 
well. An instance of this is to be seen in the work of Prof. W. K. 
Brooks upon the oyster and its cultivation. .At these several seaside 
stations teachers in various institutions have been afforded the oppor-
tunity of making the personal acquaintance of each other, of exchang-
ing views, acquiring new methods, and generally deriving encourage-
ment and stimulation in their work. Younger students have likewise 
been able to obtain a personal help from the different professors, and 
to obtain an insight into proper methods of original research, not to be 
obtained at the univer, ity or college. 
P rhap,• it woul<l not be too much to say that to the influence exerted 
by the. e, mnmer schools of biology is due, more than to any other 
one au:e, lie r. pid progress that recent years has witne ed in the 
teaching of biology in the United States. 
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SUMlVIER SCI-IOOLS GIVING INSTRUCTION IN SINGLE SUBJEC'l'S. 
I.-SCI-IOOLS OF PHILOSOPHY, LITERA'l'Ul~E, AND ETHICS. 
I have made my second -group of summer schools include those giving 
instruction in single branches of knowledge. Principal among the 
schools embraced under this head are those where instruction has been 
limited to the so-called "culture sciences," to philosophy, literature, 
and ethics. As in our treatment of the schools of biology, we were 
al>le to trace the establishment of them all, more or less directly, to the 
iuf:lueuce exerted by the Penikese school, so in our description of the 
schools falling within the scope of this chapter we shall find, in a 
degree, the same general influence exerted by the first established 
school of their class-the Concord Summer School of Philosophy. 
'l'HE CONCORD SUMMER SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE. 
The Concord Summer School of Philosophy and Literature occupies 
a uuique and important place in the history of educational experi-
ments of the United States. The aim of this school, which for ten 
successive summers met at Concord, its first session being in 1879, was 
"to bring together a few of those persons who, in America, have pur-
sued or desire to pursue the paths of speculative philosophy, to encour-
age these students and professors to communicate with each other 
what tlley have learned and meditated, and to illustrate, by a constant 
reference to poetry and the higher literature, those ideas which philos-
ophy presents. The first purpose of the school was conversation on 
serious topics, the lectures serving merely as a text for discussion, 
while dispute and polemical debate were avoided. It sought in the 
<liscussions at Concord, not an absolute unity of opiniou, but a general 
agreement in the manner of viewing philosophic truth, and applyingit 
to the problems of life."1 No lecturer was supposed to conform his 
i<leas to what was said by others, aud there was no" Concord school" 
of philosophy, except that the lecturers generally agreed in an utter 
i-epudiat10n of materialism, and in maintaining the existence of a per-
sonal, self-conscious, spiritual cause above the material universe. 2 
The ge11esis of a school of this character can be traced back to an 
idea couceived by Amos Bronson Alcott in 1842, but the materialization 
of this hope did not come until many years later. In 1878, the visit of 
Dr. Jones, of Illinois, and the conversation with him, suggested to Mr. 
Alcott that the time had at last come for realizing his loug-felt desire 
for a conversational school of philosophy and literature to be estab-
lished in his own town. Accordingly, in the spring of 1879, under the 
advice and witli the cooperation of Ralph Waldo Emersom, the late 
Prof. Pierce, of Harvard University, Mrs. Cheney, Dr. W. T. Harris, 
and other friends of Mr. Alcott, the public were invited to the first 
~ e.·sion of the school, wliich was opened in l\'Ir. Alcott's 8tudy, at the 
''Orchard House," now the residence of Dr. HarriH. Later ses~ious were 
held in tbe "HHlside Bon="e," a building erected for thi~ purpose a few 
steps from the "Orchard Ilouse." The officers of tlie school were: Mr. 
1 Preface to Geuins nnil Character of F.merson, puhlisborl by tho school. 
2 Introduction to Concord lectures on philosophy, 1882. 
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A. B. Alcott, dean; Mr. S. H. Emery, jr., director; and Mr. F. B. San-
born, secretary. These three, with Dr. Harris and Dr. R . K. Jones, 
constituted the faculty. 
The atte·n<lance much exceeded the expectation of the faculty, 
although the season was much longei.· than was afterwards found expe-
dient, the term being six weeks. The chief lecturers were five in num-
ber, occupying tlle five week days before Saturday, which was given 
up to single lectures on general topics. During the next three years 
the sessions were five weeks; in 1882 an<l 1883, four weeks; and after 
that two weeks only. The whole number present at the first session 
was nearly 400, of whom about one-fourth were residents of Concord. 
The last session of the school was held in the summer of 1887. The 
best idea of the work done by this school, its character, the variety of 
subjects considered, and the eminent men who there elaborated their 
philosophies, can be gained from the following abridged programme of 
the courses and lectures for the several years. 
FIRST YEAR'S PROGRAMME, 1879. 
Mr. A. Bronson Alcott, 10 lectnres on" Christian theism." 
Dr. William T. Harris, 10 lectures on" Speculative philosophy." 
H. K. Jones, 10 lectures on" Platonic philosophy." 
D. A. Wasson, 10 lectureB on "Political philosophy ." 
Mrs. Ed.nab D. Cheney, 10 lectures on" The history and moral of art." 
Special lectures vrnre given by Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Prof. Benjamin Peirce, 
Mr. Thomas \Yentworth Higginson, Mr. l'homas Davidson, Mr. F . B. Sanborn, Rev. 
Dr. Cyrus A. Bartol, ancl Mr. Harrison G. 0. BL,,ke. 
SECOND YEAR'S PROGRAl\U\lE, 1880. 
Mr. A. Bronson Alcott, 5 lectures on '' Mysticisms." 
Dr. ILK. Joues, 5 lectures on "The platonic philosophy" antl 5 on ''PlntoniRm in its 
relation to motleru civilization.'' 
Dr. \V. 'l'. Harrh;, 5 lectnres on '' Speculative philosophy" and 5 on "History or phil-
o opby ." 
Rev. ,J. S. Kedney, J>. D., 4 lectures on" The philosophy of the heautifnl and snh-
lime" 
Rev. William H. Channing, 4 lectures on "Oriental and mystical philosophy." 
Sp<•cial ketures by Mrs. E<lnah D. Uheney, Mrs. ,Julia Ward Howe, Mr .. John Albee, Mr. 
F. B. anborn, Dr. Elisha Mulford, fr. H. G. O. Blake, Rev. Cyrus A. Bartol, Rev. 
Andrew P. Peabody, Mr. R. Vil. Emerson, Rev. Dr. I<'. H. Hedge, and Mr. David 
A. \Yas on. 
'l'fIIHD YEAR':-; PRO RA. nrn, h! 1. 
Mr. A. Bron on Alcott, 5 l ctur son "The philosophy oflife." 
Dr. \\'. T. Harri., 5 le tures 011 "Philosophical cli'stinctions/' and fi on "Hegel's 
philo, opby." ' 
Dr. lI. I r. ,Jonef{, 0 1 r.tnres on ''The pl toni · philo ophy" and 5 ·on '' Platonkm in 
iti. relation to mocl rn civilization." · ' 
Mr. D. ,J. • ui<l<'r, 5 lectnr s on "Gr ek life and literature." 
,'p rial le ·tnr hy frs. Julia :Vanl Howt·, 1rs. Ec1nah D. Cheuey, President .John 
B. com, Prof. G. ,'. ~ orri., Ir.}. :U. 'anbon1,Dr. Elisha 1nlford,Pre id ntNoah 
Port r, ancl oth r . 
F {TR1'U YEA.R':-\ PitOGH :\l E, 1882. 
l lPrtnre. on "TlH• Jl rnonal, ~eneral, and individual mind." 
cm '·Th• bi tory of philo ophv ;" 3 on "Fichte' pbilo ·ophy," 
w , "Ir. 
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FIFTH YE.A.R'S PROGRAMME, 1883. 
Dr. Harris, 8 lectures on "Elementary lessons in philosophy." 
Dr. G. H. Ho.wison, 4 lectnres on" Kant." 
Prof. William James, 3 lectures on "Psychology." 
Dr. D. J. Snider, 4 lectures on" Homer and the Greek religion." 
Dr. Kedney, 2 lectures on "Art appreciation a,nd the higher criticisms." 
Mr. F . B. Sanborn, 4 lectures on "New England philosophers." 
Special lectures by Mr. Julian Hawthorne, Miss E. P . Peabody,- Mr. John Albee, 
Rev. Dr. Bartol, Mrs. E. D. Cheney, Mr. E. D. Mead, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mr. 
David A, Wasson, Mr. Lewis J, Block, and Mr. H. G. 0. Blake. 
SIXTH YE.A.R'S PROGRAMME, 1884. 
Readings from Mr. Alcott's "Diary and correspondence." · 
Fourteen lectures by various speakers, on the "Genius and character of Emerson." 
Five lectures on Immortality, by various speakers. 
SEVENTH YEAR'S PROGRAMME, 1885. 
I. Goethe's Genius and Work; 18 lectures by various speakers. . 
II. A Symposium: Is Pantheism the Legitimate Outcome of Modern Science f 
Lectures by Rev. Dr. A. P. Peabody, Mr. JohnFiske, Dr. Harris, Dr. G. II. Howison, Dr. 
:F. E. Abbott, and Dr. Montgomery. 1 
EIGHTH YEAR'S PROGRAMME, :886. 
I. Dante and His Divine Comedy; 12 lectures and conversations. 
II. Plato's Philosophy; 12 lectures by various speakers. 
NINTH YEAR'S PROGRAMME, 1887. 
The subject of the lectures in 1887 was "Aristotle and His Philosophy in its Rela-
tion to Modern Thought." There vrnre three courses-two general and one special. 
The first, given in the mormngs of the session, dea,lt with Aristotle's philosoph:i.c 
system as a whole, and endeavorl:d to give a complete account of it, its origin and 
influence, anu to determine as far as possible the points of identity and difference 
between it and the thought of recent times, since Bacon, Descartes, ancl Locke. 
The other general course treated of Aristotle's art doctrines, and particularly of his 
dramatic theory, comparing it with modern theories. The special course, or "sym-
posium" was devoted to ontology, bow,: far such a science is possible, and its effect 
upon science, ethics, art, and religion. At this session, in addition to the 12 
morning and 10 evening lectures on Aristotle and the papers on ontology, there 
were discussed by the advanced students 26 general topics on the influence of 
Aristotle's writings, his rosthetics, and l.tis theory of cognition and ontology. 
The sessions lasted during the month of July, 1887. 
TENTH YEAR'S PROGRAMME,1888. 
This session, the last of the Concord School, lasted but Qne day, and was devoted 
to an Alcott merrorial service. The exercises consisted of a biographical address by 
F. B. Sanbom; a lecture upon "The philosophy of Mr. Alcott," Ly W. T. Harris, and 
remarks and reminiscences by various speakers. 
In some respects the Concord Summer School of Philosophy stands 
for the highest development of the extra-u.niverstty method of instruc-
tion. .A.t Concord were gathered the leading thinkers in speculative 
philosophy, and through their lectures and the attendant discussions 
were opened up and traeed the paths along which modern philosophic 
thought was tending. Old-World systems of thought, both new and 
old, were considered and interpreted in the light of the nineteenth 
1 Lectures on Pantheism appeared in the Jonrual of Speculative Philosophy for October, 1885, 
except Mr. Fiske's "Idea of God." 
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century's learning. The following quoted paragraph shows the impor-
tant task to the performance of which this school applied itself : 
Exactly what we a.re about, what is the value of our civilization, and toward 
what ideals we are working, are things not so clear as they might lie, and there is 
great need of keener anal,ysis and more careful thinkers to prevent our drifting 
blindly-to prevent, that is, not by obstructive conservatism, but by progressive 
comprehension. 'fo educate for this purpose, then, is another object of the school. 
In order to know what to teach :m<l what to receive we must seek throngh philosophy 
the one central principle on which the world-the universe-rests. Then we have to 
trace this back again from that; through all its manifestations in religion, govern-
ments, literature, art, science, an<l manners. This is manifestly a large job, and the 
Concord School does not expect to carry it out so that it will neYer have t.o be done 
'again, but rather to set people in the right path, so that they can keep on doing ii 
forever. At a time when Germany is overpovrnrcd by the influence ofMill, Spencer, 
and Darwin, and the genius of materialism is getting so strong a hold everywhere, 
it is interesting to find that the Concord School reasserts with brea<lth and_penetra-
tiou thesupremacy of the mind. " " * Butitmustnotbesupposedthatt.hes_cho?l 
is hos tile to science; on the contrary, it approves and heartily sympathizes w_ith it 
in its great work, which, properly regarded, it considers tributary to the highest 
ends of existence.' 
Several of the lectures read at the Concord School have been pub-
lished. In 1882 was issued a volume entitled Concord Lectures on 
Pbilosophy,2 comprising outlines of all the lectures during the se~sion 
of1882. In 1884 was published by tlie school a volume contain ing all 
essays and poems read in the special course of 1884 on "The Genius 
and Character of Emerson.'' 3 The lectures upon Goethe have also been 
published under the title of '' The Life and Geuius of Goethe." 4 Mr. 
John Fiske's lectures on" The Destiuy of Mau," and on "The Idea of 
God," have also been printed as separate volumes by Houghton, Miffl~n 
& Co. A. large number of the single lectures have also appeared m 
re ,iews and other periodicals 
For several years now this school has been closed. Its sessions were 
discontinued, not because of lack of success, for its promoters con-
si<l.ered that their efforts had been rewarded to a greater extent than 
they had anticipate<l.. It was believed that the task for which the 
school had been established had been performed. The foremost thinkers 
of the time and of the country had been gathered together, had 
mutually stimulated each other by lecture, discussion, and conversa-
tion, and the present position of philosophic thought l1ad Leen clearly 
enunciated. The day may come when we will recog-nfae that by these 
di CUf-:Sions the thought of the time was appreciably influenced and 
that throngh the e teachings a service was performed in stemming, or 
at least gi viug a higher and proper interpretation to, the rnateriali tic 
t ndcll(·i • f the a re. 
The influ 'llC 'exerted by the Uoncor<l School re ulted in the estab-
li. hm nt of ,·ev ral other educational experimentH following somewhat 
th ,·am · ;n thod , ~ nd o ·cupyi11g to an exteut the sa,Ule fiel<l.. 
nrn GLE. ::\10lm CHOOL l<'OR ·nrn 'ULTURI~ , CIENCE,. 
i<l a wa 
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to the little town of Glenmore, situated in the very heart of the Adi-
rondacks. The culture sciences, to which the school is devoted, have 
for their subject (the programme explains) "man's spiritual nature, his 
intelligence, his affections, his will, and the modes fa which these 
express themselves. Culture includes a history, a theory, and a prac-
tice, a certain familiarity with which must be acquired by every person 
who seriously desires to know his relations to the world, and to per-
form his part worthily therein. The aim of the school, therefore, is 
twofold-(1) scientific, (2) practical. The former it seeks to reach by 
means of lectures on the history and theory of the culture sciences, 
and by classes, conversations, and carefully directed private study. 
The latter it endeavors to realize by encouraging its members to con-
duct their life in accordance with the highest ascertained ethical lawsf 
to strive after' plain Jiving and high thinking,' to discipline themselves 
in simplicity, kindliness, thoughtfulness, helpfulness, regularity, and 
-promptness." 
The following programme of the work of the session of 1892 illus-
trates the character and scope of the instruction given at this school: 
The following gentlemen will give instruction in the subjects appended to their 
names: 
(1) Prof. J. Clark Murray, LL. D. 7 of McGill University, Montreal, Canada. (July 
16 to end.) 
A. "The Philosophy of Kant: (a) The man and his time; (b) His problem; (c) 
Its solution in (a) Speculative, (/3) Practical, 'tnd (y) .£sthetic science" (6 
lectures). 
B. "The evolution of knowledge, with special illnstrationsfrom the perceptions 
of sight, and special application to the general theory of the evolution of 
nature" (6 lectures). 
C. "Socit1l morality: A discussion of living problems with regard to the deter-
minate obligations of justice and the indeterminate obligations of benevo-
lence" (6 lectures). 
(2) Hon. W. T. Harris, LL. D., United States Commissioner of Education, Washington, 
D. C. (Latter half of July.) 
"The 1)hilosophy of A. Bronson Alcott, R. W. Emerson, and the New England 
transcendentalists" t3 or 4 lectures). 
(3) Prof. John Dewey, PH. D., of Michigan University. (All the time.) 
"Tendencies of :English thought duiing the nineteentll century ." 
A. Rousseau: The influence froin France. 
B. Grothe and Kant: The influence from Germany. 
C. Bentham and Mill: The new liberalism. 
D. Newman and the Oxford movement: The new conservatism. 
E. Carly le: The conflict. 
F. Emerson : 'l'he hope. 
(4) Prof. Josiah Royce, PH. D., of Harvard University. (July 20-29.) 
"Some recent tendencies in ethical doctrine and their outcome." 
I. Introduction: Kant's "Categorical imperative". 
II. The law of love in recent ethic&; Schopenhauer; the utilitarians; th& 
philanthropic spirit." · 
III. The" law of the healthy '3ocial order," Spencer, Yon lhering, Wundt, 
Paulsen." 
IV. Tolsto·i and the "Invisible moral order" in recent ethics . 
V. The evolution of the moral consciousness. 
VI. The authority of conscience. 
(5) Mr. Max Margolis (of Wilna, Derlin, arid Columbia College), PH. D. (All th& 
time.) 
"Jewish literature from the close of the Scripture canon to the close of the Tal-
mud (B. C. 100-A. D. 600)." (Fourteen lectures.) 
(6) Mr. A. J. Leon (Ibn Abi Suleimin, of Berut, Paris, and .Johns Hopkins Univer-
&ity), PU. D. (All the time.) 
A. "The Qor:ln" ( 2 lectures). 
B. "Primitive history and religion of Arabia, an<l the rise and development of 
I lam " ( 6 lectures.) . 
C. "Manncni and customs of the modern East, illustrative of biblical antiquity" 
(6 lectures). 
ED 92--58 
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(7) Mr. Thomas Davidson. (All the time.~ ' 
A. "Greek philosophy from the d-ea.th of Aristotle toihe rise of Islam (B . C. 322-
A. D . -611), and its influence on Christia.n Teaching." 
B. ".2Eschylus's Oresteia ·and Shakespe.are'-s Hamlet;- A comparative stuJ,rJ phil-
oso-phical, resthetic, religious., anil e thical, of the Principles of the Gr-eek 
and Eng'lish -dramas." 
C. "The Kin.gdoni of God. Christianity n,nd its relation to Jndaism.-.A.n expo· 
sition of the Epiatle to the Hebrews." (Sundays~) 
(8) Mr. Louis J. :Block, of Chicago. ('In .August.) 
·i. The philosophy of literature" (3 or 4 lectures)~ 
Besic-es these gentlemen, .several others are 6 xpected to lecture ftom time to time, 
and, if there be a sufficient .demand, classes will be formed for the study of Greek, 
Latin, Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac, Italian, Anglo-Saxon, and Icelandic. . 
Mr. A. L. Leon, PH . n., will give daily lessons in French, and Mr. Max Margolis, 
PII. D •. , and .Miss R.ota Knorr, in German, conversationally or otherwise. 
Direction in private study will be given fr m the .middle of May to the middle of 
October, .aud students will be received <luring all tha t time; but the school pw11er 
will begin on July 1 and end on August 31, ia;sting nine weeks. 
CHICAGO KINDERGARTEN COLLEG E LITERARY SCHOOL. 
Since 1889 there has be.en ,conducted, -each year, under the auspices 
of the Chicago Kindergarten College, a session of a literary school. At 
each of these sessions, held either at Easter or Christmas holiday sea· 
son, there have been courses of lectures on some one great man of let-
ters. The prime mover in this school has been Mr. Denton J. Snider, 
the author of A Commentary on the Shakespearean Drama, .A Com-
mentary on Goethe's Faust, Commentary on Homer, and A Walk 
Through BeJlasA The session of 1892, held at Easter time, was devoted 
to Dante. Ten lectures were given by Mr. Snider, Prof. Thomas Da-
vidson, Dr. David Swing, Rev. Martin R. Vincent, aud ·others. 
The method of the literary instru~tion given at these several sessions 
has been the same as that followed by Mr. Snider in bis numerous 
works. The masterpieces of literature have been studied, each as an 
organic whole. Their structure and motives have been examined, the 
constituent parts separated and described, and the bearing of each 
part upon the other explained. Thus, there bas been delineated at 
once the organic unity of the author's production and the manner in 
which each member and organ bas been made to play its proper part 
in contributing to the symmetry and purpose of the whole. 
MILWA U KE J<~ LITERARY SC HOOL. 
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value clearly indicates the wisdom of the leaders of " University 
Extension'' in appending this educational feature to all their courses. 
By this means, not only are the lectures broadened in their scope, and 
the application of the doctrines enunciated indic_ated, but al~o vague 
or ;nisunderstood statements of the lectures explamed or qualified. 
THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED ETHICS AT PLYMOUTH. 
This is one of the latest experiments in summer instruction, and from 
the uniqueness of its scope and the success it obtainerl. at its first session 
is deserving of a somewhat extended notice. The following sketch of 
tllis school is extracted from the Review of Reviews for September, 
1891: " In many respects the most noteworthy of the new special 
summer schools inaugurated in 1891 has been tbat of' Applied Ethics,' 
at Plymouth, Mass., in session from July 1 to August 12. The term 
'applied ethics' might not carry to all minds an accurate or complete 
idea of the scope of the school. Possibly the words 'practical sociology' 
would be more truly expressive of the character of the work that was 
actually done at the first session. ~rhe history and progress of mankind 
and of communities in matters of religious belief, moral · doctrine and 
practice, and in economic life and welfare were the general themes which 
were presented and di8cu~sed in many topics and phases." . 
Prof. Felix Adler must be regarded as the founder of the school. It 
was widely advertised; but its modest announcements resulted in the 
assemblage of a considerable body of modern pilgrims at_ Plymouth. 
Clergymen, teachers, students, workers in various fields of philanthropy, 
and cultivated men and women of different professions, or of no pro-
fession, made up auuiences which the lecturers found it a pleasure to 
meet. 
Prof. Henry C. Adams, of the University of Michigan and of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, was the director of the department 
of economics. The plan of the department called for three lectures a 
week by Prof. Adams, as the backbone of the course, dealing method-
ically with the history of industrial society and economic doctrine, 
principally in England and America, and tracing tbe rise of the condi-
tions in the world of labor that are the themes of so much present-day 
discussion and anxiety. Parallel with this broad and consecutive 
course of lectures, dealing with economic progress as a philosophic 
whole, were gronps of special lectures upon practical topics. As a rule 
there were three lectures in each group. Thus Prof. John B. Clark, of 
Smith College, discussed modern agrarianism, including talks upon the 
single-tax movement and the Farmer.:,' Alliance. Mr. Albert Shaw's 
course treated of i;;ocial questions suggested by the crowding of cities, 
including housing and transit, slums and pauperism, Gen. Booth's 
"Darkest England" project, and London movements for the practical 
instruction of the masses. Prof. T,,aussig, of Harvard University, lec-
tured upon cooperation, describing most instructively British distribu-
tive cooperation, German cooperative credit banks, profit-sharing, and 
productive cooperation in Europe and America, and workingmen's 
in urance projects. Factory legislation was discussed by Mr. Car-
roll D. Wright, the United States Commissioner of Labor. President 
Andrew , of Brown University, gave a course upon socialism, stating 
the socialist ' complaint, explaining the socialistic remedy, and sug-
gesting what he himself believed to be better ways of social reform. 
~rof. Edmund J. James, of PhHa,delphia, discussed educational ques-
tions at home and abroad. In connection with the economic lecture 
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courses,--Mr. · Katzenstein conducted a daily class in the principles of 
political economy. 
A second department of the school was that of the history of reli-
gions, conducted by Prof. Crawford H. Toy, of Harvard University, 
with whom. were associated a group of accomplished scholars. Prof. 
Toy's course of 18 lectures, dealjng. wLth the history of religions .as 
a science, explaining its aims and methods, was the basis of the work 
in this department,.and was of the highest interest and value. Its 
classifications, historical reviews, examinations of religious systems-
ancient and modern, and analyses of the relations of religion to gov-
ernment, society, ethics, art, and. philosophy, were a strong groundwork 
for the special courses. Prof. Maurice Bloomfield, of the Johns Hop-
kins University, lectured upon the origin, doctrines, and ethics of 
Buddhism. Prof. George E. Moore, of Andovei~ Theological Seminary, 
gave the course on "Islam," discussing the beginnings, the formative 
period, and the ruling ideas . of Mohammedanism. Prof. Morris J as-
trow, jr., of the University of Pennsylvania, lectured upon the Baby-
lonian-A.:,syrian religion-the gods, spirits, ·and beliefs of the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians, their religious literature, and the relations of 
their culture to their religion. The course upon '' The Greek religion" 
was given by Prof. B. I. Wheeler, of Cornell University, who explained 
its general characteristics and its ritual, and set forth the Homeric 
beliefs concerning the soul. Prof. G. L. Kittridge, of Harvard Univer-
sity, discoursed of the gods and the religious system of the Norsemen, 
under the general topic of "The Scandinavian religion." Finally, 
Mr. W. W. Newell, of the Journal of American Folklore, lectured 
upon "The religion of the laity in the Middle Ages." 
The third department of the school, that of ethics, was under the 
immediate direction of Prof. Adler, of New York, whose course of 18 
lectures, developing a system of applied ethics, with special reference 
to the moral instruction of children, extended through the six weeks. 
In Prof. Adler's department, Dr. Charlton T. Lewis, of New York, 
gave a cour;:;e upon criminals, and the State dealing with the theories 
of penal legislation, the history of prisons, and the progress and pros-
pect of pri on reform. Prof. J.B. Thayer, of the Harvard Law School, 
and Mr. Ilerbert Welsh, of Philadelphia, gave lectures; upon the Indian 
que,·tiou, Mr. Thayer discussing its legal aspects and Mr. Welsh sum-
marizing i_ts hi 'tory and politics and the prospects of reform. Mr. 
John ll. 1 mley, of the New York State Charities Aid Society, presented 
a cour.-e upon the organization and method of charity in cities. Prof. 
R?b rt~: Tbomp. o_n, of tbe Penn 'ylvania Univer ity, under the tbeme 
1 r hti s an ethic ", poke of the moral a pects of patriotiRm, party, 
a11d int rnati nal r lation ·. Other cour e"' i11 thi department were by 
l\lr. W. M. alte:, of ClJicago, upon "Ethical theory;" Mr. W. L. Shel-
don of t. L m upon "Reform movement among workingmen;" 
Prof. '\V. m. h l lon, f o t n, u on "Humane treatment of animal ," 
and r. E . . llir.·li of hica o, up n "The thicalideal in education." 
' he 1 tur wer giv n in tlJe Id high 'cliool of Plymouth, a build-
rly · ntury old. Tb <laily pro Tamm interwove the 
d. , rtm nt n 2 1 t·tnr ,ing given at he , ame b ur and none 
f he <l 1 r m .nt luul a y f xclu iv a<lh rent . I e ·eptivene , 
r .' <l h , n 1 r n ·e m rl th ntire work f tbe ·11 l. The 
1_1 :· f un ay , ft rn n a r · ·e y r pr entati f differ ut 
1 Jig-1 n: ·r L· pnlar an I iu ·tr · i . ton tim r uother 
1ri1~"'- h , _i v r . u n r r · nting JJ t~it . and the 
m1 n f w r m a t ndan · . f tlli number b nt 30 
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were clergymen, 40 teachers, 20 lawyers, physicians, newspaper men, 
'and women, etc., and a number of college professors and instructors. 
The success of this initial season certainly justifies the expectation 
that the school will become a permanent institution. Twenty years 
ago it could scarcely have been possible; and even ten years ago the 
encouragement for its maintenance would have been comparatively 
slight. But the times and their needs have changed. A host of practi-
~al questions of ethical import confront our American society with a 
aistinctiveness that compels recognition, and their study in annual 
summer confereuces at Plymouth, in a scientific and impartial spirit, 
can but serve a useful purpose. 
- The second annual session of the School of Applied Ethics opened 
at Plymouth, Mass., July 6, 1892, and continued six weeks. The fol-
lowing is the general announcement of the courses of lectures that 
were given: 
( 1) Economics.-In this department there will be the following courses: 
"Changes in theory of political economy since Mill," Prof. H. 0. Adams; 
"Theory of social progress," Prof. F. H. Giddings; "Function of philan-
thropy in social progress," Prof. F. W. Taussig; "Statistical presentation 
of industrial and social questions," Hon. Carroll D. Wright; "Critical 
study of the labor problem and the monopoly problem," Prof. H. C. 
Adams. 
· (2) History of religions.-In this department the week-day lecturer, will 
be <levoted to the study of the religious ideas of the Hebrews. There 
will be six courses of 5 lectures each, as follows: "The Prophets," Prof. 
Moore; "Persian influence on Judaism," Dr. Jackson; "The ritual 
law," Prof. Jastrow; "The Psalms," Dr. Peters; "The wisdom books," 
Prof. Toy; "The Talmud,'' Dr. Hirsch. The Sunday afternoon lectures 
will deal in general with the relation of religion to the social questions 
of to-day. 
(3) Ethics.-The principal course in this department will be given by 
William Wallace, M • .A.. It will consist of 15 lectures on" Variations of 
the moral standard," illustrated by the "History of ethical theories." 
The shorter courses will probably include an historical treatment of the 
'' Relation of church and state," by Prof. Burgess; The temp~rance 
question," "The idea of justice," and "The moral evolution of our 
political institutions." 
II.-SCHOOLS OF LANGUAGES, MUSIC, OR.A.TORY, EXPRESSION, .A.ND 
OF PHYSICAL TRAINING. 
THl<J SUMMER S CHOOL 01!' LANGUAGES AT AMHERST COLLEGE. 
The Amherst summer school was established in 1877 by Dr. L. Sauveur, 
with the cooperation of members of the faculty of the college. In 1883 
Dr. Sauveur retired and established a school at Burlington, Vt., since 
which time the Amherst school has been under the direction of Prof. 
William L. Montague. The fundamental idea of this school, as 
expressed in its last aunouncement, has been "to furnish the best 
instruction in different departments at the least possible expense to 
the pupil , and, especially in French and German, to establish a sort 
of foreign society pervad"ed by such a linguistic atmosphere that every-
one who enters it, even as a spectator, shall be inspired with new vig-or 
and enthu ia m in language studies." It has been the aim of the 
school to supply the wants of the following classes of students: 
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First. Teachers, especially American teachers of foreign languages, 
who desire to gain hints and suggestions on the latest and best meth-
ods of teaching those languages. 
Second. Professional and business men and women who would like 
to devote a brief vacation to the study of the humanities; '' those who 
enjoy mental culture and literary society while seeking recreation amid 
rural scenes of great natural beauty." 
Third. Students who desire to begin the study of a language or to 
make up deficieucies, or to gain greater familiarity with languages. 
The amount of study is optional. In French and German there are 
3 or 4 professors in each language, each teacher having usually 3 classes, 
thus giving a variety of instruction adapted to the wants of students of 
different grades of proficiency. The iustruction is based on the oral or 
inductive method. 
The morning is devoted to recitations, the afternoons and evenings 
to lectures and gymnastics or recreation; Saturday to picnics and excur-
sions. Thus are spent the five weeks that constitute the duration of 
the summer term. . 
This school has now held lu consecutive sessions. Since beginning 
the scope of the instruction has been gradually enlarged, and some sub-
jects other than the languages taught. During the last session there 
. were 22 teachers and lecturers, arrangeu in 12 departments. The attend-
ance-was over 200. The 12 <lepartmeuts were as follows: French, Ger-
man, Greek and Latiu, Italian, Spanish, English literature, art, physi-
cal education, chemistry, Anglo-Saxon and early English, library econ-
omy, and mathematics. The extent to which this school has, by the 
above showing, gone outside of the languages in its instruction might 
SPem to render improper classification under the head of schools giving 
in, truction in one department of knowledge only, but the fact is that it 
is but recently that this departure bas been made, and even now the 
main energy of the school has been along the same line as that to 
which its efforts in the past have been wholly directed, viz, lingui tic 
studies. 
THE SAUVEUR SUMMER COLLEGE Olf LANGUAGE • 
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tion is the natural method, the introduction of which in our schools Dr. 
Sauveur has done so much to forward. Dr. Sauveur is the-author of a 
large number' of educational works, among which are his ~'lntro<luc-
tion to the Teaching of Living Languages," '' Introduction to the 
Teaching of Ancient Languages," "Entretiens sur la Grammaire," 
"Grammaire Frarn;aise pour les Anglais," "Causeries avec mes Elev:es," 
and" La Parole Fran~aise." Besides these, Dr. Sauveur has ed1~ed 
and annotated American publications of several of the French classics. 
OTH.ER SUMMER SCHOOLS OF LA.NG-U.AGES. 
For four years there has been a Berlitz summer school of languges 
at Asbury Park, N. J. The average attendance has been about 75 
students. The present faculty numbers 13. Besides simple instruc-
tions in French anq. German, a normal course bas been given to teachers, 
in which are explained the various methods of teaching languages. 
A Berlitz . summer school opened last year at Chicago, with what 
success I do not know. 
A summer school of languages of Cornell and Iowa colleges was held 
in 1887. Its subsequent history I have been unable to discover. 
SUMMER SCilOOLS OF .MUSIC AND OF ORATORY. 
There have been several summer schools of this class, and among 
them the following: The Lexington (Mass.) Norr.µal Music School; 
Batehellor's Tonic Sol-fa Institute, Philadelphia, Seward's Tonic Sol-fa 
Institute; Straub's American Normal Musical Institute; Dr. S. S. 
Curry's School of Expression; The Boston School of Oratory; National 
School of Elocution and Oratory. 
THE LEXINGTON (MASS.) NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL. 
This school for the training of teachers was established in 1883 and 
has had a successful existence, and now possesses a national reputa-
tion. In answer to an inquiry regarding the school, the principal, Mr. 
H. E. Holt, writes (1891): 
Seven years ago I opened a summer school for the study of normal methods as 
applied to the teaching of music. We had 11 teachers the first year, and the num-
ber has steadily increased each year, the term of 1890 numbering 130, with a gradu-
ating class (three years' course) of 24. We h ave teachers from all parts of the 
country, and the number and quality are constantly increasing. Next year we sbaJl 
arrange for a post-graduate course. We are not able to supply the demand for well-
trained teachers. I also have classes for the training of teachers on Saturdays in 
Boston. These classes are well attended and the interest is constantly increasing. 
, CIIOOL OF EXPRESSION. 
The first summer term of this school, at whose head is Dr. S. S. 
Ourry, wa. held at Martha's Vineyard in 1886. It was attended by 
?9 students, 11early all of whom were professors in colleges or teachers 
m normal cbools or clergymen. 
The second term was held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., the summer 
of 1887. Therewere23 students. The clergymen came from 7 different 
denominations. 
The summer session of 1888 was held in Boston. There were gradu-
ate. from 7 different colleges, and the students came from 20 different 
States and Canada. The number of students was 42. 
The ummer term of l 889 was held at Lancaster, Mass. The number 
of students was the same as the preceding year. 
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The fourth summer term, that of 1890, was held at Newport, R. I., 
and so happy were the students in the place that they voted a request 
to have the session there another year. The next summer school will 
accordingly be held at Newport in 1891. 
The amount of work done by each student in the school has been on 
an average six hours a day for five weeks. The following subjects 
have been taken up: Vocal training, phonology and articulation, vocal 
expression, physical traini~g, pantomimic expression, Shakespeare, 
Browning, Tennyson, extemporaneous speaking, public reading, methods 
of training voice and. vocal expression, the history of pedagogy in Tela-
tion to elocution and expression, principles of educational reformers and 
lessons deducted from them for expression, etc. 
The Boston School of Oratory for special instruction in the synthetic 
philosophy of expression and literature held a summer session of five 
weeks in 1890. Summer sessions were also held by the National School 
of Elocution and Oratory, James E. Murdock, president, in Philadel-
l)hia; and by the National School of Elocution and Oratory at Ann 
Arbor. The Monroe College of Oratory, Boston, Mass., which held a 
summer session in 1887, is now merged with the Martha's Vineyard 
Summer Institute, and bears the name of Emerson Uollege of Oratory. 
This school has been exceedingly successful, and had an attendance in 
1800 of over 100 students. . 
INTERNATIONAL Y. M. C. A. TRAINING SCHOOL. 
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PART III. 
SUMMER SCHOOLS GIVING INSTRUCTION IN SEVERAL BRANCHES. 
I.-CHAUTAUQUA. 
Under the title of the Chautauqua movement are embraced a variety 
ofmethodsforthepopularizationofknowledge in the United States. The 
description of the growth of these agencies forms one of the most inter-
esting and remarkable chapters in the history of educational develop-
ment in this country. The almost marvelous growth of this movement 
within the period of a few years offers a striking testimony to what 
economists call "an effective demand" upon the part of the general 
publicfor aliberal education. ''The ramifications of Chautauqua would 
stagger belief," says a recent writer,1 "did we not know how steam 
and electricity have developed the world into the round table of these 
latter days and with their weaver's shuttle laced together the thoughts 
of men. Chautauqua is a marvelous illustration of the law that often 
great social and economic forces flow with a tidal sweep over commu-
nities only half conscious of them. Its 100,000 registered students, 
half of whom are between 30 and 40 years of age, and its practi-
cally endless courses of study make this home college the realization of 
a world university, the summer ~ssembly being its visible center. 
About one in every thousand of the people of the United States 
owns the shibboleth Chautauqua, while more than one in every hun-
dred visits its yearly gatherings. It exists in every State and Terri-
tory. Its circles have rolled from Chautauqua Lake to Canada, Mexico, 
Central America, Chile, Great Britain, France, Russia, Bulgaria, Syria, -
· Cape Colony, Persia, India, Australia, China, Japan, the isles of the 
sea, Hawaii, Alaska." 
The present Chautauqua embraces several instrumentalities by which 
it performs its work. These agencies are of three general classes: (1) 
voluntary home reading during the year, with reports of progress to 
headquarters; (2) scholarly study and professional training by corre-
spondence, and (3) great popular summer meetings at Chautauqua and 
other places. 
Historically speaking, the whole movement is the outgrowth of a 
kind of religious folkmote, the camp meeting, which was transformed 
at Fair Point on Lake Chautauqua into a Sunday-school assembly in 
August, 187 4. 
The idea of utilizing the camp meeting for educational purposes, the thought of 
a "camp-meeting institute," where methods of teaching should be cultivated, was 
suggested by Silas F armer, the antiquary and historian of Detroit, Mich., in the 
~unday School Journal, as early as April, 1870; but a similar, and perhaps larger, 
idea was early cherished by Lewis Miller, of Akron, Ohio, the inventor of the Buck-
eye mower, which h as r evolutionized the farming m11chiuery of America. This 
practical-minded, large-hearted, and wealthy man, who all his life had been act-
ively en <Tagecl in Sunday-school work. and who was one of the earliest and staunch-
est promoters of mechanical and agricultural education in Ohio, joined hands with 
Dr. (now Bishop) John H. Vincent for the improvement of Sunday-school teaching 
by a generous alliance with science and literature. Dr. Vincent, for many years a 
leader in American Sunday-school work, believed most strongly in the increase of 
'' week -day power " by the intimate association of secular and r eligions learning. 
H e believed in the harmony of religion with every-day life. In the summer of 1873 
the two men, Mr. Miller aud Dr. Vincent, visited the Fourth Erie Confereuce camp 
1 The New Eugland Magazine, vol. 8, p. 94. 
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mcetiugof the Methodist Episcopal Church, held at Fair Point, on Lake Chantauf]ua, 
in southern New York. They chose that }<'air Point for a local estabfo,hrnent of 
"The Chautauqua Sunday-School Assembly." 
To understand the historical development of the modern Chautauqua, with its 
many-sided e<lucational and social features, we must 1iever lose sigl!t of its original 
democratic and r eligious foundations. Whatever may be the tendP-ncies and aspi-
rations, the variations and specializations of this popular educational experiment, 
the folkmote remains the basis of all. The Chautauqua Sunday-School Assembly 
beg,1 11 its sessions on the first Tuesday evening in August, 187'1, and that evening has 
continued to be tue time for the regular "assembly opening," although fully one 
mouth of educational work along secular Jines now prece(1es this memorable date in 
the Chautauqua calendar. The first distinctive objects of Chautauqua are insep-
arably connected with Biblical study in a Sunday-school normal institute. The 
e:irly programmes of the assembly show a rich succession of lectures on practical Sun-
day-school work antl on the Bible, with conferences and discussions on methods of 
teaching. Into the religious current came, in successive 3·ears, more and more trib-
ut,iry strnallls representing modeTn science and literature in their reJations to life 
and thought. One can distinctly trace in the records of Chaut,auqua the beginnings 
of all its modern educational tendencies, whether in pedagogics, art, social science, 
or i ho higher education. Map-drawing, blackboard sketching, the study of Biblical 
g~ogrnphy in a great relief map of Palestine made of turf and stones, open-air talks, 
concerts, and even popular enterlainments wer~ not absent from those early pro-
grammes. Prominent among the early features of Chautauqua were its wonderful 
catholicity, its broad spirit of toleration, its democratic and widely representative 
character. From the very outset members of all the leading Protestant churches 
joined in the work. Church congresses were held at Chautauqua, and prominent 
clngymen from various denominations addre sed the a~semblies. Among the 600 
students the very first year there were repTesentatives from 25 States and from the 
provinces of Canada. 1 
Beginning thus a a popular gathering for the discussion of methods 
of Sunday-school teaching Chautauqua has gradually extended jts 
scope and differentiated its methods of instruction until at present the 
Chautauqua University embraces tlie following <.listiirnt departments: 
I. 
"The Chautauqna . 
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photography, sloyd, stenography, etc. For the special class room 
instruction offered.in this division tuition fees are charged. 
An idea of the character of the exercises of the :first class, those open 
to the public, may be gained from the following prograin1;11e for the last 
session (1891): 
AMERICAN COURSES, 
(1) American life and home institutions (6 l ecti:ires), Prof. J. B. McMaster, Uni-
versity of Pennsy 1 vania. . 
(2) Early politics in the United States (5 lectures), Prof. J. A. Woodburn, Umver-
sity of Indiana. 
(3) Constitutional history (6 lectures) , Prof. l!'. N. Thorpe, University of Pennsyl-
vania. 
(4) Early voyages and conquests (4 lectures), Prof John Fiske, Harvard University. 
(5) _Ancient ·and native peoples of North America (5 lectures), Prof. Frederick 
Starr, American Museum of Natural History, N. Y. 
(6) American writers (3 lectures), Mr. Leon H. Vincen.t, Philadelphia, Pa. 
(7) Discovery and revolution (2 lectures, with 1,tereopticon), Prof. 1\1. L. Williston, 
Chicago, Ill. 
(8) The American Navy (2 lectures, with stereopticon), Mr. H. vV. Raymond, of the 
U.S. Navy Department. 
(9) American scenery in the West (3 lectures, with stereopticon), Mr. H. H. Ragan, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
(10) Scenery of the South (3 lectures, with stereopticon), Dr. A.H. Gillet, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. . 
MISCELLANEOUS COURSES. 
(1) Italian b eginnings of modern history (4 lectures), Prof. H. B. Adams, .Johns 
Hopkins University. 
(2) Readings in tbe book of Job (7 lectures), Dr. W.R. Harper, Yale University. 
(3) Medi~val biography (5 lectures), Prof. C. J. Little, Syracuse Universit~,. 
(4) Literary topics (3 lectnres), Miss Agnes Repplier, of Philadelphia. 
(5) Biographical studies (3 lectures), Dr. John Henry Barrows, Chicago, Ill. . 
(6) Social and economic problems (4 l e~tures), Dr. E.W. Bemis, Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. 
(7) The policies of Great Britain (3 lectures), Hon. George Makepeace Towle, 
Boston, Mass. 
(8) Questions of the hour (3 l ectures), Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Boston, Mass. 
SINGLE LECTURES AND ADDRESSES. 
Single lectures and addresses by Dr W. T. Harris, Bishop W. A. Leonard, Hon. 
Henry Watterson, Dr. Ed ward McGlynn, Dr. R. S. MacArthlll', Miss Frances E. Wil-
la,rtl, Bishop John P. Newman, Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, Col. Fr::..ncis W. Parker, 
Gen. Stevrnrt L. Woodford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Hon. John J. Maclaren, Mrs. Zereltla 
Wallace, Dr. George T. Dowling, Mr. Melvil Dewey, Dr. Charles Stewart vVelles, 
Dr. ,T. T. Edwards, Dr. l!.,rank M. Deems, Mr. Jacob A. Riis, Prof. R. F. W eidner, 
Mrs. Lydia Vou Finckelstein Mountfort, Dr. J . .M. Buckley, Dr. A. B. Leonard, 
Hon. Charles Carroll Bonney. 
DRAMATIC READINGS. 
The list of r eaders includes the names of Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, Mr. Gem:ge Rid-
dle, Prof. R. L. Cumnock1 Mrs. Charles W. Richards, Miss M.arrd Murray, Miss 
May Donally, Miss Jesse Dalrymple, Fred Emerson Brook_s, etc. 
MUSIC. 
Dr. I~. R. Palmer, of New York, director of public concerts at Chautauqua, will ue 
assi~ted hy Roge~s's band and orchestra; Mr. William Sherwood, pianist; Mr. I. 
V: } la?,ler,_ orgamst; Miss Annie Park, pianist; Miss Marie De_cca, prima donna; 
Miss " altzmger, i-;oprano; Mrs. Jennie Hale Wade, soprano; the Schumann Quar-
tette of ~e,~ ~ork; Mr. Ch_arles Kellogg, whistler and bird warbler; Mr. Forest 
Cheney, v10llillst; large tramed chorus of 400 voiees. 
A SSKMBLY CLASSES (DAILY, AUGUST 5-21). 
Bo,rs and girls' cla s conducted by Rev. B. T. Vincent. Bible stucly for the young. 
'Iho 'unday school normal clasR, Dr. ,T. L. Hurlbnt. Course of training for Sunday-
school teacher . Primary teachers' class under the charge of a competent instructor. 
Devotional hour led by Dr. B. M. Adams. 
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ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION. 
Prize spelling and pronunciation matches, illuminations, :fireworks, open-air con-
certs, tennis tournament, ball matches, regattas, athletic exhibition, boating, 
bathing, driving. . 
The following abridgment of the programme for the educational classes 
during the summer session of 1891 shows better than any other descrip-
tion would the almost infinite variety of the subjects presented, and 
the personnel of the corps of instructors and lecturers: 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS. 
I. Department of English language and literature: 
(1) Old English, 5 hours a week, Mrs. P. L. McClintock. 
(2) Class talks on style, 5 hours a week, Prof. W. D. McClintock. 
·(3) Chaucer, 5 hours a week, Mrs. P. L. McClintock. 
(4) Shakespeare, 5 hours a week, Prof. W. D. McClintock . 
(5) Browning's shorter poems, 5 hours a week, Prof. W. D. McClintock. 
(6) An introduction to the study of literature, 5 hours ~1 week, Prof. W. D. 
McClintock. 
(7) ·American poets, Prof. W. D. McClintock. 
II. Department of German language and literature: 
(8) Beginning German, 10 hours work, Prof. H. J. Schmitz. 
(9) Intermediate German, 5 hours a week, Prof. Schmitz. 
(10) Intermediate German, 5 hours a week, Prof. Starr W. Cutting. 
(11) Advanced German, 5 hours a week, Prof. Schmitz. 
(12) Advanced German, 5 hours a week, Prof. Cutting. 
(13) German composition, 5 hours a week, Prof. Cutting. 
(14) Light reading class, 5 half hours a week, Prof. Schmitz. 
III. Department of French language and literature : 
(15) Beginning French, 10 hours a week, Prof. A. de R.ougernont, assisted by 
Mlle. Lea R. de Lagneau. 
(16) Intermediate French, 10 hours a week, by Prof. de Rougemout and Mlle. de 
Lagneau. 
(17) Advanced French, 10 hours a week, by Prof. de R.ongemont. 
(18) Advanced French, 5 hours a week, by Prof. de R.ougernout. 
IV. Department of preparatory Latin: 
(19) Beginning Latin, 10 hours a week, Mr. F .. J. Miller. 
(20) Cresar, 5 hours a week, Mr. F. J. Miller. 
(21) Cicero's Orations, 5 hours a week. Mr. Frank Abbott. 
(22) Virgil's .iEneid, 5 hours a week, Mr. F. J. Miller. 
V. Department of college Latin: 
(23) Odes, atires, and Epistles of Horace, 10 hours a week, Prof. Lewis Stuart. 
(24) A ricola ancl Germania of Tacitus, 5 hours a week, Prof. Stuart. 
(25) Easy light reading, 5 hours a week, M:.. Frank Abbott. 
(26) Illustrated lectures on ancient Roman life 2 hours a week, Prof. Stuart. 
(27) Latin comedy, 5 hours a week, Mr. Abbott: 
VI. Department of preparatory Gre k: 
(2 ) B ginuin Greek, 10 honrs a week, Prof. William E. Waters. 
(2 ) Anaba. is, 10 hours a week, Prof. Waters. 
VII. l partm nt of college reek: 
(3 ) 'opho les, 5 hour a week, Prof. Martin L. D'Ooge. 
(31) The Ath nian orator , 5 hours a week, Prof. D'Ooge. 
(3 ... ) Hom r, 5 hour a week, Prof. Thomas D. eymour. 
(33) Hom ric reading , 2 hour a w ek, Prof. S ymour. 
( ! ) Plato s h, do, 5 hours a w ek, Prof. eymour. 
VIII. 1rnrtm nt of physics ancl C'herui try: 
(3:--) Exp rim ntation in phy i ancl chemistry, 5 hour. a w k, Profs. J. T. 
• dw rd , L. II. Batch lder, rville E .. John on. 
y. temati · b ic , 5 hours aw k, rof. Edwar<ls. 
' t m tic b mi try, 5 honrs aw •ek, Prof. Bat •held r. 
uantitativ anal· i , l0hours aw k Profs. Eel ward Batch ld r, John on. 
uantit: tiv anal' ·.-i l0hour aw· •k ro£ . Edward' Bat ·h Ider, John on. 
( 10) ~1 ctrici y, 1 1 ctnr s, rof. Edward . ' 
IX. ·p· r 111 nt f math mt ti · : 
(11) }tr 1,r: :- honr n. w · k Prof. ,Yilli. m II ov1·r. 
(12) ; om rv 5 b ur ·aw• ·k Prof. Ho v r. 
(13) 'Irigonom · rv. 5 hour , wc- ,k I rof. IIoov r. 
X. partru nt f g· 1 , , min ra,l g • au b tany: 
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(44) Economic geology, 5 lectures a week, Prof. Frederick Starr. 
( 45) Auth1·opology, 5 hours a vrnek, Prof. Starr. 
(467 Botany, elementary, 3 hours a week, Prof. Starr. 
XI. Department oLhistory: 
(47) The nineteenth century, 5 hours a week, Prof. Herbert B. Adams. 
( 48) The Italian beginnings of modern history, ·fonr lectures, Prof. Adams. 
(49) American political history, 5 hours a week, Prof. James A. Woodburn. 
XII. Department of political economy and social science: . 
(50) Economic questions of the day, 5 hours a week, Prof. Edward W. Bemis. 
(51) Four public lectures, Prof. Bemis. 
SCHOOLS OF SACRED LITERATURE. 
I. College students' school of the English Bible: 
(1) Gospel of the Old Testament, Prof. William R. Harper. 
(2) The New 'Testament epistles, Prof. George S. Burroughs. 
(3) The Epistle of the Galatians, Prof R. P. Weidner. 
(4) Special conferences. 
II. Young people's school of the English Bible: 
(1) General view of the books of the Bible, Prof. Burroughs. 
(2) Messianic prophecies, Prof. Harper. ' 
(3) Life of Jesus, Prof. J. Lyman Hurlbut. 
( 4~ Special conferences. 
III. Teachers' and club-leaders' school of the English Bible: 
(1) Introduction: The early manifestations of Jesus and the belief in Him, 
Prof. Charles Horswell. 
(2) Central manifestations of Jesus and the Victory, Prof Horswell. 
(3) General courses and conferences. 
IV. General Chautauqua school of the English Bible: 
(1) The early cliapters of Genesis, 6 hours, Prof. Harper. 
(2) I and II Corinthians, 12 hours, Prof. Burroughs. 
(3) The t eachings of Jesus and Peter, 12 hours, Prof. Weidner. 
(4) Various methods of Bible study, Bishop John H. Vincent. 
(5) Nahum and Zephania, 12 hours, Prof. David A. McCleuahan. 
(6) Synoptic gospels and the gospels of John, 12 hours, Prof. Burroughs. 
(~ Teachings of Paul and John, Prof. Weidner. 
(8) Principles of biblical interpretation, 12 hours) Prof. Sylvester Burnham. 
(9) Outlines of biblical history. 12 hours, Prof. Loring W. Batten. 
(10) Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, 6 hours, Prqf. W. H. Green. 
(11) Unity of I saiah, 6 hours, Prof. Green. 
(12) Outlines of biblical hi story, 12 hours, Prof. Batten. 
(13) Special principles of biblical interpretation, 12 hours, Prof. Burnham . 
(14) Epistles of Galatians and Philippians. 
V. School of Hebrew and the Old Testament: 
(1) Hebrew course for beginners, 12 hours a week, Profs. Harper and McClen-
ahan. 
(2) Second Hebrew course for rnviewers, 18 hours a week, Profs. Harper, 
McClenahan, and Horswell. 
(3) Third Hebrew course, historical Hebrew, 18 hours a week, Profs. Harper, 
McClenahan, and Dr. R. F. Harper. 
(4) Fourth Hebrew course, 18 hours a week, Profs. Harper, Burnham, and 
Batten. 
VI. School of 'ew Testament, Greek : 
(l) First Greek course for beginners, 12 hours a week, Profa. Weidner and 
Horswell. 
(2) Second Greek course, 12 hours a week, Profs. W eiclner and Horswell. 
(3) Third Greek course, 18 hours a week, Profs . Weiduer aud Horswell. 
(4) Fourth Greek course: 18 4ours a week, Profs .. Weidner ancl Horswell. 
VII. cbool of emitic languages and ancient versions: 
(1) A, syrian for beginners, 12 hours a w·eek, Prof. Harper. 
(2) Advanced Assyriau, 12 hours a week, Dr. R. F. Harper. 
(3) ATabic for beginners, 6 hours a week, Dr. Ha1110r. 
(4) Advanced Arabic, 6 hours a week, Prof. Harper. 
(5) yriac, 6 hours, Prof. Burnham. 
(6) Fir t .Septuagint course, 6 hours a week, Prof. Biunham. 
(7 ) pec1al lectures (12) in connection with the course. 
(8) Sp cial Sunday morning Bible studies. 
(9) Confereuces an<l discussions. 
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CHAUTAUQUA TEACHERS' RETREAT. 
Franc,is TV. Parke,·, p1'incipal. 
- 1. The nature of the course: 
The faculty of the teachers' retrea,-t will present an1 illustrate the system of 
teaching and training now in operation in the professional training class of 
the Cook County Normal School, by talks ou psychology, pedagogics, and 
methods, and lessons upon the principles and methods of teaching the natural 
scieuces, geography, history, elocution, literature, and number. 
The clistiuctive feature of the professional training may be designated by the 
word concentration. All the teaching and training is concentratell upon the 
central subject of life and the laws ofli fe, physical, mental, and moral. 
AU the talks and lessons of every teacher will be in the closest relation and 
under one com:::n,m principle. The director will explain the principles of 
psychology and pedagogics, and each teacher in his or her departwent will 
illustrate and apply to practical schoolroom work the theory presented uy the 
director. 
II. Psychology, pedagog-ics, and the art of teaching (30 talks), Principal F. W. 
Parker. 
III. Elementary science, (15 talks), one field lesson every day, Wilbur S. Jackman. 
IV. Numbers, fifteen talks, William M. Griffin. 
Y. Structural geography, (15 lessons). Sand and putty modeling, painting, and 
blackboard lessons, Helen Waley. 
VI. Relations of studies to primary teaching, 15 lessons, Sarah E. Griswold. 
VII. PhyRical development, 10 lectures, Frank S. Parker. 
VIII. Experimental science, chemistry, and physics, 5 hours a, week, Prof. J. T. 
Edwards and assistants. 
IX. Historical English Grammar and Shakespeare, 5 hours a week on style aud 5 
hon rs a week on Shakespeare, by Prof. McClintoclc. 
X. Penm:J,uship. 
XI. Normal im1truction in Sloyd and kindergarteu. 
XII. Lectures by Dr. W. T. Harris, Mr. C. W. Bardeen, Mr. Melvil I>ewey, Col. 
Parker, et al. 
SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL CULTURE. 
The gymnasiurn and boathoU,se. 
The gymnasium occupied by this department is a handsome, well-equipped build-
ing, heantifnlly situated on the vel·y shores of the lake. Ou the first floor, besides 
lecture halls and dressing rooms, is a storeroom for fino racing barges, light row-
boats, etc. The second story is given up entirely to the gymnasium proper, which 
is fitted with the best and most approved apparatus. 
The com·ses of insh'uction. 
(lJ Normal co~r e (July 4 to August 14), 5 hours a day (Saturclays excepted). 
Systematic ·ourse for gymna ·inm teachers. Theory and practice. Anatomy, 
phy1,iology, hygiene. first aid. Physical cliagnosis. Anthropometry, floor 
work, t . . _ 
(2) Advanc d normal cours (Jnly 4 to Angnst 14), 5 b.onrs a day ( atnrdays 
xc pt <l). Di ·tinct from co11r ·e No. 1, and designed for tho, e taking more 
than ono yl ar'ti work in the school. 
(3) ~! ~' lass in gymnasti s (July 4 to August 14 ), 1 hour daily. 
(4) h1ldr u cla s (.Jnly 4 to Augu t 24), one-half hour daily. Single exercise. 
for young bilclren. 
(5) Bo~· ' lc . (.~uly 4 to August 14), 1 hour daily. Sy tema,tic course in the u e 
of gymu tum apparatu . 
( ) ,irl, la (July 4 to ngu t 11), one-half hour daily. 
(7) , w <li h. y t m of gymna. tic·!! (.July 4 to ngnst 14). A thoron~h conr c in tbi 
valw ble y tem which i growing rapidly into favor in the nited , tat . 
()J l.r~e ytm(Jnly4to nrrut11). ,'omnchaprtain tophyshilcultur. 
( ) Athl tI<· · (.fnly i to ncrnst 14). Boxing, fencing t nnis, has<'hall, swimming, 
rowing fi l<l port . Tuition vari with •haradter and length of cour e 
(1) 
(2) 
II CT l"Q A "11 OL OP ;\I IC. 
The roursc. 
Augn -2) - h: lf h nr aw k, .Ir. J. Harrv Wh el r. 
rm ·cli- t h rmon (Jul 7 to Augu t 22) 5 hour. a. we k, Ir. 
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(3) Advanced harmony (July7 to Angust4), 5 ~alf hour~ a week, Mt. I. V. Flagler. 
(4) A11alytical harmony (August 5 to 22), 5 half hours a week, Dr. H, R. Palmp,r, . 
(5) Teachers' club (July 7 to August 22), 5 half hours a week. Methods of teachmg 
and conducting. Public school music, Mr. L. S. Leason and lJr. H. R:· ~almer . . 
(6) Piano recit11,ls and analysis of music (July 20 to August 15), Mr. Wilham H. 
Sherwood. 
(7) Cborus drill (July 7 to August 22), Dr. H. R. Palu:.er and Mr. L. S. Leason. 
(8) Young people's singing class (July 7 to August 4), 4 hourR per week, Mr. L. 
S. Leason. 
THE CHAUTACQUA LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC CIRCLES. 
In the fourta year of the Chautauqua experiment the now famous 
C. L. S. 0., or Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circles, began to 
widen from that beautiful highland lake, Chautauqua, over all the 
country. There are now about 2,000 circles in active life, and with a 
total enrolled membership that lacks but little of 100,000. Since the 
organization of the plan in 1878 there have been fully 180,000 students 
enrolled. . 
The essentials of the reading-circle plan are these ·= 
(1) A four years' course of reading, including selections in English from the 
ancient classics, history, literature, science, and art . Each year of the four is 
devoted especially to a great nation, and is known as '' the Greek year," "the 
Roman year," ''the English year", or" the American year." No attempt is made 
to s tudy languages or mathematics. The course is general and follows in a measure 
the subjects taught in the average college; it g_ives what has been called the "col-
lege outlook." (2) Certain books, many of thein specially prepared by well-known 
authors. are designated each year by a council of 6 Jlrominent men (3) A monthly 
magazine. The Chautauquan, contains supplementary articles on the subjects of the 
course by leading writers of the day, gerrnral miscellaneous matt er on current affairs, 
and several departments designed to aid the r ea<ler, such as apportionment of the 
course by the week and month, notes on the books, outlines of reading, word studies, 
etc. (4) A membership book sent to each reader includes analyses of the required 
books and question papers (memoranda) to be filled out and returned to the office. 
The papers are intended to aifl the reader in reviewing and systematically arranging 
the facts and principles he bas read. They are not examinations, nor are they 
regarded as such. (5) Local circles may be formed in any community where three 
or more readers desire the benefits of comradeship. There are about 2,000 such cir-
cles now in active life. (6) .A. certificate is granted at the completion of the course 
to all who rep ort themselves as having reall the required literature. This certifi-
cate states only this fact, and has not the remotest connection with a degree. This 
first step in the Chautauqua system fails unless it leads 1wople to continue the 
habit of reading. Therefore a large n11mber of advanced courses, l)repared by spe-
cialists, are offered. The four year:,' course is general, and enables the reader to 
find a congenial subject for further and particular study. These advanced courses 
meE:t this demand for specialization. There is a Young Folks' Reading Union, 
designed to encourage among the youth the reading of th~ best books, and a Teach-
ers' Reading Union, with a three years' course in professional lines. 
The present pri11cipal of the C. L. 8. C. is Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, D. D., 
and tbe following description of the work of which he is at the head is 
from _his pen and extracted from a circular issued by the management 
of this branch of the Chautauqua enterprise: 
D~in~ the assembly session of 1878 the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle 
~as mst1~ntecl. The plan involved a course of r eading and study covering the prin-
cipal subJects of the college curriculum, but omitting of necessity its drHl in lan-
guag~s and mathematics, g iving to the English reader an outlook over the field of 
learnmg and some acquaintance with the masterpieces of literature, ancient and 
mocl~rn; employing handbook8 and compendiums for the mastery of outlines, and 
appomtmg more extensive works to be read-a course which t.he individual could 
:pur:ne alone, if necessary, yet adapted for associated study, sufficiently simple to 
1nv1t the maRse and to lead them on without disconrao-ement from its difficulties 
or its exte°:t, yet so th~·>rongh as not to he deemed superficial by the more learned. 
A1:>ove all, 1t wa.s to brmg the six secular days of the week into harmony of purpose 
with the Sabb:~th, uot only by recognizing the Bible as a department of its study, 
but more especrnlly by having the entire course penetrated with the spirit of rever-
ence and of faith. 
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The scheme was broached to a few eminent literary men and some leading educ~ 
tors, with a view to obtain the benefit of their criticisms and suggestions. It received 
a hearty indorsement from all who took the trouble to investigate it; among others, 
from President Chadbourne, of Williams College; President Warren, of Boston Uni-
versity; and Dr. Howard Crosby, then chancellor of the University of the City of 
New York. The honored William Cullen Bryant gave it a strong recommendation 
in a personal letter to Dr. Vincent, almost the last written by bis pen, less than a 
month before his death. In it he wrote: 
NEW YORI{, May 18, 1878. 
MY DEAR Sm: I can not be present at the meeting called to organize the Chau-
tauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, but I am glad that such a movement is on foot, 
and wish it the fullest success. There is an attempt to make science, or a knowledge 
of the laws of the material universe, an ally of the school which denies a separate 
spiritual existence and a future li f"e-in short, to borrow of science weapons to be 
used against Christianity. The friends of religion, therefore, confident that one truth 
n ever contradicts another, are doing wisely when they seek to accustom the people 
at large to think and to weigh evidence as well as believe. By giving a portion of 
their time to a vigorous training of the intellect and a study of the best books, men 
gain the power to d~al satisfactorily with questions with which the mind might 
otherwise become bewildered. It is true that there is no branch of human knowl-
edge so irnpo:ctant as that which teaches the duties we owe to God and to each other, 
and that there is no law of the universe, sublime and wonderful as it may be, so 
worthy of being fully kno-wn as the law of love, which makes him who obeys it a. 
blessing to his species, and the universal observance of which woulcl put an end to 
the large proportion of the evils which affect mankind. Yet is a knowledge of the 
results of science, and such of its processes as lie most open to the popular mind, 
important for the purpose of showing the different spheres o~cupied by science and 
religion, and preventing the inquirer from mistaking their divergence from each 
other for opposition Y 
I perceive this important advantage in the proposed orga.nization, namely, that 
those who engage initwillmutuallycncourageeachother. lt will give themembers 
a, common pursuit, which always begets a feeling of brotherhood They will have a. 
common topic of conversation and discussion, and the consequence will be that many 
who, if t-hey stood alone, might grow weary of the studies which are recommended ~o 
them, will be incited to perseverance by the interest which they see others taking m 
them. It may happen in ra-re instances that a person of eminent mental endowments, 
which otherwise ruigbt have remained uncultivated and unknown, w;ll be stimulated 
in this manner to diligence, and put forth unexpected powers, and, passing rapi ~ly 
beyond the rest, become greatly distinguished, and take a place among the lumm-
aries of the age. · . 
I shall be interested to watch, during the little space of life whicll may yet remam 
to me, the progress and results of the plan which has drawn from me this letter. 
I am, ir, very truly, yours, 
w. C. BRYANT. 
Rev. Dr. JOHN II. VINCE~T. 
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costing generally about $5, for the large sales-aggregating more than 300,000 vol-
umes per year-enable the publishers to give the hooks :1t low prices. A part of the 
course is contained in The Chautauquan, a magazine published by Rev. Theodore L. 
Flood, D. D., Meadville, Pa., as the organ of the C. L. 8. C. Between the covers of 
this monthly are found serial papers on subjects of the course, reports from work-
ing circles, plans and suggestions for reading, and many articles of general interest. 
It is a fact worth mentioning that such a magazine, containing only solid literary 
and scientific matter, and without stories, circulates to the extent of 60,000 copies. 
A helpful element of the plan is that of simultaneous study by all classes. The 
studies for each year are portioned out among the months as a suggestion, but not 
as a requirement; and the subjects are so arranged t,hat all four classes shall study 
them during the S'1>me year. Thus t,he studies for 1891 and 1892 are the same for alt 
members of the circle, but constitute .the work of the :first year for the class which 
begins in 1891 and will finish in 1895, of the second year for the class of 1894, of the 
third year for the class of 1893, and of the fourth year for the class of 1892. It is as 
if a college, seniors, juniors, sophomores, and freshmen were together in the same 
text-books, but one class beginning, another ending, the curriculum. In a colleg6 
or school this would not be practicable, since the first year's course is a necessary 
stepping-stone to the second year's; but in the C. L. S. C. the work of each year is 
complete in itself, and does not relate closely either to what has been or what wiU 
be studied. The advantage of this plan is that in many places where four separate 
classes could not be carried on successfully a circle may be formed, since all are 
pursuing the same studies. 
The :flexibility of the plan is such that it admits either individual or associated 
study. Some follow it alone, without companionship except in the consciousness 
that more than 60,000 fellow-students .are in line with themselves. Others :find it 
helpful to unite in "local circles," or segments of the general circle. These local 
circles count up among the thousands, and are of all sizes, from three members fo 
several hundred. There are little groups of ladies who meet, with their sewing, and 
listen to one reading from the course; travelers on the railroad conning their C uau-
tauqua text-books; home circles where the kings of England are reviewed at the 
breakfast table; social gatherings with criticisms and cream mingled in pleasant 
proportion, and ambitious organizations with lecture courses and public discussions 
in the town hall. 
There is an arrangement whereby each member, however distant, is kept in con"". 
stant connection with the office of the circle. This is at Buffalo, N. Y., where Miss 
K. F. Kim ball, the secretary, aided by her corps of assistants, maintains a supervision 
over the details of the work. With every mail come letters of inquiry, and, in 
an~wer thereto, circulars explaining the plan and blanks for those desiring member-
ship are dispatched. Applications for union with the circle are received, inclosing 
the annual fee of 50 cents, which is the sole expense of the association, except, of 
course, the._cost of books . 
. Each year there is sent to every member a membership book containing sugges-
tions for study, special test papers, encouraging addresses from the chancellor and 
cou11selors, and "outline memoranda" on the current topics of study. These latter 
are sent both as a, guide and an examination, and consist of four pages of questions 
on the readings of the year, with blanks for answers. The items of printing and 
:posta_ge in sending all this material to 60,000 people are considerable. Lest any may 
una~pne a financial aim in the enterprise let it be remarked, in passing, that the fees 
received scarcely cover the expenses of the office, ancl that the chancellor receives 
absolutely nothing for his services. 
_ This circle, though not au ellipse, is remarkable in the possession of two centers, 
6t> miles apart-one at Buffalo, N. Y., the other at Chautauqua,. A beautiful wooded 
slope on the second plateau from the lake, and remoYed a little from the crowd, was 
chose_n as the special gathering place of the C. L. S. C. In honor of the greatest 
ma_u _mall the ~hristian centuries, the apostle who united broad culture with deep 
religious enthusiasm, it has been named "St. Panl's Grove/' Here, embowere<l nnder 
lofty beeches and oaks, rises a white Grecian t emple, whose open sides and pillars 
seen th_rou~h the foliage remind one of the Parthenon. Within this building, "the 
Hall of Philosophy," are held the "Round Table" conferences during the annual 
assembly. 
Outi,ide "the Golden Gate' ' of this grove the members of the graduating class 
as_semble on the annual recognition day, and after n, responsive exercise they march. 
with songs ancl the scattering of :flowers through the gate and under the arches into 
the ball, where they are formally recognized by the chancellor and his associates 
a_s mem IJers of "The Society of the Hall in the Grove," which is the alumni associa-
tion of the C. L. S. C. 
The (ound~r of the C. L. S. C. has a touch of sentiment in bis nature, which dis-
el? ~~ itself 1_11 many of the minor details of the plan. For instance, there are cer-
tam memorial days" to be celebrated throughout the year, as "Shakspeare's Day," 
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"Addison's Day," "Bryant's Day," and other birthdays of great men in literature. 
There is "Inauguration Day,'' commemorative of the circle's organization; "Open-
ing Day," October 1, when the members are supposed to open their text-books for 
the year; and certain i,pecial Sundays throughout the year. Selections are given 
for readmg on each of these days, and at noon of each "memorial day" the big bell 
at Chautauqua rings. 'Tis said that all trne Chautanquans, beside what shores 
soever thev may dwell, can hear its distant echoes! 
There are also "camp tires," when the members gather in the evening and sing 
Chautauqua songs and listen to Chautauqua speeche1;1 by the light of blazing bon-
fires; there are annual ''vigils" on the Sunday nights before and after the recogni-
tion day; and there is the Sunday afternoon "vesper service," with its simple ritual 
and hymns of praise. Some may look lightly on these exercises, but the wise know 
that it is bv sentiments and enthusiasms that the world of mankind is moved and 
great results are wrought. 
In as much as the readers represent not only every age in life and every social grade, 
but also all diversities of Laste, information, and intelligence, it is evident that no 
one course of reading can be equally satisfactory to all. Some wish a course more 
exteusive, and some desire aR examination more thorough than others. Hence, 
besides the regular cour:;e, there is each year an additional list of four books on the 
subjects of the reading, called "The Garnet Series," with an outline memoramla 
examination, rewarded with a garnet seal on the diploma for every year that it is 
pursued. There is also a more complete examination upon the regular course which 
wius another seal for each year . By these methods both the higher and the popular 
demands are in a measur" supplied. 
Another demand among the members of ·thfl circle arose very early in its history. 
Many wrote for directions in following ont special lines of study in which they had 
become i11tere8ted. The majority of the members were in country homes, many of 
them distant from public libraries, and, while eager for knowledge, knew not in 
wllat direction to seek it. Hence arose a neces8ity of special courses for memi.Jers 
who desired to supplement the general plan or who bad completed the regular 
conrse. Many of these special courses have been mapped out, and others are in 
preparation. As the completion of the regular course at the expiration of four years 
will be rewarded with a diploma, so for each of the special courses pursued a 8eal 
will be affixed. Thus, there are special studies in Roman history and literature ( scar-
let. seal), English history and literature (blue seal), Greek history and li tJ:Jratnre 
( cruuson seal), astronomy, secular normal study, and others. These courses have 
been arranged with great care. For instance, in the selection of one course a state-
ment of the plan in writing was furuisJte<l to 50 leading clergymen and theological 
profes8ors, who were requested to recommend suitable works on its various sui.Jject8. 
Forty-five sent answer1:1 more or less extensive, which were tabulated, and the llnu-
dre<l. or more vorks suggested were carefully exalllined until 10 8taudarcl books were 
finally cllo8c11 ao(l place<l upon tho list. 
An in ·p ctiou of tlrn rel'ordl:! and of the lettert:1 filed in the general office at Buffalo 
n•vtalH many uoteworthy fact . Names are found repre1:1entiug all creeds and all 
laud.. Them ares •veral hnn<lred members in tho Dominion of Canada, circles aud 
individual l'tntl ·nts in England, Seotland, Coutiuental Europe, ~outh Africa, Aus-
tralia., India, .J a.pan, the , ·au<l wich Islands, and Alaska. All denomination8 of 
Chri .... tians an<l many non-Chrit:itian bodies are rPpresented in the me:uber- hip. 
Though 110 n·ligiom;. te t are re!1n~re~, yet the conrse is thoroughly evangelical, 
awl a.n at1110 plu.:re of car11est bnstian1ty overshadows t,l1e circle. 
A to the hcnefid, 1 1·e ·nlts of the organization thne {Jan s<·an·ely be a question. 
An_y Y tc-m which will bring thousands of people into communication with tlte 
thonght of th world ·an not fail of ble.· in r the race. Alre:uly this movement bas 
q11i1·!-en<·d lll:~uy into hig:li(·r intellectual lile. :Moro than one young ruan has ,nit-
t<•n to_ the of!1ce t~at hy it he has been awak1•11c<l to a 1.rnuger after knowl •1l«e, a111l 
h_a · left the c1rele for 1he l· rger ,·nlhm• of the college. In 01w of the leading loc·al 
?UTl · a hou. c ·rvant beeamo r member, Hoon. lwwe<l h n;elf tli, brightest scholar 
rn th·• 0~1pa11 ·, r• _olv~,l to out in a higher <lncation, and l,y cliut of :wing, with 
some a 1. rm,·c of fn ·1HL who pcr,.,i ve<l her taleut., nt ·red th State uorwal 
d100J, wh :re . he has _~i111• • gradnatccl. It Ji. led many younrr Hien to mplo,r in 
-tutly <·v ·111J1g tha1 m1rrl.Jt have brei, wa led or wori,;P than wm;t <l, in th ·aloou; 
awl ha . uh. ti tut ·d trong, thow,htful books for •11. ational uovel · iu the b.au<l · of 
m: ny ·1,ung latli, . 
It ha l,r ·ath !l an atm,. ph r, of ct~ltnr · round hcnrn• of poverty ao<l r li< ,. •<l 
th <ln11 ~ou11d of worn·rn 11 YPr- nrlm~ work hy worth , th 111es of thought au<l 
011 • r II n. It ha 1•11, hi cl mi,ldl ·-: ired I" opli to upplemcut th deti •i 11d • , 
k · ·nly fi•I of th •ir •arl~· •1l11cfi tion. Ono 111,111 wrote: 
'· I am o gr·. ul . o . ·on hat J ·an' ·pr ·hat l f1• •1. I am a ha d-, ·or king 
m, n. f h, · • 1 •• l11ldrP11 : nil I work hard to k I JI them in c•hool. , 0 i111•f' I fo11rnl 
,ut · bou ·t r ·I· I nm hying Ill) he t to J , •p np, o that u1~ hoy , ill , wltat 
r h r 11 ,. or ,lll • · mpl; to th1 u1." 
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An other wrote : "I am a nightwatchmau, and I r ead as I come on my night r ounds 
to the lights." A steamboat pilot wrote that he found the course of great value to 
him, "because," be says, "when I staud on deck on stormy nights I have something 
to think a,bout, and you know whl·n one has not taken care of his thoughts they will 
run away with him, arnl he will think abont what be ought not." 
,ve knew of a merchant's clerk and bis wife who, except during the summer vaca-
tion, devoted t he morning hours from 5 to 7 o'clock to study, in order to leave their 
evenings free for the claims of home, society, and church. An Army officer's wife 
wrote from the plains that no other w~ite woman was living wit~i_n 60_ mile~, and 
the nearest bookstore was 300 miles distant, so that she was wa1tmg impatiently 
three months for her text-books, and when they came she fairly wept with delight 
at the realization that she was at last brought into some communion with seekers 
after culture. Such testimonies as these might be multipled by the hundred, if it 
were necessary, to show that the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle brings 
valuable results to the world . 
.As has been already mentioned, the office secretary of this branch of 
the Chautauqua work is lVliss Kate F. Kimball. The following extracts 
from her annual report for 1891 will serve to further illustrate the pres-
_ ent status of the work: 
The class of 1894, the new class, which is al ways a sort of index of the popular mind, 
has enrolled nearly 15,000 members-a gain of more thau 1,000 over last year·s class, 
while the membership in some of the Southern and far Western States is double that 
of last year. The Pacific coast sends 1,000 new members, Canada 400, the Dakotas 
150, Texas more than 300, while_ the States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and _ 
Illinois have together contributed more than 5,000. "' " " The graduate enroll-
ment of the class of 1890 carried the membership of the C. L . S. C. : lumni up to 
25,000, an<l a full tenth of the number have been actually engaged in post graduate 
coursei. of study during the past year. * " ,. A growing disposition to hold 
weekly instead of semimonthly rueetings is worthy of note. .,. " " The conven-
tion idea and the work of the Chautauqua unions are so closely allied that one natur-
ally leads up to the other. There have been Cha,utauqua unions at all periods in the 
history of the C. L. S. C., but never have they done better work than in this year 
1890- '91. . 
THE CHAUTAUQUA COLLEGE 01!' LlBERAL ARTi--, . 
The Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts is an historical outgrowth 
of the Normal School of Languages, first opened in 1879, tbe same year 
as the Teachers' Retreat. .At first each school of language was inde-
pendent of all the rest, but they have now been coordinated with other 
subjects into one institution. The present principal of the college is 
the Hebrew scholar William R. Harper, lately called to the presidency 
of the new Chicago University. 
The Chautauqua College is an institution designed to aid the following persons in 
the acquisition of a liberal and practical ed'ucation: Those young persons who are 
unable to leave home or business to attend college; those more advanced in years, 
who have been compelled to give up a college course once begun; those mature men 
and. women who desire to make amentls for the educational omissions of their early 
years. 
It i~ not claimed that the correspondence system of teaching is superior to oral 
te~chrng; nor t~at it is destined to supersede oral teaching; nor that it can compete 
w1 ~h or~l teachmg on anything like eqnal terms; nor that a class, school, college, or 
umvers1ty, dependent for its entire work upon pen, paper, and post, should be 
song~t by_ the student in preference to established resident institutions. 
It 1s claimed that the majority of those who are likely to avail themselves of the 
ad v3:ntages of correspondeuce instruction are actuated by an earnest purpose to 
o~tan3: an a<l.vance<l. education, by any means which are available to them; that wise 
dnect1on through correspondence lJy competent and experienced teacbers, is calcu-
lated to pr?duce better results th~n can be expected from unaided individual effort; 
th_at teachrng by correspondence <'an be successfully applied to a course of study so 
"'.1de and comprehensive that one who masters it will secure a culture that would 
nglJtly be called liheral; that it tends to form critical habits of study; that it allows 
te t. of the student's acquirement as rigid as can be desired by the highest standard 
of educationnl excellence. -
This pnrpose is ac<'omplished hy a threefold metbo<l of instrnction-(1) by cor-
respondence; (2) by the work offered in the summer schools of the college at Chau-
tauqua, N. Y.; (3) by a system of Chautauqua University extension lectures in 
.. 
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any town or city making the necessary arrangements. The degrees usually given 
by colleges and universities may be granted by the Chautauqua trustees, through 
the college of liberal arts, upon the satisfactory completion of the prescribed curric-
ula. Sixteen courses are required for any baccalaureate degree. Such precautions 
are taken as will prevent an unworthy candidate from taking a degree. In no case 
is any honorary degree conferred. 
(1) By correspondence: The scheme of study in each of the schools of tbe college 
is arranged in "courses," each of which is equivalent to the amount of work expected 
of a resident student, in one subject, in all school years. It is equal to_ ten hours 
of study a week. The number of lessons sent out in each course is equal to thirty-
two, upon which an equal number of recitations will be required. These lessons 
may be sent out, one, two, or four at a time, as the instructor may find most effecti-ve. 
Examinations of the most rigid character, in the presence of judicious and responsi-
-ble witnesses, will be required of each regular student. 
(2) By summer schools under the regular professors of the summer session of the 
C. C. L.A., students may arrange for taking courses in the curricula and an exam-
ination at the clc>se of the session. 
(3) By Chautauqua University extension lectures. 
In many cases three or more students form a class for study. The benefits of this 
plan are obvious and it is strongly recommended by the college officers. 
Upon the successful completion of any course in the curriculum of the college, a 
certificate, properly signed, is given to the student. The presentation, by a student, 
to the board of trustees, of sixteen certificates on a prescribed curriculum, will en-
title the candidate to a diploma and a degree. 
While the college .year begins October 1, students are received at any time. Ko 
lessons are corrected in the correspondence schools fi::om June 1 to October 1, except 
by special arrangement. No limit is fixed to the time which students may take to 
complete the required courses, though it is earnestly recommended that the student 
make every effort to do the work in the time suggested by the respective professors. 
It is r ecommended that the students of the College of Liberal Arts attend the sum-
mer sess :on at Chautauqua. They thus become acquainted with their professors, 
and much advance their work. 
Any subject taught in the college may be studied by students who desire to avail 
tb.cmselves of such study without expecting or .desiring to complete a whole curric-
ulum. 
Those desiring to complete a whole curriculum in the college must present satis-
factory evidence of proficiency, either by examination or approved certificate. 
Curricula leading to the degrees of bachelor of arts and bachelor of science are 
offered. For each degree ten courses are prescribed, and six are elective. 
After admission the following is prescribed for the degree of bachelor of arts-
ono course in each of the following subjects: Greek, Latin, mathematics, English, 
Uerrnan or French, history, psychology and ethics, political economy, physical 
sciences, and biological sciences . The additional six courses may be cho en from 
tho.cour es ~nnounceu under the various departments, subject only to the rules gov-
ernm•r elective courses. 
Aft ·r admission the following is prescribed for the degree of bachelor of science-
one conrsE: in ~ach of the following subjects: Latin, English, German or French, 
m<;1-th mat1cs, history, psychology and ethics, political economy, geology, physical 
s<·1 n c , biological sciences. The privileges and requirements of the six additional 
cour •s are tb.e same a those for the degree of B. A. above. 
(1) Not more than two courses may be chosen from one department of study. 
(2) Tho student's choice of elective may be inclicated oue course at a time as he 
may pre .C r, bnt when once macle it may not be changed . 
. (::3) _ forn t~ao th_ree cour. c may be puraue<.l by . tudent · wishing pecial prepara-
t10n Ill rta~n snb.J P<'t., tbough only two will be counted toward a degree. 
(.J.) In t• krn g more than one. cour e in a subject tbestndeutmnstproceed in order 
from one upward, so that th subject may be develop •d naturally. 
It honlcl be di. tiuetly nnderstood that the Chautanq ua 'ollc(Te of Liberal Arts is 
quite distinct from the literary ands i ntific cir ·l sand from tli o Teachers Retreat. 
'l'h provinr fth latt ri tot a·h <lucationalmethod . . Th '.L. ' ,('.attempts 
to g1,· a gen ral utl ok upon th world of lit ratur ancl ·ience by means of 
y. t ·mati_c _our s fr adin,,. in Engli h. Th coll ge is a long step forward from 
h «· h rmnmg . I ba mtr 1luc d cl :ical and other ling111 tic oursec1, including 
1 r ·nc·h 1111 i _rman. Th r a lin circl ar nncler g n •ral dir tion through cor-
r ponc~ r- 11 _ . with ~ n_tral er tar~· . 'rh olJ ge ha di in ·t <1 partm nt , each 
uncl :r rn1ln, lnal d1r 10n. In th l ·al ir 1 s intell ctual timnlu ome from 
h ·ont: t of 111emb r: an_l fr m j int di u · i n, a w 11 a from pri\' te r ading. 
In l e l~e~ b r I cl1r c·ont t l r n peci I ud •nts and individual 
m e o 1_n_ 1 un· or I, bora~ r ~- nr.· dnring th 11mm r e .. ion of six we ks. 
r ·· rd it th• tn n d 11' it th r L ·ar ful up rvi . iouofh m s n<lies 
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along specific lines by means of correspondence, written reports or examinations, at 
least once a month. The Chautauqua circles give no degrees, only certificates or 
seals, indicating the completion of a four years' course of privat~ reading, with 
greater or less honor according to the character of the examinations passed or the 
reports made. The college proposes to give degrees, although it has never yet done 
so and never will do so except in cases of absolute merit as shown by a proper com, 
bination and satisfactory completion of a certain number of elective courses. 
The correspondence system of college teaching is based on (1) printed instructions, 
sent out by the department in which the student has chosen to work; (2) on skill-
fully constructed examination papers, which test the student's understanding 
of what he may h_ave read; and (3) on written answers or reports, sent in to the 
department at least once a month, and then carefully corrected and returned to the 
student. The system ctevelops independence of character, habits of investigation 
and self-help, and the power of accurate and exact statement on the part of the 
pupil. It necessarily involves thoroughness of preparation and complete command 
of the entire month's work, which has covered the ground of what would ordinarily 
occµpy many recitations in a class. Class work, although undoubtedly superior, 
has its evils, as every college student well knows. The oral recitation is hurried,. 
and covers for each individual only a narrow range of knowledge. In large classes, 
students are infrequently called up, and, when they have recited., they sometimes 
become inattentive and take a long mental rest before beginning to calculate the 
probabilities of another call. It is usually thought by students and mstructors that 
written examinations are, on the whole, the best and fairest all-around test of a 
man's ability and attainments. Such severe trials of the knowledge of the pupil 
and of the patience of the teacher are these written examinations that they are not 
generally reso1·ted to more than once or twice a term; in fact, under the old college 
regime only once a year, in the dreaded 1 ' annuals." It should be remembered that 
the correspondence system requires at least monthly written examinations, from 
October to June. These are rarely if ever taken by persons who have shirked their 
duty, who have crammed and cribbed for a special test, or who are disposed to cheat 
in the absence ofa proctor. Correspondence students a.re generally persons of mature 
years, who are very much in earnest, -aud who have studied for self-improvement or 
a genuine love of the subject rather than for a diploma or for class rank. 
Of course the correspondence system is no adequate substitute for the constant 
drill, perfect regularity, personal supervision, suggestive power, active stimulus, 
and generous rivalry of class-room work, in the very sight and hearing of a vigor-
ous and enthusiastic instructor, day after day, and thronghout four years . No sane 
man would ever thiuk of advocating education by correspondence as superior to 
education by contact. It is for the very sake of establishing p ersonal relations 
between master and pupil, between the individual and society, that the summer 
session of the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts was dev ised. Although a six 
weeks' course of lectures and of class work seems very trifling, as compared with 
the thirty-six or more weeks of the college year, it should be remembered that one 
college lecture or one sermon is sometimes enough to determine a life choice. If a 
college professor can sometimes strike sparks of intell ectua.l light in fifty minutes, 
he ought to be able to kindle some sort of a fire in the course of six weeks. If a man's 
scientific career, like that of Prof. Joseph Henry, once secretary of the Smithsonian, 
is sometimes determined by the reading of a, single book, "although by no means 
a profound work," as be himself admitted, it is possible that tho suggestion of a 
course of good reading for an earnest stmleut at Chautauqua may bear rich fruit in 
coming years. Many a university stutlent in Germany, England, and America will 
3:dmit that tLe best results of a professor's teaching are introductions to special 
literature and to new vistas of scientific interest. Many a doctor of philosophy, 
returning from years of foreign note-taking, has left his voluminous note books 
unnsqd and bas sought fresh knowledge and inspiration in books :r:ecommended by 
his professo1's or in more recent literatnre. 
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the Cbauta11<1ua correspondence eiystem is 
designed for those, and for those only, who, by the force of circumstances, are pre-
v~n ted from attending a regular college. As Principal Harper truly says: "There 
are thousands of men and women unable to avail themselves of oral assistance, who, 
nevertheless, are eager to study. It is surely an ad vantage of the correspondence 
sy tern that it can aid this large class, who otherwise would have no help, and 
would make no progreRs." Popular interest in higher education is evinced by the 
27,000 local reading circles, embracing, since the original organization in 1878 more 
t?an 180,000 m m bers and a present membership of nearly 100,000. The Chaut~uqua 
~!t rary anc~ scientific circles are but voices of p eople crying in the wilderness 
, , fake straight tho wa1 t o.ward the people's college a~d t~e people's university." 
lhe w_hole st:eugth of th1S Chautauqua democracy 1s d1rected toward higher 
education for 1ts hopeful sons a.ud daughters. He is a superficial judge'wbo esti-
mates the highest educational aims of Chantauqua by those popular addresses of 
.( 
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Sam Jones, Sam SmaJl, DeWitt Talmage, Joseph Cook, Edwatd Everett Hale, Frank 
Gunsaulusi and Philltps Brooks, to andiences of 5,000 men and wome!l in t_lrn.t great 
amphitheater. although these phenomena are wouderfnl, moral, and gmckenmgforces 
in themselve,_i. Here, indeed, is a great educational folkrnote; bnt this popular 
assembly, by its customary contributions of "gate money," supports that growiug 
College of Liberal Arts npon the _hilltop. London now boasts her People's Pal~ce, 
but it was not founded by, a,nd 1s not supported by, the people. Chautauqua 1s a 
popular advance, under the leadership of two sons of t~e people, from _a ca1:11p-
meeting institute to a college of liberal arts, foreshadowrng a people's umvers1ty. 
The American people have a sovereign instinct for good leadership, whether in educa-
tion, religion, or politics. Rohert Browning well says: 
'' 'Tis in the a,dvance of individual minds 
That the slow crowd should ground their expectation 
Eventua,lly -to follow-as the sea 
Waits ages in its bed, till some one wave 
Out of the multitude aspires, extends 
The empire of the whole, some feet, perhaps, 
Over the strip of sand which could confine 
Its fellows so long ·time; thenceforth the rest, 
Even to the meanest, hurry in at once." 
The Chautauqua School of TheolO'gy is an outgrowth of the meetings 
of various ministers during the summer at Chautauqua Lake. It was 
dnly organized and chartered in the winter of 1880-'81. The objef'ts 
of the school are thus set forth in the charter granted by the legisla-
ture of the State of New York: 
(1) To instruct its patrons in the departments of biblical, theological, ecclesias-
tical, historical, and philosophical learning, which are usually taught in seminaries 
devoted to the training of candidates for the clerical profession, and in such other 
subjects as in the judgment of its instructors shall conduce to the efficiency of the 
candidates. 
(2) To provide an archreological library auu museum for the illustration of bibli-
cal an<l oriental research, and the collection of books, manuscripts, charts, plans, 
casts, relics, etc., de,signed to assist the biblical stndent in bis investigation of the 
evidences and contents of the Holy Scriptures . 
. At present there are six departments-:N ew Testament Greek; Hebrew, 
doctrinal theology, practical theology, historical tlrnology, and Cllris-
tian science. The instruction is done by correspondence, as in the 
College of Liberal Arts, and is designed to enable ministers in active 
church work to complete their professional studies. Each department 
is in charge of an instructor of reputation. In order to obtain tlle 
degree of B. D. the candidate must pass satisfactory personally super-
vi.· ·d examinations, and obtain a certificate from each professor. No 
honorary deo-rees are given. Eight degrees have been conferred, the 
average period of study being five and one-half years, nearly twice the 
se111inary course. Since its beginning the school lias eurolle<l more 
tlian u00 mini 'ter. of all denominations. There are at present (18U~) 
mo pursuing the studie:-s of this chool. 
Tlm CHAUTAUQUA PRESS. 
A tr atment of the variou. agencies by which the Chautauqua idea 
of popula_r education i' carried out would be inadequate, were there 
no _m _nt10n of the work perform d by its pres~. From the very 
b •gmm~ N' Chautanq a ha mad u e of thi power, fir t through the 
)~eth d1 t Bo k Cone rn th e itor of who e Sm1day, chool publica-
tion ~·as al_ o <;Jhautauqua'," . perint nd ·nt of in. truction, and 'Oon 
tl~rongh m d1cal 1Hl ook. from it · o vu pre.,. e:. It wa. tlie d . ire 
. th m nagem II from the .-tart to have an "organ" of its own, and 
m l 76 ·, · mmf'l1c cl th pub1ieation of the A.·.- m ly Daily Ile ald 
a th_ 01:,,. n of tl1 •. nn11.1 r me ting and tlie 1hautnnqna11 < monthly 
pu 11 ·atwu a: th orgau f lie lit ·ary ·cieutifi · C'ircl .- and ·ontaiu-
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ing most of the required readings in serial form, and other articles of 
literary and scientific value. _ 
The difficulties encountered in supplying the required books to mem-
bers of the literary and scientific circles, soon made it necessary for 
the assembly to take the work into its own hands. The u:_1 ,mtauqua 
press was, therefore, established with these objects: To supervise all 
publications containing required readings, or for which Chautauqua is 
is in anyway responsible in any of its departments; and to make sure 
that the books selected by the counsellors are published at low rates 
and in sufficient quantities to meet the demands of the circles. The 
list of publications from this press is already a long one, and includes 
many valuable and notable works written especially for Chautauqua 
work. 
CHAUTAUQUA EXTENSION. 
The English idea of higher education for men and women and for life was clearly 
anticipated by Chautauqua. Some of the very features of English university 
extension characterized the educational work of Chautauqua as early as 1874. 
There were then, and in successive years, local lectures on great subjects, conversazione 
or class discussions, and written examinations upon topics of public instruction in 
Bible history ancl geography, normal Sunday-school work, etc. * * * Oxford and 
Cambridge borrowed the idea of summer meetings from Chautauqua in 1888, and in 
that year the first definite plan for university extension was drawn up at Chau-
tauq ua.1 
Writing further of this university extension phase of the Chautauqua 
movement, Dr. Adams says, in the Review of Reviews for July, 1891: 
Long before university extension was heard of in this country, Chautauqua began 
to feel its way towards helpful relation between c.ollege men and the people. A 
step in this direction was the establishiuent of the College of Liberal Arts at Chau-
tauqua Lake, not for the purpose of giving degrees, but for the sake of bringing 
adYan ced students directly under the influence of college teachers engaged for the 
summt>r season from different institutions. In a circular of the Chautauqua College, 
pubfo1hed in 1883, this interesting suggestion was made: "One may find in almo:-,t 
every nook and corner of our land representatives of colleges, universities and pro-
fessi :mal schools. They constitute an unorganized brotherhood, whose friendly aiu 
is gladly given to those who, less favored, seek counsel in their search for culture. 
By conversations, candid criticisms, direct assistance, they put into the student's 
life the advantages of the teachers' living voice and magnetic influence. A number 
of students in the same locality may organize university classes, hold frequent meet-
ings, occasionally employ special teachers, and thus may receive many of the benefits 
that belong to the college recitation room. Thus every student may have his 
"college council," and most of them the "college class." 
Of course all such expedients are unsatisfactory without dfrect con-
nection with college and university teachers, such as uniYersity exten-
sion now supplies. Dr. Vincent, the sympatheticlrader of Chautauqua, 
visited England in 1880, and ·again in October, 1886. He was so 
impressed with the mauifest growth of the extension movement that he 
resolved to urge a similar work in connection with Chautauqua. He 
wrote borne to the registrar of the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts, 
and a conference was held with Dr. Harper, the principal, as early as 
November, 1886. No practical steps were taken, however, until tbe 
summer of 1888, wben the first definite American plan for Chautauqua 
university extension was drawn up at Chautauqua by Dr. H. B. 
Adams, with the approval of Bishop Vincent and his son and assistant, 
George E. Vincent, together with Dr. Harper, Dr. R. T. Ely, and Fred-
erick Starr, who formed the principal central committee for the promo-
tion of the new idea. 
An ela!Jorate prospectus stating tlrn aims, methods, cost, and history 
of university exteusio11 was issued September Hi, 1888, to prominent 
1 For11111, July, 1891, article on "Oniversity extension," by Dr. H.B. Adams. 
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educators and friends of the movement. The objects proposed were: 
(1) A revival in the United States of the original idea of a univers~ty as 
a voluntary association of students and itinerant lecturers for h1g~er 
education by means of systematic courses of local lectures upon spemal 
subjects; (2) the promotion of good citizenship by the popular study of 
social science, economics, history, literature, political ethics, and the 
science of government, in continuous and progressive courses, under 
the guidance of competent teachers; (3) courses of instructive lectures 
upon natural science; ( 4) cooperation with American colleges and other 
institutions of learning in order to supplement their work by university-
extension courses; (5) affiliations with public libraries, mecbauics' 
institutes, lyceums, labor unions, guilds, young men's cbristian asso-
ciations, Chautauqua literary and scientific circles; (6) the higher 
education of the American people by the organization of the most intelli-
gent and progressive local forces. 
The methods suggested were those of English university extension, 
comprising systematic lecture courses, a printed syllabus, class dis-
cussion, written exercises, and fina] examination. The system was to 
be under the general management of a central committee, selected 
from representative college and university professors, who agree'd, upon 
request from the Chautauqua registrar, to '' nominate candidates for 
itinerant lectureships from among the younger specialists who are per-
sonally known to be fitted for the task of popular teaching." It was 
hoped that local branches of Chautauqua would prove instrumental , 
in organizing local courses of extension lectures. Several editions of 
the Chautauqua circular have been published since 1888 and widely 
distributed at the summer assemblies, where thousands of people con-
gregate in July and August to bear popular lectures and good music, 
and to attend instructive class courses at the Chautauqua College of 
Liberal Arts. Undoubtedly much of the widespread popular interest 
in university extension, particularly at the West and South, has 
resulted from this early and persistent propaganda by the manager.s 
of Chautauqua. The educational results are seen in the increasing 
tendency toward instructive and continuous lecture courses in the 
numerous summer assemblies and at the central Chautauqua. These 
experiment stations mjgbt become good training schools for college 
graduates and young professors." 
The function of Chautauqua in the educational system of the United 
State , as set forth by its promoters is comp~!l.satory and supplement-
ary. It would not if it could supplant or compete with the institu-
tions of the conventional type. It strives to do work which they either 
can not or have not attempted to do, and the result of the Chautauqua 
methods bas been to increase the interest of the people in the college 
and university. Its underlying principle is that education is the privi-
lege of all, roung and old, rich and poor; that mental development is 
only begnn m chool and college, and should be continued through all 
of !ife. It aim, t~erefore, is a double one. It would carry the benefits 
of rntell ctual enhghtenmc11t to tho e to whom circum,'tauce have 
d ni d th privil ge of attending the higher in ·titutions of learuiug, 
an would provi e for th , e who take the college courne incentive for 
c ntinual intellectual activity. 
bauta.uqna a:ra, th r fore [writ M bancellor Vincent in hi Oltautauqtta Move-
m. nt 1], sh wth l arn ~ theirlimitati~n and the illit ratetheirpo ibilitities. ban-
tan_q~1 pl acl. _for a umver al ducat10n; for plans of reading and study; for all 
1 g1t1mat •nti m nt an!l iu it m nt to aml,ition; for all ne · s ary adaptations 
1p, 5. 
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as to time and topics; for ideal associations which shall at once incite the imagina-
tion and set the heart aglow. " ' .,., Show people out of school what wonders 
people out of school may accomplish. Show people no longer young that the mind 
reaches its maturity long after the school days end, arnl that some of the best intel-
lectual and literary labor is performed in and beyond middle life. 
II-CHAU'l'AUQUA ASSEMBLIES. 
Chautauqua has been a prolific mother. Not the least important 
among the methods by which the extension of her influence ha~ been 
effectuated has been the establishment of a large number of smaller 
assemblies in various parts of the country, at which are imitated on a 
smaller scale the exercises of the parent assembly at Chautauqua Lake. 
Of such summer Chautauqua centers there now exist somewhat over 
sixty. With scarcely an exception these assemblies have been held at 
popular summer resorts, and the actual duration of the assembly ses-
sions bas been from one to two weeks. In all cases the purpose has 
been double-primarily, instruction; secondarily, recreation. The com-
parative amount of emphasis laid upon these airn8 varies in the differ-
ent assemblies. In some the amount of instruction given is very con-
siderable, and covering a large number of subjects; in others the 
educational feature lJas been but slightly developea. The following 
information regarding these several summer meetings has been elicited 
in response to a circular addressed to their presidents, and containing 
the following interrogatories: (1) What are the subjects taught, (2) 
What methods of instruction are followed 1 Do you have courses of 
lectures on large subjects, or single lectures on varying topics f (3) 
vYbat is the size of the assembly, the number of teachers, lectures, and 
students, ( 4) What is the object of the assembly-instruction or 
entertainment, or both¥ From a few assemblies no answer has been 
obtained. 
The Ncitiona,l Chautauqua at Glen Echo, Md.-The youngest child. of 
its 17-year-old mother, Chautauqua, is the new assembly at Glen Echo, 
Md., wlJicb takes its name" national" from its location, being situated 
but 4 miles from the uational capital. 
The assembly is but one year old, its first session being held in the 
summer of 1891, but an immense amount of work has already been 
done in improving the grounds, and its first programme showed an 
excellence rivaled only by its parent at Uhautauq na Lake. The indi-
cations are, indeed, that this new educational association, incorporated 
under the laws of Maryland, will in the very near future assume a 
position in the foremost ranks of institutions for popular instruction. · 
The site chosen is on the high banks of the historic Potomac, 4 miles 
above Washington, with which city it is counected by an electric car 
line. The grounds comprise about 80 acres, donated to the association 
for the purpose, and commands an extended river front. Several 
buildings have been erected, among them the amphitlrnater, the Hall 
of Philosophy, the Arcade1 and the Red Cross buildings. The amphi-
theater is an immense building of granite, a perfect circle in form, and 
200 feet in diameter, and has a seating capacity of 6,000. The Hall of 
Philosophy is likewise of Potomac granite, and besides containing a 
series of rooms for special classes possesses ·an auditorium with seats 
for 400 people. Regarding t,he character of these buildings, one of the 
lecturers there last summer writes me as foJlows: 
The buildings which have b een erected and are now in process of erection sur-
pass by far in beauty, cost, and adaptability to their uses for which they are inteuded 
those of the old New York Chautauqua, and I was told by olcl Chautanqnas, who 
~ave _been everywhere, that they surpasse<l anything to be foun<l at any Chautauqua 
m this country. 
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One of the most serious drawbacks to tbe success of tbe first ses-
sion was the lack of adequate transportation facilities from W !!Sh-
ington. The management have, however, promised that before the 
opening of the next session a line of the- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
will be running to the very gates of Glen Echo, and that a number of 
steam packets will be running on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, which 
runs through tbe grounds. The following account of the session of 18Ul 
has been kindly furnished by Dr . .A. II. Gillet: 
The National Chautauqua of Glen Echo is the corporate name of'aneweducatioual 
association formed for the purpose of conducting an annual assembly and smunH r 
school on the plan of the famous Chautauqua of western New York. The site selec1ed 
is on the banks of the Potomac midway between Washington and Great Fallf,. 
Ample buildings have been erected at a cost of $160,000, and water supply, se-werage, 
an.::l electric lighting provided at a cost of $100,000 more. The grounds were donat~d 
to the association by Messrs. Edwin and Edward Baltzley, who have also borne tue 
largest share in the expense of preparing for the first session. The officers of tl.Je 
association are: President, Mr. Ed win Baltzley; chancellor, Dr. A. H. Gillet; secre-
tary, Linson De F. Jennings; treasurer, Edward Baltzley. The location is such, the 
buildings so fine and so well adapted to the purpose, and the success of th~ fin,t 
session so complete, as to raise great expectations ar-- to the future of this admual>le 
institution. 
The following is a.n outline of the work done duriug the first annual session, Jnne 
16 to August 1 , 1891. . 
(1) Amphitheater entertainments.-'l'hese include lectures, stereopticon entertam-
ments, readings, and platform meetings. Of these, 54 were given. 
(2) Concerts.-Tbese included chorus concerts, band. concerts, concerts by voral 
and instrumental talent and piano and organ recitals; and nnm bered altogethn 34. 
(3) Courses of lectures.-Two in literature, 1 by Mr. Leon H. Vincent, of 5 l~c-
tures, and 1 by Mr. Robert NivAn, also of 5 lectures; 1 in American History by Miss 
Jane Meade Welch, of 6 lectures; 1 on political e·conomy by Dr. W. A. Scott, of 
6 lectures; and 1 on English political leaders by Mr Robert Niven, of 3 lectures. 
('1) Stu.dies in Sltalcespea1·e.-Miss Imogen S. Pierce conducted a class 5 hours per 
week, for 3 weeks, in the study of Shakespeare's plays. Mid.summer Night's Dream, 
Macbeth, and the Merchant of Venice are the plays through which the class went 
with some degree of thoroughness. 
(5) Biblical literature.-In th is department, during the first 3 weeks of the assembly 
session, classes were taught in Hebrew and New Testament Greek. Two courses of 
lectures were delivered, 1 on Old Testament history by Prof. George S. Goodspeed, 
and 1 on the gospel of John by Dr. F. K. Sanders. Supplemental to this work Dr. 
George Elliott, of ·washington, delivered 6 lectures on Biblical subjects and 7 on 
normal methods as applied to Sunday-1:,chool ancl. church work. 
(6) The schools.-Practical class work bas been successfully conducted in the 
indnstrial-art department by Prof. J. Liberty Tadd; in the various departments ~f 
business l>y Prof. and l\ir-. S. H., pcncer; in French and Italian by Prof. J.P. des 
Garrennes; in Latin an<l mathematics by Prof. F. A. Sprmger; in music by Prof. 
Mark C. Baker; in Delsarte by Miss Gwyneth D. King; ancl. iu physical training by 
Prof. ,T. W. Sims . 
. (7) Othei· work.-In addition to what is enumerated above, special attention was 
given to young people' work. Mr. vV. H. H. Smith concluded. a series of very help-
ful meetings, spending a part of each hour in devotional service and tho remaiu,ler 
in the study of the best methods of cloing such work. . 
( ) C. L.,. C.-Rouncl tables were hel<l as often as circumstances wonlu permit, 
an<l a re<'op;nition service was conducted at which 11 people were "recognized.," 6 
rec i_vin~ their cl.ipl?mas. , An "office" was kept open. Circulars, blank forms of 
application, ancl copies of tho Chantanqnan were distrihuted. 
(!)) , 1111da_11 servirc•s.-Among the most pleasant memories of the first s<1 ssion of 
tho GI n Echo 'ha,ntanqua, will be tho restful ahhath honrs, able aD(l thoughtful 
s. ru!on~, i~spiri11 17 mn ic and th devotional spirit, ministered to hy all of tbe a. , o-
ciat1ons of the (ln:v an,l pla<'e. Tho, 'nn<lny f!l'l1ool for the stndy of the \Vorel all(l the 
Chantaiv1 n: , unda. · ,·e per service· both <·outribntecl mnd.1 to the -value of the. e 
days of r t. 
111 th_c worl· of . hi~ fir. t Re ion th association has had in its employ for tho 
entPrt_:uum ·n_t nnrl rn. tnH· ion of the pnhlic- 30t mnsic-iar,s: be i<lcs theregi terell <'ho-
rn ot , 1ngn , fiO IPctnrers and rcn,l r.·, anrl 17 t :u•hn makin~ a total 
of 411 cli I pr1 nt p1•opl1 ,, ho i11 Ollf' wa or a110tbc•r havP co11trib1;ted to thE> .-nc·re s 
f tl1 fir pror-rr: nm" of tlrn <:J,•n Ec·li'o 'h: nt:i11q11:. 
Plan ar, :iln·a<l:,- rnat11rii1:r for tllP- ,·ork of tlH (H<·n E<-110 ('IH 11ta11q11, for 1 !-¾2. 
An •I: I, n .. 1t11 p1ourn1111111•, ill lie JlfO\ ill cl c·rn-ering th• various lin · of 1m1mcr- ·hool 
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work. The ablest teachers to be had will be chosen and nothing omitted to make 
jt the equal of auy similar institution in the quality and character of its work, as 
it is now the best equipp.ed with buildings ~nd facilities .. 
Acton Park, Indiana.-The annual session of Acton Park Assembly 
for 1891 opened July 22 and closed August lff. Properly speaking, 
the yearly gatherings at this place have been of a camp-meeting char-
acter for religious purposes, but from year to year days have been set 
apart for Uhautauqna work. Lectures upon various to_pies have been 
delivered, classes organized for study, and diplomas delivered to grad-
uates. . 
Bay View, llfich.-Ba.y View is in northern Michigan, on Little 
Trnverse Bay, out of Lake Michigan, and a mile above . the city of 
Petoskey. It is entirely a summer city of 400 or more cottages and 
hotels, besides 7 halls of the Bay View Summer Universit_y. 
In 1876 Bay View was founded, and in 1886 the assembly and sum-
mer university were organized. In the assembly instruction is the 
principal object., though entertainment is also used to interest. The 
general programme is itself a popular school, and courses of lectures 
on large subjects are a prominent feature. Lectures for entertainment 
are used sparingly. Besides the general programme there are several 
departments, notably the Woman's Christian Temperance Union School 
of Methods and the Bay View Missionary Institute, each holding 
almost daily sessions, where by lecture and exposition leaders instruct 
workers and rneru bers in these organizations. '11hese departments are 
believed to be of great practical value. In addition the Women's Coun-
cil, the Press Club, and a series of meetings conducted by the Young 
People's Society of Christian Endeavor and the Epworth League consti-
tute popuhtr schools where ideas are exchanged and leaders with ideals 
and ideas are heard in programmes specially arranged to arouse and 
instruct. The university has nine departments: college of liberal arts, 
Bible scl10ol, school of art, school of music, schools of elocution, physical 
culture, photography, business, etc. The faculty numbers 32, includ-
ing instructors, and the attendance is between 400 and 500. The 
methods of instruction are mainly by lecture a11d practical work. The 
subjects taught are those usually included jn tlle schools named. The 
attendance at tlle assembly is about 12,000 during the seaRon. The uni-
versity term is usually from the middle of July to the middle of 
August, and the assembly session begins oue week later than the for-
mer, closing with it. The announcements for the session of 1892 con-
tain the information of the acceptance of the principalship of the univer-
sity by Dr. Richard T. Ely, late of the Johns Hopkins University, at 
present professor of economics at the UniYersity of Wisconsin. The 
department of social science is to be further strengthened by the 
coming of Prof. David Kinley. Among other new men secured by the 
Bay View Assern bly are Prof. James A. Woodburn, of the University 
of Indiana, who will conduct courses in American history, and Prof. 
H. M. Magoun, whose work will be iu the classes. 
In connection with the Bay View Assembly is published a quarterly 
magazine entitled, The Bay View Assembly Herald. 
Beatrice, Nebr., and Mountain Lake Parle, Md.-These two assemblies 
are under the same management. Concerning them Mr. W. L. David-
s011, D. D., the superintendent of instruction, gives the following facts: 
TL e subjects taught are Sunday-school normal classes in senior and 
juuior grades, elocution, kindergarten, physical culture, modern lan-
gu~ges, aMronomy, art, microscopy, mnsic, and ministers' institute (ten 
dayH' session with lectures along Biblical lines). The iustructiou i~ by -
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daily classes, courses of lectures on large subjects, and often single 
lectures on varying topics. Over 25,000 people visited the Beatrice 
Assembly during the last session, and over twice that number the 
assembly at Mountain Lake Park. Classes have averaged from 25 to 
100 students. 
Black Hills, South Dalcota:-'l,he Black Hills Chautauqua Assembly 
gives instruction in theBihle, music, natural sciences, history,a.ndlitera-
ture. About one-halfof the time allotted to lectures is devoted to courses 
of lectures on-large subjects, the other half to single lectures on varying 
topics. At the last session there were 6 teachers, 12 lecturers, and 
about 150 students. The session lasted from August 11 to August 26. 
The town of Black Hills is built around the famous Hot Springs of 
South Dakota, the curative powers of whose waters attract a yearly 
gathering· of 10,000 people. 
. Bluff Pcirlc, lowa.-The assembly at this place has not been organized 
into a school, with its classes and corps of teachers, nor is there a 
record of attendance kept. General instruction, however, on biblical 
subjects, is given daily, and there are occasional lectures on varying 
topics. 
Chester, Ill.-The Southern Illinois Chautauqua at Chester held its 
first session in 1891, and is the finit one ever conducted by a woman. 
The opening session was successful, several schools were formally 
begun, and the attendance increased from 500 at the beginning to 
nearly 1,200 on the closing night. 
Immediately at the close of the assembly a charter was applied for 
and preliminaries of permanent organization effect,ed. 
Clarion, Pa.-'11he subjects taught at this assembly, held at Reynolds-
ville, Pa., are English branches, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and German. 
There is also an Itinerant's Club department, a Chautauqua Literary 
and Scientific Circle, and a Chautauqua Normal Union department. 
The instruction is by classes and single lectures on varying topics. The 
attendance of students has been about 100 and the corps of teachers 
has averaged 10. The object of the assembly has been, primarily, 
instruction. 
Connecticut Valley, Northampton, Mass.-The fifth session of the Con-
necticut Valley Sunday School and Chautauqua Assembly was held in 
1891 at Laurel Park. The subjects systematically taught were music, 
elocutiou, primary, intermediate, and normal work in Bible teaching. 
In the ubjects named there were special instructors. The work of 
the e teachers wa supplemented by si11gle lectures on many subjects. 
The in tructors numbered 6, the lecturers 27, and there were 100 stu-
dent nrolle<i. The attendance at the lectures reached as high as 
2 000 in some cases. 
Council Bluffs and Omaha Assembly.-The subjects taught are: Music, 
Bible and pedagogics in cla e , and a wide variety of other subjects in 
popular 1 cture . At the la,'t es ion a special course on literature and 
omparative religion ' wa. given on the university extension plan. The 
att n<lance at the s ion of 1891 was 5,000 at the lectures, and from 20 
to 15 in ea h of the cla s . Th re were 8 teacher and 20 lecturers. 
Ba. t .Epping, N. H.-For, ix y ars a Chautauqua a embly has been 
h Id at Ea t Eppjng. t the la t se ion in truction was given in 
Fr n h erman, v al mu ic, water color and oil and china painting, 
h r han , nd typewriting. Ther w re unday ch ol normal and 
hil r ibl ·l e , 11d I ctt1re.. n rt: and religiou m etings 
ct tau h : Mu i locution, 
·., ·teuogr phy, typ writing. 
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photography, cookery, physical ·culture, Sunday-school normal studies. 
Methods of instruction: By class work and lectures. Attendance: 
From 2,000 to 3,000; 20 teachers and 150 students. 
Florida Ohaiitauqua.-The Florida Chautauqua is situated at De 
Funiak Springs, Walton County, and is one of the most successful of 
these institutions organized on the plan of the parent assembly in New 
York. The subjects taught in classes are: The Bible, artti, music, kin-
dergarten, pedagogy, elocution, physical culture, and stenography. 
During each session there are given several courses of lectures on 
literary and social topics. The programme for 1891 shows, for example, 
that a course of 6 lectures on "Labor and property'' was given 
by Dr. Washington Gladden, and another course of 4 lectures on 
"Astronomy" by Prof. H. N. Felkel. At these lectures the university 
extension pla.n was followe<l of distributing to the audience printed 
outlines, and closing with a written examination. Besides these 
courses there ,Yere a large number of single lectures on different sub-
jects. At the session of 1891 there were 12 teachers, 40 lecturers, and 
an attendance of 4,000. 
Frernont, Nebr.-The Central Chautauqua Assembly, at Fremont, 
Nebr., held its :first session June 23 to July 6, 1891. 
Permanent improvements consisting of an auditorium with a seating 
capacity of 3,000, i2 other buildings, and a hotel have been made. 
The general work of the assembly for its :first year consisted of 47 lec-
tures and addresses; 40 hours of normal work, 40 hours given to the 
Teacher's Retreat; 17 hours to chorus work; 10 hours to Young Peo-
ple's conference, besides the regular work of the Round Table held 
each day and a W. C. T. U. School of Methods. 
Georgetown, Tex.-The :first session of this assembly was held in 
1891, and had sufficient success to place it beyond the experimental 
stage. The assembly session lasted from July 1 to July 15. 
Georgia Ohataiiqiia.-This assembly held at Albany, Ga., confines 
its instruction to the departments of music, physical training and com-
mercial law and bookkeeping, in which the enrollment of students has 
averaged 600 yearly. 
H edding Chautauqua, New Rarnpshire.-The Hedding Assembly is 
auxiliary to the Chautauqua University at East Epping. The sub-
jects taught are French, German, voice culture, oil painting, and crayon 
work, shorthand and typewriting, cooking, Sunday-school normal work, 
and juvenile science. These subjects are taught in classes, and there 
are occasional lectures. The number of teachers at the session of 1890 
was 10. There were 45 lectures given and an enrollment .of over 200 
paying students. Those in attendance upon the lectures averaged 800 
in number. 
Colfax, Iowa.-The Iowa Chautauqua Assembly at Colfax held its 
third session in 1891. The subjects tllat have been taught are, Evi-
dences of Christianity, music, political economy, physical culture, history, 
biography, science, literature, art, and ethics. Instruction has been 
by class work, and by lecture courses on large topics and separate 
addresses on varying subjects. At the last session there was an aver-
age of 4 lectures or entertainments per day for ten days. 
Island Park, Indiana.-The Island Park Chautauqua held its thir-
teenth session in 1891. There were 12 organized classes. Instruction 
was given in the following subjects : Fine arts: languages, English lit-
erature, elocution, physical culture, kindergarten, and normal classes. 
Numerous lectures on various subjects were given by prominent men. 
The average daily attendance in the auditorium was 2,000. 
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Kansas Ohau.tauqua.-The Kansas Chautauqua .Assembly has met 
each summer at Oakland Park, near Topeka, for seven years, holding 
annually a 10-days' session, with normal classes for study of the English 
Bible, training classes for instructing Sunday-school teachersin_approved 
methods of teaching; classes-part of the time-in elementary Greek 
and Hebrew, in elocution and literature, with lectures on popular sub-
jects, intended for entertainment as well as instruction; stereopticon 
tours, concerts, classes in music, etc. Missionary conventions an!f 
councils of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union have also been 
held sometimes in connection with the aE1sem bly. The instruction bas 
been done chiefly by lecture-lessons, with blackboard outlines. Tue 
normal classes have brought together about 200 students; the popular 
lectures have been attended by audiences which sometimes...reached the 
number of 3,500. The present corps of instructors numbers 12. 
Kentucky Assembly.-The Kentucky Chautauqua Assembly has been 
in existence for five years. Instruction is given in Bible studies, nor-
mal training, W. 0. T. U. work, and music. ''We have as. yet only 
begun our educational work," writes the superinte11dent, "-but our 
design is to begin to develop this work, especially in the line of uni-
versity extension courses. We had an audience last year of 20,000 
peopl e. The number of lecturers, teachers, and workers was 30. 
Ottawa Chautauqua Assembly.-Regarding the work of these three 
assemblies, their su11erintendent, Dr. J. L. Hurlbut, writes the follow-
ing letter: 
I have charge of the above assemblies and a11 of them are con<lncted substantially 
upon the same plan. · 
At each assembly we hold daily classes, ·at leaAt 2 hours a day, for the study of 
the Bible and the best methods of Sunday-school work. We have also children's 
classes for Bible sturly, and an exflruination upon it at tbe close of the session. We 
have a chorus organized consisting of from 100 to 300 singers, which receive train-
ing from 2 to 4 hours every day. We have also a class at most of tbe assemblies 
named aboYe of from 100 to 200 members in English literature. 
Tbo afternoon :rn(l evening platform exercises are of a popular character intended 
to drnw the crowds, l,nt literary lectures we find are the most popular. Three 
thonsand or 4,000 listened to each of Gunsaullos's historical lectures last summer. 
Tlte Ottawa Assembly last summer bad over 2,000 people attending its daily 
cl:H,A(·s, with about 10 instructors, and the lecture platform embraced about JO lec-
tnrers. 
The Nebraska As embly had, perhaps, 1,000 attendir°1g- its several 
classes, with half as many instl'uctors as at Ottawa. 
Lake Tahoe, Calijornia.-The Lake Tahoe AHsembly is a new enter-
priHe, all(]. but two sessions 11ave been held. As tlrns far developed, 
there are sd.1001 of history, language, uatura,l history, and theological 
department of methods. At the session of 1800 there ,vere 10 lecturer , 
6 teaC'hcrs, and 150 students. 
Lakeside Assem,bly, Ohio.-Tbe followiug letter from the $etretary 
e.·plairn, tl1e cl1arader of th work of this a~sembly: 
Them is tanght the '' Uihle normal course," science, art, literature, temperance, 
political ec·ouom_y, l1istory, 1,iograpliy, ~LD<l <·very f-mb,ject that comes in tbe line of 
popul ar lo ·turc cours · ·. \Ye ha,·e kindergarten and normal school , music, ancl 
elcw11tiou . 
. \Y · h'.n·c. hoth '' conr cs of lcctnrei-; on lar•rc .·ubjcet.-, and .-ingle ]ec:tnre ou Yary-
m~ topH· . ' 
Tl1e a· ·ra~e at ell(lan,·e nt le t11n•s i. prohahly 1,500 at the three popular honr - . 
10 a. m., _2.:,0 p. 11!., noel p. 111.; at the o<lcl hour , of conr:-;e a mucl.t le number. ln 
thH pcw1al c]a • sa_y, :m' ,. •r, gc of !:!O. 
'>11r ohjc·c· i to in. trnc·t :nul 1·ut •rtaiu aA well a. fnrni ha h altllfnl re ort. Our 
amp 11H·cti11.~. h1·l1l at <·mt c•1·11th o date, i nnt!Pr th mau:wcm ut of :i board oftrn -
tc>1 • appoint •cl h: li,c c·onfereu · of the .. Iethodi. t Epf copal 'burch, antl i as 
w ·11 a.ttcu(l ·<l a~ tho other. 
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Long Beach, Oal.-Long Beach Chautauqua Assembly, held at one 
of the summer resorts on the Pacific coast, has afforded instruction in 
Sunday school uormal work, art, cookery, oratory, music, photography, 
and kindergarten. In addition, there have been numerous lectures. 
For four years, also, the Epworth League ·Assembly has held its annual 
camp meeting in connection with th0 assembly, and under its auspices 
has been conducted a school for the study of the English Bible. Ses-
sions of the Southern California. W. C. T. U. Assembly and School of 
Methods have also been lield at Long Beach. 
Lung Pine, Nebr.-Tbe assembly at Long Pine teaches the Bible, 
political science, natural science, temperance, pedagogy, and music, 
with the 0. L. S. U. a specialty. Lectures are given on various sub-
jects, and them is daily class instruction. There are from 10 to 12 
teachers and 18 or 20 lecturers employed at each session. The stu-
dents number from 200 to 300, and the attendance ranges from 500 to 
2,000. 
Monona Lake, Wisconsin.-The instruction at this assembly embraces 
the following subjects: The Bible, pedagogics, vocal music, and elocu-
tion. This work is supplemented by lectures, both single and in courses. 
Tlw daily attendance has been from 1,500 to 6,000. Five teachers have 
been employed, the number of lectures has averaged 40, and the attend-
ance of students over 400 . 
. llf ont Ecigle, Tenn.-The following letter of the superiutendent gives 
an outline of the work of this assembly: 
Onr assernhly embraces two features-the schools and assembly platform. In the 
schools are taught the branches needed by teachers of the various schools in the 
South, embracing ancient and modern languages, English, mathemat,ics, sciences, 
pedagogics, muisic, and art. 
Both methods are used. Single lectures, course lectures, and cla,ss instruction are 
used. 
The assembly an<l schools run through two montp.s; more than 60 lecturers a,nd 
tea<"hers were employed last year, and the average daily attendance 800 to 1,000 per-
so11"-. 
The object is to entertain and instruct, furnishing instruction on the leading reli-
gions and popular topics of the day. 
Northern New England, .Maine.-The instruction at this a$semb1y, 
which holds its annual sessions at Fryeburg, is given almost exclu-
sively by means of lectures of which there are a considerable number. 
Sy~tematic iustruction, however, is given in oratory, Delsarte sciences, 
normal methods, and cookery. 
Ocean Oity, N. J.-Concerning the work of this assembly its presi-
dent writes as follows: 
,ve <lo not make it a business to form classes and go throuih professional instruc-
tions. We have exercises of a religious character; C. L. S. (.J. round tables; recog-
nition day, when we give the C. L. S. C. diplomas sent to us from Dr. Vincent to those 
who have earned them; lectures, camp-fire services, and other services pertaining to 
Chautauqua ,vork. Oue leetures are on single subjects. Our audiences vary from 
100 to 300 on wee1r days to 500 on S1mdays. Our object is to entertain along educa-
tio11al lines an<l to stir up interest in Chautauqua educational methods for those who 
can not go to regular schools. . 
Pia.sa Blu:tfs, Illinois.-The subjoined letter sufficiently describes the 
wol'k of this assembly: 
Our programmes have been general, but we have so far given most attention to 
Sun<lay-sclwol normal work, and to the Chautauqua literary and scientific circle. 
Our methods have been the normal drills, round-table conversation, and lectures. 
So far we have had only single lectures on varying to11ics. 
'I lie attendance varies from 150 to 1,000. There have been but 2 regular teachers 
Rev. C. J. W. Coxe, D. D., in charge of the normal ·work, and myself [Rev. Frank 
Lenig, PH. D.] in charge of the C. L. S. C. work. Last year there were about 40 in 
the normal clasA, and about 25 Chautauc1uans. 
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We propose both instruction and entertainment. The assembly is only about 
three years old, but its prospects are good. New departments will be added this 
year, and a week will probably be given fo an itinerant club. 
Piedmont Chautauqua, Georgia,.-The Piedmont Chautauqua, which 
holds its session at New Atlanta, rests upon a substantial basis, hav-
ing over $100,000 invested in buildings and park. The subjects taught 
are language (German, French, and English), English literature, gen-
eral history, pedagogy, physics, biology, botany, mineralogy, vocal 
and instrumental music, art, physical culture, elocution, business, and 
kindergarten. The methods of instruction include class work, conver-
sational lectures, and lecture courses on such large subjects as English 
literature, Egyptology, and the Bible. The number of teachers has 
averaged 20, the lecturers 40, and the audiences have ranged as high as 
3,000. 
Riverview, Ohio.-The Riverview Assembly bas held three summer 
sessions at New Richmond, Ohio. The first season a full course of 
studies was conducted, but since then instruction has been limited to 
single lectures on detached subjects. Audiences have ranged from 1,000 
to 2,000. 
Rocky Mountain, Oolorado.-The following letter gives the essential 
points regarding this assembly: 
The R9cky Mountain Chautauqua Assembly, held at Glen Park, near Palmer Lake, 
Co1o., is a summer school, which continues about three weeks each summer, begin-
ning the second Wednesday in July. 
The snbjects taught are: (a) Lessons on the construction, origin, evidences, his-
tory, geography, institutions, and interpretation of Scriptures, and npou the organ-
ization, management, and teaching in Sunday schools; (b) Popular course of 
inatruction in botany, geology, astronomy, and such history as may be in curr~nt 
line of C. L. S. C. reading; (c) Round table, taking up such subjects as are bemg 
or have recently been considered in the C. L. S. C. readings. 
We adopt, as methods of instruction, l ectures and examinations, and in the no~mal 
department a course of study and recitation. \Ve also have a course of platform 
lectures of popular character on all subjects that the lecturers may select from. 
The nnmber of teachers and lectnrers at each assembly will probably average 
about 30. Enrolled students average, say, 100, but of those in attenda.nce, 1,500._ 
Oar assembly is principally for instruction, but we combine with it entertam-
meut. 
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tion, Sunday school normal training, secular normal school, and the C. 
L. S. C course. The lectures are usually on various detached sub-
jects, though occasiona,lly longer courses on large subjects are given. 
The teaching force bas averaged from 1.2 to 15, with as many lecturers 
in addition. 
Waseca Assembly, Minnesota-This assembly dates from 1884, and 
during the eight years of its existence bas had remarkable success. A 
full equipment of buildings and facilities for every kind of assembly 
work have been provided. An auditorium tabernacle, hall of philoso-
phy, and normal ball have been erected. The assembly now includes _ 
9 general departments and more than 20 ~pecial classes. The subjects · 
taught are: Music, French, German, shorthand, botany, biology, astron-
omy, microscopy, history, crayon work, bookkeeping, and typewriting, 
Sunday-school normal work, pedagogics, and theology. 
Wa~eca Assembly is the northwestern headquarters for the 0. L. S. 
0., and special attention is paid to 0. L. S. C. work. Besides these 
branches of work there are an Itinerants' Club of the Minnesota 
Amrnal Conference, and an Epworth League Training Institute. 
Wiers, N. H.-Regarding the Winnipesaukee Lake Assembly, which 
has held :five annual sessions at Wiers, N. H., the president writes as 
follows: 
The subjects taught are those treated in the C. L. S. C. work, the Bible, and music. 
vVe have both courses of lectures and single lectures on varying topics. The aver-
age attendance of members may be put at 300, but the visitors are many more. The 
average of lecturers and teachers may be put at 12. Our main purpose is instruc-
tion, but we give entertainments also. 
Concerningtbefollowingassemblies no information bas been obtained: 
Lake Bluff Assembly, Illinois; Lake Madison, South Dakota; Lang- . 
don Assembly, North Dakota; Hiram Assembly, Ohio; Missouri 
Assembly, Warrensburg, Mo.; Mountain Grove, Berwick, .Pa.; Niagara 
Assemuly, Canada; Ocean Grove, N. J.; Ocean Park, Me.; Pacific 
Coast Assembly, Monterey, Cal.; Puget Soun<l. Assembly, Washington; 
Round Lake, N. Y.; Seaside Assembly, Key East, N. J.; "'\Vin:field, Kans.; 
Southern Illinois; Gerhart Springs, Clatsop, Oreg.; Warsaw, Ind .. ; 
Weatherford, Tex.; Ridgeview, Pa. · 
III.-THE MARTHA'S VINEY.A.RD SUMMER INSTITUTE. 
The summer institute that bas been held on Martha's Vineyard since 
the summer of 1878 is to-day one of the leading and most flourishing 
institutes for summer instruction in the United States. Together with 
the great expf',riment at Chautauqua Lake, it occupies a position in 
modern educational movements that will render a detailed description 
of its work the best commentary that can be given upon that phase of 
popular instruction, which it is the purpose of this monograph to 
describe. 
The following account of this institution has been adopted from a 
sketch very kindly furnished by its present president, William A. 
Mowry, PH. D. 
The school was started in the summer of 1878. The originator and 
first president of the enterprise was. Col. Homer B. Sprague, PH. n., 
at that time the head master of the girls' high school in Boston. He 
:first selected the place, interested others iu the scheme, put the plan in 
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operation, and carried the institution forward until it was incorporated 
.under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a.ncl became one 
of the permanent educational institutions of the Old Bay State, and 
secured a fine building adequate for the purpose, where sixteen reqita-
tions could be conducted in the same hour. Dr. Sprague himself thus 
describes the beginning and first few years of the school; 1 
The Martha's Vineyard Summer Institute originated in a very humble way. For 
a uum ber of years, beginning with 1871, my friend Prof. Ellinwood and myself had 
spent the greater part of the summer at the Vineyard, and we had often discussed 
the possibility of establishing a summer school on the island. There was no ques-
tion in our minds as to the desirability of well-directed mental employment on the 
p:ut of thousands of teachers and others, during a portion of the two or three 
months of the long vacation. What to do, and how to. do it, in founding such an 
institution, was the problem. To us, after much mP,ditating, it seemed best, at last, 
to invite a number of eminent teachers to join us in issuing ::m announcement of 
classes, to be formed at Cottage City (then Vineyard Grove), in July, 1878, and to 
be continued five weeks. If successful, the work could be repeated in future years, 
and possibly a large and permanent institution might grow out of it. If unsuccess-
ful, no serious harm was anticipated, and it would be gratifying to have deserved 
to succeed. No :large pecuniary return was looked for; but ·twas hoped that scores 
and hundreds of students would be materially aided, and that valuable service 
would be rendered to the cause of education. The healthfulness of the island, its 
quiet beauty, its accessibility yet seclusion, its facilities for bathing, its innocent 
recreations, ancl especially its traditionally religious character and its wholesome 
moral influences seemed to make it of all spots the fittest for such an enterprise. 
The plan adopted allowed of indefinite expansion. Any study in which satisfac-
tory work can be done, or even a satisfactory beginning can be made, orasat_isfactory 
course of lectures or lessons giYen, during five weeks, might be admitted, provided a 
competent professor could lie found to take charge of the special branch. Each pro-
fessor was to have complete liberty to manage his department in his own way so far 
as it could be done without injury to bis associate professors or to the general inter-
ests of the institute. A uniform rate of tuition, $15 in each department, was fixed 
upon, ancl each professor was to recei ye as compensation for bis services the tuition 
fees paid by his own students. The professors were to share equally tlre expense of 
advertising by joint circulars and by joint catds in the newspapers, but each profes-
sor was at liberty to advertise further his special classes. The common interests of 
the institute were to be managed by the professors assembled as a faculty of instruc-
tion and government or by the president acting for all. 
As bonds of union among the stnJ.ents as well as among the professors, all me~-
bers of cla ses and of professors' families were to be admitted free of cost to pubhc 
lectures and entertainments by distinguished men invited by the institute. These 
wero to be paid by admission fees from all persons not connected with the school. 
The professors also were at liberty to deliver public lectures, receiving as their com-
pen ation the proceeds of tickets sold to persons not members. · 
· Por such lectures, readings, or concerts the institute was to l)rovide a hall and pay 
the . xpense of tickets and handbills, but the lecturer or other performer was to be 
at his o,:n charges and his own risk as to receipts. The giver of the entertainment 
was at ltb rty, under proper limitations, in his discretion and at his own expense, to 
resort to other means of advertisement. 
Further to unite the members of tho institute and promote social enjoyment, 
we ·~ly rec ptions and excursions were arranged, the former taking place on :Friday 
eveurn~s and the latter on a.turclars. 
The g neral plan of operations, allowing to each department independence in all 
lo ·al 1:1att~rs ~ot aff c~ing ~mme~iately the common intere ·ts, yet combi?J-ing for cen-
tral d1rcct10n rn all thrn•rs m which tbe general welfare of the institute is concerned, 
has_ prevailed until the pr sent time. The forenoons are mostly given up to class ex-
rr1ses, tb a.fternoons and evenings to public lectures and entertainments, :E'riday 
ev nin<TS ~o receptions, ancl the whole of , atur<lays to excursions and recreation. 
The eled10n by a student of two or more studies has been permitted but not 
en,·ouraged. \Vlien int rfi reuc s have occurr d between hours of recitation, the 
s ue st111lent being due at two places at once, tho matter has been amicably arranged 
by tb_e profe.·sors in h_arge of tho e classe , or, in case of irreconcilable diversity 
of op1111011, by the pres1d ut of tho in tilute. 
In th f< l~ of 1 77 ncl winter of 1 77-'7 , after much con idcration, and after con-
~u!t:~_tton with many eminent geutl men, the following in tructors wero induced to 
J m m th work: 
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In botany, Prof. William R. Dudley, of Cornell University; in entomology, Prof. B. 
Pickman Mann, of Cambridge; in French, Prof. Philippe de Senanconr, of the Bos-
ton Latin School; in geology and mineralogy, Prof. L. S. Burbank, of the Boston 
Society of Natural History; in German, Madam Mari~ Mehlbach, of Auburndale; in 
industrial drawing, B. vV. Putnam, of Jamaica Plain; in Latin and Greek, J. M. 
Tetlow, of the Girls' Latin School, Boston; in microscopy, Dr. Ephraim Cutter, of 
Cambridge, and Dr. Paulus Reinsch, of Munich; in pedagogics, Prof. J. C. 
Greenough, of State Normal School, Providence, R. I.; in zoology, Profs. \Villiam B. 
Dwight, of Vassar College, and A. C. Apgar, of the State Normal School at Trenton, 
N. J. -
After several unsuccessful attempts to secure a desirable professor to take charge 
of elocution, that department, as well as English literature, was placed under my 
own care. A public meeting was held in the Union Chapel the clay before the 
beginning of the session, and the different professors successively stated to the audi-
ence the course in their several studies. Mrs. Abba· Gould vVoolson was engaged to 
deliver a course of 10 public lectures on historical and literary subjects, and Prof. 
Robert R. Raymond gaYe 10 public Shakespearian readings. Mrs. vVoolson was 
prevented by ill health from fulfilling her appointments. Mr. Tetlow delivered two 
public lectures on Latin pronunciation, afterwards printed in theN. E. Journal of 
Education; Mr. William Marsllall, 1 on an "An evening in wonderland;" Mr. 
Apgar, 2 on "Life in the sea;" Mr. Dudley, 1 on botany; Mr. Putnam,4on "Keramics 
and the potter's wheel;" Mr. Manl)., 1 on insects, and Mr. Sprague, 4 on Shakespeare, 
Milton, an,l Goldsmith. 
Of the departments just mentioned, that of entomology was not begun, Mr. 
Mann, the professor in charge, having married just four days before the institute 
opened; that of microscopy (or micrology, as the professor preferred to style it), 
which was to have been located at West Falmouth, was discontinued by reason of 
the nonarrival of students till after the departure of Dr. Reinsch; and that of peda-
gogics or didactics, which, owing to the modesty of Mr. Greenough, had been much 
less advertised than the rest, was also suspended. The other departments continued 
in successf.ul opemtion till the close of the session. About 80 students were reg-
istered during the first summer, that of 1878. 
At the close of the first session a strong feeling of satisfaction at tho degree of 
success attained under unfavorable circumstances was generally manifest, and found 
expression in earnest resolutions unanimously adopted at a large meeting of the 
students. At the annual meeting of the faculty in August, Messrs. Sprague, Ellin-
wood, and Putnam were severally elected president, treasurer, and secretary, and it 
was resolved to ho1d another session in the following summer. 
The attendance at the second session was about double that of the first year. Bot-
any, Ens-lish literature, geology, and minera.logy, French, German, industrial draw-
ing, Latm and Greek, phonogrnphy, and zoology were taught by the same instructors, 
respectively, as <luring the first session. A department of history was added under 
the care of Prof. H. S. Mackintosh. 
The third session, that of 1880, saw many changes in the faculty. A department 
of music was established. Astronomy and didactics were also added to the list of 
courses. The attendance was smaller in numbers, but, perhaps, of a higher average 
quality than the preceding year. 
The fourth annual session, that of 1881, witnessed other changes in the faculty, 
and several new·studies were added, namely, Anglo-Saxon, paleontology, andmicro-
scopy. Numerous public lectures also were given. Tbe opinion was quite generally 
expressed that, on the whole, this fourth session of the institute had been the most 
interesting and profitable since the foundation. 
But tbe inconveniences to which wo were subjected hy the lack of an institute 
building, though reduced to a minimum by the generous hospitality of the people of 
Cottage City, seemed from the outset to threaten the prosperity, if not the existence, 
of the school. Efforts had been unceasingly put forward to secure permanent quar-
ters for the classes, a permanent home for the organization. One after another 
promising plans failed. Some discouragement was natural after these repeated fail-
ures, and one professor seriously proposed to his associates to remove the school to 
Plymouth, Mass.; to abandon it was not to be thought of. But among all our dis-
appointments we had al ways one resource to fall back upon. We knew that from 
year to year there had been in the minds of the residents and visitors at the Vine-
yard a growing sense of the importance of the institute, and that its permanent 
e~tablishment by their voluntary contributions, if in no other way, was but a ques-
t~o:n of time. Happily, one of our number, Mr. Putnam, had the leisure, the dispo-
s1t~on, and the ability to give his energies to the important work of soliciting sub-
scnptions. Other professors arn'3d. The results were most gratifying. Within two 
weeks abo?,t $3,000 had been subscribed by about 120 donors. It remained to become 
a corporation_ under the laws of Massachusetts, with power to hold property. A 
meetmg of directors for that purpose was held about the 1st of September, 1885, 
and the proper officers were elected. . 
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The above sketch by Col. Sprague (continues Dr. Mowry) leaves us 
in the spring of 1882, at the time of his resignation of the office of presi-
dent. Prof. William J. Rolfe, LIT. D., the well-known Shakespearian 
critic and writer upon English literature, was unanimously chosen presi-
dent. He served the institute six years, from 1882 to 1887, inclusive. 
The building of a large, commodious, and substantial edifice for the 
exclusive use of the institute was a great work. The heavy burden of 
this enterprise fell upon Prof. Benjamin W. Putnam, who for many 
years was the clerk and general busiuess manager. 
In the New England Magazine for July, 1887, the leading article is 
entitled ''The Martha's Viueyard Summer Institute." This article is 
believed to be largely from Mr. Putnam's pen, and that portion which 
relates to the years 1882 to US87, inclusive, is here reproduced: 
On the l~th of February, 1882, Col. Sprague tendered his r esigna.tion as president, 
impelled thereto by '' ill health and a press of other duties." As be made- this posi-
tive, the directors were compelled to accept it. Prof. William J . Rolfe, the vice-
prcsident, was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy. Of him tlle retiring presi-
dent said to the directors: "Yon are fortunate, indeed, to secure the services of one 
who has achieved success in both science and literature; ono whose fame, through 
his works, is not only national, but international." . 
The erection of a spacious and convenient building on a cool and commandmg 
site gave a new impetus to the good work, whieh was apparent in the increased 
attendance at the opening of tho session of 1882. The building was dedfrated with 
appropriate services, the former president, Col. Sprague, delivering the dedicatory 
address. 
The comfort of the new building, with the Yarious appliances of a schoo1house, 
was fully appreciated by those who, for four years, h::ul strngglecl on without them. 
One large room is made ex1 ensively useful as a reception room, wllere students can 
meet for social intercourse, to read and write; where, also, are displayed on shelves 
the various new text-books of the year, sent by tlle publishers for examination; and 
where ail other necessary school supp1ies are kept for sale. 
In 1882 the directors decided to publish a paper, which was issued under the na~e 
of the "Institute Herald." This paper, under the energetic management of Dr. W~l-
liam F. Morrison, of Providence, son of the treasurer, was a success, and aided m 
making the institute better known, not only in the immediate vicinity, but through-
out tl10 country. 
During this session, the department of history was most ably conducted by Dr. 
Cllarlcs K. Adams, now president of Cornell University. Dr. W. A . .Brownell, of 
Syr:1cuse, took charge of the department of mineralogy and has con tinned t? fill that 
ch:ur most acceptably to the present date. The German department was m cha~·ge 
of Prof. Hermann B. Boisen, author of some valuable text-books. The Shakespearian 
readings of Prof. R. R. Ra,vmond had become very popular, and large audiences 
gatber?d to enjoy his renderings of the plays of tlle great poet. The co~rse of 
~eolog1cal lectures, by Dr. Alexander Winchell, was enjoyed by throngs of delighted 
listeners. 
'l'he season of 1883 was one of continued prosperity for the institute. The erection 
of two buildings for the accommodation of the musical department, marked the out-
ward growth, and relieved the already crowdetl rooms of the main building by fur-
ni ·lling accommodations for the large class in vocal mu ic, under Prof. Daniell, and 
that in the pianoforte, under Prof. Howard. 
Tho department of didactics was, during the sessions of 1882 and 1883, in charge 
of ol. F. \V. Parker, at that time ono of the supervisors of the Boston schools. In 
the year 1 3 a fair in aid of the institute was held in Agassiz Hall, under tho charge 
of the wive of the profes ors, and a considerable snm of money was raised to meet 
obligations that had been incurred in the furnishing of the bui'l<ling. Another fair 
wa. held . in tho nion Chapel the following year, but a severe storm and other 
cau om bin d to make it much less successful than the fir. t. 
Tll is y ar he d partm nt of pedagogy was in charge of Prof. H. H. traight, of ibe 
' ok ounty N rmal chool, Chicago, I1l. 
Th d_ partm nt of philo ophy was in barge of F. Loui oldan, principal of the 
t. Lom Tormal School, with Dr.\ illiam T. Harris of 'oncord, as lecturer. The 
<1<'partm nt of phy ical ulture was condu ·t d by Dr. io ewis, of New York. 
1'1l;o mo t noti a.bl improv ment in what may be t rmecl the plant of the institute 
tb1. y ar was the re ti n f a building for a a.fr, where the tudents who are 
. bh~ t locl..,. a om di . tanc an take th •ir m al with conv ni nee. Thi plan 
1 foun l t l l o h conomi al, affording board at a, lower rut , and advantageous 
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also in a social way, bringing the students more together and promoting good feel-
ing and a fraternal spirit. 
The ninth year (1886) saw but few changes in the faculty, the most noticeable 
being that in the chair of elocution, which was filled by Dr. S. S. Curry, dean of 
the Boston School of Expression, who endeared himself to those under his immedi-
ate charge to a, rP.markable degree. . . 
\Ve may add, in a, general way, that each year, profitmg by the experience of the 
past, the directors have been able so to systematize matters that work can be begun 
the Jfrst clay of the session and continue uninterruptedly till the close, which, by a 
receut vote, may not be till the sixth week. It is proper also to state that, as this 
is a school established primarily for teachers, the mern bers of the faculty take 
especial pains to teach methods, not only by IJrecept, but by example, in imparting a 
knowledge of their own subject. Pedagogy, the science of teaching, has always 
been a prominent uepartmeut. They hold that if they fill a pupil foll of his subject 
he will gain the ability in which he can best teach it. It is a pleasure to teach a 
subject we know and know we know. It is misery t,o try to teach a subject we do 
not know anu know we do not know. 
A.t the session of 1887 (continues Dr. Mowry) I had my first experience 
in a summer school. I had a strong prejudice against this class of 
institutiom;. I bad felt that if one wished to become a teacher he 
ha<l. better attend a good normal school for two or three years, and that 
a few weeks' study in the heat of summer was too superficial to be of 
any real service whatever. It is true I had seen and experienced the 
. oest results from well-conducted teachers' institutes, but I had not 
thought tliese summer schools were better than the best of institutes, 
nor especially that they were of far greater value, inasmuch as those were 
generally held for two or three days, or at most for a week, while in 
these the attention of the earnest young teachers was held by the best 
instructors, the wisest specialists, for five weeks under the most favor-
able circumstances. 
I went, therefore, to the Vineyard in July, 1887, to give a course of 
leccures upon American history, with the full expectation that that 
would be the beginning and the end of my connection with ·summer 
schools. I had no intention of going again. 
I was surprised, therefore, to find on the one hand a class of very 
earnest young teachers, thirsty for both knowledge and wisdom, and 
on the other a faculty composed of some of the best teaching material 
to be found in the country. 
With a bright and apt class of minds for pupils, these great teachers 
<lid good work-work which could not but commend it.:;elf to any 
observer. I was a convert to summer schools, if this was a fair sample. 
Financially the institute was not at that time on a good basis. A.t 
the close of this session it was in debt for running expenses of this and 
previous years to the amount of about $2,500. .A subscription paper 
was circulated among the faculty and some other persons, and about 
$1,200 was raised towards paying off this debt. (Let me say here, in 
passing, that the entire debt was paid from the extra earnings of the 
institute during the next three years, 1888-1890, inclusive.) 
The depressed feeling was so great that two of the former directors, 
who hitherto had stood squarely by the institute at all times, saw no 
clrnnce for its recuperation, and resigned their positions as directors and 
corporators. There was,. however, a general disposition on the part of 
the directors, the faculty, and all concerned to make a vigorous effort 
to put the institution on a strong and efficient basis. A revised sys-
tem of management was effected in 1888, and new features of impor-
tance were added to the school. The most prominent of these was a 
''school of methods" under the direction of Mr. A. W. Edson, agent 
of the Massachusetts board of education. This department held a 
session of three weeks, with a dozen or more teachers, in methods of 
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instruction in the ordinary branches of our common schools. These 
subjects were as follows: .Arithmetic, blackboard sketching, drawing, 
geography, history, kindergarten, language, physiology, natura,l sci-
ence, pedagogy, psychology, penmanship, physical exercises, scb.ool 
management, and vocal music. . 
Another important addition made to the courses of instruction was 
the placing of the special department of elocution and oratory under 
the direction of Dr. C. Wesley Emerson, of Boston. The courses and 
instructors this year numbered half a dozen or more in excess of the 
previous year. In 1887 there were less than 150 pupils, while the next 
year the number was nearly if not quite 250. 
In 1889 it became evident that the crucial period in the history of 
the school was passed. The school of methods was greatly enlarged. 
The full number this year was 350. The department of elocution and 
oratory, under the efficient management of Dr. Emerson, was large 
and successful. 
The year 1890 was in all respects the most prosperous and satisfac-
, tory the school had yet seen. .A department of high-school methods 
was established, which proved beneficial to a large number of high-
school teachers. .A department of physical culture was added and 
Baron Nils Posse, M. G., of Boston, gave instruction in the Ling sys-
tem of Swedish gymnastics. The full membership was 700, including 
teachers of all grades from the kindergarten to the college, and coming 
from thirty-seven States, Territories, provinces, and countries. 
This year the institute added a dormitory to their other accommo-
dations. They had built a cafe building with well-equipped kitchen 
and dining room several years before. These two additions to the com-
fort and convenience of the students have proved of great benefit to 
the school. 
The last session of the institute, that of 1891, was in all respects the 
most successful; the numbers showed no falling off from the number of 
the previous year and the quality of teachers in attendance has mate-
rially improved. 
The directors this year made important improvements to the prop-
erty of the institute. .A large addition (~5 by 25 feet) to the kitchen 
was built, a new refrigerator and a new baker were added, together 
with a generous enlargement of the cooking outfit, the cafe was clap-
boarded, all the buildings-now five in number-were thoroughly 
painted and put in good order, and the unsightly gravel bank on the 
south of the institute was graded and sown with oats and grass seed . 
.Altogether, during the last two years, about $3,000 has been expended 
upon the property of the institute, nearly all of which has been already 
paid from the extra earnings of the institute. It should be borne in 
mind that all the receipts from tuition are used to pay current expenses 
and the in tructors. Not a dollar of tuition money has been appropri-
ated to these permanent improvements. 
The pre. ent condition of the institute is in all respects pro perous 
and ncouraging. 
I. The br adth of the work is noticeable. There are at the present 
time more than 50 different cour e of instruction in the school. These 
a~e pr perly divided into (1) a school of method for elementary tu-
<he ; (2) a chool of method for high- chool studies; (3) a school of 
el uh n nd rat ry; (4) eighteen academic department . 
Th e a a emic epartments may be grouped under the following 
h a~. : (1) h natural i ce ; (2) the modern languages· (3) the 
an 1 nt Ian" (7 ; (4) h mathematic. ; (5) Engli h lit rature, his-
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tory, and civil government; (6) music, vocal and instrumental; (7) 
drawing; (8) microscopy; (9) painting; (10) sloyd. 
II. Its buildings, grounds, location, and general equipment are of the 
best. It has five buildings ali devoted to its own work. Its grounds 
are ample, and its equipment is probably not surpassed anywhere. 
III. It is incoporated under the statutes of Massachusetts as one of 
the permanent educational institutions of the Old Bay State, and _is -
managed by a board of directors in the interest of education and not 
for personal gain. 
IV. Its outlook for the future is highly promising. The directors 
are now perfecting their arrangements for broader operations and more 
extended usefulness. 
New courses are to be added, the academic departments are to be 
strengthened, and the school of methods, both elementary and higher, 
is to be enlarged and improved. One of the special features· to be 
emphasized in the school of methods is the laboratory method of teach-
ing the natural sciences in the elementary schools. At the last session 
of the school 3 expert instructors gave 30 lessons to the classes, and the 
laboratory was open all day for work by the class, under the super-
vision of one or another of these 3 teachers. 
Appended is a tabular view showing the present corps of teachers 
and the subjects taught. 
School of rnethods. 
ELEMENTARY COURSE. 
-':I, 
Arithmetic . . . . . . . . Geo. I. Aldrich, .A.. M .••.• _ •. 
Civil government.. Wm. A. Mowry, .A.. M., PH. D •• 
Drawing ... . .. .. .. Henry T. Bailey ........... . 
Geography and F. F. Murdock ............. . 
Superintendent of schools .. 
Editor Education and Com-
mon School Education. 
A.gent State board of edu-
cation. 
State Normal School. ...... . 
physiology. 
Grammar .......... Miss Mary F. Hyde .............. do .................... . 
History........... . C. E. Meleney, .A.. M. •• • . . •• • • Superintendent of schools .. 
Kindergarten ...... Miss Lucy Wheelock .•..... Prrncipal Chauncey Hall 
Kindergarten. 
Language and Miss Sarah L. Arnold ..•.... Supervisor primary schools. 
primary work. 
Vocal music ....... F. H. Butterfield .......... . 
Penmanship ....... S.S. Cooley .... ... ........ . 
Reading .. . . ...... _ 5G._I. A,ldrich; A. !'f· ......... . 
cM1ss Carry E. Silloway .... . 
Elementaryscienco 5A. C. Boyd~ii, A. l\I ••••· •••• 
cL, E. J3rassill .............. . 
Supervisor vocal music ..... 
Snperintendentschools,Mill-
bury and Oxford, Mass. 
Superintendent of schools .. 
Principal Quincy School. .. . 
.State Normal School. ...... . 
Supervisor science work ... . 
HIGH-SCHOOL COURSE. 
Botany . . . . . . . . . . . . Edw. S. Burgess, .A.. M....... High school. ............... . 
Civil government.. Wm. A. Mowry, A. M., PH. D. Author studies in civil gov-
ernment. 
English literature. Prof. D:mielDorchester, A.M. Boston University ......... . 
French and German The faculty of the Berlitz ............................. . 
. I Scbool of Languages. 
General biRtor:y . . . C. E . Mele11ey, A.111.......... Superintende.nt of schools .. 
Greek and_ Latm .. Isaac B . .Burgess, .A.. !\I ..•••. Latin school ............... . 
Mathematics . . . . . . James Jenkins, .A.. B . • • . . . • . Principal Dix Street School. 
Microscopy ........ s~~v. John D. King, PH. D ••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
. I< 1ss Ella M. Drury, .A.. n ......... . ...... __ ........ ___ ... __ 
Pl1ys1cal culture ... Baron Nils Posse, M. G •••••• Posse's gymnasium ........ . 
Phyaicalandscien· F. F. Murdock .. .. .. ........ State Normal School. ...... . 
tific f!:COgraphy. I 
Rhetonc........... J. C. Greenough, A. M........ Principal State Normal 
School. 
Science, physics, l 
chemistry, mfa. 
eralogy geology A. C. Boyden, .A . M... .. ... . . . State Normal School .•...... 
zoology', hom'e'. C.E.Adams ················ ...... do .................... . 
made apparatus. 
Voice culture ..... · j Henry L. Southwick, .A.. M. •. Emerson College of Oratory . 
Quincy, Mass. 
Boston, Mass 
Do. 
Bridgewater, Mass. 
Albany, N. Y. 
Somerville, Mass 
Boston, Mass. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
New Bedford, Mass. 
Oxford, Mass. 
Quincy, Mass. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Bridgewater, Mass. 
Quincy, Mass, 
Washington, D. C. 
Boston, Mass. 
Do. 
New York City. 
Somerville, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Worcester, Mass. 
Edgartown, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Do. 
Bridgewater, Mass. 
Westfield, Mass. 
Bridgewater, Mass. 
Salem, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
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COMMON TO BOTH ELEMENTARY AND HIGH.SCHOOL COURSE. 
Elementary science Prof. Boyden and Prof. State Normal schools .... . .. Bridgewater and Sa-
lem, Mass. Adams. 
P edagogy ... ... - . . . E. E. White, LL. D • • •. - - - ••• - Late superintendent of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
schools. 
P sychology._... . .. J.C. Greenough, A. M •••••••. Principal State Normal Westfield, Mass. 
School. 
School manage- A. W.Edson,A.M .......... . 
ment. 
Agent State board educa- Worcester, Mass. 
tion. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS. 
Botm1y __ . __ . ___ ... :Edward S. Burgess, A. M . . . • High school ...... . ........ -
. {Henry T . Bailey . . . . . . . . . . . . Agt:nt MassaclrnseLts board 
Drawrng. .......... of education. 
N. L. Berry .. . .... ____ ...... Supervisor of drawing ... . . . 
Elocution and ora- C. Wesley Emerson, M. D., President Eruerson College 
. tory. LL. D. of Oratory. 
Engli sh literature. l'rof. Dan'l Dorchester, A, M. Bol!ton University . .. . .. . . . . 
French and German ]~erlitz School of Languages ....... . . . .... . . . . . .......... . . 
History and civil William A. Mowry, A. 111., Editor of Education .. . .. . . . 
government. PH.D. 
Latin and. Greek... Isaac .B. Burgess, A. M . . . . . . Latin school .... .. ...... . .. . 
Mathematics . . . . . . James Jenkins, A. B......... Principal Dix Latin School . 
Music, instruruen- George H . Howard, A. 111 .. ................. . . __ . . .. . ...... . 
tal and vocal. 
Washington. D. C. 
North Sictuate,M.ass. 
Lynn, Mass. 
I;vston, Mass. 
Do. 
New York City. 
Boston, Mass. 
Do. 
Worcester, Mass. 
Boston, 'Mass. 
Ornithology and 
zoology. 
Harry Gordon White . _..... Late of the Marion Labora· Taunton, Mass. 
Painting .......... . Amelia M. Watson ......... _ . _. ~~?: -~~ ~~~-s. ~~~~~-- .. _. _. _. :East Windsor Hill, 
Conn . 
Physical culture ... Brown Nils Posse, M. o ..... _ Posse's gymnasium .... _ .... Boston, Mass. 
Sloyd.............. Everett Schwartz ........... Instructor in !::iloyd in Do. 
Comin's ijhool. 
rv.-SUMMER SCHOOLS OF HARVARD UNIVERSI'.I.'Y, OF THE UNIVER· 
SITY OF VIRGINIA, AND OF OTHER SCHOOLS. 
nrn SUMMER SCHOOL SYSTEM OF IlARVAP.D UNIVERSITY. 
The summer school system of Harvard University owes its origin 
primarily to the influence which Louis Agassiz brought to bear up~n 
tlJC spirit of scientific education in that institution and upon tlns 
country. From the beginning of his instruction his aim was, as far as 
possible, to provide for the training of teachers in the methods of 
instruction which he pursued in the sciences of zoology and geo logy. 
Bis desire to secure to them such instruction was, perLnps, the strong-~r 
for the reason that he received a hearty support from the authori-
ties of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the foundation and 
mainteuance of his museum in Cambridge. From the foundation of 
tbat mu eum his instruction was freely open to all the teatbers of 
tlle State. Experience !;]1owed that owiug to their school engag-emeJ1ts 
teacl1ers found mnch difficulty in attending the instruction which be 
gave during term time. Therefore. in consultation ·with the assi tant 
who wa engaged with him in teaching it was determined to make an 
, , ay in the line of field i11 truction given during the ummer vacation. 
Thi. work wa fir t b gun in tbe year 1 60, in a geological school taught 
in part fa ambriug and in part in western Mas achu etts. Summer 
fl Id work in geology e. ign d to acquaint teacl.Jers with method of 
iu 'tructi n to be :t llow din th • field has be n continu cl with light 
int rmption from that date to the pre ent tim . In 1872 a school of 
z 1 gy wa planned, the intenti u b ing to open it in the fo11owing 
umm r n th i land of antu ·k t. The proje t ha ing received a 
rtain amount of pu 1i n tic , fr. ,T lm n'd r on, a manufa turcr 
of ew rk Ci y, b cam int rt t d iu th plan , nd off red to Pr f. 
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Agassiz as a gift the Island of Penikese, as well as the sum of $50,000 
for the necessary initial expenses of the establishment. The history of 
this school bas been already described. After the death of Prof. Agas-
siz the project of the Penikese school was al>andoned, for the reason 
that it met with no public general support, and the fees paid by stu-
de11ts would not support the costly establishment. In the second ses-
sion the excess of expenditures over receipts was $3,000. 
The evident utility of these summer schools of natural science, how-
ever, led in succession to the establishment of similar courses of instruc-
tion at Harvard University in chemistry (1874), botany (1874), physics 
(1889), field engineering (1889), physical training (1887), and to slighter 
experiments in tlte way of courses in French and German (1888). Dur-
ing the last summer (1891) the following courses (in order of their 
mention in the college catalogue) were offered: 
(1) A course in the fundamental principles of chemistry; attended 
by 24 students. 
(~) A course in qualitative analysis; attended by 14 students. 
(3) A course in quantitative analysis; attended uy 5 students. 
(4) A course in organic chemistry; attended by 7 students. 
(6) One student pursued a course in special research. 
(7) A course in botany; 15 students. 
(8, 9, and 10) In geology three courses were given, known as A, B, 
and C. Course A,in its nature elementary, was attended by 17 students. 
The illstruction in this course was given in Cambridge and in the ter- · 
ritory near the college. G:rnrse B was given in Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, and New York, and was attended by rn students. Course 0 
provides for the instruction of students who have been trained to the 
point where they may undertake field work somewhat independently, 
and was attended by 9 students. 
(11 and 12) Two courses in physics were given; one elementary, 
answering approximately to the most elementary course in the college, 
was attended by 20 students, and a higher course in experimental 
physics, attended by 10 students. 
(13 and 14) There were two courses in fiel<l. engineering, intended to 
train students and teachers in tile methods of topographic and railway 
surveying. These were attended by 8 students. 
(15) A course in physical training, designed especially for those who 
intend to teach this subject or to act as supervisors of gymnasiums, 
was given in two sections, one known as the full course and the other 
as the course in practice. These courses were attended by the total of 
83 stud en ts. 
(16 and 17) Two courses in modern languages, viz, J.;,rench and Ger-
man, were given, the special object being to train instructors in the 
methods of instruction in those languages pursued in this univergity. 
These were attended by 12 students. 
In addition to the above-named courses of instruction a series of 
classes held at tbe medical school in Boston especially designed to 
meet the needs of graduates in medicine, which were attended by 48 
students. 
The total number of persons pursuing summer courses maintained 
by the university in the year 1890 was 279. Excepting the classes in 
medicine, courses Band C in geology, and the courses in field engineer-
ing, all these classes were open to both men and women. Of the total 
about 90 were women. One hundred and fifty persons were engaged 
in teaching, their positions varying in grade from that of college presi-
dent to assistants in the lower schools. Thirty-eight were students of 
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Harvard College or of the affiliated Lawrence Scientific School, who, 
with the exception of about half a dozen, pursued their studies for th~ 
results alone. Except in the course in geology and that in :fie1d engi-
neering, the work done in the summer school could not be counted for 
any degree. . 
Originally the management of these schools was Jen altogether rn 
the hands of the several instructors engaged in teaching. For_ the 
last four years the system has been under the charge of a co1;11ID1ttee 
of five appointed by the corporation of the university. Thi~. body 
maintains a general oversight of the schools, and provides from -t1m~ to 
time for the institution of new experiments in this kind of teachmg. 
The receipts of the schools were originally left in the hands of the 
instructors. Recently, however, an arrangement has been made where-
by the corporation determines the salaries of the instructors and -pro-
vides for the incidental expenses of the schools. The fees are thus 
paid directly into the university chest, and the classes are no lon_ger 
speculative ventures on the part of the teachers giving the instruct10n. 
The greater part of these schools are taught for the term of 6 weeks 
and on 6 days in each week, usually for at least 8 hours of the d~y. 
Care is taken as far as possible in the period of a long vacation to give 
the students in attendance on the summer schools all the advantages of 
the university. The museums, laboratories, libraries, and other me.ans 
of instruction and exercise are all at the disposal of the summer stu-
dents quite as freely as they are to those who attend in term time. 
It is the hope of the committee on these courses each year to extend 
their range and effectiveness in such a manner that, as far as may be, 
they shall provide a suitable opportunity for teachers to be abreast of 
their work in every one of the common departments of instruction. 
PROFESSIO:S-AL AND SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS AT TH.E UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. 
For many years there have been held summer sessions of schools at 
the University of Virginia, at Charlottesville. - . 
The first started of these was that of law, which was instituted I?-
1870 with only 4 members, nor did the numbers much increase u_ntil 
~875, when 3~ ~ere in attendance, after which the numbe~ rapidly 
mcreased, until, m 1878, there were 80 attending. _From that tmie until 
now t?e size of the school has remained fairly constant. Ninety-seven 
were m attendance at the sessions of 1890-'91. 
At the head of this school, now in the twenty-third year of its exist-
ence, is John B. Minor, professor of common and statute law in the 
Univ~r ity of Virginia, and author of several legal treatises. The 
~ura~10n of the course has averaged two months. .During this sh?rt 
time 1t ha been the effort not to give much positive instruction, wh1ch 
would obviou.Jy be impossible, but to teach the student how to study 
au 1 to acquire< philo ophic acquaintance with the salient elementary 
principles aud do ·tdne of the law "so as to enable him," says Prof. 
Minor, "to pr ceed with more sati~faction to him elf and with more 
efficiency to employ the' amialJJesecrets' with which, according to Coke, 
the s ience of juri prud nee abound ." The scheme of instruction 
inc~ucl s an outline vi w of th right relating to the per on, to corpo-
ra 1 n , ~ real pr perty , ?d t per onal property, including ~ontra~t ; 
the ~ 1 , p w r , an 1 right of personal repre entation , mcJudrng 
d ·trm relating to lega ·i , and th e tl mcnt f :fidu iary ac un , 
h x o. iti n of th , m d, of conducting a tion in tbe · urt f 
le w ll f uity. 
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A summer school in chemistry has been held at the University of 
Virginia for the last ten or twelve years, with a small attendance of 
students, ranging from 3 or 4 to 10 or 12, annually. There has been no 
regularly prearranged course of study, the work of each man being 
arranged in accordance with his previous training and the objects he 
has in view, the limited number of students permitting of thoroughly 
personal teaching. There have been informal talks or lectures, with 
exercises on the blackboard or on paper in chemical calculation, but 
most of the time bas been taken up with practical laboratory work. 
Prof. J. W. Mallet has charge of this work. 
Besides these schools of law and chemistry, there have been held at 
Charlettesville summer classes in mathematics and engineering, medi-
cine, and biology. Summer instruction in the :first of these subjects 
has been given since 1878 for six weeks each summer. The average 
attendance has been from 8 to 10. The subjects taught have been: 
In mathematics, trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculus, differen-
tial equations, and theoretical mechanics; in engineering, land and -
engineering surveying, strength of materials, and bridge and roof con-
struction. At the head of this school is Prof. Wm. M. Thornton. 
The summer school of medicine has been but recently started, the 
:first session being held in 1891. In connection with this school is to be 
given in the biological laboratory of the university a, course upon nor-
mal histology and bacteriology. The teachers are the professors of the 
university, lecturing on the subjects they teach during the regufar ses-
sion, namely: Chemistry, Dr. J. W. Mallet; anatomy, W. B. Fowles; 
histology and bacteriology, A. H. Tuttle; physiology, Dr. W. G . 
. Christian. 
SUMMER CLASSES FOR TEACHERS AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY, 
The trustees of Cornell University have issued the announcement 
that there is to be opened in the summer of 1892, a number of classes 
for teachers. The session.is to last from July 7 to August 18, and there 
is to be given instruction in mathemathics, botany, chemistry, phys-
ics, philosophy, English, French, German, Greek, Latin, classical arch-
reology, and physical training. · 
THE NATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL OF METHODS.l . 
AT GLENS lfALLS, N, Y, 
This school is the union of several other schools, and the history can 
best be given in parts up to the time of union. Nine years ago Mr. 
Oharles F. King, now master of the Dearborn School, Boston, Mass., 
formed the idea of organizing a school of methods. He associated 
with himself in the work Supt. Balliet, now of Springfield, Mass.; Prof. 
Walter S. Perry, now of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Walter S. 
Parker, now master of Everett School, Boston, Mass.; Prof. Payne, 
now of Vanderbilt University, Tennessee, and many other eminent 
educators. This was not the :first summer school, but it was the :first 
school of methods. Its meetings were held at Saratoga, N. Y. Its 
sessions were largely aitended from the :first, the students coming from 
many States and thus justifying the name, The National School of 
Methods. The school continued to grow in numbers and strength. 
Its work broadened and included academic work in some subjects as 
well as work in methods. When this school had been in operation 
1 Kindly furnished by Snpt. Sherman Williams. 
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about four years another school was started at Round Lake, N. Y. It 
was not as large as the National School, but each school hurt the other 
in the matter of attendance, being so near together, and the two were 
united under the management of Mr. King. The first year the session 
was divided into two part:-;, two weeks at Saratoga and two weeks at 
Round Lake. 1..'his plan did not prove satisfactory, and thereafter the 
whole session was at Round Lake. 
At the same time the National School was started at Saratoga a 
movement was made at Glens Falls that was not thought to be more 
than local and a temporary matter at that. At the suggestion of a few 
of the teachers of Warren County, N. Y., Supt. Ballard, of Jamaica, 
N. Y.,and Supt. Williams, of Glens Falls, N. Y., met for one week such 
teachers as cared to come to the meetings for instruction in physical train-
ing an cl primary methods. No fee was charged; no public announcement 
was made. There were about 35 teachers present. At the cloi:;e of the 
session they expressed a desire that there should be a session again the 
following year. This was arranged, and with Messrs. Ballard and Wil-
liams were associated Mrs. N. R. Bald win, who had been a successful 
teacher atQuincy, Mass., under Col. Parker,and Miss Kate Raycroft, of 
Prince School, Boston. A small fee was _charged, enough to pay these 
last two for their services; a few circulars were issued; the work was 
somewhat enlarged; Mr. Ballard kept the physical training as before; 
Mr. Williams ha,d elementary science, Mrs. Baldwin primarywork, Miss 
Raycroft grammar work. It was wholly work in methods. There were 
about 100 present at this session and a dozen or more counties of the 
State were represented. Those present asked to have the school con-
tinued and drawing and elocution added to the course. Now, for the 
first time it was recognized that the school was likely to continue for 
some years at least. Miss Swa.yze, of New York, was engaged to give 
instruction in elocution, and H. P. Smith, head drawing teacher of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., for drawing. Mr. Smith has been with the school from 
that time till now. 
The following year the work of the school was greatly enlarged and 
many instructors of national reputation engaged. In the meantime a 
summer school had been organized at Niagara Falls, N. Y. After two 
sessions it was united. with the school at Glens Falls. 
This brought three schools-the Glens Falls Training School, the 
National School, and the Round Lake Sehool-close together, practi-
cally occupying the same field-three schools where only one was 
needed. As has been stated, the National and Round Lake schools 
were united. The Glens Falls Training School had been run by Messrs. 
Ballard and William at a steady financial loss. At the end of the fifth 
year they announced their intention of discontinuing the school on 
account of the loss at which it was carried on. The leading profes-
sional and bu ine men of the place formed au association to carry on 
the , chool and rai e l a fund to guarantee the school agai1rnt all loss. 
They have contribut d in this way about $1,500 up to this time. The 
school wa continu d another year, and at that time was consolidated 
with the school at Round Lake. This brought together in one school 
all the school that had been organized in this section. The union is 
kn wn a the ational cbool of Method . Thi , is the history of the 
s h 1. 
The work h grown year y y ar. The best in tructors obtainable 
ar ngag d. The in truct r.' alaries aloue amount to more than 
1,00 a week. he entire xpcn e of a e sion amounts to about 
. f re than 1 tnrer appear b fore the chool each year. 
The, rk no, in 1 d both me h d and a < d mic work. 
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The work of last session was as follows: 
PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGICS, DY DR. E. E. WHITE, OF CINCINNATI, OHIO (15 
LECTURES). 
Methods in subject-matter. 
Arithmetic, Supt. G. I. Aldrich, Quincy, Mass., 8 lectures. 
Geography, Principal Charles F. King, Boston, Mass., 10 lectures. 
Language and grammar, Supt. I. Freeman Hall, Leominster, Mass., 10 lectures. 
History, Prof. B. A. Hinsdale, University of Michigan, 5 lectures. 
Elementary language, Miss Anna B. Badlam, Lewiston, Me., 10 lectures. 
Primary work, Mis:::i Sarah Arnold, Minneapolis, Minn., 20 lectures. 
Elementary natural science, Prof. John F. \Voodhull, New York, 5 lectures. 
Kindergarten work, Miss Hart, Toronto, Canada, 10 lectures. 
Natural history, Prof. Austin C. Apgar, Trenton, N. J., 5 lectures. 
Lloyd work, Principal Gustaf Larsson, Boston, Mass., 5 lectures. 
Physical training, Supt. "\V. J. Ballard, Jamaica, Long Island, 5 lectures . 
.Academy worlc (3½ weeks). 
Modern and ancient languages, Prof. Otto H. L. Sehwetsky, Oswego, N. Y. 
Methods in drawing, H. P. Smith, Broolrlyn, N. Y., assisted by Miss B~rtha Hintz, 
Boston, Mass.; Prof. Henry T. Bailey, Massachusetts; N. L. Berry, superintendent 
of drawing, Lynn, Mass. 
Botany and zoology, Prof. Anstin C. Apgar, Trenton, N. J. 
Form and drawiug, Prof. ·walter S. Perry, Brooklyn, N. Y., assisted by Mrs. Mary 
D. Hicks, Boston, Mass., n,nd Miss Stella Skinner, Scranton, Pa. 
Reading and elocution, Prof. L.A. Buttertield, Boston, Mass. 
Penmanship, Prof. Lyman D. Smith, Hartford, Conn. 
English literature an<l. philology, Dr. Thomas Hume, University of North Carolina. 
Homemade apparatus, Pruf. John F'. Wooohull, New York City. 
Physics and chemistry, Prof. John F. Woodhull, .Kew York City. 
Physical training, Supt. W. J. Ballanl, Jamaica, Long Island. 
Lectures on supervision ancl normal training. 
Dr. E. E. White, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Prof. B. A. Hins<lale, University of Michigan . 
Prof. Austin C. Apgar, State Normal School, Trenton, N. J. 
Supt. G. I. Aldrich, Quincy, Mass. 
Miss Sarah L. Arnold, supervisor of primary schools, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Miss Anna B. Badlam, principal Training School, Lewiston, Me. 
Supt. S. T. Dutton, Brookline, Mass. 
Supt. A. P. Marble, Worcester, Mass. 
Dr. E. A. Sheldon, State Normal School, Oswego, N. Y. 
Prof. Charles F. Carroll, New Britain, Conn. 
Principal ,James M. Sawin, Proviuence, R. I. 
The school was attended at the last session by nearly 500 students, com-
ing from 34 different States. Students came from all grades of schools-
from the little country wayside school, from the graded schools, from 
academies, from primary, grammar, and high schools, from normal 
schools and colleges, from public and private schools, and from paro-
chial schools. All classes of teachers attended-those who were yet 
to get their experience, those who had taught all the way up to forty-
nine years, those who were grade-room teachers, principals of depart-
ments, principals of schools, village and city superintendents. There 
were a large number of supervisory teachers in attendance. This com-
mingling of teachers of all grades and from all sections of the country 
has of itself proved to be of great value. 
Other schools which have held summer sessions are: The Wisconsin 
Summer School, at Madison, Wis.; Campbell V-uiversity Summer School, 
Holton, Kans.; Flint Normal College Summer School, at Flint, Mich.; 
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Asbury Park Seaside School of Pedagogy; Niantic School for Teachers; 
Sweet Springs School, Missouri; Morehead City School, North Caro-
lina; Summer School at Ann .Arbor, Mich.; School for Popular and 
Normal Study, New London, N. H.; Western Normal Music School, 
Highland Park, Ill.; Indiana School of Methods, Indiana, Pa.; the 
Seaside Assembly, Avon-by-the-Sea, N. J.; Deertield Summer School of 
History and Romance; Indiana University Summer School, Blooming-
ton, Ind.; Seaside Summer Normal Institute, Corpus Christi, Tex.; 
Lake Minnetonka Summer School, Excelsior, Minn.; Blackboard School, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa; Springfield Summer School, Springfield, Mass.; 
Summer Schools of Dartmouth College; Normal and Business College, 
Fremont, Nebr.; Kindergarten, Mountain Lake Park, W. Va. 
Concerning very few of these schools has the Bureau been able to 
obtain information. Many of them are now undoubtedly not in exist-
ence. 
The Wisconsin Summer School for Teachers was opened for the :fiJ•st 
time in the summer of 1887. Its purpose was to improve the methods 
of instruction in the high schools of the State, especially in the branches 
of natural science. The Wisconsin Teachers' Association bad been 
interested in thQ movement, the privilege of using the lecture rooms 
and laboratories of the University of Wisconsin had been secured, and 
the cooperation of the State superintendent and of the board of 
regents of normal schools had been promised. Aside from these aids 
the movement was essentially a private enterprise. At the :first ses-
sion classes were formed in psychology, pedagogy, physics, geography, 
physiology, botany, chemistry, and Latin. All but one of those 
engaged in the work of instruction were professors in the university. 
The attendance at this session reached 40, all except 4 of whom came 
from Wisconsin. The year following Latin was dropped from the list 
of studies and zoology added, but it was not found practicable to give 
to the school the enlargement desired by its managers, for the lack of 
funds for its support. In 1889 a small appropriation for it was secured 
from the legislature, which rendered possible an expansion of the course 
of studies and more extensive advertising. From this time its growth 
has been steady year by year. In 189 l the enrollment rose to 151; 
instruction was given in 10 different departments, and 28 classes, and 
there were 33 students in attendance from without the State. The 
school ba been from the beginning designed especially for high-school 
teachers, and it enrollment has been almost wholly of that ·class of 
teachers. There have been also teachers from normal schools and col-
leges, with a few from grammar grades. A few students have attended 
every year , ince the opening of the school, and these have usually 
devoted them elves to continuous work in one of the laboratories. 
The number w!1~ ~ttend for more than one year is increasing, and indi-
cates the pos 1b1hty of the development of a continuous and somewhat 
extended conr e of study by means of this summer school. 
T~e Campbell Univer ity, Holton, Kans., has held summer sessions 
durmg the la t four years for the instruction of teachers. The presi-
dent i ~- J. oenshel. 
The Flil t rmal College, Flint, Mich., has held a ummer review 
term of ten w ek ince 188 . At the ses ion of 1890 85 students and 
t acher w re in att udance. 
. he bury rk ~ ea i e chool of Pedagogy was opened in 18 7 
W1 ha c~r f 2 tea h r . The attendan e the fir t year was large 
but elm th f< llowing year and th . chool is not now in exi ten e. 
he iantic S ·hool for Tea ·her wa started in 1 8 , with th sup-
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port of the State of Connecticut. There wei;e no tuitlon fees for teach-
ers, and, as a result, there was a large attendance, 250 or more. In 
1887 the attendance was less, and in 1890 no session was held. 
The Seaside Assembly, ~i\.von-by-the-Sea, N. J., has held 8 ses-
sions, and is at present in a flourishing GOndition. At the last session 
instruction was given in the following departments: Biology, lectures 
and laboratory practice, mathematics, political science, languages, Bible 
study and Sunday-school work, Christian philosophy, American litera-
ture, Delsartean system of physical culture, elocution and oratory, 
kindergar~en, art, writing, and music. 
The Seaside Summer Normal Institute at Corpus Christi, Tex., held 
its first session in 1891. At its head is Mr. J.E. Rodgers who has con-
ducted various similar summer institutes in the State at Waco and 
Marshall. 
The Lake Minnetonka Summer School, Excelsior, Minn., has held 5 
sessions, and with a very considerable attendance, more than 300 in 
1890. The work of the school is planned with especial reference to 
the needs of teachers. Instruction at the last session embraced the 
following subjects: Psychology and pedagogics (20 lectures) methods of 
teaching, English literature, rhetoric and elocution, Latin, civics, 
physiology, history, arithmetic, mathematics, physics, botany, chem-
istry, drawing, commercial law and bookkeeping, music, and synthetic 
reading. 
I . 
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STATISTICS OF CITY 
TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schools, and vublic school enrollnient, 
inhab 
<::l ...... .... 'd 0 OA 
-
a, A . ;. ca . ~ a5 (])(]) (])<llW Number of different pupils ;. bl) ,o+>""" 
A bl) rd ca S ca o enrolled in public day 
.8 ca ::;:lw p-0 schools. p·'""..cl 
+> w ..cl::;! Ai... o 
City. ca 
p ow Aw 
-::3 . w 0~ 'd A~ A A (]) <D .......... 
0 <:) ;.- +> w..cl a5 A 0 (]) 0 ca .... o .0 0 s·'"' o ca ~ 3 0 s.s:1 Ai.. <I) 
..cl 
• ..., ::s ca ~ s 0 <:) p~ t; AA (]) "'O 
8 (fl z . r,;-i ~ ~ 8 
1 2 3 {\ a 6 7 s 
---
---
ALABAMA. 
1 Birmingham ___ ___ _____ 32,40(, 7-21 10,756 600 2,207 2,636 4,843 
2 Huntsville __ ____________ 8,380 7-21 1,888 ---------- ---------- ---------- 654 
3 Montgomery ___________ 22,500 7-21 4,512 300 (2,238) 2,238 
ARKANSAS. 
4 Fort· Smith _____________ 12,460 6-21 3,650 300 1,030 1,220 2,250 
5 Hot Springs ____________ 8,450 6-20 2,670 70 *894 *901 *l 795 
6 Little Roclr. ____________ 27,700 6-21 8,737 925 2,051 2,415 4:466 
CALIFORNIA. 
1 I Fresno __________________ 13,580 5-17 1,717 250 858 916 1,774 8 Los Angeles ___________ _ 58,600 5-17 11,830 1,603 4,823 4,956 9,779 9 Oaklarn..l * _______________ 50,400 5-17 12, 194 2,132 5,398 4,785 10,183 
10 Sacramento ____________ 26,940 5-17 5,135 500 1,933 2,169 4,102 
11 San Diego ______________ 19, 400 -5-17 2,820 *350 1,516 1,559 3,075 
12 San Francisco _________ 306,900 5-17 63,933 8,455 20,481 21,310 41,791 
13 San Jose ________________ 18,730 5-17 5,521 496 2,147 1,999 4,146 
14 Stockton-----·--------- 14,920 5-17 3,120 467 1,197 1,416 2,613 
COLOR.ADO. 
15 Colorado Springs ______ 12,275 6-21 2,179 112' 990 1,005 1,995 
Denver: 
16 District No. L ______ ~ 
119, 1ooi 6-21 13,065 -----·---- 4,867 4,685 
9,552 
17 District No. 2 _______ 6-21 7,011 400 2,332 2,458 4,790 
18 Dist1ict No.17 _____ _ 6-21 5,769 200 1,165 1,666 3,331 
Pueblo: 
10 District No. I. ______ ( 27, 500{ 6-21 3,630 980 998 
1,978 
20 District No. 2 ______ _ S 6-21 2,915 150 901 886 1, 7'i57 
CONNECTICUf. 
21 Ansonia __________ ______ 10,945 4--16 2,300 74 (2,170) 2,170 
22 Bridgeport _____________ 51,760 4-rn 12,906 1,375 4, 177 6 4, 196 8,373 
23 Danbury· ____ •• --------- 17,140 4--16 3,500 500 (3, 00) 3,000 
24 Hartford _______________ 54, 5CO 4-16 10,407 *2, 200 (8,136) 8,136 
2.5 Meriden _____________ ___ 22,380 4--16 6,168 1,200 (4,709) 4,709 
26 Middletown 9,260 4-16 1,719 600 (I, 208) 1,208 
27 New Britain ___________ 19,930 I 4--16 4,194 1,575 (2,550) 2,550 
28 Tew llaven ____________ 83,400 I 4--16 18,677 1,979 (15,496) 15,496 
29 New London ___________ 14,120 5-16 :::,488 132 1,236 i 1, 165 2,401 
30 Norwallc ___________ ____ 18,170 4-16 :;,608 558 (2, 48) 2,948 
31 Norwich* ______________ 16,270 4- 16 1,520 400 (1,097) 1,097 
32 'tamford• ______________ 16,220 I 4--16 3,434 549 (2,321) 2,321 
33 \Vaterbury _______ ______ 30,000 4-16 8,221 1,100 
.. . _2, "'-1-- --'· 531 _ 5,462 31 Willimantic ______ ______ 8,880 --------1--- -------
DELAWARE. 
35 Wilmington ·--·------ -- 63,100 6-21 .----------
''T3) 9,463 l DISTRI "T 01:' COL "MBIA. 
Wahington: 
30 Fir tsixdi\'i ions._ l 2-t1, oool ---i;:ii- -------- -- •8,000 (27,398) 27,398 
'J7 .'ev nthand lghlh { 500 5,223 7,057 12,280 
divisions. 
•: a lstic. <>! 1 :io-· 1 
aEsUmate ba ed upon he annmi.l rat or lncrea. e or ddcre:i.se rrnm t o to 1 90. 
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SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
attendance, 3upervisi.ng officers, teachers, and accommodations in cities of over 8,000 
itants. 
,..._ 
Oce u:i 
~Ee 
~ ~,g 
RAO 
P«l D2 
A ,o >, ~l~ 
~~.s 
~~§ 
0.(),0 p. 
< 
Number of su-
pervising of-
ficers. 
Number of regular 
teachers. 
~~ 
.s g._ 
:9-
·s g 
.o,.c:1 
0 
,._,Dl 
0 l'-4 
1-------1--------'-I O 
l'-4 'H • 
Q) <1l 
p,O Q) 
s~~ 
::i ::i p. 
7, 
___ , _____ , _____ , _ _ --- - -- ------------ --- - -
9 10 11 12 13 14 ta 16 1'1 lS 19 20 
lr-----1- ----1-----1-- -- - - -- --- _, ___ ., ___ _,, _ _ 
178 
160 
166 
523,854 
36,000 
171 *238, 000 
158 *183, 300 
176 522,491 
178.5 
173 
201 
187 
196 
205 
200 
196 
190 
190 
182 
184 
178 
190 
199 
189.5 
192 
187. 9 
* 192 
190 
186 
200 
189 
*194 
191 
200,722 
1,297,673 
1,346,140 
573,155 
397,880 
6,379,527 
555,744 
344,258 
264,689 
1,217,140 
569,190 
381,338 
220,171 
227,810 
b 309,644 
1, 128, 832. 6 
b 380, 9~8 
1,012, 705. 9 
564,288 
b 152,000 
234,614 
2,199,800 
317,520 
341,246 
153, !82 
2. 943 
225 
*l,400 
*l, 042 
21969 
1,125 
7,501 
6,697 
3,065 
2,030 
30,739 
2,797 
1,756.4 
1, 393.1 
6,406 
3, 12'1 
2,072 
1,233 
1,199 
2 
4 
11 
1 
1 
16 
1 
1 
2 
5 
JO 
4 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
5 
0 
37 
0 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
6 
13 
6 
1 
53 
1 
2 
3 
6 
13 
5 
3 
5 
1,556 ------ ------ ------
5, 956. 9 5 1 6 
*1 . 984 1 1 2 
5, 389.6 ______ ·----- ------
2, 936. 3 ------ ------ ------
800 1 1 2 
1 799 1 0 1 
10' 999 * 11 * 7 * 18 
1' 680 1 2 3 
1' 759 * 0 * 0 * 0 
' 802 1 0 1 
1, 596 ------ ----- .. -----
3, 444 4 1 5 
10 
(9) 
3 
7 
*5 
7 
5 
10 
10 
3 
3 
51 
11 
10 
1 
17 
3 
3 
5 
2 
3 
2 
2 
32 
10 
2 
4 
¼338) 
9 
2 
9 
5 
72 
37 
42 
*14 
55 
28 
195 
152 
9'i' 
67 
747 
72 
38 
39 
151 
76 
47 
43 
41 
38 
159 
45 
176 
82 
21 
49 
47 
46 
27 
52 
102 
82 8 3,649 12 
4g --- ---f 2,000 ---if 
49 
*19 
62 
33 
205 
162 
100 
70 
798 
83 
48 
40 
168 
79 
50 
48 
43 
41 
161 
47 
208 
92 
23 
53 
338 
49 
55 
29 
61 
107 
8 
5 
13 
4 
33 
15 
14 
13 
81 
13 
9 
8 
17 
11 
ti 
7 
11 
6 
28 
6 
18 
16 
3 
10 
41 
6 
12 
6 
2,400 
1,047 
3,686 
1,200 
8,642 
4,356 
2,748 
39,779 
2,794 
2,798 
1,425 
8,005 
4,000 
2,082 
1,600 
1,631 
2,109 
7,855 
2,500 
7 720 
* 4: 000 
1,075 
2,625 
13,433 
2,261 
2,615 
1,215 
12 
11 
12 
12 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
12 
14 
13 
13 
14 
8 
19 ---------- ------
14 12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
~4 
195 1,321,320 6,776 187 193 27 9,232 11 35 
---- ---- b3,728,342 20,374 (24) 
183 1,720,282.5 9, ~ 6 I 2 
24 
8 
(577) 
29 I 215 
b Estimated-
577 
244 
77 b 27,000 ------ 36 
24 9,6-18 .,_ 12 ~ 
• 
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TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schools , and public school 
City. 
<::! 
,....; 
C, 
~ 
A 
~ 
c6 
~ 
0. 
0 p, 
3 
0 
8 
ai 
b.O 
c6 
ill 
:::i 
Ul 
A 
CD 
<:.) 
0 
0 
,Q 
<:.) 
r/J. 
Number of different pupils 
enrolled in public day 
schools. 
l-----------1-----1--- ------ ------- - --- ----
s 1 2 3 6 7 
f-----------t------j---·1----il---- ---- ---- ----
FLORIDA. 
38 Key West ______________ _ 
39 Pensacola _____________ _ 
GEORGIA. 
40 Athens __________ __ ____ _ 
41 Atlanta*- ----- ------ ----42 Brunswick ____________ _ 
43 Columbus _____________ _ 
44 Macon _________________ _ 
45 . Savannah __ ________ ___ _ 
ILLINOIS. 
46 Aurora*--··------ _____ _ 
47 Belleville ______________ _ 
48 Bloomington __________ _ 
411 Cairo _____ ___ ___ ____ ____ _ 
50 Chicago ________________ _ 
51 Danville ______________ _ 
52 Decatur ________________ _ 
53 East St. Louis ________ _ 
54 Elgin ___ _________ ___ ___ _ 
55 Freeport _______________ _ 
56 Galesburg'~ ____________ _ 
57 J acksonville* ___ ______ _ 
58 Kankakee _____________ _ 
59 Lasalle ________ _____ ___ _ 
60 Moline _____________ ____ _ 
ii ~~~~f;\:::::::::~~:::::: 63 Quincy _________________ _ 
64 Rock Island ___________ _ 
65 Roel-ford ___ ___________ _ 
66 Springfield ____________ _ 
INDIANA. 
67 Elkhart* _____________ _ _ 
68 Evansville ____________ _ 
69 Fort Wayne __________ _ 
70 Indianapolis* _________ _ 
71 ,Jbff r sonville _________ _ 
72 Kokomo ___ ____________ _ 
73 La Fayette*------------74 Logansport ___________ _ 
75 Marion ________________ _ 
76 Mir• higan City ________ _ 
77 Munci ________________ _ 
78 New Albany __________ _ 
79 Richmond ______ _______ _ 
80 :outh B nd* __________ _ 
1 TerreIIaute __________ _ 
82 Vine nn s• ____________ _ 
IOWA. 
83 Burlington ____________ _ 
dar Rapids __________ _ 
5 Clinton ________________ _ 
6 C'ouncil Bluffs _________ _ 
7 ave p rt _____________ _ 
D ~ oines-
80 Ea t Id ---· ·--- ---- i '' St id ____________ ~ 
ta i ic11 or 1 01. 
19,200 
12,120 
8,940 
69,300 
9,420 
18,250 
24, 100 
44,700 
20,700 
15,930 
20,800 
10,470 
1,189,250 
11,950 
17,820 
15, 950 
19, 100 
10,375 
15,710 
13,150 
9,450 
10,080 
12, 53v 
10,230 
42,400 
32,000 
14,140 
24,400 
25,560 
11,930 
53,600 
36,400 
109,050 
10,800 
8,870 
16,390 
13,5ti0 
9,710 
1J, 220 
12,270 
21,600 
17,050 
22,900 
30,670 
8, 9 0 
6-21 
6-21 
6- 18 
6-18 
6-18 
6-18 
6-18 
6-18 
5,875 
3,386 
18,000 
2,500 
4,200 
4,576 
13,186 
6-21 4,486 
6-21 5,160 
6-21 7,436 
6-21 3, 406 
6-21 329,796 
6-21 2,978 
6-21 5,505 
6-21 3,955 
6-21 5,402 
6-21 3,252 
6-21 4,891 
6-21 3,706 
6-21 2,345 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
3,923 
3,360 
12,825 
10,177 
4,787 
7,043 
8,450 
3,093 
15,466 
12,677 
33, 94f, 
4,651 
3, 066 
7,028 
5, 435 
3,547 
3,733 
3,891 
7,865 
6,917 
7,254 
14,122 
2,998 
550 
500 
150 
1,500 
250 
350 
300 
600 
601 
1,120 
800 
623 
62,985 
396 
30() 
700 
650 
600 
500 
1,200 
750 
*300 
413 
1,793 
2,300 
872 
615 
l,200 
200 
1,600 
4,200 
350 
100 
800 
750 
30 
800 
200 
800 
800 
2,016 
800 
600 
23. 430 I .;) 000 10,0!lO ---5-21- ----5,75£ ~1 500 
14, 10 --------,--------- 600 
~L: 1---~zr1·---li;oiif 1,2~ 
54,300 f>-21 5, 125 300 
--- - ---- - ------
945 
787 
981 
777 
700 600 
4,257 4,968 
(I, 081} 
(2,222) 
1 248 1,246 
3; 419 3,551 
1, 2 
1,329 
1,578 
797 
77,707 
1,335 
1,633 
1,047 
1,631 
925 
1,233 
945 
626 
452 
(2,374) 
951 
3,543 
2,171 
1,198 
2,140 
2,046 
1,251 
1,309 
1,524 
915 
80,036 
1,300 
1,726 
1,061 
1,623 
905 
1,242 
1,145 
626 
485 
833 
3,686 
2,241 
1,323 
2,267 
2,051 
l,082 1,154 
3,471 3,422 
2,412 2,605 
(17,074) 
1,034 1,089 
1,016 1,001 
1,564 1,677 
1,093 1,126 
1, g~ 1,~~g 
1, 175 1,270 
1,659 1,767 
1,363 1,466 
l,230 2,053 
2,768 2,859 
619 666 
1, 929 
2,0-19 
1,372 
1,856 
2,503 
l, 742 I 
1, 9 5 
2,080 
2,193 
1,391 
1,90 
2,411 
1,9:l:2 
2,308 
aE tirua.t ba.. upon ho, nnua.l ra.to r incr '1.'>0 : decre 86 from l O t l 0. 
1,926 
1,564 
1,300 
9,225 
1,081 
2,222 
2,494 
5,970 
2,476 
2,638 
3,102 
1,712 
157, 743 
2,635 
3. 359 
2;108 
3,254 
1,830 
2,475 
2,090 
1,~~ 
2,374 
l,784 
7,229 
4,412 
2,521 
4,407 
4,097 
2,236 
6,893 
5,017 
17,074 
2,123 
2,017 
3,241 
2,219 
2,397 
1,296 
2,445 
3,426 
2,829 
3,283 
5,627 
l,285 
4,009 
4,242 
2,763 
3,764 
4,914 
3,674 
4,293 
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enrollment, attendance, superin:sing officers, teachers, etc.-Continued. 
9 
* 183 
160 
175 
195 
170 
198 
179 
182 
192 
199 
176 
178 
192 
190 
180 
202 
188 
197 
177 
177 
193 
192 
*176 
196 
190 
196 
177 
188 
186 
180 
191. 5 
192 
181 
178 
175 
185 
178 
176 
173 
184 
178 
180 
178 
191 
200 
193 
177 
185 
182 
192 
176 
176 
10 
* 149,328 
170,400 
:i- :45,445 
1,708,980 
396,000 
346,902 
930,202 
356,447 
432,434 
449,504 
231,848 
22,587,077 
366,936 
467,838 
226,767 
468,086 
289,885.5 
&io. 813 
3ll3, 389 
171,127 
131, 124 
b324, 896 
254,183 
964,085 
591,332 
359,893 
605,360 
617,166 
310,625 
1,031,036 
629,376 
2, 285, 023. 5 
318,442 
233,694 
363,895 
*281, 746 
292,635 
173,813.5 
292,744 
41',352 
409. 680 
445,000 
779,127.2 
156,267 
634,734 
594,000 
379,990 
506,923 
698,737.9 
453,597.5 
529,204 
11 
*816 
1,065 
*943 
8,764 
2,000 
], 938 
5,111 
1,837.5 
:~, 173 
2,554 
1,302.5 
117,593 
1,957 
2,579.1 
1,122 
2,432 
1, 3tl4. 7 
1,869 
1,715 
886. 6 
683 
1,839.7 
1,296 
5,248 
3,017.4 
2,033.3 
3,220 
3,318.1 
1,725 
5,384 
3,278 
12,624.4 
1,789 
1,349 
1,967 
*1, 574 
1,663 
1,004 
1,591 
2,603.1 
2,276 
2,500 
4,079.2 
805. 5 
3,290 
3,300 
2,054 
2,770 
3,639.3 
2,577.3 
3, 016.7 
b E:stimatej. 
Number of su-
pervising of-
ficers. 
Number of regular 
teachers. 
3 
0 
8 
3 
0 
8 
12 13 14 15 16 11' 
2 
2 
0 
1 
102 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
*3 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 
8 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
8 
5 
5 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
1 
0 
3 
0 
8 
0 
97 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
*l 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
13 
9 
6 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
i 
2 
1 
9 
1 
3 
5 
3 
2 
3 
5 
2 
8 
1 
199 
1 
3 
1 
4 
1 
*4 
1 
1 
3 
6 
1 
12 
4 
4 
l 
3 
10 
9 
4 
11 
0 
4 
5 
*26 
22 
20 
24 
154 
23 
44 
37 
* 101 
4 48 
13 41 
3 68 
" 29 
118 2,988 
9 48 
4 5[ 
9 31 
2 75 
3 36 
3 39 
2 26 
3 20 
(51) 
3 33 
5 134 
1 68 
4 51 
4 87 
10 89 
32 
29 
28 
165 
23 
48 
42 
*127 
52 
54 
71 
31 
3,106 
57 
55 
40 
'l7 
39 
42 
28 
23 
51 
36 
139 
69 
55 
91 
99 
1 4 40 44 
21 8 143 151 
14 6 111 117 
11 17 303 320 
3 8 35 43 
1 7 24 31 
7 6 47 53 
1 5 39 44 
1 8 35 43 
2 3 23 26 
2 5 41 46 
1 11 52 63 
4 4 57 61 
1 5 57 62 
3 18 110 128 
2 ------ ---- ---- --------
5 
2 
4 
6 
10 
2 
12 
15 
0 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
75 
91 
62 
87 
96 
74 
105 
90 
91 
65 
90 
99 
76 
109 
lS 19 20 
11 ·- ---- _ --- -- ---- 38 
.,9 11 1,800 10 
4 
19 
4 
7 
10 
7 
6 
11 
9 
314 
7 
8 
4 
13 
7 
8 
7 
4 
5 
6 
7 
13 
11 
9 
14 
12 
8 
17 
15 
1,300 
8,050 
1,500 
2,400 
2,000 
2,400 
2,700 
28 
1,493 
141,241 
2,700 
2,981 
1,621 
*2 640 
1:692 
*2, 500 
· 2,100 
1, 344 
1,100 
*2, 200 
1,500 
6,81:16 
3,648 
2,400 
3,050 
3,900 
2,200 
7,000 
5,307 
37 ----------
4 
5 
8 
7 
10 
5 
9 
12 
9 
10 
18 
4 
12 
14 
10 
18 
10 
10 
12 
1,652 
2,500 
2,000 
1,845 
1,205 
2,229 
3,300 
2,700 
2,500 
6,004 
1, 100 
4,120 
3,200 
*2, 800 
3,959 
*4, 286 
3,238 
3,873 
10 
12 
11 
10 
9 
10 
12 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
12 
12 
12 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
8 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
cl2 
12 
12 
12 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
13 83 
13½ 84 
13 85 
12 86 
13 87 
13 88 
12 89 
c Not includin~ the kinlergarten. 
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T ABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schools, and public sclwol 
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..cl p t/l t; p.p, ~ 0 c:,) 
-
CD 0 
8 [/). z [l;1 ~ Iii 8 
------
1 2 3 4 a 6 7 s 
-------
-----------
---
IOWA-continued. 
9(} Dubuque _______________ 31,200 5-21 11,386 2,500 2,448 2,483 4,931 
91 Fort Madison*-· ________ 8,320 5-21 2,500 - - -- -- - - -- (1,: 40) 1,240 
92 Keokuk _________________ 14, 320 5-21 4,929 LOO 1, 1721 l, 199 2,371 
93 Marshalltown __________ 9,240 5-21 2,679 60 982 1,038 2,0::0 
94 Muscatine ____________ 11,830 5-21 3,688 200 1,054 1, 107 2,161 
95 Otumwa ______ ____ ___ ___ 14,630 5-21 4,392 175 (3,344) 3,344 
96 Sioux City __________ ____ 44,500 5-21 10,274 800 2,860 j 2,89' 5,758 
KANSAS. 
97 Arkansas City'-' _________ 10,310 5-21 2,070 30 946 1,018 1,964 
98 Atchison _____ _______ ____ 13,840 5-21 4,321 920 1,045 1,109 2,154 
99 Fort Sr.ott ___________ ___ 12, 9i0 5-21 4,237 *O (2, 82) 2,682 
100 Hutchinson _____________ 10,010 5-21 2,494 
-------·-- ,., I 1. 102 2}029 
101 Kansas City ____________ 49,100 
--------
11,188 500 2,568 2,771 5,339 
102 Lawrence _______________ 10, 160 5-21 3,539 300 1,211 1,325 2,536 
103 Leavenworth ___________ 20, 100 3-21 6,716 ,024 1,564 1,695 3,259 
104 'l'opeka _________________ 33,300 5-21 11,211 ----- ----- (5,973) 5, 9i3 
105 Wichita ____________ ___ __ 27,900 5-21 7.234 400 2. 1441 2, 276 4,420 
KENTUCKY. 
106 Covington __________ ____ 38,200 6-21 13,454 3,000 (3,872) 3,872 
107 Henderson* ____________ 9,290 6-21 2,700 300 724 ~ 776 1,500 
108 Lexington ______________ 22, 125 6-20 9, 120 *471 (3, 72) 3,272 
109 Louisville ________ __ ____ 165,400 6-20 71,970 
----------
11,386 12,377 23,763 
110 Newport*----- __________ 25,400 6-20 7,773 1,000 1,521 1,539 3,060 
111 Owensboro _____________ 10, 300 6-20 2,879 270 823 867 1,690 
112 Paducah* _______________ 13,410 6-20 5,306 250 1,002 1,180 2,182 
LOUISIANA. 
113 New Orleans ___________ 244,800 
-------- ------ ----
*16, 610 11,059 12,050 23,109 
114 Shreveport* _________ ___ 12,470 6-18 4, 011 359 807 840 1,647 
JIIAINE. 
115 Auburn _______________ __ 11,440 4-21 3,236 175 (J, i 75) 1,975 
116 Augusta ________________ 10,735 4-21 2,903 *80 b(2, 046) b2, 046 
117 Bangor _________________ 19, 300 5-21 5,224 300 1, 450 l 1, 511 3,021 118 Bath ____________________ 8,810 4-21 2,886 30 852 8!!1 l,673 
119 Biddeford ______________ 14,6-10 4-21 4,597 800 886 1,009 1,895 
120 Lewi ton _______________ 22,000 4-21 8,258 1,600 1,623 1,220 2,813 
121 Portland _____ ___________ 36,700 4-21 12, 013 *1,200 3,526 2,657 6,183 
122 Rockland _______________ 8,230 4-21 2,189 
----------
(1, 50) 1,350 
\ 
MARYLAND. 
123 Baltimore ______________ 446,200 6-21 110,731 16,000 33,200 34,410 G7, 010 
124 Frederick _______________ 8,150 
-------- ------- --- ----------
532 523 1,055 
125 Hagerstown• ___________ 10,550 
-------- ----------
400 748 898 1,646 
,IAS. ACTil,. ETTS. 
126 Adams __________________ 9,690 I 5-15 1,750 25 (1,!37) l,837 
127 Ame bury ______________ 10,010 5-15 1,633 42 (1,191) 1,191 "'' I llov ,1y• ________________ 11 ,090 5-15 1,762 40 (1, 14) 1,814 129 Bo ·ton __________ ____ ____ 458,000 5-15 7:3,176 10,000 36,544 34,009 70,553 130 Brockton• ______________ 29,270 5-15 4,284 508 (4,760) 4,760 131 Brooklinn _______________ 12,600 5-15 2,077~ *100 1,063 1,117 2, 1 132
1 
ambrldgo _____________ 72,030 5-15 12,160 2,U7 (12,408) 12,4 133 h •I a, _________________ 28,600 5-15 4,445 947 2,502 2,491 4, 9!)3 
134 Chirop e•--------------- 11,360 5-15 2,544 700 (l, 7 1) 1 7 l 
135 Olin on·---------------- 10,700 5-15 2, 03'..? 341 9~ I 739 1:669 
•.·tati 1c oc J -·01. 
a E:itlmate h, o l up n h an 11:\l ra.t or incre;isu or decreas rr m L to l 00. 
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enrollment, attendance, supe1·vising officers, teachers, etc.-Continued. 
.ab 0~ l ' >, 
rfl• !~en 'd ro bl):-, 
::lro E'O A ::l Po 
'-'.S.rs .,., Po ~~g Q) Q) • Number of su- 'O 
,s::1:-,A iw O I 
..., <:.) Number of regular :;::o 
ot~ i:,l.,... pervising of-"'Q) 0 s \'..) 0 :0 teachers. Po ~~-~ p§~ >,;::l ficers. .O,s::1 ::-.c+-4 0 
<:nUl Q) ,:I'd r/l ~Po , \'..) 2rn~ 
,ij..--<1/l. A>, ro 'H r/l s gf'§ .,_.oA w w ro 
'd A 0 !-< 
~l;, ..., ..:>,ij 0 p,3P1 ro..., -~ ui bl)~-~ Q) ...... a5 ~ :-, 'H u:i A~:=1 200~ ~~8 Q) wrn ...... ~ ~ ~ ~ .0 'd w ...... rnro S <:.> ro i-, >,.O a5 Q) swrn ;::l;:: .s b!Jro::l rv A'2J ~ s ~ s rf10 2'-'A bl)'O Po ~ ro rn Q) 0 Q) 0 ::l::lA O 0,,., z <t! ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 z 8 
--
-----
--- ------
13 1 14 9 10 11 12 ta 16 17 lS 19 
--------
---
196 718,732 3,667 *4 *8 *12 9 90 99 13 4,922 
; 180 183,600 1,020 ___ .., __ (24) 24 -------- ----------
176 316,272 1,797 ---·2· 0 2 7 45 52 8 2,314 
176 272,222.4 1,489.9 1 2 3 2 53 55 7 1,780 
182 292,524.5 ], 607. 7 1 u 1 4 45 49 8 2,000 
186 430,962 2, 3l7 2 0 2 0 60 60 7 2,500 : 178 645, 166 -3, 624. 5 2 6 8 2 128 130 31: 5,568 
176 246,241.6 1,399.1 1 0 1 2 34 36 6 ------- ---176 290,.922 ], 654 1 1 2 5 41 46 7 2,416 
b160 307,040 ], 919 *l *O *1 (47) 47 8 *2,400 
175 254,730 1,455.6 1 0 1 
11 
33 37 7 1,800 
110 439,700 3,998 1 0 1 88 110 18 5,500 
168 353,918 2,082 1 0 1 37 41 10 2,159 
180 443,016 2,461.2 2 3 5 47 51 10 2,353 
180 1,003,500 5,575 1 0 1 (115) 115 22 *6, 300 
175 4.25, 650 2,438 11 2 13 11 90 101 18 5,326 
285 817,950 2,870 1 2 3 8 78 86 6 3,500 
195 1 0 1 3 31 34 5 1,600 
*190 *689, 980 ----------- (65) 65 *3, 642 "'1 *O *l *7 201 ----------3, 38l, 825 16,825 19 10 29 10 424 434 36 
----------200 508,400 2,542 
------ --
6 3,014 
180 231,525 ------ ------ ------ ----4- -----iiz" 1,286 1 0 1 28 5 1,800 
:_ 
190 267,739 1,456 6 1 7 8 25 33 7 1,806 
187 3,153,942 16,866 *1 *2 .*3 19 461 480 50 12,000 
200 189,400 947 1 0 1 15 16 31 15 1,700 
. 
175 287,875 1,645 1 0 1 2 52 54 33 2,000 
150} b214, 996 I, 226 *3 *O *3 4 49 53 27 *1, 900 180 
180 500,220 2,779 2 3 5 4 90 94 37 2,700 
180 248,040 l, 378 1 0 1 2 41 43 15 2,100 
170 211,518 1,256 1 0 1 8 36 44 22 2,147 
180 354,240 1,968 3 2 5 5 68 73 25 3,250 
"'185 c845, 265 4,569 2 2 4 9 133 142 19 6,569 
160 
------------
------------
1 1 2 4 29 33 11 1,400. 
203 8,905,407 43,869 4 21 25 125 1,234 1,359 108 62,000 
168 391,776 2,332 0 0 0 5 13 18 6 1,200 
151 180,445 1,195 1 0 1 7 29 36 7 1,700 
5 150} 1,301 1 1 2 4 35 39 9 2,000 I 195 ------------
195 177,645 911 
------ ------ ------
1 29 30 
200 287,800 1,439 0 0 0 2 39 41 10 1,850 
--··200- ------------ 54,452 ------ ------ ------ (1,416) 1,416 194 ----------714,800 3,574 1 0 1 (97) 97 26 
----------
-- -- --- -
---- --- ----
5 8 13 
2! I 
58 62 13 
----------200 1,931,800 9,659 3 1 4 251 272 36 
----------200 776,000 3,499 7 5 12 91 99 12 4,886 
192 229,824 l,197 2 1 3 (3!)) 35 6 
------ ----193 242,022 1,254 1 0 1 21 32 34 11 1,928 
b Approximately. c Estimated. 
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------12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
1l 
11 
12 
11 
12 
12 
- ___ ...... 
12 
12 
12 
10 
8 
10 
11 
11 
8 
13 
14 
13 
12 
14 
13 
13 
14 
------
13 
9 
13 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
1 
97 
98 
99 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
· 1 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1!> 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 . 
22 -1' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
23 
24 
2.'i 
1 
---ff , 1 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
31 
35 
13 1 
------
1 
13 1 
13 1 
13 1 
------
1 
13 1 
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1 
l 
I 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
36 
37 
38 
30 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 . 1 
1 
1 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
fi6 
57 
5o 
59 
co 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
(;(j 
07 
68 
09 
70 
':'1 
72 
'/3 
74 
75 
76 
11 
78 
79 
80 
81 
') 
83 
84 
5 
86 
7 
90 
TABLE 1.-StatisMcs of population, private schools, and public school 
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MASSACHUSETTS-
continued. 
Everett* ________________ 12,210 5-15 2,173 15 (2,812) 2,812 
Fall River _____________ _ 77,600 5-15 15,680 3,500 6, 3671 5,818 12,185 Fitchburg ______________ 23,330 5-15 4,238 800 2,172 2,038 4,210 
Framingham ___________ 9,610 
-------- ------- ---
*140 1,092 1,027 2,119 
Gloucester ______________ 
-25, 200 5-15 3,599 375 2,076 2,137 4,213 
Haverhill* -- ___ _________ ¥,8,500 5-15 4,387 1,050 (3,779) 3,779 Holyoke* _______________ 37,400 5-15 7,144 2,865 2,3571 2,247 4,604 Hyde Parle _____________ 10,570 5-15 1,901 624 909 1110 1,819 
Lawrence ______________ 45,240 5-15 8,776 *2,000 *(6,411) *6, 411 
Lowell ____________ ------ 79,800 5-15 12,556 4,000 6,070 j 5,733 11, 8oa Lynn ___________________ 57,870 5-15 *8, 356 *700 *4,418 *4,488 *8, 906 Malden ___ __ ____________ 24,600 5-15 4,206 750 2,041 2,096 4,137 
Marlborough ___________ . 14,240 5-15 2,258 300 1, 240 1,258 2,498 
Medford* _______________ 11,510 5-15 
------ ----
35 1,144 1,155 2,299 
Melrose*-- ______________ 9,070 5-15 1,447 0 (1, 68) 1,668 
Natick ___________________ 9,186 5-15 *1, 636 *20 *(1, 958) *l, 958 
New Bedford _____ ______ 42,460 5-15 8,605 2,300 (6,383) 6,383 
Newburyport __________ 13,990 5-15 2,509 660 (1,881) 1,881 Newton _________________ 25,300 5-15 4,570 *277 2, 2861 2,262 4,548 NorLh Adams __________ 16,820 5-15 3,224 800 1,237 1,245 2,482 Northampton __________ 15,300 5-15 2,639 450 (2,345) 2,345 Peabody ________________ 10,280 8-15 1,772 40 (2,075) 2,075 
Pittsfield*-------_ 17,730 5-15 3,418 150 1,867 I 1,854 3,721 
Quincy*-------------==== 17,510 5-15 4,045 60 (3,649) 3,649 Salem _____ _______ _______ 31,140 n-15 5,120 1,527 2,5131 1,718 4,231 Somerville _____________ 42,100 5-15 7,191 671 4,476 4,034 8,510 Springfield ___ _________ _ 45,400 5-15 8,002 2,000 3,131 I 3,239 6,970 Taunton __ __ ____________ 25,900 8-14 2,592 550 2,122 2,029 4,151 Waltham ___ ____________ 19,600 5-14 2,982 919 (2,397) 2,397 Weymouth ____________ . 10,895 5-15 1,744 12 1,038 I 1,089 2,127 Woburn __________ ______ 13,790 8-14 l, 574 325 (2,561) 2,561 Worcester ______________ 87,900 5-15 15,484 2,500 7,965 7,381 15,346 
MICHIGAN. 
Adrian __________________ 8,850 5-21 2,594 350 747 775 1,522 Alpena __________________ 11,990 5-20 4,233 1,000 845 928 1,773 Ann Arbor ____ __________ 
· 9,580 5-20 3,073 300 l, 121 1,034 2,155 Battle Creek ____________ 14,040 5-20 3,443 325 1,164 1,229 2,393 Bay City ________________ 28,700 5-20 9,540 2,000 2,018 2,370 4,388 
Detroit* ·------· _________ 218,000 5-21 80,500 12,472 13,254 11,833 25,087 Flint ____________________ 9,960 5-20 2,733 200 882 977 1,859 Grand Rapids __________ 64,200 5-20 22, 163 3,454 (13. 187) 13, i87 Iron Mountain _________ 10,660 6-20 2,129 
----------
(2,129) 2,129 Ironwood* ______________ 9,500 5-20 1,508 
---- ------
(1, 121) 1,121 Ishpeming _____ _____ __ __ 11,910 5-20 3,208 
----------
(1,835) 1,835 
Jackson: 
1,021 I District No. l • ______ } 21, 300~ 5-20 2,948 450 1,089 2,113 District No.17 __ ____ 5-21 2, F50 1,000 854 920 1 774 Kalamazoo _____ __ ______ 18,300 5-20 5,602 640 1, 60:j 1,703 3:308 Lansing ________________ 13,710 5-20 4,296 300 1,437 l, 548 2,9 5 
Manist 13,620 5-20 3,791 800 1,082 1,102 2,181 
Marque t 9,720 
-------- ----------
3{i0 803 794 1,597 M nominee _____________ 11,130 5-21 2,769 250 958 964 1, 92'J iu kegon ______________ 24, 3.50 5-20 7,725 71i0 2, 3Z2 2,529 4,851 
Port Huron---· ________ 14,130 5-20 6,932 700 1,301 1,292 2,593 
aginaw: 
East aginaw _____ } 48, 400~ 5-20 9,33.~ ---------- 2,412 2,400 4,812 W t .·aglnaw• ____ 5-20 0, 200 (3, 17) 3,217 W st Bay ity _________ 13,930 5-20 4,333 300 1,406 I 1,363 2,769 
S :i.ti. · ics of 18!l0-'91. 
aE tlmn. based upon th a.nnuru ra.to or inc·r a.·e or d crease from I O t.o JSJO. 
bThe high cho l was 1n sesi;ion 1 5days. cEstimated. 
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3 
0 
8 
11 12 13 14 15 16 lS 19 20 
1,794 4 0 4 
8,026 1 2 3 
2,885 2 1 3 
1,573.2 ------ ------ ------
3, 581 4 1 5 
2,715 ------ ------ ·-----
3, 104 7 2 9 
*1 297 0 0 0 4: 919 *3 *2 *5 
7,328 4 3 7 
6,988 1 0 1 
3,153 1 3 4 
1,697 1 1 2 
1,731.3 1 0 '1 
1,383 1 0 1 
1,592 4 0 4 
4,520.8 
1,378 
*3, 591. 9 
1,664 
1,842 
1,677.4 
2,567 
2,733 
3,204 
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11,033 
l, 063 
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l. 829. 3 
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18,401.5 
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(94) 
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*110 
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176 
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33 
43 
141 
3::i 
95 
52 
60 
45 
77 
68 
98 
163 
156 
101 
63 
47 
51 
*294 
29 
20 
40 
53 
508 
30 
284 
26 
Hi 
24 
41 
31 
67 
*45 
52 
26 
32 
98 
42 
103 
67 
54 
51 
246 
89 
48 
106 
97 
94 
43 
*115 
210 
191 
101 
54 
45 
35 
46 
140 
40 
111 
56 
73 
49 
82 
74 
107 
174 
166 
111 
67 
56 
56 
*323 
32 
32 
49 
55 
94 
529 
40 
280 
25 
16 
25 
43 
31 
68 
*49 
58 
29 
33 
106 
43 
7 2,300 13 135 
43 10, 789 13 137 
22 3, 800 13 138 
18 -----· ---- -----· 139 
22 4,800 13 140 
---- --- - ---- - - ---- -- ---- 141 
15 
6 
*20 
48 
41 
15 
0 
14 
4,315 
2,050 
*6 000 
10: 572 
*8, 300 
4,508 
2,584 
2,500 
12 ---- ------
13 142 
12 143 
13 144 
13 145 
13 146 
13 147 
13 148 
12 149 
150 
13 151 
22 6, 090 13 152 
13 1,755 13 153 
24 4, 975 13 154 
11 2,500 d14 155 
21 2, 900 13 156 
9 2,000 14 157 
24 3, 700 13 158 
8 ------ ---- ---- - - 159 
16 4,749 13 160 
23 8,083 13 161 
31 lj, 049 13 162 
30 4,645 13 163 
13 2,896 13 164 
20 2,550 13 165 
14 2,600 13 166 
53 13, 9J.6 14 167 
5 
7 
7 
8 
8 
52 
7 
37 
4 
8 
7 
10 
11 
6 
6 
8 
20 
8 
1,750 
1,449 
fl,539 
2,319 
4, 156 
24,258 
l, 801 
13,310 
1,200 
1,750 
1,400 
2,900 
2,378 
2,247 
1,491 
1,527 
4,500 
2,100 
12 168 
12 169 
12 170 
12 111 
12 172 
12 173 
12 174 
12 175 
12 176 
177 
178 
12 179 
]2 180 
12 181 
12 182 
12 183 
12 184 
12. 185 
13 186 
12 187 
117 13 4,668 12 188 
74 -------- ·-------- - ------ 189 
58 9 2,300 12 190 
dlncluding training schools. eThe high schools were in session two hundred days. j'Excluding the high school, the pupils of which prepare their lessons at home. 
/ 
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TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private .schools, and public school 
City. 
A 
0 
~ 
ct! 
~ p., 
0 p., 
j 
0 
8 
<I) 
bl) 
ct! 
rtl p 
ti} 
A 
a) 
0 
0 
0 
,.q 
0 
r/1 
Number of different pupils 
enrolled in public day 
schools. 
l----------1----- ------- ----------------
s l 2 3 6 
1----------1--- - - ------ ---- -----------
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
MINNESOTA. 
Duluth __ _______________ _ 
Mankato __ _____________ _ 
Minneapolis ___________ _ 
St. Cloud ______________ _ 
St. Paul _______________ _ 
Stillwater _____________ _ 
Winona ________________ _ 
1'USSISSIPPI. 
198 N atchez-------- --------199 Vicksburg _____________ _ 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
MISSOURI. 
Carthage ________ __ ____ _ 
Hannibal ______________ _ 
Joplin*. _____________ _ _ 
Kansas City ___________ _ 
Moberly _______________ _ 
Nevada ________________ _ 
St. Joseph _____________ _ 
St. Louis"'·-------------Sedalia* ________ _______ _ 
Springfield _______ _____ _ 
MONTANA. 
NEBRASKA. 
212 Beatrice __ __ __ _________ _ 
213 Grand Island __________ _ 
214 Hastings _____ __________ _ 
215 Kearney _______________ _ 
216 Lincoln* _______________ _ 
217 Nebraska City _________ _ 
218 Omaha ______________ ___ _ 
:~ Platt;;mouth* _____ ____ _ 
South Omaha _________ _ 
NEVADA. 
221 Virginia.City __________ _ 
NEW IlAMPSIIIRE. 
222 oncord _______________ _ 
223 Dover __________________ _ 
22-1 Mauch· ter*------------225 ~ ashna ________________ _ 
!!26 Portsmouth ___________ _ 
'"&W JER EY. 
Atlantic City• ______ ___ _ 
Ba7connf' ________ ______ _ _ 
Br di.ceton• ____________ _ 
,am<l n ________________ _ 
Eliza th. Harri. on ______________ : 
Hobok1·n • _____________ _ 
• · latisti · of 1 .·91. 
42,700 
9,260 
186,800 
8,601. 
149,700 
11,510 
19,300 
10,470 
13,540 
8,520 
13,050 
10, 290 
129, 150 
8,460 
8,300 
54,900 
463,000 
14,620 
24,700 
12,040 
15,810 
15,900 
8,270 
15,420 
9,380 
63,700 
12,540 
163,700 
9,000 
9,930 
8,300 
17,350 
12,910 
45, f100 
20,000 
9,840 
g,2-JO 
20,400 
11 ,740 
60,300 
a, ooo 
8,500 
4:i,200 
6-21 ------ ----
*l 500 
'750 
*3, 500 
6-21 ·--------· *7,000 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-20 
6-21 
6-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5- 21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
6-18 
5-15 
5-15 
5-15 
5-18 
5-18 
5- 18 
5-19 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
b 6,300 
3, 31-5 
4,420 
4,320 
3,728 
42,920 
3,993 
21,411 
108,454 
4,111 
7,123 
4,500 
2,485 
2,990 
2,228 
10,000 
2,404 
26,753 
1,831 
2, 92! 
2,557 
2,050 
2,535 
1,531 
~. 115 
4,945 
2,988 
2,600 
17,,161 
*300 
1,200 
750 
900 
250 
80 
*2,g~g 
1,000 
25,000 
300 
650 
250 
250 
250 
100 
25 
750 
50 
4,000 
240 
300 
253 
300 
600 
8,700 
1,200 
250 
300 
I, 160 
166 
1,500 
*2, 283 
1,000 
8,477 
(5,365) 
6761 • 711 
11,819 11, "9'Ul 
(1,033) 
(16,786) 
(2,054) 
1,735 1,462 
704 
530 
7.53 
885 
952 1, 196 
1,103 1,302 
(2,364) 
8,029 9,184 
792 837 
768 853 
3,453 3,761 
28, 900 30, 793 
1,519 1,537 
2,491 2,613 
1,484 
917 
1,058 
945 
753 
752 
3,020 
680 
7,315 
577 
857 
797 
1,5-!6 
"906 
1,062 
969 
786 
796 
2,980 
708 
7,410 
J25 
864 
778 
995 1,078 
714 700 
2,003 2,068 
(2,652) 
(1, ~55) 
(2,005) 
1, 345 I I, 294 
(1, 31) 
t lO, 910) 
(4,875) 
300 I 360 
(6, 5i0) 
a E tlmato ba.isctl upon th annual rate or iuerea.s or d crease fMm 18 lo I 90. 
5,365 
1,393 
23,797 
1,033 
16,786 
2,-054 
3,197 
i,457 
1,415 
2,148 
2,405 
2,364 
17, ~13 
l,629 
1,621 
7,214 
59,693 
3, Of>ti 
5,104 
3.,030 
1,823 
2,120 
I, 914 
1,539 
1,548 
6,000 
I, 888 
14,725 
1,202 
1,721 
1,575 
::!,073 
1, 42'J 
4,071 
2, Of,2 
1,455 
2,005 
2,689 
1,831 
10,910 
4,875 
660 
0,570 
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enrollment, attendance, supervising officers, teachers, etc.-Continued. 
,6 b .......... ' I>, m $,-4. r/li>, '<l). ocl 'd ti! 
.s'g. ~'g r/2 f~,g Pro §'d p. i-. A <Ji ~~g 0023 
~fd ep',-(.....+ ""'o Number of su- Number of regular ~ ..... l-<<l)r/l .a Q)0 ro ..... pervising of- •rl 0 015-§ ro ......... ..., <l) 0 soo 
b~ 
teacc.ers. ::l 0 oD Pto 
- rn ~ ..... A.cl ticers. .C,ct 
........ ~ >,s ~ >, rn proo 0 ~~! A'd oo -~ Pt . ..... r/l 2~~ ..... g ... Al>. 
,... o A 2!.g 'd A • 0 ... SA.a 0 .£ g 0 ,g ..... (D•M~ 0 p~ g. 2~8 ti! ti! <:.l Cl) Cl) ........ i:i;::: ..... l-<'O Q) ef2i bl) 0 Q) r/l ol>Q)i-, ti! Q) 0 oil cl ,c'l:l Q) .....crl.l~ .a ........ ~ ~.g Cl) 3 Cl) cl SQ)rn s·8~ §~! bl)ci! p cl s cl s ..., r/l 0 j i-.1=1 b.O'O Pt f>-<iloo <D 0 <D 0 pp Pt 0 o ..... p O'<ll 
z ~ ~ ~ i:,. 8 ~ i:,. 8 z 8 z 
---------
-----------
---
9 10 11 12 13 14 1:i 16 1 'f lS 19 20 
----
-------
------------
185 724,460 3,916 *l *3 *4 4 126 130 23 6,100 12 191 
180 191,835.5 1,066 1 1 2 2 26 28 5 1,300 12 192 
192 3,426, 120 17,844 7 39 46 12 514 526 46 *21, OLIO 12 193 
180 126,360 702 
------ ------ ------
2 24 26 6 1,065 
-- -i2- 194 190 2,390,390 12,581 5 3 8 65 420 485 44· 17,822 195 
165 264,825 1,605 *2 *1 *3 2 47 49 7 2, coo 13 196 
1_90 395,633.5 2,307 1 5 6 3 54 57 8 2,900 13 197 
180 174,420 969 3 0 3 0 24 24 2 1,500 12 198 
183 204,422 1,117 1 0 1 2 25 27 4 1,793 10 199 
176 288,640 1,640 
------ ------ ------
5 34 39 7 1,800 200 
176 301,975 1,700 1 1 2 3 43 46 7 2,274 12 201 
176 263,824 1,499 1 0 1 6 19 25 9 1,500 12 202 
180 2,065,850 , 11,477 4 1 5 42 278 320 36 18,600 11 203 [58 181,909 1,159.2 5 0 5 5 22 27 - 4 1,472 11 204 [76 205,552 1,168 
------ ------
------
5 23 28 2 1,560 205 
190 934,610 4,919 1 0 1 14 135 149 ~3 6,500 12 206 
196 7,711,930 41,962 14 3 17 77 1,130 1,207 • 107 50,772 14½ 207 
180 424,000 2,355 1 1 2 4 55 59 8 3,090 12 208 / 
160 *526,549 *3, 074 1 0 1 4 59 63 10 4,400 12 209 
189 306,312 1,940 4 1 5 4 50 54 15 2,523 14 210 
174 225,133 1,298.4 1 0 1 2 41 43 9 2,200 12 211 
175 257,520 1,472 2 3 7 35 42 8 2,500 12 212 
190 249,850 1,315 (4) 4 5 3~ 39 6 
---------- ------
213 
177 187,373 1,058.6 3 0 3 1 26 27 5 1,385 12 214 
175 178,901 1,022 2 0 2 1 27 28 9 1,200 11 215 
··-i1f- ------------ 3,902 1 1 2 5 107 112 19 5,040 11 216 ]67, 500 941 1 0 1 
------ ----- --- ----- ---
10 1,400 12 217 
192 1,993, 768 10,379 3 20 23 11 284 295 52 12,765 12 218 
200 180,600 903 1 1 2 2 23 25 8 1,100 ·12 219 
195 184,582 950 1 2 3 1 28 29 7 1,400 11 220 
200 231,800 1,159 0 0 0 3 27 30 6 ------ ---- 8 221 
170 281,350 1,655 9 1 10 2 4.8 50 12 2,674 13 222 
175 185,275 1,053 1 0 1 3 40 43 17 1,588 12 223 
176 473,264 2,689 2 0 2 8 74 82 22 4,000 13 224 
165 299,548: 8 1,804.8 1 1 2 3 59 62 17 2,701 13 225 
178. 5 185,928 1,016 1 0 1 6 36 42 9 J,44i 226 
185 243,645 1,317 
----f ----7- 2 35 37 4 2,520 227 199 364,966 1,834 ----i- 0 62 62 6 2,395 10 228 
200 233,400 1,167 
------ ------ ------
3 33 36 6 1,722 229 
* 190 b 1,198,045 6,305.5 6 0 6 7 189 196 18 8,229 9 230 
193 671,061 3,477 5 3 8 0 79 79 8 3,630 13 231 
*2!0 b 84,000 400 0 0 0 3 9 12 1 500 8 232 
200 903, €00 4,518 
------ ---- --------
8 114 122 6 5,020 233 
b Estimated. 
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234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
~40 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
26:') 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
270 
TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, vrivate schools, and public school 
City. 
Number of differentpupils 
enrolled in public day 
schools. 
----------1- --- --- -------- ----------
1 2 3 5 6 7 s 
----1------- ----------------
NEW JERSEY-cont'd. 
Jersey City ____________ _ 
Millville * ________ . -- ---· 
Morristown ___________ _ 
Newark _____ ___________ _ 
New Brunswick* _____ _ 
Orange-----------------Passaic ________________ _ 
Paterson _______________ _ 
Perth Amboy*---------Phillipsburg ___ _______ _ 
Plainfield _____ _________ _ 
Trenton. _______________ _ 
Union __ ________________ _ 
NEW YORK. 
Albany ________________ _ 
Amsterdam district } 
No.8. 
Amsterdam district 
No. 11. Auburn ____ _ . __________ _ 
Binghamton __________ _ 
Brooklyn _____________ _ 
Buffalo ________________ _ 
Cohoes ________ ___ _____ _ 
Corning _______________ _ 
Cortland ____________ : __ 
Dunlrirk _______________ _ 
Elmira ____ ____ ________ _ 
Flushing ___________ ___ _ 
Glens Falls ___________ _ 
Gloversville* __________ _ 
Hornellsville _________ _ 
Hudson ____ ___________ _ 
Ithaca _____________ ___ _ 
James town ___________ _ 
Kingston School dis-
trict. Lansingburg _________ _ 
Little Falls ___________ _ 
Lockport ______________ _ 
~~g!f1!~~~~ -~~~:-====== Mount Vernon* _______ _ 
New Rochelle _________ _ 
New York':, ____________ _ 
Newburg ______________ _ 
Ogden. burg* __________ _ Oswego* ____ ___________ _ 
Peekskill: 
164. 10(! 
10, 2i0 
8,510 
187,100 
18,750 
19,500 
13,960 
81,800 
10,140 
8,810 
tl, 640 
61,300 
11,300 
95,400 
18,420 
26, soo 
37,600 
835,200 
269, 000 
22,850 
9, om 
9,260 
9,753 
32,200 
8,630 
10,160 
14, 820 
11,330 
10, 110 
11,300 
16, 880 
11,700 
10,930 
9,000 
16,310 
32,300 
12,400 
11, 800 
8,590 
1,546, iOO 
23,7(,0 
11,800 
21,900 
Drum Hill district, } 
No. 7. 10,010 
Oakside district, 
No. 8. Port Jervis ___ _________ _ 
Poughlrn psie ____ _____ _ 
Roch ster _____________ _ 
Rome* _________________ _ 
araloga prings _____ _ 
. 'ch nectady ___________ _ 
si~~cJ~eg=============== 
Troy--------------------
Uti ·a ------- ------------\ at r own• __________ _ _ 
W . t Troy• ____________ _ 
Yonk r • ______________ _ 
• tatlstlcs or 1 110-·01. 
9,395 
22,420 
139,400 
15, 300 
12,430 
20,700 
9, 9 
92,9 0 
61,400 
45, 200 
15,200 
13,4i0 
3i 800 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-18 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5- 21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5- 21 
0-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-15 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-2 1 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5- 21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
5-21 
59,918 
2,668 
2,205 
5,012 
5,652 
3,333 
21,801 
2,088 
2,447 
2,704 
14, 130 
3,206 
32, 138 
2,390 
2,476 
b7, 100 
9,384 
b265, 000 
b85, 000 
2,405 
2,108 
1,982 
3,450 
1,932 
4,000 
2,841 
b2, 950 
4, 079 
3,123 
2,424 
4,800 
8,904 
3,242 
3,748 
2,6:26 
486,000 
7,014 
4,212 
7,EOO 
1,304 
1,090 
3,142 
6,000 
b50, 000 
3,000 
2,701 
5,800 
1,767 
26,200 
20,000 
15, 43 
4, 2 
4,417 
o, 0 
7,000 
111 
787 
*9 939 
1: 516 
1,700 
400 
2,000 
402 
405 
450 
2,811 
450 
5,000 
700 
1,250 
544 
30,000 
15,531 
1,550 
*150 
680 
500 
500 
150 
45 
*280 
400 
425 
300 
281 
*450 
470 
800 
450 
292 
200 
100 
65,000 
1,400 
800 
1,293 
312 
25 
65 
*800 
8,600 
300 
30 
], 300 
120 
3,200 
3,000 
1, 728 
t22, 779) 
(1,929) 
5181 517 
13, 161 13, 489 
(2,410) 
(2, 114) 
1,046 I 1, 016 
(13,000) 
(1,051) 
(1,576) 
*863 * 828 
2,948 3,164 
1,053 1,130 
6,782 
370 
551 
7,132 
341 
600 
22,779 
1,929 
1,035 
26,650 
2,410 
2,114 
2,062 
13,000 
1,0:H 
1,576 
* 1,691 
6.112 
2,183 
13,914 
711 
1,151 
1,728 1,743 3,471 
2, 802 2, 825 5, 627 
(120, 121) 120, 121 
___ is, 159J __ rn, 36~- 37,524 
(1,543) 1,543 
(1,039) 1,039 
(1, 37~) 1,374 
2,379 I 2,382 4,761 
(1,118) ] , 118 
528 I 583 1, 111 
(2,832) 2,832 
1,166[ 1,198 2,364 700 637 1,337 
939 1,040 1,979 
1,480 1,555 3, 0-1 4 
932 1, 010 l; 942 
(1, 07) 1,807 
5851 620 1,205 
1 I 205 1, 597 2
6
, 80
35
2
6 :J, 210 3,146 I 
088 1, 041 2, 029 
(2, 219) 2,219 
795 I 833 1 , 028 
108,574 10!, 3i9 212,953 
(3,f:01) 3,COl 
( I , 834) l , 34 
1 , 600 ] , 794 .3, 394 
246 283 529 
28! 718 
980 1,020 
1,479 1,591 
8,756 8,901 
(2,138) 
1,119 I 1,138 
(2,779) 
7,051 7,240 5·?41 557 
2,721 2,3-14 
a E ti mat base• up• :a the annual rate or incr ase or ue::rea.:e from 1 Oto I "so 
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9 
1!)2 
214 
200 
19\l 
, 194 
198 
180 
200 
200 
200 
199 
190 
217 
10 
3,008,448 
244,388 
155,600 
3,341, no 
388, oco 
285, 120 
255,960 
1,630,600 
143,000 
243 236 
266; 377. 5 
891,670 
320,509 
191 1,894,840 
205 84,265 
20:; 160,080 
188 
195 
202 
195 
200 
199 
194 
19! 
196 
192 
194 
200 
195 
. 198 
193 
194 
194 
511,880 
813,729 
15,808,359 
4,875,875 
334,825 
207,503 
127,605 
198, 161 
737. 413 
146,389 
127,786 
344,855 
290,724 
189,820 
287. 177 
457,524 
256,707 
192 251,250 
199 158,311 
196 414, 734 
197 822, 162 
194 264,275 
200 322,645 
195 211,463 
202. 5 29, 933, 379 
194 502,357 
200 222, Hl 
197 477,291 
196 88,471 
201 
193 
191 
19G 
190 
194 
190 
193 
195 
178 
192 
HlO 
200 
192 
98, 8G9 
'281,587 
414,249 
2,670,304 
244,114 
295,307 
360,870 
135,532 
2,236,650 
888,486 
895,945 
328,700 
224,732 
476,940 
Number of su-
pei'vising of-
ficers. 
Number of regular 
teachers. 
11 
15,669 
1,142 
778 
17,588 
2,000 
1,44.0 
1,442 
8,153 
~ 
0 
E-t 
12 13 14 15 
15 
1 
26 
1 
2 
1 
19 
19 
I 
(i 
0 
2 
0 
2 
34 
2 
32 
1 
4 
1 
21 
3 
4 
2 
715 ------ ------ ------
10 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1, 216. 2 
1,338.6 
4,693 
1,477 
10,014 
411 
780 
2,675 
4,143 
77,893 
25,025 
1,583 
1,043 
668 
1,037.5 
3,762 
765. 3 
679 
I, 751 
1,490.8 
1 
1 
5 
1 
14 
1 
1 
3 
l 
59 
32 
0 
2 
4 
1 
10 
0 
0 
7 
2 
129 
4 
1 
3 
9 
2 
24 
1 
1 
10 
3 
188 
36 · 
2 
1 
1 
9 
5 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
23 
0 
0 
6 
8 
40 
28 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
l 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
16 
395 
37 
21 
422 
50 
42 
41 
225 
17 
30 
41 
146 
31 
263 
12 
22 
100 
123 
2,060 
801 
54 
25 
18 
43 
103 
27 
28 
38 
40 
27 
35 
74 
~ 
0 
E-t 
11' 
398 
41 
23 
432 
52 
43 
42 
226 
20 
33 
43 
147 
34 
286 
12 
22 
106 
131 
2,100 
829 
55 
25 
18 
44 
104 
30 
29 
S9 
41 
. 29 
38 
77 
963 
1,488 
2,358 
1,323.2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 3 ------ ------ - - ---- ----
1,"307 
859 
2,116 
4,307 
I, 361. 2 
I, 644 
1,084.4 
147,402 
2,589 
1,152.5 
2,423 
460 
504 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
3 
1 
60 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
2 
2 
172 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
5 
3 
232 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
4 
l 
3 
0 
318 
8 
4 
3 
0 
1 
1,457 1 0 1 l 
2,221 2 2 4 3 
13, 624 1 1 2 17 
1,285 2 1 3 4 
1, 52'2. 2 2 1 3 4 
1,891 1 0 1 1 
702. 2 1 0 1 0 
11,470 12 2 14 16 
4, 991. 4 1 0 1 18 
5,283 2 2 4 7 
1,730 1 0 1 3 
1,147 2 
2,484.3 ______ ------ ------ · ---·-
b Estimated. 
47 
20 
58 
125 
34 
45 
28 
3,790 
79 
34 
70 
10 
12 
40 
72 
523 
37 
43 
53 
23 
286 
152 
158 
70 
2f 
47 
23 
62 
126 
35 
48 
28 
4,108 
87 
38 
73 
10 
13 
41 
75 
540 
41 
47 
54 
23 
302 
170 
165 
73 
29 
18 
23 
11 
2 
42 
6 
(i 
(i 
17 
3 
(i 
5 
26 
1 
22 
1 
4 
*15 
13 
100 
59 
11 
3 
6 
10 
10 
2 
4 
6 
4 
3 
6 
11 
5 
5 
3 
7 
15 
6 
5 
3 
140 
.:;; 
10 
14 
1 
1 
19 
17,676 
1,861 
900 
23,613 
2,540 
2,026 
1,760 
9,625 
937 
1,589 
l, 838 
6,551 
1, 5,98 
13,072 
550 
1, 112 
*4 050 
5;883 
91,846 
30,082 
2,459 
1,502 
9110 
1,400 
4,390 . 
1,200 
1,188 
2,118 
1,903 
1,500 
1,832 
2,800 
1,994 
*1 560 
1:350 
3,100 
5,545 
1,672 
3,700 
1,400 
192,311 
3,460 
2,066 
3,600 
~60 
598 
13 234 
235 
12 236 
U 237 
12 238 
13 239 
10 240 
12 241 
------ 242 
1~ 243 
13 244 
12 245 
11 246 
13 247 
10 248 
11 249 
12 
12 
11½ 
13 
12 
13 
9 
13 
12 
11 
12 
11 
12 
12 
12 
14 
13 
10 
12 
13 
11 
12 
8 
9 
7½ 
11 
13 
13 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
2:56 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
10 279 
5 2,000 12 280 
11 2, 622 12 281 
38 17,800 12 282 
8 1,745 12 ~3 
7 2, 100 13 284 
6 2, 600 12 285 
2 1, 000 10 286 
28 13, 1115 11 287 
19 8,000 12 288 
19 6,556 13 289 
9 2, 500 12 290 
6 - - -------- ------ 291 
12 292 
,, 
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293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
31i 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
820 
321 
TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schools, and public school 
' 
City. 
Number of different pupils 
enrolled in public day 
schools. 
1----------11- --- - -- - --------------- ---
1 
OHIO. 
Akron _________ _- _______ _ 
Bellaire Canton*. ______ _________ _ 
Chillicothe _____ __ ____ _ _ 
Cincinnati* __________ __ _ 
Cleveland .. --- - ----·. __ _ Columbus _____________ _ 
Dayton* _______ ___ _____ . 
Delaware ______________ _ 
East Liverpool*--------Findlay* _______ _______ _ 
Hamilton ______________ _ 
Ironton. _______________ _ 
Lima __________________ _ 
Mansfield* ____________ _ 
Marietta ________________ . 
Marion ______ ___ __ _____ _ 
Massillon* __ ______ _____ _ 
Middletown ____________ _ 
Newarlc _____ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Piqua ________ _______ __ _ _ 
Portsmouth* __________ _ 
Sandusky ___________ . __ _ 
Springfield* ___________ _ 
Steubenville __________ _ Tiffin _______ _____ __ ____ _ 
Toledo ______ . __________ _ 
Youngstown __________ . 
Zanesville* ____________ _ 
OREGON. 
29, ioo 
10, 150 
28,250 
11,325 
301,500 
274,400 
93,000 
64, 100 
8,370 
11,720 
21,300 
18,230 
11, 170 
17,220 
13,900 
8,630 
8,980 
10,490 
8, 100 
14,850 
9,760 
13,510 
18,760 
33,300 
13,530 
11,145 
85,500 
35,870 
21,300 
3 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6--21 
6-21 
6.21 
6-21 
6--21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6--21 
6-21 
6-21 
6,21 
6--21 
6-21 
6-21 
6--21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
6-21 
8,655 
3,063 
8,537 
3,267 
84,830 
80,745 
26,121 
17,495 
2,095 
3,834 
5,507 
5,965 
*3 420 
4:864 
2,645 
2,440 
3,617 
2,752 
*4 332 
*8
1 
083 
4:046 
5,990 
9,489 
4,475 
3,384 
28, 146 
10,823 
6,504 
1, 183 
300 
1,000 
i50 
3,591 
2,221 
279 
1,000 
*450 
500 
300 
20 
250 
*402 
957 
1,500 
700 
1,000 
4,500 
2,000 
6 
2,657 2,743 
920 973 
~. 348 2,445 
990 1,007 
18,926 17,955 
18, 472 18,391 
6,942 7,025 
(9,006) 
695 I 767 
(2,748) 
(3,466) 
1,244 1,366 
1, 101 1, 168 
1,535 1,527 
1,272 1,298 
815 915 
846 853' 
(1,848) 
(1,386) 
1,280 I 1,491 
769 756 
(2,333) 
1,479 l 1,498 2,669 2,587 
1,206 1,149 
749 813 
6,209 6,224 
2,473 2,708 
(3, 24) 
s 
5,400 
1,893 
4,793 
1,997 
36,881 
36,863 
13,967 
9,006 
1,462 
2,748 
3,466 
2,610 
2,269 
3,062 
2,570 
1,730 
1,699 
1,848 
1,386 
2,771 
1,525 
2,333 
2,9'77 
5 256 
2:355 
1 562 
12:433 
5,181 
3,524 
322 Portland ______________ _ 63,030 4-20 14,310 1,200 4,704 4,937 9,641 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
34.0 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
316 
34.7 
348 
34.9 
350 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allegheny _____________ _ 
Allentown _____________ _ 
Altoona __ ___ ___ ________ _ 
Beaver Falls ___________ _ 
Braddock ___ ___________ _ 
Bradford _______ _______ _ Butler ___________ ______ _ 
Carbondale ____________ _ 
Chester ________________ _ 
Columbia, _______ __ _____ _ 
Dunmore ______________ _ 
Easton __ __ . ... _________ _ 
Erie ____ ________ ____ ____ _ 
Harrisburg ________ . ___ _ 
Hazleton ______ __ ___ ___ _ 
Homestead ____ _____ ___ _ 
Johnstown ___ ______ ___ _ 
Lancaster _________ ____ _ 
Lebanon _______________ _ 
M:cK 0tiPOrt ______ __ ___ _ 
Mahanoy City _________ _ 
Meadville _____ ____ _____ _ 
Mount armel. _____ ___ _ 
·anti oke _____________ _ 
New astle ____________ _ 
Norristown. ___ _____ ___ _ 
011 ity __ ___ ___ ________ _ 
Phil. d lphia __ __ ______ _ 
108,400 
26,100 
31,600 
10,380 
9,414 
10,660 
9,670 
11,200 
20, 830 
12,750 
8,720 
14,760 
42,200 
40. 400 
12,530 
10, 2CO 
24,050 
32,100 I 
15,430 
2Z, 750 
11, 10 
!l,590 
9 350 
11:0-10 
11,980 
20,600 
11,380 
1,069,250 
•. tau tics or tP00-'91. .. 
6-21 ------ ----
6--21 ---- ------
soo 
2,500 
250 
6-21 • 2,120 - - -- -300-
---- ---- ---------- 500 6-21 3, '.!00 250 
6-21 ---------- coo 
6-21 ---------- 400 
6--21 
6-21 12,882 
6-21 b 3,000 
180 
3,000 
700 
400 
6-21 -- ---- ---- 500 
. 6-21 ----------
15 
6-21 ---------- 250 
6--21 --==------
-------- '----------
500 
500 
400 
375 
40,000 
8,124 
2,250 
2,795 
854 
488 
880 
978 
904 
1,630 
926 
702 
1,254 
3,328 
3,515 
l,006 
841 
1,582 
2,443 
1,001 
1,758 
1,031 
916 
775 
652 
1,162 
1,322 
978 
8,092 
2,393 
2,867 
961 
543 
994 
997 
1 085 
1:739 
1,026 
903 
1,315 
3,113 
3,733 
1,012 
828 
1,741 
2,496 
1,084 
1 655 1:01s 
1,031 
803 
670 
l, 198 
1,390 
1,097 
(d) 
a Estimate b:1 d upon th annual rat or iucre~se or decrease from 18!:'.> to 1890. 
16,216 
4,643 
5,662 
I, 815 
1,031 
1, 874 
1,975 
1,989 
3,369 
1,952 
1,605 
2,569 
6,441 
7,248 
2,018 
1,669 
3, 3-23 
4,939 
2,085 
3,413 
2,109 
1,947 
1,578 
1,322 
2,360 
2,712 
2,<Yi5 
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enrollment, attendance, supervising officers, teachers, etc.-Continued. 
Number of su-
pervising of-
ficers. 
3 
0 
8 
Number of r egular 
teachers. 
3 
0 
8 
--- ------1-----1--- -- ------- --- --- ---- --
9 10 11 12 13 14 ta 16 17 18 19 20 
---1-----1---- ----- - ----- --- --- ---- - -
192 
175 
195 
186 
190 
190 
182 
183 
180 
180 
1115 
183. 5 
185 
176 
184 
174 
200 
200 
180 
180 
190 
193 
188 
193 
162 
195 
185 
190 
843,328.5 
332,750 
719,355 
299,088 
5,344,820 
5,612,600 
2,007,642 
1, 450, 466. 8 
215,658 
311,760 
483,480 
405,600 
349, 119 
566,470 
365,904 
259,992 
231,594 
287,400 
208,600 
338,940 
b219, 060 
331,360 
b 501,993 
819,116 
337,544 
197, 354 
1,896,765 
779,035 
521,450 
190 1, 324, 870 
200 c2, 255, 200 
196 656,796 
180 521,820 
160 208,640 
180 C 136, 800 
176 276,848 
160 227,186 
195 271,830 
199 456, 200 
180 262,800 
200 211,200 
199 387,722 
175 721,032 
195 923,237 
180 262,260 
180 203,580 
180 c431, 280 
200 722,400 
180 302,940 
180 431,120 
180 243, lEO 
180 272,160 
180 C 155, 160 
180 C 187, 740 
155 270, 165 
200 381,600 
180 C 273,780 
201 20, 009, 550 
4,392.3 
1,330 
3, 68() 
1,608 
29,078 
29,540 
· 11,031 
7,068.5 
1,164 
1,732 
2,686 
2,080 
1,905 
2,213 
2,079 
1,413 
1,331 
1,437 
1,043 
1,883 
*1, 217 
1,744 
*2, 601 
4,357 
1,752 
1,217 
9,727 
4,211 
2,955 
6,973 
11,276 
3,351 
3,899 
1,304 
760 
1,573 
1,440 
1,394 
2,281 
1,460 
1,056 
1,949 
4,202 
4,770 
1,457 
1, 131 
2.396 
3;612 
1,683 
2,394 
1,Jl51 
1,'512 
862 
1,043 
1,743 
I, 908 
1,521 
99,550 
1 
1 
3 
2 
37 
8 
7 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
4 
1 
14 
1 0 
*2 *3 
3 1 
(8) 
10 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
*1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
6 
2 
*1 
21 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
*O 
0 
18 
0 
l 
0 
0 
1 
3 
*O 
51 
2 
2 
4 
4 
38 
11 
20 
4 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
4 
1 
9 
4 
17 
1 
*5 
ct 
8 
14 
1 
3 
0 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1' 
*1 
0 
20 
0 
2 
1 
1 
7 
4 
2 
*1 
72 
8 
5 
10 
4 
93 
(801) 
13 I 
(206) 
1 
103 
32 
76 
44 
637 
266 
29 
35 1 
8 - 61 
10 
2 
5 
3 
5 
1 
6 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
18 
5 
4 
10 
11 
2 
23 
24 
16 
14 
1 
4 
1 
4 
5 
3 
1 
2 
12 
11 
16 
6 
2 
8 
6 
5 
7 
2 
0 
6 
3 
6 
5 
2 
92 
41 
44 
63 
48 
29 
33 
27 
28 
52 
86 
47 
71 
103 
52 
31 
220 
86 
76 
177 
276 
68 
111 
37 
20 
40 
31 
28 
70 
32 
25 
49 
168 
113 
31 
27 
49 
80 
38 
60 
28 
43 
17 
23 
43 
54 
36 
2,619 
111 
37 
86 
48 
730 
801 
279 
206 
30 
36 
69 
51 
46 
68 
51 
34 
34 
33 
31 
57 
39 
50 
74 
121 
57 
35 
230 
97 
78 
200 
300 
8! 
125 
38 
24 
41 
35 
33 
73 
33 
27 
61 
179 
129 
37 
29 
57 
86 
43 
67 
30 
43 
23 
26 
49 
59 
38 
2,711 
12 
7 
15 
5 
44 
60 
29 
6,100 
1,750 
4,800 
2,100 
39,600 
*40 268 rn: 982 
20 ----------
11 293 
12 ~94 
12 295 
12 296 
12 297 
12 298 
12 299 
12 300 
11 301 7 
7 
14 
6 
6 
10 
9 
9 
8 
6 
4 
11 
6 
7 
9 
16 
6 
4 
31 
20 
18 
24 
*1,300 
302 ' 
---------- ------ 303 
2,620 
2,300 
*3 100 
2:860 
1,920 
1,725 
12 304 
------ 305 
12 308 
12 307 
12 308 
12 309 
3,126 ---ff 
310 
311 
312 
313 1,894 12 
---------- ------ 314 
3,190 
2,300 
1,650 
14,000 
4,950 
8,000 
12 315 
12 316 
12 317 
12 318 
11 319 
9 320 
321 
12 322 
23 ---------- ------ 323 
12 4, 900 11 324 
11 5,200 12 325 
4 1,800 10 326 
----6- 2,050 ---iz" 327 328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
4 1,818 13 
9 1,800 12 
13 3,360 13 
5 1,864 14 
9 *1, 100 12 
12 2,968 11 
15 5,858 11 
20 6,761 13 
7 2,016 11 
17 ---------- ------ :339 
14 4,400 11 340 
10 2,400 13 341 
7 ------ ---- 11 342 
4 ------ -- · -- ------ 343 
3 2, 250 12 344 
345 
5 
6 
6 
8 
279 
---------- ------ 346 
2,350 
*2 625 
*l: 800 
125,400 
13 347 
11 348 
------ 349 
12 350 
b Estimated. c Approximately. 
d The number belonging December 31, 1891, was 116,445. The enrollment for the year is esti-
mated to be 174,700. 
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TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schcols, and public school 
>::3 ..... ..... 'O 
I Number of different-pupils 
0 oA 
0, A • c'3 
~ a5 Q)<ll t E:4 ~bl) 
.0 c\l 0 enrolled in public day A bl) 'O c'3 c'3 • ....,rn s p- 0 schools. ~ rn ,q p p.,-;..cl 
c'3 p Orn A~iii City. :3 rn 'o ~ 'd A~ A p. Q) CD•r-t.,.... 
0 <:,) '"' ...... -+->rn..cl a5 p. 0 Q) 0 c;j_,<:,) .0 0 s·'"" o ~ ~ 0 S..cl P.i-. a5 3 ..cl p~ ~g~ ~ s 0 <:,) Q) 0 
E:-; rn z r,:-:i ~ Iii E=-1 
------------
--·-- ----
1 2 3 4 5 6 
,. s 
- -
---
----
--------
PENNSYLVANIA-con-
tinued. f 
351 Phoonixville ____________ 9,734 -------- ------··--- 250 573 620 1,193 
352 Pittsburg _______________ 249,000 --------
-------·-- ----------
16,291 16,591 32,882 
353 Pittston ________________ 10,710 ------- - ---------- 720 619 751 1,370 
354 Plymouth ______________ 9,760 
----------
*565 562 _753 1,315 
355 Pottstown ______________ 14, 5CO 6-21 
----------
170 1,218 1,161 2,379 
356 Pottsville _______________ 14,530 -------- ---------- 400 1,353 1,207 2,560 
357 Reading ____________ ____ 60,470 
---~ff ---------- 750 4,329 4,1307 8,636 358 Scranton _______________ 79,040 
.. ----- --- -
2,500 5,466 5,888 11,354 
359 Shamokin ______________ 15,240 
---~ff --------- - IJOO 1,564 1,578 - 3, 142 360 Shenandoah ____________ 16,680 c4, 000 150 1,205 1,397 2,602 
361 South Bethlehem ______ 11,090 6-21 2,380 250 968 1,112 2,080 
362 Steelton ________________ 10,560 6-21 l, 770 200 738 726 1,464 
363 Titusville _______________ 7,982 
---~ff -------- -- --- · ------ 810 886 1,696 364 West Chester ______ ___ __ 8,130 1,650 350 546 631 1,177 
365 Willkesbarre ___________ 39,750 
--·6.::ff -- ---- ---- 1,000 3,038 3,288 6,326 366 Williamsport _____ .. ____ 28,130 
----------
1,285 2 331 2,390 4,721 
367 York ____________________ 21,640 f>-20 6,958 500 1;611 1,600 3,271 
RHODE ISLAND. 
368 Central Falls ___________ 9,050 
-·-5.::j5- ---------- ---- ------ ---------- --- - ------360 Newport ____ ---· ________ 19, !JOO 3,695 1,141 1,091 1, 156 2,247 
370 Pawtucket ______________ 28,700 5-16 5,853 1,493 2,365 2,213 4,578 
371 Providence __________ ___ 135,200 5-15 24,001 3,984 10,882 10,659 21,541 
37:Z Woonsocket _______ _____ 21,400 7-15 5,409 1,549 1,908 1,390 3,298 
SOUTH CAUOLIN A. 
373 Charleston. ____________ 55,500 6-16 7,797 2,957 2,468 3,296 5,764 
374 Columbia _______________ JO, 020 6-18 2,850 600 906 1,158 2,064 
375 Greenville* _____________ 8,900 6-18 
-------- --
5CO 757 885 1,642 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
376 S1ouxFalls - ·--·---- --- 11,880 6-20 2,162 140 845 861 1,706 
TENNESSEE. 
877 Chattanooga _______ ·--- 31,600 6-2[ 6, !l07 1,800 2,256 2,333 4,589 
378 Jackson* _______________ 10, 680 6-21 3,802 80 (1,006) 1,606 
379 Knoxville __ 24,500 6- 21 10,083 320 1,653 1,917 3,570 
380 Mempb1s* ______ ________ (18,850 6-21 15,732 
----------
2,719 3,501 6,220 
381 Nashville* ______________ 80,600 6-21 26,738 1,200 4,975 5,526 10,501 
TEXAS. 
382 Austin ____________ ______ 14,900 7-21 *4, 140 *476 1, 508 1,593 3,101 
383 Dallas __________________ 43,350 8-16 7,545 500 (4,805) 4,805 
384 Denison ________________ 11,290 8-16 2,30!) 320 
--------------------385 El Paso*·----------- ____ 13,400 6-19 1,105 lCO 
... I 
424 -- · 872 
3 6 Forth Worth ___________ 2f,, 5CO 7-20 4,397 640 1,475 1,681 3,156 
3 7 Galveston ________ ____ __ 29,900 8- 16 8,943 1,800 2,161 2,401 4,562 
Houston 29,000 8-16 6,259 500 I, 712 1,924 3,636 
3li9 Laredo* ________________ 12,720 8-16 2,3€0 
----------
(826) 826 
390 Paris*···--------------- 8, 80 8-16 2,205 115 880 I 1,011 l, 891 391 an Antonio-----·· ____ 40,CJOO 6-18 11,203 
---·------
2,320 . 2,719 5,039 
392 '\Vaco _____________ ______ 15,470 7- 18 4,611 
----------
(2,791) 2,791 
TAil. I 
393 
~den ity *········· --· 10,290 6-18 3,297 500 1,373 1,303 2,676 
394 alt Lak ity _________ 4 ,400 6-18 JO, 1:51 *2,01:!6 3, 76 3,850 7,618 
VEIUIO.·T. 
14, 9CO I 395 Bur11n~ton _______ ------1 t~8 I 4,126 *1,470 (2,017) 2,017 39 Rut.Ian -····----------- ,320 2 119 550 709 7E.9 1 468 
•. atlstlcs or 1 "o-·91. 
a E. timat ba cl upon th annual rate or lnc1 aE or decrease from 1880 to l SO. 
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.6 ;:l ........ 'O ~ r/l' r/l >, 'Cl). O'@ b.01-< 
~'§ <Ji ~-&~ :;:l+-> 
~'O 
A::l 
p.O i-. A .1i .... p. ~~g C!)::l C!)<:<l Cl) ........ Number of su-
~o 
r/l...,.., 
~ 0 Number of regular 1-<C!)tll 
,cl<l) .0 Cl) 0 ro~ pervising of- ci t,il "1'""'""' +"I-<. SoO teachers. ::l 0 <ll P<o oo <ll A i:i .Cl ,b'§ ficers. .0 .Q .... rfl »S<ll ~~~ p<:<JO 0 I-< 0 i:1-0 rn -~ p. -...w. 2~:::: ~8~ <d~ ·n A I» 0 I-< 
'HO Cl) 2§~ -oA. 0 SA'° Ooo Oc;rrll 
''"'rn ~'+-I. ::s ::3 g_ +=>o J.<.Cli:I <:<l<:<10 Cl) .... ai ai Cl) rfl A.~~ 1-<'0C!) <l.)(.)•r-t b.O .,.. b.O 0 .0'0 Cl) <ll<l);.. C!)r/l.--1 <:<J<ll 0 ~ ~ s Cl) r/l rn'""' ,0 ;.. .... .0 r/l I>, I-< >,.O I-< O,.q ai ~ ai cl r/l 0 .... <:<l s·s~ So::: b.O<:<lP <ll A<:.> ~ s cl s .., ::lPH Ei-. A ::s::::<:<J b.()'O p. 1><:<Jrn Cl) 0 Cl) 0 z 0 o .... ::s O'<ll z < < ~ p;; 8 ~ p;; 8 8 z 
--
---------
- -----
-----
---
9 10 11 12 13 14 1 ii 16 11' 1s 19 20 
---· --
--------- ---
--- ---
--
190 152,380 802 1 0 1 0 24 24 4 1,600 12 351 
200 b4, 859,600 24,298 *24 *15 *39 39 6~9 668 66 -- -- - - - - - - 11 352 
180 166,140 923 3 0 3 1 25 26 5 1,550 / 11 353 
180 bl53, 180 851 *1 *O *l 5 20 25 *4 *1, 300 11 354 
200 314,400 1,722 1 0 1 7 43 50 21 2,963 12 355 
200 b 368,600 1,843 *1 *O *l 8 45 53 9 *2, 400 12 356 
200 1,413,000 7,065 
·----- - ·---- ----- -
7 192 199 30 357 
191 1,573, :Wi 8,237 1 1 2 22 194 216 34 
-- --:: :::-1---::- 358 160 b 372,480 2,328 -----· ------ ------ 13 41 54 6 359 180 309. 780 1,721 1 2 3 9 35 44 7 360 
200 332,500 1,750 1 0 1 11 30 41 9 2,350 13 36l 
180 210,914 1,172 1 0 1 14 16 30 5 1,728 12 362 
190 245,480 1,292 1 0 1 1 36 37 5 1,613 11 363 
200 152,400 7u2 3 0 3 4 23 27 3 1,090 12 364 
186 900,054 4,839 3 1 4 19 101 120 14 6,480 11 265 
180 727,855 3,488 1 0 1 16 79 % 15 5,029 12 366 
lS0 411,900 2,288 0 0 0 19 46 65 13 3,350 12 367 
--------
----------- -
---- -------
0 2 2 1 38 39 
-- ---- ---------- ------
368 
194 323,592 1,668 1 2 3 5 51 56 11 2,480 H 369 
195 513,641 2,868 3 1 4 11 90 i0I 23 5,500 13 370 
186. 5 2, 789, 704. 3 14, 95lS. 2 13 22 35 12 408 420 63 18,550 13 37t 
200 359,608 1,987 0 1 1 4 52 56 16 2,2W 13 372 
193 1,012, 285 5,245 6 1 7 2 98 100 6 5,900 10 373 
174 244, i;,57 1,411 1 0 1 5 23 28 4 1,250 10 374: 
180 189,000 1,050 1 0 1 6 18 24 6 1,650 8 375 
173 203,970 1,179 1 0 1 2 34 36 8 1,520 12 37& 
177 496,288 2,804 1 1 2 11 74 85 7 3,847 11 377 
180 245,700 1,365 1 0 1 3 18 21 3 
----------
8 378 
193 515. 04[ 2,697 6 0 6 19 42 61 11 3,500 11 379 
175 746; 018 4,263 1 11 12 7 80 87 11 4,221 11 380 
185 1,549,523 8,338 22 li! 35 16 137 153 18 7,558 11 381 
165 356,7110 2,162 1 0 1 5 67 72 17 2,375 11 382 
174 
·-· ----- -- -
-- -- ·· ------
2 0 2 23 77 100 16 4,500 11 383 
175 
----- ------
1 0 1 2 32 34 9 1,738 11 384 
180 94,565 533 1 0 1 2 14 16 4 700 11 385 
176 394,217 2,234.8 2 1 3 13 52 65 12 2,9W 11 380 
180 584. 280 3,246 5 1 6 13 78 91 11 4,423 12 387 
173 353,785 2,045 1 0 1 20 45 6!'; 13 2,986 11 388 
180 72,000 400 1 0 1 3 9 12 Jj 600 ------ 389 178 205,560 1,142 1 0 1 4 30 34 1,564 11 390 182.2 625. 434 3,432.7 8 4 12 11 5fi 66 3,412 11 391 180 32s; 500 1,825 6 5 11 6 46 52 10 2,565 11 3\12 
I 
! 
196 472,046 2,408 1 1 2 6 63 69 12 I 1,900 11 393 
180 895,860 4,968.9 22 12 34 22 104 126 41 I •••••• •••• 12 394 
: 
d 180 *211, 314 *1,214 *l *O *l 5 37 42 *10 ; *1, 428 13 395 
190 176,700 930 1 0 1 . 1 34 35 6 1,360 13 390 
b Approximately. c Estimated. dThe High School was in session 195 day&. 
ED 92--02 
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TABLE 1.-Statistics of population, private schools, and pubUc school 
':;j 'H '+-<'d 0 OA 
°' 
A • c:i! Number of different pupils ~ . 
~ ~~ ~ ~ 00 <Ji ;..bl) .0.., ...... enrolled in public day 
A bl) ~c:i! s c:i! 0 p-0 schools. 
~ c:i! ..-<oo ;::l·""~ rn. ~;::l A /5.~ City. c:i! ;::l Ooo ~ rn. 0~ as-S:3 A p. ~ 
0 0 ;... ...... ..,rn.~ <I) p. ~o c:i! ...... 0 0 .0 0 s ..... 0 ~ ~ 3 0 a~ Pq:.., <I) s 
0 ~ ;::l ~ ~ g.~ ~ ~ 0 
E-1 
Q z 5:1 ~ la:< E-1 rJ1 
--- - ------
----
---
l 2 3 4 ii 6 ,. s 
VIRGINIA. 
397 l\.lexandria _ •.•••• ______ 14,740 5-21 4,823 600 970 834 1,804 
398 Danville ________________ 10,635 5-21 3,578 200 776 834 1,610 
399 Lynchburg* ____________ 20,100 5-21 6,748 350 1,477 1,931 3,408 
400 Manchester* ___________ 9,700 5-21 3,573 
-- --------
577 612 1, 189 
401 Norfolk ________________ _ 36,500 5-21 9,604 2,000 1,236 1,398 2,634 
402 Petersburg __ ______ . ____ 22,800 6-21 7,450 500 1,475 1,759 3,232 
403 Portsmouth* ____ _. _____ 13,470 5-21 3,610 
----------
726 167 1,493 
404 Richmond-------· ______ 83,400 5-21 24,974 2,500 5, 171 6,210 I 11,441 
405 Roanoke* ______________ 21,300 5-21 4,116 331 622 810 1,432 
WASHINGTON. 
406 Seattle _________________ 55,000 5-21 9,200 
----------
(6,417) 6,417 
407 Spolrnne Falls __________ 29,800 5-21 4,078 225 1,499 1,447 2,946 
408 Tacoma _________________ 51,000 5-21 7,025 1,050 2,467 2,414 4,881 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
409 Huntington _______ _____ 11,350 6-21 3,062 125 856 957 1,813 
410 Parkersburg ___________ 8, G20 6-21 3,397 200 1,180 1,180 2,360 
411 Wheeling. ______________ 34,900 6-21 11,313 900 2,746 2,791 5,537 
WISCONSIN. 
412 Appleton _______________ 12,350 4-20 4,303 1,172 1,042 952 1,994 
413 Ashland ________________ 12,525 4-20 2,994 300 726 769 1,495 
414 Chi11pewa Falls ________ 9,370 4-20 3,338 1,100 614 662 1,276 
415 Eau Claire ______________ 18,390 4-20 5,644 *784 1,716 1,734 3,450 
416 Fond du Lac ___________ 11,920 4-20 4,493 400 1,076 1,085 2,161 
417 Green Bay ______ ________ 9,250 4-20 3,035 700 696 681 1,377 
418 Janesville* _____________ 11,035 4-20 4,062 400 (1, 685) 1,685 
419 La Crosse ______________ 26,500 4-20 8,600 1, 200 2, 401 j 2, '54 4,755 420 Madison ________________ 13,780 4-20 4,492 1,000 1, 005 1,032 2,037 
421 MHwaukee ___________ __ 216,400 4-20 80,116 17,585 14,875 14,677 29,552 
422 Oshkosh ________________ 23,700 4-20 8,521 1,669 1,499 1,489 2,988 
423 Racine __________________ 21,600 4-20 8,567 1,163 1,787 1,823 3,610 
424 
~~;~~To~~~-==========~== 
17,730 4-20 7,387 1,400 1,395 1,311 2,772 
425 15,360 4-20 4,486 558 1,724 1,817 3,Ml 
426 Wausau _______________ _ 9,990 4-20 3,176 265 :r~ 1,772 WYOMING. 
13,200 I 427 Cheyenne ___ ________ ___ 6- 21 1,800 500 565 1, 192 
* Statistic of 1890-'91. 
a E s timate based upon the annual rate or increase or decrease from 1880 to 1890. 
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enrol;ment, attendance, s1ipervising officers, teachers, etc.-Continued. 
0~ 
~-S:s 
.0 Q) 0 s C.l 0 
::i ~,§ 
A'd oo 
A>, 
2§~ 
<ilroC.J 
~~:§ ~~[ 
<t1 
Number of su-
pervising of-
ficers. 
Number of regular 
teachers. 
· 979 
_ __ , _____ , ----- ---1-- --l--- l -- --- ---- --- ---- - -
9 10 11 12 13 14 1.l 16 17 ts 19 20 
---1------1 - --- -- - - -- - ----- --- --- - --- ---
202 284,012 
188 194,230 
193 482,343 
180 151,200 
190 309,700 
188 449,937 
200 213,800 
177 1,525,740 
180 187, 92~ 
192 
190 
190 
160 
182 
197 
175 
180 
176 
177 
197 
195 
190 
195 
185 
194 
198 
200 
196 
195 
176 
187 
896,832 
376,417 
670,792.5 
192,960 
3~. 328 
822,475 
248,589 
180,612 
162,152.3 
384,463 
339,942 
223,663 
275,894 
657, 595 
277,807 
3,948, 014 
410,036 
551 , 005 
361,565 
358, :195 
226, 865 
150,117 
] , 406 1 
1,033.1 4 
2, 5)] 2 
840 l 
1,630 0 
2,393 1 
1,069 1 
8,620 18 
1,044 1 
4,667.4 
1,931 
3,548. 4 
1,206 
1, 804 
4,175 
1, 245 
1, 000 
927 
2,172 
1,676 
1,147 
7 
1 
7 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
5 
0 
0 
5 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 
3 
1 
0 
2 
1 
18 
1 
7 
3 
12 
1 
0 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1, 385 ------ - ---- - - -----
3, 372. 3 
1,502 
21,737 
2,119 
2,751 
1,883 
1,841 
1,268 
814 
1 
2 
39 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
43 
2 
1 
1 
3 
l 
8 
3 
12 
6 
8 
2 
3 
30 
3 
7 
1 
3 
8 
4 
1 
7 
3 
1 
1 
8 
2 
35 
9 
9 
9 
9 
3 
23 
29 
51 
13 
29 
45 
21 
206 
20 
104 
52 
98 
31 
31 
122 
42 
25 
28 
54 
43 
27 
45 
80 
45 
503 
55 
63 
47 
64 
28 
24 
31 
32 
63 
19 
37 
47 
24 
236 
23 
111 
53 
101 
34 
36 
125 
50 
29 
29 
61 
46 
28 
46 
88 
47 
538 
64 
72 
56 
73 
31 
5 
3 
12 
2 
9 
9 
3 
17 
4 
1,650 
1,400 
2,950 
1,000 
2,320 
2,350 
1,212 
10,539 
1,650 
27 6,776 
10 2,659 
14 -- ---- ----
7 
6 
10 
9 
9 
8 
16 
16 
6 
7 
17 
9 
36 
10 
9 
9 
12 
1,750 
*1 , 500 
5,000 
~,389 
1,300 
1,300 
*2,916 
2,750 
1,463 
1,400 
4,257 
2,070 
27,718 
3,300 
3,098 
2,700 
1, 500 
1,000 
10 397 
11 398 
10 399 
l2 400 
8 401 
11 402 
11 403 
11 404 
9 405 
12 406 
12 407 
12 408 
12 409 
12 410 
11 411 
12 412 
12 413 
12 414 
12 415 
12 416 
13 417 
12 418 
11 4l9 
12 4W 
12 421 
12 422 
12 423 
12 424 
14 425 
12 426 
12 427 
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TABLE 2.-:-Statistics of public evening schools in cities of 8,000 01· m1re inhabitants. 
City. 
1 
CALIFORNIA. 
Los Angeles ..... ____ .... ____ 
Sacramento _________ .... ____ 
Oakland* _________ ___ .... ____ 
San .l<'ranc1sco ______________ 
San Jose _______ ______ ..... ___ 
COLORADO. 
Denver: 
District No.!. ___________ 
District No. 17 ..... ______ 
CONNECTICUT. 
Bridgeport _ ............ _ .. __ 
Hartford __ .... ____ _____ ..... _ 
New Britain _____ ........ ____ 
New Haven __________________ 
Waterbury ____________ ...... 
DELAWARE. 
Wilmington ______ .... ______ _ 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Washington (first six divi-
sions) ____ ________ __________ 
Washington (seventh and 
eighth divisions) __________ 
GF.ORGIA. 
Sa.vannah .... _ ............. _ 
ILLINOIS. 
g~~~~f ~ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = Springfield __________________ 
INDIANA. 
Evansville __________ _ .... ___ _ 
Indianapolis* _____ .. ____ .... 
Marion __________ ........ ____ 
Muncie ______________ . _______ 
IOWA. 
Cedar Rapi.ds ________________ 
Davenport _____ . ___ ...... ___ _ 
KAN A .. 
Arkansas City *_ ............ 
KENT CKY. 
Louisville-------------------
AINE. 
i1~d1~~~d-======= ======== =::== L ewiston ...... ___ . __ ....... _ 
ARYL D. 
BalUmor 
---·-··---·-- ----- -
•. t a I Uc or 1 90-'91. 
a Average time. 
.Cl r/J<!) Number of different 'd 
0 tJJi-, Number of teachers. pupils enrolled. A A<!) ! ::s ·air; 
rn 
<!)rn I ce u:i to . .b. 'H .--< 
08 o_g_~ -~ ~ 
.Cl 'd A 
1-<0 ,_, om Q) Q) Glee 
<!)rn Q)r/2rl2 OD p .0 <!) Cl) ce 3 Q) ce ~ m s s <l) rJ2 s s "" ::s ::s5.S ce <!) 0 ce Q) 0 i 
z z ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 < 
--- --- ------
--- ------
2 3 4 a 6 ,, s 9 10 
--- ------
------
------
1 173 3 0 3 166 0 166 56 
1 184 1 1 2 128 35 163 25 
4 201 5 2 7 727 114 841 186 
6 205 17 40 57 3,936 445 4,381 1,695 
1 120 2 0 2 88 5 93 44 
1 80 7 0 7 (131) 131 41 
1 111 1 1 2 
56 I 
6 62 28 
3 52, 59 2 1 3 132 47 179 51. 
2 50, 77 *6 *8 *14 (641) 641 169 
1 51 3 6 9 (338) 338 73 
12 a64 (b23) b23 (1, !:JS) 1,108 328 
8 63 2 14 16 (603) 603 29.1 
I 
4 65 0 8 8 T 162 87 424 11 58 (32) 32 (1,554) 1,554 
6 48 6 18 24 (1,353) 1,353 731 
I 
I 
l 121 5 0 5 (261) 261 130 
-
50 113 183 70 253 11,798 3,135 14,933 5,432 
6 60 4 2 6 164 52 216 c130 
1 100 2 0 2 65 0 65 38 
2 86 4 2 6 95 190 285 148. 8 
1 
--------
1 0 1 (C 0) c30 c15 
1 75 1 0 1 25 0 25 12 
1 40 (2) 2 75 0 75 33 
1 60 2 0 2 75 0 75 50 
2 78 2 2 4 131 23 154 69 
I 
I 
1 60 0 1 1 43 6 49 19.8 
6 5 5 25 30 1,038 1 328 1,366 754 
I 2 58 *2 *·1 *6 < c210) C 21 0 142 
I 64 2 3 5 141 I 84 225 93 2 80 5 0 5 125 105 230 2tr7 
I 
I I I I I 100 I I · I 17 21 3 I (1,413) l,413 I 1,250 
b Thl8 numb r was r duced to 15 before the close of the term. 
c Ei;timawd. 
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TABLE '2.-Statistics of public evening schools in cities of 8,000 or mol'e inhabitants-
Continued. 
,.Q OO<l) Number of different 'Cl 
<:) bl)i-. Number of teachers. pupils enrolled. A A <ll ; ::l 
·a~ 
"~ ro 
ri:, r~ I>, 
......... <l) 0 . ~a.i 
City. og o-coA ro o 
,.Q o.i::=.~ 'O A 
i-.o i-. <:) U'.l Qi Qi <ll ro <l)U'.l <l)OOU'.l bl) 
.0 
.0 ~ ce ~ Qi ~ ~ ro s S~ A <Ii s s i-. ce ..., ~ <l) ::l ::i.., ..... <l) 0 <l) 0 I> z z ~ r:c. 8 ~ r:c. 8 <11 
------------
------------
] 2 3 
" 
5 6 7 s 9 10 
-------- --- ---
--- ---------
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Boston _________ ---· __________ 22 105 (Jl 7) 187 (*a6, 003) *et6,003 3,588 Brockton* ___________________ 2 47 4 i 7 11 271 I 73 344 233 Brookline--------·---------- 1 84 1 2 3 (123) 123 28 Cambridge __________________ 6 50 (46) 46 (1,208) 1,208 47~ Chelsea ______________________ 2 90 31 9 12 (375) 375 165 Chicopee* ______ ___ ___________ 2 40 (26) 26 230 I 248 478 366 Clinton ______________________ 2 60 
, I 12 14 221 ~4 365 141 Everett* _________________ ____ 1 80 2i 2 3 (140) 140 50 Fall River _________ __________ 14 68-81 69 94 2, 2021 994- 3,196 1,566 Fitchburg ___________________ 4 38-48. 6 ]1 17 219 107 326 149 
t~;~I~~fl~~~:===:===== ·-===== 
2 50 1 3 4 (121) 121 b 61 
4 60 (17) 17 294 150 444 260 Holyoke* __________ _______ ___ 6 40 
': I 
50 60 658 520 1,178 647 
Hyde Park 3 82 1 5 196 46 242 67 Lawrence ___________________ _ 5 *54 20 20 40 603 312 915 452 Lowell __________________ _____ 10 73 18 86 104 2,182 1,445 3,627 1,778 Lynn _____________________ ____ 
*13 55 (22) 22 (788) 788 302 Malden ______________________ 2 80 8 I 2 10 1351 88 223 215 Medford* _____________ __ ___ __ l 15 2 1 4 6 49 36 85 29 Nat,ick ______________ _________ 1 35 1 
4g I 4 (75) 75 37 New Bedford ________________ 5 58 5 51 1. 380 I 662 2,042 678.4 Newburyport _______________ 2 30 1 7 51 41 92 55 Newton ______ ________________ 2 33 ,1 7 1 11 125 68 193 21. 9 NorthAdams _____ _____ ______ 9 30 3 14 17 (250) 250 174 
~Yt\~~'~:~~;===~ ==~~ ~==~ ===~ 
(j 20-60 0 15 15 132 I 80 212 144 
2 11 -47 (b 9) b9 (b 254) a254 126. 3 
2 84 3 2 5 90 100 190 107 Salem __ ____ __________________ 4 
------ --
4 12 16 455 112 567 166 Somerville __________________ 4 42 11 9 20 348 85 433 161 Springfield _____________ ______ 5 137 7 20 27 737 251 988 382. 7 Taunton ____________________ _ (j 30-36 13 13 26 410 165 575 157 Waltham __ . ____ _____________ 3 145 7 6 13 208 166 374 173 Weymouth _______ __ __ ___ ____ 1 60 4 0 4 80 46 126 70 Woburn _____________________ 1 50 2 2 4 (112) 112 50 Worcester ___________________ 13 88 24 29 53 7451 142 887 651 
MICHIGAN. I Bay City _____________________ 3 43,60,67 (6) 6 (331) 
"' I 117 Detroit-*. _____________ _______ 9 80 24 25 49 1,706 I 1,843 3,549 980 
~~ast~~~p_i~_s_::============= 
5 107 6 2 8 Jr 649 140 1 70 3 0 3 25 110 55 West Bay City __ ___ ________ _ 1 75 1 0 1 27 0 27 18 
MINNESOTA. Duluth __ ___ __ ____ ___ ______ __ 4 80 4 0 4 (305) 305 77 
rt~nP!~P~~~~~== ========== ==== 
12 75 46 0 46 1,546 I 551 2,097 795 
(j 100 37 15 52 (2,002) 2,002 b644 Winona ______ __________ __ ____ 4 120 0 4 4 
,,. I 60 254 98 
MISSOURI. 
St. Louis* _____ ______ ________ 18 60 33 49 82 3 501 418 3,919 1,886 
NEBRASKA. 
Nebraska City __________ ____ 1 
--------
1 1 2 20 20 40 20 Omaha _______ ________________ 4 62 4 0 4 168 75 243 121 Plattsmouth* _______________ 1 32 3 0 3 30 5 35 18 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Manchester* _________________ 8 80 12 11 23 455 320 775 166 Nashua ______________________ 9 55 4 13 17 215 92 
3g~ I 229. i Portsmouth _____ __________ __ l 
-------· 
3 2 5 32 21 ;'.;25 
*Statistics or 1890-'91. a Average number belonging, 5,490. b Estimated. 
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TABLE 2.-Statistics of public eveninq schools in cities ·of 8,000 01· morn inhabitants-
Continued. 
City. 
NEW JERSEY. 
Camden ___ ···--··········----Elizabeth ___________________ _ 
Harrison ___________________ _ 
Hoboken*. __________________ _ 
Jersey City _________________ _ 
Millville* __ . ________________ _ 
Newark ______ ____ __ ·---------
New Brunswick*------------Passaic _____________________ _ 
Paterson _____________ ______ _ 
Trenton ____ ___________ . ____ _ 
Union ___ ___ ·----- ___________ _ 
NEW YORK . 
Albany ________ ·---·----- ___ _ 
Auburn ____ ·-- ---------------Brooklyn ___________________ _ 
Buffalo ______________________ _ 
Cohoes ______________________ _ 
New ¥ork ___ __ __________ ___ _ 
Long Island City __________ _ _ 
Rochester __________________ _ 
Syracuse ___________________ _ 
Utica* ______________________ _ 
Watertown _________________ _ 
Yonkers* ________ ________ ·---
OHIO. 
Columbus-------· .. ·······-·· 
Dayton ··- ··- -- -- --- --- -- -- --Hamilton __ -··---- - _______ _ _ 
Piqua ____ -· ______________ ··--
~~~~~flid*========= ======== Steubenville · -- -· -- - ----···-
Tiffin ·--··--·--··---·----·---Toledo b _______________ ____ _ _ 
Youngstown ____ ---· ___ . ___ _ 
OREGON. 
P or tland ___________________ _ 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allentown __________________ _ 
Altoona _____________________ _ 
Dunmore* __________________ _ 
Easton---------------·-··---]..rit:_._··· ·--· ............... . 
Lancaster.···- ... ······--·--Philadelphia ...... _. __ . __ . _. 
Pitt burg*···············-··· 
Pittston ___ .......... -·---·-· 
Plymouth* .-·············· ·-
Pott ville• _ ......... _ .. -··. 
~~r;:~f ah ·····-···· ···· 
Wilke· Barre ........ ....... . 
HHODE I. LA D. 
Number of teachers \ Numb~r of diffe1:ent 
· I pupils enrolleu. . 
1 
J 
1 
7 
3 
9 
1 
1 
12 
5 
1 
72 
40 
80 
73 
57 
65 
96 
36 
lll4 
80 
150 
60 
4 62 
2 65 
16 100 
23 41 
*9 *98 
29 90-120 
5 51-77 
2 129 
4 55 
2 50 
1 130 
2 73 
7 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
11 
2 
4 
3 
! I 54 
23 
7 
3 
4 
11 
5 
12 
1 
J 
6 
15 
5 
97 
80 
80 
90 
129 
193 
100 
24 
70 
100 
51 
59 
49 
70 
50 
7 
1 
2 
(9) 
71 
(12) 
40 I 
(5) 
1 I 
*13 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3i17) 
0 
333 
5 
3 
9 
0 
0 
9 
0 
8 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
5 
1 
s 
0 
3 
2 
2 
(339) 
10 
l 
3 
2 
15 
1 
11 
3 
0 
30 
a Estimated. 
21 
4 
5 
58 
40 
4 
*70 
23 
1 
8 
2 
103 
17 
137 
12 
19 
4 
8 
2 
5 
7 
0 
3 
0 
3 
2 
5 
0 
0 
6 
l 
0 
4 
u 
4 
8 
;;5 
6 
0 
2 
29 
6 
l 
11 
9 
20 
ltH I 31 
28 
5 
7 
9 
· 65 
12 
80 
5 
5 
*83 
25 
3 
12 
6 
217 
139 
17 
470 
17 
22 
13 
8 
2 
14 
7 
8 
5 
1 
3 
3 
5 
1 · 
2 
11 
2 
8 
4 
3 
6 
10 
3311 
65 
7 
3 
4 
44 
6 
12 
10 I 
5~ 
22'2 
49 
(1,064) 
1631 0 
180 100 
(543) 
(3,500) 
(294) 
3, 141 I 744 
(131) 
292 192 
2,364 668 
*788 *226 
150 30 
359 74 
92 13 
(12,433) 
2, 145 I 1,525 
(*717) 
21, 571 7, 594 
700 100 
514 355 
i361 84 
341 35 
35 10 
315 107 
181 
(a225) 
14 
12 
91 
112 
137 
19 
30 
*300 
231 
56 
9 
18 
12 
11 
14 
0 
20 
* 150 
71 
37 57 
296 131 
140 0 
121 0 
303 62 
2'.U 119 
(16,205) 
(2,503) 
(205) 
Jij 1· 
398 
50fi 
I (266) 
0 
30 
245 
0 
0 
81 I 68 631 238 
3. 198 I, 204 
501 316 
1,064 
163 
280 
543 
3,500 
294 
3,885 
131 
484 
3,032 
*l,014 
180 
433 
105 
12,433 
3,670 
*717 
29, lti5 
800 
869 
445 
376 
45 
422 
237 
a225 
23 
30 
103 
123 
151 
19 
50 
*450 
302 
94 
427 
140 
121 
365 
340 
16,205 
2,503 
205 
150 
150 
2,015 
398 
505 
266 
149 
869 
4,402 
817 
b A manual training school. 
352.1 
78 
189 
189 
1,126 
226 
1,706 
95 
177 
944 
349 
60 
~ 
261 ! 
61 
4,194 
1,595 
*367 
11,018 
398 
340 
317 
83 
15 
270 
105 
alOO 
18 
al4 
a48 
41. 4 
64.4 
12 
40 
220 
128. 9 
44 
200 
120 
44 
81. 3 
134 
5,228 
a931 
144 
75 
75 
1,310 
146 
250 
64 
45 
342 
1,751 
249 
I 
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TABLE 2.-Statistics of public evening scho sin cities of 8,000 or more inhai itants-
Continued. 
,Q 00.<l) Number of different 'd 
'-' 
CO'-' Number of teachers. pupils enrolled. A A <li $ ~ 
-~ ii:: 
00. ~ 
~~ <I>oo 
~<V ~o . 
City. oO 'o.2.~ <'1'-' 0 'd A ~~ ;.,<JOO <V <V <1)<'1 <l)Cf.lCl.l b.O 
,0 ell ,0 <l) 
<V ~ ~ <V ~ ~ c'1 s s <l) 00 s s ;.. 
~-s.s -~ ~ <l) ~ <l) 0 <l) 0 I> z z ~ Ix. 8 ~ Ix. 8 < 
------ ------ ------------
1 2 3 4 ii 6 7 s 9 10 
-
- -------------------
---
'l'EXAS. 
Denison_ ---· .... ·· -· .... ____ 1 63 2 0 2 19 5 24 12 
UTAH. 
Salt Lake City·····--------- 1 115 2 0 2 82 18 100 43. 8 
I 
VERMONT. 
I 
Burlington* ......... . ... ____ 2 83 2 0 2 73 4 77• 27 
VIRGINIA. 
-
Norfolk .... ...... ............ 3 180 3 0 3 190 0 190 100 
Richmond ....... ............ 6 77 3 5 8 153 0 153 70 
WASHINGTON. 
Sea12_tle ..... ..... . ·······----- 1 192 1 1 ·2 171 22 193 46. l 
WISCONSIN. 
Ashland ..................... 1 90 1 0 1 20 15 35 15 
Milwankee ............. . .... 23 25-37 a39 a33 a72 2,093 600 2,693 1,052 
Oshkosh ..................... 1 90 2 0 2 110 23 133 45 
~]Jff  ~= = = = = = = = = = = ~ ~ = = = = = = 14 48 8 10 18 (b700) b700 b290 JO 60 10 0 10 4241 90 514 274 3 60 1 2 3 87 2 89 - 50 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. a Average number. b Estimated. 
LIST OF CITIES CONTAINING OVER 8,000 INHABI'rAN'rS, CONCERNING WHICH 
NO SCHOOL DAT A ARE A 'l' HAND. 
Anniston .and Mobile, Ala. 
Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Alameda, Cal. 
Leadville, Colo. 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Augusta, Ga. 
Alton, Joliet, and Streator, Ill. 
Anderson and Madison, Ind. 
Pittsburg, Kans. 
Bowling Green. Ky. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Cumberland, Md. 
New Brighton, Edgewatel'., and Johns-
town, N. Y. 
Asheville, Charlotte, Newbern, Ral-
eigh, Wilmington, and Winston, 
N.G. 
Ash tabula, Ohio. 
Olney ville, R. I. 
Marinette, Merrell, S.tevens' Point, 
and Watertown, Wis. 
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TABLE 3.-:--Stati ics of property, receipts, and expenditures of 
Total taxable property 
in the city. 
ii~ce 
rll+:> tll 
(1) ce 
City. 
,Q., 
(!).~ A 
.8 ~ s CS::,csrn. ~ (1) tll tll 
..PQ)•..-1 
.c= ce rn en 
~s~2 
0 
, 
1 2 
ALABAMA. 
1 Birmingham ____________ $30,000,000 
2 Huntsville __________________________ _ 
3 i Mor.tgomery _______ ·_____ 10,000,000 
i 
\ ARKANS AS. 
4 fj Fort Smith .. ___________ 12,090,000 
5 .Hot Springs____________ 8,750,000 
6 \ Little Rock ____________ ·_ 17,708,790 
\ CALIFORNIA. 
7 1 Fresno ____________ ___ ___ _ 
8 Los Angeles _______ _____ _ 
9 Oakland* _____________ __ _ 
10 Sacramento __ __ ___ ____ _ _ 
-J.1 San Diego ____ ___ ___ ____ _ 
12 San Francisco __ ______ _ _ 
13 San Jose,---------------14 Stockton _______ _______ _ 
COLORADO. 
15 Colorado Springs ____ __ _ 
Denver: 
16 District No. 1 _______ _ 
17 District No. 2 _______ _ 
18 District No. 17 ______ _ 
Pueblo: 
19 · District No. 1 _______ _ 
20 District No. 20 ______ _ 
CONNECTICUT. 
11,250, 000 
137,047,317 
40,371,035 
14,000,000 
22,500,000 
311, 566, 070 
19,992, 114 
16,983,844 
17, 136, 180 
184, 505, 895 
28,423,333 
21,600,000 
8,980,412 
18,203,648 
a5 p 
-; 
> 
'O 
(1) 
r/l 
r/l 
(1) 
tll 
tll 
<11 
3 
$18, 000, 000 
10,000,000 
4,030,000 
3,500,000 
10,625,274 
7, 500,000 
45,682,439 
40,371,035 
14,000,000 
15,000,000 
311,566,070 
.19, 992,114 
12,737,883 
5,712,060 
61,501,965 
8,527,000 
7,200,000 
8,980,412 
7,281,459 
~t'~ 
cat g, 
> p. 
o-
-i..o B e_g 
<:)•.-< <:) 
ce;c rn 
,opi,. 
25 P<,8 
ce- ui s~~~ 
~o~& 
fil 
4 
$250,000 
5,000 
100,000 
190. 000 
50,000 
258,000 
100,000 
724,320 
1,002,970 
267,500 
203,862 
4,932, 754 
236,450 
232,271 
183,000 
2,000,000 
500,000 
328,500 
250. 000 
200,000 
a90, ooo 
6i9, 389 
Receipts for the school 
year 1891-'92. 
•i.. 
~c 
(1)-;; 
., (1) 
j~ 
rJJO, 
,,-<r/l 
st:~ 
o o ce I-< p.., 
~ 
ii 
$11,555 
1,792 
4,400 
2, 500 
3,000 
11,078 
8,589 
106,253 
111,063 
37,324 
19,101 
705,926 
38,975 
21, 193 
9,664 
99, 112 
10,400 
20, 8ll 
5,189 
29,029 
'I-< 
2o p. 
P.rn 
ce i:I 
>,O 
., ·r< 
•r<., 
o ceui 
a·'""~ o i.. ce 
I-< p.., 
~ 
- - - -
6 
$61,170 
1,859 
15,000 
10,000 
14,000 
48,786 
16. 229 
59,537 
80,423 
38,196 
45,616 
485,580 
16,906 
1,371 
172, 575 
62,328 
51,383 
29,530 
78,108 
180, 71~ 
23,416 dti5, 371 
(60,171) 
3, 868 17, 596 
'O 
i:I 
ci! l>,ui ~~ 
p~ 
g~ 
s~ 
oo 
I-< 
Ja;i 
- --,, 
$1,300 
2,000 
0 
12,736 
31,800 
44,029 
18,802 
15,499 
19,907 
11,480 
29,067 
'14,072 
3b, 467 
4,091 
0 
e105, 793 
e8, 651 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
!!Wt1ltt~~::::::·::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: __ -~:_ ;~~~ ~~; _ giii;r~fi:~:L __ : :::::::::::::: :::::::::::·: d :i!:m 
New Haven_ ---- ___ _ ____ 50,998,005 50,998,005 c922, 904 43,557 d62, 756 e170, 637 
New London____________ 2, 669, 667 2,000,000 188,000 5,978 27,000 
Norwalk- - --- - ------ -- -- *15,421,ti82 *6,168,673 115,300 7,848 d26,514 e12,2G5 
Norwich *---- - --- ------ ____________ __ 167,000 6,996 20,368 O 
tamford*-------------- 8,468,144. 8,468,144 c140,500 7,364 35, 264 --------- -
;r1\!~~~£1c-::~~ ======== ====== ==== ===- ---~~·-~~ ~~- ___ -~~·-~- -- _ ~~~ ~=~- __ -=~~~~~- :===== ===-
DELAWARE. 
35 Wilmington __ __ ____ ____ 34,323, 649 34,323, 649 551,817 11, 975 139, 727 0 
36 
:n 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
WasbinP.:ton : F iri; t s ix divisions • _ ___________________________ _ 
~~~ft~~~~eighth ___________________________ _ 
't'LORIDA. 
39 ~ : 1 ~~1a:::::::::::::-- ----.;:51f ooo----T<Yi-:soo-
777,500 191 , 169 191, 170- - -
*20, 000 
40, 000 
4,721 -- -- -- ----
0 
9, 085 
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publ-ic school systerns of cities of over 8,000 inhabitants. 
Receipts for the 
school year 1891-'92. 
s 
$3,355 
292 
3,444 
25,500 
1,219 
4, 46:i 
503 
294 
6,941 
575 
5,452 
10,935 
111,710 
1,038 
194 
8,526 
9 
$76,080 
3,943 
22,844 
39,300 
19,000 
59,864 
37,554 
198,809 
239,977 
94,825 
80,510 
1,198,447 
76,413 
39,497 
49,666 
383,398 
117,839 
87,044 
62,958 
45,814 
10 
$88,340 
3,943 
23,011 
42,300 
19,000 
63, 100 
204,106 
260,243 
136, 194 
98,263 
l, 252,734 
103,981 
77,617 
156,967 
422,100 
241,739 
90, 109 
165,869 
103,324 
Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 
11 
$33,962 
456 
9,000 
10,259 
2,532 
38,121 
36,711 
5,216 
15,129 
71,372 
4,402 
11,639 
77,211 
145, 185 
72,063 
7, 121 
18,029 
$43, 231 
3,166 
13 14 
$10,352 ---
321 0 
· 28, 000 4, 000 0 
15,000 37,056 ------s;sgo- --- ----o 
~6, 201 
147,118 
162,851 
76,988 
54,136 
a830, 628 
63,622 
45,276 
38,719 
a150, 605 
70,095 
a44, 449 
39,110 
7,417 
28,001 
49,399 
24,381 
b134, 089 
18,467 
14,016 
18, 181 
a44, 755 
28,350 
a17, 120 
34,326 
$970 
4,500 
930 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
816 
0 
0 
15 
$87,545 
3,943 
22, 658 
41,000 
16,000 
55,914 
36,150 
214,210 
253,461 
107,515 
86,714 
1, 036,089 
87,307 
70,932 
134,111 
340,545 
170,508 
68,690 
91,465 
56,764 
0 83,297 83,297 52, 136 22,062 9,·164 83,392 
2,062 211,807 211,807 88,000 91,251 32, 153 403 211,807 
2!,142 228, 722 228,722 133,500 143,222 91,050 ------------ 367,772 
3,485 72,307 72,307 ----------- - 50,861 24,476 -------- _ 75,337 
7,396 28,8eo 31 , 9&7 206 13,477 11,968 o 25,651 
3,315 . ---zso; 265° 4:;J~~ ---··ss; iizi" --·-21f 9oi)" -- ···1s: 790- ------2~ 84::i" 3:i: m 
6,678 39,656 60,006 25,500 22,772 10,000 ---- - --~---· 58,272 
l ~1 47,208 47,208 ------ ------ 30, 857 -- ---------- ------------ *46, 115 
, 0 -- -------- - - 28,364 - -- --------- 20,070 8,294 -------- - --- 28,364 
1, 128 30,922 12,834 43,756 
____ __ 1,914_ 112,670 213,670 7,659 59,347 46,465 1 2,275 115,746 
------------ -- ---------- ---- -------- ------------ --- -- _!______ - -------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
u 
15 
16 
17 
1f! 
19 
20 
21 
. 22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
1,497 153,199 165, 573 21,684 94,573 
I 
37, 757 j 620 154,211 35 
0 382, 339 382, 339 
836 14,645 18,924 
d From town treasury. 
e From district taxes. 
65,135 
187,683 
864 
3, 300 
398,588 
150,925 
12,683 
11,019 
73,725 
40,888 
3,626 
2,843 
541,074 36 
382,339 37 
15,554 38 
15,619 39 
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TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, and expenditures of 
Tota l taxable property 
in the city. 
Q) >,,• 
.et s Receipts for the school 
ro<llA year 1891-92. 
City. 
*llro ~~ ~ Q) 
.cl -" ::s 
Q).';::! ~ ~ 
.E ~ s > 
ro'O rn . 'O > Q) u: rn Q) 
~ Q) ,~ cn 
.ciroenrn en Q) 
~s~2 cn en 
0 <tl 
1. 2 ~ 
GEORGIA. 
40 Athens-----·---········· $6, 335,8~2 $6,335,822 
41 Atlanta*---···········- 97,415,900 48,707,950 
42 Brunswick ••.• . ....••.•• ·····---·-······--- · ··-·-·--
43 Columbus....... .•.. .... 18,750,000 15,000,000 
44 .Macon a ..•••....•••••.•............................. 
45 Savannah............... 30,783, 188 30,783, 188 
ILLINOIS. 
> A 
~2g 
::SA.cl 
t-~~ 
co;o 
'O ;:l e-t 25 A,8 
s~d 
~'on. 
fil 
" 
$30,000 
351,515 
50,000 
160,000 
*101, 000 
400,000 
'l-< 'I'< 'Cl P.o 20 A co 
+J ~~ COui Q) ~ 1>,Ql 
-" Q) .. ~ 
~ ~ t,-~ i;l ol ~., 
If] 0 . ....... Or-. 
·--'en 0 co a:i OQ) 
st:~ s·'"' ~ s.9 
0 oro or-. ro oO i:-. A.a ::...A.a I'< lil lil 
_ r,:. __ 
---
fj 6 ,, 
-------
$3,884 $10,900 $9,740 
26,278 107,420 
2,000 5,337 8,000 
6,896 13. 880 956 
-- ---- -- ---- ----
22,018 79,862 10,730 
46 Aurora (East Side).... 9,200,000 2,300,000 160,000 3,125 27, 628 6,419 
47 Belleville...... ......... 8,853,620 2,213,405 129,200 4,041 31,3211·········· 
48 Bloomington.... ... . ... 17,226,220 3,445,244 315,000 5,658 45,843 . ........ . 
49 Cairo........... .... . . . . . 5,094,289 1,698, 289 87,600 2,512 0 16,775 
50 Chicago ................. 1, 204, 698, 083 256, 599, 574 11, oou, ooo 246, 674 4,425, 698 O 
51 Danville . . . ... . ... . . .... 8,333,960 2,083,490 200,000 3,037 (39, 289T 
52 Decatur....... ....... ... 9,748,000 2 437 ooo lo3, 714 4,804 40,920 ......... . 
53 Eas~ St. Louis.......... 8,973, 120 2; 243; 280 120,900 ............................. . 
54 Elgin ...........•........ ····- -- ··----· .. .................... ........• --··--·-·· 
55 Freeport ................ 6,387.500 -··Ts25;000·. 95,739 2,366 30,754 ··· ··· -··· 
56 Galesburg .... .......... 10,938,876 2,734, 719 151,183 3,422 35,204 
57 Jacksonville* .......... ··· ·· ·;;·-··-·······,:;;;·-·· · · 152,6n0 3,213 35,fili · ·····--·· 
58 Kankakee......... .. .... 3, 6;:i6, 035 1.>l, 207 90,000 1,981 25, ....... . 
59 Lasalle * ............ -·- · . .... _ .. . _ ... _ 850,000 55, 000 2,000 17, 000 ...... ··-· 
60 Moline. ... .............. 5,259,063 *1,753,021 *200,000 ..... 9.) ...... . 61 1 Ottawa............. . .... 5, 147, 2M 1,286,824 56,500 2,868 (28, 66 62 Peoria*.......... ... .... 35,213,445 7,242,689 500,000 10,258 102,889 
63 \ Quincy........... .. ..... .!4, 879, 160 4, 975, 832 218, 250 7, 721 59, 963 1, l'>41 
64 Rock Island . . .•.•.. .... 6. 747,936 2,249,312 165,000 3,568 54,201 
6fJ Rockford ..............•. 26,832,469 5,962,771 225,000 5,038 53,406 ... 
82 66 Springfield . .. . . .... •... 17,083,302 5,694,434 216, 900 6,221 73,840 
INDIANA. 
"67 Ell{hart* .....••••••••. . 5,097,350 5.097,350 134,000 9,711 19,509 ----······ 
: ~;:rin~~= ~<=~===~====. ··1iooo~ooo· ···-·· -··- .... ~!: ~gg --·3f73g" :========= 47,374 
70 Indianapolis*... .. . .... 87,308,835 ~~: ~; ggg 1,014,986 99, 9~3 130,981 * 3
22
1, 0
6
~~ 
71 Jeffersonville···-······ 2.0Q0,000 2,000,000 75,000 *35,7;:i9 -···--·--· · 
~ii Kokomo·····-···--····· 7,0;:i2,413 5,289,310 76,300 10, 087 34.,H7 ····---·--
~i t%~~t~rt::::::======= ···t~~:~r ·-··7~500~000- ····iiio:ggg· ====6=i~6= === === :=:: 25,717 
76 Mil i ··c·-·······-·-··· , , 7,000,000 146, 1, -- ·-·-···· 0 
77 
ch 1;an 1ty .......... 3,761 ,067 2, 20,800 65,500 15,521 7,901 
7 :uncie -· ....... ... .. .... 5,247, 120 5,247,120 209,000 8,405 13, 666 15,709 
~wAlbany··-····-···· 10,740,155 1 10,740,155 170,000 -········- ·········- ······-··-
79 ~1chmond ··;··········· 10,7~5,099 10,755,099 255,000 -·---·-··- -···-····-
80 , outh Bend --···-····· 15,561,675 6.2'24,670 184,000 17,150 ·-· ·--···- 22,727 
81 T rre Haute -.. .... _.... 18, 332, 685 18. 332 685 3'i3, 667 52, 560 6, 830 50, 927 
82 1 Vincennes*............. 4.335,8 o 4,335:880 65.000 ···· ---··· -··- · ····· . .......•. 
IOWA. 
83 Burllngton... ... ..•. .... 15, 750 000 4 500 ooo I 150, ooo 10,000 71 400 . -··· 
c· darRapids .......... 14,ooo'.ooo a:500;000 250,000 7,61 ' ··-64,233 
• <'linton ....... ... _ ......... . __ ····- 2,000,000 160,000 2,956 36,189 · 
ouncilHlutis.......... 14,0-28, 125 5,611,250 325,000 8,468 71,190 
87 g::~r£~~~=··-······-··· 14,550.420 4,850,140 315,000 11,213 80, 613 
East 1de........... 7,619,375 3047750 253,000 2,531 56,778 1,692 
w tSide ...... - .•.. 22.30.200 8:923'.280 487000 114301105696 ~ Dubuque .......... -.... 49,~:?5,987 19.770 395 230:000 11:564 'il:301 ,·· ······o Fort tadison"--- -·-·-- ____________ ......... ' ___ __ ____________________ ____ ___ __________ __ _ 
• ·tat!J tt of 1 01. 
a'l h ·hools of th city, suburb<J. and country districts ar op rated under the county sys· 
tem, nd il 1 not practica.bl to · para te the financial matters. 
STATISTICS OF CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
pitblic school system,s of cities of over 8,000 inhabitants-Continued. 
987 
Receipts for the 
school year 1891-92. ·Expenditures for the school year 1891-92. 
9 10 13 14 
$1,407 
$15,758 $15,758 $9,000 $13,147 $2, 61 l 0 
135,105 140,635 18,761 94,965 25,734 ---·-----·--
15,337 ··-- ------- - -·--·------- -····------- ·····------- ·--·-··-----
4, 193 -- --·- ·- •••••. ··-- -- -··- 22,000 19, 822 3,800 -· •••• - - ·--. 
== ===: == :::: 112,611 •• --i1f 564- -----26; 74g" 79,757 6,991 ==~: :::: :::: 
8,083 
509 
818 
316,752 
60 
133 
45,256 
35,871 
52 319 
rn: 287 
4,989,124 
42,386 
45,857 
56,603 
48,581 
67,492 
38,085 
5,572,993 
48,440 
54,105 
376 33,496 44, 103 
------ -- - -· 38,626 -·---- ------
136 38,426 49,217 
802 28,297 36,891 
· ------ ---·- 19,000 ··------··-· 
221 31,758 
3, 107 116, 254 
164 69,392 
7. 276 65, 045 
1, 363 59, 807 
1, 524 81, 667 
113 
7 
7,393 
29,333 
121,099 
84,119 
269,336 
* 58,379 
44,404 
42 474 
231: 450 
88,535 
125,705 
60,136 
100,382 
40,070 
146,257 
159,576 
534,722 
*58, 379 
57,498 
2 007 
2:472 
16, 166 
995,304 
12,070 
11, 808 
1,042 
1,865 
951 
13,000 
278 
27,369 
31,988 
28,000 
1,009 
10,290 
3,154 
29,233 
56,012 
19,958 
28,009 
30,307 
39,861 
14,255 
2, !i55,821 
26,785 
29,971 
23,252 
21. 220 
2ti, 982 
21,905 
13,8:50 
12,640 
28,808 
23,470 
b 78. 52C 
39,397 
30,901 
44,125 
54,600 
21, 41\3 
88,985 
60,022 
216,134 
*l!),825 
16,528 
9,947 
7,961 
10,875 
4,470 
854,446 
13,854 
9,231 
9,381 
9,024 
6,249 
4,869 
5,813 
3,700 
12,944 
18,726 
b 18,925 
11,263 
13,701 
14,434 
8,807 
4,152 
0 
0 
$101, lli5 
(b) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
400 
1,510 
11,824 -·-········· 
80, 114 ....•• ····-· 
8,946 ---· -----··. 
l."i 
$24,758 40 
139,460 41 
15,000 42 
45,622 43 
35,000 44 
113,497 45 
37,956 
40,275 
53,208 
34,891 
4,506,786 
40,639 
51,272 
32,633 
42,152 
34,273 
28,639 
20,614 
29,340 
41,752 
42,474 
124,814 
82,648 
72,602 
59,568 
74,097 
~ 30,432 
118,715 
101,079 
352,260 
*34 872 
45: 437 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
53 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 :~=::::::::: --·-·21, 106- 36 s23 ------1:000· -----i8,917 -····-6:536- ······o- ·-····3f45f 14 
789 37,247 12: 400 -· -- --- - ---- 19,476 17,445 ---- -·- - -· -- 44,828 7[, 
81 23,503 40,098 1,500 12,009 6,085 0 19,594 76 
- ----- ----- - 37,780 70.285 1,308 24,441 • 17,896 --·--·------ 43,645 77 
·----------- --------··-- 82,381 18,300 30,fi26 6,018 ----·-·-···- 54,844 78 --._ 
--------- --- 70, 941 116,226 9,464 36,227 13,367 ------------ 59,058, 79 
6,506 46,383 73,705 12, 388 28,204 9,736 . _ ···- -·. ·· - 50,328 80 
2,616 112, 933 142,994 17,401 73,282 19,597 0 111,280 81 
·---·-·----- 14,321 46,232 12, 048 12,537 2,812 0 27,397 82 
81,400 137,979 40,740 50,862 25,289 
------------
116,891 83 
236 72, j50 174, 064 50,000 38,fi89 21, &12 
---- --------
110,401 84 
401 39,546 46,398 
------------
26,730 14,878 
------------
41,608 85 
6,104 85,764 135, 8~6 8,055 47,305 35,669 ., ___________ 91,029 86 
6,084 97,910 133,028 13,832 64,832 21 , 667 506 100,837 87 
------ ------
61 ,00i 71,190 13,724 35,275 24. 224 0 73,223 88 
2,540 119,666 120,519 5,568 72,212 42. 739 
------ ---- --
120,519 89 
6,503 89,368 92,010 20,892 48,946 15,707 0 85,545 90 
---------- ------------ --- --------- ------------
9 713 
------------ ------------ --- -· ---·----
9L 
b'l'he account; of the evening schools are not kept separate. 
c The sum of the item reported is $28,799. 
• 
E-DUOATION REPORT, 1891-92. 
TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, 'feceipts, and expenditures of 
City. 
1 
IOWA-continued. 
Total taxable property 
in the city. 
~~ce 
~.., ~ ~ 
- .d,.:, .:: 
f~§ ~ ~ ~ s 
'CJ 
~'CJ rn • (J) (J)W.W. 
.,:i(l)·~ rn 
.d ce rn rn rn (J) ~s~~ rn rn 
0 <t1 
Receipts for the . school 
year 1891- '92. 
----1-----1---- ---- - --
~ 3 4 a 6 7 
-~---,-•---1-
92 Keokuk_________________ $5,417,881 $3,250,729 $140,000 *$6, 033 *($35, 165) 
93 Marshalltown __________ '1,618,077 1,539,359 118,600 2663 40.474, ___ _____ _ 
~~ ~t~~:~~~-:::::::::::::: ----~·-~~~~~~- ----~'-~~~~~~~- U8:888 __ f~~9- ___ 31; 951 _ : _______ :: 
96 Sioux City-~-----------· ______________ ------·------- 716,000 14,889 (82,578) 
KANSAS. 
~i Arkansas City* __________ . ____ ____ _ ___ 1,464,612 
Atchison __ .. ______ .. ____ 9,575,400 1, 3.53, 120 
125,000 
166,000 
119,000 
105, 500 
275,000 
145, 000 
190,000 
350,000 
258,400 
2,300 
4,795 
30,757 
34,838 99 Fort Scott __ __ _____ _____________ ___ ____________ ___ _ _ 
100 Hutchinson_____________ 4, 059,360 1,353,120 1U~f ::~~~~~~~: ---~~:~l 101 Kansas City____________ 30,204, 000 .7,551,000 
102 Lawrence _________ ._____ 7,484,580 1;811, 145 3,587 24,484 --------- -
103 Leavenworth ___________ 16,200,000 5,400,000 
104 'l'opeka _ __ __ ____ ____ ___ _ *36, 104,460 *10, 315,560 7,041 38,388 ------ ----*11, 072 (95,433) 
105 Wichita. ___ _________ -- ··- 23,493,783 7,048,425 7, 397 (82, 479) 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
KENTUCKY. 
Covington ______________ 17,000,000 17,000,000 Henderson* ____________ 
--------------
3,000,000 Lexington ___________ __ _ *5, 000, 000 *5, 000, 000 Louisville ______________ 114,880, 307 86, 160, 230 Newport* . ______________ 7,800,000 7,800,000 Owensboro ______ _______ 5,463, 44-7 3,278,068 Paducah*. _____ . ______ .. 5,125,000 5,125,000 
LOUISIANA. 
New Orleans---· _______ 195, ()1)(), 000 130, 000, 000 Shreveport* _______ _____ 8,000,000 4,000,000 
MAINE. 
!~~~;~a::::::::: ____ ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ ---- ----
Bangor----------------- 11,163,061 11,169,061 
B~th_____________ ______ _ 9,207,705 6,138,470 
B1dd_eford ______________ 12,615,260 6,307,630 
Lewiston ____ _________ __ 151,849,107 113,886 830 
Portland ______ __ _______ 36,583,295 36 583,295 
Rockland______________ _ 4,578,585 4;578;585 
. 
MARYLAND. 
205,840 
90, 000 
150,000 
1,180, 527 
225,000 
85,000 
92,600 
1,000, 000 
15, 000 
100, ooo I 
*90, 000 
125, 000 
150,000 
110, 000 
260,000 
52,247 
30,406 
6,000 
18,422 
157,764 
17,489 
6,882 
11,300 
32,000 
7,836 
6,826 
10,987 
6,827 
9,356 
17, 930 
18,950 
5, 268 
39,458 
10,000 
15, 750 
248, 655 
20,169 
23,797 
11,500 
196,000 
----------
20,500 
12,922 
37,300 
14,250 
20,000 
30,203 
116,895 
11,500 
---- 0 
---- --··ci" 
400 
7,500 
--- -------
c7, 720 
0 
0 
- --- 0 
!; !t~~%~l)~:~===~======= --~::::::~- --~::-~::::- --~·-~~~:~~~- --~~;:;:. --~~~~~~- --- -fi;-
, lASSA "B SETTS. 
Adams ------ ---- ____ ____ 3,961, 000 3,961,000 112,000 ________________ ----
~m sbury ________ __ ___ _ 4, 52'2, 188 4,522,188 ____ ____ ________ ____ __ ---· ------B~vr~!!* ---------- ------ 13, 186,7f>5 13,186,755 1?4,400 __________ 29,000 _________ _ 
---- -------------- ----------- -- -------- ---- -- b8,9;:i0, U00 _______________ ____ _ 
17, 477, 7 17,477, 47 ------------ ---------- 73, 00 --------0 
50, 729,500 50,729,500 427,000 --- --- -- - - 7-l, 00 
7 ,f> 1,670 70.581,670 371,:'i81 ----------1 ' 60,300 18, , 300 ----44(200" --------0 85,073 0 
6, 377 070 6. 377. 070 6. 2~ , 9-JO 6,258, 9~0 -- - -iif 900- -- ---- --() ---28- 5()()- -- -- ----0-
. 317 600 ,317,600 200,000 --------- 35'. 0 0 
'>-1 ,281, 930 54,281,93 751 ,000 ------- --- 209, 538 
not. k pt separate from t.bo of the coun y. 
STATISTICS 01<' CITY SCHOOL SYS·TEMS. 
public school systems of cities of over 8,000 inhabitants-Continued. 
Receipts for the 
school year 1891-'92. 
3 
0 
8 
Expenditures for the school year 1&91-'92. 
3 
0 
8 
989 
--- - ------------ - ------------ -----
s 9 10 11 12 13 14 
-----·1-----1---------- ------1----1-----1------
*$210 
1, 199 
226 
- 100 
1,514 
0 
207 
2,846 
3,823 
*1 496 
1: 061 
1,502 
500 
8,504 
833 
4,225 
798 
138 
127 
455 
40 
*$41, 408 
44,336 
36,257 
33,157 
41,147 
34,515 -
77, 428 
30,917 
49,252 
*108, 001 
90,937 
71,366 
16, 5\JO 
34,172 
414,923 
37,658 
31,512 
27,425 
235,500 
19,300 
28,336 
27,468 
49,085 
21,215 
29,356 
4e,260 
136,300 
16,808 
*$41, 998 
58,509 
36,758 
85,157 
43,877 
37,463 
77,428 
33,201 
56,354 
*111 , 286 
97,226 
100,847 
16,500 
34, 172 
550,720 
62,658 
38,0'71 
27 , 425 
19,300 
28,336 
27,468 
49,085 
21,215 
29,356 
48,260 
144, 109 
19,865 
*$840 
260 
52,000 
37 
60 
112 
7,500 
0 
85,729 
26,370 
9,311 
6,500 
IO, 000 
2,000 
1,198 
835 
0 
2,680 
30,953 
*$29, 335 
2,894 
26,492 
18, 000 
22,759 
23,918 
17,918 
37,293 
19, 951 
a36, 681 
62,412 
60,123 
59,000 
14, 000 
36,330 
299,222 
28,425 
14, 230 
17, 149 
*215,000 
8,800 
21,000 
17,635 
34,970 
15,642 
23,708 
28,694 
77,912 
14,248 
*$10, 976 
13, 591 
10,951 
12,000 
12, 178 
12,940 
9, 607 
9,043 
a9, 993 
*7, 926 
26,700 
9, 856 
1,500 
4, 033 
95,500 
3,863 
2,589 
2,941 
500 
5,336 
8,693 
12,666 
5,570 
6, 770 
16,773 
35,244 
3,107 
*O 
0 
$125 -
*O 
0 
6,601 
0 
0 
0 
236 
0 
0 
525 
1,200 
*$41, 151 92 
42,685 93 
37,443 94 
*52, 000 95 
179,616 96 
82,125 
34,938 
28,362 
30, 895 
46,900 
29,054 
46,674 
142,392 
86, 935 
76,356 
15,500 
40,363 
487,052 
58,658 
26,130 
26,590 
97 
98 
9:) 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
lll 
112 
235,500 113 
19, 300 114 
28,336 
27,762 
48, 471 
21,212 
31,003 
49,347 
144,109 
17,856 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
3, 647 1, 176, 484 1, 176, 484 191, 175 
580 
743,807 
10,237 
237,586 
380 
3,916 1,176,484 123 
------------ ------
------ - ---- -- -----· 124 
0 1 i, 297 11, 297 
], 500 13,000 6,000 -- ----------
634 - ----29:634 29,634 ______ :::::: 16, 809 -il,081 
38,593 
1,266 --- --74,-266- 74,276 ----- --- ---- 60,328 12,332 1,615 
74,600 ---- ---- ---- 43,575 31,445 519 
1,427 373,008 373,008 118,145 200,848 52,553 ], 462 
2,780 87, 85& 87,853 1,792 63, 167 21. 756 1, 138 
. . 13,836 
36
03 - 28,500 -28: 500· ------------ 18,588 9,259 577 
35,456 61,556 27, 620 22. 550 10,685 450 
4,540 214,078 215,328 22,135 130. 708 49,653 11 ,528 
b Value of sites and buildings. 
11 ,297 125 
26,500 
15, 168 
27,890 
* 2,120, 546 
74,275 
75,539 
373,008 
87,853 
34,329 
28,424 
61,305 
214,024 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
990 EDUCATION REPORT, 1~91-92. 
TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, and expenditures of 
Total taxable property <I>>,,• school 
in the city. P+'>..., ...... ::-. p 
'1l <I> A 
I Receipts for the 
year 1891- '92. 
City. 
1 
llI AS SACHUSETTS-
con tin ued. 
• ..!-c ~ ~ 
~~~ 
.s:1.., 
~~ ~ 
-;;; s 
l>~gi<li 
+:i d)•l"'-4 
.s:!'1'!00"' ~ s ~-_g 
Q 
2 
~ p 
~ 
I> 
'O 
<I> 
t/l 
"' <I>
"' t/l
~ 
3 
138 Fitchburg_ ___ ___ ____ ____ $22,754,060 $17,065,545 
139 l<'ramingham ___________ *7,861,630 "'7,861,630 
140 Gloucester_ _____ ___ ____ _ 18,950,694 14,213,021 
141 Haverhill'-'______________ 17,870,772 17,870,772 
142 Holyoke*_______________ 30,591,920 22,943,940 
143 Hyde ParJ;:____ ____ __ ____ 7,725,590 7,725,590 
144 Lawrence _______________ *30,512,000 *30,512,000 
145 Lowell._________________ 64,088,275 64,088,275 
146 Lynn____________________ 44,766,872 44,766,872 
147 Malden__________________ 18,727.280 18,727,280 
148 Marlboro* __________ ---· 10,055,524 6,284,638 
149 Medford* _______________ . :i.4,898,339 9,932,225 
150 Melrose*________________ 6,724,705 6,724,705 
1
1
~
2
1 Natick ____ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ _ 5,573,850 5,573,850 
v NewBedford ___________ 38,518,943 38,518,943 
153 Newburyport___________ 9,702,058 9,702,0[)8 
154 Newton_ , ____ ______________________________________ _ 
155 NorthAdams_______ ____ 9,024,295 6,016,197 
156 Northampton __________ 10,000,000 10,000,000 
157 Peabody________________ 9, 921,600 7,441,200 
158 Pittsfield * _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11,429. 939 11, 429, 939 
159 Quincy*________________ 14,427,030 14,427,030 
160 Salem_____ ______________ 26,427,876 26,427,876 
161 Somerville_ __ ______ ___ _ 36,843,400 36,843,400 
162 I Springfield_ _____ _______ 48,329,634 48,329,634 
163 Taunton_____ ___ ________ 18,313, 3fl0 18,313,350 
164 Waltham_______________ 15,210.7!4 15,210,714 
165 1 Weymouth ____ _________ 6,534,740 6,534,740 
166 Woburn________________ 9,130,000 9,130,000 
167 Worcester _____________ _ 77,635,908 7'7,635,908 
MICHIGAN. 
I> A 
cl 8g f5 ~5 'C A PA.cl .., A ~ 
.., <:.l <:.l l>,ai 
~::: Cl) ~~ p.tll '1l A A~ 
'O .0 ::-. '1l s >,O ;::l~ Ql p 0 
w§ . .., ..... .., A<+-< ..... .., 0::-, 
'1'! ...... <Ii .,...tll <:.lc,'!<Ji (.)<1) S ...... 'O <I> s"' <I> . s·~ ~ s~ '1'!(I)C1l ::-.1> 1 
~o;& 0 0 '1l 8A3 oo ::-. p..., ::-. ~ f:r;; f:r;; r... 
- -----------
4 ~ 7 
------- ---
$336,588 $71,545 
258,900 . _ ·--· ---· 64,447 ---- ----- -
----305:s12- ·----···o· ·- 82,835 
115, vOO 40,420 
* 860,000 90,000 
$1,503 
884, 670 0 185, 601 
*657,000 0 174,163 
406,446 0 83,414 
160, 194 $97 44, 373 
200,000 90 47,580 
============ ···-····o· ---ao;iioo· o 577, 000 0 160 382 0 
95, 000 139 25: 679 0 
616, 600 0 128 076 2, 781 
172, 800 0 40' 300 472 
155,000 41
1 
144 966 
150, 000 30: 500 
216, 550 51, 000 
····---·-··· --····-··· 64,925 
383, 500 100, 130 
623,366 0 160, 4i:!3 
864, 495 ~9, 294 
320, 000 0 81, 081 
258, 200 0 60,406 
160, 000 70 40,000 
100, 000 199 40,279 
1, 365, Z45 0 301, 460 
1, 868 
0 
---- 0 
0 
8,500 
0 
0 
168 Adrian__________________ 3,500,000 3,500,000 125,000 3,569 19,224 
16> I Alpena__________________ 6,000,000 4,000,000 75,000 5,226 24,855 11,046 
6,452 170 Ann Arbor---- ----_ ____ _ 6,452, 500 6,452, 500 205,000 4,300 28,150 
171 BatLle r eek ___ _____ ____ 8,750,050 4, 375,025 223,000 5,888 46,0!i3 
172 BayCity _____ ___________ *10,235,005 *10,235,005 *206,000 13,558 53,500 
173 Detroit*----------·----- 250,64::1,300 175,450,310 1,762, 750 95,755 390,217 
174 I Flint____________________ 4,144,492 4,114,492 135,000 3,877 26,693 
175 GrandRapids __________ 71,558,457 23,852,819 1,087,000 25,863 185,740 20,693 
176 Iron Mountain_________ 4,800,000 1,600,000 *40,000 33,d03 2,258 
1~ ir~nwooct_ _________ ----- ,------ __________________________________________________ -··· ··-·· ····-
1' Jact~~~~g *········-··- ---------- -··· --·-··· -··-··- 81,000 ··-······· -···----·· rn~ DistrictNo.L.______ 5,078,870 5,07 ,870 12.5,000 9,143 25,995 (1,131) 
DistrictNo.17_______ 2,775,000 1,850,00IJ 75,000 3,570 17,114.0 ii Kalamazoo _________ ____ 11,328,247 7,552,165 300,roo 7,823 41,208 
1 3 Lan~ing -····---·-··- ··- 7,000,000 7,000, 000 135,500 5,200 45,202 Mani.tee. __________ __ __ 4,725, 038 4,725,038 110,000 6,084 35,986 
~~ ~a~%~tte·····--······· ------~~----- ·-···--·:·---- 105,000 g;~~ 25,500 
~87 Mu k go1:i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ----~~~~~~~- ----~~740,000 J&:~ 11,291 ~:m 
Port Huron .. __________ _ 8,470 000 5,0Sfoo<>°I 110,000 13.354 21,400 
. al(inaw: 
Eat aginaW*________ 14,831, 11,123,300 14,113 85, 131 
1,2'~ 
993 
139 
443 
\\-yv t t 'aginaw* - -·-·· - ··-··- -··- ··--,---·-···--. ---s ayCity____ ______ 6,4 ,000 3,200,000 
260. 103 
153,471 
150,000 9,079 3,310 34,6 5 
l I 
102 
ur 
UN ES TA. 
Duluth 
Jfi;1ka -- ····-------· 7,617.875 3.040,9r,o 
• n a{)()IL ___________ __ !!.'l.1 IH,410 110.~!l,111 
I, 200,000 
l08, fiOO 
2. :!50, 000 
• . ta.ti. tlr·s or 1 , ·91. 
,f aiii- ----~:oof 1s, 149 
92,320 539, 439 12, 702 
STATISTICS OF CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 
public school systems of cities of over 8 ,ooo 'inhabitants-Con tin .ied. 
Receipts for the 
school year 1891-'92. 
s 
--$183 
9 
$77,728 
64,447 
Expendi.tnres for the school year 1891-'92. 
10 11 
$97,728 $22,263 
45. 200 I al5, 000 
64,447 _ --- ---- --- _ 
13 
$51, 850 $~1, [)86 
(a15, 000) 
49,741 14, 706 
14 
$1,629 
a 750 
---- ---- i4f ---- -s4; 4sf -- - --s4.-4~f ---- --i; s<iX -- ---iif 2ii1- 15,606 3,769 
-------- ---- 40.420 41,0W 2,499 26,463 10,695 841 
178 90:118 90, 178 ---- ---- --- 74,387 21,898 2,031 
·3, 427~ 189,028 458,028 67,615 149,409 10, 554 20,561 
837 17:'i,000 175,000 7,350 117,172 48,146 2,332 
0 83,414 ------------ ------------ 57,191 26,223 1,701 
133 44,603 44,603 6,987 27,285 10,331 ------------
0 47,670 47,670 20,234 31,863 14.843 196 
___________ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ___ . _ _ 25, 528 ___________ .. ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
180 30,480 30,480 1,919 21,000 6,646 298 
4,292 164,674 167,708 34,962 84, 823 33,235 6,466 
894 26,712 26, 712 1,000 20,528 4,932 252 
------ ------ 130,857 130,857 6,350 97,996 25,706 805 
0 40, 772 40,772 1,946 24. 537 13, 437 981 
461 42,571 42,571 0 31,494 9, 674 1,352 
887 31,387 31.387 ------------ 23,446 11,398 0 
------------ 51,000 51,000 2,2~2 37,730 10,533 501 
------------ 64,925 64,925 -- ----- ----- 45,695 17,075 2,067 
513 102,511 102,511 4,726 71 ,920 23,562 2,303 
0 160,423 253,765 93,766 112,332 43, 214- 1, 849 
1, 161 250,455 250,455 87,294 113,447 45,381 3, !;8(1 
0 81,081 81,081 0 59, 989 2¾, 472 1,620 
0 60,406 60,406 10,500 50,565 15, 172 2,000 
878 49,448 50,585 3,703 'l.!I, 248 8,585 328 
0 . 40, 478 40, 951 0 34, 576 5, 151 648 
947 302,407 302,407 131,452 208,913 79,560 6,869 
624 
8,427 
619 
468 
6,701 
1 355 
15, 644 
462 
(1, 131) 
50 
12,888 
1,974 
279 
6 
940 
4,732 
512 
1,785 
25,451 
41,127 
47,329 
52,560 
67,526 
492,673 
31 ,925 
247,940 
36,323 
36,229 
21,260 
66,144 
52,376 
42. 349 
32; 345 
32,367 
98,156 
35,266 
101,475 
41, 127 
47,329 
52,638 
67,526 
550,160 
514,403 
94,789 
37,774 
41,260 
113,320 
75,613 
45,937 
32,345 
39,632 
141,284 
61,068 
108,975 
18 ~65 
3;471 
4,139 
4,713 
88,203 
108,473 
40,201 
1,529 
20,000 
60,041 
6,221 
1,728 
4,070 
1,326 
58,060 
200 
29,358 
15,739 
13,916 
29,964 
20,671 
45,311 
336,291 
18,088 
155,752 
13, 'ill 
13,725 
24,705 
12,150 
33,627 · 
24,338 
25, 147 
16,862 
16,855 
53,710 
19,375 
59,705 
7,186 
4,938 
9,612 
18,373 
16,383 
136,735 
9,198 
63: 799 
6; 909 
6,671 
7,340 
18,876 
15,515 
15,512 
11,413 
6,227 
28,928 
13,482 
15,424 
0 
582 
10,919 
1,034 
60 
0 
0 
30,839 -----------· · -----------
90 
'?.}'/, 289 1 24,031 
991 
15 
$97,728 138 
a 45, 20G 139 
64,447 140 
78,334 141 
84,486 142 
40,498 143 
98,316 144 
308,139 145 
175,000 146 
85,115 147 
44,603 148 
67,136 149 
55,129 150 
29,863 151 
159,486 152 
26 712 153 
130:857 154 
40,901 155 
42,520 156 
34,844 157 
50,986 158 
64,838 159 
102,511 160 
251,216 161 
250,102 162 
86,081 163 
78, 237 164 
39,864 165 
40,375 1ti6 
426,794 167 
22, 925 
37, 119 
43,047 
43,183 
66,989 
572,148 
27,286 
329,058 
60,821 
28,742 
32,965 
39,490 
112,544 
46,074 
42,387 
32,345 
24,409 
140,699 
33,057 
168 
1611 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
104,487 186 
48,728 189 
51,410 190 
468 27,9)6 54,427 15,066 
30,657 684, 118 925,518 43, 11ti 
*52,410 1------ ---- --13,510 I 7,817 ____________ 36,423 
402,896 121,0~2 7,802 574,856 
191 
192 
193 
a Approximately. 
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TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, ari.d expenditures of 
Total taxable property G) I>, ' Receipts for the school p+:> I-< in the city. .--< I-< p year 1891-'92. ci! <D p, 
City . . 
i> p, 
~,g: .--< Oo 'I-< '!-< 'Cl 
ciS a ~_g ~~ Bo A 00+:>ci! p.00 ~-<D .d..., p l~~ <DA I>,~ 
~i§ ~ .0 ..:,<lJ ~A +> M i> 'd p I-< ~~ >,O A cu d s 'd ~ P.,8 ..., .... ::S..:> 
:>'g gi r/) <D IJl O . ..... ~. 0 !-< 00 
~r~a5 ~ .... oo 0 c, 00 0 Q) ~(1)·,-f Ill s..., <D s· ... ~ s~ ,d c,! 00 00 <D I-< ><l ~s~~ rJl ~o~& 0 0 ci! 0 !-< ci! 00 00 !-< P.+:> ;..A+=> ~ 
0 ~ r,-:i fit fit fi, 
--- ------
1 2 3 4 ;i 6 7 
---------
MINNESOTA-cont'd." 
194 St.Cloud _____________________________________ ______ _ 
195 St. Paul ... ____ ... .. . ____ $184,500,000 $123,000,000 
196 Stillwater* ... _______ _ . _ 7,500,000 5,000,000 
$35,000 
2,551, 81)0 -$183, 679 $139. 675 
180, 000 4, 311 33, 697 $529 
197 Winona.________________ 15,653,325 11,739,994 400,000 10,984 38,501 6,699 
MISSlSSIPPI. 
198 Natchez _________ _______ _ 4,158,553 
4,500,000 
4, 158, 553 
4,E00,000 
40,000 
33,000 199 Vicksburg __________ ____ _ 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
MISSOURI. 
Carthage ___ ________ : _______ __ _______ .. 
Hanniba l _____ . ___ .. ____ 8,125,000 
Joplin * __ _____ _____ ____ _ 2,913,207 
Kansas City ____ ____ ____ 735,000,000 
Moberly _ ... . ____________ 3,500, 00. Nevada ______________________________ _ 
St. Joseph. ______ __ ______ 72,000,000 
St. Louis* ___ ___________ 245,932,200 Sedalia* ____ __ ___ ___ _________________ _ 
Springfield··-···-····-- 21,44~,848 
MONTANA. 
2,045,364 
3 250 000 
'971: 069 
160, 000, 000 
1,400,000 
1,621,088 
24,000,000 
245, 932, 200 
2,663,100 
7,149,616 
100,000 
77,900 
75,000 
1,500,000 
75,000 
50,000 
42C, 335 
3,287, 411 
135,000 
150,000 
2hl ButteCity ______________ _ 
211 Helena __ ____ ·----------· 
15,195,000 
19,000,000 
15, 195,000 
19,000,000 
405,430 
432,000 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
21 7 
218 
2Hl 
220 
221 
NEBRASKA. 
Beatrice_______________ __ 6,971, 130 1,394,226 98,500 Grand Island ___________ _____ __ ___________ ___ __________ ___ _____ _ 
Hastings________________ 3,600,000 800,000 125,000 
Kearney---------------- 7,003,500 1,400,700 150,000 
Lincoln* ---------------- 5, 000,000 5, 000,00u 391 , 000 
Nebraska City__________ 3,000,000 1,000,000 8!l,OOO 
Omaha -- -... _ - - - .... _. _ _ 105, 000, 000 21, ()IJO. 000 l, 278, 795 Plattsmouth*--________ __ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ 30,000 
Souto. Omaha-----····- 10,000,000 2,000,000 150,000 
NEVADA. 
Virginia City __ _______________ __ ___________________ _ 50,575 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
222 g~1;~~r-~~-=========== ==== -- --9: io5: 206- ---- ---- .. ·---~ Manchester*--- ---- ----- 24,812, 492 ~·i?~·m 252,000 175,000 420,800 
259, 395 
100,000 
225 ashua ------------- ---- 19,000,000 rn:000:000 
226 Port mouth------------ 7,585, 778 7, 585,778 
NEW JEl.tSEY . 
Atlantic City * 
4,019 
3,000 
9,086 
16, 914 
0 
1,974 
--- ------ - __________ I ______ ___ _ 
5,963 -- -- -- --- - 17,048 
64,234 ___ --- ---- 337,219 
5,076 J 1,801 
-- -2f 425- --iis; 587- ----6,"355-
109, 038 944, 170 18,101 
4, 552 32, 200 
30, 922 11,540 
71,185 
70,156 
1, 901 13,367 15,377 
(24. 277) 12,962 
2,412 8, 166 3,100 18,202 ___ __ _ 0 
12, 680 96, 896 1,378 
-·-si."2sii" 356,568 3,735 
2,868 6, 474 6,085 
3,947 -·······-· --·······-
1, 9g5 
5,288 
3,668 
1,540 
65,782 
29,380 
93,108 
46,250 
25; 000 4,000· 
Bayonn ---------------- 10,353,353 10,353,353-
B!~ffe~~>::::::::==: -·-ai,"sai.(iiii:f ···ai,"aaii,"iisa° 
115,000 
116, ooo · -·1s; 463- --·s2:4ao - =----- ___ _ 
37,000 
630,000 
21 ,000 
25,000 
Elizabeth.______________ 15, 57 , 500 15, 57 , 500 :~ri. n •. ·-·· ··-- ------ 5,000, 00 2,500,000 
Ok n -······-······ 30,037,411 21,(,2; 190 
J 1~~fa:~n~ ::~~::~~ :::: :::::::::: :::: ::::~::::~ :::: 
* tat!. ti s or 1 flO ·91. 
-- ------- ---
67,679 116,700 ----------
52, 235 23, 500 0 
10,125 3,500 ----------
1, , 500 --------- ----- -----
914, 930 269,416 181,813 
46,100 .. 
70,000 10,381 13,50.J ----------
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Receipts for the 
school year 1891-'92. Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 
s 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
------------ --------- ---- 194 
5,987 329,341 685,341 1,453 379,124 93,458 ------ ------ 414,035 195 
---- - --- ---- ---- ---- ---- 53,373 --- _ ---- _ --- 23, 889 16,954 --- _ ---- ---- 40,843 196 
--- --------- 66,184 108,873 11,155 35,79v 13,857 ____________ 67,560 191 
0 
206 
258 
0 
3,966 
2,188 
323 
141,588 
8,961 
606 
5,674 
12,451 
88 
11,501 
3,500 
4,665 
5,500 
49,214 
13,105 
22,094 
37,505 
33,675 
23,011. 
405,419 
19,065 
16,394 
146,690 
1,212,897 
45,713 
43,068 
71,185 
75,830 
43,096 
37,327 
22,079 
24,802 
110,954 
23,822 
396,207 
15,482 
· 53, 161 
13,105 
23, 983 
38,864 
37,815 
51,251 
577,613 
25,740 
18,476 
154,766 
1,334,955 
47,651 
63,956 
98,764 
228,855 
67,545 
51,667 
47,448 
32,442 
147,340 
33,520 
598,282 
lti,955 
84,197 
0 
1,300 
3,999 
1,159 
25,611 
3,442 
4,338 
3,613 
13,355 
218,000 
5,341 
13,883 
7,345 
62,876 
10, 150 
3,248 
17,518 
0 
26,411 
1,552 
120,705 
28,498 
11,275 
12,984 
19,275 
14,022 
15,601 
228,352 
10,025 
12,438 
85,836 
713,653 
25,044 
25,569 
43,579 
36,519 
23,940 
22,102 · 
14,275 
16,145 
60,051 
16,406 
226,772 
11,878 
18,757 
1,793 
2,799 
4,113 
8,224 
6,626 
122,346 
5,472 
2,436 
54,118 
310,831 
11, 132 
7,856 
23,131 
24,044 
29,513 
12,004 
6,425 
9,215 
25,693 
7,765 
127,014 
3,265 
9,663 
0 65,782 65,782 ------ -- ---- ------------ -- ·- -- -- ----
281 31,656 ----3f55i-
459 98, 855 98, 855 
1,300 51,218 51,376 
1,090 31,530 31, 1330 
----- ---- -- -
------------ 50,893 
3,022 - - --i87; 40i-
o 75,735 
----------- - 13,625 
o· ----45(22§" 
------·-sii - -----24,-69~-
En 92--u3 
39,522 
51,833 
20,611 
244,383 
84,896 
13,625 
116,390 
454,229 
24,013 
36,314 
2, 6i0 
1,263 
27,027 
2,000 
7,344 
0 
352 
44,183 
3,888 
2,517 
152,108 
67 
4, 758 
27,410 
21, 177 
52,429 
32,970 
21,686 
19,826 
36,634 
14,926 
103, 371 
53, 197 
10, 125 
78,339 
244,409 
17,065 
14,042 
18,151 
9,409 
17,782 
18,075 
5,944 
9,451 
14,510 
3,391 
48,904 
21, 16:l 
3,500 
32,848 
50,943 
3,830 
925 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16,688 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,617 
2,000 
0 
2,000 
454 
6,769 
13,068 198 
17,083 199 
27,387 
28,405 
46,839 
354,140 
19,835 
ld, 487 
153,309 
1,259,172 
41,518 
47,308 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
74,055 210 
123,439 211 
63,603 
37,354 
28,318 
25,360 
112,155 
25,723 
474,491 
15,143 
56,918 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
64,194 221 
48,231 222 
31,849 223 
98,855 224 
51,045 225 
31,630 226 
36,622 
51,144 
18,669 
198,458 
78,708 
13,625 
113,704 
45t, 22!) 
20, !!64 
19,725 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
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TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, and expenditures oj 
- --·------------------,--------,-----------
City. 
Total taxable property 
in the city. 
Receipts for the school 
year 1891-'92. 
---------·l------ 1----- ------- --------
1 3 4 6 7 
.1 ----------:-----·l------l·----1·---------
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
NEW JERSEY-cont"d. 
Newark . . ............ . .. $152,361,585 $121,889,268 
New Brunswick*. . ..... 10,050,000 10,050,000 
Orange........... . ...... 26,151,000 6,717,000 
Passaic., ........ . ......... · · -- ·- ·- .... 5,265,242 
Paterson................ 51,175,313 30,705,206 
Perth Amboy*·····-------------------
Phillipsburg_· -·--·-·--- 2,800,000 2,800,000 
Plainfield--·- · __________ 12,027,272 6,615,000 
Trenton-- ---·--________ 41,400,000 27,600,000 Union _______ ____ __ __ . _____ ---- _______ . 1,500,000 
NEW YORK. 
247 Albany_____________ _____ 70,375,755 70,375, 753 
Amsterdam: 
248 District No. 8___ ____ 6,005,228 4,003,485 
249 Di&trict No. lL _____ 11,296,389 4,236,022 
250 Auburn_________ ___ _____ 16,294,758 10,863,172 
251 Binghamton____________ 18,792,240 18,792,210 
:~ ~~~r~1~~~-=========:==~=: --~~~~~~~~~~~- --~~~~~~~~~~~-254 Cohoes ______ . __________ . 11,500,000 11, 500, ooo 
2
2
~5
6 0
Corn
1
ing .________________ 3,807,834 2,855,875 
v ort and________________ 8,006,276 2,001,568 
257 Dunkirk________________ 7,692,000 1,923, 000 
2
25
~8
9 
~lmira __ ___ ___ ____ ______ 22,815,000 15, 210,000 
lushing____ ____ ________ 2,413,799 2,443,799 
260 Glens Falls______________ 3,316,470 3,316,470 261 Gloversville* ______________________________________ _ 
262 Hornellsville____________ 6,650,038 4,433,359 
263 Hudson---------·------- 8,926,150 5,355,870 
264 Ithaca_____________ __ ____ 7,593,122 3,037,249 
265 Jamestown __ ____ _ ______ 4,222,742 4,222,742 
266 King~ton School Dis t _. 6,336,705 6,336, 705 
267 L?'nsmgburg . ____ . _ _ _ _ _ 6, 025, 765 6, 025, 765 
268 L1ttle Falls_____________ 1,9J9,85\l 1.299,906 
269 Lockport . __ _____________ 6,500,000 6,500 000 
270 Long Island City_______________ _____ ' 
271 Middletown __ ___ ____ ----1 4,645,593 2,787,356 
272 Mount Vernon*___ __ ___ 12, 000,000 3,250,000 
273 New ~ochelle__ __ __ _ _ ___ 8,945,175 2,981,725 
274 New -York* --- _. ____ ____ 2,551,224,768 1,785,857 338 
275 Newburg--------------- 28,447, 080 9 482,360 276 Odgensburg *__ ____ _____ ________ __ ___ ' ' 
217 i::~;~i~c------ --- ---- 9,290,100 9,290. 100 
278 Drum Hill District. 1,460,453 1,095,340 
270 Oakside District____ 2, 31d, 635 1,316,635 
280 PortJervis _________ _____ 1,561,471 1, 561,471 
281 I Poughkeepsie__________ 17,765, 957 12, 436,170 
282 Rochester_.________ __ ___ 124, 946, 062 99,956,850 
283 Rome*--- --------------- 5,000,000 5,000,000 
28-1 Saratoga prings ______ ----------- -- 4,23 ,000 
285 <r~en .. ctady ---------- - _ > _ ------ --------
• 1g mg---- -- -------- 5,707,:..61 1,910,087 
T~~tc-~~~-== ~======== ==== --·a1: i53: isil" --·a1; 2g:1: i-:f ti a ______ _____ . __ _ ____ 56, an, 974 18,101, G.'>8 
Wat rt.Qwn_____________ 12,000, 000 8,000,000 
'\V lsh .. lty•____________ 3,7:J6, ,9 3,73G, ,9 
Yonkers. ____ ___________ 2~, l:.'7, 000 21,127,000 
OUlO. 
t~ri~rr ·------ ------ ---- . ---~~:~:~--- -- -~~:~~:~-
$!. 379,375 
140,000 
165, 000 
81,000 
476,000 
45,000 
85,000 
190,000 
397,000 
90,000 
*930,000 
31,585 
65,000 
285,000 
329,300 
a6, 840,788 
1,774,725 
115,000 
100,000 
24,000 
116,000 
400,000 
130,000 
75,000 
77,000 
72,964 
46,000 
150,000 
195,500 
189,000 
71,000 
90,000 
294,300 
275,000 
90,000 
115,000 
1'7, 307,592 
300,000 
96,888 
182,000 
28,750 
40,000 
80,000 
180,488 
1,103,000 
100,000 
137,500 
110, 000 
73,000 
805,500 
42.5; 000 
4-17, 792 
IJ0,000 
43,000 
315,3·!3 
~575,000 
5 ,500 
$355, 034 $179,850 
19, 005 26, 573 
36, 555 8, 000 
12,067 21,331 
14,200 
678 
76,317 
11,950 
212,130 
8,733 
35,004 
37,925 
13,000 
49,441 178,810 
2 925 
4:805 
16,585 
21,376 
378,791 
129,630 
12,134 
5,118 
3,797 
6,938 
*17, 853 
4,509 
4,906 
7,470 
8,746 
5,452 
6,781 
12,733 
8,372 
7,682 
4,500 
10,936 
17,880 
6, 668 
8,415 
5, 471 
698,030 
13, 153 
6,205 
13, 071 
2,108 
2,421 
8,494 
12,771 
103,525 
7,926 
8,524 
0,797 
4,828 
4 , 145 
31,394 
25,659 
11,240 
8,093 
11,326 
60,181 
65,000 
2,342,502 
• 488,403 
31,518 
17,060 
6,200 
20,967 
*50 475 
18: 329 
9,992 
23,277 
18,859 
11,vOO 
20,119 
24,474 
21,774 
23,617 
13,720 
36,800 
54, 688 
18,975 
47,895 
34, 997 
4, 4l}J, 337 
61,325 
16,500 
30,000 
5,992 
0 
21,856 
37,400 
367,422 
17,383 
62,000 
22,000 
19,039 
210,777 
98,535 
84,000 
35,000 
$14,993 
0 
1,000 
--------0 
0 
--------()-
·-· ----0-1 
--------o" 
--------0-
----·-iof 
----· · 200-
0 
---·----0 
0 
8,090 
--------0 
0 
0 
0 
11,335 1 6,018 -- ------0-
13, 663 120,013 4,126 
(27, 55) 
• a;_ 1.1<· or I W-'!ll a Sites and buildings only. 
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Receipts for the ;... il Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 
school year 1891-'92. 0 'H;..; 
CD ell 
;... 
.-< CD 
.a p-, i:l'd cb """'d ' t:fl CD 
~CD O.:iE c;rfl 
,& .... ,i::l .... § ~ rn ell 0 .s ~ A 
0 ell..., 
...., ;... 
-~rll~ 'd § A • ui ~ gp A 00 Pt CD CD$ 
.--<C) <1)..., s $.-4 ~-...-t .:IP. >O 
~~ S·'"' .:iA·'"' ell<ll.~ ell~ CD 0 .. p~ ells gf.rg .--<,i::l > CD ,i::l 0 rfl'd ell C);... t~ C) s rfl 2 ~ ~ S ...,~ A .oo ell&~ "'rfl ~ 0 ~~~a r--. A o::! ;... CD p CD ;..CD 0 ..., ;... 0 0..., rn O 8'd 0 fil E:- 8 Pol ~ fil 8 
----
s 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
--------
$240 $535, 124 $594, 104 $26,578 $343,289 $96,722 $21,375 $487,964 237 
648 46,226 46,759 6,333 27,020 10,556 ---- ---- ---- 43,909 
23.S 
597 45,152 49,147 5,934 30,961 7,095 ---- ---- ---- 43,990 
239 
-- -- --------
33,398 33,398 21,331 9,797 1,130 32,258 
240 
------------ 241 
------------
212,130 212, 130 
-- -- --------
156,094 
-- ---- -- ----
3,812 212,130 242 
----- -------
------------ ------------
475 9,793 2,838 - ----- ------- 13,107 243 2,276 2.5, 209 34,599 1,323 14,968 16,579 ---- ---- ---- 32,870 244 2,844 53,519 82,000 15,279 28, 038 14,750 58,067 
0 114,242 153, 19, 29,151 89,905 28,279 1,162 148,497 
245 
468 26,418 30, 923 18, 020 6,269 500 24,789 
246 
-- -·-- .. -----
9,869 238,120 334,446 4,445 181, 397 49,102 1, 415 236,358 
247 
------------
11,018 12,613 1,083 6,800 1,846 ------------ 9,729 
248 
16, 131 
---- --------
35,133 19,395 11,011 3,724 ------------ 33,130 
249 
546 77,312 82,374 4,358 50, 197 14,861 120 e~, 536 
250 
1, 150 87,526 96,592 9,736 59,745 16,965 0 86,446 
251 
27,314 
------------
4,078,633 762,576 1,608,937 375,125 50,850 2,797,488 
252 
5,863 623,896 991, 71!5 284,360 527,717 81,650 15,588 909, 315 
253 
402 44,084 52, 058 3,708 26,205 9,222 --·--------- 39,135 
254 
685 22,863 25,767 0 12,731 6,476 0 19,207 
2.55 
--------- ---
9, 997 42,687 11 , 276 8,005 1,939 21 , 220 
256 
564 28,469 31,433 2, 140 19,688 6,358 
-- ·o 28,186 257 
*999 *69,327 *79,233 *12, 822 *52, 587 *10, 693 *O *76, 102 , 258 
4,945 27,783 38,415 10,632 16, 178 9,605 ------------ 36, 4f5 
259 
652 15,550 18, 190 328 9,928 3,262 0 b13, 847 
260 
1,414 32,162 34,387 8,031 16,900 5,889 - ---------- 30,821 
261 
304 27,909 35,633 2-,371 19, 363 4,939 26,673 
262 
570 17,022 23,872 411 12,992 2,207 
-- - 0 15,610 263 
5,492 32,392 34,560 285 20,770 6,633 27,688 264 
1,591 38,798 41,953 2,796 32, 504 6,010 - 0 41,310 265 
1,329 31,475 31,475 1,491 23,012 6,972 ------------ 31,475 266 
85 31,486 35,365 0 20,473 6,892 0 27, 365 267 
3,3oi° 
18,219 18,591 
----- -- -----
12,218 6, 065 18,283 268 
51,243 80,936 34,939 30,595 11,920 
-- ·o 77,454 269 
15,824 88, 392 121,011 22, .!69 70,842 25,016 2,718 120, 94E 270 
4,413 30,056 3,504 17,945 5,644 0 0 27,094 271 
1, 022 57,332 87,452 18,500 33,658 3,500 0 55, 658 272 
40! 40,872 53,509 
----- -------
19,210 
------------
51,220 273 
0 5,189,367 5,189,367 927,579 c3, 236,029 cl, 025, 759 C 5,189,367 274 
2,385 76,863 76,964 20,305 41,874 14, 353 0 76,532 275 
3,106 25,811 40,056 3,G08 17,314 6,248 ------- -- ---- 26,572 276 
815 43,886 45,396 3,699 32,872 7,147 0 43,718 277 
162 8, 262 8,936 1,053 5,640 1,365 0 - 8,057" 278 
157 10,668 11,318 0 6,161 2,135 ------------ 8,296 279 
640 30,990 34,253 1,260 18,839 7,415 -- ---- -- ---· 27,514 280 
1,273 51,444 72,6!58 3,500 34,915 13,929 ------------ 52,344 281 
1, Si l 472,768 501,186 102,208 254,250 91,909 2,399 450,766 282 
1,519 26,828 27,049 2, 810 19,945 4,234 ------------ 27,049 283 
1,002 71,526 100,632 11,256 27,847 8, 806 0 47,910 l!84 
4,679 36,476 46,476 16,265 24,401 5,810 0 46,476 285 
471 25,238 · 30,852 2,112 13,424 4,930 ------------ 19,930 28u 
5,441 264,363 418,286 25,227 167,596 53, 178 1,920 247,922 2!37 
2, 110 132,039 196,454 420 103,941 24,788 ------------ 129, 149 288 
4,157 113,816 118,535 13,197 C 79,643 C lp, 837 (c) 109,677 299 
510 46,750 46,750 10,000 27,000 9,500 250 46,150 290 291 
10, i29. . 110,513 ------------ --- -------- ------------ -- ---- ---- -- -131 ,463 10,453 52,582 51,398 2,859 117,293 292 
2,602 140,404 177,185 54,485 58,028 35,784 -- ----- - -- -- 148,297 293 
384 28,239 3J, 959 
----- -------
14,840 
- - ---- -- ----
0 24,378 ~94 
b The sum of items reported is $13.518. 
c The acccounts of the evening schools are not kept separate. 
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TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, and expenditures oj 
Total taxable property ]~~ Receipts for the school in the city. 
cil (I) p, year 1891-'92. 
City. 
> p, 
.r!.4'.>ce 
-4 oo 
~5 •i... 'O i~~ <l) ~~~ 80 A cil. 
::s ...,oo ..., p, l7l 
' 
.cl..., 
- ~~<fl cvi::l A<ll :>,Ill cv~i:l ~ ...,cv cil A ., ><l 
• ~~s > 'd ::s 1-< _gs ~-~ A ee ::l+> J5 P..8 'O rn;::: ..... ..., o., >~~u.i (I) m:::'O ~ o· 0 <Gui 0 Ill <fl ..... <fl .µ Q),r-f <1J cil(l)<ll st:~ s-~ s~ .s:::lctl<ll<ll Cl> 
~S~.2 <fl ~'o [§ & oo<S! 0 .. ct! oO <fl 1-< p...., IC< p,.a. .. 
Q < f;i1 ~ ~ p:j 
-------1 . 2 3 4 a 6 7 
1-----------1------·1------1---- -·--- -------
'\!95 
296 
297 
298 
2!39 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
/ 317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
OHIO-continued. 
Canton* __________________________ ---- ______ ____ ---- ------------
Chillicothe ________ ___ __ _ ·----------------------·____ $94,000 Cincinnati ,:, ___________________________ $179,000,000 3,000,000 
Cleveland ___ ____________ $181,920,323 121,280, 215 3,402,159 
Columbus__________ __ ___ l13, 000, 000 56,500,000 1,795,750 
Dayton*_________________ __ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ 650,000 
Delawa.re________________ 5,746,005 3,830,670 130,500 
East Liverpool'•' ___ __________________ . _______ __ ____ . 127,500 
Findley * _______________ . ______ ____ ____ __ __ __ ____ ____ 214,000 
Hamilton___________ _____ 15,582,164 7,791,082 182,463 
Ironton__________________ 5,000,000 3;000, 000 110,000 
Lima_______________ __ ___ 12,500,000 7,500,000 180,000 
Mansfield * ____ J _______________________________ ·---- 180,000 
Marietta_________________ 3,000,000 3,000,000 75,500 
Marion----------·-··-··-----------···--·--······---· 40,000 
Massillon*.·-·-·-·------------····----. ··-··--······ 143,000 Middletown_______ __ __________________ ______________ 218,749 
Newark ____ ··--··________ 9,195,000 6,130,000 175,900 
Piqua __________ ···---____ 6,220,542 4,147,028 160,000 Portsmouth* ____ _ __ ______ ·___ ____ ____ ______________ 180,000 
Sandusky__________ __________________________ ___ ____ 245,000 
Springfield*_____________ 33,000,000 16,500,000 250,000 
Steubenville____________ 5,605,320 5,605,320 163,000 
Tiffin------ -- --·-··------ 10,044,100 4,017,640 150,000 
~oledo_ __________________ 63,000,000 42,000,000 800,000 
' oungstown ______ ______ 35,142,857 12,000,000 510,000 
Zanesville* ___ _________ __ __ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ 250,000 
OREGON. 
$13,430 
4.874 
136; 271 
121, 118 
39,503 
28,552 
3,707 
$90,174 ------- --· (28,810) 
507,375 0 
770, 796 $5, 798 
284,684 
210,302 
19,971 0 
g:~~6 ---~~~~~~- ---24:697. 
7, 688 44, 694 
6,261 39,219 0 
3, 968 21,248 0 
--6:498 (41,894) 
5,066 2~~:~~J-·----·--
--I~~r ---t::~~t I ~ 
6 558 24,014 
/ 784 (24, C07) 
21'110 195,131 1,380 16: 235 92, 628 860 
322 Portland ·-·-------·- ----______ ________ 45,000,000 988,824 42,957 87,137 73,410 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
838 
330 
340 
341 
3-12 
343 
341 
345 
346 
347 
3'1 
34 
3.">0 
. !it 
·t 
353 
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313,995 ±n:gti:{1=======~== ==== ---14; oos: 37() ---i4; oiis; 370- *l, :~t ~~~ ~6: !~i 
Altoona·---------------- 16,216,142 12,162,106 4~0,485 10 227 
Beaver Falls·------·--·- 4,300,000 4,300,000 108,000 3; 141 
~Mi! ·---- o 
i~:~iifL============-- :=-- -· -- ------ ---- ------ ---- -----s5:ooii· ~: i~~ l9, 773 17,616 ----· (33,126) 
17,171 
19,263 
44,978 
16,976 
Butler----- ----- --------· 5,100,000 1,700 000 85,000 2 88l 
Carbondale_----------·- 9,375,000 1,875;000 83,500 3:989 
Chester.- ___ ------________ 14,079, 805 10,559,854 200,000 7,391 
Columbia________________ 5,569,190 2,784,595 *45,300 3,886 
Dunmore______ 3,006,000 *1,002,000 65,000 2,906 
Easton-----------------· 9,554,410 9,551,410 290,000 5,9117 
Erie .---- --- . ---· ____ _ ____ 16,000,000 16,000,000 548,000 11,712 
18 725 
54: 822 
!) 
2,602 
1,058-
1,058 
Harrisburg______________ 21,095,484 21,095,484 417,0117 13,509 
Hazelton_________ _______ 4,120,000 1,030,000 95,000 3,929 t 0h~:~~~:i:::: ==== ===--· ---- ··--·- ___ _ I ____ ---- -- --:: -- --200; iioo- ~: m 
110,293 
89, 946 25,215 ---- - 91 
17. 438 
Lancaster___ ______ ______ 13,000,0001 13,000,000 330,650 12,710 
Lebanon ____________ 190,000 4,621 
McKeespor~-----=---==== ---25,"5i3;110· ---12,-756;885- 235,000 7,197 
~a.h,in_oy 1ty ---·----- - ------------- · ______________ 61,000 5 240 19,715 ~ ea.clv1lle ---- -- ·· --·--- 4,000,000 1 2,000,000 195,000 1: 188 30,192 1~~~~0\~~~~-1-===:::::::,:=::::::::==:: ::=====::::::: ·----si;iiiio" ::m ~un 
:-;ew astl ---·---------- 10,700,000 I 5,300,000 100 000 4 101 2,885 8u?T town------------- 10,930,850 8,749,480 1s2:ooo 1: IU I 38,62_1 
Phil ~Yj·-·--·-·-·-- --· · ---·--·--·-·-· -----·------- 112,500 3, 980 34,582 
Ph a 1
8 
~ri1a-··---·--·-- ··-·-··--- ---- ------------- 8,871,566 _________ _ 3,30~, 112 P uin.v e_______ _____ 4, 6.GG7 3,500, 00 65000 3095 17,326 
Pl burg-·-·----······· ".!.">0,000,000 • 2.~,000,000 I !l,216:000 77:348 637,3:!0 
n ..•.• ·-·-··-····· !l, ,(()() 3 0 , 000 '9,000 3,4 I 15,505 1 
~ ta. I Urs or J :io.·01. "'l be iteml:I !'eported c mount to 142,2::iO. 
50,014 
50,000 
27,282 
52,994 
----- 0 
144 
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Receipts for the 
school year 1891-'92. Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 
8 ta 
- - -- - - -- ------------ ______ , _ ____ , __ ___ , 
$610 
1,461 
43,939 
7,260 
2,000 
3,558 
324 
21 
348 
3, G53 
----- - ------ ----
2,442 
3<l6 
792 
6,414 
372 
108 
G, 392 
11,109 
$35,145 
687,585 
904,973 
326,187 
242,412 
24,002 
61, 480 
30,447 
52,403 
45,828 
28,869 
32,540 
-5ci;iis4-
33, 557 
54,461 
114,068 
30,944 
29,799 
219,013 
120,832 
a $128,350 
35, 145 
769,306 
1,344,925 
518,025 
28,416 
41,993 
99,570 
133,962 
40,547 
71,954 
98,909 
51,414 
49, 646 
39,892 
102,666 
80,619 
33,5fi7 
56,470 
69,942 
147,665 
54,363 
45,551 
305,735 
171,914 
84,687 
$25,680 
187,125 
178,353 
103,996 
0 
11,331 
20,965 
63,463 
3,044 
19,767 
10. 120 
7,439 
3,500 
11,942 
1,421 
2,300 
6,532 
5,783 
15,500' 
37,000 
34,401 
$48,355 
26,250 
639,629 
553,589 
218,267 
144,146 
16,891 
13,817 
30,295 
3!, 953 
19,609 
27,914 
24,469 
17,477 
16,254 
19,604 
20,410 
29,581 
18,858 
24,765 
32,161 
68,749 
28,166 
17,124 
127,683 
53,426 
44,803 
u $55,396 
13,562 
56,430 
168,747 
70,910 
C 55,000 
_5,543 
1,672 
8,112 
10,904. 
10,tH8 
8,192 
5,208 
0 
$11,913 
1,178 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22, 4.11 ------ ------
8, 642 -- ------ ----
14,495 
21,985 
7,3fi6 
6,253 
65,425 
31, 103 
615 
o. 
70 
$40,049 
721, 739 
921,374 
468,708 
303,140 
22,4~4 
33,593 
83,874 
100,088 
27,721 
41,862 
54,854 
35,789 
28,901 
33,265 
91,866 
63,934 
28,921 
35,896 
50,706 
97,881 
41,315 
38,947 
230,198 
118,930 
64,560 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
5G, 871 260,375 31 2,916 88,360 149, 686 43,940 510 282,496 322 
I 
I 
I' 2, 193- -----9f880-l'i'O 74, 53l I 554 23,468 
'1 \!17 36,997 
187 20,248 
157 26, 101 
I 729 53, 098 
\_ _______ 208_ ---- -~~,-~~~-
------- ·--- - 61 , 817 
2, 023 125, 086 
12[ 103,576 
363 29,598 
----- · ------ 19,872 
107 
675 
2,446 
886 
1,326 
65, 60[ 
32,310 
60,866 
36, 826 
13,671 
33, 872 
47,121 
----- - -- -- ·- 3,302,112 
486 20,907 
19,133 
468, 903 
103,811 
110,445 
24,454 
43,798 
37, 157 
20,248 
32,061 
67,498 
23,899 
28,404 
85,153 
210, 399 
165,609 
32,277 
19,872 
126, 501 
131,452 
36, 768 
80, 045 
30, 742 
36,950 
13, 671 
33, 834 
37. 4.68 
49,101 
63,475 
3,630,325 
25,657 
1, 072,579 
22, 5:'5 
24,405 
26,613 
26,323 
1,803 
26,662 
928 
270 
5,997 
13,913 
11,192 
10,977 
99,400 
54,729 
2,281 
9,207 
63,779 
74,713 
1,422 
13,236 
993 
1,733 
693 
16,878 
4,482 
1,023 
26,618 
375,285 
1,499 
248,906 
1,890 
192,876 
38,120 
52,543 
13,441 
12, 808 
19,825 
14,894 
14,547 
34,305 
13,165 
11,379 
31,319 
70,779 
63,745 
20,272 
12,356 
26,522 
39,440 
15, 701 
32, 282 
11,285 
23,325 
7, 668 
12,034 
20,250 
30,470 
18,664 
1,738,637 
11,665 
402,012 
10,665 
136,906 
33,978 
30,647 
5,793 
4,325 
11,186 
10,130 
4,066 
7,433 
4,392 
3,913 
18,795 
40, 9:t3 
26. 791 
3,972 
9,369 
18,659 
16,673 
5,709 
18,166 
8,057 
7,608 
4,586 
5,669 
9,160 
16,555 
14,024 
858,384 
5,302 
251,192 
4,005 
b Amount p aid on bonds is reported with "current expenses." 
298 
720 
0 
385 
744 
0 
41,383 
541 
354,187 
99,009 
110,233 
21,037 
43,695 
31,939 
25,294 
24,610 
55,651 
17,557 
26,484 
61,476 
211,846 
145,265 
26,525 
30,932 
108,960 
130,826 
22,922 
63,684 
20,335 
32,666 
12,947. 
34,582 
36,007 
48,048 
59,306 
3,013,689 
18,466 
902,110 
17, 101 
c Estimated. 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
R50 
351 
352 
353 
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TABLE 3.-Statistics of property, receipts, and expenditures of 
354 
355 
355 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
354 
365 
366 
367 
City. 
l. 
PENNSYLVANIA-con-
tinued. 
Total taxable property 
in the city. 
.,!.<l)c'3 
t; ,& ~ ~ (\) ,s +:> p 
(!).,... A ~ ~~s l> 
'O 
l>~gjai (\) rn 
-..&.:>Q;)•r--t rn 
,.qcarnrn (\) 
~s~i rn rn 
0 <li 
2 3 
Plymouth_______________ *$6, 500,000 * $650,000 
Pottstown______________ 9,936,000 4,968,000 
Pottsville_______________ 6, 375, 000 *4, 250, 000 Reading ____________________________________________ _ 
Scranton________ __ ______ 54,000,000 18, OOOfk}OO Shamokin __________________________________________ _ 
Shenandoah__________________________ 1,862,640 
South Bethlehem_______ 6,271,980 4,703,985 
Steelton_________________ 3,872,452 3,872,452 
~~rn~:ster= ========== ==== ==== ====== ---- ~~~~~·-~~~-Wlikesbarre ____________ 56,500,000 5,650,000 
Williamsport ___________ 16,333,467 9,333,HO 
York-------------------- 15,108,756 10,072,504 
RHODE ISLAND. 
]~§ 
ca <!l A 
I> A 
~80 
p P.0 
+:> <:.),.q C) .,....c.> 
oa-rn 
,0 
'Op i-. 
!~.8 ai 
s da5 ~ 
-~'o;& 
~ 
4 
*$50, 000 
156,263 
220,000 
447,800 
610,000 
162,500 
85,000 
92,300 
118,000 
75,000 
100,000 
400,000 
259,900 
210,963 
Receipts for the school 
year 1891-'92. 
•i-. 8~ •t! ~o A 
+:> A <ii. 
<!l A Arn l>,r/l ca A ~~ .,.:,<!l jS t,.~ ~~ 
w§ •. "'"'+:> 8~ 
-~ r/l <:.lcaai 
s""' (\) s·:-< ~ a~ i-.:,q
0 0 ct! o""' ca 00 i-.A+:> i-.A+:> i-. 
iii ~ f:G 
---
------
5 6 7 
----------
$3,933 $12,808 
4,868 29,421 
5,789 34, 18f 
20,544 120, OOCi 
$15,245 24,272 171,129 
5,538 26,358 
5,207 26,099 
2,592 22,049 321 
3,405 17,110 
----- 0-
3,235 32,039 
2,999 23,895 263 
11,303 89,786 
10,587 75,281 
8,559 35,297 
368 Central Falls ______ _____ _____________ __ _____________________________________________________ () 
369 Newport______________________________ 33,044,150 283,843 6,232 45,217 
308 370 Pawtucket______________ 30,000,000 30,000,000 400,000 8,399 88,000 3, 
0 371 Providence______________ 146,901,840 146,901,840 1,353,899 27,033 472,988 
0 372 Woonsocket_____________ 12,767,500 12,767,500 200,000 7,048 27,900 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
373 Charleston______________ 21,425,652 21,425,652 150,000 38,525 20,479 2, 8~ 
374 Columb_ia _______________ 6,666,667 4,000,000 35,200 3,187 9,024 1,6 375 Greenville __________________________________________ . _____________________ ________ ____ ___ ____ _ 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
376 Sioux Falls ____________ _ 
TENNESSEE. 
37'7 Chattanooga ______ ______ 
376 Jackson* ______________ __ 
370 Knoxville _______________ 
380 Memphis*-------- ______ 381 
1 
N,shVille• ____ __________ 
TEXAS. 
382 Austin _____________ _____ 
38:3 I Dallas ___________________ 
1 Denison ________________ 
385 El Paso* _____ ·----- _____ 
386 Fort Worth _____________ 
3 7 Galveston _______________ 
388 Houston*----- __________ 
3 Laredo* _________________ 
390 Paris• __________________ 
l an Antonio ____________ 
:m \·a.co ____________________ 
'CTAH. 
Y R o.-T. 
15,863,300 
33,000,000 
--------------
20,830,040 
--------------56,878,425 
15,000,000 
42,666,667 
4,000,000 
5,318,210 
23,944,987 
23,000,000 
22,500,000 
2,500,000 
5,099,046 
51,259,142 
12, 4.16, 638 
13,000,000 
52,000,000 
I 
6,345,320 175,000 0 30,176 9,185 
16,500,000 400,000 
------- ----
---- ---- -- ----
18,400 7,282 5,500 
12,498,024 110,000 18,931 7, 116 18,930 
41. 624,483 375,000 4.6, 441 48, 968 
37,918,950 320,600 
---------- -- ---- ----
----------
10,000,000 *84 825 21,8~ 31, 174 873 
32,000,000 386: 350 10,094 ---- -4,000,000 267,625 9,739 
5,318,210 59,800 5,157 13,295 
-------85 23,944,987 231,050 lti,545 30,712 
23,000,000 30,800 41,553 43,103 1,326 
15,000,000 131,515 28,166 19, 4.0g 312 
2,500,000 15,000 10,000 0 
3,990,964 65,100 10,373 7,442 328 
30,755,485 126,800 48, 123 26,488 0 
9, 53<1, 978 265,000 15,628 23,265 898 
13. ooo. ooo I 222, 500 
52, 000, 000 450, 000 
14,602 30,386 
30,460 23,519 52, 164 
unrilng on ____________________________ --------------1 Al,000 
u n1 d -------- -------- 11 ,000,000 7,000,000 100,000 8,285 f:~ ------ -0 
•. lat, 8 ics of 1 -'91. 
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-
999 
Receipts for the i., Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 0 
school year 1891-'92. """i-. 
<llce 
;.., 
.... Cl) 
.Oi>, 
.:1'g t o'gil ..... b.O Q) 
~Q) om A ~ .... .!:I ...... i:il 0 rncilO A Q) 
0 ce..., 
..., ;.., Q) bO ~~ .... 00 ~~ ~fJ s .... rn A AQ) Act.i ~ ~ ;..,i:-. ..... ce~ Q)o s·;::: A A·'"' ce <ll.~ ~o i:il p pp ce S ~J1 ...-..d ~- .,_,<!> Q) ,§ 0 rfJ'C) ce o'"' A-< 
srn ~ --'Q) S...,·;3 A rn ce 8,~ 
Q)ce i'-<Ul ~ cem ~~~s I'-<.., 0 0 ;..,<llP<ll i:-.A 0 I'-< oP 0..., rn. <..) p Q) 0 
fI< 8 8 P, Iii o'O ~ 8 
s 9 10 11 12 13 14 ta 
------ ------
$30,762 $1. 794 $10,428 $5,250 ------------ $17,472 354 
$105 $34,394 70. 767 29,567 20,402 9,968 ------------ . 59,937 355 
------------ ------------
45; 617 3, 923 25,507 15,830 ------------ 4~, 260 356 
-------- --- ------------
178,089 23,412 80,114 58,589 ------------ 162, 115 357 
1,528 212,174 250. 640 50,783 105,722 55,249 $4,165 215, 919 358 
- 974 ------------ 36,550 
3, 547 17,146 13,185 
------------
33,878 359 
32,280 48,709 234 22,133 11 , 504 753 34. 624 360 
688 25,650 61,650 3,200 18,646 17,205 ------------ 39'. 051 361 
3,971 24,486 44,571 6, 024 16,000 3,879 25, 903 362 
0 35,274 75,623 14,426 20,034 12,888 -- 0 47,348 363 
--- ---------
27,158 27,789 178 13,625 8,604 ------------ 22,407 364 
4,598 105,687 126,329 30,000 61,996 33,978 1,200 127,174 365 
887 86,755 87,778 9,324 47,948 32,366 ------------ 89,638 365 
2,803 46, 6f>9 82,600 32,227 26,944 8,941 ------------ 68,112 367 
---------·--
.. . 
---------
-- ---- -- ----
15, 333 2,413 502 18,248 368 
7,010 58,459 85,592 0 42,366 17,349 977 60,692 369 
. 705 100,412 132,097 13,717 63,694 20,380 4,258 102,049 370 
430 • 500,451 705,766 338,960 287,333 59,709 19,764 705,766 371 
2,434 37,382 37,382 
------·-----
22,963 12,420 1,899 37,282 372 
------ -- ----
61,854 61,854 51,002 10,852 0 61,854 373 
1,745 15,625 23,541 976 11,315 2,372 ------------ 14,663 . 374 375 
---- --- ----- --------- ---
-- ---- ............ ----------·- .. ....... ---- --- .. 
-- ---- ------ ---- --- ----- ·------------
0 39,361 59,967 14,661 24,250 9,360 0 48,271 376 
------------
-----------·-
2,909 42,335 6.633 51,877 377 
109 12,891 14,190 374 10,414 2,270 ---· - 0 13,058 318 
1,345 46,322 46,714 1,124 39,895 5,661 0 46,680 379 
11,047 106,456 119, i85 17,203 54,412 22,491 0 94, 106 380 
- -----------
----- -------
130,000 3,059 109,679 13,803 0 126,541 381 
1,740 55,612 68,276 8,566 37,267 10,525 0 56,358 382 
-------- ---- --------- --- ------ ---- -- ------------
65,140 9,155 
-- ---- -- ----
75,295 383 
384 
' ------0-
100 18, 552 33, 870 18, 599 15, 514 2,466 , · 36,579 385 
168 47,510 105,725 39,294 40,693 3,701 
------------
83,688 386 
------------
85,982 101, 146 26,643 65. 951 8,318 0 100,912 387 
. -·o- 47, 878 47, 984 2, 705 36,927 6,049 ------------ a47, 681 
388 
10, 000 12, 600 0 7,360 1,640 0 9,000 389 
348 18,491 19,919 362 16,491 2,860 
---- ---- ----
19,712 390 
0 74,611 124,782 0 55,265 16,676 0 71,941 391 
2,736 42,527 46, 129 4,243 35,670 6,216 0 46,129 392 
. 
15 45,003 45. 906 7,511 20. 615 10,176 0 38,302 393 
502 106,645 542,686 77,410 95,829 112,283 725 286,247 394 
2,873 29,873 29,873 
------------
19,326 8,829 
------------
28,155 395 
929 28,050 34,321 5, 702 18,261 4,831 0 28,794 396 
a The sum or the items reporte:i is $45,681. 
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TABLE 3.-Siatistics of propc1·ty, receipts, and expenditures of 
Total taxable property 
~t,~ Receipts for the school in the city. ce t .:i. year 189F92. 
> P.,.... 
:;jJl: ..... 0 0 
~s ' ... 'O ct! ... 0 80 A 
~.., ct! Q) pA,c1 .., p. c;jui 
.cl+.> p l8ii5 a, A p.rn ~Q) City. ;·~ § cd ., Q) ct! A .., >1 'd,o ::-, ~ ~ A ol > p 0 t,.~ .... i:1 
'd $ P,'+-< ::S+-> ct! ... mo· .,.;.., O;., >as gJ rJl Q) ct! ..... rJl 
s~! <::) c;jr/2 
<:.) Q) 
+:> Q)·~ (/l S~as 35 s·~ ~ s~ ,i::l«l gj~ (/l Q) 
~'o:§8. ~ s ctl.O (/l oOcti 8.:i.j oo (/l ... p..., ... 
0 < f:r;1 r:,-; r:,-; r:,-; 
1 2 3 4 a 6 7 
--- -
----
--------
VIRGINIA. 
Alexandria ______________ $4,462,728 $4, '162,728 $37,500 $6,662 $12,000 •... 0 Danvill.e ________________ 
-------------- --- --- ------- -
34,000 4,943 37,394 Lynchburg* ____________ 13,333,333 10,000,000 75,000 8,941 22,881 0 
Manchester * ______ ·-----
---------- ----
------ ---- ----
30,000 4,734 
----------
$4,433 Norfolk _________________ 26,738,445 17,825,630 80,000 13,268 15,370 0 Petersburg _____________ 9,800,000 9,800,000 75,000 10,292 13,888 0 
Portsmouth*----------- --------------
----- ---------
14,662 4,783 8,685 
----·- 0 Richmond _______ ____ ___ 59,57?, 527 59,573,527 390,500 34,417 109,537 
Roanoke*.·-···- ________ 
-------------- --------------
30,000 5,454 5,486 
----------
WASHINGTON. 
-
Seattle ______ ______ __ ____ 73,333,333 44,000,000 640,000 1, 6'74 0 204, s.85 
Spokane Falls----· _____ 53,473,200 32,083,920 421,987 1, 341 82,680 
-- ---- ----Tacoma_ .. ____ ._. ____ ._ . 45,000,000 45,000,000 599,500 2,796 192,306 
----------
WEST VIRGINIA . 
Huntington __________ ___ 4,681,850 2,809,110 71,710 3,435 19,664 1,285 Parkersburg . __________ 
·-- ------·----- -------------- ------------ ----------
---· 950 Wheeling _______________ 24,775,166 18,581,374 304,000 15,354 61; 319 
WISCO:NSIN. 
Appleton ____ ____________ 9, 792,135 3,916,855 196, 000 7,877 32,000 6,121 Ashland _________________ 6,000,000 6,000,000 200,000 3,261 15,500 3,275 Chippewa Falls __ _______ 4,500,000 3,000,000 120,000 8,071 12,500 4,500 Eauclaire . ______________ 7,200,000 5,400,000 97,155 5,865 33,800 7,404 Fond du Lac ___ __ __ ____ _ 
--------------
3,350,000 130,000 11 , 620 15.000 5,776 Green Bay __ __ __________ 5,069,706 2,534,853 76,000 4,080 12,378 3,992 Janesville * ____ . ________ 6,000,000 3,000,000 250,000 
-- -- -- ----La Crosse _______ ___ _____ 16,276,723 10,851,149 250,000 8,947 44,600 11,021 Madison ________________ l0,273, 406 (i, 848,937 235,000 7,214 26,783 6,282 Milwaukee. _____________ 165, 042, 646 123,781, 984 *l, 400, 30! 106,626 397,863 0 Oshkosh _________________ 13,333,333 8,000,000 230,000 8,314 30,000 0 Racine ___________ _______ 12,108,400 9, 081,300 250,000 22,416 28,000 12,000 Sheboygan _____________ 5,419,365 90,000 7,274 45,293 8,403 Superior _____ _____ _____ 
_ 52, 6.:17, 420 26,318,710 180,161 2,804 145,030 5,453 Wausau 
------ --- ------- --------- ----
- --------------
*60, OOtl 7,792 12,688 4,792 
WYOMING. 
Cheyenne 
---------------
7,000,000 3,500,000 120,000 
---------- --- ------ -
::S,2GO 
•Statistics of 1890-'91. 
a The sum or the items reported is $-19,343. 
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public school systems ofcities of 01;er 8,000 inhabitants-Continued. 
Receipts for the i-.. Expenditures for the school year 1891-'92. 0 
school year 1891-'92. '+-4~ 
<I> Ci: 
-<Il 
i-.. .a>, ~n:::l 0) ..... 'd ' -~tl.l to 
<Il 
~<Il 0 ,:16 ~ 
. .., A:,. 0 Cl) A 
•.-<,.q roo rn C<lO Arn 
0 C<lp ~ i-.. <Il bf) 
• .., A . .., 
ui ~~ Arn P. • .., rn A n:::i<Il A rti <Il Cl)-+-' s ~ ~:§ AP. <Il ""' 
-
-o s· ... A A,.., C<l >4 :,.-0 
-i-.. 
C<l;::1 p~ ro.sgj'j ~~~. <Il 
0 
~- <D .a 0 rn,a ,:1'1l 0 s-rn 3 cii~ St;::3 A rn '1l p.~ <Il"'"' 
rn 3 ~~H i-.. A i-.. 0 b p i,...<Ilp(l) i,...<Il 0 i-.. 0 OP rn <:.J ::ln:::l 0 ~ 8 8 P--i R 0 r::. E:-, 
--------
s 9 10 11 12 13 1.4 15 
----
$20 $18,683 $21,445 
------- - - ---
$14,555 $4,800 
---------- --
$19,355 397 
0 42,337 42,340 $24,000 12,945 2,400 -- ---- - ----- 39,345 398 
1,356 33,178 33,261 70 26,622 5,988 0 32,680 399 
· ·----------
9,167 9,372 235 7,086 l,969 ------------ 9,290 400 
0 28,638 32,575 902 22,300 2,712 $270 26,184 401 
553 24,733 24,733 0 19. 704 5,029 0 24,733 402 
------------
13,468 13,469 189 10,275 2,492 ------------ 12,956 403 
1,423 145,377 145,377 5,348 121,230 17,79[ 1,.008 145, 3/'i' 404 
106 11,046 11,124 228 7,624 1,639 ------------ 9,491 405 
3,134 209,293 413,793 144; 102 113,095 99,663 - ----- ... ___ ... 356,860 406 
544 84,565 92,241 15,772 41,816 30,854 ------------ 88,442 407 
437 195,540 350,790 117,613 95,340 ------------ ---- -------- 381,233 408 
------------
24,384 40,196 17,665 13,126 2,788 ------------ 33,570 409 
--- ---- ----- ·--- -------- ------------ --------- -- -
------------
---------- -- ---- ---- - --- -
410 
1,152 78,775 81,671 6,451 67,357 8,952 ------------ 82,760 411 
2,748 48,746 56,634 2,662 25,286 21,395 0 a48, 893 412 
3,0[9 25,0f:>5 39,144 5,642. 15,454 ------- ----- ------------ 25,860 413 
6,078 30,149 45,149 20,021 15,047 1,622 0 36,690 414 
40,242 87,311 110,182 7,594 28,797 12, 134 ------------ 48,525 415 
775 33, 171 41,209 750 20,576 7,590 ------------ 28,916 416 
401 20,851 21,240 1,172 H,610 3,999 ------------ 19,781 417 
------------
35,000 
-----·------ -- ---- ------ ·-----------
-----·· ---- -- --------- -· -------------
418 
564 65,135 115,468 21,903 5'), 201 12,292 ------------ 84,396 419 
2,312 42,591 53,002 8,532 25,769 9,0fiO 0 43,361 420 
1,733 506,222 724,906 (b) 409,788 50,601 6,390 c466, 779 421 
371 38,685 57,710 4,811 30,759 12,178 183 47,931 422 
932 63,348 85,913 14,728 36,303 10,323 ------------ 61,354 423 
118 61,088 68,975 2,026 28,372 7,225 1,500 39,123 424 
1,299 154,586 190,571 7,362 45,984 36,151 998 90,495 425 
---- - · -- ---- ---- --------
27,097 
-- ------ ----
12,776 
---- --- ----- ------------
23,033 426 
------------
::s, 2CO 74,992 21,486 rn, 09G 7, 9,9 ------------ 45,561 427 
b The building fund is controlled by another board. 
cNot including the expenditures of tlle board of public works . 
• 
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS. 
TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92. 
of in- of stu-Number I Number 
structors dents in 
secondary~ secondary 
grade. 
t-S ::J Number Number Num~er Total P.2~ of stu-
Colored preparing preparrn_g number ~~ 1;b dents be-
secondary for college, for. coll_e.ise, of gradu- ~""..., low secon-
students classical scientific ates in 1892. 0 B ~ c-.i dary grade. included. course. course. o "'..oJ.> 
~tatc and post-
orucc. 
Name or institution. Name of principal. 
<li 
oc~~,-----
1 . • <li ~s~.s ~ 
I ~ I ~ . ~ <li cl s;~s i s <li 
l I 2 I 3 I: I 
\LABAMA. 
Auburn ......... .... j Dlstri~t SchooL ..•.•..... A.G. Dowdell .......... . 
lk'"""'lller .•.•....... :High School (dept.) .... .. A. M. Hendon . .......... . 
Blrminghnm ....... High School. .............. A.O. Moore ............. . 
Cullman .................. do* .................... W. M. Wood ............ . 
DL'C::l.llll' •••••••••••• High School {dept.)* ...... H. c. Gilbert ............ . 
.Enra ula .... .... .... High School...... ....... .. J. J. Kilpatriclc ........ . 
• Hamilton ..... ....... ..... do ..................... Wm. T. Mitchell. ....... . 
HuntsYille .......... City School. ........... .... A.H. Eshman .........•. 
Loachapolrn ........ High School* ... ..... . .... L.C.Page. --·· ········ · · 
l\Iarion ..... ........ Marion Acalemy ......... H. Y. Weissinger ...... . 
Mobile .............. Barton Academy* ........ B . S. Woodcoclc ........ . 
l\Iout~omery ....... High School (boys)* ..... J. W. Morgan, jr ....... . 
l\lontg-omery ....... High School (girls)* ..... E. M. BelloclL ........... 1 
New Decatur ....... Hig-h School.. ............. RR.Harris ............ . 
Selma . .............. Dallas Academy .......... RE.Hardaway ........ . 
'l'uskaloosa ......... High School''' ..... ... ..... Sophie VValdl,ioch ..... . 
Uniontown ......... Uniontown Academy* ... J.H.Armstrong ........ . 
~i:J;~~e~ ==== == ====1 WfJ10~~~0¥~i:i·tuta·,.;====: J. E.~i~~ason· =~~====== 
ARIZO~A. 
Phcenix ............. High School. ...... ········\ 'I'homas E. Dalton ..... . ~~~;~~~ ==== =:== :==: :=:==:~g* ===================: ~::. J'jfi~~.:===========+-
ARKANSAS. I . 
Benton .............. High School. ......... . .... J. A. Kimbrough ....... . 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
0 
0 
3 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ S ~ § ~ § cl § P p..:; ca ~ ~ 
_!_J l _~ __ l'ic ___ ~ _l'ic __ ~ __ ~l'ic 1Z ___ __ '1 __ ~ 
cl <li cl s cl ~ ~ 
l'ic ~ l'ic 
.'i 6 ,,. s 9 10 I 1.1 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 1a 16 1,,- I 1S 
--1--1~-· I--I--J--1--1--1--1--1---1-.--I--
ii ~ M 0 3 ~ M 10 7 
1 11 :1 1 lS 1 14 1J 4 IB6 
2 4 10 
3 21 2 
1 81 0 
0 17 0 
4 0 W9 
9 5 14 
3 8 ~ 
2 ~ M 
0 10 16 
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1 18 15 
1 8 M 
1 10 10 
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2 I 12 I 18 
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0 
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0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4 
7 
0 
0 
0 
5 
81
····~·1····~·1······~·1 1~~ I 1~~ 5 19 3 ······ ······ 
8 ····o· ····o· ·· --0·1·· ··0· 1 ····,n ·--o· ·· ···-o ··1&2·1···120 
g g g g g ····s·1·····1· ······5- ~1 ~§ 
o 2 3 1 o 3 2 5 ······!······ o 4 2 ·-···· i·· ···· 5 I 2 ........ 55 43 
0 5 0 3 0 3 3 4 .•.... , ..... . 
·- ....................................... ····1 ···· ····1 ·· ......... . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 ··········· -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0230 230 
...... ...... ...... . ...•. ...... ...... ..•••• ...... 71 ······ .... . . 
: ..... :. :===~= ===~~= ====~= :===~= ====~= ... t 1 ..... ~a-===== ====== 
--··or··o·1 81 01 
:1 01 Ol OI 
4 
5 
0 
8 
2 
1 
4 
1 
~ 1······0·1··i32·1···izs 
6 7 •••..•..••.. 
0 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 •••••••• 1 190 199 
~ 
0 
0 
~ . 
t:,rj 
t::, q 
0 
~ 
,H 
0 
z 
~ 
t:,rj 
'"cl 
0 
~ 
-1-3 
~ 
~ 
co 
~ 
I 
co 
~-:i 
Benton .............. MountHarmonySchool*. R. C. Vana_·-············ 
Charleston .......... Charleston High SchooL. P. M. McKay 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
0 
7 
20 
20 
34 
8
1 ° I 
O 
1····-·1······1 
7
1 
8 
Eureka Springs_ .. _ High SchooL ........ ...... C. S. Barnett 
Fort Smith ......... Belle Grove High School. H.B. McCollum .. _ ..... . 
15 --··-- -·-·-- 2 1 · 0 0 ii g g .. -·~· .... ;. -· -·~- .... ~. 0 1 1 
0 
3 
1 
2 i 1-.. ~~.I .... ~~ 
Haynes···········-- Haynes SchooL ........ _._ Chas.E.Anderson .. _ .. . 
Hot Springs ........ High School* ............. Eaton Thompson.: .... . 
5 
27 
15 
18 
30 
23 
~ l······-·1······ 1-····· 
lg l ... ~~J. .. :~ Jonesboro .......... High School (dept.)* ..... D.S. Thompson .. -····· 
La Grange ...... .... Lee High School* ........ .J.E. Wheat············-
23 
12 
10 
Little Rock ......... Peabody High School .... R.H. Parham .......... . 
Little Rock ......... Union High School (col· .J. 0. W. Alexander ..... . 
20 
77 
44 
0 
23 4~ 1····or·-n-··or··o- 4 2 21 11 385 o I 306 448 370 ored). 
Lonoke ............. High School. .............. .J . .J. Doyne ............. . 
1 Malvern ............. High School (dept.)* ..... W. D. Leiper, A. M .•.•.. 2 1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
3 
0 
1 
1 
2 
27 41 -····· ' ······ 3 I 15 ...... ...... o 7 7 I 154 168 
Newport ........... _ ...... do*.·-···········-- ..... D. F. Withers·········--
Ozark .... _ .......... Graded Public School_ ... H. A. Nickell .. ......... . 
4 
5 
50 
63 
40 
49 
· 17 -····· ······ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -····· ..... . 
9 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 3 5 ........... . 
Paris······-········· ParisAcademy ............ Geo. S. Minmier ....... . 
Prescott ............. Tom Allen High School*. M. E. Conneocy ........ . 
27 ·····- ······ 18 10 5 2 ............ ········ 48 64 
42 0 0 16 8 0 0 0 0 0 85 70 
Salem_ .............. High School*········-····· C. T. Torreyson ....... . 
Van Buren ................ do ..................... W. L. Edmiston ........ . 
60 ...... ······ ·····- ·····- ...... ······ 2 3 ........ ····· · ······ 
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 ..... _ _ .... _ 
Warren ...... -............ do ..................... E. H. Carson 
Washington .............. do ....... ...... .... .... W.F. Lee ............... . 
8 
61 
30 
14 
11 0 0 ...... -· ···- -· .... .. .... . . .... .. .... .... .... 267 270 
50 ······ ····-- 2 7 -······ ······ 1 1 2 89 116 
Wheatley ........... , ...•.. do ......•.............. Geo. D.Free, A. M ••••••. 43 0 0 10 7 ······ ...... 12 4 6 26 34 16 I O O I 9 14 1 2 !...... ...... ........ 21 37 
CALIFORNIA. 
Arroyo Grande..... Grammar Course School* 
Benicia······-······ High School. ............. . 
Berkeley ............ ···- .. do ........... ·--· ..... . 
Colton .............. High School (dept.)*·· ·· -
Colusa .............. GrammarCourseSchool* 
Crescent City ....... High School* ............ . 
Fresno .............. High School (dept.)* . ... . 
Gilroy .............. High SchooL ........ ..... _ 
Grase Valley ...... _ -.. ... do ..... ..•............. 
Hanford .................. do* ................... . 
Hollister_ . .......... Hollister Public SchooL_ 
Linden .............. High School*·············-
Los Angeles ....... _ -····-do .................... . 
Martinez .............. ... do*_ .................. . 
Marysville·-········ -..... do._--··········· ..... . 
Napa ................ Public School. ........... . 
Nevada City_······· High School* ............. . 
Nipomo._ ........... . _ .... do*---················· 
Oa;kland .......... . ....... do ................... . 
Pasadena . . . ........ Wilson High SchooL .... . 
Paso Robles ........ High SchooL ............. . 
Petaluma_ ................ do . ..... -· ............ . 
Pomona ............ City High School. ........ . 
Red Bluff ........... Public School. ...... ... _ .. 
Riverside ... ........ Public High School. ..... _ 
!i?~;t:~·to~born·====== ~ I··-·~· : : ····~·I····~·····~·!····~· ····~·I····~· ····~·I····~·······~-,==========:= S. D. Waterman-........ 2 2 50 80 ...... ...... 6 4 20 10 14 3 17 400 500 
l<'rank Mathews.-...... 1 0 4 6 ...... ·····- ........... ................................. -····· ..... . 
J.E.Hayman ........... 2 0 21 24 0 0 0 0 O O o o o -····- ..... . 
W.P.Ringwalda,PH.D.. 2 0 9 22 0 0 9 22 O O o o o ........... . 
T. L. Heaton···········- 2 2 61 75 ...... ...... ...... ...... 15 8 2 5 4 .. ......... . 
Frank N. qieplin_...... 1 1 8 17 0 0 ...... ..... . 8 17 • 4 6 10 ........... . 
L. D. Syle ............... 2 1 34 36 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 7 3 -····· ..... . 
C.C.Childress .......... -··· ·· ·····- ...... ·····- ...... ···-·- ...... -···-- ····-- -··-·· ·····- ...... ···-···- ...... ~····· 
.J. B. Hankenson .... ···- 2 0 20 18 0 0 0 0 3 3 5 7 2 220 207 
F. G.Baird ....... ·-····· 1 l 6 2 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 O -····· .•...• 
Miss E. A. Packard_···- 2 13 200 246 ...... ·····- 9 4 191 242 25 17 42 ·····- ..... . 
C. K. Whittenmyer..... 0 1 5 7 2 4 O O 4 7 1 5 6 ·····- -····· 
Robt. F. Pennell. ... ! ... ·-····--··-· 13 33 . . .... ...... 7 15 1 ····-- 1 5 1 -····· ..... . 
J. L. Shearer............ l 1 15 48 0 0 ...... -····· -····· ...... 2 9 ................... . 
W. H. Wentworth....... 3 1 16 37 O O -····· ..••.. ···-·· ...... ·····- ...... 4 . ..... -····· 
G. Terrill................ 1 0 19 8 0 0 0 0 19 8 3 1 4 -····· ..... . 
J.B. McChesney ....... _ 5 14 328 391 ...... ...... 19 7 .. ... . -····· 30 40 ........ -···· · ..... . 
Jas. D. Graham ........ _ 2 2 47 67 O O ·····- -····- -····· ·····- 4 9 8 ........... . 
S. B. Wilson_-··········· 1 1 21 23 O O O O 14 12 7 6 7 . · .... ·····-
Chas. C. Swafford....... 1 1 32 34 ....... ..... 2 2 10 12 5 11 1G ........... . 
F. A. Molyneaux........ 2 2 25 75 o O -····· ..... _ O 1 -····· ...... -······- 390 1 410 
O.E.Graves............. 1 1 10 30 0 0 2 0 3 2 3 2 2 ·····- ... .. . 
H. A. Bancroft......... . 1 6 61 58 0 0 3 4 30 21 6 3 9 o o 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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T ABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
!::itnto and post· 
omce. 
Name or institu tion. Name of principal. 
of in· of s tn· Number I Number 
s tructors d en ts in 
secondary'. secondary 
grade. 
t-~~ Number Number Numb_er Total P.~ cl of stu· 
Colored preparing preparmg number fili~ ~ dents be· 
secondary for cvllege, for_coll~ge, of gradu· ~,o~ low secon· 
s tudents classical scientific ates in 1892. 0 ..s ~ o-i dary grade. 
Cl) 
~ 
s 
included. course. course. l--- --,o 00 ~~ 
I 
~~t;--· 
-------- • (1) ~ ~ 2~0·; ; 
Cl) (I) ..... cl • cl s .... <I> <I> (I) 
CD 
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(I) (I) l'i, 
CD I -~ ~ i ~ ~ 1 s ~ I ~ ~ ~ I:;; l-s~ \ ~ 
~ 1S ce (1) 1 ~ &; .,.. l'i< ~ fi<Z ~ l ~ l'i, I ~ ~ 
-------- ----------- __________ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ .--,--,- - ,--,- - ,- - 1-- -1- -1 
Cl) 
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~ 
4 
l'i, 
a 6 ,, s 9 10 1 11 I 1~ I 13 I 14 I ta 16 17 l lS 1 
-----------1-- - -------1--1--1--1--1--1- -l--l--l--l--l--1--2 
3 
'ALIFORNJA-
COntinued. 
Siirramento ........ High School * .. . . .. ...... . 
Salluas . . . .... .. .... City High School. ... . .... . 
snn norna,rdino .... High School. 
Sau Diego ......... . ..... do* .... . ....... ....... . 
Sau l•'ranrisco...... Iligh School (boys) ...... . 
!::,au l•'rnncisco.. .... High School (girls) ...... . 
::;an Jose ............ High School.. ........... . 
!:--an Rafael. •.....•....••.. do . .. ...... . . ......... . 
Snntn. Ami ...•............ do 
So.nm. Barbara ........... do 
Santa.Clar a. ............... do 
Sa.nta. Cruz ............... do .................... . 
Santa Pauln. .............. do 
Santa. Rosa. ............... do ... . 
Stockton ............ ' ...... do 
'.rulnre .................... do 
Vallejo ................... do .... . ...... . ........ . 
Ventura ............ Union High Sch ool. ..... . 
Watsonville ........ High School. ............. . 
Woodland .......... Grammar Cour se School * 
COLORADO. 
Black Hawk ........ Hi ~h School (dept .)* .... . 
:~~d:v1·sta======== .~~!!ct~~~.~~~====~========== Canyon City ............. . do ... . ........ . ..... .. . 
:olorado City ...... Bancroft Sch ool. . . .....•. 
)olora.do Springs.. High School * ...... ...... . 
Cortez .............. High School (dept.)* .... . . 
J . H.Pond............... 21 4 
A. D. T enn ey............ 1 1 
N . A. Rich ardson... ... . 2 2 
F. H . Hyall.. ...... . ...... . .... ..... . 
F r a nk Morton . ........ . 11 I 1 
Ma r y K incaid . . ... . ..... 1 14 
L . B. W ilson .. .. ....... . 2 I 4 
C. S . Smyth .. ... .. .. .. . . 2 l 
F r ank E . P erham.... . . 3 0 
Geo. E . Knepper. . . . . . . 3 l 
J n o. Man zer.. ..... . ..... 1 2 
D. C. Clark..... . .. . ..... 2 3 
C. F . Mflr ed i th. . ... .. . . . 1 1 
J. S. Crawford .. . . ...... 2 
Hamilton Wallace. .... . 4 1 
H. Clay Faber ....... .... l 1 2 
C. B. '.row le. .. .......... 1 
Richard 0. Hickman .... 2 
&!1~1ll;i~~~~~~.~~~~= .... ~. 1 
H . W. Zirkle . ... · ....... . 
C. M. K ingsley . ..... . .. . 
K . G. L esk e . .. ... . ..... . 
0 . S . Males . . .. . ....... . . 
M. Stella Diltz .. ....... . 
G. B . 'l' urnbull. .... .... . 
I . 0. Mi lle r ..... . ... . ... . 
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Del Norte ... ........ High School. ... ........ .. . 
Denver ............. . High School (District 
No. 1). 
Denver .. ..... ... .... Hjgh School (District 
No. 2). 
Denver ........ ..... .. High School (Dist rict 
No.17). 
Fort Collins ........ High School * . ............ . 
Golden . ........ ........... do .................... . 
Grand Junction .......... do .................... . 
Greeley ............. . ..... do*········ ........... . 
Gunnison ................. do .................... . 
Leadville ........ .. . High School (dept.)*···· · 
Longmont .......... High School. ............. . 
Monte Vista ........ ...... do . ...... ... .......... . 
Montrose ................. cto* ........... . . ... ... . 
Pueblo ......... . .... High School (District 
No. 1). 
Pueblo........ . . .... Cent.ennial High School .. 
Salida .... .......... High School. .... .. ....... . 
Sterling .. ........ .. Broadway High School. .. 
i~:;;t:1.~:: ~: :: : ~::::I. ~:!~d~~~~.~1.: ::=: :: == =: =: :: 
CONNECTICUT. 
Ansonia ............ High School. ............. . 
Bethel .... ...... .... . ..... do .................... . 
~~~~;~;k~~.::: ::: : : : : : : =~g,; :::: :: : : : : : : ::: : : :: : 
~~~~ri1~~~·.t.::: :: : ::: : : ::: :~~ ,;:::::: :: : : : : :: : : :::: 
Brooklyn ... . ...... .. .. .. do ':' . .. ......... ....... . 
Clinton .. .... ... .. . Morgan High School* .. . . 
Collinsville ........ High School. ....... . .. . .. . 
Cromwell ................. do * ..••................ 
Danbury ......... . .. . ..... do* ................ ... . 
Danielson ville . ... . . Killingly High School. .. . 
Gildersleeve ........ Hig h School. ........... .. . 
Guilford ............ H igh School Institute ... . 
H artford ............ Hig h School. ............. . 
H azardville .............. do ....... . ........... . 
Litchfield........... High School (Center). ... . 
Madison ............ High School (RandAcad· 
emy). 
Manchester... ...... High School (District 
No.8) . 
Meriden ... . ........ High School* ............. . 
Middletown .............. do ........ ......... .•.. 
Milford ............. High School (dept.) ...... . 
New Britain .... . ... High School. . . ........... . 
G. W. Reed ....... ....... , 3 
Wm. H. Smiley......... 12 
Ed F. Hermanns ....... I 4 
C. I. Hayes ........... . .. 2 
KateM. Alling.......... 0 
Wm. Triplet... . ........ 2 
Mrs. H . C. Lang ...... .. ...... . 
A. B. Copeland...... . ... I 
E. D. Graber. ........... 1 
Adella Holdridge....... O 
Geo. L. Harding........ I 
Grant Karr............. I 
J. H. Allen, A. M •••• •• •. 1 
Frank J. Baker......... I 
Chas. J. Baker ......... . 
C. A. Moody ............ . 
P. J. Dempsey ......... . 
G. E. Finch .. .......... . 
E. S. Klein ............. . 
Wm. H. Aughton ....... 
E. M. Crofoot ....... .... 
J. W. Peck .............. 
M. M . McKenzie ........ 
H. D. Simonds ... . .. .... 
G. H. Tracy ............. 
H. N. Loomis . ....... ... 
Dwight Holbrook ....... 
G . W. Flint ............. 
Sarah M. Savage ....... 
J.M. Smith, sup ' t ...... 
Aurin P . Somes ........ 
Walter E. Morse ........ 
Arthur M. Hyde ........ 
Joseph Hall ............. 
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Elmer E. E. Randall. ... 1 ...... 
Robt. L. Zink ........... 1 4 
Anna C. Elliott ......... 
------
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11 
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29 
14 
10 
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10 
1[ 
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11 
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9 
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*St.atistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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~oNNECTlCUT-
COUtiUU8U. 
.Now London._._. ___ 1'' illiamsMemorin.llnsti- Collin S. BuelL_. ______ . 
H 
5 
287 372 
151 
2 2 
1 
100 33 114 51 
12 '··----1--·--- ,------
72 
25 
43 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 'N'cwII:wen ______ __ _ , IIigh School (Hillhouse) __ Isaac Thomas _______ ___ _ 
tute. New Mil!ord ________ Center High SchooL ______ F. N. Hanchett ________ . 1 
.Norwo.llc __ . ___ ... _. High SchooL-- ------- ···- - C. A. Tuclrnr. _____ -- ---· 1 0 0 
2~ I. ___ ~_~_. __ ~_, ______ , _____ ., . -----, -. -. --4 5 2 11 1-- ____ , __ ----0 
Orange J
Miss Emma Batchel· 1 
den, first. · 
-- ___ ... dO-----··--··-·--- · ---- )Miss Georgia Ricker, --··-
l second. 
Plainville-----···-- High School (dept.) ___ __ __ Myron E. Powers_______ 1 
Plymouth._ . ... _. __ High School *------- - ---- · AnnaM.Skinner_ ___ . __ _ 
Portlnml ·---------· High School (dept. ) _______ Martin W. Griffin ______ . 
Putnam __ -·-- __ -·-- ______ do _______ --· ·______ ____ F. E. Burnette _________ _ 
i~;1~1~~~i~========= == == ==::ig I,== ~== ======= ====:::: ~.a5.csAiEit~~~-~:::====== Southington _______ 
1
.uewis High SchooL ___ ____ Horace W. Rice ____ ____ _ 
South Norwalk ____ High SchooL _______ . ______ W. C. Foote _______ _____ _ 
Stafford Springs_ .. _____ .ao -·-------·----- · ----- Francis A. Bagnall ____ _ 
Stamford.---------· . _____ do.-----·----- -- -- -- · -· W.R. Jones ____________ _ 
r~~WE;i~:J~:~===== ======~g;::========:= ======:= ~: 11:_Pit~t.~r~~ori=~===== 
Waterbury ---- ·--·- ·----·do·-------- ···-·------ - EdmundO.Hovey,PH. D 
West Hartford ____ ____ ___ do-·---------· -·· --·--- Alfred F. Rowers ______ _ 
~:~t~;K!i~f~:: :::: :: ::::~g: ::::==========~: :::: r~~ ~~ft::~~~======== 
"Willimantic _____ . ______ ._do _____ ·-- --·---------· F. H. Biede _____ . ___ . ___ _ 
Windsor.·--·--- .......... do_·-- ~- - __ ---· _______ _ Helen M. Cleveland.-·--
'Winsted ...• . _._-·-·. _____ do .. -------------- -- -·- W. G. l\IitchelL ________ _ 
Windsor Loclcs_. __ High School (dept,Y·--·-- J. S.Crooley_. ___ ···--··-
20 19 
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DELAWARE. 
Delaware City ...... High School (dept.)" .. .. .. F. E. Gardner ........ ~.. 1 
Felton .............. HighSchool. .............. GrantSmith............ 1 
Lewes .............. Union High School ....... H.J. Wightman . ....... '. 3 
Middletown ........ Middletown Academy .... w. B. Tha rp ..... ....... . 1 
South Milford ...... Public School. .......... .. Sherman E. Bishop.... 2 
l\Iilford ............. High School. ..... ..... .... D.S. Ells ....... ~....... . 1 
New Castle ............... do ..................... D. B. Jones.............. 1 
Smyrna ············/······do ..................... A. D. Yocum............ 1 
Wilmington ........ High School (boys) ....... A.H. Berlin............. 5 
Do .... .......... High School (girls) ....... Mary Miller............ 0 
DISTRICT OF CO · 
J,Ul\lBIA. 
Washington . ... ····1 Central High SchooL .... . I F. R. Lane ........ .. . ····1 14 Do .............. Eastern High School .. ... C. L. M. Sites.... ........ 5 
Do .............. Western High School .... E. Caroline Westcott... 0 
Do----···--····· High School (colored) .... F. L. Cardoza........... 12 
FLORIDA. 
Anthony ..... . . ..... High School.. ............ . 
Bartow .. ........... Summerlin Institute ... . . 
Dade City ..... ... ... Graded ?and High Rcho ol. 
Eustis ........... ... High School (dept.)* ... . . 
Gainesville......... East Florida Seminary .. . 
Jacksonville . ...... . Duval High School ...... . 
Kings Ferry ........ Duval High Sch'l (dep t.)*. 
Kissimmee ......... OsceolaHighSch'l (dept.) 
Lady Lake . .............. do ......... .. ....... .. . 
Marianna ... .............. do .................... . 
Monticello.......... Jefferson Collegiate Insti· 
tute. 
Ocala ............... High School. ............. . 
Palatka ................... do .......... .... ...... . 
Geo. Stewart ............ 0 
W. F.' Yocum ............ 3 
A. E. Booth .............. 2 
M. S. Field ... ........... 1 
Edwin P. Carter ........ 4 
Frederick Pasco ....... ! 2 
Willie Wallis ........... 1 
W. C. Dodd· ·· ·--···-·--· 2 
P. J. Cannichall. ....... ~ 0 
J.B. Stuart .............. 1 
W. B. Griffin ............ 1 
J.M. Streator ........... 1 
L. J. Mc~ullen _ ........ 1 
O 7 4 .••••••.••••..•••. ·--··· 4 7 4 3 7 ··-··· ·····-
2 ····-· ··· · ·· 0 0 2 ............ ··-··· 1 1 ·····•·• ...... ·····-
] 36 49 0 0 o O O O ···••· ···--- .•.•••.. 93 123 
0 13 1G O O U O Q O 1 2 0 98 124 
0 11 30 ·-···· ...... ··-·-· ······ 1 5 ...... ·····- ........ 98 135 
0 8 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 ........... . 
0 20 15 0 0 ... .. . .. ........... .. . _. 2 4 ... ... _ _ 275 260 
0 12 HJ O O O O ,6 2 3 5 3 0 0 
G 300 .. .. . . 0 ............ . _ .... 4 ...... 23 . . ... . . ... .... .. .... . .... . 
6 0 192 0 0 ............ -· ··· · ·--·-· 0 27 0 ........... . 
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1 30 16 
2 42 64 
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D o .....•........ High School (colored) ... . 
Quincy ............. High School. ............. . Wm. H. Berry .......... 1 .. ·-·· 8 8 ····s·, 8 4 o o 
25 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 113 137 
1 118 152 
St. Augustine ............ do* ............. . ..... . 
Sanford .................. do ..... .. .. ........... . 
Tampa .............. HighSchool(dept.) . .. . .. . 
Umatilla_ .. .... .... High School* ............ . 
Waukeenah .. . . .. . . Waukeenah Academy* . . . 
Webster ............ High School (dept.)*··-·· 
E. C. LoYe . ....... ~ ..... 1 1 7 9 
W. E. Knibloe .......... 2 1 18 18 
W. B. Lynch ..... . . . .... 1 ...... 3 15 
Benj. C. Graham ....... 2 2 15 20 
F. M. Chute ............. 1 2 31 21 
H.P. Woodbery ... . .... 2 0 21 27 
W. H. Cox .••.•.......... 0 1 3 7 
GEORGIA. 
Americus ........... ! High School.. ............. \ J.E. Mathis ............ , 21 1 I 37 1 54 
Athen!:l .................... do* .................... T. J. Simmons.......... 0 8 25 48 
Atlanta ........ ! .......... do* .................... w. A. Bass.............. 3 10 13[ 347 
*Statistics of 1890-'91. 
• 
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(';EORGIA-C nt'd. , 
\us.rusta. ............ Tulman High School ..... John Neely.............. 2 
AusttJII. •.••••..••.•. Austell Public School .... N. A. Fessenden........ t 
arrollton .... .. .... High School. ..... .... .... T. E. Hollingsworth... -
arter:;v1lle .............. do* ................... L.B. Robeson.......... 1 
'e.iartown .......... Public School ............. H. S. Sewell............ O 
t:cnterYille ..... .... Academy .... .... .... ...... W. A. Summers......... 1 
olumbus .... .. . ... Public High School....... Prof. Homer Wright . . . 3 
ulloden.... .... .... High School. ... ........... A. M. Bowen, B. s., c. E • 1 
Dalton ................... do* ........ ............ A. V. Morris............. 1 
Daw,.onville .............. do ..................... Geo. B. Wood, A. B •.•••• 1 
~?~~~il'i~1.~=========== ::::::ig,;:==========::::::=:: ~i~~;rgn1rowi1::=:::: i 
Forsyth............. Hilliard Institute ......... Wm. D. Thurmond ........... . 
Fort Valley ........ High School (dept.) ....... W. M. Robinson......... 1 
Ft·anlclin . .. .... .... Collegiate Institute....... A. S. Laird............... 1 
.Hawldnsville ....... High School (dept.) ........ N. E. Ware ................... . 
Jewells ............. Sandy Grove High School* W.W. Pilcher........... 1 
Leesburg ........... High School. .............. Z.B.Rogers.. ........... 1 
Locust Grove ............. do•' ................. ... J. R. Williams.......... 1 
l\Iacon . . . . .. ..... ... Boys' High School* . . . . . . C. B. Chapman.. ........ 1 
Do .............. Gresham High School" .. Bessie H. Merrill....... 0 
l\Iarietta ............ HighSchooL .............. J.S.Stewart,jr........ . 2 
l\Iidville ............ ...... do ..................... Jas. A. Carswell ........ . 
1',lilner .................... do ..... ................ C.S.Deane ............. . 
Mitchell .............. .... do ..................... 0. L. Cloud, sr .......... . 
l\Iontezuma .... .... Montezuma Institute*... W. B. Merritt .......... . 
Newman ............ High School (dept.J ....... J.E. Pendergrast ·······1 3 
Norwood ........... Norwood Institute* ...... J. W. Ellington......... 1 
Perry . . . . . .. ... . .... Houston High School* . . . ·vv. B. Dew............... 1 Qu11..,nan ............ High School (dept.)* ...... J .E. J. Warren.......... O 
164 ······ ······ ·••··· ·•·•·• ·••••• •••••• ······ 23 0 ··•••• ..•..• 
48 62 0 0 2 1 ····· · ······ 0 0 0 28 24 
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Sandersville ....... High School* ........•.... B. H. Ivey . .............. 1 1 
~~::ran.~~·========== ======~g===================== i:: ~~-fi~mas====== ==== .... i. ====== 
Rocky Mount....... Rocky Mount Academy*. E.W. Russell............ 1 I 0 
l:t.i Temple . .. .... .. .... Temple Seminary* . . . .... J. R. Spence, A. B...... .. 1 1 
ti ~~fg~sfa~~~~======== ~~fg~fa°i~~t~~r:~~==== ½i: ~: ~~mt============= } ~ 
~ Washington ........ Female Seminary ........ Miss M. R. Bright....... o 2 
r:-:> Do .... ...... .... Male Public School....... J. I. Ihghram.... .... .... 0 2 
I WestPoint ......... WestPoiutPublicSchool W.J.McKennie......... 2 ····...: ID.AHO. 
~ 
IF"- Bellevue . . • •• • • • • • • . High School (dept.)* ..••.. 
Boise City .. •... .... High School. ............. . 
Caldwell .................. do ............•...•.... 
Hailey .................... do* ........... · ........ . 
Lewiston ................. do* ....•.••............ 
Moscow ........••......•.. do •••••••••••••••••••.. 
ILLINOIS, 
H.F.Baker .••••••••.••.. 
C. M. Kiggins ........... . 
Miss Addie Madden •... 
C. W . Powers ..•......... 
C. A. Forsman ......... . 
J.P.Muerman ...•...... 
Amboy ..•........... HighSchool ••••••••••••••. J.F.Edwards ••••••••••. 
Annawan ..•...•.•........ do .... : ................ W.H.Holzlnger .•...... 
Arcola .................... do..................... Helen L. Sheridan •..... 
Astoria .........•......... do ..................... E. S. Smith .......•...... 
Athens .............. High School (dept.) ....... Samuel McBride ..••••. 
Atkinson ........... High School* ............. D. Griffin ............... . 
Atwood ................... do* .................... G. S. Morris .•........... 
Auburn Park ....... Calumet High School. .... Avon S. Hall ........... . 
Augusta .... .... .... High School............... Caroline Grote ......... . 
Aurora.............. East High School......... E.G. Cooley ........... . 
Do .............. West High School •....... MissKittieH. Reynolds 
Austin .............. High School. .............. Helen S. Willis ......... . 
Avon ..........•........... do ..................... H.L.Roberts ........... . 
Barry .....••.•............ do .....•............... Leroy Chapin .......... . 
Batavia .................. do* .................... D. B. Hazen ............ . 
Beardstown .............. do ..................... Miss Eva Saunders .... . 
Belleville ................. do ............. ~ ....... H.J. Klein ............. . 
Belvidere ........... North High School. ....... J.C. Zinser ............. . 
Do ........ :... .. Sout,h High School*...... J. G. Lucas ............. . 
Bement ............. High School (dept.)* ..... J.M. Martin ............ . 
Bloomington ....... High School .............. Edward Manley ....... . 
Braidwood ......... High School (dept.) ....... Muhlig .............•.... 
Brimfield .........•. High School* ............. S. J. Boolrmyer ......... . 
Bushnell. .....•.•......•.. do ..................... B. E. Nelson ............ . 
Byron ..................... do ..................... 3-. N. Maxwell. ......... . 
Cairo................ Sumner High School..... J.C. Lewis .............. . 
Do .. ...... .. .... Douglas High School* . .. E. E. Hand ............. . 
Cambridge •....••.. High School. .....•........ w. C. Harding .......... . 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9t-Continued. 
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amp Point ........ Maplewood High School. . 
autou.. .... .... .... High School. ........ ..... . 
:arlinv11le ................ do* ................... . 
Jnnui. .................... do ............. _ ...... . 
:nrrollton .......... High School (dept.) ...... . 
Cartllnge ........... High School*········ · -··· 
J~ut1·0.lin. ................. do ............. · ·-· ... . 
~erro Gordo ........ High School (dept. )*--···· 
Jhnmpalgn ......... High School* .... ·-·-······ 
Chnrleston ................ do ................ -... . 
Chatsworth ............... do .................... . 
hebn.use --·····-··· High School*·-····· ··· ·-·· 
herry Valley ...... High School (dept.)* .... . 
Chester ............ High School. ....... -..... . 
Chien.go............. Englewood High School.. 
Do . . . . .. . . . . . . . . English HighSchool _ ..... 
Do . .. . •... .. .... Hyde Park High School. . 
Do···--·····-··· Lake High School. ....... . 
Do .... . .. . .. .... Lakeview High School. .. 
Do .......... .... North Division High 
School. 
Do .............. North West Division High 
School. 
Do .............. South Division High 
School. 
Do .............. W ost Division High 
School. 
Chillicothe . ..... .. . High School. ...••••.•..... 
gfJttgi: == ==== = = ==== = = = = = :ig: = = = === == == ====== ==== 
J . w. Creekmur ..... .... 
Mrs. E.W. Gallup ....... 
R. B. Anderson·-·····--· 
Edwd. E . Van Cleves ... 
Clyde Slone ......... ··-· 
E.S.Combs ....... . ..... 
H.B. Farmer ... ·-····--· 
Jno. Loeffler--·~·-··---· 
R. L. Barton.··-·--·- .... 
Miss Louise Baum· 
berger. 
Frank P. Manley .. _ .... 
A. Leochman · ····-···· · 
0. J. Kern············-· 
Geo. L. Guy····-·······-
James E. Armstrong_ .. 
Albert R. Robinson·-·· 
C. W.French.· -- ···· ··· -
Edwd. T . Stearns .. ... .. 
Jas. H. Norton.·-···--·· 
Oliver S. Westcott ... _. 
Franklin P. Fisk .. ·--·· 
Jeremiah Slocum ···-·· 
George Clay berg ..... __ . 
J. L.Robertson ··-·· ··· · 
0. W . Colgate·······-··· 
Minnie M. Bishop ...... 
1 1 
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1 1 
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1 1 
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1 0 
2 2 
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1 0 
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Cowden .. ................. do 
Danville ................. . do ..... .•.............. 
Davis ............... High School (dept.) ...... . 
Decatur ..•.••..... . High School. ............. . 
De Kalb .................. do* ................... . 
Delavan .................. d.o .................... . 
Downer's Grove ... High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Durand ................... do* ................... . 
~:~~~lie==~========= ======ii*================ ~= == East Dubuque ..... ...... do .... ........ . 
East St. Louis ........ ... do .................... . 
~gf~~~!~ ====== ==== == ====ig ~================ ==== Elgin ..................... do .................... . 
Elizabeth ................. do .................... . 
Elmwood ................. do .................... . 
Englewood ............... do* ................... . 
Eureka ................... do .................... . 
Evanston .... ....... ...... do ................... . . 
Fairbury .. ......... Public High School. ..... . 
Farmer City ........ City High School. ........ . 
Farmington ........ High School. ............. . 
Forrest ................... do* ... . 
Forreston ................ do .... . 
Freeport .................. do .................... . 
Fulton .................... do* .............•...... 
Galena .....•.............. do .................•... 
Galesburg ................ do .................... . 
Galva ........... .......... do .............. . 
Genesoa ...............•.. do .................... . 
Geneva . .................. do ....•.........•...... 
Genoa ...................... do 
GibsonCity ............... do 
Gilman ................... do* ....•..•............ 
Golconda ................. do .................... . 
Grayville ................. do . .... .... ...... ..... . 
Greenville .. .... .... High School (dept.)* ..... . 
~tiiil~~~========= =~~~~~~t~~================ 
Harvard .................. do 
Havana ............. ...... do 
Henry ..................... do .................... . 
HighlandPark ........... do ................... . 
Hillsboro ................ do"- ................... . 
Hinsdale .................. do* .........•.......... 
Ipava ......... .... .. ...... do .................... . 
Jacksonville .............. do*··················· " 
Jerseyville .••.....•....... do .......... •..•....... 
J. A. Reede ·········-'··"· 1 3 10 24 
L.A. McLouth .......... 2 4 76 124 
F. J. Lins ................ 1 0 10 7 
L.B.Lee ................ 3 6 170 200 
.J. T. Bowler, supt ....... 1 1 18 23 
Geo. A. Franklin, supt .. I 2 23 31 
Harriet F. Yalreley .... 0 I 6 10 
Annie C. Wright ........ 0 1 13 27 
C. E. Schlabach ........ . 1 1 19 13 
M.M.Alden ............. 1 1 20 40 
B.. P. Caverly ........... 
------
4 98 110 
C. L. Manners ........... 2 1 3 22 
J. W. Carle ............. 2 0 24 24 
I. A. Smothers ....... '. .. 1 0 18 19 
K. D. Harger ............ 1 4 45 1()2 
Richard Rogers ........ 1 4 12 13 
S. B. Allison ............ 1 1 14 25 
0. T. Bright ............. 6 8 157 323 
Miss Florence Ohn ..... 0 2 19 29 
H. L. Boltwood ......... 2 8 121 149 
Edwd. Bangs ........... 1 2 15 37 
C. C. Covey .............. 3 0 28 19 
R. V. DeGroff ............ 1 1 27 44 
J.C. Mountjoy ........•. 1 0 6 16 
W. P. Gochenour ........ 1 1 4 10 
R. W. Burton ........••.. 1 4 48 77 
J.E. Bittinger ........... 1 1 11 23 
J. A. Williams ........... 1 3 25 44 
Mary E. Gettemy ....••. 0 5 54 131 
Fred. U. White ........•. 1 2 30 55 
Ada Schnabele .......•.. 1 3 33 41 
H. H. Robinson .......... 2 0 16 15 
Frank M. Overacker .... 0 4 100 60 
J. D. Shoop .............. 1 1 23 39 
F. E. Hobart ............. 2 1 21 25 
J. S. Spear ............... 1 1 5 10 
W. A. Mussett ........... 2 0 11 19 
D. W. Lindsay .......... 1 2 27 33 
Jno. S. Brozier .. . ....... 1 0 10 10 
w. A. Hatfield ........... 1 1 16 39 
M. Blanche Griffin ..... . · 0 2 13 35 
Jno. L. Curts ............ 1 1 10 36 
Ettie L. Smith .......... 1 2 17 39 
P. K. Cross .......... . ... 1 ...... 22 &6 
Edwd. "\V. Chase ......... 1 1 18 34 
H. M. Anderson ......... 1 2 
·~ I 
24 
,J. S. Stanley ............. 2 0 19 
J.C. Olson ............... 1 0 16 23 
Virginia Graves .. ...... 2 3 31 115 
J.Pike ....••..•.•........ 4 0 100 107 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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ILLINOIS-Cont'd. 
Joliet .......•....... High School ••••••••••••••. 
n.nnknkee ................ do ........ ............ . 
h .ewo.nee ................. do ....... ...........•.. 
Lncon ............... Union High School ...... . 
Lo.nark . . . ... . . . . . . . High School. ............. . 
Lagrange...... . ......... do 
Lo. Snlle ....•............. do 
Lenn. ......••.............. do .................... . 
Leroy ..................... do .................... . 
Lewistown ............... do .................... . 
Lexington ................ do ......... .... ....... . 
Lincoln ................... do ............. ....... . 
Litchfield ................. do .................... . 
Lockport ................. do ............. ....... . 
Loda ...................... do ..... ............... . 
Macomb .................. do .................... . 
~~~~g~== ====== ==== == ::::ig: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Marseilles ................ do ............. ....... . 
1\Iarshall ............ : ..... do* ................... . 
::~~io~1~:. :::::: ==: : : ::::gg ·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ~~·.·.·.~·.·. == ===: 
Mayfair. Chicago ... J efferson High School .... 
Mendota ............ BlackstoneHighSchool*. 
l\Ieredosia .......... Bigh School. ............. . 
Metamora ................ do* ................... . 
Metropolis ...... : ......... do* ............ ....... . 
Milford ................... do ............. .... ... . 
Minier .................... <10 •..• ••••••••••••.•••• 
I :~~fn~k.::::::::: :::: :: ::~Jg.==================== 
E. M. van Pet tin •••••... 
Chas. w. Groves ....... . 
Horace Phillips ........ . 
S.W.Dixon ............ . 
F.T.Oldt ......... ... .... . 
Henry W. Thurston ... . 
Emma "\Verley ......... . 
C. F . Philbrook ......... . 
J. W. Tavenner ......... . 
J.W.Adams 
F.L.Horn .............. . 
Ambrose M. Miller .... . 
W . F. Bromfield ....... . 
Chas. Curtis 
J. H. Yoder ............ . 
Jno. M. Clenahan . ..... . 
C. W. Hart ............. . 
B. F. Shipley .......... . 
J.P. Yoder ............. . 
L . A. Wallace .......... . 
Grace M. De Pew .... . . . 
Mary A. Post ........... 1 Chas. A. Co~lL .. ..... . . . 
Wm. Jenkins ......... . 
B. E. Decker 
J. S. Ward ............. . 
J.M. Bowlby .. .... .. ... . 
Frank Harry ........... . 
C. A. Herrick ........... . 
R. A. Beebe ............ . 
B. C. Caldwell. ......... . 
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Momence ........... __ .... do*··················-· 
Monmouth·-··-···- -- · ··-do .................... _ 
Monticello ................ do .................... . 
Morris .............. -····-do . ................... . 
Morrison ........... High School (dept.) . .... . 
Mt. CarmeL .... .... High School*······· ··-··· 
Mt. Carroll ......... -···-·do .................•... 
Mt. PulaskL ........ -· .... do* ................ ···-
Mt. Vernon ....... -. -.. . .. do ........... ... .... .. _ 
Naperville_ ......... -..... do .. ................. . . 
Nashville_····-····· .. .. __ do ....... .. ....... . .. . . 
Nanvoo ........ ..... -··· .. do .... . ............... . 
Newman ........... _ ..... _do .................... . 
Newton ............. _ ..... do.···-·- ............. . 
Nokomis ........... -····-do*·········-······· ··· 
Norina! . . ........... _ ..... do .... .......... . ..... . 
Nunda-············. Crystal Lake High 
School. 
Oakland···········- High SchooL ............ _. 
Oak Park ................ . do*····-··· ····· · ····· · 
Odell ... ..... ............. _do . . ............... ···-
Olney ............... Public High School (de-pt.) 
Oregon .............. High SchooL . ..... -...... . 
Oswego ..... .............. do ...............•..... 
Ottawa. ............ . -·-···do ........... ....... .. . 
Pana .............. __ East High SchooL ..•..... 
Pana ........... ..... West High School* . ..... . . 
Paris ............ .... High School (dept.) ..... . 
Paxton·········--·- High SchooL ... ... . ... .. . . 
Payson-·-·········· ...... do*····-··············-
Pecatonica ............... do*··-······- ......... . 
Pekin .. ··- ................ do. ··- ___ -···_ ·- - .. .. . . 
Peoria .............. -..... do'~_··-· -·-··- ........ . 
Peotone ............ _ ..... do* ................... _ 
Peru···············- ...... do·-··················-
Petersburg ····- .... -..... do_-··················· 
Pittsfield _ ...... ··· - ...... do*··-· ............... . 
Plano.·-·-·········· High Sch ool (dept.) . ..... . 
P olo-········ · .... .. High SchooL ..... . ....... . 
Pontiac_-······- .... -···· -do ... . . .......... ..... . 
Princeton·········- ..... . do ......... ..... . ....•. 
RantouL _ ..... ...... -· .... do* .... .... . . ......... . 
Ridge Farm . . ...... _ ..... do .................... . 
Robinson ........... ...... do . ......... · -········-
Rock Falls .......... -.... _do . .. . .... ............ . 
Rockford··········- High School (city) ....... . 
Roodhouse ....... . . High SchooL_ ... ......... . 
Rossville _ .. -··. _ -·· ..... _do .......... _·-·· ..... . 
Rushville ................. do"' .... . .............. . 
SandWich .. -. ...•.. : .· .•... do .••••••.••.•• ~~~ ... · •. 
H. P.Little ... _ ......... . 
W. D. McDowell ... . ... . 
J. W. Hughes 
Geo. Blount_···········-
1\L F. Miller ..... ....... . 
M. J. Stevenson ........ . 
S. A. Maxwell ....... . .. . 
Wm. Miner_ ............ . 
S . B. W hittington ..... . 
R. F. Bunnel ........... . 
Robt. Pence ........ .... . 
L. Jay Little 
J. L. Hughes 
J. F. Arnold ........... . . 
W. B. Davis ............ . 
Edwd. B. Smith ........ . 
Samuel M. Grimes ..•.. . 
Jno. Snyder . ... . ....... . 
W. H. Clemens ......... . 
C. E. De Butts .....•.... 
H. W. Shr yock ......... . 
J. W. Gibson ....... - ... . 
L. S. Ross .............. . 
J. O. Leslie .. ........... . 
W. T . Gooden .......... . 
L. S. Ham- . ... . .. ...... . 
Herbert B. Hayden .... . 
Mrs. J. E. Kyellander .. _ 
N. J. Hinton ........... . 
Lewis Goodrich·-·-····· 
E.W. Bohamon ....... __ 
A. W. Beasly_ ...... . ... . 
C. V. Reynolds ......... . 
F. W. Smedley ... . . . ... . 
J. E. Alexander ........ . 
Geo. Selby, .A.. M .......•• 
W. McFarland . .. ..... . . 
Julia Waterbury .. . ... . 
Ada P eart ............. _. 
Richard A. Metcalf. ... . 
S. R.Kyle ·-············· 
E. Hollingswo!'th ...... . 
David w. Crukmur .... . 
J. D. SamueH .......... _ 
Walter A. Edwards .. . . c 
John Gavin . ..... . ..... . 
H. W. Flanegin .. ·- ·· ··-
N T. Veatch ........ ···-
w .. W, "'\Virt •••• -••. ~.~.:. 
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1 r,LINOis-cont'a. 
San Jose ......•..... High School. .............. • M. Bollan •••••••••...... 1 
~~~~~~!:::::::::::: ::::::~g ::::::::::::::::::::: ~ii!s.~n:t;;:i.~g::::::: i 
Shelby,1lle ............... do ..................... MissiowaBurns........ 1 
Sheldon ................... do .................... M. S. Weems............ 1 
~t~f~:fieia:::::::::: ::::::~g::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ii~r~f:::::~::::::: ~ 
Sterling ...........•...... do ..................... MissAnnaParmelee ... 1 
Streator .................. do ..................... R. Williams............. 2 
Sycamore ............ .... do..................... A. J. Blanchard......... 1 
Tallula ............... ... . do ..................... J. R. Boulware......... 1 
Tnylorville ............... do* .................... D. 0. Witmer........... 1 
Thomson ................. do* ............. ....... J.N.Fleming........... 1 
Toulon .............. High School (dept.)*...... J. H. Steckney. ..... .... 1 
i~;~f~============= =~t~r~~;~=============== !J;~i;t=========== i 
~~~i~r1a:::: :::: :::: :: ::::~~: :::::: :::: :::: :: :::: i·. ;-: la~~iison: ::::::: ~ 
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"\\"arren .................. do ..................... J.C. Baker ................... . 
0 17 
1 10 
1 20 
Warsaw ............ High School (dept.) ....... A. W. Hussey........... 1 
Washburn .......... High School. .............. A. C. Hazen............. 1 
·washington .............. do..................... F. L. Calkins.... .. .... 1 
~:::~:au·::======= ======~~. :::=:::::::::::::::: ~.eE~1;~~;:~.~=========: i 
·wo.verly .................. do..................... H. C. McCairre .. ....... 2 
'Wheaton ................. do ..................... J .K. Rassweiler........ 1 
White Rull ......... High School (dept.)* ...... C.R. Andrews.......... 2 
Wilmington ........ High School* ............. G. E.Perry ............. 1 
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Winchester ......... , High School (dept.)* ...... , Wm. Gay ........ ....... , 2 
Windsor .......•.... High School. .......... .... W. E. McConnict ............ . 
Winnebago ......... High School (dept.)* ...... F. 1-I. Chase............. 1 
Woodstock ......... ..... . do* .......... ......... J. N. Kelley............. 0 
Yorkville........... High School............... W. D. Edmunds........ 1 
0 
4 
1 
4 
1 
22 
15 
10 
25 
34 
31
1······1······1······1······1······1······1······1······1········1····-.i.······ 35 ...... ...... 1 4 ······ ...... ...... ....•. ...•.... 8,)1 151 ~~ .... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ .... ~. ····2· ····a" A :::::L:::: 
20 ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 ..•••. 4 1 1 ······!······ 
INDIANA. 
Amboy .............. High Srhool. .•••••••...... , J. z. A, Mccaughan.... 21 o 35 42 O o ..•••• ..•... ...... ...... 10 I 11 10 
1 
••••••••• • •• 
Andrews .................. do ..................... J.C. Comstock.......... 1 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .. ...... ...... ...... 1 2 3 ........... . 
Arcadia ............ High .School (dept.)* ...... M. E. Meartz ........... 1 O 4 3 ................................................................... . 
Argos ............... High School. .............. W. B. Swearingen...... 1 ...... 24 16 O O ...... ...... O O 4 3 . ... .... 160 160 
Attica ..................... do ......••............. Miss Willa J. Hays..... 1 1 20 38 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 6 7 ........... . 
Auburn ................... do ..................... H. E. Coe............... 2 0 24 47 0 · O ...... ...... ...... ...... 0 4 2 257 280 
Bedford ................... do .......... . .......... C. S. Thomas................. ...... 5 2 o o 5 10 ...... ····"· ...... ...... 4 20 60 
Bluffton .................. do ..................... E . MayFoltz............ 1 2 20 32 0 0 1 2 2 1 3 3 3 8 12 
Boonville .... . ..........•. do ..................... Chas. E. Clarke......... 1 ...... 26 15 o o ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 5 ................... . 
Bourbo:o. .................. do ..................... B. S. McAlpine.......... 2 5 ...... .•.... O O O o o O 5 4 O 156 170 
Brazil. .................... do* .................... T. M. James............. 2 0 17 43 1 0 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 ........... . 
Bremen ............. Eigh School(dept.)* ...... H.H. Miller. ........ .... 1 0 12 14 0 0 1 0 1 0 ...... ...... 1 ........... . 
Bristol. ............. High School. .............. J.B. Woodworth....... 2 O 28 20 o o ...... ...... 28 20 2 2 4 ........... . 
Broolcville ......•.......... do ..................... R. M. King.............. 2 O 23 24 0 O ...... ...... 2 3 2 3 5 175 
Brownstown ..........•.. do* ................... R . F. Evans............. 1 o 23 22 o o 23 22 o o o 1 1 ...... 
1 
..... . 
Butler .................... do ..•...•.............. Geo. W. Dustin. ........ 2 0 25 36 O O O o 5 4 5 7 9 o o 
Cambridge City .......... do . ........•. .......... A.L. Baldwin........... 2 1 31 44 2 1 ...... ...... ...... ...... 4 10 4 o o 
Clinton ...... . ............ do* .................... J. H. Tomlin............ 2 o 15 28 3 6 o o 14 27 ...... :..... s .......... . 
Columbus City ..... Public School. ............ P.H.Kirsch .•.••........ 1 1 24 34 O O O o o O 3 6 o 317 
Columbus .......... High School. .............. Samuel Wertz.......... 1 2 40 87 ....... .....• O o o o 2 15 2 ........... . 
Connersville ....... High School (dept.)* . .. ... W.F.L. Sanders........ 1 1 16 30 18 24 ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 9 11 ........... . 
Corydon ....... ..... High School. .............. E. S. Hallett ...... : ..... 1 1 15 17 O O 10 10 2 O 2 7 5 o o 
Covington ...•.........•.. do ..................... Zethia Fertich.......... 1 1 3 , 13 O O O O o O o 4 o o o 
Crawfordsville ........... do •.................... F.P. Mount............. 3 1 23 81 O O O O ..... • .... .. 2 12 ........ o u 
CrownPoint ....... ~ ...... do ..................... Elizabeth L. Horney... 1 2 20 32 0 0 CJ O O I O 2 0 ........ 0 0 
Danville .................. do ..................... HenryJ. Shafer........ 1 1 18 28 0 l 3 4 2 3 6 4 10 198 204 
f~~ir==~~==~~===~ ====Jt=====:===~========== i~~1!t~1;~:=~~====== ···-r g ~r ii g ~ ····4· ····4· ····i· :::::: ~ ~ : .... : ...... . 
Edinburg ................. do ..................... C. M. McDaniels......... 2 1 18 23 
Elizabethtown ........... do ......... .-........... Salome Righter............... 3 20 23 
Elkliart ................... do ..................... Zemas B. Leonard...... 1 3 51 106 
Elwood ................... do ..................... c. S.Meek............... 2 2 20 10 
Eyansv~lle ......... H!gh School (colored) .... Jno. R. Blackburn...... 1 1 9 8 
Evansville .......... High School. .............. Robt. Spear............. 4 9 164 173 
Farmland ................ do* ... ................. u. o. Cox ............... : 1 o 12 12 
:~·a;l~~~r::::::::: ::::::~g::::::::::::::::::::: ~u~·k.aWooci::::::::::: ~ r ~~ m 
~i~~:lt~.::::::::::: ::::::~g~:::::::::::::::::::: ~1i'a f 0 ?fn:::::=::~:::: f i f! ~~ 
Goshen ................... do ..................... EmmaJJchandler..... 1 3 6! 70 
Greenfield ................ do* ...............•.... G. s. Wi'fson............ 1 1 22 45 
180 
286 
==:::J.~ .. J--ir ·---r, .... ~ ... ~~:r·1 --J1·····1 ···5g"1····6g 
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............ 
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1 4 I· 5 300 I 500 
1 0 . 0 0 2 0 1 ........... . 
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0 0 
9 8 
0 0 
0 0 ··•··· ······ ······ ······ ...... ··· ··· •..•................ 
0 2 3 4 4 0 8 20 ........ 0 0 
0 0 6 14 14 14 1 14 4 0 0 
43 88 2 2 2 0 ·-~··· ...... 0 .....• ····,·: 
:::==: :::::: --·1a" ···1~· ···4ii" ···ss· ····s· ,-- ··if ······o· ,--6i&. ···ooo 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE -!.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9.&-Continued. 
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Colored preparing preparing number Q.> .:l b'o dents be· 
secondary for college, for coll~~e, of grad u· ~ ~..., low secon· 
students classical scientltic ates in 1892. ;:::: ;:l _g . dary grade. included. course. course. gt;..., gi 
------ ----'ot·~~ 
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INDIAN.A-cont'd. 
Greensburg ........ High School* ............. . 
l\Illiffii•:;; ;;:: !===!iii!!!;;:: =ii:~! ii!~;;;! 
,lames town ......... Public School. ........... . 
JelTersonville. ··---- City High School_--·---·-
Jolietville --·------· High School (dept.)*--···-
l{enda.llville .. -- ---· High School .............. . 
iitfr!;G ~ ~: :::l I ~l lli=i~ ~ llllllll l l ii ~l l l llll 
Lawrenceburg . ····1· ..... do* ................ ·-·· Lt:wisville .......... Richsquare Academy* ... . 
Liberty·--······· .. . High School (colored) ... . 
Ligonier __ ......... . High School (dept.)* ..... . 
t~~:nsport= ==== ==== .~~~:1u~;~~.~~==~=~== ==== ==== l\.1arion .......... ---· ...... do ............ . ... . ... . 
Martinsville ...•... ....... do_ ................... . 
l\Iichigan City ............ do ......... ........... . 
Middlebury ............... do .................... . 
Miahawaka •........ Union High School ...... . 
:Monticello.......... High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Moore.field ••.............. do* ...... ....... . . . ... . 
MountSterling ..... HighSchool* ............. . 
Mount Vernon ...... High School (dept.) ..... . 
G. L. Roberts ...•....... 
S . A. Harker ........... . 
P. V. Voris ......... .... . 
F. S . Morgenthaler .... . 
Ella E. Kirkland ....... . 
Geo. W. Hufford ........ . 
0. B.Hultz . ......... ... . 
C. M. Marble ............ . 
F . W. Baxter ....... _ ... . 
Francis 0 . Hester ..... . . 
Oscar R. Baker _ ....... . 
H . D. Woody ........... . 
J. A. Zeller . . ____ ....... . 
Paul M. Miller ......... . 
Walter Pavey--···----· 
A.G. Hall.. ......... ... . 
T. H. Meek . ..... ....... . 
Oliver Steele .. ......... . 
P. B.Nye ......... ...... . 
Charles Dolan .... .. ... . 
0 . M. Leib .... .......... . 
A.H. Douglass ......... . 
Russell K. Bedgood ... . 
Paul Monroe ........... . 
Edward Boyle ......... . 
L. H. KrekP ........... . 
Miss Olive Batman .... . 
J. W. Hamilton ........ . 
D. Culbertson .......... . 
I. w. Richards ......... . 
Edwin S. Monroe .•..... 
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0 0 ......... . ........ ·-···· 1 1 2 ·-·-·· .. ·-·· ······1······1 2· .... f ====== ===~=~ ~ ~ ======== ====== ====== 
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0 0 . ..... .. .... .. .... .... . . 5 7 12 ...... ··-· . 
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Muncie ............. High School* 
~!it_x:f;!ny====~~:: :==:=:gg:::::::::::::-:::::::: 
Do ............. Scribner HighSchool* .. . 
New Castle ......... High School. ............. . 
:~~~!mii0.~=-::::: ::::::gg;:::=:::::::::::::::: 
North Vernon ............ do . . .................. . 
Oakland City ............. do .................... . 
Oxford .................... do .................... . 
Patriot ............. . ..... do .................... . 
Peru .......•.............. do .................... . 
f ~¥i~~i;~========== == ====!g: ==== ====== ========== Princeton ...... ........... do . ... ................ .
Remington ............... do ....... ............. . 
Rensselaer ..••............ do .................... . 
Richmond ••••••.•....... . do........... . ...... . 
Rising Sun .... . .......... cto .................... . 
Roanoke .................. do .................... . 
Rochester ............... . do .................... . 
Rockport ................. do* ................ .. . . 
Rocli:ville ........... ...... do .................... . 
Rushville ................. do .................... . 
Salem . .................... do .................... . 
Seymour ........•......... do .................... . 
Sheridan .. ................ do* ................... . 
South Bend ............... do .............. : ..... . 
Spencer ................... do ........... . ........ . 
Sullivan .................. do .................... . 
Terre Haute ......•....... do .................... . 
Thorntown .............. do ....... . ............ . 
Tipton .................... do* ................... . 
UnionCity ............. . .. do .................... . 
Valparaiso ............... do ......... ........... . 
Vevay ..................... do .................... . 
Vincennes ........ ........ do* ................... . 
Wabash ................... do .................... . 
Warren ................... do* ................... . 
Warsaw .................. do .................... . 
Washington .............. do ....... . ............ . 
Waterloo ................. do .................... . 
Williamsport ............ do .................... . 
Winaumac ......... High School (dept.)* ..•••. 
Winchester ......... High School. ............. . 
l~~i~!~'ii~~=== :::: ::::::~~= ::::::::::·::::: :::: 
X~nia ·.····· ...... ... liigh School (dept.)* ..... . 
z1onsv1lle .......... High School. ............. . 
D. C. Barrett ............ ! 
B.F. Deahl. .. . ....... ,... 
Joseph P. Funk ..... -•.. 
W. 0. Vance ........... . 
RosaR. Mikels ......... . 
Mrs. Elma Wood ...... . 
J. F. Haines 
Horace Ellis .......... . 
Mrs. Ella C. Wheatley .. 
M. F. ~)vear. ........... . 
R. L. Thie band ......... . 
A. D. Moffett, .A. M ······· 
ii: rct~~:~.:::::::::::: 1 
Geo. W. MeckeL ....... . 
Hiram W . Monica ..... . 
J. 0 . Dickerson ........ . 
Samuel E. Sperling ... . 
0. L. Kelso ............. . 
Chas. L. Pulliam ...... . 
J. F. Smith ............ . 
Miss Emma Butler .... . 
V. McKnight ........... . 
Jno. N. Spangler ...... . 
W. H. Masters ......... . 
W. S. Almond .......... . 
Elizabeth Granel ...... . 
C. A. Peterson ......... . 
E. F. Lohr ............. . 
Alice W. Milligan ..... . 
S. E. Raines ........... . 
A. L. Wyeth ........... . 
A. E. Malesbary ....... . 
R. M. Recobs ........... . 
Mrs. Susan Patters0n .. 
Susan M. Skinner ..... . 
Annie L. Trofelet ..... . 
Phillmer Day ....... ... . 
Adelaide Baylor ....... . 
D.R. Major ............ . 
Eugene Mowier ........ . 
W. F. Axtell 
H. H. Keep ............. . 
S. C. Hanson ........... . 
A. T. Reid, .A. M ........ . 
H. W. Bowers ......... . 
Herbert S. Gilliam& ... . 
J. V. Zartmann ........ . 
W. E. Alexander ....... . 
MelVille D. Avery ..... . 
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3 1 ...... .. . . .. . . .... .. .... ..... . .. .• . . ' 11 ...........• 
0 0 ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... ........ 203 • 209 
0 0 5 1 1 0 7 13 6 0 0 
16 18 0 0 0 0 ...... ...... 0 .••... ·· •·•· 
0 0 0 0 3 8 1 13 .............. ·····• 
...•.. ...•.. 5 9 10 7 2 3 5 •••••• •••••• 
1 1 ...... ...... 3 2 ............... ............••... 
0 0 1 6 ...... ...... 2 5 4 11 13 
.•.... 1 ... ... ...... ...... ...... 3 4 3 15 12 
0 0 0 0 8 23 2 5 7 0 0 
0 0 .............. a......... 6 1 ........ 50 42 
1 ..... . ....•.•...•• · ··•·· ...... 8 9 17 ······ ..... . 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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INOIAN TERRITORY. 
Tn.lllequn.h ... _._ .... l Cherokee National Male I J. L. Smith .••.••.••...•. 
Seminary. 
3 1. ..... 1 54 ------- · -- ...................... ---- · -.. ----•-- ---- 3 1 .....• 1 .••..•.. 1 90 , ..••.• 
IOWA. 
Acl,ley . .. . • . • . . • . • . . High School. •••••••.••••. -
Adnir _ ·············- ..... -do~--··-·······-······-
Adel •••.••....•••••....... do ....... ·-·-···-······ 
Arton ............... _ ..... do ........... ···- .. ···-
Akron .................... do .................... -
Albin. . .......... _ .......... do ..... -··--··········-
Algona ....•............... do ... --····--··-······· 
Allerton ............ Normal and Graded 
School. 
Alta ........•........ High School (.dept.)*·-·--· 
Ames . .............. High School. ............. . 
Anamosa ............•.... do .................... . 
Atln.ntic .................. do .................... . 
Audubon ............•.... cto .................... . 
Avoca ............... ..... . do* ...... ···- .... ·-···-
Bedford ............. _ ..... do··········-··-·--···· 
Belle Plain···-· .... -· ... -do······-··--·········-
Bellevue _. -···-··· ·· ..... -do . . . --··-···· ······-·-
Birmingham ·-····· High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Blairstown ......... High School. . .. --····· ... . 
Bloomfield ....... ........ do* ................ ···-
Bonn.parte ................ do ........... ·········-
~~to~:1~~·= :::: :: :::: :: :::j~: :: :::: ==== ==== :: ==== 
C. H. Cole ............... ' 1 
J. W. Kitch............. ~ 
E. B. Wilson·-·········- 1 
Albert G. Owen, A. M... 1 
J.C. Hise ... ·--·-··---··· 2 
H. C. Hollingsworth_... 1 
W. H. Dixon ....... ·-·-· 1 
G. M. Holiday .......... - 1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
3 
1 
19 
21 
23 
61 
2 
38 
22 
30 
!l j--i- ----;- ---+----i----i- ----;- i 
22 0 0 2 22 0 0 1 
!! I .. J ::::~: ::::~: ::::~: ::::~: ::?: ···-r 
~ f 11-.~~~ .... ,~~~ 
2 1 ...... --···-
10 5 0 0 
1 ···-···· 80 120 
1 (I I 17 29 
2 5 0 0 
4 3 102 123 
g_-Jc~~-1~!~~~~========= i I 1 !~ ~g -··-o-i--··o· -··-f ··-io- -··io·1····5· ····o- ····1· --- ·· ·1· ···-o· ····-o 
Parlr HilL ......•.. ·--·· 1 1 28 31 0 0 15 12 6 2 0 0 ----···· 174 162 
Ellen M. Austin·-··--·--····· 4 66 95 0 0 -·--·· ...... ·----· ·---·· 7 9 16 ···-·· ..... . 
F. P. Hocker·-··-······- ...... -··--·-·--·-····-·-······-····-··-····· ·--·- -···-····· 6 11 -·--··-· ...... ··-··-
W. C. Davis ....... ·-···· 1 1 10 20 o o 4 6 o 0 2 6 8 .•.... -····· 
W. Bell···----·-····-··-· 1 2 37 45 1 2 2 1 1 ··· --- 3 7 1 0 0 S. B. :Montgomery .. __ ._ 1 2 63 29 0 0 4 5 14 20 3 14 ____ 227 331 
Wilbur H. Bender ····- 1 1 12 24 0 0 1 1 ····-· ··-··· 1 6 I ··-··- --···-
W . C. Kennedy·····--· · 1 1 21 23 0 0 ·-···· ··-·- · ...... ·-···-1 3 2 5 ··-··· ······ 
ti:!iif::~~jii~== .... ~. g !g i~ ···-~· -- ··~-====== ====~= ====== ====== ====== ===i ======== ··i~~. ···i;: A. L. Holiday········-·· 4 4 30 20 0 0 ·-···· ..••.. ..•... ...... 4 4 8 90 72 
w. c. Rayburn········- 1 2 26 29 o o o o 15 18 4 4 s 10s 137 
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Burl1ngton _______________ do _________________ ___ _ 
CantriL _____________ High School (dept.)*------
Carroll. _____________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Carson ____________________ do ____________________ _ 
Cedar Falls _______________ <lo ____________________ _ 
Cedar Rapids _____________ do __ __________________ _ 
Centerville _____ -·-- ______ do* ___________________ _ 
Chariton __________ . _______ do _____________ . .. ___ _ 
Charles City ______________ do·---- ____________ -·· -
Cherckee -------···- ____ ._do _________ ··--·---·---
Cincinnati ---- --· --- __ . ___ do ____________________ _ 
Clarinda __________________ do ____________________ _ 
Clarksville__________ High School (dept.)* _____ _ 
Clear Lake __________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Clinton ___________________ do ____________________ _ 
Colfax ____________________ do ____________________ _ 
Corning _____ ______________ do ____________________ _ 
Correctionville ___________ do _______ -··- _________ _ 
Corydon __________________ do _______ ____ --------·-
Council Bluffs_. _______ . __ do* ______ ----------·-·-
Cresco ______ -----··- ___ . __ do ____________________ _ 
Creston _________________ ._do ______ __ ____________ _ 
Davenport ____ ·---·- ___ . __ do _________________ ·---
Decorah ·--- ____________ .. do _______ --·- ______ .... 
Denison----··-----· ______ do ____________________ _ 
Des Moines_·-----·- East Side High School_ __ _ 
Do------·----- Forest Home High School 
Do----·-----·- West Side High SchooL __ 
De Witt-·--··--···· High SchooL. ____________ _ 
Dow City--------··- ______ do ____ ·------·····-·--· 
Dows------··--·-··- --··--do·--· -·-········· ····-
Dubuque -------·-·- -·-··-dO----·--·-·-·---··-·--
Eagle Grove ••• _···- __ -- .• do* __ -·····--···- __ ·---
Eddyville _____________ . __ do ____ ··-··- -- -------·-
Eldon _____________________ do ______ ·-··-···---···_ 
Eldora ____ ··-- __ ···- ______ do ___ ---·-·---····· .... 
Ell{ader __________________ do*---------········-·-
Emmetsburg --·--- ______ do ________ . ___________ _ 
Essex_·---·--··-··-- High School (dept.)*·---·· 
Estherville ______ • __ High SchooL __ ···-·-·····-
Fairfield ____________ -·--·-do ___ ----·-·--·---···· ·· 
Farmington_ •. __ . __ •..••. do* ___ "- ___ . 
i:;~tr:~:::_-.-:: :::: ::::::~g ::::::::~- ·--· -·----
ForestCity _____ --~- .... __ do __________ _ -·- ··--·· 
Fort Dodge_-··· __________ do* __ ---· ___ _____ -···· 
Fort Madison ______ High School (dept.)* _____ _ 
GardenGrove ______ High SchooL.·-···------·-
Glenwood ________ ._ ...•. do*·--····-----·-------
Grand Junction •••••••••• do····-···---·--·-·····-
E. Poppe _____________ .__ 4 4 97 203 1 3 18 17 5 0 
W, A. Cave ____ ··---··-·- 1 1 34 32 o o 6 2 O o 
9 26 6 ----·- ---··· ' 6 6 8 -- ---- ------J. L. Rose _____ ····----·- 1 1 10 33 ______ -----· 1 1 ______ 5 5 5 4 9 
Walker DeWitt ___ . ___ ._ 1 1 17 25 1 2 -· - --- --·--- ______ -··--- 1 1 2 36 42 
0. J. Laylander __ .______ 1 3 40 61 0 0 ________________ __ --·---
A. S. Abbott ··-------·- -______ 10 140 210 0 3 20 30 10 ----·-
10 9 7 400 400 
12 27 11 
------ ------H. C. Hollingsworth.___ 1 1 27 48 O O __________________ -·---- ______ -····- ________ -····- -·--·-
Mrs. L.B. Carlisle...... 1 2 17 49 0 0 ----·- ______ -·-·-- ______ 2 10 4 ______ --·---
Geo. S. Dick····--·--··-- 2 3 65 109 O o ______ ---·-- ____ __ ___ ___ 2 5 ----·-·- o o 
J.C. Yocum ______ .______ 1 3 40 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 o 350 370 
J. W. Roley------·-····- 2 O 22 32 O O 4 7 o o 3 2 5 50 100 
Miss Eliza Mitchell-·-· 1 • 1 13 23 0 0 ______ ______ ______ ______ O 6 ________ 11 46 
E. M. Greene ____ ··--··-- 1 2 37 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o ______ -·----
Frank I. Drake ... ·····- 1 1 30 33 0 0 ___ ____ ___________ ··-·-- 4 5 ________ 100 150 
JuliaJ. Sweet ___ ····--·- 0 5 35 116 ______ 2 0 0 ______ ______ 4 22 6 0 0 
W. F. Salmon _____ . __ .. 0 4 20 27 0 0 ______ ______ ______ ______ 3 3 ________ 101 109 
Ira P. Clark __ ___ ·-----·- 1 2 19 31 ______ 2 8 12 8 10 4 6 9 -·---- -·-·--
C. W. Bran ___ ·-·------- - 1 1 21 25 0 0 3 2 ______ --··-- 0 O O 152 128 
Louis Begeman_________ 1 1 24 35 0 o _______ ______ 5 2 1 4 1 7 12 
F. A. Hyde______________ 2 3 48 125 0 2 ________________________ ---·-- _________________________ _ 
L. E. A. Ling____________ 1 2 12 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0. E. French __________ ._ 2 3 36 81 O O o 4 3 O 
2 5 7 8 14 
60 20 7 48 75 F. E. Stratton___________ 4 4 111 196 1 O 5 1 ___________ _ 10 38 20 0 0 Clarence M. Boutelle___ 3 2 ___ ____________________________________________ _ 
A. C. Warthen----·---·- 1 1 16 30 0 0 1 4 ___________ _ 
1 3 1 --·· ·- ------2 9 5 10 14 
E. H. White_____________ 2 5 83 178 3 6 -··-·- ____________ -···--
Louisa Paterson________ 1 2 40 36 o O --·--- ______________________________ ----·--- --·---,-··---
Herbert T. Kincaid_____ fi 6 106 204 0 O ------ ______ ______ ______ 5 16 13 O _o 
Margaret Buchanan ••• _ 0 2 18 37 0 0 ______ ______ ______ ______ 5 9 6 O O 
Ida A. Mosher___________ O 1 15 15 O O O o o o o o o 66 95 
6 12 
--------
0 · o 
R. B. DanieL_____ ____ ___ 1 0 1 15 0 0 ------ ______ 1 1 0 O O 72 78 
David Compton_·----·-- _____________________ __ _ -··---______ 1 ______ ______ ______ 13 30 1 -··-·- _____ _ 
J. G. Grundy ____________ 1 2 19 30 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 ______ --··--
M. D. Hayes_____________ 1 1 29 41 0 0 ------ ______ ______ ______ 2 9 o 95 94 
F. S. Robinson ___ _______ l 2 _______ ___ ________ . _____ ------ ______ ____ __ ______ 1 4 5 ___________ _ 
C. F. Woodyard_ __ _____ l 2 27 53 0 0 --·--- ____________ ---·-- 4 7 1 227 213 
J.E. Welb _______ ______ _ 2 1 29 30 _____ ______ 0 0 4 3 ______ ______ 7 -··-·· ····-· 
H. S. Gemmill·-·······- 1 . 1 10 10 0 0 2 1 --·--- -··--- 4 O 4 19 18 
David Williams·------- 1 0 1 2 O O 1 1 ______________ __ __ ·-··-· ··--·--- ·----- -·----
H. H. Davidson_ ···---- - 1 1 17 29 0 O O o 17 29 1 4 5 221 199 
MissAnnaE.Livingood 1 2 21 31 --·--- ·----- ------ ______ ______ ______ 3 7 11 14 18 
J. F.Anderson__________ 1 1 18 20 O O _______________ ___ ----·· ____________________ --·--- _____ _ 
H. M. Dungan_______ ____ 1 ------ 18 · 18 O O ______ ______ 18 18 1 2 o 58 59 
F. H. Bloodgood •••..• __ -----------· 17 20 0 O O O O O 9 8 -- ~- ---- 130 120 
FrankH.Fook __________ 1 1 15 22 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 3 u 175 170 
E. N. Clark______________ 2 1 35 70 o O ______ -·- --- ____________ --·--- ______ 8 ___________ _ 
N. C. Campbell, .A. M.... 2 3 42 69 12 17 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 3 ___________ _ 
J. A. Beard______________ 0 1 0 O O O O 2 1 2 o o o 21 27 
H. M. Brayton__________ 1 1 22 32 O O -·---- ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 4 ___ ________ _ 
J. L. Lyon ••• ____________ 1 1 17 23 o 0 0 o o 0 5 4 5 108 113 
* Statistics or 1890--'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schonls for 1891-9£-Continued. 
Rtnto and post· 
oll\ce. 
t 
Na.me of inst~tution. 
2 
Name of principal. 
3 
IOWA- continued. , 
Greenfield .....•.... High School. .............. A. A. Taylor ..•..•••..... 
g[~f&l
1
~i~t~t= :::: :: ::::ig: :::::::::: ::::====== :.it;t~:7~~= ==== ==== 
!~:~~xr~::::=:=: ====Ji===================== t:~R!1Ji1i~::~========= 
~~~,~~~den::::::==:: == ::::~g = :::::: :::: :::::::::: 1: I!: :a~~~!~=:::::=:::: I 
Hull.. ............... High School (dept.) ... .... D. M. Oda .............. . 
Humboldt ................ do ..................... Clarence Wasser ....... . 
Humeston .......... High School ............. . J. F. Holiday ........... . 
Ida.Gron-L ................ do ..................... Sherman Yates .......•. 
Independence ...... High School (dept.) . ...... Clara M. Travis ........ . 
Indianola ........... High School. .. .... ........ 0 . W . Maxwell. ........ . 
Iowa.City ................ . do ..................... EdwardL.Porter ..... . 
Ireton ............... ...... do..................... C. S. Cobb .............. . 
Jefferson .......•.......... do ..................... E. D. Y. Culbertson ... . 
Kellogg ............. High School (dept.) ....... J. A. Callison ........... . 
Keokuk ............. High School. .............. G. E. Manhall ......... . 
Keosauqua ............... do..................... Albert B. Goss ......... . 
Kingsley .................. do..................... Clara W. Ellis ......... . 
Knoxville ...........•.... do ..................... Miss Emma Henderson. 
Lake Mills ...........•.... do* .................... J. F. Waadt ... .... ..... . 
Lansing ..............••.. do* .................... J.B. Knopfler ......... . 
Laporte City ............. do ....... . .............• 1. F. Knight 
LeClaire .................. do ..................... A. E. Baker ... ... . ..... . 
Le Mars .......... ........ . do* .... ................ Franc Magness ........ . 
Lenox ...... -.............. do* .................... R. Turney .............. . 
Leon ......•...••...• High School (dept.)* ...... A. L. Lyon ••••••.....••. 
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0 0 4 6 4 7 ····-- 4 2 1~ 125 
-····· ··· ·· · ····-· ·····- ····-· ·•··• · 3 0 3 83 71 
0 0 ....•. ··-··· ·····- ··-·· · 3 2 ··· ··--· 194 212 
0 0 -····· ····-· ...... ...... 3 3 .• •. .....•.......... 
0 0 ·····- --·-·- . . .... ...... 2 8 -······· 0 0 
0 0 -····· --··- · 7 8 0 0 0 90 100 
...... ·---·- .... ......... ... .. -·· ··- ····-- ·····- -·· ····- 24 16 
0 0 -·-·-· ...... ·····- ··- --· 0 2 ·····-·· 118 144 
0 0 -····- --· ··- .... .. ...... 1 6 ·---···- 65 75 
···-·· ...... ··•··· ·•···· 2 2 4 4 4 4 14 
0 0 12 26 28 44 G 8 14 357 403 
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Linev1lle .•.......... High School. ..•........... 
Lisbon ... . .. ............. . do········· -··········· 
Logan·············- . ... __ do . .. -··-··- ····- -···--
Lynnville. ··-· -····· _ .•.. . do .. _ ............ ···-·-
Lyons . -····· . ... .......... do ........ . ···-······· -
:i~~·w·i~g·===== ==== =====jg===================== Malcom............. High School (dept.)* ... . . _ 
Malvern . . ...... .... High School. ............. . 
Manchester ............... do .................... . 
Manning .......... . . _ ..... do .................... _ 
Mapleton ............. ... -do*·················-·· 
Maquoketa ......•........ do . ... ..... ··········-· 
Marengo ....•............. do ................... ·-
Marion ................... do- ................... . 
Marshalltown ....•... . . _.do ...... . ............. . 
Mason City ......... Public School . ·······- ... . 
Menlo ............... High School. ............. _ 
Milton ................... _do ........ ... ......... . 
Missouri Valley-··· ...... do ........... -···· ····· 
Mitchel~tille . .. .... High School (dept.) ...... . 
Moingona .......... High School* .. ....... .. ... . 
Montezuma .............. do .... ........... ..•... 
Monticell o ...••........... do .................... . 
Montrose ............. ... . do . ................... . 
Morning Sun ........ ..... do .................... . 
Moulton···· ··· ····- ...... do .. ................ -.. 
Mount Ayr .............. _do .................... . 
Mount Pleasant ..... ..... do .................... . 
Mount Vernon .. •• . _ ..... do·-··················· 
Muscatine .... ...... -· .. .. do_ .. ·-·· .......... · ··-
Nashua . .... .... .......... do . ............. . ..... _ 
Neola ..... . . .... ···- -· ... _do''-· .... -· ·· .... ·· · ··-
Nevada ............ __ .... . do* ... . . _··· · ······ -··· 
New Hampton ........... do . . ................. __ 
New Sharon ............. _do .................... . 
Newton- ........... -···--do··-············-····· 
Nora Springs .. .. .. ···--.do·-······ ·· ··· ··-· · -· · 
Northwood- .... ·-·- --·- --do · --· -· -··--· · -·····-· 
Odebolt ....... -••... High School (dept.)* ..... _ 
Oelwin . . .... . . .. ··· - High School .. . 
Ogden ..... ·-·······- ...... do 
Onawa .................... do 
Orange City ........ -····.do _-···· ········ ·-·· -·· 
Osage.-····· ... ..... -..... do* ____ __ --·-- · -- __ ---· 
Osceola.-··------·-- ...... do · 
Oskaloosa···-·-··-- __ . ___ do 
Ottumwa ____ _____ __ ---·--do 
Oxford Junction ____ . ____ do ____ _ 
Pella •••..• ····-- .....•.... do* .. ··:· .•...•... . ·· ·-
Lincoln Buchanan . . ... 1 1 
M. D. Runkle··-··-·---- 1 5 
H . E. Wheeler--·--·-·-- 1 1 Miles W. Newby .. _.____ 1 O 
Mary J. Palmer_-···- ~-- 1 2 
J.B. Smiley······ -- ---- 2 1 
W. H. Hyde·--···--··----·-·-· 2 
F. M. ·wagoner----·--·· 1 1 
Fred J oubert _______ ···- 1 O 
Miss Amy Boggs ..... -~- 1 3 
Miss S. L. Garrett_ .. ___ · -·----···-· 
C. w. Durette-.......... 1 o 
C. C. Dudley............ 1 3 
C.H. Carson.......... .. 1 2 
Irvin D. Martin_·······- 1 3 
Miss Florence Walraven 2 8 
William Wilcox........ 3 2 
R. C. Gibson............ 1 o 
D.L.Newkirk.......... 1 0 
Thalia Cochran.... ..... 0 1 
W. A. Gettis·---·······- 1 o 
J. L . Cunningham...... 1 1 
George W. Bryan....... 1 2 
W. A. Doran............ 1 1 
William H. Hopleict ... _ 1 1 
A. M. M. Dornon ....... _ 1 1 
F. E. King···········-·· 2 1 
J. W. Wilkerson........ o 6 
Laura J. Brown··· ···· - 1 2 
C. A. Torry_............. 2 O 
E. F. Schall_····--······ 2 4 
W. Scott Prouty........ 2 1 
W. B. Roevland ··-····· 1 2 
L. T. Weld-·-·-········· 1 1 
F. B. Strike ..... -....... 2 0 
M. O. Rowland_......... 2 o 
Dan Miller········-····· 1 2 
W. H. Allis_···--··--···· 1 0 
E.W. G. Vogemtz.·-··- 1 O 
J . H. Orcutt_·-·--···-·-· 1 1 
F. S. Watson·--··-···-· 1 o 
C. F. Curtis·-·-··-·---·· 2 0 
F. E. Lark···-··--···-·· 1 2 
M. M. Mishler........... 1 2 
Geo.Chandler·-···-····· 1 1 
I. N . Seard ___ · -······· · - \l 1 
G. H. Stempel. ... ·-···- 3 6 
F. C. Wixom--- - ····- ·· - 1 3 
A. Palmer· --·--· ·-······ · · ···- 1 
W. E. A. Aul........ .... 1 i 
20 I 30 I O O •••••• •••••••••••• -····· 0 0 0 82 I 101 
- -···· --·--· ···•·· .•••.• ...... ...••. 15 13 15 108 128 
···-·- -··-·· •••••. - · ···- 7 4 ·····- -····· 2 4 3 •••••••••••. 
13 17 --···· -- -·· · -··--- •...•. -····· -··-·· -····- ---··· ·······- 59 71 
25 48 0 0 ...... ·· · ··- 4 5 2 13 4 -····· •••... 
20 36 0 0 ...... ...... 6 12 ·····- 3 3 105 108 
7 3 ............. \. ...•............ · ····· -·· ··- ........ ~..... 8 23 
7 13 0 0 ·····- .......... .. -···-· -····· ·····- 0 .••..••••••. 
17 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
60 85 0 0 -····· .. .... ······ ···· -· 7 8 7 0 0 
27 32 0 0 -····· ······ 4 7 4 7 11 100 166 
12 13 0 0 -··· ·- •••••• -····· ••••.• • ·••·• ••••·• ••••• • · 
57 71 0 0 11 14 8 3 10 8 9 ···•·· .••• • . 
40 60 0 0 -··· ·· . ...•. ..•.. . ...... 4 11 ··••···· -····· ••••.. 
46 86 . •.......•........ -· .... .... •• - . ·-·- 6 12 12 0 0 
73 133 2 .••••... ... , -····· ...... .••... 17 26 21 .••.••...... 
45 90 ···•· · •··•·· -·· ··· -·· ··· ·-··· · ...... 3 7 4 305 610 
12 28 -····· ••••. . -··· · · ······ ...... ••.... 2 6 -······· •····· ···•·• 
27 30 0 0 6 10 •..... ··•··· -·· ··· ··· · · · ·······- 0 0 
12 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 21 
18 21 -····· ··· ··- -····· ··•··· -···· - ·····- 3 3 2 74 87 
14 20 ···•·· . . .... 4 6 2 2 2 4 6 0 0 
35 65 -·· ··· -····- ··•··· ... ~.. 3 2 5 12 5 120 180 
29 43 0 0 ······ ~ ..... •·•··• . ..... 0 0 0 229 197 
14 37 -····· ·····- ······ .. ... . ··· ·· - ···•·· 1 2 ········ ······ ··· · -· 
28 37 ······ ····-· ···· · · ··•··· ...... ·····- 1 6 3 113 103 
33 23 0 0 ··· •· · ...... ···· · · ...... 7 2 ········ 14 21 
30 54 0 0 ...... ······ 4 8 2 8 10 l'ro 190 
30 50 2 4 . ... . . ······ ······ ···· · - 1 10 9 0 0 
33 38 0 0 4 5 15 9 4 12 16 0 O 
64 100 1 1 5 2 3 2 7 30 7 164 121 
23 43 0 0 7 8 4 7 1 6 . . .. ·--- 130 140 
14 26 0 0 2 2 --·- -- · · ···· 0 0 0 -····· -·· --· 
23 38 0 0 0 0 9 12 0 9 !l •...• _ .... __ 
30 S9 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 180 210 
39 54 0 0 -····· ··•··· ..•. . . ..•. . . 7 12 7 135 181 
50 50 1 1 -····· •····· ·•···· ...... 5 7 12 250 250 
3 3 -····· ••••·• ·•·•·• ••••·• •••••• •••••. 0 0 ··-····· 19 21 
10 24 0 0 0 0 -····· •...•. 5 2 1 .. . . ~. ·--·-· 
22 37 ..••.. · ····· · ····· -···-- ······ ••...• --·--- · -·- ·· 2 . .. ... ·-···· 
21 43 0 0 ···· -· ·····- ······ •• •.•.•.....• ....• ··-····· 112 102 
25 39 0 0 . • .... ..•... .... .. .•.... 0 0 ······- - 11 G 
22 25 0 0 . .... . ····· · •····· ...... 3 7 · · ··· ·· · 14 20 
3 10 ······ -· · ··· 1 3 0 4 0 0 0 174 175 
42 44 ............ ·····- ·····- ······ . • .... ·····- ······ ·····-·· --·--- -····· 
20 40 1 1 .••... ·····- ,-.... ... •• . 2 9 -·- -·-·- 250 350 
62 122 3 4 16 73 31 18 11 19 -··- .. .. 0 0 
45 90 1 -····· ···· · · ···· ·- ·····- .. . . .. 3 18 5 . ..... -···-· 
. 18 10 ·-···· ·· •·• · .•..•• ·•·••· •••..• • . .• •. ·····- 3 1 18 10 
7 20 •.•••. .•• .•• .••••. •••••• •·••·• •····· •• ••.. ·• •••· ···· · ·-- ···-·· -·- -·· 
~ StatistJcs of 1_890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics oj Public High Schools /01· 1891-'92-Continued. 
Number -Number N 
StMo nud post· 
of in· of stu· Colored umb~r Number t .S ;:l 
I Name or institution. 
structo,s dents in ,econda<y repaung p,epadng Total o.•"' Numbe, 
ontco. I 
seconda,.,:. seconda,y students o1college, Io.college numb"' • ,:l t of stu-
Name or principal. 
J grade. included. c ass,cal scientific' of g,adu- ~,';., dents be-
-~- __ course. course. ates in 1892. ~ £; ~ low secon· ~ • -~ <:) w. ~ g dary grade. 
• .; $ • ~ . 'o t·~ 
- • • . .; - • • ,o:o 
• ~ • a $ a • a . .; - -~--- . 
l I 
~ • • - • a • • ~·"• • 
~ 
__ "' ~ ., ~ ,: ::; • • , • ai a a ~Jl$ • -. 
I 3 
I 4 --------- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~A.;,t-6 'a S li 6 ---- ---- .... <V 'f 8 9 1.0 1.1. - - ----- _ ~ ~ 
·~ 13 14 1/i 16 ---1.7 l.S 
IOWA-Continued. 
l'erry.. ..... .... .... High School. ...••...•.••.. 
Retl Oalc ••.•••...••.....•. do .................... . 
HiYl'rton .................. do .................... . 
noel, Rn.plds .•.•.......... do .................... . 
Sabula_ ..••......•....•... do .................... . 
b1Lc l:ltY ••••••••••••.••••• do .................... . 
St. Cb.nrles ............... do .................... . 
Sanborn .................. do .................... . 
Scranton ................. do* .................. . 
Scyn1our •................ do .................... . 
Sholby .................... do •.................... 
Sheldon .................. do .................... . 
Shena.ndonh ........ High School (dept.) ...... . 
Sibley .................... do* .............. ..... . 
Sitlney .............. High School* ............. . 
lt~~t~:~~~~~====== ======ig ===== ===: ============ Stn.te Center .... ........•. do
Storm Lake .............. do 
Stuart .................... do 
Tabor ............... High School (dept.) ...... . 
;{:f~~xi==== ========== .~~!~d~~~.~~~===== ========== Toledo ......•....... Higl: Schoo1 (dept.) ...... . 
Traer............... High School .......•....... 
Union ................... do ........... ........ . . 
Unionville ................ do* ................... . 
Van Wert .......... ...... do .............. . ..... . 
Victor .................... do ................... . 
Villisca. ............. High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Minnie Moore .••••..•... 
H. H. Monllix .......... . 
Morris Dailey .......... . 
E. E. Blanchard .....•.. 
Philo E. Hoadley ...... . 
H. H. Fellows .......... . 
Jno. H. Schrorder ..... . 
W. I. Simpson ......... . 
E. Bell ................. . 
S. L.Hill, supt. ......... . 
H. A. Field ............. . 
W. S. Wilson ........... . 
Miss Etta M. Hunter .. . 
W. A. Ferguson ....... . 
J. A. Farrell 
J.P. Dodds ............. . 
J.E. Durkee ........... . 
F. E. Willard 
Lucy Curtis ............ . 
H. G. Lamson ......... . 
Miss Jean Goldsberry .. 
E. H. Hamilton ........ . 
Horace M. Rebox ...... . 
J.E. Luckey ........... . 
J.B. Young .. .......... . 
Edw. H. Griffin ........ . 
E. A. Cromer ........... . 
J. S. Stamps ············I W. w. Palmer ......... . 
1 !: M~Lean:·:==~=::::: 
2 3 
1 2 
1 0 
1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 f> 
1 4 
1 1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 1 
2 0 
0 3 
1 2 
0 2 
1 2 
1 3 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 I 
1 0 
1 1 
1 2 
47 79 
19 30 
14 16 
28 57 
15 25 
13 30 
18 21 
14 26 
.~~ .... ;~- :::::: :::::: ::::~: ::::~: ::::;: ==::6: ···i ···11====:i ::~~~: :::~~~ 
17 39 0 0 1 1 5 0 . . . . . . 3 0 187 199 
33 61 ... ... ··•··· ...... .•..•. ...... ...... ...... 14 ········ 0 0 
33 35 0 0 8 12 ...... ....•. 0 4 4 ... ....••••• 
17 24 0 0 ...... ...... 13 0 .............••..... ·••••• ....•. 
29 27 ...••............. ·••··· .. .... .. .... 3 8 .............. ·•·•·• 
20 24 ...... ...... 1 3 ...... ······ 3 7 7 130 135 
37 63 0 0 .................. ······ 2 5 4 0 0 
.•...• . ... .. 0 0 
l'l 16 0 0 
34 46 0 0 
2-i 31 ....... •••.. 
7 16 0 0 
0 0 3 10 ........... . 
······ ···•·· 0 0 ........... . 
······ ······ ······ ..•.•. 10 11 0 0 2 5 3 2 
0 0 0 0 2 3 
0 0 ··••·· ···••· 4 6 
·0 0 •••••• •••••• •••·•• .••••• 
0 0 .••••........••••....... 
3 7 10 408 448 
2 6 4 7 30 
1 3 ........ 64 . 76 
5 7 8 115 239 
3 7 4 100 80 
0 2 1 152 · 155 
0 0 0 60 50 
3 5 8 · 124 156 
···3c1c· 1···61 · --··1 -i- ···o· 
40 42 0 0 
12 18 0 0 
4 9 0 0 
25 31 0 0 
6 14 0 0 
41 50 0 0 
0 0 ·•···· ······ 3 1 4 9 8 2 3 0 1 4 6 6 15 20 
16 19 ...... ...... 6 6 12 8 11 
O O 5 0 4 7 4 15 11 
2 0 0 2 ..............•........•....•... 
······ ····•· ...... ······ 5 14 8 223 232 
...... .•.... ...... . ... .. 6 11 17 0 0 
2 3 10 15 0 0 0 57 63 
1 2 ······ ······ 2 7 9 •..... ······ 0 0 0 47 47 
2 5 0 8 14 
3 •••••• •••••• 
..... 
0 
~ 
~ 
trj 
t::1 
~ 
0 
~ 
1-4 
0 
~ 
~ 
tr.:l 
'"d 
0 
~ 
... t-3 
.... 
00 
co 
.... 
I 
co 
~ 
Vinton ............ . . High School. 
Walnut . ....... . ... ....... do .................... . 
Wapello ............ High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Washington ........ High School. ............. . 
·waterloo ........... High School (west) ... . ... . 
Do ... . . ........ . High School (east)* ...... . 
Waukon ............ High School. ............. . 
Waverly .................. do ..... .......... . .... . 
::~t~~a~iL===== ::=:::gg:::=:=:::::====:=:::: 
~t~\ 16~ee:rt:.:: :=:: ::::::gg = :=:: =:::== :::= =: :::: 
~~m~iiml!~fion::: ::=:::gg::=:: :::::::::::::::: 
Winterset ................ do .................... . 
Wyoming ....••... . High Schooi (dept.)* ..••.. 
KANSAS. 
Abilene....... ....... High School .••••••••••••.. 
Anthony .................. do .................... . 
Argentine .... ... ......... do .................... . 
Ashland .. . ........ . ...... do .................... . 
Atchison .................. do .................... . 
Belle Plaine .............. do .................... . 
Beloit ..................... do .................... . 
Blue Rapids ... . .... High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Brookville ................ do* ........ . .......... . 
Bunlrer Hill ........ B.igh School* ....... . ..... . 
Burlingame .............. do* ................... . 
Burlington ............... do .................... . 
Burrton .................. do* ... ................ . 
Caldwell. ................. do .................... . 
Cawker City .............. do ...... · ....... . .... .. . 
Chanute .................. do . .................. . . 
Chapman ................. do* .... . .............. . 
Cherryvale ............... do .................... . 
Chetopa ..... . ............ do .................... . 
Clay Center ... . .......... do* ................... . 
Colby ................ .. ... do* .. .. ............... . 
ggi%~;t~~ :::::::::: ::::::gg;:::::::::::::::::::: 
Concordia ................. do* .... . .............. . 
Conway Springs ... High School (dept.)'!; ..... . 
Cottonwood Falls ........ do* ................... . 
Council Grove ...... High School. ........•..... 
Dodge City ............... do .................... . 
Downs .................... do*·-······ ····· ······· 
Ellis ...................... do .................... . 
Ellsworth ....•..••...•.•. do •...•.••...•.. •...... 
J . W. McClellan........ 1 
W. H. h.oehler.......... l 
A. M. M. Dornon........ O 
D. W. Lewis............ 1 
G. A. Ba.Leman ......... ~ 1 
Lydia Hunnon.... .. ... . 0 
H . .F. Kling............. 1 
3 ~ ~ 
1 ~ 41 
3 00 ~ 
2 ffl 101 
3 m M 
4 ~ ~ 
1 u ~ 
f I :::H::i ::J :J 
...... ...... 2 8 1 5 
10 115 
2 2 
0 2 
12 25 
4 6 
--··4· 3 
11 I 289 I 297 
1.. •••• : . 0 0 
2 .•••...••••• 
10 , ••.... , ...••. 
160 170 
S. H. Sheakley.......... 2 1 ...... 
------
............ 31 2 1 4 
g g .. ~.~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... -~. 2 8 
16 
7 
3 
16 C.R. Bamber........... 2 
A. 'l'. Hukill............. 1 
J. M. Williams.......... 1 
A. L. Shattuck.......... 1 
C. W. Yerger ......... . ...... . . 
A. L. Brower............ 1 
W. J. Dean, supt ............ . 
J. J. Billingsley......... 1 
Anna Miller . . . • • • • • • •. . 1 
Miss Hattie Hills....... 1 
H.A.Hollister .......... 1 
W. L. Cowden......... .. 1 
J. T. Dobell.............. 1 
D.A.Iliff ................ 1 
Geo. W. Horton......... 2 
G.H. Mays.............. 1 
T. J. Robinson.......... 1 
J . L. Shearer............ 1 
Jno. Dietrich............ 1 
Mrs. May Shan ..... : ... l 
N.C.Stott,.A.B ......... 1 
J.1''. Clark............... 1 
M. Chidester............ 2 
S. W. Black............. 1 
S.M.Cook .............. 4 
E. F. 'l'aylor ............ _ 2 
E.A.Herod ............. l 
E. L. Cowdrick.......... 2 
J. W. McDougal......... 1 
Jno. Curran............. 1 
S.J.Hunter............. 3 
Harriet L. Bennett..... 1 
LE.Swain........... .. . 1 
Sadie P . Gresham...... O 
M. E. Leatherwood . ......... . 
K D. Webb .. . .......... . 
D. F. Beacon ........... . 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
1 
3 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
8 
0 
A. W. Whelan .... . ..... . 
Richard F. Malaby ...... , -i I .... ~. 
00 M 
w ~ 
~ 0 
21 ~ 
w ~ 
~ ~ 
18 ff 
~ ~ 
·•·••• ...... 6 8 10 10 
0 I 0·1···10· 1····s"1====+====~ 
....•. ..... 3 5 ....... . 
., _____ ------
0 
0 
0 g 1····n-··11····n··1 
10 12 
3 3 
7 10 
2 4 
3 5 
4 12 
3 10 
2 3 
6 
149 
6 I 401 
96 
114 
382 
98 
1f l .. ~~~. I ... ~:~ 
fg ~g .... ~.! .... ~. ····,/···o-1-···o· ····o· ····o· ··--:f ······o· .. ~'.~. ···=~~ 
20 . 21 0 0 ...•.. . ..... 2 ...... .... • . ...... 0 ······ -··---
15 23 --··-· ··-·-· ···-·· -·-··· --···· ...... ·-···· ·····- -·····-- 62 73 
36 58 3 14- ..•••. --·-·· --···· •••••• 2 8 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 -····· ...... -··~·- -····· 3 2 ····---· 121 127 
43 81 0 0 -····· -····· ·····- ·-···- 14 9 23 323 355 
25 35 4 5 --···· --···- ·••··· -····· 0 8 8 ...•.. ··•·•· 
10 19 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .........••• 
2 8 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 2 ---··· ..•••• 
1Fi 21 0 0 0 0 3 5 •••••· ·· · ·-· 3 ••••••.••••• 
23 34 2 2 -··· ·· ··•··· ····-- ······ 1 9 3 0 0 
10 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -·--·- · ···--
10 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 272 265 
10 15 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 2 3 24 24 
21 34 2 1 0 2 3 !5 3 8 3 , 5 12 
75 100 0 0 3 1 8 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . ..•.. 
9 22 0 0 9 22 2 0 3 5 8 0 0 
20 30 ·-· - -· ····-· 5 5 0 0 5 5 10 · ·•••· .••••• 
30 50 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 10 .•. __ . _ _ 18 , 22 
15 17 0 0 . 0 0 8 7 2 2 · 4 ...... ···-·· 
25 17 7, 5 --··· - .•..•. ·· ·-·· ···-·· 1 2 4 60 80 
29 5'6 5 0 --··-· ·-·--- · --· -- .•..•. 1 ..• •.. 6 ··-··· ..•••. 
12 18 0 0 8 9 5 10 .... . . -····· 4 ....•.•••••• 
15 25 0 0 . .• . . . ••.... 4 5 1 4 5 .•.••• ····--
24 23 0 0 ···-·· -····· 7 5 IJ. 1 2 .....•••••.. 
·-· ··- -· -··· ·- ··-- 2 .. .• •. -··-·· -··--- ...... ·· ··-· -····· --- ·· ··· .•••.• •••••· 
23 21 1 - -·--· ·--·-- ····-· ..•... ·····- 4 1 ........ 235 245 
28 28 0 0 · · -· ·· --··- - -····- ·····- ·- · ·-- ---··- ··------ --·--· -··--· 
12 25 -··· ·- ······ 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 104 128 
10 4:! -···-· 1 -···-- ·•• •• · ····-- 2 .••... 7 2 232 243 
"'Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9t-Continued. 
of in- of stu-Number I Number 
structors dents in 
secondary'. secondary grade. 
~-S ::I Number Number Number Total i:i.Jg~ of stu-
Colored preparing preparing number ~§ !ii) dents be-
secondary for college, for _coll!3ge, of gradu- ~ ,o -P low secon-
studen ts classical scientific ates in 1892. 0 E ~ ci dary grade. 
Stnte nod post · 
omce. 
Name of institution. Name of principal. 
included. course. course. · .;: ~-;;;1i5 
O;...oo.,... l---,----
1------:---·t--,-- ---,---l·--,-:--1·--,, ~-:-,1-T1 --:7a, £ ~ .s 
.a rn o oo . Q) 
. ~ 
~ s 
Q) 
C\l 
s 
Q) 
-;a 
Q) 
~ 
s 
Q) 
-;a 
Q) 
~ 
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Q) 
C\l 
s 
<l) 
Q) 
-;a s <l) 
Q) 
-;a <l) i::ica.s:l"' ,..... s <l) ~ ca <l) <l) d I-< <l) <l)I <l) 
~P."'rn ~ ca <ll 
1 I ~ I a I : : J ~ J , ; I ~ I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 1a I u I u I 16 I n I u1 
Q) 
~ 
~ R ~ R ~ R 
Q) 
~ 
~ R ~ R R 
KANSAS-cont'd. 
L~iV/{/ ~~]l?li)I\( H:11,;·~if /t : 
Galena ______________ High School (dept.)*------ Fred Dune_,____________ 1 
Garnett------·····-- High SchooL-·----·--·---· R. M. Killion .... -·--··-- 1 
GeneYa.-·--··---···· •. ___ do ___ ... ---··----·----· L. L. Carter-···-··-····- 1 Girnrd.---·--··--·-· ... ___ do __________ . ______ .... .r. W. Weltner_·-·------- 1 
GlenElder. ____ .. _._ -··--·do_. __ . ___ :_ .. ___ ._ .. _. T. S . .Johnson ... - .... __ 1 
Goodland .. _ .. _ .... _______ do_··-·--------------·- T . .r. Loar ______ _____ .... 1 
Grear. Bend ___ .. _ ..... _. __ do_····-··-···---··-··· Lizzie Wilson.......... 1 Grenola.·-··---··--· --·,--do _____ . _______________ .J.F.DeaL ______ __ .______ 2 
Halstead ___ .--·-··-- ______ do _________ ··------·--- F. J. Barackman _____ .__ 2 
HanoYer ··--·--··-·· High School (dept.)*·---- w. H. H. Piatt __ ._______ 1 
~~;~ecity-:: :::: :::: -~~~~d~~~~-~~~ ~ ~ ~=== ==== ==== i~1¾i.s8~~~an-========== ~ 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
9 
1 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
1 
5 
Herrington _______ .. ____ ._do __ _________ ·--·-··--· B. F. Nihart _____ .______ 1 
Hiawatha._ .. ···- _________ .do. ____ .. _____ . ____ .. __ F. C. Perkins . _______ -··- 1 3 
ig!.~~~===~== ==== ==== :: ====~g: :::: :::: :: ==== == ==== :~~.t~~t~1=~~~-~==== i ~ Humboldt···----·-- ______ do·---··--------------· H. R. Estey----····--·-- 1 1 
Hutchinson .. --····- -··---do _____ ··------------·- Mrs. E, H. Richardson. 1 2 
Independence _________ . __ do·------···-·-··------ Geo. C. Heritage __ ._____ 2 0 
Iola---···----···-··- ______ do ______ ·--·----···---- Hattie T. Williams--·- 2 2 
Junction City·-···· ____ ._do_--·- .... -···-- .. ··-· S. V. Mallory-------- ···-1-- ---- ----·-
f~ng~:~0-:::::: :::: :: :=::ig: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: f· ~~~1%!~~== ==== ==== i ====== 
t:igt~~.~·.:::::::::: ::::::ig===================== ;: t ri1\;\~~rc1========== ~ ···-c/ 
15 
35 
15 
19 
14 
12 
23 
3 
19 
8 
16 
37 
107 
9 
18 
16 
23 
22 
26 
30 
17 
16 
40 
22 
52 
1 
20 
16 
18 
2 
~g I 1 I O 1-··---1--·---1······1-··-··1···-·-1-···-·1--·-----1-·----1······ 16 1 0 ------ ·-·--- ---··- -····· 0 0 0 --··-- ------
31 1 4 ------ -·-·-- ··---- --·--- -·--·- --·--- -------- 120 130 
24 0 0 3 5 ------ ------ 0 0 0 240 260 
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Lawrence. ________________ do __ •• ··· ········-··---
Leavenworth _____________ do ____________________ _ 
LeotL _______________ High School (dept.)* ____ _ 
Lyndon _____________ .. ____ do* ___________________ _ 
l:i=j ~~i1tse-rson-========= -~~!\~~~-~~~~-============= t1 Manhattan _______________ do*--------------------
~ ~!~1~;t~==== ==== ==== == ====~g = = = ==== ==== ====== ==== l iEm~~\~~~~ =~ ~==:JE~~~~=,~: ~===~~~~~~ 
Ct Neosho Falls _______ High School (dept.)* ____ _ 
Newton_____________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Norton ___________________ do ____________________ _ 
Osage City __________ High School (dept.)* ____ _ 
Osborne ____________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Oswego ___________________ do _____________ _______ _ 
Ottawa ____________________ do ____________________ _ 
Paola ___ _______ __ ___ ______ do ____________________ _ 
Peabody __________________ do*------· ____ ________ _ 
Pittsburg _________________ do ____________________ _ 
Plainville _________________ do _______________ _____ _ 
Pleasanton __________ _____ do _____ ____ ___________ _ 
Pratt ________________ High School (dept.)* ____ _ 
Reserve _____________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Russell. ________ ___________ do ___________________ _ 
Sabetha ___ _______ __ _ High School (dept.)*------
Salina. ________ _ : ____ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Sedan · -------------- ___ ___ do Sedgwick _________________ do 
Seneca ____________________ do 
Smith Center _____________ do 
Soloman City. ____________ do 
Sterling. __________ ________ do 
Strong City. ______________ do ___________ _ 
Topeka·-·---------~- ______ do ____________________ _ 
;f~iii~~~ii=~====== ====Jf __ -----------------Watenille ________________ do 
Weir ______________________ do ___________ _ 
Wellington. ______________ do __ 
ilf.f ~~~~~ii~~~~ ~~~Jt //it:::;; :=i 
A.J. May ________ _____ ! __ 2 
~I 120 207 G . G. Ryan, A.M -------- 2 112 192 J.B. Freeland _________ _ ] 0 17 21 J. Adams _______________ ·_ 1 0 5 15 Ida M. Hodgdon ________ 1 1 26 22 Mary 'A. Ludlum _______ 
------ ------
29 30 Amy Gerri us. __________ . 1 1 8 18 E. M. Brockett __________ 2 ·----- 23 47 D. W. De Lay ___________ 1 1 30 32 Geo. C. Baker __________ 3 ------ 33 31 
.J. A. Coulter ____________ 1 0 5 12 
.J. V. Colville ____________ 1 1 8 8 J. G. Mote ___ __________ __ 3 4 93 242 A.H. Newton ___________ 1 0 9 19 F. H. Olney ____________ 1 1 32 47 Dr. J. H. Ely ____________ 1 ------
------ ------E. E. Hench ____________ 2 0 20 30 W. H. Olin ______________ 1 1 15 29 J. T. Kaho ______________ 2 0 23 38 F.P. Smith _____________ _ 1 2 44 67 R. L. Parker. ____________ 2 1 28 49 William Wheeler _______ 2 1 36 34 D. E. Pence ______________ 2 1 24 30 G.M.Brown _____________ 1 3 20 35 F. McClellan ______ ~----- 1 -- ---- 11 20 J. A. Butcher ____________ 1 1 23 46 D. C. Nutting ____________ 1 1 5 5 L.A. Parke ______________ 1 0 10 14 J .B. Morgan. ____________ 1 5 39 46 H.G. Woodrow. _________ 2 1 46 101 
.J. A. Ferrell. ____________ 1 1 14 34 H. W. Uharles ___________ 2 0 20 23 J . G. Schofield ___________ 0 2 30 60 J. N. Mosher. ____________ 1 0 12 15 L. H. Wishard ___________ 2 0 20 30 Benj. M. Southga.~e. ____ 2 3 17 30 D.J. White ______________ 1 0 16 14 H. G. Larimer ___________ 4 7 148 195 E. E . Kelley _____________ 1 0 24 22 
R. W. Pemberton_·----- 2 0 20 23 J. W. Dinsmore _________ 1 1 19 31 D. A. Chapman ________ ~ 1 ·- ---- 6 5 George B. Deem ________ 1 0 19 34 H.F. M. Bear ____________ 3 0 28 62 U.P. ShulL _____________ 3 5 108 199 Dallas Grover. __ . ________ 2 ------ 12 18 
.J.H.Lee __ __ _____________ 1 1 30 56 T. H. Jones ______________ 1 0 8 12 
* Statistics of 1890-'lil. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schoolsfo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
Stnto null post· 
otllco Na.me or institution. 
-· --~ - -- - i:.S ~ Number 
Number Numb~r Total P.,<g~ of stu-1 I Number Colored preparing preparmg number ~.:I:,... dents be-
NuD?-ber of stu: secondary for college, for _coll~~e, of gradu- ~ ~ ~ low secon-
of lll· dents m students classical scientific ates in 1892. 0 ;:::s Cll . dary grade. 
Name of principal. 
3 
structors, secondary included. course. course. o ~ :5:@; 
secondary. grade. l-----
1
'o t,gi~ . 
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.s ~ 1~11~1 I~  ~ s Q) s ~ s ~ s 
.v Cll .v ~ .v ro .v Cll .v 
R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ R 
~ 6 ,. 8 9 JO I l 1 I l~ I 13 
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::E 
14 
~ t;;~.s I ~ 
Cll .CCllo,,, a5 d 
d . s:,... Q)Q) ..... ' I':. 
.. pCll,.<:l..., Cll I Q) ~ zP..,:,Cll ~ R 
15 16 17 lS 
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--- ----~-----------11---'--------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1- --- - :1--1--1--1--1---1--1--
KEls'TUCKY. 
Atlntr,·ille --·-·---·-1 High School (dept.)•----· 
.All>nny ______________ High School*------·--·--· 
Ashl:md ·-------·--· ______ do ____________________ _ 
Denton ______________ Benton Seminary* .- ---·· 
c.~uromia. __________ High School (dept.) ______ _ 
Jarl1,;lo . ___________ _______ do. __ . _____________ ---· 
;nrrnlltou __________ High School*-·----------· 
Cold Sp1ings _______ Walnut Hill Seminary* __ Corinth _____________ Corinth Academy ________ _ 
Corydon ____________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Covington ________________ do ____________________ _ 
rab Orchard _______ Crab Orchard Academy __ 
ynthiana __________ High SchooL __________ ---· 
Danville ____________ Public School ____________ _ 
~fl;~~============= -~~~~d~~~-~~~=========== ==== Elil.abethto"l\-u ___________ do ____________________ _ 
i!!~l~!:t~-I~~====== ======g~~·==================== Fulton ______________ Carr Institute 
Ghent _______________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Hardyville __________ Union Academy*--------· 
Harrodsburg _______ High School (dept.)* ____ _ 
Hopkinsville. ____________ do*·--------- ______ --·· 
Hyden--------·-·--· ______ do ____________________ _ 
Lamasco ____________ Lamasco Academy _______ _ 
Louisville ___ _______ High School (colored) ___ _ 
Do----··· · · ____ High School (boys)-------
Do ·- · -····-·---· High School (girls)---··-· 
Madil!lonville ... ··-· High School (dept..)• ..... 
0 0 Wm. McNeeley ··-····· - 1 o 12 13 
A. L. Rhoton .. ··-· . . --·" 2 O 15 7 1--·· --• ··-· ·· 
Marie L. Roberts ... ·-·- I 1 5 40 0 0 
0 
4 
3 J 1-- -·:-1.- .. ;.1-· -·~· l·---;-1---- --;·1====i=1:====6 
'l'. B. Wright----·····--· J O 5 6 
O.Ogden -·-······· ·····' 1 ··-·-· 14 • IO 
D.P.Pratt_ ___ ···-······ 1 0 15 20 
C.R. Melcher ___ ._... .... 2 O 20 15 
Jessie McClanahan. ··-· 0 2 14 16 
Robt.V.Fletcher .. _.... 1 1 24 2i 
C.E.Dudley ____ ..... . __ . I 1 8 30 
H.R.BlandelL.---··---- ··---· ----·· 2 3 
W. S. Burch_. _____ ···-·· 1 1 11 8 
~ii!s 1s:~tr~_::::::::::: --··~- --·-~· ---~~- ·--~~-1·-··~·l·---~-Alice Vogleback ._._ .___ 1 2 11 21 0 0 
i~i:.ei~f~.~~~~~~~~:::: } g i~ ~~ ----~.J.---~-
G. 0. Willet-·--··-······ 1 2 35 30 
McHenry Rhoads.---··· 1 1 12 48 
W.A.Goodwin .. ·--··-· · 1 1 30 37 
W. L. Dirken_·--···--··- 0 ~ 12 8 
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Monroe _______ ______ Monroe Institute ______ . ... J. A . . Howard- - --------·- 21 ·---·· 
Moscow·-·----···· ·· High School * ··---·· -- ·-·- S. L. Roulhac.... . ... . .. 1 O 
MountSterling . ... HighSchool (dept.)* ..... W.F. Hibler ... . ... ·-···· 0 1 
Newport .. ·-···-·-·· High School <Highland)*. Jas. McGinniss.·-··-···- I o 
Do---··--·-··-·· High School'~········-···· Jno.Burke (supt.).-.... 1 4 
Nicholn,sville ....... HighSchool (dept. )* ..... T.P.Throop.·-·· ·· ···-- 1 O 
Owensboro,- ........ H igh School. ...... __ .. · -· · W. C. Warfield··-······· 2 2 
Paducah_·--··· · ·-· · High School (dept.) * ... . . G.O.McBroom .. _._··-·· 2 1 
Paris····· ·-··-·· ·-·· ...... do*····· -···- ·· ··· ····· J.C. Graves- ·-·······-·· 0 2 
Shelbyville .. _ ...... · ······ · -····· ·····- -··· ·· ···· B.P. Tevis-··-·········· 1 3 
Versailles·-·-······ High School. ......... . .... John L etcher Patterson 2 3 
Williamstown.·-·· High School (dept.) .. ... . I. G. Robinson ... ·-···--· l 1 
Winchester···-··· · High School. .. _····-······ A.Q.Fleshman ··--- --·- 2 6 
Wingo· --- --·-·-·--- ·-- ... do_ •••••....... -·-···-- J. M.Andrew ......... ... ·-··-- 2 
LOUISI.ANA. 
Lake Charles_·---·- High School,:, .... .. ....... 
Monroe·······----·- Ouachita Parish Central 
and High School. 
New Iberia . . .. ...... High School (dept.J ...... 
New Orleans-----·- High School, No. !. . .. .... 
Do·-·-····-·-··· High School, No. 2 (girls )* 
Do·-------·-·--- High School, No. 3 (girls) 
Sugartown _ ........ High School. ••••• ___ ...... 
:MAINE. 
Addison Point-··-- High School* 
Alfred·-·-····--·-·· ______ do ··-·-···--··--···-·-· 
Anson· -··-· -· -· -··- --·-·-do*·--·-------··--·-·--
Ashland --·----· · -·· . . ____ do*----·-
Augusta __ - -·- -· ---· ·----.do __ -····----·--·· _-·-· 
Bangor··----------· ·-·-··do·-··------·-·--·--··-
Bath -------·-------· · - -- .. do __ ~·--··--· -- --·-··-· 
Belfa~t ____ ·-·- -·--·- .. ____ do--·---··-··--·· · .··-· 
Berwick---··-·-·--- ·--.-.do _·----·-··----···-··· 
Biddeford------·--- . _____ do_·· -·- · ···· - ---··· -- · 
Booth Bay Harbor. -- -·--do··--·-
Boudoinham ·-·----·--·-·do.··--· 
Brewer-----···---·- ·-- .. -do·····-----······-·--· 
Bridgeton-·-··-·-·· . _____ do ___ ··- "--···-··-····· 
Brownsville··-··-·· · -- ... do ''' ··--··--··-·-··· .... 
Brunswick_··-· .. .. ··-·-·do_·-·-··--·-·-··--·---
Bryants Pond·--·-· · -- .. -do*-····---····-·-·--·· 
Buxton Center . ·--~ ____ ._do __ ·--·---·-·---·-·-·· 
Calias. --·- · · -- .. ···- ·--- .. do ...... ---·-·· · -· . -··· 
Camden . ... . -·-· ____ ·-_ .. . do-· ... _ . .. . .. ·-··_·-·· 
Canton .. ·--.·--··--· ~·-----do *·--··-··-··-·- .. ··-· 
Cape Elizabeth·-··· ~ ..... do ..... ··-··-·--·· "···· 
C.H.Beecher --- ···----· 1 0 
J . E . Keeny.····-·--·-·-- 4 1 
W. M. Howe ........... : . 1 1 
Joseph V. Calhoun .. _._ 8 0 
Mary Stamps.···-·--·-- 0 10 
Miss Caroline Hubbard 0 9 
S. J. lles ___ ·············- 1 1 
L. C. Haycock........... 1 
Fred. Freeman __ ·-- · ·-- ..... . 
1 
2 
F'. G. Manson·--·····-··· 1 3 
H. A. Greenwood .. _.---· 1 0 
J. H. Parsons . .... ···--- 2 2 
Miss J. A. Philbrook ___ , 2 7 
Herbert E. Cole·-··--·-· 2 3 
F. W.Chase ··-···---···· 1 l 
J.H.Maxwell.. ____ ··--- 2 
Jno. P. Marston ___ . . _,:__ 3 
J.M.Pike ··--···-·---·-· I 
Jno.A. Cone . .. ·--··---·- 1 
Charles E: Cook·--·---· 1 
Charles H. Wardwell._. 1 f i 
F. S. Hamlet··-···------ I 1 
Charles Fish_ .. _··-·---· 1 3 
S. A. Thompson_---··--- J 1 
C.R. Smith·--· · ·--·-·-·- 1 1 
F. W.Johnson -·----···· 1 2 
Fred.S.LibbeY·--a·- - · ·c 1 
J.M. Pike . . -·-·-·-·--··· 2 
2 
2 
D. W, Hawkes-·--·-··-- 1 2 
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' *Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4. - Statistics of Public High Schoolsfo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
Stt\ll.l anti post· 
otllce. Name of institution . 
Name of principal. 
uf in· of stu· Number I Number 
structors, den ts in 
secondary. secondary grade. 
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ce <D I 
, A ., 
f-.... ~ Number Number I Numb~r Total A~ ce of stu· Colored !preparing preparmg number fil,§ bi) dents be· 
secondary for college, for_coll_ege, of gradu· ~ 'C..., low secon· 
students classical sc1ent1fic ates in 1892. 0 ~ ,a . dary grade. included. course. course. <:.> "'..., 8; 
---- - 0 t,gi~ 1 ____ _ 
- - • i-.ocei:l ai 
. I a5 (l) ,v...,.......... ..... 
i ~ . ~ a5 ~ s~~~ ai s 
i I s ~ ~ ~ I. ~ . ~ ~ :,j ~~ ~ ~ . l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ -~·-=-=-·--=-:=:-
. - - -- , , ___ , -- ' -<'> i :..u i 1.7 1 •i:, 
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:\!Al NE-cont'd. 
ribou ............ High School. .•.•.. •....... W. S . Knowlton........ 1 
-~i_if ~l~lr-: ·:::::,;: :jt :! :=:::::! ::i::: ;;;: t!~f i~f ?t~i: ... ! . 
orinna ............. j Union Academy ........... CharlesF. Smith..... .. 2 
Danforth ..... ...... High School. .............. R. D. McKeen.... ...... . I 
Eg~fe'i.?"~~~1.1.e.=== ==== 1:: ::::~~: :::: :: :: :: :::::: =::: ~~f~t~i-~~i~.~1.~:::: :::: ~ 
J:•:nstExter ......... 
1 
...... do* ...... .... .......... J. W. Butler........ .... 1 
£ao.;t Machias .. .. .. Washington Academy .... Ivory H. Robinson...... 1 
!':astport.. ...... .... Boynton High School..... Preston I. Merrill...... 1 
!':11::iworth .. . ....... .High School......... . ..... 1\11. L. Kimball.......... 1 
Fairfleld .................. do* . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . vV. L. Powers........... 1 
Furt Fairfield ........ .... do ..... ........ .. ....... GeorgeH. Stoddard,A.B. 1 
Freeport .................. do ............ . .. ...... W. B. Mitchell ...... . . .. 1 
ardiuer .................. do ..................... William L. Powers..... 1 
orham ... ........... .... . do•' .... ....... ........ . W . Vil. Woodman....... 2 
g~u~~:1c========== ::.:=:~r:=::======= =:==::::= r: ~-- :;li;>ara.·===:::::: i 
Kennebunk.···-·-·· ...... do ................. .. .. Will A. Smith .. ........ I 
LisboIJ. .... ·-·· ............ do':' ...... ... ........... C. J. Nichols............ 1 
tt:~::g~:Fai1s ·=: :1 := ::: :~g: :=='= ::::: ::: ::== =:=: f ~b~e;~~t~~.~~: :::: :::: ~ 
~ml~!~~~~======::I::==:=!~~=====~~===~=====~=== ~}l!~1~t:i~i-~i~i: officer . 
Mechanic Falls ..... 
Do 
Minot High School ........ Frank P. Morse ........ . 
NorthPoland HighSchool*, P. F . KnighL ....... ... . 
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Milbridge ........... High School*--······ ····· W. H. Dresser-··· ···· ·· 
Milo.-·--·· ... : ............ c1o. -····· .....••..•.... Edgar S. Hawkes ___ ···-
l\1inot _ .... -········· ...... do'•' .... ··-· ··-········· F . P . Morse··········-·· 
Monson ................... do ........ c ••••••••••• • C. E. B. Libbey-···-· ··· 
Mount Desert ...... _ ..... do ..................... George W. Earle·-····· 
New Portland_ ..... _ ..... do'~- ····-·· ··-··- ...... J. S. Williams-········-
Hggl~~fc:c ~ ==== :: ::JL:==:::::====== ::J t~r;~~;~;~==== ==== North Parsonlie,u. _ Parsontl eld Seminary··-- Isaiah Truphant, A. M -· 
North Windham ___ High School..- ·-······· ··· F. B. Usher . ...... ..... . 
Norway .... _ ........ _ ..... do ........•........... _ lVI. H. SmalL ...... ·-···· 
Oakland ....... -···· ..... sdo':'···-·······-·····--· J. H. Blanchard ....... . 
Old Orchard ........ .. .... do*···············-···· Ida B. Newhall.·-·····-
Old Town . .... ............ do .... ... ·-·····-·-···- C. F. Cook_ ·· · ··-·-······ 
Paris ..... .......... Paris Academy''····-····· --Gates-······-····· 
~rifiR~~~~·=========: -~~~~~~~~~~'~'=============: ~a':l~~1iitcom1:;: 
Portland ........... _ ..... do ............ · "-- ..... Albro E. Chase .. _ ...... . 
Prmceton ·········- ...... do .... ·-····-····-····· E. D. Osborne and H. 
Readfield ....... ···- ... ... do* ............ . ...... . 
Richmond ..... . ···- _ . .... do ............. ...... . . 
Rockland ........... _ ..... do ......... ·-··· · ·-···. 
Rockport ................. do'•' ................ ···-
St. Albans .......... __ .... do* ............... .... . 
Sanford ................... do_---··--· .... --·· ... . 
Searsport ........... -·_ ... do .... ··--··---··- .... . 
Shapleigh·······-·· High School (Lindsey)*--
Skowhegan- .... --·· High SchooL_·· ··· ······-· 
So. Norridgewock ___ ..... do .................... . 
South Paris . ... --·- _ ..... do·· ··········-········ 
South Thomaston __ ..... do*···-·· ············ · -
Southwest Harbor_ ... _ .. do*--·-· ··- ··-····--··· 
Sprages Mills··-··· High School (Easton)*---
Springvale. -·- _ -·-- High School*·· - ......... . 
Steuben ............ _ ..... do ............ ·-···--· -
Thomaston ........ ___ -... do*·-··· ····· ··-···-· - -
Topsha.rn .. ....... .. --- -.. do 
'l'remont ...... -· ··- ... ... do 
HorsRman. 
W. J. Trefethen·······-
H. L. J ewett·-·········· 
Alvin C. Dresser ....... . 
S. J. NowelL ... ·- · -·· ··· 
H. P.Peabody ......... . 
0. Howard Perkins.··-· 
C. A. Snell·· ·-······ ···· 
C.H. Merill_· ····· ·· -·· · 
Dana W. Hall·-········· 
Geo. W. Earle ...... _···-
Henry Fletcher .... _ ... . 
M.A. Whitmore ....... . 
W.W. Rich .. . ·-·-·····-
J. W. Owen·· ·········--
W. B. Moore·· ··· · ····· -
David Fletcher ........ . 
W. P . Smithwi ck _· ··· - -
Frank E. RusselL . .... . 
W.W. Ride and W. W. 
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15 
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o J O 8 6 -··--- ·--·· 1 8 3 0 0 
· - ---- -· .... ·--- -- -- ---- ---··- -· ---- ··---- ---··· --·- --·- 10 14 
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o ···-5- -··-o- :=:=:: ====:: -··-f ····i· ······2- -···o· -··· ·o 
--··o-,·· ··o- ,- · ··~- ,-· --0·1- · ··0-1-· ··o-1 ·- ··u-1-· ··0·1 ···· ··o-1 :: ::=:1: = ===-: 
--···· ...... 3 2 -··· ·· -··· ·· --···- -····· ······-- 64 51 
0 0 60 13 0 0 14 18 15 0 0 
10 9 
i i I i~ rn g g I ~ g I ~ ~ -··-i- -···6· -·-- -·o· -·- ·0
0
-- ···-·o 
2 2 52 - 106 0 0 13 3 ······-·-·-- 5 16 2 0 
0 1 12 16 0 0 2 1 1 0 -····- -·· --- 0 -···· - ..... ~ 
2 1 48 96 0 0 15 7 0 0 ··--·- -···-· 3 ...... --···· 
1 ·····- ···--- --·--· -····· ·····- 0 0 1 ···--· 2 2 -······· -··· · - ..... . 
1 1 20 14 -----· ·--· -- --·-·- -·-- -- ·----- ····-· 0 4 0 ---··· ·· ·· ·-
1 0 9 13 0 G 2 1 1 0 ·····- ---·-· 3 ····-- ···-·· 
1 2 34 61 0 0 10 :!.6 2 5 6 21 10 0 0 
1 1 2a1 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 35 40 0 0 5 11 _ .... __ ... _. 0 5 1 0 0 
1 0 7 12 -····- --···- ---·-- -··--- ---·-- -····- ····-· ----·- -·-·--·- ····-· ··-·-· 
1 0 6 11 .. ···- ····-· -····- ........ ···- -····· - ···- -- ···- ....... . -· ··-- .. ··--
1 0 10 8 -·-·-· ·-··-- -···-- ····-- -· --·· -····- ······ --···- ···- ---- -- --·· -- ··-· 
1 1 2-! 26 0 0 0 0 12 18 ---··- ···· -- 2 ---··· -··-· · 
1 -··--· 10 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 
1 1 33 55 0 0 7 10 2 0 -·---- -···-- 6 ·····- ..••.. 
1 0 17 14 0 0 -···-· -····- -··-·· ··-··· 0 0 --·- --- · 0 , 0 
2 0 30 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . _ ... . _ ..... 
A. Heath. 
Troy-·· ···-········· .. .... do*·· -· · ··· ···········- H. T. Powers .......... ... .. .. -···-- 25 45 
f ll~i~f /( t?lt/L/\)\ 1-i!}}}rfrEt J: T ~ ~ ::::6: ::::6: :::i ::::6: ::::6: ::::6: ::::~:::::~: ::::::it:::~ ~::::: 0 0 0 0 0 0 -····- 4 -···-··- ' 0 0 
Waterville··· ·· ···- ...... do ·--····-···-········-1 Lincoln Owen·-·····--- 1 4 69 95 Wayne ..•................. do ................... __ c. w. Crosby, report· -·- ··· ...... -····· -·· - -· 
ing officer. 
0 0 -·- ··- ·····- ·---·· --···· 0 0 0 I 9 5 
l [ :::~~: :::~~: ::::~: ::::~: ::::~: ... 2;. :::::~~: .... ~ ...... ~ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9t -Continued. 
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'>I.\ISE-cont·a. 
Westbrook ......... lligh School* ... .......... R. A. Parlrnr ........... . 
" 'est Sumner ............ do* .................... .t<'. A. Robinson ........ . 
'\Yinuhnm ••••..•..• ••..••. do ........... a ••••••••• F . H . Swan ... ..... : ... . 
Winn ..................... do* ............ ........ H. J·. Cross . ............ : 
1~:i~;~s~~ ========== ====== i~*=============:=== === ~ :'1: ~~ft1:1er ....... : 
Yarmouth ............. ... do * ..•................. H. M. Moore 
MARYLAND. 
ham). 
Berlin ....... ........ , High School (Bucking· W. L. Carey 
Boonsboro .......... High School* ............. W . A. Hernesberger ... . 
'enter,ille ..... : ......... do* ....... ........ .... A.G. Hanley ........... . 
hnuce ..................•. do* .................... S.S. Handy .. . ......... . 
Jrislleld ..............•... do ..................... Fred. Sterling .. . ...... . 
Jumberland .............. do* .................... J. T. White ............ . 
Darlington ......... Darlington Academy ..... A . F. Galbreath ........ . 
En.st New Market.. East New Market Acad· ·wm. P . Beckwith ..... : 
emy. 
Easton .... .......... High School* ............. E. D. Murdaugh ....... . 
Frederick .....•..... High School (Female) ... Margaret .Robinson ... . 
Frostburg .......... High School. .......... •... A. A. Doub .. ... . ...... . . 
Hagerstown ........ High School (Female) . .. Amon Burges .......... . 
Do ...•.......... High School (l\lale) ...... Geo. C. Pearson .. . ... . 
Eancoclc ........... High School* .. ........... W. M. Cross ...... . ... . . 
lla.vre de Grace .......... do . .................... M.A. Newell. . . .. . ..... . 
Laurel.._ ................. do* .................... Maggie Edmonston ... . 
:rJ"i~~~,~;;i.~~. ==== ======~g:·======= ====== ====== i.1i..~~~~~======== ====1 No1·th East......... lligh School (dept.)*..... G. S. Mattingly ........ . 
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Pocomoke City _____ High School ___________ __ _ 
Port Deposit _______ High School (dept.) ,:, ___ _ 
Princess Anne __ ___ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Rockville _______ ____ High School (dept.)* ___ _ _ 
St. Michaels _______ _ High School* __ ___ ____ __ _ _ 
~~~I~~~~~~====:==: ~= ===:ii:,_=================== Snow Hill ______ ____ ____ __ do _ ________________ __ _ 
Towson _____________ High Schoo1 (dept.)*- -- --
Trappe ______ ________ High School (Public) __ _ 
Upper Fairmount __ High School* ____________ _ 
Upper Marlboro ___ Upper Marlborough Acad-
emy. 
Vienna ______________ Vienna Academy ___ ____ _ _ 
Williamsport ______ High SchooL_·······------
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Abington ______ ·- --- High SchooL ___ · · ---·a·---Adams ____________________ do _______ ____ ____ _____ _ 
Amesbury _____________ ___ do _______ __________ __ _ _ 
Amherst ___ ________ _ ___ ___ do *- ---- ---- --- --· ____ _ 
t~rlr:1~-~=:= ==== :::: :=====~g =======---- ------ -- --Ashland ---- -- -- --· - ______ do __ __ ___ ____ ___ ______ _ 
Athol _______________ ____ .. do·--·---·······-·--·-· 
~K:;e·= ::=: ::== ::~==: := :=::ig =====~= ::=::: :::= =::: 
Bedford. ·- · · -·--·--· ···--·do* ..... .............. . 
Belchertown . .. .... . __ .... do ..... ···-·- -····--··· 
Belmont -·· -····· · -· •..... do_·········-········-· 
Beverly···- -···· ··· · _ •.... do ............ . --····-· 
Blackstone . ... . . ... -··· -·do .... ·--·· ········ · ··· 
Bolton -··-········· · Houghton High SchooL .. 
Boston . . ·-·- · --·-··· High School (girls)·-···--
Do ..... ··-······-· P ublic Latin School._ ... . 
Do . .......... _ .. _ Roxbury High School* .. . 
Bourne·· ·· ··-··- ··· High School*······- ..-
Bradford· ·- ·-······ ... _ .. do.················-··· Braintree_ .......... .. . ... do. 
Bridgewater ...... . . ... _ .. do _ 
Brighton. ___ _ ···- ___ _ .. .. do_ .... ········-······-
Brockton . ... ...... ... .... do __ ··· 
Brookfield ................ do .... . 
Brookline . . .. ........ .... do':'-·- - ____ -------·--- -
Cambridge · ·- ·· ···· English High School ____ _ 
Cambridgeport _____ Latin High SchooL ...... . 
Canton ...••.. _______ Hig h School. ________ ___ __ _ 
Central Village ___ _ ..... _do. __ ··----------- · ----
Charlestown_ ____ . _ .....•. do* .... . ..... •......... 
H.J. Handy ... . ......... 1 0 8 
J.M. 'Jlnll ...... - ........ 1 0 4 
H.. K . Winbrough __ ·--·- 2 0 28 
C. W . BaggarlY---- -·--- 0 1 2 
W. S . Crouse ... . _. ____ __ 1 2 44 J.E. Wagaman _____ ____ 1 0 5 E. A. Spessard __ ______ __ 1 0 5 
'l'hos. H . Spence ___ _____ 1 0 14 
J . N. W right ___ ··------- 1 0 3 
D. Melvin Long . ·- - ____ 1 ·-· - ·- 14 
E . C. W innbrough·-··-- 1 0 24 
Thos. J. Grant, A . M __ _ 1 0 17 
D. C. Wells __ _ ·----·-··-- 1 ·--- -· 9 Jos. F. Kimler •.•. ·---·· 1 · ····- 13 
Alice C. Jones.·········· ! o Chas~ H . Howe_... . ..... 2 
A. E . Tuttle_--··....... . 1 
~, 35 30 
3 32 
H.K. Whittaker. ... .... 2 2 43 
A.G . . l!'isher ...... _...... 1 3 35 
Miss M. E. Hersey ..... . ..... . 
Harry K. Monroe...... . 1 
Geo. M. Strout.......... 1 
1 20 
1 15 
1 20 
F. W. Vermille . ····-· · · 1. 
Addie F. True . . ......... O 
0 25 
2 20 
Maud Wood.·-··-······· 0 1 12 
Walter R. Whitcomb_._ 1 1 11 
Henry H. Butler_·--·-·· 1 1 21 
Benj. S. Hurd ..... ·-·-·- 1 5 65 
John I<'. O'Connor...... 1 1 23 
Anna L. Foster.· -·····- o 1 4 
John T etlow •....... ···- 2 23 
------Moses MerrilL -··· . . ..•. 15 470 
C. ~- ClaY---··· ········· 3 12 170 
H. S. Bullen ......... --·- 1 1 11 
F . N. Newell.·---······- 1 2 38 
Chas. E. Stetson_·-·-··- 1 ' 1 30 
Sumner W. Hines...... 1 2 26 
Benj. Wormelle .... .... 1 3 24 
Edward Parker......... 4 8 135 
Edward B. Hale . ... ·- ·· 1 1 17 
F. S. Farnsworth....... ;; 5 ' 51 
F rank A. Hill........... 4 13 187 
Wm. F. Bradbury...... 3 7 137 
Edw'd L. Underwood _ _ 1 1 11 
Chas. H. Murdock...... 1 0 21 
J. 0. Morris .. ·-·····--·· 2 ·· 4 65 
1
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COntlllU8d. 
bnthn.m ......... J High School* ............. . 
hclmsford .. ............ . do ........ . ........... . 
helsca .......... ' ...... do* ................... . 
Ch~shil'e .................. do ............... .. ... . 
Jhlcopee ................. do .................... . 
::11oton ................... do ..................... . 
~obn.sset. ................. do* ................... . 
Concord .................. do .. .................. . 
Co1nvay ................. . . do ... .. ............. .. . 
Dnlton .................... do .... ... ... .......... . 
Dn.n\'ers ............ ...... do ... ................. . 
Dedham .................. do .................... . 
Dorchester ......... , .... .. do ............... ..... . 
Dudley ............. ' ..... . do .................... . 
East Boston .............. do .................... . 
:East Bridge,Yn.ter ........ do .................... . 
~~:t~~;;i~~~i:::::: ::::::gg ~ :::: :::: :::::::: :::: 1 
:Edgarto,"ll ............... do ......... ........ ... . 
Everett ................... do':' ................... . 
Fairhaven ................ do.····· ·· ·-·········· 
Fall River.......... Durfee High School* . .... . 
Falmouth .......... Lawrence High School .. . 
1',itchbm·g . ......... High Sehool. . ............ . 
Foxboro .................. do ............ ........ . 
Frn.minghn.m....... Academy and High School 
Georgetown........ High School. ....... .. .... . 
Gloucester ..... .... ...... do .................... . 
8~:~~hai-i-.1iigi.o·n:~ :: ::::ig: :::: .::: ::~: :::: :::: 
M . F. Daggett......... . . 1 
Su sie M. Emerson...... 0 
A. E. Briggs............ 3 
Lou B. Ballou........... 0 
Wm. C. Whiting........ 1 
A. E. Ford........... .. . 2 
E. J. Cox................ 2 
Wm. L.Eaton .......... l 
E. D. Osborne.. .. ....... 1 
H. L. Allen ... .......... . 1 
E . Jay Power........... 1 
Carlos Slafter .... ..... . 3 
Ch as. J . Lincoln........ 2 
Alfred G. Collins... ... . 2 
Jno. F. Eliot·-· ········· 2 
Geo. F. Murdock.... ... . 1 
Chas. Eaton . . ...... .... 1 
Alfred B. Morrill... .... 1 
Chas. D. M. Dunham... 1 
R. A . Rideout........... 1 
Etta L. Chapman ..... ·--···· 
R. F. Leighton.......... 6 
Leland B. Lane .... .... 1 
Obas. S. Chapin........ 4 I 
W. Edgar Horton...... 1 
Chas. A. Gui~d .. .. . . .... 1 I 
Edward S . F1clrntt ..... l 
A. w. Bacheler. .... . ... 3 \ 
Minnie C. s.utphen ·· ··· i······ j 
G. F. Partndge..... .... 1 
0 
1 
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2 
3 
3 
2 
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1 
1 
2 
3 
(l 
3 
3 
2 
2 
0 
2 
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6 20 
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28 48 
57 83 
12 16 
27 39 
40 69 
50 52 
110 140 
17 15 
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33 44 
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21 26 
178 233 
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Greenfield ................ do ..... ............... . 
Groton .............. .. ... do .... . ............... . 
Groveland ................ do .... . 
Hanover •................. clo . ... . 
Harwich Center .......... do .................... . 
Baver hill ................. do* ................... . 
}U~ff!1~.~~~~~~=== ======ig =========== ......... . 
Holbrook ................. do .................... . 
Bolden .................... do .................... . 
Holliston ................. do .................... . 
~g~~f:I~n========== :=====~g = :=:= :==: ==:: ===~ ===: Hudson ............. ...... do . . .... .. .. . ......... . 
Huntington ........ . Grammar High School .. . 
HydePark .......... W . Roxbury High School* 
Jamaica Plains .. . . High School. ............. . 
Kingston ................. do .................... . 
Lancaster ................ do .................... . 
Lee ... ............... Leicester Academy .. . .... . 
Leicester ....... .... High School* ............ . 
Lenox . .................... do .................... . 
Lincoln ... .......... ...... do .................... . 
Littleton .... •....... ..... do ......... . .......... . 
Lowell .............. Classical High School ... . 
Lynn ................ English High School. ... . 
Do ............... High School* ............ . 
Malden ................... do .................... . 
Manchester ..... ..... ... .. do .................... . 
Mansfield ...... · ........... do .................... . 
Marblehead . .............. do* ................... . 
Marshfield Hills .......... do .................... . 
Mattapoisett ....... Bartow High School. .... . 
Maynard ............ High School* ............. . 
Medfield .................. do .................... . 
Medway •................. do .................... . 
Melrose ................... do .................... . 
Mendon ................... do .................... . 
1\!Ierrimac ................. do .................... . 
Methuen ............ ....... do ............ . 
Milford ................... do ... . 
Millbury .................. do ................ . ... . 
Milton .................... do ..................... . 
Montague ................. do .................... _ 
Nahant .................. do .................... . 
Nantucket .......... Academy Hill School. ... . 
Natick .............. High School. ............. . 
Needham ........... Kimball High School ... . . 
New Bedford ....... High School.. ............ . 
W. H. Whiting.......... 1 3 70 
J. H. Manning.......... 1 1 13 
Norris E. Adams ... ,.... 1 2~ 
W. G. Park............. 1 1 8 
W.R. Marsh............ 1 0 18 
C. E. Kelley............. 2 G 100 
Jacob 0. Sanborn...... 1 3 48 
Jno. F. Roache.......... 1 0 7 
H. H. Tucker........... 2 2 20 
A. K. Learned... . ...... 1 1 19 
Chas. W. Marshall...... 1 1 19 
L. J. Bancroft........ .. 0 4 13 
Henry Folsom.......... 1 2 18 
Walter H. Small........ 1 2 38 
MinnieC. Potter ............. . J 7 
Jere M. Hill............. 3 3 99 
G. C. Mann.............. 1 3 30 
C. L. Reed.............. 1 1 28 
Walter Movers......... 1 2 25 
Jno. D. Seacord........ 1 1 24 
C. A. Poge .............. 2 
J . D. Seacord........... 1 
2 33 
0 17 
C. C. Davis.............. 1 1 16 
I. L. Pickard............ 1 1 24 
Frank F. Coburn....... 3 13 226 
E. D. Russell............ 6 9 153 
C. S. Jackson............ 3 6 119 
Geo. E. Gay............. 2 6 93 
Aaron B. Palmer....... 1 1 21 
F. C.Hardon............ 1 1 16 
B. W. Tinker............ 1 2 24 
H. W. Kirmayer .... .... l 0 10 
Myra L. Chatterton ... ~ 0 1 6 
G. H. Galger ............ 1 1 15 
E. H. Whitehill......... 1 t 0 6 
E. D. Daniels........... 1 
A.G. Whitman_ ........ I 2 1 18 4 85 
J. F. Allison ............ . 0 10 
L. W. Craig ............ . 1 18 
Daniel M . Spaulding .. . 
W. C. Whiting and G. 
2 33 
4 66 
B. Chandler. 
George N. Goddard.... 1 1 40 
Hiram Tuell............ I 2 31 
Mae A. Tripp........... 0 3 n 
H. R. White............ 1 1 6 
F. P. Batchelder........ 1 1 18 
32 0 1 15 12 3 1 3 13 7 52 3 
18 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 0 10 4 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 5 ········ 4 6 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 21 25 
23 0 0 1 4 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 
132 0 3 18 6 2 0 · • ·•· · ------ 6 ...... --- - --68 0 0 !) 10 4 0 5 11 1 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'l 8 
33 0 0 2 8 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 5 0 0 0 
31 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 8 1 0 0 
18 0 0 0 1 6 7 4 1 1 0 0 
50 0 0 G 9 2 3 2 !) 2 0 0 
48 0 0 2 2 14 7 3 5 1 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 
133 2 6 6 11 9 17 8 0 0 ------
------70 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 0 -····· ------26 0 0 0 0 8 1 4 2 0 0 0 
24 
------ ------
12 8 4 0 4 7 6 ..••.. 
------25 0 0 7 2 3 ...... 4 4 <) 2 2 36 
------ ·-----
4 3 4 ...... 4 3 1 -..... 
------23 0 0 ...... 
-----· ------ -·---- ------ ---- -- -------· ------ ------20 0 0 3 2 ····- ------ 0 0 0 27 24 
13 0 0 8 5 2 1 1 1 1 3 13 
273 0 0 21 !) 12 0 39 51 11 
------ ------206 1 2 58 69 40 0 20 40 22 0 0 
135 0 0 0 0 7 38 26 
----- ---
0 0 
140 0 0 10 25 10 8 13 30 ll 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 ...... 
------20 0 0 0 I 1 I 0 7 4 11 0 0 
44 0 0 6 0 1 i 0 -····· ------ 1 ...... 
------17 1 5 ........ 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
19 0 0 2 2 3 0 .•.... 
- - ---- -------- ------ ------12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 
32 0 0 · ·-··· ---··- ------ ------ 5 6 11 0 0 100 0 0 14 12 10 
------
12 14 ! JI ____ ! !) 0 I 0 0 3 G 2 5 42 0 0 0 0 0 o. 1 5 47 0 0 1 0 1 0 6 2 74 
------ ----- -
3 G 7 ------ 15 6 
30 1 0 1 0 4 13 2 ...... 2 5 
30 ····-· ·· ···· 3 2 ·· · ··· ······ 3 4 
17 0 0 ............ ······ ...... 0 2 
10 0 0 1 1 ······ ... ~.. 2 1 
24 .... . . ···· -I· 1 ······ ······ ...... 2 3 
0 
5 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
5 
Ira W. Holt.......... . .. 1 3 · 48 
C. L. Judkins........... 1 1 21 
R. G. Huling............ 5 10 150 2~~ 1-··11···~r .. '.~r ::=;i= ::::i= ===:i: ···;ri···i 
0 ..•. , ..• 0 , .. 
4 
1 0 0 
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TABLE 4-.-Statistics of Public High Schools/01· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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coutined. 
NowburyRort._ ... -. High School*-·-··· ....... . 
Nowtonv lie_ ....... Newton High School*.·-·-
Nortl1Atlams ...... Drury High School* ..... . 
Northampton ...... Center High SchooL ..... . 
North Andover .... Johnson High School. ... . 
NorthAttleboro .... High School. ...... --··--·· 
Northboro ...... ··-· ...... do-·-· -··· ........ -··- . 
NorthBrookUeltl .. _ ..... do_·---·····-··-······-
North Dennis ...... North High School ...... . 
North Easton····-- High SchooL ............. . 
North Reading ... _ .... _ .. do·-······--········--· 
NorwelL .... -···-··- ...... do .... ·-···.:.-··· · ... . 
Norwood·······--·· .... _.do ...... ·-··· · ····-·-·· 
Orango ···-····-·-·· .... _.do .. ·-·-·· ........ . ... . 
Orleans_ ................ -_do_ .. _ ........ ____ .... . 
Oxford ·--··----···· ... _ .. do·-·- --- -
Palmer ··--·······-· ...... do*.·--···· iit}}{ \\t+?{\\ 
Provincetown -··-· .. _ ... do* ........ ·-·· ... . ... . 
Quincy .... ·-··- .... HighScllool(clept.) . .. ... . 
Reading··---· .. ·-·· IlighSchool * .... -·· · .... . 
iigi~t~;t_=== ==== ===:1:= ====~g ==== == =: :::= :::: ·.: ::: Salem ... --·-·······-· Classical High School __ .. 
Sa.udwich. ··-··-·· · High School('-····-····· .. 
St\ngus ···--···-··-· ._ .... do ... ·-···-···········-
E. C. Adams···-····---· 
Edward J. Goodwin . ... 
J. F. Eaton 
C. B. Roote_ ............ . 
Boyd Bartlett ... -·--···· 
H.B. Nevens ...... ··-·-· 
H.E. Woodbury----···· 
William A. Hoyt .. ·-··-· 
D. M. Nickerson .. ___ --·· 
M. 0. Lamprey-·-----··· 
GeorgeF. Adams···--·· 
A. 0. Burke _____ .-·-····-
William G. Goldsmith .. 
Ira A. Jenkins·-··-·-··· 
Louis Record_._ ....... . 
E. L. Willard, A. n .... _. 
H.B.Knox ____ ·-··--···· 
O. A.Holbrook _ ....... -. 
A. S. Dawes-·--····---·· 
C.A. Byram·--·-····-··· 
William A. Woodward. 
Carrie E. Small. __ .. --·-
A. H. Baker ····-·--·-·--i F'. A. Jupper ·-·· --···-· 
W.H.Butler ·········-·· 
WilliamO. Houghton .. 
Charles M. Clay_ ·-· ··---
A. L. Goodrich·----···--\ 
L. II. St. French.·--··-·· 
Wilbur F. Gillette--·-·· 
2 5 
(j 13 
2 3 
2 3 
1 1 
1 8 
1 0 
1 1 
1 0 
1 Z 
1 •. ·--· 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 0 
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1 
1 4 
1 0 
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1 ·- ·-·· 0 5 
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1 3 
i I 1 12 7 1 2 
98 129 
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31 41 
. o 9 
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:~2 43 
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50 150 
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---- --
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Scituate--------···· ..... _do* ... a ••• ,., •••••••••• 
Sheffield_. ····-···-- ·-···-do·---···-··"··-······· ~~~~~~~r~·~==== ==== == ====~g ·:====== = ===== ======== Somer,ille ·-·-····- .. _ ... do ..... ·-······----···· 
Southboro .... _. ____ Peters High SchooL .... --
Southbridge ... _ ··-- High SchooL_·--·· ···- ___ _ 
SouthDartmouth_. -··-·-do 
South Dennis·····- ·- .... do 
South Hadley··--·- -..... do ........ ·---·-···-·--
I gif.~G~t~: : i:i: =IE~~~~~~~~::~:;~::~==~ 
Stockbridge •....... Williams Academy-·····-
Stoneham ·····-···· High School..--·----·--··-
Stoughton ••.. --···· Clapp High SchooL ___ -··· 
Stow·-········--·-·· Hale High SchooL ..... -.. 
Sutton.·········--·- High School*·--·- .... -··· 
~:~~g~c.~~~==== ==== ======~g = :::::::= ==== ==== ==== 
'l'empleton ................ do ............. ··-·-··· 
~~:~~~~~Y center:= == ====~g = ==== ==== ···· --·- ··-· 
Upton __ ·········-·~- -···--do ..... -····-···--- ···-
i~~iiffd· ====== ==== == ====~g; ===========~ ==== ==== 
;:m~~~·=== ==== ==== == ====~gi, ======== ==== ~=== ==== Ware _ ....•• ____ ---· __ ... _do ..... --·- .... ··---··-
Wareham .•••...... __ . ____ do•:•_. ___ ·--·----·---··-
Warren -----~---···- ._. ___ do.··-- __ ·-·-··-------·-
Watertown_· ·-·· --- Phillips High ScaooL .. __ 
Wayland---·---·--- Grammar High School._. 
i:tli~;t~~~~= ==== =~~~); t;t= ~========= ==== West Acton ___ ·-·-·- ___ . __ do ____ ·-·--········--·· 
Westboro·-·-_·-·-·- -· ... _do __ ·-·- -· .... ···-
West Boylston.··-- ·- .... do'-'·--· ...... -· ....... . 
Westfield ....... ____ -····-do_·-·-
WestNewbury ·-···-··-·-do_·-·-·-·-··--·--·---· 
Weston . . --······-·· ·-··--do._·-·-··----·-···----
West Springfield ___ ···--·do·-··-·-·········-··-· 
Weymouth···---··· North .High School .... .. . 
Whitinsville_..... .. High School. ...... .. .... . 
Whitman ... ·- ·· ···- ...... do .......... . 
;!t;lii~r:: ::::I:= ===:!g ~==~:===:======:: :::: 
H. A. Macgowan .... _... l 1 16 15 
Henry N. DeNormn.nc.ie 1 0 18 26 
W.E.Morse............. 1 1 15 24 
Charles R. Tuck et . . . .. . 1 O 3 6 
George L.Baxter. _____ . 3 10 188 354 
J. N. Mallory............ 1 1 20 25 
F.E.Corbin·-·········-· 1 2 36 46 
Angenette Chase....... ..... . 1 3 4 
B. M. Sheridan, B. A·--- 1 0 18 17 
E.O.Hopkins_. ___ .. ____ 1 1 11 10 
E.R. Downs ... ·----···- · 1 2 31 62 
E.S.Terrell,jr_ . ____ ··-· 1 2 39 42 
Charles Jacobus ___ ··-·- 4 g 187 206 
CharlesH.Sibley ___ ··-· 1 1 22 18 
F. E. Parlin ___ ·---····-- 1 1 22 22 
J. W. McDonald_. __ --·· 1 2 33 61 
Benj. M. Hill ....... ·-··· 1 1 16 38 
Geo. W. Snow·-··--····· 1 0 19 18 
Leila S. Taylor .... ·-·-· 0 1 8 9 
Gardener P. Balch...... 1 1 15 35 
JohnP. Swinerton_·-·- 3 4 119 161 
H.F. Lane ........... _._ 1 1 19 18 
Fred B. Thompson..... 1 1 11 . 24 
A. P. Arerill .. ·-·······- 1 O 4 27 
May E. Emerson........ O 2 17 25 
Chas. H. Bates .. _....... 1 1 21 28 
C. T. C. Whitcomb..... 1 4 39 68 
E. H. Brackett.......... J 1 13 22 
E. D. Russell. ......... _ 2 5 82 117 
W. Rushmore.......... 1 2 35 40 
J. 0. Palmer __ ·········· 1 1 25 25 
R. F. Colwell-········-· 1 ~ 17 31 
Geo. R. Dwellerz_...... 4 2 59 29 
F. E. Emrica, jr .... ··-· 1 O 4 16 
C. A. Strout··-····-···· 1 1 24 36 
Seldon L. Brown....... 1 2 31 47 
J. A. RusselL_.......... 1 1 31 32 
Arthur W. Armstrong. 1 ... -·- 21 22 
Albert W. Thayer...... 1 2 1 42 47 
*J. C. Worcester---·.... 1 1 13 16 
H. W. Kittredge··--···· 3 5 84 8G 
MyronH. Goodwin .... _ 1 0 13 18 
Justin E. Gale·---·····- 1 1 13 14 
J obn C. Worcester...... 1 2 42 50 
L.H.Owen .. __ _ ·······- 1 3 40 i9 
S.A.Melcher._···-···-- 1 1 16 21 
H.E.Henderson_....... 1 ' 4 50 60 
Alfred M. Amadon __ ·-· 1 ~ 17 26 
W . I. Meeks .. ...... -·--1 1 O j G JO 
Frank M. Collester ---· 3 2 45 53 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE -!.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
t.s ::s 
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structors dents in 
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.~!AS$ACHUSETTS-
COUtint1ed, 
Winchester ..... -·· High ScbooL . --·-··-- ·· --·· 
W iutllrOP-·----- -··· ·---··do.-·····-· ........... . 
Wotmru ·--·-···-··- .. -... do ... ............ . 
Worcester._ .. _.·-· _ ..... do--··-············· ·· · 
Wn•ntbam .............. do 
Yarmoutbport ....•.... _.do 
MICHIGAN. 
Edwin N. Lovering ... . 
A. P. Wagg, A. B . ..... . 
S. vV. Mendum .. ... ... . . 
JobnG . Wight . .. ..... . 
E. J . Whitaker . ..... .. . . 
Edward F. Pierce.·-···· 
1 
l 
l 
11 
1 
1 
l?~fg~==========:::: 1.~~!~d~~~.~~~=::==:::=:: :::: ti~-}J:N~tiertson: :::: ~ 
Allegan . ............ High School (dept.)* . .. . . Josephine Benham. .. .. 2 
Alpena. ..... .. ... ··-· High SchooL ............. Geo. A. Hunt............ 3 
Aun .Arbor_ ............... do .......... -·· ·- ·· ···· Judson G. Pattengill... 10 
AuSable·-·····-···· ...... do ... .................. E. M. Hartmann . . .... .. ... .. . 
Bad Axe·-·········· ...... do ..................... Lyman W. Bacon....... 1 
Bn.ncroft ................. do ..................... G. R. Brandt .... ........ 2 
li~~7§fJE/ ?Ji./I/\(1l;J_~?!~t/( l 
Berrien Springs .... High School (dept. l * ..... J. D. Carmody.. .... .... 1 
Big Rapids ............. _.do* ..... . ........ ··-··· CanieL. Paine......... 0 
Birminghitm .... -.. HighSchooL ....... .. ..... L.H.Wood .. ... ... -.. ... 1 
Blisstleld ........... High School (dept.)*····· D. F. Wilson............ 1 
Brighton ... . -...... High School. . ........ ..... Wm.E.Davis ..... . ·-··· 1 
~~.<;.~~1~~=====:===== ~=====i~ = ====== ====== ==== ==== i.i·. i ~r~h~~r~~==== ==== i 
:iLlillac ............. EighSchool(dept.)* ..... E.P.Churcb............ 1 \ 
n.lumet ··········-· High School. ........... -.. Hugh A. Graham ....... 2 
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108 I O • . .. .. . . . . . . . . •.. . •. . .. . 4 16 20 399 372 
60 0 0 0 0 5 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 ........ . .. . 
89 0 0 ······ ······ ·····- .. .... 2 13 15 799 840 
348 2 2 44 26 85 125 42 49 52 0 0 
26 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 4 294 320 
13 0 0 ··-········· 4 5 1 ··-··- 1 0 0 
32 0 0 0 0 2 l 2 2 3 62 68 
114 0 2 4 4 .•• .•. .••... 7 16 1~ .••.•. ·-·· -· 
1H 1====~: ::=t .. . ~~ .... !~ ... ? .... !~ .... ~; .... !~.I .. .  ~; .... !~ ..... !~ 
89 l 2 3 4 7 11 1 7 4 0 0 
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Caro ............ .... High School. .............. Emily Fuller........... 0 3 
8!;!~~!~~~~========= ======gg*==================== ta~i~~~~·s~~~~======= i ····1 
g;J;~Pibi:ii1gs====== ======~g===================== i~J: ~{1iJ~!nbus·11====== ~ r Champion .......... High School (dept.)* ..... C.R. Fox...... .......... 3 O 
Charlotte ....... ... . HighSchouL .............. EugeneC.Peirce....... 1 4 
Chelsea ................... do ..................... A. A. Hall....... . ......... 1 2 
Clarkston ................. do ..................... A.L.Craft............... 1 0 
8~1~~~f!I-~!.======= ======~g* ==================== i~i.i/Jg~;e.~====== ==== ·· ··i· ····;;; Concord .................. do ..................... F. W. Wells .... : ........ 1 l 
Corunna .................. do ............. . . .. . ... J. W. Cuppler ....... .... 1 8 
CoYert .................... do ..................... Gail Finch.............. 0 3 
Crystal Falls ............. do ....... .. . .... ....... Amelia Blasdell........ 0 2 
Dansville ................. do .............. . ...... Chas. E. Linsbury...... 0 3 
Dexter .............. High School (dept.)* ..•... E. D. Walker... ..... .... 1 1 
Douglas ............ Union High School ....... H.J. Dann ......................... . 
Dundee ............. High School (dept.)* ...... A. C.Roberts............ 1 1 
Durand ............. High School. .............. Seth B. Terry................. 3 
Escanaba ................. do ..................... 0. R. Hardy ....... c..... 1 1 
East Saginaw ............ do ..................... E. C. Goddard.......... 5 7 
East Tawas ......... High School (dept.) ....... J. K. 0sgerby........... 1 1 
Eaton Rapids ............ do* ...... ......... ..... T . L. Evam,............. 1 3 
Edmore ........... . High School. .............. A. N. Demoray ......... 1 1 
Edwardsburg ...... High School (dept.)* ...... Edmond Schoetzon ,... 1 1 
Elk Rapids ......... High School. ........•..... Walter M. Andrus...... l 1 
Escanaba ........... High School (dept.)* ...... Kirk Spoor............. 1 1 
Evart ............... High School* .............. J. H. Thompson........ 1 1 
Fenton .................... do ..................... Lew D. Remington..... 2 1 
Flat Rock ................ do ........ . ............ T . Dale Cook............ 1 O 
Flint ................ ..... do ..................... W. G. Cook.............. l 7 
Fowlerville ............... do . ........ ............ Chas. E. Foster......... 1 2 
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l3 10 ...... ...... 15 15 5 4 5 luO 125 
0 0 1 0 0 0 6 3 0 131 166 
0 0 ....•............. ··•··· ····-· ...•...................... 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 4 468 482 
...... ...... 2 4 2 ······ 3 2 1 ........... . 
. ..... .... .. 0 0 0 0 2 2 4 42 53 
...... ...... 2 l ...... ..•••. 1 2 2 46 35 
0 0 0 3 2 1 ...... ······ 6 ...... ······ 
...... ...... 2 7 ll 4 4 4 5 50 5fi 
······ ...... ...... 4 12 22 2 7 46 184 176 
0 2 ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 3 0 40 60 
0 0 ...... ...... 1 ............ ······ 1 2 7 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 7 3 45 47 
-····· .••••. C, 0 5 15 2 5 7 ·-···· .... :. 
0 0 ······ ............ ·····- 0 0 0 66 44 
0 0 -····· .................. ······ ···-·· ·······- ·····- .. ... . 
-· .... -· .... -· ...... ··-· .. .... ...... 0 0 0 70 60 
-····· •........... -·· ··· 2 ······ ...... ...... . ........ 300 350 
2 0 ............ ······ ·····- 13 22 10 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 8 0 2 2 ...... ······ 
3 1 ...... ...... 20 40 1 5 6 ...... ·····-
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 . . . . . • . . 68 87 
-···-· •·•··· ·····- .•. ....•...• ·····- 2 0 2 ...•........ 
0 0 4 0 0 0 4 3 4 0 0 
6 g ::==== :::::: :::::: ====== i ~ i ::::::1::::: 
0 0 2 1 10 0 4 7 4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 30 18 
0 2 0 2 12 8 10 21 22 1,098 1, 133 
...... ·····- ...... ······ . 4 3 1 4 5 100 95 Fremont .................. do ............. . ....... Francis Stillson. ........ l 1 
Galesburgh .......•....... do ..................... W. E . Conkling......... 1 .... . .. .... ,. ..... 0 0 ...... ...... 1 3 2 6 .... 0 ••••••••••••••• 42 ............ ······ ...... ••.... .•..•. 2 7 ······ · · 68 72 32 
33 
38 
11 
18 
29 
29 
16 
19 
Gaylord ............. High School (dept.)* ...... G. E. Hancorne......... 1 2 
Grand Haven ....... High School ............... Lora A. Smith..... .. ... 2 4 
Grand Ledge ............. do .. .... .. ............. GlenC. Lawrence..... . 0 
Grass La.ke ......... UnionHighSchooL ....... W. H. Maybee.......... 1 1 
Hadley .................... do ..................... R . 0. Austin. ...... .. .. . 1 
Hancock ............ High School. .............. Edwin L. Miller........ 2 
i1:~i~~~:======::::: :::=::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: i~\~ ~()~~~~~::::::==== i 
Hartford ............ Union High School. ....... w . V. Sage............ .. 1 
irj\~\i!!ii~!it Ii~f I/\lt\: t±tif !:EI Ill f l 5 72 14 44 18 26 22 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
46 1 0 ·····- ······ -····· ······ ...... ...... 20 ······ ..... . 
33 ...... ····-- -····· ·· · ··· 13 4 3 ...... 3 . ..... -····· 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 ···- .... 120 112 
17 0 0 3 2 ······ ...... 2 2 4 58 53 
30 · 0 , 0 ······ ...... · 5 11 ...... ...... 0 16 20 
46 0 0 ······ ..... : 1 ...... 1 7 8 216 242 
16 0 0 . ·· ·· · ...... ······ ...... 4 4 8 63 86 
34 0 0 -····· ·•···· 9 18 4 5 7 110 130 
tl O O O O 0 O 0 2 ------·· 169 139 
98 0 0 0 0 11 12 · 11 6 6 334 349 
22 0 0 .. .. .. ······ ...... ...... 0 0 0 38 42 
55 0 0 4 -· ···· ······ ...... 6 9 0 347 364 
32 0 0 1 ······ 1 ..... . 2 3 1 3 6 
33 0 0 0 0 5 4 2 1 . 1 171 177 
36 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 7 7 ····-··· 121 115 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Stnto and post· 
ofllce. 
1 
:'.\IICll!CAN-CODt'u. I 
No.me or institution. 
2 
Horton .•••••....... . ,· Graded High School. .... . 
Houghton .....•.•.. High School. .... ...... · ~·· 
1{g~~:~~id ~~t·~==== :::r ====~g ===~ ::::::::::::::::: 
Iuuson ............. 1 •••••• do .................... . 
Imlny City ....•.••. .' .••... clo ••••••.•••••••••..•.. 
lonicn. ..................... do ................ .... . 
Iron l\Iountnin ........... do ............. ... .... . 
Iron HlYer .......... ...... do .............. . ..... . 
Jacl.:son..... .... .... High School, District No, 1 
Do .. .... ···"· ··· High School, DistrictNo. 
17 . 
• Tonesvillo .......... High School* ...... ....... . 
H:alnmnzoo ......... ...... a o *.... . . . . . . . ....... . 
i~~f l}IHIJL II\\l/\\~ 
t!;?!e ::::: = ::::: : :: =1· ii1giJ.d~cb.ooi ·cc1ei>1::5:::: :: : 
Lexington .. .............. do ....... ............ . . 
Lilchtleld ......... .. Union High School ...... . 
Lowell .............. High School. ............ . . 
Ludington ...... .... High School (dept.) ..... . . 
Manchester ..... ···· I Union High School . ... .. . 
Mn.nisteo .. ... ....... 
1 
High School. ............. . 
Mn.nton ................... do .. .. ................ . 
Mt\riuo City .............. do .................... . 
Mo.rquot.to ................ ci 
t-S~ Number Numb_er Total P.Jg f 
Number Colored preparing preparmg number ~~ bO 
Nu~ber of st~· secondary for college, for _coll~ge, of gradu· ~ <o.., 
of m· dents m students classical scientific ates in 1892. 0 £;~(N structors. secondary included. course. course. o C/l _.., m 
Number of 
studentR 
below sec· 
ondary 
grade. 
Name of principal. s~e~c~o~n-d_a_r~y_., _~g=r~a~d~e~·-1--T~-1--,:-1~-r-;-1·--r~ 'o t'~ .-< 1----,---
L ("')"'"' rl 
"(l)+;i~ -i-,,t 
I S~~~ di ti 4i ce 'cd ~ di 7e s Cl) cd s ai cd s CJ) cd ~ ai ~ s di s s ai ed . ell ' ~ di , di cd r a5 ~ ~ · p S.-& ~ z ~ Q;, Q;, ~ ~ ~ 
-
---
3 4 :i 6 7 
---
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-1-- 1--1-- 1--1--1--0--1--1--,---1--·--
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9 
~ / 
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~ ~ 
Q;, < 
~ 
Q;, 
R 
10 I 11 I 12 I 13· I 14 I 15 16 U' I 18 
Q;, 
fii 
Frank W. Whenton .... 1 14 18 
J.E. Bryan ...... ... .... 2 1 14 21 
Eugene Straight ....... 1 1 4 11 
W . H. Hawkes .......... ;l 2 55 71 
'rillie Mutschel ......... 2 3 35 40 
Geo. H. Broesamle . ..... 1 1 11 44 
J. A. Williamil .......... 2 4 69 104 
Flora Wilbur ....... ... . 1 2 12 29 
M. R. Parmelee .... ~ .. .. 0 3 8 35 
D. C. Pierce ............. 2 5 83 165 
Zada Wilson ............ 0 0 1 3 
····g·'··-·g· 
0 0 0 0 2 0 
' 2~~ 
26 
0 0 4 8 2 5 7 252 
1 8 .•.... 
------
_____ ., 3 8 22 27 
2 8 12 10 13 7 5 10 ------ ------
3 l 2 i 4 9 3 208 · 200 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 8 
1 0 
,i I 
2 10 12 
---·-- ------ 4 ·· •· ·· --···-
0 0 
,I ---{ ---{ ·-;r ··-~- :::::;i:i·;;!t:~ 0 0 
.... 0. 
····o· 
J. N. Mead ......... ..... 1 2 '28 36 
S. 0. Hartwell . ....... _. 1 7 61 153 
0. G. White ............. 1 3 10 50 
Henry 0. Severance .... 1 . .. .• . 18 31 
O. E. Tuck .............. 1 1 11 12 
W. M. Wheeler ....... . _ 3 5 109 193 
J. W. Cuppler ........... 2 3 39 84 
W. D. Hill.. ...... . ...... 1 1 30 21 
J. D. Huston ... .. ....... 1 7 26 
C. E. Bird · ............ . .. l 1 25 35 
C.H. Naylor .. ... ....... 1 1 15 20 
W. H. French .. . ·· "· .... 1 1 14 16 
C. S. Larzeler e ... ...... . 1 1 36 58 
E. C. Pierce ... . ......... 1 1 27 61 
Chas. L . Blodgett ....... 1 1 17 18 
Rufus C. Thayer ...... . . 3 3 49 ()8 
L. N. Tupper ............ 1 0 14 26 
JI et.tie G. Cornell ....... 1 11 13 
M. J. Sherwood ......... 1 4 39 45 
............ 
1 
4 o I 3 o ...... 1...... 1 .. . •• ....... 
0 1 2 7 6 15 ..•.. . •••••• 17 ·•···· ..•... 
0 0 . . ... . . . ...• 17 50 _ 4 13 17 423 391 
0 0 2 1 .. .... .• . .•. 2 5 3 124 103 
0 0 .•••..... . .• _... .. • . . . • • 4 5 9 13 11 
0 2 ..••.............. ·· · "·· 10 10 12 ... .... • .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 8 16 9 13 25 340 380 
.. .•. . ..•.•. ...... -····· 15 10 ·•···· ··-··· 3 .......•.... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 . . . . . • . . 75 cs 
......•.••..••.••. ·-···· .... •• •. .••. •••••• •.•••. 3 .•••.. ·•·••• 
0 1 1 0 1 ...................... ··-· .....•...... 
··· ············-···················· 3 ..........•... 80 60 0 0 ..•• _ • • _.... . • • • . . . . . . • • 3 4 ;\ 240 215 
........ ... .....•. - ·· ··· 15 15 .....• . •• .. . 7 .•.•. ..••..• 
0 0 1 . . . .•• 1 . . • . . . 1 1 1 142 131 
0 0 8 5 31 56 0 12 12 ..•........• 
O O O O O O 2 0 0 70 100 
O O O O 4 7 2 3 3 0 0 5 D 14 2 8 
- --- - -- --- - -- ----· - ----- -- -- -- . ------
~ 
0 
CJ,:) 
00 
t:,,j 
t::1 q 
0 p.,-
8 
'"" ~ 
ij 
0 
p:j 
8 
~ 
c:o 
r-' 
I 
~ 
~ 
MarshalL _________________ do ___________ ____ -____ _ 
Mason ____________________ do ____________________ _ 
~i:Ji~t~:========= ======!~ :~:::::::=====~: ::::: Midland __________________ _ do 
Milan ________________ _____ clo 
Milford __ ____ _____________ clo ___ _ 
~g~l~i~~~~-:::::::::: ::::~:i~ Mount Clemens __________ do ___ ______ __ _ 
Mount Pleasant __________ do 
Muir _______ .. _____________ do 
Muskegon ________________ do ____________________ _ 
Nashville ________ ___ High School (dept.)*------
Negaunee _________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
~:;a1U~en::::: :::: :: ::::~~ ,;:::::: : ::::: :::: :::: Niles ___________________ ___ do 
North Adams ____________ do 
North Muskegon ________ _ do ____________________ _ 
Northport __________ High School (dept)*------
Northville __________ High ScbooL ___ __________ _ 
~it~~:::::::::::::::::::~~*:::::::::::::::::::: Otsego ____________________ do - __ ____ _______ ____ __ _ 
Ovid ___________ ____ _ Public High SchooL _____ _ 
Owasso ___ ____ ______ High SchooL ______ ___ ____ _ 
Oxford ____________________ do_---- -• ---- ---- •c- ---
Palo ____________ ______ ____ do'~--------------------Parma ______________ . ___ ___ do _______ __ _______ ___ _ _ 
Paw Paw ____ _____ __ ______ do _________________ ___ _ 
P~ntwater __________ High School (dept. )*------Perry _______________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Petersburg _______ ___ __ ___ do ___________ _______ __ _ 
~!~f!::11::::::::::: -~~~\~~~~-~~-(~~~~~~~:::::: Pontiac _____ ________ High SchooL ______ _______ _ 
Port Austin ____ __ __ High School (dept.)*------
Port Hope __________ High SchooL 
Port Huron ________ Public High SchooL _____ _ 
Reading ____________ High SchooL ______ _______ _ 
Reed City _____ _______ __ ___ do ____________________ _ 
Richmond ________________ do ________ _ 
Rochester __________ __ __ ___ do . ___ ______________ __ _ 
Saginaw __ ___ _______ East Side High SchooL __ 
Do ______________ West Side High SchooP _ 
St. Clair __________ __ City High School._ _______ _ 
St. Louis ____ _______ High School.. ____________ _ 
V . J . Obenawer __ _______ l 2 
Alice Burnhart __ ___ __ __ I 3 
'11.J. Reauy___ __ _________ 1 1 
HenryC. Miller _________ 1 ____ _ 
Kate M. Alling__________ __ ____ 3 
F. E. Stroup_ ___ ___ ____ _ I I 
G. A. Dennison_________ 1 1 
Albert P. Cook_______ ___ I 1 
Wm. R. Moss___________ 1 7 
Fred L. Ingraham __ ___ 1 1 
W . S . White_ ______ ______ 2 2 
Mable I. Bishop________ 1 2 
A. G. Gates___ __ ______________ 3 
J. H . Sheffield__ ____ _____ 3 3 
0 . M. McLaughlin______ 0 3 
F. D. Davis______________ 2 2 
Jos. Biscomb____________ 1 2 
R. W. Hitchcock________ 1 0 
L . H. Stewart___________ 1 2 
garl D. Reynolds____ ___ 1 3 
H. H. Barton ____________ 1 1 
M.A. Makeever, supt___ 1 O 
J. A. Sincla ir____ ______ __ 0 6 
Myrtle A .Moon_________ 1 2 
Nina M. Stephens______ 0 1 
Geo. C. Nevins__________ 1 2 
Mrs. J.M. Dilts ___ ___ ___ 1 1 
E.T. Austin____________ 3 2 
H. S. Elliott________ ____ 0 4 
F. w. Braley ___ _ -,--____ 1 1 
E. C. Hambleton____ ____ O 1 
Lillie Rosewarne_______ 1 3 
Ina McBurney __________ 1 1 
Frank W. Wheaton _______________ _ 
Chas. H. Carrick________ 1 __ __ _ 
~tl·I~f~:gr~-=~::::::::: i ~ 
W. H . Smith_ ________ ___ 3 3 
T. D. Brown ___________ . l o 
Christin-e Winterbot- 0 I 
tom. 
James IL BeazelL_____ _ 1 4 
G. A. McGee- -- --------- 0 4 J.H.K~y e,A. B ___ _____ 1 1 
R. J . Crawford__ ________ 1 1 
W.W. Gifford _____ _____ 1 1 
E .C.Goddard ___________ ! 5 7 
~ii~s.8J~iiobt;ins::::::: : ~ ~ 
Geo.Hofstetter ______ ___ 2 l 
' 
14 40 ______ 1 3 · ______ • 3 1 2 G 
33 40 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 7 
30 54 0 0 ------ - ----- ------ ------ 4 5 
2 
3 
2 9 ------ ------ -- ---- ------ ------ 3 ----- - 3 3 2-1 49 ______ . ___ . 0 0 1 4 4 8 3 
22 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 
14 
200 
67 
15 
0 
10 
258 
66 
20 
0 
~: i~ g g ----o- ----o· · ~ g i 1~ ! 1~~ gg 
-- ---- __ ---- __ - -- _ 1 -- - - -- -- ---- ------ ------ 4 1 _ --- ---- -- ---- -- --- -
~i ~g ? g ----()- -- --&- 1~ ! :::::: :: :::: ------3- ---~:- ----~~ 
26 31 0 0 G 4 8 2 4 3 7 266 239 
46 '74 ------ ------ 5 6 ------ --- --- 5 6 11 44 40 
74 148 0 0 1 2 4 23 5 28 1 0 0 
35 45 0 0 4 4 10 12 --- -- - 8 -- - --- ---- - -
22 54 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 1 2 555 506 
8 42 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 122 128 
12 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ------ - -----
34 67 0 2 ·---- - ------ 1 ------ 2 5 7 
. 45 45 1 0 20 10 25 10 1 2 2 
0 
30 
0 
15 
19 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01------1------
:~ 1ig 8 g g 6 g g ----o- ----5- · 6 ·-iio- --- ---
10 20 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 8 230 
6 11 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 2 2 
140 
197 
27 69 0 0 l 5 1 ------ 2 9 8 
26 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 2 
160 190 1 ----- - ------ ------ ------ ---- -- 8 11 8 
25 35 0 0 ------ ----- ------ ------ 2 8 7 
195 
140 
600 
92 
205 
184 
700 
114 
20 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·-- --- --- --- 0 1--- --- 1 ------!~ ig g g ----()- --- -i- ----5- ----f b ~ -----ii" l~g 
20 35 1 I o 3 o 1 I 14 ______ ______ 4 ---- -- ,---- --
75 
99 
1 0 ------ -- - - -- ------ ------ ------ ------ 5 3 0 40 I 55 
13 18 . 0 0 - ----- --- -- - ------ ------ 4 2 0 84 1 I 115 
9 14 
32 59 
54 85 
13 9 
5 4 
45 
7 
15 
28 
20 
120 
67 
28 
31 
120 
8 
35 
30 
34 
201 
118 
.32 
38 
::::~:1::::~:1---ii:: ::~:1---ti---ii:: ::~'. I::::~:,---- -~g-1== ::6:1:: :::6 
g g ----~- ----~- ·---~- ----~- ·-- -J---()-1__ ____ ~_ ::::~: :::::: 
. 0 1 ------ ------ -- ---- --- - --
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-----·· -- --- · ------ --- --- 4 11 0 0 8 6 4 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 0 ------ - -- --- ------ ------
0 0 10 ]\) 25 20 
0 0 0 0 4 14 
0 0 0 0 2 , 0 
8 
1 
2 
1 
0 
12 
3 
4 
13 
4 
1 
3 
6 
19 
9 
7 
2 
3 
0 
85 
210 
0 
100 
240 
4 ,- - ---- ,------
0 
11 
15 
9 
4 
110 
0 
300 
313 
116 
0 
290 
301 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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• T ABLE -!.-Statistics of Publ-ic High Schools for 1891-'92-Continue,d. 
Number Number 
Number Number t-S~ Number of 
of stu- Colored preparing preparing Total Af; rn students 
of in- dents in secondary for college for college number <l:> ~;.. below sec-
structors, secondary 
students · ' . . . · of gradu- cJJQ, oJJ 
secondary. included. classical scientific ates in 1892 ~'Clµ ondary 
Stato nnd post- I I I 
grade. course. course. · 0 B ~ . grade. 
ottlce. Na.me of ins titution. ~ame of principal. 
c:,) r/l.p~ ' 
'ot-i2~ . I~.~.~.~.~ <Ii tS~.S . ~ . ce pcil en • i:il ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s;;i <l,Q, ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PA,&~ ~ -~ 
----- --- - - - --- - ----- ---------
----
?L_ _ _ __ 
1 I 2 I 3 
4 5 6 1' S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11' lS 
:mcurcAN-cont'd. 
!~1f'\ieaci======== -~~~~d~~~~~~=====:::::::::: ::.~-- ~e~~~~ii========= 1 Strn~atuck __ __ ______ Union High S chool ___ ___ _ James W~rnock ____________ _ _ 
Schookro.ft _________ High S chool. ____ __ __ ______ E . V. Robmson , A. M ___ 1 
~~~~\r aa,·eii::: :::: :: :::=~g ~ == ==== ===: =::: := ==:: f 1£. ~~~~iice-:::: := ==== i 
ilf f;jg~~t:~~ ~~~~ :~:~J ::::~: ~=:: ~~:: =~:~:: f :fr,i}jf &Th00:: ~~~~ l 
Sturiris __________________ do* ________________ ____ E u gen e Gregory __ ______ 1 
'l'awa:,City ________ P u blic High Schoo[_ ______ J .E. McDon ald _________ 1 
Thrne River s _______ High SchooL ___________ __ _ J . J. J ackson, supt_ _____ 2 
UnionYille ____ ___ __ ___ __ __ do'~------------------ -- R. Du calon_ __ __ __ _ ______ 1 
Yan.ln.lia. _________________ do ______ __________ ___ __ Chester E. Con e ___ ____ _ 2 
Vai;sn.r _________ _____ High School (dept.)"' _____ I. L. Forbes__ ________ ___ 1 
Vermontville _____ __ High SchooL ___________ __ _ F. D. Smith___ ____ ____ __ 1 
~;T~1~ib~1rii::====== =: :=:===~g: ===:::::==:::::=:::: t~~~i~~!~~~~~: == = = : i 
;~ft:a);c1ty::==== :=====gg: :=::::::-:::::::::=: ~-- iiJ~~~~~-~~---- ------ ~ 
;~1~~1h-~======== ====JL==============~==== t~r~A1l~et;f~~======= l 
Is~i~t~~========== ====Jg~:==~=~====~=:: ====== 1:!f~jjJftfr::====== i 
1 ~ ~ 
2 16 ~ 
4 w ~ 
1 2i w 
1 w n 
1 ~ ~ 
3 ~ u 
1 14 11 
1fi TI 
2 11 ~ 
2 · fil ~ 
1 w ~ 
2 ~ ~ 
0 19 17 
0 14 ~ 
3 ~ w 
1 w w 
0 15 M 
1 ~ ~ 
1 ~ M 
2 ~ 1W 
1 M 44 
1 u ~ 
1 ~ ~ 
0 w ~ 
2 ~ ~ 
0 4 7 
MINNESOTA. 
Albert Lea. _________ _! High Sch ooL _____ __ ___ __ __I W. J . Schmitz _________ _ 3 28 40 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
01 01 01 71 8 0 3 5 ------ ------
0 ------ ------ 16 6 
4 
1 
8 
1 
5 
2 
8 
3 
4 
1 
16 
2 
4 
2 
0 
126 
80 
85 
95 
94 
120 
93 
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15 
216 
86 
158 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 ---- - -
0 -- ----
2 11 
0 2 
3 0 
0 1 
0 0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
------
3 
5 
2 
0 
4 
0 
3 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
o I 3 0 2 
· 14 
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160 
1 3 1 4 4 ------ - -----
1 3 3 8 5 172 · 177 
3 4 ------ ------ ----·--- ------ ------
1 6 0 0 0 94 106 
----- · ---- -- 7 13 7 0 0 
0 0 -2 0 2 - - - - - - ----- -i I J ----:--- --:------i -- -~:- -- --;: 
1 0 I O I O O O O O I O - ----- ------
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
0 0 1 · 5 12 22 1 10 11 0 0 
1 1 ------1------ ------ ------ 4 6 -------- 0 0 g g ----~- ----~- ----~- ----~- t ~ ------~- iiA ~~g 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 0 0 0 120 140 
0 2 2 2 2 2 ------ ------ 1 ------ ------
0 4 -------- ------ ------
0 0 , ......... ...... 1 ............ 1 . .. .. .. .. ... · ..... ....... .. 5 8 
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Alexandria ......... ...... do .................... . 
Anoka .....•.............. do .................... . 
!~f!f~~~·=== ==== ==== == ====~~* ==== ==== == ==== == ==== ~ ~i~r!:9~~~~~==== ====JL=================== !If {f f'·f ;/; ~~1/ll~!/!!t+mrn 
Fairmont ................. do ...... . 
Fairbault ................. do ......... .... ....... . 
Farmington .............. do . ............... ... . . 
Fergus 1'7 alls ............. do* ................... . 
Fulda ..................... do .................... . 
Glencoe ................ .. .. do .................... . 
Glenwood .......... High S0hool (dept.)* ..... . 
Granite Falls ..... . High School. .. .. ........ . 
Hastings ................. do .................. .. . 
Henderson ............... do* ................ ... . 
Howard Lake ....... .... . do ....... . ... . ........ . 
Hutchinson .............. do* ................... . 
Janesville ......... . ...... do .................... . 
Kasson ................... do .......... . 
Lal,e City ............... . do .......... . 
Lalrn Crystal ... : ......... do ............... .. ... . 
Lanesboro ............... do .............. ..... . . 
LeRoy .............. High School (dept.),• ..... . 
tft~:ii~fd· == ==== ==== .~:!~a.~~~.~~~=============== Luverne .................. do .................... . 
Mankato .................. do .................... . 
Mantorville .............. do .................... . 
Mapleton ................. do .................... . 
Minneapolis ........ Adams High School ..... . 
Do .......... .... Central High School* .... . 
Do .............. Holmes High School. . ... . 
Do .............. North Side High School.. 
Monticello ...... .... High School. ............. . 
Eg~}A!.~?~========= ====J~===······ ···········= 
H~~~lit~~====== ====J~===············ ······ Ortonville ................ do 
__ . _ . o 1 1 I o 
2
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92- Continued. 
Number I I Number I Number Number of stu· Colored preparing preparing 
of in· dents in secondary for college, for college, 
structors, I secondary :5t~dentg classical scientific 
secondary. grade. include · course. course. 
~-S ~ 
Total /5.,:g~ 
number Cll .:Ii... 
of gradu· ~~;,0 
ates in 1892. ::=: ::i e<J • 8~~~ 
Number of 
students , 
below sec· 
ondary 
grade. 
Stntt' nn<l post· 
ottkc. 
Name ol institution. Name of principal. 
""'»cnoo l-----1-----1 1--1--1---1 -.-1--,--1---1-- ?~~~ 
-- - . ·w--·,.., ~ I· <li I ~ II <l) I ~ I <l) I ~ I <l) I ~ ~ <li 76 s ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <li ~ ~ s Cl) ~ s~~gj p~~~ z <li ca ~ (l) Ii< 
1 I 2 I 3 __ J 4 J a J 6 J 7 J s J 9 /~j u 11~ j 13 J u j u I · rn j n j rn 
<li 
~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:.'111:-:-E~OTA-COn· 
t1nued. 
Onn.tonto. ···········1 High School.. .•..•.•...... Pll\tu,·iew ......•........ . do .................... . 
Pre~tou ................... do .................... . 
Rl'tl Wing ................ do* ................... . 
Redwood Fnlls ........... do .................... . 
Rochester ................ do ....... ..•. .......... 
Rm,h!ord ................. do .................... . 
St. Charles ............... do ............ ........ . 
St. Cloud ................. do .................... . 
St. Paul............ Cleveland High School. .. . 
Do ............ Central High School. .... . 
Do ....... ..... Humboldt Branch High 
G. FKenaston ........ . 
J. A . Vandyke ......... . 
E . E. Lockerby ........ . 
Z. N. Vaughn ....... ... . 
F. F. Farrar ........... . 
Emma Younglove ..... . 
Henry Johnson ........ . 
Geo. A. Stanton ....... . 
Dora Wells ............ . 
S. A. Farnsworth ...... . 
G. N. Carman .......... . 
Julian C. Bryant ...... . 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
2 
1 
16 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
2 
21 
2 
School. 
St. Peter ........... High School* .... ......... Edgar George··········\ 1 '.! 
lfil1f:;;~~======== ====JL=====~========~==== it;~ft;=~~~~======= t ~ Spring Valley ............ do ..................... E. E. Campbell......... 1 2 
Still water ................ do ..................... Jas. L. Garland......... J 5 
Tracy ....•................ do ..................... Geo. H. Alden.......... 1 l 
~~~!~!~=========== ======~g==============:====== Y.-?"·c~~~~~~L=:::=::: ····r ····1· 
Waseca .........•......... ao ....... ......... .... . F. 'l'. Hubbard.......... 1 l 
Waterville ............ ... do ..................... 0. F. Morgan.. .. ....... 1 1 
Wells ..................... do ..................... v. R.Nasson............ 1 t 
~!~r;~==========::1======~g :::::::::::::::::==== ~i-. ~~:r:b~~l~·======== ~ i 
Winnebago City· ··\ Independent School ...... J.E. Gilman·····-······ 2 ~ 
Winona ............. iligh School. .............. Jno. F. Giles............ 3 
53 47 
16 28 
19 25 
39 60 
!) 2v 
35 40 
15 35 
22 36 
16 34 
23 34 
392 638 
21 29 
18 31 
28 f>4 
7 7 
40 43 
18 20 
50 88 
17 30 
14 21 
20 27 
20 26 
14 2\J 
23 34 
25 25 
12 24 
7 21 
101 128 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
g '-·-·~·1····~·1 ·· ·;:·1···:~ ! -1 i I ~ : -···i· ----z" ····ii" ····f 
5 7 
--·11--·1 :====~ ====== :::i :::;~: 0 0 1 1 1 2 
0 0 4 10 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
1 
0 
2 45 7 50 50 
0 ·· ·· •· ..•••. ······ ·····-
81····6'····0· ~g l ~g 
0 0 0 5 4 
0 0 0 2 2 
01 8 0 2 0 
i \: :===: .... ~ .... ~~ .... ~~-
2 5 
2 5 
1 5 
0 0 
59 80 
0 0 
1 
3 
0 
2 
9 
3 
0 
5 
8 
0 
2 
3 
15 
0 
10 , ...... ······ 
••...... , 107 117 i I __ 13: __ ": 
7 0 0 
6 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 350 342 
fiO 
------
------
0 377 343 
G ...... 
---- --
8 0 0 
0 85 100 
4 165 17li 
12 9 10 
18 0 0 
0 4 1 
- - - ---1-- - ---•- - - ___ , __ ---- •-- ---- •-- - ---1- - --- - 1- - ---- 1--- - -- -- 1- - ---- •-- --- -
6 
7 
9 
16 
5 
14 
2 
20 
15 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
i 1--··2r··i· 
0 0 0 
12 
1 
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5 
0 • •• •••• · •••••• ·····- •••••• 
3 
1 
3 
0 
8 
4 7 0 0 
5 5 133 147 
1 2 7 12 
4 6 200 175 
5 4 •••··• ------
1 1 150 158 
(j 7 1,100 1,272 
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~ 
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00 
co 
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~~t~-~~1t~~::::::: ::::::ii················· 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Ackerman .......... High SchooL .•.•.......... 
Bolton .................... do .................... . 
Brandon ............ Male High SchooL ....... . 
Canton ............. Graded High School. .... . 
Carro 11 ton.......... Male Academy 
Charleston ......... High SchooL .. .. ......... . 
Clarksdale .......... Graded High SchooL .... . 
Crystal Springs ........ . . do ......... ........... . 
Ellisville ........... High School* ............. . 
Enterprise .....•......... do ...... ....... ... .... . 
Gallman .................. do* ................... . 
Glenvi~le ........... Lake View High School .. 
Harmontown ....... Free Springs Academy .. . 
Holly Springs ...... Normal Institute ......... . 
Hattiesburg ........ High SchooL ............. . 
Jackson ............. Graded High School ..... . 
Macon .............. High School. ............. . 
Magnolia . .......... Magnolia College ........ . 
Philadelphia ....... High SchooL ............. . 
Senatobia .......... Male School. ............. . 
Shuqualak ......... Female College ........... . 
Vicksburg .......... City High SchooL .... · . . .. . 
Water Valley ....... High School. ......•....... 
Wesson ................... do* ................... . 
Winona .. ........... High School (dept.)*····· 
MISSOURI. 
Adria,n. ... .... .. ... . High School* ..•........... 
Albany .....•....•... High School (dept.) ...... . 
Boonville........... High School. ............. . 
Breckinridge ....... ...... do .................... . 
Brookfield ................ do 
Buffalo ...•...... .......... do .................... . 
Butler .................... do ............ .. ...... . 
California .......... Aurora High School ..... . 
11rri~; f ~~~ i ~ i iii i mrh11:F:: l i:: i: :=::: ::: 
graig ................ High School (dept.)* ..... . 
&ill~~!~:: :::::: :?:"ft~~:;: -- ------
Hannibal ........... Douglass High Schoo1,:, •.• 
W.W. Hobb$ .......... . 
Geo. E. St. Jo!111. •••••• . i 1 ···22 · 1 ···2s · 1·· ··o · 1 ·· ··o· 1:: :::: 1:: :::: 1·· ·· 5 ·1 ·· ··s·1 ·· ··o· 1·· ··s·1 ···· ··g· u 127 0 95 
F. M. McAlister ....... . 2 4 
R.H. Ramsey........... l 3 
J. R. Griffith ......... ·... 1 0 
H.J. Fry................ 2 0 
R. B. Smith............. 1 1 
,T. D. Choate............ 1 1 
J. ~- Hopkins, A. M..... 1 2 
Prof. P. M. Tyler........ 1 3 
R. G.Hicks.............. 1 1 
Jas. F. Boydston........ 1 0 
T. H. Anding............ 1 0 
E.T. Kerton............ 1 1 
'l'. F. Samuels........... 1 1 
W. A. Anderson... . .... 2 1 
S. H. Shannon.......... 1 2 
J.C. Hardy.............. 1 1 
A. C. McIntosh.......... 1 1 
R. P. Moore............. 1 1 
A. I. Parkes ......... ............... . 
Alex. Crawford......... 1 1 
L. M. Stone............. 1 1 
H.F. Simall, jr ......... 1 1 
L. J. Corbley............ 1 2 
J. H.Beavers............ 1 0 
w. J. Taylor............ 1 2 
W. E. Welch ............ 1 1 
S. L. Tipton ............. 1 1 
F. W. Ploger ............ 1 1 
J. T. Kenower ........... 1 0 
H. R. McCullough ...... 2 0 
I. W. Wingo ............. 2 0 
J. F. Starr .............. 1 1 
J. U. White .............. 2 4 
J. D. Wilson, supt ..•... 2 1 
A. B. Pierce ............. 1 2 
J. G. McVeigh ···•······ 1 1 
W. W. Griffith •.••••.... 3 0 
C. B. Reynolds ...... . .. . 1 3 
F. L. Maxwell .......... 1 0 
B. W. 'l'ink .............. 1 ······ S. E. Stout .............. 1 1 
A. R. McClelland ........ 1 2 
J·, T. Aldridge ........... 1 ...... 
J. H. Pelham ..•......... 1 0 
25 60 o o I 10 6 
25 35 0 0 11 15 
0 0 24 20 36 80 70 
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 
20 30 0 0 4 6 ······ ······ ••••.. ······ ········ 80 
0 
110 
20 ...... ...... .. .... ...... ..... . s ................ '.. ........ 60 
8 2 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 70 50 
25 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 30 2 l 
95 63 0 0 43 21 7 2 ...... ...... 23 45 53 
8 4 ..•......... .. .... ······ ................. .. ····· · ........ ······ ..... . 
15 17 0 0 ...•..•......... a. • • • • • • 0 2 ..... •.. 50 43 
5 11 ···--- .... .. ····-· ··- ··· ............ ······ .. ... ..... ·--· .......... . . 
0 5 0 0 . _ . . . . 3 . . . . . . 5 0 4 . . . . . . . . 30 22 
3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 45 
60 50 ··-·· ...... 6 ............ ··-··· ······ ...... ··-····· 60 40 
20 20 ...... ...... 6 8 ............. ······ ·-···· ········ 100 75 
8 31 0 0 5 20 0 0 2 3 fi 279 270 
20 26 0 0 0 2 3 ·-···· 1 1 2 .......... ~. 
19 13 .........•........ ·-···· ·-··-- .... ~. ·••··· ...... .. .. .... 86 86 
6 19 6 l9 0 ll O O O O 25 19 11 
27 , ..... ······ ... •• . 10 ·-···· 2 ....•. ······ ··-··· 6 60 .. ... . 
16 
20 
4 
75 
6 
28 
9 
17 
6 
18 
30 
. 30 
39 
12 
65 
22 
50 
15 
1(j 
15 
12 
15 
15 
58 ................... ·•···· ······ ...... ...... 13 ................... . 
3[ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 '7 0 0 0 
48 0 0 10 25 U O 6 9 i3 343 421 
4 ······· ...... 1 l ······ ...... ······ ······ ................... . 
90 0 0 7 4 ···•·· ................•...•....•...••...••.. 
21 
32 
16 
20 
26 
21 
37 
38 
31 
2-! 
30 
53 
100 
18 
22 
12 
19 
25 
20 
·•···· ...... 2 5 2 0 21 3 51······1······ 0 0 ...... ...... .•.•.. ..••.• 1 J 2 26 qO 
····o· ····o· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: f t ...... :.- ii} 1 2:~ 
.••....•.....•.... ·•••·· •·••·· ••••....•........ ·. •···••·• 7 19 
0 0 5 6 0 0 :3 3 0 150 170 
23 25 . . .... . . .... . • .... . . .. .. 6 8 7 412 430 
o o ...... .. •• .. ...... ..•... 1 s 15 rno ,82 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 3 0 3 291 309 
0 0 3 6 .••... ·· ·-·· .•....••• c •• •••••••• •••••• ···-'·· 
15 10 12 10 , 0 0 , 6 5 11 .•••...•.... 
2 3 0 0 O O 2 5 0 0 0 
0 0 ·····• ······ ...... -····· ······ · ·· ··· ...... . 
0 0 3 4 1 2 ' 1 . 0 1 .... .. -' ····· 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 102 
0 0 . ..... ······ ······ . .... ....... ······ ........ ····-· ···-·· 
0 0 0 0 ........•... 3 ...... 0 0 0 
. . .... . . .... .. . ... .. .... .. .... .. .... 1 4 .... .... )38 142 
15 20 3 0 ••··•·.a............... 4 •.....••.•.. 
* Statistics of 189::>~·91, 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public H~gh Schools /01· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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Number I Number I Colored I Numb~r I Number of in- of stl!-· secondary prepanng preparing 
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2 I .:S I ½I d I , .. I # I 1' I 9 I .IO I .11 I 1~ I 13 1 I 
,MlSSOURl-cont'd. 
Hnnntbnl .•... •..... High School* .. ..••••••... . 
Harrlsonnlle ....... IIigh School(dept.) ...... . 
Htg,~iusYille........ High School ............. .. 
Hil h; boro .. .... .. .. . High School (dept.)* . ... .. 
Huntsville .......... High School. ............. . 
Independence ............ do ....... ....... ·-····· 
Ja~Pl'r .................... do* ................... . 
Jl•ITerson City...... Lincoln Institute* ...... .. 
Knnsas City........ Central High School. ... .. 
Do .. .. .. .. .. . . .. High School (Lincoln) ,.. _. 
Kingston ........... Public High School. ..... . 
La Clede ............ High School (dept. )* ... . .. 
La Monte .... . , ...... High School* ........... . . 
Lancaster ................ do . ................... . 
F. H. Loomis ........... . 
H.F. Triplett .... ... . ... . 
W. T . Longshore ...... .. 
f~i~·'.§:~~!~1. ==== ==== ==== W . L. C. Palmer ....... . . 
J. W. Spaid ............. . 
E . H. Kocht itzky ....... . 
John T. Buchanan ..... . 
G. N. Gresham ........ . . 
Louis N. Gray ......... . 
S.B. Bow ...... ......... . 
C.J. Wheeler .... . .. . ... . 
J. W . Bingham ........ . 
nthrop .................. do ................... .. 
awson . .................. do ................... .. 
A. L. McKenzie ........ . 
,v. F. Blankenship .... . 
Lebanon .................. do .................... . G. H.Owen ............ .. 
Lexington ................ do ................... .. 
Louisiana ... ... ... . J. Sam Brown ............ . 
H. D. Demand ......... . 
R. B. D. Simonson ... ... . 
l\Iarshall .. .... . .... High School. ............ .. 
Maryville .......... . High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Memphis ........... High School. ............. . 
l\I~xico .. ................ do* ......... .......... . 
S. M. North ............ . 
E. J. H. Beard 
A. R. Morgan .......... . 
S . A. McMillan ......... . 
l\.1iama . ................... do* .................. .. E. E . Barnett ......... .. 
:r.Ioberly ................. . do . ................... . 
Monett .. ......... . ....... do ................... .. 
E. M. Sparrow .... -- ··-
J . A. Smith ......... -... 
MontrosA .. ........ . High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Mountl City .... .. . . High School. ... . ........ .. 
Neos ho .... . . ... .... .. .. .. do . . . ......... . . .. ... .. 
Nevadn. ......... .......... do * . .. . 
Newtonia .. .... ..... . .. .. do 
J . B. Norman .......... . 
VV. S. Dearmont ....... . 
Mrs. B. N . Jones .... -·--
W. J. Hawkins, supt .. . 
J.M. Bailey ........... .. 
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Odessa _____ ____ _________ __ do _____________________ James A. Kemper______ 1 1 
g~~fiftt::::::::::::: ::::::~g*:::::::::::::::::::: Y: :: g~~~~~-1~::::::::: i } Ozark _______________ ---" __ do* ____________________ W. C. West_____ _________ 1 0 
~~~~~
0vfii?.::::: :::: : : ::::~~: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :::: i~!~:wITham-s-:::: :::: i 5 
PleasantHilL _____ _____ __ do* _______________ _____ M. Diminick, B . .A_______ 1 1 
~r;itfff::::::::::: ::::::~g::::::::::::::::::::: i: ::·Eir!:~~~~-f~-===== ----2· ~ Richmond ________________ do* ____________________ B. G. Shackelford______ 4 o 
St. Chc1,rles _________ ______ do. _________________ ___ G . W. Jones_____________ 2 1 
St. Joseph _________ __ _____ do ____________ _________ Frank Strong___________ 4 5 
St. Louis ___________ HighSchool(central)*---- F. L. Soldan____________ 19 32 
Salem ___ ____________ High SchooL ______________ S.S. Barnett____________ 1 1 
Salisbury __________ _ High School (dept.)*---- -- B. A.Jones______________ 1 1 
Sarcoxie _____ __ __ ___ High School. ______________ W. C. Sebring___________ 1 1 
Savannah _________________ do*-------------------- G. W. Newton__________ 1 1 
Sedalia ____________________ do _____________________ W. A. Rawles___________ 1 4 
Sikeston __ __________ High School (dept.)* _____ C. M. Ledbetter_________ 1 O 
!~}Kit~~-~~~~====== :~t~!:~;t=============== ~ iJ~i~~~~~~:~======= ~ ~ Tipton-------------· ______ ao,:, ____________________ W. A. Clark_____________ 2 O 
Trenton ___________________ do _____________________ H. E. DuBois____________ 2 1 
Troy ______________________ do*-------------------- E. D. Manring__________ 1 1 
;~~~t~f========= ====Jg=============~======= t~l~?:;========= ---T ---T Weston ___________________ do _____________________ 0. W. Brown____________ 1 o
Wheatland ________________ do ________ "------ --- --- Chas. E. Barton________ 1 1 
Windsor------------ ______ do _____________________ Geo. B. Sturgis_________ 3 o 
MONTANA. 
Emma J. Ware_________ 1 2 
W. E. Harman___ ______ 1 1 
J. A.Riley______ _________ 1 4 
E. A . Steere___ _______ ___ 1 I 
S. D. Largent___________ 1 2 
S. A.Merritt _______________________ _ 
J.M. Parrent___________ O 2 
G. A. Ostien. ____ ____ ____ 1 4 
Bettie Reiley____________ 1 I 
Frank B. Keshing ______ 1 
NEBRASKA . 
Ain-;wort:i __________ , High School. ______________ , J . O. Berkley ___ _ 
Albion _____________ --- ---do*----------·--------- F. E. Jenkins 2 1 
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32 
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50 
80 
377 
27 
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33 
20 
64 
25 
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14 
37 
12 
103 
25 
23 
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31 
15 
10 
IO 
62 
23 
9 
20 
2:! 
12 
16 
7 
25 
16 
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;-;'EllH \SKA-cont'd 
\lmn ................ , High School *··· · · · ··· · "·· P. P . Ben t ley... . ....... l 
l\rapnhoo .......... High School (dept.)* ...... M . M . Munger..... . ... . 0 
,\~hlnnd ..... ······I High School. ........... . .. J. W . Cr a b tr ee .... ... ... 2 
i~l1:m;~ra~====:=======l======gg ===================== r:ti11rtfii====== ==== i Ben,·or City ........ ' ...... do ......•.. . ... . ....... W. J. Lutton...... .. .. . . 1 
Bloomington ............. do ........ .•.... .. ... . . J. H. O'Donoghue .. .... 1 
Uluo Hill .................. do ......... . ......... .. J . R . Thornton... . ... . .. l 
BrokonBow .............. do ......... ............ J. D. Fren ch. . ...... .... 1 
Cnmbridge ............ . .. do ..... . ..... . ........ . A. 0 . Thom as. ·-········ 2 
~otlar Rnpitls ............. do* ........ . ........... G. W . Cr ozier .. .. ... .. .. 1 
olmnbus ....... . ........ do ..................... J.M. Scott..... . . . ...... 2 
1·a.ig •.................•.. do ..................... Mrs.O. J . Hale . . ............. . 
relghton ................ do ................. ... . R. L. Hoff............... 1 
lrete ... . .......... . ...... do* ......••••. ..... ... . W. H. Skinner . . . ....... J 
J~;~:~~~~~.= ==== ==== == ====~g * ==== ==== ===:==== ==== t-f·:O~~~========~ ==== Decatur ................... do ................ . . . . . W. G. Fowler .......... . 
Doniphan .......... . ...... do* ......... . ......... . Maynard Spink ........ . 
Etlgar ..........•.... High School (dept.)-1' ... . .. J. F. Curran ...... . .... . 
Ewing .............• High :5chool. .. . ... ........ Will R. J ackson .. ... .. . 
i~ri:;~k~======= ==== == ====ig :================ ===: r:r~~r~1~:i~====  ==== Fran lin ................. do ... .. ...... . .......... J . T . McKin non ...... . . . 
1 
Fremont .................. do ................... . Chas. W. Jones .. ..... ~. 2 
Friend, .................... do ..................... D. G. Hopkins... ...... . O I 
Ji'ullerton ................. Jo•• .................. . . Geo. Kellar..... . ........ 1 
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.. ·11 ·--11== ====\ == ====1:: ::~:1 :: :~~:1 ·. · 11· .. · -r ..... ·n: ~~~r :~~~ 
8 . 1_2 _6 , ...•.. , ... . . . 
1 0 1 59 88 
15 ..................... . .• .. ...... . .•.. •••••• .. ... ..... . ......... ····s.· 
30 0 0 .... . . . .... . . . ...• .•••. . 0 0 ···· · · · · 17 13 
i~ .. . T ·· ··1· ···2if ·· ·1s· 1~ 1~ ... • ~ . • •.. ~ ..... • . ~. ~::::: :::::: 
26 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 2 3 84 62 
6 0 0 8 6 ······ ·· · ··· 0 0 0 140 156 
30 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 3 ·5 ...... · • ···· 
36 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 G 3 ... , . . ..••.. ii bt ;;/ :;/ i/li \q{\ :::1 :::1 :::::'.t )t :} 
..... 
C 
~ 
trj 
t:1 
C1 
I t:l 
~ j 
0 
z 
ij 
0 
p:! 
~ 
..... 
00 
0 
~ 
I 
~ 
1..:1 
iri;i~;====··========= ======~i ........ --···- ... ... . Gordon .............. . ... . do .................... . 
Grafton ......... ..... ..... clo•:• ................... . 
Grand Island ... .... ...... do ... . . 
Greeley Center ........ . .. clo . ... . 
Gresham .................. clo ......... . .. . ....... . 
Hartington .. ....... ...... do 
HarYard ............. ..... do 
Hastings .......... . .. ..... dor ........ . ..... .. -·--
Hebron .. . ..... ........... do . .............. -····· 
i~iil~:t==========: ::::::!g; :::: :::: ======:::::: Indianola ................. do'' ......... . ......... . 
i:!:f~fou:: :::: :::: ::::::ig,:, ========== :::: :::::: 
Lincoln ........ ... .. ... ... do ... ............ .. ... . 
tg~~ ~tf; ========= = ::::::~g;,:::: ====== === ======= L yons .........•........... do_ ........ __ ... ... ... . 
Minden ........•••.. . . . . .. do . ........ ......... .. . 
Nelson .......•.•.......... do .................... . 
Niobrara . . ........... .... do .................... . 
North Bend .............. do * ................... . 
N:>rth Loup .......... . ... do .................... . 
Nort.h Platte . ............ do .................... . 
Oakland ............ ..... . do .......... ~ ......... . 
Og alla,la . .. ....... . ....... do .................... . 
01naha .................... do ....... . .... . ....... . 
O 'Neill .............. High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Ord ... ........ .... ... High School* ............. . 
Orleans .... ........ ....... do ... ......... .... .... . 
Oxford ..................... do .............. . ..... . 
Palmyra ................ .. do .. ........ ........ .. . 
Pawnee City ... .......... do .................... . 
Pierce . ........... .... . ... do . . .............. .... . 
Plattsmouth ....... High School and Busi· 
ness College. 
Ponca .. ............. High SchooL 
Ravenna .................. do ...... . 
Red Cloud ............ . ... do* ..... . 
RepublicanCity ......... do* ................... . 
Riverton ..•......... ...... do . ................... . 
Rulo ...................... do* ................... . 
Salem ... ..... ............. do .................... . 
Schuyler ... . ........... . .. clo , ............ ........ . 
Shelton ............. High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Sidney .............. High School. .. ........ ... . 
South Omaha ............ do 
C. P. Cramer . .-..... : . : . : 1 
0. A. Fulmer........... 1 
C. F . Leetham .. .. ·. : .. : . 1 
W. H. Bartz............. 1 
E . E. Cole . . ............ : 3 
Joseph Sparks ...... ! ... 0 
A . T. Waltz ........... : . 1 
A. Harvey Collins ..... : 1 
C. W . Mills... .. ......... 1 
W. A. B astian........... 1 
W.W. Brittain.... .. ... . 1 
Hattie L. Barber. ....... 1 
J as . .A. Collins.. . . . . . . . . 1 
D.R. Chat burn.......... 1 
J. A . Smith..... ......... 1 
Miss M. I. Stewart .. .... 3 
J . K. Stableton ......... 2 
S . L. H. Austin......... 4 
J.M. Conklin.. .... ..... 1 
M. H. Carleton.......... 1 
D. W. Gilliland ..... . . . ...... . 
W. A. Julian............ l 
D. S. Dusenbery........ 1 
D. D. Martindale....... 1 
J. A. Dowden ........... 1 
H. C. Laughlin.......... 1 
Waldo Dennis........... 2 
D. E. Reese.............. l 
Margaret E. Brown.... 1 
Homer P. Lewis........ 8 
Jno.3land .............. 1 
J. K. Campbell.. ........ · 1 
G. R. Mccrary.......... 1 
Aiice M. Murphy........ O 
W. M. Griffith........... 2 
W. J. Wise.............. 1 
F. E. Morrow........... 1 
W. N. Halsey ..•........ 3 
Bion H. Culver ......... . 
H. E. Funk .......•...... 
N. F. Daum .... .. ....... . 
Gomer Thomas ........ . 
C. B. Pickrell. .......... . 
S. W. Whitman .••.... .. 
S. W. Whitman ........ . 
A. B. Hughes ........... . 
H. A. Hull .. ..... .. .... . . 
Chas. E. Barber ....... . 
Wm.J. l'aylor ......... . 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
l 
0 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
7 
1 
0 
8 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
17 
0 
l 
1 
1 
0 
5 
0 1 
0 
1 
" 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 2 
2[ 22 
15 ](l 
11 23 
54 70 
0 18 
8 ](l 
5 12 
8 27 
49 58 
16 18 
12 24 
6 3 
32 46 
4 8 
37 51 
20 28 
4 7 
15 25 
17 83 
24 25 
1!5 30 
16 17 
10 13 
1r, 25 
11 28 
0 25 
8 H 
287 46[ 
8 12 
15 25 
14 17 
IO 8 
75 84 
100 13.> 
i5 JO 
28 41 
20 38 
4 1(j 
48 52 
~o 30 
7 13 q 2 [ 
20 17 
18 11 
17 38 
13 13 
·1 20 
*Statistics of 18:J0-1331. 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 •···-·· •··· 0 
.o 0 . 0 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
3 
4 
0 
,25 
02 
70 
29 
101 
4Q 
0 0 0 0 1-1 4 1G 7 0 850 876 
0 0 ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 1 2 81 06 
0 0 0 0 1 3 1 3 0 30 42 
0 0 0 2 0 0 ··--·· 2 2 119 113 
...... . . .... 4 8 2 5 2 7 0 12 21 
o o ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 a· ................... . 
0 0 · ·--·- ··-··· ---··· .....• 8 4 12 208 198 
0 0 ··-·· · ···--· 12 24 1 10 11 251i 278 
0 0 6 3 0 0 3 1 4 14 16 
0 1 0 1 5 2 ···--- --·-·· 8 --···- --··-· 
··- ·· · - - -··· ----·· ..... . 3 0 0 1 1 -····· ······ 
0 0 ............ ·-··-· ...... 6 10 3 0 0 
0 0 4 5 25 100 20 35 27 121 208 
0 0 ·· ···- ---··· ...... ··· ··- 0 0 0 61 55 
0 0 0 3 0 3 0 3 3 ·----- ·· -·--
······ ·· ·- ·· 3 ... ... ---··- ...... 3 0 3 0 0 
-···-· ..•••. ·----- ..••.• .••••• ...... 4 8 •••.... • 21G 215 
U O .••••. · ····· I······ 4 .• 4 4 1 5 7 
G2 GO 
0 I u 2 3 I 2 2 5 ' 1··-···1·····-): :): :3 :3: _ } :::~: --;- : ' I~ ,;i 
3 j 12 22 10 15 3 11 5i 12 
.....• 1 .•..•• -····· ······ 3 1 3 1 4 ..•... ······ 
o I o o o o 3 1 4 3 84 OS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96 95 
···--· ···-··· l 2 ·····- ... ... 2 3 4 0 0 
o I o o · o 2 6 o o o 16~ 11 ! 
•••••. ...••.. ...•.. •..... ··-··· l ..•... 3 • ...•••. St> 11'1 
1 0 0 8 12 3 G 7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 10 15 2 4 6 203 1()0 
0 0 0 0 3 8 0 1 1 70 80 
1 2 -· ··-· . . ... _. ··-· -- ·· -· .. ··-- -· .... ···- ... ....... -·· .. . 
0 0 ~ 1 2 1 ............ ···- .... ···-·- ..... . 
0 0 ...... .. ... . ·· ···- ...... · ···· · 2 0 11 2l 
--- ·-· --···· ...... -· ··-- ······ ·····- 0 4 1 ........•••• 
0 0 1 0 ·- .••. ···-·· 1 3 1 7 5 
0 0 0 0 2 I 2 3 GO 0 
o I o 2 3 _ ..... .•.••. 2 o 1 ........... . 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 2 3 1 840 818 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
~tarn nnd po::,t· 
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ce 
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Cl) 
~ 
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secondary for college, for coll~ge, of gradu· Q) <d.., 
students classical scientific ates in 1892.::::: g t;J • 
included. course. course. 2 oo~~ 
Number of 
students 
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ondary 
grade. 
---;----I--~-- 10 t' ~~ 1---,----
1 1----,----, I IJ5 I~£.::.: Cl) 
~ 
s 
Cl) 
ce 
i::i 
Q) 
Cl) 
ce 
s 
Q) 
R 
d5 
~ 
~ 
Cl) 
ce 
s 
Q) 
~ 
Cl) 
ce 
~ 
..... .c t;J c,) 00 s s~~2 
~ · ~p.,..,c;i 
Cl) 
~ 
~ 
Q) 
~ 
Cl) 
ce 
~ ~ 
Cl) 
ce 
~ ~ 
Cl) 
ce 
~ R 
Cl) 
~ 
~ 
1 I 2 I a l~ /~/~J-~ [!] 9 110 / 11 / 12 / 1a / u 1~/_!_!__/_!!_J_~!_ 
~lmRAS&A-<:Ont'd. 
South Siou . ....-: City ··j High School. . ............. Prof. I. A. Sabine ······1 l S tanton .................. do* ......... .......... . B. F. Miller. .. .... ... . .. I 
St,•11,\ •.•.•....••.••....... do .......... ........ ... W. C. Lambert.......... 1 
St1·omsburg1 •••••••••••••• do ................... .. G. W. Crozier. ...... .... l 
:rr;;;~:i::::~~~: :~~Jt):~:~~:~~;:~~~~~ : ~!r. 1~;1r:::~~~~ 1 
'l'olrnmnh ................ . do ..................... A. V. Sunderlin.... ..... 1 
?;';~~!~~.::::::====·= ======gg = ================ ==== ti. i~~t~~t·=====·= ==== ····1· Yalpnrn.iso ... ... ... High School (dept.:*_ .... S. E. Clark......... . .... 2 
\ erlion ............. High School. .............. J. A. Kuhlman ...... ......... . 
"'ahoo ................... do ...................... MissE. A. Vroom.... .. 2 
\Yeeping \Va.ter .......... do ........•....... ~ .. .. A.H. Waterhouse...... 1 
~l~rl~I~~::::::::1~: ::::Iii l;ii:~~::: llll lll~:l f i ~Jl~r~:::::: l 
NEVADA. 
Austin ...... ...... .. High School. ... .. ......... Wm. M. Greenwell .... . 
Battle l\Ionntain ... High School (dept.) * ..... W. C. Hancock .... .... . 
Car ,,on City .............. do .... . ................ H. H . Howe .... . .. ...... . 
~~r!?c~ =·===== :: == := . ~~!~d~~~.~~~=========== ==== ~--r g;~{;~ori====~===== Golcl Illll . ................ do . . .... . ... .... .. .. . . R. C. Story, sup' t . .. ... . 
Pioche •......•...... .•... do . . . .... .......... .. .. Jno. G. Gwartney ..... . 
Reno ................•.•.•. do ··' . . ..... ..... ....... . J.E. Bray ... ........... . 
l 
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1 
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1 
1 
l 
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1 
1 
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0 0 0 0 1 3 2 8 4 240 318 
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" :n 
~ 
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~ 
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00 
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· ····· .. ... . 1 7 ······ ...... ···--· ...... ·--- .... . ..... · ---·-
0 0 5 3 3 3 4 0 4 li>2 135 
0 0 0 0 o 22 1 5 5285 262 
0 0 6 4 5 5 2 1 .. .... .. 14 18 
0 0 2 3 2 3 2 3 5 35 40 
...... ··•··· ·-···· ... ... ····-· 3 1 4 5 80 120 
::====!:===== ---J ···J :::i ====~= i ii J ···tr ···-tt 
0 0 . 3 1 ······ ...... 8 3 ······-· 191 209 
--11 l ::? :): :i~iii :~~:~~- --{ ----;- ----{ !ij !H 
!! \- --; : --;----;- -; -i-----n-+1-i;- ---i-'H<i 
ig :::::: :::::: ====~= ====i= :::::: :::::f ·T1···-r ~:~~::~: ···~n···~g 
35 , 0 0 l 1 4 3 3 4 5 .•..•••• -··· 
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00 
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d 
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0 
z 
~ 
t_:rj 
~ 
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~ 
.. ~ 
1--' 
00 
et, 
~ 
I 
et, 
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Virginia City ....... , ...... do ................. ~···/ H . . E. Witherspoon ... . . 
Wadsworth .. ............. do .... ................. Alice L. Cole ........... _. 
Winnemucca ............. do* .................... E. E. Winfrey .......... . 
1 15 46 
1 1 1 
0 16 17 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Ashland ............ High School. ............. , F.A. Clark.............. 1 
i;i}:it~~========== ====Jr==================~ ~:l.t~ft: ====~=====~ i Claremont ................ do ..................... M. C. Smart............. 1 
Ooncord .................. do ..................... .Jno. F. Kent............ 2 
Dover .... .. .............. do ..................... Frank W. Whitney..... 2 
Exeter ............... ..... do .. .......... .......... Albion Burbank........ 1 
Farmington .............. do* .................... F . W. Doring...... .... 1 
Franklin Falls ........... do* .................... W. E. Sargent....... . .. l 
Goffstown •............... do ..................... E. R. Pearse............. 1 
Gorham .................. do ..................... Chas. S. Paige.......... J 
Great Falls ............... do ..................... Henry S. Roberts.... . .. 1 
Greenland ................ do ..................... Annie M. Howe .............. . 
Hampstead ............... do ..................... Wm. D. Rich............ 1 
Hanover .................. do ..... ...... ....... .. . .J. Irving Buck.......... 1 
Henniker ............. .... do ........... ..... ..... Fremont L. Pugsley... 1 
Hinsdale .................. do ......... ........ ~ ... Robert A. Ray.......... 1 
Hollis ..................... do ..... ................ Fred S. Grow........... 1 
Keene ..................... do ..................... Chas. H. Douglas....... 2 
Laconia ................... do ..................... Wm. N. Cragin.......... 1 
Lancaster ................ do ...................... D. T. Timberiake........ 1 
Lebanon ... ... ....... High School (dept.)* ..... Robt. Forsyth.......... 1 
Lisbon .............. High School. .............. O.L. Wallace............ 1 
Littleton .... . . ........... do ..................... D. P. Dame.............. 1 
Manchester ............... do ..................... Albert Somes........... 4 
Milford ................... do ..................... Geo. W. Woodward.... 1 
~!~h~~rket======== =====:ig,;::::::::============ ~: *-~;~!~~~========== i Newport. ................. do ..................... F. 0. Chellis............ 1 
Peterboro ................ do ..................... Ella O. Abbott.......... O 
Pittsfield ................. do ..................... A. L. Safford............ 1 ~~·1~~i~~~ ====:::: ~ = ===: ~g: == ==:: = ===: ==: =: ==:: Mls1~1.i. W11:~u:: =::: b 
Warner ................... do ..................... Chas.J. Emerson,A.B .. I 1 it~~;;;L:; ;:;: ~: :JL):;~;; :::: :::::: ~:;;. {ittn :::: :: :::: l 
0 5 10 
1 17 21 
1 10 15 
0 10 21 
4 39 64 
4 99 124 
3 49 80 
1 36 0 
1 27 35 
1 20 40 
6 13 
13 25 
2 33 40 
1 , 5 10 
0 5 6 
0 14 20 
1 19 22 
2 13 20 
1 26 27 
4 63 72 
2 10 34 
1 11 31 
2 20 30 
1 16 17 
1 8 30 
4 105 132 
2 30 45 
4 71 79 
0 9 16 
1 28 24 
2 14 28 
1 15 29 
4 72 97 
1 4 5 
1 38 47 
\) 11 21 
1 16 39 
1 16 24 
1 7 13 
NEW JERSEY. 
Asbury Park ....... ' HighSchoJ>l* .............. 1 .r .• M. Rulston . ... ........ 1 r ' 3' 36' 56 
* Statistics of 1890--91. 
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0 
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4 
0 
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4 
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1 
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·· ···· ······ 5 ............ ······ 4 13 2 0 0 
0 0 8 7 6 0 14 17 8 0 0 
8 8 i .... ~. 1~ .•• ~~. 1S 2b 1~ 8 8 
...... ... ... 7 2 ..•••. ···•·· .......••••• ••·•··•· ....•....•.. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 ............ ········ ······ ..... . 
·· ···· ······ ............ ······ ······ ...... ...... 0 82 89 
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 5 1 0 0 
0 0 .................. ······ 2 5 1 ....•....... 
...... ...... 3 ······ 2 ...... ······ ...... ········ 8 14 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 3 
0 0 5 3 3 1 5 4 5 0 0 
0 •0 0 0 1 0 ······ ······ ········ (I 0 
-1---1- -i ---il-il-i<---i- -i;- ------;- i i 
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0 
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0 
0 
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------
····,j" 5 9 
0 1 2 
0 20 22 
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0 11 4 
-l-1 
4 0 
0 0 
3 5 
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0 .0 0 
0 3 0 
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0 0 0 
0 6 8 
------
0 0 
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0 
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2 2 1 21 31 
3 0 1 -····· ······ 
1 1 2 0 0 
2 0 2 8 IO 
24 19 14 0 0 
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4 1 0 0 0 
9 14 0 2 8 
...... ,...... 1 ······ 0 ······ ······ 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schoolsfo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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4 ii 6 ,. s 9 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I l.i'.i l--1--l--i--1--1--1--1--l--1--l--l---1--I--
.:-;&W JF.R~EY--.:!On-
tiUUCd. 
,\llnntic City_______ H1gh School.______________ Chas. B. Boyer. -- ---- ---- ~ {:~;~~~~~::::::::=== ::::::gr:::::::::::::::::::: f~~~~t~~~1~~~-::::::: 1 
Bordentown ______________ do*-------·----·-·· ____ Wm. McFarland ___ _ ·--- 1 
Caldwell __________________ do __________ , __________ C. E . Hedden____________ 1 
Cranford ________ _________ do ________ ________ . ____ Richard E . Clement ___ _ 1 
}m~~~!~:-~~:::::::: ::::::gg :::::::::::::::::=::: ~!~~'i~lt E:;~~-::::::: ----~-
Freehold _________________ do_____________________ John Enright_ ___ _______ 2 
~~\~~~i;::~1~:::::::: ::::::g~~:::::::::::: :::::::: :efs·o~~fa~e-~~~:::: :::: ~ 
Hackettstown ______ High School (dept.,~'------ A.H. Sltinner ___________ 2 
lln.mmouton _______ High School* _______ ______ W. B. Mathewt____ __ ____ 0 
High tstmvn ______________ do_____________________ Theo. Greene__________ __ 1 
Hoboken ____ _______ _______ do _____________________ Wm. H. Elston__________ 2 
if~~~;~l~i:~::::::::: ::::::gg :::: ::::::::::::::::: :\~l;;~~lm1i11::::::: t l\1111Y11le ________ __________ do _____________________ T. D. Senson ________ ____ 1 
Montclair ________________ do __________ _______ ____ Ransdall Spaulding____ 1 
iiu~~~E rn :(m;rn}//tt Jf ~~~~~(2i -1 
Oxrord ______________ l Furnace High School Chn.s.S.Aitkins______ __ _ 1 
(dept.)'' 
~~~!:!~n:::::::::::: -~~!~a~~~-~~~:::::::::::=::: 
f~~t~~~~=::::=~ :::r ::::ig :: ::::: ==== == ==== ==== 
R. B. J ewett 
L.II.vVhite ·----·-------
1 
1 
2 Julia. E. Bulkley _______ _ 
Edward B . Shallow ____ _ 
2 20 
2 33 
2 16 
2 23 
l l8 
1 ]5 
6 63 
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Raritan ... . .... . ..... . .... do Geo. A. West ............ 
------ ------
. 3 
R ed B ank ............ . .... do . . ..... .. .. . ... . . . .. . Richard Case ............ 1 2 35 
Rosselle . ... .... .... NorthHigh School (dept. Chas. W.P.Banks ...... l 0 3 
No. 25). 
Do .............. Dis trict No. 4 High 
S chool. 
Rachel Van Sycklo .... _ 
---- --
2 10 
Salem ... . .......... High SchooP ............ . 
Somerville ......... High School (dept.)* . . ... . 
South Amboy ...... High SchooL ............. . 
Sou th Orange ............ do ................. ... . 
Summit ... . .............. do .. ........ .......... . 
E. S. Richards ..... ..... _ 2 2 12 
J. S. Haynes ..... .... .... 2 2 1fi 
vV. L. Heineken, A . llI .•.. 1 0 14 
E. C. Sherman. A. M ..... 1 1 10 
'l'hos. J. Bissell .......... 1 2 7 
Toms River .............. do . ................... . 
Trenton .................. do .... . ............... . 
J . D. Dillingham ........ 2 ···-·· 21 
Wm. H. Brace ......... . 1 10 70 
Vineland ... . ............. do .................... . 
W ashing ton ... . ...... . ... do ..... . ........... . .. . 
W estfield . . .. ............. do .... . : ............. . . 
Jno. P. Burnett, 111. D . • .. 1 1 10 
J. Calvin Rush .......... 2 1 27 
E. Francis ............... 1 1 16 
W es t Hoboken . ......... . do .................... . Robert Waters .......... 1 1 10 
Woodbridge ...... . ....... do ................ ~ ... . Albert H. Wilson ....... 1 4 4 
NEW l\IEXICO. 
Albuquerque_ . ..... [ High SchooL ..•••••••.•••• J Mattie M. Winslow ..... , ..•... , ...... , ..... . 
NEW YORK. 
Union SchooL ...•..•...... 
Academy and Union 
School. 
Akron ...... :-....... I Union SchooL ............ . 
!i~~J ============== iJ~~nsJ~gg~i::::·:::::::::: 
Alexander ................ do .................... . 
Amsterdam ............... do,:, ....... . ........... . 
Angola ... ........... _ ..... do ..... ...• a ••• """· •••• 
Arcade .. .................. do .... . ............... . 
Attica . .................... do* .......... ......... . 
Auburn ............. Academic High Schoo1,:, .. 
Avon .... ........ .. .. Union High School* ..... . 
Bainbridge ............... do .................... . 
Ba1dwinsville ...... Academy* ................ . 
Batavia ............. High School':' ............ . 
Bath ............. ~ ........ do* .... ....... .. ...... . 
Belfast ........•..... Genesee Valley Seminary 
and Union School. 
Binghamton ........ Central High School. .... . 
Boonville .. .. ....... Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Brasher Falls ...... Union School. ............ . 
Brewster ........... Union High SchooL ..... . 
Brocton ..........• ' •. Union SchooL ....... ... .. . 
Jno. S. Lincoln .... __ ----1 1 3 30 AllenH. Knapp •........ 1 1 32 
Orson Warren . ......•.. 1 1 27 
0. D. Robinson .....••••. io' 18 352' 
Chas. A. Hamilton ...... 1 ·4 51' 
W. A. Andrews .......... 1 2 19 
J. W. Kimball.. ......... 0 1 13 
Robt. D. Bussey ..•..... 
-· ----
2 48 
Geo. H. Stratton ........ 2 1 20 
Thos. B. I,,ovell, A. M .•• _ 1 3 47 
Wm.P. Thompson ...... 4 7 147 
Reuben J. Wallace ..... 1 2 40 
F. W. Crumb ........... . 1 2 23 
Isaac N. Tailor ......... 1 3 45 
John Kennedy .... ...... 1 5 5(i 
Geo. H. Quay ........... 1 2 5 
Elmer s. Redman ... ... . 1 1 30 
Chas. 0. Dewey .. .. .... ~ 3 9 1511 
Jas. D. Rogers .••... .. -· ,- 1 3 55 
Millard F. Pnry ........ 1 . . ···- . 30 
Henry S.Purdy . ... ..... 1 1 Hl 
R. lv.I. Fitch ............. . 1 -· ·· · - (i 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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NF.W YORK-cont'd. I ~ 
Broot,field •...••.... Acndemy .................. L. w. Hoffman ....•..••. 1 2 40 66 0 0 2 
2 10 15 2 2 3 ··---· ----- - H 
llnioklYn •.•........ Boy;,' High School. ....... A.G. McAllister .. .. .. .... 22 ----- - 813 ------ 4 ·· ···· 204 ------
214 
------
72 
------
11 0 0 0 
Do." .............. Girls' Iligh School. ....... Calvin Patterson . ...... 4 48 0 1,413 0 11 
0 200 
--------
0 0 z 
Bntralo .... .......... High School. .............. Henry P . Emerson ..... 8 22 460 602 0 2 
···52· ····s· ···4(i" 30 45 72 18 0 0 ~ 
:::an-ibric.lge .......... Union Hlgh School. ...... J ames E . "Potter ........ 1 20 30 0 0 2 0 8 8 
4 4 8 100 150 
:·amdcu ..........•.. Union S ·hool * ........ .... D. D. Van Allen .. .. .... 1 1 40 80 0 0 ······ -·---- ------ ----- - 7 6 
13 
--- --- -- - ---
t,rj 
:nnandnigun ....... Union Free School No, 1.. H. L. Laylor ....... . ... . 2 4 71 108 0 1 2 7 30 30 6 8 
3 379 334 >--o 
:11nnJohnrie.. ...... Academic Department S . .McK. Smith .••.. . ... . 1 2 17 15 0 0 ······ -- ---- 7 3 1 3. 2 26 27 
0 
Union School. 
~ 
Cnnnsernga... .. • .•. . Union School ............. E.G. Hughey, A.~ ..... 1 2 44 48 0 0 5 8 0 0 0 2 0 30 80 
~~ 
annstota ................ do ..................... Geo. H. Ottenay ....... . 1 2 12 33 0 0 1 1 · ····· ---- -- 2 1l 2 ------ ---- - - ....... 
audor.. .. .. ... . . .. . Free Academy ......... .. . E. F. McKinley .... . ... . 0 4 10 17 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 2 0 104 139 00 
Canton .....•........ Academy and Union Fred C. Foster ......... 0 7 75 45 0 0 3 5 12 23 5 11 10 150 163 
co 
School 
..... 
I 
Carthage ............ Union School. ..... ........ Geo. F. Sawyer ......... 1 2 8 35 0 0 2 3 2 2 ...... ------ -------- ------ ------ co 
'nstile .............. ...... do ......... .. .......... Francis M. Smith ...... 1 5 8 20 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 100 140 
~-.:> 
at~kill ............. Free Academy ............ E. S. Harris ............ l 3 40 31 0 0 8 4 2 3 7 3 5 ............ 
attaraugus ........ Free School and .A.cad· Wm. 0. Robinson ....... 1 3 18 22 0 0 1 5 0 0 7 10 I 3 11 I 19 
ntral Square ..... 
emy. 
Union School (dept.)* .... Albert G. Bugbee .... . .. 1 1 20 30 45 80 0 1 0 2 7 f 1····· ·1r12or·141 hateaugay ...... ... Union School and Acad· Edward L. Stephens .... 1 5 26 32 --- -- - ------ ------ ------ ------ --- --- 1 
emy. 
Cherry Valley ...... Academy*················· Arial McMaster ........ 2 0 14 12 0 0 2 2 ...... ------ 1 0 
Chester .....•....... Union School. ............. F. M. Wilson ........... 1 2 21 34 1 1 1 2 3 4 4 i 130 
... iiii 
Chittenango ..... ... Yates School and A.cad· N. P. Avery ............. ------ ----- - 8 10 0 
···o· 
------ -- ---- ------ ------
0 0 0 120 128 
emy. 
larence ............ Parl,er Union School. .... E. A. Parks ...... ....... 1 3 48 36 0 0 2 0 8 16 ------ ------
1 ...... 
-- ----
Cliflon Springs .... Public School .. ..... .. .... Jno. H. Stephens ....... 1 3 40 35 1 0 1 0 -····· ------ 7 11 ······s· 135 
190 
lydc ............... High School.......... ..... Edward Hayward .. .... 1 3 27 52 0 0 6 2 3 
4 1 1 0 0 
bleskilL .......... ...... do* .................... W. II. Ryan ............. 1 3 40 35 1 0 1 .... . . ------ ------
7 11 
······o· 135 190 
hoes ........•. .... E&rberL's High School ... . Geo. E. Dixon 1 2 IO 48 0 
0 0 0 2 1 2 12 0 0 
Cooperstown ....... Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Copenhagen ........ Union School 
Corning . ....... .•... ]'ree Academy ........... . 
Coxsackie........... Academic Department 
Union School. 
Crown Point ....... High School (dept. ) ... .. . 
Cuba ................ Union School and Acad-
em y. 
Dansville·········-- Union School 
Deposit . .... ........ Academy··········-··-···-
De Ruyter ....... .•. Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
g~~t!~k============= ~1:ge~hodl*~============ East Bloomfield .... Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Strong Comstock ...... . 
F.A. Walker 
A.G. Slocum .......... . 
Geo. W.Fairgrieve .... . 
F. Yale Adams ...... ... . 
J.E.Dewey 
F. J. Dramond ......... . 
S .D.Arms . ............ . 
E. A. Winchell ......... . 
M. J . Fletcher····-···-·· 
Alber t Leonard, A. 111 ... 
A. E. Neeley .•....... .... 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
0 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
0 
35 
33 
66 
5 
24 
40 
42 
20 
35 
31 
27 
6 
43 
49 
92 
18 
27 
55 
62 
33 
45 
27 
46 
14 
East Syracuse ............ do ........... ·· ·-···· ·· 
Elba ................. High School*···--· ··· ··-· 
Elizabethtown····- Union High School ...... . 
Ellenville .... .. ..... Academy·········-····-·-· 
Ellicottsville ...... . Union School and Acad. 
A. D. Worde ....... . ..... I 1 I 31 20 Chas. R. Loomis .... .... 1 0 1 
H. D. Hofl'nagh ··---···· ..... . . ..... 12 
F. A Woodward, A M.... 1 2 22 
J.W.Fowler............ 1 0 4 
36 
5 
20 
42 
16 
emy. 
Elmira .............. Free Academy ............ H. M. Lovell,A.B ·······-
Essex .... ... . . ... ... UnionFree School. ..... .. Gideon B. Travis····-·· 
Fairport. ....... .... Classical Union School*·- F'loyd J. Bartlett.···- .. 
Fayetteville ........ Union High School*-····- Frank~- Tisdale ....... . 
Flushing ............ High School*-·-·-····-·-· Jno. Holly Clark···-··· 
Fonda .......... . ... Union School ............. Chas. A. Coons .... ..... . 
Forestville ...... .. . Free Academy ............ A. C. Anderson ........ . 
Fort Covington .......... do ···--·-······-······ Walter S. Flint ...... .. . 
Fort Edward ....... Union School--··· · ······- Thos. S. Vickerman ... . 
Frankfort·······-· Union School and Acad· W. F. Moshier ......... . 
emy. 
Frewsburg .... ..... Union School. ............. P. E. Marshall ......... . 
Frie.ndship ·····-··· Union School and Acad· A.H. Lewis 
emy.* 
Fulton .................... do* . .................. . 
Geneva. -··········· Classical Union School. .. 
Glen Cove ....... ~ .. High School (dept.)* .... . 
Glens Falls.······-· Union School .......... .. . 
Gouverneur ...... . . Gouverneur Seminary ... . 
Granville .......... . Union School---·········-
Greene . --·· ........ Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Greenport- ·· ····--· ...... do .................... . 
Greenwich .......... Union School. .... • ...... . 
Groton -·····- · ····- Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
B. G. Clapp.............. 1 
W. H. Truesdale....... . 1 
C. W. Gould ......... .... . 1 
Sherman Williams .. _.. 0 
Donaldson Bodine...... 2 
D. A. Lockwood........ 1 
Maurice E. Page........ 1 
Alfred W. Rogers ...... . 
C. L. Morey··········-·· 
Wm. E. Lockner, A. M 
6 161 135 
0 11 . 14 
2 63 104 
<l 31 54 
5 70 84 
0 9 28 
2 37 42 
2 20 35 
2 11 24 
2 40 64 
1 28 31 
3 22 38 
5 104 117 
5 32 57 
1 15 30 
7 14 34 
· 2 29 61 
1 16 24 
1 22 30 
2 
2 
5 
23 
40 
40 
26 
38 
43 
Hamburg ........... Union School Andrew Spencer ... . .... 1 1 I 2 I 20 I 30 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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!-,EW Yonrc-cont'd. 
llnm!lton ___________ Union School*------------
llnucoclr ___________ Union School and Acad-
H . C. VanGuyL ________ _ 
Lincoln R. Long ....... . 
2 
2 
50 I 100 
17 27 
() 
0 g 1-,--T1----1r ··1r==== 7 2 ~ 1----··0·1-·"s+T--ii5 
emy. 
111w1mn. ••• --------·- Union Free School. ______ _ 
}f~~l.Yg!~~~========= ij~1~nst~~~~i-and-Acaci~- !: g: ~m!r~= ============1-- --f-1-- --i-1-- -if- 1-- -~~-1-- ··g·1-- ··g · 1 :: ::~: 1 ·· __ g_ I_ ---~-,--··a- 2 2 
i 
3 
4 
_75 90 
~ 1----6-i-----ii 
emy. 
IIolln.nd Patent ____ Union School. _____________ vV. S. Knowlson --- -----
Holley ______________ Union School and Acad- Herbert G. Reed __ __ ___ _ 
emy. Homer ________ ______ Homer Academy __________ L. H. Tuthill ___________ _ 
Hoosick Falls ______ High School. _______ _____ __ Jno. E. Shull ___________ _ 
llornellsYille _______ .F'ree Academy ____________ W . R. Prentice _________ _ 
Horsellend _________ Union High School*------ P. T. Marshall __ ___ ___ _ _ 
llullsou _____________ High School. ______________ F. J. Sagendorf. _____ __ _ 
Huntington ________ Union School. ____ ____ ____ _ Chas. J. Jennings ______ _ 
Ilion---------------- ______ do __________ ___________ Judson!. Wood ________ _ 
l~~:Jtti~===== ==== =~~~;~r~~~~= ==== ==== == ==== ~E_: 1~;:y1i~~~~== ==== Jonlrm ____ __________ Free School _______________ Jno. W. Chandler ____ __ _ 
Reeseville __________ Union School. _____________ A. W . Dyke _____ _______ _ 
Kingston _____ ______ Free Academy ___ ______ ____ Henry W. Callahan ___ _ 
eonardsY1lle ______ Union School and Acad- Chas. H. Weller _______ _ 
emy.* Limestone ____ ____________ do ___ _____________ ____ _ James M. Grimes ______ _ 
Lisle _______ _________ Lisle Academy ______ ___ ___ D.S. Zimmer ________ __ _ 
Little Falls_________ Union School .. _____ ____ ___ Marcellus Oaky _______ _ _ 
LlttloVnlley _______ UnionFreeSchooL _______ N. A. Dashing----------
. Liverpool. __________ Union School and Acad- William S. Mm·ray, :ru. s. 
emy. 
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Lockport __ ___ __ ___ _ Union SchooL ____________ _ 
Long Island City ___ High SchooL ______ ---- ---· 
Lowville ____________ Academy----------- -------Lyons _______________ Union SchooL ____________ _ 
Madison __________________ do __________________ __ _ 
Malone __________ . ____ Franklin Academy _______ _ 
Manlius _____________ Union Schoo1,:, ----- - -- --- · Massena __________________ do ____________________ _ 
Mayville ___________ . ______ do~'- .. ---- __ -------- - -. 
Medina _______ ___ ___ Free Academy ____ ________ _ 
Middletown ___________ ___ do* ___________________ _ 
Mohawk ____________ Union SchooL __________ __ _ 
Montgomery _____________ do ______________ ____ __ _ 
Moravia __ ________________ do ________________ ____ _ 
Morris ______________ Union School and Acad-
emy. 
Mt. Morris __________ Union Free School and 
Academy. 
Naples ______________ Union School and Acad-
emy. Newark.--·-···----- ______ do ____________________ _ 
Newark Valley ___________ do ____________________ _ 
New Berlin. ______________ do*----------------- __ _ 
Newburg ___________ Free Academy* ____ ______ _ 
New York __________ Central Evening High 
School. 
New Yorlr __________ East Side Evening High 
School. 
New York _________ _ Long Island City H igh 
School.* 
Niagara Falls ______ Union School Nichols ____ __ ___ __________ do ______ ___ _____ ______ _ 
North Brookfield ___ Union School and Acad-
. emy. 
North Tarrytown __ Union School*------- - ----
Norwood ______ _____ Union School and Acad-
emy. 
Nunda ___ _. __ .. . . __ __ Union School* ____ ....... . 
Nyack __ ___ ________ _ ___ ___ do ____ ________________ ·_ 
Ogdensburg _______ . Free Academy* 
g~ee~~a ::= =: := =:: :::: J. ~~!~d~~~-~~~=:: = = :: ::: : : :: : 
Oneonta _____________ Union School and Acad-
emy. 
Onondaga Valley ___ HighSchoolandAcademy_ 
Oswego _____________ High School.. ____________ _ 
Ovid _________________ Union School aµd Acad-
emy. 
Owego ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Free Academy ________ ___ _ _ 
Oyster Bay ____ · .----- Union School ,:, ________ - ! --
Ed ward Hayward . ____ -
E.Fl.Fargan, A . M.,PH.D. 
A. M. Johnson _________ _ 
W . H . Kinney ___________ _ 
Jas. H. Bowen _________ _ 
E . D. Mermian _____ ____ _ 
G. E. ~ullis ________ ____ _ 
M. H. Kinsley, B . s ____ : 
w. M. Pierce _______ ____ ~ 
Henry Pease __________ _ _ 
Henry H. Roberts ______ ,. 
W . E. Stearns _________ _ 
Reuben Frazer ________ _ 
John D. Brigelow ---~--W. D. Johnson ________ _ 
A. C. Mitchell _________ _ 
B. W. Mosher _________ _ 
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S. J. Gibson____________ 1 
Jas. W. Crane__________ 5 
George White__ ________ 25 520 2 
WilburF. Hudson ----- 1------1- - ----11,636 
Mrs. M. E. Guirey. ___ _ 
N. L. Benham _________ _ 
Irving F. Stetler ___ ___ _ 
C. E. Willard __________ _ 
Nathan H. Dumond ___ _ 
Edwin F. McDonald __ _ 
0 
0 
1 
1 
4 
1 
0 
Wm. A. Stewart._______ 1 1 
Ira H. Lawton__________ 1 4 
W. C. Kruse ______ -~---- 2 3 
Chas. W. Evans __ __________ ______ _ 
Frank W. Jennings____ 1 3 
Nathan N. BulL_______ 0 3 
E. D. Miles_ ___ ___ ___ ____ 1 2 
Chas. W. Richards_ ____ 1 5 
S. G. Harris , M. A______ l 1 
E. J. P eck ___ ___ ________ 2 G I 
SydneyR. Coovey ______ 1 O 
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TABLE 4. -Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9t-Continued. 
State n.ntl po~l· 
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l:''1·:W YOllK- cont'd. 
PnintedPost ........ l Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Palatine Bridge .... High School. ... . ...... ... . 
Palmyra ............ Classical Union School. .. 
Parish ............... Parish Academy ... . ..... . 
Parl'ho~ue .......... Union School. ............ . 
PeoksldlL •.. .•..... . I Drum Hill Union Acad· 
emy. 
Penn Yan ..... ... ... Academy* ................ . 
Perry ............... Free Academy ............ . 
Phelps ............ .. Union and Classical School 
Phtcnix .... . ........ Union School. ............ . 
Pittsford............ Union Free School .... .. . 
Pln.tt:sburg ..... ..... High School. .... ......... . 
Port Byron ......... Free School and Acad· 
emy.* 
Port Chester........ Union Free School* .. ... . 
Port Henry........ Union School and A cad· 
emy.* 
Port Jervis ......... Union School. ............ . 
Portville .................. do* . .................. . 
Poughkeepsie . ..... High School ..... .... ... .. . 
Prattsburg .......... Franklin Academy and 
Union S chool.* 
Pulaski ............. Union School and Acad· 
emy. 
Rhinebeck .......... Union School. ............ . 
Richfield Springs .. Union School and Acad-
emy. 
Rochester .......... Free Academy . .......... . 
Rondout ............ Ulster Academy ......... . . 
C.R. Stiles 
N. G. Kingsley ........ . 
Geo. W . Pye .... . .... .. . 
H. L . Benton ........... . 
W . E. Gordon ........ . . 
Jno. Millar . ........... . 
F. T . Shultz ..... ...... . 
Mary E. Clatton· ...... . 
D. D. Edgarton ...... . . 
De Forest Preston . ... . 
Edwin J. Howe ....... . 
H . D. Woodward ...... . 
Wm. L. Harris, A. B •••• 
John C. Rockwell. ..... . 
P. F. Burke ........... . 
JohnM. Dolph ......... . 
W. H.Smith .... .. ..... . 
James Winnie ....... .. . 
Curtis B. Miller ....... . 
S. R. Shear 
Theodore S. Barnes .... 
J. A. Bassett, A. M •••••• 
Jno. G. Allen ........ .. . . 
w. E. Bunten ... ....... . 
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Roxbury_ ...•....... High School• ..•••• __ • ____ _ Jno. Y. Smith __ .... ____ 1 1 16 14 0 u -----· ~--·-· ·••••• --·-·· •••••• ····-- -------- -·-·-- ··----
Rushford ••••.••.••. Union SchooL _____________ Edward Maguire _______ 1 1 20 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 62 37 Rushville ___ ________ ______ do _____________________ Fred W. Fisher ________ 1 1 20 25 0 0 4 6 1 2 1 2 3 43 49 
Sag Harbor ________ Union Free SchooL .•. ____ John J. Harrison ___ • ___ 1 9 10 21 4 6 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 175 275 
t.:i:J Salamanca ____ ____ High School. ______________ Mrs. S. C. Balcam ... ___ 1 3 25 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 3 18 29 
Sandy Creek _______ ______ do _____________________ W. C. Tifft ______________ 1 2 38 40 0 0 7 2 3 0 4 5 2 0 0 t:::1 Sandy Hill _________ Union Sch-ool and Acad- Francis A. Tifft •••• ____ 1 2 40 60 0 0 1 0 2 . 1 3 6 3 275 325 
i£ Saratoga Springs __ emy. Union School •••••••••••• _ Thos. R. Kneil .•••• ____ 2 3 63 91 0 3 2 0 0 0 7 ------ i 
---9ii" -·--oi I Savannah ___ _______ ______ do ______ _______________ Chas. G. Plumb ________ 2 6 13 
-- ---- ------ ------ ------
3 6 ------ __ ,. ___ Schenectady • __ .• • _ Union Classicallnstitute* Chas. S. Halsey _________ 1 'f 79 101 0 0 32 5 13 6 24 23 18 
-~·. -- - ------Schenevus_ .••• _____ Union School*---- -------- Floyd S. Lowell ________ 1 2 9 23 0 0 ------ ·---- - ------ ------ 5 5 -------- ------ ------ m 
~Schoharie __________ Academy __________________ Solomon S;tas, A. M _____ 2 1 40 32 0 0 8 0 4 0 4 2 4 120 157 t-3 
~ Schuylerville_. _____ Union School _____________ W. L. Weeden __________ 1 8 12 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 191 174 P> Scio _____________ ___ _ High School* _________ ____ Jas. M. Reed ____________ 1 ] 20 40 2 3 ------
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----· ---- ------ ------
t-3 
~ Seneca Falls _______ Mynderse Academy_. _____ A. C. McLachlin ________ 0 4 38 67 0 0 --- --- 1 2 1 8 16 0 400 415 m Sherburne •••••••• __ Union School and Acad- W. D. Maurd ____________ 0 3 13 41 3 4 3 4 ------ -- ---- 3 2 4 -----· ------ t-3 
emy.* ~ 
Sherman····------- Union School _____________ I. H. Russell. ___________ 1 3 50 65 0 0 0 0 5 1 2 5 1 69 59 0 Sidney __ _______ ___ ._ High School. ____ . _________ Frank W. Goreth _______ 1 2 9 10 0 0 2 1 2 4 0 0 0 172 169 U). Silver Creek ________ Union School and Acad- Arthur M. Preston _____ 2 1 22 37 0 0 6 5 3 0 5 5 4 ------ ------ 0 emy.* ~ Sinclairvme ________ Academy __________________ J. H. Selden ______ ______ _ 1 2 14 22 0 0 1 2 ------ -- ---- 1 2 -------- 50 51 Sing Sing ___ _______ High School* _____________ Miss Ida W. Bennett ___ 0 3 20 40 0 0 -- -- -- ------ ------ ------ 4 3 ---- ---- ------ ------ "O Skaneateles ________ Union School and Acad- H.F. Miner _____________ 1 3 45 53 0 0 2 2 ----- - ___ ,....,_ 4 5 2 ------ ------ Cl emy.* t:d Smith ville Fla ts ___ Union School _____________ Jno. H. Murray _____ ___ _ 1 2 4 5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -- ---- ----· 9 14 ~ Spencer _____________ ______ do _______ __ ____________ L. K. Marsh ___________ _ 1 1 25 35 
-- ---- ------ 1 ------ 6 8 4 3 0 100 140 >--4 Springville. ________ Griffith Institute __________ Robt. W. Hughes. ___ __ _ 1 3 61 89 0 0 3 0 7 3 5 5 1 ------ ------ a Stamford ___________ Seminary and Union 0. J. Blakesley _________ 1 5 60 55 0 0 10 6 7 3 8 4 9 130 115 
School. ~ Stillwater _________ _ Union School. ____________ Alex. Falconer __________ 1 1 13 25 
------ ------ -- ---- ------ ---- -- ------ ------ --- --- ---- ----
4 5 H Tonawanda ________ 
___ ___ do*-------------·------ Henry Pease, A. M ______ 2 0 7 14 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 2 1 ------ ------ ~ Trenton ____________ High School, District No. Jno. G. Williams _______ 1 0 14 21 0 0 ------ -- ---- ------ ------ ------ ----- - -------- ------ ------ P::l l.* 
Troy---------------- High School* ____________ _ Leigh R. Hunt __________ 4 3 94 142 0 1 16 2 10 4 40 37 10 00 
------ ------ 0 Trumansburg ______ Union School (dept.)*---- HenryD. Hopkins __ ____ 1 1 15 22 0 0 ------ ------ 1 0 ------
------ -------- ------ ------ P::l Union Springs _____ High School* __ __ _________ Arthur M. SeekelL _____ 1 1 26 23 0 0 ------ ------ 9 12 2 2 . 2 ------ ··---- -Utica _______________ Academy ______ ____________ G: C. Sawyer __ _________ _ 4 6 122 151 0 0 25 10 
------ ------
12 26 7 0 0 0 Valatie--------- ---- UnionFree School. _______ O. B. Sylvester _________ i 4 17 17 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 86 83 0 Vernon _____________ Union School* ____________ Elridge R. Adams _____ _ 1 1 21 31 0 0 - -- --- ------
------ ------
------
-------- ------ ------
t1 
Walton __ __ _________ High School. ____ __________ J.R. Fairgrieve _________ 2 2 7tl 108 3 5 22 3 ------ 2 10 8 8 184 177 r,i Warrensburg ______ Union Free School ___ ____ Fred. N. Moulton _______ 1 4 16 25 0 0 2 2 5 8 2 0 1 90 104 Warsa:w ------------ Union School _____________ Irving B. Smith ________ 2 2 79 96 0 0 16 5 3 5 3 6 2 235 230 Warwick ___________ Wa:rwick Institute __ 
0 
_____ Wm. Day Smith ________ 1 ·- ---- 15 20 0 0 3 1 2 0 2 3 0 160 155 Waterford __________ Umon Free School. __ ___ __ Mattie J . Cook __________ 0 3 22 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 339 355 Waterloo ___________ Union School* ____________ A. R. Snow ______________ 2 1 53 79 0 0 ------ ------
------ ------
2 6 8 ------ ------Watertown_________ High School.______________ J as. G . Riggs ____________ 2 4 81 78 0 0 15 8 10 2 10 9 8 42 56 Waterville ___ • ______ Union School.--·· .••• -·-· A.H. Sage-····· ________ 1 3 80 59 0 0 3 2 15 12 54 58 2 143 141 I--'-
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Nl-~W YORK-cont'd. 
Wntkins .•.......... l Academy and Union 
School. 
Web:-t01: ............ Union School 
l\'ell:-;Yille ................ do ................. ... . 
Westchester ........ Union Free School (No. 1) 
' Do .. ...... .. .... Union School (No. 3) ... . 
'Westfield ........... Academy and Union 
School.* 
West Hebr on ....... Union School and Acad· 
emy.* 
'\Vcstport. ................ do* ................... . 
'\Yest Winfield ...... ...... do* .............. . .... . 
'\.Yhitehall . .. . . . ... . High School. ............. . 
'\Yhitney 's Point ... Academy ................. . 
Wilson.............. Union School ............ . 
'\\'indsor .................. do .......... .. ........ . 
'\Yolcott. .... .... .... Leavenworth Institute* .. 
'\Yoodhull ........... Union School and A.cad· 
Sam. S. Johnson .. ..... 
F. D. Boynton .......... 
C. M. Harding ...... ! ... 
M. E. Devlin ............. 
Philip O'Ryan ..... .. .. . 
A. N. Taylor .. .......... 
L. L. Landers ........... 
!!'red. V. Lester ....... 
Frank J. House . .... ... 
W.H.Howe ..... ...... . 
A. R. Mason .... ··· - .. 
Thos. E. Lockhart-·· · 
Geo. R. Winslow ...... 
Jas. E. Potter ......... 
Alvin Z. Pierce---····· 
Worcester ............. ~~do* ................... . 
Wyoming ...•....... Middlesburg Academy ... . 
Yonkers ............ High School. ............. . 
Rev. F. H. Coffran_ ..... 
A. J. Menell ............. 
EdwardR. Shaw .... ···-
NORTII CAROLIN A. 
Ashevme ........... High School (dept.F ...... E. P . Mungum .. .... ... . 
Banner's Elle. ...... Academy* ...... ........ ... J. W. Davis ............ . 
Durham ...• .... .... High School............... E. W. Kennedy .. . ... .. . 
Gloyer .............. MountPleasantAcademy J. A. Bridges, n. s ...... . 
Greensboro ......... High School. .............. S. C. Smith ........ .... . 
Reidsville .•... -. ........•. uo•~ ..•................. Jno. R. Graham ..... .: .. 
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D0.----·---------1 High School (colored)*--- W. S. Roberson·----··-· 
'farborough ________ High School (dept.)*------ Chas. J, ;parker·------· 
Wn,shingtou ________ HighSchoo1•:'-----··--···-· Walter S. Dunston-···· 
Wilming~vn .. __ ·-·· High School (dept.)':, ______ M. C. S. Noble _____ ,. __ .• 
Winston __ ..•. __ ---· ·- ____ do*-·__________________ L. M. Rignolds __ ____ ·---
-2 
1 
0 
l 
2 
0 
1 
r 
2 
21 
.e 
32 
5 
30 
NORTII DAKOTA. 
Devils Lake ____ ---·, High School ... --------·--·1 L.B. Fancher 
~~~fftF01:ks-::= ===: : = ::::ig ::::::::::::::::= ==:: f~~;aAM~w:ight=== :::: 
0 
2 
2 
4 
37 
17 
OHIO. Akron _____________ .. High SchooL _____________ . 
Alexandria _____ ---· ______ do _______ ·- ____ ·- _____ _ 
.Alliance. _____ -----· ______ do. __________ -----·-··· 
Alpha.............. . Beaver Creel{ High School 
Andover ............ High SchooL ............. . 
Anna ............. _ ...... .. do ...... ·--············ 
Arcanum ................. do'~-·-----------------· 
Archbold ____ ·-----· ______ do----------···--·----· 
Ashland------······ .. .... do_···-·---------·---·· 
Ashley---·------···· ...... do ____ ·----······-····· 
Ashtabula-··-·· .......... do.-·-----··--·- .. ··-· 
Athens_ .. _···-···-·· ...... do. ____ ............ : __ . 
Attica ....... ·-·· ....... ___ do·-·· ....... ~ ... _ .... . 
Bainbridge·--···--· Union School 
Barnesville ·-···.... High SchooL .... -··· -----· 
Basil ______ ·····-···· ··-·-·do ........ : ......... .. . 
Batavia.···- ....... . ...... do.···- ............... . 
Beaver Dam ............ -.do .. ·---'··-··--·-·-··· 
Bellaire ..... ---· ....... ___ do.---· "--· .. ·-·- ..... . 
Bellbrook ... --- · ·--· .... _.do.---------· .... ····-· 
Belle Center---· ....... ___ do.-·--··---·····-· ... . 
Bellefontaine ........... .. do*·-···- ............. . 
B ellevue ....... ·--·· High School (d~pt.) ····--
Belleville ....... ·--· High School*---·-·-·-·.~-· 
Bentonville.-·-·-··· ...... do ................. ·-·· 
Berea··--···-···~·-- Union School*.---·······--
Beverly ····--·--···· Independent School':' ... _. 
Blanchester··-····· High School. __ ·--- · ···--· 
Bloomingburg_---· ·---- . do ________ __ _ .--~--·--· 
Bloomville.-·-- ____ . ____ .do _______________ _ 
Bluffton ·-·· .... ---· --- ---~o _____ ! ________ . __ ·--· 
Bowling Green. ____ ... ___ do __ _____ _ 
Brecksville_---·-·-- . ____ _ do* ______ _ 
Bridgeport·-· ______ -- ___ 
0
do*-----· ·- ____ ·--- ___ _ 
BrL:itolville ________ . High School (dept.)*·-----
Brooklyn . ·--- ·----· Grammar High School __ _ Bucyrus ____________ High School. ___________ __ _ 
178 
22 
40 
14 
Wilbur V. Rood-------· 4 I 8 
Chas. F. Winn._________ 1 0 
A. F. Coup-·-·--·------- 2 1 R. vV. Mitchell ________ .. 1 
27 
6 
A. T. Ullman _____ .--- -· 1 1 
S. Willdns -----·-------- ·---·- _____ _ 
S. A. Minich____________ 1 0 4 
16 
29 
A. L. Bigelow_. _________ ·-·--- 4 
Belle F. Osborne________ 1 4 
15 
43 
Wm. I. Crane·---------- 1 O 
Mrs. J. S. Lowe________ 1 3 
22 
7 
Kate Boyd______________ o 2 
Geo. M. Hoke··--------- 2 0 
9 
22 
N. J. Beyerly ___________ 1 0 
W. C. Bowers___________ 2 0 
R. B. Bennett __ ~·------· 1 O 20 
J.E. Ockerman________ 0 6 86 
T. R. Hamilton . - · ·-·--· 1 3 10 
40 
5 
Alice Cunningham ____ . 1 3 
W. C. Wilson___________ 1 0 
J. W. GrabieL _________ 1 2 10 
13 
25 
10 
Henry A. Ca&sidy_______ 2 1 
Henry C. Bates_________ 2 1 
J. J. Houser_·----- · ----- 1 2 
19 
12 
16 
------
J. D. Darling ______ ._____ 1 O 
E. D. Lyon ______ _____ .__ 3 1 
J. F. Wagner___________ . O 4 
J. H. Rowland------·--· 1 5 
D.S. Ferguson--------· 1 ______ 13 
C.H. Shocks._______ ____ 1 2 10 
B. F. BierY -- -----··· .... 2 ···-·· 19 
Mm. E. E. Barton···--- 1 2 31 
Chas. M. Knight .. ____ .. 1 1 2-1 
Jas. Duncan···---·----· 1 2 21 
F. F. Main, B. S· ----··-·· 1 2 31 
F.O.Reeve·--------··-· 1 O 15 
G. M. Plumb ____ ·------· 3 1 25 
* Sta~istics of 1890-18:ll. 
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T ABLE 4.-Btatistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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onto-continued. 
Bntler .•.. •... .. .... High School............... A. R. Stichle-r. .•.. .. •... 1 
IL~!t,!El\? ?Ji?l/{\IH iI~t:~~?IH l 
Canal Winchester ........ do . ....•.. ........ .... . 'l'hos. Fitzgerald...... 1 
:'n.nton .................... do ..................... Clrn s. A. Shaw.......... 3 
:;arey •.............. Union High School. ...... T. Athel Bonser........ 1 
Jnrlisle ............. High School. .............. J.M. Lane.............. 1 
;a,rrollton ...... .......... do* .................... W. H. Ray.. . ... .. ....... 2 
.,tldarYille ................ do ..................... Jno. H. Sayres......... 1 
'elina .............. Public High School. ...... Geo. S. Harter.......... 1 
entreburg ......... HighSchool* ...... ........ S. H. Maharry.......... 2 
--eutre ,·ille ......... Washington HighSchooL Theo. S. l!.,ox............ 3 
hagrin Falls ...... High School. ... ... .... .... F. P. Shumaker........ 1 
hard on .................. llo* .................... G. H. Fuller............. 1 
Chatham Center ......... do ..................... W.R. Tanner ... ............. . 
Chicago ............. Union School*············ J. A. Pittsford......... 1 
Ch1llicothe ..... .... High School. .............. Reynold Janney.... .... 1 
Christiansburg .... . ...... do ................ ... . W. F. Gilmore.. .. .. .... 1 
Cincinnati. ......... Hughes High School. ..... E. w. Coy.......... . .. .. 7 
Do . ............. Woodward High School.. Geo. W. Harper........ 7 
Circleville .......... High School. .............. Ella C. Drum ........ . .... ... . 
Clarington ......... Graded High School. . .... C. E. Githuns. ..... ... .. 2 
larlcsville ......... High School. .......... .. .. W. E. Barrett.......... 1 
leveland .......... Central High School* .... Edward L. Harris ...... 115 
Do .............. ·west High School ........ Theo. H. J ohnston ...... 7 
ltrton . ............ Union School* ........ . ... J.E. Collins............. 1 
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Columbus - _____ _____ _____ do* ________ ------------ Abram Brown--------·· 11 11 275 582 Columbus Grove __ _ ______ do _________________ ---- A. L. Belch ______________ 2 0 14 27 
Conneaut _________________ do*-------------------- C. E. Cftry ______ ____ _____ 1 3 20 60 
gg~:O~{on-==== := ==== == ====ig: == ==== ==== == ==~= ==== 
W. 0. Miller·------~---- 1 0 10 10 J.M. Yarnell ___________ 1 ] 28 40 
Covington ____ __ ____ ______ do*-------- ------ ----- -
Cmwfl.s College ____ Blanchard Township 
High School. Crestline ___________ High SchooL ____ _________ _ 
Cres ton ____ __ _____________ do* ___________________ _ 
R. F. Bennett ___________ 2 0 41 40 
Lewis S. Lafferty _______ 3 1 24 38 
H. S. McClellan __ ____ ___ 2 0 16 30 Geo. W. Gorham _______ 1 1 12 14 Criclersville ___ ___________ do G. E. Kelly ______________ 1 2 11 18 Cumberland __ _ . __________ do ____________________ _ E. E. Smocl, ____________ 0 1 17 16 Cuyahoga Falls __________ do* ___________________ _ 
Danville ____________ Danville and Buckeye City 
School. 
F. Schnell. ______________ 1 2 20 40 W. B. Maughiman ______ 1 71 8 
Dayton _____________ High School. ____ __________ Chas. B. Stivers________ 5 7 164 302 
Defiance ______ ____________ do*-------------------- Miss Kate M. Smith____ 1 2 9 15 
De Graff ______ ____________ do ____________ · _________ Jos. Swisher__________________ 6 16 36 
Delaware. ________________ do ______ _______________ Hannah M. Pierce______ 1 5 60 90 
~:ir:~~============= ======~g===================== ~u~a ~~
1
1rederick=~=== i i 2~ !6 Dennison ___________ ______ do _______ ______________ J.C. Conway____________ 1 1 16 22 
€!~~fer============- ~=====~g===================== ~~:-:iact~g~d-~======== t ----4- }g ~8 Dr!:lsden _______________ ___ do* ____________________ NellieTalbot____________ 1 1 40 40 
East Cleveland ___________ do* ____________________ W. S. Hayden___________ 1 1 20 27 
Eaton _____________________ do* ____________________ W. H. Wehrly- ··-------- 3 0 25 28 
Elida _________ ____________ do* ____________________ Jno. Davison____________ 1 2 20 27 
Elyria __ ____________ ______ do*-------------------- Ida C. Allen_____________ 1 4 69 96 
Fairfield __________________ do·-- - ----------------- G. A. Hubbell___________ 1 0 6 13 Findlay _____ ______________ do _____________________ J. F. Smith______________ 1 3 68 100 
Forest ______________ Union School*-------- ---- C. F. Zimmerman______ 1 0 19 26 
Fort Recovery _____ HighSchooL ______________ Prof. Gibney____________ 1 1 21 24 
Fostoria __________ ____ ____ do _____________________ Miss C. F. Abbott _____ ~. 0 2 13 39 
Frankfort _________ _ ______ do _____________________ J.M. Kay_______________ 1 0 17 8 
:~:~!i;1tui·g======= ======~g======:============== ~~~-P;f~:;~-~~~~====== i ----~- ~~ i~ Fredericktown ___ __ Union School _____________ Frank H. Roberts______ 2 2 25 27 
Freeport------ ----- High SchooL ______________ B. W. Rowland_________ l 3 ___________ _ 
Fremont _________ ________ _ do ____ _________________ M. L. Shackelford______ 2 2 46 92 
Gahanna----------- ______ do _____________________ J.E. Holland___________ 1 0 17 6 
Galena _____ __________ _____ do _____________________ M. N. Mill~r_____________ 1 0 12 12 
Galion ___ ______ ___ ________ do __________ ___________ Jno. M. Talbott_________ 2 1 11 25 
Gambier __________________ do _____________________ M. T. C. Wing___________ 1 1 2 8 
Garrettsville _____________ do ____ _________________ C. L . Northrop__________ 2 0 28 39 
~neva ------------- Normal SchooL ___________ Jas. L. Lasley__________ 3 1 91 96 
Genoa ______________ High School. ______________ W. D. Pepple_______ ____ 1 0 10 10 
&~:?;~~~~~======= ====JE=================== I.t~i;l~~~========== i [ Ii !~ 
* Stia,tistics of 1890-1891. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High ,Schoolsfor 1891-'92-Continued. 
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Glendale ............ High School. ........ ..... . 
Glcnvllhi ................. do .................... . 
g~f}l~:l~~~.: :::::::: ::::::gg ::::::::::: :::::::::: 
Ornnvllll.' ................. do _ .................. . 
Cl'\'t'Utlehl. .•••...•. Union High School. ..... . 
Gn'e1n-illt' ...•...... High School. ............. . 
Gn•t'UW1Ch.a .............. do >r- ................... . 
Groniport ......... s • ••••• do ............. ..... .: .. 
Hanullon . ................ do . .. ........... . ..... . 
Hauonir .. ..............•. do .................... . 
~:~::~1;~~~~: :::: :::: ::::::~g: :::: :::::::::::::::: 
Jlartfonl. ................. do'' ........ ... ........ . 
Uarnvoll. . "··· ............ do ................ .. .. . 
n~m~1~~~·~= ~==~== :=====ig= ==== ===~ ============ Hicksv11lo ................ do ................... .
Highln.nd . ...... .... New Lexington High 
I School.* Hillin.rds ............ High School~, ............ . ~~;~t~~~t~~.~: :::~:: ::::::ig~ :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
Huntsville .......... -...... do ................... . 
Hlu·on ..... .. ............. do, ................... . 
Ironton ................... do* .... . .............. . 
Jackson ............ · .. .... do ....... c ••••••.••.••. 
Jack son town ......... .... do .................... . 
Jamestown . ........ . ..... do .................... . 
Jellerson .......... . Jellerson Educational ln· 
stiLuto, 
Chas. F. Dean ...•....... 1 0 4 
H. L. Cosgrove .......... 1 ·1 ·3 
A. T. Lyle ... .... . .... ... 1 0 12 
H. M. Ebert ............. 1 0 7 
Horace Stokes .... ...... 1 1 18 
Miss S . C. McGarraugh. 1 2 16 
l!'. -M. White . . ... . ....... 2 1 30 
G. W. Walker ....... .... 2 0 23 
J. A. Wilcox ....... ..... 1 2 22 
W. P . Cope .. .. .......... 2 3 72 
'l'. A. Edwards .......... 1 ...... 26 
Clinton Alspach .... ···- 1 ..... . 12 
Chas. 'l'. Stegmaier ..... 1 1 18 
L. S. McCartney ..... . .. 1 0 5 
J . L. Trisler ............. 0 7 2() 
U. L. Monce . ............ 1 0 7 
D. K. Andrews .......... 1 35 
F. E. Slabaugh ......... 2 2 20 
"'\V. E. Bowman ......... 1 1 27 
R. B. Barrett ............ 1 0 17 
Jas. H . Brown ......... 1 1 16 
E.G. Smith ............. 3 l 35 
L. L. Campbell·"······· 1 1 16 , 
Asa Martin . . .. ... ...... 1 0 8 
B. B. Hall .... . ...... . ... 2 0 15 
L. W. Sheppard ... '.~··· J 3 43 
Jno. R. Smith ...... s •••• 2 0 18 
Everet Beeks ........... ·----- ------ G 
M. J . Flannery .......... 1 0 15 
J. E. McKean ........... 3 3 75 
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Johnstown .... ·-·· High School 
~t~~fJ~o.~ -~=~~.:: :::: ::::::~g,;:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Kelley 's Island -··· ...... do ................. ... . 
Kent ... . ·-·······-·· High School (dept.)* . ... . 
Kenton ... ·····-.... High School * . ........... . 
Kingston-·· ............. _do .................... . 
Hingsville .... ·- ..... . .... do.·--··· ... . ...... . .. . 
Kinsman ................. do *--·················· 
M. C. Smith . . . .• . . . . . ... I 1 
Chas. W . Cookson----·· 1 ~ 
H.F. H ooper..... ... ... . 1 
Nannie V . Hayes ...........•....... 
A. B. Stutzman......... ~ ~ 
J. A. Culler..... .. .... ... 2 0 
A. L. Ellis . ............. _ 1 0 
C. A. Corbin............. 1 1 
J. J. H. Hamilton ... ·-·· 1 1 
0 . M. Carriclr .. .......... .... ..... . . t:~~rcfl~==== :: ==== :: ::::ig: =====· ···· ···· ·· ···· --· ·· ··········-~ ··· Henry D. Grindle .... -.. ~ 6 Lancaster .... ...... Crawfls Institute~ ........ D. C. Arnold . ........ ... 
0 Lebanon .... ·-· ·-··· High S chool. ...... .... .... Jos. F. Lukens.·-······· i 
~i~1f ~~~~~~:~:: ~~:Ji;~:~~:~;~~::::;~~::~: tJ !i:CiiL;;::::; I i 
Lexington .......... UnionSchool*·····-······ J.G.D.Tucker......... ~ f 
t~?tt0i~:~\\~~~~~~ ?I~t?~\\\=~~\\\~\ tt~t:;i~~=~~~:~:: ! . ,i 
Lorain ........... -.. . - .... do ............ -...... .. ElizabethN.McConnell ~ 3 
tg~ts0;i~1~.:::::::: ::::::ig::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~:Ji~:~:::::::::::: 1 
tEI\~Yi========= ====Jt===================: ¥ft~::1~~1~~~====~ i 
~~gg::elsviiie. :::: :: ::::gg:: ::::::::: :::: :: :::: i.MM_MvVf~li::::::: :::! ~ 
E~r!i!;~~~:======= =~ ==JE=================== rr~~:::c:~~~====== [ Manchester ..... . .......... do* .......... ...... .... . J . W. Jones........ ..... 2 
Mansfield ............ .. .... dO''-····"·············· Miss Emma Paddock.. 1 
Emt!t========~~ ====JL:====~=== ~= ======== ~~
0t!:~~~~~======= t Mart1n·s Ferry ........... do':' .. ........... .... ... J. A. Bownocker...... .. 1 
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10 ::g~~~Yl~~~:::::::: ::::::~g ::::::::::::::::::::: f: :: ¥;:~1:!est·::::::::: i 
::ir:~1.~~~~·r·~::::: ::::::gg'~:::::::::: :::::::::: f :·:e1:i~~~~::::::::::: i 
Middleport ............... do . ............... . . .... Wm. P. Stewart."· · ····· 1 
1 I 34 2 43 
3 , 4-i 
15 
30 
22 
16 
Middletown .............. do . .................... B. B . Harlan... .... ..... 1 
Milan .. .... .... ......... . . do~' ......... ..... ...... W. G. Scroggie..... ... 1 
Milford Centre .. . .. Union School':' ....... . . ... w. H. Sidebottom..... . 1 
Miller sport .... ..... HighSchool* .... . . .. . . . ... JesseW. Sneider.... ... 1 
:g~~·g:,:: ::: : :: : ~:::· : : : :: :~g::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : :: :: ~:i~_uJ~to~~~~~=:::::: f 
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* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891- '92-Continued . 
of in· of stu· Number I Number 
structors dents in 
secondary. secondary grade. 
Number I Number I t~:/; Numbero! Colored preparing preparing Total A.., "3 students 
eeco•dary I for college, for college, n um tor I g:, ~ I;; below sec-
.students classical scient,fic of g:radu· ~'Cl.., ondary 
m cluded. course. course. ates m 1892. o E ~ C\i grade. 
C) 00 ..,a, 
• ,tnto o.ud post· 
office. 
l 
onxo ·Continued. 
Na.me of institution. 
!I 
Na.me of principal. 
/· Q) s Q) ~ a,) ~ ~ : : 3 
Mount Bln.nchn.rd. High School .•••••••••••... C. M. Lehr.............. 1 o 19 
Mount Gilen.d ............ do ...... ............... M. W. Spear............ 1 1 25 
Mount Pleasant. ... High School (dept.) ...... Wm. M. White.......... 1 1 8 
l\louut Sterling .... Union School"' ............ J ohn Miller............. 1 O 10 
Mount ,·ernon ..... High School ............... Jno.K. Baxter.......... 2 3 47 
~~~~~Nia:::::::::~=====~~===================== ~i~s ~f1°akMciore=~====== i k }~ Nevada ..•................ do* .................... Geo. Rossiter........... 1 1 6 
Newark ................... do* .................... S.E.Swartz •.... . .. .... 2 4 40 
New Bremen ....... High School (dept.) ....... E. Ward................. 1 0 20 
New Cn.rlble . .. .... High School. .............. J. J . Osborn .. ..... .. .... 1 .. . .. 10 
New Holland ..•.......... do ..................... C. L. Thomas............ 1 o 3 
NewLexington .......... do ..................... J .C.Fowler. .... ........ 1 0 5 
New Lisbon ....•... ...... do ..................... W. H. Van Fossan ...... 1 1 20 
New Paris ..............•. do* .................... F.S.Alley....... ... ..... 1 o 10 
New Philadelphia ......•. do ..................... Chas.Haubert.......... 2 2 37 
New Richmond .......... do* .................... Mrs. W.A. Davis........ 1 1 12 
New Straitsville ......... do ..................... C. L. Williams. ........ 1 O 4 
Ne,vVienna ......... .. .... do* .................... Frank H. Roberts..... . 1 1 8 
~?i':s:~~~~~!~~~== ======~~ ===================== f1~ ;~izifJwin======== i g 2~ North Amherst ........... do* ...... · .............. M.Lamberton.......... 1 1 18 
North Baltimore ......... do .................... . W.M.Waltermire...... 2 O 20 
North Le,visburg ........ do .................... . J. Jerome .... . . ......... 3 2 4 
g~~r~!1-~.~~===== ==== ======~~~ ========== ==== == ==== i:i1tfa re~!!t ..... .... .... 1 . •.. • 1 ..•. 20 
8i:~~it~======·=====~ =====j~~==================== ~-~-~~,r~~on========== .... ~. g i: Osborn .................... do········-········· ··· S.S. Gabriel............ 1 2 5 
Ostrander ...... .........• do ......... ·-·········· J. W. Cross.............. 1 1 2L 
Oxford ... ·-···-··-·· Village High School •. .•.. W. H. Stewart··-······· 1 2 28 
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Painesville-·------- High SchooL ____ ·-··· ---· 
Payne _________ _____ .·---· .do.· --··----·--··--·---
Pemberville ____ ---· ·---·-do.---·-··--- ---· -·-·--
~:i:~f~~W{!::::: ==== ======gg: ==== :=:= :=========== Piclrnrington. ______ .. ____ do*-----· ·- __ __ __ ·---·· 
ii~;fa~~~== ====== ==== := ====gg: ==== :==: :::: :::: :::: it;~~a~ i1ii1i::: ::: : : : ::: : ~g * ::: : : : : : : :: : : :: : :: : : 
Pomeroy··--··----- . ____ .do.·-·-····-- ·-···- -··-
Port Clinton._ .. --·- _____ .do·---·-···--·-···_-··· 
Portsmouth-·-·--·· .. ____ do*···-··--···-·---··-· 
Port Washington·- ·----·do------·----- ---- --·-· 
Put·inBay .---··---· ·-·--·do ____ ·· ··------ ···-·--
Quaker City------ ·· ______ do*-·----··---·······-· 
Ravenna. _____ ·- ____ ·- ____ do,:• .. ·-·- .... ·-·.·- .... 
Reesville._ .. -------· . ____ _ do __ ···--··-·-·--··-· .. 
Republic·---·--- --·- . . ___ .do*------··-·---···-··-
Reynoldsburg ______ . _____ do _________ ··----···· -· 
Richwood _____ __ ---· .. __ ._do ......... ·----· .. ·-·· 
Ripley-·-·---------- Union School*···-·-----·· 
Roclr Creek __ . _____ High School..-·--·------·· 
Roseville ... ·------- ______ do··----- ____ ---· __ -·-· 
Rushsylvania . _____ . ____ .do* _______ . ___________ . 
Sabina ___ ·-···-----· Special School*·····------
St. Clairsville- ----· High SchooL .----··· -·---· 
St. Marys.·-·------· .--·-·do ________ ··-----·-
St. Paris·-··--·-·-·· .. .... do_·------··-----··-
Salem .. ·-··---··-··· . ___ __ do .. --- -·--··--·-······ 
Salineville ... --·-·-· Union School*····--·--· .. 
Sandusky ___________ High School. ... --·-··- --· · 
Scio. __ ·-·-·----·.--· . __ ... do .. -·-- · -·-· ·----···-· 
Scott·----- --·--··-- - Union School'•' 
Seville .... ____ .. ··-- High School. 
Seven Mile··---- --· ____ .. do-·--·-· 
Shancks ·····-·-·--· ·----.do_·-·····--········--· 
Shawnee.·--··-- -··- ·-·· ·-do·-···---···--:- -·-·· · 
Shelby·- · ·· ··-··· ·-· ... ___ do·--··----· : .... ·----· 
Shiloh- -·-- -··----·- ·---··do':'---·--·-·-----·---·· 
Sidney·-·-----··- --· ....... <i.o .... . ----··-··-·-----
Somerset ___ .............. do·····-----······-···· 
South Char leston ........ do.·-··-·-·-··········-
Sparta .... -··· .. ··-· ...... do* .... ·-·-····--··--· · 
Spencerville .. ·- ..... ..... do':' .............. ___ .. . 
Springfield·· -· · .......... do . ...... .... --·· .. ·--· 
Spring Valley-·-··· ...... do .................. __ _ 
Steubenville ... ..... ...... do .. . .... ·-·· .... ··-·· · 
~l~~~~~i~~.::::::::=: :: ::::gg: =::: ··-··- .... ·····-
Geo. W. RendeY ·-····--· 2 1 48 90 
JohnD. Brown. ____ .·-·· 1 0 8 11 
D. R. Jones··-·-··---·-·· 1 3 8 3 
r. N. Sadler ..... ... ·---·· 1 1 27 31 
D . P. Fulmer·-·-·------· 2 1 3 8 
E. E:Arnold .. ······--··· 0 1 18 16 
D. G. H urlburt .......... 0 1 19 11 
Mary E. Hail._ .. _ ....... 1 2 32 75 
Geo. A. Chambers .. ·--·· 2 0 20 30 
C.H. Teach ........ · --- ·· 1 0 5 7 
Prof. T. C. Flanegin. -·· · 1 2 43 54 
Ella W ommelsdorL .... 1 1 22 27 
Emily Ball .. ·-·· ··· · --·· 2 3 42 92 
C. L. Crombach ... ·--··- 1 0 14 18 
J.C. Oldt . . ... ---·-··---- 1 0 3 8 
Alva B. Hall ...... ~.·--- 2 0 20 31 
W . C. Vanness·· ·--·· -·· 3 2 22 52 
D. G. 'l'aylor · ···· --··· · 1 2 4 15 
J.C. Seemann .... . ..... 1 0 17 15 
D . J. Snyder········-·-~ 1 1 19 15 
Lura B. Kean.·----·--- 2 1 24 41 
Isaac Mitchell . --·-· -·-· 2 0 25 30 
A. A. Prentice··--·- -·- 1 1 17 29 
Jno. A. Williams.·-·-·· 1 0 13 15 
Robt.R. Oder····-·--··· 1 0 14 16 
W . J. Sewell·-·--··---·· 1 0 12 21 
Geo. Rossiter··-----···· 0 5 24 33 
Harriet E. Day.·-·· .... 1 2 23 40 
L . I . Morse __ ·· ····-· ·-·· 1 6 25 26 
Frank R. Dyer---······· 1 2 52 74 
R. S. Baker·--·····-·-·· 1 1 10 8 
C. S. Caler · ······--····· ------ ------ 54 96 
D. F. Grier·-·- - · ···---·- 1 8 Perry F'os tera ugh t ____ 1 0 3 6 
J. A. Lowrie ....... ·---·· 1 20 26 
W. A. Trowbridge ...... 1 0 9 16 
W . S. Lynch ... ... ·-·-·· 1 0 14 18 
M. W. Coultrap.·---·- ·- '1 1 3 19 
C.H. Hansley_·-·--- --· 2 !i 29 44 
F. B. Weaver .... ...... . 2 0 25 36 
Ida Haslup .... ---· ·· - ··· 3 2 48 73 
Elijah Burgess ......... 1 17 19 
E. M. Van Cleve ... ---·· 1 
"' 
15 18 
B. T. Junkins·-·----···· 2 1 16 14 
N. H. Stulls -·- ------- --· 0 6 23 29 Wm.H. Weir. ____ ______ 4 6 147 222 
S. E. Pearson __ ___ ·-··-- 1 3 8 19 
E.W. Matthews _____ _ ._ 3 2 5ti 104 
F. M. Gill.··-----···---- 1 -- -··· 15 20 
A. B. Stevens-·-----··-- 1 4 14 29 
* Statistics of 1890- '91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools fo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
Starn aml post-
otlku. 
Nnme of institution. Name of principal. 
Number Number Number t-~~ 
Nu~ber of stu- Colored preparing preparing Total ~-:; ~ 
of 111-. dents in secondary foe college, fol'college, number b.O© bJJ 
s tructors, secondary students classical scientific of gra/du- ~ -o.., 
Number c,f 
students 
below sec-
ondary 
grade. secondary. grade. included. course. course. ates in 1892. g ~ ~ ~ 
-----1-----1------1---,------l--_:___---1------1'o t'~ ~ 1-'-----,---1 m 1 · ~ <D ~ s ~ 
~ 
<D 
'@ 
~ 
<D 
~ 
s 
~ 
~ 
<D 
~ 
s 
~ 
~ 
. ~ i . ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ I ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~· ~ ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3 1 4 I a - I 6 - ,- s - o 10 11 12 :D.3 I 14 I la 16 17 I lS 
1 ~ 1--------------------- 1---1---l--l--t--1--1--1--1--1--1--,---1--.-1--
ouro-contiuued. 
:ummerfteld _______ High School * ·······-- ----
~~fi~~~dge:::::::::: ~::::Jg::::::::::::::::::::: 
'l'arlton ______ _____ __ High School (dept.) _____ _ 
'l'errn Haute •••• ____ Mad river High School* __ 
'rilllu _______ ________ _ High SchooL ____________ . 
'l'lppeca.noeCity _________ uo _________ ______ _____ _ 
Tuledo ·-·-· ·-------- ______ do ___________________ _ _ 
'1'1·oy ______________________ do* ____ : ___ ___________ _ 
·11ricbs,111e ___________ ___ do _______ ____ _________ _ 
nionYille Center ________ do ____________________ _ 
pper Sandusky _________ do---· ________________ _ 
rbaua. ___________________ do ____________________ _ 
tica. _____________________ do ___ ________ _________ _ 
Van Buren ______________ do*--------------------
Vnnlue ______ ________ SJ?ecial Higll School _____ _ 
Vermillion _________ High SchooL _____________ _ 
Versailles ________________ do ____________________ _ 
\Vadsworth. ____ __________ do ______ _____ .. _______ _ 
\Varren ___________________ cto':' ___________________ _ 
vYn,ter,ille ________________ do ____________________ _ 
f :i\!ir!~~n-dria:~= :: ::Jg:::::::::::::::===~:: Westerville _______________ do ____________________ _ 
·west Liberty ______ High School (dept.) ___ ___ _ 
West Milton ________ High SchooL ___________ __ _ 
V.7est.on ___________________ do ____________________ _ West Salem ____ ___ ____ ___ do ____________________ _ 
West Union ______________ do*--------------------
Westwood __________ High School (dept.) ______ _ 
Jno. R. Franklin ______ _ 
Walter W. Storms _ ___ _ 1 
Anna M. Nutting ____________ _ 
Geo. W.Tooill __________ 1 
Samuel S. N eff_____ _____ 1 
C. A. Krout . . ____________ 2 
J . T. Bartmess___ _______ I 
H. C. Adams__ __ _____ ____ 4 
Avon Grady_____________ 2 
R.B.Smith______________ 1 
F. M. Uosnor ____________ I 
Harriet E. Mccutchan ______ _ 
Wm. McK. Vance_______ l 
C. S. D. Shanan__ ___ ____ _ 1 
J. Sherman Beclr. ______ 1 
L. E.Huston _____ ___ ____ 1 
J.O. Versoy _____ ________ 0 
W.H.Leet ______________ 2 
F.M.Plank _____________ 1 
C. P . Lynch______________ 3 
F. B. Pinkerton ______________ _ 
Jas.A. Douglas --------- 2 
R.H. Kinnison __________ 1 
C.O.HowelL _______ __ ___ I 1_ 
F . M.Fonts______________ 1 
J.M.Reason ____________ 2 
W.W. Evans ______ __ ___ _ 
Geo. E . Ryan _____ ______ _ 
D.F.Mock -------- ~-----AlbertC. Hood _________ _ 
S. T. Logan _____________ _ 
0 14 10 
0 10 7 
l 7 16 
0 25 16 
0 10 4 
2 51 92 
1 21 24 
7 145 292 
2 36 37 
1 17 38 
0 13 19 
1 15 30 
1 31 41 
1 15 20 
0 
1! I 
5 
0 4 
4 16 
0 23 31 
1 23 40 
1 50 75 
2 !) 23 
0 25 19 
3 01 07 
0 21 0 
0 15 15 
17 13 
0 !) 7 
14 !:.5 
26 27 
H 20 
8 10 
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0 0 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 61 42' g g ----()- -- --()- ----()- ----()- i ~ ------5- ~~ · ~g 
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0 0 . ----- ------ ·----- ------ l O - - ------ 62 57 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 76 114 
1 1 ----- - 1 4 1 --------· ------ ------
1 1 5 0 0 0 5 13 5 200 220 
0 0 5 5 10 0 6 5 ----- - -- ------ ------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 63 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
1 1 0 3 0 10 18 ---- ---- 199 198 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o ____ __ ______ 4 3 4 5 _______ 120 n .5 
----5· 6 ----g' ----i- -- --3- ---- i-1 6 51------3- 1i: 12t 
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Willia.msburg ...... High School. ............. . 
mu~~~~~r.====== ====Ji===================== 
·wmshire . .......... .. ..... tlo~' ................... . 
;i~~~;.;~~~==== ==== ==== ==~g,;, ========== ==== ==== == 
Wineeburg ............... do•:• ................... . 
Woodsfield ... ...... ...... do•:• ............. . ... . . . 
Woodstock . ......... ~ .... do,:, .... ·-·· ..... . ..... . 
Wooster .............. .... do ......... ..... ...... . 
~~~~:~~.~= ==== == == ====~g* ========== ==== ====== 
~eflia .. ····.·· ··---·- H~gh School ioentral) _ ... 
e ow Sprmgs .... High School········-·-···· 
Youngstown ....... Ryan High School .... __ .. 
~:~:s~eid-== ======== .~~~~d~~~-~~~=== ======== ==== 
Zanesville··--··---· ··-·-·do.·-···········-···--· 
OREGON. 
Ashland . ·--··-··-·· High School. ... ·-···-····· 
Astoria··--······--· ...... do ....... _ ...... ··-···· 
~!!ti>~!-Viand._ .... == ====~g; ====== ~=== ==== == ==== 
Grants Pass.·-····· ...... do-·············-····-· 
Heppner .. --- ··- .... ·--- .. do-··· ........ ···· ---· · 
Ja.cksonville._._ ........ . . do .... ···- ............ . 
Pendleton .. -··. --· ... ·-·.do'-' ................ ·- .. 
Portland.·-·-···-··· ...... do ................. ···-
Roseburg ........... Public and High School.. 
Union .. ···-·····--·· High School'~ 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allegheny--·- ..... High School. ............. . 
Allentown··-· ·-···· ...... do*············-····· ·· Altoona .. ··- -··-· ...... do ....... . 
Ambler··-···-······ ...... do ....... . 
.Archbald. ···-···· ...... do .................... . 
Ashbourne.- .. -.... . Cheltenham High School. 
Ashland ........ High School. ............. . 
llaugor -·-- ·---· ...... do ........... ..... .... . 
Beaver __ -·----·· ... .•. do*· ·· ····"-···'"·"·-·· 
Bedford.· ··- ........ : ..... do .. . . -...... ... . · .. ... . 
Bernville······-···· .... . . do __ ···-····-··-······· 
Berwick----·····-·· ··--.. do············--~···-·· 
Bethlehem ................ do* .... ·····-···-·-···· 
Birdsboro ................. do ........... .. .... . . . . 
Bismarck_._ ..•..... Central High School •••••• 
G. W.Felter.·-···--····· 1 
E.B. Wilson.. .......... 1 
J.C. Barney............. 1 
U. G. Denman........... 1 
H. E. Chatterton . . . . . . . . 8 
John Rea ...... .... ... _.. 1 
R.H. Sunlde .. .... -..... 1 
E. B. Thomas . . .. . . . . . .. 1 
Geo. Waite......... ..... 1 
Jane A. Boyd ... ..... _._. 0 
Dan W. Wright_~--·--·· 2 
C. S. Fay····- -- --------· 1 
G. J. Graham_ ··---·--· · 1 
A. D. Snively------- ---· 1 
Geo. F. Jewett. ---······ 3 
C. J. Biery-···----.----·· 1 
J. T. Haas .... ·-··---····-·--·· 
W. M. Townsend--··--· 2 
0 
0 
3 
0 \ i 
0 
1 
0 
0 
6 
2 
2 
0 
4 
(J 
1 
7 
P. A. Getz ...•••• ···- __________ ·- · -·-
R. N. Wright---····---· 1 1 
Herbert Kittredge._--·· 2 O 
R. F. Robinson......... 1 2 
W. B. Adams ______ ·----· 1 1 
A. W. Weir···········-·· 1 o 
C. S. Price ......... ·-···· 2 1 
W. L. German·····--·-· 1 0 
F. G. Young···-··-····· 3 7 
R. M. Conkling····- ·· ·" 2 1 
B. H. Moore.·--·-···-··· 1 o 
6 00 
lei 0 
14 M 
15 j7 
~ M 
0 14 
~ u 
18 17 
2 14 
M 114 
~ 7 
~ ~ 
42 00 
10 00 
~ H5 
8 11 
4 6 
113 IB3 
1 1 
18 14 
21 • ~ 
" 13 M
~ ~ 
w 15 
6 6 
100 2~ 
00 
" 3 13
w. H. Dodds............ 6 5 103 217 
F. D. Raub ..... ·--··-··· 2 3 70 118 
J.G.SchuckeI'.-·- ··- ··-- 1 4 40 · 102 
A. H. Mander back._.... 0 1 1 1 
R. N. Davis.~·-···· ··--· 1 O 4 21 
Miltona. Cooper._···-·· 2 O 8 17 
S. H. Clair·-·-·-··-····· 1 1 18 52 
Jas. W. Elliott ...... ·-·· 2 O 4 13 
W, J. Alexander····-··· 2 1 8 · 1t 
Jas. J. H. Hamilton-··· 2 O 17 29 
G. F Bierman................ 2 30 O 
E. K. Richardson ..... _. 2 O 24 28 
C. T. Bender·-----··-·-· I' 0 3 5 
H. G. Hunter·--··-········-······-··· 11 21 J. B. Batdor!.. ··--.. .. . . 1 1 26 22 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-&tatistics of Public High &hoolsfor 1891-'92-Continued. 
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t>ENNSYLV.AN!A-
continued. 
matrsYille .......... High School.. ......... .... Harry P._J~hnson....... ~ 
~irt~~1:~\:::iii ):Jiti=)=i=i)=i::i ~iti~ii;~;::::\:\i~ _ _J l 
UrookYille ........... High School (dept.)* ...... T. B. Galbraith.... ... .. 3 0 
Browmn"ille .............. do ............. ........ A. M. Marsh............ 1 ..... . 
llutler .......... .... Bigh School. .............. Jno. A. Gibson .. ........ 1 2 
Cnmbridgeboro .... Uni,on School. ...... .. ..... C. F. Chamberlain...... 1 3 
Carbondale ......... High School. .............. Harry J. Holkenbury .. .. .... 5 
Carlisle ................... do...... ............... Mary Landis............ l 1 
Do .............. High School (colored)* ... D. M. C. Gring ... ... .... 1 0 
armicbaels.... .... Green Academy* . .. .. .... W . M. Nickeson .... .... 1 0 
o.tasauqua ......... High School. ... ........... Thos. W. Bevan... ..... 2 11 
Catawissa. ................ do..................... Jno. F. L. Morris ........ . ......... . 
Centralia ........... ...... do ..................... W. W. Heffner.......... 1 
Center Hall. ........ Academy*················· H. C. Rothrock......... 1 
Chambersburg..... Girls' High School........ Sara A. Reynolds....... 0 2 
Do ............... Boys' High School* ...... Samuel Gelivex ........ 1 3 
Chester ............. High School. .............. Thos. S. Cole.. . ......... 1 3 
8
~tt¥il~:;~======= ::::::!L:::================ i~~- f~~r===~ ~~~~~~~ ··<· .... :. 
J;~~f!~1~~====== ::::JE=================== i:!}i!~i.t=~========== I .... ~ 
orry .................... do ... .................. Carrie W . Coats........ l 2 
oudersport .............. do ..................... W . F. DuBois........... O 6 
Dall,\~ .................... do ..................... F. E. Bush.............. 1 1 
g~y~~;;~~·======:: ======gg ====::::::::::::=:::: i~~~*o;~=~~:::::::::: ! i 
32 
33 
27 
5 
10 
10 
7 
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0 4: 10 3 .. .... 4 8 5 70 116 
0 . . .... .. .... .. . ... .. .... 15 6 .... .... 1 1 
7 ...... ······ ...... ...... 2 1 ........ · ·· ··· ..... . 
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2 4 3 1 1 2 ........... . 
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~~~~:i1~0.~::::: ==== =:====ir===============: ==== ~: i-:m:~~~~===~== ==:= i East:MauchChunlL ...... do ..................... G. W. Hemmmger. .... . 
Easton ................... . do ..................... Benj. F . Sandt.......... 3 
Do ............... High School, South* ...... A. J. La Barre.......... 2 
East Stroudsburg .. High School. .............. J. J. Ungee..... ......... 1 
Elizabethville ............ do ........ ... .......... D. H. Ramherger ....... O 
Emans .................... do ...... ............... H. L. Reber............. 1 
Emlenton ........... Public School. ............ S.M. Meals.............. 1 
Emporium .......... High School* ............. . Harry F. _Stoupper ..... 1 
Erie ....................... do ..................... Jno. C. Diehl............ 6 
Everett ................... do ..................... E. E. Mccurdy. .... ..... l 
0 18 
1 11 
0 4 
3 63 
0 11 
0 5 
0 0 
5 
5 8 
1 18 
4 117 
1 3 
Fleet Wood ............... do ..................... Cyrus M. Rothermel.... 1 3 18 
Franklin ....... . ......... do* .... ............... . Chas. E. Lord . .......... 2 0 37 
Gettysburg ............... do ..................... J. D. Hunter ............ · l 
Girard .............. High School (dept.) ....... Carter W . Trow........ 1 
Great Bend .. . ...... High School* ............. E. D. Bovard........... 0 
Greenville ................ do ... ... ............... Miss L. W. Mealy....... O 
:~~~~~~·== ==== ==== := ====~g* ======== ======== ==== ~~1u~i ·~trl.======== ==== ~ Harrisburg ......... Boys' High School ........ J. Howard Wart........ 5 
Do . . .......... : .. Girls' High School* ..... . Jennie F. Givler .... .... 1 
Hatboro ............ High School. .............. Wm. S. Delp............ 1 
1 
10 
• I 10 
~- ~: 
0 16 
2 190 
4 0 
0 16 
i::i~t~u.-==== :====== == ====gg*:: :::=:: ==== ==== ===: ~.iTbci~u~:~~~~ :=:: :::: ····2· 4 10 1 34 
Highspire ................ do .................... . Cornelius J. Walter.... 1 
ii~fi!g~;~J\~r~·:::=: ::::::gg :::::::::::~:::::=:=: r:f\~~f;tA:M::=:::: i 
0 3 
7 
1 12 
Honesdale ................ do ..................... Geo. W. Twitmyer ...... 2 2 45 
Hughesville ........ ...... do ..................... D. W. Anderson........ 1 12 
Hummelstown ........... do ..................... H.M. Roth.............. 1 18 
Huntingdon .............. do ..................... Ellen Phoenix.......... 2 
Indiana ... .......... ...... do* .................... J.B. Woodruff.... .. .... l 
3 45 
l 7 
Jenkintown ............. . do* .................... D . G. Hartney........... 1 1 24 
Jersey Shore ............. do ..................... J.E. Myers.............. 1 
Lancaster City ..... Girls' High School. ....... Sarah H. BundelL...... 1 
Lancaster .......... Boys' High School*.· ..... J.P. Mccaskey.......... 3 
Lansdale ........... HighSchool* ............. J.Horace Landis....... o 
19 
4 ..... . 
1 115 
2 40 
Lebanon ............ ... ... do ..................... S . R. Hoover............ 1 2 60 
Lehighton ................ do* .................... F . K. Kraut.. ...... ..... 1 1 9 
t::1!~i~lfi======:=: ======~g*::::::========:===== g ~: ir:I?I::r~......... i 1 17 1 22 
Linesville ............... . do ....... .............. R. S. Penfield........... 1 20 
Liverpool. ......... ..... . do ......... .... . c ....•. Edwin Brown........... 1 15 
Lock Haven .............. do .................. ... W. J. Wolverton....... 2 2 44 
Lykens ................... do* .................... Z. 'I'. Meixel............ 2 0 10 
McKeesport. ....... Central High School. ..... James A. Watt.......... l 
Mahanoy ........... High School'~ ............. I. H. Eisenbower....... 2 
Marietta .................. do* ............. ....... R. R..?leam............. 1 
Meadeville ............... do* .................... MissE. R. Haxton..... o 
2 20 
0 35 
! 18 
7 82 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'9t-Coptinued. 
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~ontinued. 
:'.\[llchnnicsburg . ... High School. ............. . 
~lellia ..................... do ....... ..... ' ........ . 
?.!crccr::; ..... ... •.......... do .................... . 
i\Cercllrstm1·g •.••••••••••. do ..... ........ ..... . . . 
l\l\·orsdnle ......••....•... do .................... . 
~!iddlctowu .... .... Spruce Hill Seminary ... . 
Mllllinburg ••••••••. High School. ............. . 
M111t•rsburg •••••.•• •••• •• clo •••••..••••.•..•..••. 
l\lllton .................... do .... ..... ........ ... . 
Monouga he la City ....... do* ................. .. . 
Mount Carmel ......•.... clo • .•••.•...•..•....••. 
l-louut Joy ................ do* ................... . 
-:\Iuucy .•....•............. tlo ..•....... ...•... ... . 
l\Iyot·stown ............... do .................... . 
Nanticoke ............... . do .................. . . . 
New Briqhton ........... do ................. . . . . 
New Ca,stle ................ do ... ................. . 
Ne"· Port ........... ! ...... do .... .... ......... ... . 
sir.ix~t~;~~J:~:Jr :\\\ )\ \::\ :::\ ): 
~fir6~ti~~~~~·= ·= ::::1:: ====gg; ==== ==== ==== ==== ===~ Pa1·kesbur1,r .............. do .................. .. . 
Pen Argyle ............... do * ................... . 
Philadolphin. ...... . Girls ' Normal School. ... . 
Phillipsburg . ...... High School. ........... . . . 
Phrenlxville ............. do .................. .. . 
Pittsburg ........... Uentral High School. .... . 
W. H. Hench .....•..•... 
Leon H. Walters ...... . 
Emma Loyster ..... . .. . 
W. F. Zinn bro ......... . 
J.C. Speecher ......... . 
J. H. Rebm· ............ . 
vVm. w. Reno ......... . 
D. L. Fickes············ ! 
S. 0. Goho ............. . 
E. w. Dalbery .. . ...... . 
S. H. Dean .. ........... . 
C. L . Arnold .. . .... . ... . 
J. G. Becht ............. . 
Sam'l H ook ........... . 
A. P. Di.ffe1Jdafer ....... . 
S. Jennie Knott ....... . 
James P. White ..... .. . 
Silas Wright ........... . 
J . Kirk Leatherman ... . 
A. D. Eisenhower . ..... . 
F.H. Shaw .. ........... . 
R. M. Geddes ........... . 
Lewis R. Harley ....... . 
F. J. Trumbull ..... ... . 
Chas . B. Cloud ....... . . 
Wm. P. Messenger .... . 
Geo . W. Fetter ..... ... . 
J . G. Anderson ........ . . 
H.F.' Leister .......... . . 
Chas. B. Wood ......... . 
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Pittston ___ ___ ______ High School * · ·-- ---·-··-- W. H . Putnam ___ _ . ___ . . 1 
Pleasantville _______ HighSchool,(dept.) .. ----· .J. -W. L ackeY--------·- - · 1 
i~fi~;;J~ = === == = === _ ~~!~~~~-~~=~:~ =:: :: : : :: :: : : f-r. i. Wit~~~:::::::~:::: i Pottstown ____ ____ ___ _____ do*------·--------- ____ M. C. J. Stupp___________ 8 
Pottsville .. _____ : ____ ____ __ do ___________________ ._ S. A . Thurlow---··· ---- 2 
Reading--------- -- · Boys' High SchooL _____ ._ M. E. Scheibner___ _____ 7 
Do · -···-------·· Girls' High SchooL ____ ~-- Elizabeth A. Stahle._ .. , _____ _ 
Renovo----------·-- High SchooL .. _______ . ____ Chas. B. KeHey _____ _ . __ · 1 
ffltit~i:t\~~~~j; ~~~~Jr~~;;~)~;~~~;~~~;; r~~itit:~~;~~~)~ i 
Shenandoah _________ ___ __ do _____________________ W. N . Ehrhart ___ .______ 1 
Slatington ..... -.... ____ .. do ____ ______ ·----·----- J. J. Savitz--·-------··· 8 
Somerset_---·------ . _____ do*-·-·---------·------ Grant KendalL_________ 1 South Bethlehem . . ______ do _________ . __ : _ .. ____ _ M.A. Richards _______ ·__ 2 
SouthWilliamsport ______ do·-------·----------·- E. F. Dogherty~-------- 1 
~E;f~;~~~~~~:::::: ::::::gg: :::: ::=: :: :::: :: :::: ~:t: ~1rs·o~~~~-r_t_~: :: :: f 
Starrucca---------· Graded SchooL----· --··-- Geo. B. Perry _____ _ . ___ _ 1 
Steelton·-------··-- High SchooL. _._· ··- --- --- Chas. S. Davis·--··----- 2 
ir:b;tf~!~=~===== ====Jr=================== ii-;ir~1ir1~~=~=== i $usquehanna -· ---- ______ do ______ ·-~----·-·- ---- C. T. Thorpe··-·-·-·--·- 1 
Tamaqua ___ ·-······ ___ ___ do ______ _________ ____ ._ J. F. Derr __ ·· -·----· ··-- 2 
Thurlow--·········· SouthChesterHighSchool H. A. Sears __ ·-···--·- - - 1 
ridioute -·-- ·-····· - Hign School*.·-··--- · ----- R. D. Crawford ____ .. ___ 1 Titusville ______ ___ ______ ._do .... ____________ _____ Laetllia M. Wilson.____ 1 
Trevorton ___ _ : __ ___ _____ .do ________________ ···-- P. S. Bergstresser._ .. _. 1 
Tyrone- ---···-----· ·---· · do _·· ·---------- - --- --· Prof. B. F. Pemberton . 3 
Union CitY ·-···---· ---·· -do _______ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ T. M. Morrison - ----- --· 2 
Uniontown._·---·-- ___ ___ do_ ·---- - ----- · -- ·- ---- Lee Smith-· ---- --- - --- - 1 
Upland ______________ _____ do _______ ... . .......... Walter L. Philips... . .. 1 
Warren . . ........... WarrenAcademy .. .. ... . _ N. G. Browu---·----· ··· 1 
Washington .. ·----· High School...--··-··· · -· · A . G. Bra den .... . . ·-···· 1 
~!It~~~~r~.~:= =::: :: ====g~ ::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: $iJl/tIBt~J{.~: :::: :::: ., 
Welisboro --·- · ··-···-· ---do .. . ________ ____ ·-···· J ames B. H astings ..... 
Wes t Chester· -···-· . _. ___ do . . . : .•. . . ·-·····-·· ·· Addison J ones .......•.. 
W~stC_onshohocken ...... do*.·· ········-······ · · Jf. A. Markley ...•.... . . 
W1comsco ..•... ......... . do . . ..... ............. . C. C' Bashore ... .•. . ... . 
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Williami,town ...... High School (dep t.) .....•. A. H. Gubrlcb •••. .••••• 
Wilkesbarr ~ ...... . . High Sch Jol . . ......•.• . 'l' . .T . McGannon .••• ..•.. •. ••• , ..•••. 
Wyom ing ... ..•. ....... .. <10 ....••............. . • A. J•'. K . lfro u t •.••••••. ' I I 
Yor k ...... . .. . .. . ... .•...• clo • .• •• •••• •••••••••• •• ,v . . J. S hear er .••. .. .••• " ' I 
Youngijvllle ••••. .. . ... ... do ......•••..••.•.. ••.. J. X . .Shumway......... I 0 
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ltllODE ISLAND, 
Ashn.wn.y ••••••••••• Honldnton High SchooL. Chas. W . Moore ........ . 
Bristol.. . ....... High SchooL .............. Arthm' P. Johnson .... . 
l'l'lltral Falls ..... .. Lincoln High School*···· Wm. Overton ........ .. . 
Rase,. l'ro\'idence ... High School* .............. I. W. Horne ... ......... . 
Xewport ..•............... do ..................... Frank E.Tb.ompsO'l:l ... . 
Ohwyville .......... Johnston High Scb.ooL ... Geo. H. Currier ...... .. . 
Pawtucket, .•....... High SchooL .............. W.W. Curtis ........... . 
{~r,~;~!~~~~·.e·====== === ::::::gg:::==:::::=:=:::::::: g~~~~ I l~ZL:::::::: 
~~i~~:~[iiei:::=~=== ======gg ::::::::::: :.:::::::: r~~v-. ~i~hittle ..... . 
1 19 16 II 
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(' 
1 19 26 0 1 1 ...... 
_,. ____ 2 2 ......•. 
------ ----·· 
2 30 35 0 18 4 1 (J 7 7 ·····•·· ------ ------
2 4 51 82 1 9 4 6 0 6 3 5 0 0 
l 3 28 28 0 0 ....•. ------ ----- - ------ 3 3 4 2 4 
4 3 78 95 0 0 30 5 8 3 8 13 10 0 0 
12 16 345 564 2 0 119 41 ------ ------ 35 60 22 0 0 
1 2 18 28 0 0 1 4 ··•·•• 2 l 3 2 9 8 
2 2 39 82 
------ ------
5 10 
------ ------
2 11 2 , ..... 
----- · 
2 3 61 90 0 0 10 5 0 0 4 19 8 0 0 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Bates burg . . . . . . . . . . High School. ........•.... · 1 M. W. Penrefoy ........ . 
BennettsYille ............. do.......... ........... C. A. Graeser ........... . 
Blacksburg ......... Blaclrnburg Institute ..... A. M. Spessard ..... .... . 
Brunson ... . ........ Graded School ............ W. V. Lanier ........... . 
'ha.rleston.. .... .... High School............... Miss A. R. Simonton ... . 
!beraw ................... do* ................ .... M. McR. McLawhelin .. . 
Hope Stn.tion ....... St. Johns' Academy* ...... P. D. Risinger .. ........ . 
J onesville .......... Academy*················· N. G. Littlejohn ....... . 
Mol!ettsville ........ Generoster School. ....... J. W. Davis ............. , 
Newberry .. .... .... Graded School ............ Frank Evans .......... . 
~~~~~:~.~=-~:::::::: ::::::ig ::::::::::::::::::::: ~-- i: ~~;[~~it~i======== 
Spartanburg ....... High School* ............. R. A. Brunson ......... . 
Union ......•••........••.. do*.................... C. A. Graeser 
~ 1-···3·1 :~ I ~I 1 0 11 15 
1 1 15 1 9 
1 9 ...... 293 
1 
~I 7 1 9 l 3 \ 2 
1 2 6 8 
§ --,-1 ,11 6 383 3 5 54 60 
1 0 8 4 
2 0 18 36 
1 2 60 30 
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SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Aberdeen ___________ High SchooL _____ . _______ . 
Ashton·-----·------· . _____ do-------- · ·--·--·-----
Chamberlain -·----- High School (dept.)"'·-----
1:rj Deadwood ____ ·----- High School.. ______ ··----· 
t::, De Smet ____ ·------· ____ ._do_··--·---- · ---··--·--
~ Huron----·--------· High School (dept.) .. ·--·-
~ Mitchell ______ . _____ High SchooL_. __________ .. 
I 
Parker. ____________ . IndependentHighSchool* 
Sioux Falls ________ . High SchooL _____________ _ 
Yankton ·---·-·--·-- High School (dept.) ______ _ 
&5 TENNESSEE. 
Arlington __________ High SchooL. ____________ _ 
Ashland City_ · ----· Institute*----·----·-------
Auburn ·------------ High School*-------------· Brazil. ____________________ do_---· _______________ _ 
Chattanooga _______ HighSchool(colored) ___ _ 
Clarksville _________ High SchooL. ______ . _____ _ 
Cleveland_ · - ________ ·- ____ do ____________________ _ 
Corryton -·--------- Walnut Grove Academy*_ 
Dandridge · ·--·--- -- Maury A0ademy* ________ _ 
Dumplin . ___________ High School* 
Dyersburg · --------- ______ do _________________ ·--· 
Fall Branch ______________ do_. __________________ _ 
Floyds ·- ·--- ________ WalnutGroveAcademy*. 
Flynns Lick ________ HighSchool* ·-·- ---- --·--· 
Fork Vale · --------- Walnut Grove Academy .. 
Germantown _______ High School*·------------· 
Grant ____________ ,, __ Franklin Institute ____ ·--· 
Humboldt ____ ______ I.0.0. F.College*-·-------Jamestown _________ Academy ____ _____________ _ 
ig~~:&oro-======-=== .~~~~d~~~~~~= :--- ·--· ·- ---· 
Kenton _______ . ______ Academy*- --·------------· 
Knoxville __________ Girls' High SchooL_. ____ . 
Laurel Gap _________ Oakland Seminary*-·---· 
Memphis-----·----- Leath High School*··----
Milan ·---· - ----- ·--· College. _____ . __ ·---·------· 
Morristown------·· High School*--·----------· 
Mount Horeb ____ a ________ do.·---··----·-----·--· 
Na,shville .. ________ . Fogg High School--·-··-· 
Newbern·--·--·----- Union Seminary ______ ··-· 
New Middleton. ____ Academy----= -------------· 
Porterfield __ __ ·----· Academy*··-------·--- .... 
Rhaetown ·----- ---· High School.._·-------·-·· 
Rhodelia .. ·--- --·--· Big Sink Academy .... --·· 
Trenton ____________ PeabodyHighSchool*. __ _ 
Troy---------------- ObionCollege _____________ _ 
Mrs. E. M.Lovejoy ____ . O I ·I 14 0 0 0 0 2 ·- ·-·· 1 6 
A.H. Avery_·-----·····- l 16 0 0 ·---·· ·····- ··-··- ·-·--- 0 0 
J. J. Jones, jr·----- ··· ··· 1 10 0 0 ·-- ·- · ·---·- ·--·-- ·----· 4 4 
2 0 
25 
5 
35 
Alexander Strachan ___ . 1 
Jno.A. Shannon····- -· · · ····-
Miss E. S. Scott .. __ ····· 1 
F. A. Helwig .. ·-···--··· 2 
Edwin Dulrns.··---·-· .. 1 
3 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
0 
1 
1 
1 
13 
15 
9 
5 
30 
23 
18 
4 
41 
13 
25 0 0 0 0 l 3 0 0 
40 ·-··· ·----- ·----· ·----- 2 4 2 4 53 '..' 0 ... __ . 1 __ . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
46 0 0 3 10 ··-··· ·----- -·- --· 6 
8 0 0 ·--··· ······ ····-· ....... ·- · ·- ····-· 
I [t[~0 
R. B. McClenon. ···- ·--· 2 
Jay D. StaY---·---···-·· 1 
6-i 0 0 0 0 5 3 4 6 
17 0 0 13 17 ··-··· ·-···- 3 3 31 0 30 340 0 342 
i·. ~-. foli1:~g~-========: · i i 2~ ~g ···/ ·. ··0·1:= ::==' :::==J====: ':: =:=:1:: ::::I:=::::/:::::::: I ••• ~~·I·· .. ~6 
Jesse Davenport. ______ : 1 1 10 15 0 0 · · -······-·· Ii ··-······---· ·---· ······1····--·· ··-··· ---··· 
Jno. C. Wright.......... 2 2 25 35 . . . ... · · -··· ...... ···-·· ...... ·-···· 4 4 8 56 64 
J.A. Henry·····-· · ··-·-· 2 3 67 125 9 23 ...... ··-··· ··-·- ...... 10 21 31 ·--··· ..... . 
Jennie V. Jackson...... 1 3 34 54 8 15 5 13 4 · .. .... 5 4 9 O O 
D. C. Arnold······-····· 1 0 15 20 0 0 ··-··· ····-· ··-· ·· ·- - ·-· 6 3 ........ 575 340 
J.C. Webster ...... .. ___ . 1 1 38 23 ·-·-· ...... 8 ····-- -····· ····-· . ...•. .. .... --······ 28 34 
Jno. F. Headerson...... 1 1 15 15 O O ·--··· · ··-·· ····-· ··-··· ··-·-· .............. ·--··· 
'!7. A. Catlett···-···-··· 2 24 16 ...... ··-··· ····-· ···-·- ·-···· ····-· ····-· ...... ·· ···-·· 60 4l 
H. S . Kennedy····-·-··· 1 2 20 80 ··-·--· ...... 2 10 ···-·· ...... ···-·· 3 3 120 IEO 
Jno. T. Henderson.·-··· 1 0 25 12 O O O O O O 1 ·- ·· ·· 1 75 70 
L. S.Fuller ·-·.-·-· -····· 3 0 49 20 O O 4 1 .. . ... ·----· 7 2 \J ... . ....... . 
D.E.Morris ___ ··· ···· ·- 1 0 18 17 O O ··-··-······ 5 4 ............................. . 
W. S. Stooksbury··-··- 2 1 60 43 ···- · · .. ·-·· ··-· · · ............ ·--··· O O O 35 30 
P.H. Strickland··-····· I 1 10 20 0 0 ·-···· · --·-- ··-··· ...... ····-· .. . ...................... . 
H . J. Arnold····-······· 1 -··· 3 6 O O ····-· ··-··· · ···-· ···-·· .... ~. ···-·· 0 24 20 
Sam'lF. Howard....... 2 0 15 30 O O .•.•• . --·-·· 7 12 ...... ···-·· . .. . .... ·-··· · ·-·-· 
C. M. Robbins .. ·····-···· J 20 18 ····-· ·····- 10 5 ·-··· · . ..... O O O 40 -!:'> 
Jno. R. Doty............ 1 1 I 10 ...... ·---·- 1 4 .... .............. · -···· ........ 39 28 
Chas. Mason·····-······ 1 1 8 17 O O 7 13 ..... ~ ...... 0 5 4 . .. ... ... .. . 
WP. Manny·-········· 1 1 5 8 O o ... ... ····-· ···-·· .......................... ·- -··· .... .. 
W.T. White·····-······ 1 4 18 76 ·--··· •.•... · ·--·· ···-·- · -··-· ····-· 1 11 -···- -· · 38 368 
W. B . Bailey· ·- ·-- · ····· 1 1 10 14 o O ··---· .... . . ·-·--- ··- -·· 1 2 3 ····-· ----·· 
Margaret L. Scudder... 0 G 32 130 O O ·- ···· ···-·· ...... ··--·· 7 8 ·-·· ·-·· ·----· ·---·· 
J.C. Cheek·-···-·-······ 1 1 8 13 o o ·--··· ···--· ··· -· · ·---·· 1 1 1 l::!2 lti3 
S. Frontis .. ·-····---·--- 1 2 14 15 o o 8 14 3 4 o O ·····--· -····· . .. 
J. W. Hicks·-·-·-····--· 1 1 10 12 o O ··--·· .... ........ ·-·-·· 3 2 22 50 32 
J. F. Lipscomb ··-·· ·-·· 3 5 125 225 o O o O O O 17 44 .... ·-· · O O 
W. S. Howard .... ·-··-"· 1 0 18 22 O O O O 1 2 O O O Hi2 183 
W. S. Smith ..... · - ··--·· ~ 1 1 20 16 O O 7 0 5 0 O O O 25 2i 
H. A. Evans. · -·· ·· ····-· 1 1 10 8 O' O ·· -· ·· ·--·· · ···-·· ·-···· . . .... ·--··· ·-·- ·-· · ...... ·-···· 
~t:s~W:~tiej<:::=::: ·- ··~- :::::: ·--·~· ·---~- ·-··~· ··-·~· ----~· ···-~· ·---~· ···-~· ·-· ·~· ·-· -~·!·····-~- g~ ~t G. R. McGee-··---·--··- 1 1 32 48 o I o 1 5 2 O 8 8 8 ______ ·----
A. B, Collom ____ ···--· -· 1 C 14 13 o o -- --·· ·-·--- ··-··· ·-···· ··-··· ·-···· 1 o 71 86 
• Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TEXA 
\bilcn& ••••. -·--···· High SchooL. ....... --···· C. G. Foust . . ·-····-····· .~~~~~q •••••• -··· •••• ~=====~g~==================== :.1.~::1~~~~~~~==== ==== 
1~~1:~:/,;~ont ...... -·-· ::::::gg;:::================= a. i·. ~~h~~~on::==== :::: 
JJl'llYillt> •••• ···- •••• • •• -do.·········--···-····· R. B. Loggins ... _ ...... . 
Blanco_ ............ - _ ..... do ..... ·-···--····-···· W. H. Bruce ·· · ····--··· 
Blue1{1dgo ··----·-- -··-··do·-····-··········· ··· N. E. Peak . ..... _ .. . ···-
Brackettvllle ..... -- High School (dept.) ....... w. W. Gatewood .. · -·· · 
Bremond ........... High SchooL.-···-· ·· -·-·- J. Breeding 
Broobam ·····-·-·-- -..... do ..... ·-·······--·-··· Mary RiaL .. ·-····-····-
nuruet .............. _ ..... do* .................... R. J. Richey--·-···----·· 
n.ddo Mills ........ _ ..... do ............. ·-··-··· w. A. Priest ....... ·-··· 
n.lyert ····-········ .. _ ... do ............ ·-······· J.B. \Volfe ....... ·-····-
elesto .............. College*···-- ---· ···--····· I. B. Cook .............. . 
hh;holm .......... . Berry Creek Hip:h SchooL E. L. Brewer ......... : ._ 
Cleburne ....... ·-· · · High School._ ...... -·····- J.E. Wallace._·······-· 
Colorado ............ .. .... do*·········-···-·····- R. J. Ba.ldwin .......... -
Comanche --········ ...... do ............ ·-···-· -- W. F. Rogers ........ _ .. 
Corpus Christi ..... Public School..- .......... M. Menger···········-·-
g~;fi~~N!icC=:::=: .~~~~d~~~.~~~::::==::=:::::: ii:~: f;ra~~J::::::::::::: 
Dallas·······- --·· -·· Central High School ...... L. W. Coleman_ ........ . 
Dawson ..•......... . Masonic Institute ... ·-···· J. W. Cantwell ... . ·-···· 
~~~~~~.::::::::: :::: .~~~~d~~~-~~~= :::::::::::::: ¥orc:~~tJnii ==== :::: 
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30 44 0 0 ·-··-· ..•.•• ..••.• ..•••. 1 5 8 146 140 
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20 14 0 0 18 14 20 5 0 0 10 100 85 
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Galvestoni .... -.... BallHighSchooL ........ . 
Do ............. Central High School.. ... . 
Geneva ......... .. .. Academy * ................ . 
Glencove ........... High School (dept.)*··· ·--· 
Gonzales .......... . High School. ............. . 
Graham .................. do ..... . ... .. . . .. ..... . 
Greenville ................ do'' ................... . 
Hallettsville .............. do 
Harwood ........... ...... do 
Hempstead ............. .. do ......... .. ... . ..... . 
Hillsboro ................ do ....... . ...... . .... . . 
Houston .................. do ............... ..... . 
Hubbard City ............ do* .............. .. . .. . 
f!~:t-ie.~~~~-~~~==== ======ig= ==== =========: =====: Je,Yett .................... do* ................... . 
Kingston ................. do* .................. . . 
Kosse ..... . ......... High School (dept.)* ..... . 
Lagrange .......... High School. ... - ......... . 
Leesburg ....... .... East Texas Academic In· 
stitute.* 
Livingston ......... High :School. . ... ····-····· 
Llano ............... High School (dept.) . . ... . . 
Lockhart . . ...... . .. High School* ........... . . 
Lone Oak ................. do . ......... . ......... . 
Luling .............. Pierce Institute* ........ . 
McGregor .......... High School* . ........... . 
McKinney ............ .... do . ................... . 
Mexia ............... .. .... do* ...•................ 
Midlothian ........ . Institute* ................ . 
Midway .... . .... .... Eiwood High School* ... . 
Milam .............. Institute .............. . ... . 
~~~~~1:uei::::==:= == .~~!\~~~~~~~.::::::::::=:: 
Novice ... . .......... Rough Creek Hi g h 
School.* 
Jno. W. Hopkins ...... . 
J, R, Gibson ··· · ···· a··· 
H. F. Killen .•..... .. .... 
J. S . Greenlee . ... ...... . 
Osc3,r Chrisman .... ... . 
S. H. Kimmons ... _ . ... . 
J. H. Van Amburgh .. . . 
i ?cn°i:~n:: =: ::: =:==: I 
S . H. Nean . ........ c •••• 
P. S . Halleck 
C. W. Welch 
E.L. Barham ··-········ 
Chas. 'l'. Alexander .. . . . 
N.J. Faster ............ . 
J.E. Anderson ......... . 
'l'. E. Wallis .. .. ... . . ... . 
J. Thos. Hail, supt .. .. . 
T. R. Dunlap-· ······ ···· 
W . L. Turner ........... . 
L . D. Washin~ton ...... . 
J.R.Gritfln .. . .. .. . ..... . 
J.E. Cook ... ..... .. .... . 
W. H . Attebery .... . .... . 
J. V. Brown .... ........ . 
J.N.Davis .. 
J.B. Dodson 
J.E. Blair .. 
G. F. Taylor ............ . 
Julia A. Bettis ....... -. c. 
R.H. Windham .... .... . 
D. H. Skinner .......... '. 
J.H. Vaughan ......... . 
Eliza Robinson . ....... . 
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~!~!lei=:==::==:: ==:= ~ifi~g~~~~~~:=::==::::: :::: ~a~i :a~i~~fe~·:::::=: 
Queen City ......... Normal High School. . .. . . Wickliff Owen ··-··· ····1 1 ,. Quitman ..... .. .... . High School. .............. Susan Reinhardt··-···· ..... . 
Ranger ............. Public School ............. T. D. Evans . .... .... .... 1 
Rising Star ......... High School* ..... ........ Benj. F. 'l'erry... .. ..... . 2 
~~:trock::=::::: :: ::::~g:::::::::::::::::~==~ i~~--r. s~~~!.::::::::::~ i 
San Angelo ... ........ ... . do* .................... H. V. Moulton. ... . ... .. . 1 
San Antonio .. .... . .... ... do ......... -........... W. Schoch .... ... : ...... 4 
li}~;;i{) !: :!:: :: :=JI:• :::::•:i; ::!• • :J k~~lfil)If }_:L:;;:: ! 
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2 15 
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2 
2 25 
1 15 
1 20 
1 4 
2 
0 25 
0 13 
3 10 
0 25 
l 11 
0 16 
0 5 
1 15 
2 15 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
158 !...... ....•. 31 78 37 80 I 6 22 5 79 1~8 
~r ·- ··o· .. --&· :: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::: ::: : :::: ... ~~ . ..... ~ 
12 0 0 1 1 5 3 ............ ···· ·· ·· ...... ·····" 
18 0 0 . ...... .... . ····· · ······ 3 l 4 152 128 
2 0 0 ······ . ..... _ .. \. ... ······ 0 0 0 117 122 
32 3 2 5 7 3 4 3 4 5 ........... . 
28 0 0 3 5 2 ...... l 3 4 SL 99 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 61 
8 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 90 110 
15 ·--· · · ·· - ·· · 1 8 ··-· · · ••..•. 0 ,o O ... •. ••••.•• 
74 O O ...... ··•··• • ..••• .....• 0 8 ···-···· 0 0 
20 0 0 ······ ·-···· ······ ..................................... . 18 0 0 - -
23 0 0 
29 0 0 
37 0 0 
··-··· ······ ······ ······ 0 0 0 148 15[ 
5 2 10 8 .................. 7 ••••••• ••••• • 
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40 15 ..... . ...... 1 0 1 ... . ....... . 
33 . . .. •....... • ····· ··· · ·· ... .. . ... ... . ...... ...... .... .... 38 
20 0 0 0 6 5 7 0 0 0 110 25 117 
15 0 0 ······ ··•··· · ·- -·· · ····- .••.•.. . •••. ·····--· ······ ... 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 62 
14 4 5 7 28 .... . ................. . . ··· ···-· ......•..... 
7 0 0 ·· · -·· ···-·· . • .... ······ .. ··-· .•••.. ···•···· .••• ••••••.. 
130 30 45 30 40 50 50 ·•···· (i 6 125 141 
25 0 0 10 8 3 0 8 6 6 ············ 
24 0 0 · ·- ··· ·· · ··· ····· · ··••·· ....• • .•.. • . ······ • · ..•••. ·---·-
5 0 0 0 1 0 1 ........ .•. . ······-· ........... . 
38 0 0 7 1 2 3 0 0 ' 0 16 11 
14 0 IO •............................•............. • .•.......... 
5 .......... . . ·····- · ····· ······' · ····· ...... ·•···· ........ 114 119 
7 0 0 1 5 ....... ' ___ ___ ............ ··· • ···· .•... ....... 
~ :JI:: I :3: :::::: ::?:3i ::~ l:3: :  3:1 ... ;tl .... ~! 
1 o o o o o o I o o o ........ •... 
l2 0 0 15 1 ······ .... ........ ······ •.• • •. , 
20 0 0 .•••.. . •. ... 7 0 I 2 3 5 ..•••••. •... 
15 0 0 ::! 4 2 3 1 4 5 ...•.. ----·-
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Tc.X l~-continued. 
snytler .. • .. . . . . . . . . . High School 40 ••••••••• - - • • 
'l't'lTl'll ..••••.••.•..• •••• do .. ..•••• ............. 
1~~1t~I~~~1:n- ==== ====== Pub11g ~ciiocii::======= ==== 
u,·nldt, .................... do ......... ······ . .... . 
\ "ernon. ... ... . .... High School* ....... .... . 
Wnrn . .• . .•. •.•• •. .. Central High School* ... . 
Weatherford ....... High S chool. ..... ........ . 
" ·axn.ho.tenie ........•.... do .................... . 
Whitesboro ........ ...... do* ... ..... ...... ..... . 
\\ hitney .... .... .... ...... do .•................ ... 
~ ' insboro ...........• •••• do >I' •••••••••••••••••••• 
B. M. Cochran .••••••.•.. 
C. P. Hudson ........... . 
T. R.Day . ... ........... . 
Jno. W. Hall . .. ........ . 
Wesley Peacock ....... . 
T. S.Cox ............. .. . 
J. N. Gambrell ......... . 
R.B.Ewing ... ... .... .. . 
J. Henry Phillips ...... . 
W. T. Potter ............ . 
F .A.Wood ............. . 
Rufus Mann ..••.•...... 
2 2 
3 2 
1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
2 0 
1 3 
0 0 
3 0 
2 3 
1 2 
1 1 
UTAH. 
Ogden City .. ....• .. High School. . .. . ··········I T. B. Lewis .... ........ . . Salt Lake City ........... do ......... ............ W.R. Malone .....•..... , 
VERMONT. 
Bakersfield . . . . . • . . . Brigham Academy........ Chas. H. Morrill ....•... 
Barre ........... ..•. HighScbool. .............. OziasD.Mathewson ... . 
Barton.............. Academy . ... .... .... . . .... C. H. Willey .... ........ 1 
Ba.rt on Landing.... High School...... . ..... ... Hattie E. Glazier . ..... ... .... . 
Bellows Falls ............ do* .............. ...... J.C. Simpson . ... . .... .. 1 
Bethel .............. Whitcomb High School .. J . H. Blaisdell. .... ..... . 1 
Brandon . . . .... .... High .School . ... .... .. .... Elmer F. Howard... ... . 1 
Brattleboro .............. do. .... ................ J as. D. Horne . . . .... ... . 1 
Bristol.. .................. do ..................... E. w. Benedict..... . .... 1 
Chester ........ . .......... do* ........ . .......... . Kate Child.... ... . ...... o 
Enrosbura Falls ......... do ..................... Loren M. J enne..... . ... 1 
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Fair Haven ...•........... do ..................... G. W.Kennedy ....... .. . 
Hardwick ................. do ................ .: .... G.II.McNair ........... . 
Hinesburg ................ do .... ................. Loren E. Pattridge .... . 
Hyde Parle ......... Central Academy ......... J.B. Macomber ....... . 
Island Pond ........ High School. .............. W . D. Parsons ......... . 
Ludlow ............. Black River Academy .... Geo. Sherman ... ...... . 
Lyndon ............ Graded School ............ Edw. J. Herring ....... . 
Middleburg ......... High School. ......•....... Chas. J. Bullow ....... . . 
Montpelier ......... Grammar School ......... Saurin J. Blaupied ... . . 
Morrisville ......... Graded School ............ W. A. Beebe .. 
Newport ............ Academy* .. ............... F. L. Bergbee 
North Bennington. High School. .............. H. Dressel, jr .......... . 
Northfield ................ do* .................... Henry 0. Aiken ....... . 
North Troy ......... Missisquoi Valley Acad· Chas. Putney 
emy.* 
i~~J~~;:.::::::::::: -~~!\~~~.~~~=============== ir~~:wknavison====== Quechee .................. do ................ . .... Clarence A. Croolrs .... . 
Richford .................. do ..................... A. S. Burnham ........ . 
Rutland . ................. do* .................... Jesse A. Ellsworth .... . 
St. Albans.......... Academy and High School Franklin H. Dewart ... . 
Springfield ......... High School. .......... .... Geo. E. Johnson . ..... . 
Swanton............ Union Graded School..... Frank K. Graves ...... . 
Vergennes .......... High School. ........... ... A. Armagnac, PH. D . •.. 
Wallingford ........ . ..... do ..................... E. J. Bryan ............ . 
Waterbury ...... . ........ do* .................... F. Covery .. ........... . . 
West Randolph .......... do..................... N. J. Whitehill. ........ . 
White River June· ...... do ..........•..•....... C. A. Williams ......... . 
tion. 
Windsor .................. do* .................... F. N. Newell. ........... . 
:;~~~t~~ii::::::::: ::::::~g*:::::::::::::::::::: ~.ei~·)lri~~n_::::::·::::: 
VIRGINIA. 
Adriance . ... . . . • .•. Guinea High School ..... . 
Aldie................ High School. ............. . 
Bridle Creek ........ Academy* ... ............. . 
Broadway .......... High School* ............ . 
Buchanan .......... Graded School 
Charlottesville..... High School*. 
Chiles burg ....... ........ do* ....... . 
Churchville ............. do* ................... . 
~~Y;~re~~ :::::::: :: :: ::::~g: ~::: :::::::~~::: ... . 
Fox ................. Fox Institute*············ 
Fredericksburg .... High School. ............. . 
Hamilton ......... .. ...... do ............. . ..... . . 
Harrisonburg ••.•.. High School (dept,) .....•. 
Mrs. C. w. Crawley .... . 
T. H. Athey .......... . . . 
E. L. Bain .............. . 
J. T. De Bell ........... . 
A.H. Sullender ..... c ••• 
J. W. Tinsley .......... . 
C. ]'. Smith, jr ......... . 
Mary I. Bell . .......... . 
Rev. J. Dickey ......... . 
Geo. W. Coley .......... . 
J. J. Watkins · 
B. P. Willis .. 
Jno. W. Gregg ......... . 
C. E.Barglebaugh 
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Hnt Creole ....... . .. Bie:h S<'bool * ............ . 
Irwin . . . . . . . .. .. ... . Union High School* ..... . 
,Toltnsons Springs .. Dover High School* ..... . 
Larr Sprlni.rs ....... Iligh sc1:00L ............. . 
LawrencoYille ...... Graded School ........ ... . 
Lcl'slmrg ........... High School. ........... .. . 
no ............ High School , No. 2(' •...... 
Llncolu ............. Academy ................. . 
Lurny .....•........ · ...... clo ......... . ...... ... . . 
Lynchlmrg ......... High School* ........ .. .. . . 
l\lrUalH\\'SY1lle ..... Oak HillAcademy* ...... . 
l\!nrl,willo .......... High School"' ........ . . ... . 
:Midway ............ ...... . clo* ................ . . 
Millboro Springs .. High School (dept.)<!-..... . 
l\lount Crawford... Graded School ........... . 
New Mn.rlcet.... .... High Schoo!* ............. . 
North Dn.nYille .......... do .................... . 
Parnassus ............ •... do* ................... . 
Petersburg ... ............ do .................... . 
Do .... .... .... Peabody High (colored) 
School (dept.). 
Portsmouth ........ High School ............. . 
Pulasld ................... do* ............ ..... .. . 
Richmond ................ do .................... . 
Roclcy Station...... Lee Institute* ........... . 
Rose Hill ........... Cmnberland College-' .... . 
Rustburg.. ... .. .. . . High School•:, ............ . 
Sm1thtleld ................ do .................... . 
South Boston ............ do* . . ................. . 
Spl'ing Vo.lll'Y ............ do ........ . ........... . 
Stant1.rdsville ....... Fore1:1t nm Academy .... . 
Kate Cranley .......... . 
EdwardKinne . . . ...... . 
Mildred A. E. Ellis' . ... . 
J. M. Coffman ...... · . . .. . 
James A . Riddick .. .... . 
J. S . Simpson .. .. .. .... . 
G. C. Gorrell. .......... . 
Ed. F. Brown .. ......... . 
E. M. Pitcher .. ........ . 
John W. Wyatt ... .. ... . 
W. 0. Ross .... ......... . 
B . B. Miller ............ . 
Mattie Slate . .. .. ... ... . 
H. P. Crosby ........... . 
T. J. O'Neill ............ . 
A. C. Kimby ........ ... . 
F . H. Wheatley ........ . 
M. U. Smith ............ . 
A. P . Balling ........ ... . 
Jas. E. Shields . .. .. .. .. . 
I 
W. A. Jenkins ... . ... . ... 1 
D. B.Brown . ... ... .. ... . 
J.P. Thomas .. ...... ... . 
J.B. Wolfe ........... .. . 
E. L. Grubbs ........ ... . 
John G . Fisher ....... .. . 
Col. E. M. Morrison ... . 
J.Morton Davis ....... . 
J. A. Livesay .......... . 
B. B. Mitchell .......... . 
0 1 4 
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Staunton ···········1 High SchooP .... •... ..... Wa,terford .......... High School (dept.)* .... . 
Winchester ......... High School·' ........... . . 
Wytheville ......... Graded School* .... .- .... . 
Do ............ Mount Pleasant Graded 
School.* 
WASHINGTON. 
Centralia ........... High School 
Chehalis .................. do •..... ... ....... ..... 
Dayton. ................... do .................... . 
MedicalLake ............ . do ................ . ' ... . 
New Whatcom ........... do .................... . 
North Yakima •.......... do .................... . 
~i~R:ieies::::::: =====:gg::=::::===:::::::==:: 
Port Townsend .......... do .................... . 
Seattle .............. ...... do .................... . 
Spokane .. ................ do .................... . 
'.racoma ....... ... : ........ do* ................... . 
Vancouver ............... do 
Wallawalla .............. do 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Jno. B. Bader .....•.. -,. 
Wm, B. Carr ........... . 
J. d. Van F'ossen ....... . 
F'. L. Bruce ...... .... . ... . 
Emma R. dalfe ........ . 
Chas. W. Borst ..... ... . 
J. T. Forrest ........... . 
W. A. Payne ........... . 
P. Bell Sweavnyen .... . 
Harry Pattison ........ . 
Geo. H. Watt ..........•. 
L. F. Henderson ....... . 
A. N. Taylor ..... ...... . 
Will F. Babcock ....... . 
John W. Heston ••....•• 
J. B. Walker ...........• 
Abbie E. Cushman .... . 
Lucius H. Leach .. .... . 
R. C. Kerr •..•........... 
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WISCONSIN. 
Ahnapee ............. High School.. •..........•. H.K. White 
Alma ..................... do ......•.............. W. A. Schaper ......... . 
Amherst .................. do* .................... Mason S. McKee ..•..... 
Antigo .. .... ........ Free High School. ..... · ... W. H. Williams ....... . 
Appleton ... c ....... Ryan High School ........ 0. H. Ecke ........... _ ... 
!~~;i~~:====~=====~= ~~~~~d~~~.~~~···· ··········· ~i~l¾~~ry.or:::::=:: 
Ashland-··········· ...... do ...... - .............. J.M. Turner ...........• 
Augusta .................. do* ............... ', .... L. W. Wood ........... . 
t~~~~oo=====~===::: ::::::g~= . :::::::=::::,:::::: ~: ~: ~~::rl~~~::·:::: 
Bayfield~ .. , ............... do ....................... B. B. Jackson .......... . 
Beaver Dam ............... do* .................... Homer B. Hubbell. ... ~. 
Beloit .................... do . ................. · ... A. F. Rote .. ....... .. .... . 
Berlin .. .. ................... do* ........................... do ................. . 
Black Earth ..... ....... ..... do ..................... E. w. Walker ......... ~ 
Black River Falls ........ do ................ .' ..... Dwight Kinney ......... . 
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T ABLE 4.-Statistics of Public High Schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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WlSCONSlN cont'd. 
Bloomer ..•.... ..... Ili~h SchooL .. .. ... . .. . .. . 
noscobeL ....•..... . ..... dr>* .................. . . 
Brandon ............ ...... do .................... . 
Urodhcad .•........•...... do ....... ............. . 
Burlington ..... .......... do ............ . 
r.adott -.................... do ............ . 
assvillo ...•....... _ ...... do 
hilton •................. do 
Chippewa Falls .... l ...... do .... .... . .. . 
Ci\~~ ;~~~i·~· ==== ====l== ====!g ==== ==== ==~~ olumbus ................ do . .... ............... . 
Dnrlin_gton ... ............ do* ...... .......... ... . 
Delan1.n ..•............... do 
~~~;~~vuie===== ==== ======ig ······-· ........ .... . 
Durand ................... do* .................. . . 
East Troy .......... ...... do ............... ... . . . 
Edgerton ................. do* ................... . 
Elltborn ................ _.do ............ ...... .. . 
Elroy ···············1····· -do ................... . 
Fennimore ........ ....... do 
FlorellCO ................. do 
Fond du Lac ............. do 
FortAtkinson ............ do ............... . .... . 
Fort Howard ............. do 
Fox Lako . ...... .......... do 
Friendship ............... do .............. ...... . 
Glen Beulah . ..•... ... . .. do* ................... . 
D. E. Cameron.......... 1 1 
L. L. Lig htcap... . . ..... 1 0 
Freeling Fox........... l 0 
F. E. McGovern..... ... 1 1 
C. W. Rittenburg... .. .. 1 2 
R. B. Hart.............. 1 0 
J.C. Churchill......... . 1 ..... 
Jno. G. Nageler ... . .... 2 O 
Geo. S. P arker......... . 2 4 
A. S . Jimpick .. .................... . 
GlennB. Arnold........ 1 o 
Edw'd A. K etcham..... 1 0 
L. M. Roberts........... 1 1 
Geo. E. Cabanis ....... 1 2 
Henry J. Bowell........ 1 1 
C.H. Burgess........... . O 2 
L. L. Clarke............ 1 2 
J . W. Nesbit........ .. .. 1 1 
A.H. Fletcher. . ........ 2 0 
F. M. Jack ... ...... ..... 1 1 
J. T. Edwards ... ....... 1 2 
John Jones. ........... . 1 1 
F. L. Churchell. .... . . .. 1 O 
E . D . Rounds.. ...... .. . 1 1 
I. N. Mitchell.. . .. ... .. . 3 3 
D. D. Mayne............ 1 2 
F. H. Farnham . ........ 1 1 
Willard N. Parker..... 1 1 
J. W. Purves. .......... O O 
A. J. Straussburger ... 1 O 
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Grand Rapids ...... ...... do .................... . 
Green Bay ......... . ...... do .................... . 
Hartford ........... South Side* ............. . 
Wm. H. Luehr .......... _..,_ .. __ 5 34 
J ohn A. Hancock ....... 2 2 40 
P. T. Nelson ............ ·1 0 3 
Hazel Green........ High School* H.B. Lathe .............. 1 0 12 
Highland ................ do .......... .......... . 
Hillsboro ................. do .................... . 
Hudson ................... do*········ ........... . 
Janesville ................ do .................... . 
J"efferson ............ . .... do .................... . 
J. F. Gibson ............ 
------
3 21 
Mary L. Pinch .......... 
------
1 5 
Albert E. Schaub .. 1 1 30 
~,rank W. Cooley ..... ~= 1 4 64 
J G. Adams ............ 1 1 16 
J"uneau ................... do E. C. McClelland ....... 1 1 13 
Kewaunee ................ do Michael McMahon ..... 1 1 27 
Kiel ...................... do A. W. Dassler ........... 1 19 
Lacrosse .................. do . .......... ......... . 
Lake Geneva ............. do* ................... . 
Lake Mills ................ do .......... ........ .. . 
Lancaster .......... .. .... do* .......... . ........ . 
Linden ............ .. ...... do* ................... . 
Lodi .................. ... . do .................... . 
Madison .................. do. .................... . 
Albert Hardy ........... 2 6 85 
J. H. Gould ............. 1 3 15 
H. L. Terry ............. 1 2 35 
Clyder R. Showalter .... 1 2 25 
Thos. Julian Jones .... .. 1 0 2 
L. M. Kraege ............ 1 1 21 
J. Hutchison ............ 3 11 126 
Manawa .................. do ........ ............ . 
Maintown .... !. .... North Side High School*. 
Marshall. ........... Medina High School. .... . 
Marshfield . . . . . . . . . . High School. ............. . 
Manston .................. do .............. ....... . 
Mayville .....•............ do* ................... . 
Mazomanie ............... do .................... . 
::~~~oanee·~~:::~:: :::::.·ii*==== ===~============I Merrill. ...... ............. do* ................... . 
Merrillan ..•.............. do ..................... . 
Middleton ................ do ...... ..... ......... . 
Milwaukee ......•......... do .................... . 
Mineral Point ............ do .................... . 
Monroe ................... do* ..... ' .............. . 
Montello .................. do .................... . 
Montfort .............•.... do .................... . 
Mount Hope .............. do* ................... . 
Muscoda .................. do .................... . 
Chas. L. French ......... 1 0 17 
Chas. Friedel ............ 1 2 21 
W. A. Hodge ............. 1 1 25 
F. E.Bamlin ............ 1 2 28 
W. L. Morrison .......... 1 1 20 
L. S. Kieley .............. 2 1 14 
R. F. Skiff ............... 1 1 13 
F. W. Buchholz ......... 0 1 14 
R. B. Dudgeon .......... . 2 0 20 
H.J. Bowell ............. 1 1 15 
A. C. Piper ....... ··-·---· 1 0 5 
F. W. Umburt.--.-· ..... 1 ...... 12 
A. J. Rogers···---···-··· 10 11 292 
Albert R. Johnson---··- 2 1 20 
J. A. Mitchell.~---------- 2 1 38 
Jno. J. Finan ............ 1 ...... 14 
Jos. M Cubela.---··----- 1 ·- ---- 14 
F. F. Grindell ....... ---· 1 2 22 
L. H. Allen ····-·-···--·- l 1 25 
Wm.F.Sell ._··----·-·-- 1 1 11 
H.J. Evans .... ·······-·· 1 2 31 
Edwd. B. Oakley . .. . --·· 1 2 20 
Ben. C. Parkinrow ··-··· 1 1 26 
J. C. PreehofL -· .. _ ..... 0 9 20 
T.H. Lage·-·--······-··· 1 1 23 
A. W. Burton .. .. ·-·-·-·· 1 1 19 
Frank T. Tucker ........ 1 1 31 
Arthur H. Sholtz ....... 1 . 0 40 
Rufus H. Halsey··-·--·· 2 4 74 
J.M. Bold·--·····-· · ···-· 1 ·--··· 9 
Edward W,Pryor --·-·· 1 0 10 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TAilLE 4.-Stal'istics of Public High Schools fo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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i;~1-~:r~;~~~~~~~:== := ====~g~ ========== ==== ====== 1'1lj'llOllO • _ ••••••••..••••. do .................... . 
Pratl'lodu Sac ............ do 
Pn.-,-\!ott _ -········· ...•.. do ................... . _ 
Hacluo ....•.•...•....... do 
Rctldsburl? ............... do .................... . 
Richla.ud Center .......... do 
Ripon .................... do .................... . 
Rh"l'l" Falls ...•........... do .................... . 
~aulc City ................. do .................... . 
SextouYille ...•......•.... do ..................... 1 
Seymour ................. do .................... . 
Sharon ................... do* ................... . 
Sha"·ano ................. do .................... . 
~~:~~;~~~ Faiis=== ======~g;,========~=========== South Milwaukee . . ...... do 
Sparta ....... . ..... . .•.... do 
Spring Green ............ do ................... . . 
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~~~~!~~nBri:r :: ==== ::::::gg;:== ::::=========:::: 
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Tomah ..................•. clo 
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Unity ...................•. c1o .......... . 
Viroqua, .................. do 
Chas. M.Fox .....•...... 
Otto Gaffron ......... . .. 
B.H.Meyer .. .......... . 
F. K. Shuttleworth.---· 
A.M.Locker ... . ....... . 
Jno. F. Bergen .... . .... . 
Jas. Goldworthy ....... 
A. J. Volland .... . .. .. .. 
Allen B. West ........... 
Prof. T. H. Haney ...... 
M. H . McMahon ........ 
Andrew A. Love .. . ..... 
Jno. S. Roeseler .... .... 
Jos. Schafer, ........... 
Ira Travis ..... .......... 
J. G. Skeels ............. 
W. H. Hickok ........... 
J.E. Riordam .......... 
A. W. Weber ............ 
M. D. Kelley ............ 
J. W . Livingston ....... 
J.D. Rouse .............. 
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Alex. Carstvet .. ........ 
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Wn.terloo ... ...... . .. ..... do ..................... W. J. Hoskins.......... 1 2 
Wn.ukosha. ................ do* .................... Geo. H. Reed............ i} 1 
"\-Yaupaca ........... ...... do .... ................. F. ·A. Lowell............ 1 2 
Waupun . ........... North WardHighSchooL H.C. Curtis.... ............... 1 
·wausau ............ High School .............. J. A. Eakin.... ........ . ~ 1 
Wauwatosa .............. do ............... . ..... A. W. Smith ........ :... I 2 
West Bend ............... do ..................... D. F. Keeley............ 1 4 
West de Peri. ............ do ..................... Chas. Maine........... 1 1 
·westfleld ................. do ................. .. .. D. K. Tone.............. · 1 L ... . 
West Salem . ... .... ...... do ..................... A. E. Buckmaster. ..... 1 1 
Weyanvega .............. do .......... . .......... E. E. Sheldon........... 1 1 
Whitewater .............. do ..................... C. H. Sylvester......... 1 3 
WYOMING. 
Cheyenne ........... , High School*·············/ CoraM.McDonald ..... . 
Rawlings ................. do* .................... J. R. Rollman ......... . 
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PRIVATE SECO;N"DARY SCHOOLS. 
'l', BLE ,> .-Statistics of enclowed academfes, seminaries, and other private secondary schools for 1891-'92. 
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ALABAMA. 
Anniston·-- ---·· ·-·-· Noble Female Institute·-··---··-
Ashland ·········· ·-- - Ashland College ___ ·-----·-·--- -- --
Athens .. _. -·-·--··--·- Trinity Normal School*------·---
Antaugaville _ ···- ·-- _ Autaugaville Academy_-··-·- ___ _ 
Birmingllam ---·····- Belleview Academy ___ ___ ____ _ . __ _ 
Do· - -·-· -----··- South Highland Academy __ __ ___ _ 
Brewton .......... -··- Brewton Collegiate Institute ___ _ 
Buena Yista_·····--· - High School*--·····---------- --- --
Cnstleberry ... -··· -··· .... _.do ..... ······-- ____ ----·----·-· 
Centreville . ·- ... . ·-·· Male and Female College_---·--· · 
Demopolis .... ........ Marengo Female Institute - -·----
Do ····-····- ···· Marengo Military Academy ___ ·-· 
Fayette C. H- ···-- .... Male and Female Institute* _--·-
Flint ..... ·-··········· High School. .... . --· -- --··-·-·- ~·· 
Flomaton ···· ·-- --··· ...... do ... ·-··----· -· --·-·---···----
Fort Deposit ·····-··· Bethel Academy*··----··· ·- ·· ·- - · 
Gaylesville ..... ....•. High School. ___ . __ · ·-·--··- -·- .... 
Greensboro ... ·-······ Female College 
Greenville ....••...... SouthAla.bamaFemalelnstitute 
Miss E. V.Bristow .·--·----- Epis ··-···· 
J. H. Riddle, PH. 1'L ... ·-···- Non$eCt -·-
Miss Mary F. Wells __ .. ···----- -- -·-··-··-
J. 0. Atkins·-··· · ······----- Nonsect. -· 
J. L. Brittain ___ ·-·····-·---·----·-·--·-··-
Joel L. Du Bose ._ .. ·-····--- Nonsect _ ·-
Bernard Awtrey··--··-·---- Nonsect ··-
Claude Hardy···········--- · ·····-·--···· · 
J . E. Cheatham··---·--·-· -· Nonsect ·--
J. D. Cooper .... -·-··-····--· Nonsect ·--
J . V'{. Beeson, A. 111. .-·-·- ···- Nonsect _ .. 
A.G. Irons··--·-··-·-·-- -- -·· Nonsect ·· -
M. B. Du Bose ______ ·-·-···-- N'onsect ··-
M. D. Houk_·--········---··· Nonsect ... 
f :.-~~r:;; =====:========== ~~~:~~~-==~ S. L. Russell--·--- -·-· ···-- · Non,;;ect ·--
D. P. Christenberry, presi· Nonsect _ -· 
dent. 
Jos. M. Dill. ........... ·-···· Bapt ·-····· 
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(Healin g Springs _____ The Industrial Academy ________ _ 
Hillsboro'--·--- ------ Preparatory School*----- ---- ----
Leighton ----·----- --- Male and Female Academy*- ----Lineville --·-- -- ______ Lineville College*. ________ ______ _ 
Livingston ___ ________ Military Academy __ ----·- _______ _ 
Marion _______ _________ Military Institute*_-·----------·-
Mobile ____________ . ___ Evangelical Lutheran SchooL __ _ 
Do ______________ St. Mary's SchooL _________ ·-·----
Do ____________ __ TowlA's Institute for Boys ______ _ 
Montgomery__ ___ ____ University School * _____ -···-- ___ _ 
Opelika______________ _ Opelika Seminary*--··········---
Perdue Hill __________ High SchooL. ______ ·--··-··-------
Pine Apple_-.·----____ 111.oore Academy __ ________ ··--'----
Roanoke ____ __________ Normal College*··----------------
Rockford ______ ___ ____ Male and Female High School_ __ 
Salitpa__ ____ __ ____ ____ Salitpa Academy* ______ ---·-- ___ _ 
Spring Garden _______ Spring Garden Institute ________ _ 
Springville ______ . __ __ Springville Institute* ________ ___ _ 
Stevenson _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Wm. and Emma A us tin College* 
Talladega _____________ Talladega College ________________ _ 
Tuscumbia ___________ Deshla Female Institute * _______ _ 
Tuskaloosa __ _______ __ University High SchooL ________ _ 
Tuskegee ___ ·----···-· Alabama Military Academy*----
ARKANSAS. 
Rev. J.B. Hamberlin, A. M _ Bapt ______ _ 
Henry T. Lile ___ ____________ Nonsect __ _ 
C. W. Smalling ______________ Nonsect __ _ 
E. J. Garrison, president. __ Nonsect __ _ 
J·ames W . A. vVright ________ Nonsect __ _ 
James T. Murfee, LL. D _ _ _ _ _ N onsect . __ 
Wm. Weinbach _______ __ ____ Ev. Luth __ _ 
Sisters of Charity ________ ___ R. C _______ _ 
Amos Towle _________________ Nonsect_ __ _ 
J.M. Starke ________________ _ Nonsect_ .. 
D. M. Banks _________________ Nonsect ___ _ 
w. A. George _________ __ _____ Nonsect ___ _ 
G. R. Ellis ___________________ _ Nonsect ___ _ 
Geo. W.Stevens,A.M.,pres- __ ___________ _ 
ident. 
B.A. J. Hall _________________ Nonsect ___ _ 
E.W. Coleman ______ ________ Meth ______ _ 
W. Frank Harwell,A.111. __ _______________ _ 
M. M. Russell ______ __ _______ Nonsect ___ _ 
M. W. Gross . . __________ __ ___ Nonsect ___ _ 
Martin Lovering __ ______ ____ ___ __________ _ 
S. P. Rice __ __ ··-------------- Nonsect __ _ _ 
W. H. Verner _____________ __ Nonsect ___ _ 
Wm. D. Fonville_·-···----·· Nonsect ___ _ 
Barren Fork. ________ Mount Pleasant Academy ________ W. E. Randle_·-·---····--·-·----···-----·-
Belleville -·-------·--· Belleville Academy* ________ ---·-- J. G. Smythe---··---·--·---- M. E. So __ _ _ 
Berryville. _______ ( _. _ (Jlarke's Academy----·------·- --- Isaac A. Cla-rke __ ·-- ----···-- _____________ _ 
Fordyce ______ ________ Conference Training School ____ Granville Goodloe, A.M _____ Meth ______ _ 
:~t~~Hk=========== m1~ ~~~ggr===================== ~s~e ia:l!~================ -~~~~~~~==== Little Rock _____ ______ Arkansa.s Female College* _______ Miss MyraC. Warner _______ Nonsect ___ _ 
Marianna ____________ Male and Female Institute ______ _ T. A. Futral!, A. M ______ ___ . _________ __ __ _ 
Monticello __ ·--·------ Hinemon's University School ___ John H. Hinemon ___________ Nonsect ___ _ 
Ozark ___________ __ ____ Franklin Female College ________ Miss Grace Venable _______ _ 
Parag~mld _______ ··--- Thompson's Classical Institute*. , R. S. Thompson_________ ____ .. 
Tea Ridge ____________ Mount Vernon College ___ ________ 
1 
John R . Roberts ---------·--1 Chnstian __ Quitman ______________ Male and Female College--- - -·-- Rev. 0. H.Tucker,president M. E. So ___ _ 
Rogers_·-----·-------- Rogers Academy ______ ____________ J. W. Scroggs ______ · -------- Cong __ . ____ _ 
Searcy--------------·- The Searcy College ______ ···-·-·-- M. M. Lemmond---· -·--·--- Nonsect ___ _ 
Spielerville __ . ________ Subiaco College ...•••••.•.. ---··-- Rev. LUkeHess. o .s.B ...... R.C --···-·-
CALIFORNIA. 
Belmont ____ ----------1 Belmont SchooL ___ ·-----··- --- ---Berkeley ________ . _____ Boone's University SchooL _____ _ 
Do ________ ______ Bowen's Academy _______________ _ 
Do----------·--- Miss Head's SchooL _____ . _______ _ 
Do-·--···-·-·· --- PeralcaHalL 
w. T. Reid _________ ·--··-----1 Nonsect ___ _ Philips R. Boone·-··-··----- ______ __ _____ _ 
'l'homas S. Bowens, M. A ____ Nonsect ___ _ 
Miss Anna Head----·------- Epis ______ _ 
"Homer B.Spraglie __________ '.: ____ _ 
.*Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TABLE- 5.-Statistics of endowed academies, seminaries, ana othrJr private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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l'l.\[,lFOHNIA-con-
tlnued. 
Hcrlwley ______________ St. Joseph's Presen t at ion Con-
Yent. 
Bishop ________________ Inyo Academy------------ --·-----
Chko _________________ Chico Academy*--·--·--------- ---
laremont _______ _____ Pomona College and Prepara-
tory School. 
Academy and Business College_ 
St. Joseph's Institute ___________ _ 
Healdsburg Oollege ______________ _ 
Lakeport_ ------------1 Lakeport Academy ______________ _ Lh·ermore ____________ Live1·more College* __ _ 
:Ma1·ysville ____________ College of Notre Dame 
t~;~~~-= = = == ====== ==== I t1!ti&%:Uccri~1;;1loi= =: ==::::: =: :: :: Onklaud ______________ I Convent of our Lady of the Sa-
cred Heart. 
Do ______________ Field Seminary--- ----------------Do ______________ Hopldns Academy _______________ _ 
Onklnml (06-1: E1gh- l\Ilss Horton's School 
tcenth st.). 
P resentat ion Nuns __ __ _____ R. o _____ ___ , 
Wm. G. Dixon ___ __ ___ __ ____ M.E __ _____ _ 
Rev. J .M. Woodman _______ Nonsect ____ 
Prof, Edwin C. Norton ,---- Cong _______ 
Niels. Phelps, A. M __ __ ____ __ 
--- -----------Sisters of Mercy _____ ______ _ R . C ________ 
William c. Grainger, pres- 7th-day Ad. 
ident. John Overholser __ __________ N onsect __ .. J. D. L iver mor e __________ ___ 
----- -- --- ----Sister Marie Alenie _________ R. c __ ______ 
Albert Mccalla . _________ __ __ P resb ____ __ 
F. 0. Mower __ ____ ___ _______ _ Nonsect ___ _ 
l\Iother Mary Elizabeth ____ R. C_. _____ _ 
Mn!. M. B. Hyde-- ----- ---- - Non sett . ... 
·w. vV. Anderson ____________ Cotlg _______ 
Miss Sar o.h W. Hor ton ______ Nonsact ____ 
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On.klrmd (590 Hobart I St. Francis de Sales School 
st.). 
Oakland·······-·· .... Snell Seminary 
Sister M. Celestine ........... , R. C ..• ••••• 
Miss Mary El. Snell1 R, TJ. 
0 2 
3 7 Snell. 
Pasadena ..••......... ClassicalSchoolforBoys ........ StepbenC. Clarke,A.B . ..•. Nonsect .. .. 41 O 
Red Bluff ....••....•.. AcademyofOurLadyofMercy. SisterMaryFrances .•.... . R. 0 ••... ... o 2 
Redlands ..... ........ Bellevue Academy~' ............... Horace A. Brown, LL. B .... . Nonsect.... 1 1 
Rio Vista ............. St. Gertrude'sAcademy ...... .. ................. . ...... ....... . .. R. 0 ..... ... o 4 
Sacramento .......... Sacramentoinstitute* ........... Brother Bosonis ····-······ · R. C. .. . .... 5 0 
£an Bernardino ...... Ac~demyandBusinessCollege* D. B. Sturgis .. ............. . .............. 2 1 
San Diego ............ Southwest Institute .... ... ....... Misses Way and Kinney . ................. o 4 
SanFrancisco ....... . College of Notre Dame*.- ........ SisterAloyseoftheCross . . R. C ........ o 4 
Do .............. Irving Institute ............... ... . Edward B . Church . . ........ P. E........ 1 6 
Do .............. Miss·Lalce 's School for Girls .... . l Miss Mary Lake ...... . ..... Nonsect. . .. 6 18 
Do .............. Oxford House ...................•. William W. Gascoque .. .. .. N'onsect ..• 3 0 
Do .............. PresentationConvent .. .. ........ St.Mary-Jose hine ......... R.C ........ o 13 
SanFrancisco(Eddy SacredHeartCollege ............ . BrotherGeneCern .......... R.C ........ 10 0 
and Lardin sts.). 
San Francisco ....... . 
Do 
Do ............. . 
St. Bridget's School .............. I Sister M. Maurice ........... l R. C .... ... . 
St. Joseph's Grammar School. ... GeorgP. Albert_ .. ............. R. C .•. . ·"·· 
St. Vincent's School. ....... ···.··· Sister M. Vincent ........... R. C ....... . 
Trinity School .... ·······-········ Dr. E. B . Spalding ........... Epis ......•. San Francisco (1634 Mission st.). 
San Francisco (1017 j UrbanSchool. ..................... Nathan W. Moore ........... , Nonsect .. . 
Hyde st.) 
San Francisco (1222 Van Ness Seminary ............... S . H. Willey .................. ! Nons.ect . • . Pine st.). 
San Francisco (2014 Miss West's School for Girls ..... Miss Mary B:West .......... Nonsect .. . Van Ness ave.). 
San Jose .............. College Notre Dame ............. . 
Do ..... . ........ St. Joseph's College . ............ . 
San Mateo ............ St. Matthew's School. ........... . 
San Rafael . . . . . . . . . . . Technical School.._ .............. . 
Santa Clara ......... . 
Santa Cruz . ......... . 
Santa Rosa .......... . 
Vallejo .............. . 
Do .......... ... . 
West Oakland .... _ ..• 
Woodland 
Academy of Our Lady of Angels. 
School of the Holy Cross . . ... . .. . 
Ursuline Academy ............... . 
The Irma School for Girls ... ... . 
St. Vincent's Convent 3chool . .. . 
St. Joseph's Institute* .......... . 
Holy Rosary Acaa.emy •........... 
COLORADO. 
Sister Superior .. ... . ... . ... 
1 
.... . ........ . 
Rev. B . Calzia, s. J •••....••• R. C ······-· 
Rev. A. L . Brewer, D. D .•.••. . P . E ....... . 
Octavius Bates, F. R. G. s., Nonsect .. . 
director. 
Sister Mary Beatrix.-..... . 
Sister Marie ..... 
Sister Agatha.··- · ......... . 
John M. Chase (Rev.) . ..... . 
Sister Mary Agnes Cahill .. 
Sister F. Xavier, directress. 
Mother M. Lucretia . ....... . 
R. C -····-·· 
R.C ....... . 
R.C ······ ·· 
Nonsect . .. 
R.C •..•.•.. 
R.C •...•... 
R.C·-···--· 
4 
2 
0 
8 
6 
0 
1 
3 
6 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Canon City .. ... ..... . 
Denver ............ . .. . Mount St. Scholastica's Academy College of the Sacred Heart, ..... . Sister Mary Rose ....... ...• R.C ........ O i~o3tb~/vforci:~::===::::::, ~: ~=:=:::== 1~ Denver (Boxll85) ... . Denver .............. . 
~~l:i~:I'ai~ ~= = == === = ~ == = 
Do .......... .: .. . 
Jarvis Hall, St. John's College .. 
Wolfe Hall .... ....... . 
Longmont Academy .. 
St. Joseph Academy ............. . 
Tillotson AcMe.!!ly 
MissAnnaL. Wolcott .... .. , P .E ........ 3 
Rev.Geo. T.Crissman,n.n .. Presb ... ... 1 
Rev. s.' Persone, s . J •... .... ! R. c .... .... () 
HenryEvartsGordon . • .. _. Cong ....••. 1 
,~statistics of ~890:-'91. 
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Post·offlce. 
~talistics of endowed academies, seminaries, and other private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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-0 
00 
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tj 
q 
a 
>-1-3 
H 
0 
z 
l 2 3 
iii Ii
4 I ar 6 I 1' I S -------l-----------t----------i-----1 _I --:;:-- /- - ~ IIU[.1..l.l..l.:.a [ .11'1>[.l.4 [ Ji-, 1Jl01 .ll# [ .M.C9 [..0.~ ~ t?:j 
'"O 
0 
~ NN'EOTICUT. Bnlttc ................ . 
UlnckHa.11 ........... . 
B"'ogi>port .......... . 
Bridgeport (116Park 
3."6) 
Cheshire .. _ .. _ ....... . 
Colchester ........... . 
Danbury ............. . 
Darien ............... . 
Fairfield .......... --·· 
Glastonbury .... ..... . 
Hamden ............. . 
Hartford (120-l Asy· 
lum ave.). 
Mystic ................ 1 
New Cana.an_ ........ . 
New Haven (136 Sher· 
man ave.). 
New Haven_····-· ···· New Haven (97Whit-
ney ave.). 
Aoadomy of tho Holy Family .. .. I Sister M. Carino ............ 
_RC ····1 
0 
School for Boys ...... ·-··········· Chas. J. Bartlett. ___________ l 
HU1side Seminary---------·------ AnneJ. Stone, M. S. Hopson 0 
Park Avenue Institute·------- -·- Seth B. Jones, A. M --- --···· Nonsect ___ 2 
Epi.scopal Academy of Connec- Rev. S. J. Horton, D. n ______ P.E ________ i) 
t1cut.* 
Bacon University_·······--------- James R. Tucker, A. B ______ Nonsect ___ 1 
Mrs. Burke's Private Day School Mrs. :Susan Burke·------··- 0 
]j,lmwood School.. ___ --·-----···· Miss Myra J. Davis _________ Nonsect ___ 1 
Fairfield Academy _______ ._ .. _____ F'rancb H. Brewer _____ . ____ 
--------------
1 
Free Academy--·····----·-·--···· J. H. Hutchins------····---·· Nonsect ___ 1 
Rectory School*--··-------···---- Rev. HaynesL.Everest,M. A. P.E _____ ._. 2 
Woodside Seminary·--- ______ ·--- Miss Sara J. Smith-····---- Epis _______ 1 
Mystic Valley English and Clas- John K. Bucklyn, A. M., 
--------------
2 
sical Institute _____ -···-···· ·-- ·- LL. D., president. 
New Canaan Institute. Mrs. E. F. Ayres······--···- Nonsect ___ 0 
Eldera.ge School .... ·-·····- .. ··-- Misses Bangs--··--·-·--··-- Meth _______ l 
Hopkins Grammar School*·· ·-·· George L. Fox--·-··--······ -·-- ------·--- 4 
Miss Johns tone's School. ......... Miss M. S. Johnstone ·- ····· Nonsect --- 1 
------ -
5 0 20 
----0 22 0 0 
6 0 30 
----
1 33 0 0 
0 60 0 0 
1 26 23 0 
2 0 20 
---· 
1 47 0 0 
1 14 2 --·· 1 14 19 0 
0 25 0 0 
4 0 30 
1 19 10 0 
2 6 9 0 
4 0 15 0 
0 79 0 2 
3 0 18 0 
-- - - -
----
---- ---- ----0 14 0 10 
----
---- ---- ----0 8 0 12 
0 12 0 8 
0 3 2 1 
---- ---- ---- ----0 ., .., 4 7 
----
4 0 ----0 
---- ---- --- -0 1 0 6 
----
0 4 1 2 
0 2 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 42 0 34 
0 0 11 0 
- - - ---
----
0 3 
0 4 0 8 
----
0 1 
0 5 0 -----
0 6 0 12 
0 0 1 3 
---- ---- ---- -----
0 --·-
---- ---- --
---- ---- ----
1 
---- ---- ----
-----0 0 0 o. 
0 0 1 1 
---- ----
--5· 4 
0 22 0 22 
8 0 0 0 
-
0 
7 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
8 
10 
22 
16 
0 
5 
5 
1 
23 
0 
-
30 
0 
30 
0 
0 
0 
9 
5 
2 
15 
0 
6 
2 
5 
s . 
0 
0 
~1-3 
...... 
oc 
co ,... 
I 
-:0 
~ 
New Haven .......... . 
New Haven (57 E lm 
st.). 
New London ........ . 
New Preston ........ . 
t:::1 Newtown ..... ....... . 
tj Norfolk .............. . 
~ No1 .. ~,:3~k============== 
Simsbury ............ . I Norwich ............. . 
New Grammar School. ........... Joseph Gile ............... . . 
School of Miss Orton and Miss Emily R. Nichols , Rebecca Epis ...... . 
Nichols. Orton. 
Bulkeley School .•................ Walter A. Towne ........... Nonsect ... . 
Upson Seminaey .................. Rev. Henry Upson .... . ..... Cong ...... . 
Newtown Academy .............. . PenningtonE. Cliff ..... .................. . 
'l'heRobbics School .............. Howard·w. Carter .......... Nonsect ... . 
Miss Baird's Institute ............ Miss CorneliaF. Baird ...... Epis ... . ... . 
Young Ladies' Seminary* ....... Mrs. Melville E. Mead ...... Nonsect ... . 
Free Academy .................... Robert P. Keep .... . ... ..... Nonsect . .. . 
McLean Seminary ...... .......... J.B. McLean ...... . .... . ... . Nonsect ... . 
Seaside Seminary ••... . . ... ..... . Miss Augusta A. Smith ..... Nonsect ... . 
0 
7 
Southport 
c:, Stamford. 
C:.C Waterbury School for Boys ... .... . . ..... ..... Hiram U. King ........ ...... Nonser.t ... . ••...• •••. 1 Convent of the Immaculate Con· Sister St. Mary 
ception. 
3 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
6 
2 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
4 
5 
1 
0 
8 
Westport ............ . 
Wilton ... . 
Do 
Do 
Windsor ............. . 
Wood bury ........... . 
Woodstock .......... . 
DELAWARE. 
Dover ......... ... .... . 
Staples High School. ..... ....... . 
Wilton Academy ...... ........... . 
Wilton Boarding Academy . .. ... . 
Wilton Boarding School .... . ... . 
Young Ladies' Institute* ... . ... . 
Parker Academy ...... ........... . 
Woodstock Academy 
Wilmington Conference Acad· 
emy. 
Henry S. Pratt ......... ... . . , ............. . 
Edward Olmstead . ... .. .... . 
Augustus Whitlock ......... , ..... ... . . ... . 
Charles W. Whitlock ....... Nonsect ... . 
MissJ .S . Williams ......... Nonsect ... . 
:Edgar H . Grout 
E. R. Hall ...•... Nonsect .... 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
Milford 
Newark . .... .... ..... . 
.... ·········· I Classical School .......... ..... .. . 
W. L. Gooding .............. , Meth ...... . 
vV. Stevens .......... .. ....... 1 Nonsect ... . 
3 
1 
3 
Wilmington .... ..... . 
DISTRICT OF COLUM· 
BIA. 
Georgetown ......... . 
Washington (1312 
Mass. ave. ). 
Washington ......... . 
Washington (621 Sev· 
ent1f st.) . 
Washington (1335 H 
st. NW.). 
Washington (914 
Fourteenth st. N 
W.). 
Washingt,on ( 1100 M. 
st. ). 
·washington ......... . 
Washingtont.601 East 
Capitol st.). 
N ewark Academy and Delaware 
Normal School.* 
Friends School .••................ 
L. I. Handy .................. Nonsect ... . 
Isaac T. Johnson •...•....... Friends •... 4 2 
The Linthicum Institute ......... E. B. Hay .............•.•••.. Nonsect ... . / 3 o 
Academy of the Holy Cross ...... Mother M. Augusta ......... R. C ........ 0 5 
AcademyoftheVisitation ....... :MotherM.Augustine'Dyer. R.C ........ O 2 
Arlington Academy ............... Burton Macafee, .A.M. ,M. D. Nonsect.... 3 0 
Columbian College Preparatory A. P. Montague, PH. D • • • • • . N onsect. ... 10 0 School. 
Emersonlnstitute* ............... Chas. B. Young •......•..•••. Nonsect... . 5 0 
Mount Vernon Seminary ········ 1 M. rs. Elfaabeth J. Som.ers . . . l Nonsect ... . i 4-114 
Norwood Femaleinstit.ute ....... Mr.andlVirs. Wm.D.CabelL ......... . .... 6 12 
St. Cecilia's Academy ............ Sister M. Aquina .. . .•...... R. c .... . .. . o 2 
* Statistics of 1891-'92. 
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TABLE 5.-Statistics of endowed academies, seminaries, and other private secondary schoolsfo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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Wallbington -----·---- St. John's Coll~ge ___ ·-------·----·I Br:other Fabrician_. ____ ····I R . C ·--· .... 
Do...... ....... \Vest End Semmary ._ ............ Miss Faust····-········--·-· Nonsect. __ . 
FLORIDA. I 
Cry:;tal Rh·er ........ . 
Gainesville.: .. ·--··-· 
Jacksoll\·ille ......... . 
Jasper·············-·· 
Key West ............ . 
Live Oak .••.•.... _·-·· 
Orl,m<lo ........... _ .. . 
San Antonio_.·-·· ... . 
St. Leo ... . 
To.mpn. ....... _ ....... . 
OF.OHGIA. 
Normal Park ... ··· ·· ···· ·· -· ··-·-
Misi, Tebean's Boarding and Day 
School. 
ookman College 
Norm~tl Institute ..... ·--· .. ··-··· 
Convent of Mary Immaculate._ .. 
Florida Institute*. 
Abbott School......... -· . .. .. .. . 
Holy N::lJlle Academy . . ·-····· --· 
St. Leo Military College .... ··-·-· 
Convent of the Holy Na.mes_ ..... 
Mrs. L.A. Bennett . .. -·----··1 Nonsect. __ . Miss Tebean.-··---·-··---··· Epis ....... . 
Rev. Sam'lB. Darnell, n.n. ···· ··· ··· ·- ·· 
J. W. Guilliams. ·--· .... ·--- Nonsect. __ _ 
Sr. M . Delphine Superior .. R O · -·- -··· 
Rev. H.B. Lawrence.·----·· Bapt ··· ·-·· 
Mrs. 0. A. Abbott ......... _. Nonsect ._ .. 
Mother Dolorasa. o. s. B ··- · R. 0 ·-·- .... 
Rev. Father Charles , o. s. B. R . 0 .... -··· 
Sister M. Theophila. supt. __ R. 0 ·--· ·---
Athens 
At.lanrn. 
Uo. 
Home School for Young Ladies .. \ Miss C. Sosonwski .... ··· ···1···-·· -··- ---· 
. ••..•..•. 1 Hn1)t1st Seminary .. · ···-······ ReY. George ~a.le .... . ..• -·-· Bapt ---···· Tho Gor<lon Scll.ool ··-··········-· W. E. Mea.;ley, A 111. _______ _ 
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Do _____ ____ ______ , Spelman Seminary 
Do _______________ Washington Seminary ________ , __ _ 
Do ______________ _ 
Augusta _____________ _ 
Do ______________ _ 
Avalon _____ _ 
Bairdstown ________ .. _ 
Barnesville __________ _ 
Blakely ______________ _ 
Boston _______________ _ 
Butler. _______________ _ 
West End Academy ______________ . 
Academy of Richmond County __ . 
St. Mary's Academy* ______ __ ____ _ 
Avalon-Martin Bigh School* ____ _ 
Bairdstown Academy __ . ___ . _____ _ 
Gordon Institute*---· 
Blakely Institute* __ . 
Bosto!l Institute ____ _____________ _ 
Male and Female College ________ _ 
Cartersvipe ___________ , West End Institute __________ ____ _ 
c~~ve Sprmg __________ Cherokee Wesleyan Institute ___ _ 
Do ______________ _ Hearn ·Female Seminary ________ _ 
Cedar Grove ________ _ St. Mary's Institute ______ . _______ _ 
Cochran ______________ _ 
Crawford ____________ _ 
Decatur ______________ _ 
Dixie ________ __ _______ _ 
Doyle ___ _ 
it~\r1f1Y~~~:~::~:: ::~: Ellijay _______________ _ 
Fairburn ____ ________ _ 
Ebenezer College* _______________ _ 
Crawford Academy ______________ _ 
Agnes Scott Institute ____________ _ 
Dixie Academy ___________________ _ 
School for Boys and Girls _______ _ 
Eastman Academy ___ _ 
High School. _____________________ _ 
Ellijay Seminary High School ______________________ _ 
Greensboro __________ _ Thomas Stocks Institute,r _______ _ 
Hamilton West Georgia Agricultural and 
Hephzibah ___________ _ 
HollonYille Irwinton _____________ _ 
Jefferson ____________ _ 
Jeffersonville ________ _ 
Jug Tavern __________ _ 
Macon _______________ _ 
Marietta _____________ _ 
Marshallville ________ _ 
Maysville. ___________ _ 
Monroe ______________ _ 
Montezuma _________ _ 
Mount Zion _________ _ 
Newman. ____________ _ 
Norcross _________ .. __ _ 
Patesville 
Penfield _____________ . 
Reidsville_____ _ ____ _ 
Rutledge __________ ___ _ 
Mechanical College.* High School .. ____________________ _ 
Planters' High School* _________ _ 
Talmage Institute ______ ________ .. 
Martin Institute*·---------------Auburn Institute ________ ________ _ 
High School. _____________________ _ 
The Alexander School. __________ _ 
Male Academy*------------------ -High School.. ____________________ _ 
Maysville Institute ______________ _ 
Johnston Institute. ______________ _ 
Spalding Seminary ______________ _ 
Mount Zion Seminary ___ ___ _____ _ 
Walker High SchooL ____________ _ 
High School and Collegiate In-
stitute·-··-----------------------Patesville Academy _____________ _ 
Mercer High School ____ : ________ _ 
Reidsville Academy _________ . ___ _ 
Male and Female High School._. 
Miss Harriet E. Giles _______ Bapt ______ _ 
Mrs. William T. Chandler _____ _____ ___ _ 
ancl J. B. Downing. E. C. Merry _______ ____________ ~onsect. __ _ 
Charles H. Withrow ________ ---- ---·-·----
Mother Jane Frances _______ R. C _______ _ 
.John Nathaniel Holder _____ Non-sect __ _ 
P. M. Cheney 
J.M. Pound. 
A. w. Lane ------------------1 Nonsect ___ _ Wm. B. Fambrough, A. M __ Nonsect ___ _ 
Sam. F. Garlington, presi- Nonsect .... 
dent. 
Mrs. J. W. Harris. sr ________ Nonsect ___ _ 
Mrs. 0. V. Murphy, W. S. M. E. So __ _ 
Stevens. 
P. J . King, A. B _______ _______ Bapt. ------
J, Y. Wood ___________________ Nonsect ___ _ 
vV. B. Seals _________________ _ Bapt ______ _ 
N. E.W. Stokely ____________ Nonsect ___ _ 
Miss Nannette Hopkins ____ Presb _____ _ 
J. 0 . Culpepper, A . B ________ Nonsect .. . 
J.M. Collum _________________ Nonsect .. . . 
R. G. Strolyier ______________ Nonsect ___ _ 
B. K. Scott ___________________ Nonsect __ . 
Rev. J.E. Tallant, A. M. ----. M. E. So ___ _ 
R. L. Paine _________ __ _______ ____ ____ ____ _ _ 
J. L. Caldwell _______________ Nonsect ___ _ 
J. H. C, Gardner, A, M., PH. D_ . 
C.H. S. Jackson, A. M. ~----- Bapt ______ _ 
J.B. Mathews _______________ Nonsect ___ _ 
William L . Abbott. A. B ---- ------------- -
s. P. Orr. president _________ Nonsect ___ _ 
J.E. McRee, president ______ Nonsect ___ _ 
N. A. Moss. __________________ Nonsect ___ _ 
Morgan L. Parker __________ Nonsect ___ _ 
S. V. Sanford _______________ Nonsect ___ _ 
J. W. Frederick _____________ Nonsect ___ _ 
H. L. Brock __________________ Nonsect ___ _ 
John Gibson, A. B __________ : Nonsect ___ _ 
Miss Oreola Cheves _______ __ Nonsect ___ _ 
W. D. Stevenson _________ __ _ M. E _____ _ 
Daniel Walker 
T. R. Edwards ______________ _ 
John W. McWhorter ________ Baut 
Thos. J. McArthur ____ ______ ! Nonsect ___ _ 
J. H. Swindell._ ____ ___ ______ Nonsect~~:~ 
A. J. Burrass, A. M .. ________ Nonsect ___ _ 
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T .\DLE .i. - Stafi$lics of cnc1owecl acaclemies, sem,inaries, and othe1· private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
PO:"(t-Oftlcc. Name. 
t 2 
Gl-:OHGIA-cont'd. 
Principal. 
3 
Religious 
d enomina-
tion. 
4 
Oglethorpe Seminary ............. Miss Ma1:y S. Young ........ 1 Nonsect ... . 
Do ............ .. ! Stwannab Academy .. ............ John Taliaferro ............. 
1 
Nonsect ... . 
Senoia. ... .. . ......... . Excelsior High School. .... . ...... W. H. Searcy ............... . Bapt ...... . 
!:--llarp:-burg-... .. ..... . 
1 
SharpsburgAcademy ............. J. K. Searcy ................. Bapt ... ... . 
::-.-ht'llman ............ Shellman Institute .... . .......... C. K Grubbs ................ Nonsect ... . 
:m~Ji~rt~:~~::~: 11~t,§:i:+;~~~i:\:~::~~~~:::: ti/.!aif ~~~~/: ~::: ;::::: :::; ;::; 
Sumacb .......... .... Stunach Seminary . ... ........... . C.H. Humphreys .. .. . . . . .. . Nonsect ... . 
'l'h oma.s ton . .. ........ R. E . Lee Institute* ... .......... . G. F. Oliphant . ................. . . .. ... . . ... . 
Tunnell Bill. ........ . Tunnell Hill S eminary . .......... Rev. H. G. King . . .... ........ ........ .... . 
,, aco . . ... ...... • .... High School. . . . ..... .. ............ C. 0. Stubbs ................. M. E ...... . 
Washington . . .... . ... St. Joseph·s Academy ............ Mother St. John ....... .... R. C ....... . 
W:i~·nesboro ..... . ... . Waynesboro Academy ...... . .... J. c. Bass and J . B. Cash ...... . ......... . 
;~1f:iY;hlS=====:::: g~~\~S~~¥~~~ltl1te: :::::::::=::: :::~ rr~t ¥~~kt~~~.:::::::::::: .~~~~~~.t.::: 
·w1ntervil le ...... . . ... vVinterville Academy .. ... . ...... Geo. Atkisson . ................. . ... .. .... . 
Young Harris .. .. .... YoungL. G. Harris College ...... H.ev. C. C. Spence . ........ .. Meth ..... . . 
rr cbulon .......... .... J e ff . Davis lnstitute * ....... . ..... W. P. Thomas .. ...... ....... Nonsect . . . 
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Alton (i19 E. Fourth Academy of the Holy Family __ . Mother Theresa Gillespie __ R.C ________ 0 8 0 40 0 0 1 o· 7 0 7 0 2 ----- 0 
30 
st.). 9 8 16 20 3 3 8 DO 64 Aurora ________________ Jennings Seminary __ _____________ Rev. C. C. Lovejoy, A. M_ . __ M.E ________ 3 2 25 31 0 0 
Bunker Hill __________ Bunker Hill Academy ... __________ Rev. s. L. Stiver,A.B.,A.M. 
--------------
1 1 8 5 0 0 5 4 5 4 2 1 5 2,j 10 
Bushnell ____ ___ ___ ____ Western Normal College and W: M. Evans _____________ ., __ Nonsect ____ 8 6 345 344 0 0 - - --
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
15 0 0 
Commercial Institute. 
hicago (2141 Calu- Dearborn Seminary _______________ Mrs. J. F. Purington ______ _ 
--------------
0 9 0 75 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 8 ----- 0 25 
met ave.). 
0 50 m Chicago l Wabash ave. De La Salle Institute ________ _____ Brother Adjutor ____________ R.C. ________ 14 0 200 0 ---- --- ·· ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ~ 
and 'l'hirty-tlfth st.) 
10 0 7 14 54 p:--Chicago(479-481 Dear- Girls ' Collegiate School ____ __ ____ Miss Rebecca S. Rice, Miss Nonsect ___ _ 0 'i 0 45 0 0 0 3 0 4 ~ born ave.). M . K Beedy. H 
Chicago (247-249 Dear- Grant Collegiate Institute ________ Miss Mary A. Mineah _______ Nonsect ____ 0 10 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '1 5 10 25 Cf] 
born ave.) . ~ H Chicago (2101 Indiana The Harvard SchooL ________ _____ J. J. Schobinger, John C. 
--- --- --------
8 1 100 0 ----
-- ··-
50 0 25 0 12 0 50 0 0 
ave.l. Grant. w. 
Chicago (5000 Lake Kenwood Institute ____ _________ __ Miss H. E. Starrett, Miss 
------ ------ --
0 5 0 85 
---- ----
0 12 
---- ----
0 12 20 0 40 
ave.). A. E . Butts. 0 
Chicago (38 Scott s t.) _ Kirkland SchooL __ ____________ ___ Miss Elizabeth S. Kirkland. 0 6 0 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 55 108 ~ 
Chicago (Z535 Prairie The LoringSchooL _______________ Mrs. StellaD. Loring, Miss Nonsect ____ 0 2 0 64 
---- ----
0 5 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - 25 23 
ave.). M. L. Loring. t-rj 
~ 
ILLINOIS. H 
<1 
Chicago _______________ St. Francis Xavier's Academy ___ Sister Mary Genevieve _____ R. c ________ 0 2 0 50 0 0 0 15 0 15 0 12 6 0 200 p:--
C bicago (No. 222 Ash- St. Margaret's School ___________ _ Miss Virginia Sayre ________ Epis ------- u 4 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 4 10 22 ~ 
land Boulevard). t?:.l Dakota _______ _____ __ _ College of Northern Illinois ______ Rev. H. L. Beam,president. Reformed __ 2 1 22 9 ---- ---- 4 1 0 0 U1 Fair.field ______________ Hayward Collegiate Institute ____ G. P. Wadsworth.president_ 4 4 91 113 
---- ----
2 1 6 0 l 1 18 0 0 ttj Geneseo ________ __ ____ Collegiate Inst,itut,e ___________ ____ Rev. N. W. Thornton ______ __ Presb ____ __ 2 2 66 46 
---- ----
11 1 3 1 0 0 a Godfrey ______________ Monticello l<"'emale Seminary ____ Miss Harriet N. Haskell ___ _ 0 14 0 150 
---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ----
0 0 14 0 0 0 Greenville ______ ______ Greenville College ________________ A.G. Smith, president _____ Meth ______ _ 2 5 25 31 
----
--()- 2 0 4 ~ Highland Park ______ . to{_thwestern Military Academy_ Col. H.P. DavidSOJ1 _________ Nonsect ___ 6 () 46 0 :::: 4 --()- 10 1 0 3 0 0 t::, Jacksonville _________ 1pple Academy ________________ Jos. R. Harker, A. M ____ ·--- N'onsect ___ 8 0 101 0 1 0 24 0 40 0 14 0 22 25 0 b> Joliet _____ ____________ St. Francis' Academy _______ ______ Sister M . StanislasDroesler R.C ________ 0 2 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 !J,2 ~ Kankakee ____________ St. Joseph's Seminary_: __________ Sister ~t. Zephyrine ________ R. C _______ _ 0 7 0 217 0 0 ---- ---- ----
---· 
0 0 0 0 90 r< Knoxville __________ __ St. Alban·s School ________________ A.H. Noyes, B. A ____________ Epis _______ 5 0 51 0 0 0 5 0 6 0 2 0 " 4 0 Longwood _____ ____ ___ Our Lady of the Sacred Heart ___ M. Pacifica _______________ __ _ R. C ________ 0 5 0 52 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- - - ---- ----
3 0 52 m Loxa __________________ Lee's Academy ____________________ G. W. Lee ____________________ 1 0 15 18 
---- ----
1 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 Mount Morris ________ Mount Morris College ____________ J. G. Royer,president ______ 
-~~~ -~~-~~:: 13 3 200 73 0 0 4 0 4 2 10 1 --- - - 66 63 ::i:1 Onargo -- ·· ------- ----- Grand Prairie Seminary _______ __ Rev. Sam'l Van Pelt,A. M. , 6 2 114 125 1 0 
0 0 0 l ---- 13 0 0 0 D.D. 0 Ottawa--------------- S~. Francis Xavier's Academy ___ Sisters of Mercy ______ _______ R. c ________ 0 4 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 2 35 75 ~ 
Bax;on ------- ---- ---- Rice Collegiate Institute _______ __ R.H. H. Blome ______________ Cong _______ 2 2 17 16 . ·- - ----
--- - ---- ---- ---- 1 2 3 5 6 ~ Por." Byron ___________ Port.Byron Academy ____ _________ S. L. Unger _______ _____ ______ Cong _______ 3 2 11 15 0 0 4 1 0 4 3 1 4 0 0 
Sprmgfi.eld ··---- . ---- B et t10 Stuart Institute ___________ Mrs. A. M. Brooks __________ 1 Presb _____ _ 0 2 0 64 0 0 ---- 5 15 11 
Touldi;_~-===::: :::: :::: ~~ut!~~;~~~~~~~~::: :::::::::,::: :~s:r~:,~~~~~:-~:::::::: :::: : ~-o!sect ____ 2 4 0 31 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 3 20 1 1 12 20 0 0 
-- - - --- - ---- ---- 0 1 1 17 7 Woodstock ___________ Todd Seminary for Boys ____ 
0 
____ Rev. R. K. Todd ______ _______ Nonsect : ::. 3 1 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---- 10 0 p,-,-1, 
*Statistics of 1890-'91. 0 
c:..o 
~ 
TABLE :i.-.St-itistics of enllowed academies, seminaries, and other private secorldary schools for 1891-'92-Continue_d. 
I j ' I I I Num-
Post-oftlcd. Name 
1 2 _________ , ____ _ 
I:SUIANA. 
Bloomfnglln,le _______ _ 
1"air1nount, ----------· 
Fort "'n.yne ________ _ 
Iudia.ua,polb {i~3 \Y. 
Friends' BloomingdaleAcademy _ 
Fairmount Academy and Nor-
mal School. 
\\'e,-tminster Seminary for 
Yonug Ladies. 
Ch1.ssical S<.:hool for Boys _____ __ _ 
DE·laware st.). lndia,napolis ________ _j Classical School for Girls _______ _ 
Do ____________ , St. Mary'sHall ________ __ _________ _ 
Michigan City ____ ----1 Barker Hall _____ ------------------Plaintleld ____________ CentralAcademy _________________ _ 
~en::,selaer -.-- ________ St. Joseph's Indian Norm al 
School. 
Rushville __________ ___ Academy ancl Musical Institute __ 
St. l\Iarys _____________ St. Mary's Academic Institute __ _ 
Salem. ________ --------·1 Eikoso Academy _________________ _ 
Spiceland . ____________ Spiceland Academy--------------
Terre Haute ________ __ St. ,Joseph's Academy _________ : __ 
\Yestlh'ld _____ _____ ___ Union lligh School ______________ _ 
INDIAN TERRITORY. I 
Bacono _ _ _______ _ Indian Univer::iity 
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a 16 I 7 s I 9 l tolJJ l12 '13 l14 11alt6I J7 ltSl19 
~ndrew F. Mi~chelL ________ , -~~~ends ----1 1 I 21
1 
31 ,' 17 1 0 I O l----,·----1- ---1
1
----1 2 j 5 Elwood O Ellis _____ ________ J<nends ____ 3 3 62 55 j 1 1 i 1 3 6 0 _______ _ 7 28 8 43 36 45 
MissC. B.Sharp,Mrs.D.B. Presb _____ _ · ' i-1 
107 ---- i---- 1. ---· i-- -- ----i---·i---·i---· 
0 0 0 . ____ ----1---- ---- 1 0 
9 3 35 
Wells. L. R. Baugher ______________ Nonsect ___ _ 2 22 
Theodore L. Sewall, May Nonsect __ _ 11 
Wright Sewall. 
Rev. George E. and Mrs. Epis _______ _ 1 I -1 I o 
Swan. Dr. Samuel W. Murphy _____ Epis _______ _ 
George W. White ___________ Friends ___ _ 
AndrewGietL _______________ R. C _______ _ 
1 I 2 I 30 1 2 30 
9 0 29 
David Graham--------------!-------------- 2 \ I 
s. \v-. Phillips __ _____________ Nonsect ____ 1 O 
J. F. Brown _________________ Friends ____ 2 1 
Sisters of Providence _______ R. C ____ ---- 2 5 
A. V. Hodgin_________ __ _______________ ___ _ 1 
11 
0 
7 
.,rn 
10 \ :~o 
101 o o I____ ____ ____ ____ o o 
40 0 0 ;----i----1·---i----i----i----
15 ---- ---- 12 4 ---- ---- 1 2 
33 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- -- -· ---
0 0 0 , 6 0 0 0 4 0 
I 
1 6 
13 0 
4 0 
3 5 
6 10 
0 36 
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U00000032 92024 rn o o 7 10 __ _ ---- ____________________ _ 
40 1 0 2 0 48 0 ---- ---- 8 ---- ----
Sisters of Providence ______ 
1 
R. C ---· ---- 0 2 
A. C. Bacone, A. 11r. __________ 1 Bapt ------- 3 4 57 \ 25 2 I O I ____ ------------ 2 I 2l l 11 0 
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Nelso-n. ______________ .l s_ pence_r Academ-Y-·----:----------1 W. M. Cal_dwell, Supt ___ . ___ l Presb ·-·-·-11 O11,k Lodge .... .. _. ____ New Hope Female Semurnry __ __ Dr . .A. Griffith _______________ M. E________ 1 
'l'nhleqna\.i .. ______ -·-- Cherokee Academy __________ ---· ·waiter P. King . ________ -·-- Bapt ___ ---· 1 
Vmita ------------ ·- -- Worcester Acauemy _____________ . John McCarthy _______ ·- --- Cong _______ ~ 
Wheelock _________ . ___ Wheelock Seminary __ ··--·-----·- R. C. Robe .. ____ . ____________ Pres]:). .. ... 1 
IOWA. 
Ackworth_·----·-··-·-Birmingham ________ _ 
Bomie . ------"-·-- -·----Corning ______________ _ 
Davenport ___________ _ 
Do 
Do 
Decorah---------·----
Denmark 
Dubu11ue ____ -··· -·-- --
Do -------·-------Emmetsburg-______ . __ 
Epworth _____________ _ 
Hartland Hull_ ___ . _____________ _ 
Iowa City ____________ _ 
Do ___ _____ _ . ______ _ 
Iowa Falls _______ ____ _ 
Le Grand 
Ackworth Academy 
Birmingham Academy----·---·--Sa,cred Heart SchooL _________ . __ _ 
Corning .Academy ______ _ . ________ _ 
Kemper Hall_. ___________________ _ 
St. Ambrose College ____ · ----·----
St. Katharine·s Hall ________ ----·-
Decorah Institute __ . _____________ _ 
Denmark Academy-·------ - ------St. Jo:,;eph's College ____ ________ _ _ 
Young Ladies SchooL ___________ _ 
St. Mary's College--------·-------
Epworth Seminary*-·-----------Hartland Academy ______________ _ 
Educational Institute 
Iowa City Academy _____________ _ 
St. Agatha's Seminary*·--- _____ _ 
Ellsworth College .. ____ - --"·-- ___ _ 
Christian College 
H. C. Carter __ ·············-·· Friends . __ 
J. W. Wolf---· . ... _-· -··----· Nonsect ... . 
Sister Mary Modesta ___ ._._ R. C ._ ..... . 
Rev. T. D. Ewing,D. D -·--··- Presb -·--- -
William K. Berry,D. D ...... P. E-·-··-·· 
Rev. J. T. A. Flannagan.---· R. C ···- ·---
Miss E. A. Rice, A. H ····-···· P. E ·-··-··· 
J. Breckenridge ..... --····-- --·. -·-- -·-·--
J. F. Morse _____ ···-·- ____ ·-·· Cong __ _ . __ _ 
Rev. M.Cooney,president .. R.C ___ ____ _ 
Miss Harriet H. Horr _______ Nonsect. __ _ 
Sisters of Charity _____ ·----- R. C ·--- ___ _ 
w. s. Lewis, B.S ----------·-- M.E·---·---
H.Etta McCarrolL_. _____ ~-- Nonsect __ ·_ 
w. W.Cook,A.M ----- · ·-·-·- Cong ______ _ 
R. S. Gales,A. M. _____________ :N'onsect __ _ 
Sister Mary Dominica_·--·-·----·------·-
C. W. and M. H. Lyon_. __ ·--- Nonsect __ _ 
Rev. D. M. Helfinstine, Christian __ 
Do ·--- ---·----·----1 Friends' Academy--- - ·-- ·· --··-·· McGregor. ______ . _____ St. Mary's Academy*····--·--··-· 
.New Providence·-··· New Providence Academy··-----
Newton ___ ·-·-·-····-· Hazel Dell Academy······-----·--
Orange City-·-·--···- NorthwesternClassicalAcademy 
president 
J. H. Hadley·-------· ------- -
Rev. Chas. M. Carroll, D. D __ . 
Chas. Newby-·-----·----
G. W. WormleY-------·---·--
Rev. James F. Zwemer, A. 
Friends __ . _ 
R.C ..... __ _ 
Friends ___ _ 
Nonsect ... 
Reformed .. 
usage 
St. Ansgar_·-···---··-
Springdale 
Vinton .. _. ______ ·-·· .. 
Washington·--··--··-
Waukon 
KANSAS. 
Atchison._. __ .. _ .. _. __ 
Eureka···--··-·····-· 
Glen Elder····---·-·-
Hesper .. --·· .. -··· .... 
Hiawatha··-··-·-·-·· 
Larned · ·-····--···· .. 
Lincoln ... ·--- ____ ··--
Cedar Valley Seminary·-·· ..... . 
Semina,ry and Institute .. _. _ .. _. _ 
Springdale Seminary .... --··--·-
Tilford Collegiate Academy. ____ _ 
Washington Academy * __ . __ . ___ _ 
St. Patrick's Presentation Con· 
vent. 
M. 
Alonzo Abernethy, PH. D ---1 Bapt --··---
K. Lokensgard ----·--------- Luth-----·-
Morris Evans·----- - ------·- _____________ _ 
T. F. Tobin . ___________ __ __________________ _ 
S.E.McKee --------·--------, Nonsect __ _ 
Mother M, Presentation_._. R.C ··--··--
Latin School .••.•..•... _·······-·· Carlton A. Foote .•......... _-· 
Southern Kansas Academy ______ Rev. E.G. Lancaster, A. M .. Cong ...... . 
Grellett Academy _________________ J. W. Marshall ______________ Friends ... . 
Hesper Academy ______ -·--·-·····- Theodore Reynolds. ____ ·-·- Friends. __ _ 
Hiawatha Academy---------···-- J. Edw. Banta __ ____ _____ ... . Nonsect. __ 
Poole College ___ __ _________________ F. R. Poole . ..... ______ ..... . Nonsect .. . 
Kam;as Christian Collegtl ... 0 ____ Rev. E. Cameron ________ . ... Christian .. 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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~lcPhorson ........... 1 McPherson College and Indus· I S. Z. Sharp, LL. 
· t r ial Institute. 
l\Ton-111. •••••••• ••• •.•• Morrill College ................... . 
Henry H. Townshend, B. s .. Friends ... . 
E. B. Hutchins ..... : ....... . ! Bapt ...... . 
:--orth Branch ........ North Branch Academy ......... . 
Mother Mary Catharine ... . R . C . ...... . O,;age Mbsion ........ St. Ann·s Academy .............. . 
Salin:~ ................ Episcopal Militar y Institute (St. WalterM.Jay ,head·master P. E ....... . 
John·s School). 
'l'ong:moxie .......... Friends' Academy············ ···· \ 0 . E. Dixon·· ·· ········ ·· ···] Fr~ends ... . 
Washmgton ........ ........ do ..................... . ....... H. C. Fellows and W. C. Friends ... . 
Pidgeon. 
\Yichita .... .. ..... .... Lewis Academy.... .......... ..... J. M. Naylor..... ........... . Presb ..... . 
KENTUCKY. 
Bremen ...... ........ . 
Bm·k::;Yille ........... . 
11,dh, ·••••• 
edl1an .... 
OYington (39 Pifth 
Ht ,). 
'ovlu11;ton (3:?9 Gar· 
1·ard ~L.). 
Bremen College and Perryman I.C.M.Elenberger,B.s ..... Meth ...... . 
Institute. 
Alexander College ........ ... . ... . James P. McMillan, D. D .... Presb ..... . 
High School. ...... ....... ......... H. 0 . Snow ... ...................... ...... . 
Cecilian College .... .......... ..... H. A. Cecil, pres ...... .. ..... R. C ...•.... 
Aca'1emy Notre Dame ............ Sister Mary Hermine ... .... R. C ..... .. . 
Institute of Learning ............ Dr. Alois Schmidt ......... . 
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1 0 12 28 0 0 ....... . ---- -- . 0 o' 0 40 50 Gethsemane. _________ Schoel of the Abbey of Gethse- Rev. Brother Cyprian ______ R. C ________ 7 0 103 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 4 0 9 0 0 mane. Greenville ________ __ __ Ladies ' College and College for Mrs. Sarah T. Hall. _________ Meth _______ 1 3 rn 28 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 9 13 Young Men. 
30 0 3 
Hampton _______ _____ _ Hampton Academy*. __________ . . J. N. Robinson ______________ Nonsect ____ 2 1 25 0 3 2 6 1 0 1 8 'i 00 Harrodsburg ___ ____ __ Harrodsburg Academy __ __ _______ J. H. Strickling _____________ Chris _______ 1 3 45 20 0 0 15 5 12 8 4 2 ----- 15 20 1-:3 Hartford ___ ___________ College and Business Institute* _ Wayland Alexander, presi-
--------------
3 0 67 59 0 0 5 3 56 5ti 11 3 14 57 74 > dent. · ~ H enderson ____________ Female Seminary_. ____ _ . ____ ____ . Miss Sue Starling Towles .. 1 7 0 32 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 6 ----- 0 24 H -------------- m Do ____ __________ High School ___________ ______ : ___ Miss Rutt. Priest. ____ . ______ 1 3 57 50 
---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ----
6 11 12 D 0 
--3 Hickman _____________ Hickma.n College _________________ w. E. Lumley, PH. D ------- Nonsect ____ 2 5 30 35 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
2 130 140 H LaGrange ____________ Funk Seminary ___________________ Jno. W. Selph _______ _______ Nonsect ____ 2 2 42 31 0 0 5 3 13 7 2 2 6 38 22 (") Lawrenceburg _______ Birdwhistell Academy ___________ J.M. B. Birdwhistlt, ________ Nonsect ____ 1 0 10 11 4 6 ---- ---- 6 5 [fl 
--0- ---- ---- -----Lewisburg ______ . _____ High School.. ____________________ H. W. Davis _________________ Nonsect ___ 1 0 7 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 22 0 Lexington __ __________ St. Catharine's Academy _______ _ Sister Superior _____________ R. C -------- 81 
3 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 122 ~ 
Louisville ____________ Kentucky Home School _____ ___ __ Miss Belle S. Peers _________ P.E ________ 4 0 46 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
3 0 74 Do ______________ Presentation Academy* _________ Sister Sophia _______ ... _____ R. c ________ 0 1 0 28 0 0 0 4 ----
---- ---- ---- -----
8 14 
r,j Do-------------- Training School for Boys ________ H.K. Taylor ________________ Nonsect ____ 2 1 52 1 
--o· 6 0 10 1 2 0 ----- 0 0 ~ 
Maysville _____________ Hays wood Female Seminary .... Rev. J. S. Hays, n. D ... _____ Nonsect ____ 1 5 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 ----
---- -----
0 33 H Mount Sterling ______ Goodwin·s Male High School. . .. M. J. Goodwin _______________ 1 0 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 
--1 Do _________ _____ Harris Institute'~------ ___________ Mrs. L. L. Harris __ _________ Nonsect ____ 1 1 2 18 0 0 2 2 ---- ---- ---- ---- 3 18 22 > Do -------------- Kentucky Training School. ______ C. W. Fowler ________________ NonSE;JCt ____ 3 0 48 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 
--3 Nazareth ____________ . Literary and Benevolent Insti- Mother Helena Torney. ____ R. C ________ 0 4 0 60 D 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
6 0 65 t:J tution. Owingsville __________ Bath Seminary __ ______ ___________ R. J. Babbitt ________________ Nonsect ____ l 1 20 20 
---- ----
3 3 2 3 ---- ---- ----- 30 30 /Xi. Paris------- -- -------- Garth Female Institute __________ Miss Kate Edgar __ __ ________ Nonsect ____ 0 2 0 12 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
0 28 t,j Do ____________ .. Private School. _________________ .. W. L. Yerkes ________________ Nonsect ____ 1 0 35 0 0 0 10 0 ----
----
5 0 ----- 0 0 0 
Do _____________ _ Select School ____________________ Miss M. S. Tipton_. ____ . ____ Nonsect ___ 0 2 0 20 0 0 ----
----
0 15 
---- ---- -----
0 15 0 Pikeville _________ ____ Collegiate Institute __ . __ .. ___ . ___ _ Rev. David_ Blythe __________ Presb ______ 1 1 10 11 0 0 ----
-- -- ---- ----
0 0 0 62 40 z Princeton ____________ Collegiate Institute ______________ HermanH.Allen, D.D ______ Presb ______ 1 6 27 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 13 tj Providence ___________ Male and Female Academy* ____ W. S. Coleman _______________ Nonsect __ 1 2 75 70 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 I 0 0 > Russellville __________ Miss Sevier's School ____________ Miss Elizabeth Sevier ______ 0 1 11 9 
--o-j- -o· ----- 3 2 ~ &t. Joseph. ___________ St. Joseph Academy ______________ Sister M. Leandera _________ R. C -------- 0 4 0 35 0 -20- --0- -15- --o- -T 3 0 25 ~ Sharpsburg __________ Male and Female Academy ______ Mrs. Fannie B. Talbot ______ N onse.ct __ . 0 3 15 29 
o I o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 55 49 Shelbyville ___ ._ .. ____ Sampson-Scearce Academy ______ G. S. Scearce _________________ 2 0 70 0 0 0 7 0 16 0 0 0 
----- 0 0 [fl 
Do ______________ Science Iiill School. ___ -·-· __ . ____ W.T.Poynter _______________ M.E. So ... 1 6 0 !J2 0 0 3 8 o, 13 0 4 4 24 78 0 Sturgis . _____ . ________ !Ugh School·-·-·-·--------------- C. B. Hatfield ________________ Nonsect ... 1 1 18 7 0 0 1 0 20 0 0 0 0 3 2 P:: '.raylorsville ___ _______ Spencer lnstitnte .. __________ . -- ··· Rev. G. C. Overstreet ________ Presb ______ 1 3 13 10 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 14 0 Vane;eburg ·---------· Riverside Seminary ______ .... ____ Lawrence Rolfe _____________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 21 17 ----
---- ··--- ---- ---- ----
1 2 3 10 13 0 l.Tersailles ____________ Rose Hill Seminary ______________ Mrs. G. B. Crenshaw ____ . ____ Nonsect. __ 0 3 2 25 
---- --- - 10 23 20 t"' ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
r,:i LOUISIANA. 
Arcadia _______________ E. A. Seminary ancl Arcadia Col- R.A. Smith______ . 
--- -----------
2 2 33 27 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 6 
3: I 
51 
~:t~~:e0.~~-e_:::::=:::1 ~i~~:~n~~J1e0~~ :::::::::::::::: ~: ~: i~!i:::::;;;; ;;;;;;;; Epis _______ 0 3 0 16 0 0 0 0 D 4 o· 1 5 10 f--4 Nonsect ... 1 0 16 4 0 0 2 0 ----
---- ---- --- - -----
·2 9 0 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. <:.o 
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Conshatrn ........ .... Male and Female College*···· ··· 
Urautl Coteau ·······- Sacred Heart Academy ---- ··- . . . 
.Jackson ··· · ·····- .... Millwood Female Institute ..... . 
Mount Lebanon ...... ,· l\Iount Lebanon Conew' ___ ..... . 
New Iheria..... .. .... Fasnn.cht Grade-1 Institute .. ···-
New ng1~lea.us··-ti6.5. ~~~~1i' g;1!~fkchooi*· ···· -····· 
Geo. W. Fisher, A. M., prest _. 
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\Y. C. Robinson-·· ··- .... -··· 
Miss ML. Fasnacht ....... . 
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New Orleans (168 Es- St. Joseph's Institute, English Mrs. L.A. Fortier __________ Nonsect ___ 0 
:1 
o · 40 0 0 0110 0 10 0 IO IO 0 10 planade st.). and French Academy. 
L. C. Ferrell. __ . _____________ 4 65 0 0 0 55 0 10 0 ---- 0 0 
New Or1Ntns t2~6Col- Select School for Boys _· --- ·- ____ 
------ ---- - --. 
---- -----heum st.). 
Mrs. J.E. Seamen __________ Nonsect 1 3 1 0 30 0 0 ---- 0 2 6 30 40 
New Orleans(216Col- Southern Academic Institute ____ 
---- ---- ----iseum st.). 
Sister M. of St Albina _____ R. c ________ 0 2 g 29 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 3 
Opelousas ______ ______ Academy of the Immaculate 
Conception. 
2 Do ·-·----------- Female Institute _________ ________ Mrs. M. M. H~yes ___________ Nonsect ___ 0 5 50 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
lO 15 a. Plaquemine ______ ____ Academy of St. Basil _____________ S ister M. of St. Veronica. __ R. c ________ 0 1 0 40 
---- ----
0 20 0 20 0 o . 0 0 70 8 Thibodeaux ___ ___ ____ Thibodeaux College __________ ____ Brot her Suarer, ______ _______ R.C ________ 2 0 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---- 0 22 0 > Washington __________ Mount Carmel Convent-- -- ---·-- Mother Hyancinthe . ________ R.C ________ 0 2 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--0-, 0 0 35 ~ Winsted ______________ Gilbert Academy and Agricul- W. D. Goodman, {H'Ast.; L. Nonsect ___ 2 0 4 2 4 • 2 4 0 0 2 2 4 . 6 102 91 H UJ tural College. D. Gilbert, vice-prest. 
1--3 MAINE. 
H 
0 Athens ____________ ____ Somerse t Academy __ _____________ F. W. C. Wiggin ____________ 
-----·--------
2 2 62 t:6 0 0 2 4 ----
----
0 0 14 0 0 (n Bethel __ ______________ Gould Academy _______ .. __________ A. D. Hall ___________________ 2 2 36 54 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 2 0 0 0 
Bucksport ____ . _______ East Maine Conference Semi- Rev. A. F . Chase, PH. D _____ M.E ________ 5 4 167 123 0 0 29 7 4 0 6 3 55 0 0 nary. 1-::-.j Charleston ___ __ _______ Higgins Classical Institute ______ C. C. Richardson ____________ Bapt _______ 4 3 48 31 0 0 10 3 0 0 1 0 ~ 0 0 
"O 
Cumberland Center._ Greely Institute __________________ Fairfield Whitney ___ ______ _ ___ __ _________ 2 1 31 26 0 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 1 10 10 Deering ______ . _______ _ St. Joseph's Academy ______ ______ Mother M. Teresa. __________ R. C ________ 0 3 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 30 ::0 H Dresden Mills _______ _ Bridge Academy __________________ Geo. C. Sheldon __ . _________ . , N onsect .. _ 0 1 50 10 0 0 10 0 2 0 4 0 4 0 0 <1 East Machias. ________ Washington Academy ____ ________ Ivory H. Robinson ______ ____ ! ____ __ ___ ____ _ I 1 28 27 0 0 7 4 2 0 1 l 9 0 0 > 
Farmington __ __ ______ Abbott, Family School.. ____ . __ ___ A.H. Abbott ________________ Nonsect ___ 3 2 25 0 ----
--- · 
6 0 4 0 4 0 4 5 0 8 
Foxcroft ___ __________ _ Foxcroft Academy __ ______________ E. L. Sampson ______________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 59 60 
---- ----
6 4 ----
----
3 l 9 0 0 tr: 
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----
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---- ----
6 1 0 0 3 36 30 tzj Houlton -· ------------ Ricker Classical Institute __ ______ Arthur M. Thomas _______ ___ BaptiSG ____ 3 2 45 60 0 0 20 3 0 --o· 2 0 13 8 10 ("'.) Lee .. __ ___ __ __________ Normal Academy ______ ___ ___ _____ WilliamE. Kinney _________ 1 2 15 14 0 0 ---- ---- ----
-- --
3 0 ·-- .. 0 0 0 Lewiston ___ __________ Nichols Latin School* ___________ Ivory F. Frisbee ____________ Free Bapt _ 1 1 40 8 0 0 40 8 ---· ---- 14 2 24 0 0 z Limington ____________ Limington Academy __ ____________ Wm. G. Lord __ ____ __ ______ __ 1 12 37 20 0 0 10 2 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 tj Monson _______________ Monson Academy* _________ ______ C.E. B . Libby, A.M _________ Nonsect __ _ 1 1 20 28 0 0 4 0 5 3 1 0 8 0 0 > New Castle ___________ Li~coln A cademy _________________ HenryK. White, A. M ______ Nonsect ___ 1 3 70 65 0 0 16 6 5 0 6 2 21 0 0 ~ North Bridgton ______ Bridgton Academy ____ __ _________ Llewellyn Barton ___________ Nonsect ___ 1 4 63 95 0 0 8 10 5 0 7 4 24 20 15 i-< Pittsfield __________ ___ Maine Central Institute __________ 0 . H. Drake _________________ Free Bapt _ . 3 3 150 128 
---- ----
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Saco __________________ 
Thornton Academy ___ ________ ____ Edwin P. Sampson, A. M ___ 3 3 71 9! 0 0 20 16 3 3 2 2 27 0 0 if;. South Berwick _______ :~~~~: tci~~~~=-= =========== :=== W.0j_~ie;:;:on::: = ==== = ==: Nonsect ___ 2 1 28 28 0 0 2 l 8 2 2 1 6 8 6 0 South China _______ ___ Nonsect ___ 1 1 32 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 12 ~ Waterford ____________ Douglass Seminary ___ ____ ________ MissH. E. Douglass _______ Nonsec,t ___ 0 5 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 Waterville ____________ Coburn Classical Institute _______ J. H. Hanson. LL. D ____ . ___ Bapt _______ 2 2 52 53 0 0 37 13 0 0 I 16 8 21 8 8 0 Wilton ________________ Wilton Academy ____ _ _ ___ _ ___ ____ T. R. Croswell ________ •----=- Nonsect ___ 3 42 56 0 0 19 11 1 o I 3 : 3 14 1 0 0 t" r'2 MARYLAND. 
.. L .. J I Am,~endale ..... .... . Nornial Institute ............. .. .. Brother Romwald .......... R. C ..•• ··1 8 lg I 41 0 0 : 0 ~, gl 0 Baltimore (corner of The Bryn Mawr Preparatory Mrs. Mary N. Colvin ________ Nonsect-- __ 0 0 112 ____ 1 _ ___ --0 .3 0 109 0 2 0 Cat lled r al and School for Girls. - l I I ;.... Preston sts.). 0 
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Calvert Hall Institute ............ ! Brother Leonard .•...•...... 1 R. C ....... . 
Baltimore (Highland Epiphany Apostolic College. ···-1 D. Manley Pa,t·lo . 
Baltimore (1005 l\Ic· ' Friends Elementary and High Eli M. Lamb . ............... . J Friend .... . C' nlloh st.). School.* 
.. , R. C ....... . 
Baltimore (St. Paul j Girls· Latin School* ..... ... ...... w. H . Shelley 
and l•'ourth st.). M. E. So ... 
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..... .. ... 1 George G. Carey, A. M .•••••• 
Notisect ... 
Bn.ltlmore (851North I School for Boys 
Ji:i1taw st.). 
Baltimore (710- 71:2 Univer sity School for Boys* ..... / W. S. Marston . ............. . J Nonsect .. . 
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thellral st.). Wilford School for Gir ls .... .... .. l Mrs. Caroline Bullock ...... 1 Presb ..... . 
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Charlotte Hall···---· 
College 0! St. James. Colora __ . _________ . ----
Cumberland ______ --·-
D:11:nestown _________ _ 
Elkton __ -·-------- ___ _ Frederick ____________ _ 
Hagerstown--------·-
McDonogh------···--· 
North East ........ _ .. 
Poolesville _. _____ ... . 
Reisterstown ..... ·-·-
Rockville 
St. George· ----·· ··--· 
Sykesville·-··--------
Union Bridge--·· ___ _ 
Unionville.·-----··-·· 
Walkersville---·--··· 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Charlotte Hall ScbooL __ . ____ .... 
Grammar .School. _____________ ---· 
,vest Nottingham Academy __ --·-
Allegany County Academy-·-----
Andrew Small Academy ___ . __ ·---Elkton Academy _________________ _ 
Frederick Colleg6 -----· ----.- -----· 
Kee Mar College···----·-----····-
McDonogh Institute------·-·-·-·· 
Northeast Classical Institute---· 
Brin.rley Hall..·- __ ._.·- _______ . __ . 
The Hannah More Academy _____ _ 
Rockville Academy- ----··---·--St. George's Hall for Boys __ .. ___ _ 
Springfield Institute _ ·--· ·-·- --·-
High School. __ .---·. __ ·--·--·· ___ _ 
Ling an ore Academy and Nor-
mal Institute. Collegiate Institute _____ . ________ _ 
R. W. Silvester .. -----··-----
Henry Onderdonk _____ ... _ .. 
John G. Conner, A. M. ______ _ 
J. Shiles Crockett __________ _ 
Rev. B. F. Myers 
Geo. A . Steele·-
Lucian S. Tilton 
Rev. C. L. Keedy, A. M -- --· -
Duncan C. Lyle·-·------ ---,·-·--·· ··- ···· Miss Alice E. Miller ......... Presb ····-· Mrs. Wm. A. Gassaway. ____ Nonsect -·-
Rev. Arthur J. Rich, A. M., P. E -··----· 
M.D. 
V. P. Mason 
JamesC. Kinear .. _. ·-··-···-1 Epis. ____ . __ Mr. andMrs.JohnC. Weems Nonsect _ .. 
Miss Mattie M. Milier .. _____ Nonsect ·--
G. Clinton Hanna-·----·---- Nonsect __ _ 
Chas. V. Smith ______________ j Nonsect __ _ 
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002010060 70 
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0 0 3 2 3 3 ---- ·-·- --- -- 11 
---- --·· ---- --·· ---· -- ·· 1 3 4 0 
0 0 16 0 1 0 3 0 5 48 
---· ---- ---- ---- --·- ·--- 0 7 ----- 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 5 70 
---- ---- ---- ---- ···- -··- ---· ---- ·--,- 5 
0 34 
01--~- --~· --~· .J_J:_~. --~· -~~./ 1: • --- - ·-·- ---- u ! --0 54 
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12 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1600503000 0 
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19 
5 0 0 0 0 0 
Amharst (St. Pleas· Home School for Girls ____________ j Mrs. R. G. Williams ______ _ Cong ______ _ 15 0 0 0 0 0 
2 
2 ,I: 
ant st.). 
Amherst .... ·--------- l\1ount Pleasant Institute __ ···-·· 
Andover---·---------· Abbott Academy __ ···-··---··---·-
Do --- · ·--------· Phillips Academy·-····-----·····-
Do ··-· ·--·-·---· Punchard FrPe School 
Ashburnham.·---·--. Cushing Academy _. ____ . _. _. ____ . 
Auburndale ·-··------ WellesleyPreparator;v Scho01._ 
Bernardston._. __ _____ Powers Irstitute __ . -··-- · -·--- ---· 
Billerica ______________ Howe School ______________ ---· ___ _ 
Do _______________ Mitchell's Boys' School _________ _ 
Boston (Berkley st.). Academy of Notre Dame ________ _ 
Boston (5 Chester Academy of the Sacred Heart ___ _ 
::-:quare). 
Boston (Berkley and Berkley School* 
Boylston sts.). 
Wm. K ._Nash, A. M -·--··---1 Nonsect. __ M1ss Ph1lena. McKeen ·----- ______________ 3 2 
Cecil F. P . Bancroft·------- Nonsect ... 14 
Frank 0. ~aldwin __________ Non;:;ect --·· 1 
Henry S. Cowell _______ _____ Nonsect -·- 5 
Miss Delia T. Smith __ ·----· Nonsect -·· u 
Clarence L. Mitchell .... ____ Nonsect -·- 1 
Samuel Tucker------·------ Nonsect ·-- 1 
M. C. Mitchell __ . __ . ____ . ___ . Non sect __ . 4 
Sister Mary Bernardine .... R. c _____ ._ _ 0 
Madame Adelaide 8-reegan. R. C -------· 0 
Boston (5 Otis Place)_ 
Boston (112Newbury 
r:,t. ) . 
Taylor, De Meritte and Ha· I Nonsect _ .. 
gar. 
Hale's Private School for Boys .. l Albert Hale _____ ··----·------i··---·-·------
Misses Hubbaid's School for MissMaryL. Hubbard----· Nonsect -·-
Girls. 
3 
4 
0 
Boston (68 Ch este r 
Square). Miss Ireland's School Miss Catherine I. Ireland_ ... 
Boston (20 Boylston 
Place). Private Classical School *--·-----1 J. P. Hopkinson ________ --· - ,- --· _________ _ 
3 
7 
Boston (21 Marlbor-1 Mrs. and Miss Wesselhoeft 's 
ough st.) . Home and Day SchoolforGirls. 
Bradford . ____ ---· ---·, Bradford Academy 
Mrs. Sel~a Wesselhoeft ____ l Nonsect ... 
Miss Annie E. Johnson and Nonsect _ -·I 0 
Miss Ida C. Allen. 
*Statistics of 1890- '91. 
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lrn1lfor,l ............. Carleton School for Young Men 
n.ud Boys.* 
Brimfit•.ld_ ••••••..••••• 
1 
Hitchcock Free High Scho.:>L . . . . 
C:uubrl<.lg~ t~O Ma· 'l'he Cambridge School ......... . . 
sou st l. 
ambridgeport (1:3 Day and FamilySchoolforBoys. 
Appian Way). 
am bridge (1::1 Buck- I Private School for Boys and 
in~ham st.). Girls. 
oncord .............. Home School. .................... . 
on way •.•...•..•.... Family ~chool .. ... ............. . 
Da.U\ ers .•............ The Willard Home SchooL ... ... . 
Dorchester ............ ShawmuL SchooL ................ . 
Duxbury ...•...... •... Partridge Academy .............. . 
Do ............ PowcerPointSchooL ........... . 
Easthampton ... . . . . vVilllston Seminary ............. . 
gast Nonhfielu ...... 1 Northfield ~eminary ............. . 
R,·crett ............... Homo School . _ ... ............... . 
Pranl,lln ........•.. De:mAcaclemy ............•...... 
OrctLt ilu.niugLon .... Housn.tonic Hall ................ . 
Do . . ... .... ... Sellgwicltlnstitute * ............. . 
Isaac Newton Carleton ..... Cong ...... . 
J .M. Rtu:sel. ... ............. Nonsect .. . 
Arthur G~lman, 1'1. A., di· Nonsect .. . 
rector. 
Joshua Kendall .......... ... Nonsect. 
Miss Katherine Y. Smith .. Nonsect. 
James S. Garhmd . ....... ... Nonsect .. . 
Mrs. H. D. Perry ............ Nonsect .. . 
Mrs. H. M. Merrill .......... Nonsect .. _ 
Miss Ella G. Ives ...... ...... ......... . ... . 
Thos. H . li. Knight ......... Nonsect .. . 
Frederick B. Knapp ....... . Nonsect .. . 
Rev. Wm. Gallaher. PB. u .. Nonsect .. . 
Miss Evelyn S. Hall, B. A . . . Nonsect .. . 
Mrs. A. P. Potter ........... Bapt .. . ... . 
L. L. Burrington ............ Univ .... .. . 
J\Iiss'\VarrenandMrs.'l'hr all Nonsect .. . 
E. J. Y~tn·Lenuep ........... NonsecL .. . 
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Greenfield .•..••••••• • Pr~spect Hill School for Young James 0. Parsons ........... Nonsect ... 2 6 0 27 0 0 0 6 / 0 0 0 2 ·····1 0 / 2 
Groton . . . ... . . GJ~~~t ~hoo! .... . ...... .. . ... . . . . Rev. Endicott Peabody ..... Epis . . .... . 9 0 85 0 0 0 ........ , ........ 12 0 13 0 0 
Do······· Lawrence Academy . . Alfred 0. Tower . ............ Nonsect ... 1 3 16 18 1 0 6 0 .... .... 3 0 6 0 0 
Hadley . . ············· · Hopkins Acailemy ·======= ==== ==·· Elrher Case. . ................ Nonsect. .. 1 2 30 35 0 0 6 6 3 0 0 1 8 0 O 
Hanover ........ . ... ~. HanoverAcademy ................ MissEvaugelineHathaway .............. 0 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 
Han·ard . . . .... . ...... Bromfield School. ......... .. .. .. . . Miss Lilla N. I<'rost. .... .... .... .. .... .... 0 1 11 7 0 0 O 1 2 0 0 1 3 0 O 
H a ttl eld . .... . ......... Smith Academy ........... .. . . .. . Sanford L. Cutler .... . ...... Cong....... 1 1 9 21 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 O 4 10 13 
00 Hingham . .... .... . ... DerbyAcademy ...... ... . . ...... . . GeorgeHerbertChittenden Nonsect ... 1 1 8 19 O o O 1 0 O O 1 6 10 13 ,-;i M,trion .... . . ........ . . 'l'he 'l'abor Academy* .... . .... ... Clark P. Howland .......... Nonsect ... 3 4 55 55 0 0 13 17 2 2 O 2 4 0 O p::: 
Middlelloro ..... ..... . Eaton School. .. . ........... . ...... Amos H. Eaton ... . .. .. ...... Non sect... 1 1 24 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 ... . . 10 2 
8 Milton . . .. .... . . . . ·"'· Milton Academy .......... ... ... .. Harrison 0. Apthorp ........ Nonsect. ... 6 2 46 ~1 0 0 .... •... •... .•.. 3 2 8 / 28 9 ...,. 
l\lonson . ... . . ... ..... . Monson Academy . .............. .. DanaM. Dustan ............ Nonseet .. . 2 2 45 5 1 0 20 5 4 0 5 2 13 0 O ~ 
Mount Hermon . ..... . Mount Hermon School. ... .. . . ... . Henry F. Cutler . ............ .. . . .. .... .... 8 7 241 0 0 0 81 0 103 0 11 0 25 ms o ,_. 
Nantucket . . . . . .... .. . AdmiralSirisaacCoffln·sLancas· E. B. Fox .................... Nonsect .. . 1 2 20 29 O O 1 0 2 0 0 1 6 ! 5 6 
0 t erian School. m 
Natick ......... . . . .... The Home School. ......... ... ... . Mrs. A. P. Potter ... .. ...... Nonsect. .. O 3 3 9 0 O O 3 l 3 0 6 6 1 4 
New Bedford ........ . Friends' Academy ... . ........... . Thomas H. Eckfeldt . .. . .... .......... .... 1 4 30 37 0 o 10 4 3 0 1 0 9 .... .... o 
New Salem.......... . New Salem Academy.. .. . . . ... . . . Herman W. Denham.... . ... N onsect . . . 1 0 15 1~ 0 O 1 1 0 O O O O O o 1-zj 
Newton ........ . ...... Mr. Cutler·s Preparatory School. Edward H. Cutler .. . . . ... . .. Nonsect .. . 1 2 27 4 0 O 14 2 6 O 6 0 14 12 2 
Norfolk .............. . Higher Grade School. . .......... . Miss A. E . Hitchcoclr ....... 0 1 4 13 0 o O O O O O O 6 O 4 '"cf 
Northampton ... . ... . , The Mary A. Burnham S~hool B. T. Capen .......... . ....... Nonsect . .. 4 14 o 125 0 O O 7 O 5 0 20 20 O o ~ 
for Girls. ~ 
Norton ................ Wheaton Female Seminary ..... . Miss A. Ellen Stanton...... ...... .... .... 2 9 O 89 0 O O O .... .... .... .... 9 0 12 > 
Plymouth . . ...... . . .. , Home School for Boys ... . ...... .. F: A. Knapp ................. Nousect. .. 2 1 7 3 0 0 3 1 2 0 0 1 4 3 1 
8 Roxbury ..... . .. . ... .. NotreDame..t\cademy ........... . S1sterAloyse ................ R.C ........ o 5 o 23 O o O O o o .... .... o o , i2 t,:j ShelburneFalls .. .. .. ArmsAcademy ....... . ........ ... I1'redericA.Tupper ......... Nonsect .. . 2 3 46 55 O O 2 8 1 o 1 2 13 0
1 
o 
Sherborn . . . . ......... Sawin Academy and Dowse Eben Williams....... . ...... .... .... ...... 1 1 6 11 0 0 .... .... .... .... 0 2 8 12 6 
High School. ~ 
Southboro_'. . .... . ... . St. Mark's School................. William E. Peck . . . . . . .. .... .... . . .. . . .... 8 0 108 0 0 0 90 0 18 0 7 O . .... 0 o "' 
SouthBramtree ..... ThayerAcademy ....... . ..........• T.B.Sewall. ................. Nonsect ... 6 1 33 73 .0 0 8 15 8 4 2 7 14 2 7 
0 South Byfield ....... . Dummer Academy ......... . ...... John W. Perkins ............ Nonsect. .. 1 0 27 0 o O 25 0 2 0 3 O 3 O o z 
~ou_th l~ancaster ..... South Lancaster Academy,;, . .... G._W. Caviness, A. M ......... 7th·day Ad. 3 4 70 50 t 1 12 O 15 5 2 3 5 18 12 tl 
Sprmgfielu .. ......... l TheElms .... . .......... . ... . ..... . M1ssCharlotteW.Porter .. Nonsect ... 4 8 O 94 O O 2 14 O 8 ........ 4 3 21 > 
Do .......... . ... Preparatory S chool for Colleg e* . Henry L. Coar ................ Nonsect ... 1 0 9 0 0 O 2 0 l O 1 o 1 O , o '"" 
Springfield (182 Cen· School for Girls.................. . John McDuffie .............. Nonsect. .. 3 5 O 55 O O o 1 O O O 1 o o j 15 ~ tral st.,. · ....., 
Taunton ............. Bristol Academy ............... : . . WilliamF. Palmer,A.M .... Nonsect ... 3 3 61 33 O O 20 4 16 3 6 o 7 8 12 U1 
Waltham ............ New Church School. ... . ......... . Benjamin Worcester....... 3 3 10 19 .... .... . ... .... .... .... 2 1 o 20 11 
0 W elleslef ............. DanaHallSchool ............... . MissJuliaA.Eastman ..... Nonsect ... O 13 O 100 O O O 16 O 53 O 20 20 o o ;I1 
West Bridgewater ... HowardSeminary ............... . H . M.Willard,A.M .. . ....... Nonsect ... 2 6 0 45 0 O O 4 O 5 O 4 15 O 6 
0 Westford .. . .. ........ WestfordAcademy ...... . ... . .... WilliamE.Frost ........... Nonsect ... 1 1 30 32 0 O 1 1 4 6 I 1 4 5 o 
W~st Newton ........ English and Classic 11 School. . .. Nathaniel 'l'. Allen .......... Nonsect. .. 4 6 48 22 0 1 10 2 24 2 3 ;z ..... 20 5 ~ 
W~lbraha_!ll ........... WesleyanAcademy ...... . ....... . 8-eorgeM.Steele ,LL.D ...... M. E ....... 7 6 136 90 3 l 25 3 10 6 11 · 5 25 20 10 a:i 
Wmchen ::wn ......... Murdock School ... . ... . ... . ...... I•'ranK M. Collester ......... Nonsect 3 3 54 58 O O JO 2 8 8 4 3 25 23 19 
Ws~~f_ester (66 West Private School for Boys ......... . John W. Dalzell. ............ Nonsect ::: 3 2 29 0 O o 20 0 1 4 o 9 o 14 7 o 
Do ..... . .... _ "orcester Academy .............. D.W.Abercrombie, A.M .... Bapt . ...... 11 1 205 0 1 U 80 0 60 -0 20 o 25 0 0 
Worcester ....... . .... H.ighland. Military Academy .. .. . Jo~eph A. Shaw. A. M ........ Epis ....... 7 o 30 O ... . .. . . 3 o 'I 4 o l 4 o 11 14 l o 
Statistics of 1890-'91. t::: 
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T .rnLE 5.-Statistics o ndo1ced acadernies, seminaries, and othe?· private secondary schools for 1891-'92-_ Continued. 
Po:4-olllt'v, Name. 
1 2 
)lICBIGAN. I 
\llrinn .---········--··' Raisin -Valley Seminary.··-·--·· 
Bonton Harbor.- -· I Norma.I and Collegiate Institute. 
DNroit ·-- ·- -· · ______ Detroit School for Boys·---··----
Detroit (47 Adams Detroit Seminary·-------··-----·· 
avenue we1,;t). 
Grand H1wen. ·--- ---· Akeley Institute··-· --···-· ·· · .. . 
rand Rapids t257 Engli:;h ancl Classical School ... . 
Rast Fulton st.). 
,rand Rapids-··--··· St. Mark's Academy·-----···-···· 
Do--·----------· School for Boys ... ·-···-·--·- ··-·· 
Kalamazoo_. _________ Michigan Female Seminary -· --· 
l\Iarquette ____________ St. Joseph's Academy··-· .... ·---
1\larshnll. ____ ··-·--·-- St. Mary·s Academy·-·---········ 
.Monroe _____ --··---··· · -- ·-·no. ··-· .... ···· --- - . . .. ____ .... 
Orchard Lake_ ·-·-- · Michigan Military Academy_ .. •. 
Port Huron --·- .. ____ Academy of the Sacred Heart* . . 
Saginaw. _______ . _____ St. Andrew's Academy-·-·-·--··-
Spring Arbor ·-·---·· Spring Arbor Seminary·-···----· 
MINNEROTA. I 
Albert Lea ... _________ Luther Aca<lmny ··-·-
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Robert L. Kelly, PH. B ...... Friends .. _. 2 1 47 25 0 0 .... 3 3 5 
Geo. J. Edgcumb&, A. :M., Nonsect. .. 5 4 95 230 0 0 ·-·· O 4 25 24 34 
PH. D. 
Miss Mary Ekin Whitton ... · ···-·--·--· -· 3 1 24 O ________ .... ·-·· 4 O 5 16 0 
A. M. Cutcheon, H. B.Pope. Nonsect. .. 2 7 0 110 O O O O O O O O 15 10 80 
Mrs. J.E. Wilkinson···---- Epis · ·--· ·· 1 3 o 22 O O O o 1 0 2 5 0 30 
Miss Eva S. Robinson ·----······-· -· -'---· o 3 J1 49 o O 2 5 o O O o O 4 10 
Miss Augusta Wynkoop __ ._ P. E---·--·· o 2 o 15 O o o O o O O o O 7 20 
Rev. I. R. Powell._ .......... Nonsect ... 1 O 8 O O O 12 O 4 O O O O 8 O 
MissKateM.Alling __ ····-· Presb·-·-·· O 8 O 44 O O O 2 O 15 O O O O 0 
SisterM. DePa.zzL .... ·--·- ··· · ·-- ···· --· O 3 O 40 ·--- ____ .. . --·· -··· O 5 5 200 230 
Rev. P.A. Baart, s. T. L ·--· R. C ---·-·· · 0 4 4 3l O O O O O O O O 3 34 40 
l\lloth erSuperior ....... - .... R.C . . . --··· O 4 o 39 O O ____ .... ·-· -·--1 o O 3 O 136 
Col. J._ Sumner Rogers, Nonsect ... 9 O 15l O O o 9 O 50 O 20 o 25 16 O 
superintendent. I 
S~~te1: 1v1a1:y Josephine·--·· R. C .... ·-·· o 31 o ~g O O o o O O g g ~ 1~ !~ 
Sister Mary Matthew-----· R.C. ·-·· ··· O 3 O - ~ ··-· ·--- --·1--·· ·-·· ·-·-
Rev. H . H. Stilwell-·----··· Free Meth . 4 1 -H 50 ···- --·· 5 O ·-- ·i··--I 2 O 8 l5 16 
L. S. Swenson--·-···-------' Luth·-···- - ' < ' o 1 72 [ 57 1 (! O ·-··!·-·· ·-·- '·--· --·· 1• ••• 3 
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Far1bault ............. Bethlehem Academy .... - -----·-- Dominican Sister __ .. __ ._ .. _ R.C ·······-· 0 4 0 58 o · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 
Do-·····--·····- Shattuck School. _________________ Rev. James. Dobbin, D. D __ P. E ________ 13 0 162 0 0 0 9 0 45 0 9 0 21 42 0 
Graceville ........ ____ Convent of Our Lady of the Sister M. Agatha·---·-----· R. C ---··--- O 1 0 12 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 65 40 
Lake.* 
11 2 14 33 9 Minneapolis ( 1313 Minneapolis Academy ____________ Eugene D. Holmes, ~- A ____ Nonsect ___ 3 2 11.7 31 0 0 ---· ---- ---- ----
trj Fourth st.). 
9 48 1 30 b Minneapolis ... ______ . Stanley Hall········-············- Miss Olive A. Evers _________ Nonsect ___ 0 0 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----~ Mont~v1dec>========== ;r:~gi~~isti~i:~:-~=========== W. W. Wraaman ___________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 20 5 0 0 20 5 0 0 6 5 11 20 10 C. W. Headley _______________ Cong_--···· 3 3 100 140 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 m I Moorhead _____ : ______ Hope AcademY-------------·---·-- S. A. Challman ______________ Luth _______ 2 2 3l 37 0 0 6 4 . 0 0 3 2 11 46 10 f--3 Owatonna ____________ Pittsburg Academy*---·--------- James W. Ford __ --·- ___ ! ____ Bapt _______ 1 1 63 58 0 0 3 2 5 4 5 2 19 35 23 µ, Red Wing ___________ Red Wing Seminary and College_ H. H. Bergsland _____________ Luth _______ 6 0 152 0 0 0 152 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 f--3 H 
-::i Rochester _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notre Dame de Lourdes Academy Mother M. Matilda __________ R.C ____ . ___ 0 l 0 11 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---·-
0 0 0 0 42 U1 0 St. Joseph ____________ St. Benedict's Academy __________ Sister Pino __________________ R.C ________ 0 1 0 23 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
0 57 f--3 St. Paul ______________ Baldwin Seminary ________________ Clinton J. Backus. __________ Nonsect ___ 1 6 18 48 0 0 1 0 4 7 1 ~ 5 15 20 ,-.., Do ______________ Barnard School for Boys _________ Wiiliam F. Hunt ____________ Nonsect ___ 3 1 13 0 0 0 ---- 5 0 0 
----
---- ---- ---- ---- ----- U1 Wasioja ______________ Wesleyan Methodist Seminary __ L. J. Harrington ____________ Wes.Meth_ 1 1 8 9 0 0 l 1 
-iii- --32- 10 10 Wilder________________ Wilder Farm College. ____________ Eugene Rucker ___ ___ ________ Enis _______ 3 l 11 4 0 0 0 0 11 4 15 171 84 0 Willman ______________ Willmar Seminary ________ ·----·-- H. S. Hilleboe ··-------· _____ Luth _______ 1 1 18 6 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 3 1 4 ---- ---- r:tj 
MISSISSIPPI. 
1-,j Alto ___________________ Pleasant Hill High School. _______ Jas. A. Jourdan ____________ Nonser.t ___ 1 0 24 0 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----·· 40 0 ~ Ben bell. ________ ______ Mississippi Normal High School. J. l. Langest _________________ Nonsect ___ 3 1 50 50 
---- ----
6 6 20 15 0 0 4 50 40 H Binnsville ____________ Fairview Male and Female Uol- Geo. W. Burton _____________ Nonsect ___ 2 0 40 20 0 0 ----
---- ---- ----
1 2 3 20 20 <j lege. >-Blue Springs _________ Normal College··----------------- W.W. Cornelius, A. n ______ Nonsect ___ 2 0 16 8 0 0 0 0 16 8 ---- ---- ----- 80 56 f--3 Booneville ____________ Booneville Institute*· ____________ J.C. Bryson, B. s ____________ Nonsect ___ 1 3 32 28 0 0 
--:-1-! 
7 0 1 2 7 70 80 t:r.l Buena Vista _________ Buena Vista Normal College _____ Smith and McDonald _______ 
------ - - -- --- -
2 1 45 40 0 0 
--6- 20 15 Byhalia. ______________ Kate Tucker Institue _____________ Mrs. Kate E. Tucker ________ 
--------------
1 2 5 18 0 0 2 0 6 20 40 w Do ___ _____ ____ __ Waverly Institute _______ __ _______ E. H. Randle ________________ Nonsect ___ 1 1 20 31 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 31 44 t:r.l Carrollton ____________ Female College ____________________ G. T. Leavell ________________ Bapt _______ 1 7 0 97 3 0 15 0 Cascilla ______________ _ Male and Female High School*-- A. M. Beauchamp ___________ Nonsect ___ 1 0 12 14 0 0 ---- 90 98 0 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- z Chester _______________ Normal High School. _____________ W. H. Smith ________________ . Nonsect ___ i I 2 25 29 0 0 ---- ---- 11 7 ---- ---- ----- 50 35 Coldwater--------·--- Coldwater Institute ______________ A.H. Todd ___________________ Nonsect ___ 2 20 23 0 0 6 13 
---- ---- ----
---- -----
26 31 tl Columbia _____________ High School. ______________________ W.W. Rivers ________________ Nonsect ___ 2 0 20 15 0 0 0 0 10 7 2 0 3 85 90 > Deasonville _________________ do _____________________________ Richard Gildart _____________ Nonsect ___ 1 0 6 14 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
11 11 pj Delay _______________________ do _____________________________ J. D. Brown _________________ !'ironsect ___ 1 0 8 5 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 49 54 i-< Dixon __________________ _____ do ____________________________ _ Rolfe Hunt _____ _____________ . ---·----- ____ 2 1 18 17 0 0 ----
----
1 0 () 0 0 25 25 U1 East Fork ____________ MississippiMaleandFemaleCol- J. J. Lee _____________________ Bapt _______ 1 1 10 16 0 0 7 9 4 6 7 9 3 1 16 0 lege. 
~ Empora -------------- Normal School. _____ . _____________ D. Harmon ___ ·-----·---- ____ Nonsect __ _ 1 1 12 18 0 0 0 0 12 18 0 0 2 13 4 Fi-ench Camp ________ Central Mississippi Institute"' ___ J . A. Sanderson _____________ Presb 2 3 0 58 0 0 0 58 0 3 0 40 50 0 
---- ---- 0 French Camp-------- 1<-,~ench Camp Academy,:• _________ Rev. G. A. Mecklin ____ ______ Presb.-f;o: : 2 0 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 -- -- 8 35 0 Gallway -------- ------ High School, Mount Erwin ______ J.M. Grisham _______________ Nonsect 1 2 10 7 0 0 ---- 6 4 ----
-- --
40 30 t"' Geeville _______________ Oak Lawn HighSchooL __________ L. R. Burress ________________ Nonsect __ __ ---- ---- ----- ri2 ·1 2 4 8 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 58 50 G~enada -------------- C(!llegiate Institute ____ ___________ Thus. J. Newell, A. M ______ M. E. so::: 2 ll 0 45 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 5 IL 11 Hickory-------------- Hickory Institute __________ _______ W . I. Thames ___________________ 1 21 22 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 30 I 25 HollY: Springs ________ Bethlehem Academy---~-- - ------ Sister Flavia ________________ R. c--------- 0 0 10 0 0 ---- - ~ -- 0 4 0 4 4 1  20 Do _______________ North Mississippi Presbyterian Mrs. M. S. Slack ____________ Presb-- ---- 1 0 36 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ---- 0 0 2 0 22 >,---I. College. · · · - - -
*Statistics of 1890-'91. 1--4 
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~ll~SlSSlPPl- cont'd. 
Hom~ton .............. :Mississippi Normal College ..... . 
Iuka •....•.....••..... Normal Institute······-·······-·· 
Kllmkhiwl. .......... Normal School. ......... ......... . 
E:o~L'iusko ............ Ma.le and Female Institute ...... . 
1-:0,-;,;uth •••••••••••••• High School. ....... - .... ... ...... . 
Libi'rtr ............... l\Iale and Female College .... ··-· 
Lmnl·enon .. ........ High School. ................... .. . 
Meridian ............. :Meridian Academy··-············ 
Do .•....•••...... Norma.lCollege* ................ _. 
Montrose ............ . Brandon District High School. .. 
.Mo~i:; Point ........... High School. .... ····-····· -······· 
Natchez .. .... .... .... Cathedral School. ............. --·· 
Do ............... Natchez College* ............ .... . 
~ettleton ............. Providence Ma.le and Female 
H.B. Abernethy ..•....••.•. Nonsect ... . 
H . A. Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N onsect ... . 
W. N. Lewis ................. Nonsect .. _. 
Miss Ellen McNulty ........ Nonsect ... . 
D. A. Hill ..... -·············· Nonsect ... . 
P. L. Marsalis .... -·-····-·· · Nonsect .. _. 
A. L. Summer ...... ·-······· Nonsect ... . 
JohnH. Brooks ............. M. E ...... -
W. E. Johnston ............. Nonsect. __ _ 
L. D. McLaurin. .. .... .. . .. . Meth ...... . 
Morrison Caldwell. ....... _. Nonsect .. _ . 
Brother Gabriel. ........ ·-·· R. C .... ... . 
s. H. C. Owen, A. B ·••··•••· Bapt ...... . 
M. B. Turman ............ -.. ········-····· 
College.* 
Newton .. .. ...... . ... . Ma.le and Female College ....... . 
Okolona . . . . . . . .. . . .. . Olcolona College .................. . 
Orwood ..... .......... Orwoo<.linstitute ······-·········· 
Oxroru ................ ·warren Female Institute ....... . 
Pnris ................ NormalAcademy ............... . . 
Phwn1x ••••••••••..•.• High School. ...... ............... . 
Jno. C. Fant .................... . ......... . 
Thos. C. Walton, president. Nonsect ... . 
Jno. L. York········-······· Presb .... . . 
Mrs. C. A. Lancaster·-···· · Nonsect ... . 
M. 0. Bass .................. . Nonsect ... . 
H. C. Ne Ville ..............• · Meth ...... . 
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Pickens ....... ........ ··--· · do ..... --·-·· .. ·-·······--·- -· · 
Pittsboro. ____ ·---·-·- Male and Female College*-···-·· 
Pleasant HilL .-·· · --· Plea:;ant Hill Academy .. ---·--·--
Pleasant Ridge.- · -- ·· Normal School*---··---·····---·· 
Poplar Springs----·- High School*.-----··---· --·· ·--· 
~~~~ ~~~~~~ ==== == ==== 8!~~~~rM~~!_1;,~\~'"s;tri:r. ===~ 
Roxie · ··-··--·--·----- High School-Male and Female 
Institute. 
Panola High School*--···---_·-·· 
·---- · ----· Mississippi Normal Institute---· 
--·· ·-·- --·- Toccopola College* 
'l'ula ·-- -···---- ··--- ·- Normal Institute· -- --·--·--·------
Tylert.own --··---·---··--··-do. ___ · ···----- ·-·-·--·-·- · --·· 
Tyro-·- · -···--····---- 'l·yro Academy------·-------··-·--
Union Church ________ High School*·-··---·-·--···------· 
Vaiden------·-·-··--·· Male and Female Institute- ..... . 
Verona-·-··----·----· North Miss issippi Female Col· 
Wall Hill__ __ . ________ _ 
Wal thalL .. __ ·- _____ . 
Washington_·-·-··--· 
Woodville Yale ________ . _________ _ 
MISSOURI. 
lege. 
Wall HillAcademy . _______ ·-··--·· 
Normal School -··-------·---J--·· Jefferson College*_---· __________ _ 
~:g:~ie Jg~:11 institute:::::==: 
F. F. Phillips. ___ --···----··· 
J. S. Hudson···-·····-· ---· .... -·-······· 
H. L. Keister ................ --···········-
T. L. Gates .......... . ....... Meth . ····-· 
J.M. Langston.·-·····-····· Nonsect .. _. 
W. C. Guthrie ....... --······ Presb ..... . 
G.A. and J. T. Holley ....... Nonsect. __ _ 
W. M. Dunn................. Nonsect. __ _ 
I. H. Gardiner .. ·-··-·· · ····-
D. C. Langston ..... ·--··--·· 
J. W. Furr ... ·--·-·---······-
0. C. Hughes .. 
J. L . Spence, B. 
Ira G. Allen ............ ----·· 
Rev. C. W. Grafton 
W.W. Woodson ............ . 
L.B. Abell 
Nonsect .... 
Nonsect .. __ 
Nonsect._ . . 
N onsect. __ _ 
Nonsect_ __ . 
Nonsect. __ _ 
Nonsect. __ . 
2resb ..... . 
Prof. W a lter P. McCalL __ ··1 Meth.·--·· · 
H. H. Clark--········ ·--·- -·· Nonsect._ .. 
Joseph S. Raymond ..... ··-· Nonsect_. __ 
Rev. H.WalterFeatherstun. Meth .. . .• _. 
G. A. and J. T. Holley ••••••••••••••••••••. 
AlbanY---------·------1 NorthwestMissouriCollege _____ l Wm.~- Pritchett, A. M., Meth.So __ _ 
president. 
Appleton City··--·--- Appleton City Academy ______ ··--
Ashley ···-·· ··---·---· Watson Seminary*·--·-·-----·-·· 
Boonville _________ ____ Cooper Institute·---·· .. ·-· ... ·--· 
Do·------------- Kemper Family School.-··-··-·· 
Butler-···---·····--·· Butler Academy---··-----·-··---· 
Cabool ____ _ ·-·---····· Cabool College __ ··--·-----·· ·- .... Caledonia. _____ ______ . Bellevue Collegiate Institute ___ _ 
Cameron·- ·· ---·-----· Missouri We!'<leyanCollege ..... . 
Do ___ .. : . _______ Mrs. Tiernan's Home ScnooL ... . 
Cassville ____ ·····-·--· Collegiate Institute*·----····-·-· 
Chillicothe .. __ .... ____ St. Joseph's Academy. _____ · ·· ·--· 
Clarence···---·--··--· Macon District High School .. ___ _ 
Clarksburg·· ··· -··--· Clarksburg College 
Do--··-·- -· ·· ___ Hooper Institute·-··--···---·-----
Clinton. __ ···-·--··-·-- Clinton Academy 
College Mound···-·- MrGee College-· 
Concordia····-----·-- St. Paul's-College 
G. A. Theilmann. --·--------- Chris. _____ . 
V. W. Macy··---·····----·-·· Nonsect. __ . 
Anthony Haynes ..... -·----- Nonsect ___ _ 
T. A. Johnston·--·· · ·--··---- ··-- ----·----· 
J. McC. Martin ... ·----······· Presb ···--· 
E.McCulley,M.S ----··-·- ·-· ·----·-------· WallerE. Boggs __ ___ ___ . ____ M. E. So ___ . 
J. W.Huston ·-·--·---------· M.E _______ _ 
Mrs. Tiernan---··----··---·- ______________ , 
W. L . Maiden.·--··----··---··--·-----··--· 
Mother Seraphine ---·------ R. C -- ··----
r: ~--~~~i~;:===========:~:::= ~~~~e~t~::: 
J. N . Hooper ...... ·---·····-- Nonsect __ ._ 
E. P. Lamkin-··--·---··-·-·· Nonsect ___ . 
J. H. Hatton, A. B ··-· ·-·· ____ Nonsect ___ _ 
J.H.C.KaeppelL_. _________ . Ger. Ev. 
I Luth. 
Eldon .. ............ -.. , Eldon Academy··--··-·--···------ John Vetter·--·--···--·--·-- Cong. ----· 
Green Ridge ... ·-----· Green Ridge College .... ·-····--·- j M. E. Moore ___ ·---·--···--·-· Nonsect ___ . 
Henderson ... ·--·-··-· Henderson Academy _______ ·----·· Wm. F. Foster ___ ·· ---- --·--· Nonsect ___ _ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TAllLE 5.-Statistics nf cndowecl acc;,demies, s(minaries, and other private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Post-onlc.,. Name. Principal'. 
Religious 
denomina-
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Num-
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/
------------- atory ,-< 
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stru c t- college. in the c-:i 
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cal ti tic u~i!f in ,'.:° 
course. cour5e. 1892. ~ 
--.--1--,---1--.--1--, - --,-- --,- 2 
Num· 
be r of 
pupils 
in ele-
men· 
tary 
grade. 
ct: <l) ct: 
~ ~ I ~ I~ 1 ~ 1 ~Jt ~ d J~ 1 ~ ~~~P'!~~~~ I E-i ~~ 
2 3 4 
i1i1i 
I a 6 17 S 9 l O 11 ·~ 13 I H , la 16 I 17 I l ~ ::t 9 
-------1------------ 1----------
_\IIS!':OURI-cont'd. ----- l-l--l--l-l-l-l-l-l--l-1-- 1--1-
Holden ________________ , St. Cecilia Academy····--- - -·· ·-
lmlcpt•ndeuce. _ .. _ .. _. Woodland College··-····· ··· ··--
l~am;asCity (1001 Mc- Educational Institute 
OE'e :c.treet). 
I~idcler_ ............. _.
1 
Kidc1er Institute·-····-·······---
Lamar. -··· -····-- · Missouri Polytechnic Institute*_ 
Lexiu~ton -·-·-······- Wentworth Military Academy. __ 
Liberty-· ··-· ··· · ··-· Female College·----··-·-··· ····· -
Macon ···-··-·-······· St.James Military Academy .•.. . 
Mnrio~ville ...... _ --·- Collegiate I nstitute_ ..... ···-····-
Maryville ...... - ---··- Sacred Heart Convent.·-·-·-··· ·· 
Mexico ___ ··--·-···---- Missouri Military Academy __ .•.. 
Mount Vernon···-··- Mount Vernon Academy_ .....•.. 
Nevada . -··· ·--- .. --·- Cottey Female College . . __ ··--···-
Odessa. ··- -----···· · · ·- Odessa College ··-- ____ --·· ____ ···-
Olney···· - -······--·-- Olney Institute·--····-·-------·---
Otterville ..... -··- -·· · Otterville College _____ -·--···- ___ _ 
Perry . .... -··-·-··-·-- P~rry Institute_. __ ···-·-·- ____ ·-·-
Pla.tte City -·········- Daughters' College*·· -· ---···-- __ 
Plattsburg .... ·-···--- Plattsburg College .. __ -·---·---·--
Prairie Home·······- Prairie Home Institute .. -·-·····-
St. Charles.·····-···· Academy or the Sacred Heart __ .. 
Sister Purification, B. v. M __ I R. c ____ ··--
Geo. S. Brya~t __ ___ ___ _______ Christian __ 
C. G. Rathmann ------ ------· Nonsect ___ _ 
G. W. Shaw, A. M _____________ I Cong_ · ·----
Jas. K. HulL ___ ___ _ -------··- Nonsect ___ _ 
Sanford Sellers, A. M_. ______ Nonsect ___ _ 
Rev. F . Menefee ____ _________ Nonsect __ _ _ 
Col. F. W. Blees ____ ··-------- N on::;ect __ _ _ 
John Turrentine, A. M., M. E __ _____ _ 
president. 
Madame Gance __ ·· ·- ________ R. C ·-·- ___ _ 
A. F. Fleet, superintendent_ Nonsect ___ _ 
B . D . Rowlee--- -- -- ---·---·- Presb ·-·-·· 
Mrs. V. A . C. Stockard. __ · ··- Nonsect ___ _ 
D . W. Major ____________ ____ _ Non:5ect __ _ _ 
W. F. Welty _···-·- -- ·- ------ Nonsect .. __ J . V. Curlin ______ __________ __ Nonsect ___ _ 
Prof. Fren ch Strother ______________ ___ __ _ 
Mrs. 'l' . Vl. Park _____ ___ ____ Nonsect_. __ 
J. \V. Ellis-----·----·-------- Nonsect __ _ _ 
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Do _______________ St. Charles College ____ ____________ .James A. Lanius ____________ M. E. So ___ 3 3 41 23 0 0 20 18 10 4 0 0 0 0 0 
St. Joseph _______ _____ Academy of the Sacred Heart* -- Madame A. M. Niederkorn. R.C ________ 0 13 0 103 0 0 0 0 0 58 
---- ----
4 0 25 
Do _______ ___ _____ Young Ladies' Ins titute __________ Rev. Charles Mart,in, M.D __ . Nonsect ___ _ 2 4 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 20 
St. Louis (No. 912 E ducational Institute ____________ J. Toensfeldt _______________ _ Nonsect ____ 9 0 71 0 0 0 ---- ---- .. --- ---- 12 0 12 208 0 
Son th Ninth street) Hosmer Hall __________ ____ ________ Misses Shepard and Math- :N"onsect ____ 0 ·9 0 60 0 0 0 4 0 18 0 5 10 0 68 St. Louis ________ ______ 
ews. Do __ _____________ Mary Institute ____________________ Edmund H. Sears ___________ Nonsect ____ 2 20 0 335 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 4 26 0 143 m. Do ______ _________ Rugby Academy ___________________ Denham Arnold _____________ Nonsect ____ 4 2 43 0 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 4 0 4 42 0 8 Do. __ ____________ School of the Good Shepnerd ____ Sister Catharine ____________ Epis ________ 1 8 0 47 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 2 1 12 >-Do. ______________ Walther College* ___ _____________ August C. Burgdorf. ··--- ____ Luth __ _____ 3 1 101 26 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 0 0 8 H Sedalia, . ________ ______ Mrs. Miller's Seminary ________ ___ Mrs. R. T. Miller ____________ Nonsect ____ 0 1 0 16 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 m 
Springfield _______ --- · Young Ladies' Seminary __ __ _ .. . . Miss T. H. Holliday ________ _ Nonsect .... 0 4 0 35 0 0 ----
---- ·--- ---- ---- ----
0 0 15 8 
Spring Garden _____ ._ Miller County Ins titute*- _______ _ H. M. Sutton ________________ N onsect. ___ 2 1 20 15 0 0 4 2 4 5 3 2 ----- 8 12 H 
Sweet Springs _______ Marmaduke Military Academy __ T. E. Spencer, supt __________ Nonsect ____ 8 0 60 0 0 0 18 0 30 0 ---- 16 0 a 
----
----- m Versailles ____ _______ _ Male and Fem;:ile Insti tu te *---- -- F . Gwynn __ ___ · ------------· Nonsect .... 0 1 5 10 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 30 36 Weaubleau ___ ________ Christian Institute ____ ••••.....•.. John Whitaker,president. __ Chris _______ 2 1 26 19 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
3 41 42 0 
~ 
MON'l'.A.NA. 
Bozeman _____________ Bozeman Academy* ............ __ W.W.Wylie .... .. ......... __ Presb ...... 1 2 23 25 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 16 18 
1-,j 
~ Butte _______ __________ West End Academy*------------- Miss Julia M. Darrow ______ 0 1 13 17 ----
----
---- ---- -- -- ---- ---- ----
20 22 H 
Deer Lodge ___________ St. Mary 's Academr* ____________ Sister Evangelista. _________ R.C ________ 0 1 0 5 ---- -- -- ---- ---- - --- ---- 0 2 2 0 45 ~ Helena ________ ________ St. Vincent's Academy _____ _____ ,_ Sister Mary Baptist ________ R.C ________ 0 8 0 20 
---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ----
0 0 1 0 130 >-Miles City ____________ Convent of the Sacred Heart ___ . __ Ursuline Sisters ____________ R.C ______ __ 0 2 0 16 0 1 0 3 0 4 ---· ---- ----- 0 20 8 Missoula _____________ Sacred Heart Academy._ ...... _ .. Sister Mary, directress. _. __ R.C ________ 1 l 5 37 0 0 0 0 3 8 0 0 0 59 60 tzj 
NEBRASKA. cf) t_:tj 
Beatrice .............. Blake School. ...•••.•.••.•••. . .... Henry N. Blake ............ _ Nonsect . __ 1 2 24 31 0 0 2 2 4 5 0 0 0 27 35 Q Chadron _______ __ _____ Ch a.dron Academy* ______ _____ __ _._ Frank L. Ferguson _________ Uong _______ 0 2 19 20 0 0 8 0 7 5 4 3 3 6 7 0 
Franklin_ ·····-·•- --- Franklin Academy ______________ '_ Alexis C. Hart ___ __ _______ ___ Cong __ _____ 5 2 35 36 0 0 3 0 4 3 7 39 30 z 
Hastings ..... ---~ ___ _ Hastings College . _____________ --~- Rev. W. F . Ringland, D . D ___ Presb ______ 3 4 40 60 
---- ----
15 25 15 -25- 4 10 5 20 28 tj Omaha ________ __ ___ .. . Academy of the Sacred Heart ____ Rose .Mary Conway _________ R.C ___ _____ 0 18 0 80 
---- ---- -- - - --- - ---- ---- ---- ----
6 0 0 >-Do ____ __ ____ __ __ _ Brownell Hall. __ __ __ ·--- ------ -- -- Robert Doherty _____ __ _____ _ P.E ________ 0 3 0 111 0 9 0 4 0 0 8 0 33 ~ Do _____ _________ _ St. Catherine's Academy* ____ ·"-- Sister of Mercy _____________ R.C _____ __ 0 3 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 5 5 21 38 >< Orleans _______ ______ __ Orleans College. ____ __ ____________ C. E. Harroun. jr ____________ Free Met,h . 2 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 30 Pawnee City _____ ___ __ Pawnee City Academy __ _____ ____ _ Miss Huldab E. Campbell __ Unit. Presl 1 2 58 80 0 0 3 16 41 42 0 4 4 0 0 U1 Q Wahoo _____ ______ . ___ _ Luther Academy _________ _________ Prof. S. M. Hill, .A.. M •....... Ev. Luth .. 4 1 38 9 0 0 9 2 ·--· 
----
6 1 8 57 16 ~ Weeping Water _____ _ Weeping Water Academy ________ George Hindley _______ ______ Cong ______ _ 3 2 49 40 0 0 5 3 12 17 2 0 2 0 0 York __________________ School of t,he Holy Family ... _ .. _ Ursuline Sisters ••......... . R.C ....... . 0 2 0 36 0 0 ---- 38 42 0 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 0 
NEV.A.DA. 
____ \ 6 \.L. .. . 
~ 
rp 
Reno ___ _________ -···· Whitaker Hall. ___________________ Miss Julia :VI:egquire. _______ Epis _, ______ 1 3 0 38 
----
___ J __ __ 0 0 52 
----
----
NEW HAMPSHIRE. ii And_over -------------- Pro~tor Academy ___ __ ____________ James F. Morton, A. M ____ __ Unitarian __ 1 1 7 8 6 0 81 ~I g \ i1 81 ~I ~I 10 Atkmson ···-····-··-- Atkmson Academy* ______________ T. B. Rice _______________ _____ Cong _______ · 1 1 19 I 16 0 0 4 1---1, 1---1, 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 0 
<:.O 
TABLE 5.-Sle1.ti~tic~of endowed academies, seminaries, arid othe1· private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Poew,mce. 
:o:W RAlfPSHtRE-
<'Olltinued. 
!'iame. 
~ 
nnterbur~· ........... , Kezer Seminary ..•......... a •••• • 
:enter StraITord _ .... Austin .Academy*······· ......... _ 
:vll•brook ....... . .... , Colebrook Academy 
't>lll'Ord .............. :::it. Mary·s School. .......... . .... . 
Do ··············1 St. Paul's School ........ ....... . . Dt>rry ................. Pinkerton Academy*- ........... . 
Exeter ............ .... Phillips Exeter Academy*·-····-
Do ............... Robinson Female Seminary ..... . 
I<'rnnl·estown ......... •Francestown Academy .... ...... . 
Hnmpton ............ Hampton Academy and High 
School. 
Haserhill ..... ........ Haverhill Academy* ............ . 
1':ill!!Slon ............. Sanborn Seminary ... ........... . 
Minden . ............. Kimball Union Academy ........ . 
New Hampton . . . .... Literary Institution .......••.•... 
Northwood Center ... Coe·sAcademy ................... . :N'ew London .... ····\ C'olby Academy ... ..... . ......... . 
Pembroke ............ Pembroke Academy ..... .. ...... . 
Plymouth •. . .•. .. . . •. Holderness School for Boys •.•... 
Num· 
ber of 
college 
prepar-
Students. 
ei iN'um-O> 
Second-1 a;i;! 
ary in· Preparing for dents 
struct· college. in the 
ors. Second· Col· ------ class 
~ berof 
rn pupils 
3 in ele· , 
"' 
men-
::l tary 
'O 
Principal. 
3 
W. E. Conant ............... 
Alvin E. Thomas . ....... . ... 
James Monohcn ............ 
Miss Elizabeth M. M. Gain -
ford. 
Rev. Henry A. Coit, D. D .••• 
G. W. Bingham . ............ 
Charles Everett Fish, A. M .. 
George N. Cross, A. M •...... 
E. E. Montague ............. 
Jack Sanborn ..... .. .. ...... 
Chas. S. Earl. ... ............ 
Chas. H. Clark, A. M. -·-· --·-
W. H. Cummings ........... 
Atwood B. Meservey, A . M., 
PH.D. 
Relig-ious 
denomina-
tion. 
4 
Free.will B 
Free-will B 
Nonsect .... 
Epis ........ 
Epis ..... ... 
Nonsect .... 
Nonsect .... 
Nonsect .... 
Nonsect .... 
N onsect ... _ 
Nonsect .... 
Nonsect .... 
Cong ....... 
Free-will B 
Samuel C. Johnston ........ Bapt ·······\ Fred L. Pattee, A. M ........ Cong . ... ... 
Isaac Walker, A. M .......... \ .... ......•... 
Rev. Lorin Webster .•.... .. P. E ........ 
d that ary. ore · Classi- Scien· grad-
cal tift c uates in 
"' 
grade. 
"" llO 
"o 
a ~ ~ .i ~ ~ § ~ 1
-. courae. course. 1sg2, .8 
"' • "' • "' • "' • "' .... Cl> "' ii::1 ~S~S~S$S 2 -S 
"' al "' a;, "' a;, ~ a;, "' a;, 0 "' a;, 
516 7 ' s 9 10 11 1 ,. 13 14 1'i J6 17-;-; 19 
~l'i; ~l'i;~l'i;~l'i;~l'i; 8 ~l'i; 
1 
1 
1 
0 
27 
2 
11 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1--t--t--1- 1-1-1- 1-1-1--1--,-·-
1 14 8 0 0 0 
1 27 11 0 0 4 
1 15 24 
··o 2 2 0 24 0 0 
0 320 0 .... 
----
250 
4 38 43 0 0 7 
0 373 0 5 0 260 
8 0 91 0 3 0 
1 6 14 0 0 0 
2 27 26 0 0 0 
2 12 15 0 0 4 
3 29 30 0 0 I 
3 72 76 4. 0 27 
ii 69 40 0 0 13 62 72 ---- -- -- 36 21 31 0 0 2 28 32 0 0 4 49 0 0 0 18 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 I O I O I 0 0 14 1 0 8 
0 0 -··o· 14 
0 0 0 0 3 0 
0 46 0 82 0 ··-- - 0 
2 15 16 5 l 8 25 
0 63 0 57 0 80 0 
3 0 0 0 0 19 0 
0 0 0 0 J 2 13 
0 
---- -- ~ - --- - 7 0 
0 
3 
14 
4 
34 
4 
2 
0 
0 0 
2 1 
2 0 
3 0 
2· --0 
··9· .T 
3 0 1 11 ·1 26 1 1 9 11 
~ :1 ~: !! 
2 0 5 7 
.. ~.--~· ... ~.I g 
9 
4 
19 
0 
0 
19 
0 
115 
5 
0 
22 
14 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
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t:1 § 
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H 
0 
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~ 
l:rj 
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00 
c.o 
.... 
I 
c.o 
~ 
Portsmouth ____ ,_ ---- Miss Morg•n 's Home School ----1 A. c._ Morgin .-- ---- -- ---- ·---1 Nonsert_ ---I J 111 JI Ti r or•r1ror•r· r ,-1--,· 1 . I , I , 12 0 0 Do .............. . Smith'sAcadem.v* ·. ·-·· ········· Lewis~- Smith . . ;·········· Nonsect .... 1 1 16 21 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 Reeds Ferry.......... McGaw Normal Institute ......... B. M: Arnry -··· · ···· ···· ···· ·· ··· · · ··· ···· 
5 3 53 76 0 
o 4 8 o o 1 o 9 0 . 0 Wolfsboro .... ........ Brewster Free Academy ......... . ·Eldwm H. Lord ..•........... Nonseot .... 
NEW JERSEY. 
Belvidere ............. Classical Academy ......•..... ····/ George H. Hooper ..•........ Nonsect .... 1 ti 10 121 0 0 3 0 1 0 g , .. ; . .. :., 0 1 2 U1 Beverly ............... Farnum Prepar_atory School. ... James B. Dilks .............. Nonsect .... 1 8 14 0 0 2 z ' 0 9 47 55 8 2 39 24 0 0 45 3 7 13 15 24 P> Blairstown . .......... Blair Presbyteru1,l Academy ..... John H. Shumaker ......... Presb ...... 2 
"'"3 Bloomfield ............ Academic Department of Ger· Charles E. Knox, D. D., Presb ...... 4 0 32 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 6 0 11 0 () 1--1 man Theological School of president. U1 Newark. N. J. 8 Borclentown .......... Military Institute* ............... Rev. 'l'hompson H. Landon. Nonseot .... 7 0 51 0 0 0 .... 
--- · ---- ----
8 0 ...... 18 0 I-' 0 Birdgeton ...... : ~. ~ ... Ivy Hall School for Girls ......... Mrs. J. Allen Maxwell. ..... Nonsect ... . Q 2 0 30 
---- ---- --- - ---- ---- -- -- ----
----
3 0 0 U1 Do ......•........ South Jersey Institute* .......... H.K. Trask ................. Baptist .... 5 7 125 7f> 0 0 34 1 16 2 13 1 30 0 0 Do ............... West Jersey Academy ............ Ph rebus W. Lyon ........... Presb ...... 5 0 64 0 0 0 12 0 36 0 11 Q 13 8 0 0 Burlington ....•...... Van Rensselaer Seminary ....... Miss Helen M. Freeman ... Presb ...... 0 3 15 14 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 7 1-zj Cinnaminson ......... Westfield Friends1 School ........ Mrs. Annie L. Qroasdale ... Friends .... Q 1 6 8 0 0 1 3 
---- ---- ---- ---- -----
7 9 Decker town _ ......... Seeley's Home School. ........... W. H. Seeley .. . ............. Nonsect .... Q l 3 7 0 0 .... 
---- 3 3 
"i:l East Orange (62 Har· East Orange School. ....•••..•••.. Misses Underhill .......................... 0 7 2 28 0 0 1 0 2 6 0 0 ....• 17 25 ~ rison st.). 
~ Elizabeth (512 North Elizabeth Institute ......... _ ..... Miss S. H. Higgins ............•.. ......... 1 3 0 30 ---- ---- ---· ---- ---- ---- 0 1 4 17 25 Broad st.). P> Elizabeth (279 North English and J.i.,rench School for Misses Vail and Dean ....... 
------------ --
1 6 0 58 
-·-- ---- ---- ----
0 2 0 1 11 0 40 -3 Broad st.). Young Ladies. trj Elizabeth (315-323 Jefferson Park Academy_ ........ James H. Lansley, PH. D .•• Nonsect .... 2 l 60 3! 0 0 ... 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
14 0 0 Jefferson ave.). r:n 
t,,j I Elizabeth ............. The Pingry School. . ........... _._ Rev. John F. Pingry, PH. D .. Nonsect .... 6 1 75 0 0 0 .!O 0 30 0 8 (J 8 0 0 0 Englewood ...•....... The "Englewood School for William Wilberforce Smith. Nonsect .... 4 3 30 0 0 0 4 0 20 0 6 0 •..•. 0 20 0 Fort Lee .............. Boys." Sister Mary Nonna .....••.. z Institute of Holy Angels .....••... R. 0 ........ 0 2 0 45 0 0 0 12 0 14 
---- ---- ----- ---- ---- t1 Freehold ........ . .. ... Freehold Institute* . .....••••.... A. A. Chambers ............. Presb ...... 3 0 44 0 0 0 10 0 2 0 1 0 2 14 0 Do ...........•... Young Ladies' Seminary ......... Miss Eunice D. Sewall. .... Nonsect .... 0 5 0 4-! 0 0 .... 
----
0 0 2 0 25 P> 
---- ---- ~ Hackettstown ........ Centenary Collegiate Institute ... Rev. Geo. H. Whitney, D. D .. M.E ........ 8 6 137 113 0 0 60 5 40 0 20 11 31 ·o 0 Hightstown ........... Hightstown Seminary* .......... Frank D. Budlong .. _ ....... Nonsect .... 0 3 0 20 
----
---- ----
V 1 3 0 15 ~ ----
---- ----Do ............. .. Peddie Institute .................. H. E. Slaught. A. M. ··-. - . ·- Baptist .... 6 9 121 106 0 0 40 f> 10 0 9 1 26 0 0 U1 Do .... ... •. ...... Phillips' Clilssical School ........ Henry L. Phillips ........... Epis ........ 1 u l7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Hoboken (Willow Hoboken Academy ................ Ernst Richard, PH. D ....... Nonsect .... 8 2 36 17 0 0 ... : 
----
1 0 5 3 14 166 83 ~ ave. and 15th st.). Hoboken (River and Stevens School. ... __ ........ _ ..... Rev. Edward Wall, A.M . .... Nonsectc ... 12 0 259 0 .... _:,. __ 5 0 188 0 ll7 0 125 0 0 0 Sixth sts.). 0 Jersey City (109 Hasbrouck Institute .............. Chas. C. Stimets, A. M ... .... 10 8 92 99 0 0 50 20 40 10 8 2 23 60 40 ~ G-rand st.). ---- --------- -
'fl Jersey City (First St. Dominic's Academy* ........ Superior of the Community R. 0 ........ 0 4 25 50 0 0 6 15 0 1 15 20 st.). 
---- ----
-----
Jers"y City '(Grand St. Peter's College ..... ·······--·· Rev. J. Harper s. J...... . ... 10 0 125 0 0 0 125 0 0 0 12 0 12 0 0 and anVorststs.). ' ·············· 
Lakewood ........... . ~fkewood ~1ghts School* ... .... J~mes W. Morey, A. M .•.••. Nonsect.... 3 0 17 0 0 0 3 0 10 0 1 0 1 11 0 ~ !Jo............... rhe Oaks ·· ...................... Miss E. L. Farrmgton ...... Epis.... .... o 5 () 20 .... 
---- ---- ----- ---- ----
--- - ---- -----
0 20 ~ 
*Statistics of 1890-:91. ,-... , 
l ..... 
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l'1EW JERSEY-con-
tinued. 
!J 3 4 ~ 
Ln.wrencoville ___ ___ __I La. wrenceville School --1 Rev. James C. Mackenzie, Presb _____ J 13 
Mn.tn.wn.n. ___________ _ 
Mont Clair ___________ _ 
Moorestown _________ _ 
Morristown _________ _ 
Do _____________ _ _ 
Mount Holly ___ _____ _ _ 
Newa.rk t536-f\48High 
st. ). 
Newark (27 Hill st.) __ 
Glenwood Collegiate Institute __ _ 
Mont Clair MiliLary Academy ___ _ 
Friends' High School ____________ _ 
MissDana·s Seminary ___________ _ 
Morris Academy ________________ _ _ 
Mount Holly Academy __________ _ 
Newark Academy ________________ _ 
Newark Seminary for. Young 
Ladies. 
New Brunswick (40 Misses Anable's School 
Bayard st) . 
N ew Brunswick __ ____ Rutgers :Jollege Preparatory 
School. New Egypt ___ ________ jClassical Seminary* ____________ --
Newton ___________ ____ Collegiate Institute _ ___ __________ _ 
Orange (Main st.). __ _ Dearborn-Morgan School ________ _ 
PH. n., head master. 
Chas. A.Jaggar, A. M., PH. n_ Nonsect __ _ 
John G. Mac Vicar ___________ ____________ _ 
Clement M. Biddle __________ Friends ___ _ 
Miss E. Elizabeth Dana ____ Nonsect __ _ 
Charles D. Platt ____________ ------ _______ _ 
Henry M. Walradt __________ .t>resb _____ _ 
Samuel A.Farrand, PH. n __ , Nonsect __ _ 
Miss Anna F. Whitmore ___ Nonsect __ _ 
Miss Harriet I. Anable ______ Nonsect __ _ 
Eliot R. Payson, A. M _______ Reformed __ 
Geo. D. Horner, A. M ________ Meth ______ _ 
Joel Wilson. A. M ___________ Nonsect __ _ 
Dearborn, Morgan & Ken- Nonsect __ _ 
nedy. 
2 
4 
1 
4 
5 
2 
8 
1 
0 
5 
1 
3 
4 
~I~ 
0 237 
6 41 
0 33 I 
6 39 
17 0 
1 35 
0 48 
0 164 
7 0 
9 0 
1 89 
1 6 
2 40 
13 57 
-~-r-'l~ 
0 0 0 150 
29 0 0 3 
0 0 0 10 
25 0 0 ----
100 0 0 ----
0 0 0 ----
0 ---- ---- 4 
0 0 0 58 
34 
---- ----
0 
30 
---- ----
0 
0 1 0 59 
14 
---- ----
2 
10 0 0 10 
148 0 0 13 
12 13 14 ' ii ~1~ lS 19 
0 87 0 20 0 20 0 0 
0 2 0 1 0 6 4 7 
0 15 0 5 0 8 45 0 
---- ---- ----
1 3 10 7 14 
---- ---- ----
0 3 6 20 40 
---- ---- ----
1 0 ----- 20 0 
2 2 0 2 0 ----- 20 0 
0 35 0 16 0 28 79 0 
2 0 4 0 0 4 0 16 
4 ---- ---- ---- ---- 1 0 27 
0 30 0 32 0 32 61 15 
6 1 1 3 7 ----- 2 2 
4 5 0 1 1 4 14 6 
5 I 11 3 5 0 9 61 72 
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Paterson Classical and Scientific L.A. Rogers, A. M., David Nonsect ___ 3 0 42 0 0 0 18 o I 14 0 3 o _____ 18 I 0 Paterson ____ ___ ____ ___ 
School. Magee, jr., A . B ____ _______ 
4 0 82 0 0 0 54 0 ]5 "() 10 0 10 18 0 Plainfield _____________ Lea.l's Schoolfor Boys _________ ___ John Leal, A. B ______________ 
------- ---- --- 9 0 64 0 0 ---- 0 0 1 0 20 Plainfield (13W. Sev- Semin,ary for Young Ladies _____ Miss Elvira Kenyon _____ ___ Nonsect __ _ 1 
---- ---- -- --
enth st.). 
Preparatory SchooL _____ _________ John B. Fine ________________ 5 0 65 0 0 0 45 0 20 0 16 0 16 0 0 Princeton ____________ Salem ____ _____________ Friends' S elect School* __________ Mrs. R.H. Reinhardt ___ ____ Friends ____ 0 2 20 6 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 17 24 Short Hills ___________ Baquet Institute __________________ Miss Harriett S . Baquet ____ Epis ________ 0 5 0 27 
---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ----
0 1 1 5 8 Somerville _______ ___ _ Classical School _____ _______ _____ _ Rev. James A. Mets _________ Nonsect ___ 2 1 18 4 0 0 8 2 9 2 2 0 2 4 6 m Summit _____ __________ Summit Academy __ ____ __________ James Heard, A . M __________ Nonsect ___ 4 0 28 0 0 0 12 0 12 0 0 0 -0 7 0 1-3 Do _____ __________ Summit Collegiate Inslri.tute _____ Martin Bahler ______________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 0 30 0 0 0 5 ----
----
0 1 1 4 16 > 
, voodstown _______ ___ Woodstown Academy ____________ A. C. Norris _________________ Friends ____ 1 2 40 43 0 0 1 0 2 0 ---- ---- -- --- 5 7 1-3 H 
U1 NEW MEXICO. 
1-3 
H Santa Fe __ ____ _______ Loretta Academy, Our Lady of Mother Francisca ___________ R. c ________ 0 2 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 O· 2 1 0 41 0 Light.* U1 Do ______________ Whitin Hall SchooL _____________ . Marshall R. Gaines _____ __ ___ Cong _______ 1 0 8 7 0 0 1 0 ----
---- ---- ---- --- - -
42 39 
0 
NEW YORK. ~ 
Adams ________________ Adams Collegiate Institute*- ____ Orlo B. Rhodes··········-'-- 3 4 64 76 0 0 19 2 1 0 4 1 36 0 0 1-d Albany (Kenwood)- · Academy of the Sacred Heart __ __ Madame S.Jones _________ ___ R.C __ ______ 0 24 0 104 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- -
0 0 13 0 128 ~ H Albany ____ ____________ Albany Academy __ __________ __ ____ Henry P. Warren, A. B ______ Nonsect ___ 7 1 165 0 0 0 50 0 30 0 16 0 22 97 0 
-<1 Albany (155 Wash- Albany Female Academy ________ Miss Lucy A. Plympton ____ Nonsect ___ 2 10 0 67 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 10 0 40 P> ington ave.). 
0 1-3 Albany (43 Lodge st.) Christian Brothers' Academy ____ Brother Constantine ___ _____ R.C ___ _____ 9 0 80 0 0 0 4 4 0 3 0 4 132 0 t:_zj A lbany _____ ___________ St. Agnes' School . ___ _______ ___ ____ Rt. Rev. Wm. C. Doane, D. D _ Epis ________ 7 26 0 228 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 10 25 Amsterdam __________ Amsterdam Academy _______ ______ Chas. C. Wetsell ____ _________ Nonsect ___ 0 2 14 17 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 13 U). Do------------ -- St. Ma ry 's C- atholic Institute _____ Rev. J.P. Mcin~row _____ ____ R.C --- - ---- 1 1 25 45 0 0 -- -- --- - 0 0 0 0 7 280 270 trj Antwerp _____________ Ives Seminary ____________________ S. C. Kimm ______ --- ·· ________ Meth _______ 2 6 50 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 0 Argyle ____ ____________ Argyle Academy ______ ____________ Wm. G. Goodwin ____________ Nonsect ___ 1 1 5 10 0 0 3 1 0 2 0 1 1 21 15 0 Astoria, L. I. City Astoria Latin School _____________ Chas.Lyman Shaw ________ Nonsect ___ 1 0 10 1 - --- --- - 9 1 
---- --- - ---- ---- -----
0 0 z (1 57 Franklin st.) . 
t:::, Aurora ____ ____________ Cayuga L ake Military Academy_ A. K. McAlpine, A.M ______ __ Presb ,----- 5 0 60 0 0 0 18 0 4 0 5 0 13 0 0 >-Belleville _____________ Union Academy ___________________ CharlesJ.Galpirr,A.M ______ 3 5 52 64 0 0 3 3 20 15 3 3 17' 0 0 ~ Binghamton __________ Lady Jane Grey School __________ Miss Mary R. Hyde _________ Nonsect ___ 2 8 0 fiO 
---- ----
0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 10 ~ Bridgehampton ______ Literary and Commercial Insti- L. w. Hallock, A. M ---------- Nonsect ___ 2 2 27 26 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 2 0 2 2 tute. 
00. Brooklyn (63 New Bedford He1ghts Institute _______ G ·eorge Rodeman, A. M., 
----- ---------
3 0 24 0 0 0 6 0 3 0 2 0 4 12 0 0 York ave. ) . PH.D. 
::i:: Brooklyn (153-185 Berkeley Institute ________________ Miss Charlotte E. Hayner __ Nonsect ___ 0 4 0 22 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 100 0 Lincoln Place) . 
0 Brooklyn (138 Mon- Brooklyn Heights Seminary _____ Misses Colton-Steele ________ Nonsect ___ 3 8 0 100 0 0 ---- ---- 0 2 0 2 11 0 40 t'-i tague st.). 
m Brooklyn--- ---- ---- - - Brooklyn Latin School __ _ __ Caskie Harrison, M. A ______ 7 0 92 0 0 0 25 0 10 0 14 0 (/ 0 0 •, Bi~~~f~e\1_02 Berk- Cheneviereinstitute ----··· · ·- ·-- Wm. A. Stamm _____________ Nonsect ___ 2 1 29 10 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 2 21 0 B~';r~~?n (119 S!xth Christiansen Institute ___ __ ____ ___ Mr.3. E. C. Stacker __________ Nonsect ___ 0 3 0 20 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
0 0 60 
1-1. 
*Statistics of 1890-'91. r--'-
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. YORK-Cont'd. I 
I< lyn (139 Clio· Prof. Degbuee's School for Girls. Joseph Deghu6e ..........•. -----· ---- ---- 2 2 0 
30 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
st.). Sister M. Loretta Regan . ~ klyn (209 Clin· Female Institute of the Visita· R.C ...... .. 0 8 0 60 0 0 .... ---- ---- --- - ---- -- - -
,we.L tion. 
klyn (310 State German.American Academy .... . Chayles J. Deghuee, L. H. n. Nonsect ... 3 0 25 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 4 0 
klyn ........•. ... Pratt Instltute, Technfoal High Wm. 0. Pratt ................ Nonsect ... 3 2 40 20 0 
1 
-- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
School Depart:r,nent.* 
l,Jyn (525 Clin· Miss Rounds' School for Girls . .. Miss Christiana Rounds .... Nonsect ... 0 10 0 83 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
u.ve ). 
ldyn (61-65 Mes· .rurn vereins School, English Prof. Max Pannevitz ....... Nonsect ... 6 2 35 13 0 0 ---- - -- - ---- ---- ---- ----
le :,;t.) . and German. 
,lo ............•... Academy of the H oly Ali.gels .... Sister D. M. Kirby . ........ . R.C ........ 0 6 0 55 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
,lu t284 Delaware Buffalo Seminary•._ .... ........ . . Mrs. C. F. Hartt ............ Nonseot ... 1 7 0 96 0 0 .... - -- - ---- -- --
0 0 
~lo (621-623 Dela- Heathcote School. .•••...• ........ Lester Wheeler .. ... _ ....... -------------- 2 3 35 a .... ---- 20 0 15 0 10 0 
re ave.). 
,lo (749Washing- Sacred Heart High School. ...... Sister M. Leonard .......... R.C ........ 0 4 0 43 0 0 0 0 .••. ----
0 4 
. at). 
,ndatguo. ......•.. C11,n:indaigua Academy .. .. ...... . J. Carlton Norris .......... . . Nonsect ... 5 2 121 0 0 0 40 0 25 0 
12 0 
Do ......... _ .•.. Granger Place School .. _.. ... . .. . Miss Caroline A. Com»tock, Nonsect ... 0 8 0 44 0 0 
0 7 .•.. 
----
0 2 
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Onnisteo ..•. : .. : .. c ••• Canisteo Academy ......•......... DanielM. Estee:A.M ····· -- ------··----·- } 5 44 47 0 0 0 1 0 1 12 48 52 
6 0 68 0 0 0 2 -T -T 0 0 11 0 6 Carmel.. _____ s._-···-- Drew Ladies' Seminary __ _____ ___ Rev. Geo. C. S_m1th ______ . ___ Meth _______ , , 
5 15 20 11 arthage ·-····----·-- St. James SdhooL ___ --- ------- ;-·. Sister _Josephrne ---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ·----- 0 --- - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
--o" ·--o azenovia . ___ ----"--- Cazenovia.Seminary ______________ Isaac N. Olements --- - -· ---- M. ~ --- - -- -- ~ 3 122 109 0 0 40 5 20 5 9 5 22 
Chappaqua ___ ·-·----- Mountain Institute _________ ---· -· S. C. Collins ______ ____ . ___ -~-- Fhends____ 
1 
5 49 36 0 0 -- -- ---- ---- ---- 2 1 6 10 2 Cincinnatus _____ Cincinnatus Academy ______ ______ W. A. !~galls ________________ -----.- ________ l 1l 22 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 15 13 Claverack __ -----·---- Claverack College and Hudson Arthur H. Flack ___________ ,_ M. E____ ___ _ 6 7 74 6i 0 0 19 1 10 0 7 1 21 15 4-
River Institute*. I 
Clifton Springs--···- Female Seminary>I< _______________ Wm. A. Deering,. A. M . • ___ • _ Nonsect ___ 1 4 21 38 0 0 0 1 5 12 0 2 3 8 5 m Clinton _____ , _________ Cottage Seminary ________ _______ _ Rev. Chester W. Hawley ____ Nonsect ___ 1 4 Q 21 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 5 5 6 23 1-3 
Do----- - ----· --- Houghton Seminary* ____________ A. S-. Benedict _____________ _ Presb _____ _ 2 5 0 83 
---- --- -
0 0 d 3 0 0 13 3 15 > Cornwall-on-t h e-Hud Cornwall Heights Schop! __ .. _____ Carlos H . Stone-···-- -- -·--- Nonsect -·. 2 1 13 0 0 0 7 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 1-3 
son. H 
20 w 
Deihi ____ ._. ___________ Delaware Academy _______________ 
·willis D. Graves ____ -"------ Nonsect ___ 2 2 80 82 0 0 18 6 7 0 3 1 7 20 1-3 Dobbs Ferry _________ Boarding and Day School. _______ Misses Masters ____ ·--·------ Nonsect ___ O· 10 0 50 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- - 9 11 H Do __________ ____ Westminster School. _____________ W. L . Cushing------·------- 7 0 70 0 ---- ---- 60 0 10 0 5 0 5 0 0 0 Dundee ___ ______ ______ Preparatory School ________ _____ E. E. Cates __________________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 40 50 8 0 0 w East Springfield _____ East Springfield Academy ______ __ A. M. ~ollister ______________ Nonsect_ 1 1 27 26 0 --o- 2 --2· • 0 --o- --o· --i- i 0 0 · 0 Eddytown ________ . _ _._ Starkey Seminary _______ _________ Alva H. Morrill _____________ Christian __ 5 1 20 21 1 0 13 1 3 3 1 0 6 69 34 l'rj El bridge ____ • ___ ______ Munroe Collegiate Institute _____ _ 
1~\~~}~11i!·A~6t~1!i:ers::=== 
Nonsect ____ 2 2 18 23 0 0 7 0 0 0 1 0 10 20 14 Elmira (218W.Istst). .St. UrsuJa School _________________ Nonsect ____ 0 2 0 20 
--- - ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- -- -- ----
2 3 19 ~ Fairfield __________ ____ Fairfield Seminary* ______________ D. D. and F. L. Warne ______ Nonsect ____ 6 8 100 75 0 0 19 16 14 4 9 3 28 0 0 Flatbush _____________ Erasmus Hall Academy _____ _ .___ , 
:ri~s 1i~~~lr~ii~1~~-~== ===~ 
1 1 7 6 0 0 8 1 1 3 0 4 4 29 33 H Flushing-------·----- Flushing Institute ____________ --.- Nonsect ____ 3 0 44 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 ----- 1 0 <: Do-----·-------- St. Joseph's Institute* __ __________ Sister St. Joseph __________ __ 0 5 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 12 0 30 :i:,. Fort Edward _________ Collegiate Institute _______ ·------- J.E. King _______ . ___________ M.E __ ______ 4 8 0 92 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 2 15 0 20 t-9 Franklin _____________ Delaware Literary Institute ______ Chas. H. Verriil, A. M., PH. D_ Nonsect ____ 4 4 30 50 0 0 8 4 9 10 
--~-
40 50 t:,j Franklinville ____ . ___ _ Ten Broeck Free Academy* ______ Hamilton Terry _________ ___ _ Nonsect __ __ 2 2 26 26 0 0 11 2 0 0 1 7 46 45 Garden City __________ St. Mary's Cathedr~l School * ____ Miss J Ulia Hutchins Farwell P. E __ ___ · ___ 1 3 4 20 0 0 () 7 0 3 ---- ---- b 8 18 w Do ______________ St. Paul's Cathedral School. _____ Charles S. Moore ____ • ___ ___ _ Epis ________ 12 0 115 0 0 (j (J 0 ---- ---- i2 0 12 {J 0 t:,j Geneva _______________ De Lancey School. _______ ______ ___ Miss Mary S. Smart ________ Epis ________ 2 3 2 
-36 /j 0 0 2 0 0 () 0 0 2 14 0 Glen Cove __ ___ _______ Miss Hopkin's School. ____________ Miss Mary H. Hopkins _____ Nonsect ____ 0 3 iO 4 0 0 3 i 0 0 3 2 5 8 2 0 Greenville ____________ Greenville Academy _____________ _ T. W. Stewart __ ·--------·--- Presb ______ 1 1 30 40 0 0 --- - -- -- ---- ---- 0 0 0 5 5 ~ Hamilton __ ___________ Colgate Academy ______ __ _________ Rev. John Green, PH. D. ____ Bapt _______ 6 0 154 20 0 0 125 1~ 30 0 18 1 i5 30 0 t:1 Hartwick _____________ Hartwick Seminary ______________ Rev. W . Hull __ ___ . _________ _ Luth _______ 3 1 30 7 0 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 4 ---- >: Havana ______________ Cook Academy ____ ________ .·-- ____ Albert C. Hill _____________ ___ Bapt ____ ___ 5 6 73 78 0 0 37 21 7 7 5 6 12 28 21 :;o Hudson-·-- ____ ____ __ Misses Skinner's School for Girls Miss Sarah R. Skinner ____ _ 
--- ----- ---- --
0 2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 21 ~ Ithaca ________________ Cascadilla School. _____ ___________ James E. Russell. __________ _ Nonsect ____ 10 0 66 0 0 0 11 (j 55 0 15 0 15 0 0 Jamaica _______ ___ ____ Union Hall Seminary _____________ :~~~ t.~.i~~~l-i~!-=======~ Nonsect __ __ 0 3 0 12 ---- ---- 0 0 ---- ---- ---- -- -- 2 0 34 · Ul Kindetbook ____ __ ____ Kinderhook Academy _ _ _______ _ . Nonsect __ . __ 0 l 0 18 io 5 0 - - -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---.-
---- -- --- ~ La,nsingburg ________ . Lansingburg Academy* __________ Charles T. R. Smith·---- --- Noiisect ____ 2 2 27 bl 0 2 5 2 2 1 0 1 9 19 29 Le Roy __ . __ ____ _______ Academic Institute* ______________ Frank M. Comstock, A. M., Nonsect ··-· 1 3 36 17 0 0 2 1 15 1 io 0 "---- 28 45 0 C. E . , PH. D. 0 Lin1a -------·-··------ Genesee Wesleyan Seminary. ____ Rev. W. R. Benham, D. D., M.E -----·- 7 6 58 59 
-- -- - -- -
20 4 fZB 6 i7 19 50 287 301 t'-i A. M, r,:i Locust Valley ________ Friends Academy* _______________ Franklin P. Wilson _________ Friends 2 2 28 27 d () () 0 8 4 0 0 0 14 13 Mac~don Center ______ Maced?n Academy ________________ C. S . Palmer ________ _____ __ _ Nonsect--~~~ 2 1 44 21 ·0 0 0 0 ' 3 2 0 () ' 2 a 0 Mar~on --------------- Colleg1atelnstit11te _________ _____ _ Elmer G. Frail. ___ • ______ __ _ Bapt ____ ___ 2 3 50 52 0 0 5 4 0 0 1 4 12 0 0 Monah --- ---- ---- ---- Sherman Collegiate Institute ____ B. L. Brown. ---- --·------·--- Nonsect 2 2 80 72 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
io 3 13 18 20 Mount Vernon (Firl"t The M,isses Lockwood·s Collegi- Misses Loekwood .. _________ Nonsect===~ 1 6 0 39 
--- - ----
0 22 
----
0 4 6 11 52 ~ a.ve., near 2d st.). ate School for Girls. · f--1. 
* Statistics of i890-·9t. ,-...;. C't 
T ,\ BLE 5.-Statistics of endowed academies, seminaries, and other private secondary schools for 1891-'92-Con. tinued. 
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NEW' TORK-cont'd. 0 
New Brighton (Stat· Brigh ton Heights Seminary . .... Dr. Geo. W . Cook ...•.... . .. Nonsect .... 1 5 0 40 
-- -- -- - -
0 4 0 0 1 0 10 ~ 
on Island). ~i-3 
Nl'W Bri~bton ........ St. Mar gar et's School for Girls .. Misses Spurling and Briggs_ Nonsect . . .. 0 3 0 15 0 0 0 3 0 0 .... 
----
0 0 13 ,_. 
New Brighton (52 Trinity English and Classi cal J ohn M. Hawkins, PH. D ... P . E ........ 1 0 29 1 0 0 19 1 4 0 2 1 
-- -- -
10 0 00 
Lafayette ave.). !:-chool for Boys.* CJ:) 
Newburg (Semi· Siglar's P r ep ar atory School . ... H enry W . Sigla r . . ... . . . ···- Nonsect ·· - 2 0 31 0 0 0 19 0 I' 21 0 4 0 ..... 15 o. 
,_. 
I 
nary Place). CJ:) 
New York {117-lHl Barnard School ................ . . William L. H azen -·· ·-··· ·- Nonsect .. . 4 0 47 0 0 0 19 0 11 0 4 0 5 77 0 ~ w. 125th st.). 
Ntiw York (:::0 w. Berkeley School ........ . ......... J ohn s. W hite, L L .D •• • • •. •. Nonsect .. . 12 3 180 0 
41thst.). 0 0 150 0 30 0 25 0 22 100 0 
Kew York (17 W.
1 
Brnnrley School . ...•............. J. G. Cr oswell. ... .. . ··-· . .. . Nonsect ... 3 22 0 116 I 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 15 30 0 0 11st st.). 
0 ! 10 New York (131 W. Callisen's School for Boys and Dr. A. Callisen, A. Callisen, "N'onsect -- · 6 () 38 0 0 0 15 0 •! 0 5 0 0 
13d st.). and Young Men j r . I 
New Yorlc (423 Madi· Classical and English Sch ool. .. . I. H . Morse .................. Nonsect ... 3 1 34 0 . •• . 
- ---
30 o ! 4 0 2 0 2 27 0 
'SOU a.ve.). 
NewYork (1961 Madi· Classical Sch ool for Girls .... . .. . Miss Lila V. North .. .... .. . Nonsect .. . 0 2 0 31 0 0 0 3 0 15 0 2 2 0 1 4 1 
sou ave.) . .~~~~~~~.~ ~: 1: I Ne,v Yorlc (721Madi· The Collegiate School * .......... R ev .HenryB.Cha pin, D . n., 0 25 0 0 0 10 0 4 0 21 0 .... . 50 1 0 sou a,e.). P H.D o \ 225 0 0 0 ..•. ... • .. .• -··· . ••. . 40 I 0 New Yorlc (f>lst st., Columbia Grammar School * .•.. B acon & Campbell. . ....... . 
n ear Mn.ctil:!onn.ve.). 
Columbia Institute .....•.•••.•... Edwin Fowler, M. D., A. B ... Nonsect ... 10 4 101 I 0 0 0 29 1 0 38 0 10 0 12 I 35 I 0 N ew York (s. w. cor· 
ner w. 22d st. 
11ndWest End ave. ) . 
Comstock School.! ............... Miss Lydia Day . ............ 4 1 0 40 ---- --- - 0 3 ···- - - -- ---- ---- 4 0 30 New York (32 W. -----------·- -
40th st.;. 
N ew York (20 East The Cutler School ••••............ Arthur H. Cutler ........ . ... Non sect ... 12 1 145 0 0 0 125 0 20 0 9 0 9 0 0 
50th st.). 
Henry C. Miller and Ar· Nonsect ___ 7 0 73 0 0 0 36 0 28 0 21 0 26 0 0 New York (1419-1485 Dwight SchooL. .................. if) Broadway). th ur Williams. 
N ew York (Manhat· Female Academy of the Sacred Madame E. Hogan ......... . R.C . ....•. . 0 27 0 175 
----
0 0 0 0 ···- 2 0 72 ~ ---- -- -- ~ tanville, 128th st. Heart. 
'"'.l and St. Nicholas H 
ave.). cf) 
New York (E. 16th Friends' Seminary----·-·····-·-- Ed ward A. H. Allen, c. E ___ Friends ____ 3 3 25 37 0 0 -·- - ---- - - -- ---- 0 1 2 31 30 1-.:.3 st.). H Q New York (607 Fifth Rev. Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Gardner's Rev. CharlesH. Gardner ____ Nonsect ___ 0 3 0 55 
-- -- ----
0 2 ---- -- - - ---- ---- ---·- 0 30 c/2 ave.). School. 
New York (55 w. Miss Gibbon's School ........ . .. . Miss Sarah H. Emerson .... Nonsect ___ 0 2 0 40 
---- ----
0 Ji 
---- ----
0 3 3 0 9 0 47th st.). ~ New York (34 w. Halsey's Collegiate School for vVm. D. Halsey, PH. D ...••• 
--------------
8 0 60 0 ---- ---- 45 0 15 0 13 0 17 40 0 40thst.). Boys. 
"'"d New York (824 Lex· Heidenfield Institute ..... . . . .. ... Dr. Theo. E. H eidenfield . __ Nom;ect ... 4 6 40 25 
---- ----
'i 6 3 0 6 5 13 15 10 ~ ington ave.). H 
New York (343 W. Holycross Academy ......... .... SisterM. Helena ..•••....•.. R.C ..... ... 1 4 0 120 0 0 -·· · 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
4 40 70 ~ 42d st.). > New Yorlc (20 w. The "Irving School"* ..... ...... Louis Dwight Ray .......... Nonsect .. . 2 1 12 0 0 0 7 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 0 1-.:.3 59Lh s t.). t_,,,j 
:N'ew York (44-50 2d La Salle Academy ......... . .. .... Brother Aga pas ....... : .... _ R.C ........ 4 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 110 0 rn st.). 
Nt>wYork (336 Lenox Lenox Institute ................... Andrew Zerban, presidlint. Nonsect ... !) 1 35 30 0 0 6 4 .6 4 2 2 4 20 15 t_,,,j G ave.). 
0 New York (521 W. McMullen's Private S chool for John MacMullen .... _ .. _ .... Nonsect ... 1 1 12 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 161st s t.). Boys. ~ 
New York (57 w. Miss Newell's Home and Day Miss Ellen M. Newell. . . .... Nonsect . .. 0 1 0 14 
---- ----
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 t; 130th st.). School for Girls. > New York (6 and 8 The Reed School. .......... _ ...... Miss Julia G. McAllister ... P . E ........ 2 5 0 80 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- - -----
0 6 ~ East 53d st.). i-<: 
N ew Y ork (50 w. The Riverside School. . ........... Miss Emily A. Ward ... .... Nonsect ... 0 5 4 39 0 r 5 0 0 0 2 2 17 20 104th st.). lf. New Yor~ (38 W. Sachs' Collegiate Institute ....... Dr. Julius Sachs ............ Nonsect .. . 13 2 123 1 0 0 52 1 15 0 22 1 25 113 0 0 50th st.). ~ New York (313-315 Saint Bridget's Academy ··· - .... Sisters of Charity .......... R.C ........ 1 2 0 29 0 0 0 4 ··-· 3 ····· 39 76 0 E. ](\th st., Sta- ---- ---- 0 
tion " D." ). i 
~1 
r 
N ew York (23 E. St. John"s Baptist School for Sisters of St. John Baptist. Epis ....... 0 5 0 29 
---- ----
:1 7 ···- --- - 0 2 0 11 
</1 17th St.). Girls. 
N ew York (224 w. St. Louis College ....... . .......... John P. Brophy, LL. D ····•· R.C ........ 7 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 58th st.). 
* Statistics of 1890--'91. 
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TAOLE 5.-Statistics of cndmce<l. academies, seminaries, ancl other private secondary schools for,1891- '92-Continued. 
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NF.W YORK-cont'd. 
New York (8 E . 46th 
:,1t). 
New York (148Eliza.-
beth St.). 
New York (280-282W. 
ilst st.). 
New Yorlc (ill Madi-
son ave.). 
New York (645 Madi· 
son ave.). 
No1·th Granville _____ _ 
Nyaclc ______ ··--------
Oalctield Oxford __ _ 
Peekskill 
Do _____ -----·--
Do 
Do- .. · -·--·-· ·-· 
Do ... ·--· ···--
Do . ---· •.•... 
Pelh11,m Manor .... __ . 
~t. Ma.ry·s SchooL ----------------1 Sister s of Mar y __ , E pis -------1 1 
St. Ma.thew's Academy -----------·1 Rev. E. Bohm --·-·----------1 Ev. Luth ___ l 5 
Yan Norman Institute ___________ Mme. Yan Norman _________ Nonsect __ __ 0 
Mrs. Matilda Weil's School ______ _ Matilda Weil___________________________ ___ 1 
Woodbridge School* J . WoodbridgeDaYlS, PH. D. 
C. E. 
North Gn.nville Seminary _____ __ La Roy F. Griffin. A. M ______ Nonsect ____ \1 2 
Nyaclc Seminary _______ __ _________ Mrs. Imogene Bertholf. ____ Epis________ 0 
Cary Collegiate Seminary ________ Rev. C. C. Gove, A. M ________ Epis ________ • 2 
Oxrnrd Academy __________________ Fred L . Gamage____________ ___ ___ _____ __ _ 1 
Mohegan Lake School. ___________ Maj. H enry W a ters____________ ___ __ __ ____ 3 
Peeksl,Hl Military Academy _____ Dr. J . N. 'l'ilden _____________ Nonsect____ 9 
St. Gabriel's School ___ __ ____ _____ Sister Esther, c. s. M ________ Epis____ ____ o 
Vienland Preparatory School * _ _ Carl A. Hostrom ___ .. __ . __ . _ Epis . __ . _ __ _ 3 
Westchester County I n stitute ___ Charles Unterreiner-------· . ____ ---- ---- 2 
Worrall Hall ______ ·---··--·- · ---·· Col. Charles J . Wright ______ Epis________ 2 
T a rt's School tor B4'ys ___________ Horace D. Tart ______________ Nonsect ... - 3 
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0 00 3 0 2303 0 
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13 ---- · ··- ---- --·· --- · - -·· 2 1 8 .--o· --o· -20· ·-o· ·-5- --o· ·-5- ·-o-
1 I 4 
3 2 
0 18 
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00 
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c.o 
~-.;) 
E L dl & Hall 1 2 30 26 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 - ----Peterboro -·-····-·--- Evans Academy----- ---- --------- vans, u ow ·--·-·- -------- ------ 1 1 4 JO o o 2 2 o o o o O 15 14 PinePln.ins .......•... Se,r.mour-Smithlnstitute ____ . ___ Rev.A.Ma~tice.4.M ________ Nonsect .... o 5 2 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 5 30 
Plattsburg-·--------- D'Yonville Academy-----·-- .- ---- Sister McMillan __ . ___ _______ R. C -- ------ 1 3 10 40 o o 3 ? 4 2 2 1 1! 20 10 Pompey -·-······--·-· Pompey Academy----·--- : ··----- D. H. Cook_~---------------·--------------- 1 5 0 93 0 0 0 10 o o o o 11 o 75 Poughkeepsie, ________ Lyndon-Hall ~chool ________ . ___ - Samuel W. Buck ____________ ·-------- ----- 3 O 2 · O O o' 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 20 0 Do ___ . _____ _____ Military Institute _________________ H.B. Niver __________________ Nonsect____ -- . 
6 0 17 13 Do Qul·ncy School* · _ CarrieE. Silloway __________ Nonsect 1 1 13 13 0 0 1 -··· .... 0 ..... 
·········· .... --····- -····-····· ··-- 2 0 0 0 33 0 47 0 5 0 38 0 Do_·········-·-· RiverviewAcademy ... .... _ ..... _ Bisbee&Amen ... ·-········· Nop.sect_ ... 12 115 
0 0 
. 
10 6 0 2 1 10 0 0 
lfl 
Randolph ..... ...... .. Chamberlaininstitute ....... - .... JamesT.Edwards,LL.D, ... ~LE ... .. __ . 3 5 100 1 13 0 15 
0 0 70 
..,
5 
'"'.3 
Red Creek .. ·-·-······ Union Semina1·y* , ·· · -- --···-···· Rev. Wm. H. Rogers, A.M __ Nonsect .. __ 2 1 24 16 0 0 5 1 3 3 0 , :> 
Rochester ____ ····-··· AcademyoftheSacredHeart .... MissAliceM.Carrigan._ ... R,C ___ ····- 0 5 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 ········ - ··-· 0 50 '"'.3 
Rochester (107 State Hale's Classical and Scientific George D. Hale···-····-···· ~onsect. __ . 1 0 17 2 0 0 8 0 8 2 6 1 7 4 0 01 s~). School •
Rochester ............ Livingston Park Seminary ______ Mrs. C. M. Curtis ............ Epis........ 1 3 0 32 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 2 14 ~ 
Do ........... ... Nazareth Academy·-···········-· SisterMaryAQ.elaide ....... R.C _···-··· 0 -2 0 50 0 0 0 12 -··· .... 0 1 14 0 100 o 
Do .............. Mrs. Nicbols's School*_. ·-···· __ Mrs. Sarah J. Nichols··"··· Nonsect.... 0 3 0 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 17 fJl 
Do_ ............. WagnerMemorialLutheranCol· Rev.J.Steinhaeuser ........ Luth ....... 4 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 lege.* Rochester (9 GibbR Young Ladies' Seminary ........ Miss M. Cr~ttenden ....... Nonsect.-.. 0 2 0 50 0 0 0 12 0 8 0 1 3 0 10 ~ 
st. l. 
Rome ...... ·-········· St.Peter'sAcademy ....... ·- · ··· SisterHolyFamily ...... -.. R.C ........ 0 2 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 20 r-o 
Sag Harbor- .......... Academy of the Sacred Heart of Mother Basile ........ .. ..... R. c ... ..... o 1 o 13 .... ... . o o o o ............. 10 16 l;tJ 
Mary. ,..... 
Salem ...... ....••..... Washin~tonAc~demy .. ..... ~ ... . Wil~erB.~arding ....•..... Nonsect .... 1 2 30 70 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 122 103 ;; 
Saugerties··-········ Saugerties Institute .. ······-·--·· Willlam Wight.............. 1 1 20 25 O O ::i O O O O O O 20 10 
8 Sauquoit ... .......... Sauquoit Academy-·············· N. Leonard·-·---············ Nonsect.... 1 1 13 23 0 O 1 1 0 O 1 1 5 24 11 tr:l 
Sherwood .......... .. Sherwood Select School.. ........ Agnes L. 'l'ierney ··········- Nonsect.... 0 2 17 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 ···- .... 0 6 3 
Sing Sing ............ Dr: Holbrook's Mil_i~ary School. Rev. D. A. Holbrook· · ····-· Nonsect.... 8 0 70 0 O O 20 0 2(! 0 5 0 .... 0 0 w 
Do .............. Mounttleasant M1lltaryAcad- J.HoweAllen .......•....... Nonsect .... 7 0 80 0 0 0 10 0 15 0 8 0 16 0 0 tr:l 
Do·····-········ St~~K1m'sSchool ._ .............. _ Gi~son.Bos~wick,&Adams. Epis ... ~···· 6 0 46 0 o O 26 0 20 O 5 Oo 5 O O 25 
Sodus ... ........ : ..... Sodus Academy_ .................. Ell-shaCurt1s __ ·············· Nonsect .... 1 1 25 20 -··· -··· ........ -··· .... -··· .... 9 15 10 ~ 
Southold·-··········· Southold Academy.- ...... ···-···· Miss'Louise C. Pond_·-····- Nonsect.... O 2 9 20 O O 1 1 1 O •...••.• ···-· 9 1 l t:l 
Stapleton ..... --·· .... St,aten Island Academy.* ......... Frederick E. Partington .. _ Nonsect.... 1 4 29 40 O O 29 10 2 5 7 72 6l • 
Suspension Bridge .. DeVeauxSchool .......... _ ...... ReignaldH.Coe_············ Epis. 4 O 42 O O O 14 O ··-· .•.. 6 o 6 28 o iP" 
S7racuse -············ St. ,Tohn'sCatholicAcademy .... Rev.M. Clune_·······-······· R. c:.:::::: 2 3 10 70 o O o o o o O o 8 158 .290 ~ 
'larrytown ·····-····· Irving Institute .. ·········-······- John M.Fu,rnam, A. M .....• Nonsect_... 3 1 22 O O O 3 o 5 o 4 o 5 10 o ~ 
. po·············- School for Young Ladies···-···- M1ssH. L. Bulkley_········- Nonsect O 5 0 37 ........... ........................ .. o 3 
Tivoli ................ _ Trinity School* .................. Rev. Jas. Starrqark, S.T.D. Epis .... ::·: 5 1 40 2 ··-· .... 5 1 6 o· .... ··-· 8 ··-. ...• 2j 
T1:oy ·~;:,··· -·.·· ······-- ~a Salle Institute·········-····-· Brother Edward, F. s. c •.•• R. c ...... :. 5 0 6\l O O O 1 O 2 O 2 O 9 185 .... h-< 
:}:1.oy(2~31Fifthave.l l::,t,Peter';,Academyr·-·····-····· Sisterl.VLAdilia ............. R.C ........ 1 2 0 40 O O O O O O O O 2 200 260 O 
roy ·'-····· ·· ··-····· Troy Academy··-···············-· Maxey & Barnes .... __ ...... Nonsect 4 0 60 0 0 O 19 O 24 O 18 O 19 70 O 
0 ?0 ············-· Troy.F'emaleSeminary. __ ······· MissEmilyT.Wilcox ...... Nonsect···· 1 -6 0 48 O O O O o 4 o o O o 60 
gn~dil~a·-.-···-- · ····· U~aciilla Academy* .............. L .A. Groat_ ................. Nonsect:::: I 3 47 55 0 0 6 4 5 3 O 3 3 16 20 ~ 
uf10n prmgs · ··-··· Friend~' A:-'a~emy ·--············- Chas. H._Jones .............. Friends . .. . 3 3 47 29 0 O 6 4 o O 1 4 13 7 8 · 1;!a . ................ Mrs PiattsSchooL. .... _ ....... _ M-rs,JullaC.~.Piatt_ ...... Nonsect .... o 3 O 90 O o o 5 o 5 ·-·-· o 30 
Vernna_-·····-······ · · Home School. ..... .. .... _ .. _ ...... .M1ssTheodos1aM. Foster.............. o 1 O 9 -··· .... o 1 5 7 
~alw?ith -··········· Wa_lworthAcademy ·····-·--····· A._H. M~Murray······•·-···· Nonsect_.:: 1 1 4 9 0 O 1 1 O o o 1 7 17 22 
-Wateitown .. ·-·--···· 4 rvm~S<'hool. .................... M1ssEd1thL.Cooper ....... Nonsect 1 2 0 21 0 o o O O 3 o o O 7 17 
Westchester .......... Boys'BoardingSchool ........... B.T.Harrington,M.A __ ··-· P.E .... :::: 4 o 17 0 ........ 8 o ........ 2 o 3 o o >,--1-
* Statistics of 1890-.ll. ~ 
~ 
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?'-EW YORK-cont'd. 
Westrhester ......... . 
West New Brighton. 
Yonkers ............ . 
Sam·ed Hea,t Academy ___ --------1 B,othe, August _________ ----1 R. C ____ ----1 
: 1 :1 
,. I St. Austins School . .... .... .. ... . Rev. George Wm. Dumbell, Epis .. . ..•.. 70 
D. D . 
l\1ilita.ry School*................. Ezra B. Faucher, A. M ....•• Presb ...... 20 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Albemarle ............ Albemarle Academy* ............ Bivens & Helms ............ M. E . ... .. . 
All Healing .. ... ...... Jones·s Seminary ... .... ....... ... C. A. Hampton .... .......... Nonsect ... . 
AsheYille ............. Bingham School .. ... .... . .. ..... R. Bingham ..... ...... ... ... Nonsect ... . 
Do ............... Riwenscroft School. .............. Ronald MacDonald ......... P. E ....... . 
1 1 ~ 
0 1 0 
7 0 llO 
3 0 ~ 
Augusta ..... ......... Augusta Seminary ... ... .. ... .. ... J. D. Hodges, A. M ••••••••••• Nonsect ... . 
BnTnardsv1lle .... ... . Mountain Dale Seminary . ... .... G. H. Blankenship .................... ... . 
Belmont. ............. St. Mary's College ................ Rev. Julius Pohl, o. s. B ..... R. C ....... . 
Belvidere............. Bel ,·id ere Academy .... _... ....... Miss Adelaide E. White .... Friends ... . 
Bethany ......... ..... High School * ...................... R.H. Biesecker . ............ Nonsect ... . 
Bethel ................ BethelAcademy * .............. ... AlvaC.English ............. Meth ...... . 
Bethel Hill ........... Be thel H:.lllnstitu te ...... ........ Rev. J. A. Beam .... ......... Ba.pt ...... . 
Burlington ........... Bm·lington Academy... .. ........ Wilbur E. Ormond..... .. ... Meth ...... . 
)aldwoll .............. Caldwell Institute ................ J. H. McCraclren .. ...... . ··\ Nonsect ... . 
,harlotto ......•.. MaconSchool*................... E. L . Reid, J. a. Baird ...... Nonsect ... . 
•hocow1n1Ly ..•..•.... Trinity School* .... ... ............ Rev. N. a.Hughes, D. u ..... P. E -······· 
1 1 31 
1 1 ~ 
15 0 ~ 
0 1 13 
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0 3 4 2 0 
·il·1 ..... 25 19 0 ............ ---- 6 0 118 0 75 0 25 0 20 0 0 
0 20 0 4 0 Jl .. g . 1 4 0 0 4 3 3 3 0 10 8 0 29 10 14 10 
--··· 50 42 
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Como ................ BuckhornAcademy* .. ............ Julien Henri Picot .......... Nonsect .... 2 0 23 g .. ~ ... ~.I }g g ··o· l··ci 6 0 .•... 12 0 Concord ... .......... Male High School* ........ ....... . L.A. Bickle .................. Nonsect .... 1 0 25 4 0 4 31 0 
Do ............... Scotia Seminary. . ........ . .... Rev. D .• 1. Satterfield. D. D .. ~resb .... . . 0 2 0 39 0 39 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 221 
1 0 25 0 0 0 20 0 .... 
-- --
20 0 0 . 25 0 Durhn.m .............. Male Academy* ........... .... ... . L. T. Buchana!)...... ... ..... apt .. .. .. 
4 2 50 25 0 0 3 0 4 2 .... 44 24 East Bend ............ Union HighSchool. .... . .......... John T. Benbow . .. ......... Nonsect . . .. ---- -----
@ ~~~~~~f~1e============ .~~!~d~~~.~~======================== ~: };1\¾~fgC:t ===~======== ==== E~f:~~~==== 1 1 26 20 0 0 .... ---- 1 0 1 0 ..... 50 34 2 2 26 32 --- - -- - - 12 8 6 4 4 0 4 46 52 
eo Farmington .......... Farmington Academy ..... .. .... Leon Cash .... ............... Nonsect .... 1 0 14 10 0 0 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 28 13 
t...? Franklin .............. High School. ............ _ ......... DeWitt D. Odom·-· -· ··---·. Meth ....... 2 2 46 45 
---- --- -
15 5 14 2 -· ·· ---- ---- - 24 20 u:i i-:3 I Franklinton ......... . Albion Academy ........ __ ... _ ... _ Rev. Sam'l S . Sevier . .. _ .... Presb ...... 2 2 29 35 29 35 5 2 5 2 2 0 2 106 47 ti>-Do ........... _ ... Classical Institute ....... . --·--·-· C. N. Finnell·· -----· ---·- --· Nonsect ._._ 1 0 10 5 0 0 8 3 0 0 1 0 1 36 38 i-:3 Gold Hill ............. Bethany Academy .... .... .... --·- L. H . Rothrock .. _ .... ... ·--· .......... ··- · 1 0 20 5 ·-·· ---- 4 2 ·--- - - -- ---- - --- ----- 30 29 H 
-:i Greensboro._···-···-- Bennett Seminary*·······---····- Rev. J. N. Grandison,B.D., M. E ........ 4 1 27 12 27 12 22 0 0 11 0 0 -·--- 82 101 Ul ~ nn i-:3 
Grifton ··- ....... ... . Male and Female Academy··-··· C.H. J ames ····-··-·-- - - -··· Nonsect .... 1 1 6 2 0 0 4 1 4 1 0 0 0 12 5 H C Holly Springs ........ Holly Springs Academy*.·-·--··· C. F . Siler·-· ·· ···---·-··-··- Nvnsect .. . _ 1 1 18 16 ---- 15 3 13 3 --·· ---- ---- - 7 8 rn 
Hookerton .... ·-·- .... Collegiate Institute. ·--····--· -··· G. W. Mewborn ... ..... ..... 
------- -- -----
1 0 6 4 .... 
---- ---- ---- --- - -- -- ---- -- -- -----
20 33 
Huntersville·--·- . .. High School._··-· -····---···-- -··· Rev. W.W. Orr.·-·-·-·--·-- Nonsect._ . . 1 1 42 17 0 0 10 2 0 0 .... 
---- --- --
18 11 0 
Huntley·-· ··· ···---·· Salem High School *-·-·····--··· Geo. E. Butler--·---·----·-· Miss. Bapt. 1 0 10 6 0 0 10 6 0 0 4 3 7 28 25 ~ 
Ilex ...... ·--···-·-···- Holly Grove Academy··-·--·----· Jacob Wike-·--·--- - ·-·-··· - Luth .... ___ 1 1 15 10 0 0 8 7 7 3 ·-·· ---- ---- - 35 35 Kings Mount _ ... _ .... LincolnArademy ·--·--····-·-···· Lillian S. Cath cart_ .. _.·-_ .. Cong· · ·· --· 0 3 5 7 5 7 --·· ---- ---- ---- 1 0 1 27 90 >-o 
Kinston.··-··· ···· -·· Kinston College. ___ _ ..... _--·- .. __ L ee & Crowell .... . ___ . ___ ·-. Nonsect .... 2 2 38 40 0 0 5 2 -·-· ---- 0 0 0 30 30 ~ 
Do··-···--··---- The Misses Patrick's Boarding Misses Virginia and Henry -------------- 0 1 6 14 0 0 --- · ---- ---- ---- 0 0 0 35 15 H 
and Day School. Patrick <1 
Leakville .. _ .. ·-·- ·--- High School. .. _ .. _._ .. __ . . .. __ . _ .. B. W. Ray_·-·······-·-- --·· · Nonsect ___ _ 2 2 40 60 0 0 15 20 1 0 0 0 5 16 18 >-
Lenoir····-··-·-····· - Barnes Academy·-···-·--· -·-·--- - E . L. Barnes ··· -·-·-· ··-···· Presb ...... 2 2 60 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 4 0 ·-·-. 15 5 i-:3 
L exington .... -·--·--· Lexington Seminary-··-·--··-·· · W. J. Scroggs ....... ·--··- -· Nonsect_._. 1 1 28 34 0 0 6 6 0 , 0 4 6 0 20 23 t_zj 
Louisburg .... ·--···-· Male Academy·-··---- · · ·-····-· ·- Ashbel G. Brown_ ·····-··· ·· Nonsect .. _. 1 0 14 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 1 0 1 16 0 m Madison --···· -·-· ·-·· Male and Female Academy*·---·· J . C. J ohnson .... . . ..... .. .. . Nonsect ___ . 1 1 14 12 0 0 .. .. ---- 1 2 1 2 3 10 9 t_zj 
Menola .. ·---·· ··- · _ -·· High School._······-· ·----·---··-· Mrs. Lydia Blair· --·- ---·--- 1 1 27 20 ---- -- - - 6 3 ·--- ---- ---- ---- - -- -- 8 5 0 Mooresville.··--·---·· Mooresville Academy ... . ··- . ..... J. A. Matheson_ .... . ____ ·-·· Presb -··--· 1 1 29 36 ---- ---- --- - ---- -- -- ---- 5 7 0 11 14 0 Moravian Falls._.···- Moravian Falls Academy. ···-· ·-· R. L. Patton, A.B - ·--·-··-·· Bapt · ··-··· 0 2 10 2 0 0 5 2 ·-·· --- - ---- ---- ---- · 10 8 z 
Morven···- ·- - · ····-·· MorvenAcademy · ·--·- -- - - ·-····· J.C. Hines .. ·-·--·--------·-· Nonsect __ . . 1 0 5 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 19 14 tj 
Mount Holly·--····-·· High School*·-·· ........ -·-·· · - - · · Brevard N ixon .. ·-·- ·-- - .... Nonsect. __ . i 1 10 10 0 0 4 3 .••. ---- ---- ---- ----- 14 13 >-Mount Olive ..... _ ... . High School. . ...... . ·----··--- -·- · J.E . Smith.----·· ·- ·--- ·-··· Nonsect ... . 1 2 24 33 - --- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- -- -- ----- 14 12 ~ Newbern .... -·-·.--·-· Collegiate Institute*.- ____ ·--- ____ G. T. Adams . .. ·-· ·-·---- ---- Nonsect. __ . 5 (j 75 60 0 0 · - ·· 
---- ---- ---- - --- ---- --- --
75 60 ~ Oak Ridge··--···-·-·· Oak Ridge Institute. __ ._- ·-· ·---·· J. A. & M.H.Holt -·······-- - Nonsect .. .. 4 2 257 25 0 0 .... 
---- --- - --- -
6 1 28 15 5 
Oxford·-·· · ·---·---·-- Horner School··-·-·--···-·- ·--·-· J erome C. Horner , M. A . ---· ---- ---- - -- --- 4 0 141 0 0 0 80 0 IO 0 5 0 5 0 0 u:i 
Poes . ····--- -·----· · -·· Buie's Creelr Academy-··- --- ·-·· ,J. A. Campbell·-- ··-· · -·---- 2 2 50 40 0 0 3 0 3 0 --·· -- -- ----- 20 25 0 
Raleigh-· ··---· ··--·-· Peace Institute ..... .. -- ·- --·· ---· James Dinwiddie, M.A •• .. .. Nonsect. ___ 4 13 0 168 0 0 ·-·- -- - - -- -- ---- ---- ---- 14 0 20 tQ 
Do. ·- ··-·· ·· · ··-· Raleigh Male Academy ... _. _. __ . _ Hugh Morson and C. B. Nonsect ... . 3 0 85 0 ·- ·- ---- 30 0 15 0 .... ---- --- -- 45 0 0 Denson. 0 
Do _··-·-··-···- -· St. Augustine's Normal and Col· Rev. A. B. Hunter .. .... · -···- P.E ........ 1 0 12 9 12 9 1 0 -- -- ---- 1 0 6 62 84 t-4 leg iate institute m 
. D?-·---···-·-···- St. Mary's School. .. . .. _· -·-···---· Rev. Bennett Smedes,A.M .. Epis. ______ . 1 5 0 140 0 0 ·-- · ---- ---- ---- 0 6 (j 0 30 
Re1dsv1lle __ ··--- -·-··· Female Seminary*·---·--- ---··· ·- Annie L . Hughes . ·--·-·· ·--- Presb - --··- 0 3 1 19 0 0 1 IO 
---- ----
0 0 0 5 27 
Ridgew ay···- ·----···- High School. .. __ ·· -·-·-·- ··--- ·-·· JohnGraham ·-·-·----·-·--· Nonsect ___ . 1 1 17 18 15 10 ·--· .... ·--- ··-- ··-·. 15 10 
Roxboro· - ·-· · . .. . ··-· Roxboro Institute ...... --·--··-·· Edward E . Brit,ton .... ··---· Nonsect- ... 1 3 28 32 0 0 9 I 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 20 18 
Rubicon·---·----·-·-- Ingram·Branch High School*·--· Samuel D. Cole .... ·-····-·-- Nonsect .... l 2 15 
1~ 1.-~- 0 G ; 5 3 21--·-\ ··-· ..... 63 27 Rutherfo1·dton . •.•.•.. Rutherford Military Institute* •. - w. T. R. Bell. ............ ··-· Nonsect __ ._ 3 0 60 50 I o 10 0 • ••• ···- 12 47 0 ........ 
• Statistics of 1890-91. 
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:>ORTH CAROLINA-
COlltinu ed. 
Snlem ................. , Boys' School*··--·· ··············· J . F. Brower ................. · Moravian .. 
Selm11, ..•............. Selma Academy . ....... . .... ...... W. H.Pope ............. . ............. .... . 
~cot land Neck ........ Military School ..... .... .......... Wm. C. Allen ................ Nonsect ... . 
Snow Hill ............ Greene Academy .... .............. J.B. Williams .................... . .. . .... . 
Southport ············1 Collegiate Institute ..... .......... - Fitz Gerald ............... Nonsect ... . 
Statesville .......•... High School for Boys* ........... Profs. H. F. Burke and D. Nonsect ... . 
G.Caldwell. 
Do............... Home School...................... Mrs. Fannie Morrow ....... . 
StoneYille . .. .. .. ..... Collegiate Institute... .. ...... . ... M. S. Smith ................. . 
'l'arboro .... ··········j Female Academy ·················1 D. G. Gillespie .............. . Taylorsville ......... High School. ..... ....... .......... J. N. Correll. ............... . 
Trap Hill . ... . .... ... Fair View Seminary . .. .... .. .... Joel F. Smith, A. M ••••••••• 
Trenton .............. Hi!{h School* ..................... W.H.Rhodes ............... . 
Yashti ........ ·-·· .... Yashti Academy .......... . ....... Frank B. Hendren ......... . 
Warrenton ........... Male Academy .................... C.H. Scott ....... ......... . . . 
Warsaw •••.••...•.•.. High School* ...................... L.S. Cannon ........... . .... . 
\Vilmington .......... Cape Fear Academy .............. Washington Catlett ....... . 
Do ............... English and Classical School .... Rev. Daniel Morrelle ....... . 
VVHson ............... Male AC'ademy* ................... E . Lee Middleton ...... . . ... . 
Winton ............ \Vaters' Normal Institute ........ C. S. Brown ................. . 
Woodland ............ High School. ...................... N. W .Britton ............... . 
Nonsect ... . 
Nonsect . .. . 
Nonsect ... . 
Presb ..... . 
M.E ...... . . 
Nonsect ... . 
Nonsect ... . 
Nonsect ... . 
Mis$. Bapt. 
Non1;ect ... . 
P.E ....... . 
Nonsect ... . 
Bapt ...... . 
Nonsect ... . 
16 0 0 3 1 
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5 
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NORTH DAKOTA I I ; I ;/ .. I 5° 1----1---1 tr I 1 I O I 2 I 2 I O I 0 Arvilla Arvilla Normal and Classical Rev. J.A.Brown,A.M. , and -------------------- -- -------- Academy. MissS.P.~rown,B.S. 6 25 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 0 ----- 4g 12g GrandForks __________ St. Bernard's College _____________ Mother StamslausRatter -- R. C ----- ---J!\mestown __________ James~own College*-------------- Geo. Sumner Baskerv1ll ____ Presb ---- -- 10 13 0 0 1 0 3 0 ---- ---- 3 
OHIO. 
___ _!__ __ Ada ___________________ Ohio Normal University ___ _______ Henry S. Lehr, A. M ., pres- Nonsect ___ 15 5 1404 584 . 0 0 ----
---- ---- ----
102 6 9 00 ident. 
. 12 ~ Austinburg. __________ Grand River Institute ______ ______ Rev. R. G. McClelland ______ Nonsect ___ 4 5 55 56 
---- ----
1 0 9 13 2 2 20 30 > Barnesville ___________ Friends' Boarding SchooL _______ Jos. C. Stratton, supt ______ Friends ____ 2 2 31 31 0 0 ~--- -- -- 3 0 ----
----
8 4 3 ~ Central College ______ Cen , ral College Academy ____ . ___ C. L. Dickey _________________ Presb __ __ __ 3 1 2L 21 0 0 3 2 3 4 6 6 12 0 0 1-4 
4 0 21 0 11 0 0 0 3 0 U1 Cincinnati (6 W. Collegiate School _________________ Rev. J. Babin, A. B __________ Epis _______ 
--- - ---- ·-- - ---- ----- ~ Fourth st.). 
0 3 0 18 0 0 ---- 0 2 ----- 0 
H Cincinnati (15 Mor- Eden Park School for Girls ______ Madame Fredin _____________ Nonsect ___ 
---- ---- ----
15 0 
risst.). U1 
Cincinnati (196 Au- Mount Auburn Young Ladies' H. Thap.e Miller, president. Nonsect ___ 5 12 0 93 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 13 0 0 burn ave.) . Institute. 0 Cincinnati_ ___________ St. Francis Gymnasium __ ___ _____ Very Rev. Englert, o. s. F __ R. C ________ 7 0 c34 0 ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 10 0 0 ~ Cincinnati (31 Belle- School for Girls ___________________ Miss Katharine M. Lupton. 
--------------
0 5 0 26 
---- ----
0 6 ---- ---- 0 2 0 1 3 vue ave., Mount >--o 
Auburn). ~ 
Cleveland (156Huron Cleveland Academy ______________ Miss L. S. Andrews. __ ______ 0 3 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2. 7 5 H 
-------------- <1 st.). 
> Cleveland ~85 - 787 Hathaway-Brown School ________ Miss Mary E. Spencer ______ Nonsect ___ 1 10 0 55 0 0 0 6 0 16 0 3 10 27 51 ~ Euclid ave .. 
t_zj Cleveland (Jersey St. IgnatiusCollege ______________ Rev. Henry Knappmeyer, R. C _____ __ _ 12 0 159 0 0 0 18 0 ---- ---- 20 0 17 18 0 st.). s. J,. president. lf,l Columbus ____________ Columbus Latin School ____ :: _____ Frank T. Uole, A. B., LL. B ... 
--------------
4 0 34 2 0 0 23 2 11 0 9 0 9 9 0 trl Columbus (151 E. English and Classical School ____ Miss Lucretia Malvin Epis _______ 5 8 0 125 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 7 0 75 0 Broad st.) . Phelps. 0 Collumbus ____________ St. Joseph's Acj:1,demy ____________ Sister Mary Lignori, s. N. n_ R. c _______ _ 0 3 0 25 
··o· ---- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- 2 33 75 z Crawfis College ______ Crawfls College __ _________________ L. S. Lafferty _____ ________ __ Nonsect ___ 2 l 2-1 38 0 
----
0 10 8 t1 Damascus ____________ Damascus Academy ______________ J.:>seph C. Hadley ___________ Frien<'ls ____ 1 2 89 0 0 0 --- - ---- ---- ---- 2 0 2 40 0 > Dayton _______________ Dayton Academy _______ __________ H. A. Warren ________________ Nonsect ___ 2 0 12 0 0 0 4 0 8 0 4 0 4 0 0 ~ Do ______________ St.Mary's Institute _______ , _______ Jas. Weckesser _____ ______ __ R. c ________ 6 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 ---- ---- 7 224 o · t-< Defiance _________ _____ Defiance College--------------~--- L. J. Tucker, president. ____ Nonsect ___ 4 2 15 JO 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 2 1 17 40 25 Ewing\;on ____________ Ewington Academy ______________ F. F. Vale _______ ___________ Non·sect ___ 1 1 26 21 0 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 0 3 4 lf,l Fostoria ______________ Fostoria Academy _______ _________ J. S. Wilhelm ______________ _ U. B ________ I 1 10 7 
-T 4 --- - ---- 0 Gambier ______________ Harcourt Place Seminary* _____ _ Miss Ada I. Ayer, A. B ______ Epis _______ 0 5 0 63 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 7 0 0 P:l Do-------------- Kenyon Mi.litary Academy ______ _ Lawrence Rust, M.A.,LL. n . P. E ____ ____ 7 0 1 l 1 0 0 0 15 0 45 0 15 0 16 23 0 0 ert·anville _____________ Granville Academy _______________ J. D.S. Riggs, A. M., PH. n __ Bapt _______ 6 0 142 20 1 1 60 5 50 12 37 0 37 20 0 0 Green Spring ____ ___ _ Green Spring Academy __________ Morris J. Hole, M. s., A. B ____ Nonsect __ _ 4 0 31 29 0 0 11 12 0 0 3 2 6 0 0 t'-4 Hudson ___________ ___ _ Western Reserve Academy _______ N. B. Hobart _________ ___ ____ Nonsect ___ 4 1 64 14 0 0 20 1 6 0 14 2 18 0 0 r,.i Marietta ______________ Marietta Acajemy ________________ Martin R. Andrews _________ Nonsect ___ 5 l 106 29 4 0 45 0 30 0 31 0 28 0 0 Marion------ _________ St. Mary's SchooL ________________ Rev. James A. Burns ______ _ R. C ________ 0 
: I 
3 8 ---- --- -
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
112 123 
New Hagerstown ____ New Hagerstown Academy ______ J. Howard Brown ___________ Nonsect __ _ 1 13 6 0 0 5 3 0 0 . - -
~~J;l --h-ig New Lexington ______ St. Aloysius' Academy ___________ Mother Gonzaga ___________ _ R. O ________ 1 0 J9 0 0 ---- ---- -- -- ----· ----Oxford ________________ We_stern F~male Seminary Leila S. McKee _____________________ Nonsect _c 0 1 ! 0 163 . ~ Poland ________________ Umon Seminary·----------------· Eugene P. Semple __________ Presb . _____ 2 0 15 rn --o· --f --5- --s- --~- ·-f --i- 1-4 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. - t-..!) 
c.>=> 
TABLE .,.-Statistics of endowed aca<J.eniies, semina·ries, and other private secondary schoolsfo1· 1891-'92-Continued. 
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l'ost-offlc 
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nro-co~tinued. 
Port>-IDOUlh ......... . 
Readins:? ............. . 
~t. Mnrtins .......... . 
$nnctusky ............ . 
sn.,·n.nn1.h ........... . 
l:;outh New Lyme ... . 
<::.outh Salem ........ . 
~B~\~~~~!~.::::::::::: 
Toledo ...... ..... . 
,vauseon ............ . 
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ii~ ~
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- i-------------1 :; 6 • I ~-19 l•oluf u ta 14115 to 11' 1s 19 
4 Oj 251 QI O O l .. _ ..... ••.. 1 . ..• 1 0 4 1 0 0 
3 
Ohio Military Academy .... . . .... . 
4 
:Max Von Binzer ........... . Nonsect ... 
R. C •...•.. : Mt. Notre Dame Academy ....... . 
Ursuline Academy ............... . 
Engl1sll nnd Cla~sical School* .. 
Savannah Academy .............. . 
New Lyme Institute ............. . 
Salem Academy* ................. . 
Springfield Seminary ........... . 
Academical Department of Heid· 
elberg University. 
Ursuline Convent of the Sacred 
Heart. 
Sister Superior ............ . 
Sister M. Baptista ... . ... . .. . 
Mrs. L. C. Balcani. ......... . 
R. C ....... . 
Nonsect . . . 
J. W. Bowlus ............... . Nonsect .. . 
J. Tuckerman,A. M.,PH. D .. , ...••••••.•••. 
L. F. Hennessy* ... . ........ . 
Miss Susan A. Longwell ... . 
T. H. Sonnedecker ......... . 
Presb ..... . 
Nonsect .. . 
Reformed .. 
Ursuline Nuns 
S . Metzler Nonsect ... 
04 03000000000 3045 
O 9 0 44 •... ···- 0 0 0 0 ... . .... 2 0 24 i ; ;; :,g __ o __ o __ • __ , __ 10 _1, i i 1g I 1g 1) 
1 2 531 52 0 0 30 33 . . . . . . . . 2 3 2817 4 84 
1 2 20 25 0 0 7 5 2 1 . . . . . . . . 7 0 0 
O 7 0 48 0 0 0 3 ... •. ... 0 0 7 13 25 
5 0 54 30 0 0 17 2 ~5 18 22 14 36 0 0 
30 0 0 o I 13 
70 1 801 0 I o 
anesville 
Northwestern Normal and Colle· 
iziate Institute. 
•••••• •••• 1 Putnam Classical Institute* ..... . Miss Helen J. Preston ...... ! Presb ..... . 
8 I 2 
o I 5 o I 42 I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I o 
o I 230 
91801 90 
5 I o 
OREGON. 
Albany .. ............ . 
Balcer City ........... . 
Coquille City ........ . 
Drain ......... ....... . 
Forest Grove ........ . 
Milton 
ollegA Institute* .......... . .. ···· \ Rev. Elbert N. Condit, A. M . 
St. U'rancis Academy ............. Sr. Mary Cuper tino ........ . 
Coquille Academy ................. ! W. H. Bunch ......... . .. ... . 
Drain Academy ................... Thos. C. Bell ............... . 
Tua.In.tin Academy ............... . James R. Robertson ....... . 
Milton Academy·····"············ C. B. Clark .................. . 
Presb ..... . 
R. C ....... . 
7th·day Ad. 
Univ ...... . 
Cong ...... . 
7Uh-day Ac.. 
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0 
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~8 
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00 
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0 2 0 a~ ··o· :-o- :::: :::: --~- --~- --s- ·-o-1 8 0 1~ Mount Angel Mount Angel Academy __________ _ Mother M. Joanna----- - ---- R. 9 ----·--- 9 0 100 17 59 0 Portland ----========= Bishop Scott Academy* __________ Jos. W: Hill, M.D., B. A----- Ep1s -----·- 0 6 42 35 Do ______________ Portland Academy ________________ J. R.W1Json, S. R..Johnston_ Nonsect --- 3 3 40 35 0 0 8 0 20 10 5 
Do-·········-··- St. Helen's Hall __________________ Miss Mary B. Rodn~Y------- P. E ------·- 2 12 0 118 0 0 0 1 0 · 0 0 0 4 0 39 
Do ___ ___________ St. Michael's College _____________ Rev. Brother Lactam ------ R. C -------- 3 0 36 0 0 0 4 0 16 (J 16 0 3 96 0 St. Paul···-· _________ St. Paul's Academy __ ____________ _ Sister Mary Hyacint-ha _____ R. C ---- --·- 0 1 0 6 ---- ---- 0 6 ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 74 The Dalles ____________ St. Mary's Academy ______________ Sister M. Laurentia ________ R. C ________ 0 1 0 13 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---
0 2 2 51 123 Do ___ ___________ Wasco Independent Academy ___ Will C. Ingalls ______________ Nonsect ___ 1 2 19 27 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 16 11 
00 
t-3 
Academia ___________ _ Tuscarora Academy*· ------------ Josiah J. Ealer, jr ___ ___ ____ ' Presb ___ ___ 1 1 15 20 
gl 8 --~- /- -~- __ :_1--~- "i\t/ 5 20 >, Allegheny ____________ School for Girls ___________________ Miss Mary Maitland ________ Nonsect ___ 0 1 0 11 0 2 t-3 Amber ________________ Sunnyside School. ________________ Miss S. A. Knight ___________ Nonsect ___ 0 7 6 16 5 8 H 0 0 0 -- -- --- - 00 Armagh ______________ Select School. _____________________ C. A. Campbell ______________ Nonsect ___ 2 0 32 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t-3 Barkeyville __________ Barlrnyville Academy _____________ John F. Bigler ______________ Nonsect ___ 3 1 23 
~} 0 0 8 1 0 0 I 0 1 39 31 H Beaver ____________ ---- 1 Beaver College and Musical In- Rev. R. T. Taylor ___________ M.Epis ____ 1 4 0 6 0 16 (') 
stitute. r:n 
Bellefonte Academy ______________ Rev. J.P. Hughes __ . _________ Nonsect ___ 1 1 20 30 0 0 15 IO 5 5 10 5 15 30 10 0 Moravian School. _________________ Rev. Chas. B. Shultz ________ Moravian __ 0 3 105 82 0 0 2 0 23 2 23 2 30 39 26 ~ Preparatory School for Lehigh William Ulrich __ ____________ Nonsect ___ 7 0 101 0 l 0 15 0 85 0 60 0 60 20 0 University. 
'"tJ Birmingham _________ Mountain Seminary ______________ Miss N. J. Davis _____________ Presb ______ 0 2 4 64 0 0 4 8 0 4 0 1 4 4 6 t;:o Bustleton _____________ St. Lulrn's Boarding School for Charles H. Strout ___________ 
--------------
5 1 49 0 0 0 3 0 9 0 3 0 7 0 0 H Boys.* <: Chambersburg _______ Chambersburg Academy _________ M. R. Alexander ____________ Presb ______ 3 0 62 0 0 0 40 0 
1g I 0 9 0 9 0 0 > Chester _______________ Chester Academy ___ _______ _____ __ Gedrge Gilbert ______________ Nonsect ___ 2 3 23 25 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 6 20 2 1-3 Concordville __________ Maplewood Institute _____________ Joseph Shortledge _________ _ Friends ____ 4 1 27 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 t:t.:l Dry Run ____ ·--------- Dry Run Academy __ ______________ E. E. Pawling _______________ Presb ______ 2 0 32 43 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 - ---- 0 0 Elder 's ·Ridge ________ Elder's Ridge Academy __________ Rev. N. B. Kelly, A. M ______ Nonsect ___ 2 0 28 17 0 0 13 7 0 0 1 1 0 0 U1 Erie __ _____ ____________ Erie Academy _____________________ George A. Willey, A. M.' M. D_ Nonsect ___ 1 1 6 6 0 0 2 0 0 0 --- . 
----
2 22 25 t:t.:l 
Do-·- ----------- St. Benedict's Academy __________ Benedictine Sisters _________ R. C ________ 0 1 0 15 
---- ----
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 co (') 
::~rJ;~~:~==~== ==== 
Keystone Academy _______ .: ______ David W. Brown ___________ _ Bapt _______ 5 4 121 106 
-11 1 0 6 0 0 0 Fawn Grove Academy ____________ M. G. Cocklin _________ ______ ---- ---- ------ 1 0 5 11 --()- 0 0 --()- --f 0 0 0 13 17 z Fredericksburg ______ Schuylkill Seminary __________ -:: __ Rev. G. Holzapfel, A. M _____ Evang.Ass_ 7 2 45 23 0 0 5 1 11 i 1 9 0 0 t1 Germantown _________ Germantown Academy ___________ William Kersbaw, PH. n ___ _ Nonsect ___ 8 7 253 0 0 0 75 0 125 0 18 0 18 0 0 > Germantonwn (204 Miss Mary E. Stevens' School. ___ Miss Mary E. Stevens ______ Epis _______ 1 5 0 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 0 45 ~ W. Chelton ave.). i-.:: Greensburg ___ ___ ____ Greensburg Seminary ____________ w. M. Swingle, PH. D ____ ---- Luth __ ~1._ __ 5 3 140 190 
---- ----
20 8 5 0 IO l 18 0 0 Do _______ _ .. _____ St. Joseph's Academy for Young Mother Regina ______________ R. c ________ 0 3 0 53 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 4 0 88 00 Ladies.* (') Harrisburg ___________ The Misses Tomkinson 's SchooL Miss Martha M. Tomkin- Nonsect ___ 2 5 1 28 0 0 0 3 1 0 2 4 23 33 ~ 
son. 0 Jamestown ___________ Jamestown Seminary-,---------- EdwinF. Mason ________ ____ Nonsect ___ 1 1 21 16 0 0 2 0 1 2 '.2 0 3 19 4 0 Jefferson ________ ___ ___ Monongahela College _____________ Solomon F. Hogue __________ Bapt _______ 1 1 74 25 0 0 14 IO 29 21 21 10 24 12 13 t-Jenkintown _____ __ ___ Abington Friends' School. _______ Arthur H. Tomlinson _______ Friends. ___ 2 5 33 39 0 0 --- . 
---- --- - ---- --- - ----
4 37 31 rn Kennett Square ______ Martin Academy __________________ J. Henry Painter ____________ Friends ____ 2 3 50 20 0 0 4 2 3 0 0 l! 5 10 . 3 Kingston _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Wyoming Seminary ______________ Rev. L.L. Sprague __________ M. E ______ 10 8 370 260 
---- ----
55 4 42 0 16 0 35 0 0 Lancaster ____________ Yeates Institute ___________________ Rev. Montg. Rogers Hooper IP. E ________ 2 0 30 0 ----
----
14 0 1 0 2 0 2 12 0 Langhorne (305 N. Friends' Institute ________________ Cassandra H. Rice __________ Friends ____ 1 3 20 24 0 0 2 6 0 0 ---- ---- 0 1 10 10 Duke st.). 
...... 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. I-' 
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COOtinued. 
Lansdowne _______ --·-1 Darby Friends' School ...•... ·--· 
Lewistown Academy 
Mi B 11 H M 5Ftiends. __ ( ss e e . ooney ······ "1Hicksite --~ 
Julien C. Pla ........ ··-- .... Nonsect. __ Lewiston 
Lt~onler 
.McEwensville ____ .... 
McSherrystown ___ . __ 
Martinsburg ----- ··- -
Media ------- ---· ·- -··· Do-----·- _____ _ 
Mercersburg·······--
Meyersdale -----·- -· --
Millville ----··--- ·----Mount Pleasant _____ _ 
Myerstown -·-·-·--·- · 
New Bloomfield _. ___ _ 
Newtown Square ___ _ 
North East ____ . __ . __ _ 
Classical Institute··----·----··-·· 
McEwensville Academy_·- - -···--
St. Joseph's Academy_ ... ... . -.. . 
Junia.ti Collegia te Institute* .... . 
Graysdale Seminary .. ·-···-··· ··· 
Providence Preparative Meeting 
School. 
Mercersburg College-............ . 
Preparatory School ...... ·- .... . . 
Green wood Seminary_ ........... _ 
Western Pennsylvania Classical 
and Scientific Institute. 
Palatinate College 
E. H . Dickinson, A. M .. _ .... Nonsect __ _ 
I. H. Mauser_···········-···- Nonsect . __ 
Mother Ignatius···-···-···- R. C .. ·-···-
P. H. Bridenbaugh-·--·-··· Nonsect . .. 
Mif's Mary E. Williamson __ Nonsect __ _ 
Alice W. Jackson_····--· .... Friends-··-
Geo. W. Aughinbaugh, D. D . Reformed __ 
John D. Meese .............. -········--·-· 
Henry R. Russell ........... · I Friends __ .. 
Rev. Leroy Stephens, D. D _ Bapt _·····-
Rev. 'E. L. Kemp, A. M., I Ger.R·---·· 
president. 
Bloomfield Academy_······ · ···-·· \ Jos. M. Arnold -- ··----·-···- No_nsect __ _ 
Friends' Boarding and Day Elizabeth Lloyd-···- -·····- Friends .... 
School. 
St. Mary's College .. , Rev. A. Dooper .... · -·····-· -' R. C ___ _ .... 
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North Hope North Washington Academy _____ S. R. McClure_------------- - Nonsect __ 2 1 11 12 ---- 1 6 1 0 0 2 24 57 ----
--ii-
North Wales _________ North Wales Academy and S. W. Brunner -------------- Nonsect --- 2 3 23 14 0 0 4 4 3 ] 2 5 11 6 
School of Business. 
3 3 13 15 22 26 Oakdale _______________ Oakdale Academy .. _____________ __ Rev. J. M._M. ~cJunkin ___ _ Presby _____ 
---- --- - ---- - --- -·-- -· -- ---- ---- -----Ogontz ________________ Cheltenham Academy ____________ John Calvm·R1ce ____________ Nonsect ___ 3 0 77 0 0 0 7 0 17 0 5 0 6 3 0 Oley ___________________ Oley Academy------· ______________ Martin S. Harting __________ Nonsect ___ 1 1 50 30 0 0 7 1 3 (J ----
----
0 52 3i Oxford ________________ Oxford Academy* _________________ Rev. Jas. A . Marshall, M.A. Presb ·----- 2 1 27 16 0 0 6 4 6 2 3 2 ----- 0 0 Philadelphia (4.01 S. Blight's School for Boys __________ Mr. S. Blight, jr. __________________________ 5 0 30 0 ----
----
24 0 6 0 ---- ---- 0 20 0 U1 Twenty-second st.). 
Boarding and Day School for Miss Elizabeth F. Gordon . . 0 8 0 !sO 0 0 u 6 0 0 0 2 2 0 S5 8 Philadelphia (4112 
-------------- > Spruce st.). Young Girls. 
0 9 0 62 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 6 0 0 8 Philadelphia (248 S. Day School for Girls ______ __ ______ Misses Hayward ________ ____ Nonsect __ _ H Twenty-first st.). U1 Philadelphia (4313 French and English Home School Madame H. V. F. Clerc. ____ Epis ___ ____ _ 0 6 0 21 0 0 0 14 0 7 - -- - ---- 7 0 0 8 
'\Valnut st.). H 
Friends ' Central High S chool. ___ Miss Annie Shoema ker,Geo. 30 212 394 0 0 4 0 0 Philadelphia (Fif- Friends ___ _ 10 2 4 6 1 45 0 0 <fl t eent h and Race L. Maris. 
sts. ) . 0 Philadelphia (140 N. Friends ' Select School. ___________ · J . Henry Bartlett ___________ {Friends __ -} 4 7 ;;2 84 0 0 --- - 3 36 32 !zj Orthodox. -- - - ---- -- -- ---- ----Six teenth st.). 
t-c Philadelphia (2037 De Miss Gordon's School. ____________ Miss Gibson ____ ___________ __ No.:msect ___ 1 4 0 15 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
0 0 12 ~ L ancey Place). H Philadelphia _____ __ __ _ Girard.College for Orphans ______ Adam H. Fetterolf, LL. D., Nonsect ___ 21 29 1, 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 475 0 ~ president. > Philadelphia (Forty- Hamilton School. _________________ Le Roy Bliss Peckham ___ __ Nonsect __ _ 3 0 50 0 0 0 35 0 15 0 6 0 6 60 0 8 first and Chestnut tr; 
sts.) . 
m Philadelphia (5012 Home School for Girls ___________ _ Mrs. L. M. B. Mitchell ______ Nonsect ___ 1 5 0 22 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 --.--- 1 2 Elm a ve.). M 
Philadelphia (2011 De Agnes Irwin 's School. _____ ____ __ _ Miss Agnes Irwin ___________ Nonsect . .. 2 13 0 117 0 0 ---- 0 1 4 0 13 0 Lancey Place). ---- ---- --- - 0 
Philadelphia ( 3 90 3 Martin's School for Boys* _______ _ George F. Martin, A. M ______ Nonsect ___ 6 0 46 0 0 0 20 0 26 0 9 0 9 0 0 z Locust st.). t:J Philadelphia (Chest- Mount St. Joseph Academy _______ Sisters of St. Joseph ___ _ ·--- R.C ________ 0 4 3 · 65 
---- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ----
4 15 30 > nut Hill) . ~ Philadelphia (700 N. North Broad Street Select School George Eastburn, M.A., PH. Nonsect ___ 11 2 131 0 0 0 20 0 15 0 10 0 11 13 0 ~ Broad st.). D. 
lf). Philadelphia (north- Rittenhouse Academy ______ __ ___ _ De B. K. Ludwig ____________ Nonsect ___ 7 0 43 0 0 0 . - ---
-- -- ---- ---- ---- ----
18 0 0 0 east corner Eight-
IJ:1 eenth and Chestnut 
sts.). 0 
Philadelphia ( 14 1 5 Rugby Academy __ _' ________________ Caleb Allen __________________ Nonsect 8 1 69 0 0 0 10 0 15 0 18 0 25 21 0 0 Locust st.). ~ 
Philadelphia (1427 N. Schleigh Academy ____________ __ __ Miss F. M. Schleigh _________ Nonsect ___ 0 3 0 31 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
0 39 ~ Sixteenth st.). 
coi·delia Brittingham __ ____ 
-:--:}-; Philadelphia (2101 Walton School. ___ __ __ __ __________ Nonsect ___ 1 4 0 66 0 0 0 I) 0 11 0 21 :Spruce st.). 
Philadelphia (1602 West Green Street Institute ___ .. Miss Martha Laird _______ _ Nonsect ___ 1 7 0 35 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 14 Green st.). ~ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. ...... ~ 
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continued. 
Philadelphia (2 04 5 
Walnut st.). 
Phihdelphia (8 S. 
"\Vest Walnut Street Seminary ··1 Mrs. Henrietta Kutz .... .... , Presb ..... . 
William Penn Charter School . . . Richard M. Jones, M. A • • • • . Friends ... . 
Twelfth st.). 
Plttsbueg ........... . , Bishop Bowman Institute * ...... Rev. Roben J. Ooster ·······! P. E ....... . 
Do .... . ......... Ursuline Young Ladies' Acad· Mother St. Francis . ........ R. C ....... . 
emy. 
The Hill School ... ... ..... ........ John Meigs ............ ...... ......... . ... . 
Normal and Classical Academy. F. W. Magee ................ Nonsect .. . 
Selwyn Hall ....... ................ Rev. Wm. J . Wilkin,A.M ... P.E ..... .. . 
Clarion Collegiate Institu te ...... A. 0. Reiter-· .... ........ .... Reformed .. 
E:iskiminetas Sprin g School..... Wilson and Fair ........ ........ ... ... .. . . 
GrePn Ridge School . . .... ... . .... FL'ances A. Snyaer and Nonsect .. . 
Marcia P. Snyder. 
School of the Laclmwana ........ Rev. Thomas M. Cann .. ... . Nonsect .. . 
Missionary InstiLute ........ ..... J. R. Dimm,D.D ............. Ev. Luth .. 
Hall Institute ........... . ...... ... T. A. Edwards ............... Bapt ...... . 
Bishopthorpe School ............. F.I. Walsh. ~ ........... . ..... Epis ...... . 
Springtown Academy ... . ........ A. J. Reinhard, A. B ....... •• Nonsect .. . 
Belleview Academy ... .... ... . .... J. R. Milli!l, A. M ... . •. . . . . .•. Non sect .. . 
Suga,rQrove:::,emmary ....... .... R. J. White ........ ...... .... ! Un.Breth . . 
Pottstown ........... . 
Prospect ..... . . ..... . 
Read n g ............. . 
Rimersburg ....•..... 
Saltzburg ......... .. . 
Scranton (1522 Wy· 
oming ave.) . 
cranton ............ . 
Selin's Grove ....... . 
Sharon .............. . 
South Bethlehem ... . 
Springtown ...... ... . 
Stanton ............. . 
Sugar Grove ........ . 
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9 11 
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Jas. H. Griffith _____________ Nonsect -·· 2 2 53 52 0 0 4 1 10 4 ·--· ---- ----- 8 14 Uniontown ..•• .• - - - · · Redstone Academy and Com-
m er cial College. Meth. _____ . 1 1 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 22 16 
!E~::ro~.;rn~~== == ==== ~!i!~t~l11::demy ... . .. ======== r~_-!i~!!~t~=======~==== Nonsect .. . 2 0 10 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 4 0 4 15 0 Nonsect ... 2 1 36 40 ---- ---- 2 0 3 0 .... ---- 11 0 0 
"\Vest Chester . .... ·-·· Darlington Seminary for Young Richard Darlington ........ Friends .... 0 7 0 52 0 0 0 5 0 3 0 3 10 0 20 
Ladies. 
West Sunbury . ...... West Sunbury Academy ......... S. J. Christ.ley ............... Nonsect . . . 1 1 50 56 20 18 
----
----
15 20 18 8 10 
Wilkesbarre ......... . Harry Hillman Academy . ........ H. C. Davis ....... . ........ -. Nonsect ... (j 2 90 0 0 0 13 0 27 0 11 0 16 25 0 r:fl t-3 Williamsport ·· · · ·-· · Dickinson Seminary .. ··--·---·· . . Rev. E. J. Gray, D. D ..... . .. ---------·---- 3 2 103 72 ---- ---- 7 1 
··o· ··o· 16 9 6 > Wyncote ......... .. .. Chelton Hills School. . ....... ! ... . Mrs. E.W. Heacock ........ Nonsect . .. 1 6 8 33 0 0 2 3 0 0 2 14 12 t-3 York. ·---- ··· ·· · ... . . . Collegiate Institute ...•.•. ____ •... Rev. James M. Dougall, PH. Nonsect ... 4 2 57 24 0 0 7 0 1 0 2 0 9 8 5 H 
D. m 
t-3 
RHODE ISLAND. H a 
East Greenwich .. .... East Greenwich Academy ........ F. D. Blakeslee . ............ Meth .... .. . 5 8 144 121 0 0 20 2 8 4 4 5 12 0 0 
00 
East Providence ..... S elect School* . .. .. . .. . .... . . . . .... Mis s Annie E. J. Hazard . .. P . E ....... 0 1 8 7 0 0 .... 
---- ----
-- -- ---- ---- --- · -
26 17 0 
Peace Dale · ··· - · ---- - South Kingston High S chool* .. S umner Mowry_·-· -- ·- - ·---
---- -- ----- - --
1 2 12 20 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 4 0 0 >zj 
Providence, (Elm· A cademy of Sacred Heart ___ _ . __ . Madame O 'Rorke ---------·· R. 0 ----·- ·· 0 3 0 52 0 0 · - ·-
---- ---- ----
0 0 10 0 55 
hurst 1-cj 
Providence (63 Snow Englis h and ·Classical School ___ . Chas. B. Goff, PH. D. ----- --· Nonse .::t __ _ 18 0 146 0 0 0 90 0 25 0 8 0 13 70 0 ~ 
st.) H 
Pro v iden c e (119 La Salle Academy _____________ ___ Brother James ______________ R.C ________ 7 0 159 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 5 30 0 <: Franklin st. ) > 
t-3 
SOUTH CAROLINA. t_,,,j 
Aik en .. __ __ · - ---· · ____ Aiken Institute ____________________ J. F. McKinnon, A. B _______ Nonsect ____ 2 2 60 76 0 0 4 0 2 0 4 1 6 34 40 00 t_,,,j Anderson __ _____ _____ _ Home School. ____ __ ····-------·--- Miss L. C. Hubbard ___ ____ _ 1 1 6 22 0 0 6 22 
·--- ---- ---- ---- -----
0 99 a Do- - · - --- - ·----- Patrick Militaryinstitute . . . . -··· Col. John B. Patrick ........ Nonsect_.· - 6 0 113 0 0 0 ··-- ---- ---- ---- 1 0 8 15 0 0 Batesburg . . - -- ----·-- High School*.- ····---- ---·-·· · - - -- H. Rhodes Hundley_ .. ___ .. . Bapt·-·---· 1 1 16 12 0 0 16 12 0 0, ·--- ---- ----- 20 15 z Charleston - -······ - -· Academy of Our La dy of Mercy __ Sister Mary Agatha····--- · R.C ·-··--·· 0 4 0 50 ---- -- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 5 0 40 t1 Do . .. . ·-····--- - Female Seminary -· ·-- · ··-·-···-· Miss E . A. KelleY-- · -----·- · Nonsect . ... 0 6 0 100 0 0 ---- ---- ___ ., ---- ---- ---- 13 0 20 > Do--- - - · --·--·-· H igh School of Charleston. __ . ___ Virgil C. Dibble, A, M. -- ·--- Nonsect ... _ 7 0 167 0 On 0 25 0 30 0 10 0 12 23 0 
Do--·-·--·-----· Porter Academy·---··-----·· --- -- Charles.r. Colcock, jr .. _____ Epis _·---··- 7 0 42 0 0 0 ··-- -- -- ---- ---- ---- 8 65 0 ~ --·- ~ Do ______ ·-· - ···· Private S ch ool. ... ·--·-··----··--· Mrs. Isabel A. Smith.·-·- . . 
--------------
0 8 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 20 
Charleston (141 Meet· University School __ ··--------·-- - W. D. McKenney _______ ··· Nonsect- ... 3 0 40 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 --·· ---- 0 12 0 00 ing st. ) . a Charles ton . .. . . ·-·--- Wallingford Academy--· - ----·-· · Rev. L.A. Grove __ ·--·-···-- Presb ---- · · 1 6 24 44. 24 44 8 9 8 12 3 2 5 177 209 ::q Chesterfield-·--····-- Ches terfield Academy-··-·-·---- · N. R. Baker····-- - ··-··--·· Nonsect .. _. 2 l 40 28 0 0 ·--- ---- ---- ---- 1 3 4 25 18 0 Clint on ---·- ----- - - - -· High School and Preparatory J. I. Cleland,A. s· - ···--·--·· Presb ...... 1 1 17 12 0 0 9 3 8 9 -· -- ---- 8 16 17 0 Department of Presbyterian ts College of South Carolina. ~ Clinton - --·------·-·-- Thornwell Orphanage ... _____ --·- Rev. Wm. :Plumer Jacobs, Presb ··---- 1 4 26 33 ---- ---- 6 13 ---- ---- 3 l ----- 22 20 D.D. 
Clio·----·----·- · ·----- Hebron Academy*··-----·- ---···- J. Wright Nash . ···----····· Nonsect. ___ 1 1 15 18 0 0 12 18 0 0 2 0 2 19 12 
Cokesbury. _______ · · ·· Cokesbury Conference School ... C. C. Reed---·---- ·- -·-------- Meth. 1 1 12 8 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 12 8 
~Th!~t=======;== ==== i~~i~:t~fr:utt ======~=========== 11 ;~~iii:~============== ~;ii~~~~~~~ 1 0 7 10 0 0 8 2 3 4 2 3 10 11 23 1 0 7 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 ~ 1 1 45 50 --·- ---- ---· ·--- 2 0 0 0 0 25 30 ~ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. ~ c:.o 
T,, nLE 5.-Statistics of endowed academies , seminaries, and other private secondary schoolsfo"l 1891-'92-Continuect. 
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SOUTH O.AROLINA-
CODtillU6d. 
Hartsville ............ High School• .....••....••......... A. J. Bradshaw .•••.••...... Nonsect .. . 
Honea Pa.th .......... High School. ...................... J.B. Watkins ............... Nonsect .. . 
Jordan, ..... .......... Jordan Academy ....... ........... JohnM. Knight ............ . Non.sect . . . 
Laucnster .•.......... Fra.nldin Institute* ............... F. J. Smith .. ............ . .. . Non sect .. . 
Lees,·me ...•..•...... English and Classical I nstitute*. Rev. L. E. Busby, A. M .. .... Non sect .. . 
T_...exington •••.••••..•• Parmetto Collegiate Institute ... P. E. Rowell ................ Non.sect . . . 
Lovn1desville ......... High School. ...................... H.B. Humbert .............. Nonsect .. . 
Manning ............. Collegiate Institute .... ........... Donald D. Salley ........ . .. Nonsect .. . 
Pine Hidge ........... Pine Ridge Academy . ............ S. C. Ballentine ............ . . ..• . . ........ 
Reh1'f,1~e·============= {r~feab~~~i~ef~.= ==== ========== ===: !: ~~:~~:~ =::: =::= :::: :::::: ;~:~~ :::=:: 
Sautuck .............. Saumck Academy* ....... ....... Miss Nellie Brown . ....... . Meth . ... .. . 
Stokes Bridge ........ Heb1·onAoademy .......... . ...... W.A. Massebeau ............ Nonsect .. . 
Summerville ......... High School* ...................... William Simons ......... .. . Non.sect . . . 
Williamston ......... High ScbooL .................. _ .... J . w. Gaines · ········· ······! Nonsect . . . 
Woodruff .......... . . . Bethel Male and Female High M.A. Cox ....••......•..•.. .. Bapt . ..... . 
School.• 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
11,nton .............. . \ Auguata.naCollege ................ \ Anthony G. Tuve ··········· ! Luth . ..... . 
Scotland .............. Scotland Academy ...... .......... J . 0. Duguid ....••.. .••...•• . Presb ..... . 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
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2 
1 
1 
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0 
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0 
1 
2 
1 
25 
41 
7 
18 
30 
42 
5 
3 
7 
0 
50 
15 
24 
19 
15 81 
5" I 21 
32 o I o 8 6 .... .... 3 2 8 18 
40 0 0 18 15 .... ··-· . ... .... 0 65 
12 0 0 7 12 0 0 I) 0 0 15 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
23 0 0 10 6 5 0 0 5 5 4 
47 0 0 ........ . ....... ·-·. .•. . 12 20 
2 0 0 4 2 ...• .... .... .... 6 18 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 
3 0 0 .... ••.. 0 0 0 0 0 25 
35 0 0 . •...•.. ·· ·- . .. . 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ........ -··· ... ..... ··- · 0 20 
24 · ·· - .... 4 18 ...... . .....•... · ··-· 9 
· 16 0 0 6 1 6 1 0 0 0 30 
g ··if --o· ===r== ==== ==== ··r ··o· ···o· 1~ 
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Sioux Falls • .......... , All Saints' School*---------······1 Helen S. Peabody ......... --1 P. E __ ·•···· 
Do········ ···· -· Sioux Fa.11s University .. . -- -- ---- E: B. Meredith ___ ____________ Bapt ----- · · 
Yankton . •.. ----·-··-· Academy of the Sacred Heart ___ Sister M. Catherme,o. s. B __ R. c _______ _ 
TENNESSEE. 
Andersonville ..... . . . 
Beech Grove ......... . 
Bellbuokle .......... . 
Bell's Depot····~····· 
Benton- .............. . 
Big Valley Academy*-·· ·· -· ····· 
Beech Grove College_········-···· 
Webb's School .. __________ ·······-
Bell's High SchooL ______________ _ 
Benton Academy and Business_ 
Oollege * 
Bloomingdale ···-····1 Kingsley Seminary __ ············-Bloomington .. . . . . . . . Bloomington College __ ......... __ 
Brownsville .......... Wesleyan Female College·······-
Butler ................ Holly Springs College __ ····- .... . 
2:l~:;:~i~ = = = = = = = = = = = = ~f ~:~t1~!~~~:~ = = =: ~ ~::::::::: 
Chapel Hill·-·--······ Chapel Hill Academy*-·········--
Chattanooga ···-····· Caulkins School-------·--·-····--
Do_ ... -·········· College for Young Ladies-··-··--
Church Hill··-······· Church Hill Academy··-·······--
Clarksville .. __ ···-···- Female Academy . ..... ····--·--- - I 
Clear Springs-······· Fairview Academy*-----··-·-···-
Cleveland ······--- .... Centenary FemaleCollege··-····-
Clifton -······-··-····· Clifton Masonic Academy··-· · ··-
Clinton ···- -··· ....... High SchooL -·. ···- _ -·- _ -····· ··- -
Columbia-··- ... ~.···- Female Institute .. __ -·-- .... ·--·--
Do __ ·- -······ ···· Unlversity High School*····--- -
Covington --······' ···· James Byars' School __ ·····-····-
Do_··-··········- Tipton Female Seminary··--···· 
Culleoka .............. Culleoka Academy*··········-·-
Darden · --··-··--······ Darden Academy., _______ . ... ·---
Decatur _··-··--······· Chattanooga High School. . . .... -
Dover ··-· ..... . ...... Dover Academy and Business_ 
Institute. 
Eve Mills-······- · ··-- 'l'ulogahler College 
Fayetteville· · ·······- Collegiate Institute 
Franklin····· · ····-·-· Franklin Academy--·--··-·-·-·--
Do __ · •••••········· Wall and Mooney's School._ ..... 
Gleeson ..... . .•. ...... 
Gordonsville-····-··-
Grand View····-···-· 
Grant.-······ · ······-· 
Green Brier······-·--
Greeneville ....... -· --
Hartsville ........... . 
Helen wood 
Masonic Institute* 
High School*···· · ····· ··· · ······-
Normal Institute-················ 
Franklin Institute*· · ··-······_ . 
Central Tennessee Normal ..... . 
Collegiate In>'titute 
Masonic Institute_-·······-· ..... . 
Private School* 
s. A. Walker ... . .... ... . · ·· · 1 Baptist .. . . 
M. Parker·······--·········· Nonsect ·--
W.R. and J.M. Webb-····· M. E. So·-· 
M. Rose_·-·······--·········· Nonsect __ _ 
I. J. Woods . .......... . · - ·· · · Nonsect -·· 
Joseph H. Ketron- ......... . 
Rev. J, M. Carter, D. D .•••. -
J. W. Crander ........... ···-
Jas. H. Smith 
N. L. Gold_·················-
R. L. Jones_·-··············· 
Chas. H. White ......... _···-
R. L. Harris .............. _. _ 
Wilford Caulkins, A.M __ ···-
M.E·-·· · ·· 
M.E. ---·· 
M.E.So. __ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Jno. L. Cooper·····--···-·- - ·- -·------··--
P. L. Henderson--······-·--- Nonsect __ _ 
Mrs. E.G. Buford····-····· M. E. So __ _ 
Rufus HarrelL_·-··········- Nonsect __ _ 
Rev. David Sullins .. _··-···· M. E . So __ _ 
J. F. Hughes ............................. . 
E. L. Foster.····-····-······ Nonsect -·· 
Rev. Geo. B. Beckett ....... Epis ·····-· 
Henry J. Fusch············- Nonsect --· 
James Byars-··············· Nonsect -·-
Geo. D. Holmes·-··········- Nonsect __ _ 
Misses Macon and Myers.__ M. E. So __ . 
I. S. White·· · ········-······ 
g ffe: ~t:~u·= === = = === = = = === l N onsect· == = 
W . Morris Harrison ....... . 
James A. Tate 
P. Campbell-·····-······ .... 
W. D. Moone, A . M ., and S. 
V. Wall. 
J. W. Douglass 
N. L.Gold ... . 
R. E. Dickson ...... -........ . 
H.J.Arnold. -·············· 
N. J. Pritchard-····· ....... . 
Jacobus D. Droke, A. M_ .... . 
H. L. W.Gross_·-····--- - -·--
Anna Ryall __ ···-·····-······ 
Nbnsect ··-
Nonsect ·--
Nonsect -·-
Nonsect __ _ 
Cong __ ··---
Nonsect _ -· 
Nonsect _ .. 
M.E.So __ ._ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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TADLE 5.-Statistics of endowed academies, seminaries, and otherr· privctte secondary schools for 1891-'92-Continued. 
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TU AS-continued. 
Moulton Institute .... , Moulton rnstitute .•••••..•........ 
Onie Cliff .............. Central Academy ...... .. ........ . 
Quanah ............... Quanah college . ................. . 
San Antonio .......... German·English School. ........ . 
Do ................ St. Mary's College ............... . 
Do .• . .. . . . . . . . . .. . San Aqtonio ·s Academy ... . .... __ 
Do ........ _... . . . . Ursuline Academy ........ ...... .. 
San Marcos ........... Coronal Institute ........ ... ..... . 
Sa.,·ov . ................ Savoy College* .................. . . 
Sequl.n .......... ...... Montgomery Institute* .... .. ... .. 
Sherman ....... . ...... Noi'th Texas Female College ·-- -
Do ................. Sherman Institute and Conser· 
Walnut 
vatory of Music and Art. 
Sunset College* . 
Columbia College 
Jones's School* ................... . 
High School . _. _ ..... _ ....... _ ... . 
Nazareth Academy ............... . 
St. Joseph's College and Dio-
ce,mu Seminary.* 
entru.l College* .................. . 
M. H. Allis ................... JNonsect .. . 
Prof. WaldemerMalcolmson Nonsect .. . 
Rev . J. L. Dickens, PH. D., 
LL. D, 
Miss Bar beck ........... _ ... _ 
Rev. Francis Feith ......... R.C ....... . 
w. B. Seeley,PH. D ...... • .. . --- --········ 
Sister M. Ursula ............ R.C ··--·-- -
A. A.Thomas ........... . .... Meth. So. 
W. B. Jones···---··---·····- Nonsect ... 
N. B. Fuller---··········---· Epis -·---·-Mrs. L . A. Kidd .... ... __ .... Meth __ . ... _ 
I. G. Nash ...... ...... ....... Nonsect ... . 
J . P. Bryan .... .. ......... c ••••••• • •••••• • 
H. L. Piner ... . ···" .......... Nonsect ... . 
G. A. Jones ........ ... ~--·-·- Meth -·----· 
Melvin Hix.................. Nousect ... . 
St. Mary St. Claire_. ___ ..... R. 0 ...... . . 
Rev. L. Wyer ................ R. C ••...... 
T. W. Elliott ~onsect ... 
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Weatherford ______ ___ Texas Female Seminary--------- W. B. Farr, D. n _____________ Cumb. Pres 2 2 0 )) g g 
1 
__ o _o_ 0 I) -- -- ---- 0 0 30 Do ______________ ___ WeatherfordCollege __________ ____ David S. Switzer __________ __ M. E . So ____ 4 1 125 0 1 1 40 45 
Wh1tt->wr1ght _________ Grayson College ____________ ______ E.T. Kemp, preHide!1t.- __ ___ Nonsect - - . 6 8 201 99 0 0 29 13 39 17 17 126 131 
Whitt __________ ___ ____ Whitt Seminary and Normal J. N. Johnston, president -- Nonsect ____ 1 1 60 68 ---- ---- 8 6 8 (l 8 (l -- -- - - -- - ----
· School. 
O J 0 60 75 Willis ____________ __ ___ Male and Female College _________ Geo. H. Stovall, president __ Nonsect ____ 2 1 20 25 0 8 2 -0 3 2 5 
UTAH. 
L<?~an ---------------- Brigham Yo"!lng College __________ J. H. Paul, president ________ 9 1 180 95 0 0 --· - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 7 25 25 00 Mil Creek ____________ Cen tr al Semmary. ________________ Horace Cummings __________ L .D.S_, ____ 1 ] 6L 41 0 0 -- - · 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----- -----
20 10 --3 Mount Pleasant ______ ·wasatch Academy ____ __ ___ _______ Isaac Newton Smith ________ Presb ______ 0 2 18 16 0 0 -- -- --- - -- -- ---- 0 0 0 66 54 >-Ogden City _______ ___ _ Ogden .Military __ ___ _________ ______ 0 . L . Howard ____ _______ _____ Nonsect ____ 3 1 41 10 0 0 6 0 9 0 2 0 11 20 0 --3 Park City _______ __ ___ _ Park Academy* _______________ ___ David Dennis ___ ____ _____ ____ Cong _______ 0 1 15 17 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 3 20 40 H m. Provo _________________ Brigham Young Academy* ·--- -- Dr. K. G. Maeser ________ ---- L. D. S _ •••• 3 1 41 39 0 0 2 1 12 3 0 0 73 39 14 
--3 Do---------- -- · - Proctor Academy __________ _______ Prof. Forest E. Merrill _____ Cong _______ 1 1 8 20 0 0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 0 3 100 100 H Salt Lake City ____ , ___ All Hallows College _______ _______ _ Rev. Thomas Henry _____ ___ R.C ________ 10 0 77 0 0 0 ----
---- ---- ---- -- -- -----
20 0 0 
---- m Do--------- ----- Later Day Saints' College ________ J as. E. Talmage, n. s. n., L.D.S _____ 5 0 40 36 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 2 35 65 78 
PH. D. 
!I 0 Rowland Hall ____ ________ ____ . ____ Miss Adele Coleman ___ _____ Epis _______ 0 6 0 53 0 0 0 0 ., 4 0 121 St. Mark's School*----- ----- ---- - J.B. Howard ____________ . ____ P.E ________ 1 1 8 6 - - .. 0 4 o --i- 0 9 100 80 l'%j -- --Salt LaKe Academy* _____________ Edward Benner ____ _____ ____ Cong _______ 2 3 30 20 ---- ---- 1 -- -- 1 1 4 115 85 >-,:j Salt Lake Collegiate Institution_ Robert J. Caskey ____________ Presb ___ ___ 2 1 14 30 0 0 0 ===: 0 0 4 50 46 ~ 
H 
~ 
> 
Goddard Seminary·······-------- Arthur W. Peirce __________ Univ _______ 5 5 76 66 0 0 17 5 • 3 0 4 0 15 8 2 8 Bradford Academy* ______________ D. B. Locke ______________ ____ 1 2 34 63 0 0 5 2 4 20 6 8 14 18 18 t_zj Bishop Hopkins's Hall. __________ . Rev. Lucius M. Hardy ______ Epis ________ 2 10 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 Vermont Episcopallnstitute ___ _ Henry H. Ross _______________ Epis ________ 4 1 40 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 4 0 9 0 0 rJ) Chelsea Academy ________ _________ John W. Comstock, A. M ____ Nonsect ____ ] 1 20 19 0 0 2 3 -- -- 0 0 l 9 8 t_zj ---- 0 New Hampton Institution* ______ A.G. Cox ____________________ Bapt _______ 1 0 10 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lyndon Institute* _________ ______ _ Walter E. Ranger, A. M _____ Nonsect ____ 6 4 125 100 0 0 6 3 2 0 18 24 42 0 0 z Mclndoe's Academy _____ ___ ______ Thomas Martin _____ ___ _____ ____ .,. ____ _____ 1 0 24 30 
---- ----
1 1 8 10 Burr and Burton Seminary ______ Allan C. Ferrin ______ ____ ____ 3 3 43 31 0 0 12 2 --ii" 0 4 11 ---a" 6 9 tj 
Vermont Methodist Seminary __ . Rev. E. A. Bishop, A. M _____ M. E ___ _____ 4 7 84 142 0 0 34 24 1 0 10 3 21 10 8 > Newburg Seminary ______ _________ Mrs. Elmer E. French, A . B __ Nonsect ____ 1 4 25 34 0 0 1 7 0 0 --- - ---- 7 55 41 ~ Beeman Academy _________________ Henry Field Ellinwood _____ Cong- _____ __ 1 1 35 31 0 0 6 0 2 0 2 0 7 0 0 ~ 
Caledonia County Grammar C. A. Bunker ____________ ____ 
---- -- ---- ----
1 1 52 57 0 0 15 17 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 u:. School. 0 Poultney _____ _______ _ Troy ConferenceAcademy __ _____ Rev. Chas. H. Dunton, n. n_ M.E ________ 4 4 129 58 0 0 36 2 14 4 'j' 1 14 29 4 ~ Royalton ______ __ _____ Royalton Academy _______________ Celia Sherman ___ _______ ____ Nonsect ____ 0 1 5 12 0 0 0 4 0 0 ---- 0 2 0 0 Rutland __ ______ ______ English and Classical Institute Geo. W . .Perry and 0. H. Nonsect __ __ 3 5 63 32 0 0 14 1 4 2 4 0 12 5 3 0 
St. Johnsbury ________ and Business College, Perry. t'-! St. Johnsbury Academy __________ C. E. Putney, PH. D ________ _ 
-Bapt ------~ 
5 8 197 159 0 0 30 10 15 0 3 15 53 0 0 00 Saxtons River ______ _ Vermont Academy* ______________ George A. Williams, PH. n _ 4 I 70 84 0 0 23 18 29 27 4 4 19 9 1 South Woodstock ____ Green Mountain Perkins Acad- Fred B. Van Ornum ________ Univ ___ __ __ 1 1 16 18 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 
emy. 
~hetford __________ --- Thetford Academy _______ __ _______ F. W. Newell. ___ _______ __ ___ Nonsect __ __ 1 2 34 56 0 0 4 5 3 0 0 2 7 0 0 ownshend ____ __ __ ___ Leland and Gray Seminary * ____ David G. Smyth ____________ Bapt ___ ___ _ 1 0 11 21 0 0 0 2 ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 16 25 1---West Brattleboro ____ Glenwood Classical Seminary ___ H. H. Shaw ______ ___ _________ Cong _______ 1 4 65 76 0 0 14 5 4 2 - --- ---- ----- 6 8 1---l 
* Statistics of 18~0-'91. I ~ ~ 
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VIRGINIA. 
Abingdon . ........ .... Male Academy* . ...... . . ..... . . .. . 
.Uexandria. ........ ... PotomacAcademy .. .... .. ....... . 
1 Do .............. St. John's Academy ...... ....... . 
Arvonia .... .... .. .... Seven Island School ............. . 
Bellevue.............. High School. ..... ... ............. . 
Bethel Academy ..... Classical and Military Academy. 
appahosie ......... Gloucester Agricultural and In· 
dustrial High School. 1 Carters Creek .... .... Chesapeake Academy* ..... ...... Prof. H.B. Nolley ....... ... Nonsect ... . 
Cbnrlottesville ....... University School. .............. . Horace W. Jones ............ Nonsect ... . 
Chester . ...... ........ Youn~ Ladies' Institute . ......... Rev. A. Bagby .. . .... .. ..... Bapt ...... . 
Cobham ............. . Keswick Boys' School. ...... . .... James M. Page, PH. D .•. ... Epis ...... . . 
Columbia .... ........ . Rivanna Home School .......... . James McC. Miller .... . ..... Nonsect ... . 
Craigsville . .......... High School* ........... .......... Robert E. McKay ........ . ... .... ........ . 
Danville .............. Military Institute* . .... . ......... Col. I. H. Saunders, supt . .. Nonsect ... . 
D a.yton ...... ......... Shenandoah Ins tittute ......... ~ .. Geo.T. Holt, A. M ..•......•. Unit. Breth 
Elk Creek ...... ...... Elk Creek Academy* ......... ... . E. J. Robertson .......................... . 
Fincastle .... ......... Female Institute ................. E. A. Luster .......... ... .... Nonsect .. .. . 
Floyd ................. Oxford Academy ...... ............ Rev. and Mrs.JohnK.Har· Presb ..... . 
ris. 
Fort Defiance ........ Au gusta.Military Academy .... . . Chas. L. Roller ..•.•......... Nonsect ... . 
Franklin ............. Franklin Academy ............... Wm. H .Harrison . ....... ... NNonsecl···· 
Greenwood Depot .... Greenwood School -----·· .... Rev. Wm. Dinwiddie, M.A . onsec ···· 
Arthur P. Wilmer ..... .... . Nonsect ... . 
John S. Blackburn .......... ·--·-- · ·--·- ·-
Richard L. Carne, A . M ·-·-- Catholic .. . 
Philip B. Ambler--··--····· Nonsect ... . 
Wm. R. Abbott ........................... . 
Maj. A.G. 8mith ·-·····-·-· Nonsect ... . 
W. B . Weaver ............... . 
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Hales Ford ........... Classical and Normal School* ... -Wm. E. Duncan ..... ... .... Nonsect .... 2 3 
Irvinfiton ............ Chesapeake Academy ............ S. E. Latane, W. C. Vaden .. Nonsect ... . 2 2 
1 0 
t;Hi:~~============= i~rk~I~if~;~~:~==~=======:===== ~--~Jtfi~r~~~====~~=======~ H;i!~~;==== 1 3 2 0 trj Markham............ . Cleveland Higb. School ........... vV. C. Marshall ........ ····-- Nonsect .... 2 0 
t::; Millwood .. ----···-·-· Clay Hill Academy*···-···-······ Wm. H. Whiting, jr ·····--- Nonsect .... 1 0 
c:o New Market. ____ .·-·· Polytechnic Institute* .... ·-····· W. H. Smith . . ···········---- Nonsect . ... 3 0 
t-:) Norfolk .... ·-··--····· Norfolk Academy .. ............ .. Robert W. Tunstall. ........ Nonsect .... 7 0 I Do ............... Norfolk Mission College .......... J.B. Work ......... . ....... . . Un. Presb. 2 0 
OnaD;cock ............. Ona~cock Academy .............. l<'rank P. Brent ..... ........ Nonsect .... 3 1 
Pearisburg ........... Pearisburg Academy . ............ J. w. Taylor ................. Nonsect .... 1 1 
-::i Petersburg ........... St. Paul's Female School* ....... Miss Laura M. Russell. ..... Nonsect .... 0 2 
t-:) Do . .. ........... School for Girls* ................. Mrs. W. H. Platt ........... . Epis ....... 0 1 
Richmond .. . .... ..... Franklin Street School for Boys. G. M. Nolley ............•.... Nonsect .... 2 0 
Do .............. . McGuire's School. ............. ... John P . McGuire ........... Nonsect .... 4 0 
Do .... ·-- ·-·-·--· Merrill 's Female S chool *········ Geo. F. Merrill ... . ···-·· .... Nonsect .... 1 1 
Do.·-·-·········· Virginia University High School Wister Archer, M.A. , PH. :n. 1 0 Rockfish Depot ...... Klein berg Female Seminary .. _ .. Misses Wailes·-····-··-····· Presb ...... 1 3 
Snowflake··········-· Reid's Normal School and Busi· John M. Reid.·-····-··-· .... Nonsect ... . 0 2 
ness Institute* 
South Boston ........ Female Institute.··········-····-· J.P. Snead.·-······ ....... ... Nonsect .... 1 2 Staunton ............. Augusta Female Seminary*-·--· Miss Mary J. Baldwin ...... Nonsect .... 0 21 Do ........ .. _ .. __ Staunton Military Academy ... __ Wm.H.Kable ··-··-··--····· Nonsect._ .. 3 2 Suffolk .. ..... -........ Collegiate Institute*.·-··· ........ P. J. Kernodle, A. M •. ·-·- .... 1 2 
Do.·- -·-···-···-· Nansemond Seminary·······-···· Mrs. Lucy H. Quimby ....... Epis ........ 0 5 
Do.·-· ··· ·--····· Ryland Institute .... ·-····-"···-· - Miss Lula M. Butt . ......... Nonsect .... 0 3 
Do_··-··· ········ Suffolk College ...... ···-··--·· .. .. Miss S. A. Finney . . ......... . Meth .. ·-··· 0 9 
Do ........ ·-····· Suffolk Military Academy .... .. .. JosephKing,A.M ·· -········ Nonsect._ . . 3 0 Tazewell .. _ ...... . .... Female Seminary .. _ ...... _. _ .... Mrs. R. B. Gillespie ......... Nonsect._ .. 0 6 The Plains ............ School for Boys ................... A. S. Furcron, A. M . .... ··-· 1 0 Warrenton ........... Fauquier Institute for Young Geo. G. Butler, A. M .•.. ·-·· Nonsect ... ~ 0 3 
Ladies. 
Waynesboro .... ·-·-·· Fishburne School. ..... . _ . ........ Jas. A. Fishburne .. ......... Nonsect .... 4 0 Do ............... Valley Seminary .................. Dr. and Mrs. J.B. Winston. Presb ...... 2 7 Winchester_ .......... Shenandoah Valley Academy .... J.B. Lovett ........ ......... Nonsect .... 1 0 
Wood···········-··--- Riverview Seminary ..... ·--- .... Wm. F. Ramey, A. M --··--- Nonsect .... 1 1 Woodlawn_···--·-··- Male and Female Academy-···-· E. L . Bain . .. . ...... _____ . ! __ Nonsect . ... 1 1 Wytheville_ .. ·--- ---· Trinity Hall Female College* .... Rev. Alex. Phillippi ........ Lutheran .. 1 4 
Do.·--·······-··· Wytheville Seminary ............ Mrs. Thomas Dew ... ....... Epis ........ 0 6 
WASHINGTON. 
Centralia·········-·-· ! Grace Seminary .... ··-·-·-···--·· E.T. Trimble, M. A-········ Bapt ....... 0 2 
Coupeville. __ ···---·-- Puget Sound Academy·---··--·-· Rev. Chas. E . .Newberry--·- Cong···-·-· 1 0 
Ellens bur~ - ______ ---- Ellensburg Academy.·---·-··--· · Rev. J . S. Bingham.--·-____ Presb ..... . 1 1 
~!!!~ ::::::::::::: ::::\ ~f/f,';.;'~~';;.l'.;'.,;y;: ::: · :: :::: :::: ~",;D~~i~unl~p :: :::: :::: ~~':,',~ct:::: 1 1 2 0 
North yakima ....... St. Jo~eph's A(Jademy ............ Sisters of CbaritY--- ·---·-·· Catholic . . . 1 1 
Olympia .......... -··· Collegiate Institute* ...... ·-·· .... Luther Covington ...... -·-· lVI. E ...... . . I 1 1 
Seattle .. ·--- ...... -··· Academy of the Holy Names .... Sister M. Geraldine ......... R. c ........ 0 18 
*Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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Spokane Falls ........ Gonzaga. College ........ ......... . 
lJo . .............. Jenkins University 
Do............... St. Mary's Hall ........... .. ..... . 
'l'acoma. ...... .... .... Annie Wright Seminary ........ . 
Do............. .. Ta.coma Academy ................ . 
Do ............... Washington College . ... . ........ . 
"'a.itsburg.... ...... .. Waitsburg Academy* 
WEST vmGINIA. 
Rev. J. B. Rene, s. J •.•..•.. 
J. J. Reppetor, vice-presi· 
dent. 
James Lyon ............. . .. . 
Mrs. Sarah K . White ...... . 
Alfred P. Powelson ........ . 
D. s. Pulford, M. A .••.•••••• 
Rev. W. G. W. Hays ....... . 
R.C ....... . 
;Nonsect . . . . 
P.E ....... . 
P.E ....... . 
Nonsect ... . 
P. E .. ..... . 
Un. Presb .. 
Chnrlestown .......... l Charlestown Male Academy ...... \ J. W. Tuesley ··············1 Nonsect ... . Parkersburg . .. . . . .. . ~cademy of th: Visitation . . . . . . . Sister Mary Cecilia......... ~- C . ...... . 
Salem ................. Salem College ................. ... Rev. S. L . Maxson, A. M .... 1·DayBapt. 
8 
1 
1 
0 
1 
4 
2 
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1 
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5 
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0 
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5 
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62 
20 
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17 
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0 
80 
Albion ............. . Albion Academy* ..... ............ D. E. Willard, A. M •••• •••••• 7·DayBapt. 1 1 19 
WISCONSIN. I I I I 
Ashland ............. N. 1 orth \Visconsiu ~cademy ....... Samuel 'l'. Kidder ........... Nonsect .... 
1 
3 1 8 
BeaverDn.m ......... \\ayln.ntlUnivennty* ..... a •• • •• • Rev.Jam€.sP.'l'homs,PH. D. Bapt . ...... 4 6 58 
~va.nsv1lle .•...... .... Evansville Seminary ............. J. Emory Coleman .......... Free Meth . 2 4 50 
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H111s1ide .• .••••.....•.. Home School. .....•...•....•...•. E~en C. and Jane Lloyd- ....•.....•... 2 6 14 20 0 1 0 
ones. 0 0 8 Kenosha .............. University School* ............... G R. McDowell ............. 3 0 25 0 -- ------------ 1 14 16 0 0 .... Madison .... .......... Wisconsin Academy* .........•... W. M. Pond and Charlotte Nonsect .... l 
E. Richmond. 
Marinette ............ Academy of Lourdes .............. Sr. M. Clodulpha ............ R. C .. t ••••• 0 6 10 16 0 0 .... 
Milwaukee ........... Cathedral Institute ............... Miss Emma L. Dean ........ Epis .. ..... . 0 6 10 8 0 0 10 
Do ...••.......... Concordia College ................ Ch. I.,I. Loeber ............... Luth ....... 7 0 201 0 0 0 0 
Do ............... German·English Academy ....... Emil Dapprich .............. Nonsect .... 1 1 16 15 0 0 .... 
Do ............... Milwaukee AcadAmy ............. . Julius Howard Pratt ....... Nonsect .... 3 0 37 0 0 0 11 
Mount Calvary . ..... St. Lawrence College ............. Rev. P. Alphonsus Breumle. R. C ........ 2 0 110 0 0 0 10 
Racine ................ Home School ...................... Mrs. J. G. McMurphy ....... Epis ....... 1 3 0 30 0 0 0 
Do ............... Racine College .................... Arthur Piper ................ P.E ........ 5 0 48 0 0 0 40 
Do ............... St. Catherine's Academy ......... Mother M. Hyacintha, R.C ........ 0 4 0 45 0 0 .... 
St. Francis ...... ..... Catholic Normal School of the 
president. 
Rev. M. M. Gerend .......... R.C ........ 8 0 67 0 0 0 0 
Sinsinawa ............ 
Roly Family. 
St. Clara's Academy .............. Dominican Sisters .......... R. C ........ 0 5 0 70 0 0 .... 
Watertown ........... University of Our Lady of the Rev. John I. Keefe, c. s. c ... R. C ........ 3 0 30 0 0 0 26 
Sacred Heart. 
Waukesha ............ Carroll College .................... Walter L. Rankin, PH. D •••• Presb ...... 2 2 40 22 0 0 •... 
*Statistics of 1890-'91. 
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UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. 
TABLE G.-Stcitistics of imive1·sities ancl colleges for 1891-'92. 
.Loco.lion. College . 
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ALABAMA 
I 
25 I East Lake ____________ Howard College _______________ 1 0 9 o o I o 10 0 0 175 0 ------ ---- ------ ---- 200 0 ---· ---- ---- 2,000 Greensboro. __________ Southern University* ________ 1 0 10 0 0 0 11 0 22 0 184 0 ------
---- ------ ----
206 0 ---- ---- ---- 3,000 300 Lo. Fayette ___________ La Fayette College ____________ 0 3 3 1 ---- ---- 4 4 100 125 53 40 ------ ---- ------ ---- 160 171 1 0 0 400 200 Linenue ______________ Lineville College _____________ _ 1 1 2 0 ----
----
2 2 55 58 35 31 90 89 0 0 0 -------- --------Scottsboro ___________ Scottsboro College* __________ 2 3 5 2 0 0 6 7 45 47 56 65 0 0 0 0 101 11 2 0 0 0 100 Selma ________________ Selma University _____________ 1 2 3 2 2 0 6 4 85 9-1 10 2 ------
----
25 0 120 96 800 500 Spring HilL __________ Spring Hill College ________ ___ 1 0 13 0 ----
--·-
14 0 9 0 169 0 ------
---- ------ ----
178 0 0 
--n1 3,000 450 University -----------1 University of Alabama _______ 0 0 17 0 3 0 'ZO 0 0 0 143 0 5 o, 19 0 166 0 5 12,000 
ARIZONA. 
Tucson ________________ University of Arizona ______ __i 1 I o\ 71 1 I ol o\ sl 1 I 12 I 10 I 51 4 1 _____ J_J ____ J_ __ 1 11 I 14 I ol ol ol 600 I 1,500 
ARKANSAS. 
Arkadelphia. __________ Ouachita Baptist College ____ . 3 5 4 3 ----
----
4 6 65 50,1 90 86 
-- ----1-- --- ---- ---- ,~ I"' 1---1- -- -- --1 3,000 I 2,000 Batesville ____ ---" ____ Arkansas College _____________ 2 1 5 1 ---- 5 2 2a 13 54 2l - 77 34 2 ---- 1 3,000 500 Conway ____ ___________ Hendrix College ______________ 1 0 6 0 ==== 7 0 110 16 3f, 5 --()- 145 2i - -- 1 3, 000 1,000 Li1,1,le Rock_---··- ____ Little Rock University* _____ 0 1 2 2 ---- ---- 5 4 75 50 3 3 -- ---- ---- 30 l2l 70 ---- ---- ---- 1,000 DO--------------- Philander Smith College _____ 2 3 4 l ---- - --- 6 9 24 4 7 0 ------ ---- 17 0 195 151 ---- ---- ---- 700 
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OALIFORNIA.. 
'f, 'll ,.J_. __ 1 48, 28g i Berkeley ______________ University of. Calif.ornia ______ 0 0 47 0 49 0 96 0 0 0 367 143 22 15 418 16 5,000 College City __________ Pierce Christian College ______ 0 2 4 0 0 0 4 4 10 10 32 28 
------ ---- ---- -- ----
0 College Park _________ University of the Pacific _____ 7 7 7 2 ---· ---- 17 12 136 104 25 6 1 0 16 0 164 145 3 0 0 3,tJOO Los Angeles __________ Southern California College_ 3 6 3 5 ---- ---- 3 6 27 10 1 0 ------ ---- ------ ---- 28 10 0 0 0 1,400 
Do----- - ------ -- St. Vincent's College _________ 4 0 6 0 0 0 10 0 60 0 51 0 ------
---- ------ ----
111 0 ----
-- -- -- --
3. 500 550 Na.pa __________________ Napa College. __________ ______ _ 8 3 8 3 ---- ---- 8 3 54 35 19 15 ------ ---- ---- -- ---- 73 50 2 1 4,500 300 Oa.klaJld __________ ---- California Cone·ge _____________ 6 4 6 4 --- -
----
8 5 60 30 7 4 ------
---- ------ -- --
67 34 4 1 2,000 1,000 C/1 Do _____ _____ ____ St. Mary 's College ________ __ __ 8 0 12 0 0 . 0 20 0 150 0 120 0 -----· ---- ------ ---- 270 0 0 0 0 5. 000 ---- - --- >-:3 San Francisco ____ ____ St. I gnatius College __________ 6 0 7 0 · - - - ---- 18 0 301 0 96 0 · ----- --- - ------ ---- 418 0 0 0 0 30,000 3,000 > Santa Clara __________ Santa Clara College ___________ 9 0 7 0 0 0 16 0 170 0 53 0 0 0 0 0 223 0 0 0 0 18, 000 3, 000 j Santa Rosa __ _________ Pacific Methodist College*_ .. 1 0 5 3 0 0 6 3 10 11 16 18 0 0 0 0 26 89 0 0 0 1, 116 1 312 Stanford University. Leland Stanford .Junior Uni- 0 0 35 3 0 0 35 3 0 0 395 121\ 21 17 
------ ----
416 142 0 0 0 9,000 3,000 Cf) 
versity. ..., 
H University ___________ University of Southern Cali- 3 2 6 5 24 1 39 10 90 77 22 14 2 3 28 8 187 170 0 0 1 2,000 , 1. 500 ("2 fornia. [f) Woo,l bridge __________ San .Joaquin Valley College._ 2 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 29 21 10 9 ------
---- ----- - ----
39 30 
--- - ---- --- -
1,000 
--------Woodland ____________ Hesperian College*----------· 0 2 2 4 0 0 2 6 13 24 42 27 0 0 0 0 55 51 0 0 0 1,500 500 0 
~ COLORADO. 
Boulder _______________ University of Colorado _______ 4 1 12 3 17 0 26 4 59 44 33 21 0 1 6 5 98 7l 8,000 q 
-- -- ---- -- · - -------- z Colorado Springs ____ Colorado College ______________ 16 2 16 2 0 0 16 2 75 50 38 12 
------
---- ------ ----
113 62 8 1 0 9,000 1, 000 H Del Norte _____________ Presbyterian College of the 0 1 2 1 1 0 3 2 1l 2 5 3 ------
--- -
6 0 16 5 0 0 0 800 300 ~ Southwest. t_zj Univrsity Park _____ University of Denver _________ 7 4 7 4 55 0 67 10 139 63 18 15 4 1 60 9 221 88 
---- --- -
2 5,000 1,000 ~ 
[f) 
CONNECTICUT. H 
~ Hartford _____________ Trinity College ________________ 0 0 14 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 121 0 1 0 0 0 122 0 ---- ---- 5 34,000 22, 000 H Middletown __________ Wesleyl:',n University __ _______ 0 0 27 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 230 26 10 0 0 0 240 26 50 1 11 40,000 
--------
M New Haven ___________ Yale University ______ . ________ 0 0 92 0 62 0 154 0 0 0 1323 0 76 0 351 0 1755 29 22 6 25 210, 000 [fl 
--------
DELAWARE. > z Newark _______________ Delaware College _____________ 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 95 0 2 0 0 0 97 0 30 0 0 5,475 4,079 t, 
DISTRICT OF COLUM- ("2 
BIA. 0 
'Washing ton _________ . Columbian University ________ 9 0 20 0 40 0 69 0 102 0 169 45 0 0 513 0 817 64 8,000 r 
---- ---- ---- --------
H Do ________________ Georgetown University ______ 18 0 40 0 44 0 102 0 199 0 85 0 5 0 382 0 671 0 
----
60,000 17,695 tr.l Do ________________ Howard University ___________ 1 0 8 1 ' 30 0 47 10 49 6 24 3 0 0 256 3 457 80 0 1 10,000 1,000 0 Do ________________ National Deaf-Mute College __ 0 0 10 2 0 0 10 2 0 0 51 13 6 1 0 0 57 14 eo 6 0 3,000 ____ .. ___ M 
FLORIDA. [fl 
De Land ______________ .Joh~B. Stetson University __ 5 9 5 4 0 0 5 9 86 95 4 1 0 0 0 0 90 96 2 0 0 4,300 250 Leesburg _____________ Flouda Conference College --1 2 3 3 !I 0 0 3 6 12 10 76 68 0 0 0 0 88 78 0 0 0 130 40 Talhthassee __________ SermnaryWestoftheSuwan- 1 1 2 0 0 3 1 23 25 14 1: I 0 0 0 0 37 36 0 0 0 300 100 nee River. ~ Winter Park _________ Rollins College ________________ 6 8 5 0 0 6 8 76 87 2 0 0 0 0 78 89 0 0 0 2,500 1,000 ~ 
* Statiftics of 1890-'91. ~ ~ 
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TABLE 6.-Statistics of universities and collegesfor 1891-'9'2-Continued. 
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GEORGIA. 
ns ................ University of Georgia •....... 0 0 fr 0 12 0 29 0 Q 0 182 0 0 0 13 0 195 0 .... 4 . 
:ita ............... Atlanta University ........... 9 6 10 1 0 0 10 15 46 77 13 1 0 0 0 0 244 317 6 0 
.loo . . .. .. .... ... . Bowdon College* ............. 
""i)" 1 1 ---- I 1 48 32 ----- - ---- ------ ---- 48 32 ---- ----rd ................ Buford College ................ 2 2 3 0 ··o· 3 7 ""32" ""4ij" 16 24 0 0 0 0 48 70 0 0 
eti.llle. ...... .... Gaines,·ille College* .......... 0 1 1 4 •••• ---- 1 5 ···-· ----- (75) 95 64 ---- ----
m ................ Mercer Universi~y ............ 2 0 9 0 4 0 · 15 0 95 0 1771 0 
····o· 0 8 0 280 0 2 0 
rd ................ Emory College ...... •••....... 2 0 11 0 2 0 15 0 68 0 217 0 0 0 ·····- ---- 285 0 18 ----
11 Atlanta........ Clark University .............. 3 6 5 1 
---- ----
7 7 17 1 2 0 .....• 
---- --- --- ----
200 177 0 0 
ILLINOIS. 
gdon ............. Hedding College .......... .. .. 6 4 4 2 0 0 7 5 91 76 26 24 ·----- ---- --- --- -- -- 117 100 ---- -- --
minf,tton ......... Illinois Wesleyan University 4 1 6 2 5 0 48 13 148 86 78 37 106 5 36 1 710' b67 
bonna.is Grove .. St. Viataur's College ......... 4 0 22 0 2 0 28 0 50 0 125 0 12 0 13 0 200 0 
··o· 0 
nville ............ Blackburn University ........ 1 0 4 2 0 0 5 2 65 46 22 17 0 0 0 0 87 63 3 0 
rn.ge ............. Carthn ge College ...... . _ ...... 
~I 2 5 0 0 0 9 2 60 61 37 22 0 0 
0 0 102 83 1 '- -·· 
11paign ........... Unh-ersity of Illinois . ........ 0 34 1 0 () 38 1 137 26 352 60 5 3 0 0 494 89 24 0 
i.go·-············· St. Ign:itius College .......... 9 0 9 0 0 0 20 0 249 0 47 I 0 ·-···· -- -- ------ --- -
334 0 0 0 
1nrst ............. Evangelical Proseminary ... 1 0 6 0 0 0 7 0 9 0 121 0 0 0 0 
0 130 0 0 0 
1lrn, •••••••.••••• Eureka College .. . ....... 5 1 ai I ] 2 0 14 5 116 81 89 42 2 0 77 0 248 138 0 0 \Stoll ............. Northwestern Univer,,ity ... _ 10 4 1 146 19 150 24 498 237 249 129 IJ 9 1, 144 134 1,792 509 156 3 
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Ewing ............... . 
Fulton ............... . 
Galesburg 
Do . ........ ..... . 
Jn.cksonv:ille ........ . 
Lalrn Forest ......... . 
Lebanon ...... ...... . . 
Lincoln ....... ....... . 
Monmouth 
Ewing College .. .... .. .... .... 3 2 4 
Northern Illinois College .... 1 o 1 
Knox College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 7 ~ 12 
Lombard University ..... .... 1 3 6 
lllinoisCollege ................ 9 0 10 
Lake Forest University ...... 10 13 15 
McKendree College........... 7 0 7 
Lincoln University........... 1 1 3 
Monmouth College..... ..... . 4 3 7 
Naperville ............ , Northwestern College ....... . 
Quincy .............•.. Chaddock College _ 12 
4 2 6 
2 10 
0 14 
0 1] 
0 10 
5 7 
1 3 
Do ....... ....... . 
Rock Island ......... . 
Teutopolis ........... . 
Upper Alton ......... . 
Westfield 
Wheaton 
INDIANA. 
St. Francis Solanus College . . 6 
AugustanaCollege ............ 13 
St. Joseph's Diocesan College 4 
Shurtleff College . . .... .... .... 5 
Westfield College............. 3 
Wheaton College....... ...... 5 4 7 
Crawfordsville....... Wabash College ... 
Bloomington ........ · 1 Indiana University 
Fort Wayne .......... Concordia College 
Franklin ...•.. ...... Franklin College 
o I o 
1
34 
;.1 .. ;. 1! 
Greencastle .......... De Pauw University ......... 12 4 16 
Hanover .............. HanoverCollege .............. 2 0 12 
Hartsville ............ Hartsville College.......... .. 1 0 2 
Irvington ............. Butler University ........ .... 2 2 18 
Merom ................ Union Christian College...... 3 2 2 
Moore's Hill. ......... Moore's Hill College.... ..... . 7 3 7 
Notre Dame .......... University of Notre Dame ... 24 0 22 
Richmond ............ Earlham College.... . ......... 3 2 10 
Ridgevrne ...... . ... .. Ridgeville College*........... 4 3 4 
St. Meinrad .......... St. Meinrad's College ....... .. !···· .... 13 
Upland ...•.•......••.. Taylor University............ 3 2 4 
IOWA. 
Cedar Rapids ......•.. 
Charles City ......... . 
CollegeSprings ..... . 
Davenport ........... . 
Decorah ..... ........ . 
Des Moines .......... . 
Do ........ ..... . 
Fairfield 
Coe College .. ................ . . 
German·English College .... . 
Amity College ................ . 
Griswold College ............. . 
Luther College ............... . 
Des Moines College 
Drake University* .......... . . 
Parsons College .............. . 
3 2 5 
0 1 4 
l 1 5 
8 16 3 
8 0 8 
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6 0 10 
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IOW' A- con t:lnued. 
Fayette .............. . 
Grinnell ............ . . 
Hopkinton ........... . 
Indianola ............ . 
Iowa City ... ......... . 
.Mount Pleasant . . ... . 
Do ... . ..... .. . . . . 
Mount Vernon ...... . 
Oskaloosa . .... ... ... . 
Do . ..... . . . ..... . 
Polla . ................ . 
Upper Iowa Uni,ersity ..... . 
Iowa College ................. . 
Lenox Collefe ................ . 
Simpson Co lege ............. . 
State University of Iowa .... . 
German College . .......... . .. . 
Iowa Wesleyan University*. 
Cornell College ............... . 
Oskaloosa College ... . ....... . 
Penn College ... . ............. . 
Central University of Iowa . . 
10 8 9 
2 2 13 
5 3 5 
4 5 4 
0 0 27 
2 0 8 
2 1 8 
2 7 15 
3• 3 4 
t O 6 
5 3 5 
Sioux City . .. . ....... . University of the Northwest* 6 2 6 
Storm Lake ......... . 
Tabor . .. . .... .. ... .. . . 
Toledo ....... .. .. . . .. . 
Waverly ..... . ........ 1 
Buena. Vista College.......... 3 1 4 
Tabor College................. 3 4 6 
Western College . . . . .......... 2 2 16 
Wartburg College............. .. . . ... . 7 
KANSAS. 
ALcbison .............. \ Midland College············· · \ 1 \ 2 \ 4 
Do .... . ...... .. .. St. Benedict's College .... . .. . 11 O 9 
1 0 
0 0 
3 0 
4 0 
6 67 
1 1 
2 0 
4 0 
4 
1 
3 
1 
0 
0 1919 11.9 0 20 4 96 
0 5 3 3'2 
0 6 6 104 
0 69 6 0 
0 9 3 33 
0 1 12 5 116 
0 17 11 158 
0 
0 
5 5 36 
8 4 62 
5 3 69 
79 
75 
25 
116 
0 
22 
89 
124 
31 
69 
70 
2 I 4 o 10 
1 .... .... 7 
41 37 30 
4 16 5 
~ I g g 2g 
Jg·[--g \ ,: 
5 48 47 
g I .. ~~. . . ~~. 
3 I 43 \ 20 0 112 0 
a Estimated. 
83142 142 80 
22 35 
55 37 
273 107 
17 20 
59 49 
170 120 
23 11 
45 39 
9 13 
10 6 
5 1 
24 3~ 
46 18 
69 0 
37 \ 13 
49 0 
2 o o o 204 121 I 2 
4 9 o o 25s 256 ·36. --o· 3 
0 1 0 0 54 61 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 228 188 li> ······-· 
9 18 532 28 752 152 0 1 0 
0 0 12 0 57 54 0 0 2 
...... ·-·· ...... -·-· 182° 196 0 0 4 
.. .... .... .. .... .... 338 312 19 0 4 
0 0 ···-······ 87 129 ... . 0 0 
1 0 10 17 117 177 2 . . .. l 
·-·-·· .•.. ····-· .•.. 78 83 ···- ..... . . . 
5,000 
17,334 
1,400 
2,500 
27,500 
400 
2. 000 
10, 200 
4,000 
2,000 
5,000 
0 0 22 2 { 7~129l1} 0 0 0 
====;= ==i= ====~= :::: ~gg.l~ii ·1 ·i ·tll·}~gg· 
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 6 9 0 0 0 0 1, 750 
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Baldwin··········-·· · Baker University ............. 5 3 ii 1 ··-· ---- 11 4 170 77 ,. I'° 1 1 , 0 0 310 192 0 0 0 4,250 Emporia .. . ........... College of Emporia.····-·-··· 9 1 1 0 0 9 1 14- 14 38 17 0 0 0 0 52 31 1 0 0 4,000 Enterprise ........... Central College_··-·· .......... 2 1 1 0 0 7 3 58 50 15 24 73 74 ---- ---- ---- 300 I 100 Highland ............. Highlrmd University········- 3 (l 
~I 
5 0 0 6 6 35 44 17 9 52 53 0 0 2 5,000 
Holton __ ········· ····· Campbell University -·v •···· 8 5 5 0 0 8 5 --·-- -- - -- (21) 
-10· .. 114- 215 200 0 0 0 700 L<>wrence ............. University of Kansas .. ·-·-··- 0 0 25 2 18 1 40 4 0 0 279 92 19 5 424 206 
---- ---- ----
17,000 6,000 
Lecompton- .......... Lane University .............. 6 1 6 1 .... 
----
9 1' 44 39 21 12 
-- ---- ---- ------ ---- { (66) } 9 ···- ---- 290 140 65 I 51 
Lindsborg ............ Bethany College········ ·· ···- 8 0 8 0 ··-· ---- 14 7 75 30 31 13 
------ ----
~ (244) } 
---- ---- ----
4,000 3,000 U1 
------ ---- 1(16 43 1-3 Ottawa-·············- Ottawa University······-····- 7 2 7 2 0 0 7 2 74 94 32 31 106 125 0 0 0 2,600 
-------- P> St. Marys ............. St. Mary's College·····--····- 9 0 9 0 0 0 18 0 160 0 138 0 0 0 0 0 298 0 0 0 0 9,500 350 1-3 Salina ···- -··· ........ Kansas Wesleyan University. 3 1 5 1 0 0 8 1 60 71 14 8 ...... 
---- ------ ----
74 79 
---- ---- ----
1,800 500 H Sterling .............. Cooper Memorial College_ .... 2 1 3 0 0 0 5 1 35 21 11 0 -····- ---- ------ ---- 46 21 ---- ---- ---- 300 200 U2 Topeka··············- ·washburn College······-·-·-· 3 2 8 3 0 0 11 5 118 59 53 31 
------ -- ·- ·----- ----
172 106 
---- ---- ----
6,000 5,000 1-3 Wichita_ .............. Wichita University_···-·--··- 3 2 4 1 0 0 5 6 45 35 3 2 0 0 0 0 48 37 0 0 1 400 200 H 0 Winfield .............. Southwest Kansas College ... 13 7 13 7 0 0 13 7 97 88 29 33 0 0 0 0 243 270 
---- ---- ----
2,400 
--------
w. 
KENTUCKY. 0 
9 I 10 ~ Berea .· ·····-····· .... BereaCollege .••••••••.••.. ____ 3 3 7 2 1 0 39 38 23 8 ··-··· --- - 10 0 186 164 73 ---- ---- 4,000 300 Bowling Green .....•. Ogden College ................. 3 0 4 0 0 0 4 1 0 60 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 97 0 ···- 0 1 l, 780 325 q Danville -··· ··-······· Cent,re College* ............... 3 0 10 0 0 0 11 0 85 0 155 0 0 0 0 0 240 0 49 
---- ----
6,000 
---- --- -
z Eminence ............ Eminence College_ ............ 0 1 5 2 0 0 5 3 6 9 20 70 
------ ---- - ---- ----
2{j 79 
---- ---- ---- -------- ---- ----
~ 
Farmdale- ............ Kentucky Military Institute* 5 0 7 0 ··-· ---- 7 0 27 0 52 0 ···-·· ---- ------ ---- 79 0 0 0 0 2,000 
--------
-<: Georgetown .......... Georgetown College .... __ ..... 2 0 6 0 0 0 8 0 50 0 120 0 ... ~ .. 170 0 0 .... 3 8,500 2,500 t_zj Hopldnsville _ ........ South Kentucky College_ ..... 0 1 5 0 0 0 5 1 7 5 20 3C 
------ ---- ------ ----
27 35 5 .•.. 
----
500 100 ~ Lancaster ............ Garrard College*···-······ ··· · 0 -1 4 3 .... 
----
4 4 19 20 27 60 
------
46 80 0 0 0 200 50 U2 
---- ------ ---- H Lexington __ .......... Kentucky University ......... 3 0 10 0 3 0 20 2 77 0 310 26 
------ ----
136 0 974 -16 
---- ----
0 13,700 
-------- 1-3 Richmond ............ Central University···-········ 4 0 11 0 22 0 30 0 212 0 125 0 2 0 199 0 509 0 70 4 5,000 1,000 H Russell ville .......... Bethel College ... -············- 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 199 0 0 0 0 0 199 0 0 0 3 2,700 300 t_zj St. Marys_-······· .... St. Mary's College ............ 
···- ··-· 10 0 0 0 10 0 ..... 
-----
120 0 -····· 120 0 0 0 0 2,000 1,000 m ---- ------ ----Winchester ........... Kentucky Wesleyan College .. 5 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 --··· 
----- ----- - ---- ------ ---- ------ ----
134 0 ...• 
---- ----
2,000 
-------- P> 
LOUISIANA. z 
~ 
Baton Rouge ......... Louisiana State University __ 4 0 1'.; 0 0 0 17 0 108 0 67 0 0 0 0 0 175 0 0 0 0 18,000 1,000 a Convent .............. Jefferson College*-·-----· ____ 3 0 8 0 0 0 11 0 18 0 35 0 ...... 
-- -- ------ ----
53 0 -··· ---- ---- 1n,ooo 1,000 0 Jackson ............... Centenary College of Louisi- 2 1 6· 0 0 0 8 1 ljO 0 50 0 -···-· ---- ---- 100 0 ---· ---- ---- 3,000 1,000 t'4 ana. ' 
Keachie_ .. · -· .. _ . . .... Keachie College ........ _ . . -·-- 3 3 3 4 0 0 3 6 44 43 50 48 -·-··· 94 91 0 0 0 300 150 t"" 
---- ----- - ---- ~ New Orleans... .. ..... College of the Immaculate 9 0 9 0 ·-·· 
----
21 0 298 0 62 0 9 0 -···-: -- -- 492 0 ·--- -- -- ---- 12,000 2,000 Conception. Q 
Do-············· Leland University*·· ·· --···· 2 4 4 3 .... 6 7 16 5 2 1 -..•.• 14 0 157 144 1,000 100 t_zj --- · 
---- ---- ---- ---- r,:i Do ...•.... . ..... :--Iew Orleans University_····· 4 9 4 1 14 0 16 9 28 4 2 4 -···· · ---- 27 0 297 338 ---- --- - ---- 5,000 1,000 Do .... _ .......... S t raight University .......... 2 2 2 2 1 0 6 17 'i 7 I 2 - ---- ---- - -_,_ --- l (il o! 0 0 0 2,500 60 
Do_·············- Tulane University ............ 14 5 20 5 . 35 0 68 8 191 59 111 11'2 6 8 464 0 1182 302 25,000 6,000 
MAINE. 
~ 
Brunswick........ . . . . Bowdoin College_ .. _ ...... _ . .. 0 0 16 0 10 0 25 0 0 0 173 0 0 0 99 0 272 0 65 0 6 48,967 3,900 1,...,1. ~ 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. Ol 
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~IAINE-continued. 
Lewiston ............. \ Bates College ........ .......... \ 0 
Waterville ............ 
1 
ColbyUniversity.............. o o I 10 I o 0 15 0 5 0 0 115 0 15 
MARYLAND. 
Annnpolis ............ St. John's College............. 41 O 9 
Baltimore ........•... Johns Hopkins University... 0 0 65 
Do ...••...... .... Loyola College................ 4 O 5 
Do ............... MorganCollege ............... 1 2 3 
Chestertown .......... Washington College.......... 51 O 5 
Ellicott City ......... . Rock Hill College............. 7 0 8 
Do ............... St. Charles' College........... 9 0 10 
Mount bt. Marys ..... Mount St. Mary's College..... 8 0 13 
New \.Vindsor ........ New Windsor College ........ 4 81 5 
Westminster ......... Western Maryland College... 2 , 2 10 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Amherst··············\ Amherst College •...••.....•.. 
llosLon .... . . . ••.. Boston College ............... . 
Do ....... •. ... Boston University ........... . 
Cambridge ............ Harvard University ......... . 
0 
9 
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0 
0 131 0 7 
0 24 
0 123 
0 0 I O \ 13 0 0 0 6o 
0 0 0 1 9 2 2 0 ti 
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4 0 
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0\ 33010 0 230 0 
0 115 214 
0 1,58M 1 0 
128 0 
337 I o , ......... . 547 0 451 0 67 21 o I 6,500 2 55,000 500 50,00Q 
3 I 6 
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30 I o 
12 0 
203 0 
!72 122 
1:13 12 
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108 63 
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() 
g\ 8\ ~:g 
440 I 62 111 
883 0 2,658 
0 1190 0 42 
292 275 
0 199 
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20, 000 
1,800 
2.500 (9-0 
15,000 
8,000 
2,000 
2,000 
2,400 
4,000 
500 
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1 
....... . 0 0 14 000 •.•.•.•• 
2 .•.. 33 000 ...... . 
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Spdngfield •••••. .•••• Freneh P,·otestant College. - 17 1 2171 ~ ···· ···· ,! ~ 48 8 I 1J I 8 ······ ···· J 8 ,i) 8 5~ .. 0 0 500 100 4 28,000 11.000 
'l'}1ft"College ......... Tuft~ College .................. O O ~'1 0 --0· -·0· 23 o O o 351 o ·-··3- ··o· o O 354 O 55 1 8 3B, 000 5,000 "1111:1mHtown._._ .... Willlams College .. ······- ·.. .. 0 O 23 30 12,000 3,000 
Worc;~~.
1
~ ••••.•••.••. 6~i~~~gi~r:ll~iy-Cross::::: 10- --o· .ii- --0- ==:= ==== ·zr --0- -i4f ·-·o- --ib7. --o· ====== ==== ====== ·==== --30i- --6° --f 0 0 20,970 5, 680 
MICHIGAN. 
Adrian ___ ··----··--·-· Adrian College ........ ____ ... - 5 3 6 1 3 0 9 4 56 291 35 30 1 0 37 0 97183 0 0 2 6,000 500 Ul 
... 0 19 8 120 { (213) } 3 8,568 2,100 ~ Albion-------···------ AlbionCollege_ ..... - .. ---·---· 2 2 10 0 0 131 78 61 4 3 --··- · - 254 142 Alma ___ _______ . ____ ___ Alma College __________________ 8 6 8 6 0 0 8 6 26 19 18 15 0 0 0 0 72 100 0 0 5 11 , 500 10,000 8 
Ann Arbor -----·· -- -- Univer sity of Michigan----·- ·o 0 70 0 47 0 98 0 0 0 826 410 61 26 1,:?75 94 2,162 530 ---- 2 80,705 17,000 H m Battle Creek_· -- __ ---· Battle Creek College_·-·-- __ __ 1 6 11 5 -·-- ---- 12 11 156 118 189 149 ---- -- ---- ------ ---- 345 267 0 0 0 2,500 500 8 Benzonia· ·--- --·--··· Benzonia College ·----··--·--· 4 2 4 2 -·-- -- -- 4 2 35 51 1 3 ·--·-· ---- ------ -- -- 36 60 0 0 0 4,000 200 H 
Detroit·······--·-···· Detroit College .. . _______ ._. ___ 6 0 6 0 0 0 12 0 163 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 223 0 , 0 0 0 5,000 300 0 
Grand Rapids--·-·-· - 'V\~estern Michigan College ... 4 1 3 1 -·- - ---- 13 9 40 24 5 6 ··- --- ---- ----- - ---- 312 :'!12 0 0 0 10,000 25 Ul 
Hillsdale ....... ··-·-- Hillsdale College._ . . ________ ._ 7 3 JO 2 4 0 20 5 49 38 57 27 
------ ----
67 9 259 256 
---- - - --
8 8,000 
--------
Holland .... .......... Hope College ....... _ .. _ ..... _. 2 1 7 0 2 0 1~ 3 109 22 52 1 0 0 6 0 196 90 4 0 0 9,200 5,000 0 
Kalamazoo ....... _ ... Kalamazoo College·-·--··-··· 6 3 6 2 0 0 8 4 77 48 21 19 
---- -- ---- ------ ----
98 67 0 0 2 5,000 500 ~ 
Olivet ....... ·-·--- .... Olivet College ••••••••••••• ____ 3 2 9 1 0 0 13 5 101 75 126 89 18 9 ...•.• 
----
245 174 0 0 5 22,000 20,000 C: 
MINNESOTA. z 
t-t 
Collegeville····-···-· it. J9_hn's U~ivei:sity ····-·- - 2 0 20 0 4 0 23 0 40 0 180 0 ···-·· 33 0 253 0 0 0 0 9,000 2,000 -< ---- t:rJ Hamline ...... ·- -···· · amune Un1vers1ty · -·-··---· 4 1 7 1 -··· --- - 13 1 110 58 51 49 -- ---- ---- ------ -- -- 161 107 ---- ---- ---- 0,000 300 ~ Minneapolis .. _ ....... Augsburg Seminary····--···· 5 0 10 0 5 0 10 0 57 0 51 0 -····· --- - 53 0 161 0 •... ---- 5 1, 200 -------- 00 Do .............. University of Minnesota ..... 0 0 43 3 82 0 118 3 0 0 608 258 44 13 452 20 1,083 291 1 ·-·· 27,000 2,000 H 
New Ulm ... _ ... .. ·--· Dr. Martin Luther College ... 7 0 7 0 .... 
----
7 0 18 0 13 0 ··-··· ---- 11 0 81 0 0 0 0 300 100 8 
Northfield ...... ··- · -· Carleton College .......... .... 3 8 10 2 0 0 13 10 75 87 51 59 8 4 0 0 134 150 0 1 10,727 ~ 
---- -------- t1j 
Do.······-·- ···· St. Olaf College_ ........ ··-·-- 9 2 9 
~ I 0 0 9 2 103 45 29 7 0 0 0 0 132 52 0 0 0 1,178 ~00 St. Paul .... ········ -· Macalester College ..... ~ ..... 8 0 8 0 0 8 0 42 0 27 0 -···· · 69 0 ··-· 5,000 m ---- ------ ---- ---- --- - -- ------St. Paul .Park .... . __ . St. Paul's College ..... ...... . . 1 0 6 0 .... 
----
8 0 26 16 23 7 0 0 12 0 92 39 0 0 0 500 100 I> St. Peter .............. Gustavus Adolphus College .. 9 1 10 0 0 0 13 2 110 39 44 4 ··-·-· ---- ------ -- -- 212 86 0 0 0 6,000 ---- ---- z Winnebago City··--· Parker College. ______________ . 0 1 2 2 0 0 2 3 25 35 12 12 
------ ---- ------ ----
37 47 25 
----
1 500 
---· ...... ~ 
MISSISSIPPI. a 
Clinton · -·· ..... ··--·· Mississippi Coll8&e ___ ... _ ... _ 4 0 7 0 ·--- 11 0 156 0 t>S3 0 -·- ··· 209 0 0 0 0 2,000 600 
0 
---- --- - ------ --- - t'-1 Daleville- -····· ··- · -· Cooper Normal ollege ...... 1 1 3 0 ---· ---- 5 l 30 40 50 60 0 0 0 0 80 100 0 0 0 2,000 500 t'-1 Harpersville ·--· ·· ··- Hunt and Huddleston College 1 2 4 2 ... . 
----
5 4 37 ~ 41 33 --·--- ---- ----- - --- - 128 61 3 0 l 1,200 2,000 t1j Holly Springs ..... ... Rust University······-······- 4 4 4 2 •.•. ---- 6 6 9 6 6 4 1 0 ··-··- ---- 106 127 - --- --- - ---- 2,000 800 Q University ···- · -· ·-· · University of :Mississippi··-· 15 1 5 0 20 1 38 0 117 7 17 6 20 0 192 13 5 4 0 13,500 2,000 t1j 
I 
MISSOURI. I ?1 
Boliv~r ··--· ···· ···-·· Southwest Baptist College ... 0 1 
If I 
1 ·--· ---- 4 2 20 15 45 33 ---- -- --- - ------ ---- 68 83 ---- ---- ---- 1,000 50 B owlmg Green _···--- Pike College .. _·· · -····-· ····· · 2 1 2 .... 
----
4 3 44 54 36 43 0 0 0 0 80 97 12 0 0 400 120 
Canton_ ..... ····-····· Christian University . .... .... 4 3 3 · -·· .... 7 4 29 26 35 29 0 2 ·-···· --- - 88 77 ---- ---- ---- 3,000 ------.--Cape Girardeau .... .. St. Vincent's College . ... ... . . 5 0 ~ .. ~.1..~. lr 0 34 0 65 0 ···--- ---- 25 0 124 0 .... ---- ---- 12,200 3,500 1--l Carthage ........ _ ... _ Carthage Collegiate Ins ti tu te 1 4 4 34 36 5 8 ···-· · ..•. ·- · -·· ·-·- 39 44 14 ··-- ·--· 650 50 t--,1. 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. ~ 
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Columbia. ............ . University of the State of 42 1 42 1 1 10 I o I 59 I 1 i 147 1 11 I 274 I 41 I 2 I 2 I 98 I o I 574 1140 1 .... / 8 I o , ........ , ....... . 
Edinburg .... ........ . 
~r:i~~=== ==~= ==== ==== Glasgow ......... .... . 
Greenfield .... ....... . 
La. Belle ....... ...... . 
La.Grange .......... . 
Lawson .............. . 
Missouri. 
Grand River College .......... ! 1 1 
Central College............... 6 0 
Westminster College*........ 1 0 
Pritchett :::,choollustitute . . . 1 1 
Ozark College* ..... .... ...... o 2 
Western College. ............. o 1 
La Grange College* ...... .... ...... . . 
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Trenton .............. Avalon College . ......... ...... 12 6 12 g h·hi·! ~~ I 6 I 28 1 32 I : 3 J 12 1· ·····1···- 1· -·gn·o·1 151 1159 1····1····1·· ··1········ woo:renton ........... Central Wesleyan College.... 3 1 3 1 116 45 26 10 . ......... 175 55 4 0 4 4,000 I •••• •••• 
• 
.MONT.ANA. 
Deer Lodge ........... College o:f Montana ........... 1 1 7 0 1 .... 1 .... 1 1I 1 I 49 I 25 I rn I 6 / 1 I o I ..... J. .. I 69 I 31 I o/ o / o / 1,200 I 300 
NEBRASKA. 
39 4 2 ...... 71 2 114 39 5 .... 500 50 
(J1 
Bellevue-------·---··· University of Omaha ......... 1 2 5 2 30 0 35 4 35 -- ·- ---- r--3 
Bethany . ............ . Cotner University ............ 4 0 11 0 18 0 29 2 22 17 18 10 2 0 43 6 99 85 
---- -- --
1 600 200 > Crete ............ . ..... Doane College ................. 9 2 9 2 •••. 
----
9 2 21 30 43 26 
------ ----
------ ----
64 56 6 •... 1 5,900 3,200 r--3 
Fair.field .............. Fairfield College .............. 4 2 4 2 .... 
-- - -
4 2 20 10 10 2 .••••. 
--- -
66 39 
---- ---- --- -
150 
------ --
H 
Lincoln ...... . ..... . .. 'Jniversity of Nebraska ...... 11 4 32 4 10 0 45 6 149 78 209 155 9 5 54 2 432 337 0 0 0 18,000 m 
--------
""3 Neligh ....... ......... Gates College . ............ . .. . 1 2 4 2 .... 
----
5 4 65 117 12 10 
-- --- - -- -- --- --- ----
i7 127 3 0 3 4, !100 
-- -----
.... 
Omaha .. .. . ........... Creighton University ... . ..... 
---- ----
10 0 20 0 30 0 ..... 
--- --
162 0 5 0 18 0 18f\ 0 .... 
---- ----
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University Place ..... Nebraska Wesleyan Univer· 5 2 8 1 .... 
----
13 3 69 15 37 62 
-·---- ---- ------
.. - 106 77 0 0 0 1,000 300 w 
sity. 
York .................. York College ....... ...... . . ... 3 2 3 1 ---- -- -- IJ. 4 53 74 3 3 ...... ---- ----- - ---- 56 77 0 0 0 300 75 ·~ ~ 
NEVADA. q 
Reno ...... ····-···· ·· · State University of Nevada .. 2 2 11 1 .... 
----
12 2 41 68 26 19 1 0 ...... 
----
68 87 0 0 0 3,018 1,820 z 
H 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. -<1 
tzj 
Hanover ........•. .... Dartmouth College . .......... 0 0 25 0 17 0 42 0 0 0 334 0 -- ..•. 
----
92 0 426 0 130 
---· 
11 73,000 __ .,. _____ pj lfl 
NEW JERSEY. 8 
H 
Newark ............... St. Benedict's College _ ....... 2 0 6 0 ···- -- -- 8 0 25 0 79 0 • ..... ---- --- --- ---- 104 0 .•. . ---- -- -- 500 
tzj 
-- --- --- lfl New Brunswick ...... Rutgers College .. . .. ..... ... . 0 0 22 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 221 0 I 0 .... .. 
----
222 0 •. .. 
---- ----
27,568 5, 000 
Princeton ...... .. ... .. College. of New Jersey ........ 0 0 60 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 878 0 102 0 0 0 980 0 89 14 
----
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--- - --- - > South Orange ........ Seton Hall College* .... ...... 2 0 12 0 4 0 14 0 25 0 82 0 l 0 37 0 l30 0 0 0 0 5,000 1,000 ~ Vineland ...... _.. .... College of the Sacred Heart ... 3 0 6 0 1 0 9 0 9 () 21 0 .•.... 
----
3 0 33 0 .... 
-- -- ----
600 
----- --- t::l 
NEW YORK. 0 
Alfred Centre ..... . .. Alfred University ......... -· .. 11 6 11 i 5 0 14 8 97 58 64 GO 3 4 7 0 16-! 122 0 0 4 8,455 2,744 0 Allegany .............. St. Bonaventure·s College ... . 12 0 8 0 6 0 rn 0 104 0 60 0 . . ···- 36 0 200 0 12 0 0 6,772 597 t-t 
-- -- t-t Annandale ........... . St. Steph en ·s College ......... 2 0 5 0 ·· -· --- - 7 0 22 0 55 0 ...... 
- --- ------ ----
77 0 27 0 2 9~000 
-------- t=rj Brooklyn ............. Polytechnic Institute of 30 2 13 0 .... 
----
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---- ------ -- --
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---- ---- Q Brooklyn. 
Do............... St. Francis' College .. .... .... 4 0 6 0 4 0 14 0 33 0 15 0 4 0 0 0 52 0 6 0 0 
··~1 1,000 tzj Do ............... St. John's College............. 3 0 6 0 5 0 11 C 120 0 35 0 ...... - --- 60 0 215 0 2 2,000 1, 200 r'2 Buffalo ................ Canisius College ....... . ...... 12 0 6 0 0 0 28 0 279 0 49 0 1 0 0 0 329 0 0 u 0 14, 300 500 
Canton ................ St. Lawrence University..... O 0 7 1 6 0 13 1 0 0 45 42 10 8 31 5 86 55' 39 0 9 IO, 215 5,300 
Clinton..... . ... ···- Hamilton College............. O 0 17 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 28 0 7 35,000 
Fordham............. St. John's College* . .......... 13 0 13 g1 0 0 26 0 245 0 102 0 4 0 0 0 351 0 1 0 0 36, ooo I .... ___ . Geneva··-··-····-. : .. Hobart College.- ... .. . -........ o 0 17 0 0 17 0 0 0 76 0 1 0 0 0 77 0 33 0 5 27, 378 3,013 ..... 
~ 
* Statistics for 1890-91. ~ 
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Hn.mllton ............. Colgate University_ ......... . 
Ith1wii ••.••..••.•. ••.. Cornell University ....... .. .. . 
l\'.eulm College ....... H:eulm College .... ---·· · ······ 
New Yorlc ....... ~ .... College of St. Francis Xavier . 
Do ............... College of the City of New 
York. 
Do . ............. . Columbia College ............ . 
Do ....... ....... . Manhattan College* ......... . 
Do .............. . University of the City of N(lw 
York. 
Nln.gara. University.. Niagara University ..... .. . .. . 
Rochester .... ·-··-···· University of Rochester_·-··· 
Sc-benectady. ... . . .... Union College .. .............. . 
Syrn.cuse.. .... .... .... Syracuse University ........ . 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
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Guilford College ..... . 
Mt. Plen,sant ........ . 
Trinity College"'.............. 2 0 
Guilford College. ... .......... 5 5 
North On.rolinn. College...... . 2 0 
11 · 0 
5 5 
4 0 0 
0 
9 
4 
Newton.·-···- ....... . Catawba College. .......... .. ti 3 * 1 
Raleigh ... ........... . Shaw University .......... .. _ 4 2 3 0 
Ruther!ord College .. Rutherford College........... 5 1 6 l 
Sa.lisbury ............ . Livingstone Collep:e* .... ·.... 1 3 4 0 
Wake Forest ........ . W a.ke Forest College ........ . 12 0 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
Bismarck ............. North Dakota University .... I 2 
Fargo ................. Fargo College................. 2 
Rol_la ... ~·············· Rol_la U~iversity... . .......... 2 
University . ...••. .... University of North Dakota. ll 
OHIO. 
Akron ..........•••... Buchtel College............... 2 
Alliance .............. Mount Union College......... 6 
Ashland .............. Ashland University.......... 3 
Athens ................ Ohio University.............. 4 
Berea ................. Baldwin University* ......... 6 
Do .............. German Wallace College..... 7 
Cincinnati. ........... St. Joseph's College.......... 7 
Do .............. St. Xavier College1.. .......... 11 
Do .. .... ... . .... University of Cincinnati..... 0 
Cleveland .••••....... Western Reserve University. 8 
Do .............. Calvin College................ 2 
College Hill .......... Belmont College.............. O 
Columbus ............ Capital University............ 2 
Do .............. Ohio State University ... . .... 13 
Delaware ............. Ohio Wesleyan University.. . 8 
Findlay ............... Findlay College............... 8 
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Hillsboro .. ... ........ Hillsboro College............. 2 3 3 
Hiram .........•...... Hiram College................ 7 2 8 
Hopedale ...... _ . . . . . . Hopedale Normal College .. _. 2 2 2 
Marietta .............. Marietta College.............. 3 0 10 
New Athens .......... Franldin College............. 6 1 4 
New Concord ......... Muskingum College.......... 5 0 6 
Oberlin_.............. Oberlin College............... 11 I 7 20 
Oxford ................ Miami University............ 2 0 9 
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tory de- part· depart· num· depart· depart· depart· depart· 
part· ment. men.ts. ber. ment. ment. ment. men.ts. 
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t ~ 3 4 a 6 7 s 9 10 11 12 13 l.4 •a l.6 17 l.S 
- - -- -
- - - --
--
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oa10-cont1nued. 
~f&~~~~!~.=========== Wittenberg College .••••••.... 3 1 9 0 .... ---- 12 1 90 45 100 95 8 0 25 
0 
Heidelberg University ....... 5 0 10 0 4 0 18 ·2 56 28 95 28 10 1 19 0 
Urb:mo. ........... ---· Urbana University······----· 3 2 4 2 0 0 4 3 12 28 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Westerville ........... Otterbein University ......... 2 1 9 2 .... 
----
9 2 96 36 68 35 8 0 ...... ----
Wilberforce .......... Wilberforce University ...... 5 3 4 2 7 0 11 5 83 62 19 2 0 0 12 0 
Wilmington .......... Wilmington College* ......... 2 1 4 1 
·25· 6 2 34 44. 22 15 1 0 .... . . ----Woostei· ·-·· ---- ··-··- University of Wooster ....... 10 2 16 3 ··o· 47 6 119 36 173 62 167 9 79 7 
Yellow Springs •• ·--- Antioch College .••....••...... 6 0 7 2 .... ---- 9 5 36 52 16 11 7 4 ...... ----
OREGON. 
Eugene _____ .. ..•• ____ University of Oregon.··------ 0 0 s 2 24 0 32 2 0 0 119 98 0 0 69 0 
Forest Grove .•....... .Pacific University ............ 9 1 6 1 ........ 10 3 61 46 12 \) ...... ---- ------ ----
McMinnville ......•... McMinnville College .......... 3 2 3 2 
···r·· 3 2 52 46 5 1 ...... ---- ------ ----Newberg ...•.....•. ... Pacili College .... ···-----···· 2 2 3 1 ·-·· ...• 5 3 58 47 8 7 ...... ---- ---- -- ----
Philomath ..•• ---·.... Philomath College ...... ____ .. O 1 2 0 
~J:-1~ I~ 2l 29 20 10 ------ ---- ------ ----Salem ___________ ...... Willamette University.---·. -1 5 2 r 97 76 13 6 0 0 49 6 0 0 134 l 0 31 0 0 0 0 y 
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2,000 300 
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3,000 
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1,665 300 
100 50 
1,500 1,200 
3,700 2,500 
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0 6 0 0 0 8 0 55 0 85 0 ...... ---- ---- -- ---- 140 0 30 0 4 8,000 Allentown .. . .. ... . .. . Muhlenberg College ......... . 2 500 2 1 4 4 0 0 4 4 24 49 28 16 4 0 ······ --- - 56 65 0 0 1 3,500 I Annville ..... ..... .... Lebanon Valley College ... .. . 
3 0 6 0 4 0 13 0 99 0 77 0 11 0 48 0 235 0 0 0 0 40,000 5,000 Beatty . ....... . . .. .... St. Vincent College . .... ...... 
5 1 6 1 0 0 8 2 24 21 58 48 82 69 2 I, 500 500 Beaver Falls . . . .. .... GeneYa College ... . . ... . ...... -- ---- ---- ----- - ---- -- -- ----
trJ Beth_lehem ........... . Moravian College . ........... . 0 0 4 0 .... . . . 4 0 ..... - - --- 20 0 9 0 29 0 0 0 0 5,400 
Dickinson College .. ...... .... 3 0 11 0 4 0 18 0 101 5 135 15 4 0 35 0 275 20 
---- ----
10 30,000 ~ g~~~t~~=============== P ennsylvani::i. Military Col· 2 0 13 0 0 0 15 0 33 0 101 0 ...... --- - ------ ---- 134 0 0 0 0 1, 200 
~ lege. 
4 0 13 1 6 0 18 1 61 17 55 9 ...... 21 0 137 26 3,500 100 l'-;1 Collegeville ...... . ... Ursinus College . .............. 
-- -- ---- ---- ---- U1 I Easton . . . ......... . .. . Lafayette College . ... . ........ 0 0 26 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 252 0 44 0 0 0 296 0 0 5 22,700 
---- -- -- 1-3 Gettysburg .. ....... .. P ennsylvania College ...... ··- 4 0 12 0 0 0 14 0 60 2 161 2 12 0 ······ ---- 233 4 40 0 7 22, 20(., 
------ -- > Greenville ............ Thiel College . . ... ....... . . . . . . 2 1 6 1 .... 
--- -
8 1 19 5 47 11 3 0 ...... 
----
73 44 40 0 1 5,500 300 1-3 ~ i~~~~f~i~l.~= ========= Grove Ci ty College ....... ..... ] 2 3 12 3 . . . . ---- 12 3 ]56 56 195 105 ---- -- -- -- --- --- ---- 491 208 ---- · - -- ---- 4_,000 ------- - H Haverford College ......... ... 0 0 21 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 93 0 9 (, 0 0 102 0 30 4 2 27,000 3,500 u;,. 1-3 Jefferson .......... .. . . Monongahela College .... . ... . 2 2 6 4 0 0 8 6 35 20 110 50 
------ ---- ------ --- · 
145 70 0 0 0 500 200 H Lancas ter .... . . . ..... Franklin and Marshall Col· 4 1 10 0 5 0 19 1 61 13 126 0 · ···· · ---- 60 0 241 1 13 --- - ---- ---- 4,918 1,832 0 lege. 00 
Lewisburg ........... . Bucknell University .......... 4 0 9 0 .. . . 12 7 8± 0 112 17 1 1 { (55) } 2 11 , 000 1,000 - --- ·----- . .. . 197 102 26 - · .. 0 
Lincoln University . . Lincoln University *.. . ... . . 4 0 9 0 7 0 10 0 63 0 143 0 22 
0 2'S O 1···· 13, 000 2, 000 1-zj Loretto .... . ....... . . . S t . Francis College* ... . ... ... 5 0 5 0 0 0 10 0 20 0 51 0 .... 71 0 .... ~,000 Meadville .. . .......... Allegheny College . . .... . . .. . . 3 3 8 1 0 0 11 3 73 36 96 49 73 5 .... 242 90 .... d New Berlin ... . . . .. . .. Centr a l Pennsylvania Col· 3 2 4 1 . ... 
-- - -
4 2 31 7 34 6 .... 75 23 1 ··o· 0 3.732 ··· ··soo z lege. ~ 
--1 New Wilmington .... Westminster College ... ... . . . 0 1 8 1 .... 
----
8 2 61 41 76 60 
-- - --- ---- ------ ----
144 148 0 0 0 5,000 
--- ----- trj Philadelphia . . . . ..... Central High School. .. . ...... 
··o· 2:l 0 . .. . -- - - 23 0 ..... ----- 701 0 ·· ·· ·· ---- ----- - --- - 701 0 0 4,000 2, 500 ~ Do . ... ·-····-··· · La Salle College ... . ......... . 12 9 0 0 0 19 0 150 0 90 0 ... . . . 
--- - ------ ----
240 0 •.•• 
---- ----
8,000 800 U1 Do . . ........ . ... . University of P ennsylvania .. 0 0 71 0 148 0 206 0 0 0 510 55 63 10 1,125 0 l, 698 65 87 6 6 1.10,000 90,000 H Pittsburg . ............ Duquesne College . ..... . . . .... 1 2 4 3 .... 
--- -
' 
6 30 14 44 50 
------ -- --
123 101 
----
0 .... 1,000 200 8 Do ............ -.. Holy Ghost College . ..... . .... 2 0 8 0 .... 
-- --
13 0 29 0 91 0 204 0 0 0 0 1,540 100 H 
------ t_zj Swarthmore ..... c ••• • Swarthmore College . .. . ...... 16 9 ... . 
-- --
16 I) 18 9 98 83 
------ --- - ------ ----
116 92 2 0 4 14,882 1,200 [/) Villanova ...... ....... Villanova College . . . .... ...... 3 ··o· 5 0 2 0 10 0 19 0 62 0 ·-···· --- - 14 0 95 0 .. .. -- -- -- -- 7,000 573 Washington···-······ Washington ·and Jefferson 8 0 11 0 0 0 11 0 76 0 147 0 0 0 0 0 223 0 7 0 4 11,000 
-------- b> College. z RHODE ISLAND. t:1 
Providence ..... ··---~ Brown University . ........... 0 0 47 0 0 0 47 0 0 0 348 0 55 0 0 0 403 0 100 2 4 71,000 20,000 0 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 0 t-i 
Clinton ............... Presbyterian College of 4 2 5 0 .. .. 6 2 36 26 56 12 3 0 . . . ... 95 38 0 0 200 t-i ----
----
1 
--------
t_zj South Carolina. Q Columbia ________ ____ _ Allen University.............. 5 O 5 0 4 0 10 4 20 25 3 2 .. .... 
--- -
11 0 34 27 
-- ... - ---- ----
250 40 t_zj Do . ......... ~---- South Carolina College....... O o 12 0 1 0 13 0 0 0 77 0 . ..... 
----
20 0 97 0 6 0 0 30,000 
--------
U1 Due West ...... . . -··· Erskine College. ... ..... ...... 1 O 5 0 · ·-. 
----
6 
• ,o • I 62 0 .... .. 
.. ..1. .... . --- - 82 0 .. .. , .... 1 6, 000 500 Greenville-·········· · F urman University........... 2 0 8 0 .... 
- - --
10 0 47 0 106 0 ...... 153 0 0 1 0 0 5,000 500 Newberry. ..... . .. .... Newberry College ..... _ .. _. _ _ _ 2 0 5 0 3 0 6 0 21 0 66 o ~ o I 6 b 98 0 41 0 .... 5,500 1,000 Orangeburg .. .... .... Claflin University . .. . .... .... 3 6 6 1 ···- ... I) i 1.~~~- -~~~- 18 t ~===== ===: =====~ ==== 408 192 .... ... . ... . 1, 000 500 Spartanburg......... Wo!fo1·d College............ . .. .... . ... 8 0 ........ 8 158 158 0 ....•....... 6,000 ····-- ·- 1-l 
* Sti:\t1st1cs o! 1890-'0l. 1-l 
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Bnst Piem ........ · · \ PimeUniversity ............. 3 3 36 0 - ----- ---- - - ---- ----3 3 1 5 14 10 Hot Springs ___ ___ ____ Black Hills College ___________ 3 3 3 3 ---- 3 3 47 46 1 1 47 7· --- --- - - ---- ---- -- ----MltcllelL __ __ ____ ____ __ Dakota University ____________ 5 (i 4 5 ---- ---- 5 li 53 31 12- 5 :: :::: Hcdtield ___________ ____ Redfleld College _______ __ ______ 5 3 4 1 ---- 5 -! l9 11 12 4 ------ ---- ------ ----
Yermillion ___ ____ __ __ University of South Dalwta .. 8 0 8 0 ---- 11 1 89 79 ;.:,5 18 ------ ---- ------ ----Yankton ______________ Yankton College _____________ _ (i 2 8 2 ---- ---- D 5 68 44 15 14 --- --- ---- ------ ----
124 0 0 
28 
---- ----
113 0 0 
81 3 0 
T ENNESSEE. 
·I°\' , Bris tol ____________ ___ _ King College*--- --------- ····· 4 0 5 0 55 0 41 2g 1:::::r=r J6()r o· Chattanooga ..... .. . . U . S. Grant University . __ .... 11 (j 11 (i 191 103 50 Cl1lrks,ille .... .. ..... Southwestern Presbyterian 0 0 8 ! .'.'. ... '.. 3: 0 0 0 120 0 ·---·- ---- 24 0 Biwn.~seo College ____ University. Hiwassee College;., ________ ____ 
--2- 5 0 ----- ----- 71 10
g ====i= ==6= ~~~~~r~~ Huntingdon ___ __ _____ Southern Normal Uni \·ersity . 2 3 2 5 0 10 4 100 85 mo Jn.cksou ___ ___ __ ___ ___ South western Baptist Uni- •> 0 5 0 ---- ---- 8 0 50 D 137 
0 ---· ----
129 
---- ----
0 ---- ----
0 - ---
----
185 5 0 
13 
---- ----
KnOXYl!le -- ------ --- -
versity.* 0 0 4 12 36 
3g I 1(l g ---:ff --0- --iiiirii KnoxYille College ____ __ ____ __ 4 12 4 12 Uo ____________ University of Tennessee . ___ _ 0 0 24 0 24 0 48 0 0 196 bn.u on ______________ Cumberln.nd University ___ ___ 0 0 4 () 8 0 14 0 94 10~ 0 -- ---- ---- 104 0 
l\lcKonzio _______ _____ Bethel College. ______ ---- -- ---- 4 2 3 1 -- - - ---- 4 2 116 90 30 15 ------ - - - - ------ ----
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0 275 4 
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Mary'\"ille ............ . 
Memphis 
Milligan 
MossyCreek ....... . 
Nashville ..... . ...... . 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Sewanee ............. . 
Spencer ........... . .. . 
Tusculum 
Washington College. 
TEXAS . 
Austin ............... . 
Brownwood . ........ . 
Fort Worth ......... . 
Galveston ....... · .. .. . 
Georgetown ......... . 
Italy ................. . 
Marshall 
Sherman 
'.rehuacana .......... . 
Thorps Spring ...... . 
Waco 
UTAH. 
Salt Lake City .. .... . 
VERMONT. 
Maryville College ............ . 
Christian Brothers' College*. 
Milligan College . ... .. .... ... . 
Carson and N ewm an College. 
Central Tennessee College . . . 
Fisk University ...... . ....... . 
Roger Williams University .. 
Vanderbilt University .. ..... . 
Univer sity of the South ..... . 
Burritt College .. . ......... ... . 
Greeneville and 'l' u sculum 
College. 
Washington College ......... . 
8 4 8 
5 .o 10 
2 2 3 
1 1 10 
1 1 3 
3 13 6 
l 5 5 
0 0 23 
5 0 16 
2 0 3 
4 1 4 
0 2 3 
0125 
2 3 
1 0 0 8 5 
0 -·- · . ... 21 0 
1 5 4 
3 .... · "·· 11 4 
0 21 1 25 2 
4 3 0 8 20 
1 .... 0 . •.. 7 5 
.o 49 0 72 0 
0 13 0 27 0 
1 0 0 5 1 
1 4 1 
3 : 3 
1 13 
127 
1,38 
75 
75 
48 
l'iO 
50 
0 
102 
78 
84 
53 
0 3 137 
University of Texas.......... O 
Howard Payne College....... 1 
Fort Worth University....... 0 
St. Mary's University*... . ... 2 
Southwestern University.... 4 
Hope Institute................ 0 
Wiley University...... ...... 7 
Austin College..... ........... 1 
Trinity University ............ 0 
Add Ran Christian Univer· 1 
71 g I g 1·· ··1··· · 113 i .. !., .. ~. :::: :::: ~ 
Q I O .... .... 8 
3 0 2 2 0 10 
1 
0 0 
o I 38 
0 
G 
0 7 
1 I o 
9 47 
0 35 
7 155 
2 30 
4 225 
0 40 
4 100 
2 5 1 7 8 63 
sity. 
Paul Quinn College . .. ........ 
1
2 
University of Utah........... 8 
3 I 2 
o I 12 I o 
o I 3 
o I 16 
4 13 
o I 5-! 
Burlington ........... , University of Vermont .... .. . ! 0 I O j 24 
Middlebury ........... Middlebury College.......... . 0 0 0 0 I 22 I O j 46 I 0 0 0 0 I !) 0 0 0 
VIRGINIA. 
77 
0 
26 
'iO 
13 
191 
78 
0 
0 
fi2 
53 
44 
\) 
96 
39 
0 
57 
35 
200 
0 
80 
39 
12 
43 
67 60 ................... . 
80 0 , ..•••..•..••...•.... 
65 24 ······· .... ······ ... . 
134 73 .... .. ............. . 
8 3 0 0 179 2 
39 l O . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 
44 4 ....•.•... · ····· .... 
213 0 46 0 534 0 
172 0 . . . . . . . . _ . 26 0 
28 !) 0 0 .o 0 
30 10 ......... . ...... ··· -
21 I 25 
166 109 
45 40 
8 8 
90 0 
167 107 
47 53 
103 1 0 110 29 
103 7l 
4 I 7 
21 I 16 
8 I o I 115 I o 
··· ·•""'··:i2r o· 
5 I o 
2 I o , ...... , ... . 
o I 160 I 35 
0 65 23 
2091 0 
o I o 'I o o 
Charlottesville ....... University of Virginia... . ... 0 
Emory.......... ...... Emory and H enry College .. _ 2 
Hampden·Sidney .... Hampden·Sidney Coltege ... . 0 
2 13 
0 30 
0 G 
0 7 
Ashland ............. . Randolph·Macon College . ... . 112 
L exington . ........... Washington and Lee Uni· 0 0 1G 
1 I 1 31 
o I o 11 
0 
o I 15 
0 1 gh 
25 
0 1 41 0 !) 
7J 
o I 18 
2 , 173. I O 
1
. 130 0 0 0 298 
0 27 0 96 
g I ... ~-... ~.: ~~~ 
0 
g l:~:~::l::: :L~~~t ~. 
0 
0 
01 0 
63 
0 
0 
versity. 
New Market..... . .. . . Polytechnic Institute ....... . 
Richmond .... . ....... Richmond College 
Salem ................ Roanoke College ............. . 3 0 !) 
~ j··yf··o·l_ 1} 
0 . ... 1 .... 1~ 
25 
2~ I 
,:, Statistics or 1890-'91. 
20 
0 
0 
11 
190 
117 
12 , . ..... , .... , . ..... , . .. . 
0 
0 
14 
,1 
0 
194 ,137 
21JO 0 
140 I 50 
209 143 
235 18 
212 308 
, 94 82 
710 0 
300 0 
106 6[ 
11 4 63 
74 69 
289 
182 
109 
136 
160 
0 
164 
97 
2 I O O, ' 11,000 
0 ... . 2, 50(! 
.. .... · .. ···- 4:5 
4 .... 1 2,000 
2 0 0 2, 6'75 
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........ ··· - 4,500 
3-! 20 0 18, 000 · 
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2og 1··0· ····· ····-
109 ... 
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3 
3 
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123 0 0 
lf)5 0 15 
242 0 16 
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-cl -cl -~ .-;;i. ~ . ~ ~ - cl. cl..0..0..0 p, .-3 ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ s ~ -S §. s s § s H 
c;l <l) c;l <l) c;l <l) c;l <l) ' c;l <l) c;l <l) c;l <l) c;l <l) c;l <I) .., ::! ::! 0 c;l 0 ~ ~ ~ ii°• ~ l;t; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I;,;; ~ I;,;; ~ ~ z z z CQ P-i z 
-- - -- - - - -· ------ ---- ---- - -- --- --- - - - - --- ·---
!2 3 4 a 6 7 S 9 10 11 ·~ 13 14 la 16 17 IS 19 :lO 21 22 23 24 25 ~ 
--- -------1 -------·----- - ------- . ------------ - - ~ 
W ASillNtiTON. 0 ~ 
olft\X. ··--·-·-----·- Colfax College_ .. -·--·-------- 2 3 2 3 ________ 2 3 17 15 9 5 ___ ___ __ ________ --· - 49 36 o O o 300 200 .-3 
Seattle ...... ·········- Uuirnrsity of Washington.__ 2 4 4 1 ____ ---· 6 7 37 43 26 19 .•.... ·-···· ···- 83 110 0 0 O 3,139 1,500 ~ 
Sumner .... _ .......... Wbilworth College·····---··· 4 I 5 4 .... 6 4 43 28 12 7 .... 55 35 ·-·- · ·-- .... 250 150 i--
Vauconver · ·····-···· St. Ja.mesCollege* .. . --·--·-·· 2 0 I 0 l 0 5 0 85 0 6 0 ·-···· --·- 4 0 138 0 0 0 0 600 1,200 ~ 
Walla Walla.··-······ Whitman College .. . --·······- 6 " 4 2 ________ 6 4 24 29 18 13 -- · ··· ··-· ·----- ···- 55 55 o o o 3,775 2,350 I-' I 
WEST VIRGINIA. I ~ 
Bethany···-·····-·-·· Bethany College*····· ··-·-·-- 1 o 6 1 ··- · .... 9 1 ···-· _____ 119 25 2 0 -····· ·-·- 125150 o O 0 I 2,000 1,000 • 
Flemington·· ··-··--· West Virginia College ... . . ___ 3 1 3 0 ··-· · ·· - 4 1 50 8 4 2 - ··· -· ··-· 1 0 54 10 200 50 
Morgantown ......... West Virgmia University .. _. 4 0 15 0 2 0 21 0 116 0 72 10 1· -·--- ··-· 26 0 214 10 :::: 5,000 1,000 
WISCONSIN. I 
Appleton·-·····-····· Lawrence University .. _ . . .... '}' 2 7 2 ·-·· ..•. 11 4 59 44 44 33 1 0 !. ·--·- --·· 177 168 3 4 13,000 
Beloit_· ····-·····-···· Deloit College ...... -·· -···-··- 6 0 16 o 0 O 22 o 284 0 109 O \- - - -·· ·- -·'· ····· ·--- 393 o 40 o 9 17,fiOO 
g~r~skJffte·:::::::::::: ir!~!i8~1!~~~~.~~::::~::::::::: .. :. -·~· .. '. . 0 3 0 1g ~ .. ~~- ·-·~ -··~~- ··~· \·---~- -·~·\·--~~- .. ~. 1~~ 5g O ··~- 0 ~:ggg l·---.2.~ 
Madison ..... ·· ······- University of Wisconsin ... _. o O 1 49 6 23 1 63 6 O 0 632 209 1 18 4 187 2 862 230 51 9 24,000 3,500 
Milton ···-············ Milton College- -··· -··· · ···· · - 5 3 6 2 -··· .... 6 1 3 60 EO 35 30 ----··i···- ----·- ·-·- 95 80 ~.ooo 775 
Milwaukee·-····--··· Marquette College .. --·-····· · 2 , o . 10 o ··-· ··-· 12 O 17 O :!25 O 4 o ...... -· -- 246 O 9 -·· · o 16, 000 
Ripon ..... ····· ········1 Ripo_n Colle_ge . ....... . ...... .. . 171 318111····1····! 914 1711591 27 ! 181······1····1·· ··· ·1····1 106 1114 131 012 i 6,750 1 10,200 St. F'rancis ... .. .... . . Semmary of St  Francis of .... .... 7 0 6 0 13 0 .......... 130 0 .......... 120 0 250 0 0  0 12, 40  1 0
Sales. 
Watertown ..... ...... Northwestern University.... 4 0 5 0 .... .... 9 0 100 16 58 0 ...... .... ...... . ... 160 16 ... . .... .... 3,200 500 
WYOl\lING. 
Larawie ...... . ... . . .. l University of Wyoming ...... ! 7 I 3 I ll"I 3 I O I O 1 11 I 3 I 39 I 22 5 I 9 1 •...... 1 .... 1 ...... 1 .... 1 62 I 581 o I o I o I 2,soo 1,000 
* Statisticscof 1890-'91. rr. 1-j p;..-
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COLLEGES FOR WO.MEN. 
TABLE 7.-Statistics of colleges for women for 189!l.-'92-DIVISION A. 
Professors and instructors. Students. 
Preparatory Collegiate Total t~ (l) Q) 'd 
department. department. number. oi:1 'O ...,<l) .p <l)~ 
Name. ~§ <VA -
..., A 
r.o..·atlou. ~s cij<lJ a5 Q) Q) ci$1-< PE 
~ ~ ~ p,c<l bJJ'-" ~ a5 Q) <l)~ 
<l)!-< 'O 1-< 
s s s ~~\ rocil 
"' 
<l) ~ <l) "1 <l) 1<'0 1-< p, 
I ~ I:<, ~ I:<, ~ ~ 
p.. 0 0 
--------
- - --
--
--- - -
1 I 2 3 4 i) 6 7 s 
9 10 H. 
---
-----
-------
--- --
'"Ln'ORNIA. I 
Ills ~ollcgo ......... Mills College ....................•. ---- 0 12 
!) 7 5 19 169 11 0 
)l ,\RYLAND. 
,1tlmoro ··---------- Womon•s College or BMtlmore•------1 10 17 12 J 14 18 285 75 0 )I' ,\ !';SA CilUSETTS. Lmbl'idge ........ ___ Society for the Collegiate Ins true- 0 0 71 71 0 0 220 21 
tiono! Women. 
:>rthnmpton ........ Smith College.-················· · "·· · · 0 0 13 21 
13 21 0 646 · 7 
mtll Hntlley ...•.... :Mt. Holyolce Seminary and College .. 0 0 0 33 0 33 0 
145 0 
clle:.ley ........... W ellesley College _________________ ____ 0 0 G 68 6 68 0 689 10 
NEW JERSEY. 
inceton ..... . ... .. . , EYelyn College __ .......... ___ ____ ___ __ 2 2 14 5 15" 6 14 23 0 
NEW YORK. 
~!~ti-1~=====·==~==== i;ltfJg~i~:·~;====================== 
0 3 3 11 3 11 15 4i 0 
0 0 3 7 7 11 52 88 1 
0 0 17 1 18 1 0 40 12 
Do ................ Rutgers Female College ............. . 0 1 3 8 3 9 14 34 0 
)Ughkeepsie --- ~ .... Vassar College -- ---------------······· 0 0 8 18 10 22 0 ::!52 0 
ORIO. 
.en:land .......... . . Cleveland College for Women ____ .... 0 0 15 2 15 
2 0 45 0 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
rynMawr .......... Bryn Mawr College _____________ __ _____ 0 0 19 9 
19 9 0 143 27 
* Statistics of 1890- '91. 
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180 13 
360 
------
241 1 
653 100 
289 7 
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37 
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201 
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52 1 
48 0 
403 
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170 I) 
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STATISTICS OF COLLEGES 'FOR WOMEN. ··-' 115~ 
TABLE 8.-Statistics oj colleges for women for 1891-92-DIVISION B. 
Pro- Students. 
fessors 
Location. 
and in- ~ struct-
ors. Q) ~ ~ ~ § Q) Q) >, Q) I'< § § rn § ro ~ I'< A I'< I'< ct! Name. Q) ro ro Q) I'< 
-~ 
,0 Pt Pt 'O !-< ;§ A I>, Q) Q) £;, Q) Q) I'< 'O 'O rJl .0 
.s 'O 0 0 3 s +" · 2 rJl 
Cl) l>, ro '§ ro ;:l Q) I'< I'< 
'E'o ro .:l . s Cl) ~ ct! ro Q) ;:l 
·3 s .§ Pt 'O ~ 'O ;:l ~ Q) ro ro cl Q) f,.; f,.; 0 cl I'< 0 ~ tii P-i P-i < 0 0 8 P> 
- -
- - - · -
- - --
1 2 3 4l 5 6 ,, s 9 10 11 
- -
- - -
-
- ~-- --
ALABAMA. 
Athens_ . . ............. Athens Female College* • . •..•.. 1 10 43 
---- ----
130 · 173 500 
Huntsville __ .......... Huntsville Female College ...... 2 21 12 25 14 170 241 3,268 
Marion ................ Judson Female Institute ....•... 2 12 0 26 
----
128 5 159 1, 4U0 
Do Marion Female Seminary ...... 0 9 25 10 35 40 8 118 600 
Talladega ............. Isbell College ......... · ........... 1 9 15 
"40· 60 75 471 Tuscaloosa .....•..... Central Female College* ....... _ 1 5 35 75 150 500 
Do ............... Tuscaloosa Female College* .... 0 8 2s· 0 48 105 220 3,000 
Tuskegee ..•.......... Alabama Conference Female 2 11 *20 *40 *20 *!10, 
----
*170 1,000 
College. 
CALIFORNIA. 
San Jose ...... ........ College of Notre Dame* ......... 0 20 22 28 32 16 2 100 5,000 
Santa Rosa ........... Santa Rosa Seminary .....•..... 0 9 10 8 22 40 · 1,000 
GEORGIA. 
Athens . ....•......... . Lucy Cobb Institute* . ••.••...... 0 11 2 
----
12 111 125 ·2, 000 
Cuthbert ............ Andrew Female College* ....... _ 0 10 
---- ----
5i 124 178 2,500 
Dalton ............... : Dalton .Female College .......... 2 6 60 
---- ----
60 
----
120 300 
Forsyth . . ............. Monroe Female College* ........ 2 6 50 
----
45 · 95 1,000 
Gainesville ........... Georgia Female Seminary ...... 0 10 60 40 120 220 800 
La Gra,nge ....... ..... La Gran~e Female College* ..... 5 11 fi2 47 103 213 968 
Do . . ..... .••..... Southern Female College ....... 3 18 
----
35 
----
169 
----
204 . 5,000 
Macon .. ..... ...... ... Wesleyan Female College ..... 7 10 
·so· ---- 306 ---- - 306 -2,500 Marietta . ... .... ... .. . Harwood Seminary ........ _ .... 0 7 "49· 25 57 "' 16L . 200 
Milledgeville ......... Georgia Normal and Industrial 2 10 40 
---- ----
17'2 212i 506 
Rome ................. 
College. 
209( ' 2,000 Shorter Colleg e .................. 4 H 
----
40 
----
168 
'l'homasville _ ..... .... Young Female College .......... 1 3 
----
27 
----
68 95 
ILLINOIS. 
Chicago ................ Seminary of the Sacred Heart* .. 2 16 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---· 
140 5,600 
Jacksonville .......... Illinois Female College ....... _ .. 5 1 20 50 100 
----
170 1,000 
Do .............. Jacksonville Female Academy .. 4 13 
----
31 
----
82 
----
238 2,000 
Knoxville ............ St. Mary's School ................ 4 12 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
130 1,500 
Rockford ............. Rockford College ................. 0 20 
---- ----
128 40 169 5,000 
KANSAS. 
Oswego ............... College for Young Ladies ... . .... 0 9 5 21 37 26 72 500 
Topeka ............... College of the Sist e rs of Bethany. 2 15 35 8! 
----
109 228 2,000 
KENTUCKY. 
Bowling Green ....... Potter College .•••..•......•..... . 2 16 
---- ---- ----
'227 227 3,000 
Danville .... .. ........ Caldwell College . . ................ 0 12 20 44 
--- -
86 150 500 Georgetown .......... Georgetown F emale Seminary .. 6 9 33 94 127 300 Glendale .............. Lynnland F emale College ....... 2 2 ·16" ·25· 25 60 3,000 
rar~odsburg ......... Daughters' College . ............. 2 5 ·so· 
---- ----
100 130 eoo 
exmgton ............ Hamilton Female College*-····· 5 11 20 20 
----
145 190 Do ...•.......... Sayre Fema le Institute .......... 2 11 77 29 110 221 1,000 Millersburg .......... Millersburg Female College ... . . . 4 11 69 ·62· 81 2l2 300 Nicholasvllle ......... Jessamine Female Institute* .... 0 10 20 35 .4a" 18 2 165 0 Owensboro ........... Owensboro Female College ...... 2 5 30 53 83 500 Pewee Valley ....... . Kentucky College for Young 1 8 27 18 36 87 1,500 
La.dies.* 
Russellville . . .. ...... . Logan F emale College . . . . ...... 1 9 23 47 28 33 168 300 Shelbyville . . ......... Stuart F emale College* ..... . .... 0 6 72 / 250 Stanford .... .......... ---- ---- ---- ---- ... Stanford Female College ........ 1 5 20 25 40 19 
----
104 1,000 Winchester ........... Winchester Female College ... . .. 1 7 30 17 40 20 
----
107 
* Statistics of 1890-91. 
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TABLE 8.-Statistics of colleges fo1· women for 1891-'92-DIVISION B-Continue1. 
Pro- Students. 
fessors 
and in- ~ , struct- ~ ors. Cl) ~ ~ § Cl) <l) rn I>. <l) ;, § § § cl ~ I-< p. ;, ~ ce Location. Name. <l) I-< ;, <l) cl p. ,0 ;; ~ cl ,0 p. p. >, <l) Cl) B <l) 
,0 .a <l) ;, ,0 00 s .s ,0 £ <:.) 3 3 I>, 
·s p 00 cl cl <l) I- Cl) i- ;, 
.bl) cl A s ~ cl cl <l) p Cl) s p. ,0 ~ ,0 ~ p ce s Cl) cl cl +> 0 Cl) ·;::: ;... <:.) 0 ;, 0 ~ Iii P-i P-i <t: 0 C) E-< :.> 
- -
- - -- ·-----1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10 11 
- - -
- - - ---
----
LOUISIANA. 
Clinton--············- Silliman Female Collegiate In- 2 6 20 23 83 126 1,000 
stitute * 
55 193 1,000 Minden----· · ····-···- Jefferson Davis College .......... 3 3 68 36 34 
MAINE. 
Deering_--···· .... ···- Westbrook Seminary-···-- ...... 4 4 60 70 130 3,000 Kents Hill ______ . _____ Maine Wesleyan Seminary and 7 6 0 58 241 16 · --- 315 6,000 F emale College. 
MARYLAND. 
Frederick __ . ___ ._ .... _ Frederick Female Seminary ___ 2 10 17 
·s5- 74 2 93 2,500 Lutherville ___________ Lutherville Female Seminary __ 6 9 21 7 113 2,000 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Auburndale __________ Lasell Seminary for Young 11 22 0 19 ---- 63 161 1,850 Women. 
MINNESOTA. 
Albert Lea ______ ______ 
Albert Lea College-----------·-- 7 31 16 48 1,500 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Blue Mountain ______ _ Blue Mountain Female College. 5 13 38 32 ---- 160 230 1,200 Brookhaven __________ Whitworth Female College* __ __ 3 5 4 16 
----
121 141 500 Clinton _______________ Hillman College ____ _____________ 2 7 15 20 30 70 135 2,500 Columbus. ____________ Industrial Institute and College 1 16 0 0 117 142 319 300 Corinth ..... ______ .... Corinth Female College* ........ 0 7 35 30 35 8 108 
···500 Meridian ______ . ... ____ East Mississippi Female Col- 0 10 27 32 14 61 134 
Oxford ________________ lege. 
81 300 Union Female Colle(5e __________ 1 5 Pontotoc .. ____________ Chickasaw Female ollege ..... 1 4 "4ij" 17 ··o· "ff 5 75 2,000 Port Gib, on ____ ______ Port Gibson Female College ___ 2 5 20 35 40 95 
-··400 Shuqualak .... ________ Shuqualak Female College. ____ 1 5 27 ·21· 54 102 Summit .. .. ___________ Lea Female College ............. 4 -- -- 9 4::l 52 384 1 
MISSOURI. 
.... I 92 olumbia .. .... ....... 'hristian Female College* .. . ... 4 6 33 21 146 1,000 Do ............... 
·t phens Coll ge* .......... ..... 5 8 28 . .. 100 128 2,000 Fay tte .............. Howard Payne ollege ········- 2 JI ·20· 70 29 56 221 1,000 ult n ............... _ 
. yn cliral Female ollege ...... 2 12 
- ---- ··-
165 1, 0(10 Ind rencl nee ..... ... ... 96 100 re byt rian ollege ............ 1 9 45 21 30 
'Le1;fln~g~ii===: ===: == == .·t. Lout · minary .. ........... 1 6 
··5 15 20 2,500 
Baptist Female 'olleg . ........ 3 6 ·2of:: 4 45 2 107 500 Do ............... ntral emale olleg * ...... .. 4 12 10 19- :;o 10 3 163 2,500 Do 
------------- - Elizabeth Aull Female emi· 4 8 91 500 
1 xi<'o ___ ······ 
-----· H~;dfn• ollege .................. 
81 
8 ;;;;[ ~ :::: ~;~r:: 230 1,og2 t. harl 
·-·--··--
Lind n wood l•'emale College* .. 11 . 11 50 .... 6 
---1 " 
10:? 1 21 
I 
I TU on ...••............ w Uampsbir l 166 2,000 
mtnary and 
le11; . J __ Y, ___I B JI .rd ·n ;; 20 1,000 
STATISTICS OF COLLEGES FOR WOMEN. 
TABLE 8.-Statistics of colleges for women for 1891-'92-DIVISION B-Continued. · 
Locatjon. Name. 
Pro-
fessors 
and in-
struct-
ors. 
~ 
E 
.... 
ca 
A 
Q) 
'O 
I>, 
.... 
ca 
.§ 
.... 
'1i 
~ 
Q) 
E 
.... 
ca 
A 
Q) 
'O 
I>, 
.... 
£ 
ca 
.... 
ca p. 
Q) 
.... 
'1i 
Students. 
~ ~ -
Q) Q) j >. § E .... ca 
.... 
.... 
~ .... 
Q) @ ca ca 'O ~ p. p. 
Q) Q) B Q) 
.s 'O 'O en .0 
0 3 3 s rJl 
·s ca ;:l Q) 
'bl) ca ~ s Q) ;:l 3 ;:l 'O ~ 'O 0 ca ca 
0 0 .... 0 ;>-
,i:: 0 Cl 8 
-----------1---------------1--- - - - - - - - - - - -
1 3 4 a 6 ,- s 9 10 :at 
NEW YORK. 
Brooklyn _____________ PackerCollegiateinstitute _____ 3 42 55 291 278 131 5 760 5,600 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Asheville _____________ Asheville Female College ______ _ 
Dallas _________________ GastonCollege _________________ _ 
Greensboro ___________ Greensboro Female College ____ _ 
Hickory ______ _________ Claremont Female Coliege _____ _ 
Lenoir ________________ Davenport Female College _____ _ 
Louisburg ____________ Louisburg Female College _____ _ 
Murfreesboro ________ Chowan Baptist Female Insti-
tute.* Do _______________ Wesleyan Female College*- ___ _ 
Oxford _____________ ~-- Oxford Female Seminary* _____ _ 
Salem _________________ Salem Female Academy _______ _ 
Wilson _______________ Wilson Collegiate Institute ____ _ 
OHIO. 
Cincinnati ______ ______ Bartholomew English and Clas-
sical School. Do _______________ Cincinnati Wesleyan College ___ Glendalf' ______________ Glendale Female College ___ _____ 
Granville _______ Granville Female College* . ___ _ 
Do ___ _______ ==::: Shep~son College*------------Oxford ___ ___ __________ 0xfor ollege ___________________ 
Painesville ___________ Lake Erie Seminary ____________ 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allentown ____________ Allen town Female College ______ 
Bethlehem ____________ Moravian Seminary for Young 
Ladies. Chambersburg _____ __ Wilson College* ___ ______________ 
Lititz _________________ Linden Hall Seminary __________ 
Mechanicsburg ___ ____ Irving College for Young Ladies Ogontz School. _______ 0gontz School. ______ __ _________ 
Pittsburg _____________ Pittsburg Female College _______ 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Columbia _____________ Columbia Female Coilege _______ Do ___ ________ ____ Presbyterian College for 
Women. Due West ________ _____ Due West Female College ______ Gaffney City __________ Cooper Limestone Institute ____ 
Greenville ____________ Greenville R'emale College ______ Walhalla ____ ____ __ : __ Walhalla Female, College * ______ Williamston __________ Williamston Female College ____ 
TENNESSEE. 
Bristol __ _________ _____ Sullins College _____ ___ _________ 
Brownsville __________ Brownsville Female College ____ Do _______________ Union Female College * _________ Franklin _____________ _ Tennessee Pemale College* _____ Gallatin ______________ Howard Female College _________ Jackson _______________ Memphis Conference Female 
McMinnville _________ _ Institute. * Cumberland Female College ____ Mu rrreesboro ________ oule Female College ':, __________ 
Nashville 
---------- --- Nashville College for Young 
Ladies.* 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
7 ---- 25 ---- 134 
4 ---- 51 ---- 22 
15 ---- 237 
6 28 ---- ---- ---- ----
~ ig -ff fl ~g i:::: 
6 
2 2 ---- ---- ---- --- _ ----
3 12 ---- 30 40 50 
4 28 ---- ---- 31 213 --- -
1 5 25 30 20 20 ___ _ 
----
17 16 18 115 
4 7 8 14 29 3 
2 11 32 
--- -
61 
----2 8 
-- -- ---- ---- -- -- ----2 15 8 44 
-3g" 26 ----3 19 
---- ---
77 
0 22 
----
129 
1 8 14 29 44 ____ I 
3 12 18 79 
4 16 
----
39 
----
78 
3 7 11 
--- -
57 2 
4 5 -if 
----
62 
----6 20 1l 111 
---- ----6 16 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
4 6 0 0 0 125 0 
5 16 15 17 78 
1 10 64 
----
----
125 
2 6 30 
--- · 
108 3 
4 15 -2f 
-30- 20 178 1 2 15 40 40 
2 7 35 88 
6 6 35 26 40 98 3 
4 9 15 12 47 60 0 
0 4 12 30 32 
2 6 22 9 31 54 
--- -0 10 20 5 20 107 
2 
12 1---- 33 .... 12' 
2 3 28 -- -- --- - 100 
1 
1~ I:::: -~:-!:::: ~~~-9 
* Statistics of 1890- '91. 
159 800 
73 400 
237 1,000 
84 
82 170 
97 450 
8:~ 4,000 
5;:; 
120 600 
295 5,000 
95 1,000 
169 1,000 
54. 1, 100 
113 3,000 
90 1, 50:l 
128 
217 4,000 
129 5,000 
128 600 
97 6,000 
199 3,500 
70 . 3, 700 
80 300 
122 5,000 
200 2,000 
125 1,000 
127 50 
189 300 
141 100 
253 700 
125 300 
123 3,000 
202 1,000 
153 1,500 
74 300 
116 500 
152 480 · 
157 4,000 
128 1,000 
210 300 
413 800 
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TABLE 8. -Statistics of colleges jor women for 1891-'92-DIVISION B-Continued. 
Pro-
fessor s 
and in-
struct-
Location. Name_ 
1 ~ 
TENNESSEE-cont'd. 
Nashville __ __ ___ _____ . Ward Seminary ____ .. ________ ---· 
Pulaski·--····---· ---· Martin Female College ..... . -.. . 
Rogersville ___ __ __ --· · Synodical Female College __ ··--
Shelbyviile _ . . .. .. -··· Shelbyville Female College* .. . . 
Somerville·- ·····--: . Somerville Female Institute* .. 
Winchester. ___ .···-· · Mary Sharp College*-··--··-··--
TEXAS. 
Be1ton --·--------·---· Baylor F emale College*····-··· 
Chapel Hill . .. ----·-·· Chapel Hill Female College ..... 
VIRGINIA. 
Abingdon ....... . . .... Martha Washington College'-' .. _ 
Do ..... ... _ ...... Stonewall J ackson Institute ... . 
Charlottesville····-·· Albemarle Female Institute ... . 
Christiansburg ... ·-·· Mont~omeryFemale College ... . 
Danville··-···--··--·· Di.~1i.1{~~- College for Young 
Do ....... ___ ..... Roanoke Female College ....... . 
Glade Spring.· -- · --·· Southwest Virginia Institute .. _ 
Hollins ___ .·-· ·-- ··---· Hollins Institute ... .... -·· ·-····-
Marion __ ·--·-- ····-· ·· Marion Female College ........ . 
Norfolk······----·-··· Nrigi!s. College for Young 
ors. 
ai 
'@ 
ai s '@ 
<l) ~ ti! 
-
3 4 
- -
2 15 
0 9 
2 13 
1 5 
2 2 
3 8 
4 16 
2 5 
3 9 
1 8 
3 4 
0 4 
3 8 
3 4 
3 13 
8 13 
2 7 
5 18 
~ 
<l) 
~ § 
<l) S-< § Cl'! p. 
<l) 
S-< 
Cl'! 'd p. >, 
<l) S-< 
'd £ 
>, Cl'! 
S-< S-< 
Cl'! d 
.§ p. <l) 
... ... p.. Pol 
-
-
5 6 
- -
31 22 
5 14 
23 30 
30 li5 
50 
----
19 
10 40 
30 25 
19 15 
24 
-·--
---- ----
20 18 
48 
10 14 
.if ----
25 
30 75 
Petersburg·······-··· Southern Female College* __ -· -
Staunton·-- -- --··---- Staunton Female Seminary __ . _ 
3 
4 ~ '-== 12 Do_···---- -·--··· Virginia Female Institute.- ... . 
Do . ....... ....... Wesleyan Female Institute.··· -
Winchester · --··· · ·-·· Valley Female College* ........ . 
2 13 9 
3 22 40 ·40· 
1 6 
---- ----
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Patkersburg ·-· ······ Parkersburg Seminary ........ . 
WISCONSIN. I 
Fox Lake ............. Downer College ................. . 
Milwaukee .... ·····-- · Milwaukee College* . ..... . ·-·-·· 
2 
···r ·· 
~1 7 ··· -111 7 . ... llO 
* Statistics of 1890-'91. 
Students. 
~ ~ 
<l) <l) ;,:. § § ui ~ ... S-< S-< ce 
Cl'! Cl'! <l) .. ~ p. p. 'd i,; <l) <l) E (l) 'd 'd .0 J:l 
0 2s 
<fl s <l) 1/l 
·s Cl'$ ~ ~ <I) 
.bl) A s <l) ~ 3 'd ~ 'd ::: Cl'! 0 Cl'$ 0 0 ;.. 0 
<: 0 C!) 8 :> 
- -
- ----
1 s 9 10 11 
- - - --
--
17 232 302 800 
----
63 82 1,200 
125 (i 184 100 
40 125 700 
57 107 500 
----
43 81 
117 130 3 300 2,000 
-- --
45 100 300 
52 75 161 1,200 
19 40 105 500 
----
65 65 500 
27 8 83 
89 158 
12 40 70 1,500 
---- i57. ---- 149 1, 200 
----
173 1,500 
59 
-----
84 2,10 
255 360 700 
751·-·· 87 5,: 
·25· 40 .... 65 
60 47 -·-· 116 500 
20 65 10 175 800 
60 
---- ---- ----
---- --- - ----
35 -----
24 114 1--~ ... . 0 ·= mo 3, 000 
STATISTICS OF SCHOOLt\ OF MEDICINE. -1163 
PROFESSION AL SCHOOLS . 
TABLE 9-Summary of statistics of schools of m,edicine, dentistry~ pharmacy, and 
for nurses a'Y!d veterinarians for 1891-'92. 
Professors and Students. instructors. 
rJi I". A,...!. 0 ~ ~ ..... 0 ~ .,... Vo 0 (]) 0 (]) ~ i-.. o .Cl p. 0 Q) ....; p. 0 0). ,-1 (/'1 0 
'O.; 0 
~~Cll 0 (]) d rn A i:l i-..~ A bO i-.. ·r-1 0 (ljCI) OA Cll 
.§ ~~~;;- i-.. rn i---§ 'O i-.. 0 A ~o'filt-= Q; sS ce·uj 3 Cll bOi-.. 'H Cl) p :::::1 d (]) ..., S 0+-> A s '8 cl 'O .> !; ~ 2i ;:l.g ~ s bO (]) Cll ;:l (]) p. A i-.. Cll~'--"p. zrnrn:::::1 
z ~ [/2 H Cl ~ 
---- - -- ---
----------
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,, s 
- - - --- - ---- ---- - ---
----
United States _____________ _ 220 4,301 496 25,954 7,281 l, 342 14,392 
(A)BY CLASSES. 
---------- . , . 
Preparatory ___________________ _ 
Regular ________________________ _ 
Homeopathic ___ ________ ____ ___ _ 
Eclectic _______ ___ ____ _____ __ ___ _ 
2 17 0 47 0 5 31 
89 2,233 190 14,934 4,115 1,097 9,570 
13 292 7 1,086 243 81 1, 000 
8 121 11 ·570 164 39 - . 490 
Physio-medicaL ______ ·----· ___ _ Graduate ___ ______ _________ ____ _ 2 39 0 48 2 1 15 8 339 74 1,201 
---------- - ---- ----- ------ ----Dental ________ .. ___ _____________ _ 25 495 201 2,874 1, 282 82 1,888 Pharmaceutical ____ ___________ _ 
Nurse training. _______________ _ 
Veterinary_·----· _________ _ --- -
29 203 13 2,799 722 31 .l, 032 
36 457 1,862 582 
8 105 0 533 171 6 366 
-- - ---------------------(B) BY GEOGRAPHICAL DIVI-
SIONS. 
North Atlantic ______ __ ________ _ 72 1,703 239 10,414 2,8'.)7 a804 a6. 425 South Atlantic ________________ _ 
'Z7 406 76 2,875 862 167 1,424 South Central. ________________ _ 28 379 40 - 3, 473 1,152 106 1,600 North Central ________ __ _______ _ 
Western _______________________ _ 80 1,571 120 8,503 2,326 220 3,918 13 242 21 689 134 39 - 659 
·---------------
(C) BY STATES. 
Regular. 
· Maine __ .. ... _. ____ ... _. _____ .. __ 1 2 6 99 29 
--- ---- - -- ----------New Hampshire ___________ ____ _ 1 9 6 104 25 3 104 Vermont _______________________ _ 1 14 12 195 50 15 195 Massachusetts _________________ _ 2 40 44 479 109 161 479 Connecticut _____ __ ____________ _ 1 24 0 72 22 27 72 New York ___ ________ __ ________ _ 
Pennsylvania __________________ _ 9 361 39 2,328 604 383 2,120 5 250 8 1,758 441 114 1,653 
Maryland _. ___________________ _ _ 
D~st1:ic~ of Columbia ____ ______ _ Virg1n1a _______________________ _ 
5 116 0 l, 186 343 47 292 
4 79 10 402 72 44 377 
2 18 9 203 41 27 145 North Carolina ________________ _ 
South Carolina. _______________ _ 
Georgia_------------------·---·· 
1 8 0 62 8 Noclata 
1 16 0 50 12 12 50 
3 38 0 249 101 No clata 
Kentucky_···--- ____________ ···-Tennessee __ _____ ____________ __ _ 
Alabama _______________________ _ 
Louisiana. ______ .. ________ ____ _ _ 
Texas _______ _ . ______________ ___ _ 
Arkansas-------------···-·-··--
4 80 0 1,832 495 () 435 
4 74 7 791 258 39 375 
1 14 0 13.l 35 No data 
2 25 4 396 101 23 396 
l 14 0 24 3 3 24 
1 20 8 11? 25 10 25 
Ohio ___ __________________________ 7 143 1 701 201 9 163 
ifti;~fs~~~~::~~~~::::~::::::::::: ! 1~~ 3 246 79 29 246 
Michigan---------- ·-··------ --- 3 129 
1
~ 
1
'~~t ~6~ !! 1'~;i 
Minnesota-------------------··· 2 49 o 170 28 o 26 
Io:wa ---.··-···------------------- 3 49 2 307 73 6 43 
Missouri______ ______ ____________ 8 207 4 1, 008 J60 24 · 385 
Nebraska·---- ----- ------ ------- 2 39 6 82 14 1 -47 
Colorado ____________ __ ____ ·-· ·-- 31 66 o I 103 18 o 103 
Oregon______ _______ _____________ 2 41" 3 44 11 1 26 
CalUornia__________ __ ___________ 3 72 1 307 65 33 · 307 
==== ~~=== ===== ====== =-===-
a Not including schools of veterinary sci nee and nurse training. 
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TABLE 9.-Summary of statistics of schonls of medicine, deritistry, pharmacy, and 
tor nurses arid veterinarians for 1891-'92-Continued. 
I Pr?fessors and Students. instructors. 
tti 
.s §t ' A, ' 0 1-< ~ ~~c 
0 <l) 0 
,q p. 0 Q) 
Q)Q) 
..;Pio 
0 0 a.,-r-ern ~ ~-S en 'Cl .,3 1-<~ 0 bi) 5.b~ci:1 :::lA A 0 ci:I Cl) o A ci:I A ~ ~i:-,,..:._ Qlen 
1-< A 
~.S 'Cl ~ en ci:l,o .oo 'dt~ 1-<ci:I A ci:I blll'-<""'Q) Cl) 
~s -~ en ~ ::s A QJ .., soSi:i .a s 0 'Cl i;:~~2> ::,.g ~ s oJ) Cl) ci:I ci:I ci!~~P. z (/J(/J:: ::s Cl) p. ~ 1-< z ~ r/1 0 l:Il 
--- ------
------- ---- ----
i 2 3 4 a 6 ,., s 
-------
---
------- ---------
(C) BY STATES-continued. 
Regula1·-Con tin ued. 
North Atlantic Division....... 20 700 115 5,03:j 1,280 703 4, 623 
South Atlantic D" · · 16 275 19 2,152 577 130 8Bi 
South Cen\ral Di~T~~~~~~:::~:: 13 227 14 ::!,786 917 84 1, 255 
NorthCentralDivision........ 32 852 38 4,507 1,247 !46 2, 392 
Western Division.............. 8 179 4 454 94 34 436 
United States ............ =~===2=,23-' _3 ====-19_0 ===14=,934 _~~-4~,~~~--l_,~ 9, 570 
· Homeopxthic. 
Massachusetts ........ ........ . 
New York ... . ··----·-·--···----
P ennsylvania --·-···· ____ -·----
Ohio---·--·--------------··-----Illinois ____ ·- -··· ________ ---·. __ _ 
Michigan _______ ...... __ ·-- ·· __ _ _ 
Minnesota ____ ··-- --·--- _______ _ 
Io,va ___ ___ -·-- -·-- ···- ____ ·-- --· 
Missouri'--···--·-- __ --·- ____ --- · California ______ -··- ___________ _ 
North Atlantic Division_. __ __ _ 
North Central Division __ ··----
Western Division--···- ____ -·--
United States--···-··--·-
Eclectic. 
1 
2 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
--
4 
8 
1 
--
13 
-·-
39 
66 
25 
44 
25 
9 
20 
9 
36 
19 
----
130 
143 
19 
---
292 
---
2 133 24 24 133 
0 169 43 11 169 
0 247 64 10 247 
0 146 45 6 10l 
1 13l 19 15 131 
1 82 18 2 si 
0 24 4 4 24 
0 57 3 2 57 
3 66 12 5 25 
0 31 11 2 31 
------
- --
-fi49 
2 549 131 45 420 5 506 101 34 
0 31 11 2 31 
-------
------- 1,000 7 1, 086 243 81 
---- --
-------
---
65 New York ____ ---· .............. 1 17 7 65 13
1 
4 63 Georgia ----- - ·--··---·----··--· 1 7 1 63 29 5 2.i'iO 
Wft:t?t··---- --- l I I 'l! '.1 1 Ji..u r, 
:rorth Atlantic Divi. ion .. ____ . ------- --- 65 - 13 - 4 = 6j 
outh Atlant ic Division · ·-··-- ~ · 1~ i 63 29 5 63 
North C ntra l Division ... _-·-- 6 97 3 442 122 30 36"! 
nited tates · -- --- ·-·-·· -8 --121 --11--570 --154 --391--400 
1 33 3 1 50 ---:=~--:,() 
1 :~ st · ~i2 3i~ 1 2~ m 
2 49 50 310 175 32 3~ 
~ ~~ l ~ 6~ ~i O 6i 
2 1 15 1!'!3 79- 0 133 
l 12 3 145 9 \NO cla t a..) 
1 23 0 81'.I 55 12 ,-,..-
3 0 31 437 19; l _,. 
I 11 O 1 39 (No t1ata) __ 
•••••· ·••· · ·- · ·-·· ...• 1 15 \ 10 
1 
5a 4 o , ;:,J 
:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~l 1~ ~61 53 ·-· - · · -·z"1···-·····7 
······· · ···-·········· I 11 0 12 , 5 · ·- · ·- ···· ·-·-·--··· 
· ········· · ··· ·· ··-·· · __ 1 __ 23 = 17 _ 01- 21
0 
1 ___ _ 
Dentistry. 
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TABLE 9.-Summary of statistics of schools of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and 
Jor nurses and veterinarians for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Professors and Students. instructors. 
ui 
.s gt 0 i... ce· 
0 Q) <.) P< <.) Q)Q) 
.<=I 0 a5 <l)·~rn <.) 
'O .:i <.) 5'oih ro rfJ. AA ;...ce A bO 0 <aQJ ro ~ Q)J-< A o A 'O 'O O i-.,..:_ Jo.< i-.ro 0 A (fJ <a-o Q) 
~s ~-ra 25 
ro bl)J-< 'HQ) 
.0 p · 
.S§oot s ·c3 +" 'O bl) Q) ro ro ~~~8. p Q) P, A Jo.< z ~ rn H C!) p::: 
--- - ------------
----
1 2 3 4 a 6 7 
------- - - - -- ----
------------
(C) BY STATES-continued: 
Dentistry-Continued. 
North Atlantic Division ______ _ 5 131 37 920 429 30 
South Atlantic Division ______ _ 5 98 56 396 192 32 
South Central Division _______ _ 3 32 26 200 108 18 
North Central Division _______ _ 
Western Division _____________ _ 
10 200 65 1,257 524 1 
2 34 17 101 29 1 
------------------
United States __ _ 25 495 201 2,874 1,282 
Pftarmacy. 
Massachusetts_________________ 1 9 2 279 26 
New York______________________ 3 % 2 42i> 142 
Pennsylvania__ _____ ___ ________ 2 15 O 686 215 
Maryland ---------------------- 1 3 0 135 39 
District of Columbia ____ __ ____ 2 12 o 73 20 
Kentucky_____ ____ ______________ 2 20 0 78 19 
'l'ennessee ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ 2 11 0 33 8 
Louisiana______________________ 1 3 0 46 13 
Ohio_____ ______________ __________ 2 23 0 100 35 
India.na _____________________ ____ 1 6 0 70 21 
82 
-----
4 
1 
12 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
1 
I A'-'.. 
.,.... Q,) 0 
Jo.<<.) 
.... P< 
o Ql A 
~-,-1 
J-<w. 
Q).-. 'O . 
.0 O ,QJI'-S 0+" A p~; ~ 
z 
----
s 
----· 
751 
343 
200 
505 
89 
---
1, 888 
----
279 
98 
49 
135 
19 
06 
3:l 
46 
100 
70 Illinois ____ :_____________________ 2 6 5 250 50 (No data.) 
~\~~~~as~n====================== i 1~ ~ ~l r~ 
Minnesota___ __________ _________ 1 6 0 6 1 
Iowa------ ------------ ---------- 2 12 3 77 13 
gl 
~I 
81 
64 
6 
26 
Missouri________________________ 2 13 1 246 62 (No data.) 
~~~~-~ti==========~=======:::=:: i -------~~- ------ --~- ------ -=~- ------ -~~- ------ --~- '1------ --=7 California ______________________ _ 1 10 0 103 0 2 103 
-------------- - -- ------
North Atlantic Division_______ 6 49 4 1,290 383 17 406 
South Atlantic Division_____ __ 3 15 0 208 59 0 154 
South Central Division ________ 5 34 0 157 40 4 145 
North Central Division_______ _ 13 95 9 941 240 8 224 
Western Division___________ ___ 2 10 0 103 0 2 103 
United States___________ _ 29 203 13 2,799 722 3 ] 1 1,032 
- -- ----- ______ I __ _ 
Nurse training. 
Vermont ____ ___ _______________ _ 
Massachusetts ________________ _ 
Connecticut ___________________ _ 
Rhode Island __________________ _ 
New York _____________________ _ 
New Jersey ____________________ _ 
Pennsylvania _____________ . __ __ _ 
District of Columbia __________ _ 
Indiana ________________________ _ 
Illinois _________________________ _ 
Michigan-----------------------Minnesota ______ _____ , _________ _ 
Mis souri_ ______________________ _ 
California _____________________ _ 
1 
5 
1 
1 
H 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
107 
8 
18 
154 
14 
58 
7 
8 
3 
33 
11 
17 
14 
17 
354 
54 
32 
746 
50 
245 
40 
26 
115 
65 
21 
47 
50 
3 -- ---- ---- -- ---- - ---
108 ---- ------ - ---------
21 __ - --- - --- -- ---- ----
8 ---- -- ---- - - ---- ----
212 ------ ---- ----· -----
2t ·----- ---- ---- -- ----1og ____ ------!·----- ___ _ 
4~ :======== r ==:::::: 
tlit]++ 
North Atlantic Divii:;ion_______ 28
1 
364 1,498 474
5 
1 
__________ .. 1------ ___ _ 
North Central Division _______ 6 72 274 87 
South Atlantic Division _______ 7 40 I 
Western Divis ion___ ___________ 1 14 50 16 ::::::::: :1:::::: :::: 
United States __ __________ 36 457 ----------! 1,862 582 1----------1----------
TABLE 10.-Statistics fa?· 1891-:92 of schools of medicine. ~ ~ 
C:> 
Professors I Students . . I 
O') 
and Dt1r~t-ion of study. 
instructors, 
d © 
;.., ~~ :::! » ;.., d© ro ~ 
CD <.) ~ ce ~~ -~ s © 'H 0 p.. (J p 
.d ~ CD ...-, 
Name of school. j Name of dean or president. I -g .3 0 0.() 0 CD p ~~~ 
,o«l 
Pust-vnlco iulllres~. I ~~ .s <.) -~·(_) 
;.., 0 .., ... c,:g 
.s~ A P.p Aro O A ~ - cl .i !::=·..-< ..... s 0 ,,.., p.© ;..,.i 
-o <l,) .,.., 
rn 
roro oil· ..-< 
.0 p rn 
~2 rn P rn Oc.J · ~~~ ss ,,-<rfl s 'O ;.., ~§ ~<.)~ c.J oil ro P. CD p bJl CD oil CD;..,'" CD;.., 0 
CD p. p ;.., CD CD 
~ro ~o~ ~O<..l tr; ~ r/l z ::!:l ~ ~ 
- -
-----
------
--- a 
1 I 2 3 
4 ii 6 
,, s 9 l.O 11 12 
------
-----
----
------
0 
~ 
>--3 
PREPARATORY. H 
Pl1rtl:tud. l\[o.T ••• ~ •••••••• , P<?rtla~d S_cbool for Medica~ ~nstruction.-. Wm. Lawrence Dana ....... 13 0 31 o. 1 0 26 0 
0 0 
bn.pol Hill, N. 0 •.••..... P1epa1at0Iy School of Med1cme, Umver- -------------------------------- 4 0 16 0 
1 0 30 0 0 z 
sity or North Carolina. ~ 
ti;l· 
UNDERGRADUATE. I-ti 
0 
Regular. ~ 
Mobile. Ala ............... Medical College or Alabama ..... .... .... . .. George A. Ketchum ... . ... . 14 0 131 35 2,3 1 21 
0 0 ~>--3 
Little Rock, Ark ......... Medical Dep'1rtment of the Arkansas In- James A. Dibrell, jr ........ 20 3 112 25 3 ···•·• 24 0 4_ ~ 
Los Angeles, Cal. ........ 
dustrial University. ~ 
College of Medicine of the University of J. P. Widney ................ 21 0 31 G 3 1 32 0 0 
co 
Southern California. 
~ , _ 
S:m Francisco, Cal ... ... Cooper Medical College ..................... Henry Gibbons, jr .......... 27 0 180 38 3 0 24 13 0 co 
Do .................. Mbdical Department, University of Cali· Robert A. McLane .......... 2! 1 96 21 3 0 2G 11 0 
!"° 
forhia. 
Boulder, Col. ............. Medical Department of the University of J. T. Eskridge .............. H) 0 11 1 3 0 36 0 0 
Colorado. 
Den,er, Col .............. Gross Medical College, Medical Depar t· T. H. Hawkins .............. 21 0 42 5 3 0 ~8 0 0 
ment of Rocky Mountain University. 
Do ........... ·... ... . l\Iedical Department, University of Den· J. W. Graham_ .............. 26 0 50 12 3 1 28 0 0 
ver. 
Medical Departm.ent of Yale University ... Herbert E. Smith ........... 24 0 72 22 3 0 34 0 ' 
0 
Medical Department, Howar d University. 'l'homas D. Hood ............ 12 0 112 29 3 0 
24 0 0 
National Medical College (Columbian A. F . A. King ............... - 17 10 152 24 3 0 20 
8 0 
University) . 
33 \ 
0 113 16 0 28 0 0 
Do ............ ···\ .Medical Department.University of George- G. L. Magruder .............. 
town. 17 0 25 3 3 0 28 0 
0 
Do ..•...•••........ -r-.1edlca.l Department, Nat1on0,l Univer H. H.Dar
1
,er ··········-·····, 
flity. 
H V M Miller.............. 15 0 , 171 . 64 2 1 20 0 0 Atln.ntn, G:i. •••• .•••••• ••• , Atlanta Medical College.................... · · · , . ...... . ...... . 
Do .. •.............•.. Southern Medical College ................... No rel?,ort .... ······ ·········· ···· ··· · .... ··,o· .... ·io· ····1· .... .. z" 1 20 O 0 
Do . .... ... : .......... Woman's Medical College ofGe~rgi8'.*··-·· J. W . Stone .. :.·······.· ······ ' 14 
0 6
> 30 9 3 22 o o Augusta, Ga .............. MedicaI_Department of the University of Edward Geddmgs........... 0 ,. , ~ 
Georgia. . . ; n 9 3 0 30 0 0 Chicago, . Ill. •............. Chicago Medical College (Northwestern Nathan Smith Davis........ 45 13 ,.5 50 
University). 
Do ... ............... College of Physici:1ns and Surgeons of William E. Quine........... 46 0 228 41 4 0 26 12 0 
Chicago. . 
Do .. ................. Northwestern University Woman's Medi· Charles Warrington Earle.. 40 5 127 . 19 4 0 30 0 0 
cal School. _ , m 
Du ........••......... Rush Medical School.. ...... ........ ....... . E. L. Holmes................ 46 0 640 *180 4 0 ' 26 8 0 1-3 
Quincy, Ill. ............... Chaddock College of Medicine .............. No report . ........................... ........ ...... ........ ...... ...... ........ ... . .. .. ~ 
Fort Wayne, Ind ......... Fort Wayne College of Medicine, Taylor Christian B. Stemen........ 15 1 53 19 3 3 26 O O ,_, 
University. ,H 
Indianapolis, Ind ........ Central College.of Physicians and Sm· Samuel E. Earp ............ _. 22 2 42 4 3 1 24 , O o m 
p~ 1-3 
D<?····-···· · ··· ······ Medical College ofin~i~na ....... . .... .. . ... E. S: Elder.................. 22 -........ 151 56 3 4 26 o 2 0 Des Momes, Iowa ........ Iowa College of Physiciar..sand Surgeons .. Loms Schooler.............. 14 2 43 9 4 1 24 o o w 
Iowa City, Iowa .......... Medical Department, State University of J. C. Schrader........ .. .... . 20 0 144 25 3 1 24 o O 
Iowa. . · 1 o Keokuk, Iowa ............ Colle~e of Physicans and Surgeons ....... Joseph C. Hughes........... 15 0 120 39 3 4 24 o 2 rt" 
Louisville,Ky ........... HospitalCollegeofMedicine(CentralUni· JamesLewisHowe......... 24 o 120 43 3 1 24 o 12 ~ 
versity). w 
Do ............... ... . Kentucky School of Medicine ........ ... .. . William H. Wathen......... 20 O 489 187 2 O 20 o o o 
Do ... ......... . .... '.. Louisville Medical College .................. J. A. Ireland................. 20 O 315 102 2 3 25 o o ~ 
Do ................... MedicalDepartment;UniversityofLouis· J.M.Bodine................. 16 O 408 163 2 1 24 12 , 0 O 
~~- ' 0 
New Orleans, La ........ Medical Department, Tulane University .. Stanford E. Chaille .. ....... ~ 17 o 374 96 , 2 1 25 o o ~ 
Do . .. .... ......... . . . Medical Department, New Orleans uni· G. W. Hubbard, acting..... 8 4 22 5 3 0 20 O O Ul 
versity. 
Brunswick, Me ........... Medical School of Maine at Bowdoin Col· Alfred Mitchell............ .. 2 6 99 29 3 3 20 o · o 0 lege.,:, "lj 
Baltimore,.Md .... . ..... . BaltimoreMedicalCollege ................. DavidStreett................ 32 0 241 .so : 3 O 26 O 4 
Do ........ ... ........ Balt-imore University School of Medicine. E.W. Eilau ....... .. ..... .. '.. 14 0 96 45 2 0 26 o o ls: 
Do .... ......•.•...... College of Physicians and Surgeons of Thomas Opie................ 24 O 557 130 2 1 24 10 2 trj 
Baltimore. I:, 
Faculty of Physic, University of Mary· I. E. Atkinson .......... ~.... 28 O '265 85 3 O 26 O 4 0 'land. , 
Do ................... Woman's Medical College of Baltimore .. , Joseph T. Smith ............ ! 18 · 0 27 3 3 0 28 O o z 
Boston, Mass ............. College of Physicians and Surgeons ...... . Albert Nott ..... ... ......... , . 14 0 so , 16 3 3 30 o O t_:rj 
Do ...... ".. ...... . ..... Medical School of Harvard University .... Henry P. Bowditch .. .: ..... ! 26 j 44 399 , '93 3, 4 0 - 39 O 0 
Ann Arbor, Mich ......... Department of Medicine and Surgery of Victor C. Vaughan ......... 1 ·a 28 0 370 111 4 0 36 O 0 
the University of Michigan. , '. 
Detroit, Mich ............. Detroit College of Medicine ............... ~ 'l'heodore A. McGraw....... 76 ' 0 b 283 b 60 3 3 24 10 I 0 
Detroit, Mich. (32 Lafay· Michigan College of Medicine and Sur· ·1 Hal. C. Wyman ... ' .......... 251 4 86 31 3, -1 
1 
1 24 9 4 
ette avenue). gery. , 
Minneapolis, Minn....... Minneapolis College of Physicians and J: T. Moore.................. 20 o, 26 O 3 ' O 28 O O 
Surgeons. , , ··-- )-1. 
* For 1890--'91. aDoe,s not 1in':lude 16 fs.~i~}Fts who.give some instruction. b Includes a ll departments. . ~ 
-:a • 
• 
Pust•ofll1•0 n.llllres:,;. 
1 
Minneapolis, Minn ___ ___ _ 
lumbln, 1\10 
Knnsas City, Mo ____ ____ _ 
Do ____________ : ____ _ 
~ t. Joseph. Mo ___________ _ 
t. Louis, l\lo ____________ _ 
Do __________________ _ 
Do __________________ _ 
Do _________________ _ _ 
Oma.ha., Nebr ____________ _ 
Lincoln. Nebr ___________ _ 
HauoYer. N. H ___________ _ 
Albany. N. Y _____________ _ 
Brooklyn. N. y __________ _ 
Buffa.lo, N. Y Do ____ , _____________ _ 
New York, N. y _________ _ 
Do _________________ _ 
Do _________________ _ 
Medi 
Min 
Medi 
the 
Kan' 
Un i, 
Nor t 
Beau 
l\liss 
Po 
St. L 
Un· 
St. L 
geo 
Omah 
Medi 
Dart 
Alban 
Long 
Medi 
Medi 
Bu 
Belle 
Colle 
the 
Medi 
tho y 
TABL E 10.-Statisticsfor 1891- '92 of schools of medicine-Continued . 
Protessors 
and Students. 
instructors . 
. 
f.- ~ Q) 0 A 0 
Name of school. N am e of dean or presiuent. 'O ..s 0 • bO PP i-.. '@ E Q Q) Op !cl .., p ...... o ro ce c:e ro· .... 
.0 ::; 
~s .,....r.n 0 s 'O bl) Q) ro Q) A p i-.. ~ if1 z Cl 
- ----- --
2 3 4 a 6 
,,, 
- ----
ued. 
lversityot Henry H. Millard_-__________ 29 0 • .c4 28 
versity of A. W. McAlester ____________ 7 4 33 0 
------------
Francis M. Johnson ________ _ 25 0 100 34 
-- ----- -- - - -
Charles W. Ad am s _________ _ 27 0 105 36 
------ - - -- --
F. A. Simmons __ ____________ 12 0 77 30 
Hege ____ __ W . B. Outten __ __ ____________ 20 0 103 45 
St. L ouis P. G. R obinson ____ __ ________ 46 0 264 110 
icine. 
ashing ton Henry H. Mu dd ______ ___ ___ _ 42 0 76 19 
, a n d Sur- Algernon S. Bar nes __ __ _____ 28 0 250 86 
------ - --- - -
Donald Macrae _____ __ ___ ____ 25 0 47 12 
Jniver sity _ Williams . Latta ___ __ _____ __ 14 6 35 2 
---·--------
U. P . F r ost _____ _____ ________ _ 9 6 104 25 
Jniversi ty _ Willis G. Tu ck er _________ ___ 38 0 168 54 
-------- - ---
Alexander J.C. Sken e ______ 26 8 240 ti4 
Univer sity John Cr onyn ____ ___ _________ 26 0 46 8 
iversity o f Matthew D. Mann __________ 44 0 156 53 
ege ___ ______ Aust in Flint _____ _____ ___ , ____ 27 0 453 117 
lrgeons in J am es W. McL an e ___ ______ , a98 0 570 116 
i versity o! Oharles Inslee Pardee __ ___ _ 86 81 547 162 
Duration of study. 
(1) ro i-.. b/)' c:<l. pp 
00 ,.....Q) 
i-.. 
.o.i ;::: 00 -~ s (1) p b/).., 
0 ..ate Q) p AQ) oo 
0 
·i :~ i-.. 0 oo,.....i,... 
.s .s~ pA::; 
·;;; §8 
00 
~t ooc:<l ,t<iP i-.. ,!<IO>. 
ro c:<l A Q) p Q) i-.. Q) d) Q) p Ql1-<cil 
>< >< ~ce ~0..-
--- -- - -
- --
s 9 10 11 
---
--
3 1 34 0 
3 0 40 0 
3 0 26 6 
3 4 26 0 
*2 1 24 3 
3 1 28 6 
3 1 25 12 
3 1 32 0 
3 1 24 8 
3 0 24 0 
2 3 26 0 
3 4 20 26 
3 3 30 0 
3 0 26 12 
3 3 32 0 
3 3 30 8 
3 3 26 1·~ 
3 3 34 0 
8 0 81 8 
3~ Q)'-" 
.o ro 
..-;;; 
.s g,Cl) 
001-<00 
,!<Ip.;., 
d) p 
d) i-.. 0 
~ 0<:..l 
- --
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
28 
I-' 
1--'-
~ 
00 
t_zj 
a 
0 
~ 
8 
H 
0 
I ~ 
~ 
t_zj 
1-d 
0 
~ 
-8 
1--' 
00 
co 
1--' 
I 
co 
~~ 
Do .......... .. . .. .. .. Woman's Medical College of the New 
Yorlc Infirmary. . 
,s yraeu se, N . Y ... ... .. .. . College of Medicine, Syracuse Un~vers~ty . 
Haleigh, N. c .. ........... Leonard Medical School (Sha_w University) 
~iucinnati, Ohio . .. ..... . Cincinnati College of Medicme and Sur· 
t=j gery. 
o Do ... ..... . .......... .l.'viedical College of Ohio 
:.:> Do .... ............... Miami MedicalColleii;e .................... .. 
1~ Do .. ...... ........... Woman's Medical College of Cincinnati. .. 
I 
Cleveland, Ohio .... . ...... Medical Department of the University of 
Wooster. 
Do ................... Medical Department, Western Rm;erve 
-.1 Universit-y. 
~ Columbus, Ohio .......... Columbus Medical College ................. . 
Do ................... Starling Medical College .............. ..... . 
Toledo, Ohio .............. Northwestern Ohio Medical College ....... . 
Do . .................. Toledo Medical College ...... ............. .. 
Portland,Oreg. (135First Medical Department, University of the 
street). State of Oregon. 
Portland, Oreg .... .. ..... Medical Department, Willamette Univer· 
sity. 
Philadelphia, Pa ......... Jefferson Medical College ............ . .... .. 
Do .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. Medico·ChirurgicalCollege of Phil ad el phia* 
Do .................. Medical Department University of Penn· 
Do ........ 
Pittsburg, Pa 
Charleston, S. C. 
Cha ttanooga, Tenn .. ... . 
Memphis, Tenn ........ .. 
sylvania. 
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania 
Western Pennsylvania Medical College, 
Department of Western University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Medical College of the State of South Car· 
olina. 
SchoolofMedicine, U.S. Grant University. 
Memphis Hospital Medical College, South· 
ern Baptist University. 
Emily Blackwell ............ 
Henry D. Didama ........... 
James McKee . ........ ... ... 
R. C. S. Reed ................. 
W.W. Seeley ................ 
William H. Taylor ..... . .... 
George C. Fasklin .. . ...... .. 
No report .................... 
No report .................... 
J. W. Hamilton ............. 
Starling Loving . . ........... 
"Stands suspended since 
May, 1891." 
J. H. Pooley ................. 
S. E. Josephi. ................ 
Richmond Kelly ............ 
James W. Holland .......... 
Peter D. Keyser ............ 
John ~1arshalL .............. 
Clara Ma.rs hall .............. 
J. B. Murdoch .... .... . . ..... 
Francis L. Parker .......... 
:: t.· ~f!leigh.:----········· 
41 0 96 
25 0 52 
8 0 62 
~3 0 75 
zo 0 200, 
2± 1 77 
25 0 30 
---- - - - -
..... .. .J ........ 
16 0 : 123 
17 o I 147 
-------- ----- ---
, I " 18 20 0 18 
21 3 26 
66 0 529 
31 4 123 
79 0 693 
24 3 203 
50 1 210 
16 0 50 
22 0 120 
20 6 2M 
21 3 0 32 o· 0 
9 3 0 33 0 0 
8 4 0 22 0 0 
27 I 3 1 '26 6 0 
34 , 3 1 24 6 0 
21 3 1 2G 0 0 
2 3 1 26 6 0 
------ -------- ------ ------ ----- -·· ----------
---- r ··-1 ----------------52 3 :S 21 8-10 0 
57 3 4 24 0 0 
-------- ---- -- -- -- -- -------- --------
3 I 4 24 o o 8 
6 3 1 25 0 3 
5 3 1 24 0 0 
147 3 0 31 6 1 
35 3 0 28 3 0 
150 3 0 28 5 0 
42 3 0 18 0 0 
67 3 0 26 10 0 
12 3 
;] 20 0 0 33 2 24 0 0 87 2 24 6 0 
Nashville, Tenn ...... ... . Medical Department Vanderbilt Univer· 
sity. 
No report .................... , ........ , ........ , ........ , ...... , ........ , ...... , ..... . , .... .... , ...... .. 
Do ................ .. 
Do 
Galveston, Tex· ........ .. 
Burlington, 
Richmond, Va ........... . 
University P. 0., Va ... .. 
Medical Department University of Ten· 
nessee. 
Meharry Medical Department Central Ten· 
nessee College. 
Medical Department of University of 
Texas. 
Medical Depar~ment of the University of 
Vermont. · 
Medi ~al College of Virginia ................ . 
Medical Department University of Vir· 
ginia. 
Duncan Eve ................. l 
G. W. Hub~ard .............. 
1 
:·. :. :~~::~~~:::~~::~~~~::} 
.r. S. D. Cullen ......... ·· ····l Wm. M. '1.'hornton ........... 
* For 1890-'91. a Includes clinical assistants. 
19 0 1 
I 
13 1 
14 0 
14 12 
8 9 
10 0 
296 113 1 2 ' b 1 ~4 0 4 
121 25 3 0 20 0 0 
24 3 3 b 1 30 0 0 
195 50 ii 3 20 0 20 58 14 1 2-1 8 0 145 2i 0 40 0 0 
b Before entering. 
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TABLE 10.-Slatisticsfor 1891-'92 of schools of medicine-Continued. 
Professors 
and Students. Duration of s tudy. 
instructors. 
1•ost·olllcl' nudross. Name of school. 
i.., d g ro ~ <V ~Del ~ p, 
Cl) <:.l p ~ -~,s . roi.. p, <:.l ., 
..cl~ 
'H 0 p Cl)+" Name of dean or president, I '0~ 0 • ion 0 
-~-8 ~g ~Cl) & ~ I~ AA i--~ ' A <:.l 1-. <:.l AP.~ , cjlQ) 0A 
.; :;:l 
-~ 
:S:,,... Aro ~ ~ ...., 0 Cl) ro 
I 
ti)_ .s ..... ,,-< 8 0 
·;;;~g cjl•.-< 
,Q g ti)_ l:;~ "'g wa C) 
~s ,,...Cfl ~s.~ <:.l s ;... ~ ,:j ~ C) p, 00 Cl) Q cjl . Q p, Cl) A Cl) i-, ~ Cl) 1--0 
Cl) p, p ;... Cl) Cl) 
~:cl I ~o .... ~0<:.l ~ en z 0 :>, ~ 
1 I 2 3 I 4 1-;-1-6-_ l~l-s-lo l--.;-1 1/IZ 
------------l----- - - - - - -------1------------1---1---1---1--1---1 
b lrngo, I ll. (605W. \ 0 an 
Huron stre1>t). 
Ch1<'1\i(O, 111. ( 171 a.nd 17G 
Chicn~o :wenue). 
Chicago, 111.. . •••••••. .••• 
GRADUATE. 
hica.go Ophthalmic College .......... 0 ••••• 1 H. M. Martin .......•.. . ..... 1 
Chicago Polyclinic* .. . ...................... Truman W. Miller ......... . 
F. H. Martin ................ . 
9 
30 
51 
0 
0 
0 
104 
291 
144 
...... , .... ····1······1 
·-----1-------- ------
24 , ••.• • ••• , •......• 
(3 ....••••. • • •••••• 
------ 1-------- 1- -------
Do .... 
Post·Graduate Medical School and Hos-
pital. 
Post-Graduate Polyclinic of Eclectic Med· 
icine and Surgery. 
No report ..... ...... . . ... . ... 1 ........ 1 ........ 1 ........ 1 ...... 1. .....•. ' ....•. 1 . .... .i' ........ , ....... . 
In<linnnpolis, Ind ...... . . 
New Orlen.us, La. (158 
Cnnnl street) . 
St. Louis, Mo 
New York, N. Y .•.... .... 
New York. N . Y . (226 E. 
Twentieth street) . 
Philadelphia., Pa ........ . 
;:;an Francisco, Cal. . ... J . 
Chicag o, Ill .. .. . . . .. . . .... 
Do .................. 
I ow a City, Iowa . ..... . ... 
The Indiana Ophthalmic College .......... . 
New Orleans Polyclinic* ................... . 
C. C. Loder 
J. H.Bemiss ................ . 
St. Louis Post·Gradu11te School of Medi· No report .... 
cine. 
New York Polyclinic . ......... . ..... . ....... John A. Wyeth ............. . 
New York Post·Graduate Medical School Clarence C. Rice ............. . 
and Hospita l. 
Philadelphia. Polyclinic and College for Ar~hur W. Watson ........ . . 
Graduates in Medicine. 
Homeopathic. 
H~~~~~ann Hospital College o! San Fran· G. E. Davis .. •... .... ........ 
Chicago Homeopathic Medical College .... J. S . Mitchell. ............... 
Hahneman Medical College and Hospital .. No report .............. ...... 
Homeopathic Medical Department, State A. C. Cowperthwaite . ...... 
University. 
Boston University , School of Medicine ... . I. Tisdale Talbot ...... . . ... . Boston , Mass . . .. ........ . 
Ann Arbor , Mich . ... ..... IIom eopathic Medical College, University - -- ---- ---- -- - --- -
or Michigan. 
6 
14 
60 
123 
46 
19 
25 
!) 
39 
9 
0 
0 
16 
56 I O I.. ...... I ...... I 8 , ........ , •..•...• 
7~ l. ... 413r·:::1· ····30·::::::r:::r:::::r :::::: 
117 1 ...... 1 6-24 , ..•.•. , ...••. , ....•••. , ..•••••• 
0 31 u I 3 J 28 0 0 
1 131 19 s 4 24 2 0 
0 57 3 3 4 26 0 0 
<) 0 3-i 0 0 133 24 4 
1 82 18 4 0 36 0 0 
1--41 
~ ' 
-:f' 
0 
trj 
t:l 
C:1 
a 
µ>-
t-3 
~ 
0 
!Z 
: 
~ 
0 
pj 
_:-3 
I-' 
00 
(J:> 
I-' 
I 
~ 
}" 
2,0 0 24 f 4 4 32 01 0 
?,Uunoapolls, Minn... ... . Oolkge of Homeopathy, University of Henry W. Br~zie .... , ....... 
• Minnesota. Mark Edgerton _______ .. ---- 19 0 25 5 3 1 26 0 0 Kansas City, l\Io _. _______ . Kansas City Homeopathic Medical Col-
lege. William C. Richardson. ____ 17 3 41 7 3 4 26 0 0 St. Louis, Mo ____ ________ _ Homeopathic Medical College of Missouri. 
New Yorlr, N. y __________ New Yorlr Homeopathic Medical College __ Timothy Field Allen ________ 38 0 )25 34 3 (a) 22 0 0 
Do___________________ New Yorlr Medical College and Hospital P. J.B. Wait---------------- 28 0 44 D 3 0 2G 0 9 
I for Women. I Cincinnati, Ohio _________ Pulte Medical College _______________________ J. D. Buck _______ ..,. ______ ---- 17 0 45 16 3 1 24 0 0 
Cleveland, Ohio __________ Homeopathic Hospital College _____________ John C. Sanders. ________ .... 27 0 101 2D 3 1 24 12 0 
Philadelphia, Pa ____ . ____ Hahnemann Medical College and HospitaL A. R. Thomas _______________ 25 0 2!7 64 3 1 26 () 1 
Pliysio-Jfedica&. 
Chicago, Ill. ___ ___________ Chicago Physio-Medical College ____________ , J.E. Roop ______ -------------1 14 I gl 15 1 ol :I 1 96 1 gl 0 Indianapolis, Ind _______ __ Physio-Medical College of Indiana _________ C. T. Bedford, secretary ____ 25 I 33 21 1 26 0 
Ec&ectic. 
X~:'a!'t:.~:co: ~·1: :: :::: gi~!J!~~n::~c;/ 'i,~\~J'.'.lc-Medicill0-ano- /;'~ i,"Pg~;;,;;age: ::::::::::::1------7-1- -- --;-1-----,, 1- -;;-1---- --.T---; -1---"-i- --;,-1---- --o 
Chicago, Ill. ______________ Bennett College of Eclectic Medicine and A. L. Clark__________________ 23 0 65 13 3 4 2G O o 
Surgery. 
Indianapolis, Ind ________ Indiana Eclectic Medical College __ _______ __ No report______________________________________________________________________ _ 
Do------------------ IndianaEclecticCollegeofPhysiciansand Henry Long_________________ 17 0 22 5 3 1 24 ------0 ----·-·o 
Surgeons. 
Des Mo~nes, Iowa ________ Iowa Eclectic Iyledical College ____________ __ John Cooper_________________ 20 0 25 9 3 1 24 O (l 
St. Loms, Mo __ ___________ American Medical College. E. Jounkin __________ ________ 10 2 80 28 3 1 20 20 o 
New York, N. y __________ Eclectic Medical College of the City of George W. Boskowitz ---··· 17 7 65 13 3 4 26 O o 
New York. 
Cincinnati, Ohio _________ American Eclectic Medical College ____ ____ T. Kirby Dawson ___________ 13 0 47 15 3 1 20 20 0 
Do ------ ---- ________ Eclectic Medical Institute ____ . _____________ John M. Scudder ____________ 14 1 203 52 3 1 40 0 0 
*For 1800--'91. 
a Must, na,ve registere::l with a physician six: months pr.ir.-,:- to enterin1:; college and read m edic!.ne for that length of time. 
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Post-oll\co nddross. 
TABLE ll.-Statisticsfor 1891-'92 of schools of dentistry. 
Professors 
and I Students. 
Name of school. Name of dean. 
instructors. 
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_, ________________ -----------, --1---1 l 
- -
u I•'rnncisco, CnL _____ _ 
Do _________________ _ 
Do. ___ _____________ _ 
Atlnntn., Ga 
h1cne:o. Ill ______________ _ 
Do ___ _ 
Do ________________ _ 
Indianapolis, Ind ____ ___ _ 
Iowa. City, Iowa. _________ _ 
Louisville, Ky _________ _ _ 
Boston, Mass ____________ _ 
Boston, Mass. (61 New-
beny sL. ). Ann Arbor, Mich ________ _ 
Minneapolis, Minn ______ _ 
Kansas City. Mo ________ _ 
St. Louis, M 
College of Dentistry, University of Cali-
fo rnia. 
Dental Department, University of Den-
ver.* 
Dental Department, Columbian Univer-
sity. 
Dental Department, Howard University __ 
Dental Department, National University_ 
Dental Department, Southern Medical 
College. 
American College of Dental Surgery _____ _ 
Chicago College of Dental Surgery _______ _ 
Northwestern College of Dental Surgery_ Indiana Dental College _____ _____ _____ ______ _ 
Dental Department, State University of 
Iowa.* 
Louisville College of Dentistry, Central 
University of Kentuclcy. 
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery _____ _ 
Dental Department, University of Mary-
land. Boston Dental College _______ __ ________ ____ _ 
Dental Depanment, Harvard University_ 
Dental College of the University of Michi-
gan. 
College of Dentistry, University of Minne-
sota. 
Louis Lane Dunbar ________ _ 
Thomas Gaddes ____________ _ 
A. F.A. King _____ ____ _______ _ 
T. B. Hood ___________________ 
H. H. Barker ________________ 
No re:gort ____________ . _______ 
John J. Marshall, ___________ 
Truman W. Brasct.y ________ 
B. Grant Jefferis ____________ 
J. W. Hurty ______ ___________ 
A. 0. Hunt ____ _______________ 
James Lewis Howe _________ 
R. B. Winder ________________ 
Ferdinand J. S. Gorga::, _____ 
23 
11 
10 
9 
30 
--------
16 
52 
12 
23 
ll 
14 I 22 
27 
17 
0 
6 
0 
0 
--------
28 
0 
3 
0 
9 
11 
20 
30 
89 24 
12 5 
33 5 
8 8 
45 4 
-------- ------
160 65 
270 128 
7 3 
88 1>5 
184 
:: I 
., I 183 102 
127 73 
2 
3 
3 
3 
----·---
3 
3 
3 
3 
33 
;1 
0 
0 
.) 
3 
0 
------
0 
0 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
36 
28 
20 
24 
28 
------
25 
26 
24 
28 
24 
24 
23 
23 
0 
, o 
0 
0 
0 
--------
12 
10 
4 
0 
12 
0 
a25 
a 25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
--------
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
0 
0 
¥f £~~rireria.-ersZ,nc11ana.~ · 1 · - - - · ss·\- · -- --~ · 1--- --50-1---20· 1--- -__ ii_ l_ - - _ii_ I_ - · <io_ I ___ - - -0-1-------o 
Jonathan Taft_______________ 11 0 188 39 3 0 39 0 o 
W. Xavier Sudduth ________ _ 53 
Kn.nsas City Dental College 
Missouri Dental College 
----------1 C. B. Hewitt ________________ _ 
HenryH Mudd 
15 
21 
27 
10 
0 
12 
87 
75 
4 
50 
33 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
32 
:LO 
22 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1-1. 
1-1. 
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Now York, N. y _________ _ 
CiucinnA.ti. Ohio ________ _ 
Philadelphia, Pa ____ ____ _ 
Nashville , 'l'enn ___ ___ __ _ _ 
Do 
Do 
• 
New York College of Dentistry 
Ohio College of Dental Surger y ____ _______ _ 
Dental Department, Univer sity of Penn-
sylvania. 
Pennsylvania College of Dental Surger y __ 
Philadelphia Dental College and Hospital 
of Oral Surgery. 
Denta l Departm ent, University of Ten-
nessee. 
Department of Dentistry, Vanderbilt 
University. 
School of Dentistry. Meharry Medical 
Dep artment, Central Tennessee Col-
lege. 
*For 1890-'91. 
is: I Frank Abbott H. A. Smith ___ _____ ______ ___ _ 
12 
No report ____ -- ---- ---- -- ----,---- -- , -,- - -- --- -,- --- -_---1·-····j···· .... 1 .. .. . ... ~.! .... :i / ....... . 
W.H.Morgan. ________ ____ __ 10 14 126 71 ! 2 o 2 : o
1
. ~ 
James Truman _____ ___ _____ _ 
C. N. Peirce ________________ _ _ 
James E. Garretson _______ _ 
39 
12 
23 
17 
19 
4 
3 
12 
18 
0 
272 
145 
1C9 
liO 
259 
85 
89 
89 
93 
142 
,3 
ll 
3 
3 
3 
!I 
0 
20 
22 
30 
0 
2 
4 
4 
5 
G. W. Hubbard _________ ____ _ 8 7 I , , 00 1 'I 0 
aFromApril 1 to October 1. 
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T ABLE 12.-Statisticsfor 1891-'92 cf schools of phCl1·macy. 
' Professors f 
~and Students. Length of course. ins ructors. 
Post-omco n.ddress. 
# 
Name of school. Name of dean. 
.... ' 
mi:, CD 0 ~ ~ 11) bl)t>, ;::::t>. o.S A ::l m +'> A;.. cei-. 
t,& .:i o-o 
0 CD -~~ b[J u:, . .-,ce 'H 0 c3 CD;. ;..+'> 
·s§~ m bO ~~ .... ::l Ai:1 CD +J ;.. A ~;.; t>, • .-, pO 'O <:) CD 0 mCD ~ .ce 
A 0 .;; ~ (1)-~ bOce 00 ::l ce ,.qO CDs +JI-< Ace OB "ii} '~ ""- ~~ ce .,-tat~ CD 
+Jg~ 
A CD Ace i:lA 
+J.::"' ~ • .-,t>, Am •.-< ~ i:lA. •r-t . ~ tl.) +'> 'H ,._. ce p,.-, P m §-~~ go "'"'CD O,.q . .-, s CD CD'O,.-< m~ m A ~o~ ~A~ 
~B~o CD ~~ bO mp.. ~ce H 'O .... +J ~~5 A ce ce ~ ce ~~ CD;.. 0 CD.0•.-< 0 i5 s.s .... CD CD ~O<:.l ~0(.) ~ z C, p-; p-; ~-
- - -----
- - - ----
-----
- - -
1 2 3 
w. M. Searby ............... . 
4 a 6 "Is 9 10 11 12 
------ ---- - ---
----------
10 0 103 0 2 4 28 0 0 
Market street). sity of California . Snn Frnnclsco, Cal. (859 1 California College of Pharmacy, Univer· 
Dem·er, Colo .............. College of Phar macy, University of Den. No report .•.................. 1 •••••••• 1 •••••• 1 •••••• • • 1 •••••• 1 •••• -·-- 1-- - --· , . - ••• • , • •••• --- , ••••• --- • 
ver . 
Wnsbington, D. U .•...... N:.i.tional College of Pharmacy •• 1 H. E. Kalusowski, secre-
t ary. 
Do .. . ............... Pharmaceutical Department of Howard T. B. Hood . .......... .. ..... . 
6 
6 
0 
0 
54 
19 
12 2 
8 , .••. • ••. 
4 
4 
25 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
University. 
hicngo, Ill............... Chicago College of Pharmacy ...... . ...... . 
Do .......... . ....... Illinois College of P h armacy , Nort hwest· ~o ~!~ir~~~~~~~~==== ==== ==J -·-- -·~.I .... ~J. .. ~~~1- .~~.I ___ --~-1 .. ·-~-1-.. ~~.I..-... ~. I ...... ·-~ 
ern University. 
Lafayette, Ind ........... School of Pharmacy, Purdu e Univer sity . . 
Des Moines, Iowa . ....... Iowa College of Phar macy, Drake Uni· 
versity. 
Iowa City, Iowa.......... Pharmaceu tical Depar tment of State Uni· 
I versity. Ln.m·ence, Kans ......... Department of Phar macy, Univer sity of 
Louisv:llle, Ky····---- -- --
Do ................. . 
New Orleans, La ........ . 
Baltimore, Md .......... . 
Boston, Mass ............ . 
Ann Arbor, Mich ...... .. . 
Kansas. 
Louisville College of Phar macy . ... . ..... . 
Louisville School of Phar macyforWomen . 
Class in Pharmacy of the Medical Dep art· 
ment of the Tulane Un iver sity. 
Maryl an d College of Pharm acy ...... ... .. . 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy ... _ .. . 
School of Pharmacy ofUniver sttv of Mich· 
Ar thur L. Green --·· -· -· · · · ·· 
F loyd Davis .•. · -··-· ·· · · ···· 
E mil L. Boerner 
Lucius E. S ayre 
Fred C. Miller. ____ ...... ... . 
J . P . Barum .. ·----···--···-· 
Stanford E. Chaille ........ . 
J ohn W. Geiger, secretary'. 
C. C. Williams, secretary. __ 
Albert B. Prescott ......... . 
igan. 
Minnesota College of P h armacy .. , J·. T . Moore Minnen.polis, Minn. (505 
Washington street). 
Kansas City, Mo ........ .\ Kansas City College of P harmacy .. . ... .. .\ Emory L anphear . . ...... .. . 
6 0 
6 2 
6 1 
12 0 
16 0 
4 0 
3 0 
3 0 
9 2 
11 0 
6 0 
(j 1 
70 
2! I 
2 0 24 
1: I 
0 
26 4 2 20 0 
51 2 3 24 0 
47 12 2 2 40 0 0 
66 17 2 4 22 22 0 
12 2 3 3 30 12 0 
a46 13 2 2 25 0 0 
135 39 2 4 24 8 0 
279 26 2 4 32 0 0 
Sl 31 2 0 36 0 0 
(j 1 2 4 26 0 0 
74 15 2 4 21 0 0 
j,,-l 
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(X) 
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~ 
st. r.,ouis, Mo. (Sixth st., St. Louls College of Pharmacy ___ - ..... -.. James M. Good ..... . ____ ~--- 7 0 172 
near s~ruce). . Alfred B. Huested, secre- G 0 56 Albany, . Y ·········---· Albany College of Pharmacy, Union Uni-
varsity. tary. 
Buffalo, N. Y -------······ Department of Pharmacy, University of Willis G. Gregory ___________ 10 2 78 
Bufl'alo. 
New York, N. Y. (209-213 College of Pharmacy of the City of New Samuel W. Fairchild ....... !) 0 291 
Twenty·third street). · York. 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 356-358 Cincinnati College of Pharmacy . _ ... ... _. _ Charles T. P . Fennel . .... .. 7 0 74 
West Court street). 
Columbus, Ohio .... _..... Department of Pharmacy, Ohio State W. H . Scott, president ..... 1(j 0 26 
University. 
Philadelphia, Pa ......... Philadelphia College of Pharmacy ........ John M. Maisch ............. 7 0 637 
Pittsburg, Pa ............ Pittsburg College of Pharmacy··········-· J. A. Koch .. _ .... --.- - --- ·- -· 8 0 4!) 
Nashville, '.renn .. ·--- ·-·· Department of Pharmacy, Vanderbilt James M. Gafford .. ___ ...... 7 0 2± 
University. 
Do····-···-·-·-··--· Pharmaceutical Department, Central Ten· 
nessee College. 
G. W. Hubbard. ____ .. ~- .... 4 0 !) 
M.adi:::on, Wis------······ Department of Pharmacy, University of Edward Kremers·····--·-·· G 0 64 
Wisconsin. 
a Five of these were medical students also. I 
47 2 4 26 
18 2 4 22 
21 2 4 22 
103 2 4 26 
2!) 2 4 26 
6 3 0 35 
202 2 4 22 
13 2 4 20 
5 2 4 40 
3 2 2 20 
15 2 3 , 27 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
]2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
11 0 
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VI 
T ,\ilLE 13.-Statistics /01~ 1891-'92 oj schools of veterinary science. 
I Students. Professors and in-
structors. 
;.. ~ 
Q) 0 
A 0 
Name of dean or presi- 0 
Post,otllco nd1lre:::s . Na.me of school. dent. 
<d • ;.;....; bO i:l~ 0 c;J 
c;J Q) i:1 :§ ;.; A 3-~ ;.; ceoe a:, c;J ss .0 p 0 s 'Cl bJJ a:, ce 
Q 
a:, p, ;:l ... 
~ r/1 z 0 
--------
1 2 
3 4 a 6 7 
-----
11. • • ____ ____ ____ Chicago Veterinary College ____ ____________ R. J. Withers ________________ 14 0 167 69 
ass _____________ School of Veterinary Medicine of Harvard Charles P . Lyman __________ 21 0 33 8 
University. 
'ich. ____________ Veterinary Department of Detroit Col- :r.::. 0. Walker ______________ __ 11 0 9 0 
le.~e of Medicine. lis, Minn _______ Northwestern Veterinary College ___ _______ No report ____________________ ---- -15- ------ii- --- "i46- ---48-
, N. Y.(139a.nd American VeterinaryCollege ______ ___ __ __ __ Alexander T. Liautard . ____ 
Fifty-fourth 
N .N.Y.(~E. New York College of Veterinary Surgeons. W. T . White ________________ 13 0 81 29 
seYenth street) 
, Ohio __________ School of Veterinary Medicine, Ohio State H.J. Detmers __ _____ __ __ ___ _ 10 0 21 5 
Uni,ersity. 
1ia, Pa _________ Depar tment of Veterinary Medicine, Uni- John MarshalL __ ____ _____ ___ 21 0 76 12 
versity of Pennsylvania. 
-
r 
Duration of study. 
;;.,. ;.; bO' c;J • A A 
a5 ,Q .-<Q) 
-~ s m A ;:s m ;.; bl)!-< 
;:l ct! Q);:l ~~g 
0 ,Q d ;.; 0 p.i-. 
.s~ 0 ->"<:: .s s g 
.s -~:s m :::l 00 
m mm ~o >, 
... ... 
~A *~~ c;J ell Q) A Q) a:, ;ell ~ "" ::,.. ::,.. 
-------
---
s 9 1.0 l.J. 
---
-- --
---
2 0 26 0 
3 0 36 0 
2 0 24 10 
--- ---2- ----ii- ---ii' ------ii-
z 1 24 0 
3 0 36 0 
3 0 32 0 
::::1>. 
d;.; 
.... .£ 
Q)c;J 
,Q;.; 
->"ctl 
i:1A 
•M f (1) 
mP.f 
~ p 
Q) ... 0 ;oo 
----
12 
---
0 
0 
0 
-------ii 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
I---" 
--1 
O":> 
t_zj 
tj 
d 
0 
~ 
8 
~ 
0 
z 
~ 
t_zj 
>-'d 
0 
~ 
-8 
t-' 
00 
co 
I--
I 
co 
~"' 
Post-office address. 
1 
San Francisco, Cal. (3700 
California street). 
New Haven, Conn: ________ _ 
Washington, D. c _________ _ 
Chicago, Ill. (304 Hanover 
street). Indianapolis, Ind _________ _ 
Boston, Mass. ____ ___ ____ __ _ 
Do Do _______ ____________ _ 
Somerville, Mass _________ _ 
Worcester, Mass Detroit, Mich ______________ _ 
Grand Rapids, Mich ______ _ 
Minneapolis, Minn ____ __ __ _ 
St. Louis, Mo. (1224 Dillon 
street). Orange, N. J _______________ _ 
Paterson, N. J _____________ _ 
Brooklyn, N. Y ____________ _ 
Do 
Do Do ___________________ _ 
Buffalo, N. Y _______________ _ 
Do ___________________ _ 
NewYork,N. Y. (Station F) 
New York,N. Y ___________ _ 
New York,N. Y. (Station H) 
New York, N. Y ___________ _ 
New York, N. Y. (17 W.Fif-
ty-fourth street). 
Rochester, N. Y 
Syracuse, N. Y Utica, N. Y ________________ _ 
Philadelphia, Pa. (126 N. 
Eleventh street). 
TABLE 14.-Statistics Qf nu·rse training schools, 1891-'92. 
Name of institution. 
2 
San Francisco Training School for Nurses 
Connecticut Training School for Nurses a 
Washington Training School for Nurses. 
Illinois Training School for Nurses ________ _ 
Flower Mission Training School for Nurses 
Boston City Hospital Training School for Nurses Boston Training School for Nurses ___ _____ _____ ____ _______________ _ 
New England Hospital Training School for Nurses __________ _ 
McLean Asylum Training School for Nurses _____________________ _ 
Worcester City Hospital Training Schoolfor Nurses _____________ _ 
F arrand Training Schoolfor Nurses _______________________________ _ 
Union Benevolent Association Home and Hospital. ______________ _ 
Northwestern Hospital Traininp: School for Nurses ______________ _ 
St. Louis Training School for Nurse.c; 
Orange Training School for Nurses ________________________________ _ 
Paterson General Hospital and Training School for Nurses _____ _ 
Brooklyn Hospital Training School for Nurses __________________ _ 
Long Island College Hospital Training School for Nurses*---· __ 
New York School for Training Nurses. ______ ·--- _________________ _ 
Training School for Nurses of Brooklyn Homeopathic Hospital. 
General Hospital Training School for Nurses ______________ ______ _ 
Training School for Nurses of the Buffalo State Hospital. ______ _ 
New York Training School tor Nurses (Bellevue Hospital) _____ _ 
New York City (13lackwells Island) Training School for Nurses_ 
Mount Sinai '!'raining School for Nurses . __ .. __ __ _ . ____ _ 
New Yorl{ Hospital Training School for Nurses 
St. Lukes Hospital Training School for Nurses ______ _ 
Training School for Nurses of Rochester City Hospital _________ _ 
Trainmg School for Nurses House of the Good Shepherd _______ _ 
Utica State Hospital Training School for Nurses ________________ _ 
Philadelphia Lying-in Charity and Nurse School. _______________ _ 
Superintendent. 
3 
Instruct-
ors. Students. 
~ 
w. 
~ 
<l) 
~ 
~ 
4 
0 
. . J£-i ~ ~ . ~ ~~ ·; 
S ~ R <o~ ~ 
<D ~ a3 ~ A <D 
fir ~ F4 c,·.-< p; 
1--·-- - - ----1 
.'i 6 7 S 9 
i.; 
i:e 
CJ) 
I>, 
.s 
w. 
.ts: 
CJ) 
CJ) 
;?; 
10 
1--1- - 1--1--,--,--
Elsie Wallace _________ . __ _ 
Mrs. L. W. Quintard. ____ _ 
H. L. E. Johnson, M. n __ _ 
Edith A. Draper _________ _ 
Miss Fiorence Hutcheson. 
Miss Lucy L. Drown _____ _ 
Miss M. B. Brown. _______ _ 
Jane Tarlton _____________ _ 
Miss LuciaE. Woodward_ Vacant ___________ . _______ _ 
Mrs. L. E. Grettie ________ _ 
Miss C. Borden ___________ _ 
Ella B. Everett, M. D ____ _ 
Miss Emma L. Warr . ___ _ 
6 
0 
7 
0 
6 
26 
20 
4 
1~ I 6 
14 
8 
15 
Charissa H. Pike _______________ _ 
Margaret Orr______________ 12 
Miss M. I sabel Merritt____ 9 
Miss Ida L. Sutliffe _ __ ____ 0 
Helen H. Wells___________ 7 
Harriet C. Camp___ _______ 10 
Miss Lucetta J. Gross____ 11 
Mrs. Florence Seeley_____ 1 
Agnes S. Brennan________ 3 
Miss Louise Darche ______ 15 
Miss A. L. Alston _______ ~_ 7 
Irene H. Sutliffe __________ 0 
Miss Walstein M. Tomp- 26 
kins. 
Helen Lincoln GainwelL. 16 
Miss Jessie Roberts.______ 6 
G. Alder Blumer, M. D ____ 4 
Mrs. Anna L. Lippincott _ 3 
8 
8 
0 
3 
2 
20 
4 
5 
f> 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
3 
5 
2 
1 
1 
9 
3 
1 
2 
0 I 50 I 16 
0 54 21 
0 40 5 
0 115 45 
0 26 7 
0 148 34 
0 72 30 
0 20 8 
35 4n 28 
0 34 8 
0 40 15 
0 25 7 
0 21 2 
0 47 11 
0 40 18 
0 10 4 
0 32 18 
7 7 0 
0 11 7 
0 43 13 
0 67 13 
17 14 8 
0 I 62 3;} 0 72 26 . 
0 64 33 
0 126 20 
0 76 22 
o I 45 I 14 0 24 6 
30 49 ·----
0 35 25 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1½ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
~ 
w 
d 
~ 
w 
~ 
~ 
w 
~ 
w 
~ 
~ 
w 
w 
w 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
w 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
u:i 
8 p:,-
8 
-[I]_ 8 
-a 
'J). 
0 
>zj 
z q 
~ 
u:i 
tzj 
I 
8 
~ 
e:; 
z 
z 
Q 
U1 
a 
~ 
0 
0 
t"" 
rr.i 
I-"' 
I-"' 
-..::t 
-..::t 
T.ABLL 14.-Statislics of nurse training schools, 1891-'92-Continuecl. 
Post-omco nddress. Name of institution. Super intendent. 
Instruc-
tors. Students. ~ ;.; ~ ce g ~ 
© i ~ Ii JH ~ ~ Q) ~ Q) f '; ~ Q) 
'
---------------------+------ ~ R ~ R c,·::l ;,., ~ 
-----.----- 2 3 --- ,. - 5 6 I 7 -S-~10 
PhJlndolpbio.,Pn. ........... Philadelphia Hospital Training School for Nurses _ .. _-···-· ·-- -- · Marion E. Smith _- · · - ---- 38 2 0 I 90 I 4511,21 50 
no .................... 'l'rn.iningSchooltorNursesoftheWoman'sHospitaL_ ... ____ ._._ . AnnalVl.Fullerton,M.D__ 3 G o 92 · 18 2 50 
Pittsburg, Pa .............. Pittsburg'l:raining_School_forNurses.-·--------------------- ----·· M~rgarite P . Wright_____ 3 1 3 25 12 2 50 
Pru,·idl•nco, R L_ .... ·····- Rhode Island Hospital Traming School for ~urses _____ ___ _______ Miss Emma L. Stowe ·---1 17 1 4 28 8 2 40 
llurllngtou, Yt__ .•.•...•... Mary Fletcher Hospital Training School for Nurses*---·--··-·- -- B. J. Andrews_·-··--·-- -- -, 5 0 O 17 3 2 40 
• For 1890-'91. a In September, 1891, this school became connected with the ]'.'few York Infirmary for Women and Children. 
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· TABLE 15.-8ummary of statistics of schools of law for 1891-92. 
Professors 
and instruct- Students. 
vi 
ors. 
State or Territory. 
0 
'd ~ .S·t ~ A' ' 0 
,.q A 0 <l) ~ t/l ~ .,,_~8 0 Cll...; 0 0 t/l A 0 A bO SJJ5ct-~ o~.s 0 +><ll ::.,.-: ell ~ A A Cl) t/l'O oCll 'd ~~~~ l4~'di:-: l4 <l)ell A A Cl) 
'd s -o 2 ell i8J5A 
.0 ell-.-< p A <ll <ll o 
s 
.,,::., 
"8 f1l .., 'd .,;<"Op. §~;g t/l<l) Cl) Cll ell >t., A <ll p Cl) Pt p, A l4 ell,...;<lll4 z ~ r.ll H Cl p:l z 
--
------ ---- - --
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 !5 
- -
- - --
---- ---- ----
United States ____ ____ ____________ 58 386 121 6,073 1, G76 1,118 1,844 
North Atlantic Division ________________ 10 ___ 125 --21-2,1581--4-7_1_ 1-----i--608 1,859 
South Atlantic Division_______________ 15 60 16 1,263 493 175 773 South Central Division ________________ 10 32 15 354 177 17 111: 
North Central Division________________ 19 121 62 2,146 800 312 1,976 
Western Division·--------------------- 4 48 7 152 35 0 GO 
North Atlantic Division: Mas3achusetts _____________________ _ 
Connecticut ________ ____ ___________ _ 
New York------------ --------·- - ---Pennsylvania _________________ . ____ _ 
South Atlantic Division: Maryland ________ ____ ______________ _ 
District of Columbia ______________ _ 
Virginia ______________ ______________ · 
::oe:t~ 'd!J;t~a== = = = =-- = = = = =-- === = =~= = Sout!! Carolina ____________________ _ 
Georgia ____________________________ _ 
South Central Division: Kentucky __________________________ _ 
'l'ennessee ________ ··--- ______ . __ ____ _ 
Alabama ____________ -- ---- ------ ----
f~5;l;{'1Et = = == = = ~ = = == = ~ = = = == == = :'=== 'l'exas .. _________________ ·----- _____ _ 
Arkansas _______ ___ ____ ____________ _ 
North Central Division: Ohio __ ______________ ____________ __ __ _ 
Indiana _______ .. -- -~ ______ _________ _ 
Illinois . __ ___ . ___________ -- _________ _ 
~\~~;~~ti========================== Minnesota---------------- --- -· ____ _ Iowa ______ --,-- _____________________ _ 
Missouri ___ ·---- ___________________ _ 
Nebraska. _______ ______________ . ___ _ 
Kansas ____ ________________ ____ ·----· 
Western Division: Colorado ___________________________ _ 
Oregon __ _________ _________ . _____ __ _ 
California. _____ __ ______ ____________ _ 
2 
1 
5 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1 
1 
.2 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
35 
25 
54 
11 
7 
32 
4 
2 
3 
:3 
9 
3 
13 
3 
1 
5 
2 
5 
0 576 
0 155 
13 1,220 
8 207 
0 100 
4 840 
1 197 
0 26 
0 55 
2 31 
9 14 
0 40 
9 126 
0 19 
4 2l 
0 48 
0 92 
2 8 
====!====!== 
117 317 576 
43 59 15fi 
248 173 910 
63 59 218 
22 
376 
46 
19 
7 
JO 
13 
17 
80 
14 
13 
114 498 
---- -11------ ':i 
(No ata.) 
10 55 
·-------2·!------··21 
20 
31 
(No data.) 
4 02 
2 1 8 
2 24 1 224 100 52 224 
3 12 10 144 45 21 144 
4 23. 15 338 93 07 338 
1 9 13 648 290 08 648 
1 6 5 127 52 47 127 
1 JO 6 242 56 20 242 
2 17 4 208 85 32 17'4 
2 14 8 136 50 (No data.) 
:-----~-::::::;: :::::;r:::;: :::-:;N;Fa):::: 
T ABLE 16.-Statisticsfor 1891-'92, of law schools. 
Pc>st-<)nko l\llclress. Name of school. 
Dean or president. 
Professors/ / Duration 
and in- Students. of study. 
structors. 
'Cl • A+" 
ca A 
<l) 
..., A 
A.a 
~s 
•..-<;... ~~ ~ 
6 
0,-; ;..ca 
OA 
.-<O 
cd•..-< 
•t""'IOO. 
<.led 
<ll<.) 
Pt 
rJ1 
<l) 
<.) 
~~ 
'Cl"' A-, 
<l) ..... 
.,oO> 
.,oOO 
ca .... 
A 
H 
bO 
~ 
ca 
;:j. 
'Cl 
ca 
;... 
0 
A 
<l) 
rn,W. 
;... ~ 
ca o 
<l)<.) 
t>; 
I Ai,.; ..... ca <l) 
mt>, 
~ ..... 
0 
<llO 
<l),<:1 
<.) 
is=rn. 
... a 6 ,, 
--
l I 2 I 3 1-,.-1- r- r- r- r-s 9 
--
r::lty P. 0 .. Aln. __ ___ _ 
Llttlo Hoel,, Ark ________ _ 
Sau l•'ranctsco, CM _______ _ 
Boulder, Colo _ ________ _ 
' t'\,. lla,·eu, Conn ________ _ 
Washington, D. 
Do ---
Do 
Do 
,\thens, Gn. ________________ _ 
Macon. Ga _________________ _ 
Oxford. Ga _________________ _ 
Bloomington, Ill __________ _ 
Chica.~o. llL ______________ _ 
Lebanon, 111_ ______________ _ 
Quincy. Ill ____________ __ ___ _ 
Hloomington. Ind _________ _ 
Gree-1castle,Ind ______ ____ _ 
Notre Dame, lnd ___ __ _____ _ 
Des Moines. Iowa _____ ____ _ 
Iow.i, City, Iowa _____ ·------
Lawrence. Kans ___________ _ 
" · ichita. Kaus _____________ _ 
Louisville. I{y _____________ _ 
New Orleans, La _______ , __ _ 
Baltimore, l\ld _____________ _ 
Do--------------------Boston, Mass ___________ -· __ 
Cambridge, Mass __________ _ 
Ann Arbor, Mich __________ _ 
Minuen.polis, Minn ______ __ _ 
Oxtord, Miss 
- --
3 0 19 14 
5 2 8 2 
6 0 92 15 
14 (a) (a) (a) 
*25 0 155 43 
12 0 383 160 
7 3 268 132 
5 1 74 33 
8 ------ 115 51 
Law School of the University of Alabama _________________ _______________ ----------- -- -----------------
Law Department orthe Arkansa~ Ind_ustria l U!!ive~sity ____ ·- -- ________ F. M. G_oar ---: ·--·--------
Hastings College of the Law. Umverslty of Cal1forma -· ····------- ·-- --- 0. F. D10 Hastings ______ _ _ 
Law ~chool of the University of Colorado ___ _____ .... ___ _________________ Moses Hallett - ---- ---- ----
Law Department of Yale University ____________________ -------· __________ Francis Warland _____ ----
Law School of Columbian University ______________ _ ·------ --- ------------- H.G. Hodgkins, regular .. 
Law Department of Georgetown University------···----------- -------- - Martin F . Morris __ ____ ___ _ 
Law Department of Howard University _________ _________________________ F. Leighton---------------
Law Department of Nation a l University ___________________________ ·----- Eugene D. Oarusi, secre-
tary. 
1 36 
2 40 
3 39 
2 36 
2 33 
3 35 
3 34 
3 32 
3 32 
Law Department in University of Georgia. __________ -----·· ___ _________ __ Andrew J . Cobb___________ 4 5 14 13 
Law Department of Mercer University ___ _____ _ .. ___ ____ _______ ___ _ .____ _ G. A. Nunnally _______ .____ 3 4 (a) (a) 
Law Department of Emory College ______ _____ ____________ _ ---- ----------- · ___ ____ _____ _____________ _____ 2 O O 0 
BloomingtonLawSchool,IllinoisWesleyan University ______ _____ _____ OwenT.Reeves___________ 4 2 37 13 
40 
36 
2 39 
Union College of Law, Northwestern U niversity-------------------- ---- HenryW. Blodgett_______ 14 13 264 76 2 36 Law Department of McKendree College __________________________________ W.W. Edwards___________ 1 o 25 3 2 36 
Law Department of Chaddock College ___ ___________________________ ___ ___ 'l'homas R. Petri__________ 4 12 1 
Law School of the Indiana University ___________________________________ . D. D. Banta______ ____ ______ 2 ----0- 61 16 
Law Department of De Pauw University __________ ·--------------- -- ---- Augustus Lynch Mason__ 2 5 48 19 
Law Departmentof the University of Notre Dame _______________ __ _____ William Hoynes ________ __ 8 5 35 10 
Iowa College of Law, Drake University* ____ ---·__________________ ___ ____ ____________ ____ __ _______ _____ 12 o 34 12 
Law Department, State University of Iowa __________ ____________________ Emlin McClain_____ __ ___ __ 5 4 174 73 2 36 
Law School of University of Kansas ____________________________ ______ ____ J. W. Green______________ __ 6 _____ _ 79 :29 2 40 
Law School of Central Memorial University b __________ __________________ J. S. Griffin_________ ______ . 
Law Department of University of L ouisville _____ _____________ ____ ______ W. 0. Harris __ ________ ____ : ----::i° ----o· --40· ---17- --- -2- . -- -28 
Law Department of Tulane University---------------------------------- Henry C. Miller___________ 5 o 41:l 20 2 22 School of Law of Baltimore University ___ __ _____ _____________ _ ---------- No report . _______________ _ __________ __ _____ _________________ _ 
School of Law of University of Maryland*---- ---- -- ------- --------- ----· George William Dobbin ._ 7 O 100 22 3 34 SchoolofLawofBostonUniver sity __________________ , ___________________ EdmundH.Bennett __ __ __ 25 o 210 63 3 35 
Law School of Harvard University _____ __ ____________ ________________ ---· C. C. Langdell ----- --- - ____ JO o 366 55 3 36 
T...awDepartmentofUnlversityof Michigan _____________________________ JeromeC.Knowlton______ 9 1::1 648 290 2,3 3~ 
Law Department of the University of Minnesota ______________ ___ _______ Willia,: a S. Patt';le _____ --- - 10 6 2i2 1~ 3, ! !8 
Department or Law of the University of Mississippi ____________________ Albert Hall Wh1tfield ---- 1 4 1 
2 36 
2 37 
2 38 
3 40 
-- ---- --- ---
~ 
~ 
00 
0 
t,rj 
t1 
Cl 
a 
>-8 
1-1 
0 
z 
~ 
t_zj 
~ 
0 
~ 
8 
.... 
00 
<:c 
.... 
I 
<:c 
~ 
'olnmbin, Mo 
St Louis, Mo ..... . ........ . 
Lincoln, Nebr 
Al l>auy, N. Y ............... . 
Buffalo,N. Y ...•........... 
Ithaca, N. Y ............... . 
N'ew Yorlr, N. Y 
Do ................... . 
Chapel Hill, N. C 
Cincinnati, Ohio ........... . 
Columbus. Ohio ........... . 
Portla.n·l, Oregon ......... . 
Salem. Oregon ............ . 
Carlisle, Pa ... ............. . 
Philadelphia, Pa ...... .... . 
Columbia, S. C ..... . ...... . 
· · Al d Ma ·tin 3 8 66 29 2 3 38 Law Department, State University of ~1ssqurL....................... ~x.an er 1 ··x··· 11 O 70 *2l 2' 3 34 S t. Louis Law :::.chool, Washing ton Umvers1ty ......... ................. William G. Hammon .... , 
CentralLawOollege . ········- ····· ······ ···· ·· ········ -······ ·········· No report .. ............... · ·· ·-- ..... . -····· ... . . . ........... ~ 
Albany Law School ·union University .............................. · ..... Lewis B. Hall............. 12 0 41 36 1 38 
Buffalo Law School'of Niagara University ........................ . ..... Charles Daniels........... 2~ O 60 21 2 33 
School of Law of Cornell University ..................................... Francis M. Finch . ....... . 7 7 152 37 2 35 
Law School of Columbia College* ........................................ T. W. Dwight.............. 9 0 625 63 3 32 
Department of Law of the University of the City of New York .. . ...... Austin Abbott............ 4 6 342 91 2, 3 32 
University Law School. University of North Carolina .................. John Manning........... . 3 0 55 7 2 40 
Law School of the Cincinnati College .................................... Jacob D. Cox.......... . ... 5 1 161 83 2 33 
School of Law of the Ohio State University .............................. Marshall J. Williams... . . 19 0 63 17 2 36 
Law School of the University of Oregon ...... ............................ Richard H . Thornton..... 4 0 55 19 2 30 
College of Law of Willamette University .. ............................... S. T. Richardson.......... 24 7 5 1 2 32 
TheDickinsonSchoolofLawofDickinsonCollege ...................... WilliamTrickett... .. .... 4 8 31 13 2 34 
Law Department of the Universit.y of Pennsylvania* ................... C. SheartPatterson ...... 7 0 176 50 3 29 
Law Department of the Allen University ................................. Thomas A. Saxon......... 2 2 9 3 2 32 
Do ......... .......... . School of Law of the University of South Carolina*................................................... 1 0 22 7 2 30 
Lebanon, Tenn ............ . Law School of Cumberland University-··- .... ...... ..... ................ N. Green................... 2 1 71 52 1 40 
Nashville, 'l'enn .... ..... .. . 
Knoxville, 'l.'enn ........... . 
Nashville , Tenn ........ .. . . 
Law Department of Central Tennessee College .......................... Edward L. Gregory ...... 5 2 8 4 2 36 
Law Department of Tennessee University ............................... Henry H. Ingersoll........ 2 6 10 6 2 40 
Law Department of Vanderbilt University .. . . ........................... Thomas H. Malone........ -! 0 37 18 2 40 
Austin, Tex ............... . Law Department of the University of Texas ............................ None.................. ...... 2 0 92 31 2 86 
Lexington, Va····-·-· ····· 
University P. 0., Va . ..... . 
Morgantown, W. Va ...... . 
Madison, Wis 
ti.~i,1~f D
1
a~ :nd Eq_uit.y ?f Wash~ng_t~n and Lee University ........ G. C. Lee................... 2 O 63 24 2 36 
Law D~p~~t~en~eo¥w;:~~\~g1~irt~l~~~sity·::::::::=::=========:::::: .~~~~~===:==========:::=:::: ~ 5 1~~ i~ ··· -~· .. 39 
Law Department of the University of Wisconsin ...................... Edwin E. Bryant.......... 6 5 127 52 2 I 37 
I 
* For 1890--91. a First term commences September, 1892. 
b Originally Garfield University. As such closed June, 1890, Reopened in 1892 under name of Central Memorial University. Law Department not yet organized. 
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TABLE 11. -Summary of statistics of schools of theology, for 1891-~92. 
r,j Professors and Students. 0 instructors. 
0 
State or Territory. 
,Cl 
(l.) ~ ~ • A cb~ C) 'd b <l) <llO<e,...., .... ;... 0 C/l 
.:l .+ai 0 C) bO ;... ""'<o 
'i~~ 'H cdA i-.~ A otC/l C/l Cl) 0 Cl) ce § Cl);... ed .... i-. ..., A o A 'd 'd Cl) . ._,;... ~ f/J·r-1 
Cl) .:ice .... 0 A ce ~~g~ 2\o'gt-'. .a Cl) s ce ·'"' ! p s '.;:! t ·a~ 'O . .... ,-.-IQ.);,.i S 0+-'A Cl)<:.) cd cd ~ .:i·G C/l ::i .ggs ::s ~ p. p. A ;... m..-<Cllrn ZC/l<llP z ~ ifl H Cl H 
--------- ---
--- ---
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,, s 
----- - ---
--- - --
United States _______ _____ _______ _ 141 710 144 7,729 1,370 1,961 5,76i 
North Atlantic Division ______________ _ 
South Atlantic Division ______________ _ 
South Central Division __ _____________ _ 
North Central Division .... _________ __ _ 
Western Division ______________ ···- ___ _ 
------------- -
------
45 263 62 2,655 594 904 2,217 
20 120 15 1,144 138 123 473 
15 58 22 728 88 201 639 
56 252 44 3,144 543 707 2,378 
5 17 1 58 7 26 58 
North Atlantic Division: ------====== ====-=== ---------
Maine ___________________ .... ··-· ___ _ 
Massachusetts ______ __________ ____ _ 
Connecticut ___________________ __ __ _ 
New York _____________ .-:;-__ ________ _ 
~::n~;f;!~1a·~~: == =:: ===: = == ==: =~ :: South Atlantic Division: Maryland _________ _________________ _ 
District of Columbia ______________ _ 
Virg inia ____________ .... __________ _ _ 
North Carolina ________ ____________ _ 
South Carolina ___ _________________ _ 
Georgia _________ __ ________ __ . ___ ·"--
South Central Division: Kentuuky _______ ___ · ______________ _ 
'l'ennessee ___ ___ __________________ _ _ 
Alabama ______ ___ __________________ _ 
L ouisiana _________________ ___ . · ___ _ 
Nor1~t~
8ntrai Division: - ---- --- - -- --- -
~!i?ana: :::::=:==: :::: :::==: =::: =::: Illinois ___________ _________________ _ Wfs~i:.Ju ____ _. ____________________ _ 
m::oe~t~~~ ~=== :::: :::::: :::: :::::: 
We~!~~~r..;sion;--- -- --·- ---- ---- -- --
Colorado·------·--------- --·---Oregon _______ _____________________ _ California _________ ________________ _ 
2 10 1 62 14 14 164 
7 46 19 450 105 197 387 
3 19 15 162 46 133 162 
11 75 11 757 140 256 588 
5 28 1 392 98 51 271 
17 85 15 832 191 253 645 
4 36 0 344 43 40 264 
3 17 6 120 14 4 77 
3 20 1 191 29 56 65 
3 13 1 72 0 0 11 
5 · 25 7 323 43 17 34 
2 9 0 94 9 0 22 
3 19 0 416 58 168 416 
5 22 18 165 22 33 100 
2 5 0 45 6 0 45 
3 8 0 51 0 0 27 
2 4 4 51 2 0 51 
13 57 11 464 84 143 331 
3 ]6 4 168 24 5 ]12 
15 82 16 1,287 229 308 1,097 
3 9 2 67 7 6 67 
27 66 5 30 0 355 42 ]20 3 16 3 1~0 22 21 265 7 19 2 2117 35 44 300 5 18 6 366 98 152 20 2 5 0 20 2 1 
1 3 0 3 
----- --
- • -- 0 0 1 4 0 • - -- -- "z.3 -------55 3 13 1 55 7 
Post·offlce address. 
1 
Talladega, Ala ............ . 
'l'uscaloosa, Ala ........ " .. . 
Oakland, Cal ......... ··r··· 
San Fernando, Cal ....... . 
San Rafael, Cal. .......... . 
Denver, Colo . .. 
Hartford, Conn 
Middletown, Conn ....... . 
NewHaven, Conn ...... ... . 
Washington, D. C ......... . 
Do ................... . 
Do .............. ~ .... . 
Atlanta, Ga ............... . 
Do . ................... . 
Bourbonnais Grove, Ill. .. . 
Chicago, Ill 
Do 
Do ............ . ...... . 
Eureka, 111 ................ . 
Evanston, Ill. ............. . 
Do 
Do ................... . 
Galena, Ill ............ ..... . 
Galesburg, Ill ............. . 
Morgan Park, Ill. ......... . 
Naperville, IlL .... . ·--- ... . 
Rock Island, Ill. ......... . . . 
TABLE 18.-Statistics for 1891-'93 of schools of theology. 
Name anJ denomination. President or dean. 
Professors / I l Duration 
and St,udents. / of 
instruct· t study. 
ors . 
~ ~ ~-:~1 ~ 
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H 
cf)_ 
t.-3 
i--, 
~~ ,:: 8 s~ ~0
1
, .s 
,------------------------------ ------------ ,----------
·s 
n 
U2 
2 
Theological Department of Talladega College (Cong.)_ ................ _. 
Institute for Training Colored Ministers (Presb.) ...................... . 
Pacific Theological Seminary (Cong.) ................................... . 
i1aclay College of Theology of the University o! Southern C,ilifornia 
(M.E .) 
San Francisco Seminary (Presb.) .......... . 
Matthews Hall (P. E.) .... .......................................... .... ... . 
Hartford Theological Seminary (Cong.) ............... .... ....... ....... . 
Berkeley Divinity School ................................................. . 
Theological Department of Yale University (Cong.) ......... ·-·- ....... . 
Catholic University of America (R. C.) ................................... . 
TheologicalDepartment of Howard Unive1:sity ......................... . 
Wayland Seminary (Bapt.) .................................... 0 ••••••••••• 
Gammon School of Theology (M. E.) ...... ............. .................. . 
Theological Department of.,\.t.lanta Baptist Seminary.· ...... ..... . . .... . 
Theological Department of St. Viateur's College (R. C.) ................ . 
Chicago Theological Seminary (Cong.) ..................... ····- ·-· .. -·-· 
McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church_ ....... . 
Western Theological Seminary* (P. E.) ............... . 
Bible Department of Eureka College (Christ.) ........................... . 
Garrett Biblical Institute (lVI. E.) ............................. . .......... . 
Norwegian and Danish Theological School (M. E.) 
Swedish Theological Seminary (M. E.) ........... . ........ . .. ... ......... . 
Theological Department German·English College,:, (Meth.). 
Ryder Divinity School of Lombard University (Unitarian) ............ . 
Baptist Union Theological Seminary .................................... . 
Union Biblical Institute (Ev. Ass.) ....................................... . 
Augustana Theological Seminary (Ev. Luth.) ..... -·-· ... . 
* For 1890-'91. 
3 4 5 
--
H. S. DeForest··--········ 2 0 
C. A. Stillman .... . ....... 3 0 
George Mooar ...... .. ..... 4 0 
Robt. Samuel Maclay ... • 3 1 
6 7 
----
23 2 
22 4 
23 3 
5 0 
--
3 
4 
3 
3 
9 
3-! 
36 
34 
38 
32 William Alexander....... 6 / 0 ' 2, I 4 3 
John F. Spalding..................... 3 0 3 
Chester D. Hartranft..... 9 8 42 9 3 30 
0 
1-:i:j 
cf)_ 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
t"' 
00 
Noreport .......................... ... ........................ . . • 
George E. Day............ lG 7 120 37 3 32 O 
J. J. Keane................ 8 3 33 0 4 3G f"!:j 
John L. Ewell............. 7 3 43 10 3 34 
G. M. P. King............. 2 0 44 4 3 3;j 
Wilbur P. 'l'hirkield...... 4 0 72 9 3 30 
George Sale............... 5 0 22 0 2 48 
M.J. Marsile.............. 5 0 25 0 3 33 
Franklin W. Fisk........ 16 0 172 38 3 3·i 
John D. Witt............. 9 3 198 ·47 3 30 
W. E. McLaren........... 3 3 27 7 2, 3, 5 35 
Carl Johann.............. 2 0 75 0 3 39 
H. B. Ridgaway .. 0 • •• •••• 7 0 185 37 3 . 33 
NelsE. Simonsen·-······ 2 0 23 1 3 32 
Albert Ericson........... 3 0 24 3 3 40 
Fr. Schwaub ......... ~.... l O *16 2 3 38 
N. White.................. 5 1 10 3 4 39 
Eri B. Hulbert............ 14 O 190 48 3 ,36 
J. J. Esher. . ... .... .... .... 2 0 31 8 2, 3 40 
O. Olsson ...... ____ ........ 4 o 52 11 3 36 
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TABLE 18.-Statistics fo1· 1891-'92 of schools of theology-Continued. 
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~ 
Q) 
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1 I 2 I 3 I 4 l::.- 16-1-,,-s 9 
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~pringfield. Ill •.••......•... 
Upp,·1· Alton, 111 ...•........ 
:n•1mc11stlo, Iml . ......... . 
,forom. lnd _._ .... ........ . . 
~t. :\h•iur:ul, Ind .......... . 
l'h:\rlt'S City, Iowa. ..... , .. . 
Dnn~nport, Iown ........... . 
Ve:- :'>Ioiues. Iowa ......... . 
Dubuque, Iowa ............. . 
Concordia. College (Ev. Luth.) ...... ....... ............ .... ............... . 
Theolog:cal Department of Shurtleff College (Bapt.) ....... . 
School of Theology of De Pauw University (M. E.) ......... . 
Berean Department Union Christian College ........................... . 
St. Meinratl 's Ecclesiastical Seminary (R. C.) 
German·English College (M. E.) .......................................... . 
Theolo:rical Department of Griswold College (P. E.). 
Bible Department of Drake University (Christ) ......................... . 
German Presbyterian Theological School of the Northwest ........... . 
Dubuque. Iowa . . .......... · 1 Wartburg Seminary (Ev. 
Mount Pleasant, Iowa .... German College (M. E.) ................................................... . 
Osknloo~a. Iowa ..... ~...... Bible Department of Oskaloos,L College ........................ · ... _ ...... . 
Danville, Ky............. .. Danville Theological Seminary (Presb.) ................................. . 
L exington, Ky ............. . College of the Bible (Christ.) ................................. . 
LoniSYille. Ky ...... ; ..... . 
Grand CotPn.u , L '.1 .... ... .. . 
Now Orleans, La ......... . 
Do .................. . 
B angor, Me ....... ........ . 
Lewiston. Me ............. . 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary ................................. . 
St. Charles College (R 0.) .............................................•.... 
'l'heological Department of Leland University (Bapt.) ........ -........ . 
'l'heological Department or Straight University (Cong.) 
Bangor 'l'heological Semi~arv (Cong.) ...... -····· -· ·· .................. . . 
Cobb Di\·inity School (Bapt.) .... -··· .................... ............ ···-· · 
Baltimore. Md ............ . ' l'heological ~eminary of 8t. Sulpice and St. Mary's University* ...... . 
llchester, Md ............ . Rellemptionist College ofilchester (R. C .) .................. ··· ··-········ 
Mount:--t. l\Iary'sP. o .,Md 
W e~tminst.er, Md ..... . ... . 
Mount St. Mary's Ecclesiastical Seminary ( Lt. C.) .... · ................. . 
Westminster Theological Seminary of the M. E. Church ............... . 
And0Yer, l\Iass .......... . 
Boston , Mass . ... ....... . 
a.mbl'idge, Mass ......... . 
Do ................... . 
Anuover 'l'heological Seminary (Cong. and Presb.) 
B ,>st on University :School of Theology (M. E.) .................... ....... . 
Divinity School of liarvard University ................................ . . . 
Episcopal Theological School {P. E.) ..... . 
Reinhold Piefer . . . . . . . . . . . 5 O 225 
A. A. Kendrick.-.......... 4 0 25 
Hillary A. Gobin·-········ 5 3 88 
L. J. Aldrich ..... ·-········· 5 1 24 
Fintan Mundwiler, abbot. 6 0 55 
Frederick Schwaub. .... .. 1 0 11 
William Stevens Perry... 5 0 5 
A. J. Hobbes...... .......... 4 2 88 
A. Vander Lippe, clerk of 3 0 32 
faculty. 
Sigmund Fritchel. ... . .... 3 O 51 
G. A. Mulfinger............ 3 0 110 
No report- ...... · -····· ···· ................ . 
~tephen Yerkes, senior 6 o H 
professor. 
Robert Graham........... 4 O 166 
John A. Broadus.......... 9 o 236 
T . W. Butler ........... -... -i o 24 
E. C. Mitchell.............. 2 0 15 
Oscar Atwood .... -······"· 2 O 12 
None ......... ..... ·-·· ····. 5 O 41 
John Fullonton ·····-····· 5 1 21 
A. Magnien._.............. 11 O 200 
Elias 1, red. Schauer....... 8 O 80 
Edward P. Allen.......... 12 0 33 
James Thomas Ward..... 5 O 20 
Egbert 0. Smyth.......... 9 :J G3 
Marcus D. Buell . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 HO 
Charles C. Everett........ G 5 40 
William Lawrence........ 7 3 46 
24 5 
0 2 
11 3 
4 3 
9 ,1 
2 3 
2 3 
7 4 
4 3 
12 1 3 
8 • 5 
40 
36 
40 
38 
-10 
38 . 
36 
40 
30 
40 
47 
33 
22 2 4') 
3:l 23 32 
0 ........... . 
0 3 33 
0 3 33 
8 3 35 
6 3 38 
23 4 40 
9 4 48 
G 4 39 
5 2 36 
1:.? 3 36 
37 3 34 
5 3 40 
17 3 36 
i,-a. 
i,-a. 
00 
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H 
0 
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pj 
tzj 
"'O 
0 
~ 
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00 
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~ 
Do . . ................ . 
Tufts College, Mass ....... . 
Newton Center, Mass ..... . 
.Adrian. J\Iich .............. . 
~ Hillsdale, Mich 
t1 Bolland,_Mich~············· Collegev1lle. Mmn ......... . 
c:.o Faribault. Minn .. . ....... . 
r Minneapolis, Minn ....... . . Cane Girardeau, Mo ...... . . Liberty. Mo ... ............ . St. Louis, Mo ............. . . 
-::i Do .. .................. . 
Ot 
Warrenton, Mo 
Crete, Nebr ................ . 
Santee Agency, Nebr ..... . 
Bloomfiela. N.J ........... . 
Madison. N. J .............. . 
New Brunswick, N.J .... . . 
Princeton, N . J ............ . 
South Orange, N. J ....... . 
.Allegany, N. Y ............ . 
Auburn, N. Y .............. . 
Canton, N . Y .............. . 
Geneva, N. Y .............. . 
Hamilton,N. Y ............ . 
Bartwiclc Seminary, N. Y. 
New Yorlc, N. Y ........... . 
Do .... ............... . 
Rochester, N. Y ........... . 
Standfordville , N. Y ...... . 
Troy, N. Y ................. . 
Charlotte, N . C ............ . 
Raleigh, N. CJ ......••••••.•. 
Do ............. . ..... . 
Berea, Ohio 
Do . .. ................ . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ...... .... . 
Do ..... ..... ........ . 
Cle,eland, Ohio ...... . .... . 
Columbus, Ohio ........... . 
Dayton. Ohio .............. _ 
Gambier. Ohio ............ . 
Oberlin, Ohio ............. . 
Springfield, Ohio .. ... .... . 
Tiffin, Ohio ............... . 
Wilberforce, Ohio ........ · 
Kew Church Theological School. .......................................... John Worcester .......... . 
Tufts College Divinity ~ chool (Unitarian) .. . ...... . ..... _................ T. J. Lawyer ........ : .... . 
Newton Theological Institute (Bapt) ............. : .... ........ . ......... Alvah Hovey .......... . .. . 
School of Theology of Adrian College (M. E.) .......................... . . G. B. McElroy .. ... ....... . 
Theological Department of Hillsdale College (F. Bapt.) ................. George F. Mosher ........ . 
Western Seminary of the Reformed Church in America ...... . . . . . ........ . ... . ...... . .............. . 
St. John's Uni,ersity, ecclesiastical course (R.. C.J ......... . ............ Bernard Loenilrnr ....... . 
Seabury Divinity School (P.E.) ................... . ................. . .... John Hazen White ...... . . 
Augsburg Seminary (Luth.) ....................... . ...................... Georg Sverdrilp ...... . .. . 
St. Vincent's College and Theological Seminary ......................... F. V. Nugent ............. . 
Vardeman School of Theology (Bapt.) ................................... J.P. Greene . ............. . 
Concordia Theological Seminary (Ev. Luth .) ...... .. ................ . ... Francis Pieper ........... . 
Seminary of the German Evangelical Synod of North America,or Eden Louis F. Haeber le ... __ .. . 
College. 
Theological Department of Central Wesleyan College (M. E.) ......... . 
German Congregational 'l'heological Seminary ........................ . 
Santee Normal T1·aining School ......................................... . 
German Theological School of Newark (Presb.) 
Drew Theological Seminary (M. E.) ..................................... . 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America .. . 
Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church 
H. A. Koch ............... . 
KG. L. Mannhardt ...... . 
Alfred L. Riggs .......... . 
Charles E. Knox ...... ... . 
Henry A. Buttz ....... _ .. . 
Samuel M. Woodbridge .. 
W. Henry Green, senior 
5 0 
5 3 
7 2 
3 2 
4 0 
2 ..••. 
4 
7 
5 
5 
3 
5 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
7 
5 
10 
0 
3 
· O 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
professor. 
Diocesan '3eminary of the Immaculate Conception (R. C.) .............. John J. Connor........... 3 0 
St.Bonaventure's Seminary \R.0.) ....................................... JosephF. Butler.......... G 0 
Auburn Theological Seminary (Presb.) .................................. None...................... 7 al 
12 I 5 / 3 32 38 !) I 3 36 
91 20 2 3 34 
39 3 3 38 
22 3 3 37 
6 1 3 42 
33 3 5 40 
35 3 3 38 
52 16 3 35 
25 5 4 40 
91 6 2 40 
152 57 3 40 
6tl 25 3 42 
32 5 3, 4 40 
7 2 4 39 
13 0 3 43 
22 5 3 36 
121 34 3 35 
42 12 3 34 
182 44 3 34 
25 3 4 40 
4B 5 4 42 
57 1 3 34 
Canton Theological Seminary (Univ.) .................................... Isaac Morgan Atwood.... 4 2 
De La.n cy Divinity School ........................ , ........................ No report ..................................... ····1······ ······ 
Hamilton Theological Seminary (Bapt.) ................................. H. Harvey................. 9 4 48 9 i,3 38 
Hartwick Seminary (Luth.) ··········································---- William Hull............. 6 o 11 3 3 39 
GeneralTheologicalSeminaryoftheP.E.ChurchintheUnitedStates. Eugene Aug. Hoffman.... 8 1 113 18 I 3 40 
37 6 3,4 38 
Union 'rheological Seminary in the City of New York (Presb.) ··-- --·· Thomas~- Hastings.... . . 12 a3 165 40 , 3 3J 
Rochester Theological Seminary (Bapt.) ....... . ----· .... . ............... Augustus H. Strong . ..... 11 o 92 28 i 3 36 
Christian Biblical Institute (Christian) -·· ·· ··--·-·····-···-·······---·--- J.B. Weston·····----··-·- 5 o 17 3 3 35 
St. Joseph·s Provincial Seminary (R. 0.) .... . ............................ P.A. Puissant ........ ___ _ 7 o 169 18 4 40 
Theological Departmentof Biddle University*................ . ....................................... 5 O 15 ..........•. ··---· 
Theological Department of St. Augustine·s Normal School (P. E.) .... A. B. Hunter.............. 4 1 11 O 2, 3 32 
Theological DepartmentqfShawUniversity mapt.) .... . .............. H . M. Tupper..... . ........ 4 O 46 O 4 32 
Theological Department of German ·wallaceCollege (M.E.).·-----·--·· ··-·····---·-···············-· 2 o 27 o ........... . ll~~kf ~it!if Eii1~~FlTIIII\II\lIIII l1~S:tttt{ 1 ·· -- ---- ----- -- ---- -- -
Divinity School of Kenyon· college (P. E.) .. ········-·---·-· .............. H. M. Jones... .. ...... . .... 4 
De_partment of Theology, Oberlin College (Cong.) ........ .. .............. William Gay Ballantine.. 12 
W1~tenberg Seminary (Luth.) ............... ·····--····----··--·-··-·- .... S. A. Ort....... ... ......... 3 
Heidelberg Theological Seminary (Ref. Ch.) . . ..... . ..... ·--·-- .......... David Van Horne......... 4 
Theological Department of Wilberforce University (A. M. E.) ..... . .... Daniel A. Payne........... 3 
*For 1890-'91. One emeritus. b Opened September, 1892. 
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l'ostromco ntldress. 
1 
Xontn, Ohio ......... ....... . 
Snkm. Oregon ............ . 
Alleitbeny,Pa ..••........•. 
Do ...•••....•.••.•... .. 
Do . ......... ... ..... .. . 
Bon.tty.Pa. ...... ........... . 
BethlchPlll, Pa ........ .... . 
Collegel"ille, Pa ......... .. . . 
Gettysburg, Po. ............ . 
Lnnr:lster,Pa ............. . 
Lincoln Uni varsity, Pa ... . 
l\leallYille. Pn. ........... ... . 
Overbrool<, Pa ............. . 
Philttllelphla, Pa ..... ..... . 
Do ................ ... . 
Mt. Airy. Philadelphia., Pa. 
8clins Grove, Pa ......... . 
Uplnnd,Pn. ...... ... ....... . 
Villauoni., Pa ............. . 
Duo West, S. C 
~~~~~e;:1:f e~uc ...... ....... . 
TADLE 18.-Statisticsfor 1891-'92 of schools ojtheoloyy-C onti.nued. 
Name and denominati<;>n-
2 
nited Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Xenia ................... . 
Tb.eologioal Department of Willamette University (M. E.) ............. . 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed P r esbyterian Church .. ...... .. . 
11Jle,gheny Theological Seminary (Un. Presb. ) .... . ... . ....... . ... . .. .... . 
Western Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in the 
United States. 
Theological Course in St. Vincent's College (R. 
Moravian Theologica l Seminary . .... . ......... . 
'l'heological Department of Ursinus College .. .. ............... . ......... . 
'l'~~~~~~~~cte~i~l!b~t{!J~f~~~~l Syn od of the Evangelical Luth· 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church in the Unite·d States . .. 
Theological Department of Lincoln University (Presb.) 
Meadville 'l'heological School (Unitarian) .... . .................. . . ...... . 
Seminary of St Charles Borromeo (R. C.) ................. . ........... .. . . 
Divinity School of Protestant Episcopal Church in Philadelphia ...... . 
St. Vincent's Seminary (R. C.) ................................ . ........ ... . 
Theological Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Philadel· 
phin,. 
Missionar y Institute (Luth. ) ............... .. . 
Crozer Theological Seminary (Biipt.) . ... ... ... .............. . 
Ecclesiastical Departmen t of Villanova College (R. C. ) ... . 
President or dean. 
3 
James Harper . . .......... . 
David B. Willson ......... . 
George Whitaker ........ . 
James A. Grier ........ . .. . 
Wm. H. Jeffers ············ I 
P. Martin Singer .......••. 
Augustus Schultze .. . .... . 
James I. Good····-· ····-- -
M. Valentine, chairman . . . 
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bl) <l) 
<l) p., 
~ if!. 
-·-
4 5 
----
4 3 
2 ..... . 
4 0 
5 7 
6 0 
6 0 
4 ···-·· 
5 0 
4 1 
Duration 
St,udents. of 
study. 
- --
Q) ..., Cl) 0 
<:.). ro..; rn 0 
A@ bl)~ El .a 
cil <l.l 0 <:.) 
,oh Al» <:.) ~~ A b/J 
~o .s <l.l A •rl<l.l ~-~ ;:l<ll rn Zl :>, 
'Orn 
cil;:1 
cil~ 
;... <l) 
A'O 
cil <ll • ;...o <1) ~ H C, >< 
-- - - ---
----
6 7 s 9 
--------
45 10 3 34 
15 5 4 26 
aG 0 3 4.0 
66 18 3 32 
83 22 3 33 
70 12 3 40 
30 9 2} 40 
21 3 3 36 
68 22 3 30 
EmileV.Gerha-rt . .. ------· 5 0 60 J5 3 36 
IsaacN.Randall .... -·---· 10 O 28 10 3 34 
George L Cary ...... ·-···· 4 3 37 3 3 38 
John E. F itzmaurice·- -·-· 11 1 140 13 6 40 
No report ............ .. .... ···--· .. .. ............... .......... . 
James McGill.......... .... 4 2 37 8 4 40 
C. W. Schaeffer....... . .... ~ O 75 :27 3 40 
P.Barn .. .. . ...... ... .. ... - ~ O 13 4 3 39 
HenryG. Weston . ... _ ..... 7 1 ti9 20 3 38 
Thomas C. MidLlleton. 5 O H · 0 6 40 
prefeet. 
Theological Department of Allen University (A. M. E. ) . ..... .. .. ... .. ... Joseph W. Morris .. ... .... , 
'l'heological Department. Benedict College (Bapt.) ...... ..... . ........ . . C. E. Becker ........... . .. ·1 
0 0 11 0 3 ·32 
!) 0 267 30 3 a2 
Tbeolo~ical Semin ary of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian J . D. Tadloclc chairman .. . 
Church in the United States. Ersldne Th eological Seminary (Assa. Ref. Presb.) .... .. -............ ··· - vV. L. Pr~ssly ....... ...... . 
'l'hcological Seminary of the Newberry College . ............. .. .......... A.G. Voigt ........ ..... -· ·· 
School ot Theology, u. S. Grant University* (M. E.) --·--- .. -··· --·· __________ ---· --·-·- .... ·-·--· ··-· 
(,i l ~8 8 3 32 
3 0 1\ ,j, 
., 30 
1 0 l> i 3 35 
4 0 32 -····· 3 32 
la-
~ 
00 
0) 
t_zj 
tJ 
c:: 
0 p;--
8 
H 
0 
z 
pj 
t,,,j 
~ 
0 
~ 
I-' 
00 
~ 
I 
~ 
!-'=) 
Lebanon, Tenn ......... .... Theological School of Cumberland University (Cumb. Presb.) .......... N. Green .................•. 
f I 
3 33 
Nn.shville, Tenn ............ Theological Department of Central Tennessee College·(M. E.-) •••••••••• J. Brad~n ....... ..•.... .... 5 36 
Do .. -..... _._ .. .. ...... Theological Department of Vanderbilt University (M.E. So.) ... --.-·-- W. F. Tillett---------- -· ·· 4 4'.J 
Sewanee, Tenn_. ___________ Theological Department, University of the South (P. E.) _____________ __ · Telfair H0d,;son --------- (l t:!2 
Marshall, 'l'ex ____ ._. ___ ____ Theological Department of Bishop College (Bapt.) ____ --------·---·----- N. Wolverton ____ -- =---·-- 0 1\) 
'l'ehuacana, Tex ______ ______ 'l'heological Depa11tment of Trinity University (Oumb. Presb.) __________ B. D. Cockrill. ____ .·-·--·-·-·- 2 4 82 
Hampden-Sidney College, Union ':l.'heological Seminary (Presb.) ---·-----------------·--····-------- T. E. Peck, clerk __________ 6 0 65 
Va. 
Richmond, Va ______________ Richmond Theological Seminary (Bapt.) ___________________ ·-···--------- C.H. Corey----· ·------·---- 4 1 G9 
Theological Seminary, Va. Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Virginia·------·-------- Joseph Packard ______ . ____ 10 0 G7 
Franklin, Wis ______________ Mission House (Ref.) ______ ____ _____________ ___ _____ --------- ·--------· ····- N. A. Muehlmeier _________ 4 0 J(l 
Mihvaukee. Wis ____________ Lutheran 'l'heological Seminary of the Synod of Wisconsin.: __________ A. Hoenscke __ . ____________ 3 0 28 
~::e:7!~~ r1i~n,·w1s-: :::: f;~:e1feii-~uci1}~fcb5.Y:::::::::::~::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: faJ~:&!_~-~~~~~~:::::::: 4 0 30 G 0 22 
St. Francis, Wis---·---···- Seminary of St. Francis of Sales (R. 0.) --·---· --···-------- ·· .••. ·------- Joseph Rainer __________ ___ 13 0 250 
*For 1890-'91. a The students presenting themselves for the theological course were induced to take up academic studies first. 
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COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS. 
griculture and the mechanic arts endowed by act of Congress of Jitly 2 , 1862 (the national land-y·,·ant act), and further en-
lou.:etl. by the act of Conyrcss of August 90, 1890; also agricultural experiment stations endowed by act of Congress of 111.arch 2, 1887, when 
tUtdiccl to said collcges.-otatistics for the year ended June 30, 1892-P ART I.* 
-r4 Students. Property. 
1v.:i p.O 
I><~ Faculty. Value of ai1 Preparatory. Collegiate. Library. Acres 
Iustttution n.ud post-office. Presidents. ..,.rn under Value of build· 0-,., 
cuHi- f,arm lands. ings and A equip· t:iQ) vation. 
-! !Hl Fe· Fe· Fe· Vol· Pam· ment. 
w. Males. males . Males. males. Males. males. umes. phlets. 
----
---------
-- - -· 
l 2 3 4 .'.i 6 7 s 9 1.0 l.1 1~ 13 14 
---------
- ------
---
lln.hnm:i. Agriculturn.l and Meehan· William Leroy Broun .... 12 27 ---- -- -- 30 -------- 225 -------- 6,977 14,490 175 $3,000.00 $39,100.00 
ic,il College. Auburn. 
Theo. B. Comstock···--·· 10 8 1 u 10 5 4 600 500 65 9,255.00 75,752.64 ;ul\·t'rsity o! Arizonn. (Agricul· 
t ural n.nd l\Iochanicn.l Depa.rt· 
men t). 'l'ucson. 
,rkrmsa::. Industrial University, E. H. Murfee .. ...... _. ____ 7 10 
--------
96 
--------
39 
--- -----
6,000 5,000 60 
-------------- ------ -----1"1wetteville. 
ful\;er:;ity of California (A~ricul- Martin Kellogg ... _ .. .. .. _. 13 35 
------ -- -------- ---- - ---
35 4 48,285 22,687 125 l , 082, 082. 00 90,515.54 
turn! and Mechanical Depart-
mcutl, llerlrnley. 
" 
olorn,do Agricultural Co 11 e g e, Alston Ellis--·--·---··-·-· 14 10 21 4 80 41 3,918 6,880 160 30,000.00 45,000.00 Fort Collins. 
heflleld Scientific School (Yale George J . Brush (direc-
------
40 
-------- -------- --------
461 
--- - -- --
6,000 50 
-------- ---- ----------
450,000.00 Uuh·ersityl, New Ha.Yen, Conn. tor). 
elawareCollege (Agricultural and A. N. Raub-----···-·---··· 6 4 ·····--· 11 ________ , 11 
--------
5,475 4,079 10 3, CJOO. CO 17,894.96 
.Mechanical IJepartmentl, Newark. 
lorida .Agricultural College. Lake 0. Clute.--·-·····-··---··- 7 10 
------- -
61 
--------
4.9 
--------
3,600 3,000 60 5,800. 0:) 13,900.00 City. 
tate College of Agriculture and the H. C. White .. ·-·---···--·--
---- --
l i 
-------- -------- -- ---- --
185 
------ --
25,000 6,500 
-------- -------------- -----------!llechanic Art:; (University of 
Georgia), Athens. 
niYersity of Illinois (Agricultural A. S. Draper_ .. ·---_! __ ·--- 10 37 
--------
82 1 230 
--------
21,820 5,000 l, 010 150,000. 00 126,000.00 
and Mechanical D0partment), Ur-
bana . 
8 29 5 9!3 / 5 329 urdue Uni,ersity of Indiana, La Jn.mes H . Smart-··· ···-· -
--------
5, 748 
----- -· --
1, 010 150,000.00 126,000.00 
lt'ayette. 
---11- ----·12 \-··· ·-5T ___ 4.0£ ·-·-1sz" ----402->wo. Agricultural College. Ames ___ W. M. Beardshear -------· ----is2· 
·12~ i1c> ·-a; 580- ----230-. a11sas Agricultural College, Man- George T. Fairchild ______ 24,oOO. 00 49,772.19 
hattan. · 
t--,1, 
t--,1, 
00 
00 
t:r1 
t1 q 
0 
>-1-3 
H 
0 
z 
!;:d 
t:r1 
~ 
0 
!;:d 
... 1-3 
1--' 
00 
\'.J;, 
I--
I 
~ 
~ 
I{entu cky Agricultural and Me-1 James IC. Patterson ____ :_! 
1: I 16 ,---- ----, 96 ,---- ---- , 331 191 2,100 1------- -' 
45 I 25, ooo. oo I 613, ooo. oo 
chnnical College, Lexington. . 
17 ----- -- - 108 -------- 44 ---- ---- 18,000 1,000 L oui.-;iana State Univer:sity (Agri- J. W. Nicholson ________ ____ 
cultural and Mechanical Depart-
ment), Ba,ton'Rouge. A. W. Harris ______________ 10 17 108 3 7,374 1,612 150. 12,000.00 $72,000. 00 Maine Agricultural and l\'.Iechan-
- -- ----- --- ----- --------
ical College, Orono. R. W. Silvester ____________ 5 lG 65 500 140 28,600.00 ' 48,000.00 Maryland Agricultural College, Col-
-------- -------- ------- - -------- ---- ----
legePark. 
Massachusetts Agricultural Col- H. H. Goodell ______________ 9 13 
-------- ---- ---- ---- ----
178 
--------
11,640 
--------
200 37,000.00 241,032.-00 
leg~, Amherst. Francis A. Walker ____ ____ ' 101 1 985 26 21,373 1::: ~;i ;;:;;,; 00 Massachusetts Ins ti tu te of Technol- ------ -------- --------ogy, Bostvn. 00 Michigan State Agricultural Cvl- L. G. Gorton ______________ 18 24 
-------- -------- --------
317 28 15,.985 449,010 r-3 
lege, Agricultural College. >-
Cyrus Northrop. __________ 6 28 160 15? 28,100 1-3 UniYersity of Minnesota (Agricul-
-------- -------- --------
9, 000 250 500, 000. 00 198,000 I-; 
tural and Mechanical Depart- lf}. 
ment), Minneapolis. 1-3 
Agricultural and Mechanical Col• S.D. Lee _______ __ __________ 5 19 
--------
125 
--------
185 
--------
3,456 3,531 400 50,500.00 31,400 I-' 
lege of Mississippi, Agricultural 0 
College Post-office. Cf). 
University of Missouri (Agricul- Richard H. Jesse ___ _______ 6 25 
-------- --- -- --- ---- ----
213 75 
-------- --------
175 60, 000.CO 92,000.00 0 tural and Mechanical Depart- ~ 
ment), Columbia. 
University of Nebraska (Agricul- JamesH. Canfield _________ 13 20 2 -------- -------- 130 23 3,018 1,820 35½ 13,000.00 37, 350.00 00 
tural and Mechanical Depart- @ ment), Lincoln. 
State University of Nevada (Agri- Stephen A. Jones __________ 5 11 1 32 10 27 22 3,000 1,800 
-------- --- ·---------- -- - -- - ----- 0 
cultural and Mechanical Depart· 0 
ment), Reno. t" New Hampshire College of Agri- Lyman D. Stevens ________ 7 10 
-------- -------- --------
33 8 -------- -------- 37 10,000.00 54,000, 00 (F.). 
culture and Mechanic Ai-ts, Han-
over. 0 Rutgers Scientific School, New Austin Scott ______________ 9 21 
--------
151 15 134 27,568 5,000 
-------- -------------- -----------
t'zj 
Brunswick, N. J. 
College of Agricultural andMechan- Hiram Hadley ______ _____ 7 8 .., 67 36 28 3 1,451 100 60 10,000.00 13,403.00 if) 
ic Arts, Las Cruces, N. Mex. 0 
Agricultural College of Cornell Uni- J. G. Schurman ___________ 14 37 567 3 112,315 25,240 99,093.91 H 
-------- -------- --------
-----------
t_,:j 
varsity, Ithaca, N. Y. z Af;,:~~i<'.:l~~~g~uegeorNorthCaro- , AlexanderQ. Holladay __________________________ __ ______ __ _____________________ ______ __ 
1 
_______________ _ _____ ________ __ __________ 0 
NorthDakotaAgriculturalCollege, J.B. Power_______________ 10 13 2 ________ ________ 2i 3 1,154 1,450 640 19,200.00 37,500.00 ~ 
Fargo. 
OhioStateUniversity(Agricultural William I-I.Scott_________ _ ______ 46 1 124 ____ ____ 235 5 11,016 ____________________________ _ _____ ______ 
and Mechanical Department), Co-
lumbus. 
Ol<lahoma Agricultural and Me- 1 R.J.Barker ---------------1 
: 1 
: 1---- --~ -, 381 :: ,---- -;;-,- - - - -;~- 1 
1,027 1 
~I 104 1 10, 00()_ 00 1 16,772.22 chanical College, Stillwater. · State Agricultural College of Ore- John M. Bloss _____ ________ 33 1,553 500 150 35,000.00 117,507.98 gon, Corvallis. 1--l 
*For the year 1892-'93 the States of Idaho, Montana, South Carolina, and ·washington will be added to the list. 
1--l 
00 
~ 
T . \Ul ]!). ·ollcges of agl'iculture ancl the mechanic ar~s endovxd by act of Congress of July 2, 186fd, etc.-PART I-Conttnued. I 
• ,.!, Students . Property. .. 
i-, • 
<1l A AO 
Wj Faculty. Value of 
Q)~ Preparatory. Collegiate. Library. Acres build-
lus~ltutlo11 autl 11ost-oftlco. Presidents. . .,_.Ul under Value of ings and o~ cul ti- farm l ands. A equip-
!i:;<ll 
, Fe- va,tion. 2S Males. F'e- Males Fe- Vol- Pam- ment. 
(fJ Males. males males. · males. umes. phlets. 
---
---------
------
---
l 2 3 4 a 6 'l s 0 10 11 
.12 13 14 
--
------
--1--1--_ ---------
PonnsyJ,·nnin StMo College, Stato George W. Atherton ______ 13 231 3 69 1 17 14o 11 -------- -------------- -- - - - -- ----
Collt•i:t' 72,000 20,000 
nrown UniYersity (Agricultural E. Benj. Andrews _________ 26 ---- ---- ---- -- -- ---- ---- 320 --- ----------- -- ---------
nml l\lcclrnnicnl Department), 
Pro,1dent•e, R. I. 13 18 5 50 41 115 73 2,855 6,000 :l50 $15. 000. co $21,200.00 St:ito Agrlcnlturn.l College of South Lewis McLout,h _____ ______ 
D~lcota. Brookings. 7 23 12 222 6,705 3,200 120 Uuin•rs1ty of Tennessee (Agricul- Charles W. Dabney_ ------1 -------- -------- ------ -- 175,000.00 53,870.00 
tural nnd Mechrmical Depart-
mcnt). E:nox,me. 
7 Ae·kultnrnl ond Mooba.nlcal Col· 1 L. S. Ross ·················i 15 ---- ---- 94 -- ------ 237 -------- 6,000 2,500 225 16,912.00 55,707.10 
· cgc of 'l'exas, College Station. 
M:rlcultnral College, Logan, Utah __ J W. Sanborn _________ ____ 5 11 4 -------- -------- 100 40 1,800 375 86 21,600.00 88,500.00 Unh·ersity of ,-ermout and State M. H . Buckham ___________ 9 18 
--------- -------- ..-------, 113 -- ------ 44,283 120 13,400. 00 68,952.00 
Agrlculturnl College, Burlington. I 
Yirginia Agricultural and Meehan- J.M. McBryde. ____________ 9 16 
-------- -------- --------
116 
--------
2,500 300 275 25,000.00 41,000. CO 
ical College, Blaclcsburg. 
West Yirginia UniYersity (Agri- P. B. Reynolds ____________ 5 19 
-------- 4 -------- a210 10 5,518 
cultural a,ll(l Mechanical Depart- -------· -------- -------------- -----------
ment), l\lorgnntown. 
University of Wisconsin (Agricul- C. K . Adams _______________ 8 21 
-------- -------- --------
145 
-------- -------- ------- - --------turn.l and Mechanical Depart· -------------- -----------
ment). Madison. 
University or Wyoming (Agricul-
A. A.Johnson ·············1 6 I 6 1 I 41 -- ------ 10 -------- 2,085 1,WO 260 8,600; 00 81,832.69 tural and Mechanical Depart· meat), Laramie. 
aAcademic students. Classes in agriculture and mechanic arts are not yet organized. 
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TABLE 19.-0olleges of agricultitre and the mechanic a1·ts endowe(l by act of Congress, etc.-PART IL 
Institution and post-office. 
:I. 
Alabama Agricult.ural and Mechanical College, Aµburn .. 
University of Arizona (Agricultural and Mechanical De-
partment), Tucson, 
Arlmnsas Industrial University, Fayetteville ... ~-- _______ _ 
University of California (Agricultural and Mechanical 
Department), Berkeley. 
Colorado Agricultural College, Fort Collins. __ .. ___ ._ .. ___ _ 
Sheffield Scientific School (Yale University), New Haven, 
Conn. 
Delaware College (Agricultural and Mechanical Depart-
Receipts. 
From the From United For experi-I State, endow- States lan<l- ment sta!tion, 
ment, fees, grant act of act of United 
a~t;i::.r 1862. States, 188i. 
15 16 :I.~ 
$20,382.47 
25,324. 06 
28,725.00 
a 193,688.60 
62,259.44 
69,110.75 
26,675.54 
$20,280. 00 
10,400.00 
42,266.81 
5,499.42 
6,531.75 
4,980.00 
$15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000, 00 
15,000.00 
ment), Newark. Florida Agricultural College, Lake City _________ ___ _______ _______________ _ _ 
State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 1,850. 00 
9,944.65 
16,954.14 
15,000. 00 
Expenditures. 
States endow- For a"'ncu · For experi- For other 
From United 
I 
O' • 1 
ment. aet of '':;e a~~:is"" I ment station. I depar tments. 1890. c am · 
.~ I 19 1-----;.;-o ~· 
$27,103.76 
17,000.00 
24,000.00 
33,000.00 
17,000.00 
17,000.00 
13,600.00 
8,500.00 
17,000.00 
$45,739.13 
36,251.41 
14,416.79 
66,277.77 
84,708.69 
103,612.63 
201849. 82 
16,795.63 
25,500.80 
$25,584. li 
15,000.0) 
15,000.00 
14,797.74 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15, 000 .. oo 
$25,179.06 
0, 800. 00 
151,692.19 
43. 17 
6,020.48 
1,650.00 
7,990.00 
<University of Georgia). Athens. 
University of Illinois (Agricultural and Mechanical De- 93,799.87 25,254.37 15,000.00 33,000. 00 135,883.92 15,000.00 7,028.88 
partment), Urbana. 
Purdue University of Indiana, La Fayette_________________ 56,200.00 17,000.00 15,000.00 17,000.00 85,291.23 16,994.02 
if:U~~gl~1~~~~i,~fgiri:g!.~!ri11ii.-£iaii-============ ====== -- ---~if !iii:f 4f -- ---·2f!i5s:ss" ------15,-000.-00- -· ----i1,-ooo:oo· ---- --10:zao.-iiii- -----· 15:000.-00- 1· ----- ----i75.-oi 
Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical College, Lexing- 36,401. 21 1 9,900.00 1 15,000.00 1 28,215. 00 73,721.96 15,000.00 6,068.04 
ton. 
Louisiana State University (Agricultural and Mechani-
cal Department), Baton Rouge. 
Maine Agricultural and Mechanical College, Orono _______ _ 
Maryland Agricultural College, CollegeParl;:. ___________ _ 
Massachussetts Agricultural College, Amherst ________ .... 
Massachusetts Institute of'Technology, Boston ______ ____ _ 
Michigan State Agricultural College, Agricultural College 
University of Minnesota (Agricultural and Mechanical 
Department), Minneapolis. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Agri-
cultural College Post-office. 
University of Missouri (Agricultural and Mechanical De-
partment), Columbia. 
University of Nebraska (Agricultural and Mechanical 
Department); Lincoln. 
31; 968. 95 
62,373.34 
15,285.02 
38,744.93 
226,583.00 
45,394. 8i 
a 196,445.00 
25,821.25 
37,589. 00 
20,000.00 
6,455.00 
6,142.30 
6,400.00 
5,268.33 
26,153.78 
201500. 00 
4,928.75 
26,017.50 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
Hi, 000. 00 
a Apparently for university. 
23,732.66 
17,000.00 
17,000.00 
32,000.40 
1,600.00 
17,000.00 
19,209, 00 
7,621.37 
31,103.10 
17,000.00 
19,656.56 
85,103.33 
50,319.01 
33,941.01 
232,462.95 
05, 667. ()9 
44,618.59 
41,247. 20 
57,22i. 01 
17,000.00 
15,000.00 . 
15,000.00 
15,000.00 
15,103.89 
16,349. 01 
2!, 530. 00 
15,000.00 
15, COO. 00 
15,000.00 
25,887.70 
170,716.72 
10,000.00 
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TABLE 19.- lleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts endowed by act of Congress, etc.-PART II-Continued. 
Receipts. Expenditures. 
From the From United For experi- From United For agricul-1 For experi- / For other Institution and post-office. I State, endow- State:, land- ment station, States endow-
ment, fees, grant act of act of United ment, act of ture and me- ment station. departments. 
and other 1862. States, 1887. 1890. chan1c arts. 
sources. 
1 I 15 16 11' J.S 19 I 20 1--;. 
tntc University of Nevada (Agricu!Lural and Meehan!- ------------- --- -- -- --- --------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
cal Dopnnment), Reno. . $77,422.17 $4,800.00 $15,000.00 $17,000.00 $69,532.99 $35,511.83 ----------------
~t•w Hmupsbire College of Agriculture and Mechamc 
,\rts. Ha.no,·er 12,674.02 6,960.00 15,000.00 17,000.00 31,634.02 15,000.00 $5,000 00 Rut~~rs ScientUic School, New Brunswick, N. J ___________ 
15, 000.00 17,000.00 21,787.42 15,051.20 ollc~e of Agriculturd and Mechanic Arts, Las Cruces, 7,090.45 ---------------- ----------------
'\. Mox. 
a 527,207.35 18,000.00 15,401.93 17,000.00 I 120, 255. 24 14,826.79 436,456.78 ,\griculturnl College -Of Cornell University, It:1J.aca, N. Y __ 
\gric:1lturnl Colle~e of North Carollna, Raleigh _________ _ 
--------- ------- --- -------------
----------------
.l\orth Dakota Agricultural College Fargo _____ ____________ 27, Ill. 70 15,000.00 32,000.00 27,671.17 15,500.00 
Ollio Stn.te University (Agricultural and Mechanical De- 60,202.30 32,691.98 
----------------
17,000.00 113,904.93 
----------------
5,000.00 
pnrtment), Columbus. . 
15,000.00 17,000.00 17,000.00 15,000.00 Oklahoma Agrirultural and Mechanical College, Still-
··--------------- ------ ---------- ·- --------------
wn.ter. 
c;tn.to Agricultural College of Oregon, Corvallis _____ ·------ 4,249.54 9,717.42 15,000.00 17,000.00 30,966.96 · 15,000, 00 
----------------Pennsylvania St.i.te College. State College _________________ 
---------------- -- ---- - ----- ---- (b) (b) - ---------------- ------------ --- ----------------Brown University (Agricultural and Mechanical Depart-
---------------- --- ----------- -- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
ment1, Providence, .H.. I. 
rn to Ag,Jcut,uml Collogo ot South Dakota, Bcookings •• 
1 
11, 979. 72 15, 000. 00 35, 088. 40 40, 890. 52 15,000.00 
ni ,·ersity of Tennessee (Agricultural and .. ¼echanical 25, 988. 43 23,760.00 15, 000. 00 17, 000. 00 53,570. 07 15,131.82 1,040.41 
Department), Knoxville. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College 1C6, 552. 04 14,280.00 18,539.43 12,730.00 28,969.17 18,368. 74 97,280.89 Station. 
Agricultural College, Logan. Utah_________________________ 110,269.35 15,000. 00 17, 000. 00 30, 266. 49 15,987.86 
ni\·ersity of Vermont and State Agricultural College, 32,422.54 8,130.00 15,000.00 17,000.00 31,130.00 21,466.26 32,097.22 Burlington. 
Yirginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Blacks- 12,424. 18 20,668.72 15, 000. 00 11, 333. 33 45, 592. 78 17,221.64 
--- -------------bnrg. 
West Virginia University (Agricultural and Mechani- 46,708.69 5,400.00 15,000.00 39,000.00 -- -- . _ -- _ --- ---- 16,076.97 46,512.91 
cal DePtartment), Morgantown. 
nlYers ty of Wisconsin (Agricultural and Mechanical ________________ 
---------------- ---------------- --------· ------ ---- ----- ------- ---------------- ------------- ---Department), Madison. 
15,000.00 I 17,000.00 30,777. 05 University of Wyoming (Agricultural and l'vlechanical 34, <J"/7. 61 
---------- ------
15,175.94 15,486.16 
Department), Laramie. 
aApparently tor university. b Experiment station not connected with Brown University. Fund of 1890 held by injunction in State treasury. 
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TABLE 20.-In stitutions fo1· the education of colored students in <J,Qriculture and the mechanic arts receiving the benefits of the act of Congress 
of Azigust 30, 1890.-Statisticsfor the year ended June 30, 1892.* 
Students. Property. Receipts. 
In agricul- Ji 00 'd p. -,.:;(l)C/2 00'+-< OO"" Faculty. 'O 0)0 Q) 0 ture and In other ~ A :;:q3 A--" a, 
~t Libra;Y· .p Q)ceo ce--" mechanic courses. p ~ ::so' S--" i... +'>0 wee ,0 Q) Cl);::, wee arts. 0 s ~ 0 ,o--" Institution an d post-office. President. 
~g H ca'O 0 Q) a:, 'O .p Q) A iA 2 ~ 'Cl.cl~ .p Q) 
'g~ A A+'>.c:1 ''"'ce .... s 00 Q) ... o ce w Ai... A~ Q) .p p1:J) a5 a5 c5 Q) ;cl ::s 0 .p 0 po. ca ca cl s p, .fl Q) Q)OO A s tll,O s'2ft s,oo a5 s a5 s Cl) s ;::, s Q) :::l ;::,oJJQ) - o :J5 A oA~ cl cl ca 0 ;.. ca ca.s s o ceoo Q) Q) Q) ce 0 i...<+-<rn H,....,... i,..Q),-< ~ r,:. ~ f,:; ~ ~ :> P-! <1 :> :> ~ ~ ~ 
--
------ - - --
State Normal and Industrial William H. CounciiL 11 9 
School, Nor mal, Ala. 
134 5 115 113 1,120 1,325 175 $1,000.00 $15,093.00 $19,101.08 
- - -- - - - ----
$7, 442. 24 
Bran ch Normal College (Ar• J. C. Corbin __________ 5 1 ·- .... 
------
158 75 2,739 391 20 
-----------
18, 500. 00 14,862. 85 
---- -------
9,000. 00 kansas Industrial Univer-
I sity), Pine Bluff, Ark. Agricultural College for Col- W esley Webb ... .... 4 
-----
11 
------ ----- ----- ------ ------
90 5,000.00 15,700.00 8,000. 00 [··· ····---· 9,600. 00 or ed S t uden ts, Dover, Del. 
State Normal School , Talla- T . DeS. Tucker ____ _ 
----------- ------ - ----- ------------ ------ - ----hassee. F la. 
Georgia Industrial College R.R. Wright .. _______ 6 ----- 10 
------
a32 
----- ---- ··- ------ ----- ------ - ---- ------------
7,375.20 
-----------
16,000.00 for Colored Youths (Uni-
v er si tv of Georgia), Col-
lege, Ga. 
3, ooo. oo ... _. ____ . . I 2, 320. oo S tate N ormal College, John H . Jackson ···- 4 1 a4i'> a 64 35 77 123 3 4 1,000.00 14,500.00 Frankfort , Ky. 
12, 005 .. 55 ! __ __ · ·- ----124,267. 34 Souther n UniYersity , New H. A. HilL.. _____ . · · ·- 5 7 a71 1 152 273 ----- - -- --- - 100 ---- - -- --- - 33,194.00 Orleans. La. 
Eastern Branch <Maryland B. 0. Bird.. ___________ JO 1 54 36 
----- ----- -- ----
120 90 3,000. 00 8,350.00 ';'75. 00 
----
::;, 152. f>7 Agricul tural C ollege), 
Sau lsbury. Md. 
14,110.85 I ~5, 678. 15 Alcorn Agricultural and Me- ------------------------- 19 ----- f85 -- - --- a125 -- - -- 2, 857 2,747 80 2,500.00 51,400.00 9, 378. 63 chanical College, Rodney, 
Miss. 
Lincoln Institute•. Jefferson Inman :P. . Page-····· 6 2 124 
------ ----- ---- -
14 1 20 2,350.00 19,525.00 23, 035.24 
------- --- -
2,676. 09 City , Mo. . 
Shaw University (Agricul-
-L . M.Dunton _______ J 
5 ..... 200 
------ ----- ----- - - ----
------ ----- ------· --- - --- .J - ·------ b13, 500. 00 -- -- - - ----- 5, 965. 30 tural and Mechanical An 
n ex ), Raleigh . N. C. 
Claflin University, Orange- HJ 8 C 186 c125 150 l23 l, 400 :·-··-· 120 b40, 000. 00 66,200. 00 17,000.00 5,700.00 
--- -------burg, S. C. 
I 
* See foo t note on page 1189. 
a Prepara tory stuaents. b Of which $11. 000 was for site and buildings of the new agricultural and mechanical college at Greensboro. c Mostly preparatory. 
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T,\nLE '20.-Jnsiitutionsfor the ecluccition of colored stude:1t~ in agriculture and the mechanic 0rts rec~iving the bcriefUs of the act of Congress 
of Augu.st 30,1890.-Statistics for the year ended June 30, 1892*-Contmuecl . 
Students. Property. 
Receipts. 
I In agricul k a:i rd A 
,,.$ (1) u5 <IJ'H tll ""' rn io (].) 0 
Faculty 
· t u re a nd in other t 'O ~-s 
s=i<" (].) 
"' 
(].) 
1-fibrary. s=i 
(].)<.'O<:J co+:> ce., i... 
mechanic courses. ~ Pc4 s~"" 
~<:.) ~0 E 
s .a(].) ~wg UJ <($ UJ ce a rts. 0 s 'O ~ 'd"' 
;a 
Instltnllon an<l post-office. President. ---- - ----
·---- t§ ~'d 
o rn (].) A A 
2 
!--< 'v Q) ~ is:: .._:,(].) (].) 
~ 
'o ~ ui .:i.cl (].) ..... ce ..... s ui 'd ..... (].)"°'~ Ai... p. (].) s=i~ · 'H s=i ~ ~ 
qi qi qi 
(].) ;cl p 0 ~ 0 
. pC;-0 Po. (].) 
~ d d s p. rn (].) 
(].) rn A s Ulsj s'g~ EJ!dg 3 
~ s qi s qi s p s (].) 
p p b.()(].) 0 ~ ,::1 
ca d o · !--< d d.!::S 
0 "300 of:l oo 
ce (].) (].) (].) ce <:.) 
~q...,t ce i,.. ..... ,..... i,..(1.),-1 0 
~ rr. ~ fil ~ R P,- f ~ ~ ? ? fil 
fl; J:::i E-
--
------
----
--
' 
' 
rio Yil'W Normal L. C. Anderson ....... ----- ----- -- -- - - ------ ----- -- - -- ------ -- ----
-----
----------- --- ----- ----
------- -- ---
-----------
--- - -- ----
-----------
twol. Hemps tend, ~'ex. 
pton Normal Institute, H.B. Frissell ........ 20 60 429 257 ---- - -----
6,345 348 400 $30,000.00 $516, ooo. 00 $116, 6l9. 09 $10,329.36 $5,666.67 $120,290. 90 
mptou, \ a. 
, Yirgiua Institute, J.E. Campbell. ...... 2 ... .. 5 15 ----- .. .. .. .... ---= ---- .. . 
25 2,250.00 11,214.00 11,813.00 ----- --- --- 9,000.00 2,114.57 
rm, Kanawha County, 
\'n.. 
* See foot note on, page 1189. 
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TABLE 21.-:-Degrees in course conferred in 1891-'92 by colleges of agriculture and 
techno7,ogy. 
ENDOWED WITH LAND GRANT OF 1862. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama _________ _ 
State Agricultural College ___________ -- -- ---- ------ -- -- -- ----
Scheffl.eld Scientific School of Yale University __ ---- -- - ----
Delaware College ______________ ---- -- ----- ------ ------ --- - ----
North Georgia Agricultural College __ ---- -- ---- -- ---- -- ----
University of Illinois _. _______ .... _ -- - -- -- . - --- - ---- --- - -- ----
Purdue University--------- ---· ------------------------------
Kansas State Agricultural College ____ ____________ .-· ___ ----
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky ____ ~ ___ . 
Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts_ 
Maryland Agricultural College __________ ·----- __________ ----
Massachusetts Agricmltural College ____________________ ----
Ma5sachusetts Institute of Technology ___ · ______________ -- -· 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi. _____ _ 
Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College ______________ _ 
School of Mines of the University of Missouri ___________ _ 
Rutgers Scientific School----------------- ------ --- -- -- -----
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts. Cornell University __________________________________________ _ 
A~ri'?u_ltural _and Mechanical College of Texas ____________ _ 
V1rgrn1a Agricultural and Mechanical College ____________ _ 
OTHER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 
Colorado State School of Mines---------·-········ ·······- --Rose Polytechnic Institute _________________________________ _ 
Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard Universit,y _______ _ 
~ussey Institution of Harvard University _________________ _ 
orcester Polytechnic Institute----------------------------
f I g~~lf ~1 tn~~~~ri:it1o"iiege ·oi iion tan a------------------
Chandfor Scientific '3chool of Dartmouth College ________ _ 
~~ayJr School of Civil Engineering ________ ___ _____ ______ _ _ 
J 
e tevens Institute of Technology _____________ . _________ _ 
ohn C. Green School of Science of the College of New 
Jersey. 
i.:),se School of Applied Science ______ __________ ___ __ _____ _ 
1rginia Military Institute _______________________________ -~~ 
32 B. S., 5 M. S., 3 U. E., 1 M. E. 
9 B. S. (1 on woman). 
102 Ph. B., 1 C. E., 1 M. E. 
2B. S.,7A.B . 
4A.B. 
27 B. S . (2 on women), 3 A. B. (1 on 
woman), 12 B. L. (2 on women). 
24 B. S. (7 on women),9 M. S. (3 on 
women), C. E., 5; M.E., 14; Ph. 
G., 22 (2on women). 
35 B. S. (10 on women). 
3 B. S. (1 on woman), 4 C. E., 4 A. B. 
1 B. S.,5 M. S., 10B. C. E., 1 C. E., SB. 
M.E. 
3 B. S.,5 A.B. 
22B.S. 
132 B. S. (4 on women). 
23B.S. 
IOB. S. 
2 B. S. (inchemistry),2C. E., 1 M. E. 
15 B. S. -
4B.S. 
37 B. S. (7 on women), 8 M. S. (1 on 
woman), 30 C. E.,84 M. E., ti M. M. 
E., 26 Ph. B. (1 on women), 31 B. 
L. (5 on women), 30 A. B. (5 on 
women),8Ph. D. (1 on woman), 6 
A. M. (1 on woman), 1 M. L. lWO-
man), 3 LL. M .. 37 LL. B., 2 Ph. M. 
6 B. S. Ag., 13 B. C. E., 6 B. M. E. 
5 B. S., 1 M. S. 
4 M. E., 5 Met. Eng. 
25 B. S., 1 M. S. 
6B.S. 
1 B.S. 
35B.S. 
41\1.E. 
2M.E. 
12 B. S. 
2C.E. 
6B.S.,2M.S.,9C.E., 6E.E. 
10 B. S., 1 C.E. 
1B.S.,2C.E. 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SCIIOOLS. \. 
TABLE 23.-Scientific schools and institutes oftechnology.-Statisticsfor the year ended June 30, 1892. 
[NoTE.-For schools of science endowed with the national land grant see table 19.J 
Post·omro nlldress. Name. President or director. 
\ 
1 • z 3 
Ontario, Cal. ............... Chaffee College of Agriculture (University of Southern William T. Randall. ..... . 
California). . 
San Francisco, Cal ........ Cogswell Polytechnic College .. . ........... ...... ........... . James G. Kennedy ... . ... . 
Professors 
and in-
structors. 
(]) 
'O 
t'~ Ss 
cil-,.;, 
I'-< I'-< 
cilcil P,p. 
Q) 
I'-< 
P, 
4 
7 
12 
0 
..., 
I'-< 
cil p. 
Q) 
ru....;; 
Q)~ 
-,.,Q) 
-~ s 
b.O 
~ 
0 
u 
5 
- -
0 
0 
7 
Prepara· 
tory de· 
partment. 
Cl) 
Cl) ~ 
~ s Q) 
~ /;r.; 
- --
6 7 
- -
--
(i0 40 
160 145 
0 0 Golden,Colo ............... School of MinesoftheStateof Colorado .................... RegisChauvenet ......... . 
Storrs, Conn ............... Storrs Agricultural School. .............................. . .... B. F. Koons ............ . ....... . 5 ...... 
------
·washington, D. C.... .. .... Corcoran Scientific School of the Columbian University ... C. E. Munroe .... .... .. .... 0 
Atlnnta, Ga ................. State School o! Technology* ................................. Isaac S. Hopkins.......... 0 
'l'erro Haute, Ind .......... Rose Polytechniciustitute .................................... Henry T. Eddy............ 0 
Cambridge. ~fass .......... ~awrence Scien~ifi.c_Schoolof Harva!d UJ?-iversity ......... N. S. Shaler, dean......... 0 
Jamaica Plam, Mass ...... '!he Bussey Inst1tut10n (Harvarc! Umvers1ty) .............. F. H. Storer, dean......... 0 
\Yorcester, Mass ........... Worcester Polytechnic Institute ............................. Homer T. Fuller.......... 0 
Houghton, Mich ............ Michigan Mining School. ............ ........................ . M. E. Wadsworth.......... 0 
St. Louis, Mo .............. Polytechnic School of Washington University .............. C. M. Wood.ward.......... 0 
Ha.noYer, N. H............. Chandler Scientific Department of Dartmouth College ..... E. R. Ruggles.............. 0 
17 0 0 
14 0 0 
17 0 0 
45 0 0 
6 0 0 
20 0 0 
9 0 0 
22 0 0 
11 0 0 
Do ............... ..... Thayer School of Civil Engineering(DartmouthCollege; Robert Fletcher........... 0 2 0 0 
post.graduate course). 
Hoboken, N. J ....•.•... .... Stevens Institute of Technology .............. ...... .......... Henry Morton............. 14 
Princeton, N. J ............. John C. Green School of Science of the College of New Jer· Francis L. Patton........ 0 
17 240 0 
24 0 0 
sey. 
New York, N. Y ... ......... 
1 
School of Mines of Columbia College ........................ CbarlesF.Chandler, dean. O 
'l'roy, N, Y .............. . ... Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ............................ John Hudson Peck...... .. 0 
Cleveland, Ohio ............ Case School of Applied Science .... . .......................... Cady Staley.... .. ......... O 
~~~t~li~~t ~~t= ==== ===: ==== ~~;~~~~~ ~i~~~{i~~~~1.t~~~:::::=:=:::=~=:::: ::::====~::=::==:: ~~~~!e~hiftewE,========== g 
62 0, 0 
18 0 0 
11 0 0 
13 0 0 
u 0 0 
* For 1889-'90. 
Students in-
Collegiate Post·grad· 
depart· uate de· 
ment. partment. 
----
Cl) Cl) 
Cl) ~ Cl) ~ 
~ s ~ s Q) Q) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
----· 
---
s 9 10 11 
--
-,---
0 0 3 4 
0 0 0 0 
82 0 0 0 
51 3 0 0 
103 7 0 0 
148 0 0 0 
162 0 1 0 
90 " 0 0 
IZ 0 0 0 
193 0 3 0 
58 0 5 0 
70 0 0 0 
63 0 8 0 
0 0 0 0 
215 0 3 0 
155 0 0 0 
242 0 35 0 
189 0 0 0 
100 0 0 0 
200 0 0 0 
52 0 0 0 
~ 
~ 
c.o 
O":> 
t:_zj 
t,j q 
0 p.. 
~ 
1-1 
0 
~ 
~ 
t:_zj 
"'O 
0 
~ 
~>-3 
..... 
00 
~ 
..... 
I 
~ !:-:l 
MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 
TABLE 23.-Statistics of m,anual training schools not supported by public funds, 1891-'92 . 
Number of Number of Annual income from-instructors . pupils. 
An- r/2 
nual A 
Post-office address. Name of school. Superintendent or charge -~ principal. 
.:i .:i for tui- '-' Q) Q;) tion. ~ r/2 .s 
.:i s .:i s 'Ci Q) 0 0 ce A A Q) Q;) p Q) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ...., i:<i 112 ~ 
------------
1 2 3 4 ;'j 6 .,, s 9 to 11 
---------------
----------
Denver, Colo __ ____ ___ \ Haish Manual Training School. ______________________ Fred W. Hart _______ 8 1 25 3 ~80 
Chicago. Ill. __________ l Chicago Manual Training School. ____________________ Henry H. Belfield_ .. 11 2 339 0 100 0 0 [ $50, C 
New Orleans, La _____ Manual Training Department of the Tulane Uni- John M. Ordway ____ 3 0 163 0 80 0 0 
versity. Duncan C. Lyle __ ____ $40, GOO McDonogh, Md _______ McDonogh School.------------------------ ------------ 6 0 110 0 0 0 150,( St. Louis, Mo_. _______ Manual Trainin§ School of Washington University. C. M. Woodward ____ 12 3 310 0 *98 0 8,050 
Brooklyn, N. y _______ Technical High chool Department of Pratt Insti- William 0. Pratt ____ 14 9 90 54 *45 
-------- ---------- ---- -- -· 
tute. New York, N. y ______ Hebrew Technical Institute _________________ ____ ----- - Otto A. Moses ___ ____ 10 0 125 0 0 
-------- ---- --- --- ----- --· Cincinnati, Ohio. _____ Technical School of Cincinnati _______________________ James B. Stanwood. 7 1 15[ 2 "'100 0 ---- ------Philadelphia, Pa _____ Manual Training Department of Girard College ____ T . Mason Mitchell __ 8 0 6:22 0 0 ------- - --- ---- ---Crozet. Va ____________ Miller Manual Labor School __________________________ C. E. Vawter ........ 9 8 173 93 0 (J 72,427 
------
2,108 \ 1521----·---Total. __________ -- --- - ------ -- ---- - ------- ---- -- ----------- -- ---- -- --- ----- -- ----- -------------- --- 88 24 0 120,477 200,( 
*Average. 
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NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
TABLE 24.-Sumrnary of statistics of schools for training teachers, which are wholly 
or partially supported by public funds, for 1891- '92 . . 
Instructors. Students. 
State or Territory. 
B~~ .s 
ui o:J O A 2 Professional (normal). 
0 ~ ~i a5 ~ ' ~ ~ p.A~ !E ~D~ i 
; [5;i ~e ~! . ~ 
~ » oo~ I>, 'd .:i ~ bl) e 
.c .-.o:l~ ::::~ s -o.S A 
s ~ gf _s _g ~ .:i o i ~ § ~ ~ Q) rn ~ o ~ ~ 0'0 Z 
United States------------~--- 138 ~--;:---9~ -;~J-;~ -4,645 
North Atlantic Division ___________ 56 698 95 3,239 12, 153 3,326 1,827 
South Atlantic Division___________ 20 131 24 1,255 1 449 357 789 
South Central Division __ __________ 17 115 64 1,216 1'730 3S5 1,132 
NorthCl;lntralDivision _________ ___ 35 406 49 3,569 1:167 1,485 791 
-western Division__________________ 10 86 11 259 1,390 296 106 
---.-----------=-------
North Atlantic Division: lYiaine _______ ____ _____ __________ _ 
New Hampshire ______________ _ 
Vermont _____________________ : __ 
Massachusetts ____________ ___ _ _ 
Rhode Island ___________ ____ __ _ _ 
Connecticut ___________________ _ 
New York _____________________ _ 
New Jersey ____________________ _ 
Sol~:u:tm~r~~iviiion:-- ---- ----
Maryland _____ __ _______________ _ 
D~str:ic_t of Col_umbia __ _____ ___ _ 
V1rgm1a --~---:- _______________ _ 
West Virginia _____ __ _ -· __ _____ _ 
North Carolina _______________ _ 
South Carolina ________________ _ 
Sou3l'l
0
c~~1ral Division:-----------
Kentucky _____________________ _ 
Tenne:ssee __________ _______ ____ _ 
Alabama _______________________ _ 
f~~;1~1t::::: :: : : : : :: :::= ==== Texas ____________________ ______ _ 
Nort~iCa~t~~ii)ivision :- -- ---- ----Ohio ________ ____ _______ _ 
Indiana _________________ ·- _____ _ 
Illinois 
Michigan ________________ :::===-
Wisconsin _____________________ : 
Minnesota _______________ _ 
Io,va __________________ _ 
Missouri_ ______________________ _ 
orth Dakota __ __ _____ ________ _ 
South Dakota _________________ _ 
Nebraska ______________________ _ 
w e~!~Tiiv-is-lo-n ~ - -- ---- ---- -- ----
olorado ____ ______ _____________ _ 
Arizona ________________________ _ 
Washington __________________ _ 
8;.rn~~i~ :::~==:::::::::::::::: 
6 
2 
3 
10 
1 
3 
15 
3 
13 
1 
2 
4 
6 
4 
1 
2 
1 
3 
8 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
3 
3 
2 
5 
5 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
I 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
41 
7 
21 
106 
9 
56 
190 
29 
239 
7 
18 
46 
30 
15 
6 
g 
2 
32 
53 
3 
10 
11 
4 
21 
47 
•55 
36 
60 
47 
27 
49 
12 
22 
12 
18 
15 
2 
10 
8 
51 
0 
0 
0 
13 
0 
0 
29 
19 
34 
3 
0 
16 
0 
1 
0 
4 
0 , 
14 . 
46 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
5 
5 
1 
20 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
2 
7 
') 
162 
1 
114' 
58 
0 
36 
756 
27 
2,085 
19 
2 
337 
464 
206 
0 
227 
0 
220 
581 
113 
24 
125 
153 
40 
403 
417 
335 
461 
193 
207 
862 
53 
6L 
137 
400 
54 
10 
57 
32 
106 
555 
106 
385 
1;229 
214 
476 
4,174 
498 
4,516 
234 
'69 
258 
426 
180 
57 
216 
32 
379 
702 
117 
]59 
261 
80 
230 
636 
616 
709 
945 
789 
578 
l, 192 
118 
2:l5 
319 
800 
218 
38 
109 
37 
9 8 
127 
. 37 
103 
364 
31 
112 
1,247 
162 
l, 143 
70 
68 
]03 
64 
14 
28 
10 
31 
143 
lOti 
5 
46 
44 
10 
175 
71 
129 
210 
130 
194 
101 
308 
0 
32 
60 
75 
12 
2 
3 
]1 
268 
28 
0 
0 
226 
0 
0 
969 
88 
516 
-------- 0 
449 
29 
187 
0 
124 
0 
1£5 
947 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
~31 
0 
12 
10 
250 
0 
35 
3,') 
0 
13 
0 
') 
40 
0 
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TABLE 25.-Amount received f rom State, county, or city (niany city normal schools 
not reporting) by public normal schools for 1891-'92. 
For 
building 
and 
r epairs. 
State or Tenitory. I F o; 0;~p-
1--- --1-----
United States __ .... _ $1 , 567,082 
Alabama·-·······-····· .. . 
Arizona ................... . 
Arkimsas ....... . ......... . 
California ............... . . 
Colorado . ........ ......... . 
Connecticut··--·---_ ..... . 
IJ'lorida ................... . 
Illinois ...... _ ............. . 
Indiana .......... ____ ..... . 
Iowa __ ______ ···-·-·-·--·---
Kansas -·---······--·- · ···-Louisiana . _ ............. __ 
Maine ... ...... ............ . 
Maryland .......... - .. . . . __ 
Massachusetts .. ___ . __ .-·-
Michigan . .......... . .. . . . . 
Minnesota ___ .. ____ .. _._ .. . , 
Mississippi ...... __ ....... . 
31,000 
6,000 
4,300 
90,500 
35,000 
34,600 
3,780 
100, 104 
41, 100 
25,000 
23,625 
10, 000 
24, 650 
10,500 
105,011 
49,908 
68,500 
2; 500 
$394,635 
5,448 
0 
0 
39,000 
30,000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6. 000 
0 
2,500 
5,000 
2,224 
25,500 
4, 000 
25,000 
0 
State or Territory. 
Missouri .......... ···--· · · 
Nebraska •................. 
New Hampshire ......... . 
New Jersey ..... . ....... . . 
NewYork ... . ............ . 
North Carolina ........ . . . 
North Dakota ....... .... . 
Ohio ...... .. .. ··-··· .... -.. 
Oregon ................... . 
Pennsylvania .. _.·-····._. 
Rhode Island ..... _ ...... . 
South Carollna __ ........ . 
South Dakota··-· ....... . 
Tennessee ............... . 
Texas .... ................ . 
Vermont ............... -.. . 
Virginia ................. . 
Washington--············ 
West Virginia .......... . 
Wisconsin .. . . ........... . 
For sup· 
port. 
$37, f50 
19,350 
9,000 
21,500 
334, 847 
6,000 
13,500 
G, 000 
. 900 
150,000 
14,000 
1,050 
21 , 500 
16, 000 
20,000 
8,676 
58, 500 
23,300 
13,430 
121, 201 
F or 
building 
and 
r epairs. 
0 
$3,000 
0 
0 
41, 550 
0 
40,000 
0 
1, 100 
!)4, 000 
0 
0 
0 
4,000 
0 
0 
0 
40,400 
22, £13 
TABLE 26.-Summary of statistics of schools for t-,,aining teachers, which arc not 
supported by public funds, for 1891-'92. 
r,5 Instructors. Students. 
. 0 
0 -o- 'O ' Sdgt ,Cl Q) ~ • 
~; <:) 
~o2 ~ :8~~ <ll d Pt In nonpro· 
State or 'H bl> • ., A bOco In professional ~-;~ Territory. 0 A~co A'd departments. fess10na1 depart· 
i... ~~§ Q)i.., ments. ~ <ll • Q) :JO~ 1>,CDu.i dQ) CD 
.0 -.Cl~ ~<t-1 rl2 
s -i...c,3 oo§ 'd O i... 0Ptp.. "3 i... p p .cl A co 
.cl .:is 
':'!!en. Jwomen. 
~ 1~omen. 
(? ::i.8 z f::•.-< 'O f::·.-< 
United States . ....... 40 235 147 
_2, 874 /_2, 836 '2,263 2,052 59'/ 
--------
North Atlantic Divi':;ion . . 2 34 0 110 308 5 12 1'7 
South Atlantic Division .. 6 22 22 145 167 340 360 41 
South Central Division. __ 11 56 71 534 584 663 678 73 
North Central Division .. . 17 109 44 1,659 1,455 1,219 953 361 
Western Divlsion .......... 4 14 10 426 322 3G 49 100 
---------
--- --
- - - --------North Atlantic Division: 
New Yorkk ............ 1 27 0 8 211 0 0 3 
Pennsylvania ......... . 1 7 0 im 97 5 12 14 South Atlautic Division: 
North Carolina . .. . .... 1 2 8 02 84 12 9 2 
South Carolina . .. _ .... 3 12 10 40 43 208 271 27 
Georgia ...... . ........ . 1 5 0 23 20 0 0 10 
Soutl
0
c~~~ralD ivision: . . 1 3 4 20 20 120 80 2 
Tennessee ... ...... . . . . . 2 14 24 215 180 390 360 18 
Alabama ..... . . . ....... 2 8 7 89 151 0 0 7 
r;t111~Et=======:= ==== 
3 16 18 173 185 109 139 3i 
2 10 13 7 9 . JOO 95 1 
'I'exas .. ..... .. ... . ...... 1 2 4 20 14 59 81 10 
Nor~1c~1:i\ ~~iDivi sicin~ · · 1 G 5 30 
45 5 3 6 
Ohio .. . . ........ .... ... . 2 8 5 63 30 63 48 14 
Indian a .. . .. . ....... . .. 2 2:5 0 l,200 650 50 75 180 
Illinois ......... ..... . .. 4 19 16 196 558 295 220 47 
W1<;~!fnas~n·= = == == === ==== 
1 3 3 5 20 19 36 0 
2 18 6 45 21 54 0 16 
Iowa . . .... .. .. .. . . . . .... 3 9 9 70 141 10G 70 10 
Missouri .... ... .. . . .. .. 1 3 
--- --- - --------- - ----- ---- - --- -- -----Nebraska ... . .... .... .. 1 18 0 90 35 632 504 94 
K an sas . .. . 1 6 5 
--- ------ - ------ ---- --- -------
- - -- -- - --- -------- --Weht ern Division: 
Wyoming .. . . ...•...... 1 3 0 0 7 0 5 0 
W ashington . . . .. . ... .. 1 7 0 2i 15 30 42 0 
California .... ..... . . ... 2 4 lO 404 300 6 .., 100 
I 
TABLE ~i .-Statistics of schools fo1· training teachers which are wholly or in part supported by public funds, for 1891-'92. 
T 
Post·otllce nddros Name of institution. Princ~pal. 
Appropriation. Instruct· ors. Students. 
~A 
"':;j § r/l 
0;.., 
O O i~ .. 
ell1>, 
"'"' r/)•-<. 
t .Sa, -St 
s:1 a5.8 'a5ell -- ce ~ bl,~,:; bJ)P, A 
b.Ooo ~©A~© .. 8 
A.;:: Ao© As:! b.O ~ 
;at'6 <li~§J>~. ~ ~ 
~Pt bp.~ba:>~ g cil 8 
.0 .--,a,p. 0 ..C1~ • d .g Pt ;.., O,.Cla:>_a"'d A R ell A 
O .r:l+'><d,_OR a:> (; ;.., 0 
Professional. 
Length of 
profession· 
al course. 
"' ~ 
a:> 
::,... 
,q 
0 
ell. 
a:>~ 
-~~ 
0 
r/l 0 
.!<I.cl 
~;;s 
~ I ! ~ · 15:. [$: l> ~ P Cl Z 
• I 2 3 .. 1_.>_1~1-7 j_s 1__!_1~1~1_!__:_1~ 
so~ 
8 f5 p. 
r,:. 
I 0 0 
1 
3 
5 
6 
0 
66 
35 
15 
104 
40 
35 
278 
12 
17 
8 
0 
12 
0 
41 
25 
147 
1 
3 
4 
4 
6 
3 
4 
4 
M 
M 
~ 
M 
w 
w 
M 
M 
Birmingham. Ala 
F LOt'Once, Aln ..... ... . . 
Jo.clcsonYille, Ala . . . ... . 
Lhing,n on. Ala ....... . 
1\!ontgomet'y, Ala ..... . 
Normal. Ala ...... . .... . 
Troy, ,-\In. ••••••••••••••. 
Tm;keegee , Ala . . .... .. . 
Tempe. Ariz .. .... . .. . . . 
P ine Bluff, Ark . ....... . 
Chico. Cal ......... . . . . . 
L os Angeles, Cal ..... . . . 
Sau Francisco , Cal. ... . 
San Jos~. Cal. ...... . . . . 
Gl'eeley, Colo ...... . .. . . 
New Brita in, Conn . ... . 
N i>w H a ven, Conn . . . . . . 
Willimantic, Conn .... . 
W ashing ton, D. C ..... . 
Do .............. . . 
De Funia k Springs , Fla 
W hite Springs, Fla .. . . 
Carbon d ale, Ill. .. ..... . 
E nglewood , Ill .. . . .. .. . 
N orma.I, Ill ............ . 
Co \•ln g ton, Ind ........ . 
i~.~.~~n~~;;; i~l.::::: = 
Ccdn.r F alls , Iowa ..... . 
Normal Training Class ........................ . 
State Normal College .......... . . 
State Normal School. . . ....................... . 
Alabama Normal College for Girls ........... . 
State Normal School for Colored Students .. . 
State Normal and Industrial School'•' ........ . 
State Normal School. .. . . ..................... . 
Tuslrnegee State Normal and Industrial 
Mrs. Ella N. Allen . ....... . 
James K. Powers ......... . 
Carleton B. Gibson . ..... . 
Miss Jul a S. Tutwiler ... . 
W. B. Patterson .......... . 
W. H. Council ............ . 
Edwin R. Eldridge ...... . 
BoukerT. Washington ... . 
$1,000 
7,500 
2,500 
2,500 
7,500 
4, 000 
3,000 
3,000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$600 
4,848 
!:::ichool. 
The Territorial Normal School. . . ............ . , J. H . . Brownell:············ 6,000 I 0 
Branch Normal College of Arkansas .......... JosephC. Corbm ...... .... 4,300 0 
StateNormalSchooL ..... . . . . . ................ Edw.T. Pierce ............ 23,000 0 
S t ate Normal School. ... ...................... . Ira More .. . . ............... 23,500 0 
Normal Department, Girls' High School ..... Laura 'l'. Fowler.......... (No data.) 
Sta te Normal School. .......... . . . ... . . . ...... Chas. W. Childs .. .... .... 44, 000 I 39,000 
State Normal Sch ool. . ...... . . ... .... .... ...... L. X. Snyder . .............. 35,000 30,000 
Connect icut Normal and '!'raining School. . . . C. F. Carroll .. ............. 21,600 O 
W elch Tra ining School. . ....................... Misses Webster and Howes (No data.) 
State Normal :::.chool. . . .... . ... .... ... . ........ Arthur B. Morrill........ . 13,000 I O 
Miner Normal School . . ................. . ...... Miss Lucy E. Moten...... (No data. ) 
\VashingtonNormalSchool * ....... · ........... Ida Gilbert Myers......... O O 
FloridaStateNormalCollege . ................. HenryN. FelkeL .......... 3,500 0 
J1' loricla Normal College .... . ................... J. L. Skipworth.... ........ 280 O 
Southern Illinois Normal University .......... Robert Allyn .............. 28,610 O 
Coolt County Normal School. .................. Francis W. Parker........ 44,000 O 
Illinois State Normal University .............. John W. Cook.~........... 27,494 O 
Indiana Normn.l College .............. -......... L. N. Fouts................ 1,100 O 
Indianapolis Normal School* ................. M. E. Nicholson ............................ . 
Indiana State Normal SchooL .. s • ••••••••••••• William W. Parsons...... 40,000 0 
Io·wa. State Normal School ..... . ..... _ ......... H.H. Seerley .............. 20,000 6,000 
1 
8 
4 
5 
14 
4 
2 
15 
12 
9 
10 
2 0 
4 0 
9 2 
14 0 
2 0 
26 0 
15 0 
36 0 
3 .•••.. 
17 0 
8 O 
10 0 
4 0 
5 4 
14 1 
9.4 0 
17 4 
7 5 
9 0 
31 0 
17 0 
0 
264 
46 
85 
85 
10 
153 
30 
36 
(a) 
40 
54 
0 
32 
4 
21 0 47 
180 
192 
(b) 
225 
3 
0 
400 
191 
50 
106 
74 
38 
80 
145 
293 
(a) 
550 
218 
401 
75 
24 
45 
43 
173 
150 
(b) 
466 
4 
32 
600 
515 
16 
2G 
15 
2 
10 
76 
72 
120 
12 
6G 
25 
21 
36 
42 
10 
0 
22 
68 
39 
10 
18 
43 
78 
0 
167 
301 
366 
38 
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0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
124 
216 
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5 
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Sioux City, Iowa ... .... Sioux City Training School for Teachers ..... Miss Nainette Rousseau .. 
Woodbine, Iowa ........ Woodbine Normal School ... ·.· .................. Messrs. Kinney, Riddle, 0 5,000 
0 
0 
anti Reed. 
Emporia, Kans ......... Kansas State Normal School .................. A. R. Taylor ............... ~23, 625 o 
Louisville, Ky .......... Louisville Normal School. ................................................................... . 
t:,,.l Natchitoches, La ...... . Louisiana State Normal School. .............. Thomas S. Boyd.......... IO, 000 2,500 
t1 New Orleans, La ....... New Orleans Normal School. ................................ _., .... .... ......... · .............. . 
~ Castine, Me ............. Eastern State Normal _S?hooL ................. Albert F. Ric~ardson. .... ~· 800 o 
'-"=> Farmington, Me ........ State .Normal and Trammg School. ........... George C. Parmgton.. .. . ,, 800 O 
I FortKent,Me .......... MadawaskaTrainingSchooL .................. VetalCyr.................. 1,300 5,000 Gorham, Me ............ State Normal School .......................... W. J. CorthelL.... ........ 8, ooo. O Portland, Me ........... Training School for Teachers .................. Sarah M. Taylor.......... (No aata.) 
-..::i Springfield, Me ........ . Springfield Normal School. ....•............... H.J. Piper................ 750 I 0 
~ Baltimore, Md .......... Maryland State Normal School. ............... E. B. Prettyman.......... 10,500 2,224 
Boston, Mass . ..... ..... Boston Normal School. ........................ Larkin Dunton........... (No data.) 
Do ... · ............ Massachusetts Normal Art School* ........... George H. Bartlett........ 16,200 I 0 
Bridgewater, Mass ..... State Normal School ........................... Albert G. Boyden......... 24,481 4,500 
Fall River, Mass .. ..... Fall River Training School. ......... ~ ......... Elizabeth Hammett...... (No data.) 
Framingham, Mass .... State Normal School. .......................... Miss Ellen Hyde ...... c·... 20,395 I_ 0 
Haverhill, Mass ........ Haverhill Training School. .......... . ......... Cora A. Newton........... (No aata.) 
Lawrence, Mass ....... Lawrence Training School .................... Lilly P. Sherard.......... (No data.) 
Salem, Mass ............ State Normal School. .......................... Daniel B. Hagar.......... 15,000 I 0 
Westfield, Mass .............. do........................................... James C. Greenough . .... 15,235 (d) 
Worcester,. Mass ............. d~···············.··.-····;············ ........ E. Hf!,rlin Russell ......... 113,700 21,000 
Detroit, Mich .......... Detroit Normal Trammg School. ............. Harriet M. Scott.......... (No data.) 
Ypsilanti, Mich ........ State Normal School ........................... J.M. B. Sill................ 49,908 J 4,000 
Mankato, Minn ..... ......... do ........................................... Edward Searing.......... 22,000 0 
Minneapolis, Minn ..... Teachers' Training Classe ..................... Miss Fannie S. Guptell... 1,500 I 0 
St. Cloud, Minn ........ State Normal School. ..........•............... Joseph Carhart ........... 20, 000 15,000 
St. Paul, Minn ......... Teachers' '!'raining Class ....................... Miss J. L. 'l'erry .......... (No data.) 
Winona, Minn ...... .. .. State Normal School .................... ....... Irwin Shepard............ 25,000 I 10,000 
Holly Springs, Miss ......... do ........................................... E. D. Miller............... 2,500 O 
Cape Girardeau, Mo ... Missouri State Normal School ................ Richard C. Norton........ 11;000 I O 
Kirksville, Mo ............... do ........................................... W. D. Dobson............. 12,500 0 
St. Louis, Mo ........... St. Louis Normal School. ...................... F. Louis Soldan.......... (No data.) 
Warrensburg, Mo ...... State .Normal School. ....................... · ... George L. Osborne........ 13,750 I 0 
Peru, Nebr ....... .. .... Nebraska State Normal School. ............... George L. Farnham ...... 19,350 3,000 
Manchester, N. H ...... City Training School. ..... ... ................. . Miss Caroline E. Wing... (No data.) 
Plymouth, N. H ........ New Hampshire State Normal School. ....... Charles C. Rounds........ 9,000 / O 
Newark,N.J .••......... Newark Public Normal School ..... .......... . K. S. Blake ................. No data O 
Paterson, N. J .......... Normai Training Class ......................... L. H. White................ 1,500 O 
Trenton, N. J ........... New Jersey State Normal and Model Schools. James M. Green.. .. ....... 20,000 O 
Albany,N.Y ...•..... ... State Normal College ........................... WilliamJ.Milne .......... 26,000 0 I 
Do . ................ Teachers' Training Class ....... ................ Jennie A. Utter... 292 200 
Brooklyn, N. Y ......... Training School for Teachers .. ................ John Gallagher .. ········· O 1,000 
Buffalo, N. Y ............ State Normal and Training School. ........... James M. Cassety ..... .... 23,500 2,350 
* For 1890-'91. 
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"'\Bl'..E :!i .- Statistics of schools /01· training teachers which are wholly or in part supported by public funds, for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Post·on\ce address. Name of institution. 
1 ~ 
Cortlo.nd, N. Y ·········- State Normal and Training SchooL_ .. -··- ·---
lt'redonia, N. Y ·--·-··-·· _ ..•. _do ... ·-··-··-··-·····-···-----·--···--·----·-
Gcne,-eo, N. Y. -···-··- __ -..... do.-·--·- -·····-····-··- ·- --···----··---·-----
:N'ew Pnltz,N. Y -------· _____ .do.-- -··---·--·-·-------·-----···--···------· 
New Yorl,. N. Y --·--·-- Female Normal College---------·---·---·----·· 
Oneontn, N . Y ···-·-·--- State Normal School_·-- --· -- -·- -··--·----·----
Oswego, N. Y --·······-- State Normal and Training SchooL ___ -··- ··-· 
Plattsbur~. N. Y-·-···-- State No~mal SchooL ~-:- ___ _ ·-·---··---···----
Potsdnm,N. Y---···-·-- State Normal and Trammg School. __________ _ 
Rochester,N. Y--······- Teachers' Training Class of Rochester Free 
Academy. 
Syracuse, N. Y ·--······- Syracuse 'l'raining SchooL. __ -··- ·-··· -··· -··· -
Fayetteville,N. C •••••• State Colored Normal School. .. -...... ··- -· ·--
Goldsboro, N. Q_ •••••••• -··---do __ ·-·- __ --·---·-- ____ ---------· .... ____ .... 
Plymouth,N. C------·-- Plymouth State Normal School. ____ __ . ____ __ _ 
Salisbury, N. C ---····-- State Colored Normal School.._ .... . ..... . -· ·-
1\Iayville, N. Dalr ······- State Normal SchooL ··-· .......... __ ·-· - . .•... 
Ynlley City, N. Dak ... _ .... _.do __ ····-·-······-·-·--··------ -· ·-- --- ·--- --
Athens, Ohio ........... Pedagogical Department of the Ohio Uni-
versity. 
Cincinnn.ti,Ohio ........ Cincinnati Normal School .. _._ .. ····-···-·-··-
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . Cleveland 'l'raining School._ . ....... _. ___ . __ . . _ 
DaytoniOhio .......... . Dayton Normal SchooL_ .. ·-- ··· - ----····-····-
.Ashln.nt, Oreg .......... Ashland State Normal School.--------·--····-
Drain, Ore .... ·-····-··- Drain .Academy and State Normal School. . . _ 
·weston, Oreg .......... Eastern Oregon State Normal SchooL .. --···-
Bloomsbmg, Pa ....... State Normal School . -·····----····-·--·----··· 
n.Ufornia, Pa ... ·-····· Southwestern State Normal SchooL __ . ______ _ 
larion, Pa ............. State Normal School 
l~u1nboro, Pa .. _ ......... ...... <lo 
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FrancisJ.Cheney .. .. . ··- $'21,000 
Francis B. Palmer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19, 500 
JohnM. Milne __ ___ ·····-·- 21,000 
Frank L. Copen-----··---- 18,655 Thomas Hunter ____ . ____ __ 125,000 
James M. Milne---···· ~·-- 18,500 
E.A.Sheldon.·-·-········ 21,000 
Edward N. Jones ..... ·-··- 18,000 
T. B. Stowell_.............. 21, 00CI 
Lena M. Norton ....... -· ·- 700 
W. K. Wickes- ..... .... ···-
G. H. V\Tilliams ·-····--···· 
James D. Martin ........ . . 
H. C. Crosby ·····-···--- ·- · 
F. M. Martin.---- ------ -··-
James McNaughton-··-·· 
Georre A. McFarland __ .. _ 
John P. Gordy ....... . .... -
700 
1,500 
1,700 
1,400 
1,400 
3,500 
10,000 
6,000 
$28,000 
0 
5,000 
0 
8,00:J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
20,000 
20,000 
0 
15 
16 
16 
14 
21 
14 
15 
13 
15 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
4 
5 
7 
1 
0 i 107 
0 . 59 
0 150 
0 , 40 
17 I 0 
0 : 91 
0 39 
0 23 
5 145 
0 0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22 
110 
28 
46 
15 
38 
40 
277 
174 
385 
HlO 
1224 
274 
346 
119 
345 
39, 
33 
24 
54 
52 
59 
35 
83 
45 
119 
59 
105 
31 
214 
56 
77 
3 
107 
34 
20 
(i 
2 
(i 
0 
0 
0 
15 
26 3, 5 
66 ' 3,4 
78 3, 4 
18 3, 4 
572 I 4, 5 
25 1 
0 3 
0 Z,4 
186 I i 
0 
85 
54 
48 
35 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 4 
2:5 
3 
w 
00 
00 
w 
~ 
~ 
00 
~ 
Carrie N. Lathrop ...... -.. (No data.) 5 O O 94 41 0 q 40 
Miss L. W. Hughes-·--···· (No data.) 9 0 0 Pl 119 0 1½ 38~ 
No report_ ....•.................•... \-·-· · -··· ........... . ...... -· · ··--·· · ·· ...... -···- ·--···-· 
~~l~~~ntt.-~t~========= ·----1ir1···i;~gg· -·-1 ···-r ···fr ---ff ·-·1 ·- ·;f ···-~· ----~g 
J.P. Welsh_···------···-········--· O 16 o 132 278 95 O 2 40 
'l'heodore. B. Nass.-···-··- ~ago,ooo~ 1;_;, 000' 12 4 1~1 231. 54 O ~ 42 
tiat·tPuau~\ienedict: :::::: ········- bt~,oog g 1i 1.i~ 2it ~g gg 2 !~ 
1--1, 
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0 
t,!) 
t_:rj 
t, 
q 
0 
~ 
t-3 
H 
0 
z 
~ 
t_:rj 
~ 
0 
~ 
~t-3 
I-' 
00 
co 
I-' 
I 
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Erie, Pa __ ______________ Teachers' Training Class ___ ____________________ H. C. Missimer____________ (No date.) Indiana,Pa __________ ___ Indiana State Normal School_ _____ __ __________ Charles W. Dean ___ .______ ____ _____ O 
Kutztown, Pa ____ . _____ Keystone State Normal School. _______ ________ Nathan C. Schaeffer ______ 
---- -----
12, 500 Loclc Haven, Pa ________ Central State Normal School __________________ James Eldon ______________ 
---------
0 Mansfield, Pa ______ ___ _ State Normal School ______ _____________________ D. C. Thomas ______________ 
---------
5~. 000 Millersville, Pa. ____ __ __ 
__ ____ do __ _______________ ·------------- ------------ E. Oram Lyte _____________ 
---- -- ---Philadelphia, Pa _______ Girls' Normal School. __________________________ George W. Fetter _________ 60,000 0 Shippensburg, Pa _____ _ Cumberland Valley State Normal School ____ G. M. D. Eckels ____ _______ 
·west Chester, Pa ______ West Chester State Normal SchooL __ _________ G. M. Phillips _____________ 7,500 Providence, R. I _______ Rhode I sland State Normal School. ___________ Geo. A. Littlefield. ________ 14,000 0 Columbia, S. C _________ Winthrop Normal College __ _____ ______________ D. B. Johnson _____________ 1., 050 0 Madison, S. Dak _______ State Normal School ___________________________ W. H. H. Beadle ___________ 9,300 0 Spearfish, S. Dak ______ ______ do ___ ____ _______ ___ ____ __________ ___________ _ Fayette L. Cook _______ ____ 12,200 0 Knoxville, •.renn ______ _ Normal Department of Knoxville College ____ J. S. McCulloch ___________ 1,000 0 Morristown, Tenn _____ Morristown Normal Academy ____________ _____ Judson V. Hill. _______ ___ __ 0 4,000 Nashville, Tenn. _______ Peabody Normal College, University of Nash- William Harold Payne ___ 15,000 0 
ville. Huntsville, Tex ________ Sam Houston State Normal School ___________ H. C. Pritchett ___ ________ _ 20,000 0 Castleton, Vt ________ ___ State Normal School ___________________________ Abel E. Leavenworth _____ 2,000 0 Johnson, Vt ____________ 
______ do _____ --- --- --------- ---------------------- A. H. Campbell.. __________ 3,500 0 Randolph, Vt __ ___ ___ __ Vermo~ State Normal School* _____________ __ Edward Conant ___________ 3,176 0 Farmville, Va ___ ___ ~--- State Female Normal School. _____ __ __________ John A. Cunningham. ____ 12, 000 0 Hampton, Va ___________ Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute_ Samuel C. Armstron_g ____ 15, 000 0 Petersburg, Va ___ ___ __ Virginia Normal and Colrngiate Institute ____ James Hugo Johnston ____ 16,500 0 Williamsburg, Va _____ College of William and Mary (State Male Nor- Lyon G. Taylor ____________ 15,000 0 
Cheney, Wash. ___ ______ mal School). State Normal School~ -------------------------- W. J. Sutton ______________ 18,300 0 Ellensburg, Wash _____ Washington State Normal and Training- B. T . Barge ________________ 10,000 0 School. Fairmont, W. Va __ ____ Fairmont State Normal School. ••••• ______ --··- J.C. Gwynn _______________ 2,000 37,000 Glenville, W. Va ___ ____ State Normal School*------------- -- --- - ------- Verona Mapel. ____________ 2,300 0 Harpers Ferry, W. Va_ Storer College ___________________ ______ __________ N. C. Brackett ____________ ti30 0 Huntington, W. Va __ __ Marshall College, State Normal School. ______ Thomas E. Hodges __ ______ 3,000 2,000 Shepherdstown, W. Va Shepherd's College, State Normal School ____ A. C. Kimler _______________ 3,000 500 West Liberty, W . Va __ State Normal School*---------- ____ _______ __ __ _ Robt. A. Armstrong ______ 2,500 900 Milwaukee, Wis __ ______ ______ do ____________________________________________ L. D. Harvey ____ __ ________ 17,000 0 Oshkosh, Wis . ________ 
______ do ___________ . ---------- -- -- -- ----- --- · ------ George S. Albee _____ ______ 25,000 6,900 Plattsville, Wis ________ _____ _ do ____________ .. __ ___ ___ • ___ ____ _________ _____ Duncan McGregor _____ ___ 28,000 0 River Falls, Wis _______ ______ do _________ __ ___________________________ __ ___ J. Q. Emery _______________ C 15,000 0 Whitewater, Wis . ______ ______ do ________ __ ______ _______ ____________ · ___ ____ Albert Salisburyc _________ 36,201 ~6, 1:113 
* For 1890-'91. 
a Distributed among twelve State normal schools. 
6 0 0 -19 19 0 
15 2 164 332 49 0 
21 0 427 203 80 0 
15 3 224 236 65 0 
13 4 75 94 94 148 
33 0 325 388 73 0 
54 0 0 2,015 329 0 
13 0 200 80 60 
-----· 27 3 120 293 37 280 
9 0 0 214 31 0 
6 0 0 57 28 0 
8 0 40 140 17 0 
14 0 21 95 15 35 
8 6 36 30 2 38 
5 8 24 39 3 147 
19 0 160 310 138 0 
11 0 125 261 44 0 
6 0 75 150 32 0 
10 0 16 130 40 0 
5 0 23 105 31 0 
f> 4 0 30 35 170 
20 .g 157 144 37 0 
u 4 71 84 23 214 
10 0 109 0 8 65 
6 0 29 46 3 28 
4 2 28 63 0 0 
7 0 156 97 12 7 
3 0 58 45 14 0 
7 0 85 86 18 0 
4 0 65 105 7 0 
3 0 30 30 4 22 
6 0 70 63 9 0 
9 4 20 70 32 0 
.}f> 7 190 283 28 12 
11 3 97 190 16 0 
11 3 64 177 25 0 
14 3 90 2% 29 0 
bAppropriated, but not used. 
cFor 1889-'90. 
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T rnLE '28.-Statistics of normal schools not supported by public funds,for 1891-'92. 
Pvst·onlct, address. Names of School. 
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-------------------,-------- 1--1--1--1--,--,-- ,--
Huntsnllo, Ala .......... . . . 
1\loblle, Ala ............. ... . 
Jleleua. Ark ............ ... . 
Oakland, Cal ....... ....... . 
Stocl,ton, Cal. ............ . 
i~tft~~-i:~''{ra:::::::::::::::: 
Dixon. Ill .................. . 
GPneseo, Ill. .............. . 
l\lacomb, Ill ........... . 
Oregon, Ill. .. . 
Dam·ille. Incl. ............. . 
l\Iitchell. Ind .............. . 
Algona., Iowa. . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Dexter, Iowa. ... 
Ottumwa. Iowa 
Shenandoah, l owa ........ . 
Central Alabama Academy ........ ....••.••..•••....... 
Emerson Institute* . ................................... . 
Southland College and Normal institute ............. . 
Normal and Special Training School. ................ . 
Stocl,ton Business College and Normal Institute . ... . 
t~~!\~it~~~~ ~~~~i-t~~~:::: :: : = ===::: == = = ==== == = == = ==== Northern Illinois Normal School. .. . 
Northwestern Normal. ........................... ..... . 
Macomb Normal and Commercial College . .......... . 
Wells School for Teachers and School for Individual 
In~truction. 
Central Normal College ................................ . 
Southern Indiana Normal College 
Northern Iowa Normal School* .............. . 
Dexter Normal College ........... . .................... . 
Ottumwa Normal School 
\Vestern Normal School 
Fort Scott, Kans ........... Kansas Norm:11 College* .................... . ......... . 
New Orleans, La ......•. ... Southern Academic Institute 
Winsted, La ................ Gilbert Academy ........ ............................... . 
Own.sso, l\Iich ............... Oakside School ....................... .... ..... ..... .... . 
Daleville. Miss ............ . Cooper Normal College. 
Jackson, Miss .............. Jackson College* .................................... ... . 
Tougaloo, Miss ............. Normal Department of Tougaloo University ......... . 
Pleasant Hope. Mo ..... ... . Pleasant Rope Normal Academy ..................... . 
l•'remont, Nebr ............. Fremont, Normal. ............... . ..... . ....... ..... .... . 
Now York, N. Y ..... ...... New York College fort.he 'rraining of Teachers ..... . 
Ha.leigh, N. 0 ........ ....... St. Augustina Normal School and Collegiate Insti· 
tute. 
Fremont Clt.y, Ohio ........ Western Normal University ... . 
A. W. McKinney.......... 5 
Charles NL Stevens....... 3 
William Russell.......... 6 
J.C. Gilson ...... .......... J 
w. C. Ramsey............. 3 
J.M. Guilliams........... 3 
George Wms. Walker..... 5 
J.B. Dills. . ......... ..... .. 10 
W. J . Cook.... ..... ... .... 3 
J. F. Meyer................ 5 
E. L. Wells................ l 
J. A. Joseph .............. . 
Urner and Williams ..... . 
F. M. Chaffer ............. . 
M. E. Crosier ............. . 
Martha A. Peck .......... . 
18 
7 
4 
4 
I 
0 *83 '~130 0 0 *l 
7 6 21 0 0 6 
5 30 45 5 3 6 
0 4 60 6 2 0 
10 400 240 0 0 100 
4 20 ~o 120 80 2 
0 23 20 0 0 10 
14 50 350 200 150 28 
2 32 55 24 11 13 
0 75 70 50 40 6 
0 39 83 21 19 0 
011,000 () 200 
fl 10 
4 60 
0 0 
500 
150 
50 
80 
11 
0 
50 
20 
75 
11 
0 
75 
10 
50 
10 
]50 
30 
0 
10 
0 
3 
4 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
36 
32 
36 
44 
52 
40 
32 
40 
40 
39 
51 
48 
47 
36 
44 
36 
Suspended while rebuild· ..................................................... . 
ing. 
DE.Sanders............. 6 5 ...... .. .... ...... ...... ...... 2 40 
Mrs . J . E.Seaman ......... 3 6 0 3 0 0 1 2 40 
W. D . Godman .... .... .... 7 7 7 6 100 95 o 3 32 
Mrs. L. E. Gould.......... 3 3 5 20 19 36 0 ... ......... . 
~~~}!i- ~~~~1~~·= ===:== ==:==: ~ 6 16~ 1!g 38 3~ I 2~ ; i~ 
~:i: fir~~~~~~t·~===:===:~: ~ ... ~~ .... ~~- ... ~~- ... ~~. --~~~.\.. .. ~ ..... ~ ..... ~~ 
W. H Clemmons.......... 18 o 90 35 632 504 .
1 
94 1 f O 
Walter L Hervey......... 27 o 8 211 o 0 3 2 34 
A. B. Hunter.............. 2 8 62 84 12 9 2 3 40 
B. L . Barr (suspended) ....................................... ·················· 
~ 
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Wadsworth, Ohio _________ _ 
vV?od ville. Ohio ______ _____ _ 
Muney, Pa _________________ _ 
Aiken, S. C ________________ _ 
Western Reserve Normal College _________ _____ _______ _ 
Teachers· Seminary of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Synod of Ohio and adjoining States ____ _ 
Lycoming County Normal School __________ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Schofield Normal and lnd us trial School* ____________ _ 
J.B. Eberly ___ _ 
Theodore Mees 
J. George Becht __________ _ 
Martha Schofield ____ ____ _ 
Charleston, S. c ___________ _ Avery Normal Institute _______ ___ __ _____ ______ _ Morrison A. Holmes _____ _ 
Greenwood, S. c __________ _ Brewer Normal School ________ ___ ________ _____________ _ J.M. Robinson ___________ _ 
Huntington, Tflnn ________ _ 
Memphis, 'l'enu Austin, 'l'ex _______________ _ 
Southern Normal University 
Le Moyne Normal Institute _______________ _____ _______ _ 
'l.'1llotson Collegiate and Normal Institute 
J. A. Baber _____ __________ _ 
Andrew J. Steele ____ _____ _ 
Willi<tm M. Brown _______ _ 
Lynden, Wash ____________ _ Northwest Normal SchooL _______________ _ vV. M. Heiney ____________ _ 
Milwaukee, Wis ___________ _ 
St. Fra.ncis, Wis __________ _ 
National German-American Teachers' Seminary ___ _ 
Catholic Normal School of the Holy Family _____ _ . __ . 
Emil Dapprich ___________ _ 
M. M. Gerend _____________ _ 
Rawlins, Wyo _____________ _ Wyoming Normal and Scientific School* _____________ _ J. R. Rollman 
* For 1890-'91. 
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4 
3 
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4 
0 
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0 
25 
38 
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:22 
6 
12 
150 
65 
20 
22 
12 
33 
0 
30 
0 
97 
25 
16 
2 
100 
80 
14 
15 
21 
0 
7 
56 
7 
5 
55 
25 
128 
200 
190 
59 
30 
0 
54 
0 
48 
0 
12 
60 
63 
148 
100 
260 
81 
42 
0 
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. 
TABLE 29. -Statistics of university exte,,ision lectures fo1· 1891-'_92 . 
ntrc. Lecturer. Subject of course. 
()a;> . s-'.i s . s.?;> 'd . G) C)C/l 4l A H 
....... ~Q) ~~ ~~ 
~§ 'H ~ ,:I .... 
00 ,::t_g ,::t ~ H • 
<:.) ..., ? . P.ro Q) as <:.) i-. .S ~ s::: a,) c-J Q)..:, (l)·~ rp .o°t) 
a;·.-< i;;!) ui 
~-$ ~JJO ~ is 
.0 ~ "3 1-< aE S-~ s 8 ~ Q) 8 ...... ~~"~ s c,:l Q)<l) ~~ ;:l 
~.., ~p..., > ,0 >.op. ~ ~ z z 
z 3 415/o/--r 1·:-s1-o 
----1--------~__c__---------, --·- - -l 
l. l:"NIYEHSITY OP CALIFORNIA. 
Los Angeles, Cal 
Oakland, Cal. ............... ......... . 
San Ji'rnncisco, CaL ................. . 
Bernard Moses, PH. 
G. H. Howison, LL. 
C. M. Gayley~ A. B. 
D 
Do ·· · ··· · · · · ·· · = = = =========I gvJ~\~~1t1ei~!1:"1ru:~.~~ ...... -· ..... . 
'11 • R. Bacon, A. B., B. Do ..... . 
Il. I.ELAND STANFORD JUNIOR 
t:NI\"ERiUTY. 
o_aklanll.Cal. ......................... l Earl. Barnes, 11r. s ..... . 
Redwood City, Cal 0 •••••••••••••••••• D.S. Jordan, PH. D., LL. 
~an Pranctsco, Cal. .................. l\I. 13. Anderson, A. 1.r • •. 
Sau Jose, CaL ........................ D.S. Jordan, PH. D. , LL. 
Sant:~ Cruz, Cal. .................... Ea-rl Barnes, ]II. 
III. UNIVERSITY OF DENYER. 
,reeler. Colo ........................ . , Wm. F. McDowell, PH. 
niver,;ity or Denver, Colo .......... H. A. Howe, PH. D •••••..•. .• •.••. .• • 
IY. THI::s'ITY COLLEGE. 
History of modern Europe .. ____ . ______ ._. _______ -..... 
Ethics ........ --· ....... --·· _____ .. .. ·-·- .. ___ .. ____ -----· 
Shakespeare's tragedies .... ··-····· .......... ····-· ·--· 
Mathematics (propredeutic tu the higher analysis) ... 
Historical and comparative English grammar._._·-. 
Transition from renaissance to reformation .. ___ .... 
Child study 
Evolution ............ ·-·· .... ·---·----- ............... . . . 
Minor Elizabethan dramatists ................ . .... ·-·· 
Evolution ......... .... . ____ ·-·--- .. ··-· .... ·-·· ......... . 
Child study 
Ilartrortl, Conn .............. ........ . 
Do ........... . ............. ..... . 
Chas. F. Johnson, A. lll .••.• : •.•.•.• .l English poetical forms 
Do ................. ........ .... . . 
Do ...... -
Do .... . .... ........ ........ ..... . 
V. CIUCAGO SOCIETY FOit U::s'PlER· 
SlTY EXTENSION. 
W.R. Martin, PH. D ..•.• ···········-1 Outline of the Rig·Veda .·-··--···--·---·-····-··------· Henry Ferguson. A. lll...... ......... Europe before the Crusades .... ... . --·····- : . .-..... ·--· 
John J. McCook, A. III ..... ·-··--···· The alms question, past and present .................. . 
Flavel S. Luther, A. III. .. ............ Formulas of modern science .... 
hicago, Ill. (Newberry Library) ... ' Nathaniel Butler, jr., A. M •••••••••• I E n glish literature·····"-··--· 
10 250 I 250 
13 100 · 90 
15 400 I 80 30 40 40 
. 12 40 40 
15 401) 400 
8 1 300 1 200 9 15  15  
12 25 25 
7 400 200 
8 150 100 
6 
1 200 I 35 125 35 
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Do ............................... J. A. Woodburn, PH. D ••••••..•..•.. American political history ............................ . 
Freeport, Ill. ......................... Nathaniel Butler, jr., A. M .......... English literature 
Kewanee,Ill. ......................... Chas. W. Pearson ......................... do ............ . 
Ln. Salle ................................... . do.--··--··············· ········ · ...... do .... .... ..... ....................... . ............. . 
Oak Park, Ill ......................... Nathanial Butler, jr., A. M • ..•.• • .. English literature·-····-······ ........................ . 
Do ........... . ................... Alexander Smith ................... Chemistry: a,ir and water ............................. . 
South Evanston,111. ................. Nathaniel Butler, jr., A . :r,r •..••.... English literature ....................... . 
Union Parle, Ill ...................... J.B. Parkinson ..................... Elements of political economy ...••..••..•••.•........ 
YI. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 
Farmer City, IlL ..................... Nathanial Butler, jr ., A. M ••••••••• English literature .............•••••.•••••..•.•..•...... 
La Salle, 111 ...................... . ... J. H. Brownlee, A. M ••••••••••.••••• Elocution and oratory 
Pontiac. Ill .................... . ...... J. D. Crawford, A. M ••.•••..••.• • ••. Constitutional history ................................. . 
University of Illinois, Champaign ....... do ..................................... do ................................................. . 
Do .................. . ............. S. A. Forbes, PH. D ..••.......••••••• Lowest forms of life ..................... .'a ..•......•• . . 
Do . .... . •........................ Nathanial Butler, jr_, A. M .••••.•.. English literature.... · 
Do ............................... , S. W. Stratton, B. s ................. Electricity ....•••••••. 
VII. INDIANA UNIVERSITY. 
Chicago, IlL .......................... J. A. Woodburn, PH. n .............. 1 American political history ..•.......•• ., •••••••.•...•.. 
Do ............... : . .................... do ................................. .. .. do .................................................. . 
Evansville, Ind ....... .' .............. J.M. Coulter, PH. D., LL. D ..••.••••. Gen_eral morpholog_y and physiology of plants ...... . 
Indiai~polis,.Ind ........ -··· ........ ff· i~~c1£!i PH~·n==== ====== ==== i~~~~c~~dp~1ft~i~~i~ti~~~==~ ==== ========::====== =::: 
New Albany, Ind ..................... J.M. Coulter, PH. D., LL. D •••••.•... General morphology and physiology of plants ...... . 
Louis~~~~.~.~================:===:::= · o:1/81ark·= ====~= ==== ===: == = === = === = · Low~?i ;s poetry:::=========:========::::::::::::::::==:: 
D(? ..................................... do .....................•.•....•.. Shakespeare: life and six plays ••••••••••••••.•••.•.•. 
VIII. row A STATE UNIVERSITY. 
Burlington, Iowa .................... 1 G. T. W. Patrick ........••••••••.... Scientific charity ...••••.••••.••••••••••••••••• · ••••.•... 
)S. Calvin, A. M., PH. D .. .• •• • ••..••• l j Geology······················ ···· l 
Da,enport, Iowa .................... {T. H. McBride, A. M .....•......... \ World building .. 1 Botany ........................... \ 
:::1,t\r~~·:;:::;;;;:::;;;;;ll~ :Jil~f i~\~/t~/~~'.'.~'.\li :i{~!i~it~!i~;]!;}\~\=\\:\\l\\\\ \\I\'.'.'.'.'.'.-: 
IX. UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. 
Olathe, Kans 
Topeka, Kans 
Do .............................. . 
Wichita, Kans ___ ...... _ .... _ .... __ _ . { 
···--····-·-! E . H. S. Bailey, PH. D ........... -···1 Chemistry ·of everyday life 
F. W. Blackmar, PH. D •••.••..•.•••. Political economy.·-·-·--··················· 
~-. klrf:r~1.~H~~==================== f;t~~~~~ ~~~.~.~~~~~i.~~============================· 
S. W. Williston, PH. D •..•••••.••••• Geology .............•••••••................. -··- ....•.. J 
*No examination held. a No class. 
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TAI3LE 29.- Statistics of university extension lectures for 1891-;92-Continued. 
entr.,. L ecturer. 
Subject of course. 
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l ;x , UN t\•ER'HTY 0~' $ANSAS-COll· 
tin ued . 
Do .............. . ... .. ...... . . . . L. I. Blake, PR. D ... •. ..•.•. • . . • • .. • . Electr1c1ty and magnetism ........ . .......... . .•....... 
h nusns City, M? ......... . .. ..... . ·· ··1' F. W . B lacl{m ar , PH. D ••••••••• • •••• I Econo~~c problems ... ·:······················· : .. . .... . 
gg: ======:::::::: :: :::: :::::: :::: i;: ~~8~t1!1tA: M::::::::::: :::: ~~}\;;_~! 1Ut~;!~~:e:: :::: ::::::::: · :· ·· ······ · · · ··· ·· ···: 
X . TULANK UNfVERSITY. 
'l'nl:me UniYe:-sity, New Orleans, La 
Do ................... .. ...... .. . . 
Do ... ... ..... .... .... .. . . .. .... . . 
Do ...... . . .. . ...... . ... .. .. . . .. . . 
Do . . ............. ... . ... ...... . . 
Do .. .. . .. ...... .. . . .... .... .. . . . . 
John R. Ficklen . B. L .• • •••• • ••..•• •. 1 Rise and development of the English constitution .... 
~~~~dft~ti~i;:)ixon~ ·A~ M == == = ======: I ~::e~~ro:;~.~~~~~~ = = = = = = = == = = === = ===== = = == = == = = == = === = John M. Ordway, A. M . •.•••• • • ..• ••. Chemistr y of everyday life .. .... . ......... . . . ........ . 
Brown Ayr es, PH. D .. . ..•••.• • ••• • •• Electricity a n d magnetism .... .. .. . .. .... . .. . . .. .. .. . . . 
R obert S harp, PR. D ... · · · · ·········· I English lan guage and literature ...•.•. . . . . ..... .. .. .. . 
XI. DOWDOIN COLLEGE. 
Au gn_stn.. Me ................ . . . . ... ... l F . C. Robinson, A . 
Gnrdrner , l\Ie . .....•............ . .. ......••• do 
Rockland. Me ... .. ...... . ..... . . . .... . . ... .. do 
Chemistry . . .... . ......•. ...... 
.. . ... do ..... .... . ... . ..... .. . . . . . .. . ..... . ..... . . . . .. .. . . . 
• ••.• ...•• • • 1 • • •••• do . .. ........ . ... . . 
XII. DETROIT I NST ITUTE OF UNI· 
YERSI TY E XTENSION. 
Detr oit, Mich ...... . .... . . .... . .. . ... . I. N. Demmon , A. 11'! .. . ..... . . . ...... Mast erpiecesofEnglishliterature ......•...•.......... 
Do ......... . .. . ............ ...... H enry C. Adams. PH . D ..... .• ..... . Social and in dustrial problems . . . . 
Do ............... .... .... . . . .. .. . FredN. Scott, PH D . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . • . 'l'h e interpretation of a rt . 
Do ..... . ............ . ... ..... . ... A. B. Stevens, PH. c . . . .......... ... . Elemen tary chemistry .......... ······· ·- ·········· · ···· 
Do ............... ... . .. . ......... Chas. B . Adams . .. ....... ... ... . ... . . . . . . . do 
xm. R UT GERS COLLEGE. 
F.nst Mlllston o, N. J . ... .. . ...... · · ··\ P. T. Austen. PH. D .••••••• • ••.•••••• \ Ch emistry . 
l •'reoholtl , N . J . ............... •... . .. E B . V oorhees , A . M ••••••..•••••• • • Agricu lture ..... . ... ... . ...... . ... ... ..... . ...... . . ..... . . 
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New Brunswick, N. J ................ R. W. Prentiss, M. s .....••.•...•.... Astronomy ............. . [;~J~ij :;:::;~~ ~;;; ;; ; ; i; ;ii=:: f ! i~i~i ;£~.L;;;;;;;;;;; ;; ; Iii {~iL;;;;;;;;;;;;::::::::::: :: : ::: : :: ::: : : : :: : : : : I 
XIV. UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF 
NEW YORK. 
Albany, N. Y •••••••••..........•..... J. W. Jenks, PH.D ••••••••••••••••••• Practical economic questions ••••..........•..••.••.... 
Albion, N. Y ...•••.................... W. H. Mace, A. M ....••.•••••••••••. American Revolution ···-·······-······················ 
Ballston, N. Y ........................ C. F. McClumpha, PH. D ....••••...•• History of English literature ......................... . 
Binghamton, N. Y ..••••............. J. W. Jenks, PH. D ••••••••.••••..•... Practical economic questions ......................... . 
Gloversville, N'. Y ...•.... .•.......... A. L. Peck ........................... History of English literature ......................... . 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y •.............•.. W . H. Mace, A.M .................... AmericanRevolution ................. . ................ . 
Rochester, N . Y .............. . ....... J. H. Gilmore, A.M .................. English literature ..................................... . 
Do ..............•................ W. H. Mace, A.M ••••.•.•••••••••••.. American Revolution ................................. . . 
Skaneateles, N. Y ............... .......... . do .. ................................... do .....•............................................. 
Watertown, N. Y ..•......... ..... .....•.••. do ..................................... do . ............................... .................. . 
Yonkers, N. Y. .. . . . .. . ... .. . ... .. .... H. H. Boyesen, PH. D . .• . •.. . • •• • •••. American literature ................................... . 
Do .... . ...•...................... J. K. Reese, A, M., E, M •••••••••••••• Popular astronom,1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•...•... 
I 
XV. CLEVELAND SOCIETY FOR UNI· 
VERSITY EXTENSION. 
Newburg, Ohio....................... E. J. Bourne, A. B •••••••••••••••••• 
Cleveland, Ohio (Y. M. C. A. Centre). C.H. Page,A.M ................... .. . 
Do............................... E. G. Bourne, A. 
American history .•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•. 
Shakespeare and his contemporaries ................ . 
American history ..................................... . Cleveland, Ohio (Choral Hall) ...... C.H. Page, A.M 
Cleveland, Ohio (Central Centre) ... Cady Staley, PH. .•••....•••••• 1 Shakespeare and his contemporaries Architecture ........................................... . 
Do ....... ······.................. C. H. Page, A. M -
Do................................ F. L. Herrick, PH. 
Do . ............•................. C.R. Benjamin, M. 
Do ............ . . ...... ............ .. ... do . ..... . 
Cleveland, Ohio (West Side Centre) C.H. Page, A. 
Cleveland, Ohio (South Side Centre) C. S. Howe, PH. D •••••.•••••.••...•.. 
Cleveland, Ohio (Bolton Avenue ...... do 
Centre). 
Do .............................. . 
Cleveland, Ohio (Woodland Centre) 
Do ... ... ... .... .. ............... . 
Cleveland Ohio (Gordon Avenue 
Cent,re). 
XVI. AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE 
EXTENSION OF UNIVERSITY 
TEACHING. 
Eighteenth and nineteenth century prose 
Biology ........................................... .. ... . . 
Experimental mechanics (statics) ........... ........ . 
Experimental mechanics (dynamics) ................ . 
Eighteenth and nineteenth century prose ........... . 
Astronomy ............................................. . 
Descriptive astronomy 
Study of the constellations ....... . 
Architecture 
Biology ..... 
Astronomy ..•......................... 
Do ...................... ~ ............. do ............ ···----·· ... _ ...... Adm1n1strat10n of government Bristol, Pa ···························1 F. N. Thorpe, PH. n .... ~ ..••••••••.. , Epoc_h~ in A~erican history ... ... .......... ······-··· 
Bryn~ a~~~~~::::::::::::=====::::: }~·J'.-J';~~o:,st n~~Li."n::: ::::: :::: i1ff~~1 :i~J;i~~ ~~:t~speare:::: =:::: :: : : : = ==:: =:: =: = = 
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.XYt. AMEntCAN SOCIETY FOR THE 
F.XTENSl ON O P UN IVERS IT Y 
'l't~.\<JDING-conUnued. 
nrbondnle, Pn. 
Do·-----·--·-·--------·----·---· 
Chn.mbersburg, Pa···-----· -----
Do ··-·--·- ----·--- --·- ---------· Chester, Pn. _____ __ -- --··- --- -- ---· ·--· 
Do------·---··- --- ------·· ---- -· hestor Springs, Pa ____ __ . ___ ____ -·-· 
MtlSYille, Pa 
T ABLE 29.- Statistics of uni'i;ersity extension lectures for 1891- '92-Continued. 
Lecturer. Subject of course. 
2 3 
~nglishpoets of the Revolution ago _______ ~-----··---· 
Economics·--··· ...... ____ .. ·- · ...... - .. ··-- --...... -·--
English literature in the ninet,eenth centurt ........ . 
Shakespeare·-·--·----··--·-·-·--·---------~·---------- ~ 
____ . · __________ 
1 
American literature __ . _______ -···--·--- __________ ._---· 
English literature 
Economics·---------·------------·--··-- ____________ ---· 
English literature in the nineteenth century-------·· 
· ------·---- - English poets of the Revolution age 
----·-··-·I Shakespeare . . · -··.·--·· __________ __ ---------·····-· · ··· 
····--·--· American history and government ......... ·---··---· -
English literature': ···- ____ ... . ·-· ·-··· - ·--··-··_· ___ ·--·· 
Representative American authors .. -··-··-····-··--·· 
English literature in the nineteen th century . . _. __ __ . 
English liter ature -- ·· _ ··--·- ...... · - . . . ·- -. __ -· - · -· ·---
English poets of the Revolution age· --· · ··-··· -··· ---· 
.. _. __ do •. ·-- --···--··----- --- · -· -·····--·- · -· ····· · ·- · -··· 
English liter ature ..•... _--·- .········-·· ___ _ ; .. : .·- -· · ·· 
Shakesp&ar e · · -- · --· ·-· ---·-··- -·· ·- ·-·· ____ ____ : ·---·-· 
English poets of the Revolution age ._·-·--·---····- -·· 
English literature .... . . - · ···--- ----··-··.·- · . ____ ··---· 
F . N . Thorpe, PH . D • .••• ·-······-··· · Epochs in American history 
Kingston.Pa ......... --··-··········· E.T. Devine, A. :r,i _ ·· · ········-····· Economics· · -··-···--·--·----
Lancaster, Pa._._--··-····--- -·-· ---· ... .. . do .......... -· ·· -···--·--·--·-··· ... ... do. · ·· - ·-·· .. ·---········--·----·-··-·-·------····-·· 
Do·······--· ·- -· -- ··-··· ··· ··· -· W . C. Robinson , PH. D. · -·----··-·--· English poets of the Revolution n.ge. 
Do .... .... --·· ---····- -··- · -·--- .. ____ do-·-· ___ __ -·- · · --· ____ --··------ Shakespeare ... _____ ---·--·--·----·-··- · -·---·-·-·· __ --·· 
Ln.nghorne,Pa. .. r--·------------- --- · J .H.Penniman, A. B -- - -·- - --··----· Representative American authors 
Lansdale.Pa·-·-·--·---------··-··--· E.T. Devine, A. M ·· - ---- - -··---- ____ Economic;, ________ ·----------·-··-----------·-·--··-·--·-
Lansdowne, Pa---·---·--·-----·----· R. K Thompson, D. D ------------· ·- English literature 
:C:: _ ---·----- -·-·-·---··-·-·-·-· J.M. Macfar land, sc. n . ... -- ·- ·-·--- Botany· -- -·--·-------------··------------· ---··-··------
Lebanon, Pa-··-·-------- -· ·· --·.·- ·· W . C. Robinson , Po. n -- ·· -- --- - ____ E nglish poets of the Revolution age .·--·-···- -'---·-·--Do ··-- --·· ---· ---· ________ ·--· ·- .... do · ---· - · .. ·-· - .. ___ _ ______ ______ Shakesp eare-----·-- ___________ _ ---· ______ ---··--- _____ _ 
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Media, Pa ...... ........ ~ ............. F. N. Thorpe, PH.D ...........••.... Epochs in American history 
Newtown ,Pr .. ............................. do .... ................................ . do ............................ . 
Norri~r;:~=;~=====~~==~~== ==== == :::: !: i:J;3r~:~\i~·~~ i:= :::::: :::: §f{tlllitfY~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~:t~~~~~::: =·====== ==== 
North '\Vales, Pa ........... . ..... .... F. N . Thorpe, PH. D .................. Europe findsAmerlca 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Assoc iation E.S.Crowley,B.S ................... Mathematics 
Local Centre). . . . 
IL:::::::;:;.:::::::::::::::::: Jtl~~~~f f ~ :;: : : ::: :::::::: l~i!~~:t!!~::;:::::::::: :; :  :  :  ;:: :  :  :  : : : :  :  
gg::::::::::::::::::::::=:::: :::: M: "t. laYi~~~~~~====== ============ ::=: ~~r:~~t~r~~~r~:r!~!~. 
Do ........ a ••• ••••••••••••••••••• Sidney S?,erwood,PH. D ............. History ~nd theory of money 
Do ........................ . .... .. E.T. Devine ... ....................... Economics ......................... . •. . ... . .. ··-· ....... . 
Do . .................. ............ H . J. Mackinder, A. M ................ Revolutions in commerce ... ... ..... . . . ..... ..... ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Fran kfo rd 0. M. Andrews, PH, D ................ Political history of Europe ............................ . 
Centre; . 
Do . ... . .................. ....... . 
Do ...... .. ......... .. ... .. . .. ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Germantown 
Centre) . 
A. W. Goodspeed,PH. D .............. , Electricity ...... .. .................. . 
0. M. Andrews, PH. D ........ .... .... Renaissance ................................ ........ . ... . 
E. P . Cheyney, A. M •••••••••.••.•.... Modern industrial history .... .. ........ ... ............ . 
Do ........... .... ..... . ......... . 
Do ............... · .............. . 
Do .............................. . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (New Century 
Guild Centre). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Roxborou·g h J.B.McMaster,A.M 
Centre). 
Philadelphia, Pa. (United Club and F . N. Thorpe, PH. D 
Insr.itute Centre) . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Wagn er Insti· R. E. Thompson, D. n 
tute). 
H. S. Pancoast .................. ~· ···1 Robert Browning 
:: f ·J!~~~·te·r~ i :M :::: ::====== ==== ~~~ii1~~~11s·1u·commerce··· · · ···· ·· ···· ····•··· ···· · ··· 
R. E. Thompson,D. D ................ English literature 
People of the United States ...........••••••.........•. 
...... .... , American history ................... .......•.. .......... 
English literature ..............•....................... . 
Do ....•.......................... 
Do .. ..... .. .......... . ...... .... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (West Philadel· 
phia Centre) . 
Willis Boughton, PH. D .. ············1 Poets of America ................................ . ...... . 
F.N.'l'horpe,PH.D .................. American history ...... . 
G.F.Barker, PH.B.,M. D ............ . Modern views of energy 
Do .......... .. . ................ · .. 
Do .. ............................ . 
Do ......... ............... . ..... . 
Do ......................... . .... . 
Do ..... ............ .. ........ .. . . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Wiss ah i ck on 
Heights). 
G. S. Fullerton, A. M. , B. D ........... Psychology .....•....• ......... 
M. E. Sadler, A. M .......... .. ........ ·change in political economy ..... . . 
E. P. Cheyney, A. M .................. Central Eu rope in theninteenth century .......... .. . 
C. •.r. Winchester,L. H. D ............. Literatureof Queen Anneperiocl 
Willis Boughton, PH. D ........•••••. Poets of America ........... . 
Paul Shorey, PH. D .................. Studies in English poetry ....... . ..................... . 
Do ........... . ................ . 
Do .. ......................... ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. (Woman's Chris· 
tian Association). 
Phcen~ivme, Pa ..................... . 
Do 
Henry Leffma:ri ... ........... ........ , Chemistry. ............ . 
J , 'l'. R.othrock,B. s., M. D ............ Botany ............. ...... . .. .. .......................... . 
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'rABLE 29.-Statistics of university extension lectures for 1891- '92- Continued. 
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Hoallin~,Pa ··~=========I !: f :1;{~:~:.::: ==== ========~= ==== !~}E!}J!~~-~t:~~~: ~~:~~~~:~~~~:~~~~.~~.~~~~.~= ==== ===~ H. vV. Rolfe, PH. D .................... English literature in the nmeteenth century ........ . Do ..••.•.......... 
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XVII. BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
F . .E. Schelling,A. M -·-------···-----1 Modern novelists-----·····-····-······-··-···--······--E. ~- Cheyney, A. M ------··· ··------ - Cent~a~ Eur<;>pe in the nineteen~h century-··-·· _____ _ 
F. N. Thorpe, PH. D ----········· · ··-- Admrn1strat10n of government 1n the United States. 
F. N. Thorpe, PH. D ····- ·-·- •••. ··-· Europe finds America···-·············--··-··--··---·-· 
J. 0. Murray, D.D., LL. n_ -·-· ··-· ____ Earlier plays of Shakespeare ............. ·- -··· ···-··-· 
w. B. Scott. PH. D -----····--· ··-···· Geology ................... _ ... . 
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H. W.Rolfe,PH.D_ ................... English literature in the nineteenth century··-·--··-
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TABLE ':!/J.-Statistics ojimi't:ersit?J extension lecturesjm· 1891-'92-Continued. 
Centr Lecturer. 
Subject of course. 
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XVIll. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 
Chicago, 111 .......................... . J. C.Freeman, LL.D ••••••.••..•.•.•• English literature , . 
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Portage, Wis ______ ___________________ J. C. F r eem an, LL. D __________ ___ ___ English literature .. 
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Washburn, Wis-·---·-··-·------·---- J .C. Freeman, LL. D --------···· -·-- English literature 
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Laramie, V.yo . ________ ---· __ · · -- ··· -1 W. I. Smith, A.~ ------·- ---· ..•. ····l English literature •..• --·- ____ .... ----·- ____________ --·· 
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---------c--- --------~-- ~!~~ 
I 
<Ii 
c3 Cl) 
I· j ~ s (1) ~ ~ 
<Ii 
Cl) s ~ ~ (1) s 
~ ~ (1) ~ 
-o·"" ct! 0 £5~~ 
cn o SA 
'o t/2 ... ct! 
~~gt 
,O·uit,~ 
~.5·c3 § 
z 
1 2 3 I 41 ,) I 6 I 7 /~i 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 1:J 11 14 ~ 1a ~ 16 ! __ : . ,-,--
ill 1 
n l is 19 
uited Stn.tes. ··-- ·--·I 234 / l, 0631. 435 1 1,498 J 9, 474 J 55, 798 I 21, 958 1 77,856 I 65, 412112, 444 1 26, 8751 7,816 I 3, 130 I 6, 505 ,~4 I 3, 128 I_ 5791 152 1 27,254 
539 I 138 8,432 North Atlantic Division ... I 75 
Mnine .................. -
Xew Hampshire ..... -.. 
3 
2 
Yt>rmont ............... 4 
Massachusetts·-········ 11 1 Rhode Island . . . . . . . .. . . 3 
Connecticut ...... -...... 6 I 
Ne\\" York .... ·-····· ··-· 22 
New Jersey ... ·-·······- 5 
Pennsylvania........... 19 
358 I 137 495 1 3,130 j li, 20, I 7,289 I 24,196 I 19, o3s I 5,458 I 8,652 I 2,112 I 1,846 I 1,881 I 1,393 31 
-------·--------,---1·----
1
-----1------13 5 18 70 498 215 713 713 0 . 187 69 23 0 0 0 0 0 343 
6 2 8 66 115 34 149 149 0 31 · 13 6 7 17 6 0 0 198 
10 8 18 47 246 81 327 327 57 162 47 11 9 18 4 6 0 218 
46 27 73 382 1,847 1,064 2,911 2,291 620 1,422 383 578 244 132 55 0 0 i,209 
12 3 15 12,1 43-! 193 627 571 56 48 36 9 23 18 6 0 0 39 
8 5 13 98 591 400 991 801 190 401 111 51 94 10 29 0 0 157 
123 5-! 177 969 6,308 2,406 8,714 6,973 1,741 2. 435 500 565 846 550 179 82 16 2,465 
35 11 461 218 1,383 52~ 1,908 1,260 648 795 167 78 236 415 152 5 3 1,281 
105_ 22_ 121 1,156 5,,85 ::,311 I 8,156 6,010 2,146 3,011 846 525 422 233 108 45 12 2,521 
Son th Atlantic DiYision ... 12 42 22_ 64 382 2,209 562 1 2,771 . 2,274 497 1, 065 725 351 354 814 246 70 3 1,842 
Delaware··········-···- 1 . 6 4 10 2-! 221 81 302 182 120 ........ · ···--- - ·· · -·--- - -- - ·· ·· . ....... ·-·····- ..•... -·---- 4 
Mn.ryland ............... 1 7 1 8 50 425 80 505 350 155 150 500 200 48 100 50 25 0 379 
District of Columbia, __ . 1 2 8 10 50 190 170 360 360 0 190 170 190 170 190 170 O O 100 
\"irginia .. --·· .. ·-·· -·-· 2 <1 3 'i 11 158 57 215 174 41 81 5 22 ~2 0 O 8 0 337 
WestVirginia. .......... 1 \ 4 l 5 9~ 344 104 448 308 140 178 38 46 64 198 20 o O 5 
North Carolina ·-·· .... 2 7. 5 12 42 392 30 422 422 0 88 4 38 5 128 3 35 1 606 
SoutnCarolina.--·-···· ..... ···-··· .. .. . ....... ........ .. ...... ..... ... ........ .•...... ........ ........ ........ . ....... ........ .... . . .. ........ ...... ..... . 55 
Georgia ___ ··-·.......... 3 \ 11 0 I 1l 110 444 37 481 455 26 370 6 35 25 189 3 2 2 260 
lt'lorida. .................. 1 1 O I 3 35 3 38 23 15 8 2 O O 9 O O O 96 
South Central Division .... 
--------_-__ .________ ------
21 .\_ ss \ n \ 105 \ cs2 I 3,6061 793 \ 4,3991 4,077 \ 322 \ 1,983 1 2281 492 \ 247 \_387 \_156 \ 491 6 \~ 
1--'-
N) 
...... 
0-:, 
t_,,j 
t1 q 
a 
P>-
~ 
~ 
0 
z 
~ 
t_,,j 
1-d 
0 
~ 
... 1-3 
~ 
00 
~ 
~ 
I 
~ 
~ 
l:cj 
t:, 
Kentucky_______________ 2 13 l! 15 209 702 225 927 927 o 5161 40 u o u o • 17 o 
Tennessee_______________ 8 23 5 28 251 1,082 316 1,398 1,281 117 609 100 111 114 21 9 o o Alabama ______________________________________________________________________________ ---- .---- ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Mi5sissippi._____________ 3 21 2 23 64 510 21 531 531 o 245 10 47 8 240 125 1u o 
Louisiana_______________ 2 8 2 10 17 348 46 394 322 72 104 6 13 31 102 7 o o 
Texas___________________ 5 20 5 25 137 786 185 971 838 133 509 I 72 321 94 24 15 22 6 
Ai·kansas________________ 1 3 1 4 4 178 o 178 178 o o O O O o O o o 
750 
694 
140 
548 
611 
625 
249 
-- .. --,-- ,---,--,--,--,---,---,--,---,---,--,--,--,-= 
~ North Central Division ____ 112 518 2241 742 3,869 29,520 11,925 41,545 35, 689 1 5,856 12, !154 4,025 2,472 3,611 3,691 2, 024 1- 269 76 11,579 
I Ohio _____________________ 18 84 54 138 1,560 5,774 2,026 7,800 6,692 1,108 1,024 569 416 545 350 201 18 4 2,422 Indiana _________________ 10 56 27 83 333 4,t:39 1,856 6,495 6,130 365 2,484 629 585 542 900 452 26 ;, 394 
-:J Illinois ____________ ___ ___ 15 73 26 99 483 5,600 2,019 7,619 6,450 1,169 2,516 1,185 233 612 916 665 38 9 1,371 
-:J Michigan________________ 9 21 12 33 140 1,450 909 2,359 2, 119 240 619 176 129 181 179 39 8 O 1,555 
Wisconsin_______________ 8 27 15 42 151 1,315 510 1,825 1,546 279 609 119 97 128 134 53 0 0 608. 
Minnesota_______________ 5 14 6 20 138 910 297 1,207 1,079 128 669 92 50 190 18 7 0 0 649 
Iowa _______ _______ _______ 19 81 33 114 619 3,787 1,692 5,479 4,632 847 2,054 560 337 597 408 295 28 4 1,798 
Missouri ________________ 15 116 33 149 341 4,155 1,940 6,095 4,712 1,383 1,967 453 404 468 734 275 123 ri2 1,472 
North Dakota___________ 1 4 3 7 ________ ~------- ________________________________________ ------ -- ________________________ -------- 3 0 20 
South Dakota___________ 1 1 1 2 6 60 30 90 I 75 15 35 5 15 20 0 0 0 0 172 
Nebraska________________ 4 23 6 29 38 904 373 1,277 1,147 130 496 155 150 166 40 20 25 2 552 
Kansas __________________ 7 18 8 26 60 926 373 1,299 1,107 192 481 82 56 162 62 17 0 O 556 
Western Division ___________ 14- 57 35 92- 1,411 1 3,256 1,389 I 4,645 4.334 -SU-;,-;;--~ 1941 412 179 163 53 36 1,784 
--1---1--1--- r---l--l---l--l--l--l----1·--1--- 1---1---1---1--1--1---
Colorado------------~--- 1 2 1 3 o 100 60 mo 100 60 12 I 6 I 4 I 12 I 4 I 3 I o I o Utah ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
~ifftt";\\\\\\~\\~:: ·1 -·:r 1 ···1 :i ·:; ··:i JJ ··:i --1~- ··:11 -Jr ::n· :~n :lr Jr 11 ,1 
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TABLE 31.-Statistics of commercial 
Sta e and post-
offlce. Name. Executive officer. 
Instruct-
ors. 
1----1----~-------2----------3-----1--4---~-16 
1--------1---------------------- ---------
ARKANSAS. 
Little Rog.k _______ _ Little Rock Commercial Col-
lege. 
M. A. Stone __________ 1874 
CALIFORNIA, 
2 Fresno _____ _______ _ 
3 Los Angeles._. ___ _ 
4 Oakland __________ _ 
5 Sacramento_ .. ___ _ 
6 San Francisco ___ _ 
7 .... do ______________ _ 
8 San Jose ___ _ 
9 Santa Rosa _______ _ 
10 Stocl{ton _________ _ 
COLORADO. 
11 Pueblo. ______ _____ _ 
CONNECTICUT. 
12 Bridgeport _______ _ 
13 .... do. _____________ _ 
14 Hartford __________ _ 
15 
1 
____ do ____ _____ ____ _ _ 
16 1 ____ do ______ ________ _ 
17 New Haven _____ __ _ 
DELAWARE. 
Fresno Business College _ _ __ _ F. E. Cook .. __ . . .. -.- -
Woodbury Business College -1 G. A. Hough, pres1-
I dent. 
Willis 'sOakland Business Col- I 0. J. Willis----------
lege . 
Atkin'son's Business College Edmund C. Atkinson 
and English Training School; 
Commercial High School. ____ Walter N. Bush_----
Heald's Business College. ____ E. P. Heald ______ ___ _ 
Garden City Business College_ H. B. Worcester. ----
Santa Rosa Business College. S. J. Sweet, principal 
Stockton Business College W . C. Ramsey-------
and N orinal Ins ti tu t e. 
Pueblo Business College _____ H. C. Warden, prin-
1 cipal. 
I . 
Bridgeport Business College. · G. H. Turner, princi-
pal. 
Martin's Shorthand School __ W. J. Martin ________ _ 
Hannum's Business College . . T. W. Hannum and 
F. A. Steadman, 
principals. 
Huntsinger·s Business Col- E. M. Huntsinger - --
R~t~~:S~~ ~hoI'J1:iaiit hand I Miss E. M. Olmstead 
S~ool I Ga.ffey's Shorthand School. .. , John F. Gaffey _____ _ 
1891 
1884 
1877 
1873 
1884 
1863 
1871 
1&91 
1875 
1887 
1882 
1888 
1887 
1884 
18 Wilmington, Del.. Goldey·s Wilmington Oom- 1 H. S. Goldey* _______ 
1
1886 
merc1al College and School 
DIS'fRICT OF CO· of Shorthand and 'l'ype-
LUMBIA. writing. 
19 I Wa hington _____ __ Washington Business High Charles A. Davis __ _ _ 
School I 
FLORIDA. I 
20 'l'ampa _____________ I Tampa Bu iness olleg-e __ ___ B. B. Euston, prin-
1890 
1891 
cipal. GEORGIA. 
21 Augusta. -----------1 Osborn ·s Bu, iness ollege __ ' S S. Osborne ___ ___ _ 22 ____ <10_ ______________ ·t. Patrick', ollege __________ Brother Dositheus .. 
23 Atlanta,___________ _ 1oor 's Bnsine s College ____ Benj. F. Moore _____ _ 
ILLINOIS. 
hampaign ___ _____ l hampaignBu ln1s oil e. 1 C. T. Hawker _______ _ 
hi ·ago •.. .. _______ M. tropolitan Business ~1- o. M. Powers ____ ... 
lege. 
blr.ago(lt3Adams K mhall' horthand Type- D. Kimball. ________ _ 
· I writing Training : hool. 
~ka '1~):?76, Z1 , W t 'ide Bu ine. s 'oil •g _ , r d rick F. Judd __ • ...., on t.J . 
t U for I '00. 
4 
7 
2 
8 
6 
14 
3 
2 
10 
2 
2 
0 
2 
8 
5 
3 
3 
H 
I 
lj 
61 
0 
8 
1 
5 
9 
6 
3 
2 
4 
0 
2 
1 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 ] 
31 
0 
um hr 0 / 0m~~~l.r r gr- fluatlnn ii I> n•I · on prevlou!-1 pt· pa.ra.Lion or s ud u , au,l a.ppli· 
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and Cusiness colleges, for 1891-'9f!. 
Stu·ients. Aver- Num- Num- Num- ' Num- Number orl.9 
age ber in ber in ber in ber in Annual months 
D Y
' E_ven- daily com- aman- Eng- teleg- charge for necessary ~ 
a m o- attend- mercial uensis lish tuition. for grad· ~ 
course. cou:'se ance. course. course. course. raphy · nation. ~ 
-----------~ ---- ---1----1-------,----i---,----I~ . 
t S'o~ o5 
rJ). 
"" o5 p 0 
'1.l c:.> 
'"' <l) <l) p bl) 
~ ~ 0 A <l) <l) c:.> -~ o5 
<ll s <ll s I>, Q) <ll Q) Q) ~ ?-~ R ~ fi4 A ril :g 
Q o5 o5 
<ll <ll <ll o5 <l) s <ll s <ll s Q) Q) Q) 
fi4 :g fi4 :g r;:, 
o5 
<ll o5 
ca s Q) 
:g r;:, 
"" .!. 5 ""'"' c:.> 0~ 
.s ~ 
A § ~ ... 
ril z 
---- - ----------------------------
7 S 9 JO 11 12 13 14 15 16 H' 1S 19 20 21 
---- - --------------------------
178 
--- ---- --- ----- --- ----- ---- ----- ----
0 0 0 0 1160 $60 6 24 4 
,J 25 18 6 40 7 55 10 5 30 0 0 0 0 75 50 9 4 6 
"f'---- -- - 225 190 uo 28 98 ---- ---- 5 9 85 --------- 6-8 - ----- 76 75 50 20 15 ---- _ 60 40 10 10 4 1 8 ---- 100 60 ------\------ 38 
3a4i105I 29 4 ----- 283 36 21 37 64 Z7 15 9 75 60 (a) I (a) b 61 
~gi ~i~I 0 0 455 --- 246 242 
.ii 0 0 0 0 0 --------- ---·----- 24 0 265 0 0 350 0 658 55 94 0 0 11 15 125 --------- 6 ------ 600 iii1 ~gl 0 0 60 0 142 31 23 49 12 191 0 0 60 ---- ·---- 6-8 ------ 59 0 0 40 0 100 20 10 5 0 
108 
14 3 75 0 8 0 22 
400200 30 20 300 20 300 100 20 30 50 0 0 75 50 12 -- ---- 75 
60 40 40 20 15 8 12 6 4 12 4 3 0 0 75 40 6 9 ----
115 25 60 10 70 20 100 25 25 20 0 0 0 0 100 50 6 12 70 
20 30 20 15 35 ___ 
----- --- ·· ----- ---- --- - ----
---- ----
18 5 ------ ------ ----
106 53 43 18 75 20 100 35 
.: _llO _-"1 __ ' 
0 75 c18 6-9 10--15 0 
168 84 - ---
-- - ----- ---
201 
----
103 
---------
8 ·-----
----
5 35 14 10 10 12 0 · O 19 35 0 0 0 0 60 60 6 12-15 28 
. 
40120 
----
... 40 40 ..... 
---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ----
---·· 
60 60 6 12 ---· 
114 68 1071 13 
----- -·- ----- ----
----- ---- ---- ---- ----
----
80-117 20 24 6-17 - ...... 24 
1901170 
• 
0 0 310 0 190 170 190 170 190 170 0 0 0 0 18 0 50 
2U 3 15 0 10 10 8 2 0 0 9 0 0 0 36 54 12 18 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
95 25 20 6 40 16 35 6 
0 
0 
35 25 10 2 
0 
0 
2 50 50 5 7 50 21 
179 0 0 0 
lfiO 6 0 0 
,.~l).i 
71 651 7 6 
1581105 129 32 
153 0 179 
30 0 156 
0 0 179 
0 0 0 
0 ··- · ..... --------- 70 -- ---- 5 22 
0 50 --------- 4 ------ 55 23 
18 5 60 27 5 1 15 12 ---· --·· 50 30 6 _____ ~ 75 24 
450 75 840 425 0 0 297 425 0 0 100 24 121 7 -··· 25 
,::I ,: -l-' -" __ 71 -l--' ___ ' __ o 48 36 _ 3-4 ____ e ____ : 
/JFor 1891. c For 6 months. 
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• TABLE 31 .-Statist'ics of commercial and 
State and post· 
office. 
1 
ILLINOIS-cont'd. 
28 Decatur ....... .... . 
29 : Dixon .............. 
30 Freeport ........... 
31 Galesburg .. ....... 
32 Joliet .............. 
33 Onarga ............ 
34 Peoria .. ........... 
- 35 Quincy ............ 
36 Rockford ......... . 
37 Springfield···- .... 
38 Sterling-- ··· ······ 
INDIANA. 
39 Danville· ··-· ······ 
40 Evansville-······· 
41 Fort Wayne ...... . 
42 Indianapolis··-··-
43 Lafayette ........ . 
44 ____ do .. _ .... __ ..... . 
45 Logansport ...... . 
46 Richmond ..... ___ _ 
47 Terre Haute . ... . . 
48 Valparaiso··-·-··· 
IOWA. 
Name. 
Brown's Decatur Business 
College.* 
Dixon Business College ...... 
Freeport College of Com· 
merce. 
Brown'.s Galesburg Business 
College. 
Joliet Business College and 
English 'l'raining School. 
Grand Prairie Seminary and 
Commercial College. 
Peoria Business College ...... 
Gem City Business College .. 
Rockford Business College ... 
Springfield Business College. 
Sterling Business and Pho· 
nographic College. 
Centra l Normal College __ ._._ 
Eva nsville Commercial Col· 
lege. 
Fort Wayne Business College. 
Indianapolis Business Uni· 
versity. 
Star City Private College ... 
Union Business Col ege ··-··· 
Hall 's Business College _____ _ 
Richmond Business College 
and Institute of Penman· 
ship and S horthand. 
Terre Haute Commercial 
Colleg-e. 
Northern Indiana Commer· 
cial College. 
oil 
A 
·a 
CI) 
Executive officer. p. 0 
+> 
r/J 
i... 
<A 
0 
i... 
ci$ 
CI) 
:>, 
--
3 4 
--
G. W.Brown ........ 1889 
J .B. Dille ............ 1881 
J . J . Nach, M.E., prin· 1888 
cipal. . 
G. W. Brown, pres1· 
dent; W. F. Cald· 
1890 
well, principal. 
Homer Russell ...... 1866 
N.L.Ricbmond ..... 1864 
G. W. Brown, presi· 1862 
dent. 
D. L. Musselman .... 1870 
G. A. Winans, A. M. , 
W. H. Johnson, 
LL. B., principals. 
Bogardus and Cl.lie· 1864 
ken. 
F. M. Wallace ··· -··· 1878 
J. A. J oseph. _._---·· · 1
1
8
8
I
0
6 
S. N. Curnick, priI).- u 
w~\e~cDermut __ ._ 1885 
E. J. Heeb, manager. 1850 
Francis Kennedy . . . 1891 
C. M. Robinson·-···· rn~~ 
E. A. Halla ... ·-··· -· 
0 . E. Fulghum ___ ---· 1860 
W.C.Isbell __ ······-· 1862 
H.B.Brown --···· ·· · 1873 
49 Burlington ____ ·-· · Elliott 's Business College_ ... G. w. Elliott, prin· 1879 
50 Cedar Rapids...... Cedar Rapids Business Col-
lege. 
51 Clinton .... ··-· -·· · Clinton Business College_-··· 
52 Council Blutrs. ·- ·-
53 1 Davenport ..... -·-· 
51 Decorah··-····-··· 
,:5 D s 1o1ne& _______ _ 
.... do ··········-··-
-... do ..... -.•... , .. . 
ubuqu ...... ·-·· 
·arn 
Western Iowa College-.! .... . 
Iowa Commercial College ... . 
Vald r Business ollege .. ···-
Capital 1ty 'omm rcialCol· 
l . 
Iowa Busin . ,i ollege._ .... 
cipal. 
A. N. Palmer-···-··- 1880 
M. S. Jordan, presi· 
dent. 
W. S. Paulson,prin· 
cipal. 
B. C. Wood, presi-
dent. 
C.H. Valder ........ . 
J.M. Mehan ....... . 
A. C. Jenn!ngs,pres· 
ident. 
B. W. Bowen···-···· 
'. Bay I ess, A. M., 
JJr sident. 
L. W. l'ollo k ..... . 
aJ890-'91. 
1885 
1884 
Instruct· 
ors. 
ai 
~ 
~ 
--
5 
--
4 
6 
5 
2 
4 
7 
5 
3 
14 
2 
3 
6 
4 
15 
11 
7 
ai 
~ 
s 
CI) 
~ 
--
6 
--
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
4 
2 
~I 
4 
2 
2 
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business collegesJ for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Students. Aver- Num- Num- Num- Num-
a~e ber in ber in ber in ber in 
Day Eye~- daily co~-. aman- Eng- teleg-
course. co1;irse a:;~~~- ~;~~!~l. ~oeJrsi!. ct~r~e. raphy. 
Annual 
charge for 
tuition. 
!Number of 1.S 
month 
neces ary ~ 
for grad- ~ 
uation. P 
----------~~ 
I ~ ~ to~ I ! -~ ! 0~ 
A 5 A 2 
., ; -~ ~ 
p;'l A ~ Z 
7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16 U ' lS 19 20 21 22 23 24 I 23 
___ ! ____ _ ___________ _ _ _ 
90 62 40 19 ---- - --- ----- ---- ----- ---- · --- ---- ---- ---- 75 24 6-9 12 6 
269: 97 
--iii 
-·2 ===== 
190 450 41 38 0 0 38 9 30 --------- ----- - ------ 53 
57 40 52 10 2 23 13 9 60 ----- - ·- - 6 -·---- 11 
80 52 -·- - ·-- 90 --- 50 30 14 25 ---- ---- ---- ---- 75 -------·· 6-12 ------ 19 
650 100 150 50 450 40 --- -· ...... ----- ---- 400 100 ---- ---- 60 40 20 30 70 
35 35 ----
--· ----- ·--
35 35 7 10 ---- ---- ---- ---- 35 ----- ---- 7 ------ 26 
350 200 30 20 200 35 30C 50 50 15{J 0 0 0 0 75 30 9 -- , --· 45 
600 100 29 ·-- 300 20 575 25 29 100 0 0 () 0 60 ----- ---- 8 --- --- 146 324 180 75 40 180 60 210 90 30 75 85 96 0 0 65 20 6 ------ 32 
155 75 82 24 -----
··-
114 19 16 49 106 32 0 0 60 25 6-10 4-6 30 
75 69 30 19 118 43 90 20 25 70 ---· ---- 0 0 60 30 10 6 (b) 
1,000 500 ........ 
--- - -
-· -
75 25 ----- ---- 950 440 15 5 32 -----···· 12 ·----- 100 llO 50 15 5 100 20 10 30 0 0 0 0 50 30 6 ______ 0 
100 40 80 10 60 40 160 20 15 30 5 0 0 0 40 25 6 12 ig1 200 150 100 50 125 75 200 50 75 150 15 9 1 0 a60 c30 6 18 
15 4 10 ·-· 19 10 15 4 ----· ---- 10 3 0 0 30 igl 10-1: 12-14 5 95 60 40 20 85 48 60 40 15 40 0 0 0 0 40 38 
132 65 25 10 10 54 23 ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 45 20 ' 6 
·---i2 27 
185 65 ---- .. . 150 
-- · ----- ---- -- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
40-50 20-40
1 
4-6 8-12 
200 82 ----
---
175 
··-
180 40 10 42 ---- ---- 10 ---- -- -- ----- --------- ------ ·----- 44 
2, 332 745 
---- ---
1,947 
---
1,692 430 460 250 
---- ----
180 65 40 ------- ·- 9 - ----- ----
,.,J,25 180 45 ----. 
---
680 45 41 80 15 5 0 0 80 --------- 12 ------ ----
260 103 82 4 ----· -- · 188 30 22 46 --- . ---- 0 0 75-85 d3-4 6-9 ------ -- --
137 109 39 16 145 40 94 58 65 96 33 24 0 0 45 
---- · -- --
6 _! ____ 14 
43 83 21 7 - - --- ... 68 23 H 35 43 60 0 0 --------- el e½ ------ ----
2001150 60 20 ·----
--· ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ----
--- - ----
40 18 c6 12 100 
300125 
·-· 
181 34 30 18 90 73 0 0 40- 70 
---- ----- 6 - ----- iOl 
26() 133 16 1 200 175 i30 56 93 17 19 0 0 45- 65 c20 6 ------ 63 
281 91 21 3 ·---- ·-- 153 52 31 60 40 5 28 4 75 25 6-9 12 85 
26 20 30 18 40 38 40 20 0 5 20 14 0 0 40 30 
. "I 25 137 42 47 4 97 25 114 46 10 28 50 12 0 0 75 25 5- 1:i" ___ ~~ 44 25 15 ··-- ·-- ---- - -- - 20 8 5 7 ---- ---- ---- ---- 75 _ -------- 9 
bNo data. c Six months. dPer month. ePer week. 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
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TABLE 31.-Stati::;tics of c01nrnercial and 
State and post-
offlce. Name Executive officer. 
Instruct-
ors. 
1---------1-------------1---------1------
1 3 4 5 6 
1----------1---------·-----1---------1-' - -- - -
IOWA-cont'd. 
60 Iowa City ________ __ Iowa City Commercial Col-
lege, Academy, and School 
of Shorthand. 
61 Keokuk ______ Gate City Business College. __ 
62 Marshalltown== === 
63 
Marshall Business College _ .. Muscatine. ________ Muscatine Commercial Col-
64 
lege. 
Oskaloosa_ . . .. ___ _ Oskaloosa Business College._ 
65 Ottumwa __ __ ______ Ottumwa Commercial Col-
66 Sioux City . ________ 
lege. 
Northwestern Business Col-
67 Waterloo ________ __ 
l ege. 
Waterloo Collegiate Institu-
tion and Commercial Col-
lege.* 
KANSAS. 
68 Arkansas City ___ _ 
69 Atchison __________ _ 
70 Harper---- .--------
71 Lawrence ___ ____ __ _ 
72 Leavenworth __ ___ _ 
Gate City Business College __ _ 
Atchison Business College __ _ 
Harper N oqnal School and 
Business College. 
Lawrence Business College __ 
Central Business College ____ _ 
73 Topeka ____________ Pond's Business College ___ __ _ 
74 Wichita ________ ____ Southwestern Business Col-
lege. 
KENTUCKY. 
75 Louisville __ _______ Weaver's Business College __ _ 
76 ____ do __________ ____ _ 
I LOUISIANA. 77 New Orleans ___ ___ _ 
I MAINE. 
78 I Augusta __________ _ 
79 Portland. _________ _ 
80 Rockland _______ __ _ 
MARYLAND. 
Louisville Bryant & Strat-
ton Business College. 
Soule Commercial College 
and Literary Institute. 
Dirigo Business College ______ 
Portland Business College* __ 
Rockland Commercial Col-
lege.* 
81 Baltimore--------- Eaton and Burnett Business 
A SACHUSETTS. 
College. 
W. A. Willis and J. 1865 
H. ,, illiams. 
Chandler H. Peirce_ 1857 
Anderson & Starr ... 1891 
J.B. Harris, princi- 1887 
pal. 
1866 W. J. Ives ________ ___ 
J. W. Bryan. ________ 1891 
E. M. Chartier __ ___ _ 1883 
W. H. Brown _______ _ 1890 
C. E. Lane ________ ___ 1889 
0. S. Smith ______ ---- 1885 
J. W. Runcie ____ ____ 1886 
Coonrod & Smith ___ 1869 
N. B. Leach, prin- 1887 
cipal. M.A. Pond ______ ____ 1867 
E. H. Fritch _____ __ __ 1885 
Ben. c. Weaver, 1878 
president. 
James Ferrier, pres- 1864 
ident. 
Geo. Soule _______ ____ 1856 
R. B. Capen _____ _____ 1863 
Levi A. Gray, A. M., 1863 
principal. H. A. Howard _______ 1880 
A. H. Eaton and E. 
Burnett. 
1878 1 
82 Boston _______ _____ _ 
83 Boston (60 Wash-
ington tit.) 
Allen Institute ________________ G. G. Allen __________ 1880 
84 Bo ton (666 Wash-
ington st.). Boston ____________ _ 
______ do ____________ _ 
______ do ____________ _ 
89 f~~;>~r -:::::::::: 
Bryant & tra.tton Comm r- H. T. H bbard. prin- 1860 I 
cial • chool. cipal. 
Comer's 'omm r ·ial Coll ge. harl s E. Comer_ .. 
Fr nch'sBusiness oil ge ___ 
1 
CharlesFrenrh _____ _ 
Hickox's 'horthand 'chool .. W. E. lllckox . . _____ _ 
R ck rs & Brad lord Com- E. E. Bradford,prin-
m rcial c·llool. cipal. 
hild' . Bustn .. Goll ~e ______ C.H. ,hlld: ___ _____ _ 
'a
1
nnon's Comm rc:lal 'ol- G C Canuou _______ _ 
•ge. I 
• I -· I. 
6 6 
2 1 
2 -----· 
2 1 
1 
3 
4 ------
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
6 
5 
8 
8 
7 
4 
2 
7 
1 
18 
9 
-----4 
2 
1 
2 
2 
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business colleges, for 1891-'92-Continued. 
St1.1dents. Aver· Num· Num· Num· 
age ber in ber in ber in 
, D ' Even- daily com- aman· Eng-ay ing attend- mercial uensis lish· 
Num· 
ber in 
teleg· 
raphy. 
Annual 
charge for 
tuition . 
iNumber of .S 
months 
necessary ~ 
for g;r ad- ~ 
uat1on. ~ course. course ance. course. course. course 
- --
, __ 
- -----
- -~ --- ----1------- ----~~~ 
a5 
00 
i-,o, 
blJ)_ 
i-.. 
<ii ;:! 0 
00 0 i-.. 
<ii <ii ~ bl) a5 <ii ~ a5 
c6 c6 0 A ca ca ca (I) <ii 0 -~ a5 ~ a5 ro ai ca s ca s I>. <D ca s s ca s ca s <D <D ro I> <D ro <D <D <D 
:E ~ :E ~ A ril ~ ~ ~ ~ :E ~ ~ ~ 
0~ 
----------------------- ----------- ---
1 S 9 10 1112 13 14 15 161718 .1920 
·---- --------------------------
,,r ---- ,. ___ ----- ·-- ----- --- - ----- --- · ---- -- -- ---- --- -
7fl 29 32 16 81 34 85 23 28 20 ·---
40 32 12 10 40 10 35 18 10 37 10 12: 0 ··-o 
45 15 0 0 30 0 43 13 2 2 0 0 0 0 I 
29 18 0 0 23 0 29 9 0 9 0 0' 0 0 
160110 70 65 - --- - -- - 124 55 15 60 90 71 0 0 
----- --- ··--
40 45 25 5 8 2 ---- ---- ----· ----
: 
_180 128 
---- ---
150 
-·- ----- ---- ----- ·--- ----
---- ---- ----
28 14 9 3 
··-~~ -~~ -·~~ ·-~ ~:~~~ :~~ :::~~ ::~~ ::::~ ::~~ ::~~ :::r :~ :::~ 
1
~b 4~5 --30 ::: ~g ·20 -··50 ··25 ··-15 --25 1~ 1tl g g 
,:g 1: : 'i .:. : ~ a:---,.-;,.---. ---r · --. 
247 72 -·-- --- 60 40 151 22 O O O 0' 0 0 
---- ---- - ------- -
- ----- - ------
60 
50 20 6 12 39 61 
75 20 7 14 22 62 
a50 
-- -- ---- -
G- 10 0 19 63 
50 ·O 6 0 15 64 
70 20 8 12 69 65 
50 50 8 20 66 
40 0 25 ·····-' 14 67 
40 40 4 6 68 
50 20 6- 10 -· ..•• 9 69 
37 ······ -·- ---·- - ----·- ____ · 70 
50 ·--------
40-50 b20 
9 . . - ----
10 _ 
71 
72 
100 
67 
40 6 12 10 73 
25 9 36 41 7i 
c50 
455153_·-·-·- 175 ___ 365 18 _________ . ______ 17 O·-- ----·-
c40 3-5 3-5 41 75 
125 --- --- ------ 168 76 
276 46 72 0 _____ ___ 104 6 13 31 102 7 O 045and5030and38 6-18 12-24 11 77 
189 75 --- - --- --· -· --- 187 69 6 23 0 0 0 0 
207 66 0 0 66 -- · -·-·- .... ----- -··- ---- -- ·- --·- ----
35 --- ~- -·--
60 0 
20 -- - - -··---
5 ----· ·· 28 78 6 : ..... 42 79 
3-9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ , 80 10217' 0 0 50 --- ----- --- - ---- - ---- --- - ---- ---- ----
300 50 125 30 130 100 150 50 200 48 100 50 25 0 110 25-50 6-9 18 50 81 
.I.. , "_____ ___ _____ ____ _____ __ __ ____ ___  ____ ____ = 50-60 , • ____ : 82 
600300 ... _ --· 550 ___ 588 75 12 225 ____ ---- --·- .... 1~ ---- - --·- 15 ___ _ .. 31 83 
250 150 150 25 275 135 425 100 300 75 125 50 0 0 150 30 6 24 160 84 
681 28 0 0 30 0 68 42 50 30 0 0 0 0 120-200 -------·- 6-12 -·- -- - 90 85 
d 15-20 d 6 5 . __ ... ·--- 86 
·--26 -- - ---- --- -- -- --- -·---1 15 6 20 15 41 
25 19 46 251 20 20 68 
30 40 100 401 40 50 100 
a Scholarship. 
---- ----- ---- ---- ----7 4 7 7 
29 4 17 6 4 
-so 5 25 0 01 
b ix months. 
---- ----0 0 
0 0 
0 01 
120 25 8-12 6-12 2 87 
90 
160 
40 
40 
10 
4-
16 10 88 
6 0 89 
c Three month8. dPermonth. 
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TABLE 31.-Statistics of commerciaZ and 
State and post-
offlce. 
1 
Name. Executive officer. 
3 
bD 
.s 
A 
(1) 
p, 
0 
.., 
rn 
I'< 
CA 
..... 
0 
I'< 
ea 
(1) 
:>; 
4 
Instruct-
ors. 
aS 
~ 
aS s ~ (1) 
~ Fi 
- - --
5 6 
1--------------1---- - -----------
MASSACHUSETTS-
continued. 
90 Lowell _____________ Lowell Commercial College*_ 
91 Springfield ________ Childs Business College _____ _ 
92 Waltham __________ CommercialDepartment, 
Waltham High School.* ---
93 Worcester _________ Crulman's Shorthand ::cchool* 
I 
MICHIGAN. 
94 Bay City ___________ Devlin's Business College ___ _ 
95 Battle Creek _______ Krug's Business College _____ _ 
96 Big Rapids ________ Industrial School of Busi-
ness.* 
97 Detroit----· _______ Cston's Detroit College of 
Commerce. 
98 Grand Rapids. ____ Grand Rapids Business Col-
lege. 
99 ______ do_--- ··- --- ____ Welton's Commercial Col-
lege.* 
100 Jackson _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ Devlin's Business College 
and Shorthand Institute. 
101 Kalamazoo ________ Parson's Business College. 
102 Marquette _______ __ Upper Peninsula Business 
MINNESOTA. 
College. 
103 Duluth ____ _________ Par.son 's Business College 
and Shorthand Institute. 
104 Minneapolis _______ Minnesota School of Business 
105 St. Paul ___________ Curtiss Commercial College __ 
106 ____ do ____ ___________ St. Paul Business College ___ _ 
Albert C. Blaisdell, 185!) 
principal. 
E. E. Childs __________ 1884 
Wm.M.Newton,prin- 1883 
cipal. G. C. Urulman __ _____ 1887 
C.H. Devlin __________ 1880 
J.B. Krug _____ ______ 1882 
W. N. Ferris ________ 1884 
M. J. Caton, presi-
den. A. S. Parish __ __ _____ 1866 
.J. W. Welton __ ______ 1888 
G. M. Devlin _______ __ 1867 
William F. Parsons_ 1869 E. C. Glenn __________ 1887 
Abdiel C. Parsons, 1886 
A.M.,LL.B. 
Bickard & Gruman, 1877 
proprietors. 
Curtiss & Chapman ______ _ 
W . K. Mulliken _____ 186fi 
107 Winona _____________ WinonaCommercialCollege. RA.Lambert _______ 1878 
MISSISSIPPI. 
108 Bay St. Louis ____ _ St. Stani'3laus Commercial Bro. Stanislaus _____ 18550 
Jackson ___________ College. 109 Capital Commercial College __ Sharp & Deupree ____ 1884 
110 Vicksburg. ________ 
MISSOURI. 
t. Aloysius Commercial Col-
lege. 
Bro. Charles _______ , . 1879 
111 Caledonia - ---- ----1 Business Department of Nelson B. Henry ____ 1892 
B llevue Coll giate Insti-
tute. 
112 arthag _____ __ ___ Carthage Business Uollege ___ Worsdell&Gilliland ____ --
113 Ch1llicothe -------- Chillicothe Normal 'chool Allen Moore, A. M., 1890 
and Busines:; Institute. PB. D. 
114 Humphries ____ .•. . Humphries ollegeand Busi- G. A. mith ___ _______ 1884 
n . s Institute.• 
11 
N,ltional Busin s College __ . 
Kirksville Mercant11 ollege 
ompany. 
Perry Institute and Bu. in ss 
'Ollf'g .* 
G. M. Randall_ _______ 1884 
W. J. 'mith, presi- 1880 
dent. 
French 'trother ____ 1 5 
P . Ritner. presiden t _j 1879 l g .• 
t . Jo ph _________ , Ri n •r' omm rcial Col-
____ do_______________ t ,Jo ph 'omm-rcial ol- I Bro. Marcell1an ... . _ 1 67 
1 ge. 
* I ' 0-'91. 
3 5 
5 2 
1 2 
0 
1 
3 0 
3 5 
5 
4 0 
3 
3 1 
2 2 
4 
4 0 
2 2 
2 !! 
2 
10 0 
3 2 
8 0 
2 5 
4 ------
21 5 
6 3 
3 1 
'1 2 
: ..... ~ 
12, 01 
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business colleges, for 1891-'92-Continued . 
Students. Aver- Num - Num- Num- Num- Number of
1
.S 
age ber in ber in ber in berin An n u a l m on th daily am an- Eng- cha r ge for necess ary rl'J Even- com- teleg- 2s Day ing attend- mer cial uen sis li sh tuition. for grad-course course. course. raphy. uation. ~ course ance. course. ::! 
'O 
--- --
--- --- --- - -
~c-i 
<l) cD <l) 
l'-40) 
rfJ rfJ rl'J bl)J. 
I'< I'< I'< 
.... ~ 
a5 ::! cD 
::! ~ ::! 0 0 0 Q,-; 
rfJ (.) rn t) I'< 
(.) 
I'< "' bl) bl) I'< <l) Cl) ::! bl) a5 cD cD Q; ::! ::! 
.s A 0 A <1) te te 0 cd cd ca cd 0 .0 Cl) cD (.) A <l) a5 cD ~ C.) ·a C.) ·a s te s ca s I>, <1) ~ El cd s cd s ~ s I>, <I) I>, <I) ::! <1) Q) ~ > <I) <I) <I) <1) ~ > ~ > ~ I:<. ~ I:<. A J;,;1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A fi1 A J;,;1 z 
- - ---- - -- - --
- - -
-
- ---
--- -- --
-
,, s 9 to l.1 12 13 14 l.5 16 l.1' l.S l.9 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-- --- - - - -
- - - - - - -
- ---------
--
200 160 --- - --- 60 sol ____ _ 
---- ----- ---- ----
---- ---- -- -- --- ------
---------
6 10 50 90 
200 100 28 24 160 
-- -
200 
-----
10 90 ----
---- --- - --- -
100 30 8 16 29 91 
40 30 51 77 63 4 ----- ........... ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ·-- - 0 0 20 12 12 92 
5 13 13 4 4 2 -- - -- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- --·- 60 60 6 12 18 93 
79 42 35 42 -----
-- -
70 36 ----- ---- ---- ---- 0 0 58 58 ------ ------ ---- 94 88 25 0 0 60 0 88 25 -----
----
0 0 0 0 45 --------- 12 ----- - 5 95 
300 300 20 19 19198 
-----
........ 
----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
45 40 6 9 50 96 
323 149 
---- --· ----- -- -
146 39 45 90 132 20 ---- ---- --------- --------- ·------ ------ 23 97 
178 72 0 0 60 20 134 23 22 44 22 5 0 0 a45 a15 8-12 ------ ---- 98 
20 11 15 14 14 10 -----
----
............ 
---- ---- ---- ---- --- · 
35--50 20-i5 6 10 16 99 
100 100 30 20 125 40 - ----
---- ---- -
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- --------- ------
-- - --- ----
100 
170 56 30 15 150 30 150 35 50 34 0 0 0 0 50 iO 9 ------ 20 101 
62 44 ---- --- ----- --- 31 18 12 13 25 14 8 0 75 40 3-10 6--12 25 102 
· 34 16 23 10 25 13 45 20 lO 11 18 7 0 0 100 60 6 12 29 103 
300 75 40 10 90 30 250 25 0 50 0 0 0 0 90 40 8 24 ---- 104 
106 53 10 5 75 --- 100 10 6 43 -- - - 50 20 6 12 ---- 105 200 100 0 0 ---- - --- 175 25 30 70 0 
---ii ---ii -~ -ii 40 ----· ---- 8 ------ 50 106 
177 18 20 10 90 20 96 12 4 16 ----
---- ----
--- -
65 20 8 18 34 107 
140 0 0 0 125 0 80 0 0 0 125 0 0 0 --------- -------- - ------ ------ 5 108 
130 21 0 0 37 0 125 10! 7 8 ----
----
10 0 15 - - - --- _ -- 3-4! ------ 55 109 
240 0 0 0 215 0 
··1 
81 40 0 240 0 0 0 50 --- - - - - - · 20 -- ---- 4 110 
I 
30 ----. ____ [ 7 1 0 0 6 -- - 4, ___ _ 3 1 7 l 0 0 6 ----- - 0 Ill ) 
125 
700 -- -ii ---- ·---- ·----- ------ -
112 
900 0 --500 --ii --i21 ··2s ---36 ··u -~28 1~4 --16 ---3 - 46 "40 113 
60 67 - -- - ·-- ----- -· - ---- · ---- ---- - ---- ---- -- -- -·-- ---- 25 --------- ------ - ---- · 7 114 
100 125 50, 25 130 ~2 60 40 25 100 -- -- - --- 15 8 60 30 6 J2 25 115 
193 77 0 0 - -- -- - -- 8-1 22 7 5 90 49 12 l 35 ------ --- 6- 8 0 20 116 I 
40 20 
·1 0 30 .. . ---- . . .. 40 _ --- ---- - -- ---- ------ 1 5 117 
227 80 42 JO ___ __ ______ __ -- --1· ____ 
-}·;r ; 45 25 4-6 121 ____ 118 190 0 0 0 175 0 61 01 ____ _ 01 123 30- 50 _ ----- --- 10 o, 15 119 
I 
a Six months. 
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TABLE 31.-Statistics of comnierdal and 
State and post· 
office. Name. Executive officer. 
Instruct-
ors. 
1----1----11------------ l-----:I----,-,.- --il- --6-
1--------11--------.!.__---l---------1----
,, MISSOURI-cont'd. 
120 St. Joseph .....•... 
121 St. Louis ......... . 
122 •••• do .•..••......... 
123 .•.• do .............. . 
124 Sedalia ........... . 
St. Joseph Business Univer-
ity. 
Jones's Commercial College .. 
Mound City Commercial Col· 
lege. 
Perkins & Herpel's Mercan· 
tile College. 
Central Business College ..... 
A. N. Palmer . ....... 1891 
G. Bohmer ........... 1841 
Jos. P. Foeller, sec· 1859 
tary. 
H. C. Perkins and 1882 
P. J. Herpel. 
1883 C. W. Robbins, 
125 Stan bury . , . . . . . . . . North western Missouri Nor· 
mal, Business, and Short· 
principal. . 
Jno. E. 'l'esler, pres1· 
dent. 
1881 
NEBRASKA. 
hand College. 
126 Hastings ........... Queen City Business College. 0. P. Wilson . ....... . 
127 Lincoln ............ Lincoln Business College ..... D. R. Ltl]ibridge .... . 
1892 
1884 
1873 
1890 
128 Omaha ............. Rathburn·s Business College. G. R. Rathburn ..... . 
129 York ............... York College .................. J. George ....... ... . 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
130 
131 
New Hampton ..... New Hampton Commercial Atwood B. Moservey 
College. · 
1878 
1873 Portsmouth ....... Smith's Academy and Com· Lewis E. Smith .. -··· 
mercial College. 
NEW JERSEY, 
132 Jersey City ........ Drake's Business College_ .. .. William E . Drake ... 1884 
133 Newark ............ Coleman National Business H. Coleman .......... 1862 
134 Newark (764 and N~~
1
1~~~ey Business College. C. T. Milier .... .. .... 1874 
766 Broad st.) 
135 Trenton ............ Trenton Business Oollege .... Andrew J. Rider ..... 186fi 
136 ....•• do ............ Stewart Business College .... Thomas J. Stewart .. 1883 
NEW YORK. 
137 Albany ............ . 
138 Binghamton . . .... . 
139 Brooldyn (45-49 
Ashland place). 
14.0 Brooklyn ......... . 
141 Brooklyn ........ . . 
142 .... do ... ........... . 
143 Buffalo ........... . 
144 ••• • do . ............. . 
145 Elmira ........... . 
146 Geneva .......... . 
147 Ithaca ............ . 
Albany Business College . .... John R. Carnell..... 1857 
Lowell Business College ...... J. E. Bloomer ........ 1859 
Kissirk's Business College*. . William A. Kissick, 1866 
I A.JI!. 
Long Island Business College Henry C. Wright .... 1873 
St. James Commercial Col· , Rev. Bro. CasLoris, I 1851 
lege. director. 
Wright's Business College* .. Henry C. Wright .... 1873 
BulTalo Busine~s University. Cu. Johnson ........ 1886 
Caton·s National Business I M. J. Caton, pres!· 1887 
College.* dent. 
School or Commerce . ........ . N lson A. Miller .. .. . 
Gen vaBusiness olleg and Ansul E. Mackey ... . 
'horthand School. Witfttt,~ Phonographic In· Mrs. Mary A. Adsitt. 
Jamestown Business College. F. W. Crossfield, 
pr sid nt. 
Lima Bu.·lneRs 'olleg ...... Geo. ·wayze ....... . 
Packard· Uusln .·~ 'ollege .. S. . Packard, presi· 
Pa1ne·H Bu. ims. 'olh·g ..... R~ n;~rr rd and 
How 11. 
Palu,. 'p o\\n BnKln ri. C'ol· I H. W . Remington . 
lPI( , 
• I _. I. 
1849 
1872 j 
6 
6 
11 2 
19 13 
3 -···-· 
8 l 
7 0 
5 5 
5 
10 
7 
6 
1 
0 
3 
0 
3 
2 
8 
3 
! 
2 
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business colleges, for 1891-'9&-Continued. 
Students. Aver- Num- Num- Num- Num- Number E 
age ber in ber in berin berin Annual of month s C7l 
Even- daily com- aman- Eng- charge for necessar ya.> Day teleg- tuition. for grad 
.., 
ing attend - mercial uensis lish raphy. - c:il course 
· course ance. course. course. course. 
ua,tion. p 
--- -------
---
--- -
~ci 
ai ' a5 ai to3: l1l l1l l1l 
1-4 1-4 
1-4 O> 
p a5 
p Cl) p 'HOO 
ai 0 0 0 0"'"' 
l1l (.) rn <:.) 
l1l (.) 
J., ~ b.O I'-< b.O I'< ai ai p b.O ai a5 ai ai p .s a.> 
ca ca 0 
A 
-;;J ~ ~ ~ 0 E 0 .a ai Q) (.) 'El ai ai ai a5 <:.) A <:.) A s 
ca s -;;J s I>. Q) -;;J s -;;J s ~ s ~ s I>. (!) I>. Q) p Q) Q) c:il I> (I) (I) (!) (!) c:il I>- c:il I>-~ f;a, ~ ~ A r:1 ~ r:,. ~ r:,. ~ (i, ~ r:,. A frl A l':<l z 
-
-·- - - --
---·--- - - -
-----
--- -
---
,, s 9 lO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-
- ----- ---- - -- -
- - --
----------
102 !10 80 31 82 40 92 45 25 53 35 20 201 3 75 --------- 9 ------
14 120 
278 53 57 23 167 67 307 78 23 57 .106 39 241 37 100 60 6 12 98 121 
68 10 52 3 48 51 122 5 ----- ---- 78 7 o. 0 100 30 6 12 
-16 122 
164 55 201 18 100 175 290 70 10 58 65 5 01 0 100 50 6 12 21 123 
725 285 725 285 
----- ---
520 145 205 140 0 0 01 0 75 30 ----- - ------ 17 124 
(a) 
-- ·· ---- - - - ----- ---
300 20 70 30 0 0 101 0 bl--------- 6 ------ 33 125 
J 20 16 14 16 34 25 20 30 0 8 0 0 0 c20 IJlO 9 9 ---- 126 
389 91 83 17 ---- _ 
---
325 20 105 103 0 0 25' 2 60 d20 6 15 ---- 127 
300 135 0 0 250 0 110 90 45 55 40 ~o 01 0 50 --------- 12 ------ 38 128 
98 98 ----
---
----- ---
41 15 ---- _ 
--·-
0 0 
:1 
0 e12 
--------- B ------ ---- 129 
75 16 ----
---
24 7 ----- ---- ----- ---- 5 0 0 f30 --------- 6 ------ 50 130 
40 18 0 0 25 0 31 13 6 7 17 6 0 0 --------- --------- --- --- ------ 16 131 
80 62 123 11 ----- --- 117 13 20 59 57 1 0 0 
247 55 48 12 ----- --- ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- - - -- O 0 
130 75 75 25 150 75 219 63 5 28 205 100 0 0 
203119 150 32 ____ _ --- 265 73 30 64 53 11 5 3 
207 82 120 52 225 98 194 18 23 85 100 40 0 0 
679 150 38 12 425 50 420 75 54 120 0 0 0 0 !g~ 2n 56 14 --~~~ ---~ --~~~ 38I 60 25 31 o 
214117 189 71 ----- . --- -----
575 0 0 0 500 O 125 0 70 0 225 0 • 0 0 
184 133 182 40 ----· --- ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- -
313121 106 42 213 94 376 95 43 68 -- -- ---- 0 0 
400250 150 50 _____ --- ----- ---- -- --- ---- -- -- ---- ---- ----
175 l 2il 20 10 125 20 t 35 40 
30 12 20 8 35 15 ~5 7 
12 18 
60 50 
64 23 
470 148 
208 36 
2391 79 
a Don't know. 
bPer week. 
5085 0 020 5 
8 15 121 0 0 0 
12 18 ----,---- ----
~ 1~ ,i ~ ; ; 
55 61 52 44 0 0 
I 
29 57 75 561 0 o, 
c ·rhree mouths. 
d'l'wenty weeks. 
90 
85 
75 
75 
75 
100 
25 
65 
120 
40 
120 
75 
80 
40 
40 
25 10-20 14-21 ---- 132-
25 4-6 G-7 160 133 
25 12 16 35 134 
25 10-20 6-12 ---- 135 
30 10 15 23 136 
50 6 12 ---- 137 
15 5 12 ~5 138 
45 - ----- ------ 12i 139 
60 12 
0 
30 
45 
50 
10 
10 
8 
12 
24 ---- 140 
0 20 141 
1~ 65 142 
12 88 143 
24 125 144 
50 
25 
5-8 ·5 175 145 
100 ----. ---- ::: ___ ~~ --~loj ::; 
50 20 
30 ---------189 0 
88 
50-96 
88 
50-70 
6 ______ 30 148 
6-8 ____ . _ l 149 
10 0 69 150 
12 12 ---- 151 
9 12 35 162 
ePer term. 
/ Scholarship. 
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TABLE :n.-Statistics of commercial and 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
State and post· 
office. 
1 
NEW YORK-cont'd. 
New York ......... 
Olean 
--- ---- - ---- -
Peekskill .......... 
Rochester .......... 
Troy 
------------ .. --Utica . ......... .... 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Littleton .......... 
Oak Ridge ......... 
NORTH DAKOTA, 
Fargo .............. 
OHIO, 
Name. Executive officer. 
3 
Walworth 's Business and Geo. S . Walwor.th 1883 
Stenographic College. and J. C. Wal-
worth. 
1882 Westbrook Commercial Col· E. D. Westbrook ..... 
Jege. 
,.1 
1877 Westchester County Insti· Charles Unterrunes. 
tute. 
1863 Rochester Business Univer· Williams and Rog· 
sity. ers. 
1858 Troy Business College .. . ..... Thos. H. Shields ..... 
Utica Business College* ...... G. F. Hendrick, T. 1862 
H. Shields. 
Littleton High School and L. w. Bagley ........ ltj82 
Business Institute. 
Oak Ridge Institute .......•.. J. A. M. H. Holt ...... 1852 
Fa,rgo College ................. R. A. Beard, D. D., 
------
president. 
162 Canton............. Canton Business College*.... Wi 11 i am Fe 11 er, 1875 
president. 
1 1856 163 Cincinnati. ........ Nelson Business College ...... Richard Ne son, 
president. 
C. M . Bartlett ........ 1834 164 .•.... do_............ R. M. Bartlett's Business Col· 
165 Cleveland .......... c!~~!··s Business College* .... M. J . Caton, presi· 1891 
dent. 
166 .••..• do. .. .......... Euclid A venue Business Col· ...... do............... 1887 
lege * 
167 Columbus ......... Columbus Business College .. w . J. Hudson, pres!- 1863 
170 Germantown ..... . 
171 Findley .... ....... . 
Miami Commercial College*. 
National Pen Art Hall and 
Business Colleg-e. 
Twin ValleyCollege-Actual 
Business School.* 
Findley Business College .... 
172 Hopt1dale Buchanan Busine~5 Institute. 
173 Mansfield:::::::::: Ohio Business College ... .... . 
174 Oberlin .... . ....... Oberlin Business College . ... . 
175 Springfield ........ Nelson's Business College ... . 
I'i6 •.•• do............... Williss College of horthand. 
177 Toledo ............. Business College and Short· 
dent. 
A. D . Witt .... ....... . 1860 
G. w. Michael . .. .... 1878 
O. G. Brown . . .. . ... . 1889 
J . N. Woolfington, 1883 
"l,"l~~~i&~~m........ 1885 
J . w. Sharp. PH. D. .. 1866 
J . T Henderson .......... . 
R. J. Nelson .......... 1881 
F. w. Willis, princi- 1880 
MR~thew H. Davis .. 1870 hand chool. 
178 Youngstown...... 'ormal Bm:miess College ..... F. . McEroy, prin· 1885 
179 Zanesville......... Zanesville Business and Com· o.ci~J~hnston . ..... . 
mercial Coll ge. 
OREGON. 
180 Bakr lty •..•.• Bak rCityNormalandBm,1· J .J. turgill. ....... . 
ness olle, . 
181 Portland • ...... Po, tland Bustn ss oll ge• .. A.P.Armstrong ..... 
PE,"•· YLVA IA. 
1' 
1 Alldnt.o \'ll .. •• •••.• Amnican Bu iness ollege .. O. C. Dorn y ·· -··-·· 
···· ···--·· · ······· All n own Bu, in ss 'oll w. L.Blackman ..... 
• l -·01 
Instruct· 
ors. 
5 
2 
IO 
12 
3 
3 
18 
14 
3 
5 
2 
6 
0 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
3 
12 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
7 
0 
3 
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business colleges, for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Students. Aver- Num- Num- Num- Num- INumber of .S 
1
------
1 age ber in ber in ber in ber in Annual month 
Day Even- daily com_- aman- Eng- teleg- charge for n ecessary ~ 
course. ci~r~e a1~~~~ - ~;~;~!~ c1;~~~~ col~~~e. raphy . tuition. f~~rl~;~- i 
-------------1------~I---,---~~~ 
"I S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1'1 1§ 19 20 21 
6o~ 
~~ c,-, 
---· ---- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - ---------- -
40 60 30 
74 ~6. 19 
38 261 0 
381 83 42 
51> 100 35 301 60 40 59 0 O O 0 
(j 60 15 661 12 6 12 0 0 11 3 
01 56 0 9 3 0 0 26 2 0 0 
26,_____ ----
150 93 6 8, 23 
60 25 : __ j 22 
60 --------- 5 
120 
---------
5-12 
------ ----
2SO l~O 115 
90 39 41 
851 175 140 260 85 30 60 85 52 20 8 
301_____ - ---- ,---- ---- ---- ---- ----
100 30 6 12 76 
60--75 20-35 
------ -- ---- ----
! 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
1201 0 
I l 
27'21 30' 
0 
0 
of 70 0 21 0 8' 0 78 0 19 0 35 --------- ------ ------
0 160 0 67 4 301 5 50 3l 16 1 --------- --------- ------ - -----
14 159 
28 160 
3 ---- $30 _________ ------ ------ ---- 161 
I 
58; 40 66 14
1 
________ --~-- ____ I ______________ _ 
278
1
138 I o
1 
____ ___ ~08 117 45 45 
183150 42I 10:----- I ___________ _ 
100: '.fi 1101 451 125125, ____ . 
1 100700 6004001 _____ ---- ---- - ---- -- -- ---- ---- ----
' 1001200 -~~; ,~~~ 2001200 150 11)0 100 178 75 45 15 2 
!00 60 5 9 56 162 
80 ---- ----- ------ ------ 4 163 
.75 75 6 12 ---- 164 
100 60 
------ ------ ----
165 
60 35 
------ ------
308 166 
50 30 12 1;2 250 167 
~~~ i~ -·-o ·-o --125 --- ---- - ---- ---141-- i5 ---- ---- :::t:: 50 50 4--6 6 ---- 168 45 --------- 3 -- ---- 66S 169 
25 24 I 
---- --- ,----- --- ---- - ---- ----- ,---- ---- ---· ---- ----
79 33 15 111 75 15 53 15 61 18 20 ol o o 
1i~ 21 30 351 _____ -- - 20 15 1011 5 40 46 0 0 
107 !~ 0 0 40 0 88 12 31 28 0 O O O 
120 5 :=~: ::: ::::: :::: :1: : :: 
50 50 o o/_____ ___ ____ _ 50
1 
50 
400 200 901 30
1 
200 801 275 200 50 75 200 100 0 0 
100 50 301 201 60 25 30 10 5! 15 15 10 3 2 
I 
40 25 
------ ------
4, 170 
50 30 6 9 47 171 
-10 --------- 10 ------ 18 172 
70 
---------
4-6 
------
70 173 
40 
·-------- 6 ------ - - -- 174 50 
--------- 6 ------ ---- 175 100 
--------· 
12 
------ ----
176 
60 20 9 18 100 177 
65 45 6 12 35 178 
154 224 28 50 110 32 200 100 45 115 ---· ---- ---- ---- 45 35 16 48 ----
30 10 35 6 35 37 32 7 0 5 3 2 0 0 
I 179 
60 40 6 121 27 180 
63 60 5--7 10-151150 181 
50 35 IO, 20/ g, 182 
50 25 4-10 14--20 183 
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TABLE 31.-iStatistics of corirnercial and 
State and post-
office. 
1. 
Name. Executive officer. 
3 
bil 
A 
·a 
Q) 
A 
0 
~ 
rfl 
I'< 
<i::l 
0 
i,... 
ell 
Q) 
>< 
4 
Instruct-
ors. 
4i 
~ 4i s ~ Q) 
~ ~ 
----
~ 6 
---------1--------------1---------- ---- --
PENNSYLV ANIA-
continued. 
184 Altoona ...... ... .. Mountain City Bustness Col- G. G. Zeth, principal 1879 
lege.* 1873 185 Easton ............ Easton College of Business .. Charles L. Free, 
186 Erie ____ __________ _ 
187 ____ do ______________ . 
188 Harrisburg ______ _ 
189 Lancaster ________ _ 
190 ____ do ______________ _ 
191 Meadville ____ . ___ _ 
192 Philadelphia _____ _ 
193 ____ do _______ .• __ ___ _ 
194 Pittsburg _________ _ 
195 Pittsburg (419 
Fifth aveJ. 
Clark's Business College . ___ _ 
Erie Shorthand and Busi-
ness College. 
Keystone Business College .. _ 
Keystone Business College. __ 
Lancaster Business Colleie. _ 
Bryant, Stratton and Smith 
Business College . 
Peirce College of Business 
and Shor tynd. 
Palms's Busmess College ___ _ 
Curry Business College and 
School of Shorthand. 
Duff's Mercantile College ..... 
196 Scranton ______ ____ Wood's Business College ____ _ 
197 Union City ________ Luce's Commercial College .. 
198 Wilkesbarre .. _. _. _ Wilkes barre Business College 
199 Williamsport _____ Williamsport Commercial 
principal. H. C. Clark __________ 1883 
E. J. Coburn. ________ 1888 
Ii. 0. Bernhardt. ____ 1889 
H. C. Ulmer, B. c . s. 1890 
H. Werdler __________ 1880 
A. W. Smith _____ ____ 1865 
Thomas May Peirce, 
PH. D., principal. 
Theodore W. Palms. 
H. M. Rowe, presi-
dent. 
Wm. H. Duff, presi-
dent. F. E. Wood _____ ____ _ 
Rev. N. R. Luce, 
president. 
G. L. Baldwin, A. W. 
Mass, principals. 
F. M. Allen---------· 
1865 
1885 
1860 
1840 
1886 
1877 
1887 
1866 
College. 
2UO York ___ ... . ________ Bacheldor 'sBusinessCollege J.M. Bacheldor .. --- - 1886 
RHODE ISLAND. 
201 East Greenwich_ .. 
202 Providence_ ... __ .. 
203 .... do. __________ __ .. 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 
I 
Greenwich Business College .. F. D. Blalrnslie. D. D · --···· 
Providence, Bryant and TheodoreB Stowell 1863 
S trattcn Busines::; College.* 
Scholfield's Commercial Col· Albert G. Scholfield. 18-16 
lege. 
204 ioux Falls ___ . ---- Sioux Falls Business College G-. c. Christopberser 1879 
and 'chool of horthand. 
TENNESSEE. 
205 \ Benton _____ ______ _ 
206 Chattanooga _____ _ 
207 .... do. ________ _____ _ 
2081 Knoxville . ___ . ___ _ 
209 M mpbis ______ ___ _ 
210 ____ do ______________ _ 
21 l Na. hvllle __ .. _. ___ _ 
212 Washington 'ol-
le •e. 
213 1 AU.it1:E~~--~---···· 21 Dalla _________ ___ _ 
215 ort '\ orth . _____ _ 
Benton Acad~my and Busi-
ness College. 
Behm ·s Commercial College* 
Mountain ity Business Col-
lege. 
Knoxville Business College .. 
W. T Watson·s Busin ss Col 
lege. 
N 1 on· Business College• .. 
Jenning' Bus1n . s 'ollege .. 
Christie's Music Business 
Coll ge.* 
• tll9Q-'~I. 
I. J. Woods __________ 1890 
Jeremiah Behm _____ 1875 
Wiley Brothers _____ 1885 
J . T. Johnson, presi- 1885 1 
dent. 
W. '1'. Watson_ -- ---- 186-! 
A. E. Ne! on -----· ·· R. W . J nn!ngs _____ _ 
H . R. Christie ______ _ 
0 . G. N umann _____ _ 
i· l. <t:;1~iL:::::: 
2 
3 
8 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
29 
4 
6 
10 
8 
1 
4 
4 
1 
7 
4 
2 
1 .. --· 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
4 
0 
6 
2 
0 
21 l 
3 ------
51 2 
J_ ___ _j 
) J 
4 • 
4 
I 
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business· colleges, for 1891-'92-Con tin ued. 
Students. Aver· Num- Num- Num- Num- Number o f .s 
age ber in ber in ber in ber in Annual months 
Even- daily com- aman- Eng- charge for necessary 
rn 
Day teleg-
<I) 
ing attend· mercial uensis lish tuition. for grad- +.> raphy. ro course. course. ance. course. course. course. uation. p 
-----
---
1- ----
, __
---
'O 
roC'i 
a.i <D <D 
;...O> 
rn rn 
rn bOJ_ 
I-< I-< I-< p p p "' <D <D 
.... 00 
a.i 0 0 0 o-
rn <:.) rn C) rn 
<:.) 
I-< bO 
I-< bO I-< bl) I-< Q) a.i p 
.s <D .s (I) <D 
p 
.s p .s <I) ee '@ 0 -; -; ~ 0 0 .0 
<Ii <Ii <;.) A <D ~ ro a5 <Ii 
<:.) A <:.) A s 
-; s '@ s I>, <I) -; s s '@ s ~ s I>, <I) 2 <I) p Q) <I) ro P- <I) <I) <I) <I) ro P- P-~ r;;. ~ r;;. A i:,:-:i ~ fxt ~ ~ ~ fxt ~ fxt A i:,:-:i A i:,:-:i z 
-- - - -----
- -- - - -
- -
---
--- ----
-
,. s 9 10 1l 12 13 14 15 16 11 lS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-------- - -
-
- - - --- ---
- -- - - - - -
575 375146 34 65 29 --·-· ---- ----- ---- ·- -- ·-· - --- - ---- 75 50 4 6 
70 184 
40 201 20 10 35 30 50 20 10 10 0 0 3 3 50 20 10 6 ---· 185 
422 288 200 146 320 125 341 LSI/ , 54 86 48 26 0 0 125 45 6 9 64 186 
75 701 40 20 60 20 30 2 15 25 10 13 0 0 100 50 6-8 12-1 8 .... 187 
34 22 23 18 30 20 42 34 41 44 0 0 0 0 75 50 4 6 .•.. 188 
20 10 15 5 18 12 29 17 2 8 0 0 0 0 40 30 6 6 13 189 
60 40 40 20 90 55 100 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 30 4-10 10 30 190 
121 160 41 16 170 50 50 30 30 18 67 53 6 4 50 20 6-10 10 36 191 
58621513')3 54 409 294 910 168 87 15 0 0 0 0 120 a25 10 18 1()8 192 
150 30 50 10 180 60 ..... 
---- --- · - ---- ----
---- ----
----
b50 
---------
5 .... .. 11() 193 
2671249 .... 300 ... 
----- ---- --- --
---- ---- ----
---- ----
85 c5 6-10 12-15 105 194 
600125 200 25 250 150 550 50 50 75 0 0 0 0 50 25 4 12 300 195. 
5921109 315 27 420 275 641 140 120 62 76 4 0 0 50 30 10 16 182 196 
22 10 30 25 30 45 50 15 ..... 
---- ---- ----
---- ----
30 10 9 3 12 197 
89 58 88 7 60 47 87 57 22 14 0 0 5 0 48 45 6 12 42 198 
150 50 0 0 75 0 100 25 25 25 ... . 
---- --- · ----
25 ···-. ---- 4 ······ ---- 199 
15 6 6 0 12 5 18 6 4 6 () 0 0 0 40 20 5-8 5-8 13 200 
90 32 0 0 60 0 35 7 6 9 0 0 0 0 35 0 10 0 8 201 
191 111 15 11 .••. - ... 
----- ---- ---- ----
---- ----
100 20 10 
------
75 202 
-- --- ----
118 29 20 10 112 23 103 29 3 14 18 6 0 0 ·-·-· ---·-- -- -- ----- 5i l& 41 203 
50 25 10 5 25 6 J5 5 15 20 0 0 0 50 20 J ..... ' 6 20t 
€0 65 .o 0 90 0 14 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 50 0 8 0 11 205 
12 2 15 ---
---- -
.. . 
50 50 
------- ------
1 206 
132 64 38 11 --icJ,7 --i~ ···19 ··54 ··2i ···g --·o ···o 70 24 6or7 ------ 10 207 
lOI) 70 25 5 50 20 100 20 -----
---- ----
---- ---- ----
100 25 61 12 29 208 
231 69 -··· ... 142 26 242 58 39 58 0 0 0 0 95 50 6 l\? 55 209 
100 30 23 ... oO 20 ·-··· ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- --·- 120 50 6 
18 . ... 210 
1411 0 0 0 40 0 146 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 : 1- -- ----, 4 ------ Lilo 211 254 0 0 0 0 0 --·· · ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 4 0 10 212 
138 42 29 4 96 20 112 28 13 34 24 15 22 6 sol 25 10 ······ 42 213 
165 33 0 0 70 0 150 10 15 33 0 g 0 0 ~1-···· -·40 4 ··•··· 33 214 280 60 80 201 100 40 2001 30 150 20 0 0 0 10 20 53 215 
a For six months. /J Scholarship. c Per mont,h. 
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Instruct-
ors. 
bO 
i:1 
-a 
Q) 
State and post- A 
Executive officer. 0 office. Name. 
.p 
<fl 
;.. 
(A 
..., ai 
0 ~ ;.. ai s ct! ~ Q) Q) 
~ ~ ~ 
- - --
1 2 3 4 :i 6 
----
TEXAs-cont:nued. 
216 Omen ______________ Summer Hill Business Col- A. W. Orr ____________ 18813 4 0 
217 'rhorp's Spring ____ 
lege. 
Commercial Department, 
Add-Ran University . 
A. C. Easley, B. L ____ 1890 1 2 
VERMONT. 
218 Lyndon Center ____ Lyndon Commercial College_ WalterE. Baryer, A. 1883 2 2 
219 Burlington Business College _ 
M., principal. 
1818 2 1 Burlington ___ ___ __ E .G. Evans _________ 
220 Rutland __ ___ _______ English and Classical Insti- 0. H . Perry and G. 1889 3 51 
tute and Business College. W. Perry. 
221 WaterburyCenter . Minard Commercial College __ Chas. E. Martin ____ _ 1881 3 0 
VIRGINIA. 
222 Richmond---· _____ Smithdeal Business College __ G. M. Smithdeal, 1867 3 1 
president. 1891 1 2 223 Suffolk. ____________ Reid's Normal and Business John M. Reid _____ ___ 
College.* 
WASHINGTON. 
224 Spokane ___________ Spokane Business College ___ Jno. R. Uassin _______ 1887 2 1 
225 Wallawalla ________ Empire Business College* ____ JohnF. Stubblefield 1882 2 1 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
226 Wheeling __________ Wheeling Business College, J.M. Frasher ____ ___ 1860 4 1 
School of English and 
Shorthand and Typewrit-
I ing School. WISCONSIN. 
227 Appleton ________ __ De Land's Business College __ O. P. De Land _______ 1883 2 1 
228 Chippewa Falls ___ Chippewa Falls B nsiness Col- C. H. Howeison. ___ _ l ll87 2 
:1 229 
Fond du Lac ______ lege . 1866 1 Fond du Lac Commercial Salem D. Mann _____ 
230 Green Bay _________ 
College. 
1868 3 Green Bay Business College _ J . N. McCunn ___ _____ 
231 Madison ______ ____ _ Northwestern Business Col- R. E. Denning and 1856 5 
:1 232 Milwaukee __ ___ __ _ lege. J.C. Proctor. 61 Chari s Meyer's Business Charles Meyer __ ____ 1876 College. 
233 ____ do _______________ Spencerian Business College_ Robt. C. Spencer ____ 1863 
~I rl 234 ____ do ____ _ ---· ___ ___ WilmoL Business a!!.d Short - Mitchell Wilmot ____ 1 1 hand College. * 
~ I 
-- --
*In 1890 91. 
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business colleges,for 1891-'92-Continued. 
Students. Aver- Num- Num- Num- Num- Number of
1
.S 
age berin ber in ber in ber in Annual months I 
Even- daily com- aman- ·Eng- charge for nece:;sary ~ Day ing attend- mercial uensis lish teleg- tuition. for grad- ~ course. course ance. course. course. course. raphy. uation. ::s 'd 
-------- ---
--- ·---
--- I ~~ Q) Q) Q) 
rr. 
00 I (/1 b{,}. 
"' "' 
"' p Q) 
p Q) I 
p 0~ <ii 0 0 0 
00 0 00 0 00 
0 
"' bl) "' 
bl) "' b{, 
"' Q) Q) p Q) ai Q) ai p p 0 
.s 0 ,:l 0 ,:l 
Q) 
Q) ~ Q) ~ 0 ai ca ai ca Q) ·.;j ai ca u ·a 0 ·a 
.0 
s s ,:l s s s s s 'ii! ~ >, Q) ca ca ca ca >, Q) >, 
Q) 
Q) Q) ro p- Q) Q) Q) Q) ro P- ro p-
p 
~ ~ ~ ~ A f;z;l ~ ~ :g iii ?l ~ ~ ~ A fil A fil z 
-- - - - - -
- -- - -- - -
lS 1·19 
- ---
----- ---
,. s 9 10 11 (2 13 14 15 16 11 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-,-
30 0 0 0 ----- 15 0 3 t 0 0 0 0 $30-40 21o --- -·------- 4 ------ ,----
64 26 0 0 70 0 32· 4 14 6 0 0 0 0 50-75 0 9-12 0 9 217 
67 0 0 0 ----- --- 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 ------- -- 10 ------ 18 
218 
63 33 35 11 50 20 40 23 5 6 18 4 6 0 45-55 $10-15 3 13 219 
53 29 ------ r 15 6 ----- --- 32 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 45 18 ------ 6 220 
23 2 0 0 ----- --- 23 2 6 3 ---- -- ... - 0 0 30 0 9 
·1 
10 221 
75 22 36 5 40 23 81 5 22 22 0 0 8 0 a40 3-5 ~22 ----------
--9-121 __ 11 
47 30 
---- ---
60 o _____ 
----
........... 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
40 -------- 9 223 
207 53 31 9 70 25 143 9 22 42 42 11 0 0 50 50 5-8 6-J 23 2;!4 
69 8 ---- --- ----- --- ---· ----- ........ 6 12 9 
225 
236 72 108 32 125 50 178 38 46 64 198 20 0 0 50 50 6 12 9;.' 226 
52 22 19 3 ---- - --- 47 12 19 4 0 0 0 0 65 20 7-9 0 ---- 227 60 40 10 8 75 12 50 25 8 17 0 0 0 0 65 16 6 ------ 25 228 
43 21 18 7 26 12 24 8 5 10 14 8 01 
0 40 25 6 
1:1 
16 229 
190 140 25 4 95 18 145 28 18 14 60 15 0 0 60 25 10 l1 230 
136 54 33 4. ---- 20 65 10 21 14 50 30i O 0 45 20 6 61 27 231 
330 42 0 0 ----- 100 50 12 
I 232 
-~t;;; 18• ____ I --- ----
,ij 232 83 72 22 150 36 26 69 0 01 o o 100 35 10 20 233 65 36 30 24 24 40 ----· 
---- 1---r-- 65 30 6 52 234 I 
a Scholarship. 
ED 92--78 
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'l,ABLE 32.-Statistics of institutions for the instruction of the colored 'tace , for 1891-'9t. 
NORMAL, SCHOOLS. 
Students. 
>, 
>, ~ 
. ~ ~ Location. Name. ReUgious deno aiina-
tion. ~ 'd <1) ~ § s ~ 
o as ~ o z r/). ~ E-1 
- - --------1--------------1------1--- --- ------
Huntsville, Ala _____ _ 
Marion, Ala _________ _ 
Mobile, Ala ____ ____ __ _ 
Montgomery, Ala ___ _ jg!ti~t]tfit!!!::I~i= !~{L:~~~ J J! } m 
ored Students. 
Tuskegee, Ala ________ Tuskegee Norma l and Indus- Nonsect_ ··- 25 159 ----- 493 
trial Instttute. 
Helena, Ark _________ _ Helena Normal School for Col- ______________ ----- 99 ----- ----
ored Students. 
Pine Bluff, Ark _______ Branch Normal Colle .:;e of Ar- Nonsect____ 4 233 --- -- ------
kansas Industrial Univer-
sity. 
11 Southland, Ark ______ Southland Coll~ge and Normal Friends ___ _ 
Institute. . 
75 -- -- - 8 
W·ashington , D. c ____ Normal Department of How- Nonsect____ 11 196 ----- ------
ard Univ~rsity . 
Do_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Washington Normal School N onsect _ _ _ _ 8 26 ----- ------
(seventh and eighth divi-
sions) . 
Tallah assee, Fla _____ State Normal College for Col- Nonsect____ 6 
ored 'l'eachers. 
79 ----- ------
.Augusta, Ga __________ The Paine Institute _____________ M. E. So___ 5 
New Orleans, La ___ __ Normal Department of New M . E _______ 9 
Orleans University. 
Do ______________ Normal Department of South- Nonsect____ 6 
43 ----- ------
42 
53 0 
ern University.* 
Do ______________ Norm a l Departmen t o! Nonsect____ 3 47 ----- ------
Straight University. 
HollySprings,Miss __ Mississippi State Normal Nonsect ____ 4 107 ----- 122 
School. Jackson, Miss ________ Jackson College _______________ _ _ 
Tougaloo, Miss ______ Tougaloo University ___________ _ 
Jeffer son City, Mo ___ Lincoln Institute* ____ ____ _____ _ 
Fayet,teville, N. c ____ State Colored Normal School._ 
Bapt ___ ___ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Goldsboro, N. C ____________ do . _________ _____ __ _________ _ 
Lumberton, N. c _____ Whitin Normal School•' _______ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Plymouth, N. C ______ S-tate Colored Normal School.. Nonsect __ _ _ 
Raleigh, N. c _________ Sli. Augustine Normal :School P. E ___ ____ _ 
12 
23 
7 
3 
6 
2 
3 
10 
41 
43 
42 
46 
110 
27 
80 
66 
163 
0 
22 
196 
186 
0 
85 
54 
50 
48 
76 
and Collegiate lnstitute. 
Salisbury, N. c _______ State Colored Normal School._ Nonsect____ 4 10
47
5 --
38
-- -
77 Aiken, S. C ----------- Schofield Normal and Indus- Nonsect____ 8 
tria.l School.* 
Charle ton, S. c ______ Avery Normal Insliitute ________ Cong_______ 8 22 115 267 
Greenwood, S. c _____ Brewer Normal ·chool. ________ (;ong _______ 8 14 _____ 276 
Knoxville, Tenn _____ Slg~t~~/rmal and Indm;trial Cong ____________ 116 ----- ------
M
Memp1bi1:<, Tep.rn ______ LeMoyneNormallnstitute ____ Cong _______ 15 14
6
5
3 
--
1
-
0
-- 4
2
~0
6 orr sto ., n. enn ____ Morristown Normal Academy_ M. E________ 13 -
Nashville, Tenn ______ NormalDepartmentofCent,ral M. E ____ ____ 3 19 66 ----- -
Tennessee College. 
Do-------------- Normal Department or Fisk Cong_ ___ ___ 4 
University. 
Do-------------- Normal D partm nt of Roger Bapt _______ 2 
Wllliams niv rsity. 
Austin, Tex- ------ --- Tlllotson Collegiate and Nor- Cong_______ 9 
mal Institute. 
Hampton, Va ______ __ BamptonNormal andAgric-ul- Cong_______ 28 301 ----- ----- -
tura.l Institute. I 
Pe r burg, Ya.------ V!:'t1¥~tft~~rr.tal and Collegi- Nonsect____ 15 155 _____ 277 
Htyf.6r' s F rry, W. torer oll ge ___________________ Nonsect____ 7 171 _____ ------
27 
34 ---- -
49 ------
22 -- --- ------
140 
211 
219 
364 
824 
652 
99 
233 
83 
196 
26 
79 
43 
42 
5, 
4 
229 
237 
229 
205 
131 
164 
77 
128 
164 
105 
162 
40-1 
290 
116 
595 
299 
85 
7 
22 
174 
30 
43· 
17 
75 
~11~~:i .n~:7~~~0.tu:h~i ~n va- i-------------- ____ 75 _____ _____ : 
'l'otal.. _____________ _______________________ 324 3.551 -;:-- 3,9331 ,OJ 
______ __; ______ _ 
• ln I . ' 1. 
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TABLE 32.-Statistics of institutions for the instruction of the colored ro ce,el<'. -Cont'd. 
INSTI'l'U'l'IONS FOR SECONDARY INS'l'RUCTION. 
Religious 
Location. Name. denomina-
tion. 
Atl:lens, Ala ___________ Trinity School* _____________________ _ 
Huntsville, Ala _______ Central Alabama Academy _____ ---· 
Selma, Ala .. ___________ Burrell School*------- __________ ----
li>o. ___ ____ __ _____ Payne University _____________ ------
Talladega, Ala ___ _____ 'l'a tladega College _________ ----------
Arkadelphia, Ark ____ Bethel University ________________ _ 
Cotton Plan t, Ark ____ Cotton Plant Academy ____________ _ 
Monticello, Ark __ ____ Monticello Academy _______________ _ 
Pine Bluff, Ark _______ Richard Allen Institute ___________ _ 
Stephens, Ark________ Shorter Institute . __________ --------
Jacksonville, Fla. ____ Cookman Institute __ _____ _______ ----
Live Oak, Fla ________ Florida Institute* _________________ _ 
Ai1anta, Ga __ _________ Atlanta Baptist Seminary _________ _ 
Do ______________ _ Spelman Seminary ______ __ ________ _ 
Do _______________ Starr's SchooL __________ -- ---- ------
Augusta, Ga __ ___ : ____ Haines Industrial SchooL _________ _ 
Cuthbert, Ga ___ ______ Payne High SchooL _____________ ----
La Grange, Ga _______ La Grange Academy _______________ _ 
McIntosh. Ga _________ Dorchester Academy ______ : ________ _ 
Macon, Ga ____________ Ballard Normal School. ___________ _ 
Savannah, Ga ________ Beach Institute* . ___________________ _ 
Thomasville, Ga. ____ Industrial Institute* _______________ _ 
Waynesboro, Ga. ____ Haven Academy _____ ___ ____________ _ 
Hairodsburg, Ky ____ Wayman Institute ___ ___ ___ ________ _ 
~exington, Ky_._____ Lexington Colored Normal School* 
elhi, La ______ _______ Delhi Agricultural Institute . . _____ _ 
Winsted, La __________ Gilbert Academy __________ ________ _ _ 
Princess Ann Md Del A d Clinton, Miss' ___ _ ---- aware ca emy _________ __ ___ __ _ 
Jackson, Miss _______ Mount Hermon Female Seminary* 
Meridian, Miss - __ . ____ :ary-}'Iol1fes J'eminary ------ ------Natchez, Miss ________ Nenhianc f1a e1!1y ___ ___ : ____ ___ ___ _ 
Roxie, Miss_ · M~~~ a~d 3-e~~!e institute========= 
Vi_cksburg, Miss _ ____ J P Campbell College Mill Spring, Mo .. ____ · · ---· -- ---- ----
Beaufort, N.C Hale's College* -- ---- -- - -- -----------Concord, N. C. ---- ____ o/asp.b11;rn ~eminary * _____________ _ 
Franklinton, N. C ____ irit~~i~~J~itr==== ======== ======== G1:'eensboro, N. C ___ __ -Bennett Seminary ________________ --
K~ngs Mountain, N.C. Lincoln Academy ___ _________ __ _____ _ 
K1ttrells, N. c __ ______ Kittrell Scientific andindust'linst_ 
W~lmington, N. c ____ Gregory Institute ___________________ _ 
:;~ndsor, N. c ________ Ra:ikin-Richards Institute* _______ _ 
HJ.ton, N. C _________ Water's Normal Institute _________ _ 
Philadelphia, Pa. ____ Institute for Colored Youth* ______ _ Anderson, S. C _____ __ Salem School _______ ________________ _ 
f~ee;iM~· S. C ------- Ferguson Academy _______ ____ ______ _ 
. c ____________ Immanuel SchooL ___ _________ ______ _ 
~~:~{eos\~n~ic::::-_-_ Beaufort Academy ___________ ______ _ Oh Wallingford Academy _____________ _ 
C eraw, s.c _______ ___ Coulter SchooL _____________________ _ 
Chester, S. c ___ _______ Brainerd Institute ____________ ______ _ 
olumbia, S. c _____ __ Benedict Institute __________ ________ _ 
Winnsboro, S. c _____ . Calvary School 
Frogmore, s. c _______ P~nnindust'l anciNormal-Schooi*-= 
Mayesville, S. C ______ Goodwill SchooL ___________________ _ 
~umter, S. c __________ Ebenezer School. ___________________ _ 
Mason, Tenn __________ West Tennessee Academy _______ __ _ 
em phis, Tenn __ ____ _ Slater College ____ ---··-- _____________ _ 
Morristown, 'l'enn ____ Morristown Seminary and Normal 
Cong ______ _ 
M.E _______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
A.M.E ____ _ 
Cong _______ 
1 
A.M.E ____ _ 
~~::~ =====J Presb _____ _ 
A.M.E ____ _ 
M.E _______ _ 
Bapt ______ _ 
Bapt ___ ___ _ 
Bapt ______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
A. IVL E ____ _ 
M.E ______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Cong ___ ___ _ M.E ______ _ 
A. M.E __ __ _ 
Cong. _____ _ 
A.M.E ____ _ 
M.E ______ _ 
M.E __ ____ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
Presb ___ __ _ 
M.J:D ______ _ 
Bapt ______ _ 
Nonsect __ _ 
A.M.E ___ _ 
Bapt ____ __ _ 
Cong __ __ ___ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb ____ _ _ 
M.E _______ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
A.M.E ___ _ _ 
Cong ______ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Bapt ______ _ 
Friends __ ·__ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb ___ __ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Bapt _____ _ _ 
Presb ___ __ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
Presb _____ _ 
M.E _______ _ 
A.M.E ____ _ 
M.E. ______ _ 
ui 
;... 
5l 
C) 
:;j 
;... 
+> 
Ul 
A 
H 
2 
3 
8 
5 
6 
2 
5 
4 
7 
3 
8 
2 
4 
2 
8 
8 
3 
· 3 
3 
12 
11 
7 
4 
5 
6 
3 
16 
5 
6 
11 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
5 
2 
4 
8 
3 
4 
11 
3 
3 
6 
3 
5 
8 
7 
7 
2 
8 
9 
Students. 
>, 
;... 
"1 
'!j 
A 
0 
C) 
(l) 
c/1 
--
14 
3~ 
37 
7 
117 
68 
5 
25 
11 
22 
155 
45 
35 -
,:: 
(l). 
st ~~ 
ril 
--
185 
130 
441 
98 
44 
753 
130 
4.77 
158 
157 
64 
114 
100 
54 -- -ii-
18 102 
39 221 
64 153 
12 
~2 
5! 
50 
68 
117 
78 
178 
84 
250 
386 
3 
0 
8 
---
1G9 
150 
~19 
85 
1u2 
100 
212 
152 
317 
120 
478 
105 
161 
821 
. 370 
318 
143 
135 
392 
502 
351 
201 
169 
62 
2i5 
75 
109 
84 
179 
152 
219 
159 
135 
75 
65 
lW 
260 
217 
2u0 
129 
'Z ------ ------
78 
349 
200 
138 
300 
140 
144 
250 
51-1 
454 
208 
371 
323 
10'7 
246 
242 
290 
110 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
7 
36 210 
47 
306 
Institute. Rogersville, Tenn ____ Swift Memorial Academy __________ Presb __ ____ 4 ______ ______ 175 
Shelbyville, Tenn ____ Turner Institute __ ________ ___ ________ A. M. E_ ____ 5 ______ .. ____ 117 
Crockett, Tex ________ Mary Allen Seminary --· ____________ Presb __ ____ 13 ______ ______ 2'Z6 
liearne. Tex .. ~---- ____ Hearne Academy ____________________ Bapt _______ 3 44 186 230 
Marshall, Tex. _______ Bishop College _____________________ Bapt_______ 9 201 134 335 
Do----- ------ --- Wiley University ____________________ M. E _______ H 60 368 428 
~~rke~ill~, Va _______ Ingleside Seminary __________ ____ ___ Presb_____ _ 9 ______ ______ lOZ 
na¥i~tn~.slfa~~ ====== i~~~~~~~rtfe~iii~~iJr_~~l-~-c~~~-
1
: ~~~lb====~= ! ---~- ---~~- 28~ Norfolk, Va ____ ______ Norfolk Mission chool ____ ________ U. Presb___ 2 -63 579 642 
Lynchburg, Va ______ Virginia Seminary __________ ________ Bapt _______ 10 _____ _ ______ 2J3 
Richmond, Va ___ _____ H ~rtshorn Memorial College _______ Bapt_______ 7 ---
6
-
9
-- ------ 1~~ 
Uolored pupils attending various ___ . ___________ ..... 
other . econdary schools. - - -------
'l'otal. __________________ _______________________ 396 1,460 /6, 125 16,237 
* 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 32. -Statistics of institutions for the instruction of the colored race, etc. --Cont'd. 
UNIVERSITIES AND C.OLLEGES. 
Students. 
Location. 
00 >, ~ Religious i-.. 3 £ i-.. o<l o<l ;~ Name. denomina- 0 .hO 'g tion. ::, d t ~ 0 ll,iJ 
r/1 0 0 ~ i::l Q r:n ~ ,-, 
- ----
Selma, Ala __________ _ 
Little Rock, Ark ____ _ 
Selma University _________________ Bapt _____ __ 8 12 
Philander Smith College _________ M.E ________ 13 7 ---30' 292 
Washington, D. c ___ _ 
Atlanta, Ga __________ _ 
, Do __ ______ _____ _ 
Berea, Ky ___________ _ 
New Orleans, La . ___ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____ _________ _ 
-Baltimore, Md ______ _ 
,Holly Springs, Miss __ 
,,Rodney, Miss _____ __ _ 
Cp.ar].otte, N. c ______ _ 
Raleigh, N. C ________ _ 
Salisbury, N. C _____ _ 
Wilberforce, Ohio ___ _ 
Lincoln University, 
Pa. 
Howard University _____ __________ Nonsect ____ 
Atlanta University----------·--"- Nonsect ____ Clark University __________________ M,E ________ 
Berea College ____ ______ ___________ Nonsect ____ 
Leland University* ______________ Bapt _______ 
New Orleans University __________ M.E ________ 
Southern University* ________ . ___ N onsect. ___ 
Straight University ______________ Cong _______ 
Morgan College. __________________ M. E ________ 
Rust University __________________ M.E ________ 
Alcorn Agricultural and Me- Nonsect ____ 
chanical College.* Biddle Un '.verslty _________________ Presb ______ 
Shaw University __________________ Bapt _______ 
Livingstone College*- ____________ A.M.E.Z __ 
Wilberforce University __________ A.M.E _____ 
Lincoln University* ______________ Presb ______ 
-Colt:.mbia, S. c ______ _ 
Orangeburg, S. C ___ _ 
;Knoxv_ille, 'l'enn ____ _ 
.Nashv_1lle, Tenn _____ _ Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
·Waco, Tex ___________ _ 
Allen University __________________ A.M.E _____ 
Claflin University ________________ M.E _____ ___ 
Knoxville College ________________ Presb __ __ __ 
Central 'l'ennessee College ___ ____ M.E _____ ___ 
Fisk University ___________________ Cong _______ 
Roger Williams University ______ Bapt _______ 
Paul Quinn College _____ _________ _ A.M.E ___ __ 
Colored students attending va-
----·-------- -
rious Northern universities 
and colleges . Total number ___________ __ ___ 
--------------
SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY. 
Location. Name. 
8 27 55 
22 14 123 
19 2 45 
15 31 77 
13 3 21 
21 6 32 
17 0 48 
20 3 14 
10 4 49 
12 11 93 
9 86 50 I 
11 51 50 I 
JO 53 
·----· 
12 25 70 
9 21 30 
14 143 6;! 
10 9 185 
27 20 
--- ---
16 16 66 
24 11 61 
24 49 66 
13 20 28 
12 30 
------
-- --
137 
·-----
- -
--
369 791 1,256 
Religious 
denomina-
tions. 
---------1-------------------1--- ---
Selma, Ala ___________ Theological Department of Selma University __ Ba.pt - ------
T alladega, Ala _______ Theological Department of Talladega College __ Cong - --- ---
Tuscaloosa , A.la ______ Institute for Training Colored Ministers ___ ____ Presb ------
L ittle Rock, Ark . ____ Theological Department of Philander Smith M . E --- - ----
Washington, D. c ___ _ Do ________ _____ _ 
Atlanta, Ga _________ _ 
Do ___ ______ ____ _ 
Berea, Ky ____ _______ _ 
New Orleans, La ____ _ 
Do _______ ______ _ 
College. 
Theological Department of Howard University_ Wayland Seminary. __________________________ ___ _ 
Atlanta Baptist Seminary __ ________________ ____ _ 
Gammon Theological Seminary ____ ______ ______ _ 
'l'heological Department of Berea College _____ _ 
Gilbert Haven School of Theology (New Or-
leans University). 
Nonsect ___ _ 
Bapt -------
Bapt -------M . E ___ ____ _ 
Nonsect ___ _ 
M.E _______ _ 
--424. 
292 
225 
263 
525 
352 
462 
137 
128 
102 
87 
--iso-
114 
0 
240 
-·2oi-
412 
296 
106 
------
------
--
4,838 
7 
2 
5 
4 
1 
2 
Do _____________ _ 
Baltimore, Md ______ _ 
Charlotte, N. c ______ _ 
Raleigh, N. C ________ _ 
Theological Department of Leland University. I Bapt ----- -· 
Theological Department of Morgan College ____ M. E ___ ____ _ 
Theological DepartmentofStraight University Cong _______ 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
~ 
0 
8 
--
191 
329 
a82 
561 
339 
333 
281 
563 
400 
479 
190 
232 
238 
188 
340 
275 
165 
206 
434 
600 
283 
484 
411 
154 
215 
137 
--
b8, 116 
25 
23 
22 
11 
43 
44 
22 
72 
10 
5 
15 
12 
8 
11 
11 Theological Department of Biddle University __ ! Presb ------Theological Department of St. Augustine',; I P. E ---- ----
Normal chool. 
Do--- ----- ----·- Theological Department or Shaw University --1 Bapt ------- 2 4g 
Wllberrorc , Ohio ____ Theoloi;rical Department or Wilberforce Uni· A. M. E _____ 3 1 
I versity. I 28 Ltni~ln University, Theological Department of Lincoln University_ Presb ____ 8 flumbta, : . ·--·---· Th ologlcal partmentof Allen niver ·ity __ A.M. E ____ 4 5 a hvill , Tenn ...... Th ological D partment of antral 'l'ennessee M E___ 2 36 
1 oil ge ., 
Rt h Do.r ····-···-·-- 'l'neologicalD partm nto!FiskUniversity ____ l ong ____ .. _ 2 Gu 
c moo , a ________ 
1 
Richmond Th ologica.l · minary• ______ ____ ____ Ba.pt_______ 4 
11 ~~~e cb~~1 nt in variou Northern theolog- ______ ________ .:..:.:.=:--
Total ··-· ------------------------------------- _________ ______ 05 1 577 
aExcl 1 voof prof 
•In I 
nal students. 
'91. 
b In.clncling student.,; not classified. 
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TABLE 32.-Statistics of institutions for instruction of the col01·ecl 1·ace, etc.-Cont·a. 
SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE, DEN'l'ISTRY, AND PHARMACY. 
Location. 
Little R0ck, Ark .... . 
Washington, D. C ... . 
New Orleans, La .... . 
Raleigh, N. C .... .... . 
Nashville, Tenn ..... . 
Name. 
Medical Department of Philander Smith College* ......... .. 
Howard University: 
Medical Department......................................... 12 
Dental Department....... .. ..................... . ... ... .... 5 
Pharmaceutical Department........... . .................. 
1
i 
Medical Department of New Orleans University ............ . 
Leonard Medical College of Shaw University................ 7 
Pharmaceutical Department . ................................... . 
10 
113 
7 
17 
22 
62 
11 
Central Tenn:ssee College: 
Meharry edical Department............................. 13 12,} 
~~~;~~:~~fJ;tfi~!i>a.iirrieiit·: ::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::·: ::: 9 
Colored students attending various Northern schools....... ...... 78 
Total . .. .................................................... ~1, 457 
SCHOOLS OF LAW. 
I 
Washington, D. C .... Law Department of Howard University...................... f, I 77 
Raleigh, N. C ......... Law Department of Shaw Dniversity................. ........ 1 .. _
2
9 
Wilberforce, Ohio ..... Law Department of Wilberforce University.................. 3 
Columbia, S. C. . ... Law Department of Allen University_........................ 2 4 
Nashville, Tenn ...... Law Department of Central Tennessee College............ . .. 5 I 8 
Colored students attending various Northern schools....... ...... 19 
Total. ................................... ... ........... .. ... ~,~ 
SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. ct 
Little Rock, Ark .... . 
Do .............. . 
St. Aug.ustine, Fla __ _ 
~veSpring, Ga ..... . 
aeon, Ga ........... . 
Danville, Ky .. .. .... . 
Louisville, Ky ....... . 
Baltimore, Md ....... . 
Jackson, Miss ....... . 
Fulton, Mo .......... . 
St. Louis, Mo ........ . 
Raleigh, N. C ........ . 
Cedar Springs, S. C .. 
Knoxville, Tenn ..... . f ash_vill~, Tenn ..... . 
ust1n , 'lex ......... . 
Arkansas School for the Blind................................. 10 
Arkansas Institute for Deaf Mutes............................ 10 
Florida Institute for the Deaf and Blil!d........... ........... ' 4 
Georgia Institute for the Deaf and Dumb..................... 7 
Georgia Academy for the Blind*··················· "··........ 10 
Kentucky Institution for the Education of Deaf Mutes...... 15 
Kentucky Institution for the Education of the Blind........ 8 
Maryland S~hool for Colored Blind and Deaf Mutes......... 5 
Institution for the Education of Deaf and Dumb............. 9 
School for the Deaf and Dumb........................ ... ...... 18 
Missouri School for the Blind ... . ....•......... ~............... 14 
North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the 10 
Blind. 
South Carolina Institution for the Education of the Deaf 5 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
Tennessee School for the Deaf and Dumb..................... 8 
Tennessee School for the Blind................................ 9 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb and Blirn;'l Colored Youth.. . . 4 
lJeaf, dumb, and blind colored youth in various other insti· 
tutions (Northern and Western) ........... ... ................... . 
'l'otaL ... .. .... .. .... .... ... . .. .... ...... .. .... .... ..... .... 146 
* In 1890-91. aln schools for both races the number of colored students only is given. 
24 
12 
13 
31 
· 17 
33 
24 
39 
25 
12 
6 
60 
23 
28 
12 
83 
139 
581 
SCHOOLS FOR TEE DEFECTIVE CLASSES. ' ' ) ~ 
~ 
TABLE 33.-Surnmary of statistics of public day schools for the deaf, for 1891-'92. .~ oo 
..:. Instructors. Pupils. t, ~ ~ . 
t-; 1-------.----.----,--1--------------,-------,-----,,--- f ~ A 00 
d , , • · • A .o Aoo pbJJ 112 
orl • • i- <ll • t A ~ • ..., ~ <ll p o.s a5 
,._. 111 A <ll 'Cl;;; A p, . 25 ~ • '8..., Sl,'d '"' 
o § .8 eg ~ g ~ '"'§ ~ ~ g ~~ -~ 00 f .......... . E 
Dl\·Jslon nnd State. I '"'~ . ~ :e..... . .... S <ll :e ~..... b.O -~ S ...,., <ll """':e 0,5 2 :8 
<l)E ~ ..... ;:lA !3..., ~ ;:l PA t ~+" ~a: s ~p, <l) .e- A S a5 j ~ 5 -~ ~ ~ ~ a5 S ~ ~ ~ ~ 'S1 ::; ~ ~~ B P ~ B'g ~ & 
p ~ i;:i +" +" '"' 'C!P, ~ 'l) +" +" p -~ 'OP, '"' 0 ~ :ete <l) ~ 
Z ~ l ~ :;J ~ ~ ~ rz. ~ < --11 ~ ~ 0??? ~ ~ trj 
-----------------------------------~- v 
1 2 3 4 a 6 ,- s 9 10 11 12 13 14 la l.6 1,- 1s l.9 20 21 :::::: 
---u-tted Stn.tes .................. ~--; ·- 40- --;~--f! --6-~-205 ~~ 38 2 98 -0----;;- $625 $130,000 $127,305 ~ ~ 
-- = H 
>l'ort h . \ti antic Div-isiou ··-- -··· ··-· 3 o 22 22 22 7 3 98 98 196 196 34 0 96 0 755 100 118,500 16,572 16,291 0 
- - - ------1---1--1--____ , ____ ,, __ --·--- . Z 
:\Iaine. 1 o 7 7 7 7 o 27 18 45 45 ·----- o ·---·· O ·----- ·-·-·· ·----··- -- ··-·------ ••••.... 
i.1ns::.;acnusetts ·-·-····-····--·· ·· I O 10 10 IO O 3 50 I 58 108 108 34 0 96 0 692 100 118,500 11,572 11,552 l;O 
Hhodelsland ........ ___ .......... I O 5 5 ~.::...:..=.==-::.::.:_ 21 ~ 43 43 ·-·-·· ______ ---··· ·----- 63 ·----· ·---·---·- 5,000 4, 739 Ea 
Somll Central Division. __ ..... _ .... _ 1 0 1 1 7 1 8 ·----- ····-· 2 __________________ ·----- __________ 952 952 0 
Louh1iau'a. ···---··---··· -·---- - __ 1 ___ 0 ___ 1_ --1-=== 7 1 8 ---··-- ______ 2 ________________________ ·----- ---- 952 952 J~ 
>l'orthCent1·alDiv-ision. ___ ·-··-·-··· 9----;;- 17 24 20 2 . --3- 100 106 206 122 4 o 2 O 167 525 12,000 9,781 28,276 I-' 
- - ------ ----1---1---f---l---1---- 00 
Oh1~ ·--·---·------·-·------·-·-·-· 3 1 5 6 2 0 O 23 35 58 - 25 ___ 0 o - o O 50 25 2 500 3 200 S 
lnd1a.ua_ .. ___ ·----·-------··-···-- 1 l 0 I 0 ·--·-· -- ·- ·· 13 5 18 o o o o o o o ---------- ' 1' 700 ~ 
Illiuois __________ ·------·--·--·--·-· l 2 4 6 10 1 3 18 24 42 11 4 o 2 o 17 -·---·---- ---··--·-· 5'251 t--:> 
Wi~con~m·-·-··---·-·-·-··--·---· 3 1 7 8 7 I O 30 23 53 53 0 0 0 0 100 ·-500- ---12:oof ----1:zsi- 18;125 • 
l\lb;,ou1i. _____ ·-----·--·---·------ l 1 3 I ·----- ·--··· 16 19 35 33 ·----- · ----- ··-··- ______ _____ _______ ·-- ____ . __ _ 
Post-office. 
TABLE 34.-Statistics of public day schools for the deaf, for 1891-'92.-PART I. 
• 
Name. Chief executive officer. 
(l) 
ca 
~ 
Instructors. 
(l) 
ca 
s 
Cl) 
d 
-~ ~ 
s 
~ 
r-.. 
Cl) 
'd-,;; 
r-.. A 
ca<D g§ 
-~ ~ 
p 0. 
a) 
'd .3 
,.... A 
ca<D 
-~ s 
~ s ~ Cl) 
Pupils. 
d 
~ 
~ 
s 
n 
.... 
a) 
'O .3 
A 
r-..<D 
~s p 0. 
00 
d 
~ 
~ 
bO 
r-.. 
Cl) 
'd 
Industrial 
department. 
'd 
~. ~ 
tt' ;g . 
+" Cl) ~ bO 
§-~ s :§ 
e-,.... ~ .s 
~ ,,Q r-.. 
ai 
Cl) 
'd 
~ 
~ 
r-.. 
Cl) 
,,Q 
g 
~ 
~ 
.s 
rn 
~ 
~ p 
'd 
~ 
r-.. 
' ' < 
-------1----------------1----------1 l-l-l--1-1-1-1- 1--1--1--1-1-1-1--7 ' ' 
.1 2 
fii < 
+"O. 
rn o p ..... 
'd Cl) 
.:ii> 
H 
· 1 ~
~ , fii < 
-~~ 
Pl> 
< ~ 0 r:IJ. ~ 0 C!l 
1 1 Chicago. Ill.. _______ _ 2 Evansville,Ind _____ _ 
3 New Orleans, La ___ _ 
4 Portland, Me _______ _ 
6 178 Newburgst.,Bos-
ton., Mass. 6 St. Louis, Mo _______ _ 
7 Cincinnati, Ohio 
(Ninth and Race 
sts.). 
8 / Cincinnati, Ohio 
(N inth st. near 
Maine). 91 Toled. o. Ohio _____ ___ _ 
10 Providence. R. I ___ _ 
11 Lacrosse, Wis ______ _ 
12 Milwaukee. Wis ____ _ 
13 Wausau, Wis _______ _ 
Chicago Deaf-Mute Day School. _____ ___ _ 
Evansville School for the Deaf __ _______ _ 
New Orleans Free Public Scbool for 
Deaf-Mutes.* 
3 
Philip A. Emery- ·- --· Chas. Kerney _________ _ 
Robert B. Lawrence __ 
4 
~ 
1 
1 
Portland School for the Deaf __________ _ _ 
Horace Mann School for the Deaf. _____ _ r~~::~~t~ ~~-r_t_~~-ro-
St. Louis Day School for the Deaf. ______ , James H. Cloud ______ _ 
Oral School for the Deaf. _________________ Virginia A. Osborne __ 
Public School for the Deaf 
__ , Caroline Fesenbeck . __ 
1 
0 
0 
5 \6 s 9 ll.0/U/ l.2 \ l.3 \ l.4 \15/1.6 /U 'l l.S 
j-',-:--1---1-- 1-1- -1--1--1--1-1--1--
1 o ____________ rn 24 
,5 
18 
0 
4 
0 4 I 10 I 1 I -3 I 11
0 ---- ------ ------ 7 1 ' ____ , -- ----
7 
10 
7 
10 
7 
0 o \ 27 J 18 J 45 3 50 58 108 34 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
g ,----
0 
0 
0 2 , ______ , ____ , ____ , ____ , __ ----
0 
0 
2 
4 
1 ' -- ---- ,- - ----
2 0 
0 0 0 
g 1-·-·oro-l 16po-
1 
1: : l~ : ~ ! ··:·:····: 1 ···: I ·:r:r:·:·····: 
Rhode Island School for the Dettf. ____ ___ Laura DeL. Richards_ 
Toledo Deaf-Mute School*----------------,· Alfred F. Wood ______ _ 1 1----1--- -1 ---- --1 ---- 6 
21 
4 
21 
5 
I 
M -4f=============================r ==== Public Oral School for the Deaf. _________ Albert Hardy _________ _ Milwaukee Day School for the Deaf. ____ 
1 
Paul Binner _____ .... __ 
Wausau Day School for the Deaf. ______ _ Edith E. Brown ______ _ 
*From 1890- '91. 
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TABLE 34.-Statist'ics of public day schools for the deaf, for 1891-'92.-PART II. 
Receipts. Expenditures. 
Name. 
Valueof I I Build· Valueof gro nds State, ings 
Volumesl Annual lscienti.ficl and I coun_t)'.', or Other and !Support. 
tn cost_per appa- build· mumcip_al sources. improve· 
library. capita. ratus. ings. ap~I~E~ia· · ments. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1' s 9 
~ ~;~~t~1f:\~}11.;l!!!~t for the Deaf*:==========================:=::::=:=:: ....... ~~ ...... ~~~;. ~~::~~~:~t======== :::::::~ii;t;======: ====:::::= $qgg 
4 Portland School for the Deaf . ........... . .... .. ... ... .. ....... .. . . .. .. ............................................. ·-·- -- ·--· ·-·-·-·· ·-·· .. ---· ··-· ·- ·-·- .. .. ····-· ··--
5 Horace Mnnn School for the Deaf.·- · -·····-·-·-·· ·-·- ··-----·- ·-· -·---·-~--··------- 692 133 $100 $118,500 11,572 ··-··-··-- $726 10,826 
o St. Louis Day SchoolfortheDeaf ._ ... ______ . ______ . __ __ ·· ------ ···· ·--···-·---·----- ---···---- 57 --·-··-·-· ·---··---· ·····-··-·-- -- --·----- ----··--·- -···-·-·-· 
i ~~l~c:gibir~o~h:h~~~ar:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ····-- -~~- ~g --"-- _ -~~- :::::~ :::: _. ·-·· ~~ ~~~- :::::: :::: : : :::: :::: 2• :gg 
O Toledo School for the Deaf*·-· · -· ·· -· __ ---··-·-··--··-· __ ----·-··· --·- ·-- -····-·····- ------ -··-- ·- -··- -·-- __ -··· -·-- __ · -· -··-- ·-···- -· ··-- ·-·· ___ --· ______________ -· ___ _ 
l~ ~~~~/:b~~o~\\~0b~~~ ~~-~~~~f_:::: :::: :::::::::::: .:::: .-: :::::::::: :: :::: :: :::::::: 6g ----·· -si- :: :::: :::: :: :::: :::: 5' ~gg -- ---$661· -- ···-125- 4' ~gg 
I:! Milwn.ukeeDa.ySchoolfortheDeaf _. _____ ·-·······-- ·-·---- ···-·- ··---······------- 75 125 50 12,000 6,000 O O 6 000 
13 Wa.usa.u Day School for the Deaf __ ·····---·-·-···-····----------·-··-·- -·····-·-· ·--·- 25 ----·----· -·-- ··--·- · ·---··--· · 470 o -·-·--···- '600 
* From 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 35.-Summary of statistics of private schools for .the deaf, for 1891-'92. 
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22 
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TABLE 36.-Statistics of pri1.:ate schools for the deaf, for 1891- '92.-PART I. 
-----
------- I Pupils. Instructors. 
I 
i... d:> 
" I~ g '~ 'O -~ e. ..... .... ~+3 
Name. Chief executive officer. 
+J ro >=' .,.... A ~ ~§ 
Pu8t•OfflCe. 
ro 
-o I'< Q) s p-o-1 ~s 'i3 5~ <:.) +J <l) Cl) <:.) ..... P... p +J ' -~ -~ g. ~ :;::l ,.Q) '2 ~ cl Q) s I'< p<:.l <l) s ~ ~<:.) cd ro ro .,...A cd Q) A A A Q) ~ A ~ r,.. H H H ~ r,.. ..... 
- -
--
-- - -
-
- -
1 ~ 
I 3 4 a 6 7 s 9 10 J.1 1~ 
- - · 
- - - -- --·- -- -- - -
1 Mystic Bridge, Conn Whipple's Home School ______________ · ____ 
Mrs. M. H ammond __ . l 2 3 0 0 15 17 30 0 
., Chlcago,111 ·-- ---·--· Ephpheta School for the Deaf----------· 
Mary C. Hendrick _____ 7 7 0 0 34 38 72 0 
3 Encdewood, Ill. t6550 1\lcCowen Oral School for Young Deaf 
Mary Mccowen __ ______ ·-o 8 7 7 1 15 17 31 5 
Yadest.l. Children. 4 =- Dubuque, Cowa. ______ Eastern Iowa School {or the Deaf ______ _ Decoursey French ___ _ 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 
5 Gh1nchul)a., La ______ Chinchuba Institute for the Deaf. ___ .... ReY. H. Mignot ... - ____ l 6 2 7 7 13 13 -- -- ---- --
6 · 13:\Hilllore, Md ______ F. Knapp's English and German lnsti· F. Knapp ___ __ _____ ____ 2 2 4 0 0 18 10 28 ---- --
tute. 
7 Northampton, Mass Clarke Institution ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ ___ Caroline A. Yale ____ __ 1 17 
14 0 3 59 59 118 37 
F WestMedford,Mass_ Sarah Fuller Home for Little Children Miss E. L. Clark .. ____ _ 0 4 
1 0 0 9 5 14 0 
91 North Detroit,.Mich_ who cannot Hear. Evangelical Lutheran Deaf and Dumb H. D. Uhlig, director .. 3 0 3 0 0 20 25 45 0 
Institute. 
0 St. Pa.ul,Minn ______ St. Pau1·s Institute __ _ --- ····-- ---------· Miss Nardin __________ _ 0 4 4 4 3 22 25 40 6 
1 St. Louis, Mo. (1849 Maria Consilia Deaf-Mute Institute. ____ Sister M. Adele _______ 0 4 2 1 1 16 27 40 6 
Cass ave.). 
2 St. Louis, Mo ____ ___ _ Miss Kugler's Oral School for Deaf- L. Kugler.------------· 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 5 0 
mutes. 
3 Albany, N. Y ________ Albany Home School for the Oral In- Miss Anna M. Black .. 0 3 3 0 0 7 5 12 0 
struction of the Deaf. 
4 New York, N. Y. (~ Miss Kuler's Articulation Class for Sarah Warrin Kuler .. 0 2 2 1 0 5 4 9 2 
I East 46th st.). Deaf-Mutes.* 
5 New York, N.Y. (243 Warren Articulation School. __________ __ Miss Lillie Eginton -- -- :1 4 ------ ------ 5 5 10 ---- --West 21st st.). Warren. 
.6 Cincinnati, Ohio ____ Notre Dame School for the Deaf* _______ Sister M. of the Sa- 0 2 0 0 8 8 0 0 
Cleveland, Ohio . ____ 
cred Heart, s. N. n. 
.1 I 1 17 Cleveland School for the Deaf · ----·-- --- J . H. Geary _______ ____ _ 1 ------ ------ 9 6 13 ------
l8 Toletlo, Ohio. ____ ··-- Toledo Deaf-Mute School ---- -·------··-- Georgiana Miller ___ ___ 1 ··-- 9 4 · - -- ------
19 Philadelphia., Pa. Home for Training in Speech. ___________ Miss Emma Garrett __ 3 1 3 - -·--- 7 11 18 
(Monument ave., 
------ ----- -
near Ford it.) . 2 I 00 St. Francis, Wis---· St. John's Catholic Deaf-mute Institute_ Rev. M . M. Gerend ____ 7 2 2 7 31 9 26 2 
* From 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 36.-Statistics of private schools of the deaf, for 1891-'92.-PART II. 
Receipts. Expenditures. 
Name. 
Value oflv~~~g!I State, I Build· Volumes/ Annual jscientific g and coun~s:, or l Other .ings and I Support. 
in cost.per appa· build· munic1p'.3-l sources. 1mprove-library. capita. ratus. ings. app!opr1· ments. 
at1ons. 
-------------------------------1-1--- l----l----1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,, s 9 
1- - --1--- -1----1----1----~ 
i !~!t~:i r~1Ji1;01r~~?~~~ii~~f=6i;ii~~~~~===~======;===~===================== ······itr ========== ========== ========== ~=========== ====~~==== ========== ========== 4 Eastern Iowa School for the Deaf.................................................... .. ..... ... .... ...... .. .... .... . ..... .... .. .... ...... a $500 .... .. .... $500 
5 Chinchuba Institute for the Deaf...................................................... 100 $20 $100 $5,000 0 0 $1,000 3. 000 
~ 6i;~1~~l¥~~t1~~f~~~~~~.~~~~~~. ~~·s·t·i~~~~: ::::: :==:: :::::: :::: :: =::= ::=::::::::= ::== ..... iii5c· ..... ·goo· 1' ~gg t~: ggg $t, 20g 1l: ~gg -........ -.. ··1f 945 
8 Sarah Fuller Home for Little Children who Cannot Hear_......................... o 350 .... .. .... 5,900 0 0 5. 900 3,494 
9 Evangelical Lutheran Deaf and Dumb Institute..................................... 250 103 20 20,000 4, 655 ......... _ 347 3, 745 
IO St. Paul'fl Institute ............. . ........ ... ............ ............. ..... '............... ... .. .... . ... ............... . ...... ............... . ............. ...... . ......... . 
H ;\fil~!!~t i:!~r~}~il~~t:it~i:iiii~~~i=i~~=~i~i================ ====== ==== :: :/~~: == ==== ==== == ==== ==== ====== ==== ======== ==== ~:~~== ==== ====== === = ==== == ==== l i !tt~{~}lli~f li,I~\~u];\)'.'.'.;'.'.\'.)'.'.\L'.'.t;;t'. \>;:: j)iii: :;;:::;;\; \;;;;;;;;; ::::;;:;:::: ;::::::;:: ;::::;:;; ;:;:;;;::; 
* From 1890-'91. a From contributions and fair. 
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TABLE 37.-Summary of statistics of public institutions for the deaf, for 1891-'92. 
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nitedStn.tes ------- -1 48 1 279 1 323 / 602 167 1 50 I 193 1 4,308 1 3,43717,846 1 3,710 I 263 1 35213,3991280170,333 1$22,095 $9,603,596 $1,710,274 $1,876,601 
North Atlantic Division___ 13 69 141 209 101 36 67 1,449 _ 1, 104 2,553 1,548 IB2 277 1,219 148 19,628 15,565 2,870, 496 553, 922 625,427 
5,245 
26, 165 
338,792 
42,256 
141,464 
6,233 
Mnssnchusetts --------·11 Connecticut____________ 1 
New York_____________ _ 7 
~ewJersey _____________ 1 
Pennsylvania__________ 3 
0 
9 
42 
5 
14-
2 
6 
82 
7 
41 
2 
16 
124 
lZ 
55 
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4-
71 
4-
21 
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34 
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18 
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419 
81 26 1 17 57 142 85 
636 1,495 1,273 
71 139 52 
332 751 221 
0 
0 
107 
8 
17 
0 
0 
248 
13 
16 
0 
44 
764 
54 
357 
0 
0 
74 
28 
46 
300 0 15,000 
2,000 .... __ .. 250, 000 
9,244 13,715 1,371,264 
500 300 100,000 
7,584 1, 550 -1, 134,232 
South Atlantic Division . .19 1--i--i--i--i--i--i-·--·1c....c;_:~1~-- - - 1--1==1=1--1 I 52 31 I 83 21 5 26 431 350 781 326 0 25 I 184 --======= 13 I 11,129 I 1,906 1 1,441, ooo 
~i~m~;1ii coiumt>ia:::j i 
Virginia--- -- ----------- 1 
West Virginia .. ________ , 1 
North Carolina._________ 1 
South Carolina._________ I Georgia. ___ ______________ 1 
Florida.________________ 1 
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18 
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3 
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t5 
22 
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0 
0 
2 
6 
1 
4 
5 
2 
2 
1 
5 
70 50 I 120 I 66 0 151 55 1 0 2, 650 700 I 265, 000 
92 41 133 98 0 0 8 8 3,700 -------- 700,000 
44 43 87 25 0 0 18 1 0 250 175,000 
40 45 I 85 11 o o 33 2 818 o 85, ooo 
67 69 136 14 0 0 0 2 l , 611 ---- ---· 75,000 
57 50 107 76 0 0 51 1 1,200 700 70,000 
173,031 
353,643 
42,256 
223,295 
233,660 
30, 295 32, 011 
------- 63,168 
34,950 ----------
39, 786 37,879 
41, 000 41, 000 
---- -- ----- 16,831 
17, 000 32, 771 
10, 000 10, 000 
South Central Division . .. . ! 9 38 30 68 11 2 28 
-10 37 1 77 0 0 0 0 0 1 800 ------·· 55,000 
21 I 15 36 36 0 I 10 13 U 100 50 16, 000 
554 453 1,001 325 19 J~453 --IBf~153 1,200 1==84=3=,0=0=0+1 ====t==== 204, 918 218, 766 
---, ----------------Kentucky ________ ___ ____ 1 7 8 15 2 o 5 117 84 201 54 2 o 77 O 1,800 100 176,500 37,185 41,256 
Tennessee ---- .. -------- 1 4 4 8 1 1 3 106 84 190 100 12 o 32 O 500 ..... ... 150,000 37,500 37,855 
Alabama. . _______________ t 3 3 6 2 o 3 40 47 87 26 o o 32 o 600 400 75, ooo 19, 923 19,923 
Missis:,ippi -----------· · 1 5 4 9 2 1 4 38 44 82 21 o o 24 1 ________ ________ 125,000 ___________ 15,280 
Louisiana.------------- - 1 4 3
1 
7 1 0 3 34 32 66 10 O o 23 O 300 ________ 30,000 9,184 8,897 
Texas ________ ___________ 2 8 6 14 2 o 6 146 101 247 58 o 12 51 12 750 100 187, ooo 83,886 75,885 
Arkansas .. .. __ _____ ____ 1 7 2 9 1 o 4 73 61 134 61 5 0 214 2 803 500 100,000 17,240 19,670 
North Central Division ____ 12 _I 97 109 \ 206 28 1 3 60 1 1,740 1, 376 ·1 3, 116 -;;:I 72 12 11, 4521- ~ 32,733 2, 975 1 3, 561,100 635,903 644,442 Ohio ---- - ·--····----- -- l , 10 16 26 3 o 5 \ 215 208 423 137 o O 123 15 3, 000 500 750,000 102,300 92,268 Indlano. . - - ----- - ----- --- 1 ' 12 · 9 21 1 0 4 180 162 342 68 o o 114 t8 3 800 500 151 100 83 500 72,385 
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156 
112 
120 
170 
208 
20 
25 
85 
149 
222 
136 
72 
92 
131 
128 
14 
16 
67 
128 
5221 292 
18i 
212 
301 
336 
34 
41 
152 
277 
275 
0 
45 
92 
32 
80 
0 
12 
51 
40 
0 0 139 14 ,· 13,000 0 12 65 10 2, 724 
0 0 85 6 1,600 
36 0 134 18 1,400 
6 0 221 12 3,000 
0 0 246 0 1, 142 
0 0 5 0 80 
0 0 23 6 160 
30 0 50 1 1,400 
6 0 247 7 1,427 
- ,--,--,--,--,--,--,---,---1---1---
Western Division__________ 6 24 12 36 6 4 12 1 235 154 389 179 40~ """o1 9 ~090 
1,000 
300 
100 
100 
300 
150 
25 
455 
Coiorado __ ____________ _ 1 6 4 10 1 1 3 1 48 42 85 54 20 26 22 1 510 I 200 
NewMexico ____________ 1 1 0 l 0 0 0 6 2 8 o 0 0 O 1 60 
Utah ____________________ 1 2 3 5 1 1 3 35 15 50 37 14 O 29 O 20 
Washington------------ 1 3 1 I 4 1 1 2 r :n 21 I 58 10 \ 51 0 131 0 Oregon __ ________________ 1 3 1 4 1 1 2 19 18 37 16 1 O 4 O 
Ca1ifornia _____ . ____ ____ I 
1 
9 3 12 2 O 2 95 56 151 65 0 O 23 7 
0 1--------
0 --------
1, 500 255 
400,000 98,618 126,000 
420,255 48,115 58,379 
110,000 40, QOO 37,000 
250,000 3!;,810 87,000 
500,000 76, 800 86,800 
260,000 42,500 23,800 
37,000 8,500 11,300 
117,000 
12,360 12,260 
41,400 33,250 
196,000 42,000 52,000 
888,000 134,500 154,306 
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- --- -------
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TABLE 38.-Statisties of public institutions for the deaf, for 1891-'92.- P ART I. 
Name. 
Superintendent or 
principal. 
Instructors. Pupils. 
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1-------1---------------f---------i-i~l~_7 ___ s_ 9 10 11 12 1s l«l1a lt61 t7 
Q) 
~ 
~ 
1 2 3 
4 
Joseph H. Johnson ... ! 3 
Francis D. Clarke.____ 2 
Warring Wilkinson _. 9 
~ 
0 3 40 47 26 
4 73 61 61 
2 95 56 65 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16 1 0 0 26 rg I ·-169-
1s 
0 
2 
7 
I 1 'l'nllndeim, Ala. ..... 
:! I Little Rock. Ark .. 
3 Berkeley, Cal.. ... . 
I Colorado Springs, Colo. 5 , II art!ord, Conn . __ 
Alabama Institute for the Deaf.. _______ _ 
Ai-kansas Deaf-Mute Institute __________ _ 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and 
the Blind. 
Institution for the Education of the 
Mute and tbe Blind of Colorado. 
John E. Ray, A. :M., su-
perintendent. 
Job Williams, princi- · 
pal. 
'i 
3 
7 
3 
4 
9 
2 ] , _____ _ 
2 
1 
4 
6 I Wnsblngton, D C . 
American Asylum, at Hartford, for tbe 
Education and Instruction of the Deaf 
and Dumb. 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb. 
Edward Miner Gal-
laudet. 
18 4 I 10 
St. Augustine, Fla. 
SI Cave Spring, Ga __ 
9 Jacksonville, Ill. .. 
10 Indianapolis, Ind. 
Florida Blind and Deaf-Mute Institute. 
Georgia Institution for the Education 
or the Deaf and Dumb. 
Illinois Institution for the Education of 
the Deaf and Dumb. 
Indiana Institution for the Education 
Wm. A. Caldwell, 
principal. 
W. 0. Conner, prin-
cipal. 
Phillip G. Gillett, A. 12 I 21 
R~h~lo. Johnson ... ! 12 
of the Deaf and Dumb.* 11 1 Council B 1 uffs , I Iowa St:hool for the Deaf ___ ___ _______ _ : __ ! Henry W. Rothert, 
Iowa.. I superintendent. 
I~ Olathe, Kans ______ Kansas Institution for the Education S. T. Walker _________ _ 
of the Deaf and Dumb. 1 
6 I 11 
13 1 Danville, Ky ______ Institute for Deaf-Mutes _________ . ___ _ --- -1 William Kavanaugh 
Argo. 
7 8 
3 11 I Baton Rouge, La __ 
15 1 Baltimore, Md ___ _ 
16 Frederick City, 
Md. 
17 Beverly, Mass ..... 
Louisiana Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb. 
Maryland School for Colored Blind and 
Deaf. 
Maryland School for the Deaf and 
Dumb. 
New England Industrial School ________ _ 
18 \ Flint, Mich ... ---· \ Michl~an School for tbe Deaf. _____ , __ __ _ 
19 Faribault, Miun _ Minnesota School for t.heDeaf. _________ _ 
John J astremskL ____ . 
Fi~te~g~~\~on, super.- \ 4 1 
Chas. W. Ely, princi- 6 7 
pal. 
Nellie H. Swett, prin- O 2 
cipal. 
Thomas Monroe._____ _ 10 l 3 J . L. Noyes _____ ___ ____ 7 5 
2 
6 , _____ _ 
1 , __ ----
2 
1 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
3 43 42 54 
3 85 57 85 
20 
0 
1 I 92 I 41 98 , _____ _ 
5 I 21 15 I 36 
l 1 57150 76 
8 300 222 275 
4 1180 162 68 
9 1170 131 32 
5 149 128 , 40 
I 
5 1117 84154 
3 34 32 10 
3 8 6 0 
5 I 52 I 42 I 49 
1 I 18 I 8 I 1 i 
0 
6 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~ n~8 l1~~ l"ii2T" "sii" 
26 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
9 0 14 0 
11 1 ,0111 
22 22 0 
0 
0 
6 , --- - 2 , _____ _ 
4 0 7 
o I 5i I o , _____ _ 
23 I 40 25 51 
55 20 25 14 
22 20 38 141 
50 15 2'2 20 
12 12 15 I 38 
14 
18 
12 
8 I 8 I 'i , ______ , _____ _ 
0 ·1 41 0 
8 21 10 
10 , _____ _ 
12 
]; 1---;itilir--~ir --ii 
~ 
~ 
~ 
O':l 
t_rj 
tj 
c:1 
0 
~ 
H 
0 
Z. ' 
l;:O 
t_rj 
"O 
0 
l;:O 
~i-3 
.... 
00 
~ 
.... 
I 
~ 
~-,:) 
20 Jackson, Miss _____ Institution for the Education of the Deaf J. R. Dobyns _____ ___ __ 5 4 2 1 4 38 44 21 0 0 3 ---- 6 15 and Dumb. 21 Fulton, Mo __ ______ School for the Deaf and Dumb ___________ James N. Tate _______ _ 8 10 2 0 6 2('8 128 80 0 0 38 !:4 22 
1521 0 
22 Omaha, Nebr ______ Nebraska Institute for the Deaf and J . A. Gillespie, princi- 4 7 4 3 5 85 67 51 .-30 0 14 0 16 20 1 Dumb. pal. 23 Trenton, N. J ______ New ,Jersey School for Deaf-Mutes ______ vV es ton Jenkins, prin- 5 7 4 1 4 68 71 52 8 13 14 14 13 13 28 cipal. 24 Santa Fe, N. Mex __ New Mexico School for the Deaf and Lars M. Larsson ______ 1 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb. 
148 22 
25 Buffalo, N. Y ______ Le Couteux St. Mary's Institution for Sister Mary Anne 3 16 ll 2 7 79 73 8 36 3 5 12 75 the Improved Instruction of Deaf- Burke, principal. 
00 
1-3 
Mutes. 
269 le 33 0 > 
26 Fordham, N. y ____ St. Joseph's Institute for Improved In- Ernestine Nardin, 6 24 22 22 7 143 168 57 0 2 13 
1-3 
structions of Deaf-Mutes. principal. 
25 2 H 
27 Malone, N. Y ·····- Northern New York Institution for Deaf- Henry C. Rider ________ 4 3 1 1 3 58 34 31 7 26 8 ---- ---- Ul Mutes. 
1-3 28 New York, N. Y ___ Institution for the Improved Instruc- D. Greenberger··------ 9 11 15 0 5 117 101 218 0 68 52 
---- ----
92 28 H 0 
tion of Deaf-Mutes. 
U'l 
29 New York, N . Y. New York Institution for the Instruc- C.H. Brainerd _________ 7 9 7 7 11 231 111 1335 35 53 47 22 23 157 17 _kW ashi ngton tion of the Deaf and Dumb.* 
0 30 
eights). 
Western New York Institution for Deaf- Z. F. Westervelt _______ 16 13 
* 2 97 75 172 0 e5 7 0 21 17 1 ~ 
Rochester, N. Y ___ 
5 Mutes . 
[fJ 
31 Rome,N. Y ________ Central New York Institution for Deaf- Edward B. Nelson, 8 3 2 0 6 80 · 74 100 0 0 5 20 ~1 78 4 0 Mutes. principal. 
~ 
32 Raleigh, N. o ______ North Carolina Institution for the Deaf W. J. Young ___________ 6 1 1 0 2 67 69 14 0 
____ 0_ 1-··-- - --- - 2 0 
and Dumb and the Blind. 
--- _I -- --- -
0 
33 Devils Lake, N. School for the Deaf of North Dakota ___ . A. R. Spear ____________ 2 2 1 0 1 20 14 5 t-4 
Dak. 
o I _____ _ [fJ 34 Columbus, Ohio ___ Ohio Institution for the Education c,f Stephen R. Clark _____ 10 16 3 0 5 215 208 137 0 45 39 39 13 the Deaf anct Dumb. 
o l ~ 
35 Salem, Oregon ____ Oregon School for the Education of Rev. P. S. Knight, 3 1 1 1 2 19 18 16 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 Deaf-Mutes. PH.D. 
.:I pj 
36 Edgewood Park, Western Pennsylvania Institution for Wm. N. Burt ___ _______ 5 8 2 0 4 113 97 50 4 22 17 11 0 6 
Pa. the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb. 
8 
37 Philadelphia, Pa __ Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf A. L. E. Crouter , A .M., 8 28 14 0 13 280 214 124 0 24 55 28 200 40 ~ and Dumb. principal. . 
· o I M 38 Scranton, Pa ______ Pennsylvania Oral School for the Deaf._ Mary B. 0. Brown ______ I 5 5 0 I 26 21 · 47 13 0 0 0 0 0 39 Cedar Springs, S.O_ South Carolina Institution for the Edu- Newton F. Walker ____ 2 3 2 0 2 40 37 
t:1 cation of the Deaf and the Blind. ---- ----- - -- --- - ------ ---- ---- ----- - ------40 Rioux Falls, S. Dak South Dakota School for Deaf-Mutes ___ James Simpson, su- 2 2 1 0 3 25 16 12 0 0 3 0 5 15 6 t_,:j > 41 Knoxville, Tenn __ : Tennessee Deaf and Dumb School. ______ perintendent. 
:r.l Thos. L. Moses, prin- 4 4 l 1 3 106 84 100 12 0 0 14 18 0 0 42 Austin, Tex ________ Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution for cipal. W. H. Holland, super- 1 1 1 0 2 21 19 6 0 12 0 10 0 I) 0 43 Colored Youth. intendent. ____ do ______________ Texas Deaf and DumbAsylum ___________ 
·w. A. Kindall, super- 7 5 1 0 4 125 82 47 0 0 4 13 H 8 0 44 Salt Lake City, School for the Deaf, University oi Utah_ intendent. FraukW. Metcalf,B.D. 2 3 1 1 3 35 15 34 H 0 6 3 5 15 0 
Utah. 
..... 
* From 1890- ·91. l...:) 
~ 
--1 
TABLE 38. - Statistics of public institutions for the deaf, for 1891-'92:-PART I-Continued. 
,. 
Instructors. Pupils. 
. 
i::i i::i I ;:. 
0 Q) ce+> ~ Q) Superintendent or ";:l i> . -;:~ i>. ~ Post-office. Na.me. ,~§ ~i b.O. principal. al ce ..., s ~ ce ... i:l 
' 'i:l ';3 ~ ~~ 00..., ~ ~~ (l)(l) ~ ~ :::l~ 4i c:.> 'O..., s s ..... ~ 'O Pt ce ..., .s (l) ... :::s 0 A CD (l) ... :::lO ~ p:;j < < H'O ~ p:;j < < ~ 
- -
---- - - - -- ---
l z 3 4 5 6 ,, s 9 10 1.1. 1.2 1.3 
- -
-- - - - - -
-----
4:1 Staunton, Va ...... Virginia. Institution for the Education Thomas s. Doyle, 7 2 1 0 4 44 43 25 0 0 
o! the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. principal. 
46 Vnn-:ouver, Wash. Washington School for Defective Youth. J. Watson .... . ..... .... 3 1 1 1 2 37 21 !O 5 0 
47 Romney, '\V. Va .... '\Vest Virginia School for the Deaf and C.H. Hill ..•........... 5 2 1 0 5 40 I 45 11 0 0 
. the Blind. 
4 112 / 12 4~ . Delo.van, Wis ...... , Wisconsin Sch.:>.:>l !or the Deaf. •.. . .. . ... John W. Swiler . . ..... 12 7 3 0 45 0 0 
Industrial de- I 
partment. .; ~ 
>, • bi> rn .s 
... >, A (l) 'fl • ~~ ;g 'O (l)~ on ce ..,er. ce 
.s ... ce -<P''"' s 
..., 
;:i p,.;?. ... (l) ~ 'O 
'"''Cl 
(l) ce 0 
-~ ~ roA ,Q ... 
Oro r/1 ti, 0 C, 
- - -
-
-
-- - -
1.4 1.5 1.6 1. ,, l.S 
--- - - -----
8 5 7 6 0 
0 0 6 7 '-- 0 
2 7 8 18 2 
18 42 14 11 6 
I--L 
t,:) 
~ 
00 
~ 
t:1 q 
a 
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8 
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00 
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TABLE 38.-Statistics of public institutions for the deaf, for 1891-'92 .-PART II. 
Na.me. Vol· umes in 
library. 
Annual I Value 
cost of scien· 
per tific ap· 
capita. paratus. 
Value 
of 
grounds 
and 
build· 
ings. 
Receipts. 
State, 
county, 
ormu· 
nicipal 
appro· 
Forben· 
Expenditures. 
Sup-
port. 
I 1 1-2 _J_a_/_ " __ /_ :;_l_ &_ l_,-_l_s_l_ o 
1----,----,----,----1----1----,----1----
pria· 
tions. 
eficia· 1 Build· 
ries and ings 
from and im· 
other prove· 
sources. ments. 
frt!;1;1:s 1E:~r~~~£ii~~:t~!!~::: :::::: ::::::: ::::: :: :::::::: :::: ::: : ::: : :::::: :::: :::: ggg 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind.................................... 1,500 
Institution for the Education of the Mute and the Blind of Colorado............... 510 
American Asylum, at Hartford, for the Education and Instruction of the Deaf and 
Dumb .... .... .... .. .... .. .... .. .... . . ...... .... .... .... .... .... .. .... ...•.. .. ...... .•.. 2,000 
The Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb................................. . .. 3;700 
Florida Blind and Deaf-Mute Institute... . .......................... .................. 100 
Georgia Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb.. ........... .. .. . ..... 1,200 
Illinois Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb........................ 13,000 
Indiana Institution for the Education of the Deaf aud Dumb* ......... :. . .. ......... 3,800 
Iowa School for the Deaf............................................................... 3,000 
Kansas Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb............. ... ........ 1,427 
l{entucky Institute for Deaf.Mutes.................................................... 1,800 
Louisiana Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. ........ .......... . ......... ........... 300 
Maryland School for Colored Blind and Deaf............................... . ..... . . . . 260 
$218 
151 
270 
a300 
233 
198 
232 
199 
176 
$400 I $75. 000 500 100,000 
b 255 b 450, 000 
200 200,000 
50 
700 
1,000 
500 
25 
100 
250,000 
700,000 
16,000 
70,000 
400,000 
521, 100 
500,000 
196,000 
176,500 
300,000 
Maryland School for the Deaf and Dumb. .. ........................................... 2,350 
Industrial School for Deaf.Mutes . ........ .... ..... . .................... ~............ . ... 300 iir~i~~11it:ii~~~:~1:.~~:~;~1:~~~:l)~~i:::::: ::~::::) ~=:;::;: :::: :~ ~~:~ -- __ i: 1g-· ____ -_ . --- _ --
Nebraska Institute for the Deaf and Dumb .......... . ............................... . l, 142 
1,400 
500 
2001·········· 
217 ········· 
250 700 
0 
300 
100 
185 
200 
200 
208 
304 
300 
150 
:-soo 
30,000 
250,000 
15,000 
420,255 
250,000 
125, ODO 
260,000 
117,000 
100,000 
New Jersey School for Deaf-Mute'l ... ....................... ...................... .... . 
New Mexico School for the Deaf and Dumb ..... ...... . ... .. ................. __ , 
Le Couteu~ St. ¥ary's Institution for the Improved. Instruction of Deaf-Mutes:: 
St. Josephs Inst i t u te for the Improved Instruction of Deaf-Mutes . . ............. . 
Nor~hern New York Institution for Deaf·Mutes ..................................... : 
Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf·Mutes ....................... . 
New York Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb · ·· ·· 
Western New York Institution for Deat·Mutes ··· · ····· · ···· · ·····. 
Central New York Institution for Deaf·Mutes · - · ···~1 
North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and tb'e'i>umb a:ricitii.'e.Bifi:ia."·· · .... -- ···_· 
School for the Deaf and Dumb_ of North Dakota .. ' .................................. : 
* From 1890-'91. "Includin1,1; improvements and repairs. 
60 
665 
750 
179 
950 
4,700 I 1,500 
nOO 
1,611 
. 80 
21~ 1··· · ·-··· ·1··· · ·· ···-154,560 
268,975 211 
3081 215 
400 1(\ 000 
308 1 3,500 287 ······ ... 
287 ·· · ······· 
195 ··•••·•·•· 
180 . ... ······ 
75,000 
166,729 
456,000 
12.'>, 500 
t25, 000 
75,000 
37,000 
b Includes the blind. 
$19,923 
6,680 
b53, 500 
b45, 000 
26,165 
10,000 
17,000 
92,000 
83,500 
76,800 
42,000 
37,185 
14, 000 
$10,568 1 ..... ~~~~ 
0 b40, 000 
6,618 
0 
b7,000 b2,184 
25,000 50 
2,177 
500 
15,290 
5,000 
13, 605 
27,000 
9, 500 
3,816 
500 
b 1,234 
2, 000 C 3, 2451 9,727 
48,115 · ········- 992 
39,810 ········· · 50,000 
· ···-··· ·- · ········· 750 
42,500 ··· ····· ·· 11,300 
41,400 0 2, 000 
42,256 ... ...... ..... ..... . 
3,000 --·------- 0 
27,718 1,560 
66,969 / 2,346 
29,689 .. .... ... . 3,868 
51,006 · ····· -··· ·· · ······ 
85,989 ·--······· 5,743 
... ... . 40, 7El 716 
23, 684 12, 856 ........ . 
41,000 ······ ··· · 1,000 
8, 500 . . . . . . . . . . 11, 300 
cContributions from farm. 
$19, ~23 
18, 722 
b51, 409 
b35, 000 
60,971 
9,500 
17,481 
121 , 500 
58,780 
59,800 
42, 500 
37,440 
14, 000 
b7, 663 
25,778 
4,506 
57. H87 
37,000 
14; 530 
12, 50(1 
31,250 
42,256 
1,980 
25,640 
66,804 
25,790 
52,603 
90,998 
39,455 
38, 1tJ 
40,000 
a,_ 
1-3 
> 
1-3 
~ 
Yi 
1-3 
~ 
a 
"("I)_ 
0 
~ 
m 
a 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
U2 
J,-tj 
0 
~ 
1-3 
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tj 
~ 
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TABLE 38.-Statistics of public institutions for the deaf, for 1891- '92.-PART II-Continued. 
Receipts. Expenditur·es. 
Name. 
Value State, F 
Vol- (nnual I Val~e I of county, orben-1 Build-
umes in cost o_f scien- grounds or mu- ~ficia- ings Sup-library pe_r t1fic ap- and nicipal nes and and im- / 
· capita. paratus. build- appro- from prove- port. 
ings. pria- other men ts. 
tions. sources. 
-------
I• 1 2 3 4 5 6 
,, s 9 
------
--------
- - - ---- ---- ----
31 Ohio Im1titution for Education of Deaf and Dumb _____ -- -- -'--------------------- -- --
8~1 Ol"egon School for the Education of Deaf-Mutes __ ____ __________ __ ___ ____ _____ ____ ___ _ 
Sd Wc!-i tern Pennsylvania. Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb ___ _ _ 
:17 Penusylva.nia. Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ________ ____ __ ____ ____ · ____ ____ _____ _ 
S8 Ptinnsylva.nia. Ora.I Schoollor the Deaf __________ ___ ____________ ________ _________ ____ _ _ 
39 South Carolina Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Blind ____________ __ _ _ 40 South Dakota. School for Deaf Mutes ____ _____________ __ _____________________ ___ ______ _ 
-11 T enne,isee Deaf and Dumb SchooL ____ ______ _____ ·-- ----- ---- -- -- ------ _____ ________ _ 
-1~ near, Dumb, and Blind Institution for Colored Youth ___ ______ __ _____ __ ___ _________ _ 
-is Texas Deaf and Dumb Asylum-------- ----------------- -- ----- -- ------- -------- ---- ---4! School for the Deaf, Untversity of Utah ___________ _________ ___________ . ____ ________ __ _ 
45 Virginia Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and of the Blind ___ _ 46 "rashington School for Defective Youth _______ ___ ______ ___ __ ________________________ _ 
47 ,vest Virginia School for the Deaf and the Blind ____________________________________ _ 
48 'Wisconsin School for the Deaf ____ __________________ .... ···-- _________________________ _ 
3, 000 $500 $750,000 $93,107 $.).193 $.i, 721> $86,543 
0 ·--$~5{f 0 10,000 9,000 ---------- 500 8,500 
1,184 214 50 218, 232 30,000 ---------- 4,264 39,322 
6, 400 240 1,500 850,000 96,000 6,000 67,100 10~, 000 
0 2::l6 0 65,000 9, 46,i 10,609 
800 
----------
55,000 
-------- .. -
925 15, 906 
160 299 • 12,350 12,260 
500 175 
··-- - 0 150:000 37,500 ---- --·-o- 9,540 28,315 50 193 37,000 8,070 350 7,720 
700 184 200 150,000 75,816 
-----------
29,748 38,037 
20 i54 
------·---
100,000 10, ooo 6,917 
:u;o 
---- ----- ----------
17!i, 000 a 34,950 
---------- ·- ---- .. ·--
34,950 
0 ------- --- 0 125,000 26,000 818 223 0 85,000 38,206 1,580 11,546 26,333 
1,600 202 100 110,000 40,000 ______ .,.., __ 0 37, 000 
a Includes the blind. 
i,,,,,. 
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TABLE 39. -Summary of statistics of public institutions for the blind, for 1891-'92. 
..., Instructcrs . 
fLl 
A 
·<h .... <Ii 
'Cl..; ...., A 
o_~ -;, ...... A State and division. c<l Q) 
i-<+-' 
-~ s Q) p ~ 
...,..., 
.0..., ce <:.i m i... s ai s 3 fLl p c<l ~ ce 'CJ A ce ::i Q) 0 p z ~ Ir-! 8 ~ A ~ H 
-------- -
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 
·-
--
----
-----
United States ________ 34 129 204 333 1 213 178 1,838 
North Atlantic Di vision ___ 5 30 66 96 34 20 438 
- ------------Massachusetts _________ _ 1 13 24 37 15 7 105 New York ______________ 2 13 28 41 9 6 202 Pennsylvania _____ : ____ 2 4 14 18 10 7 131 
South Atlantic Division ___ 8 . 30 24 54 21 fi 23'6 
- --
- -
----
-----Maryland _______________ 2 10 8 18 5 6 65 Virginia ________________ 1 4 · 2 6 3 3 28 West Virginia _______ ___ 1 2 2 4 •2 2 16 North Carolina ______ ___ 1 4 6 10 4 2 4'7 South Carolina _________ 1 3 1 4 1 1 23 Georgia _________________ 1 6 4 10 5 0 53 Florida ______________ ___ 1 1 1 2 1 3 4 
~- ~-, ': ___,_ South Central division ____ 8 46 37 397 Kentucky _______________ 1 2 2 67 Tennessee ______________ 1 I 3 7 10 2 2 55 Alabama _______________ 1 4 3 7 2 3 34 
t1i~1~1!tf ~ = = =:: = = =: = = = = 1 1 3 4 28 20 20 1 3 4 7 3 2 12 Texas ____ _______________ 2 3 ' 6 9 7 5 134 Arkansas _______________ 1 5 5 10 2 3 75 
Nonh Central DlVIBion ... -i 10 45 73 n, 1071 100 707. 
- ---------------
Ohio -------------------- 1 9 10 19 7 4 122 lndiana_ _______________ 1 - 4 8 12 R R m. 
aBenefactions received, $48,923. 
b Benefactions received, $3,080. 
Pupils. 
~ <1) .s ce Q) <:.i 
~-
'CJ...; Vol- Value Value of ..., 
wc-:i of scien-IC< 00 ...... A umes grounr s Receipts. c<l ::i Q;,0 c,l<l) Q)O> in li- tific ap- and build-b.O s ~r:;; -~ s ..., -ai IC< pP oii c<l~ brary. paratus ings. ce ...,..., ::JO> i 
Q) 
ce hS A wi... '000 s 'CJ <:.) -~ p c<l c<l,..., 
.s 00 
'8°' <l) 0 0 A p IC< Ir-! 8 ~ > H 8 H Cl 
------
-- -----9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
------------ ·-----------
----· 
1,599 3,437 394 1,711 1,553 290 2,045 115 70,280 $1!'>,659 $6,026,737 $748,965 
384 822 122 324 383 95 538 44 23, 237 7,939 1,372,510 211,748 
-------------- --------------83 188 37 91 84 12 123 3 10,519 346,765 a51 , 470 173 375 55 148 174 74 199 
---- -· 
7, 010 5,939 760,939 b125, 202 128 259 30 85 125 9 216 c41 5,648 • 2,000 264,806 d35, 074 
181 417 12 8,197 206 241 27 231 4 550 798,000 95,645 
--
,--
---------------51 116 12 64 57 13 112 4 2,043 
---------
322,000 29,859 21 49 0 25 30 3 27 0 275 ______ .., __ 150,000 (e) 19 35 0 18 23 4 19 0 1,318 
---------
85,000 39,786 39 86 0 5 37 7 36 0 2,111 
-- -------
75,000 (e) 13 36 
------
------- ------- ------ ------- ------
800 
---- --- --
55,000 (e) 3'> 88 0 88 88 0 30 0 1, 500 500 95,000 16. 000 3 7 0 6 6 0 7 ·o 150 50 16,000 10; 000 
380 777 84 371 332 44 346 20 7,993 2,200 777,000 113, 163 
----60 127 25 121 55 7 62 7 1,500 1,500 100, ouo 31,997 51 106 0 98 60 5 40 3 700 100 125, 000 18,500 30 64 0 60 60 4 40 3 1',300 100 50, 000 13,500 40 60 0 15 15 0 60 0 400 75,000 16,000 7 19 0 15 18 0 13 0 800 40,000 8, 400 102 236 41 38 86 12 61 7 2,693 187, 000 8,070 90 165 18 27 35 16 79 0 600 500 200,000 16,696 
60611, 313 ....,-;,:. 760 525 124 1 881 
" 1_'8:868 4-,820 2,379,227 323,409 --------M 218 33 140 101 37 I 180 7 2,550 1,500 500,000 61,825 71 139 0 120 38 13 80 11 2, 300 
_ 475. 000 40000 
cNumber discharged. 
d Benefactions received, $290,137. e See table of the deaf. 
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TABLE 39.-Summary of statistics of the public institutions for blin¢[, for 1891-'92-Continued, 
Stl\te nud division. 
1 
c,j 
,._.A 
0 .s 
1-,+" 
Cl) p 
.0.:, 
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Instructors. 
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, ... :~ 
~ ~a ~ 
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<i!Cll 
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tijc-i 
epO> 
..., . 
ca.!. 
p~ 
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a See table of the deaf. 
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TABLE 40.-Statistics of public institutions for the blind, for 1891- '92.-PART I. 
Post·offlce. Na.me. 
t 2 
Superintendent or 
principal. 
3 
1 I Talladega, Ala ····1 Alabama Academy for the Blind ....... [ W. A. Wilson, suner· 
intendent. • 
2 Little Rock, Ark .. Arkansas School for the Blind ......... [ J. R. Harvey, super-
3 1 Berkeley, Cal. .. ··-1 Institution for the Deaf and Dumb 
and the Blind. 
4 Colorado Springs, Institution for the Education of the 
Colo. Mute and the Blind of Colorado. 
5 St. Augustine, Fla_ Florida. Blind and Deaf Mute Institute_ 
6 Macon, Ga ........ . Georgia Academy for the Blindt·---·· 
Jacksonville, Ill. .. Illinois Institution for the Education 
of the Blind. 
8 Indianapolis, Ind .. Indiana Institute for the Blind -·-- --·-
9 Vinton, Iowa ______ Iowa College for the Blind .... __ . . ..... . 
10 KansasCity,Kans. 
11 
12 
Louisville, Ky ..... 
Baton Rouge, La .. 
13 I Baltimore, Md. 
(649 W. Saratoga 
Kansas Institution for the Education 
of the Blind. 
Kentucky Institution for the Educa· 
tion of the Blind. 
Louisiana Institution for the Educa· 
tion of the Blind and Industrial 
Home for the Blind. 
Maryland School for the Colored Blind 
and Deaf. 
intendent. 
Warring Wilkinson ... 
John E. Ray, A. M., SU· 
perintendent. · 
William A. Caldwell, 
· principal. 
W. D. Williams ....... . 
Frank H. Hall, super· 
intendent. 
E. E. Griffith ......... . 
T. F. McCune, princi· 
pal. 
Lapier Williams····--
B. B. Huntone, super-
intendent. 
W. H. N. Magruder, 
principal. 
F. D. Morrison, super-
intendent. street). 
14 I Baltimore, Md ____ [ Maryland School for the Blin!l-···· .... ! F._D. Morrison, super· 
mtendent.* 151 South Boston, I Perkins Institution and Massachu· 
* From 1890-'91. 
M. Agnos, director ___ _ Mass. setts School for the Blind. 
lfi Lansing, Mich .... Michigan School for the Blind ......... John Fanning ........ . 
17 Faribault; Minn ... Minnesota School for the Blind*···--· James A. Dow, A. M .. . 
18 Jackson, Miss .•••• Institution fortheBlindofMississippi.l Dr. P. Fairly, super· 
intendent. · · ' 
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2 47 46 0 93 44 0 
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2 12 7 0 15 l!l 0 
2 I 16 9 I o I 25 I 14 I o 
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t From 1889-'90. 
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Post-ol'J\ce. 
1 
St . Louis. Mo. (Nineteenth and 
Morgnn sts). 
Nebraska. City, 
Nt:'br. Batt~,ia, N. Y _____ 
~ew York, N. Y. 
t 'I' h 1 rt y-fourth 
aml Ninth ave.). 
Raloigh, N. C .. .... 
I Columbus, Oh10 ... 
Salem, Oreg ....... 
Philadelphia., Pa .. 
, Pittsburg, Pa. (333 
Forty-secon,t.). 
Ce<la.r Spring, . C. 
Na.sh ville, Tenn._ . 
Austin, Tex ______ _ 
Do ... ____________ 
Sta.unton,Va. ______ 
Romney,W. Va. .... 
Janesville, Wis .... 
TABLE 40.-Statistics of public institutions fo1· the blind, for 1891-'92.-PART I-Continued. 
Industrial. depart~ent. 
I 
Instructor s. Pupils. 
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I <l) ~ bD ~ . ..., ca 
'C • .:i 0 .:I A s oO rti ~ CD ;g Superintendent or ..., rn Q) 0 tl.l. A 
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1 'f 
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- -· 
Missouri School for the Blind __________ Jno. T. Sibley, A. M. , 6 8 5 
2 56 61 24 82 85 22 41 ------ 7 19 
M.D. 
Nebraska Institution for the Blind ____ C. D. Rakestraw, su- -1 6 
73 75 50 50 25 40 65 10 25 0 10 
75 
perintenden t. 9 5 3 89 59 15 8 74 24 9 10 33 21 
New York State Institution for the Arthur G. Clement, 7 
Blind. superintendent. 6 
New York Institution for· the Blind ... Wm. B. Wait, super- 6 19 
9 113 114 40 140 100 50 ------ 10 60 50 
intendent. 
North Carolina Institution for the 4 6 4 
2 47 39 0 5 37 7 18 18 W. J. Young, prin- ------ ------
Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. cipal. 
Ohio Institution for the Education of Dr. S. S. Burrows _____ 9 10 7 
4 122 96 33 140 101 37 38 0 22 120 
the Blind. Oregon Institute for the Blind ________ E. S. Ballinger ________ 2 2 1 1 9 9 1 
0 18 0 0 0 0 14 
Pennsylvania Institution for the In- Ed ward E.Allen, prin- 3 10 9 
6 115 116 30 64 106 9 17 8 45 H6 
struction of the Blind. cipal. 
Western Pennsylvania Institution for H. B. Jacobs, superin- 1 4 1 1 16 
12 
----
21 19 0 0 0 0 --- - --
the Blind. tendent ______ -~-- ____ 
South Carolina Institution for the Newton F. Walker, 3 1 1 1 23 
13 
----
---- - ----
--- --- -----· ------
-- ----
Education of the Deaf and the Blind. superintendent. 
. 
Tennessee School for the Blind. _______ S. A. Link, superin- 3 7 2 2 55 51 ---- 98 
60 5 20 10 10 ------
tendent. 
Dea.!, Dumb, and Blind Institution for W. H. Holland, super- 1 1 1 1 22 21 
14 30 15 0 0 0 0 0 
Colored Youth. intendent. 
Tex.as Institution for the Education Frank Rainey, super- 2 5 6 4 92 81 27 
8 71 12 25 \ 15 21 ------
of the Blind. intendent. 
Virginia. Institution for the Educa- Thomas s. Doyle, 2 3 3 28 21 0 
25 30 3 7 10 10 0 
tion of the Deaf and Dumb and of principal. 
the Blind. 
W;~l ~!\1fl1.;d. School for the Deaf C.H. Hill, principal __ 
2 2 2 2 16 19 0 18 23 4 8 7 4 0 
Wisconsin School for the Blind ________ Lynn S. Pease ________ 1 9 3 3 52 38 12 80 60 ---- 6 ------
25 30 
•Fr om 18~'91. 
a Number discharged. 
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TABLE 40.-Statistics of public institutions for the blind, for 1891-'92,-PART IL. 
I 
Money Receipts. , I Expenditures. 
Value State, Bene- I Build-value Annual Value of county, ficiaries ings of gifts 
?f grounds or mu· and and im· !Support. 
1volumesl and be· cost 
~cien· aI?-d nici'pal from prove· 
in ,quests per 
t1fic ap· bmld· apppro· other men ts. 
library. received capita. 
paratus. ings. pria· sources. 
Name. 
during 
tions. 
the year. 
I l ,-~-,-3-,-4-,-5-,-6-,-7- 1--i--,--
11- -------------------------1---1---1---l---1---1----1----1---
Alabama Academy for the Blind............................................. 1,300 O I $230 $100 
2 Arkansas School for the Blind*.............................................. 600 .. .... .... .. .... .... 500 
3 InstitutionfortheDea,fandDumbandthe Blind.:......................... 500 ······· · ·- .... .. .... • (a) 
4 Tnstitution for the Education of Mute and the Blind of Colorado.......... 1,035 O b300 (a) 
5 Florida Blind and Deaf Mute Institute...................................... 150 .......... 233 50 
6 Georgia Academy for the Blind t... .......................................... 1,500 . ..... .... 168 500 
7 Illinois Institute fortheEducationoftheBlind............................ 3,021 ·········- ... .. .. ... 171 
8 Indiana Institution for the Blind .. .... .... ..............•. .... .... .... ...... 2,300 0 235 ... ..... . . 
9 Iowa College for tbe Blind .............. -...... . ................... .. .......... 4, 000 · .. .... ... . 163 5c1v 
IO Kansas Institution for the Education of the Blind............. . ........... 950 ................... _ 500 
11 Kentucky Institution for the Education of the Blind..................... . 1,500 0 250 1,500 
12 Louisiana Institution for the Education of the Blind and Industrial Home 800 O 50 O 
for the Blind. • 
13 Maryland Schoolfor the Colored Blind and Deaf............................ 495 ...... .... 217 .... ...... ilU, uuu I 
14 Maryland Schoolfor the Blind*................................. ............. 1,548 .. .... .... 306 .... .. .... 292,000 I 
15 Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Schoolfor the Blind.............. 10,579 $48,923 ..•. .. .... .. .... .. .. 344, 7ti5 
16 Michigan School for the Blind .. . . .... .•.. .... ••.. •••. .... .... .•.• ..... .•.... 1,848 75 280 549 147,853 _. _ .... , _v, v,v 
17 Minnesota Schoolfor the Blind* .................•.••...........•••................ . ... . ......... _ ... .. .. .. ...... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .... ... . 15, 148 15, 148 
18 Institute for the Blind of Mississippi........................................ 400 o 200 .. .... .... 75,000 16,000 o I, 500 3, ooo 
19 Missouri School for the Blind............................................ .... 10,128 o 250 3o0 250,000 26,000 _ .. ....... 6,820 19,180 
20 Nebraska Institution for the Blind.......................................... 1,171 o 263 500 75,000 18,900 .... . ..... .......... 18.900 
21 New York State Institution for the Blind....... . ........................... 3,410 o 259 200 375,582 40,000 2,571 3,006 41,680 
22 NewYorkinstitutionfortheBlind ................... . ............ ~. ....... 3,600 3,080 287 5,739 384,957 82,631 ·················-·· 71,714 
23 North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind......... 2,111 o 190 . . . .. ..... 75,000 (a) (a) (a) (a) 
24 OhioinstitutionfortheEducationoftheBlind .................. ...... ~. .. 2,550 o 260 1,500 500,000 61,825 .......... O 52,084 
25 Oregon Institute for the Blind . ........... ········-···-·············.......... 450 o 280 150 8, 00~ 5,000 0 900 5,000 
26 PennsylvaniainstitutionfortheinstructionoftheBlind ............. ~. ... 5,158 266,162 312 2,000 164,80 ......... . 28,919 ...... . .. . 119,910 
27 Western Pennsylvania Institution for the Blind............................ 490 23,975 244 0 100,000 6,155 .......... 488 6,830 
28 SouthCarolinainstitutionfortheEducationoftheBlind................. 800 o 148 . .. ....... 55,000 (a) (a) (a) (a) 
29 Tennessee SchoolfortheBlind.. .......................................... .. .. .. ........ o 200 .. ...•.. . . 125,000 18,500 .......... .......... 18,500 
30 Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution for Colored Youths.. .. .. .. .. . .......... 270 o 179 0 37,000 8,070 ......... . 350 7,750 
31 TexasinstitutionfortheEducationofthe' Blind....... ...... . . . .. . ........ 2,423 o 234 .... .. ... . 150,000 .................... 21,900 40,320 
* Froml890-'91. t From 1889-'90. a See table of the deaf. b Including improvements and repairs. c Bequest from estate of James H. Woods. 
I -
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TABLE 40.-Statistics of public institutionsfo1· the blind, for 1891-'92.-PART II-Continued. 
Money 
value 
Volumes of gifts Annual 
Na.me. in and be- cost quests per library-
r eceived capita. 
during 
the year. 
----
l. 2 :J 4 
Yirginia. Institution !or the Education of the Deaf and Dumb and of 275 
--- -- - ---- ----------
the Blind. West Virginia. Scl1ool !or the Dear and the Blind ______________________ ______ 1,318 0 $223 Wisconsin School !or the Blind ________________ _________ _____________________ 2,900 0 $295 
a See table o! the dea!. • 
Value Value 
of of 
scien- grounds and tific ap- build-paratus. ings. 
--------
5 6 
-- --- -----
$150,000 
----------
85 000 ; 
$750 167: 500 I 
Receipts. Expenditures. 
State, 
county, 
or mu-
nicipal 
appro-
ficiaries ings /Support. 
and and im-
Bene- I Build-, 
pria-
tions. 
,, I 
from prove-
other ments. 
sources. 
s 9 
(a) I ( a) I (a) I 
$38,206 $1,580 $11,546 
46,000 - ------ - -- 3,750 
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TABLE 41.-Sumrnary of statistics of private schools for the feeble-minded, for 1891-'92 . 
00 Instructors. Pupils. 
Division and State. 
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74 1 43, 000 North Atlantic Division __________________________________ .___ 7 11 25 36 32 25 
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Massa.chusetts _____________ _____ _______ ______ -- -----· _ ____ 3 2 9 11 12 19 
New Yorlc_________________________________________________ 2 7 12 19 12 3 
New Jersey________________________________________________ 2 2 4 6 8 B 
SouthAtianticDivision ____ ------ -- ------------ - ------------- 1 2 2 4 ________ 3 I 26 I 
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TABLE 4~.-Statistics of private schools for th!!- feeble-minded, for 1891-'92. 
--
--- --- -- -
Pupils. Jnd ustrial depart· Instructors. ment. 
,!, i:.. • i:.. 
... i;i!<ll ro 
ri! i:;,3 d bO bl) A Superintendent or prin· Q.) Aro 3 .s 'Cl. ,,; Post.-olllce. Name. cipal. 'd~ .... s Abll Q.) 
.-<i:l oo A ... .!<: ro.S "O 
ri!Q.) 
"i:l': ro ;.., bll.:! ro Cl) Es Cl) bl) 0 bn ... !-E ;.., e:: i:l Q.) -+" ~ <ll Cl) ~ Q.) c.i 'O ·s'd i:l ;.., Cl) s :::! -~~ s 'd w 0 -~ Q.) ~ 'Cl ~ i:l :::! 0 ;.., ..<::l Q.) Q.) ~ ro Q.) 0 ~ r:r-i i:l <"'"' ~ r:r-i ~ ~ r:r-i ,:J). H 
-
------
-- - - HI 13 - --
.l~ - • 
2 3 4 5 6 
,, s 9 10 JI 14 ta 
·-
,.r ._. 
Ellicott City; Md . .... 1 Font Hill Private Institution for the Samuel J. Fort, M. n ...... 2 2 ------ 3 26 4 12 ------ f:l .••. ----
Feeble·Minded and Epileptic Chil· 
dren. 
Amherst, Mass ... .... Home School for Nervous and Deli- Mrs. W. D. Herrick ....... 1 3 ····•· 4 12 4 ---- ---- ------ ----- - ---- ----
ca.te Children. 
Barra, M~s .......... Private Institution for the Educa· Geo. Brown, M. n ......... 1 4 12 15 40 15 8 31 ------ ------ ---- ----
tion of Feeble-Minded Youth. 
Fayv1lle. Mass ....... Hillside School. ....................... Mmes. Knight and Green. ---- 2 ------ ------ --- - ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ ---- ----
Kalamazoo, Mich .... Wilbur School and Home for the C. T. Wilbur, M.A., M. D .. - 2 ...•.. 4 22 13 35 35 
------ ·----- ---- ----
Feeb1e·Minded. Cmubury, N. J ....... Privat eHome and School for the Rev. C. F. Garrison ........ 2 2 2 1 5 8 5 3 3 .••. 
----
Feeble in Mind. 
Haddonfield, N. J .... Haddonfield Training Schooi for 
Feeble·Minded and Backward Chil· 
Margaret Bancroft, Jean 
Weir Cox. 
0 2 6 2 2 13 8 3 2 1 8 45 
dren. 
Amityville, N. Y ..... Brunswick Home School ............. Mrs. 0. F. Brown ............. 
"ff 28 .. ··o· ------ ----New York(32o West I Seguin Physiological School for Mrs. Elsie M. Seguin . ... . 0 7 12 3 5 .. 6. 0 3 
38th street, N . Y.) Children of Arrested Development. 
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TABLE 43.-Summary of statistics of pitblic institutions for the feeble-minded, for 1891-'92. 
~ Instructors. Pupils. 
..., 
~ ~ ?lJ) ,..,;> 
rn. ;... .:i ;... Value 
Division and State. 
.:i. ~ ·;:::rn . ~ 
·.-<~ ~. ~25 § ~. 
o~ ~~ ~s ~ ~; of I grounds Receipts. I Expendi-an.:l tures. ~ ~ ·5 S §.S ~ t° . 5 S 
.0 . ~ ...; rn. t;i-. . ~ .... <l) <:.) rn. 
s $ s ~ p ·FiJ.8 $ s j '8 rn. p 
P ~ <l) 0 'g rn. ~ <l) 0 .... p ~ 
Z ~ f;r;i E-i H <l1 ~ p:; E-i :::i:1 ~ H 
buildings. 
----- ___ , ___ _,_ __ , ___ --- - ·- --------
1 2 3 4 5 6 1' S 9 10 11 12 13 14 
-------- - - -----------
United States_-·---- ___ ---· _____ -- ____ -- -- -- ---· 18 24 176 200 103 372 3,262 2,711 5,923 420 769 1,207 $3,952,272 
North Atlantic Division 8 10 97 107 48 184 1,309 1,330 2,639 239 204 308 1,519, 993 
---------------------- --- -------
Massachusetts __ . _____ ---" _______________________ _ 
(.;onnecticut ____________ ---! -- -----· ...... ·-···· _. 
New York.-·····-· .... ···--· .. --··---···-= ·--·-·· 
New Jersey.-· .......... __ .... ·--· .... ·-·· .... ··-· 
Pennsylvania,_ .•.... __ ··-··-·-·-···- . . ··--·--· ·-1- _ 
South Central Division-· .... .. .... "·; a;_·- •••• _._ ••• 
1 1 6 7 7 38 184 148 332 32 52 ------- -
1 0 3 3 ------ 12 84 57 141 39 28 -------
3 6 56 62 34 131 379 671 1,050 67 60 103 
2 2 7 9 7 3 127 107 234 I 27 l!l 129 
1 1 25 26 ------ ------ 535 347 882 80 52 l= 76 
1 3 5 8 ------ 6 87 77 164 20 150 120 
250,000 
125,000 
5JJ, 983 
77,415 
555,595 
75,000 
------1--1~--.-----l---+----I-------
Kentucky·--- "··----·---··-·-·-·----···--·.----·---1 I l=I= 
North Central Division __ ._--·--··-·-----·-- ~-·______ 7 
3 I 5 I 8 1----··I 6 I 87 I 77 I 164 I 20 I 150 I 120 !~ 
11 70 81 ~ ~ --2 686 1, 189 2,875 161 395 -725  
Ohio ___ ··---··--· ______ -·-·---··-··-····- __ -·----·-
Indiana 
Illinois .. _. --··· ·-·-- - -· ·--· _ -·-·- __ ·---
Minnesota·····---------------------------·--- -
Iowa ·······--······--···-· ····----- --·- --· ··-- --- · 
Nebraska.---·--··-··-·---·--·-··---·-·---·-.:·····\ 
Kansas ............. - ...... · .. · ·-······----·-··· -·-
Western Division··········-··· 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 21 22 9 38 577 352 929 ·--·-- 242 152 68[,,565 
3 12 15 8 15 225 161 386 39 14 29 220,000 
2 9 11 -- ---- 34 243 197 440 58 34 125 198,865 
3 9 12 2 52 179 179 358 23 46 313 184,859 
1 13 13 -- ·--- 17 308 205 513 20 25 80 250,000 
1 4 5 2 9 95 51 146 ··-··· 0 -· -- ··- - 86,000 
0 3 3 26 6 59 44 103 21 34 26 350,000 
0 4 4 8 11 130 115 245 ·--· _ _ 20 54 325,000 
15 16 
-------
$1,110,681 $1,132,927 
419,285 489,621 
38,225 146,833 
12,773 '?.7, 665 
160,332 157,192 
60,936 63,363 
147,019 94,568 
36,811 35,701 
36,811 35,701 
--
555,444 508,464 
192,081 139,647 
78,500 109, 500 
66, 000 70, 0~5 
60,950 55,192 
99,600 99,600 
36,038 34,500 
21,275 I===~ 18,331 99,141 
~~~~~;ton-===============~====-· 
1--1--1----------------------.--.--. 1----1 
99, 1~1 1 
99,141 ·1·-·- .. 99, 141 ~ \-- .. 0 J_ __ 4 .\.. .. 4 t .. 8 J..llJ._. 130_\ ____ 115J_ __ 245_\·· ··--\_ •. 20_\_ ... _5\. 325, 000 
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'J'ABLE 44.-Statistics of public institutions for the feeble-minded, for 1891-'92.-PART I. 
Instructors. Pupils. Industrial department. 
cb A l=l bO 'O 
-..... i::i bO A 'O • A .s cilt,{) t,{) 
-~ 
rn~. Q) Superintendent or ,.:,,8 
.., ;g ~ bl)-S 1"I ~ 
Name. c(l<l) ~ ~ ~ 11 bO ~ Post-omce. principal. 
.... s A blJ. cil 0 0 
-~! 0 al al bl) ~ ~ cil .s bO ~ ~.., cilAg's ~ s ce ~~ .;-;:!~ ~ Q) <.5 'O ca s~ ;.. A Q) al al 'O ..... 0 Q) 0 -~ rn ~ s g p. gi~S ~ s A rn 0 .., ~bl) 0 ~ p Q) <l) ~ p ~ <l) cil .d Q) 0 ~ A -:i:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r/1 8 r/1 ~ ~ H 
- --
------
- - - -- -- --
---- - -
l 2 3 4 a 6 
,, s 9 10 1l. 12 13 14 ta 16 1 'f lS 
----- - - -- -
- - ----- --
-- - -
--
Glen Ellen, Ca.l ... . California Home for the Care and A. E. Osborne, M. D., 0 4 8 11 130 115 (a) 20 ---- ---·-- 5 4 --- - ------ 14 
Training of Feeble-Minded Chil· PH. D. 
dren. 
Lakeville, C0nn ... Connecticut School for Imbeciles .. _ Geo. w. Knight, M. D ·_ --2- 3 ------ 12 84 57 39 28 - --- ------ ------ ~ - -- ---- ------ ----
Lincoln, Ill. ....... Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Dr. WilliamB. Fish __ 9 ------ 34 243 197 58 34 ---- --- --- 30 ---- ---- 74 ----
Children.* 
Fort Wayne, Ind .. Indiana. School for Feeble-Minded John G. Blake. ________ 3 12 8 15 225 161 39 14 3 2 ------ 8 4 8 ----
Youth.t 
GlenwoOd, Iowa . . Iowa Institution for Feeble-Minded F. M. Powell __________ 1 12 ------ 17 308 205 20 23 ---- ------ 20 3 ---- ------ 30 
Children. 
Winfield, Kans .... State School for Idiotic and Imbe- C.R. Wiles ............ ---- 3 26 6 59 44 21 34 ---- ----- ------ 14 -- - ·· 12 ----
cile Youth.t 
Frankfort, Ky ____ Kentucky Institution· for the Edu- John Q. A. Stewart, 3 5 ----·· 6 87 77 20 150 --- - ------ ------ 30 ---- 29 33 
cation and Training of Feeble- M.D. 
Minded Children. 
Waverly, Mass .... Massachusetts School for the Fee- Walter E. Fernald, 1 6 7 38 184 148 32 52 --- - ------ ------ ---- ---- ------ ----
ble-Minded. M. D., superintendent 
Faribault, Minn .. Minnesota School for Feeble-Minded Arthur C. Rodgers, 3 9 2 52 179 179 23 46 3 4 -····· ---- 4 154 ----
M. D., superintendent 
Beatrice, Nebr .... Nebraska Institution for Feeble- J. T. Armstrong. __ .... 1 4 2 9 95 51 ---· 0 ·-- - ------ ------ ---- ---- ------ ----
Minded Youth.t 
Vineland, N. J .... New Jersey Home for the Educa- s. Olin Garrison, 2 7 3 ------ 127 46 21 9 13 ------
-----r: 
----
30 40 
tioll and Care of Feeble-Minded superintendent. 
Children . 
.... do ......••....... New Jersey State Institution for Mary J. Dunlap, M. D. 
---- ----
4 3 ------ 61 3 
Feeble-Minded Women. 
Newark, N. J .. . .. Custodial Asylum for Feeble- W. L. Willett, super- 5 43 17 31 
------
352 0 40 60 
Minded Women. intendent. 
New York, N. y ___ School for Feeble-Minded ........•.. M. C .. Dunphy, super- 0 3 6 5 104 53 35 
·-- -- .. "I 3 3 28 20 \ intendent. Syracuse, N. Y. ... Syracuse State Institution for Fee- James C. Carson. M. 1 10 11 95 275 266 32 20 2 -·-··· --- -·- 6 5 107 84 
ble-Minded Children. n., superintendent. 
"5 
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16 Columbus, Ohio ... Ohio Institution for Feeble-Minded G. A : Doren, M. D., 1 21 I 9 38 577 352 
--- -Youth. superintendent. 
17 Elwyn, Pa. ......... Pennsylvania 'l'raining School for Isaac N. Kerlin, M. n . 1 25 
-- - --- ------
535 347 80 
Feeble-Minded Children. 
18 Vancouver, Wash. Washington School for Defecti""e 
Youth.b 
James Watson ........ 
---- ---- -- -- - - --- -- - ----- - ------ ----
* From 1889-'90. t From 1890-'91. a All school grade cases. 
242 4 .••••• 40 11 15 18 
52 10 
------
12 8 7 20 
--- - ---- ------ ------ ---- ---- -- -- --
b Not yet organized. 
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TABLE 4-1 .-Statistics of puulic institutions for the feeble minded, for 1891-'92.-P ART II. 
Name. 
_Yo~umes / Value of I Value of 
m llbrary. scientific gr ound s 
apparatus. and bnild-ings. 
1 I Cnuromla Home tor Care and Train!: 
2 Conuecticut Schools for Imbeciles ............ ..................... ...... ........... .. ........ . 
s Illiuois Asylum fol' Feeble·.Mincted Children*...... .......................... ... ... 180 
4 Iudh\n,L In;-,titu,ion for· I•'eeble·Minded Ohildrent .................... . . ..... ... ·"·· .. .. ....... . 
2 3 
5 Iow1i ln:stitution for Feeble-Minded Women............ . .......... ... ........ ..... 250 
1 
..... 
o State School for Ic.tiotic and Imbecile Youtht.................................. ... . 25 $1 0 
7 Kentucky Institution for theE<lucation and Training of Feeble·Minded Children. 400 
g l\In,;snchmietts Scl1ool for the Feeble-Minded.......................... ... ...... . . . 150 
9 l\Iinne:;ota School for Feeble·Minded............. .... ...... .......... .............. 150 
JO Nebra:;lrn. Institutioc. for Feeble·Minded Youth t . ... .. .. .... .. .... .... . ... ........ 20 
998 
200 
11 I New Jel'sey Home for the Education and Care of Feeble·Minded Children...... 350 · 
12 Ne"· Jerse)' State Institution for Feeble·Min ded Women.......... ............... 250 , ...... . .... . 1, :\"ew York State Custodial Asylum for F'eeble·Minded Women 
: ~ ~~~~~~~~\ f ~ieb~~~;ff:t~~n ·ror.Fee bie~ M1ni1e·11 ·cii1iiire~· 
1ti Ohio Iustitution !or Feeble·Minded Youth ........................................ . 
Ii Penns)'lv::mia Training School for Feeble-Minded Children ..................... . 
I~ . Washington School for Defective Youth .............. ....•...... ······------
4 
$325,000 
125, 00() 
198,865 
220,000 
250. 000 
350,000 
75,000 
250,000 
184,858 
86,000 
52,415 
25,000 
118,950 
39f033 
685,555 
555,595 
22,000 
Receipts . 
State, 
county, 
andmuni-/ Other 
cipal ap- sources. 
propria· 
tions. 
:; 
$99, 141 
12,773 
66,000 
78,500 
99,600 . 
21,275 
35,201 
38,225 
60,950 
36,038 
'i2; 000 
53,373 
ii-1;-117 
179,047 
147,017 
6 
$1,600 
-- ------- ---
------------
38,936 
10,000 
12,542 
13,034 
• From 1889-'90. t From 1890-'91. 
I 
Expenditures. 
Buildings \ 
and improve· . Support. 
ments. 
_7 r 
$56,639 
1, 096 
--- ------- --91, 291 
l , 500 
5,442 
12,000 
11,912 
18,122 
599 
48,879 
20,000 
s 
$42,502 
27,669 
70,025 
78,500 
76, 000 
18,331 
35. 701 
55, 542 
53,692 
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37,197 
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TABLE 45.-Summa~-y of statistics of reform schools, for 1891-'92 • 
• 
en Inmates. di ::l -o 
+=> ' SA A ~ Sex. Race. Nativity. Illiteracy. During year. School. .., S <l.i : 
~ . - ----.- ~ ~ ~.,; 
. ~ fl A :>. t3 ::I;..::... ::I blJ 00 
..,. ~ c:e A ::... - ,.c:l"'"" • c:e o., o A (I) 
o.8 'o f .8~ ~- -~~ ,g -g . "'ce~ ~:§ 15 
;.. .., I-< Q) .;:; S. ~ § ~ ~ 2, ; ~ t . ~ -~-~ o-s ; 
_8 ~ . oe ....: ~ f ~ -~~ ;; f 'd A S . ~ ,.c:l $ .O §.S (l).o § 
s s ~ s ~ ..... .9 -~ f p. ::i ;;-o s iil ~ ·s, s,.Q ~ ..e i:i. 
::I ::I c:d (I) 0 ;1_ 0 c:d O O O ~ O ..... (I) ::I ::I 0<+-< c:d i><1 
Z Z ~ 1x4 8 p, o Z lx4 o 0::-.. o A ~ Doi Z :> ~ 
_.;:..... _________ I--------------------· ------------------ --
2 a 4 5 6 ,- s 9 10 11 12 ta t4 15 16 1, ts 19 1 
United States .... ··--1 79 \ 1,387 -1 17, 97314, 405_j 22,378 \_ 15, 66912, 108 _\ 6,280 =I 8, 07313, 9081 2, 829110, 862110, 084 1 380 1 13,957 
North Atlantic Division ... 39 778 I 11,641 I 2,679 I 14,320 I 8,735 
6,062 1$14, 797, 101 l$3, 981,778 
2,824 81713,4501 5,97312,2141 1,4541 7,6171 7,003 1 164 1 7,677 9, 090, 980 I 2, 159, 143 
------------------·---·-
Maine ...... _............ 2 23 93 343 436 432 4 276 64 243 100 56 ,53 5 153 O 130,000 39,985 
New Hampshire······- 1 10 87 q 100 99 1 35 65 90 10 20 18 2 98 90 50,000 23,100 
Vermont-·--·-·····--·· 2 20 161 26 187 170 17 40 60 67 40 331 328 4 104 24 110,000 25,61.2 
Massachusetts ....... -- 16 172 1,992 393 2,385 1,435 66 165 413 109 77 1,537 1,209 27 675 71 575,723 203,856 
Rhode Island ...••.... -- 2 31 200 231 431 224 15 _______ ····---- 4 1 173 . 183 9 236 108 400,000 72,066 
Connecticut............ 1 40 421 o 421 404 17 --·-·-- ________ --·-- ·- -·--··-- 216 229 9 421 350 300, 000 ····· ··---
New York.............. 9 279 6,674 1,301 7,975 3,952 319 2,166 5,017 853 8-17 3,749 3,357 78 3,985 1,792 ,, 536, 371 1,180, 152 
New Jersey_············ 3 61 529 124 653 586 67 91 91 24 17 257 270 9 387 50 331,245 124,213 
Pennsylvania.......... 3 142 1,484 248 1,732 1,433 311 677 263 824 36i 1,276 1,356 21 1,618 339 2,557,641 490,759 
South Atlantic Division.- · 7 44 1,023 104 1,127 1,044 273 598 205 621 311 651 462 28 =933 831 872,500 176,534 
-- --- ·--··-------------
Maryland ...•.•........ _ 4 32 879 104 983 879 114 335 144 542 165 276 311 20 650 73C 520,000 95 102 
Delaware .•..• ·------··- 1 6 41 o 41 21 20 32 9 1 8 20 13 -··--- ·····-··\···-··-- 27,500 8:003 District of Columbia .. l 1 201 0 201 75 126 151 50 78 38 116 114 6 201 75 300 000 47 000 
WestVirginia .......... __ 1_ 5_\ 82 o __ h2 ____ 69 ___ 1_3 80 2 ·-·-···.::.:.::..:.···-_39 24 2 82 26 25:000 1 26'.429 
South Central Division .... 5 41 I 781 I 251 I 1,032 I 752 278 549 121 95 134 768 388 18 568 50 575, 000 111, 478 
Kentucky ·-············1_2_1~-~1 217 457 381 \ 74-1
1
~\ 118 i 40 I 90 301 46 6 40 ..•..... 350,000 132,ooo 
Tennessee_............. 1 1 270 34 304 279 25 ----·-- · --··· ·· 55 40 162 44 9 300 50 150,000 46,000 
Louisiana.............. 1 1 96 O 96 25 71 ······-i-···--·- ---···- \--·-··-- 245 247 1 96 O ········· ·--\ 9,998 Texas................... 1 17 175 O 175 67 I 108 172 3 --·-·-· ----···· 60 51 2 132 O 75,000 23,480 
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TABLE 45.-Summary of statistics of reform schools, for 189F'92-Continued. 
-- -------
N 
- , I . Inmates. ii> ~ 'g 
B 1l 1---------.------.------,----,-=--~-----'--1--:::-~-.--1 S § , ce ~ § sex. Race, Nativity. Illiteracy. During year, School. ...., S . ~ 
A ~ 1-------:----I---·---- 1---,---- ·1-----,---t------1----,------ 1 .Cl ~ Aw 
.,... "&i 2 A ;,, ~ aj ~~ ce ::l bll rn 
ui "' .:i ~ ..... 1i.;: . ~ 0 t e.s (l) 
-A <ll (l) o · A ....,~ 'O 'c:I ...., bl)'c:I ~ 
Ill vision and State. o o ,._. ' ~ ,o Zl o · ·co~ (l) a;; • ai gjl :;::: ..., 
~:; ~ . ,o ~ il§ 'c:I~ i:11:; ~ ~ ~ . ~.;l·~ 0.5 :a 
.8 2 . ~ .... ~ )1:: ~ -~ Z6 ..... ~ 'c:I i:1 S· ~ ,d .: .o § B (l) ~ S S (I) A ce - o ;i ~i:i. P ~'c:I S o g i:i. S.<:10 .8 i:i. p ai · b A O ro o o 0 ro O -~ (l) p Poro ro >< ~ Z ~ ~ 8 ~ o Z la:4 o o~ U A 8 P; Z """' ? ril 
1 - 2- - 3- ---;-- - 5- - 6- -,,--s- - 9-10 .. .-;-I-.;--.,.- 15 10 17 lS 19 
- - - --------------- - -------1---- - --
:>rthCentra.lDivision ____ 24 465 4,022 1,316 5,338 4,606 711 1,998 1,534 847 850 1,294 2,114 149 4,221 2,101 $3,799,291 $1,330,627 
-------- ------
Ohio____________________ 2 81 224 37! 613 495 118 _______ ____ ____ 112 155 375 354 8 298 ________ 590,000 104,524 
Indiana .________________ •> 50 472 143 615 393 222 143 0 23 91 234 3U 52 615 473 200,000 109,980 
Illinois__________________ 2 12 337 159 496 423 73 317 179 58 60 244 ________ 11 493 114 330,240 115,779 
M:icbigan_______________ 4 51 738 321 1,079 910 69 257 256 48 56 234 275 23 773 570 578,763 201,939 
Wisconsin ______ ·------- 2 23 346 152 498 377 7 114 270 50 27 173 213 9 315 168 282,875 80,807 
Minnesota.______________ 3 97 670 51 721 709 22 217 383 204 205 279 327 21 411 255 873,~43 465,006 
Iowa.____________________ 2 52 395 138 533 464 67 342 191 282 178 153 151 2 433 112 227,000 72,284 
Missouri________________ 3 51 321 90 411 335 75 142 139 5 7 238 216 13 387 280 342,500 75,341 
SouthDa.kota, __________ 1 12 51 15 66 50 2 _______________ 14 5 25 24 1 66 12 50,000 13,300 
Nebraska._______________ 1 1 210 0 210 199 11 163 47 36 38 107 90 5 210 89 160,000 46,987 
Kansas_________________ 2 35 220 76 296 251 45 303 69 15 28 232 151 4 220 28 164,570 44,680 
w estern Division__________ 4 59 506 55 561 532 29 - 283 240 131 80 532 117 ~ 558 256 459,330 203,396 
----- -----------------------1---1-----1----
Colorado____________ ____ l 17 165 0 165 144 21 100 65 83 40 117 105 4 165 21 75 000 49 000 
Washington____________ 1 12 69 8 77 76 l 39 38 23 5 77 o 3 77 25 38' 093 31' 597 
Oregon ._ ________________ 1 10 56 0 56 '56 0 21 35 24 35 59 3 l 56 20 53' 000 72' 500 
California._________ _____ 1 20 216 47 263 256 7 123 102 1 ________ 279 9 13 260 190 288:237 50:299 
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TABLE 46.-Statistics of refm·m schools, for 1891-'92.-PART I. 
Inmates. 
u:i 
bl) 
Nativ- Illit- During i:.. - i=: Sex . Race. ity. eracy. year. School. p . § 
.p <l) 
--------- --- ---
<:.>s::s "8 
M ui 
.:l ~~ .0 c,; ui 0 ~ 'l:l ~ A ro ui .8 ~d A ~ s M rn ro (1.) 
'l:l (1.) rn ~ S.~ rn Executive officer. j 1-< ro A 
.Cl (1.) 
·s. ,c, A 'l:l Post-office. Name. rn ro <!) . .... '-' rn 
.Cl ro A <Ji Pt M • 0 ro ~ ;:! rn ~ 'd (1.) (1.) to.q ;:! rn A ro ~~ <!) .p ·@ p. p '-' 0 ro <l) 1-< ,d ,d cl<l) 1-< M 0 <l) bl) ..... 
'l:l ..... .. , s bl) 0 1-< 
~i?. ro ~ <l) 0 0 ro ,0 >, bl) 1-< ..... 1-< M 1-< ...... M 'O p. ~ Cl; 1-< 0 0 
' 
© ~ (1.) bl) 
·s ro <l) Q.) <l) 0 Q.) 2 Q.) (l) bl) A ro .a rn .a ,a bO <!) ,0 d s... > ..... 0 .Cl s ... s ;:! s C1i s :8 0 Q.) 1-< s <:) ;:! Si:: .p A Q.) d d 0 M A > rn ;:! 0 p p·.-t p <!) is= ro 0 ro ro 0 i5 z z z :> z ~ Iii 0 z ~ 0 0 ~ 0 ::r: 
- - - - -- -
-
--- - - - - -- -----t 2 3 4 I a 6 ,. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1.7 1.S 1.9 20 
14 272 9 260 190 $288,337 Whittier, CaL ___ Whittier Reform School Walter Lindley, 20 216 47 256 7 1~3 102 1 13 3 for Ju Yenile Offenders. M.D. 
Golden, Colo_____ State Industrial School. Dorus R. Hatch ... 17 165 0 144 21 100 65 83 40 12 117 105 4 4 165 21 75, 000 Meriden. Conn __ State :Reform School .. . Geo. E. Howe ___ __ 40 421 0 404 17 ----
----- ---- ----
14, 15 216 229 9 3 421 350 300,000 Wilmin~ton, Del Ferris Industrial School H. E. Haines ______ 6 41 0 21 20 32 9 1 8 ------- 20 13 ----
---- ----- -----
-- - - ----
Washing ton, Reform School of the Geo. R. Shallen- 1 201 0 75 126 15] 50 78 38 14 116 114 6 4 201 75 300, 000 D.C. 
· District of Columbia. berger. Pontiac, Ill ______ Illinois State Reforma- B. F. Sheetz _____ __ 1 337 0 271 66 202 135 58 55 ------- 163 
----
8 4 337 114 240,240 tory. 
SouthEvan::ton, Illinois Industrial Miss F. E. Morgan 11 0 159 152 7 115 44 0 5 8-12 81 ---- 3 6 156 ----- 90,000 Ill. School for Girls. 
Indian a polis, Reform School for Girls Miss Sarah F. 12 0 143 7 136 143 0 9 17 13 42 47 12 6 143 1 200,000 Ind. and Woman's Prison. Keely. Pia.infield, Ind .. Indiana Reform School. T. J. Charlton _____ 38 472 0 386 86 No data. 14 74 14 129 266 40 8 472 472 No Eldora, Iowa ____ Boys Department, Iowa data. B. J. Miles _______ __ 36 395 0 342 53 217 178 242 153 15 105 121 --- - 4 395 112 157,000 Industrial Schovl. Mitchell ville, Iowa Industrial School. C. C. Cory __ _______ 16 0 138 122 14 125 13 40 25 14 48 30 2 ---- 138 0 70,000 Iowa. Beloit, Kans ____ State Industrial School Martha P. Spencer 7 0 76 73 3 138 14 1 10 ------- 38 2 ·--- 31,570 for Girls.* ---- ·- --- --- --North Topeka, Kansas State Reform W. E. Fagan ______ 28 220 0 178 42 1G5 55 14 18 16 19 4 149 4 
5 __ '"l--'" 133,000 Kans. School, Louisville, Ky _ _ Industrial School of Re- P eter Caldwell. __ - ---- 240 77 243 74 247 70 40 50 ------ . 271 36 --- 350,000 form. - ---
* From 1890-'91. 
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J5 ~cw1)ort, Ky •.•. I Convent of the Good I Mother M. of St. I 221 01 1381 1381 Ol 1301 481 OI 40 Shepherd. Scholastic. 
lG Now Orleans, La. Boys House of Refuge .. U. C. Staunton __ ,_ l l 96 0 25 71. ...... ··1· ···1· ·-· 
3 276 . 64 243 100 17
1 
Ilnllowell, Me ···1 MaineindustrialSchool IE. Rowell__________ 6 0I 3431 340 
18-24 30 10 
10-12 254 247 
10 23 ----
61 ~1 40 
l 6 96 
50I _____ I$ 30,000 
t ____ J _______ r $9,998 
$1,043 8,390 
!?() 
for Girls. 
18 Portland. l\Io ____ State Ref0rm School. ___ J . R. Farrington.. 171 931 01 91 
19 Bnltimore, Md . . House of Refuge ____ ... . Robert J. Kirk- ···- 208 0 208 
wood. 
Bro. Dominic______ 13 395 ____ 395 nrroll Station, 
.l\Id. 
i1 ·-461---241:::J:::: 
01 115 1201 3801 15 
16 33 53 
15 ----
----
12 140 181 
31 4. 931-----1100,0001 9,576120,976 
:---~ ::: :~:-;~~:~~~ ----;,-;;~ 4::::: 
~1 I Cheltenham, Md_ 
'"' Melvale, Md ____ _ 
St. Mary's Industrial 
School for Boys or the 
City of Baltimore. 
House of Reformation . _ 
IndustrialHomefor Col-
ored Girls. 
.Tohn W. Horn ____ _ 
:Mrs. Hannah F. 161 2761 01 2761 01 276 3 0 104 0 104 104 0114111351 1211061 98 0 21 15 ------ - 30 32 
5 
3 
51 276 
4 104 
1741200, 000 
60 25,000 
2,1001 21,414 
6,969 8,153 
23 I Boston. Mass ___ _ New Engl11,nd Rome for 
Little Wanderers. 
Whittemore ___ _ 
Rev. V. A. Cooper .. 631 261 87 2, ____ 1----- 1---- 1 •--- t ----- - -1 I 3 5 89, _____ , ________ , _____ __ __ , ____ ----
21 ___ do __ __ __ _____ _ _ Home for Neglected 
Children.* 
A, B. Heath _______ _ 321 2191 1461 361 41----1---- -1----1----1-- ---- -165:13051---:1----1---- -1----~1 2i5, 0001 3, 2631 41,308 
Houso of Reformation _. James R. Gerrish __ 25 1 Deer Island, Bos-
ton, Mass. 
~G Deer Island, Bos- I Truant SchooL __________ 1 ____ do ____ ___ ·--- ____ I 5 
ton Ha1·bor, 
I Mn.ss. 27 Concor d June- '\ Massachusetts Reform- I Joseph P. Scott ___ , ___ _ tion, Mass. ::i.tory. 
56 0I 52 4 8 44 13 17 14 9o 114 2 4 56 L ________ ----- --·· _______ _ 
641 OI 021 21 431 21 I 171 81 . __ ____ lo124 I 1421 21 41
1 
G41 0, ---- --- - , -- -- . -- -- , - --- --- -
8821----1----1-- -- 1----1- --- _ 1 ____ j ___ -1-- ---- _ 1 ____ , ____ , ____ , ___ _ ---- - 1---- - 1-
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28 I Lancaster,Mass., State Industrlal School L. L. Brackett ..•.. 15 0 91 86 5Nodata. 20 14 15 46 
131 ~, :1 
T··· 1 55, 72ro data! 20, 689 1'or Girls. 29 L awrence, Mass . Essex County Truant Henry E. Swan .... G 47 0 46 1 3 44 .... 4 13 39 17 
:: 4: --~~·-~~ -- - -~-~:: ___ ~~~:~ School. 29 108 1 92 9 23 110 . 90 SO L owell , Ma ss ____ House of Employment Albert Pinder _____ ---- 81 18 and Reformation for 
Juvenile Offenders. 
0 10 1 ---- 11 0 0 _____ :_ 9 11 ---- 2,000 2,425 
Sl New Bedford, City Truant School*-·--- P. S. Macy _________ 2 11 
------
.. ____ 
-----
---- -----
Ma ss. 
Martin L. Eldridge 2 21 20 1 9 12 0 0 ------ ·· 16 12 ---- 3, 500 
3'2 Nor t h Cam- Cambridge Truant 
----
---- -----
----- -------- ---- -----
bridge, Mass. · S chool. 
101 222 3,729 57,675 
83 Palmer, Mass .. . Ma ss a chusetts St ate Amos Andrews ____ 52 254 314 41 
---- ----- ---- ----
--- ---- - ---- ---- ---- ---- - ---- - --- -----
Primary School.* 
30 0 30 0 24 6 10 2 13 16 15 1 4 30 12 25,000 900 5,800 m 
34 S a lem , Mass .. __ . PlummerFarm School.. Chas. A. Johnson .. 4 35 
stJ:~;s~ g fle 1 d , Hampden County Tru- Fran~ H. King_ ... 2 16 0 16 0 0 16 13 2 13 12 12 1 5 16 0 16,000 
-- ------- ---- -- --
8 
> 
ant S chool. 
6, 000 7,500 8 
36 Walpole, Mass . . N orfolk, Bristol, and Aaron R. Morse .. _ 3 32 0 30 2 6 25 26 6 12 35 38 1 5 32 0 19,000 
H 
Plymouth Union 
rn School. 
8 
87 Westboro, Mass . Lyman School for Boys. TheodoreF.Chapin 42 196 0 185 
----
54 142 1 1 15 120 130 10 5 192 
-----
166,000 11,500 27,690 H 38 Worcester ,Mass. Worcester Truant B. F. -Parkhurst ... 1 20 0 17 3 ----
-----
0 0 ·------ 35 31 ·---
--- - -----
----- -------- -- --. -- --
3, 651 0 School.* 
17 1191 
lfl 39 Adrian, Mich ___ _ State Industrial Home Lucy M. Sickles ___ 26 0 215 198 96 24 28 17 83 75 6 3 200 
---- -
165,963 5,248 44, 737 0 
for Girls. 
tzj 
40 Detroit, Mich ___ _ House of the Good Shep- Mother Mary St. 16 0 106 105 1 ---- ----- -.--- 15 12-30 5(1 50 1 30 30 100 50, 000 4,000 450 herd. Stanislaus. 
pj 
4l Ionia, Mich .. ____ State House of Correo- W. R. Gourley ____ 4 298 0 267 31 138 160 24 13 23 ---- 5 2 93 220 155,980 1, 200 33, 427 tion and Reformation. ---- ttj 42 Lansing, Mich . .. Michigan State Reform W. H. S. Wood .... 5 460 0 340 20 -·-- 14 101 150 11 5 450 250 206,820 49,583 62, 9J-1 tzj School. ----- -~-- ---- 0 43 St. Cloud, Minn _ Minnesota State Re- D. E. Myers ________ 31 131 0 128 3 ---- ----- 1 11 ------- 80 88 4 2 110 75 160,000 18,908 50,512 ~ formatory. ~ 44 Red Wing, Minn. State Reform School. ___ J. W. Brown _______ 35 274 27 293 8 117 184 79 19 13 98 89 6 4 301 180 413,343 102,252 125,334 
45 St. Paul, Minn __ Minnesota State Reform J. W. Brown _______ 81 275 24 288 11 100 199 124 175 115 91 ---- 300,000 125,000 43,000 rn School.* ------- ---- ----- ----- 0 
46 Booneville, Mo .. Missouri Reform School Lyman D. Drake .. 20 130 0 108 22 ---- 3 17 75 55 2 4 130 130 100,000 4,500 23,500 tr: for Boys. ---- - ---- 0 
47 Chillicothe, Mo .. St.~te Industrial Home Emma M. Gilbert .. 3 ·---- 22 22 0 22 0 5 4 14 13 1 1 4 22 0 42,500 310 0, 031 0 for Girls. 
t-i 
48 St. Louis, Mo ____ House of Refuge _______ 
. Hen,ry Guibor. ____ 28 191 68 20:j 53 120 139 14 15 0 160 10 4 235 150 200,000 4,000 37,000 00 
49 
---- ----
Kearney, Nebr . . State Industrial School John T. Mallalieu. 1 210 0 199 11 163 • 47 36 88 14 107 90 5 5 210 89 160,000 2,242 4-1, 74.5 for Juvenile Offenders . 50 Manchester, N.H 
. State Ind us trial School .· J . C. Ray ___________ JQ 87 13 99 1 35 65 90 10 15 20 18 2 5 98 90 50,000 4,000 19,100 
51 Jamesburg, N . J. New Jersey State Re- Ira Otterson _______ 38 329 0 283 46 40 55 --- - ....... - ............ _ 13 6 219 7 4 300 50 150,000 3,337 52, 654 52 form School. 6 87 Trenton. N . J ____ Sta t e Industrial School I Mrs. Mary A. Jl.1:c- 0 73 14 51 36 10 0 14 27 7 ·2 3 87 0 64,090 25,000 12,302 53 for Girls. Fadden. Varona, N . J . . .. Newa1·kCityHome* _____ c. M. Harrison .... 17 . 200 37 -230 7 ----
-----
14 1l ------ . 9 4 5 4 ... 
- ----
_ 117,155 3,926 20,994 
54 Brooklyn, N. Y .. Broolclyn Truant Home. Patrick H. Corri- 6 393 0 382 13 265 130 300 95 -,-~-- . 39 5 30 3 1l 
5 ==== 0 112,000 3,550 ~,819 gan. I-!. * From 1890-'91. 1.--..:) 
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C:mann Four Burnham Ind us tria l w . M. F.Round __ 8 80 0 79 1 _ • • . ---- - - --- -- --
13 25 13 .... 4 80 · •••• $65,000 
1 Corners. 
Farm. 1,290,390 
Elmil'a,, N.Y .... New York State Re- z. R. Br ock away .. 17 1, 256 01~17 39 418 838 131 157 · ·- · · -· 681 525 -- - · -- -· -···· ·--· -
I Hudson, N . Y __ __ f ormatory School.* Sar ah V. Coon --·- 24 288 20 268 20 13 73 62 5 240 0 165, 000 House of Refuge for 0 271 17 19 3 
I Nuw York, N. Y. Women. House of Refuge .... ____ . Isreal C. Jones .. _. 61 425 64 397 92 51 218 245 136 ·---- -· 307 328 -- -- - - - - ----- ---- - 500,000 
1Station L) . 
New York, N. Y. NewYorkJuveniie Asy· Elisha M. Carpen. 70 768 204 882 90 949 53 26 175 11 614 567 18 
41,053 200 700,000 
{Station M). lum. ter. 
New Yori,, N. Y Society for the Reform· 0. W. Lowry, 2 437 63 ·--- - -- - ---- -- - -- 53 116 14 320 308 15 
4 500 366 500,000 
(Station L ) . ation of Juvenile De- Lieut., U.S. N, 
liuq uents in the City 
of New Y ori,. I Rochester, N. Y. State Industrial School. Vincent M. Mas- 1 658 133 724 67 363 436 ---- -- -- ---- -- - 484 421 - - -- - --- --- - - ----- 362, 577 tin. 781 155 12 850 830\ 39 5 2, 1121, 22t:l 841,404 
" 'Pst- Ch ester, N. New YorkCatholicPro· Sister M. Ani ta . .. , 1 2, 367 &17 .... .... 100\', 10< 
Y. tectory. 
Dela.ware. Obio .. Girls ' Industrial Hom e. A. W. Stiles..... . . 41 O 298 251 47 . . . ...... 16\ 19 14 91 84, 8 5 298 ·-·. . 225,000 
ClneUmMI, Ohio. Clnclnnat.l Hou,o of I L avi S . Fulton... 40 242 73 244 71 121 194 931 136 ··-- · · · 284\ 270 --- · ---- -- -- · ·-- -· 365,000 
Refuge.* 
S:i.lom, Oregon .. Oregon State Refo r m B. J. Miles . ........ 10 56 0 56 0 211 35 24 
=1 
13 f 1 4 56 20 58,000 \ School. 570\ Huntingdon,Pa.. Pennsylvania I ncl us·\ T. B .Patton .. . .. . . \ 80 Ol 496 86 ····t····· 374 HJ ~72 541 7 2 456 20111,000,000 trial Reformatory at 
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Dak. 
2 Nashville, Tenn_ 
3 Gatesville, Tex __ 
i Rutland, Vt _____ 
5 Vergennes, Vt ___ 
5 Chehalis, Wash __ 
7 Pruntytown, W. 
Va. 
3 Milwaukee, Wis _ 
~ Waukesha., Wis _ 
House of Refuge ______ ___ F. H . Nibecker ____ 2 Pennsylvania Reform J.A. Quay _________ <JO School. 
Soclrnnosset School for W . W.Murry ______ 27 
Boys. 
Oaklawn School for R. S. Butterworth_ 4 
Girls. 
South Dakota State Re- C. W. Ainsworth __ 12 
form School for Boys 
and Girls. 
Tennessee Industrial 
School. 
W C. Kilvington __ 1 
House of Correction and 
Reformation. 
J. F. McGuire ______ 17 
Vermont House of Cor-
rection. 
G . N. Eayres ______ _ 5 
Vermont Reform School S.A. Andrews _____ 15 
Washington State Re- Thomas P. West- 12 form School. erndorf. 
West Virginia Reform C. C. Showalter---· 5 School. 
Wisconsin Indus tr i a 1 
School for Girls. 
Sarah E. Price ____ 22 
Ind us trial School fo r M. J. Regan ________ 1 Boys. 
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---·· ----
39 36 0 3 -- -- ----- 4 
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*From 1890-'91. 
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TABLE 46.-Statistics of reform schools, for 1891-'92-PART II. 
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3 4 ,) 6 7' s 9 10 11 1~ 13 :14 15 J· 2 l--1--l- - l--1---1---1---1--- 1---1---•---,---·---,-- -
0 
1 Wblttier Reform School for Juvenile Offenders........ ... . 5 1 12 35 211 1. 9 4. 5 13· 2 1 80. 2 lOO / O O 
95 5 
:! Stn.teludustr1a1School................ . .... . . .. . ...... . ..... 22 50 63 30 13.33 30. 3 38.18 18.18 ............•.......•.•...•..... ··•.····· 
3 State Reform School ..... . ........... .... .... . . ...... ... . .. . . .. . ......... . .........•.. .. .............. . ........... . .. · ······················ · ············ ,- ··· ....... . 
I Ft•rris Industrial School .... . .... . ... . ... . .. ... . . . . .. . . . ... . . ....... . ... . ...................... .. ....... . ....................................... . ................... . 
g i1rli~:~l~~i~01~Io~·~a~~ir~~~.~~.~~1~~.b.1~ . ••••..... . •.. . .. ::::: : :::·: : : ::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::·····go· ·····io· ----··o" :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
7 Ill!noisindustrin.l SchoolforGirls . .................. .. ......................... . ........................... . ............. . ................. . 
8 Huform School for Girls and Woman 's P r ison....... .. . . .. 0 73 35 35 .. .. .... 51 24.48 24.48 90 10 ......................... .. .... . 
9 Imlinna Reform School for Boys..... .. ..... ...... . ......... 56 181 169 66 11. 86 38. 35 35. 8 14 92 5 3 60 30 l 0 
10 }Joys' Department Iowa Industr ial School. ........... . ... . 15 26 310 44 4 6. 58 78. 48 11. 14 75 99 1 50 75 25 
11 Iowalndustr ial School. ................... .................. . 25 50 25 38 18.11 36.16 18.11 20.2 100 0 0 40 40 20 
J:? 1i::ansnsStr,teRerormSchool .... .. ........ ........ . ..... ... . 4 61 133 22 1.36 27,72 60.45 10 90 7 3 70 16 14 
13 Loutsvillo Industr ial School o r Reform ....... ...... . ..... . ... . .. . .. . . . ................................. , .......... . ..•..................... . .... . ... . ............. 
14 Con entor the Goou Shepher d .. .... . .. .. . .......... . ... . .......... . . . . . ........................................... . 66 ....••....•......••.•...... . .... . ....... 
15 BO)'S' House or Refuge ....... •. ....... . ...• . ..........•.. . . . .... . .... . .. .. . . ........ . ......... . ................. . . . .......... ... . ......... . ....•. . ... . .... .. ....... . . 
10 :Mn.inelndustr inlSchool for Girls . . . . . .... .. . . . .... ... ...... 34 68 173 68 9.9 19.81 50.43 19. 81 . ....... . .. .. ... . ....... 50 30 10 
17 Stn.to Reform School ..... . . .. ...... .... ..... ......... .. . ..... ..... . .... ... . . ......... .. . ... . ........... .. ............... . . . .................. .. .... . ......... . -··· ··- -
18 House of Refuge................ . ..... . ...................... . 10 145 40 5 5 72.50 20 2.50 95 3 2 50 25 25 
10 St.Ma.ry'sin dustr ial SchoolforBoys of t he City ofBalti· 9 70 80 30 2.28 18. 82 20. 25 5. 59 96 ...... .. 3 75 . . . .•.•. 10 
more. 
20 House or Reformation.................. .. .... . . ... ... . .. . ... 10 75 l ~O 41 3. 62 27. 17 54. 34 14. 72 62 25 13 57 29 14 
21 Industrfa.l Home for Colored Girls .... . ... .... .. . . .. . . .. .... 25 64 10 5 24 61. 53 9. 61 4. 8 50 40 10 25 25 50 
2'.:! Ne,v England Home for Little Wanderers .................. · ·· ·-· . .. .. . .... .... ..... .. . .. .... .. . ....... . ... . . .... . .... .... •.. . ... .. ·- ··· ··· . .. . •. . .. .......... . . ... 
l.'!3 House of Reformation for Boys ................. ·-······ ... 6 35 10 5 10. 71 62. 5 17. 85 8. 92 100 .... . .. . ... ... . . · · ·· ·· ·" . . .. ..... . .... . 
!!I Truant School.............. . . . ... . ............ ... . . .... . ..... 1 40 17 6 1.56 62.5 26.56 9.37 100 . .. .• .... ... .•... . . .. .......•. . ......... 
2;; l\lnssachusetts Reformator y .......... . . . ....... ..... . •..... ...... . . . ..... .. . . . .•.. . ....... . .... ... ........ . . . ... . ........ . ... . ................. . .................... 
!!li Stn.teindustrialSchoolfor Girls . ......... ...... .... ... . .... 12 40 21 13 13.18 44 23 14.29 90 ....•.. . 10 . . .••......... .. ........ 
~~ ~f!~}1!~:i't;~~!~~~~0ileroi-inai1oiifoi.-Juven11e·6f~· :::::: ·- --~· ... ~~. :::::= ... ~-.~ ... ~~~-.~ .. :::::::= :::::::= .... ~~~. :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::c::::: :=:::::: 
~g iI~~~!; ~;~1~t~c~~~~ut·sciiooL:::=:::::=:=::::::::::::= ~ ·--16· ... ~~ ..... ~ .... ~-.~~. ·100---- .. ~~···· .. ~~-.~~- ····,oo· ::::=:== :=:===:: :::::===1====::=:1:::===== 
SI Norfolk, Bristol , and Plymou th Truant School. .. . .. . .. . .. 3 12 11 8 9. 4 37. 5 · 34. 4 25 100 ....... . .... ·-·· 25 ;:;o 25 
~-! L)•mauSchoolfor Boys ...... .... . .................... . . . . . .. 3 90 05 8 1.5 46.07 48.47 4. 08 90 0 1 4.0 36 2i 
S3
1 
St::i.telndustl'ialHomeforGir ls · ····· · ····· · · ·s · ···· · ·· ·· · · I 20 84 80 31 9. 3 39.07 37. 72 14.32 .•...... ... . ... . •....... 25 50 25 
31 Housoo! theGoodSh epher d .• . . . .......... . . . .. . . . •..•..... 10 27 s o 9.43 25. 37 2.83 •••••••• 90 6 4 50 50 
i-
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35 StateHouseofCorrectionand Reformatory ____________ . . 123 87 50 29 41.6 2.9 1.98 9.72 95 4 1/ 60 
3
5 
30 State Reform SchooL_........ .......... .... .. .... ..... . .... . O 4 80 376 ···---·- 0.87 17.39 81.74 98 ······-- 2 80 10 37 MinnesotaSt,ateReformatory_ ... .. .. .. ... . .. ....... . .. . .. . 12 109 7 3 D.16 83. 28 5.35 2.3 70 30 ... ..... 50 ::o 
38 StateRerorm SchooL ............. . .... ........ ..... ........ . -···- - -··· ·- -··--· ...... ........ ........ ... . ... . ........ 80 18 2 LO ;;5 
99 Missouri Reform School for Boys ........... ..... .......... 28 25 75 2 21.54 19.23 57.69 1.5 60• 20 20 40 40 
40 State Industrial HomeforGirls..... .... ... ......... . . . .... . O 13 7 2 ........ 59 31.8 o 73 14 13 3:2 40 
41 House of Refuge.......... . ............. . ........... ... .... ................ .. .......................................... 90 8 2 co 30 
42 State Industrial SchoolforJuvenileOffenders --·········- 44 09 87 10 20.95 32.86 41.42 4.76 90 G 4 75 20 
5 
10 
j:0 
15 
20 
]) 
4 
5 43 State Industrial SchooL................ ...... ......... .. ... . 1 6 93 50 1 6 93 50 100 .... ..... ............... ........ ... . 
4-1 New Jersey Reform SchooL ......................................................... ·-·· -··· .......... ...... ...................... .. ............................... . 
45 State Industrial School for Girls. .. . ... ....... ... ......... . O 20 40 17 ........ 23 46 19. 54 90 10 ••••. .. . 70 30 .... . .. . 
46 Brooklyn Truant Home ............................ ~ . ......... ...... .... . 275 120 .... . ..... ... ... 69. 62 33.16 100 ... .. ....... .. .......... ····-··· ...... . . 
47 Burnham Industrial Farm .... ......... -. .. ... .............. 1 9 55 15 1.25 11.25 68.75 18.75 100 ........ ........ 60 40 ... .... . 
48 Bouse of Reform for Women.... ......... .. . ..... .......... . 29 71 117 71 10 25 40 25 75 20 5 70 20 10 
: ~~:s;g~-1~j~~~~iie. Asyium=:::=:::= ~=== ==== == :::: =:==:: :::: .. ·91· .. iii5. ·· 291· ··3sg· ···1 ···· ··20 ···· ··3g ··~- ··40 ···· .... ioo· :::: :::: ::=: :::: .... ·iio"\" ··. ··o· .... ···1 
51 Society for the Reformation or Juvenile Delinquents in . ..... . ...... . ..... . .... . ..... . ........... . ............................................. 1 •••••••••••••••• the City of New York. 
52 New York CatholicProtectory ..................... ......... . .... . 706 820 1,466 ·-······ rn.82 34.64 61.93 75 20 5 ............ ... ........ . 
53 State Industrial School. . ..... . ................. .... ... . ................. .. ... . ··-··· ............................................ .... -··· ···· ....................... . 
54 Girls'lndustrial Home ....... ................................ ··-··· ··-······-··· ...................................................... ···-·······-·-···-····· · ·····-·· 
55 Oregon State Reform School................................ 3 31 18 4 5.35 60.7 32.12 7.14 90 ····-··· 10 ....•... 80 20 
56 PennsylvaniaindustrialReformatory ......... ............ 23 434 115 0 4.02 76.22 20 ........ 95 .. . ..... 5 80 10 10 li ii~1!~ifii~f}iTut~t(::::::::::::::!::::: :::::: :::: ::::;: :: :::: :::;;: :::::: :::;;~: :::::::: : :i:::: :: :::::: :: ::::: ,:::::::: :::::::: ::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::::: 
61 South Dakota_Stat~ Reform School forBoys and Girls. ... 4 20 30 14 6 ·-30·--- 45:!i ·-22:21· mg 1:::::::: :::::::: -·-·100· ::::::::1:::::::: 
62 Tennessee Inuus~rial School.._··· ·····- ·~················ ·· 56 97 64 83 18.42 32.32 21 27.53 88 8 80 I 63 House of Correction andReformator ····-··· ~ ·-······ ········ ~~ ~:~:g~g{~~~~~t~i~~rction::::::t~:~=::=======~======= ·::=i :::~6: :::~;: :::~6: =·=i=ii: ::;;:::: ::~i=;:: ::;;:::: 1~ ·····31· ·····ff ~o ~ i~ 
60 Washin_gt~n.State Reform School.. . .......... ~. ... .... .... 1 7 19 50 1: 3 9 24· 67 04 93 ~b ·····as· ···--16· gg : 1. .. 
67 W~stV11:g1maRef~rm~SchooL ..... _ ......... _ .. .......... _ 4 141a 32 5 1.4 50 40· 8 1·~7 90 8 2 89 7 68 W1sconsm Industrial ::::ichool for Girls · ·' 
69 Industrial '3chooltor Boys ___ ····· ... ::····-····-······ · ··· ·· ···: -··i5. ··100· · ·200· ····-· 
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INDEX. 
A. 
.Aberdeen University, 97. 
.Academies. See Secondary education 
.Adams, H.B., quoted, 410. · 
.Adams, R. .r., quoted, 833. 
Adams, Mass., 966, 988. 
Add Ran Christian University, 1155. 
.Adler, Felix, mentioned, 915. 
Adler, V., quoted, 437. 
Administration and organization of system, in 
France, 74; in Switzerland, 198, 20\J, 212,213; 
of German universities, 255; of Sweden, 424; 
of Stockholm, 430; participation of women 
, in, 792. 
See also Management and supervision of in-
iJ~~rion and Appropriation, State and 
.Admission, requirements for. 
See Higher and professional e<lucation. 
.Adrian, Mich., 968, 900. 
.Adrian College, 1147. 1185. 
Agas~iz, L., opens .Anderson School of Zoology, 
809. 
Age, uum ber of children of school, 29; of children 
!n public schools, 35; for school attendance, 
m Switzerland, 214; of students in German 
universities, 306; of students in English 
truant schools. 779, 
.Aggregate nu~1 ber of days of schooling, 27, 46, 963. 
Agr~ges, appomtment of, 90. 
Agncultural and Mechanical College of Missis-
sippi, 1189, 1191. 
Agricnltural and Mechanical College of Texas, 
1190.1192. 
Agricultural College for Colored Students, Dela-
ware, 1193. 
Agr~cultural College of North Carolina, 1189, 1192. 
Agncultural uolleges, statistics of, 1188. See also 
. Higher and professional education. 
.Agriculture, instruction in, in Great Britain and 
Ireland, mo; iu France, 392; in Sweden, 440. 
See also Higher and professional education. 
Akron, Ohio, 586,974,994. 
Alabama, statistics of elementary education,29-71, 
580,679; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 734, 863, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; 
of business colleges, 1217; of the defective 
and delinquent classes, 1244, 1251. 
Alabama Academy for the Blind. 1253. 
Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
1188, 1191. 
Alaliama Conference Female College, 1159. 
.Alabama Institute for tl10 Deaf, 1246. 
Alabama State Normal Schools, l 200. 
A laska, report of General Agent of Education for, 
873. 
Albany, N. Y., 972,982,994, 1201. 
Albany College of Pharmacy, 1175. 
Albany Home School for the Oral Instruction of 
thA Deaf, 1242. 
Albany Law 'chool, 1181. 
Albany Medical College. 1168. 
Albemarle l!'emale Institute, 1162. 
Albert Lea College, 1100. 
Albion, N . Y., .Physical Training, 586. 
Albion Uolleg , 1147. 
Alcorn Agricultural ancl Mechanical College, 869, 
1193. 
Alcott, Amos Bronson, mentioned, 909. 
Alcott, W. A.., m entioned, 511. 
Alexandria, Va., 978, 1000 . 
Alfre<l. University, 1149. 
Algeb!'a. See Mathematics . 
Alier, William R., quoted, 556 . 
A.l1egheny, Pa., 594, 974, 996. 
Allegheny College, 1153. 
Allentown, Pa. , 974,982,996 . 
Allentown Female College, 1161. 
Allen University, 869, 1153, 1181, 1186 
Alma Colle~e, 1147. 
Alpena, Mich., 9(38, 990. 
Alsace-Lorraine, normal schools, 15J. 
Altoona, Pa., 974,982, 99ti. 
American Association for tho Advancement ;>~ 
Physical Education, 520. 
American Asylum for tht:1 Education of the Deur 
and Dumb, 1246 . 
American College of Dental Surgery, 1172. 
American Eclectic Medical College, 1171. 
American Medical College, 1171. 
American Society for University Extension, 752, 
1209. 
American Veterinary College, 1176. 
Amesbury, Mass., 966,988. 
Amherst College, summer school of language of, 
917; statistics, 1146. 
Amity College, 1143. 
Amsterdam, "Holland, school museum at, 244 . 
Amsterdam, N. Y., 594,972,994. 
Anderson, .r ohn, gifts of, to establish a marine lab 
. oratory, 900. 
Anderson, .r. M., qnotPd, 823. 
Arnforson, W. G., mentioned, 520. 
Anderson 8chool of Zoology, 898. 
Andover Theological Seminary, 1184 . 
.Andrew Female College, 1159. 
Ann Arbor, Mich., 968,990. 
Annisquam .Laboratory, 903 . 
Ansonia, Conn., 962, 984 . 
A,ntioch College, 1152. 
Anvik Contract School, 875. 
Appleton, Wis., 978, 1000. ] 
Appropriation, State an<l local, for State systems, 
28, 65; for industrial education in Europe, , 
133; to German universities, 259; for tech- . 
nical education in Sweden, 439; for colleges 
and universities, 721, 740; by Government 
and churches to con ract schools in .Alaska, 
882; for city public schools, 984; to agricul-
tural aud mechanical colleges, 1191, 1197; for 
schools for training teachers, 1199, J 200. 
Archbald, Pa., physical training, 594 . 
Architecture, conditions of admission to public 
service, in Germany, 420. 
Aristotle, authority of, in mediroval universities, 
259, 260. 
.Arithmetic, in course of Prussian Normal School, 
1(35, 195. 
See also Mathematics. 
Arizona, stati;itics of elementary schools, 20-71, 
679; of secondary schools, 687; ofhighercdu-
cation, 712, 1198. 
Arizona Normal School, 1200. 
Arkansas, statfatics of elementary schoolA, 29-71, 
581, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 863, 1179, 1198; of business 
college!!, 1217 ; of' the defective and delin-
quent classes, 1244, 1251. 
Arkansas City, Kans., 966,980,988. 
1273 
1274 INDEX. 
Arkansas College, 1140. 
.Arkansas Deaf Mute Institute, 1237, 1246. 
.Arkansas Industrial ·Unh'ersity, 1166 1180 1188 
1191, 1193. . ' - ' ' 
.Arkansas School for the Blind, l::!37, 1253. 
• .Arndt, E. M .. quoted, 287. 
.Art, schools for, under English Science and .Art 
Departments, 97. 
.Articulatiou, students iu, 1238-1248 . 
.Asbury Park Seaside School of Pedagogy, 958. 
.Asheville, N. C., physical training, 586. 
.Asheville Female College, 1161. 
.Ashland, Pa., physical training, 594. 
.Ashlaml, ·wis., 978, 983, 1000. 
.Ashland State Normal School, 1202. 
Ashland University, 1141. 
Associations of German stmlents, 310. 
Atchison, Rans., 591,966,988. 
Athens, Ga. , 964, 986 . 
.Athens Female College, 1159. 
Atlanta, Ga., 590,964,986. 
Atlanta Baptist Seminary, theological depart-
ment, 1183. 
Atlanta Medical College, 1167. 
Atlanta Unh ·ersity, 869, 1142. 
Atlantic City, N. J., 970,992. 
Attendan ce, on all schools of the United States, 1; 
in elementary schooli;, of United States, 33, 
661, 677, 679; in secondary schools, 686, 688; 
in colleges and universities, 713,732, 734; in 
professional schools, 1163, 1179, 1182; in 
t echnological schools, 1188, 1196, 1197; in nor-
mal schools, 1198, 1204; in business colleges, 
1216; in schools for the defective aml de1in-
quent classes, 1238.:..1250, 1251, 1257, 1263; in-
crease in, causecl by abolition of school fees 
in England, 99; at universities during middle 
ages, 255; effect of compulsory, en average 
attendance, 663; comparison of, with popu-
lation of cities, 682.; at 1.miversity extension 
l ectures, 752, 1206; in colored schools; 863; 
in Alaskan schools, 880. 
See also Average daily, Aggregate attendance 
and Students. 
.Avalon College, 114.9. 
.Average attendance in public schools, 42,628,663, 
673, 677, 679, 681, !J03; increase of, caused in 
England by remission of school fees, 99; in 
col•ffed schools, 863 ; in schools of .Alaska, 
880; in evening schools, 981. 
.A.very Normal Institute, 1205 . 
Avondale, Ohio, physical training, 593. 
.Auburn, Me., 966, 988 . 
.Auburu, N. Y., 59-i, 972, 982, 994. 
A.uburn Theological Seminary, 1185. 
Auer, Ludwig, mentioned, 241 . 
.Augsburg Seminary, 114.7, 1185 . 
.Augnsta, Ga., physical training, 582. 
.Augusta, l\Ie., 966, 980, 988 . 
.Augustaua. College. 114.3. 
Auguatana Theological Seminary, 1183 . 
.Auricular perception, nu.m ber studying in schools 
for the c1eaf, 1238--12-!8. 
.Aurora, Ill., 964, 986 . 
.Au Sable, Mich., phy11ical training, 591. 
.Austin, T x., 594, 976, 998. 
.Austin Collcwo, ll55. 
.Aui:1tria-1Inugary, normal schools, 154; school 
xhlbits of, 213 . 
B. 
Baptist Union Theological Seminary, 1183 . 
Baraboo, " ris., physical trainiug, 594 . 
Barbour, .Tames, quoted, 500. 
Barnard, F. A.. P ., quoted, 846 . 
Barnard College, 1158. 
Barnes, Thomas H., quoted, 829. . 
Bartholdt, Richard, mentioned, 525. 
Bartholomew English and Classical School, 116L 
Basedow, .T. B., mentioned, 483 • 
Bashford, J. W., quoted, 851. 
Basle, training of !;eachers, 173 • 
Bates College, 1146 . 
Bn,tb, Me., 966, 988 . 
Battle Creek, Mich., 594,968, 990. 
Battle Creek College, 114.7 . 
Bavaria, normal schools, 153. 
Bay City, Mich., !l68, 981,990. 
Baylor Female College, 1162. 
Bayonne, N . .r., 594,970,992. 
Bean, C. \V., quoted, 786 . 
Beatrice, N ebr., 586,970,992. 
Beaumont Hospital Medical College, 1168. 
Beaver Falls, Pa., 974,996. · 
Beck, Dr., mentioned, 504. 
Beecher, Miss C. E., mentioned, 512. 
Beeger, Julius , summary of work by, on schoo: 
museums, libraries, etc., 239, 242. 
Belgi.um, national school museum, 244. 
Bellaire, Ohio, 974,994 . 
Belleville. Ill., 590,904,968. 
Bellevue Hospital Medical College, 1168. 1 
Belmont College, 1151. · 
Beloit College, 1156. 
Benedict College, theelo~ical department, 1186. 
Benefactions, 721,733, 74.u, 1197. · ,. 
Bennett College of Eclectic Medicine and Sw:-
ger_y , 1171. 
Bentzen, .Anna, on coeducation in the Unitcc!. 
States, 804. 
Benzonia Colle"e, 1147. 
Bequests. See 'Benefactions~ 
Berea College, 869, 1145. 
Berkeley, Cal,, physical training, 582. 
Berkelev Diviuity School, 1183. 
Berlin, Germany, school museums at, 241. 
Berlin, \Vis., physical training, 59-i . 
Berlitz Summer School of Languages, 919. 
Berne, Switzerland, school exhibit of, 243. 
Bethany College, Kans., 1145. 
Bethany College, W. "\?a., 1156. 
.8etbel College, Ky., 1145. 
Bethel College, Tenn., 1154. 
Bethel Contract School, 875 . 
Betz, Carl, men tionecl, 519. 
Beverly, Mass., 966,988. 
Birlcleford, Me., 966, 980, 988. 
Biddle University, 869,871, 1150, 1185 . 
Binghamton, N. Y., 972,994. 
Biology, summer schools of, 898 . 
Birmingham, .Ala., 582, 962, 9~4., 1~00. . • 
Birmingham, England, techmcal rnstruction, 1 ... !. 
Bishop, Nathan, mentioned, 514. 
Bishop Colle.-re, theological department, 1187. 
Blackburn 1.fniversity, 1142 . 
Black llills College, 115-i . 
Blake, J. G., mentioned, 532. 
Blind, specjal grant for Scottish sch~ols for t'?,e 
education of the, 102; edncat10n of, ill 
Sweden, 441; schools for in United Statos, 
1251. 
Blodgett, .Albert II., quoted, 846. 
.Bloomington, Ill., 964, 9 6. 
moomington Law School, 1180. 
lll11e Mountain Female College, 1160. 
Borel nlowu Femalo College, 1160. 
Boston, Mass., puyaical trainin~ in, 503, 521, 528, 
58.1; com para_ tivetlecrease m enrollmeu~, 062; 
len,,th of school term lSH-1891, 661; s1z of 
school build ing11 673; investigation and 
reports on co lluc'atiou in th pul>lic schools 
of, 815; statistic!'!, 906, 981,.!, 988. 
Boston 'ity Hospital Training ;:,chool for .""ursc.J, 
1177. 
Boston lleg , 1146. 
Bo. ton D nlal olfog , 1172. 
Ilo. ton ...... ormal School, 1201. 
no. ton Training. 'chool for ....... urso,i, 1177. 
Ho ton 'l'ruaut ,'1·hool, 1206. 
Boston nivorsity, 1116, 1170, 11 0, 118-i. 
INDEX. 1275 
Bowdoin College, university extension at, 752; 
statistics, 1145, 1167, 1:!08. 
Bowdon College, 1142. . .. 
Boykin, James C., paper on physical tramrng, 451. 
Braddock, l'a., 974, 990. 
Bradford, England, technical instruction at, 120. 
Bradford, Pa., 594,974, 996. 
Bradford Technical College, 129. 
Brosius, George, mentioned, 519. 
Bremen, normal schools, 154. 
Brewer Normal School, 1205. 
Bridgeport, Conn., 962, 980, 984. 
Bridgeton, N. J ., 970, 992. 
Bristol, Conn., physical training, 594. 
Bristol, England, technical instruction in, 113". 
Bristol, Pa., physical training, 594. 
I1rocton, Mass., 966, 981, 988. 
Brodbeck, "\V. N., quoted, 833. 
Brookline, Mass., 584,966,981, 98S. 
Tirooklyn, N. Y., physical training, 594; compa,r-
ativo decrease in enrollment, 662; length of 
school term 1841- 1891, 664; school buildings 
of, 072; statistics, 972, 982, 994, 1201. 
Brooklyn IIosvital Training School for Nurses, 
1177. 
Brooklyn Institute Biological Laboratory, 906. 
Brooklyn Truant Home, 1267. 
Brooks, W. K., mentioned, 903. 
Brown, C.H., quoted, 833. 
Browns,ille, Tex., phy,;ical training, 593, 
Browl!svillo Female College, 1161. 
Brown University, university extension, 752; co-
education, 855; statistics, 1153; 1190, 1192, 
1213. 
Brmiswick, nornrn,l schools, 154. 
Brunswick, Ga., 590,964,986. 
Brunswick Home School, 1258. 
Brussels, national school museum at, 2{4. 
Bryant, vV. C., quoted, 928 .. 
Bryce, James, quoted, 352. 
Bryn Mawr College, 1158. 
Buchtel College, 1151. 
Bucknell University, 115g_ 
Bnda-Pesth, state exhibition of school appliances 
at, 244. ' 
Buena Vista College, 1144-. 
Buffalo, N. Y., physical training, 586; 0ompara-
tive increase in enrollment, 662; length of 
school term 18U-I8Bl, 06,!; statisticsr 972 
982,994. 
Buffalo Law School of Niagara Universitv, 1181. 
Buford College, 1142. • 
Euildings all(} accessories, number, capacity, 
value, etc., of public school, 27, 28, 63, 69, 
671, 674, 678, 680, 682, 984; of tho Whitworth 
(technical) Institute, 124; of the Central 
Righer School of Leeds, 128; for training 
teachers in Germany, 184, 192; perroauent 
exhibition of school furniture at Munich, 
242; cost of, in case of German univer-
sities, 350; for physical training in an~ 
cient Greece, 457; gymnasiums aml play 
grounds attached to, 583, 590; value- of 
ap-paratus and libraries of higher institu-
tions, 7:]0, 732, 739; value of, belonging to 
colleges and universities for colored race, 
860,; value of, belonging to colleges of agri-
culture and the mechanic arts, 1188; cost 
of, for training teachers, 1199; value of, 
possessed by schools for the defecti:ve and 
delinquent classes, 1258-1278. 
BuPock, Samuel J., quoted , 829. 
Bureau of Education, Division of Librar:y ::tnd 
Museum of, 245. 
Burlington, Ind,, 964, 986. 
13nrlington, Iowa, pJ1ysical training, 584. 
Burlington, Vt,, 976, 983, 098-. 
13umham Inclustrial Farm, 1208. 
Burritt College, 1155. 
Bnncbonschaft, 811. 
Busin ss education, for student!! in colleges and 
universiti s, 717 ; s chools for, 1216. 
Busoey ln ,;titution, 1196. 
Butler, Pa., 504. 974, 096. 
Butler Univerf!ity, 1143. 
Butte City, Mont., 592, 070, 902. 
c. 
Cairo, IlL, 590, 064, 986. 
Caldwell College, 1150, 
California, statisticR of elementary education, 29-
71, 580, 679; of secondar.r schools, 687; of 
higher education, 712, 731, 73J, 1163, 1179, 
1182, ll 08; of business colleges, 1217; of the 
defecti ,·e and delinquent classes, 12-!5, 1252, 
1259, 1264. 
California, College, nn .. 
California College of Pharmacy, 1174. 
California Home for the Care ancl Training of 
Feeble-Minded Children, 1260. 
California Institution for the Deaf ancl Dumb and 
the Blind, 1246, 1253. 
California Medical College, 1171. 
Califomia State Normal School, 1200. 
Calvin College, 1151. 
Cambridge, Mass., 591, 060, 981, 98,8; truant schoo~ 
126'i'. 
Cambridge (Engla,nd) University, 97. 
Camden, N. J ., 970, 981, 992. 
Campbell, W.R., quoted, 837. 
Campbell University, 958, 114/S. 
Canada, early introduction of physical cducatb:1, 
513. 
Cana,ndaigua, 1, . Y., physlcal training, 592. 
Canisius College, 1149. 
Canton, Ohio, 586,974, 906. 
Canton Theological Seminary, 1185. 
Cape Prince of Wales Contract School, 874. 
Capital University, 1151. 
Carbondale, Pa., 974, 996. 
Carleton College, 1147. 
Carmel Contract School, 875. 
Carson and Newman College, 1155. 
Carter, Franklin, quoted, 8'51. 
Carthage, Mo., 594, 970, 992. 
Carthage College, 1142. · 
Carthage Collegiate Institute, 1147. 
Case Scnool of Applied Science, 1196. 
Cassian um, at Donauworth, 241. 
Catawba College, 1151. . -
Catholic Normal School of the Holy Family, 12Ci 
Catholic trnivernity of America, 1183. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 961, 980, 9$6. 
Centenary College· of Louisiana, 1145. 
Center College, 1145. · 
Central Alabama Academy, 1204. 
Central College, Kans., 1145. 
Central College, Mo., 114.8. 
Central College of Physicians and Surgeons, ll6?, 
Central Falls, 976, 982,098. 
Central Female College. Ala., 1159. 
Central Female College, Mo., 1160. 
Central High School, Philadelphia, 1153. 
Central Law College, 1181. 
Centra.1 Memorial University, law department, 
1180. 
Central New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 
1247. 
Central Normal College, 1204. 
Central Pennsyl-rnnia College, 1153 .. 
Central Tennessee College, 869, ll55, 1160, 1173, 
1175, l 181. 1187. 
Central University, 1145, 1167, 1172. 
Central University of Iowa, 1144. 
Central Wesleyan College, 1149, 1185. 
Chaddock College, 1143, 1107, 1180. 
Chaffee College of Agriculture, 1196. 
Chalmer's Technical Tnstitute, 439. 
Chandler Scientific Department of Dartmouth 
College, 1196. 
Chapel Hill Female College, 1162 .. 
Charities, in Sweden, 441. 
Charleston, Ill., physical education, 59J. 
Charleston, S. C., 976, 998, 
Charleston (S. 0.) College, mentioned, 505. 
Chattanooga, Tenn., 976, 998 . 
Chautauqua, origin and prol!ress of the edu:::s.--
tional movement called, 921. 
Chaves, Amado. quoted. 785. 
Chelse:~, Mass .. 900, 981, 988. 
Chemistry. See Science. 
Cheney, E. D., quoted, 838,851. 
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Chester, Pa., 974,996. 
Clwyenue, Wyo., 978, 1000. 
Chicag:o, Ill., physical tntining, 582; comparative 
uecrease in enrollment, 662; length of school 
term 1841-1891, 664; school buildings of, 672; 
statistics, 964, 980, ()86. . 
Chicago Cullege of Dental Surgerv, 1172. 
Chicago College of Pharmacy, 1174. 
Chicago Deaf Mute Day School, 1239. 
Cbica.go Homeopathic Medical College, 1170. 
Chicago Kindergarten College Literary School, 
914. 
Chicago Manual Training School, 1197. 
Chicago Medical College, 1167. 
Chicago Ophthalmic College, 1170. 
Chicago Physio-Medical College, 1171. 
Chicago Polyclinic, 1170. 
Chica1~0fociety for University Extension, 752, 
Chicago Theolqgical Seminary, 1183. 
Chicago Veterinary College, 1176. 
Chickasaw Female College, 1160. 
Chicopee, Mass., 966,981,988. 
Chief State school officers, 637. 
Children. See Population, Students, and Vienna. 
Chillicothe, Ohio, 974, 996. 
Chinchuba Institute for the Deaf, 1242. 
Chippewa Falls, Wis., 978, 1000. 
Chivalry, influence on physical training, 469. 
Chowan Baptist Female Institute, 1161. 
Christian Biblical Institute, 1185. 
Christian Brothers' College, Mo., 1148. 
Christian Brothers' College, Tenn., 1155. 
Christian Female College, 1160. 
Christian University, 1147. 
Cincinnati. Ohio, physical training, 536,593; com-
parative decrease in enrollment, 662, length 
of school term 1841-1891,664; statistics, 974; 
()96. 
Cincinnati College, law department, 1181. 
Cincinnati College of Medicme and Surgery, 116!:I. 
Cincinnati College of Pharmacy, 1175. 
Cincinnati House of Refuge, 1268. 
Cincinnati Nonna! School, 1202. 
Cincinnati Oral School for the Deaf, 1239. 
Cincinnati Public School for the Deaf, 1239. 
Cincinnt1ti Wesleyan College, 1161. 
Cities, population, etc., of, containing 8,000 or 
moro inhabitants, 677,679, 962. 
City all{l Guilds of London Institute, 109. 
Civil service, schools for recruiting, in France 
and Germany, 369. 
Claflin University, 869, 115'.3, 1193. 
Claremont Female College, 1161. 
Clarke, E. H., on hygienic influence of coeduca-
tion, 783, 838. 
Clarke Institution, 1242. 
Ulark University, Ga., 1142. 
Clark University, Mass., 730, 869, 1147. 
~lass~cs. . ee Language, study of. 
Class1ficat1on. See Management and supervision 
of instruction. 
Clevel~nd, Ohio, phrsical training, 586; compara-
tive decrease rn enrollment, 662; len~th of 
school term 1841-1891, 664; recommenaation 
o~ city C'ouncil respecting waife, 778; statis-
t1cc1, U74, 996; training school, 1202. 
Cleveland College for ,\Tomcn, 1158. 
Clevclaml 'chool for the Deaf 1242. 
Cleveland 'ociety for UnivorJity Extension 762 
1209. ' ' 
Clinton, Iowa, 584,964, 9 6. 
linton, ~lass., 591, 966, 9 1, 088. 
Cohb Divinity, chool 11 . 
C'o f 'oll ~ , ius. ' 
Co1.:1lucation. , 'ee Worn n. 
( _og w 11, l• rancii;, CJ uot <l, 23. 
lo~ wf'Jl, ,Jo;;oph ., m ·ntiou d, 503. 
~O~><w1•1l l'ot1t •chufr Coll,•g,•, 1106. Coh<w , • T. 1' ., Oi2, 1 2, 004. 
olfnx 'ollcg , l 1:;r,, 
'.oll1•g ,~ J, !'· n1· , hi tory of, 77 (not ). 
C,oll •g1 tor oun~ Ln11i1 , O w 'f!O, ••. Y., 1159. 
ollf·.. 111 gricul 11r and th M banic Arts 
• [ ., 1J !I, 11' 2. ' 
'· o 1:mporlu. l 145. 
' or 1011 n • 11~!1, 
' or · w J y, 11 , 11 . 
College of Notre Dame, 1159. · 
College of PbarmacyoftheCityofNew York, 1175. 
College of Phy,;icians and Surgeons, Iowa, 1167, 
Colle~e of Physicians and Suru:eons, Mass.,_ 1167. 
College of Physicians an<l Surgeons m the City of 
New York, ll68. · . 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Baltimore, 
1167. 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago, 
1167. 
College of St. Francis Xavier, 1150. 
College of the Bible, 1184. 
College of the Cit,y of New Yo~k, 1150. 
College of the Holy Cross, 114,. . 
.College of the Immaculate Concept10n, 1145. 
College of tho Sacred Heart, 1149. 
College of the Sisters of 13ethan_y, 1159. 
College of William and Mary, 1:.::03. . 
Colleges. See Higher and professional e~ucat10n. 
Colleges of agriculture and the meoham~ arts. 
See Higher and professional education. 
Colby Unfrersity, 1146. 
Colgate University, 1150. . 
Colorado, statistics of elementary edncat10n, ~9-71, 
580, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of high~r 
education 712 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; of busi-
ness colleges, 1217; of the defe~tive and de-
linquent classes, 1245, 1252, 1264. 
Colorado Agricnltural College, 1188, 1191. 
Colorado College, 1141. 
Colorado Springs, Colo., 582, 9o2, 984. 
Colorado State Industrial School, 1265. 
Colorado State Normal School, 1200. 
Colored race, eclucn,tion of, 8, 686, 688, 707, 713, 863, 
1002, 1234. 
Columuia, Mo., physical trainir.g, 592. 
C()lnmbia, Pa., 974, 996 . 
Columbia, S. C., 593,976,998. 
Columbia Colle~e, 856, 1150, 1181, 1196. 
8~}~:t\! 1~~~t:~~~efi; 1tt~ Deaf and Dumb, 
1246. 
Columbia University, 1141, 1H!6, 1172, 1180, 1196. 
Columuus, Ga., 964,086. 
Colnmuus, Miss. , physical training, 504. 
8~~:~:~1~P:1i~~f!: 97J~::~:r!~ss, education for. 
Compayre, G., quoted, 804. 
g~~~~~~· 1"u!{i't15e8rli, 9i~i;;;i of Philosophy and 
Literature, 900. 
Concordia College, 1;11., 1184. 
Concorclia College, Ind., 1143. 
Concordia Theological Seminary, 1135. . 
Connecticut, statistics of ele:nentary ed?,cation, 
29-71, 580, 679; of secondary education, 686; 
of higher eJuc~tion, 712, 1163, 1179, 1182, 
1198; of I.Jusiness colleges. 1216; of ths 
defective ancl delinquent classes, 1241, 1244, 
Conne~;~~~\
2
~~rmal and Training School, 1200. 
Connecticut School for Iml.Jeciles, 1260. 
Connecticut State Reform School. 1265. 
Connecticut '£mining School for urscs, 1177. 
Connett, J.E., montwne<l, 878 . . , . 
Conrad, J., stathitics of Gorman umversities, 328. 
Continuation schoolR, in Swit,zerl:rncl, 219. 
Con \'ent of tho Good Shephonl, 12li6. 
Cook, G. l!'. T ., quoted. 7 8. 
Cook County Normal 'chool, 1200. 
Coop, "\\T. L., quoted, 561. 
Cooper Li1m,stono Institute, 1161. 
Cooper Medical Coll ge, 1166. 
Cooper Memorial College, 1145. 
Cooper ormal Collogc, 1147, 1204. _ 
Copenhagen, Danish 8 bool Museum at, Uo. 
Cor oran 8ci nt1ti<' chool, 1106. 
Coriuth Fc·mal Coll gc, 1160. 
Corueli ns, Dr. EliaR, mentioned, 507. 
Corn 11 College, 1144. 
Cornell Univn11ity, !J55, 1150, 1181, 11&9, 1192. 
'oruinf!, N. Y., 072, 094. 
'orry, Pa., physic·nl training_ ~O:J. 
'or11icautt, 'l'ex., pbys1ral trmmng, 504. 
ortlaud, ...:T. Y., !172, 904. 
'o tof <lucation. 'ee Expouditur 
otn r nivor11itv, 1140, llf> . 
Cottingham, ,v. Y., quoted, 790. 
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Council muffs, 584,964,986. 
Coursrs of study. See Curriculum. 
Codnµ;ton , Ky., 966,988. 
Crawford, George .A.., quoted, 835. 
Crawfordsville, Ind. , physical training, 590. 
Creighton University, 1149. 
Crozer Theological Seminary, 1186. 
Cumberland Female College, 1161. 
Cumberland University, ll54, 1181, 1187. 
Curl, M. L. , quoted, 851. 
Curriculum, increase of the number of students 
pursuing certain studies through Govern-
ment grants in England, 99; of technical 
school:; of England, 114, 118, 120; of a course 
for training teachers proposed b;y Dr. Lent-
bcrger, 147; length of, in Prussian normal 
schools, 160; object and character of, in 
Pr ussian normal schools, 160, 162; of schools 
for training teachers in Switzerland, 173; of 
Swiss elflmentary schools, 217; of the uni-
versities of the middle ages, 257; of German 
universities, 280, 306, 342; of French pro-
fessional schools, 375, 381, 386, 3!!3, 396, 399, 
401, 406; of Swedish technical schools, 437; 
of secondary schools and number pursuing 
each study, 695; of the Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, 759; of Chautauqua edu-
cational exercises, 923; of Martha's Vine-
~ard i:,ummer Institute, 951; of :National 
Summer School of Methods, 957; number of 
years required to complete, in city school 
system, 963; in professional schools, 1166, 
1180, 1183, 1190; in nµrse training schools, 
1178; in business colleges, 1219. 
See also Study of language, Programme for 
t ime devoted to each study, and Term for 
annual duration of study. .Also Methods 
of inst.ruction, History, Mathematics, and 
Science. 
Curtmann, Dr., quoted, 146. 
Custol1ial .A.sylum foi: Feeble-Minded Women, 
1260. 
D. 
Daily programme. See Programme. 
Dairying, Swedish college for, 440. 
Dakota University, 1154. 
Dallas, Tex., 594, 976, 998. 
Dalton Female College, 1159. 
Danbury, Conn., 962,984. 
Danville, Ill., 964, 986. 
Danville, Va., 978, 1000. · 
Danville College for Young Ladies, 1162, 
DanYille Theological Seminary, 1184. 
Dartmouth College, 1149, 1168, 1196. 
Daughters' College, 115!1. 
Davenport, Iowa, 584, 964, 980, 986. 
Davenport Female College, 1161. 
Davidson College, 1150. 
Day, L. \V., quoted, 822. 
Days, aggregate number of attendance in schools. 
See Term. 
Dayton, Ohio, 586,974,982,996. 
Dayton Normal School, 1202. 
Deaf, special grant for Scottish schools for the 
education of, 102; education of, in Swec!.en, 
441; schools for, in United States, 1238. 
Decatur, 111., 594,964,986. 
Dedham, Mass ., physical training, 591. 
Degrees in the medireval university, 257; granted 
by German universities, 356; conferred by 
universities and colleges, 722,741; studer,ts 
in universities and colleges studying for, 
717, 732,735; students in professional schools 
having literary, 1164, 1179, 11 82. 
De Laney Divinity School, 1185. 
Delanmosne, .A.bbe, quoted, 556. 
Delaware, statistics of public schools, 29-71, 679; 
of secondary education, 686; of higher edu-
cation, 712, 863; of business colleges, 1216, 
1263. 
Delaware, Ohio, 974,996. 
Delaware Colle,i;e, 1141, 1188, 1191. 
Delinquents, juvenile, education of, 775; schools 
for, 1203. 
Delsart , Fran9ois, biography and system of phys-
ical expreasiou of, 555; cites emp:oying sys-
tem of 1>hysical expression, 580, 581. 
Demmon, Isaac N. , quoted, 853. 
Denmark, national school mu eum, 2,15. 
Denison, Tex., 976, 983, 998. 
Denison University, 1151. 
Dentistry, schools of, 1163. 
Denver, Colo., 582, 962, 980, 984; siz-e of school 
buildmgs, 673. 
D'Ocagne, Maternes, quoted, 380. 
De Panw Uuiversity, 1143, 1180, 1184. 
Des Moines, 1 owa, 58.J., 591, 964, 980. 
Des Moines Collea-e, 1143. 
Detroit, Mich., physical training, 586; compara-
tive decrease in en rollment-, ti02; length of 
school term 1841-'91, 664; statistics, 068, 081, 
990. 
Detroit College, 1147. 
Detroit College of Medicine, 1167, 1176. 
Detroit Institute of University Extension, 752, 
1208. 
Detroit Kormal Training School, 1201. 
Dentistry, schools of, 117::!. 
Dexter Normal College, 1204. 
Dickinson College, 1153, 1181. 
Dill, J.M ., quoted, 827 .. 
Diocesan Seminary of the Immaculate Concep-
tion. 1185. 
Discipline. See Management and supervision of 
instruction. 
District of Columbia, statistics of elementary 
education, 29-71, 580,679; of secondary edu-
cation, 686; of higher education, 712, 863, 
1163. 1179, lll:l2, 1198 ; of business colleges, 
1216 ; of the defective and deliuquent 
classes, 1244, 1263 . 
Division of time. See Programme. 
Divoll, Ira, mentioned, 524. 
Doane College, 1149. 
Dr. Martin Luther College, 1147. 
Dover, N. H. , 592,970, 992. 
Downer College, 1162. 
Drain .Academy and State Normal School, 1202. 
Drake Dniversity, 1143, 1174, 1180, 1184. 
Drawing, in course of Prussian normal schools, 
166; a lesson in, 194. 
Drew Theological Seminary, 1185. 
Drury College, 1148. 
Dubois, Pa., physical training, 594. 
Du Bois Raymond. Emil, quoted, 546. 
Dubuque, Iowa, 594,960, 986. 
Due ·west Female College, 1161. 
Dugard, Marie, report of, on coeducation in ths 
United States, 800. 
Duluth, Minn., 580, 970, 981, 990. 
Dundee University, 97 . 
Dunkin, Larkin, quoted, 825. 
Dunkirk, N. Y., 972,994. 
Dunmore, Pa .. 974,982,996. 
Duquesne College, 1153. 
Duquoin, Ill., physical training, 590. 
Durham University, 97. 
Diirre, Ed., mentioned, 239. 
E. 
Earlham College, 1143. 
Eastern Iowa School for the Deaf, 1242. 
EasterH Oregon State Normal School, 1202. 
East Liverpool, Ohio, 974, 996. 
East Mississippi Female College, 1100. 
Easton. Pa., 1!74, 982, 996. 
East St. Louis, Ill., 964,986. 
Eau Cl:tire, ,Vis., 594, 978, 1000. 
Eclectic Medical College of the City of New 
York, 1171. 
Eclectic Medical Institue, 1171. 
Eclectic Medicine, schools of, 1163. 
Eclectic system of physical training. See rhysi-
cal training. 
Ecole Centrale des Travaux Publics, 373. 
Ecole Coloniale, 400. 
Jl:cole d'.A.pplication des Poudres et Salpetrcs, 301 
Jl:cole d 'H i drographie, 391. 
P.cole des Cliartes, 399. 
E cole des Haras, 398. 
Ecole deR Ponts et Chauss/\es, 383. 
~cole Libre deR ScienceR Politiqumi, 400. 
E cole Nationale Fo1·estiere, 394. 
Jl:cole Normale Superieure, history, 78. 
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~cole Polytechniq_ue, 372: · 
ltcole Professionnelle Superieure des Postes et 
des Telegraphes, 388. 
1£coles des Manufactures de l 'Etat, 389. 
~cole Speciale des L angues Orientales .Vh-antes., 
402. · 
~colo Superienre des M ines, 378, 380. 
Economics, summer schojl of, 915. 
Eden College, 1185. 
Edinburgh University, 97. 
·Education. See Eleinentary, Higher and profes-
1,ional, and Secondar.y education, Adminis-
tration and organization of systems, Man-
agement and supervision of instruction, 
Methods of instruction, Curriculum, Pro-
fessors and instructors, Teachers, Students, 
Attendance, and name of each country, 
State, city, or institution. .A.lso Income, 
Expenditure, Salaries, and ]funds. Also 
. Buildings and accessories. 
Edwards, Charles H ., 878. 
Elementary education, pupils in United States 
- receiving, 2, 27, 35,661,677, 67!1, 692; average 
number of clays' school provided by each 
adult male, 49; statisticl of examination 
and q_nalifi.cations of teachers, 58; statistics 
of, in. Great Britain and Ireland, 97; objec-
tions by Conservative party in Germany to 
work of normal graduates, 146; in Switzer-
land, ~13, 221,230; character of home, train-
ing of 9,000 children of Vienna, 231; the ped-
agogical !.ibraries and museums of Europe, 
2&9; condition of, in Sweden, 424; students 
receiving, in secondary schools, 686, 689; 
students in departments of, in colleges for 
women, 7:!4, 1161; insufficien cy of, from a 
social standpoint, 745; r elation of independ-
ent colleges to State systems, 753; care of 
truants and incorrigibles, 775; coeducation 
of sexes, 785; statistics of, for colored race, 
863, 1234; condition of, in Alaska, 873; stu-
dents in department for, in colleges for 
women, 1161. 
See also Kindergarten, Administration and 
organization of systems, Management and 
supervision, of instruction, Methods of in-
struct~on, Curriculum, Programme, Teach-
ers, Students, Salaries, Income, Expendi-
tures, Funds, and Appropriation, State and 
local. 
Elgin, lll., 964,986. 
Elizabeth, N. J., 594,970,982,992. 
Elizabeth Aull Female Seminary, 1160. 
Elkhart, Ind., 964, 986. 
Elmira, N. Y., 59-!, 972,994. 
Elmira College, 1158. 
El Paso, T ex. , 976, 998. 
Elyot, Sir Thomas, q_uoted, 4.77. 
Emerson Institute, 1204. 
Eminence College, 1145. 
Emory anu Henry College, 1155, 
Emory Collegt\ 1142, 1180. 
Emporia, Kans., physical training, 591. 
Engineering, conditions of admission to public 
service, in Germany, 420. 
Engin:ft!~fe2~~~ilin~f. See Iligher ancl profes-
Englaml and Wales, statistics and condition of 
ducation, 97, 98; technical instruction in 
105; Eclncational division of South Ken~ 
sington Museum, 245. 
England, truant schools in, 779. 
Enebuske, Cla s J., m ntioo d, 539. 
Enrollment. See ..c\..ttrndnnc . 
Epbpheta School for the af 1242 
Epi~copal Th olo~ical hool,' 1184 ." 
Er. mn., De id nus mentioned 261 
~;rie,_ra., 588,971,982', 006, 1206. ' • 
.i:..r<Jkm 11 ~ , 1153. 
~rs~ine Th ological minnry, 1180. 
l~. kit. tnnn, t clmical a hool of, 439. 
· ~x nnty Tn1ant, · hool, 12G7. 
;nr ·h1. 'ollcg ·, 11-12, 1183. 
E,· 11 1 li ·11 Lu h r:1n D af anrl Dumb Institute 
l\!12. I 
J:van~ ·lir·al Pro nninarr 1142. 
,,. n on, 111., r.hni 1 · ?', fnin" Wt 
L n viii , Im ., · O , '" · 
· n I : llool fo~ th~ · · f, 1230. 
Evelyn College, 1158. . . 
Eveniurr schools, statistics of, in Great Br1ta1n 
aiu. Ireland, 97; statistics of city, 681,980~ 
of business colleges, 1216, 1219. 
Everett, Mass., 584,968,981, 98&. 
Ewing College, 1143. ~ • 
Examination for admission to course of Prussian 
normal' schools 157 • in German universi-
ties 320 · of can'didates for public positions 
con;ect~d with . the administration of jus-
ticP, 415; university, in Sweden, ~4_6; uni-
versity extension students passmg, 752, 
1206. 
See also Degrees. 
Expenditures, of State and city systems, 28, 68, 
675, 678, 680, 682, 985; amount paict to tPachers 
in the public schools, 28, 69, 6i8, ~80; for 
Swiss schools, 223; of German umvers1ty 
students, 309; of German universities, 358; 
:for schools of Stockholm, 431; for all pur-
poses by a!ITicultaral and mechanical col-
leo-es li91 · bv schools for the defective and 
d~inquent cfasses, 1238-1271. 
· F. 
Fairfield College, 1149. . 
Fairmount State Normal School, 1203. 
Fall River, Mass., 591,968,981,988, 1201. 
Fargo College, 1151. 
Farmer, Silas, mentioned, 921. 
Farrand Training School for Nurses, 1177. 
Feeble-minded, education of, in Sweden, 441; 
!'lchools for in United States, 1257. 
Fees. See Tuition. . 
Fellenberg, P. E . de, quot.eel on physical trainmg, 
485; mentioned, 506. 
F ellowships. See Scholarshlps. 
Ferris Industrial School, 1265. . 
Fifield, Emily A., report of, on coed!lca.tion, 819. 
Finances. See Income and Expenditure. 
Findlay, Ohio, 974, 996. 
Findlay College, 1151. 
Finsbury College, 110. 
Fisk University, 869, 1155. 
Fitch, J. G., on the education of the secondary 
teacher, 100. 
Fit.ch burg, Mass., 968,981,990. 
Flint, Mich., 594,968,990. 
Flint Normal College, 958. 
Florida statistics of public schools, 29-71, 580, 
679; of secondary education, 687;. of higher 
education, 712, 863, 1198; of busmess col-
leges, 1216; of the defective and delinquent 
classed, 1244, 1251. 
Florida A"rieultnral College, 1188, 1191. 
Florida Blind and Deaf-Mute Institute, 1237, 1246, 
1253. 
Florida Conference College, 1141. 
Florida State Normal Schools, 1200. 
Flower Mission Training School for Nurses, 1177. 
Flushing, N. Y., 586,972, 994. 
Follen, Charles, mentioned, 503, 505. 
~~~~ 1ufi'ai>'ri':lf~· ~:8~{i~~ton for the Feeble-
Minded and Epileptic Children, 1258. 
Foose, L. O., quoted, 789. 
Foreigners studying in ~cole des Pon ts et Cbaus-
. s<ies, 1385; may atteno. Institute Agronom-
iq ue de Fmnco, 393. 
Foreign language!; or students. See Language, 
study of, and Students . 
Forestry, prep~3:tion required ~ German for 
lu~her pos1t1ons connected with, 418; Swed· 
isb schools for, 440. 
Fort Madison, Iowa. 966, 986. 
Fort 'cott, Kans., 066, 988. 
Fort Smith, Ark., 590, 962, 984. 
Fort Wayne, Incl., 964, 986 . 
Fort Wayne Coll geofM dicine, 1167. 
Fort Worth, Tex., 876, 998. 
Fort Worth niver ity, 1155. 
Fostoria, hio, physical training, 504. 
Framingham, M:ass., 068, 0 1, 000. 1 France, statistic of education in, and propo t'( 
!ltablitihment of univ rsitics, 73; P iago ._!; 
al mnsetuns and librari of, 2-l4; sp lat 
11chool'I for Nln ating public ervants, 363. 
Frank , .A.. H., m ntioned, 141, 267. 
Frankfort, Incl., pby ·iral trainiug, 50-!. 
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Frankfort, Ky., physical training, 591. 
Franklin, Benjamin, mentioned, 49,l. 
Franklin College, Ind ., 1143. 
:Franklin College, Ohio, 1151. 
Franklin and Marshall College, 1153. 
Frederick, Md., 594, 966, 988. 
Frederick Female Seminary, 1160. 
Freeport, Ill., 582, 964, 986. 
Fremont, Ohio, physical training, 593. 
Fremont Normal, 1204. 
French. See Language, study of. 
French, Miss Fra.nces Graham, paper on educa-
tion in Sweden, 423. 
French Protestant College, 1147. 
Fresno, Cal., 902, 984-. 
Fribonrg, ~,witzerland, school oxhibit, 243. 
Fuller, William, 512. 
Fulton, Mo., physical training, 586. 
Fulton, N. Y., physical training, 594. 
Funds, receipts from, by State systems, 28, 65; 
amount derived from, by Gorman universi-
ties, 359; possesse(l bv institutions for 
higher education, 720, ·721, 733, 739, 7 40; 
amount of permanent productive, possessed 
by institutions for colored race, 869; in-
crease derived bv manual training schools 
from, 1197. • 
Fur~an University, 1153. 
Furn1t11re, permanent exhibition of school, at 
Munich, 242. 
G. 
Gainesville College, 1142. 
Gale College, 115ti. 
Gal~sburg, Ill., 964, 986. 
GGahon, Ohio, physical training, 593. ~ alveston, 'l'ex., 976,998. -
GGa.mmon School of Theology, 1183. 
arrard College, 1145. 
Garrett Biblical Institute, 1183. 
Gaston College, 1161. 
Gates College, 1149. 
German Uollege, 1144, 1184. 
German Congregational Theological Seminary, 
1185. 
German English College, Ill., theological depart-
ment, 1183. 
German English College, Iowa, 1143, Il8(. 
G~rman language. See Language, study of. 
Getman Lutheran Seminary, 1185. 
Germa~ National Teachers' Association, resolu-
twnsof, res'})ecting training of teachers, 148. 
German Presbyterian Theological School of the 
Northwest, 1184. 
German . system of gymnastics. See Physical 
trammg. 
German Theological Schoo, of Newark, 1185. 
German Wallace College, 1151, 1185. 
Germany, resolutions respecting education, 
adopterl by the national assembly at Frank-
fort, 145; school museums, libraries, etc., 
241 ;_physical exercises in ancient, 468. 
General Hospital Trainino- School for Nurses 
1177. "' ' 
General Theological Seminary of the Protestant 
?i~1~copal Church in the United Stat.es, 
Geneva, N. Y., physical training, 592. 
Geneva College, 1153. 
Geoin-aphy, a 1esson in, 195. 
Geometry. See Mathematics. 
George R. Smith College, 871. 
Georgetown College (Ky.), 1145. 
Georgetown Female ::leminary, 1159. 
GoorgfJ~:n University (D. U.)., 1141, 1166, 1169, 
Georgia, statistics of public schools, 29-71, 580, 
679; o~ secondar.v education, 686; of higher 
education, 712, 734, 863, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1199; 
of business colleges, 1216; of the defective 
and clelinqnent classes, 1244, 1251. 
Georgia cademy for the :Blind, 1237, 1253. 
Georgia Coll ge of Eclectic Medicino and Sur-
gerv, 1171. 
Georg1a i.!' male om:inary, 1150. 
Geor1!
9
I_ndustrial Coll go for Colored Youths, 
Georgia Institution for the Education of tho D ' 
and Dumb, 1237, 1246. 
Georgia Normal and Industrial Collog , 1159. 
Georgfa chool of T chnology, 1190. 
Gifford, J.B., quot d, 790. 
Gilb rt cad my, 1204. 
Ginn, W. C., quotP.d, 825. 
Girard Collogo, 1197. 
Girls' Industrial Home, Delaware, 1268. 
Glasa-ow University, 97. 
Glen'a.a.le Female College, 1161. 
Glenmore School for the Culture of Scienr.eo, 9~. 
Glens Falls, . Y., 594-, 972, 99J. 
GlenYille Stnte Normal School, 1203. 
Gloucester, Ma ·s., 068, 990. 
Gloversville, N. Y., 972,994. 
Goethe, J. W., quoted, 298. 
Goldsb6ro, N. C., phy ical training, 586. 
Goshen, Ind., physical training, 590. 
Gottengen, uniYersity of, during 17th century, 
269. 
Gove, Aaron, quoted, 660. 
Graded schools. See Management and supervi-
sion of instruction. 
Graduates, from the :1£colo des Cha:-tes, 400; from 
the :1£cole Speciale des Langues Orientales 
Vivantes, 402; of secondary schools, 686, 
689,693, 1002, 1084; occupation of West Point 
Academy, 772; from professional schools, 
1164, 1179, 1182, 1195, 1198; from busines,rnol.-
leges, 1216, 1219; from schools for the defec-
tive claflses, 1238-1254. 
See also Degrees. 
Graeser, Louis, mentioned, 527. 
Grand Haven, Mich., physical training, 594. 
Grand Island, Nebr., 594,970,992. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., 59!, 968, 981, 990. 
Grand River Collerre, 1148. 
Granville Female Colle5e, 1161. Graszmann, Maximilian, P. E., quoted, 54S. 
Gw.y, James A., quoted, 835. 
Graz, Austria, school exhfbition in, 243 . 
Greece, games of, ancient, 453 · -
Greek. See.Language, study of. 
Green, Charles M., report of, on coeducation, sa. 
Green Bay; Wis., 978, 1000. 
Greencastle, Ind., physical trnining,500. 
Greene, B. F., quoted, 759. 
Greensboro Female College, 1161. 
Greenville, Miss., physical training., 5()1. 
Greenville, S. C., 976, 998. 
Greenville and Tusculum College, 1155. 
Greenville F emale College, 1161. 
Grimm, Jacob, quoted, 289. 
Griscom, John, mentioned, 503. 
Griswold College, 1143, 1184. 
Gross Medical Colle_ge, 1166. 
Grove City College, 1153. 
Guilford Colleg-e, 1151. 
Gustavus Adolphus Col1ege, 1147 .. 
Gutsmuth, .J., mentioned, 483. 
Gymnastics. See Physical training. 
H. 
Haddonfield Training School for F eeble-Minded 
and Backward Children, 1258. 
Hagerstown, Md., 966, 988. . 
. Hahn1~~ Hospital College of San Francisco, 
Hahneroann Medical College and Hospital, Ill., 
1170. 
Hahn!f
7
~n Medical College and Hospital, Pa., 
Haish Manual Training School, 1197. 
Hale, Edward Everett, quoted, 832. 
Halle,
2
~_iversity at; the first modern university, 
Hamburg, normal schools, 154. 
Hamilton, Alexander, mentioned, 407. 
Hamilton, Ohio, 974,082,996. 
Hamilton Colle()'e, 1140. 
Hamilton Fema"ie Colleie, 1159. 
Hamilton Tbeolo~ical Seminary, 1185. 
Hamline University, 1147. 
Hammersley, Ilartnett, mentioned, 524. 
Hammond, Incl., physical training, 594. 
Hampden Uounty Truant School, 1267. 
Hampden-Sidney College, 1155. 
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Hampficfs. Normal and Agricultural Institute, 
Hampton Normal Institute, 1194. 
Hannibal, Mo., 586,070, 992. 
Hanover College, 1143. 
Harcort, Dr., quoted, 144. 
Hardin College, 1160. 
Harrington, Superintendent. quoted, 624, 
Harris, W. T ., .on the age of withdrawal from the 
pnblic schools, 595; classification in graded 
schools, 601; aduress on place of university 
extension in American education, 743; on 
coeducation of the sexes, 806. 
Harrisburg, Pa., 594,074, 996. 
Harrison, W. J., 970. 982, 992. 
Barrison, William Henry, quoted, 498. 
Hart,, J.M., quoted, 313,315. 
Hartford, Conn., 962, 980, 984. 
Hartford Theological Seminary, 1183. 
Hartsville College, 1143. 
Hartwell, E. M ., mentioned, 521, 528, 535, 541. 
Hartwick Seminary, 1185. 
Harvard University, establishes a gymnasium, 
503; erection of Hemenway gymnasium at, 
518; summer schools of, 899, 952; connec-
tion of Radcliffe College with, 857; statistics 
of several departments, 1146, 1167, 1172, 1176, 
1180, 1184, 1196. 
Harwood Seminary; 1159. 
Hastings, Nebr., 970,992. 
Hastings College of the Law, 1180. 
Hausknecht, Emil, remarks on coeducation in 
United States, 800. 
HaYerford College, 1153. 
Haverhill, Mass., 591,968,981, 990, 1201. 
Hayn es, Emory J., quoted, 836. 
Hazleton, Pa., 594, 974, 990. 
Healy, M.A., influence and activity of, in Alaska, 
874,876. 
Hebrew Technical Institute, 1197. 
Hebrew Union College, 1185. 
H ecker, J. J., mentioned, 141. 
Hedding College, 1142. 
Hegel, G. W . F., influence of, upon Prussian sys-
tem of education, 270. 
Heidelberg Theological Seminary, 1185. 
Heidelberg University, 1152. 
H elena, Mont ., 970,992. · 
Hemenway, Mrs . Mary, mentioned, 521,534. 
Renrlerson, Ky., 966, 988 . 
Hen<lrix Uollego, 1140. 
Herbart, J. 1''., educational system of, not accept-
able to teachers in Germany, 188; mentioned, 
271. 
Herford, Broolce, quotecl, 834. 
Hesperian College, 1141. 
Ile,-sia, normal schools, 154. 
Higginson, T. W., quoted, 837; article on coedu-
cation, 840. 
lligher ancl professional education (iucluding 
trn,ining for teaching and industries, 2, 10; 
sex of students receiving, 15; movement for 
transforming tho faculties into universities, 
70 ; s tatistics of, in Great Britain and Ire-
land. 07; technical instruction in Great Brit-
ain, 105; all-pervading character of tcchni-
ca.l education on continent of Europe, 132; 
efforts in Germany to make training for 
tea{)bing a university course, 143,145; char-
a,·tcrthatshoulrl begiv n totheprofesRional 
training of teach rs, 175; in Switz rlaml, 
222 ; rlevelopmeot, haract r, an<l stati!1tirs 
of, in G rman_y, 247; original m aoing of the 
!e!-'m \miveraity, ~54; stu~y of law and m d-
i em m postmed1:aval umverf!iti s 205 272· 
spiritof G rman uni,·erRity duca'tion' 274'. 
i11flul'n · of t!ie age 011, m G rm any, 284' ; li 1,'. 
,rty oft a l~mginGermanuniversiti s,2 O, 
301 ; dncat1on 10th ' nnan polyt chnica, 
23.l ; .~lvantag f stndyin~ in ae:veral uni-
e_r,11t1 J, :no; ~P <'ial o1>.i ·t of, in G rmnn, 
3U ; umty '?f, m rmau , :J21 ; statistics of 
M?HW run~· r itie. , :J28; tnilitary srrvice 
a!Jll it r1•lnhon to. in G nnany, 315; a1lruis-
&1on r c<p1\r ·m1·11te to flJI •cial 'ovrn1m nt 
rh°',J ID l: ran!' , :J71 ; JJN°ia1 R<·hools fo1· •11-
u,• tlu" pnhli<: 11rn-a11 , :n5; Fchoolidn con-
n tlon wl h Iba national niannfa lure of 
r n , 40'.l; lfort to tabli h hool for 
the training of Government officials, in I 
France, 404; desirability of an academy for 
civil servants in the United States, 410; con-
ditions of admission to public pos!tions con-
nected with law, medicine, or public bus-
iness in Germany, 415, 421; training in slojd, 
in Sweden, 437; in Sweden, 434; tecbn~cal 
education in Sweden, 437; at West Pomt, 
499; early manual labor in school and col-
leges of United States, 506; students pre-
paring for, in secondary institution,., 6~6, 
689, 691, 707; general statement and statis-
tics of, 711, 1140, 1158, 1159, 1163; manner in 
which students are prepared for, 719, 732; 
institutions for, havin&" chairs of pedagogy, 
725; statistics of institutions for women, 
731; sanest form of instruction, 743; differ-
ence between a German and an American 
university, 753; relation of the independ-
ent colleges to the public-school Rystem, 
753; education at West Point Military 
Acadamy, 767; coedncation of sexes in in-
stitutions for, 794; effect of, on health of 
women students, 843; of , colored persons, 
864; summer schools in the United States, 
893. 
See also Curriculum, Professors and instruct-
ors, Teachers, Students, Degrees, Scholar-
ships, Funds, Income, Expenditure, Appro-
priation. State and local. 
Highland University, 1145. 
High Schools. See Secondary education. 
Hilclersheim, school ruusuem of, 242. 
Hillman College, 1160. 
Hillsboro College, 1151. 
Hillsdale College, 1147, 1185. 
Hillside School, 1258. · 
Hiram College, 1151. 
History, in conrse of Prussfan normal schools, 
164: synopsis of a course in, in Prussian nor-
mal schools, 168; students in secondary 
schools studying general, 697, 700, 701; num-
ber in colleges for women studying general, 
738. 
Hiwassee College, 1154. 
Hobart Colleo-e, 1149. 
Hoboken, N. J ., 970, 982, 992. 
Hockenberry, W. H ., quoted, 790. . 
Hogg, Quinton, his work for technical educatic,n, 
111. 
Holden, Edward S. , paper by, on the U.S. Military 
Academy, 767. 
Holland, school museums of, 244. 
Hollins Institute, 1162. 
Holt, H. E., quoted, 910. 
Holy Ghost Colle<Te, 1153. 
Holyoke, Mass., 5'84, 968,981,990. 
Homo for Neglected Children, 1266. 
Home for Training iu Speech, 1242. 
Homeopathic Hospital College, 1171. . 
Homeopathic Medical College of Missouri, 1171. 
~~~!0~ci~gJi• :itN~~i!·JJ~~d Delicate Children, 
]25~. 
Homestead, Pa., 974, 996. 
Hoo ic Falls, N. Y., physical training, 594. 
II ope College, 114. 7. 
Hop dale Normal College, 1151. 
Hope Institute, 1155. 
Hopkins, Louisa Parsons, quoted, 822. 
Horace Mann School for the Deaf, 1239. 
Rornell,;ville, N. Y., 594, 972, 994. 
Horticulture, in course of Prussian normal 
schools, 167. 
Hot Springs, Ark., 902, 984. 
Ronrs of study. See, ·ession. 
llonso of Corr ction ancl Reformation, 1269. 
House of Employment nnd Reformation for Ju· 
venile Off nders, 1267. 
IIonse of Reforniation, Boston, 1266. 
Ilouso of the Good , 'h<'ph rd, 1267. 
Houston, T x., 503, 976, 998. 
Howard College, 1140. 
Howard Female 'ollege, 1161. 
Hownr<l )'n.yne Coll g , Mo., 1155. 
Howard l'ayn 'ollegP. T ·,c , ]160. 
lioward U11iv rsity, 809, 1141, 1166, 1174, 11 , 
11 3. • 
Howe, John de In., m ntioncd, 506. 
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Hudson, N. Y., 592, 972, 994. 
Humane Society of Rochest,er, quoted, 778. 
Hunt and H uddlestone College, 1147. 
Hunt ingdon, Pa., physinal training, 588. 
Huntin€,:ton, W. Va., 593, 978, 1000. 
Huntsville, Ala., 962, 984. 
Huntsville F emale College, 115!). 
Hun.ziker, 0., t be Swiss school system, 197, 
Hutchinson, Kans., 594, 966, 988. 
Hutten, von, Ulrich, mentioned, 261. 
Hytle Park, Mass., 594, 1Ju8, !,81, 990. 
Hygiene, in schools of Switzerland, 227. 
I. 
Idaho, statistics of public schools, 29-71, 679; sta-
t istics of secondary scllools, 687. 
Ilion, N. Y ., physical training, 594. 
Dlinois, statistics of public schools 29-71, 580, 679; 
of secondary schools, 687; of hig-her educa-
tion, 712, 734, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; of busi-
ness colleo-es, 1217; of the defective and de-
linquent classes, 1238, 1241, 1245, 1252, 1259, 
1261.l. 
Illinois Asylum for Imbeciles, 1260, 
TI!inois College, 1143. 
Illinois Colle~e of Pharmacy 1174. 
Illinojs Female College, 1159.' 
Illinois Industrial School for Girls, 1265. 
Illmo1s Insti.tutio1,1 for the Education of the 
Blind, 1253. 
Illinois I11stitution fur the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb, 1246. 
Illinois State Normal University 1200. 
I llinois State Reformatory, 1265.' . 
Ill~no~s Training School for Nurses, 1177. 
Ill!no1s Wesleyan University, 1142, 1180. 
Illiteracy, as shown by school attendance, 37. 
Income, of State and city systems, 28, 65, 985; of 
German universities, 358; derived from all 
sources by universities and colleges, 721, 
733, 740; from all sources, of agric-i;.Jt.ural 
and mechanical colleges, llGl; of schools 
. for the defective classes, 1238-1271. 
Indiana, statistics _?f rublic schools, 29-71, 580, 
679; of_ seconl'.aty schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; of busi-
ness colleges, 1217; of the defective and 
I d
. delinquent classes, 12fl8, 1244, 1251, 1259, 1263. 
n !ana Dental College, 1172. 
Indiana Eclectic College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, 1171. 
Ind~ana Eclectic Medical College, 1171. 
Ind~ana Institute for the Blind, 1253. 
Inchana Institution for theEducatfon of the Deaf 
and Dumb, 1246. 
Ind!ana Normal College, 1200. 
lutl~ana Ophthalmic College, 1170. 
lndiaim State Normal School, 1200. 
Ind1an:i, Reform School, 1265. 
lnd1ai1a Reform School for Girls and Women's 
l'rison , 1205. 
Incl!ai1a :School for Feeble-Minded Youth 1260. 
Inchu.na T~ni:·ersity, university extension' at, 752; 
. stat1st1cs, 1143, 1180, 1207. 
Irnlian:ipoli8, Ind., 584, 964, 980, 986. 
Ind!ana11olis Normal School, 1200. 
lntl1an Territory, statistics of cities, 679; sta-
tistics of. secondary schools, 687. 
Indust1;ial education. See Higher and profes-
swnal education and Manual training. 
Industrial Home for Colored Girls, 1266. 
Industrial Institute and College, 1160. 
Ingalls, .F. T ., quoted, 851. 
Innshn~ck, Austria, school exhibition at, 244. 
Inspection. See Management ancl supervision of 
instruction. 
Inst~tute for Training Colored Ministers, 1183. 
Institution for the Tiliml of Mississippi. 1253. 
Institution for the 1~ducation of the Mute and 
the Illind of Colorado, 1246, 1253. 
Institution for the Improvcdlnstrnction of Deaf. 
Mutes, 1247. 
Institut ational Agronomique, 392 . 
InH_irnational Y. M. C. A. 'l'raining School, 920. 
Ioma, Mich., physical training, 594. 
ED 92--81 
Iowa, atntistic of public schools, 23-71, 5 0, 079; 
of , econ<lar.v s ltool , G 7; f high r 1l11c · 
tion, 712, 1163, l 17!l, 11 '2, ll!l ; of uusiu ~s 
colleges, 1217; ofd13foctiv aud tfolinquc•nt 
cla ses, 12-U, 1245, 1252, 1259, 1263. 
Iowa Agricultural College, 1L 8, 1191. 
Iowa College, 1144. 
Iowa College for the Blind, 1253. 
Iowa College of Law, 1180. 
Iowa College of Pharmacy, 1174. 
Iowa College of Physicians ancl Surg ons, 1167. 
Iomi Eolect.ic Medical Coll ge, 1171. 
Iowa Indust,rial School. 1265. 
Iowa Institut10n for Feeble-Mind cl hildr n, 
1260. 
Iowa School for the Deaf, 1246. 
Iowa State Normal School, 1200. 
Iowa State niversity, university extension at, 
752, 1207; statistics, 1144, 1107 , 1170, 1172, 
1174, 1180. 
Iowa Wesleyan University, 1144. 
Ireland, statistics of etlucationnl ins.titutiou!{, 07; 
educational affair;; in, during 1892, 10:1; tech-
nical instruction in, 105. 
Iron Mountnin, Mich., !lGS, 990. 
Ironwood, Mich., 9li8, 990. 
Ironton. Ohio, 586, 974, 996. 
Irving College for Young Ladies, 1161. 
Isbell Collegl", l 159. 
Ishpeming, Mich., 9U8, 990. 
Ithaca, N. Y., 594, 972, 994. 
~-
Jackson, Mich., 968, 990. 
Jackson, Sheldon, work of supervising schools of 
Alaska, 884. 
Jackson, Tenn., 976, 998. 
Jackson Collee:e, 1204. 
Jacksonville, lll., 964,986. 
Jacksonville Female Academy, 1159. 
Jacobi, Dr .. mentioned, 145. 
Jahn, Friedrich Ludwi_e:, quoted , 486, 54.2. 
Jamestown, N. Y ., 586,972,994. 
Janesville, '\Vfa., 978, 1000. 
Japan, pedagogical museum of, 246. 
Jasper, John, quoted, 787. 
Jasper Normal Institute, 1204. 
Jefferson, Thomas, quoted, 496. 
Jefferson College, 1145. 
Jefferson Davis College, 1160. 
Jeffersonville, Ind., 964, 986. 
Jersey City. N. J., 594, 072, 982,992. 
Jessamine Female Institnt,o, 1159. 
Jobn 13. Stetson University, 1141. 
John C. Green School of Science, 1196. 
Johns Hopkins U niveesit:v, p r esent occupation 
of men who have Ji·ad fellowships in, 727; 
Chesapeake Zoological Laboratory of, !)02 ; 
statistics, 1146. 
Johnson. Mrs. D. H., quoted, 838. 
Johnson City, Tenn., physical training, 594. 
Johnstown, Pa., 974. 996. 
Jones, D. W ., quoted, 831. 
Joplin, Mo., 970, 992. 
Jordan, T. 1V., quoted. 859. 
Joynes, Dr. Ed. S., quoted, 140. 
J udson Female Institute, 1159. 
K . 
Kalamazoo, Mich.,968, 990. 
Kalamazoo College, 1147. 
Kankakee, lll., 590, 964, 986. 
Kansas, statistics,ofpublic schools, 29-71, 581,679, 
of secondary schools, 687; of higher cduca. 
tion, 712, 734, 1179, 1198; of business colleaes; 
1217; of the defective and delinquent classes, 
1245, 1252, 1259, 1263. 
Kansas Agricultural College, 1188, 1191. 
Kansas City, Kans., 591, 966, 988. 
K a.JJ~as City, Mo., 586, 970.992. 
Kansas City College of Pharmacy, 117J. 
Kansas Cit_y Dental College, 1172. 
Kansas City Homeopathic Medical College, 1171. 
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Kansas City Medical College, llGS. 
Kansas Institution for the .Education of the Blin<l, 
1253 . 
Rans:1s Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb, 1246. 
K ansas Normal College, 1204. 
Kansas School for Idiotic anclimbecilc Yon i.h,1260. 
Kansas State Normal School, 1201. 
Kansas State Reform School, 1265. 
Kansas ,vesleyan University, 1145 
Kant, Immanuel, quoted, 304c. 
Keachie College, 1145. 
Kearne.v, Nebr., 970,992. 
Keene, N. R., physical training, 594. 
Kehr, l'rof., quoted, 148. 
Kentucky, statistics of public schools, 29-71, 581, 
679; of secondary education, 687; of highe:.-
education, 712,734,863, 1163, 1170.1182, 1198; 
of business colleges, 1216; of the d efective 
and delinquent classes, 1244, 1251, 1259, 1263. 
K entucky Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
1189, 1191. 
Kentucky College for Young Ladies, 1150. 
Kentucky Industrial School of Reform, 1265. 
Kentucky Institufe for Deaf Mutes, 1237, 1246. 
Kentucky Institution for the Education and tho 
Training of-Feeble-minded Children, 1260. 
Kentucky Institution for tho Education of the 
Blind, 1237, 1253, 
Kentucky Military Institute, 1145. 
Kent ncky School of Medicine, 1167. 
K entucky University, 1145. 
Kentucky Wesleyan College, 1145. 
Kenyon College, 1151, 1185. 
K eokuk, Iowa, 966, 988. 
KeukaUollego, 1150. 
Kewanee, Ill., physical training, 590. 
Key Vvest, Fla., 064, 984. 
Kindergarten , number of pupils in, in schools for 
the defective classes, 1238-Gl. 
King, H . C., quoted, 851. · 
King College, 1154. 
Kingston , N. Y., 592,072, 99J. 
Kh,mm, L . R., on 1 raining of teachers in Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland, 139; and Swiss sehool 
system, 197; translation of paper 0n Ger-
m an university education, 247; translation 
of paper on gymnastics in Saxony, 490. 
Knapp's Eng1ish and German Institute, 1242. 
Knowlton, Ebenezer, mentioued, 525. 
Knox, Henry, mentioned, 408. 
Knox College, 1143. 
Knoxville, '.renn., 593, 976, 098. 
Knoxville College, 86!), 1154, 1203. 
Kokomo, Ind., 964, 986. 
Konig. berg, school museum, U2. 
Kopp, F .. quoted, 144. 
Kosariffsky Contract School, 875. 
Kri.iger, Daniel, mentioned, 142. 
!I:ugler'o (Miss) Oral School for Deaf Mutes, 1242. 
Kulor's (Miss\ Articulation Class for Deaf 
Mutes, 1242. 
L. 
Lansing, Mich., 9G8, 990. 
Lansingburg, N. Y., 972,994. 
Laredo, Tex., 976, 998. 
La Salle, Ill., 96!, 986. 
La Salle College, 1153. 
Lasell Seminary for Young Women, 1160. 
Latin. See Language, study of. 
Law, schools of, 1180. 
l!'or laws respectin~ schools , .see L egisla~:on; 
also in general .l:iigher :mu pr ofessional 
education. 
Lawrence, Kans., 966,988. 
Lawrence, Mass, 584, 9GR, 081, 990, 1201. 
Lawrence Scientific School, 119ti. 
Lawrence University, 1156. 
Laws, S.S., on State school federation, 753. 
Lei Female College, 1160. 
Leavenworth, Kans., 966,988. 
Leavitt, J., mentioned, 513. 
Lebanon, Pa., 974,906. 
Lebanon Valley College, 11-53. 
Le Couteux St. Mary's for the Improved Instruc· 
tion of Deaf Mutes, 1247. 
Lectures, in the German university, 294; number: 
of university extension, 752; numbe, of 
university extension, 1206. 
Lee<ls, Englnnd, technical ecluca_tion in, 12G. 
Le Garde, Miss Ellen, mentioned, 561. . . 
Legislation, regarding technical eJ.ucat1on. m 
Great llritain and Ireland, 106 · r especting 
the admission to public office m Germany, 
415. 
Leland S~anford Junior University, organization 
of, 711 ; university extension at, 752; sta-
tistics, 1141, 1206. 
Leland Unfrcrsity, 869, 1145, 1184. 
L€, Mayne Normal Instituce, 1205. 
Lenox College, 1144-. 
Leonarc1 Medical School, llGO. 
Lentbecher, J., quoted, 147. 
Lewis, Dio, work of, 515. 
Lewiston, Me., 584, !J66. 080, 088. 
Lexington, Ky., 9G6. 988. 
Lexington Normal Music School, 9l!l. 
Libertv of teaching in German universities, 314. 
Librar'ics required by law in Prussian normal 
schools, 161; educational, 230; uscfu_l ·· css. 
in German universities, 319; ,olumes lll, of 
higher instiLutions, 720, 732,739; Yolumes 
in, of universities and colleges, 1146, 
volumes in, possessed by colleges for 
women, 1158, 1159; volumes possessed b_y 
collen-es of arrriculture and the mechamc 
arts, 1188; voYumes in, possesse<l by schools 
for the dcfccth-o classes, 1238-1262. 
Licensing of teacher s. Sec 'l'eacbers, qualifiea-
tious of. 
Lieber, lfrancis, montioneu, 50!, 5::,;;_ 
Lima, Ohio, 974, 996. 
Lincoln, Charles J., quoted, 827. 
Lincoln, Nebr., 070, !l!J2. 
Lincoln Institute, 1103. 
Lincoln University, Ill., 1143. 
Lincoln University, Pa., 860,870, 115:l, 1180. 
Linden Hall Seminary, 1161. 
Lindonwood Female College, 116'.l. 
Lineville College, 1140. 
J,ing, P. IL, system of gymnasti0s, 534,536. _ 
Lisbon, municipal pedagogical museum, 21.,. . 
Literature, synopsis of a course in,. in l>russian 
normal schools, 168; a. lesson 1n, 193; yalne 
of current, in civic lifo, 745. 
Littlo l<'alls, N. Y., 072, 994. 
Little ltock, Ark., 062, 084. 
Liitle Rock niYcrsity, 1140. 
LiYcrpool, Englau<l, techinnl instruction at, 121. 
Livingstone Coll •ge, 869, 1151. 
Local taxes for support of f!chools . Sec Appro-
priation, State and local. 
Leck , John, on physical education, 4i0. 
Lockport, N. Y., 592, 072, 094. 
Logan 1''cmale Coll<·go, 1159. 
LoganAport, Jn<l., 96!, 086. 
Lombard niverHity, 111:J, 1183. 
London, tcchni al tlncation in, HY.); siz of scho_ol 
buildings in, 6i2; ]ii n of scb'.lol board, Ill 
dealing wHh t.rnan1., 780. 
Lon~ Isla.ad Citv, ... T. Y., 072, !!82, 091. 
Lung Islam! Coilcgo Hospital, 1168. 
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Long Island College H ospital Training School for 
N urRes, 1177. , 
Lorain, Ohio, physical training, 504. 
Lorinser, Dr., mentioned, 489. 
Los .Angeles, Cal. , 582, 962,980,984. 
Lot, ]'rod., quoted, 2,6. 
Louisbnrg Female College, 1101. 
Louisiana, statistics of public schools, 20-71, 079; 
of secondary schools, 687; of higher educa-
tion, 712, 734, 863, 1163, 1179, ]182, 1198; of 
business colleges, 1217; of the defective and 
delinq.uent classes, 1238, 1241, 1244, 1'.!.5 l, 126:i. 
Louisiana, Mo., physical training, 592. 
Louisiana Boys' House of Refuge, 126G . 
Louisiana Institution for tho Deaf and Dumb, 
1246. 
Louisiana Institntion for the Education of the 
Blirnl and I ndustrial Home for the Blind, 
125;3. 
Louisiana State Normal School, 1201, 
Louisiana State Unh-ersitv, 11.5, llSO, 1191. 
Loujsv~lle, Ky., 9li6, 980, 988 . 
Lomsv1lle College of Dentistry, 1172. 
Louisville College of Pharmac·:v ll74. 
Louisville Medical Colleae 1167'. 
Louisville Normal Schoo1 1201. 
Louisville School of Pha1:rnacy for W omen, 117-!. 
Lowell, Mass., 58-1, 968,981, 990. 
Loyola College, 1146. 
Lucy Cobb Institute, 1159. 
Luther, Martin, mentioned, 261,477. 
Luthera1;1 'rhe~logical Seminary of the Synod of 
W1sconsm, ll87. 
Luther College, ll43. 
Luthcrville Female Seminar:, ll60. 
L
Lycoming County, Pa., Norin~l School, 1205. 
yman School for Boys, 1267. 
Lynchburg, Va., 978, 1000. 
Lynn, Mass., 584, 068, 981, 990. 
Lynnland Female College, 1159. 
i'.yons, Iowa, physical training, 594. 
yons, N. Y., physical training, 594. 
]ll 
Macalester College, 1147. 
MacAlistcr, Jarues. quoted, 822. 
Maclay College of Theology. 1183. 
McCoua~hy, ·wmiamJ., quoted, 788. 
McCorm~ck Theological Seminary of tho Presby-
terian Church, ll83. 
McCo"llan. Oral School for Youn!." Deaf Children 1~~ a , 
McDon~gh School, ll97. 
McElroy, E. n., quoted, 785. 
McFadden, Edward B., quoted, 850. 
Mackayo, James Steele, mentioned, 556. 
McKeesport, Pa., 974, 996 . 
McKendree College, ll43, 1180 
McLean .Asylum Training School for Nurses, ll 77. 
Mc:\Iinnvillo College, 1152. 
Macomb Normal and Commercial Col!ege, 120-L 
Macon, Ga., 594,964,986. 
Maclawaska training schools, 1201. 
Madison, "\Vis ., 978, 1000. 
Mahanoy City, Pa. , 594,974,096. 
Maine, statistics of elementary scl1ools, 20-71, 
580,679; of secondary schools, 086; ot' hi g her 
otlucation, 712, 734, 1163, 1] 82, 1 J 98; of busi-
110ss colleges, 1216; for tbe defective and 
d elinquent classes. 1238, 12G:J. 
Maine
1 
foit'~icultural and Mechanical College, ll89, 
Maine Industrial School for Girls, 1266 
Maine 8tate normal schools, 1201. 
Maine Stato n eform School, 1266. 
Maiuo
1
;ro.sleyan Seminary and Fomalo College, 
Ialden, Mase., 584, 068, 081, 990. 
Management and Rupervision of instruction of 
normal schools in Prus:3ia, 157; in Switzer-
land, 22li; effect c,f enforcccl attondan o on 
university conrses, 315; clasflification in 
grat1cll schools, 601; in citiPs, 665; nt ,Vest 
l'oint Military Academy, 768 ; ad rnntag s 
of coeducation, 709. 
S ec also Administration and organization of 
RYRt ms. 
Manchi•stcr, England, technical instruction at, 
123, 134. 
Man hest r, N . II., 970,981, 99'.l, 1201. 
Manchester, , Tn.., 978, 1000. 
Manhattan Collogo, ll50. 
Mankato, Minn., 970, !190. 
Manist o, Iich., 594, 968, :JOO. 
Mansfield, E. D. , ru ntion cl, 4.97. 
Mansfiel<1, hio, 974,006. 
Manual Training, in S,dss schools, 210; pri,ato 
school for, ll07. 
Marietta, Ohio, 974, 0()6, 
JUnrion, Ind., 964, 980, 086. 
M:uion, Ohio, 974, 096 . 
Marfon F emale Coll rgo, 11G2. 
Marion Female Seminary, 1150. 
Marquette, Mich., 968. 990, 
Marquette College, ll56. 
1\Iarsball, Mo. , physical trainin~, 594. 
M arsl1al.ltown 1 Iowa, 594, 006. 988 . 
Marl>1e, A. P., quoted, 674 . 
Marblehead,JUass, physical training, 591. 
Marlboro, Mass., 9li8, 090. 
Maria Consilia D eaf Muto Institute, 1242. 
Marietta, Ohio, p!Jysical training, 504. 
Marietta College, 1151. 
Marshall College, 1203. 
Martha's Yinoyanl Summer Institute, 045. 
Martha ,Vashingtou College, ll62. 
Martin :Female College, ll62. 
Massilon, Ohio, 974,996 . 
Matthews Hall, 1183. 
Mary :Fletcher Hospital Tra ining School for 
Nurses, ll78. 
Maryland, statistics of elementary schools, 20-71, 
581, 6'79; of secondary education, 08G; of 
hig her education, 712,731,734,863, 1163, ll70, 
ll82, 1198; of bnsines-s colleges, 121G; of tho 
defective and delinquent classes, 1241, 1244, 
1251, 1257, 12G3. 
Maryland .Agricultural College, ll89, ll91, 1193. 
Maryland College of Pharmacy, 1174. 
Mar yland House of Reformation, 1266. 
Mar yland School for Colored, Blind, and Deaf, 1237, 
1246, 1253. 
Maryland School for the Blind, 1253. 
hlarylancl School for the Deaf aucl Dumb, 1246. 
Maryland State normal schools, 1201. 
Mary Sharp College, ll62. 
MaryYille College, 1155. 
Mason, S. vV., mentioned, 530. 
Mason City, Iowa, physical training, 584. 
Mason College, ll 7. 
Massachusetts, statistics of elementary schools, 
29-71, 580,679; of secondary education, 686; 
of higher education, 71 2, 731, 734, 1163, 1179, 
118'.l, 11'98; of business colle~es, 1216; for the 
defective and d elinquent classes, 1238, 1241, 
1244, 1251, 1257, 1259, 1263. 
Massachusetts .A.irricultural College, 1180, 1191. 
Massachusetts bureau of statistics of labor, r e-
port on health of graclnates of colleges for 
women, 841. _ 
Yassachusetts Col1ege of Pharmacy, Jl 74 . -
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1189, 1101. 
Massachusetts normal schools, 1201. 
Massaclrnsetts Reformatory, 1266. 
Massachusetts School for the Faeble-minded, 1200. 
Massachusetts State Industrial School for Girls, 
1267. 
Massachnsotts Sta.to Primary School, 1267. 
Mathematics, course of instruction in Prussian 
normal schools, 165; students in secondary 
schools studying higher, 69G, 099, 701. 
Maxwell, W. IL, quoted, 666, 668, 787. 
Meadville, Pa., 07!, 996. 
Meadville Theolo0 'ical School. ll86. 
M echanic arts, school for, ll88, 1196, ll97. 
. Mecblenburg, normal schools, 154. 
hledf'ord, Mass., 9G8, 081, 990. 
Meclical Coll ego of Abbama, ll66. 
Medical College of Indiana, ll67. 
Medical College of' Ollio, 11G9. 
Medical College of tho State of South Carolina, 
1169. 
Medical College of Virginia, ll60. 
Mediduo, schoolfl of, 1166. 
Sec also, Higb r aud professional education.. 
Medina, N. Y., physical training, 594. 
.M harryMe<licnl bepa.rtment, 1160. 
Mf"ij rberg, Carl Jonas, mentioned, 4.2G. 
::\I lancbtlion, Philip, prroceptor Germani::o, 262. 
Melbourno, school museum at, 2'.J.6 . 
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Melrose, Mass., 9G8. 990. 
Memphis, Tenn., 976, 998. 
Memphis Conference Female Institute, 1161. 
Memphis Hospital Medical College, 1169. 
Menominee, Mich., 588, 968, 990. 
Mercer University, 1142, 1180. 
Merchant "Venturers, Society of, technical school 
of, 113. 
Mercurialis, quoted, 477. 
Meriden, Conn., 962, 984. 
Merrill, Moses, quoted, 826. 
Meserve, Alonzo. quoted, 827. 
Metcalf, R. C., quoted, 821. 
Methods of instruction, in Prussian normal 
schools, 11n; in German university, 258, 
294, 301, 314, 317; in the elementary schools 
of Sweden, 426; in schools of eighteenth 
century, 481; inadequacy of a single teacher 
to :nstruct two half-day schools, 668; at West 
Point Military Academy, 768; in summer 
schools, 896. _ 
Metzner, Heinrich, quoted, 544. 
Miami Medical College, 1169. 
Miami University, 1151. 
Milwaukee, Wis., physical training, 518,588; 
comparative decrease in enrollment, 662; 
statistics, 978, 983, 1000, 1239. 
Milwaukee College, 1162. 
Milwaukee Day School for the D eaf, 1239 . 
Milwaukee Literary School, 914. 
Michigan, statistics of elementary schools. 29-71, 
580,679; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; of ousi-
ness colleges, 1217; of the defective and 
deling_uent classes, 1241, 12cl5, 1252, 1257,1263. 
Michigan City, Ind., 590, 964, 98G. 
Michigan College of Medicine and Surgery, 1167. 
Michi1!:an House of Correct-ion and Reformation, 
1267. 
Michigan Industrial Home for Girls, 1267. 
Michlgan Mining School, 1196. 
Michigan School for the Blind, 1253. 
Michigan School for the Deaf, 1246. 
Michigan State Agricultural Uollel{e, 1189, 1191. 
Michigan State Normal School, 1201. 
Michigan State Reform School, 1267. 
Miudle Ages, movement of thought during, 253. 
Middlebury College, 1155. 
Middletown, Conn., 594, 962, 984. 
Middletown, N. Y ., 972, 994-. 
Middletown, Ohio, 074, 996. 
Midlancl College, 1144. 
Military Academy at West Point, 497. 
Military exercises (as gymnastics) or education . 
See Physical traiuing, or Higher and pro-
fessional education . 
Miller, Lewis, mentioned, 921. 
Miller Manual Labor School, 1197. 
Mill ·r::1burg Female College, 1159. 
Milligan College, 1155. 
Mills College, 115 . 
M1lh·illo.J. . J., 972,082,992. 
Milton, J ., qnotc11, 478. 
Milton Colli• o, 1156. 
Mi11ing, Swedh1h schools for, 4-lO. 
Minnf'apolis, Minn., 501, !l70, !H31, !!90, 1201. 
Minn a1>olis Coilege of Physicians and Sur-
geons, J 168. 
Minne. ota, Htatistics of C'lcmentary schools 29-71 
580, 670_; of i;econdary s hools, 687; ofltighe; 
edn~ation, 712, 734, l163, 1170, 1182, 1198; of 
hnsm l!B <·alleges, 1217; of th <lcf cti v and 
. cl linq_1wnt cla. ses, 12!1, 1245, 1252, 1250, 1263. 
::M!nn sota Col!cgo of Phannacy, 1174. 
hnn . ot:dt formatory, 1!!67. 
jnnc ota . '1'11001 for l!'c •hle-Mind d, 1200. 
~nm. ota chool for th • Blincl, 1253. 
I!nn ota ."rltool for tho Deaf, 1240. 
1!11111' ota ."tat<! normal. <"11001:i, 1201. 
rinne ot • ."t11t R •fonn 8 ·hool, 1207. 
h H>11;1n· In titnte.11 6. 
Ii ion Itou e. 1J:i6 11 7. 
I i i1,p~ nti. He. of l mentaryerhool ,20-71, 
1, ,. ; of c·otHlary <'1101>1 , 6 7; of higher 
<'Inc ti1>11, 712, 7:11. :1.1171. ll!J ; l>f bnsi-
11 coll g, , 1217; 1,f th1• d1·fu:ti v and d -
lhu1u n d . 12l , 1251. 
1 trr,i c;,,u ,, , 11 1. 
Uississippi Institution for the Education of tlle 
Deaf anu Dumb, 1237, 1247. 
Mississippi State Normal School, 1201. 
Missouri, statistics of.elementary schools, 29-71, 
580,670; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 734, 8(l3, 1163, 1179, 1182, 1198; 
of business colleges, 1217; of the defective 
and delinquent classes, 1238, 1241, 1245, 1252, 
1263. 
Missouri Industrial Home for Girls, 1267. 
Missouri Reform School for Boys, 1267. 
Missouri School for the Blind, 1254. 
Missouri Schoolforthe DeafandDmnb, 1237, 1247. 
Missouri State normal schools, 1201. 
Missouri Dental Uollege, 1172. 
Missouri Medical College and St. Louis Post 
Graduate School of Medicine, 1168. 
~t!!~t;~h~~i;? °£;;\f~~e4g: 
Moberly, Mo., 970, 992. 
Modern languages. See Language, study of. 
Moline, Ill. , 582,964, 986. 
Monmouth College, 1143. 
Monongahela College, 1153. 
Monroe, Lewis B., mentioned, 531. 
Monroe Female College, 1159. 
Montaigne, M. de, quoted on education, 473. 
Montana statistics of elementary schools, 29-71, 
581; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education. 712. 
Montgomery, .Ala., 962, 984. 
Montgomery Female College, 1162. 
Moore, Hobart, mentioned, 531. 
Moore's Hill College, 1143. 
Moravian College, 1153. 
Moravian Somi11ary for Young Ladies, 1161. 
Momvia.n Theological Seminary, 1186. 
Morf, Dr., quoted, 199. 
Morristown, N. J., 072, 992. 
Morristown Normal Academy, 1203. 
MorrisYille College, 1148. 
Morgan College, 86~, 1146. 
Moses, Edwarcl P .. quoted, 789. 
Mother tongue, in course of Prussia~ normal 
school:'!, 10.3. 
Mount Carmel, 59-!, 974-, 996. 
Mount Holyoke Seminary and College, 1158. 
Mount St. Mary's College, 1146. 
Mount St. ~fary'A EccleAiastic.al Seminary, 1184. 
]\fount Sinai Tmining School for Nurses, 1177. 
Mount Union Colle"e, 1151. 
Mount Vernon, N. i., 594. 972, 994. 
Mowry, ·w. A.., mentioned, 535; quoted, 789. 
Moxom, Philip S., quoted, 833. 
Muhlenberg College, 1153. . . . 
Mulcastor, Richartl, work on physical tram1ng, 
475. 
Mulhausen, Germany, larj?e school of, 672. 
Muncie, Ind.,.i.'iO-!, 064-, 980,986. 
Municipal aid. See Appropriations, State and 
local. 
Mnrfoe, E. II., quoted, 850. 
Muscn.tine, Iowa, 501,966,988. 
Museums, in European technical instruction, 133; 
school. 239. 
Music, in course of Pruss ian normal schools.166; 
a lesAon in, 195; as an accompanyment of 
physical exercises. 580; i;tuclents in colleges 
for women stnd.ving, 735; institutes for, 919. 
Muskegon, Mich., 594, 968,981,990. 
Muskingum College, 1151. 
N. 
Naiis Sloicl Seminar'\" at, 427. 
Ta htegall, -, mention<>d, 485. 
..Tanticoke, Pa., 974, 096. 
Tapa Uollcg<>, 1141. 
Narragansett Machine Company, apparatns 
mannfacturecl by, 561. 
a.'!hotah Ilonse, 11 7. 
Na;;hua, N. II., 970, 981 , 9!12. 
a lrna, N . II., phyAical training, 504. 
Na. hville, T .nn., 076, 098. 
a Jn.'ille ollege for Youn!! La,1iN1, 1161. 
·a lnille, '.ren11., physical training, 593. 
Tnkhez .• fi11s., 970, 9!J2. 
a tick, Mass., 00 , 981,090. 
I 
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National (British) .Association for the Promotion 
of Technical and Secondary Education, 109. 
National College of Pharmacy, 1174. 
National Deaf-Mute College, 114L 
National Education .Association, scheme of grad-
ing of, 631; on 'province of secondary edu-
cation, 685. 
National German-American Teachers' Seminary, 
1205. 
National Summer School of Methods, at Glens 
:Falls, N. Y., 955. 
National University, 116(>, 1172, 1180. 
Natural philosophy. See Science, study of. 
Neal, Jolm, mentioned, 504. 
Nebraska, statistics of elementary education, 
29-71, 580, 679; of secondary schools, 687; 
of higher education, 712, ] 163, 1179, 1182, 
1198; of business colleges, 1217; of the de-
fective and delinq 11Pnt classes, 1245, 1252, 
1259, 1263. 
Nebraska City, Nebr., 970, 981, 902. 
Nebraska Industrial School for Juvenile Offend-
ers, 1267. · 
Nebraska Institute for the Denf and Dnmb, 1247. 
Nebraska Institution for Feeble-Minded Youth, 
1260. 
Nebraska. Institution for the Blind, 1254. 
Nebraska State Normal School, l 201. 
Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1149. 
Negaunee, Mich., physical training, 586. 
Negro, education of. See Colored race. 
Nelsonville, Ohio, physical training, i,94. 
Nether lands. See Holland. 
Nett~lhorst, Louis, quoted, 670. 
Neufchil,tel, Switzerland, school exhibit of, 243. 
Nevada, statistics of elementary education, 29-71, 
679; of secondary schools. 687; higher edu-
cation, 71 2; of business colleges, 1217. 
Nevada, Mo., 970,992. 
New Albany, Ind., 964,986. 
Newark, N. J., 594,972,982,994, 1201. 
Newark, Ohio, 974,996. 
Newark City Home, 1267. 
New Bedford, Mass., 968,081,990. 
New Bedford City Truant School, 1267. 
Newberry College, 1153.1186. 
New Britain, Conn., 594,962,980,984. 
New Brunswick, N. J., 972. 982,994. 
Newburg, N. Y., 972,994. 
Newl.mr~·port, Ma3s., 594,968,081,990. 
Newcastie, Pll,. , 974, 996. 
New Church Theological School. 1185. · 
New England Home for Little Wanderers, 1266. 
New England Hospital Training School for 
Nurses, 1177. 
New England Industrial School, 1240. • 
New Hampshire. statistics of elementary schools, 
29-71, 580,679; of secoudary schools, 686; of 
h igher education, 712, 73-!, 1163, 1198; of busi-
ness colleges, 1216; of delinquent class, 1263. 
New Hampshire College of .Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts, 1189, 1192. 
New Ilampshire Conference Seminary and Female 
College, 1100. 
New Hampshirn Industrial School, 1267. 
New llampshiro State Normal School, 1201. 
New Haven, Conn., 59-!, 962,980, 984. 
New Jeri;oy, statistics of elementary schools, 
29-71, 581,679; of secondary education, 686; 
of higher education, 7J2, 781,734, ll82, 1198; 
rt63~usiness colleges, 1216, 1244, 1257, 1259, 
New J ersey Home for the Education and Care of 
Feeble-Minded Children, 1260. 
New Jersey Industrial School for Girls, 1267. 
New Jersey Reform 8chool, 267. 
New Jersey School far Deaf-Mutes, 1247. 
New Jersey State Institution for Feeble-Minded 
Women, 1260. 
New Jersey State Normal and Model School, 1201. 
New London, Conn., 582,962,984. 
New Mexico, statistics of elementnry schools, 
20-71, 679; secondary schools, 687. 
New Mexico School for the Deaf and Dumb, 1247. 
New Orleans, La., G62. llG6, 988. 
New Orleans Frco Public 8chool for Deaf-Mutes, 
1239. 
New Orleans Normal School, 1201. 
1 
New Orleans Polyclinic, 1170. 
New Orleans University, 800, 1145, 1167, 
Newport, Ky1 966, 9 8. Newport, l . ., 593, 976, 082, 908. 
New Rochelle, N. Y., 972,994. 
Newton, Kan., physical training, 591. 
Newton, Mass., 968, 081, 990. 
Newton Theological Institute, 1185. 
New Windsor College, 114.6. 
New York, statistics of elementary ed~cation, 
29-71, 580, 679; of secondary educatwn, 6 6; 
of hiro-her education, 712. 731, 734, 1163, ll79, 
1182, 198; of business colleges, 1216; of tho 
defective and delinqvent cla,sses, 1241, 1244., 
12s1, 12m, 1259, 1263. 
New York. N. Y., physical training, 594; com-
paratiYe deer ase in enrollment, 662; length 
of school term 1841-1891, 664; size of recent 
school buildings, 671; statistics, 972, 982,-
994. 
New York Catholic Protector:,, 1268. 
New York City House of Refug-o 1268. 
New York City Training School for Nurses, 1L77. 
New York Coiiego for the Training of Teachers, 
1204. 
New York College of Dentistry, 1173. 
N:ew York College ofVeterinar,v Surgeons, 1176. 
New York FemarnNormal Collego, 1202. 
New York Homeopathic MedicaI College, 1171 . 
New York Hospital Training School for ~1,;rses, 
1177. • 
New York House of Refuge for Women, 1268. 
New York Institution for the Blind, 1254. 
New York Institution for the Instruction of the 
Deaf and Dumb, 1247. 
New York Juvenile Asylum, 1268. 
New York Medical College and Hospital for 
Women, 1171. 
New York Polyclinic, 1170. 
New York Postgraduate Medical School and 
Hospital, 1170. 
New York School for Feeble-Minded, 1260. 
New York School for Training Nurses, 1177 . . 
New York State Industrial School, 1268. 
New York State Institution for the Blind, 1254. 
New York State Normal Schools, 1201. 
New York State Reformatory School, 1268. 
New York Training School t'or N urses, 1177. 
Niagara University.1150, 1168, 1181. 
Niantic School for Teachers, 958. 
Nicolai, Fr., quoted, 315. 
Night schools. See Evening schools. 
Nisson, Hartvig, mentioned, 535. 
Norfolk, Va., 978, 98,V000. 
Norfolk, Bristol, and Plymouth Union School, 1267. 
Norfolk College for Young Ladies, 1162. 
N ormaland Special-Training School, Oakland, 1204. 
Normal schools. See Teacliers, training of. 
Norris,J.O.,quoted,827. -
Norristown, Pa., 594,974; 996. 
North Adams, Mass., 594,968,981,990. 
Northampton, Mass., 594,968,981,990. 
North Carolina, Rtatistics of elementary educa-
tion, 29-71, 580,679; of secondary education, 
686; of higher education, 712, 734, 863, :UGH, 
1179, 1182, 1198; of business colleo-es, 1216; of 
the defectiYe and delinquent classes, 1244, 
1251. 
North Carolina College, 1151. 
North Carolina Institution for the Deaf and the 
Dumb and the Blind, 1237, 1247, 1254. 
North Carolina State normal schools, 1202. 
North Dakota, statistics of elementary education, 
29-71, 679; of secondary schools. 687; of 
higher education, 712.1198; of lrnsiness col-
leges, 1217; of the defective and delinquent 
classes, 1245. 
North Dakota Agricultural College, 1189, 1192. 
North Dakota State normal schools, 1202. 
North Dakota University, 1151. 
Northern Illinois College, 1143. 
Northern Illinois Normal School. 1204. 
Northern Iowa Normal College, 1204. 
Northern New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 
1247. 
Northwestern College, 1143. 
Northwestern College of Dental Surgery, 1172. 
Nortlnvestem Hos1iital Training School for 
Nurses, 1177. 
Northwestern Medical College, 1168. 
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Northwestern Normal, 1204,. 
North1~~i~ern University, Ill., 1142, 1167, 1174, 
· Northwnstern University, Wis., 1157. 
Northwestern Veterinary College, 1176. 
Northwest Normal School, 1205. 
Notre Dame School for the Deaf, 1242. 
Norwalk, Conn., 594,962,984. 
Norwegian and Danish1'.fheological School, 1183. Norwich, Conn., 962,984. . 
Norwich University, 1196. 
Nurse training schools, 1177. 
o . 
Oakland, Cal,, 582, 962, 930, 984. 
Oakland School for Girls, 1269. 
Oakside School, 1204. 
Oberlin, Ohio, physfoal training, 593. 
Oberlin College, 1151, 1185. 
Obligatory school attendance. See Attendance. 
O'Callighan, D ., quoted, 835. 
Ogden, Utah, 594,976, 998. 
Ogden College, 1145. 
Ogdensburg, N. Y., 972,994. 
Oaontz School, 1161. 
0£.io, statistics of elementary education, 29-71, 
580, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of highe: 
education, 712, 731, 7i:J4, 1163, 1l 79, 1182, 1198, 
of business colleges, 1217; of the ief'ective 
and delinquent classes, 1238, 1241, 1244, 1251, 
1259, 1263. 
8~~ :fn°;!W:tftn~i:~~ei1!:1r~r~~~~ outh, 1261. 
Ohio Institution for the .Euucation of the Blind, 
1254. 
Ohio Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dumb, 1247. 
Ohio State University, 1151, 1175, 1170, 1181, 1180, 
1192. 
Ohio University, 1151, 1202. 
Oil City, Pa., 974, 996. 
Oklahoma, statistics of elementary education, 
29-71, 679; of secondary schools, 687. 
Oklahoma Agricultural arnl Mechanical Colle::;e, 
1189, 1192. 
Oldenbur~, normal schools, 154. 
Olh-et College, 1147. 
Olympia, Wash., physical training, 593. 
Omaha, Neb1·. 1 58G, 970,981,992. 
Omal1a Meuical College, 1168. 
Oneida, N. Y., physic.al training, G9'.?. 
Oneonta, N. Y., physical trainiug, 5lli. 
Orange, N. J ., 972, 994.. 
Orange Training School for Nurses, 1177, 
Oratory, schools for, 91\J. 
Oregon, statistics of elementar;, education, 29-71, 
679; ot secondary schools, G87; of higher 
education, 712, llli:i, 1179, 1182, 1Ul8; of ousi-
nese colle~es, 1217 ; of the defective and de-
linquent ciasses, 12-!5, 1252, 12(H. 
Oregon Institute for tho Jmnd, 1254. 
Oregon 8chool for tho Education of Deaf-Mutes, 
1247. 
Oregon 8tate Reform School, 1268 
Organization and managem nt of systems, of Ger-
man universities, 270. 
Organization of schools. /See L\ dministration and 
organization of systems and Management 
and sup rvisiou of instruction. 
Ortel, Otto, ~uoted, 7f.9. 
shko. h, Wis., 58~, 978, O 3, 1000. 
0 kaloosa, Iowa, pby. ical training, 584. 
skaloosa. 'ollef! , 114-!, 118-!. 
0 wego .• '. Y ., 972, 091. 
ti., .l::dwarcl 0., quoted, 8-15. 
tt wn. 111., OG-1, {J. 6. 
Ottawa Tniversity, 11-15. 
tt rb in "Gniv ·r ity, 115'.l. 
tumwa, lown. 966, U . 
0 tumwa .. :orma1.·c111,ol, 1201. 
Ountchil Ilapli ·011 !;", 1110. ( n 1,oro, Ky., O G, . 
n boro I mnl 'ollc, , 1150. 
Oxforr Coll •o, llGl. 
Oxford l" ·mnl mi nary, llOl. 
xfortl l'nlv r It , 07. 
O;i; r oll ~, U . 
l?. 
Pacific College, 1152. 
Pacific Methodist College, 1141. 
Pacific Theological Seminary, 1183. 
Pacific University, 1152. 
Packer Collegiate Institute, 1161. 
Paducah, Ky., 966, 988. 
Paine Institute, 1204. 
Paris, France, Peda~ogical Museum and Central 
Library of Elementary Instruction, 244; 
university at, the first of its kind, 253. 
Paris, Ill .. , physical training, 594. 
Paris, Tex., 976, 998. 
Park Collecre, 1148. 
Parker Col'fege, 11-!7. · 
Parkersburg, W. Va., 978, 1000. 
Parkersburg Seminary, 1162. . 
Parochial scliools. See Elementary education. 
Parsons, Kans., physical training, 591. 
rarsons College, 1143. 
Partridge, Alden, quoted, 501. 
Pasadena, Cal., physical training, 594. 
Passaic, N . .J., 592, 972,982,994. 
Paterson, N. J., 972,982,994; normal training clasi,, 
1201. 
Paterson General Hospital and Training School 
for Nurses, 1177. 
Paul Quinn College, 869, 1155. 
Paulsen, .Fr., report on German uniYersities, 2JG. 
Pawtucket, R. I,, 588, 976, 982, 998. 
Peabody, Mass., 908, 9ao. 
Peabody Normal Colle~e, 1203. 
Pedagogical Central Library at Leipzig, 2-!2. 
Pedagogy, in course of Prussian normal schools, 
16.l; a professional course in, in Germany, 
170; schools of, 1198. See also Teachers, 
training of. 
Peekskill, N. Y., 594, 972, 994. 
Pekin, Ill., physical training, 590. 
Penmansliip, in course of Prussian nor.mal 
schools, 166. 
P enn Colli:we, 1144. 
Pennell, C. §., mentioned, 524. 
Pennsylvania, statistics of elementary _schools, 
29-71, 580,679; of secondary education, 680; 
of Mgher education, 712, 731, 734, 1163, 1179, 
1182, 1198; of business colleges, 1216; of the 
defective and delinquent classes, 12-ll, 12-14, 
1251, 1259, 1263. 
Pennsylvania College, 1153. 
Pennsylvani:1 College of Dental Surgery, 1173. 
Pennsylvania Industrial Reformatory, 1268._ 
Pennsylvania Institution for tho Instruction of 
the Blind, 1~54. 
Pennsvlvania Institution for the Deaf and Damb, 
i24.7 
Pennsylvania Military College, 1153. 
Pennsylvania Oral School for the Deaf, 1247. 
Pennsylvania State College, 1190, 1192. 
Pennsylvania State normal schools, 1202. . 
Pennsylvania Training School for Feeblo-Mmcled 
Children, 1261. 
Pensacola, l!'l:..., 59-!, 964, 98-!. 
People's School Museum, at Rostock, 243. 
f,~~ti~} 11i~us;1t~t~~!8~nd l'lfassachusotts School 
for tho Blind, 1253. 
Perry, "\V. S., quoted, 822. 
Perth Amboy, N. J ., 972, 99-1. 
Pestalozzi, J. H., mentioned, 208,485. 
uestalozziannm, Ziiricb, 243. 
Petersburg, Va., 594, 9i8, 1000. 
Pharmacy, schools of, 1174. 
l'hila.llC'lphia, Pa., comparative decrease in enroll-
ment, 062; 1 ngth of school term l~U-H•ll_l, 
604 · fforts to increase number of mon rn 
tca~hing orp,i, 669; school buildings of, 67:!; 
statistics, 97.J, 082, 906; girls' normal i:;cho 11. 
l:!O:J. 
Philaclclpbi:J. College of Pharmacy, 1175. 
l'hiladPlphia D ntal College and ilospital of Oral 
.'urgcry, 1173. • 
PbiladPlphia Hospital Trainin" Schoc,l :". r 
~ · ur 1·:l, 1178. 
J>hil:11l1·l ph ia Hon. e of R fuge, 1269. 
l'hilaclt'lphia Lying-in Charity and ·urse School, 
1177. 
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Philadelphia Polyclinic and Collego for Graduates 
in Medicine, 1170. 
Philandor Smith College, 869, 1140. 
Philhrick, John D., quoted, 51G, 528, 53?, 813: 
Phillips Academy, Andover, classification of 
pupils, 626. 
Phillipsburg, N. J ., 972, 904. . .. 
Philosophy, as taught in German umvcrsities, 
303 ; importance of, in study, 319. 
Philomath College, 1152. 
Phrenixvillo, Pa., 593,976, !196. 
Physical t raining in course of Prussian normal 
schools, 166 ; in Swede1J, 444; historical de-
velopment of, 451; military drill as a form 
of gymnastics, 530; Swedish system of gym-
nastics, 51!6, 580; German system of gym-
nastics, 549, 580; gymnasiums in city 
schools, 560, 580,581; eclectic system of phy-
sical training-, cities employing, 580, 581; 
t ime devoted to, 583; effect of coeducation 
on health of girls, 783; in International Y. 
M. () . A. School, 920. 
Physics . See Science. 
P~ysio-Medical College of Indiana, 1171. 
Pickard, J. L., quoted, 853. 
Pierce Christian College, 1141. 
Pierre Universi ty, 1154. 
Pike College, 1147. 
Piqua, Ohio, 974,982,996. 
P~ttsburg, Kans., physical training, 591. 
Pittslmrg, Pa., 662, 676, 982, 996. 
P ittsburg College of Pharmacy, 1175. 
Pittsburg Fema1e Colleo-e, 1161. 
P ittsburg Training Sch3ol for Nurses, 1178. 
P~ttsfield, Mass., 968,981,990. 
Pittston, Pa., 976, 982, 996. 
Plitinfield, N . .J .. 594,972, 99J. 
Plattsburg, N. Y., physical training, 592. 
Plattsmouta, Nebr., 970,981,992. 
Playgrounds, number of cities having ample, 580, 
581,590. 
Pleasant Rope Normal Academy, 120J. 
Plumb, A . H., quoted, 833. 
P lummer Farm School, 1267. 
Plymouth, Pa., 976, 982, 998. 
Point l3arrow Contract School, 873. 
Point Rope Contract School, 874. 
Polytechnic Institute, Va., 1155. 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1140. 
Pope, Thomas E., quoted, 852. 
Powell, -w. B., quoted, 788. 
Population, proportion attending school, 4; in 
~ igher institutions, 13; of women attend-
mg college, 20; of tho United States 5--18, 
27, 20; of foreign parentage, 30; percentage 
of school, enrolled, 37; of cities containin~ 
8,000 or more inhabitants, 677, 679,062; esti-
mated, of colored persons 5---18, 863 ; of 
school age, in Alaska, enrolled, 873. 
Port Gibson Female College, 1160. 
Port Huron, Mich., 968, 990. 
Port Jen-is, N. Y., 972,994. 
Portland, Me., 966,988, 1201. 
Portland, Oreg., 974,982,996. 
Portland School for Medical Instruction, 1166. 
Portland School for the Deaf, 1239. 
Portsmouth, N. H .. 59J, 970,092. 
Portsmouth, Ohio, 974, 996. 
Portsmouth, Va., 978, 1000. 
Posse, Nils, mention eel, 534; quotod, 539. 
Post-graduate instruction. See Higher and pro-
fessional cd ucation. 
Post Graduate Medical School and IIospital, 1170. 
Post Graduate Polyclinic of Eclectic Medicine and 
Surgery, 1170. 
Potter Colleg-o, 1159. 
Pottstown, N, Y., 076, 982,998. 
Pottsville, Pa., 976,982,908. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 972, 994. 
J>ractice school, in Prussia, 160. 
Prairie View rormal School, 1194. 
Pratt Institute, 1197. 
Prepnr:~~ry normal schools, in Germany, 153,177, 
Pr paratory Acbools. See S coll(lary education. 
I>rcparatory School of Meuicino, 1:, ni versity of 
'ortli Carolina, 1166. 
Presbyterian College, 1160. 
Prcsb:rterian College of Upper Missouri, 1148. 
PresbJ·terian College for Women, 1161. 
Presbyterian College of South Carolina, 1153. 
Pre byterian College of the Southwe t, 1141. 
Pre cott, George J., quoted, 835. 
Presidents, names of college, 646. 
Preston, J. R., quoted, 785. 
Prettyman, E. 13., quoted, 785. 
Principals. See Teachers, and for names sec the 
se,eral statistical tables of tho third or sta-
tistical part of this volume. 
Pritchett School Institute, 1148. 
Privat-docents. See Professors and instructors. 
Private Romo and School for tho Feeble in Mind, 
1258. 
Private Inst.itution for tho Education of Feeble-
minded Youth, 1258. 
Private schools. See Elementary education. 
Producti,e funds. See Funds. 
Professional schools. See Higher and professional 
education; also Business, education for. 
Professors and Instructors, character of, in French 
higher education, 88; in educational insti-
tutions of Great Brii.ain anrl Ireland, 97; in 
t echnical school at Bristol, England, 115; in 
German normal schools, 153; properly qual-
ified a desideratum in German normal 
schools, 182; character of, at German uni-
versities, 249, 256; liberty of, in teaching, 
280,301; prepared for German secondary 
sehools, by universit.y philosophicalfaculty, 
274,281; position of, in German society, 28.i; 
charactl:'r and mutual influence of the threo 
classes in German universities, 290; influ-
ence of fee system upon teaching of, 204; 
proper function of, 296; not expected to per-
form police duty in German uni,ersitics, 
315; eft'ect Oll, of the unity of all higher in-
struction in Germany, 321; in German nni-
versities, 352; income of, in German univer-
sities, 359; in technical schools · of Sweden, 
439; in secondary scl10ols, 686, 689; in all de-
partments of institutions for higher educa-
tion, by sex, 712,724,732,734 ;havingendowed 
chairs, 720,732; once connected with Johns 
Hopkins or Clark uni-er.iities, 727; synop-
tic view of sex of, 797; in public high schools, 
1002; in all departments of universities and 
colleges, 1140, 1158, 1159 ; number havini; en-
dowed chairs, 1140, 1158; in professional 
schools. 1163, 1179, 1182, 1188, 1198; in busi-
ness colleges, 1216, 1218; in schools for the 
defective classes, 1238- 1271. 
See also Teachers. 
Programme, of technical school of Society of Mer-
chant Venturers of Bristol, England, 114; of 
a German school for training teachers, 106; 
of elementary schools of Sweden, 427; of 
the Upton Honse (truant school), 780. 
See cilwo Curriculum and Term. 
Promotion, in German civil service, 421. 
Property, value of, subject to taxation, in cities, 
984. 
See afro Buildings and accessories . 
Protestant Episcopal Churc!i i n PhiladeJ.phia, 
diYinity school, 1186. 
Protestant .J<.:piscopal Theological Seminary of 
Virginia, 1187. 
Providence, l{. I., 594, 976, 982, 998 . 
Provo City, Utah, physical training, 593. ' 
Prussia, d11ration of service of teachers, 61; nor-
mal schools, 153; requirements :for admis-
sion to public office, 369; civil service re-
qnirements in, 412; physical culture in 
schools of, 480. 
Psychology, in course of pedagogy, 171. 
Puolic schools . See Elementary education, and 
the names of foreign countries and of the 
States of tho Union, Administration and 
organization of systems, Management mid 
supervision of instruction, Met11ods of in-
strnction, Curriculum, T eachers, Students, 
Buihlings ancl accessories, Seats, Funds, 
Incomes and Expenditures. 
Pueblo, Colo., 582,062,084. 
Pnlto Medical Coll<'gc, 1171. 
PupilR. See Stud nl s 
Purdue UniYersity, 1174, 1188, 1101. 
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Quincy, Ill., 994,986. 
Quincy, Mass., 968,981, ll90. 
R. 
Rabelais, Frangois, on physical training, _472. 
Racine, Wis., 978, 1000. 
Radcliffe College, as administered under Harvard 
University, 857. 
Railroads, conditions of admission to public s~rv-
ice of, in Germany, 420. 
Randolph-Macon College, 1155. 
Reading, Pa., 594, 976, 498. 
Receipts. See Income. 
Recess. See Ses·sion. 
Recreation. See Physica1 training and Session. 
Recum, M . Van, quoted, 394. 
Redemptionists' College of Ilchester, 1184. 
Redfield College, 1154. 
Red Win~, Minn., physical training, 591. 
Reformation, a popular movement antagonistic 
to culture, 261. 
Reform School of the District of Columbia, 1265. 
Rein, H., quoted, 142, 150. 
Religion, of Prussian normal schools, 163; denom-
inational character of schools for the training 
of teachers, 179; instruction in, in a Prussian 
normal school, 192; study of, in Swiss 
schools, 218; relation of German univer sities 
to the church, 282; dogma in faculties of 
German universities, 302; summer school 
of, 916; school for training secretaries of 
young men's Christfan associations, 920. 
Remsen, Ira, quoted, 852. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 757, 1196. 
Repetitores, in German university education, 301. 
Revenue. See Income and Tuition. 
Reynolds, J. H., report of, on technical education 
on the continent of Europe, 135. 
Rhode Island, statistics of elementary schools, 
29-71, 580,679; of secondary educatioll, 686; 
of higher education, 712, 1165, 1198; of bus-
iness colleges, 1216; for the defective anrl 
<lelinquent classes, 1238, 1263. 
Rhode Island Hospital Training School for 
Nurses, 1178. 
Rhode Islaml School for the Deaf, 1239. 
Rhode Islancl State Normal School, 1203. 
Richmond, Ind., 964, 986. 
Richmond, Va., 594, 978, 983, 1000. 
Richmond College, Ohio, 1151. 
Richmond College, Va., 1155. 
Richmond Theofogical Seminary, 1187. 
Ricketts. Palmer C., paper by. on the Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, 757. 
Rickoff, A.. J., mentioned, 526. 
Riel r Divinity chool, 1183. 
Ridgeville College, 1143. 
Rio Grande College, 1151. 
Rio de Jan iro, national school museum at, 246. 
Ripon Colle~e, 1157. 
Riv r ide, Cal., physical training, 594. 
Roanok , Va., 978, 1000. 
Ifoanoke College, ] 155. 
Roanoke :Female oll go, 1162. 
l obinson, '\V. E., qnotcd, 6N. 
Roch st r, -. Y., 5!J2. 972, IJ 2,994, 1202. 
Rochest r 'l'heological Seminary, 1185. 
1 ockforcl, Ill. , 06.J., 9 6. 
Rockford Coll ge, 11::0. 
I oek liih 'oll<'~ . 1116. 
Rock I,lancl, Ill., 584, 064, 986. 
Itoc·klancl. [e. 966, 9 8. 
Ilo~1·r ;\'illia.m. 'ni\·ersity, 86(), 1156. 
Rolla uiv ·r itv, 11.1. 
ltollin Colle,,<·, llH. 
I~orn ·, JJ!1y. ic~l ·nl!nr in anci nt, 462. 
I.omc, ~. \ ., ;,02 O, 2. 09!. 
lt1>ot . •. ;\", '1., mentionNl, f>15. 
H, I! l',,h teclmic 111 titnh•, 1106. 
}', • rtlnm, C'lu,ol 11111 <'tttn nt 211. 
ltou n 1 ,J ·, n Jn <1u1•s, 011 physical ducation, 
I . 
l•oy I Ln Ii h ( ommi i n ou t chiucal tu truc-
tlon, i d. 1"11 . 
l'o :il l lit ry ~ :ul I y i,f . cclen, 110. 
Royal N"aYal School of Sweden, 441. 
Rush, Dr. Benjamin, mentioned, 506. 
Rush Medical 8chool, 1167. 
Russia, pedagogical museum of the military , 
~~~~u~ I 
Rust University, 869, 1147. 
Rutgers College, nniversity extension at, 752; 
statistics, 1149, 1208. 
Rutgers Female College, 1158. 
Rut1;ers Scientific School, 1189, 1192. 
Rutherford College, 1151. 
Rutland, Vt., 976, 998. 
Ryerson, E., mentioned, 513. 
s. 
i:iacra.mento, Cal., 582, 962, 980, 984. 
Sacred Heart College, 1187. 
Saginaw, Mich., 586, 968, 990. 
St. Andrew's University, 97. 
St. Augustine, Fla ., physical traini_ng, 582 .. 
St. Augustine Normal and Collegiate Institute, 
1185, 1204. , 
St. Benedict's College, Kans., 1144. 
St. Benedict's College, N. J., 1149. 
St. Bonaventure's College, 1149. 
St. Bonaventure's Seminary, 1185. 
St. Charles Barromeo Theological Seminary, 1185. 
St. Charles College, Md., 1146. 
St. Charles Collegi:1, La., 1184, 
St. Cloud, Minn., 591, 970, 992. 
St. Francis College, N. Y ., 1149. 
St. Francis College, Pa., 1153. 
St. Francis Solanus College, 1143. 
St. Ignatius College, Cal., 1141. 
St. Ignatius College, Ill., 1142. 
St. James College, 1156. 
St. J olrn 's Catholic Deaf-Mute [nstitute, 1242. 
St.John's College, Md., 1146. 
St. John's College, Brooklyn, 1149. 
St. John's College, Fordham, 1149. 
St. John's University, 1147, 1185. 
St. Joseph, Mo., 586, 970, 992. 
St. Joseph's College, 1151. 
St. Joseph's Disocesan College, 1143. 
St. Joseph's Institute for Improved Instruc-
tion of Deaf-Mutes, 1247. 
St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary, 1185. 
St. Lawrence University, 1149. 
St. Loufa, Mo., physical training, 524, 586; aver-
age age of withdrawal of pupils from pu).>-
lic schools of, 599; comparative decrease m 
enrollment, 662; school buildings of, 672; 
statistics, 970, 981, 992. 
St. Louis College of Pharmacy, 1175. 
St. Louis College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
1168. 
St. Louis Day School for the Deaf, 1239. 
St. Louis House of Refuge, 1267. 
St. Louis Law School, 1181. 
St. Louis Medical College, 1168. 
St. Louis Normal School, 1201. 
St. Louis Post-Graduate School of Medicine, 1170. 
St. Louis Seminary, 1160. 
St. Louis Training School for Nurses, 1177. 
St. Lonis University, 1148. 
St. Lulrn's IIospitaf Training School for Nurses, 
1177. 
t. Mary's Colleg , Cal., 1141. 
St. Mary's College, Kans., 1145. 
St. Mary's College, Ky., 1145. 
t. Mary's Industrial School for Boyl!, 1266 
St. Mary's School, 1159. 
t. Mary's Th ological Seminary, 1185. 
't. Mary'& UniYersity, 1155. 
St. Meinrad's 'ollege, 1143. 
St. Moinrad'R Eccl sia!!lical Seminary, 1184. 
t. Olaf College, 1147. 
t. Pnul, Minn., 591,970,981,992. 
St. Paul's Coll ge, 1147. 
't. Paul Institut , 12.J2. 
t. P torsl.mrg, p ·dagogiral musoum for military 
du ation at, 2-l5. 
• t.. toph<'n's olh•gc. 1119. 
't., ulpic and :,t. ~I.lry's c·nhorsity, 1184. 
St. Viat nr' Collc•g<', 1142. 1183. 
, ·t. Vine nt oil gu, 'al., 1141. 
, 't. Vine •ut Coll g ·, Pn., il5:J . 
't. Vincent's Colfrg , 1147. 
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St. Vincent's College and 'Iheological Seminary, 
1185. 
St. Vincent's Seminary, 1186. 
St. Xavier College, 1151. 
Salaries, of teachers and superintendents of State 
systems, 62; amount paid teachers by State 
systems, 69; of teachers in Switzerland, 
229 ; of German university professors, 281; 
of personnel of the ~cole Superieure d es 
Mines, 383; of teachers in Stockholm, 431; 
amount of teachers', in cities, 678, 680. 
Salem, Mass., 968, 981, 990. 
Salem, N . J., physical training, 594. 
Salem, Ohio, physical training, 593. 
Salem, Oreg., physical training, 594. 
Salem Female Academy, l161. 
Salina, Kans., physical training, 591. 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 976, 983, 998. 
Salzmann, C. G., mentioned, 483. 
Sam H ouston State Normal School, 1203. 
San Antonio, Tex., 976, 998. 
San Diego, Cal., 962, 984. 
Sandusky, Ohio, 974, 982, 996. 
San :Francisco, Cal., physical training, 582; com-
parative increase in enrollment, 662; size of 
~~gg_ol building, 673; statistics, 962, 980, 984, 
San Francisco, Seminary, 1183. 
San ]'rancisco Training School for Nurses, 1177. 
San J oaquin Valley College, 1141. 
San J ose, Cal., 582, 962, 980, 984. 
Santa Clara College, 1141. 
Santa Cruz, Cal. , physical training, 590. 
Santa Rosa Seminary, 1159. 
Santee Normal Training School, 1185. 
Sarah Fuller Home, 1242. 
Saratoga Springs, 586, 972, 994. 
Sargent, D. A., mentioned, 518; system of physical 
culture, 549. 
Sargent, F. H. , quoted, 557. 
Sault de Ste. Marie, physical training, 586. 
Sauveur, L., School for the Study of Language, 
917. 
Savannah, Ga., 964, 980, 986. 
Sav:i,ry, William H., quoted, 834. 
Sav1gny, K . Fr. von, quoted, 326. 
Saxony, normal schools, 153; gymnastics in, 490. 
Sayre Female Institute, 1159. 
Scarritt College Institution, 1148. 
Schenectady, N. Y., 972, 994. 
Schlee,: :., r eport on coeducation in the United 
States, 799. 
Schlciermacher, Fr., mentioned, 272; quoted, 317. 
Schleswig-Holstein School Museum at Kiel, 242. 
Schober lo, Franz, on the results of home training 
and influence, 231. 
Schofield Normal and Industrial School, 1205. 
Scholarships, in technical school of Bristol, 116; 
in German univers~ties, 365; in colleges for 
Schooii:h1b'iZ2~r 
7f~~ 7i~a:c\~~l~~sociation of 
the Province of Saxony, at Magdeburg, 242. 
School for the Deaf of North Dakota, 1247. 
School of Applied Ethics at Plymouth, 915. 
School of Expression, 919. 
School of Mines of Coloraclo, 1196. 
School of Mines of Columbia Colle6e, 1196. Schools. See Education. 
Schumacher Gymnasium Company, apparatus 
manufactured by , 576. 
Science, schools for, under English Science ancl 
Art Department, 97; a laboratory for the 
study of, r equired in Prussian normal 
schools, 161; in course of Prussian normal 
school, 165; lesson in natural history, 194; 
in German universities, 271; students pre-
paring for college r.ourse in, 686, 6 8, 707, 
1002, 1084; students studying in secondary 
schools, 6!l7, 6!l9, 701; number in colleges 
for women studying some branch of, 737. 
Scio College, 1151. 
Scotlancl, statistics ofcducational institutions, 97; 
edncational affairs in, during 1891, 101; 
technical instrnrtion in, 105. 
Scott, W. IL, quotnl, 852. 
cottsboro Collrgo, 1140. 
Scrnnton, Pa. , 976. 982, 998. 
S al.mry Divinity hoo1, 1185. 
easido Assembly, Avon by tho Sea, N. J ., 959. 
Sea. ide um mer Normal Institute, Corpus Christi, 
Tex., !!59. 
Seats. See Buil<lings and accessories. 
Seattle, Wash., 588,978,983, 1000. 
SeaYer, Edwiu P., paper on care of truants and 
incorrigibles, 775; quoted, 787. 
Secondary education, pupils in the United States 
r eceivin cr, 2; sex of students in institutions 
giving, 15; statistics, 64; training of teach-
ers for, 100; time devoted to secondary stud-
ies in Prussian normal schools, 161; in 
Switzerland, 221; professors for German 
schools of, prepared in university, 274; in-
fluence of education of t eachers upon, 275; 
univer sally sought by German people of 
wealth or family, 285; as a· preparation for a 
university career, 806; preparation of Ger-
man university students, 339; number of 
students in German schools for, 368; in 
Sweden, 432; condition of, in the United 
States, 685; students studying a foreign lan-
guage, or a science, in secondary schools, 
695, '101; students in preparatory depart-
ments of institutions for hi~her education, 
713, 734, 1002, 1084; effect of, in forming the 
mind, 745, 747; statistics of for colored race, 
864. 
See also Administration and organization of 
systems, Management and supervision of 
instruction, Methods of instruction, Cur-
riculum, Programme, Professors and in-
structors, Salary, Students, Funds, Income, 
!:ai~~t:ures, and Appropriations, State 
Sedalia, Mo., 970,992. 
Seguin Physiological School for Children of Ar-
rested Development, 1258. 
Selma University, 869, 1140. 
Seminary of St. Uharles Borromeo, 1186. 
Seminary of St. Francis of Sales, 1157. 
Seminary of St. Francis Sales, 1187. 
Seminary of the German Evangelical Synod of 
North America, 1185. 
Seminary, of the German universities, 300. 
Seminary of the Sacred Heart, 1159. · 
Seminary -west of the Suwannee River, 1141. 
Seneca Falls, N. Y., physical training, 594. 
Session, suspended one day in each month, in 
Prussian normal schools, 162; duration of 
recess in cities having physical training, 
583, 590; length of in certain cities, in 1841 
and 1891, 664. 
Seton Hall College, 1149. 
Sex. See vVomen; also, Professors and instr uct-
ors, Teachers, a.nd Students. 
Shamokin, Pa., 976,998. • 
Shaw University, 869, 1151, 1169, 1185, 1193. 
Sh1,boyO'an, Wis., 978, 983, 1000. 
Sheffiela, England, technical education at, 120. 
Sheffield Scientific School, 1188. 
Shelbina Collegiate Institute, 1148. 
Shelbyville Female College, 1162. 
Shenandoah, Pa., 593, 976, 982, 998. 
Shepardson College, 1161. 
Shepherd's College, 1203. 
Sheppard, Isaac A., quoted, 670. 
Shewman, S. N., quoted, 882. 
Shorter College, 1159. 
Shreveport, La., 594,966,988. 
Shuqualak Female College, 1160. 
Shurtleff College, 1143, 1184. 
Sidgwick, Henry, on hygienic effects of higher 
education of women, 843. 
Silliman Female Collegiate Institute, 1160. 
Simpson College, 1143. 
Sing Sing, N. Y ., 592, 972, 994. 
Sioux City, Iowa, 584,966, 988. 
Sioux City Training SchQol for Teachers, 1201. 
Sioux Falls, S. Dak., 976,998. 
Slonne, A. E. , mention ed, 532. 
Slo,id, training in, 427 . 
Smith, A. 'l'olman. r port on education in France 
ancl Great Britain, 73-137; paper on coedu-
cation of the sexes, 783. 
Smith Colleie, 1158. 
Societfn~otitu[i~~t~~?, Manual Labor in Literary 
Society for the Collegiate Instruction of Women, 
1158. 
I I 
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Society for the Reformation of Juvenile Delin-
quents in the City of New York, 1268. 
Sockanosset School for Boy.s, 1269. 
Somerville, Mass., 584,968,981,990. 
Somerville Female Institute, 1162. 
Soule Female College, 1161. 
South Amboy, N. J ., physical training, 5'.J4. 
South Bend, Ind,, 964, 986. 
South Bethlehem, Pa., 076, 998. 
South Carolina, statistics of elementary schools, 
-29-71, 581, G79; of secondary education, 686; of 
higher etlucation, 712, 734, 8ti3, 1163, 1179, 
1182, 1198; of business colleges, 1216; of the 
defective antl delinquent classes, 1244, 1251. 
South Carolina College, ll5;l. - · 
South Carolina Institution for the Eclucation of 
the Deaf and the Blind, 1237, 1247, 1254. 
South Dakota, statistics of elementary schools, 29-
71, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of higher 
education, 712, 1198 ; of business colleges, 
1217; of the defective and dclinquen t classes, 
1245, 1263. 
South Dakota School for Deaf-Mutes, 1247. 
Sout,h Dak.ota State Normal Schools, 1203. 
South Dakota State Reform School for Boys and 
Girls, 1269. 
Southern .Academic Institute, 1204. 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1184. 
Southern California College, 1141. 
Southern Female College, Ga., 1159, 
Southern Female College, Va., 1162. 
Southern Illinois St-ate Normal School, 12CO. 
Southern Indiana Normal College, 1204. 
Southern Medical College, 1167, 1172. 
Southern Normal University, 1154, 1205 . 
Southern University, 869, 1140, 1103. 
South Kentucky Colleo-e, 1145. 
Southland Coll~~e and ~ormal Institute, 1204. 
South Omaha, .1.~ ebr., 594, 970, 992. 
Southwest Baptist Colleo-e, 114 7. 
Southwestern Baptist .University, 1154, 1169. 
Southwestern Presbyterian University, 1154. 
Southwestern University, 1155. 
Southwest Kansas CollE1t;e, 1L45. · 
Southwest Vir17inia Institute, 1162. 
Southwick, F. Townsend, quoted, 556. 
Spalding Bros., A. G. , apparatus manufactured 
by, 574. 
Spartanburg, S. C., physical training, 593. 
Spencer, Mass., physical training, 534. 
Spokane Falls, 593, 978, 1000. 
Springfield, Ill., 594, 964, 980, !)8G. 
Springfield, :Mass., 584, 968, !J81, 900. 
Springfield, Mo., 970, 992. 
Springfield, Ohio, 974, 98::!, C96. 
Springficlrl (Me Training School, 1201. 
Spring Hill Colle~e. 1140. 
Stamford Conn., i,62, 984. 
_ Stanford F malo Colleo-e, 1150. 
Stapfer, Phillip .Albrecbt, mentioned, 20G. 
State, relation of German uniYCrsities to the, 277. 
State .A :.rricultural Collego of Oregon, 1189, 1192. 
State .Agricultural Collego of Soutll Dakota, 1100, 
11!!2. 
Stato and municip:u aid. l:ce Appropriations, 
State aud municipal. 
State coutrol. , 'ee .Administration and organiza-
tion of systems. 
State ·ormal Collcg , Frnnkfort. Ky., 1193. 
, tate 'ormal and Industrial School, Ala., 1103. 
State Normal cbool, Tallahns. 1•f•, Ffa., 1103. 
Stati tic11, surnmar_y of, 1. , 'cc also unm 1 of each 
·tatc or Territory aD<l ,·ity. 
Staunton l!'rmnl eminary, 1162. 
, ·tcarn., "'illinut .A., quokd, 23. 
, ·t 1,birn~, G ·u vicv ·, 11 nnt1>cl, 550. 
,·t ei:,Jnl• .. m ntioned,241; quoted,804. 
.'t hon. l'a., 07 , 00 . 
: r,haui, H., rptolc<l, 1-13. 
• q,lwu14 Coll ·i:c, 1160. 
, t nl ·nvlll , Jhi'>, 074. 082, O!JG. 
, • 11 In i ut f '1, dmology, 1196. 
't · ·n on . ·111 rintl'ncl nt, CJ.not d, 61 
:·111 at r, li1111.,0;1,on. 
.' oc holm, I ·d gogic:il library at, 24.5; school of, 
"- . kton, ' 1., 5()0, 062, ()3 • 
Stock\iilusiness College and N or1ca.a.l Institute, · 
Stockwell, Thomas R., quoted, 787. 
Stone, S. C., quoted, 830. 
Stone, Superintendent, quoted, 62.!.. 
Stonewall .Jackson Institute, 116~. 
Storer College, 1203. 
Storrs .Agricultural School, 1196. 
Straight University, 8G9, 871, 1145, 1181. 
Strong, .James W., quoted, 850. 
Stuart Female College, 1159. . 
Students, in all schools of the Uni~ed States,~; m 
private schools, 8; sex of, m the U:g1ted 
States, 15, 3-i; in public schools, by States, 
27, 83, 34, 35; in cities, 677,679,681,962; co~t 
of each, to State systems, 28; enroll.eel m 
the elementary, secondary, ~nd h~ghe_r 
schools of France, 73; in educational ms_ti-
tutions of Great Britain arnl Ireland, 97; rn-
Merchant Venturers School of Bristol, Eng-
lanu, 115; in German normal schools, 153 ;poy · 
erty of, a detriment to higher study,_ 288;. m 
• Swiss schools of all grades, 230; umv~rsity 
life of, durin$midclle a~es and modern time~, 
256,266; of uerman umversities, social posi-
tion of, 287; no enforced curriculum ~nGer-
man universities, 293, 314; work of, 1n Ger-
man universities, 305; extramural lifo of 
German unh"ersity students, 308; expenses 
of, in German universities, 309; changing 
:from ono university or faculty to another m 
Germany, 310, 344; effect on, of unity o_f al~ 
higher instruction in Germany, 323; ratio ~f, 
to population, inEurope, 329,331; nnmber1 m German universities, 331; percentage of for-
eign, in German universities, 340; occupa-
tions of fathers of, in German unh'ersity, 348; 
religion of German university, 351; to a pro-
fessor in German universities, 354; cost of 
educating,in German uni ,·ersities, 361; cos~s 
of university study in Germany, 363; aid 
~ranted to needy, German university, 367; 
foreign, in ll;coledes Pouts etChauss~es, 385; 
in tho Institut .Agronomiquo de France, 
393; in elementary schools of Sweden, 425; 
in technical schools of Sweden, 439; ago of 
withdrawal of, from public schools; 595: 
relative decrease of, in city systems, 661; 
average cost of instructing in cities, 675; 
in e\"ening schools, 681; average number of 
days attendance of each, in ities, 682; 
average number of, to a teacher in cities, 
682; average num bor of seats to each 100, in 
cities, 682; in secondary schools, 686, G88; 
elementary, in secondary schools, 686, 6~9; 
preparin~for college dassical and scientific 
courses, m secondary schools, G86, 689, 707; 
in secondary schools, studying a language, 
science, or history, 695, 701 ; by sex, p_re-
paring for college, classical, antl scientific 
courses, in secondary schools, 707; in all de-
partments of institutions for higher and 
Jlrofessional education, 713, 724, 732, 734, 
1140, 1158, 1159, 1163, 1179, 1182, 118 , 1198; in 
couriies leading to degrees, 717, 732, 735; 
place of preparation of. for college educa-
tion, 719,732; at West Point Academy, 767 ;_ 
in colored schools, 863, 1234; in school. ot 
.Alaska, 873, 880; in evening school., 981; 
of elementary g;rade in secondary schoolR, 
1002, 10 ; at umv rsity extension lecture., 
1206; in all departments of business ~ol· 
loges, 1216, J 219; in schools for tho defectffo 
classes, 1238, 1271. 
See alao Graduate!!, and Higher and prof s-
sional, ·econdnn·, and Elementary educa-
tion. • 
Studi /1. , ee Curricnlum; also Language, study 
of, 1Iathematics, Sciencr, History, and 
'OJ!rnphy. 
Snllin. Colh•ge, 1101. 
Sup •rint •1Hlente, preparation for work of, d em cl 
u ·c . nry in 'crmany, 183; names of, 637, 
1:38 . 
Sup •rior, Wi!i , 078, 0 :J, 1000. 
'ummer ·ours 'ii i11. · w •1len, 4i8. 
ummer schools, history of, 083. 
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Supervisors, number of, in city systems, 077, 680. 
Swan, Robert, quot,ed, 831. 
Swarthmore College, 1153. 
Swedish system of gymnastics. See Physical 
training. 
Swedish Theological Seminary, 1183. . 
Switzerlan<l, professional training of teachers m, 
150; normal schools, 155; training of teach-
ers in, 172; }Jermanent school exhibits of, 
243. 
S;ybel, H. von, quoted, 307,313,317. 
Synodical Female College, Mo., 1160. 
Synodical Female College, T enn., 1162. 
Syracuse, N, Y., 591,972,982,994, 1202_. 
Sy!'acuse State Institution for Feeble-minded 
Children, 1260. 
Syracuse University, 1150, 11G9. 
T. 
Tabor College, 1144. 
Tacoma, ·wash., 588, 9i8, 1000. 
Talladega College. theological department, 1183. 
'.l.'arkio College, 1148. 
Taunton, Mass., 594, 9GS, 981, OUO. 
Taxes. See Appropriation, State and local. 
Taylor, J.M., quoted, 852. 
Taylor University, 1143. 
Teachers, number, in public schools by sex, 27, 
54, GG7, 677, G80, 963; changes in force of 
du~infs school year, 58; in schools of c;:,reat 
Bnt.ain and Ireland, 97; in the elementary 
schools of Sweden, 426: cities employing 
special, for instruction in physical culture, 
580; in e,ening Hchools, 681; average to a 
supervising officer, G82; in colored schools, 
863; higher schools conducted by colored, 
SGS; i n evening schoolR, 081. 
training of, students in normal schools of tho 
United 8tates, 11; statistics of, in Great 
Britain and Ireland, 97; for technical 
Gchools, 131>; in Germany, .Austria, and 
Switzerland, 139; admission to course of 
normal schools in Prussia, 158; wbat it 
should be, 175; and tenure of office, in 
Switzerland, 229; in Sweden, 447; students 
in pedagogical courses of colleges and uni-
versities, 717; students in pedagogical 
courses of colleges for women, 732, 735 ; 
schools for, 864, 1198; in summer schools, 
895. 
qualifications of, character of, 59; in Switzer-
hnd, 228; who do not teach, 665; men de-
sirable for, in upper grades of elementary 
instruction, 668. 
See also Salary, Professors and ins'tructors , 
Management and supervision of instruc-
tion, Curriculum, and Expenditure. 
T eachers' Seminary of tl.te Evangelical Lutheran 
Synod of Ohio, 1205. 
T eaching,· education for. See Teachers, training 
of. 
Technical education. See Higher and profes-
sional education. 
Technical Instruction Committee of Manchester, 
England, cited, 132. 
Technical School of Cincinnati, 1197. 
Telegraphy, students of, in business colleges, 1216, 
1219. 
'l'emple, Tex., physical training, 594. 
Tennef!see, statistics of elementary education, 29-
71, 581, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of 
higher education, 712,734, 863, 1163, lli9, 
1182, ll!J8; of business colleges, 1217; of 
tho defcctfre and delinquent classes, 1244, 
1251, 1263. . 
Tennessee Deaf and Dumb School, 1237, 1247. 
Tenn ssee Female College, 1161. 
Tennessee Inclustrial 'chool, 1260. 
Tennessee School for tho Blind, 1237, 1254. 
Term, length of, in State systems, 27, 46; in Swit-
z rlan,1, 215; in citi •s, 663, 677, 6 2, OG3; of 
colored schools, 863; of evening school1:1, 981; 
in prof ssional courses, llGG, 1130, 1183, 1200; 
· in nurse-trainin~ schools, 1177. 
Terre IIaute, Ind., 06J, 086. 
Tetlow, John, quoted, 826. 
Texas, statL_ ti , of l mentary od u ~ atiO!], ~9-71, 
6i9; of so oudn.ry school1, 6 1; ot lug her 
education, 712, 734, 86:.l, JlG3, 1170, 11 2, 1198; 
of b11 ine c ll ge, 1217; f th cl f< ctivo 
and d linquent :la es, 1244, 1251, 12G3. 
Texas Deaf aml Dnmb A.sylnm, 1247. 
Texas Deaf, Dumb, and Illind In titution for 
Colored outh, 1237, 1247, 1254. 
Text-books, published by state in witzerl:md, 
221; and the lecture, 295. 
Thayer, ·ylvanus, mentioned, 500. 
'l'hayer School of Civil Engineering, 1196. 
Tl.teological::ieminary oftl.te Presbyterian Chnrch, 
1185. 
Theolorrical Seminary of tho Evangelical Luth-
e~,m Church ju Philadelphia, 11 U. 
Theoloo-ical Seminary of tho General Ass mbly 
of tho Presbyterian Church in tho United 
States, 1186. 
Theoloo·ical Seminary of tho General , ynod of 
the Enngelical Lutheran Church i:1 tho 
United States, 1186. 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church jn 
tho United States, 1186. 
Theological Seminary of the Reformed (Dutch) 
Church in America, 1185. 
Theological Seminary of tho lloforme<l Preoby-
terian Church, 1186. 
Theol~y, instructiouin schools of, 1182. See also 
.tligher education. 
Thiel College, 1153. 
Thomasius, Chr., mentioned. 267. 
Thompson, E. P., quoted, 785. 
Tliurber, S., quoted, 827. 
Thuringia, normal schools, 164. 
Thuringian School Museum, at J'ena., 241. 
Tice, John II., mentioned. 52-!. 
Tiffin, Ohio, 586, 974, 982, 99G. 
Tillotson Collegiate and Normal Institute, 1205. 
Titusville, Pa., 976, 998. 
Tokio, Pedagogical Museum at, 246. 
Toledo, Ohfo, 594, 074, 982, 99G. 
Toleclo Deaf-Mute- school, 1242. 
Toledo Public Oral School for tl.to Deaf, 1239. 
Topeka, Kans., 966,988. 
Toronto, educational museum at, 246. 
Tougaloo University, normal department, 1204. 
Tournaments, 470. 
'.!'raining of teachers. See '.reachers. 
Training School for Nurses of Brooklyn Homeo-
pathic Hospital, 1177. 
Training Scl.tool for Nurses, Houso of the Good 
Shepherd., 1177. 
Training School for Nurses of Rochester City 
Hospital, 1177. 
Training :School for Nurses of tl.te Buffalo State 
Hospital, 1177. 
Training School for Nurses of the Woman's Hos-
pital, 1178. 
Trenton, N. J., 972, 082, 994. 
Trigonometry. See Mathematics . 
Tri:llidad, Colo., physical training, 582. 
Trinity College, Conn., university extension at, 
75~ statistics, 1141, 1206. 
Trinity vollege, N. C., 115J. 
Trinity University.1155, 1187. 
Troy, N. Y., 594, 972, 094. 
Truants. See Delinquents, juYenilc. 
Tufts College, 1147, 1185. 
Tuition fees, i:emjHsion of, for, in England, 98; 
influence of fees for, on character of work 
done by professor and student, 293; amount 
received from fees for, 97; in German uni-
versities, 350; amount received as, by uni-
versities and colleges, 721, 733, 740; annual 
charge for, in business colleges, 1219. 
Tulane University, university extension at, 752, 
1145, 1167, 1174, 1180, 1197. 
Turners, association of, 488. 
Tuscaloosa Female College, 1159. 
Tuskegee State Normal and Irnlustrial School, 
1200. 
Tuttle. J.E., quoted, 836. 
Twin Valley College, 1151. 
Twombly, .A. S., quoted. 834. 
Tyng, Stephen R., mentioned, 507. 
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Unalaska Contract SchooJ, 876. 
Union, N. J., 972, 982, 99-!. 
Union Benevolent Association Home and Hospital, 
1177. 
Union Biblical Institute, 1183. 
Union Biblical Seminary, 1185. 
Union Christian College, 1143, 1184. 
Union College, 1150. 
Union College of Law, 1180. 
Union Female College, Miss ., 1160. 
Union Female College, Tenn., 1161. 
Union Theological Seminary, 1187. 
Union Theological Seminary in the City of New 
York , 1185. 
Union University, 1168, 1175, 1181. 
United Presbyterian Theological College of 
Xenia, 1186. -
Univers~te de France, foundation and administra-
tion of, 78. 
Universities . See Higher and professional edu-
cation. 
University extension, place of, in American edu-
cation, 743; statistics of, 751, 1206. 
University of Alabama, 1140, 1180. 
University of Arizona , organization of, 711; sta-
tistics; 11.J,O, 1186, 1191. 
University of Buffalo, 1168, 1175. 
University of California, 752, 1141, 1166, 1172, 1180, 
1188, 1191, 1196, 1206. 
University of Cincinnati, 1151. 
University of Colorado, 1141, 1166, 1174, 1180·. 
University of Denver, 752, 1141, 1166, 1172, 1!.7!1, 
1206. 
University of Georgia, 1142, 1180, 1188, 1191. 
University of Illinois, 752, 1142, 1188, 1191, 1207. 
University of Kansas, 752, 1145, 1174, 1180, 1207. 
Univer&ity of Louisville, 1167, 1180. 
'university of Maryland, 1167, 1172, 1180. 
University of Michigan, 1147, 1167, 1170, 1172, 1174, 
1180. 
University of Minnesota, 1147, 1167, 1171, 1172, 
1189, 1191. 
University of Mississippi, 1147, 1180. 
Unh-ersity of Nashville, normal college, 1203. 
University of Nebraska, 1149, 1189, 1191. 
Unh-ersity of Nevada, 1149, 1192. 
University of North Carolina, 1150, 1166, 1181. 
University of North Dakota, 1151. 
University of Notre Dame, 1143, 1180. 
University of Omaha, 1149. 
University of Ore~on, 1152, 118l, 
University of Pans, first in the Occident, 253. 
University of P ennsylvania, 1153, 1172, 1173, 1181. 
University of Rochester, 1150. 
University of South Carolina, 1181. 
University of SouLh Dakota, 115-!. 
University of Southern California, 1141, 1166, 1183. 
University of Tennessee, 859, 1154, 1169, 1173, 1181, 
11!>0, 1192. 
University of Texas, 1155, 1169, 1181. 
University of the City of Tew York, 1150, 1168, 
1181. 
University of the Northwest, 114-!. 
niversity of the Pacific, 1141. 
niversity of the South, 1155, 1187. 
Univ rsity of the State of Missouri, 1148, 1168, 
11 1, W!9, 1191. 
Unh- rsity of tb tate of New York, university 
xten ion lectures, 752, 1200. 
oh- rsity of tab, ll5;i, 1247. 
ni •ersity of Vermont, 1155, 1169, 1190, 1192. 
Univ r. ity of Virginia, 054, 1155, 1169, 1181. 
rmv •rsity of "\Vashington, 1156. 
nh·er. ~ty of Wiscon in, 752, 1156, 1175, 1181, 
11 ), 1192. 1214. 
niv r. i y of Woo. tcr, 1152. 
·uh: ·r ity or \Yyoming. 752, 1157, 1190, 1192, 1215. 
pd1k J . D .. <1uotNI, 700. 
·PJ,!'r Iowa m,·er itY, 1144. 
·11 on Hou , work of, in arin, for tudents, 
j . 
rb ta:\ 'oil, ,. , 11:;2. 
r b n Coll ·:r•, ll''J 11 I\. 
•• ·.Gran olv r ity, 11~1, 11 , 1186. 
Utah, statistics of elementary education, 29-71, 
581, 679; of secondary sc~ools, 687; of 
higher education, 712; of busmess colleges, 
1217 · of the defective and delinquent 
clas~es, 1245. 
Utah Agricultural College, 1190, 1192. 
Utica, N. Y., 594, 972, 982, 994. 
Utica State Hospital Training School for Nurses, 
1177. 
v. 
Vacation, in German university life, 307. 
Valley Female Colle~e, 1162. 
Vanderbilt University, 856, 1155, 1169, 1173, 1175, 
1181, 1187. 
Vardeman School of Theology, 1185. 
Vassar College, 1158. . 
Vermont statistics of elementary education, 29-
71, ' 679; of secondary education, 686; o_f 
higher education, 712, 1163, 1198; of l.rns1-
ness colleges, 1216; of the delinquent classes, 
1263. 
Vermont House of Correction, 1269. 
Vermont State r.ormal schools, 1203. 
Veterinary medicine, schools of, 1163, 1176. 
Vicksburg, Miss., 594,970,992. . 
Vienna Austria classification of children of, m 
r~gard to h~rue training, 231. 
Villanova College, 1153, :i.186. 
Vincennes, Ind., 964,986. 
Vincent, J. H., mentioned,·921. . 
Virginia statistics of elementary education, 29-
71,' 679; of secondary education, 686; _of 
higl,er education, 712, 734, 863, 1163, ~1,9, 
1182 1198 · of business colleges, 1216; ot the 
defe~tive ~nu delinquent class.es, 1244. l'.l51. 
Virginia Agricultural and Mechamcal College, 
1190. 
Virginia City, Nebr., 970. 992. 
Virginia Female Institnte, 1162. 
Virginia Institution for the Education of the Deaf 
and Dnmb and the Blind, 1248, 1254. 
Virginia Military Institute, 1196. 
Virginia normal schools, 1203. 
Viribert, H ., qnoted, !107. 
Voarino, Signor, 512. 
w. 
W,\bas h College, 1143. 
Waco, Tex., 594,976,998. 
Waetzoldt, Stephan, rnmarks on coeducation in 
the United States, 800. 
Wages . See Salaries. · 
Wake Forest College, 1151. 
Walga;;t, Mr., mentioned, 242. 
\VaHrn.lfa, Femnle College, 1161. 
\Yallawalla, \Vash., physical training, 588. 
·waltham, Mass., 584,968,981,990. 
Walton, G. A., quoted, 150. 
Wartl Seminary, 1162. 
War.field. W. C., quoted, 'i89. 
\\ arren, \V. I!'., quoted, 850. 
Warrei, Articulation School, 1242. 
"\varrensburg, Mo., physical training, 592. 
Wartburg Collf>ge, 1144. 
Wn,rtbmir Seminary, ll8-!. 
Washburn College, 1145. 
Washington, statistics of elementary schools, 29-
71, 580, 679; of secoll(lary schools_, 687; of 
higher ducation, 712, 1198; of bus1~ess col-
leges, 1217; of tho defective and delmquent 
classes, 1245, 1259, 1264. 
Wasbingto11, D. C., vhysical training, 582; com-
purati,·e d •creai;o in enrollment. G~2; _ lenir~h 
of i;c hool term 1841-1891, 664; stat1st1cs, 962, 
980, 984, 1200. 
\Vashington, l'a., vhysical training, 594. 
Washington an <l Jefferson 'ollc,gc, 1153. 
Washington and Lee niversity, 1155, 1181. 
·wa!!l1i11gto11 'ollc·go, Md., ll46. 
,va. hin ,ton Col1 •g11, TC'nn., 1155. 
Wn. hington .'chool for Defective Yontb, 1248, 
]l!{il. 
\\'nl!bingtou titatt nonuul cbools, 1203. 
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Waohington State Reform Sch_ool, 1269. 
Wasbington Training School tor N nrses, 1177. 
Washinl!ton University, 1148, 1168, 1181, 1196, 1197. 
Waterb11ry, Conn., 962,980,984. 
Waterloo, Iowa, physical training, 584. 
Webb City, Mo., physical training, 59:l. 
Weber, Dr. , quoted, 143. 
Watertown, N. Y., 972,982,994. 
Wausau, "\Vis., 978, \l83, 1000. 
Wausau Day School for the Deaf, 12::9_ 
Wayland Seminary, 1183. 
Webster, H . E ., quoted, 852. 
Weld, Theodore D., mentioned, 508, 53.0. 
Wellesley College, 1158. 
Wells College, 1158. 
Wells School for Teachers and. School for I::;di· 
vi<lual Instruction, 1204. 
Werner, J". A. L., mentioned, 491. 
Wesleylan Female College, Ga., 1159. 
Wesleyan Female College, N . C., 1161. 
Wesleyan Female Institute, 1162. 
Wesleyan University, Conn., 1141. 
West Bay City, Mich., 968,981,990. 
Westbrook Seminary, 1160. 
West Chester, Pa., 976, 998. 
Wes tern College, Iowa, 1144. 
Western College, Mo., 1148. 
Western Literary Institute and College of Pro-
fessional Teachers, report of, on physical 
education, 510. 
Western Maryland College, 1146. 
Western Michigan College, 1147. 
Western New York Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 
1247. 
Western Normal School, 1204. 
Western Normal University, 1204. 
Western Pennsylvania Institution for the In-
struction of the Deaf and Dumb, 1247, 1254. 
Western .Pennsylvania Medical College, 1169. 
Western Reserve Normal College, 1205. 
Western Reserve University, 1151. 
Western Seminary of the Reformed Church in• 
America, 1185. 
Western Theological Seminarv, 1183. 
Western Theological Seminary of the Presby-
w 
t erian Church in the United States, 1186. 
estern University of Penns.ylvania, 1152. 
Westfield, Mass., physical traming, 591. 
Westfield College, 1143. 
W est Liberty State normal schools, 1208. 
"\Vest.minster College, Mo., 1148. -
Westminster College, Pa., 1153. 
Westminster Theolofical Seminary of the :Meth-
odist Episcopa Church, 1184. 
WestPoint Military Academy, 767. 
West Troy, N. Y., 972,994. 
West Virginia, statistics of elementary educa-
t ion, 29- 71, 581,679; of seconuary education, 
686; of higher education, 712, 734,863, 1179, 
1198; of business colleges, 1216; of the de-
{ii~~ve and delinquent classes, 1244, 1251, 
West Virginia College, 1156. 
West Virginia Institute, 1194. 
West Vir_ginia Reform School, 1269. 
West Virginia School for tbe Deaf and the Blind, 
1248, 1254. 
West Virginia University, 1156, 1181, 1190, 1192. 
Weymoutb, Mass., 591,968,981,990. 
Wheaton College, 1143. ' 
Wheelin.g, W. Va., 978, 1000. 
Whipple Home School, 1242. 
White, E. E., quoted, 617; on coeducation of the 
sexes, 812 
White, M. P., quoted, 830. 
Whitehall, N. Y., physical training, 592. 
Whitewater, Wis., phvsical training, 594. 
Whitman College, 1156. 
Whit~;J
5
_Rcform School for Juvenile Offenders, 
Whitworth Uolle_ge, 1156. 
Whitworth J:!'emale College, 1160. 
Whitworth Institut , 124. 
Wichita, Kans., 060, 08 . 
Wichita Uuiversity, 1145. 
Wilborforc niv rsit:,, 809, 1152, 1185. 
Wilbur 'chool and Home for th F bl -:\Iind 
125 . 
Wiley niver-ity,1155. 
Wilke bnrr , Pa., 593, 976, 9 2, 09 . 
Wi!lamett Univer ity, llo2, 11 1, 1186. 
William J well Coll g , 114 . 
Williams Colleg , 1147. 
Williamsport, Pa., 976, 998. 
William ton F male Coll ge, 1161. 
Willimantic, Conn., 594, 962, 9 4. 
Willoughby, W. F. and W. ., on sp cial educa-
tion for public e1Tants, 369; pap r by latter 
on summer schools in the United State , 893. 
Wilmington, Del., 594, 902, 980, 984. 
Wilmington College, 1152. 
Wilson College, 1161. 
Wilson Colle~iate Institute, 1161. 
Winchester l!emale College, 115!!. 
"\Viuona, Minn., 59-!, 970, 981, 992. 
Winship, .A.. E., quoted, 825. 
Winship, G. W., mentioned, 515. 
Winship, J.P. C., report of, on coeducation, 819. 
Winthrop Normal College, 1203. 
,visconsin, statistics of elP.mentary education, 
29-71, 580, 679; of secondary schools, 687; of 
higher education, 712, 1179. 1182, l198; of 
business Cl)lleges, 1217; oft he def'ectiYe and 
delinquent classes, 1238, 12J5, 1252, 1263. 
Wisconsin industrial schools, 136:l. 
Wisconsin School for the Deaf, 1248. 
Wisconsin State normal schools, 1203. 
Wisconsin Summer School for Teachers, 958 
Wise, H . .A.., quoted, 788. 
Withington, Charles F., quoted, 845. 
Wittenberg College, 1152. 
Wittenberg Seminary, 1185. 
"\Voburn, Mass., 584, 968, 98], 990. 
Wofford College, 1158. 
Wolff, Chr., mentioned, 267. 
·woman's College of :Baltimore, 1158. 
Women's Medical College of Baltimore, 1167. 
Womau's Medical College of Georgia, 1167. 
Woman's Medical College of Cincinnati, 1169. 
Woman's Medical College of the New York In-
firmary, 1169. 
\-Vomen, proportion of, in colleges, 20; in schools 
for training teachers, 24; number and sex of, 
employed by State and city systems, 56,680; 
not admitted in German normal schools, 
157; coeducation of sexes in 8,,,-itzer!:tnd, 
217, and in Sweden, 446; schools for hancli-
work adapted to, in Switzerland, 210; per-
centage of, in teaching corps of Swiss can-
tons, 228; education of, in Sweden, 446; 
physical training of, in ancient Greece. 460; 
evils of a great preponderance of, as teachers 
in elementary education, 668; ratio of, as 
teachei·s and students in secondary schools, 
to meu; 707; colleges for, 731; education of, 
i n institu tions admitting men, 783; partici-
pation of, in management of school affairs, 
'792 . 
See Students, also Professor s and iustructors, 
also Higher an d professional, Secondary and 
E lementil,ry education. 
Woodbine !formal School, 1201. 
Woods Holl Laboratory, 904 . 
Woodward, C. M ., methoddevised by, forcompnt-
~ng the average age of pupils at t.ime of loav-
mg school, 595. 
Woodworth, F. G., quoted, 872. 
Woonsocket, RI., 976, 982,998. 
Worcester, Mass., 584, 968, 981, 990; report of 
school committee on classification, 623. 
Worcester City Hoi,pital Training School for 
Nurses, 1177. 
Worcester Polytechnic Iustitute, 1196. 
Worcester Truant Hcltool. 1267. 
Wuntschli, Dr., quoted, 143. 
\Viirtemherg, normal schools, 153. 
Wyoming, stati::!tics of olornontary schools, 20-71, 
581; ot: secomlar,v schools, 687; of higher 
educat,10u, 71~. Ll99. 
Wyoming Normal and Scientific School, 1205. 
1294 
x. 
Xenia, Ohio. physical training, 586. 
Y, 
INDEX. 
York College, 1149. 
Young, Geoq~e H., quoted, 834. 
Young Female College, 1159. 
Youngstown, Ohio, 594. 974,982, 9!lf.. 
Ypsilanti, Mich., pbysi<:al traiuiug, 591. 
Yale University, 85G, 1141, llGO, 1180, 1183, 1188, z. 
1191. 
Yankton College, 1154. 
Yonkers, N. Y., 972,982,994. 
York, Pu., 976, 99S. 
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Zakrzewska, Marie E., quoted., 814. 
Zanesville, Ohio, 974,996. 
Zettler, M., paper on gymnastics, 490. 
